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ABSTRACT
This research focuses on the ability to contextualize observed human behaviors in
efforts to automate the process of tactical human performance modeling through
learning from observations. This effort to contextualize human behavior is aimed at
minimizing the role and involvement of the knowledge engineers required in building
intelligent Context-based Reasoning (CxBR) agents. More specifically, the goal is to
automatically discover the context in which a human actor is situated when perform-
ing a mission to facilitate the learning of such CxBR models. This research is derived
from the contextualization problem left behind in Fernlund’s research on using the
Genetic Context Learner (GenCL) to model CxBR agents from observed human per-
formance [33]. To accomplish the process of context discovery, this research proposes
two contextualization algorithms: Contextualized Fuzzy ART (CFA) and Context
Partitioning and Clustering (COPAC). The former is a more na¨ıve approach utilizing
the well known Fuzzy ART strategy while the latter is a robust algorithm devel-
oped on the principles of CxBR. Using Fernlund’s original five drivers, the CFA and
COPAC algorithms were tested and evaluated on their ability to effectively contex-
tualize each driver’s individualized set of behaviors into well-formed and meaningful
context bases as well as generating high-fidelity agents through the integration with
Fernlund’s GenCL algorithm. The resultant set of agents was able to capture and
generalized each driver’s individualized behaviors.
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This dissertation investigates the general problem of automation in the generation of
tactical human performance models through the process of learning from observations.
The goal of this work is to advance the state-of-the-art by further automating and
reducing the human involvement required in creating such models. More specifically,
the goal is to discover the context in which a human actor is situated when performing
a complex tactical mission in a simulated environment. Contexts provide a means of
creating human behavior models that have the ability to replicate human intelligence.
Gonzalez [47] adds to this by stating: “The recognition of its context can give an
agent a means to prune the search for solutions or influence the solution selected or
decision made.”. Therefore, the primary objective of this research is to automate
the discovery of context as a way to facilitate learning from observation of human
performance, thereby minimizing the role of the knowledge engineers and ultimately,
the amount of human effort involved in the creation of intelligent, human-like agents
(human performance models). This chapter lays the groundwork of this investigation
by briefly defining the concepts whose understanding is essential in this dissertation.
These definitions and descriptions are complemented with more in-depth description
and review of the state-of-the-art in later chapters. First, a short definition of what
it means to be a tactical human performance model. Then, before going into more
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details, the role of knowledge engineering in building the models is briefly discussed
to understand the value of automation in learning.
1.1 Human Performance Models
Another goal of this investigation is to model human-like behaviors within intelligent
agents. If simulated agents are created “by the book”, they can act too perfectly and
be very predictable and un-humanlike [33]. Sometimes it is desirable in simulations
that the intelligent agent(s) capture and exhibit humanlike performance, making im-
perfect decisions, and having an element of unpredictability and variability. This is
particularly useful in teamwork situations, allowing many agents on a team to exhibit
individualized behaviors.
From a tactical standpoint, human behavior representation is the modeling of a
simulated agent whose actions and behaviors mimic that of a human performing a
task [93]. Consequently, the human decision-making processes are also embedded
into the agent, implicity (e.g., neural networks) and/or explicitly (e.g., rule-based
systems). Banks, et. al. [6] describes the two-fold components of human behavior
modeling as: “correct output mapping” and “unpredictability”. Correct output mod-
eling is where the action outputs appear human-like as if they were made by a human.
Unpredictability is the trait of not being able to expect any predictable patterns in
behavior. This unpredictability lends itself directly to variability between modeling
intelligent agents from different human experts.
The process of building human behavioral models lie in a spectrum of human in-
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tervention and learning [123]. One end of the spectrum has no learning (interviewing
and hand coding a model) while the other end of the spectrum has the learner act
completely autonomously and independently learning on its own (unsupervised learn-
ing). The first extreme represents the traditional knowledge acquisition and modeling
method performed manually by knowledge engineers. The problem with this method
is the high cost of dictating/extracting knowledge from a subject matter expert for
the development of the intelligent agent [33]. The knowledge engineer is responsible
for interviewing an expert in addition to collecting and encapsulating all necessary
knowledge about the domain to create the model. Unsupervised learning is on the
other extreme of the spectrum. Unsupervised learning techniques such as experien-
tial learning or reinforcement learning do not require an expert and learn tasks by
themselves by experiencing their environment. This would remove the bottleneck and
allow the agent to learn by its own interactions with its environment. Reinforcement
learners work by optimizing their performance based on a reward policy as described
in [116]. However, the resulting model may not necessarily match the behavior of
humans because there is no human intervention in the learning process [123].
One of the ways to capture and learn humanlike behaviors is to observe and
evaluate an expert performing a specific task, in turn creating an intelligent model
of the expert. Therefore, learning from observation can play an important role in
modeling human behaviors and the expert from which they originate. This technique
is a compromise between the extremes of hand coding and unsupervised learning,
and lies near the middle of the machine learning spectrum [123]. Learning from
observations provides a more efficient technique to knowledge acquisition, helping to
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eliminate the bottleneck while being able to make use of expert knowledge through
performance data [122].
1.2 Automated Modeling through Learning from
Observation
Learning from observations is what exactly it sounds like. The term learning is defined
as: “The ability to gain knowledge, understanding, and/or skill in through study,
instruction, or experience” [86]. Observation is defined as: “An act of recognizing
and noting a fact or occurrence often involving some form of measurement” [86].
Thus, learning from observations is a machine learning strategy/approach where an
algorithm observes a human expert performing a given task or mission and learns the
knowledge required to later execute the given task successfully [33, 122]. The resulting
autonomous agent is expected to be able to generalize the knowledge gathered and
perform the same or similar tasks with equivalent proficiency to that of an expert
[122]. For instance, a program that learns how to drive an automobile by watching
an expert drive from home to work should be able to generalize driving in a sense, to
be able to repeat driving from home to work as well as have the capability to drive
from home to the gym (given a prior knowledge about the location of the gym). The
investigation described here seeks to replace manual model development with a more
automated process, where data can be gathered and partitioned using a machine
learning technique, and subsequently feed into a learning algorithm to generate the
final model.
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1.2.1 Advantages of Learning from Observations
The many advantages of using learning from observations to build agents potentially
include [33, 122]:
• Reducing the time and cost of knowledge acquisition by reducing the use of a
knowledge engineer and expert.
• A more accurate representational model.
• The expert only needs to demonstrate the task by performing it, rather than
verbally communicate his/her knowledge to the engineer.
• Elimination of hand-coding different models for different scenarios. The encod-
ing process becomes automated.
• Ability to develop autonomous agents faster and more efficiently.
• Incorporation of expertise from multiple expert techniques.
• Capture implicit knowledge that is hard to describe but can be learned from
observations [109, 64].
1.3 Building Human Performance Models
Knowledge engineering, from its origins in expert systems, refers to the process of
knowledge acquisition from the domain expert(s), condensing and transforming the
obtained knowledge into a useable form, and building an expert system based on the
acquired knowledge [39, 106, 31, 53]. Consequently, the knowledge engineer is the
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person(s) responsible for carrying out this process. Classically, intelligent agent de-
velopment requires a knowledge engineer to gather domain knowledge from domain
expert(s) through an interview process, possibly partitioning the gathered knowl-
edge into sub-spaces (akin to contexts), and programming a hand-coded model of the
expert from the collected knowledge. Advances in knowledge engineering allow com-
puter aided knowledge acquisition tools such as CITKA (Context-based Intelligent
Tactical Knowledge Acquisition) [55] and PEGASUS [106] as well as many others to
automate the expert interviewing process.
Using the standard knowledge engineering/knowledge acquisition approach, defin-
ing a set of high-level actions might not be difficult for an expert to convey. Con-
versely, defining the lower-level actions is very difficult for an expert to explain to
a knowledge engineer [33]. A classic example of this is the task of riding a bike.
An expert can convey the set of high-level actions he/she uses when riding a bike
(e.g., turning left, stopping at intersections, avoiding obstacles, etc.). However, it
is difficult for an expert to articulate how he rides a bike (e.g., how to balance on
a bike, how much brake pressure to apply) [64]. Using observational performance
data is a possibility in capturing human performance from a high and low-level per-
spective. Such advances in observational learning include: GenCL [33], FAMTILE
[112], ALVINN [9, 94], OBSERVER [124, 125, 126], and KnowMic [122, 123] among
others. These systems were successful in automating the learning process in gener-
ating human performance models to a certain degree. They are described in detail
in Chapter 3. However, these various research efforts have manually partitioned or
annotated the observation space and data into some form of high-level actions, or
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in some cases contextual situations. All of these observational learning methods use
contexts directly by using a context-driven paradigm or indirectly by partitioning
out the problem space by high-level actions corresponding to contextual situations.
This partitioning task is classically performed by the expert or a knowledge engi-
neer. Afterwards, the observational data are applied to the learning process which
automatically generates the intelligent agent. Even with the advent of automated
observational learning algorithms listed above, most of them, in effect, still heavily
rely on the knowledge engineer to assist the learning process.
Proposed here is an automated system that fills in this gap and is capable of
automatically de-composing an observational data stream into a set of contextual
situations that can be used to partition and describe the tactical knowledge required
to facilitate the learning process. With such an automated system in place, the burden
and manual effort of partitioning the observation space can be removed from the
knowledge engineer, resulting in a more fully automated learning from observations
system.
1.4 Context-based Modeling
We refer to the process of discovering context in a time-series observational data
stream as the process of contextualization. The term context, in this research, is highly
correlated to situational awareness [51, 56, 103], which encapsulates the knowledge
relevant to describe a given situation. A context frames a situation by only focusing
on the attributes and actions that pertain to it, effectively pruning the solution space
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[47]. As the situation changes, so does the context change, in effect applying a new
set of attributes and actions in accordance with the new situation. The definition of
context, general and specific, is described in great detail in Chapter 2.
1.4.1 Contexts as Human Behavior Representation Paradigm
The Context-based Reasoning (CxBR) [51, 113] was selected as the modeling paradigm
on which to base our agent. This is because:
• CxBR has the ability to model tactical human behaviors.
• CxBR can model individualized human behaviors based on multiple experts.
• CxBR uses the notion of context as a manner of dividing the mission space into
differing, unique situations.
• CxBR has contextual structures that encapsulate the essence of the term context
described above.
• CxBR facilitates learning methods and algorithms that can automatically gen-
erate CxBR agents from observed human performance. These methods can also
make use of the contextualization process as a supplement to their knowledge
engineering processes.
CxBR models human behaviors by partitioning the behaviors into high-level con-
textual structures called major contexts, collectively contained in a context base for
given tactical missions. CxBR limits the search space when searching for the stored
knowledge in the context base, and it also has the potential to reduce the search space
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during the creation of the knowledge (i.e. learning). CxBR models can exhibit indi-
vidualized behaviors at two levels: at the major context and/or context base level.
The major context level represents different behaviors given the same contextual sit-
uation. For example given the situation of a yellow traffic light, one agent exhibits
the behavior of running the yellow light while another agent would stop at the yellow
light. This represents two different actions given the same contextual situation. An-
other level of individualization is at the context-base level, which represents differing
sets of interpreted situations/contexts for each expert after whom the CxBR agent
is modeled. An example of this would be one context base containing a situation for
each traffic light color (red, yellow, and green) compared to one with each possible
traffic light sequence (green to red, stale green, red to green). The contextualization
process aims to create individualized behaviors at both levels. The CxBR model-
ing paradigm satisfies the first four constraints in itself, and is described in detail
in Chapter 2. However, CxBR still requires an accompanying observational learning
algorithm and this is described next.
1.4.2 Building Human Performance Models from Observation
At the present time, there are two known methods of learning from observations
with respect to CxBR: Fernlund’s GenCL (Genetic Context Learner) [34, 33] and
Stensrud’s FAMTILE (Fuzzy ARTMAP / Template- based Interpretation Learning
Engine) [114, 112]. The former uses genetic programming (GP) to learn an entire
CxBR model, both contexts and the transition knowledge, from a contextualized
observational data stream. The latter method uses Fuzzy ARTMAP (FAM) to learn
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transition knowledge from an observational data stream using context templates.
Stensrud’s work did not learn contextual action knowledge, thus it is not able to
fully learn a CxBR model from observations. Aihe [2, 3, 1] also presents a method of
reinforcement learning using CxBR, however this is a form of unsupervised learning
and does not facilitate learning from observations. Fernlund’s GenCL is an excellent
candidate for use with the contextualization process. GenCL was able to learn how
to act within a context (context knowledge) and how to transition between contexts
(transition knowledge) according to how the expert behaved. In Fernlund’s work,
he explicitly states that one of GenCL’s missing pieces vis-a`-vis the full automation
of the learning process, is the observer module. This module is used to process the
observational data to fit GenCL’s learning strategy [33]. The process of partitioning
the observational data stream into contexts was performed manually by Fernlund.
The contextualization process developed here does precisely this, allowing the manual
context discovery process to shift to more automated means.
1.5 Summary
In summary, the objective of this research is to discover the contexts implicity in
an observational data stream. This is used to contextualize the observation of hu-
man performance in an effort to minimize, and possibly eliminate the role of the
knowledge engineer in the process of building intelligent agents. This provides the
foundation for shifting the process of learning by observation from that of a knowl-
edge engineer-driven task to a machine learning task that can automate the creation
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of such intelligent agents. The high-level process of contextualizing data is to par-
tition the observational data stream into distinct contextual situations for use with
a context-driven modeling paradigm (CxBR). In order to perform contextualization,
the term context, along with CxBR, is explored and formally defined in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 describes the state-of-the-art of learning from observations and machine
learning. The approach to the contextualization is described in Chapter 5, 6, and
7. Chapter 8 and 9 discusses the results of the contextualization process and its




Human naturally think in terms of contexts. Their cognitive processes are contex-
tualized based on the situation (mental and physical) in which they are [44]. The
creation of human performance models can be facilitated by the discovery of the con-
texts experienced by the expert performing a mission. This is because identifying and
isolating a set of contexts in an observed performance of a task, the problem space can
be reduced into smaller problem-spaces. However, automatic discovery of contexts
within human performance data is a very difficult task. Some approaches involve
human experts partitioning the problem space manually [33, 122]. In order to con-
textualize human behavior, the notion of contextualization, specifically the concept
of context is analyzed below.
2.1 General Definition of Context
The notion of contexts is widely used in the research communities of artificial intelli-
gence, cognitive psychology, natural language semantics, linguistics/communications,
and others [13]. We first provide the general dictionary definition of context. Webster
[86] defines context as:
“1. the parts of a discourse that surround a word or passage and can
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throw light on its meaning. 2. the interrelated conditions in which
something exists or occurs.”
Furthermore, Cambridge [97] defines context as:
“1. the text or speech that comes immediately before and after a particular
phrase or piece of text and helps to explain its meaning: 2. the situation
within which something exists or happens, and that can help explain it.”
There is a general agreement in the definition of context from these and other
various dictionary sources [86, 97, 26, 23]. The first definition of context in each
dictionary source refers to the speech/text domain, where the surrounding words
in a block of speech/text gives particular meaning to the words/concepts stated.
This concept is widely used in natural language processing and knowledge acquisition
[55, 66]. The second definition in each dictionary refers to more general situations,
events, and/or settings. Contexts in this case give meaning to the situation. Certain
assumptions and expectations can be made within the context of a situation. Context
allows humans to limit the scope of knowledge explicitly required to operate within
a particular context [44]. Context allows information about situations to be implicit
and tacit [20, 52]. For example, the word “skiing” has different connotations in
the summer than in the winter, in Colorado than in Florida, and knowing in which
context the term skiing is used, allows the interpreter to easily disambiguate it [47].
This second definition is of most interest in this research, as it applies to the artificial
intelligence domain. This definition is used as the foundation of context in this and
many other works relating to context in the literature [44, 19, 113, 82].
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There are two main perspectives on the notion of context: one is the cogni-
tive/psychological perspective, while the other is the engineering/artificial intelligence
perspective [16]. In cognitive science, context is used to analyze and model human
behavior influenced by specific situations. The behavior is modeled in the context
where the human is situated. In artificial intelligence, context is used as a form of
knowledge representation that allows reasoning to be done in an encapsulated sit-
uational setting. Contextual knowledge allows a human or agent to filter out and
recognize only the pertinent elements of the current situation.
In [10], Bazire gathers 150 definitions of context from various domains and analyzes
the commonality between the definitions. As a result, contexts are analyzed and
defined though six components:
• Constraint of the context
• Influence of the context
• Behavior within the context
• System embedded in an embedded task under the context(s)
• Nature of a context
• Structure of a context
Bazire defines a generally accepted definition of context as “the set of circum-
stances that frames an event or object” [10]. Bazire also defines a general model
of context using the different components (and their relationships) that makes up a
situation. This model is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
The situation can be defined by a combination of the four components: the user,
an item of interest, the environment, and an observer. The arrows mark the relations
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Figure 2.1: A General Model of Context (Reproduced from Bazire et al. [10]
without permission)
between these components. Various contexts have a different focus on each element
and relation in the model. Some relations are important for a context while others
are not. With this model, Bazire defines context representation as task dependent,
focusing only on the significant elements that currently belong to the particular task
[10]. This general model of context allows for a unified, yet diverse use of the term.
Since the task of this research is tied with learning from observations, using this
model, the focus of context is from the observer’s standpoint, such as watching a user
drive a tactical vehicle (item) in a simulated environment.
By partitioning one’s behavior into a series of contexts experiences, one need only
recognize and learn the human behaviors in each context, thus making the process
more manageable. Using Bazire’s model, the contextualization of human perfor-
mance from observations would entail taking contexts from an observer’s standpoint
and generating a contextual model that replaces the user (actor being observed).
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Learning from observations can generate a model using the knowledge gathered from
the observer shifted or converted to the user’s perspective. Because the modeling is
performed from a different perspective, the model can be intrinsically flawed because
the model will be a representation of what the observer interprets the user is doing.
This is one of the accepted negative effects of learning from observations.
Zibetti [131] discusses the overall context of interpreting observed perceived ac-
tions. She asserts that it is based on the environmental and temporal context. A
perceived action is not the action itself that is occurring, but instead the interpre-
tation of the events taking place by an observer. The environmental context is an
organized description of all the relevant objects, properties, and relations. The tem-
poral context allows the observer to further constrain and enrich the aforementioned
perceptions. The more temporal information that there is available, the better the
understanding of the perceived action. The action perceived by the observer could
possibly be different from the action perceived by the actor, based on the viewpoint.
This also augments Bazire’s concept of the observer’s view of the actor’s (user’s) ac-
tions [10]. The observer sees the actions as “perceived actions” and will try to put
into context what the actor is doing and in what context the actor is performing its
actions.
Humans define context automatically and seamlessly [44]. There are various levels
and types of context within human cognition. Humans have common sense knowledge
about situations (e.g., what is deemed appropriate and inappropriate, applicable or
inapplicable to the situation) which is not explicitly expressed and framed by contex-
tual situations. Again, using the skiing example, if a person living in Colorado says
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“I am going skiing.”, a set of common sense assertions such as, the person is going
snow skiing, can be made from that statement. On the other hand, AI implemen-
tations typically lack this type of common sense, implicit knowledge [84, 111, 110],
an intelligent agent only knows what it is programmed to know. Lenat and Guha
addressed this problem by constructing the CYC database which has a large-scale
common sense database (on the order of 108 axioms) [58, 81]. The information in the
database is separated into different micro-theories or contexts (e.g., banking, driving,
shopping, etc.). However, others [51, 96, 121, 76] use context to help limit the scope
of knowledge required to build an intelligent agent for a particular domain instead of
defining everything possible as in the CYC database.
The term context has a generally-agreed-upon dictionary definition, discussed in
Section 2.1 that spans all contextual applications. However, Bre´zillon, in [18], dis-
cusses how the term and use of contexts has to be “in context” with the application
for which it is intended. The notion of context is subjective to the particular imple-
mentations for which it is used. A specialized meaning of context varies greatly for
differing tasks and implementations of context. So far, there is no generally agreed-
upon technical meaning of context in the research community [18, 121]. Contexts
have real, practical meaning in the problem domain from where they came [121].
The use and interpretation of the term context is also application and/or paradigm
dependent. Each domain using contexts defines its own concept, definition, and appli-
cation of context. Therefore, with this in mind, this discussion of context is focused
mainly within the scope of artificial intelligence, specifically knowledge acquisition
and human behavior modeling.
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2.2 Contexts in Artificial Intelligence
Bouquet in [13] discusses how context in artificial intelligence is used as a form of
knowledge representation and reasoning (KRR). KRR represents an agent’s knowl-
edge about its environment and how to reason and act accordingly. Context can be
used in either a “divide-and-conquer” or “compose-and-conquer” method [13]. The
divide-and-conquer method is used to partition a global model of the world into sub-
models or sub-spaces (contexts). Each context contains all of the knowledge required
to achieve a certain goal within that context. The compose-and-conquer method is
used to combine sets of local theories of the world together to achieve a goal. Each
of the methods has its advantages and disadvantages, and they are discussed in [13].
Their use is dependent on the type of problem faced. Various implementations and
definitions of context in artificial intelligence are discussed here. These implemen-
tations use the term context as a form of knowledge representation. These various
views and use of context are analyzed to formally define how context is used in this
research.
2.2.1 Formalization Contexts using Logic
McCarthy and Guinchiglia are two of the forerunners of generating a formal theory of
context in artificial intelligence [13]. McCarthy [85] discusses how contexts can be used
to generalize a set of “common sense” assumptions into a smaller set of assumptions
associated to a context. He defines formalizing context as first class logic objects
using the basic relation ist(c, p) asserting that proposition p is true in the context of
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c. Therefore, the truth of proposition p is explicitly based on the context in which
it is expressed [84]. The context c contains information that is not explicitly defined
in proposition p but adds specific meaning to proposition p [15]. The major goal in
McCarthy’s work involves creating rules for generalizing and specializing context [84].
This allows contexts to be expanded and “transcend” their original limitations. This
formalization was a solution towards the problem of generality [105].
McCarthy does not formally define the term context, but instead describes context
as “abstract mathematical entities with properties useful in artificial intelligence”
[85]. The applications of this formalism can be applied to natural language, lifting
different contexts into a more general problem-solving context, lifting theories in
one context into a richer context, and relating databases with different conventions.
Within McCarthy’s formalism, some properties of context are listed [85, 84, 15]:
• “Contexts are always within other contexts, with infinite levels of context en-
capsulation. Given the statement ist(c, p), it is always contained within another
context c′. This is represented by the statement ist(c′, ist(c, p)), which is in
another context c′′ and so forth.
• Context have infinite dimensionality
• Context cannot be completely described
• There is always a common context between several contexts occurring in a dis-
cussion. This common context relates the other contexts together through a
lifting process. The lifting operation is used to translate a formula from one
context into another context.”
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When generalizing from context c to context cg. Some facts in context c that
were implicit (e.g., time, location, size, etc.) are made explicit in cg. McCarthy’s
concept of lifting and transcending are very important in altering context definitions
to account for possible context changes and/or unexpected situations.
2.2.2 Context Logic
Giunchiglia defines context as “the subset of the complete state of an individual that
is used for reasoning about a given goal” [44, 14]. Human reasoning only focuses
on the subset of “global knowledge” at any given time. A context is a partial and
approximate view of the world from the agent’s perspective. It is partial because a
context only represents a certain, small portion of the entire world. It is approximate
because a context can only represent detail to a certain degree. Giunchiglia discusses
two principles of context: locality and compatibility. The principle of locality says
that each context contains its own local theory of the world including an ontology, set
of truths, and reasoning processes. The principle of compatibility says that contexts
can relate to each other through a contextual bridge.
Giunchiglia’s implementation of context is called Multi-Context (MC) Systems
[44, 14, 43, 46]. Multi-Context Systems have been implemented as a theory of mental
representation [46, 99]. In a MC System, context c is formalized as a triple 〈L,Ω,∆〉,
where L is the language of context c, Ω is the set of initial facts, ∆ is the set of rules.
Within each language L of context c, there are formulas Φi. A MC System is itself
defined as a pair 〈Cxt, BR〉, where Cxt is a set of contexts and BR is the set of
bridge rules between those contexts. These bridge rules allow facts from one context
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c1 to be taken to another context c2. Equation 2.1 show an example of a bridge rule
where the top is the premise and the bottom is the conclusion.
c1 : Φ[Today ]
c2 : Φ[Yesterday ]
(2.1)
The formula Φ[t] refers to a relative time with the respective context. This bridge
rule states that things that occur today in c1 happened yesterday in c2. Context c2
represents the day after c1. Giunchiglia’s use of context and bridge rules allows con-
cepts in one context to translate into another context while maintaining a compatible
meaning between the two contexts.
MC Systems are used as a context-base framework for mental representation.
Contexts allows for localized structure of an agent’s mental content and reasoning
within that structure (context). Contexts can also be used to facilitate reason across
different spaces. This is used when information from one context is “imported” to
another context in order to solve a problem. MC Systems use a flat contextual
architecture; MC Systems does not contain a ’context hierarchy’. This allows each
context to have its own localized language and context logic.
2.2.3 Dynamic Theory of Context
Kokinov defines context as “ ... the set of all entities that influence human (or
system’s) behavior on a particular occasion, i.e. the set of all elements that produce
context effects.” [75, 76]. He asserts that artificial intelligence researchers represent
context explicitly as the “box metaphor” [76]. Each context is a box which frames the
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Figure 2.2: Box Medaphor: Navigation Within and Between Boxes. [76]
human or agent with a particular internal state representing of the current situation,
rules, conditions, reasoning metrics, etc. of relevance (within the box) and irrelevance
(outside the box). [45]. Contextual reasoning is decomposed into navigating within
the context-boxes and between them as shown in Figure 2.2. Some context-boxes
can be contained within boxes. The critical issues imposed are the representation
and definition of each box, and how to transition between boxes. The transitions are
triggered by external events or a satisfied goal condition.
Kokinov refers to context as an internal representation or the “state of mind”
of the cognitive system. According to him, contexts are composed of three basic
elements: perception, memory, and reasoning. The external environment can be in-
ternally represented through perception. People perceive and are influenced by the
environment in different ways [75]. Memory is the set of previous experiences includ-
ing past contextual states, prior goals, and remembered perceptions. The reasoning
process uses the information from perception and memory to create the contextual
elements used to evaluate and achieve goals.
These concepts lead to Kokinov’s dynamic theory of context stating the cogni-
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tive context is dynamic and continuously evolving over time. The perceived and
memorized elements of contexts are ever-changing and dynamic, thus influencing the
reasoning process. The perception of the environment continually changes as objects
appear, disappear, change states, move, etc. The working and long-term memory
elements continuously change using the contents of the ‘previous’ context to influence
the ‘current’ context with decreasing effects over time. Kokinov assets that the main
principles of this theory are [75, 76]:
• Context is a state of mind
• Context has no clear-cut boundaries
• Context consists of all associatively relevant elements
• Context is dynamic
Kokinov’s implementation of context is called the DUAL cognitive architecture,
which contains many simple agents composed of a hybrid symbolic/connectionist pro-
cessing device whose individual behaviors composes the global behavior of the com-
plete agent. Each agent represents a small piece of declarative or procedural knowl-
edge and are connected to each other via a semantic network. The symbolic element
(s-component) contributes to the global symbolic computation processes, while the
connectionist element (c-component) spreads activation to neighboring agents. The
activation level of each agent represents its priority. Context is represented by the
distribution of active agents at a given instance in time. Only those active agents can
perform any symbolic computation.
In relating DUAL to Kokinov’s box theory, the ‘current’ context box is an ever
evolving context that is composed of the active set agents. The box is never clearly
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Figure 2.3: Dynamic Evolution of Context - DUAL Architecture [76]
defined. It is dynamically assembled by the activations of the individual agents which
in turn composes the current context shown in Figure 2.3. This method describes
context as a compose-and-conquer technique as opposed to divide-and-conquer shown
by the box metaphor of Figure 2.2. This approach is very interesting in that, given
a mission state with all of the low-level behaviorial agents possibly required by the
mission, the DUAL architecture can theoretically form an unlimited number of con-
textual situations. This is not very effective when dealing with contextualization, as
there are no discreet partition points, per se, as the contexts are ever evolving.
2.2.4 Context-mediated Behavior
Turner [121, 120] discusses how most AI implementations utilize context, to some
effect, in an implicit manner. Classically, an intelligent agent has to constantly check
what situation it is in (from all of the possible situations) and then take appropriate
action from there. For instance, in rule-based systems, there is a set of conditions for
performing an action. The implicit use of context in this case is the set of conditions
required to produce the prescribed actions. The implicit use could be a disadvantage
to the implementation because it is unable to benefit from explicitly knowing its
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current context and behave accordingly. The advantages of contexts allow an agent
to establish which context it is in and what actions (as well as context changes) are
appropriate to the context.
Turner defines context as “a distinguished collection of possible world features that
has predictive worth to the agent” [121]. The collection of possible world features
includes relevant situational attributes that define the context. The predictive worth
allows the agent to “understand” the situation and behave accordingly. By knowing
the current context, the agent can set up expectations of the situation, such as unseen
characteristics, goals to undertake and predictions about the future. The process of
determining the current context is called context assessment, which is a process of
diagnosis according to Turner [121]. Situational characteristics determine which set
of contexts the agent is in. Several valid contexts can be merged together to form a
complete context. This is the composability property of contexts that allows an agent
to be in multiple situations at the same time and account for each of them, such as for
example, a car having low fuel and stuck in congested traffic. Each of the situations
represents separate contexts, and both situations together represent the full context.
This concept differs from the mutual exclusivity rule found in CxBR [51].
Turner’s implementation of context is called context-mediated behavior (CMB)
[121, 120]. Context-mediated behavior has been implemented in various domain such
as medical diagnosis [119], autonomous intelligent agents [121, 120], and multi-modal
interfaces [118]. Context knowledge is organized into contextual schemas (c-schema).
Within these c-schemas is a set of situational and procedural knowledge. Situational
knowledge represents the features that compose the context, as well as concepts and
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Figure 2.4: Context Assessment Process (Reprinted from Turner [121] without
permission)
expectations relevant to the context. Procedural knowledge represents the goals and
behavior of the agent. A context manager is responsible for context assessment,
context merging, and context invocation. The resultant product of merging contexts
is a context object which is a full context. Afterward, the knowledge from the context
object is sent to the agent. The context manager constantly performs assessments to
see whether the context has changed. The agent will remain in the context, performing
the desired actions within the context until the context manager modifies the context
object.
Figure 2.4 shows the contextual assessment cycle of CMB. The agent takes sit-
uational information from the world, chooses candidate contexts, uses differential
diagnosis to choose the set of valid contexts, merges those contexts together and
behaves accordingly.
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Contexts and c-schema defined in CMB could be considered partial contexts be-
cause it takes one or more c-schema to describe the full situation. Turner’s concept of
composability is perfectly valid in CMB, however, it provides an inherent difficultly
in the task of automatically discovering context. Turner uses a compose-and-conquer
method as opposed to CxBR’s divide-and-conquer. There is not only the task of
discovering complete contexts; there is also the task of decomposing each full context
into their composite contexts or c-schema. Some contexts in CMB only consist of a
single variable reaching a certain set of values (e.g. low fuel, in harbor, etc.), while
other context can consist of a larger set of variables being satisfied. Along with each
context, there are expectations, goals, and concepts that are not easily discoverable.
Nevertheless, this concept provides a great deal of insight on the composition of con-
text. Full contexts can partially overlap situation-wise, containing the same sub-set of
c-schemas. Therefore, the concepts that make a context unique from another context
are the set of c-schemas that differ from one context to another.
2.2.5 Contextual Graphs
Bre´zillon defines context as “as the collection of relevant conditions and surrounding
influences that make a situation unique and comprehensible” [20]. This is the basic
definition used to establish what he considers to be the three parts of context: external
context, contextual knowledge, and proceduralized context. This is seen in Figure
2.5. External context is the entire set of knowledge about the situation which can be
used for reasoning and interpretation of the current situation. Contextual knowledge
is the portion of that knowledge that is directly relevant to the situation or task at
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Figure 2.5: Different Parts of Context (Reproduced from Bre´zillon et al. [16,
20] without permission)
hand. The proceduralized context is part of the contextual knowledge that is directly
in use. The proceduralization process involves the transition of contextual knowledge
to proceduarlized context when the specific task that requires it to be focused upon
[20]. This focus can be caused by a triggered event or recognition of certain patterns.
Therefore, context is the “backstage” knowledge while the proceduralized context is
the foreground knowledge used to perform the task.
Bre´zillon and Pomerol’s implementation of context is called contextual-graphs
(CxG) [16, 20, 17]. Contextual graphs have been implemented in various domain
such as subway line event management [16], security policies [89], and decision sup-
port systems [90, 107]. CxGs are specialized decision trees transformed into directed
acyclic graph that encapsulate the human reasoning process for specific tasks or pro-
cedures. Figure 2.6 shows an example of a contextual graph. A contextual graph
has a single entrance and exit point. The contextual nodes (e.g., C1, C2, C3, C4.)
represent branches in which specific contextual knowledge is used to determine the
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Figure 2.6: Example Contextual Graph (Reprinted from Bre´zillon [17] without
permission)
appropriate path to take. The action nodes (e.g. A1, A4, A9, etc.) define the ac-
tions that are executed within the context paths. The recombination nodes (e.g., R1,
R2, etc) are the points where the contextual branches recombine when the context
is no longer important. Each contextual node has a matching recombination node
[108]. The graph has one entrance point (root node) and one exit point (goal node)
[96]. Eventually all of the paths join back together into the single exit point. The
contextual nodes are where the contextual knowledge is brought forward and placed
into the proceduralized context for explicit use [16]. This is where the contextual
knowledge undergoes proceduralization and is used to perform the task. The recom-
bination nodes are where the activated contextual knowledge is no longer required in
the proceduralized context and moved back to the contextual knowledge.
Bre´zillon discusses how contextual knowledge is used to model a company’s oper-
ational procedures as well as each operator’s set of practices used for the respective
procedure [17]. A procedure is the defined process to solve a particular problem at
hand (e.g., coordinating subway trains, repairing a plumbing problem, etc.) and is
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represented by the entire CxG graph [90]. A person that carries out a company’s task
is called an operator. A practice is how the operator executes the certain task, or the
path taken from start to finish in the graph. Different operators have their own dis-
tinct methods of undertaking the procedure. This can lead to various individualized
practices, thus creating a contextual graph. A proceduralized context represents a
sequence of contextual decisions and actions that define the current scope of context
an operator is in.
Contexts in CxG’s are defined by the contextual nodes in the contextual graph.
Each contextual node allows the CxG operator (agent) to put more perspective into
the situation by making contextual decisions. At each contextual node, the context
becomes more specialized as decisions are made by the operator. The opposite is true
for recombination nodes where situation becomes more generalized. The entire set of
contextual knowledge of the task is entire set of contextual and recombination node
pairs. The proceduralized context can be considered the current context in which the
operator is at a given moment. As the operator reaches a contextual node, makes a
decision, and goes on a specific branch, the contextual knowledge is then transferred
to the proceduralized context. The proceduralized context is what constrains the
decision making process of the operator into a sub-set of allowable actions. Once
the recombination node has been reached, a portion of the proceduralized context is
reverted back to contextual knowledge and the operator is no longer constrained by
it [90].
Bre´zillon’s concept of proceduralized context is perfectly valid in CxG and is
analogous to a the execution of a set of actions within context in CxBR (context in
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execution). However, a proceduralized context is deterministic in the sense that there
is only so many routes an operator can take in order to complete his/her task, and
all of the routes on the graph are known a priori to execution. However in CxBR, a
context in execution is non-deterministic because it is near impossible to determine
how long the context is active, what is its next context transition, and what specific
actions are taken while under control of the context a priori to execution. Bre´zillon
provides some useful insight on the dynamic aspect of context. Contexts are dynamic
because they represent the situation as it occurs. A sequence of decisions and events
compose the current or proceduralized context. As you make a contextual decision,
the operator begins to limit himself/herself to certain courses of actions to take. This
temporal feature of context is applied to defining what an executed context means in
this research.
2.3 Context-based Reasoning
Context-based Reasoning (CxBR) is a “novel behavior representation paradigm that
can effectively and efficiently be used to model the behavior of intelligent entities
in a simulation.” [51]. This paradigm is designed to be used for human behavior
representations, utilizing situational contexts as the basis for a reasoning method that
is similar to how humans make tactical decisions [51]. The paradigm originated from
Gonzalez and Athers [48, 49, 50, 51]. CxBR uses context in a divide-and-conquer
manner. The mission space is partitioned into contexts representing the different
situations that can possibly occur in the mission. A context is a module of knowledge
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used to identify important attributes of the environment, as well as limit the possible
expected situations an agent can face, allowing the agent to act accordingly. Because
this investigation is heavily based on the contextualization of human behavior for use
with Context-based Reasoning, this modeling paradigm will be described in detail in
the following sections.
One of the major benefits of CxBR is the reusability and modularity of certain
contexts [113]. Context used for one task may be re-used for another similar task. For
instance, a sub-set of contexts from a real driving scenario can be implemented into
a racing scenario inside a video game. CxBR models have shown success in recent
exercises within simulated and physical environments [117].
Contexts in CxBR can be defined ranging from simple situations to extremely
detailed and complex ones. For example, in an aviation scenario, a simple context
could be a takeoff context, where an aircraft is taking off into the air. A more complex
context could be a dogfight context where the aircraft is fighting with multiple other
enemy aircrafts. The detail and complexity of contexts is at the discretion of the
knowledge engineer, and is directly related to the number of total possible contexts.
The more complex the context, the fewer contexts required to accomplish a task or
mission.
To date, simulations in CxBR have mostly involved tactical missions undertaken
by submarines, tanks, and other military vehicles, as well automobiles driving on
public roads. Another application involving controlling a physical platform (iRobot)
performing a basic scouting mission [117]. Although CxBR has existed for over a
decade, there are many areas within it that could benefit from enhancements. For
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instance, the issue of competing context [103], teamwork [7], continuous context,
and unexpected contexts/events [1] all require further research. Furthermore, much
research is being currently performed on machine learning in CxBR [2, 32, 33, 112,
114].
2.3.1 Context-Based Reasoning Principles
CxBR is based on the idea that [33, 51]:
• “Any recognized situation calls for a set of actions and procedures that properly
address the current situation.
• As a mission evolves, a transition to another set of actions and procedures may
be required to address a new situation.
• What is likely to happen under the current situation is limited by the current
situation itself.”
CxBR asserts that humans think in terms of contexts [91]. Contexts encapsulate
knowledge/intelligence about appropriate actions needed to address specific situations
[51]. Within each context, there exists a set of situational knowledge and action
functions used to control the behavior of the autonomous agent when that context
is active, assigning it appropriate actions to allow the agent to successfully manage
the situation faced. For example, a HighwayDrivingContext representing the agent
in a highway driving situation would be active during instances where the values of
variables highway road equal to true and agent speed greater than 40 mph. A possible
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set of action rules for the HighwayDrivingContext would be maintain agent speed
greater 40 and less than speed limit, as well as avoid collisions.
The CxBR paradigm is composed of a tactical agent and a hierarchically-organized
context base (context topology), composed of a single mission context, and several
major contexts and sub-contexts, each containing many transition/sentinel rules.
Tactical Agent: An autonomous intelligent agent or tactical agent, is a computer
controlled entity (e.g., car, tank, submarine) operating autonomously within a real
or simulated environment. This agent can be controlled through CxBR. It is given
a mission to execute and all of the necessary contexts required to accomplish the
particular assigned mission. The contexts control the agent through the execution of
the mission scenario. The agent is controlled by one and only one major context at
any given time [51]. As the mission progresses, the context that controls the agent will
transition to other contexts defined in the mission, based on the emerging situations
faced and recognized by the agent.
Context Topology: The context topology is composed of a top-level mission con-
text and several high-level major contexts and low-level sub-contexts, each with their
applicable transitions between each other. Each level of context can have one or
more transition rules. A sample context topology is shown in Figure 2.8. All of these
contexts are considered the context base. A side note to mention is that Fernlund
manually defined his own context topolgy and used it to model multiple different
drivers. Instead, the main goal of the contextualization process developed in this re-
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Figure 2.7: Example of a CxBR Context Hierarchy (Reproduced from Fernlund
[33] without permission)
search was to create unique context topologies for each expert. A context hierarchy is
a top-down graph of all of the contexts used in the mission, starting with the mission
context on top.
Mission Context: A mission context defines the mission objectives as well as the
physical, environmental, and logistical constrains imposed on the agent. The mission
context is not itself a control context – it does not directly control the agent. It is,
rather, a high-level definition of the mission. The mission context defines all of the
parameters used for the scenario (e.g., terrain data and scenario boundaries). The
mission context also defines the initial context and the default context. The mission
begins execution with the initial context as active. The mission uses the default
context when there are no other valid contexts available. The default context typically
represents a safe, temporary behavior. The mission also contains all of the universal
transition rules and a list of contexts used in the model. The universal sentinel
rules constantly monitor the environment and agent for certain universally defined
transition conditions. If these conditions are met, then the agent is transitioned into
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the defined context irrespective of current context [113]. The objective of the mission
is contained within the mission parameters. The mission can execute indefinitely or
terminate whenever the mission objective is satisfied or cannot be accomplished (e.g.
agent being destroyed). Lastly, the mission also contains the plan to be followed by
the agent. The plan consists of a sequence of major contexts and transition criteria.
Major Context: Major contexts encapsulate all of the knowledge required for the
agent to operate successfully when in that context. Major contexts represent high-
level behaviors of the agent. The context contains all of the action rules and context
transition knowledge required to address the particular situation, as well as a list of
all applicable sub-contexts [33]. It is essential that one and only one major context
be active at all times. When a major context becomes activated, it initializes all
of the variables needed for that context and executes actions based on its functions
and actions rules. The major context is sometimes referred to as just the context.
The major contexts are the subject of the contextualization process performed in this
research. This investigation is aimed at identifying the major contexts from a set of
observations from a human performed mission. The details of this contextualization
process are discussed later in this chapter.
Sub-Context: Sub-contexts contain functions and rules that embody low-level be-
haviors that supplement major contexts [51]. A major context can contain many
sub-contexts to assist in its execution. Sub-contexts can also belong to many differ-
ent major contexts, which encourages re-usability [33]. When a sub-context becomes
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active, it takes control of the agent until completion, and then the control is returned
to the major context. It is not necessary for a major context to have sub-contexts or
for one sub-context to be active at all times.
Transition Rules: Transition rules are those monitoring rules that dictate when a
transition to another context is warranted. Transition rules constantly monitor the
condition of the agent and its environment. There are two kinds of transition rules,
local transition rules and universal transition rules. Some transitions can be planned
and some unplanned. Whenever a context is no longer valid, a transition rule fires
and a context transition is initiated.
• Local Transition Rules: These are the transition rules defined within a context
(not mission context) that monitor when the active context requires a transition
to another context. Whenever a transition is required, the transition rule will
fire and the transition to another context occurs, making that other context the
active context.
• Universal Transition Rules: These are the transition rules defined in the mis-
sion context. These rules remain active throughout the entire mission and the
constantly monitor the mission for necessary context transitions. The universal
transition rules take precedence over the local transition rules.
One of the enhancements introduced to CxBR that adds flexibility to context
transitions is the competing context concept developed by Saeki and Gonzalez [56,
100]. The competing context concept replaces the hard-coded transition rules with
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the notion of a set of eligible contexts competing for control the agent. The context
with the highest score takes control of the agent. In [56, 100], the highest score was
determined by a time-warp simulation to see which eligible context would perform
better if activated. In [33], the score is calculated based on an equation assigned to
each context.
2.3.2 CxBR Block Diagram
All of these CxBR elements together form the basis of a CxBR model. Figure 2.8
shows how all of these elements are linked together. The mission contexts encap-
sulate the context topology as well as context-transition pairs [113]. The mission
also contains all constraints, objectives, and universal transition rules [113]. There
are two factbases, one global to everything in the environment and one local to the
agent. The agent’s local variables (e.g., relative position and direction, obstacles) are
stored in the local factbase. The global factbase maintains data about the agent and
the environment (e.g., agent’s actual position, position of other agents and objects).
These data are fully viewable by the simulation environment, but a sub-set of this
information is copied to the agent’s local factbase. What is copied to the agent’s
factbase is determined by the simulation environment.
2.3.3 CxBR Execution Cycle
A CxBR-modeled agent executes in cycles with a user-defined frequency. Figure 2.9
shows an execution cycle in CxBR. The three-step procedure for each execution cycle
is described below:
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Figure 2.8: Block Diagram of CxBR Model [113]
Figure 2.9: An Execution Step in CxBR
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• The agent monitors the environment as well as itself to determine the situation.
• The agent checks its transition rules (universal and local) to determine whether
a transition to another context is required.
– If a transition is required, then the agent fires the transition rule and
reassigns the active context to be the new context. The context then
initializes itself.
• The agent then performs actions prescribed by its active context.
2.3.4 CxBR Example
A simple example of a CxBR model is the driving to work scenario described in [51].
The overall mission is to get to work. Some constraints on the mission could include,
but are not limited to: the maximum speed on the vehicle, the time allotted to get
to work, what roads are valid, etc. Two major contexts are available to the mission:
CityDrivingContext and HighwayDrivingContext. City driving represents driving in
city roads, and highway driving represents driving in highways. Another context
called AccidentOccuredContext can be added to accommodate the possibility of an
accident occurring. The one universal transition rule is:
“If an accident occurs, transition to AccidentOccuredContext”.
The transition sentinel rules would be:
“If in CityDrivingContext going on an on-ramp onto the highway,
transition to HighwayDrivingContext”
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“If in HighwayDrivingContext going on an exit into city streets,
transition to CityDrivingContext”
Possible sub-contexts can include: PassingSubContext, TrafficLightSubContext, and
TurningSubContext. These components make up the basic CxBR model for the driv-
ing to work mission.
2.3.5 CxBR Framework
The engine that activates the appropriate contexts, executes its contexts and fires
the transition rules is called the CxBR Framework [91]. The Framework is written in
C++, and it differs significantly from the original CLIPS implementation [50]. Other
implementations have also been ported to the Java environment [12]. The frame-
work performs all of the lower-level functions required by CxBR (i.e. maintaining
states, transitions, initializing and executing contexts, etc.) allowing the developer
to concentrate on generating the mission, the contexts, the agent interface, and most
importantly, the agent itself. This Framework has been used throughout the years
as a basis for implementing various CxBR models as well as validating the model
itself. For further information and instructions on using the CxBR Framework, see
Norlander [91]. Other frameworks can be found in [12, 33] implemented in Java and
C++ respectively.
The definition of context used in this application is heavily based on how con-
texts are used in CxBR. However, the definition of context is influenced by other
paradigms. Therefore, the formal definition of context relating to this investigation
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is presented later in this chapter in Section 2.4.1. For a more formalized and mathe-
matical definition of CxBR, refer to [112, 113].
2.4 Modeling Using Contexts
A context-free tactical intelligent agent model can be generated by using the entire
data set from an un-partitioned problem space and generating a model based strictly
on that data [29]. For example, the use of a single neural network to learn how to drive
a car using observational data would be a form of context-free modeling. The task of
driving a car is implemented into the single neural network architecture. The neural
network would ideally behave similarly to the expert it emulates. This is a perfectly
valid machine learning method [88]. However, it has limitations in complex domains
(e.g., car driving, airplane piloting). Large data sets make learning exponentially
harder and more time consuming [40]. The agent is required to learn all behaviors for
all situations at the same time. The result would be a black box model that simply
maps sets of actions to sets of inputs, never knowing the situation or context it is
in. Learning the smaller components of the task one at a time is more advantageous.
It allows the problem and/or solution space to be partitioned in either a divide-and-
conquer or compose-and-conquer manner. The basis of utilizing context in modeling
is to be able to split the problem into smaller sub-problems [29, 13]. Contexts allow
for a defined situation space, where only certain types of events can occur [121].
In the case of machine learning, this is partitioning the data into separate groups
or contexts, and learning each context individually. Contextualization can make for
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Figure 2.10: Black Box Models for Context-free (a) and Contextualized Models
(b)(c)
increased robustness, generality, reusability, and modularity [29].
Using Figure 2.10, the context-free model would be a simple agent designed from
an un-partitioned problem space representing the entire agent model. The resulting
learned model is responsible for the agent’s actions at all given times. The model
implicitly uses some form of contextual reasoning to choose the set of actions to un-
dertake given certain situations [121]. As previously mentioned, this has its disadvan-
tages. The knowledge engineer cannot explicitly analyze which actions are mapped
to which situations. The model is just a black box without transparent knowledge.
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Transparency allows the knowledge and reasoning mechanisms to be interpreted [33].
In a contextualized model using divide-and-conquer such as shown in Figure 2.10b,
there is the context identifier module and the individual contexts themselves. The
contexts are explicitly defined. Each context represents certain situations in which
the agent could be situated, and the appropriate actions to undertake within the
context. The context identifier module is used to assign the agent its correct context
to act under given the current situation. The agent could model context individually
given the requirements of each context. In this basic approach, only a single context
has control over the agent at any given time, and is analogous to how CxBR operates.
In the contextualized model using compose-and-conquer shown in Figure 2.10c, there
is a context composer instead of an identifier. The context composer analyzes the
whole situation and composes a list of valid contexts that applies to the situation.
Each context represents a partial situation, and a set of valid contexts representing
the entire situation that governs the behavior of the agent. As previously mentioned,
Turner’s CMB paradigm [121] uses this compose-and-conquer technique.
2.4.1 Definition of Context
This contextualization process is one step towards learning human behaviors and
automatically modeling intelligent agents using a context-driven paradigm (CxBR). In
the end, the term context used in this process of contextualizing human behavior has
to be defined, according to Bre´zillon [16], “in context” with respect to learning from
observations, human behavior representation, and context-based reasoning. Before
the term context is formally defined, several concepts stemming from these areas,
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especially CxBR, are first discussed, leading to the definition of context used in this
research.
According to CxBR, when an agent performs its mission, there is always an active
context in control of the agent [51]. In an arbitrary example, context Ci is the current
active context. When Ci is activated, it is bound to the active context pointer Cactive
as shown in Equation 2.2.
Cactive
binds←−−− Ci (2.2)
The active context Cactive pointer points to the context Ci that is currently in
control of the agent. At this time, Ci has sole control of the agent. Ci continuously
monitors the agent and its environment for certain triggering event(s). When such
event(s) occur, a transition rule Ri→j will fire and transition the control of the agent
to a different context Cj as seen in Equation 2.3.
Ri→j : Cactive
unbinds−−−−−→ Ci, Cactive binds←−−− Cj, (i 6= j) (2.3)
The transition occurs when context Ci is no longer valid for the new situation
and context Cj becomes the most appropriate context for the new situation at hand.
Context Ci is unbound from Cactive and the context Cj is bounded to Cactive.
The time that the context remains in control until a context transition de-activates
it can be described in terms of the number of timesteps, or execution cycles, during
which the context remains active and in control of the agent. The length of time that
a context will remain active is typically unknown during run time, with the exception
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of contexts that are active for pre-determined periods of time. However, it can be
assumed that the active context Ci is active for an arbitrary t time-steps. The value
of t is known only after context Ci has been de-activated and control transitions to
another context Cj. Executing the context Ci yields a sequence of t executed CxBR
cycles shown in Equation 2.4.
Ci
execution−−−−−−→ cx = 〈e1, e2, e3, ..., et〉 (2.4)
The resultant execution sequence is called an executed context of Ci, and is
represented by cx. A single CxBR cycle is represented by et. This executed context,
cx, can be considered a result of a single instance of the defined context Ci being
executed. Each time a transition occurs, a new executed context is formed. As the
result of a mission run, an entire sequence of executed context ~c is created. This is
shown in Equation 2.5:
Mission : ~c = 〈c1, c2, c3, c4, ..., cN〉 (2.5)
Using a CxBR model to perform a mission, the set of defined context ~C is known
a priori to the mission execution, while the set of executed context ~c is generated a
posteriori. The context Ci has pre-defined context functions that govern the agent’s
behavior while it is the active context. In the scope of this mission, the context Ci can




mission execution−−−−−−−−−−−→ {cx, cy, cz, ...} (2.6)
Even though each executed context described in Equation 2.6 is carried out un-
der Ci, they are not identical. The differences could be the result of the following:
execution time, specific actions undertaken, feedback values observed, and context
transitions (to and from contexts). On the other hand, they are all representative of
context Ci.
This is where the dynamic aspect of a context comes into account. As the agent
progresses through its context, its executed context is evolved along the way, under-
going proceduralization. This concept is similar to a proceduralized context described
by Bre´zillon in [16]. The static defined context Ci can be referred to as the context
of definition (defined context) while the dynamic executed context cx can be referred
to as the context in practice or in execution. The term practice is borrowed from
Bre´zillon’s work [16] because it has similar meaning to that of an executed context.
In a car driving example, a defined context called TrafficLightContext is used to
control an agent when it is a certain distance away from a traffic light. The agent will
transition to this context regardless of the state of the light. Sometimes the agent
will drive past a green light. Other times it will stop at a red light, or run a yellow.
Each of these actions would constitute separate executed context under the defined
context of TrafficLightContext. Different situations arise within the context of Traffi-
cLightContext, triggering different practices (e.g., running a yellow light, stopping at
a red light).
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Now that executed contexts are established as practices, further investigation into
the composition of an executed context is done by looking at the CxBR execution
cycles that make up an executed context. Even though a CxBR execution cycle is rep-
resented by a variable et, it cannot be explicitly mathematically represented because
it is a sequential set of processes, not a set of values. However, an execution cycle can
be broken down into its basic steps and converted into a meaningful mathematical
approximation. Each CxBR execution cycle et goes through a three-step process as
previously described in Figure 2.9. The first step is to gather feedback ~f internally
and externally from the environment.
gather feedback−−−−−−−−−−→ 〈f1, f2, f3, ...〉 (2.7)
The second step is to check the set of transition rules for any possible context
transitions. The second step tells the execution cycle et to what context it belongs.
The last step is to perform the actions ~a prescribed by the active context.
〈a1, a2, a3, ...〉 perform actions−−−−−−−−−−→ (2.8)
A CxBR execution cycle can be approximated mathematically by combining all
of these execution steps together, yielding a set of feedback and action values, along
with the current context to which execution cycle et belongs. This approximation is
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shown in Equation 2.9.
et ≈ {〈a1, a2, a3, ...〉 , 〈f1, f2, f3, ...〉 , Ci} (2.9)
Assuming the CxBR execution cycle et is already mapped to an executed context
cx which is mapped to a context Ci, the context Ci in et can be lifted out of the
expression in Equation 2.9 resulting in Equation 2.10.
et ≈ {〈a1, a2, a3, ...〉 , 〈f1, f2, f3, ...〉} maps to−−−−−→ cx maps to−−−−−→ Ci (2.10)
This lifting is similar to McCarthy’s use of lifting in [85], where the context map-
ping is removed from the execution cycle level and moved to the executed context
level. Through this lifting process, the definition of an execution cycle becomes more
general and the main CxBR element (context Ci) is removed. In this form, the data
represented by an execution cycle resemble an observation snapshot represented by
ot illustrated in Equation 2.11.
et ≈ ot = {〈a1, a2, a3, ...〉 , 〈f1, f2, f3, ...〉} maps to−−−−−→ cx maps to−−−−−→ Ci (2.11)
An observation snapshot is roughly defined by a set of performed actions and
feedback values gathered at time t. This crude definition of an observation snapshot
is used for this discussion, and a more precise definition of what composes an obser-
vational snapshot is found in Chapter 5. By performing this lifting process, it is easy
to see that the entire mission execution can be written as a sequence of observation
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snapshots called an observational data stream shown in Equation 2.12.
Mission : ~O = 〈o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6, ..., oT 〉 (2.12)
The mission is executed using T execution cycles. After the lifting of the con-
text assignment from an execution cycle, an executed context can be rewritten from
Equation 2.4 using observation snapshots into Equation 2.13:
cx = 〈o1, o2, o3, ..., ot〉 maps to−−−−−→ Ci (2.13)
Now that a mission executed by a CxBR agent has been decomposed into what
resembles an observational data stream, the contextualization process is the reverse
process: Given a mission executed by a human, compose his/her observation snap-
shots into a sequence of executed context ~c, each mapped to a defined context Ci in
the context base ~C. However, one important item is missing from an observational
data stream gathered from human performance: the contextual mappings. Therefore,
to contextualize behavior from observations is to discover and assign a set of logical
context mappings in an observational data stream. The two steps involved in context
mapping are:
1. Map each observation snapshot ot to an executed context cx.
ot
maps to−−−−−→ cx, (tstart ≤ t ≤ tend) (2.14)
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Each executed context has to contain a sequence of observation snapshots be-
tween tstart and tend.







With the introduction of contextualizing from observation, the application of
learning from observations in the context of CxBR can be discussed leading to the
definition of context used in this research.
2.4.2 Learning Context Knowledge
By running the CxBR mission, a set of executed contexts can be easily generated
using the set of defined contexts ~C. However, it is very difficult, but possible, to go in
the other direction, from executed contexts to defined contexts, specifically, defining
the logic contained within the defined context using a set of executed contexts. The
second case is where learning occurs, GenCL did exactly this. The executed context
can be extracted from CxBR mission runs, expert mission runs, or any observable
simulation run using intelligent agents from other paradigms. For this discussion, it
is assumed these runs contain an observational data stream ~O with executed context
mappings as previously defined by Equation 2.13. The mapping is generated from
the contextualization process or a human expert. Therefore, given a set of executed
contexts mapped to a defined context Ci, the context knowledge of Ci can be learned
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(by GenCL), as shown by Equation 2.16.
〈cx, cy, cz, ...〉 learning−−−−−→ C ′i (2.16)
In this case, the resultant learned context C ′i reflects an approximation of the de-
fined context Ci. The learned context can only perform learning and generalize based
on the performance data contained in the set of executed contexts. From an obser-
vational perspective, we can only approximate the defined context, but can never
completely define its full context logic (e.g., self-contained decision mechanisms, en-
tities/feature to ignore or focus upon, etc.). The original context logic is contained
within the agent model which is from the user’s perspective [10]. This theory of ap-
proximation relates to Giunchiglia’s overall theory of contexts as being an approximate
representation, containing only a certain level of detail [14].
Another important piece of information that should be logged or generated is the
sequence of executed contexts within the mission run as shown in Equation 2.5 above.
This ordered sequence of executed contexts allows the learning of context transition
rules as a part of the context logic. As a result, Equation 2.16 is rewritten with the
sequence of executed context as an additional input to learning shown in Figure 2.17:
~c+ 〈cx, cy, cz, ...〉 learning−−−−−→ C ′i (2.17)
Other research in CxBR has separated transition rules from context logic, notably
in [56, 103, 112]. For this research, it is assumed the set of transition rules is stored
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within the context itself as stated in [51].
In the car driving example, TrafficLightContext can be learned through the set
of three executed contexts representing slowing down and stopping at a red light,
running a yellow light, and driving through a green light. The learned TrafficLight-
Context’ would encapsulate these specific behaviors. However, there are some unac-
counted situations in this example scenario, one of which is stopping at a yellow light.
The set of executed contexts does not contain any knowledge about how to behave
in this situation, because the action was never performed by the human actor. In
spite of this, depending on the learning algorithm, TrafficLightContext’ could possi-
bly generalize these unaccounted behaviors from the set of executed contexts. The
learning process described by Equation 2.17 is what Fernlund’s GenCL algorithm did
[33].
In Fernlund’s work, the context-topology (set of contexts and transitions) was
predefined [33]. Each expert’s behavior was modeled using identical context topologies
(e.g., IntersectionContext, TrafficLightContext, etc.) defined by Fernlund. However,
the behavior prescribed within each context was determined through the observation
of the expert’s behavior. For example, an aggressive driver/expert will have his/her
behavior of constantly running yellow light captured in TrafficLightContext’ while a
safe driver will have his/her behavior of stopping at yellow lights captured within the
same defined context.
Even though the individualized behaviors were encapsulated into their respective
CxBR models, the underlying context topology and set of executed context map-
pings was defined by Fernlund himself. Individualized behaviors should have their
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own unique contexts associated with their behavior, instead of a predefined ‘general’
context topology. Giunchiglia mentions how the definition of contexts are subjectively
based on a person’s individual beliefs and reasoning processes [44]. This concept is
the fundamental basis of this research. Each person defines contexts (tactical) in
their own personalized way [16, 44]. Therefore, if a human is to be modeled in CxBR,
he/she should have his/her own unique set of individualized contexts to govern his/her
respective agent’s behavior.
2.4.3 Learning Context Mappings
In the learning example above, it was assumed that the executed context mapping ex-
isted a priori. Removing this assumption would remove the executed context mapping
as well as the defined context mapping. Therefore, only an observational data stream
~O remains to be used for learning. As previously mentioned, this observational data
stream can be gathered by observing an expert or other intelligent agent performing
a mission. Because this research focuses on human behavior representation, the ob-
servational data stream comes from an expert performing a mission. Given that the
contextual mappings are unknown, the first phase of learning is to map the sequence
of observations to their appropriate executed context. This requires partitioning the
observational data stream into a sequence of executed contexts as shown by Equation
2.18:
~O = 〈o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6, ..., oT 〉 partitioning−−−−−−−→ ~c = 〈c1, c2, c3, c4, ..., cN〉 (2.18)
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This process is the reverse of the process previously stated, where Equation 2.13 is
changed into Equation 2.5. Once these executed context mappings exist, the second
phase is to map these executed context to a set of defined contexts. This requires
clustering the executed context together to form “empty” defined contexts shown in
Equation 2.19:
〈c1, c2, c3, c4, ..., cN〉 clustering−−−−−−→ ~C = 〈C1, C2, C3, ..., Cn〉 (2.19)
These defined contexts are empty because they do no contain any context knowl-
edge at this point. They are merely containers for executed contexts to map to. Only
a general explanation of partitioning and clustering is described here – this process
is described in detail in Chapters 5 and 7. Once these contextual mapping are cre-
ated, the learning process described in Equation 2.17 can take place. The context
functions within these defined contexts can be generated through various machine
learning techniques. The resultant executed context mappings, defined context map-
pings, and learned contexts functions are unique to each expert based on the observed
performance data when the mission was executed. Therefore, the learned model can
only be as good as the performance data observed. The learning algorithm could use
the performance data to generalize behavior through the addition of some domain
knowledge or general assumptions. However, in the end, this behavior is still limited
by the performance data used and can only model what the expert did at the time
the mission was executed.
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2.4.4 Context Definition for the Learning from Observations Domain
When creating a CxBR model through the traditional knowledge engineering manner,
the context topology is defined first, followed by the behaviors within each context.
These behaviors are then projected into executed contexts during mission execution.
In the case of learning a CxBR model, the executed contexts are used to learn individ-
ual contexts. Afterwards, a context topology is generated based on the set of executed
contexts. The former method is a forward modeling approach (modeling through def-
inition), while the latter is a reverse modeling approach (modeling through learning).
The definition of context with respect to learning is much different than the term
context with respect modeling through a knowledge engineer. In order to define the
term context used for learning, the term context used for CxBR modeling is first
analyzed. The definition of a context used in CxBR is [51]:
“Any recognized situation inherently defines a set of actions, procedures
and expectations that properly address the situation. As the situation
evolves, [. . . ] a transition to a new context must be effected successfully.”
Each context addresses a different situation, while the set of appropriate contexts
addresses an entire mission. These situations are what can possibly happen during
a given mission. As seen in the discussion, learning can only make context approx-
imations from the observed performance data. The set of contexts generated from
learning can only represent what has happened in the mission not the entire set of
what can possibly happen.
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Contexts can only be captured at a task-oriented, human performance level, not
at the level of human cognition as in the case of the forward modeling approach.
Therefore, the extent of context is limited to the scope of tactical human behavior.
Many aspects of human behavior can be encapsulated within tactical behavior (e.g.,
aggressiveness, focus, etc.). Even though other contextual elements can be projected
onto the task context (i.e., fatigue, stress, anger, planning, etc.), only the observa-
tional performance data is available for use in this application. Therefore, the term
context used in this research is newly defined as:
Any recognized situation defined by a set of similar practices that can
approximate the set of actions, procedures, and expectations employed
by an expert within the situation.
The definition of practice or executed context is:
A single occurrence of an expert performing a task within a specialized
situation.
A context is composed of a set of practices (executed contexts) that are executed
within a given high-level situation. A situation in this case could be related to a
task or a setting within the given mission. The exact definition of what constitutes





There has been much research in the field of machine learning, human behavioral rep-
resentation, learning from observation, statistical partitioning and clustering meth-
ods. The following discussion represents relevant information and techniques per-
tinent to this research effort, which is contextual reasoning and learning tactical
behavior from observation of a human performer.
3.1 Machine Learning
Learning is defined as: “The ability to gain knowledge or understanding of or skill
in by study, instruction, or experience” [86]. Learning is done by humans naturally.
From the day we are born, we start the learning process. Machines, however, are
not capable of this type of learning. Instead, they do what they are programmed to
do. Some intelligent agents are incapable of learning, they only do what they are
programmed to do. Therefore, the topic of machine learning arises. Machine learning
is classified as a field of artificial intelligence. Can machines learn? Of course they
have the ability to learn, but only if they are programmed to learn.
Machine Learning can be defined in terms of any computer system that improves
its performance at some task through it own prior experience or through the experi-
ence of others [88]. Learning through instruction for machines is simply implementing
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a program (algorithm) which explicitly tells the computer what to do. However, no
form of autonomous learning is performed by this method. Learning through experi-
ence can be applied to machine learning, the agent or program can learn through its
own experience. Concept learning is another such algorithm that uses prior training
experiences to improve the performance of a certain set of tasks. Concept learning is
a simple algorithm that infers a boolean-valued function from training examples of its
inputs and outputs [88]. The boolean values output can be any set of binary values
(i.e. Yes/No, Right/Left). An example of a concept to be learned is whether an
object can be classified as a fruit, the inputs would be characteristics of the object,
and the output would be either true or false. There are many different and more
robust learning methods/approaches available for use. Learning from observations,
experiential learning, and learning by instruction are the prominent approaches used
in high-level machine learning, however, the learning from observations approach is
the focus is this research and described below.
3.2 Genetic Context Learning from Observation
Fernlund’s dissertation [33] is the primary motivation for this research. Thus, a
detailed description of it here is warranted.
Fernlund successfully developed the Genetic Context Learner (GenCL) as a method
to autonomously model and evolve CxBR agents by learning context and transition
knowledge from the observation of human performance through the use of genetic
programming (GP). The domain for Ferlund’s human behavioral modeling was au-
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tomobile driving. The observations came from several experts (five) driving a car
in a simulated environment. Fernlund was able to successfully model each driver’s
individual behaviors (e.g., maintain certain speeds, stopping at or running lights,
turning maneuvers) using GenCL. He has also expanded his finding to include tacti-
cal tank maneuvering missions [30, 35]. The models built through GenCL exhibited
the following desired characteristics:
• Automation of Model Generation - Ultimately, GenCL was able to au-
tomate the modeling building process. Fernlund also showed that the GenCL
created agents performed comparably, and possibly better than the knowledge
engineer created agents; however GenCL required less human effort in the pro-
cess.
• Model Individualized Behaviors - The agents were able to show personal-
ized behaviors based on the expert on which they were based.
• Ability to Generalize - The learned agents were able to perform consistently
with how the respective experts performed, given mission(s) that were unseen
during learning.
• Transparency - The learned context and transition knowledge can be under-
stood and analyzed by a knowledge engineer.
• Stability and Reliability - The agents were able to run for an extended period
of time with consistent performance.
Figure 3.1 show’s a diagram of Fernlund’s GP learning module which evolves
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Figure 3.1: GenCL Learning Module (Reproduced from Fernlund [33] without
permission)
context/transition knowledge using GP. Genetic programming [77] is a derivation of
genetic algorithms (GA) [65] that evolves computer source code, which can be then
directly transferred into a CxBR agent. In order to further understand Fernlund’s
use of GP, the learner module is split into five components:
• Individuals - These are the candidate solutions to the problem, in this case,
the context or transition knowledge source code. A set of individuals compose
the total population.
• Fitness Function - This is a mathematical measure of how fit an individual. In
this case the measure of fitness is directly related to how close the performance
of an individual is to that of the observed expert after whom the individual is
modeled.
• Observer Module - This process converts the raw observational data into a
form useable for learning represented by the expertise data. This module essen-
tially contextualizes the observational data stream into a meaningful context
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topology (a set of defined contexts and executed contexts mapped to their re-
spective defined contexts) which is ready for use with GenCL for learning the
contexts. This process is the main focus of this research.
• Expertise Data - This is the set of filtered and partitioned observed perfor-
mance data used as part of the fitness function. In the case of learning context
knowledge, these are the set of executed contexts the individual is trying to
model. The expertise data comes from the observer module.
• Micro Simulator - This is the small, graphic-less simulator employed to simu-
late the individual performing the mission in a context. The performance data
from an individual’s execution in the Micro Simulator will be compared to the
expertise data as part of the fitness function.
GenCL uses Genetic Programming (GP) to iteratively evolve computer program-
ming source code to represent either the action or transition rules for the CxBR
agent. The term “evolve”, in this case, applies to how GP reaches the most fit so-
lutions/individuals (candidate source code programs) by iteratively evolving individ-
ual(s) in the population, based in genetic mutation, crossover, and natural selection
processes that directly relate to the theory of natural evolution. In summary, a GP
evolves a set of individuals, starting with randomly generated individuals, until a
single, most fit, individual is chosen as the winner. Genetic programming is used
to represent programs using instruction trees and is based on the theory of natural
evolution [77]. GP allows individuals (candidate solutions) to represent source code
that can be directly inserted into an execution engine and compiled or interpreted,
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Figure 3.2: Genetic Programming Individual Example
in the case with GenCL, that engine is the CxBR Framework. The individual, while
going through evolution, is represented as an operator tree with different types of
nodes (function and terminal). Terminal nodes are leaf nodes of the tree and can be
variable or constant nodes. Function nodes perform specific operations (e.g., addition,
multiplication) using its child node(s). The operator tree can be traversed in-order
to generate the respective source code. Figure 3.2 shows a simple individual source
code tree example which evaluates to 5 ∗ d+ speed.
The GP algorithm begins with a set of randomly initiated individuals, collectively
referred to as a population, and genetically evolves them from one generation to the
next by applying genetic operators on the individuals. The most common genetic op-
erators are: mutation and crossover. Mutation performs small changes in individuals,
for example, changing a ‘+’ operator to a ‘−’ operator as seen in Equation 3.1 and
Figure 3.3:
I = 5 ∗ d+ speed mutation−−−−−−→ I ′ = 5 ∗ d− speed (3.1)
Crossover swaps two branches of two individuals with each other, for example
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Figure 3.3: Genetic Programming Mutation Example
the sub-tree starting from the ‘∗’ operator is swapped with the sub-tree with the ‘ˆ’
(power) operator as seen in Equation 3.2 and Figure 3.4:
I1 = 5 ∗ d+ speed
I2 = (d− speed)− x3
crossover−−−−−−→
I ′1 = x
3 + speed
I ′2 = (d− speed)− 5 ∗ d
(3.2)
The fitness function is used to evaluate each individual’s performance with respect
to the desired solution. The individuals that are more fit are more likely to survive
(intact or through mating) to the next generation which is performed by the selection
process. The stopping criteria for GP is reached by obtaining the optimum solution or
executing a pre-set number of generations. The detailed algorithm for GP integrated
into GenCL is explained in Chapter 9.
GenCL is a two step process that will learn, or more correctly “evolve”, the action
functions and transition rules separately using the layered learning genetic program-
ming approach (LLGP) [60, 67]. The LLGP approach splits a complex program up
into smaller sub-problems using a problem hierarchy. Each solved problem is used in
the evolution process of another problem in the hierarchy. In this case, the action
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Figure 3.4: Genetic Programming Crossover Example
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functions are learned first, then using the resultant context knowledge, the transition
rules are evolved second. Therefore, first step is to learn the set of action functions
Ai for each context independently using the set of executed context assigned to each
defined context Ci as training examples:
Ci = {cx, cy, cz}, learn context knowledge−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Ai (3.3)
The action functions learned through GenCL are based on the fitness function
fA(IaCi). Each action function individual IaCi is a set of source code (function and
terminal sets) representing the context knowledge used for defined context Ci. The
fitness function basically compares the execution of the individual IaCi in a micro-
simulator against that of the observed expert actions contained within the executed
contexts mapped to defined context Ci. Each of the defined contexts are learned
individually. After all of the action functions ~A are learned for the entire set of
defined contexts ~C, the best set of resulting individuals ~Ia is used to learn all of the
transition rules simultaneously as shown in Equation 3.4:
~C = {C1, C2, C3, ..., CN}, learn transition rules−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ~R = R1, R2, R3, ..., RN (3.4)
The micro-simulator executes the entire mission using a set of transition rule in-
dividuals ~Ir of size N and action functions ~A previously learned in the first step.
Each individual IrCi represents the transition rule individual for defined context Ci.
The entire set of transition rules is learned simultaneously because the CxBR model
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created by GenCL uses a competing context type of transition scheme. The compet-
ing context scheme evaluates the subset of allowable transition rules ~R to determine
which individual rule Ri results in the highest score and activates the respective
defined context Ci for the given CxBR execution cycle. The subset of eligible tran-
sition rules to execute are based on the context topology ~T . This process involves a
co-evolutionary approach using multiple independent populations, evolving the each
population simultaneously with an interdependent fitness function [130]. The transi-
tion rule fitness function fR(~Ir) measures how fit the set of transition rule individuals
~Ir are during the execution of the mission. After learning the set of action functions
~A and transition rules ~R for the set of defined context ~C, the evolved CxBR model
is complete.
Traditionally, in CxBR, the action and transition knowledge is explicitly hand-
coded into each context in a programming language (e.g., C++, Java) . One of
the benefits of viewing the context as source code was its ability to be transparent
as previously discussed in Section 2.4. A knowledge engineer can look at a coded
CxBR model from another knowledge engineer and understand the logic behind each
context. Coincidentally, GenCL was able to learn the knowledge for each agent in
the form of C++ source code that can be directly inserted into the CxBR framework.
Albeit, the source code is not as intuitive and easily understood as code generated by
a knowledge engineer; however, it still retains a measure transparency.
Classically, CxBR models were built following these four high-level steps:
1. Knowledge Acquisition - Gather domain and/or performance knowledge
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from a subject-matter-expert (SME) about the mission.
2. Context Topology Generation - Using the acquired knowledge, generate the
appropriate context topology used for the mission, while assigning each chunk
of acquired knowledge to their respective context(s).
3. Agent Creation - Generate/program the context and transition knowledge for
each context in the context topology into a CxBR framework [91].
4. Model Validation - The CxBR agent is validated for its ability to perform
the given task.
In order to understand the use of a contextualization process, Fernlund’s model-
learning process is first decomposed into its own four-step modeling process relating
to the above described four step process below:
1. Knowledge Acquisition
(a) Data Acquisition - First, the raw observational data ~Oraw is gathered from
the performance of an individual expert:
~Oraw =< oraw 1, oraw 2, oraw 3, ..oraw t >
oraw i =< ~a, ~f >
(3.5)
(b) Data Transformation - Next the raw data is transformed into a usable ob-
servational data stream, removing unimportant variables (e.g., pitch, roll,




data transformation−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ~O (3.6)
2. Context Topology Generation
(a) Define Context Topology - The knowledge engineer generates the set of
defined context ~C and transitions ~T .
(b) Data Partitioning - The knowledge engineer partitions the observational
data stream into executed contexts ~c and assigns each of them to defined
contexts in ~C:
cx = 〈ot, ..., ot+j〉 mapped to−−−−−−→ Ci (3.7)
Note that not every partition is used for learning, and Fernlund filtered
his data manually.
3. Agent Creation
(a) Learn Context Knowledge - Using GenCL along with the set of partitioned
executed context, generate the source code for each defined context Ci
individually. The result is a set of action functions:
Ci = {cy, cx, cz} learn context knowledge−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ Ai (3.8)
(b) Learn Transition Knowledge - Using a co-evolutionary approach, GenCL
will generated the set of transition knowledge simultaneously. The results
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are a set of transition rules:
~C = {C1, C2, ..., CN}, learn transition knowledge−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ~R = R1, R2, ..., RN (3.9)
4. Model Validation
(a) Qualitative Validation - The learned agent is visually compared to the origi-
nal human’s behaviors to see whether similar high-level behaviors were per-
formed, (i.e., checking if the agent and driver ran the same yellow lights).
(b) Quantitative Validation - Compare the difference between the agent and
expert’s observational data streams to each other. For example, differences
speeds at certain locations during the mission.
In the knowledge acquisition step, instead of the interviewing process, the data
are gathered from observation and parsed into a usable form that can be used in
the next step. The data are outputted from the driving simulator and transformed
by a parsing program. The context topology generation step is where the context
topology is defined and the observational data stream is partitioned by hand. Each
CxBR context topology is specifically defined for its intended domain and/or mission,
consequently pigeon-holing the respective model into this restrictive set of contexts.
In the context topology generation step, source code generated by GenCL can be
inserted seamlessly in place of a knowledge engineer’s code directly into the CxBR
framework. The validation phase is where the knowledge engineer qualitatively and
quantitatively checks the resultant agents for their ability to replicate driving be-
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haviors based on the driver they were modeled after. The qualitative validation was
based on comparing the agents’ high-level behaviors to their human counterparts.
The quantitative analysis involves examining various performance metrics such as:
correlation and deviation. [33].
The limitation to Ferlund’s modeling process lies within the observer module where
manual labor is required from the knowledge engineer to parse the observational data
stream and partition it into contexts to be defined as part of the learning process
[33]. In human behavior representation, each expert exhibits individualized behavior
and therefore should receive individualized context topologies. This step is essentially
the contextualization process where the observational data stream is partitioned and
is used to generate a context topology. This process is the observer module in the
learning module illustrated in Figure 3.1. Automating this process in addition to
GenCL will result in the near automation of the entire learning process, which is the
primary motivation for this dissertation.
3.3 Other Related Works
Stensrud et. al. [112, 114] discuss his approach to learning high-level context-
transitions from observations using the CxBR paradigm. Specifically, his system
learns the logic used to transition from context to context, and when these tran-
sitions should be applied. The underlying source of knowledge is extracted from
observation stream(s) generated by an expert performing a give task (mission) in
a simulation. Stensrud’s algorithm, FAMTILE (Fuzzy ARTMAP / Template-based
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Interpretation Learning), uses a Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network architecture [40] to
learn and predict the next active context, given an observation instance. A single
observation instance is defined as being composed of a set of environmental stimuli








The environmental stimuli Φt−0 given at time t
−
0 directly effect the actions and de-
cisions Ωt+0 performed by the expert at time t
+
0 . This formalization is in accordance to
a single observation snapshot previously defined in Section 2.4.1. However, Stensrud
explicitly decomposes time t into two occurrences: t− and t+, where the feedback is
gathered before an action is taken that represents how a CxBR model would execute.
The definition used in this research represents t− and t+ as only one single event
because information is gathered through observations as a single unified event.
Before any learning can occur, mission scenario(s) and context templates have to
be defined. Context templates consists of the set of environmental/agent conditions
that represent the given context as being active. These are the steps to the Stensrud’s
algorithm:
1. Acquire observation stream(s) by observing an expert perform a given task
2. Train the Fuzzy ARTMAP with each observed ...
(a) inputs consisting of expert actions, environmental feedback and active con-
text at t−0 .
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Figure 3.5: Trained Fuzzy ARTMAP Integrated with CxBR (Reprinted from
Stensrud [112] without permission)
(b) response for the set of inputs. This is the active context determined at t+0
through a Template Based Interpretation (TBI) engine.
3. Verify the Fuzzy ARTMAP
(a) Compared the actual vs. predicted active context.
(b) Re-train the ARTMAP if necessary.
4. Implement the Fuzzy ARTMAP into the CxBR model
Figure 3.5 shows the implementation of the trained Fuzzy ARTMAP into a CxBR
model.
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Stensrud, however, does not necessarily define the context topology (links and
transitions between contexts). The context topology is implicitly defined within the
trained Fuzzy ARTMAP. However, for this investigation, a context topology is ex-
tracted via segmentation and clustering of the observation stream. Stensrud’s algo-
rithm requires much interaction between the knowledge engineer and the expert in
order to generate the set of context templates. Furthermore, the knowledge acquisi-
tion through interview phase is still present in Stensrud’s approach. The knowledge
engineer is responsible for defining the context templates used in the TBI engine. The
method of context templates is of particular interest here because it represents con-
texts in a manner that allows observations to be mapped to that particular context.
This context template concept is studied further in Chapter 7. Another interesting
discovery of Stensrud’s work is that the Fuzzy ARTMAP partitioned the observa-
tional data and by doing so clustered the executed context to defined context. This
process is essentially the contextualization process. However, the major drawback of
FAMTILE is that the set of contexts are known beforehand as well as their respective
templates, being explicitly defined by a knowledge engineer.
Henninger [63, 62] employs neural networks to predict changes in heading and
position on tanks performing a ”Road March” in a simulated environment. Overall,
her modeling approach was successful in minimizing network bandwidth used with
the neural network prediction model. One of Henninger’s main goals was to reduce
bandwidth in Distributed Interactive Simulations (DIS) by better predicting the lo-
cation of simulated entities limiting the number of queries to the simulation engine.
Nevertheless, her modeling approach is of interest to this research.
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Henninger used observed performance data to train back-propagation, feed-forward
neural networks to predict the control commands (heading, position) for a virtual tank
performing a “Road March” task. The network inputs were the current state of the
agent and the environmental. Instead of using a single neural network, the task was
decomposed and modularized by context. With this simple scenario, one neural net-
work with two outputs (change in heading, and change in position) would suffice.
However, Henninger uses two models decomposed into two and four neural networks.
The networks were contextualized into a straight and a turning context.[63] The for-
mer uses individual networks for the heading and the position, while the latter uses
two networks for predicting heading and two for the position.
The decomposition method was able to decrease model complexity and improve
performance. This decomposition method could be useful in the predictions of low-
level actions given the current situation. By design, Henninger’s system was a divide-
and-conquer method that strategically divided the problem space using low-level ac-
tions. However, contexts are regarded for the most part as high-level actions contain-
ing a string of low-level actions.
Sammut [102, 69] used the C4.5 decision tree inductive learning algorithm [98] to
create autopilots agents by observing experts fly a plane. Sammut was one of the
early pioneers of the learning from observations approach using inductive learning
in a complex domain. The flying task was split into seven different stages and each
individual stage was learned separately. Sammut used the results of the learned
decision tree to create C source code to be used in the simulator. The source code
allows the learned model to be transparent in that all of the rules of the model can
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be viewed and analyzed.
One interesting effect was error-correction by the C4.5 learning algorithm. The
human pilots’ performance was not perfect, thereby creating errors in flight forcing a
correction maneuver. For instance the pilots had to perform many roll maneuvers to
keep the plane lined up with the landing strip. The learned model was able to account
for these fluctuations and perform better than the original pilots. This concept of
behavior fluctuation is used in this research to filter out noisy actions created by the
experts because of this constant behavior correction issue.
Additionally, Sammut [101] creates a conversational agent using contexts called
ProBot. ProBot is a rule-based system that takes as input a user sentence and outputs
a response sentence. However, the set of rules are grouped by context. This allows
ProBot to partition the output search space and put into context the user’s input.
There is a current context that is always active. The current context’s rules govern
how ProBot will respond to an input as well as transition to another context. There
are additional filter and backup rules to handle unexpected contextual changes. The
filter rules are used to catch any changes in input that could possibly cause a change
in context. The backup rules are used when all other rules fail and question the user
for more input that can be recognized by ProBot. This implementation of ProBot
is analogous to how CxBR is implemented. The contexts are used in a divide-and-
conquer manner, where the context are used to partition the search space as well
contain transitioning rules.
Pomerleau, et. al. [9, 94] created a steering control system based on neural
networks called ALVINN (Autonomous Land Vehicle in a Neural Network). The
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inputs are the images captured from the driver’s front perspective. The output is a
steering wheel position used to drive a car. ALVINN was able to successfully learn
how to drive, or rather steer, a car at highway speeds in a real car. This is interesting
work as it is one of the first pioneering efforts with learning from observation using a
vision system and applied to real world car driving situations. However, a true driving
scenario required more than steering wheel position (throttle and brake pressure) and
one high-level task. One of the disadvantages of ALVINN, therefore, is the lack of
transparency using neural networks and its ability to only perform one simple high-
level task. There is no partitioning of the problem space. GenCL, and subsequently
this contextualization process, focus mainly on acquiring quantitative observational
data, not vision data. However, it would be quite interesting to integrate a vision
system as part of learning from observation and/or CxBR modeling, which could be
focus of future research. Other researchers have used vision guidance in car navigation
[79, 78, 71, 25].
Kuniyoshi et. al. [79, 78] discuss the recognition and classification of action seg-
ments for block assembly tasks, specifically temporal segmentation of action sequence
in a qualitative manner. Like Pomerleau [9], Kuniyoshi uses an image vision system
as inputs. In the case of Fernlund’s driving scenario, the inputs are quantitative sen-
sor values. However, Kuniyoshi’s approach is very useful in our research. The block
assembly tasks are to pick up, move, and align blocks on a table. Kuniyoshi’s work
observed image sequences of a human performing this task while determining which
qualitative action (i.e., PICK, PLACE, NO-OP, ALIGN) is being performed and the
segment of time that the action is performed. Kuniyoshi mentions “most of the useful
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information for action recognition is extracted from the state at the temporal seg-
mentation points”. In relations to CxBR terms, these temporal segmentation points
are the context transition points, where a change has occurred in the context. He
describes a term called concept articulation relation by three main relations:
• Attention - The important object that should be in our direct immediate focus
of attention.
• Context - The context of the entity, movement and spatial relation to object.
• Change - The change in attention or context. When a change occurs, it means
the end of a segment and the beginning of another segment.
These relations are used in Kuniyoshi’s three-step method to detect segments [79]:
1. Pre-segmentation - Detect any major change in movement
2. Attention Control - Detect any attention changes
3. Segmentation - If there is an attention change, the current motions has ended
and a new has started.
This is helpful because the system describes and segments observed data into qual-
itative action. This idea can be extended to qualitative contextual action/reactions
to partition the observational data stream.
Sidani [109] mentions an expert’s knowledge is two-fold: explicit and implicit.
Explicit knowledge can be articulated and easy to understand while implicit knowl-
edge is intuition, judgment and tactical/performance behaviors. Implicit knowledge
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is also the knowledge that is hard to verbalize [28]. Classical knowledge acquisition,
which is a “difficult and time-consuming process”, querying the expert through an
interviewing process, can only extract explicit knowledge. Sidani mentions learning
from observations as a candidate to facilitate implicit knowledge extraction.
Sidani, in [109, 111] implements a method for learning implicit knowledge from
observations. He implements the Situational Awareness Module (SAM) to handle the
complex reasoning involved in associating a set of expert actions with environmental
states. The SAM module learns/trains by observing expert(s) performing a mission
with a set of ‘events’ and ‘critical events’. A Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network, referred
to as the recognizer, is used to recognize and identify the current event. Afterwards
a respective Neural Network Knowledge Unit (NNKU) is selected and learns the
expert’s skills used during the event. The NNKU captures the implicit knowledge
used for the associated situation. The expert or knowledge engineering would define
all explicit knowledge that will augment the knowledge base and NNKUs. During
the testing phase, the recognizer would detect a set of events present and activate
the respective NNKU modules to handle those events. Sidani’s model partitions
the mission-space into individual events defined by the knowledge engineer, which
is a divide-and-conquer method. These events represent different situations, and
are analogous to contexts in a primitive way, where each situation receive it own
individual action logic (NNKU).
Wang [124, 125, 126] discusses the OBSERVER system that combines learning
from observation with learning from practice (a form of reinforcement learning). The
OBSERVER system learning architecture given in Figure 3.6 [125].
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Figure 3.6: OBSERVER’s Learning Architecture (Reprinted from Wang [125]
without permission)
The OBSERVER system not only learns operators but it can also repair them
during execution. OBSERVER uses process planning task where its goal is to generate
a plan to create mechanical parts. The three main components of OBSERVER are:
1. Learning operators from observation - Operators are learned by observing an
expert perform a given task, noting the execution trace and where each oper-
ator was executed, and the pre- and post-states of each operator. Learning is
performed “incrementally” using a specific-to-general induction method. Wang
mentions the delta-state (operator effects/actions) as being the actions taken
between the pre-state and the post-state of each operator. The most general
pre-state (set of operator pre-conditions) formulated is used to describe each
operator. However, the most specific pre-state formulated is used for plan re-
pair.
2. Planning, plan repair, and execution - The OBSERVER system not only learns
operators, but can also repair them during execution. The OBSERVER sys-
tem is able to compensate for incomplete or incorrect domain knowledge by
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practicing the task itself. Some of the domain knowledge imperfections are:
Over-specific preconditions, over-general preconditions, incomplete effects, ex-
traneous effects, and missing operators [123]. The over-general precondition
occurs most often and is fixed by reversing the induction process on the opera-
tor pre-condition.
3. Refining operators during practice - Some of the operators are refined during
practice using reinforcement learning strategies with positive and negative exe-
cution traces.
The weaknesses of this system are:
• An expert/knowledge engineer determines the operator that is being executed.
Therefore, some explicit domain knowledge is required before building the model.
• The operators and operator states are deterministic [122, 126]. There is a need
for “dynamic, non-deterministic environment” [123].
• Noise-free sensors may hold true in simulation, but compensation for sensor
noise is a necessity in the real-world [117]. OBSERVER does not allow for
noisy data in its learning strategy.
This research is relevant because it combines learning as well as repair strategies in
autonomous agents. The strategy of generalizing pre-states, or pre-conditions could
be helpful in determining which action or effect actually caused the context to occur.
Induction, by definition [88], is a general-to-specific learning mechanism that can be
employed to extract the transition rules that cause a transition to occur. A possible
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Figure 3.7: The Learning by Observation Framework (Reprinted from Van Lent
et al. [123] without permission)
extension to the contextualization process discussed in this research could be the
inclusion of a reinforcement learning correction system such as the system provided
by Aihe [1].
Van Lent et al. [122, 123] discuss the KnowMic system that learns procedural
knowledge from the observation of an expert performing a specific task. The KnowMic
system uses a Find-S algorithm similar to the general-to-specific induction learning
algorithm outlined in the OBSERVER system developed by Wang [126]. KnowMic
is responsible for learning high-level tasks called operators. The operators are de-
fined by their pre-conditions, action conditions, and goal or post-conditions. The
learning occurs in a fashion similar to the OBSERVER system; however KnowMic
allows a disjunctive set of pre-conditions while OBSERVER does not. Along with
pre-conditions, there exists goal conditions to tell the system when the operator is
formally completed. The goal condition learning follows the same procedure as the
pre-condition learning.
The learning procedure is modularized into five major steps detailed in Figure
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3.7. This modularization method allows the use of different learning algorithms and
modeling paradigms. The first step is to generate observation traces with expert
annotations during the execution of the mission. The annotations separate the ob-
servation into operators. The second step is to learn the operator’s pre-conditions,
effects, and post-conditions. The third step is to classify the persistence of the opera-
tor. The fourth step is to format the operator knowledge into a working form for the
execution architecture. The fifth step is to use the execution architecture to perform
the task of the expert. The execution architecture used in this case is the SOAR
architecture developed by Van Lent [122, 80].
Van Lent’s research shows how a learning-from-observations system can be gener-
ated. This learning from observations system as well as Wang’s OBSERVER system
use induction learning, filtering out unnecessary information about an operator. This
is similar to contextualizing an operator. The operators can be turned into context
using the notion of pre-conditions (transition rules). However, one of the major weak-
nesses of Van Lent’s framework is the need for expert annotations for the operators.
This requires the expert to interact with an operator selection system by choosing the
currently-active operator during mission execution. This causes a distraction in the
true performance of the expert as well as limiting the actions of an expert to a cer-
tain set of operators. It also requires a knowledge engineer to pre-define all possible
operators a priori.
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3.4 Other Related Works
Floreano et. al. [36] discuss the implementation of an autonomous agent driven by
a neural network learned through a genetic algorithm. This autonomous system uses
a real world agent and environment. The objective was to create a navigation and
obstacle avoidance system in a simple maze-like environment. The fitness function is
dependent on three factors: the speed, direction of movement, and how close the robot
was to an obstacle. The evolutionary process is performed online on the physical robot
itself. Therefore, the evaluation was based on how well the robot actually performed
in the real world. A neural network was used as the control algorithm for the robot,
with sensor values as inputs and motor controls as outputs.
This brings up the question of real world versus simulated observation. With real
world scenarios, the environment has more potential to be unpredictable and undesir-
able (i.e. accidents, pedestrians, aggressive driving behavior). In the case of learning,
real-world environments should be used for adaptation of built models. Simulated
environment is a more controlled environment. Floreano mentions how simulations
give the knowledge engineer full control over all agent and environmental variables,
thereby allowing the replications of previously executed mission for extensive analy-
sis. In the sense of learning from observation, the expert should execute a mission in
the environment in which the agent is going to be implemented.
Deb et. al. [24] discusses a dynamic motion planning problem in which an agent
moves from start to finish without hitting any obstacles. The objective is to minimize
the time required to navigate the environment. The navigation rules are very simple
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and decomposed in the following format:
if (distance = N AND angle = A) then (deviation = R) (3.11)
The values for distance are very near (VN), near (N), far (F), and very far (VF).
The values for angle are left (L), ahead left (AL), ahead (A), ahead right (AR), and
right (R). The values for deviation are the same for angle. The rule in Equation 3.11
simply states that if the agent is near an object directly ahead of it, then move to the
right of the obstacle. Therefore, with the fuzzy sets of distance and angle, there are
20 possible rules governing the system, with five possible actions. A genetic algorithm
was used to learn which rules should be turned on or off in the rule base. The fitness
function was based on the average time required to execute many different scenarios.
The genetic algorithm was also used to optimize the fuzzy membership functions on
top of optimizing the rule base.
The problem is shallow because of the predefined rule set and the simplicity of
the scenario used. However, the application is quite impressive in generating a simple
rule set to avoid objects as well as the use of fuzzy logic. The concepts of fuzzy
set membership and fuzzy set optimization are useful in this investigation. Many
sensory systems classify object proximity quantitatively, but there is a problem in
this approach in classifying the active context. Therefore, fuzzy set membership
allows for a qualitative measure allowing a fuzzy definition of sensor values. The
adaptation of the fuzzy set is very useful in adjusting and identifying correct inputs





Automatic model generation strives to automate the entire process of modeling au-
tonomous, human-like agents. In the case of this research, the agents are modeled
from observed human performance. This process is essentially learning from obser-
vations, where human performance data are collected, parsed, and used to create
intelligent agents from. One of the problems with this is the inability to extract
knowledge, specifically contextualized knowledge, from an observational data stream
without the intervention of a knowledge engineer or the expert. This research focuses
on the problem of automatic context identification in a data stream of observed hu-
man performance to facilitate the subsequent construction of individual context-based
human-like autonomous agents.
With the Genetic Context Learner (GenCL), a contextual modeling system devel-
oped by Fernlund [33], established, contextualized knowledge can be used, in conjunc-
tion with GenCL to automatically evolve Context-based Reasoning (CxBR) agents.
These human-like models exhibit individualized behavior much like that of human
beings, resulting in imperfect, imprecise, or incorrect (i.e., breaking a rule) actions
based on heuristics and possibly instinct. Contextualization provides the foundation
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to individualization by generating context topologies tailored to each expert. The
obstacle in automation now lies in the ability to automatically generate the contex-
tualized knowledge employed to construct these models. The research presented here
seeks to more fully automate the agent-building process. This is done specifically by
improving the GenCL process through automated contextualization of an observa-
tional data stream. The proposed approach to contextualization is heavily based on
the concepts and definition of context brought forth in Chapter 2.
4.2 Hypothesis
Machine learning techniques can replace and/or assist the knowledge engineer in the
model building process. Therefore, the hypothesis of this research is:
Given the observation of an expert performing a given task or mission,
his/her individual behavior can be automatically contextualized
(partitioned and clustered) and consequently modeled through
machine learning techniques.
4.3 Brief Description of Approach
The contextualization process implemented in this dissertation can be seen as a two-
step process: first the partitioning of the observational data stream as seen in Figure
4.1. Each of these contextualized segments represents individualized executed con-
texts. The segmentation points represent the transition from one context to another.
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Clustering algorithms are used to identify and group similar contexts together and
map them to a defined context illustrated in Figure 4.2.
Each of the resultant executed context is clustered together based on similarity,
and identifies a set of unique instance used in the given task. Given the set of defined
contexts, a context transition graph (context topology) is formulated based on the
order and sequences in which the contexts occur. The problem is to transform a
set of observations into a context topology from which the behavior can be learned.
Chapter 5, 6, 7, 9 discuss in detail the method conceived for implementation of
the contextualization processes as well as its final integration with GenCL to fully
automate the creation of human-like models.
4.4 Evaluation Criteria
This dissertation contains two-fold evaluation criteria:
1. Evaluate the results of the contextualization of observations to determine whether
the generated defined contexts are indeed contexts with real-world meaning.
Figure 4.1: Context Segmentation
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Figure 4.2: Context Clustering
2. Evaluate and compare the learned models generated by using the automatically-
generated context topologies integrated into Fernlund’s GenCL program against
Fernlund’s original learned models.
The first criterion is used to test whether a believable context topology can be
generated using the above method. The context topology does not have to match
one generated by an expert, but it should be qualitatively meaningful and represent
valid contextualized behavior. The second criterion is used to evaluate how well the
generated context topology can be integrated into the GenCL platform. The resultant
models were tested against both the original human performance runs and the GenCL
learned models.
4.5 Contributions
This research contributes to the state of the art in the following ways:
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• Proposes a novel procedure for automatically identifying contexts from an ob-
servational data stream.
• Provides the ability to completely generate human performance models through
learning from observations.
• A full automatic model generation system is developed and is available to in-
vestigators in machine learning.
• Integratability with present systems (GenCL [33], FAMTILE [112]).
• Multiple Java and C++ tools (e.g., simulators, contextualization algorithms,
learning algorithms, data parsers, analysis tools, etc.) that can be easily ex-
tending and applied to other domains.
• Data on automating contextualization.
• A novel approach to contextual partitioning and clustering based directly on




The approach to contextualizing an observational data stream into separate contexts
includes elements from machine learning and context theory. We refer to our approach
as Context Partitioning and Clustering (COPAC). Machine learning provides the
fundamentals and the framework used in the algorithms of the COPAC system. The
COPAC system extracts contexts by partitioning the observational data stream at
the context transition points and groups similar contexts together to form the CxBR
context topology. This context topology is the model-ready skeleton that can be used
in conjuction with the GenCL system [33] to generate a CxBR human performance
model.
5.1 Two Approaches to Contextualization
In order to contextualize an observational data stream, there are two high-level steps
that are performed: partitioning and clustering. COPAC, as the name implies, does
just that, partitions the data into executed contexts, and then clusters the executed
contexts into their respective defined contexts. However, these steps, in a na¨ıve way,
can be combined into just a clustering step where the observations are clustered
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directly to a defined context shown in Equation 5.1.
〈o1, o2, o3, o4, ..., oT−1, oT 〉 maps to−−−−−→ 〈Ci, Ci, Ci, Cj, ..., Cm, Cm〉 (5.1)
Observation o1 through o3 maps to defined context Ci, observation o4 maps to
defined context Cj and so on. With this mapping, partitions can be labeled between
sequential pairs of observations that are mapped to different defined contexts. Using
the example from Equation 5.1, a partition point can be made between observation
o3 and o4 and assigning o1 through o3 to executed context c1 shown in Equation 5.2.
〈o1, o2, o3 (partition point) , o4, ...〉
c1 = 〈o1, o2, o3〉 maps to−−−−−→ Ci
(5.2)
Here, we introduce a na¨ıve approach to contextualization asContextualized Fuzzy
ART (CFA) which uses an modified version of Fuzzy ART [22, 21] with some post-
processing contextualization elements. This is another contextualization approach in
addition to COPAC. This approach is regarded as na¨ıve because it does not intuitively
contextualize the data. Instead, it just maps single observation snapshots to defined
contexts without the benefit of executed contexts which completely removes the tem-
poral aspect of the observations. The temporal aspect used for contextualization al-
lows for pattern identification and recognition in the observational data stream. This,
admiringly, is one of the major disadvantages of using a simple clustering algorithm
to solve the complex problem of contextualization. However, by utilizing waypoint
information in the observational data stream and the post-processing method of con-
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text smoothing, discussed further in Section 5.3.1 and Section 6.1 respectively. With
these modifications, the CFA algorithm has the ability to produce well formulated
contextualization results.
Again, this approach is used as a baseline approach to the contextualization pro-
cess that is compared to COPAC’s performance. The COPAC system, on the other
hand, is more specifically a set of partitioning and clustering algorithms that are
used in conjunction with one another to contextualize the data stream. The first
step of the COPAC system, is the partitioning process that involves transforming an
observational data stream ~O into a sequence executed contexts ~c shown in Equation
5.3.
~O = 〈o1, o2, o3, o4, ..., oT 〉 partitioning−−−−−−−→ ~c = 〈c1, c2, c3, c4, ..., cN〉 (5.3)
The partitioning step allows the COPAC system to preserve and utilize the tempo-
ral aspect of the observations stream by analyzing observations in order and creating
executed contexts based on a series of time ordered actions and feedback values. The
second step is the clustering process that involves mapping a sequence of executed
context ~c into a set of defined contexts ~C shown in Equation 5.4.
~c = 〈c1, c2, c3, c4, ..., cN〉 clustering−−−−−−→ ~C = 〈C1, C2, C3, C4, ..., CK〉 (5.4)
The outputs of the CFA and COPAC algorithms are the same: a context topology
containing the set of defined contexts ~C and the set of context transitions ~T shown
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in Equation 5.5 and 5.6 respectively:
~C = C1, C2, C3, ..., CN , Ci = {cj, ck, cl, ...} (5.5)
~T = 〈{C1 → Ci, Cj, ...}, {C2 → Ck, Cl}, ..., {CN → Cm, Co, ...}〉 (5.6)
The major difference is the contextualization approach taken by each algorithm
to create these context topologies. However, each implementation requires a similar
data preparation process, that is common to both CFA and COPAC. This is described
first in this chapter along with the overall approach to building human performance
models, followed by the specific procedures for CFA and COPAC in Chapter 6 and 7
respectively.
5.2 Building Human Performance Models from Observation
This section presents an overview of the steps involved the automated method of
modeling human performance from observation. This method is broken down into a
general four-phase process described in Figure 5.1. This four-phase modeling process
applies to this investigation and can be directly applied to other closely related works
employing building a model from observations [33, 112]. This section concentrates on
describing an automated approach to model building where the use of the knowledge
engineer is significantly reduced while alluding to how the knowledge engineer’s role
is altered for each process.
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Figure 5.1: Four-Phase Process for Building a Human Performance Model
5.2.1 Data Acquisition Phase
In order to build a model through observations, initial observations and domain data
are required. In the classical approach to data acquisition, knowledge, not data is
gathered from an expert through the interviewing process. Knowledge engineers tend
to ask the experts contextualized questions. A simple question can consist of “What
do you do, when in situation A?” and the answer would be “Given situation A you
would do action set B”. In a sense, the knowledge gathered is contextualized itself [55].
In essence, situations represent the circumstances in which different events occur and
what appropriate actions to take during each situation. However, in this approach the
data acquisition phase gathers just raw observational data streams (numbers and enu-
merations), not knowledge. This leads into the critical knowledge processing phase.
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5.2.2 Knowledge Processing Phase
The knowledge processing phase is where the contextualization of performance data
to contextual knowledge occurs. Some, non-contextual approaches, such as a single
neural networks, skip this knowledge processing phase altogether and use raw data
directly for learning [40]. One disadvantage of this method is that the resulting
model is a black-box model, which lacks transparency making it difficult to analyze.
However, processing the data into contextual knowledge before learning allows the
resulting model to be more of a white-box model, where actions can be easily analyzed.
For example, a model with three contextualized situations can be analyzed for the
reasons the actions were taken in those particular situations. This contextualization
phase is what the COPAC system is designed to accomplish.
The No Free Lunch Theorem by Wolpert and Macready [127, 128] states a need
for specific domain knowledge to be added into any learning algorithm, providing
usefulness to the algorithm. Without some basic domain knowledge, the observa-
tions gathered would be plain numbers without any meaning. For example, a simple
observational data stream of single valued data points has no intrinsic value. Do-
main knowledge is required in learning to qualify and describe what the stream of
data actually represents (e.g., results of two die rolls, each data point is an integer
valued from 2 to 12). If the knowledge obtained from an expert interview can be
contextualized, then the knowledge gained from observing the experts executing the
task can also be contextualized. Without the interviewing process, domain knowl-
edge is required to convert the raw data to contextualized knowledge using the same
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baseline data set (domain knowledge) the knowledge engineer uses. What constitutes
domain knowledge and to what extent it is used in knowledge processing is discussed
in Section 5.3.
5.2.3 Model Building Phase
The model generation phase is the critical phase in building the model of the expert
as an intelligent agent. An automated approach will employ a machine learning ap-
proach to build an intelligent model without the interaction of a knowledge engineer
[88], where previously the knowledge engineer would hand-code the complete model.
Learning requires a separate algorithm, and is difficult to initially develop. Once
the machine learning algorithm and program are developed, the modeling process is
potentially more efficient [88]. The contextualized, or model-ready knowledge gath-
ered from the knowledge processing phase is used to create the resulting model of the
expert into an autonomous agent platform. The development of the agent may be
different depending on whether a real-world or simulation environment is used [117].
Overall, the use of learning potentially allows for quick implementation of individu-
alized agents modeled from many different experts. Fernlund’s GenCL was created
for this model building phase. Detail of the integration of CFA and COPAC with
GenCL are described in Chapter 9.
5.2.4 Validation Phase
After the construction of the model, validation is required to ensure model accuracy
and fidelity. A valid model is not one that executes the mission optimally with exact
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precision, but rather one that accurately reflects the decision making of the modeled
expert. The model could be used to execute the same mission used for learning and
compare the behavior of the expert to that of the model. If there are discrepancies,
then the model is corrected through further training. The resulting model could also
be executed using similar but different, previously unseen missions and compare its
performance to that of the expert’s during those missions. Perfect synchronization of
the model in any new unseen missions is not necessary for model validation because
the expert is human, and will have some degree of unpredictable behavior in the new
mission. Therefore, if the model shows similar proficiency, then it can be considered
a high fidelity model of the expert. The validation process is described in detail in
Chapter 9.
5.3 Knowledge Engineering
In the COPAC system, the role of the knowledge engineer is significantly altered,
but not completely eliminated. The knowledge engineer provides a means for data
acquisition by setting up a simulation environment and mission scenarios where the
expert performs a mission or task. This is from where the observation data streams
are recorded. This includes the agent control model, the environment, a data logging
subsystem, and the input controls for the human expert. Pre-built simulations such as
Microsoft Flight Simulator [87] or simulation platforms using semi-automated forces
(SAF) such as the OneSAF Test-Bed or the OneSAF Objective System [92] can be
used as well as custom-built simulators.
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When the data are gathered, the knowledge engineer prepares (organizes and
transforms) the observational data for the COPAC system to use in the model building
process described in Section 5.3.3. The knowledge engineer also provides the COPAC
system with domain specific knowledge. By defining some basic, standard form of
domain knowledge within the COPAC system, it can have a foundation of knowledge
from which to work. This domain knowledge can be acquired from the expert and
from the simulation environment used. The type and extent of domain knowledge
required is further elaborated in Section 5.3.2. One final element required by the
knowledge engineer is the micro-simulator used for model building in GenCL [33].
The micro-simulator can be the same simulator prepared for the expert or a simplified
simulator. Fernlund used a simplified simulator that was able to run at faster-than
real-time in order to speed up the learning process [33]. The COPAC system does
not use the micro-simulator directly; however, it is necessary for use with GenCL in
the validation phase.
In order to create a model from observations, the COPAC system requires two
sets of data (as shown in Figure 5.2):
• Set of domain knowledge
• Set of expert observations
Figure 5.2 shows the role of the knowledge engineer in the model building pro-
cess. The domain knowledge is initially presented to the COPAC system once and
followed by sets of expert observational data streams. The data streams logged from
the simulator might not be in the specific format required by the COPAC system.
Therefore, the knowledge engineer is required to transform the obtained data from
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Figure 5.2: Role of the Knowledge Engineer in the Model Building Process
raw observational data into prepared observational data. The transformation process
is described in detail in Section 5.3.3.
The knowledge engineer must first define the domain knowledge for the COPAC
system before contextualization. In order to understand what type of domain knowl-
edge is required and how the data should be prepared, the composition of observations
is discussed first. This discussion is followed by the proper set of domain knowledge
required and the data transformation process used to format the data used by the
COPAC system.
5.3.1 Composition of Observations
A single observation is the state of the agent and the environment at a given instance
in time. It is a snapshot of the agent’s actions, internal state, and external feedback
(sensors, laser, sonar, etc.). A sequence of observations is a set of time-ordered obser-
vations over a given period of time. Because time is continuous and observations are
discrete, each observation in the sequence of observations is separated by an observa-
tion gap or elapsed time between observations as seen in Figure 5.3. The observation
gap has to be small enough to allow the observation system to capture changes in
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Figure 5.3: Observation Gap
action and the causes for human reaction. The observation recording mechanism
captures observations with a frequency defined by the knowledge engineer. Fernlund
used a sampling rate of 10 Hz, leaving a 0.10 second gap between observations [33].
The frequency chosen for learning is application dependent. A coarse-grained setting
yields less total observations at the cost of a larger observation gap. A fine-grained
setting yields the opposite results, more total observations for the same length of time
at the benefit of a smaller observation gap.
Note that a 10 Hz frequency yields 36000 observations per hour. The more ob-
servations recorded the longer it takes to process the observations and construct a
model from them. The knowledge engineer has to choose an optimal frequency that
has a small enough observation gap to capture all important actions while provid-
ing the fewest observations. Stensrud [112] used a turn-based observation approach
where the observation resolution was one observation per turn, eliminating the need
to define an observation frequency. His domain (poker) permits such a turn-based
approach [112]. In Fernlund’s work, his GenCL trained CxBR models used the action
and feedback values from time t to produce the agent’s actions in time t+ 1 [33]. As
a result, the frequency in which the observations are observed is also the frequency
in which Fernlund’s micro-simulator executed, and effectively what Fernlund used to
execute his CxBR models.
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As previously mentioned, a single observation can be de-composed into two logical
blocks/sets of information:
• Actions performed by the human.
• External feedback (front sensors, back sensors, lasers, inferred, etc.) received
from the environment in conjunction with the internal state (speed, position,
fuel, etc.) of the simulator or vehicle. This set is commonly referred to as
the feedback set. This is the feedback values the human uses to choose an
appropriate set of actions from. This set is analogous to the environmental
context [131].
Therefore, observation o at time t can be expressed by the Equation 5.7:
ot = {〈a1, a2, ..., aM〉 , 〈f1, f2, ..., fN〉} (5.7)
Where am is an individual human action and fn is an individual feedback value.
Equation 5.7 showsM applicable agent actions and N feedback values. External feed-
back represents detectable (through human eyes and/or electronic sensory) objects,
events, and conditions external to the vehicle. Internal feedback or internal states
represent those values internal to the vehicle used by the human. Only some of these
values are relevant to each given observation. For example, in a driving scenario,
actions include: throttle pressure, brake pressure, and steering wheel angle. External
feedback includes: vehicle speed, direction of travel, lane position, position of other
vehicles, landmarks, etc. At certain times in the mission, the brake pedal is unused
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and irrelevant. The state of a traffic light is irrelevant until the vehicle is a certain
distance from the traffic light. The simulation environment can limit the action and
feedback values available for observation as well as provide extraneous data. The
knowledge engineer decides which data values are recorded in the observations or
parsed out during the data transformation process described in Section 5.3.3.
5.3.1.1 Waypoints
An interesting behavior of humans and of simulated intelligent agents, specifically
in tactical missions, is their reaction to points of interest or waypoints in a given
mission. Waypoints are markers in the environment that can trigger certain actions
or context switches within the human when the human is near to or on the waypoint.
For instance, when an agent is near an intersection into which it plans to turn, it
will prepare by slowing down and then turning into the intersection. In order to
utilize waypoint information, this prototype of COPAC requires a tactical mission
with movement with respect to defined waypoints. Many tactical missions require
a human to move from point to point in the mission environment, whether it is for
exploration, attacking, retreating, etc. An example of a waypoint can be a traffic
light, an intersection, a building, etc. Fernlund used waypoints and distances to
waypoints as part of observations used in the GenCL algorithm. This allowed his
GenCL learner to determine a course of action (contexts and context transitions)
based on the environmental feedback, the agent’s internal state, as well as waypoint
information (e.g., distance to intersection, state of traffic light).
The waypoints were originally defined within the feedback set and named ”Hot
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Spots” as seen in [33]. However, it is more advantageous to move waypoint data
into its own set. This is done because waypoints have a more static and more pre-
dictable role in choosing a given action. The overall plan of the mission usually
includes traveling between waypoints and performing specific actions at certain way-
points. Waypoint information can also be useful in determining context switches.
For instance, at all intersections of interest, the agent should switch into an Intersec-
tionTurning context. Waypoints can provide information on when and where to take
certain actions. The waypoint information is not just limited to the closest waypoint;
it can be a set of many waypoints visible to the agent. Waypoint information can
be easily determined in simulations. Observations can be recorded with waypoint
information independent of the other feedback variables, and can be split into its own
set. For the purpose of this dissertation, waypoints are static locations of interest in
the environment that do not change or move in space [33].
It would be advantageous to the COPAC system to know which type of waypoint
the expert is approaching or retreating from, the location of the waypoint, the state
of the waypoint, and the importance or priority of the waypoint. Waypoint types
are defined by the knowledge engineer as a logical identification to a point of interest
(i.e. Anti-Aircraft Artillery Battery, Traffic Light, etc). Events occurring associated
with waypoints of the same type can be logically clustered together. The definition
of a single observation should be further extended and broken down into three sets
of data:
• Actions performed by the human
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• External feedback received back from the environment in conjunction with in-
ternal state from the simulator or vehicle.
• Waypoint information (next waypoint, distance to waypoint, state of waypoint)
The definition of an observation is now modified to the following Equation 5.8:
ot = {〈a1, a2, ..., aM〉 , 〈f1, f2, ..., fN〉 , 〈w1, w2, ..., wK〉} (5.8)
Added to the equation are the K sets of waypoint data items. A single waypoint
wi can be defined by Equation 5.9:
wi = {type, location, states, priority} (5.9)
A waypoint data item can be described by the type of waypoint, the location of
the waypoint (one, two, or three dimensional location), the state of the waypoint
and the priority of the waypoint. Some waypoints can have a static single state or a
dynamic set of states. For example, a traffic light has four states: red, yellow, green,
and undetermined (too far away to distinguish). These states determine the type of
action/reaction to take in response to the different states.
A simple heuristic for priority is the distance between the human and the waypoint.
The closest waypoint can have the highest priority, and second closest the second
highest priority and so forth. The priority is used to filter out other trivial or non-
essential waypoint information. The problem can be simplified in a different manner
by only reporting on the single closest waypoint. The single closest waypoint could be
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the closest waypoint to the agent in its forward direction. The closest waypoint does
not denote the closest straight line distance from the human and the waypoint, but
instead denotes the closest travel distance (distance required to reach the waypoint)
between the two in a forward direction. The proposition allows the agent to only
focus on those waypoints it is approaching and forget about those that it has passed.
This waypoint interpretation mechanism works well with a driving scenario because an
agent driving a vehicle rarely returns to the places it has passed. Instead, it only cares
about the places it has yet to reach to get to its destination. Determining the methods
with which waypoints are interpreted is up to the knowledge engineer and largely
depends on the application itself. However, the prototype COPAC system uses the
single closest forward waypoint heuristic following Fernlund’s model for his GenCL. It
is much easier to create accurate waypoint information within simulators than in the
real world [117]. This dissertation will deal with more precise data within a simulated
environment and will not discuss error tolerances within real world environments any
further.
5.3.2 Domain Knowledge
Because each domain is different, the COPAC system requires domain knowledge
to function properly and to facilitate the contextualization process for that domain.
Each data set (action, feedback, and waypoint) requires a specific set of information
used as static domain knowledge. The label static indicates that once the domain
knowledge is presented to the COPAC system, it does not need to be re-presented or
modified for further use in that particular domain. The COPAC system also needs to
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know the frequency of the observations. Even this small amount of domain knowledge
goes a long way in assisting the COPAC system in partitioning and clustering the
contexts used for learning. The data sets are described next.
5.3.2.1 Action Set
In using CxBR to model tactical agents, there are some general facts about the low-
level actions that all tactical agents are allowed to perform. As previously mentioned,
the COPAC system requires all tactical missions to have some type of physical move-
ment. The expert-controlled vehicles have a degree of freedom in moving around
and navigating the environment. In order to do so, these agents contain three key
sets of low-level actions: translational (motion) actions, rotational actions and other
actions. Translational actions, or more commonly referred to as motion actions, are
those actions that allow the vehicle to physically move. A rotational action allows
the vehicle to change its heading, pitch, roll, or any combination of the three. A rota-
tion action in conjunction with a motion action allows the vehicle to rotate and face
another direction. For example, in a car the motion actions (stop and go actions)
are the accelerator and the brake pedals [33]. The rotation action is the steering
wheel, changing the heading of the car. The other action group contains all of the
other actions that do not fit into the first two groups. For example headlights, tank
cannon, etc. These are basic actions that all tactical agent must possess in order to
move around the environment and carry out missions. However, each domain has a
different set of movement rules and low-level actions for the agent it represents, for
example the aviation domain has the aileron, rudder, and flaps to rotate while the car
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driving domain just has the steering wheel. One of the pieces of domain knowledge
that the knowledge engineer can provide is which low-level action belong to which of
the action groups: the motion action group, the rotational action group, or the other
action group.
Along with the actions groups, each action can be distinguished as being valued
continuously or discreetly. Continuous actions are defined by a range of possible
values from a minimum to a maximum. Discreet values are defined by a set of
distinct possible values an action can take. Therefore, each action can be defined in
the following way:
{number, name, group, valuetype, range, idlestate}
Example : {1, accelator, motion, continous, {0.00, 1.00}, 0.00}
(5.10)
The action number is a label that starts at 1 and proceeds sequentially. Each
action has a unique number. This tells the COPAC system the order of action values
reported in each observation snapshot. The action name is the simply a label to
identify the action type. The action group classifies which of the three groups of
actions belong to - motion, rotation, or other groups. The action value type describes
whether the action is discreet or continuous. The action range defines either the
range of actions values for continuous actions or the set of values for discreet actions.
The idle state defines when the input value is at its default (unused, deactivated)
state. Equation 5.10 shows an example acceleration action with action number 1. It
is a motion action with a range from 0.00 to 1.00 (0 meaning no acceleration and
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1 meaning full acceleration). The idle state of the action is 0.00 representing no
throttle.
5.3.2.2 Feedback Set
In executing a mission, there will always be feedback internally from the agent itself
and externally from the environment. Internal feedback can be data items such as
speed, positioning, status, etc. External feedback can come from virtual sensors,
human vision, instrumentation, etc. Some of the internal data compose the waypoint
data set and is excluded from this set. The two groups of feedback can be separated
by type: internal or external. Each feedback value is defined using the following
format:
{number, name, group, valuetype, range, idlestate}
Example : {2, speed, internal, continous, {0.00, 100.00}, 0.00}
(5.11)
As seen, this format is the same as the format for the action set. The only
difference is there are only two feedback groups : internal or external. A feedback idle
state represents the input’s value when there is nothing of interest for the feedback
instrument to report. All possible relevant feedback values used by the expert should
be included in this set, especially vehicle speed.
5.3.2.3 Waypoint Set
A list of pertinent waypoints located within the simulation environment should be
provided by the knowledge engineer as part of the mission details. As previously
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discussed in Section 5.3.1, waypoints can be decomposed into its type, location, state,
and priority. Each waypoint is defined in following format:
{number, type, location, states, priority}
Example : {1, TrafficLight, {126, 659}, {red, yellow, green}, 1}
(5.12)
The waypoint number is a label that starts at 1 and proceeds sequentially. Each
waypoint has a unique number. The waypoint type is the user-defined category to
which the waypoint belongs (e.g. TrafficLight, Intersection, EnemyBunker, Bridge,
Hill, HighwayExit, etc). This allows the algorithm to analyze and cluster contexts
using the same type of waypoints. The waypoint location is defined by its global
position in its environment. The states of a waypoint can be described by a set of
logical statuses the waypoint can have. If the waypoint only has a single static state,
then the state value can be set to “static”. The priority of a waypoint shows its
precedence over other visible waypoints. In the case of using the closest waypoint to
the agent as the most relevant waypoint, the priority is ignored. Also in this case,
the priority of all waypoints can be set to one.
The set of domain knowledge can also be subject to the simulator used. Some
simulators can provide an overly abundant amount of information, while others have
a limited amount of information. The knowledge engineer decides which data values
are used in the observation. After the COPAC system is initialized with domain
knowledge, it then requires sets of observational data stream to contextualize.
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5.3.3 Data Transformation
The observational data stream generated by the simulator is usually not in the format
required by the COPAC system. The knowledge engineer is responsible for construct-
ing a simple program to transform the observational data stream generated by the
simulator into a standard form that the COPAC system can read and use. The knowl-
edge engineer may also be able to adjust the simulator to automatically produce a
formatted set of observational data. For the COPAC system, a single observation
snapshot is defined in the following extended format:
{observation number : time, 〈a1, a2, ..., am〉 , 〈f1, f2, ..., fn〉 , 〈wclosest〉} (5.13)
The observation number is a label that starts from 0 (representing the first ob-
servation) and is incremented sequentially for each observation thereafter which cor-
responds with the time. The time is the timestamp logged when the observation
snapshot was taken. The time starts at 0 for the first observation and is measured in
seconds. The action set is defined as the current action values of all of the actions.
For example, if a1 is the acceleration action, it would be equal to the acceleration
value at time when the observation snapshot was taken. The feedback set is defined
in the same manner as the actions. The waypoint information defines the closest
waypoint to the agent as well as its state, which takes on the form:
wclosest = {waypoint number, distance, state} (5.14)
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The waypoint number is the assigned number to that particular waypoint defined
in the waypoint set. The distance can be either a two or three dimensional distance.
This distance is not the straight line distance from the vehicle to the waypoint, but
instead, the shortest travel distance required by the vehicle to reach the waypoint.
Each observation is written on its own line. Figure 5.4 shows a short example of an
observational data stream in the car driving mission. These values are synthetic values
based on Fernlund’s work [33] used for this example. As seen in the example, there
are two action, two feedback, and two waypoint data sets pre-defined as the domain
knowledge. The observations frequency is 10 Hz. The example has ten observations,
where each of the observations complies with the COPAC system observation inputs
standards. Some of the points of interest to note are between observation 4 and
observation 5, where there is a waypoint state change and in the following observation
6, where there is an action change. This is a context switch from a CityDriving context
to a RedLightDriving context.
5.3.4 Observation Repetition
In order to learn high-level behavior through observations, the actions of an expert
have to be repeated multiple times to capture the triggering points of context tran-
sitions. If an agent only performs a high-level action (e.g., stopping at a red light)
once, then it would be very difficult to learn and generalize that particular high-level
action. It is easier to generalize from a set of similar high-level actions instead of just
a single instance. Therefore, it is the responsibility of the knowledge engineer to ei-
ther design a mission where the actions are repeated several times or have a sufficient
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Figure 5.4: Observational Data Stream Example
number of executions runs that capture all of the actions and situations required to
build a model. The COPAC system is able to accept multiple sets of observations as
inputs.
5.4 Data Sets
The CFA and COPAC systems are tested using the data gathered by Fernlund in
the Virtual Technologies’ driving simulator in Sweden [33]. Fernlund’s data-set is
composed of performance data from five different drivers label Driver A to Driver E.
Each driver made two runs, a run used for learning (∼30 minutes) and a different run
used for validation (∼20 minutes), in total, ten observation streams were logged, two
for each driver [33]. The full data set included urban and rural driving, however the
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Figure 5.5: Map and Path used for Training Simulation (Reproduced from Fern-
lund [33] without permission)
long rural driving part was removed because it is not part of the intended mission.
This leaves the training set to contain approximately 10 minutes worth of driving,
while the validation set has around 5 minutes. Figure 5.5 and 5.6 shows city driving
section of the map and path layout for training and validation mission runs respec-
tively. The number of observations utilized for contextualization is shown in Table
5.1. There is a small rural section between the two urban areas shown in Figure 5.5
and 5.6. Fernlund removed this rural section from the training set and consequently
from the validation set as well. However, this section is kept in our research in order
to preserve the entire sequence of observations from start to finish for the contextu-
alization process. This is not a major issue due to the CxBR paradigm’s flexibility
in including additional behaviors to a model by simply adding more contexts.
There are several traffic light encountered during the training mission. These
traffic lights are used to determine the unpredictability factor in human behavior
[6, 33]. It was determined using traffic light changes occurring 30 meters prior to the
light evokes such individualized behavior between the different drivers. Some drivers
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Figure 5.6: Map and Path used for Validation Simulation (Reproduced from
Fernlund [33] without permission)
Table 5.1: Size of Data Sets: Number of Observations
Training Validation
Driver A 5570 2882
Driver B 5785 2611
Driver C 6332 3422
Driver D 5662 3563
Driver E 5976 3920
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Table 5.2: Changes in Traffic Lights: Training Set [33]
Activation Distance [m] Change
Traffic Light #1 30 Red > Green
Traffic Light #2 30 Green > Red
Traffic Light #3 30 Green > Red
Traffic Light #4 30 Red > Green
Traffic Light #5 30 Green > Red
Traffic Light #6 30 Green > Red
Traffic Light #7 30 Green > Red
Traffic Light #8 30 Red > Green
Traffic Light #3b - No Change (Green)
Traffic Light #4b 30 Red > Green
are more prone to stop at yellow/red lights while others will run the yellow/red
lights. Driver A is the only driver that ran a red light (traffic light #3), the others
either stopped at red lights or ran the yellow light. Driver A was “stressed and by
accident ran the red light”, Fernlund regarded this as an outlier and removed it from
his data set used for learning [33]. However, this instance is a perfect example of
unpredictability, and is kept in our training set as if the observational data set was
unfiltered by a knowledge engineer. Table 5.2 shows the set of traffic lights used for
training, their activation distances (all 30 meters prior to the light), and the the light
change. A change of green to red represents a yellow light change at the activation
point which then turns into a red light after a certain time delay (3 seconds). The
training data set is used in the contextualization and GenCL learning process. Traffic
lights #3 and #4 were visited twice during the training mission.
The validation mission runs were performed four months after the training runs
using the same drivers. The validation set is used to evaluate how well the learned
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Table 5.3: Changes in Traffic Lights: Validation Set [33]
Activation Distance [m] Change
Traffic Light #1 30 Green > Red
Traffic Light #2 35 Green > Red
Traffic Light #3 30 Red > Green
Traffic Light #4 40 Green > Red
Traffic Light #5 35 Green > Red
Traffic Light #6 30 Green > Red
Traffic Light #7 35 Green > Red
GenCL agent’s ability to generalize and execute similar missions. With a new mission,
the light timings were altered from 30 meters across the board to a range of 30 to
40 meters as shown in Table 5.3 [33]. This alteration is purposely done to test the
agent’s ability to generalize and adapt.
5.5 Data Preparation
This section uses Fernlund’s data as a running example of how the data preparation
process was implemented. Specifically, the data from Driver A’s validation set. As
previously stated, two sets of information are needed: the domain knowledge and the
sets of observational data streams to be contextualized. The first step in data prepa-
ration is to provide domain knowledge. Domain knowledge and observational data
must be in a specific format to work with either CFA or COPAC. Domain knowledge
is required here in order to normalize data points, identify which data points are in-
puts to the system and outputs from the system, and list waypoint locations, states,
importance, etc. Without some basic domain knowledge, the observations gathered
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would be plain numbers without any meaning. Again, this further agrees with the
No Free Lunch Theorem [127].
GenCL used a combined accelerator/brake action with a range from −1 to 1,
accelerator value ranges from 0 to 1, while the brake value ranges from 0 to −1. Since
the two actions are assumed to be mutually exclusive and represent opposite actions,
this combination is perfectly valid. This allowed Fernlund to simplify the problem
further by only having one action to learn. Steering wheel angle was removed from
the GenCL learning process. However, from a context discovery standpoint, it would
be move advantageous to have the accelerator and brake as individual inputs as well
as using the steering angle as a third input. Because these inputs are separate in
real life, they contain more meaning as separate inputs than a combined input. In
a car, the accelerator and brake should be pressed separately of each other. In spite
of this, some human drivers have been known to press down on both the accelerator
and brake pedal at the same time. Even though this behavior is incorrect and rare,
it should be captured. When normalized, the accelerator and brake will have the full
range between 0 and 1, instead of having half of the range in the combined approach.
This also makes them independent of each other (i.e., 50% braking does not have to
correlate with 50% acceleration). The steering angle is included in our work because
it is a real life input that can add meaning to the contextualization process. Steering
angle can determine whether the car is turning or not, which could possibly lead to
a context transition.
The domain knowledge used for Driver A’s validation run is listed in Figure 5.7.
The domain knowledge contains three actions, one feedback value, and thirteen way-
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Figure 5.7: Driver A’s Domain Knowledge File: Validation Set
points. All the validation data for each driver use a very similar set of domain
knowledge. The training set contains the same set of actions and feedback values
and a slightly different set of waypoints. The training data traversed a larger area
than the validation set. The first waypoint in the list is labeled as waypoint 1 and
numbered sequentially in the order of presentation. A sample observational data
stream for Driver A is listed in Figure 5.8, which is formatted in accordance to the
standard observation format described in Section 5.3.3. A complete listing of domain
knowledge and observational data streams for each driver is listed in Appendix A and
B for the training and validation sets respectively.
There are a total of three waypoint types: TrafficIntersection, TrafficLight,
and TrafficHazard. A TrafficIntersection marks where a road intersects with an-
other road and where the driver is required to make a turn onto the intersecting
road. Traffic intersections are part of the overall mission plan and are therefore in-
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Figure 5.8: Driver A’s Sample Observational Data Stream File: Validation Set
cluded as waypoints. There are multiple traffic lights in the mission. Therefore, the
TrafficLight waypoint marks all of them as well as the states they are in (i.e., red,
yellow, green, N/A). The N/A (not available) state is used when the car is so far
away that the driver cannot tell what color the light is. Because the original simu-
lation runs have traffic hazards built in, the TrafficHazard waypoint type was added
in to represent these interesting traffic events. Once the data preparation phase is
completed, the observational data stream and domain knowledge can now be used in
the contextualization process.
5.6 Summary
In summary, two contextualization approaches, CFA and COPAC, have been ini-
tially established in this chapter. The similarities between both contextualization
approaches are the inputs used (observational data stream and domain knowledge)
and the outputs generated (context topology). With the discussion of how the inputs
are acquired and formatted for contextualization already established here, Chapters
6 and 7 discusses in detail the reasoning and methodologies behind the CFA and
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COPAC approaches themselves respectively.
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CHAPTER 6
CONTEXTUALIZED FUZZY ART (CFA)
APPROACH
A straight-forward method of generating a context topology from an observational
data stream is to cluster individual data points together using a data point clustering
technique such as Fuzzy ART. Such technique is one that clusters individual multi-
dimensional data points together instead of using the previously mentioned time-
series sequences. This method is capable of generating the entire context topology
of N contexts in a single efficient process. The drawback is the lack of intuitive
contextualization within the process and the disregard of the fact that this type of
data is a time-series set of data. However, this process provides a machine learning
benchmark for testing other approaches for contextualization by implementing this
na¨ıve approach. The following section describes the CFA approach in detail.
Each data point can be thought of as a single observation snapshot taken at time
t. When clustering is performed, the result is a set of n clusters generated from T
observations as seen by Equation 6.1.
〈o1, o2, o3, ..., oT 〉 clustering−−−−−−→ {C1, C2, C3, C4, ..., Cn} = ~C (6.1)
Each of the individual clusters that are created is considered a separate defined
context consisting of a set of similar data points. The resultant set of data will yield
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n distinct defined contexts that will be part of the final context topology. This set of
contexts is denoted by ~C. Equation 6.2 shows defined context Ci containing a set of
observational data points that make up the cluster.
Ci = oi, oj, ok, ..., om (6.2)
Each defined context can contain a variable number of data points. Each data
point can only be assigned to a single cluster. The data points within each cluster
do not necessarily need to be completely sequential. After the clustering process
is performed, each data point in the observational data steam can be mapped to a
defined context illustrated by Equation 6.3.
〈o1, o2, o3, o4, o5, o6..., oT 〉 context mapping−−−−−−−−−−→ {C1, C1, C1, C1, C1, C2, ..., CN} (6.3)
In Equation 6.3, the first sequence of observations o1 to o5 are mapped to context
C1, therefore, the first five observations would form an executed context c1 shown in
Equation 6.4.
c1 = 〈o1, o2, o3, o4, o5〉 (6.4)
The executed context c1 belongs to the defined context C1. This process is per-
formed in the reverse order of the COPAC’s approach, later described in Chapter 7.
The defined contexts are discovered first, and then the partitioning is performed as
a result of the clustering. The observational data stream can be transformed into a
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stream of executed contexts:
〈o1, o2, o3, ..., oT 〉 → 〈c1, c2, c3, c4, ..., cn〉 (6.5)
The set of executed context can then be grouped back into its respective defined
context shown by:
Ci = {cj, ck, cl, ...} (6.6)
Having a sequence of executed context, the transition time vector can be generated
from this stream:
〈0, t2, t3, t4, ..., tn〉 (6.7)
The final step in generating a context topology is to assign the context transition
pairs. Each context transition pair represents a possible transition from a context
to another context in the hierarchy. An example context transition pair set ~T is
illustrated in Equation 6.8:
~T = 〈{C1 → Ci, Cj, ...}, {C2 → Ck, Cl}, ..., {CN → Cm, Co, ...}〉 (6.8)
This Fuzzy ART clustering process merely groups instances in time together rather
than sequences of events together as done by COPAC (see Chapter 7). Instances
of time provide less information than an event in time. However, they are easier to
cluster. This na¨ıve approach is used as a benchmark process for the COPAC methods
described in this research. Among the available general clustering algorithm described
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in the most recent clustering survey done by Xu [129], the Fuzzy Adaptive Resonance
Theory (Fuzzy ART) algorithm was chosen for the following reasons [22, 21]:
• Plasticity - No pre-defined number of clusters. The clusters are created
dynamically during the learning process [22, 129]. This allows for a variable
number of contexts to be generated without having to pre-define the number of
context/clusters
• Stability - Fuzzy ART has the ability to remember to which clusters the in-
put patterns belong, even after new patterns are used in a previously-trained
network. The clusters have the ability to remain stable over time.
• No Distance Metric (Similarity Metric) - A distance metric is sometimes
too domain-dependent and the correct distance metric is sometimes hard to
define properly. Therefore, being able to bypass the need for a distance metric
allows this algorithm to be more general purpose and can potentially be used
on various domains.
The original ART only allows for a binary set of inputs. On the other hand, Fuzzy
ART allows analog, continuous inputs. The literature describes ART/ARTMAP as
a solution to the stability-plasticity dilemma [22]. The number of clusters generated
by ART can increase over time while being able to retain stability within the already
generated clusters [22]. The standard Fuzzy ART implementation is used. There
are other deviations and details of Fuzzy ART are described in [70, 129, 8, 22, 21].
However, the basic algorithm suffices here because it is easy to implement and does
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not have any fancy tricks to skew the results to particular domains. Because this
is only a benchmark approach, the general algorithm produces sufficient results for
comparison purposes. This method does not specifically “contextualize” the data
stream; it instead just clusters the data together. The element of contextualization
is added later into the context-smoothing process.
6.1 Contextualizing Element in Fuzzy ART
Even though ART clustering itself has no contextual elements attached to the central
clustering process, a contextualizing element can be attached as a post-processing step
of ART. The post-processing contextualization occurs after a set of clusters are gen-
erated from Fuzzy ART learning. Before this contextualizing element is introduced,
a geometric interpretation of ART clusters is explored and put into the perspective
of context. In ART, the set of weights for each node is considered a template [40].
Each template can be represented as a hyper-rectangle Rj in an l-dimensional space.
The weight vector wj can be decomposed into two l-dimensional vectors as seen by
[41]:
wj = (uj, {vj}c) (6.9)
Where uj and vj are two endpoints to an l-dimensional hyper-rectangle Rj. The
vj vector is the complement of the second l set of weights. Figure 6.1 shows a two-
dimension template example.
In classical Fuzzy ART, any input pattern that falls within the template will
generally be clustered with that respective template, unless this input patterns falls
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Figure 6.1: Two-dimensional ART Template [22]
Figure 6.2: Two Overlapping Templates
within multiple templates that overlap each other [40]. When this occurs, the input
pattern will always chose the template of smaller size [41]. Figure 6.2 shows an
example of two templates R1 and R2 overlapping and an input pattern I inside the
overlapping region. The input pattern I belongs in both hyper-rectangles R1 and R2;
however Fuzzy ART will naturally cluster I to the smaller template R2 [41].
This concept of overlapping is directly related to the nature of contexts. As
previously mentioned, a context can be considered a sequence of events pertaining
to a contextual situation. Within a particular context, the agent can see the same
snapshots of events seen within another context. For example, the instance of an
observation snapshot I can occur within the context of R1 or R2. The next inference
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is to which cluster does I truly belong to. Fuzzy ART will decide R2, but the only
way to truly know is to take into account the sequences of events that lead to I and
the events that occur after I. Therefore, contexts have the attribute of being spatial
and temporal. The spatial element of a context is represented by the l-dimensional
hyper-rectangle. The temporal element of a context is the execution trace within
the cluster. An execution of a defined context occurs the instant the execution path
enters the spatial cluster and ends when the execution path leaves. The observation
execution need not be a smooth continuous line. The execution can jump from one
cluster to another. This is because of discreet values changing from zero to one or
vice versa.
The spatial and temporal aspects of a context are used to identify to which cluster
I belongs. However, Fuzzy ART only uses spatial reasoning to assign observations
to clusters. Therefore, a Fuzzy ART modification and post-processing phase called
context smoothing is introduced to address the lack of temporal reasoning. Context
smoothing stems from the fact that cluster or contexts overlap in spatial relationship
and requires the use of temporal knowledge to distinguish to which context a sequence
of observational data points belong to.
Given the nature of overlapping contexts, the transitions between them can be
represented in one of two perspectives: context-entrance perspective and context-exit
perspective. Both perspectives deals with when a context becomes valid and invalid.
Context-entrance perspective will create a transition to another defined context Cnext
the instant when the conditions of context Cnext becomes valid even if the current
active context Cactive is still valid. This is synonymous to cluster template overlapping
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where two defined contexts are valid at the same time. Context-exit perspective is
the opposite, the current active context Cactive will remain active until it becomes
completely invalid, even if other defined contexts are valid when Cactive is active. Both
transitioning perspectives are correct because of the overlapping nature of context.
However, only one concept can be implemented during context smoothing. Another
issue addressed with context smoothing are the sizes of the executed contexts. An
executed context has to exist for a certain period to be identifiable and contribute to
the learnability of an defined context. Therefore, an executed context has to contain
a minimum number of observation snapshots.
This the context smoothing process transforms the resultant set of Fuzzy ART
generated executed context into a smoother, richer set of executed contexts with
consistent context transitions and non-trivial executed context sizes. Therefore, the
inputs to the context smoothing are the set of n ART templates {R1,R2,R3, ...,Rn}
and the resultant sequence of executed contexts. Each Ri maps to defined context
Ci. The result of context smoothing is a new set of defined contexts ~Cnew and a new
sequence of executed context as shown by Equation 6.10:
{R1,R2, ...,Rn}+ 〈c1, c2, ..., cEC〉 → {C1, C2, ..., Cnnew}+ 〈c1, c2, ..., cECnew〉 (6.10)
The next set of defined contexts ~Cnew will contain nnew defined contexts where
nnew ≤ noriginal. There are three situations in which context smoothing is performed:
encapsulation, transition smoothing, and transient smoothing. The three cases for
context smoothing are described below.
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6.1.1 Case 1 - Context Encapsulation
The first case is the simple case where the execution path is encapsulated within one
context, but expressed as transitioning to an overlapping context while still remaining
within the bound of the original context. In terms of contextual representation,
clusters R1 and R2 are mapped to defined context C1 and C2 respectively. Assuming
the sequence of executed contexts generated by Fuzzy ART is:
〈c1, c2, c3, c4, c5, ...〉 , (Rx,R1,R2,R1,Ry, ...) (6.11)
Executed context c0 is the sequence before entering defined context C1, c1 and
c3 are the instances within C1 and c2 is the instance within C2. Additionally, c2
is within the overlapping region of clusters R1 and R2. After context smoothing,
executed context c1, c2, and c3 are merged into a single executed context c1 encapsulated
mapped to defined context C1 with the resultant sequence of executed context being:
〈c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, ...〉 → 〈c0, c1 encapsulated, c4, ...〉 (6.12)
6.1.2 Case 2 - Context Transition Smoothing
The second case occurs when the execution path travels through two overlapping
clusters. Since Fuzzy ART will always cluster an observation point to the smaller
of two overlapping clusters, the transition points are not always consistent with a
single context transition perspective. Therefore context transition smoothing aligns
all of these transitions to a single perspective. Therefore, assuming the sequence of
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executed contexts generated by Fuzzy ART is:
〈c0, c1, c2, c3, ...〉 , (Rx,R1,R2,Ry, ...) (6.13)
Executed context c0 is the sequence before entering context C1, c1 is the instances
within C1 and c2 is the instance within C2. Some observation points at the end of
the executed context c1 or at the beginning of c2 are contained overlapping region
of clusters R1 and R2. Using a context-entrance transition smoothing approach, the
executed contexts c1 and c2 are altered where observation snapshots from c1 that are
contained in the overlap region are transferred to c2. The new executed contexts
c1 shrink and c2 expand are formed. All of the executed contexts are still mapped to the
same defined contexts. The new sequence of executed context is:
〈c0, c1, c2, c3, ...〉 → 〈c0, c1 shrink, c2 expand, c3...〉 (6.14)
Using a context-exit transition smoothing, the executed contexts c1 and c2 are
altered where observation snapshots from c2 that are contained in the overlap region
are transferred to c1. The new executed contexts c1 expand and c2 shrink are formed.
Again, all of the executed contexts are still mapped to the same defined contexts.
The new sequence of executed context is:
〈c0, c1, c2, c3, ...〉 → 〈c0, c1 expand, c2 shrink, c3...〉 (6.15)
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6.1.3 Case 3 - Context Transient Smoothing
The third case is more of a formality dealing with transient context events (i.e., short
context lifetime or short executed context sequences) more than context overlapping.
In real life, contexts can have a lifetime of any duration. In an observed tactical
mission, contexts can last anywhere from one observation snapshot (one cycle) to the
entire length of the mission. However, using a sequential definition of context, the
executed context has to exist for a certain period to be identifiable and learnable.
Therefore, a context has to contain a minimum number of observation snapshots δ.
This minimum context size is also required for learning with GenCL. The default
minimum context size δ is set to a second (i.e. ten observation snapshots using a 10
Hz execution time).
There are two cases dealing with context transients. The first case occurs when the
execution path briefly exits R1, enters R2, and re-renters R1. The transient executed
context c2 mapped to R2, can be removed and smoothed into R1. This is only valid
if the size of the executed context c2 within R2 is less than minimum context size
δ. The observation snapshots will be unaltered, but the executed context associated
with R2 will be re-associated with R1. This concept allows cluster R1 to temporarily
expand itself to include the R2 transient. The second case is a more difficult case
where sequence of executed contexts generated by Fuzzy ART is:
〈c0, c1, c2, c3, c4, ...〉 , (Rx,R1,R2,R3,Ry, ...) (6.16)
Executed context c0 is the sequence before entering context C1, c1 is the instance
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within C1, c2 is the instance within C2, and c3 is the instance within C3. The size
of executed context c2 is less than δ. Using a context-entrance perspective, defined
context C3 officially starts at the transition point between c2 and c3. Therefore, this
condition will be preserved and the transient c2 is merged into c1. The new executed
context c1 merged is formed and mapped to defined context C1. The new sequence of
executed contexts is:
〈c0, c1 merged, c3, c4, ...〉 (6.17)
Using a context-exit perspective, defined context C1 officially terminates at the
transition point between c1 and c2. Therefore, this condition will be preserved and
the transient c2 is merged into c3. The new executed context c3 merged is formed and
mapped to defined context C3. The new sequence of executed contexts now is:
〈c0, c1, c3 merged, c4, ...〉 (6.18)
There are two special cases dealing with the first and last executed context. If
the first context is not of the required size, then it is automatically merged into the
second context and so forth until the first executed context is of required size. This
is done regardless of the context perspective chosen. The same is done for the last
executed context, except it is merged into the previous one instead.
The process of context smoothing as a post-processing phase in Fuzzy ART which
allows the results to have a more contextualized element and consistent context tran-
sitions. The new set of executed context will be streamlined and more focused on
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contexts rather than merely clusters, after running the observational data stream
through the CFA algorithm, it is then ready for the GenCL algorithm.
6.2 CFA Implementation
The implementation of the CFA system requires a three step process, the data prepa-
ration, Fuzzy ART clustering, and context smoothing steps. The first part of our
CFA implementation is data preparation. This is a second layer of data preparation
in addition to the standard data preparation previously described in Section 5.5.
6.2.1 Data Preparation
This data preparation process transforms each observation snapshot ot into a Fuzzy
ART input pattern It. Each of the individual data points are converted into Fuzzy
ART inputs, which are normalized between 0 and 1. Domain knowledge is required
to determine the type and number of inputs required. This is simple to do for contin-
uous values through a straightforward normalization procedure. On the other hand,
discrete data values are a little trickier. There is an input mapped to each possible
value of a discreet variable. For example, a traffic light has three states; therefore,
this requires three individual inputs for red, yellow, and green. When the state of the
traffic light is red, the input for red is set to one and the other inputs are set to zero.
The inputs values for discreet variable are binary (i.e. 0 or 1). There is a total of
eleven regular inputs used resulting in twenty-two Fuzzy ART inputs, including the
complement-coded set. The inputs are:
1. a1 = Accelerator
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2. a2 = Brake
3. a3 = Steering Angle
4. f1 = Speed
5. wd = Distance to Waypoint
6. w1 = TrafficLight Waypoint, Red State
7. w2 = TrafficLight Waypoint, Yellow State
8. w3 = TrafficLight Waypoint, Green State
9. w4 = TrafficLight Waypoint, N/A State
10. w5 = TrafficIntersection Waypoint
11. w6 = TrafficHazard Waypoint
The distance to waypoint is an input that has been normalized between zero
and the maximum distance to waypoint. The time value has been removed as well.
The waypoints are separated by waypoint type and not by waypoint number. All
of the waypoint inputs (i.e., inputs six through eleven) are mutually exclusive. The
composition of the Fuzzy Art input It is shown in Equation 6.19:
ot = 〈time, a1, a2, a3, f1, wnumber, wdistance, wstate〉
It = {Iut, Icut}
Iut = 〈a1, a2, a3, f1, wd, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6〉 ,
Icut = 〈ac1, ac2, ac3, f c1 , wcd, wc1, wc2, wc3, wc4, wc5, wc6, 〉
(6.19)
The value ac1 = (1− a1) is the compliment of the value a1. After all of the obser-
vations have been converted to compliment coded inputs, the Fuzzy ART algorithm
can now be performed.
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6.2.2 Fuzzy ART Clustering
The algorithm for Fuzzy ART is [22, 129, 40]:
1. Transform the l = 11 inputs of a single observation snapshot into a Fuzzy
ART input pattern I with each input within the interval [1, 0]. The inputs
are then complement coded to form an input pattern of size 2l = 22. Do this
transformation for the entire training list of n input snapshots/patterns.
2. Create an uncommitted cluster C1 and add it to the set of clusters ~C. Set the
weight vector w1 of that cluster equal to the all ones vector. There are a total
of 2l weight values, one for each of the Fuzzy ART inputs.
3. Using the rth input set with input I find its correct cluster:
(a) Calculate the value of the choice function Tj(I) for each of the clusters in
~C where α > 0 is the choice parameter.
Tj(I) =
|I ∧wj|
α + |wj| (6.20)
The ∧ operator is the fuzzy AND operator defined by [22]:
xi ∧ yi = min(xi, yi) (6.21)






(b) Find the max calculated Tj value and check to see if cluster j satisfies the
vigilance criteria, if cluster j is an uncommitted node, then it automatically
satisfies the vigilance criteria, otherwise the vigilance is satisfied when:
|I ∧wj|
|I| ≥ ρ (6.23)
The value of ρ ∈ [0, 1] is the vigilance parameter. The lower the vigilance,
the more general the clusters are (i.e. smaller number of clusters).
(c) If the vigilance is not satisfied, set Tj equal to −1 and repeat step 3b. If
none of the committed node satisfies the vigilance, then the uncommitted
node is used by default.
4. Once a cluster j is chosen, add the rth pattern to the cluster by adjusting the
weights seen as follows:
wnewj = I ∧woldj (6.24)
5. Repeat steps 3-4 for with the rth+ 1 pattern for all n patterns.
6. If the no weights are changed during a list presentation (steps 3-5 for r = 1
to n), then the learning process is complete; however, if any of the weights are
altered during a list presentation, then learning is continued with another list
presentation.
The order of pattern presentation to ART has an effect on the final results [40].
Therefore, runs with a sequential ordering and non-sequential, random ordering are
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Table 6.1: Fuzzy Art Parameters
Parameter Values
Vigilance (ρ) 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7
Choice parameter (α) 0.01, 5.00
Presentation Ordering Sequential, Random
Figure 6.3: Example Executed Context Graph using Fuzzy ART
performed on the data sets. After the clusters are generated, the resultant set of data
needs to be transformed into a sequence of executed contexts. A simple context as-
signment process is performed to associate each individual observation snapshot with
its appropriate cluster/context as previously expressed in Chapter 5. The implemen-
tation parameters used in Fuzzy ART are listed in Table 6.1. Figure 6.3 shows an
executed context graph from a preliminary sample Fuzzy ART clustering run using
Driver A’s validation data (ρ = 0.7, α = 0.01, sequential ordering). Eleven contexts




The context smoothing process makes use of the Fuzzy ART hyper-rectangle Rj
mapped to defined context Cj generated in the clustering process. Whenever a defined
context Cj is referred to in this section, its associated hyper-rectangle Rj is also
referenced. This section describes in detail the low-level algorithms used for each of
the separate smoothing processes, Section 6.1 contains a more visual and high-level
explanation of this process. The Fuzzy ART context smoothing procedure is:
1. Choose a context perspective: context-entrance or context-exit perspective.
2. Perform context encapsulation:
(a) Search the sequence of executed contexts for a triple of executed contexts
〈ci, ci+1, ci+2〉 with the respective defined context mapping 〈Cx, Cy, Cx〉 →
〈Rx,Ry,Rx〉. This is the case where executed context ci and ci+2 belong
to the same defined context Cx, while executed context ci+1, mapped to
defined context Cy, could possibly be encapsulated in Cx. Therefore, exe-
cuted context ci+1 is encapsulated in defined context Cx if it satisfies the
following:
ux < Iut AND vx > Iut, It = {Iut, Icut} ∀ It ∈ cx+1 (6.25)
(b) For all of the executed contexts ci+1 where it is encapsulated by defined
context Cx, merge the executed contexts ci, ci+1, and ci+2 into one executed
context ci merged and assign it to defined context Cx.
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3. Perform context transition smoothing:
(a) Context-entrance perspective: Search the sequence of executed con-
texts for a pair of executed context 〈ci, ci+1〉 with the respective defined
context mapping 〈Cx, Cy〉 → 〈Rx,Ry, 〉 where the last observation snap-
shot oit → Iit in ci is contained in the hyper-rectangle Ry. Therefore,
part of executed context ci requires transition smoothing if it satisfies the
following:
uy < Iuit AND vy > Iuit, Iit = {Iuit, Icuit} (6.26)
(b) For all of the executed contexts ci which satisfy the above condition, start-
ing from the last observation oit going back x observations one at a time
until finding the first observation oi(t−x) that does not satisfy Equation
6.26. Assign the observation sequence
〈
oi(t−x+1), oi(t−x+2), ..., oit
〉
to exe-
cuted context ci+1, which is assigned to defined context Cy.
(c) Context-exit perspective: Search the sequence of executed contexts
for a pair of executed contexts 〈ci, ci+1〉 with the respective defined con-
text mapping 〈Cx, Cy〉 → 〈Rx,Ry〉 where the first observation snapshot
o(i+1)1 → I(i+1)1 in ci+1 is contained in the hyper-rectangle Rx. Therefore,
part of executed context ci+1 requires transition smoothing if it satisfies
the following:
uy < Iu(i+1)1 AND vy > Iu(i+1)1, I(i+1)1 = {Iu(i+1)1, Icu(i+1)1} (6.27)
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(d) For all of the executed contexts ci+1 that satisfy the above condition, start-
ing from the first observation o(i+1)1 going forward x observations one at a
time until finding the first observation o(i+1)x that does not satisfy Equa-
tion 6.27. Assign the observation sequence
〈
o(i+1)1, o(i+1)2, ..., o(i+1)(x−1)
〉
to executed context ci, which is assigned to defined context Cx.
4. Perform context transient smoothing:
(a) Search the sequence of executed contexts for a triple of executed contexts
〈ci, ci+1, ci+2〉 with the respective defined context mapping 〈Cx, Cy, Cx〉 →
〈Rx,Ry,Rx〉. This is the case where executed context ci and ci+2 belong
to the same defined context Cx while executed context ci+1, mapped to
defined context Cy, could possibly be a transient if it satisfies the following:
ci+1 =
〈
o1, o2, ..., oti+1
〉
, ti+1 < δ (6.28)
(b) For all of the executed contexts ci+1 where it is a transient, merge the
executed contexts ci, ci+1, and ci+2 into one executed context ci merged and
assign it to defined context Cx.
(c) If the first executed context c1 satisfies Equation 6.28, then merge c1 with
executed context c2 into c2 merged and assign it to defined context Cy orig-
inally mapped to executed context c2.
(d) If the last executed context cn satisfies Equation 6.28, then merge cn with
executed context cn−1 into c(n−1) merged and assign it to defined context Cy,
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originally mapped to executed context cn−1.
(e) Context-entrance perspective: Search the sequence of executed con-
texts for a pair of executed contexts 〈ci, ci+1〉 with the respective defined
context mapping 〈Cx, Cy〉 → 〈Rx,Ry〉, where executed context ci+1 could
possibly be a transient if it satisfies Equation 6.28:
(f) For all of the executed contexts ci+1 where it is a transient, merge the
executed contexts ci and ci+1 into one executed context ci merged and assign
it to defined context Cx.
(g) Context-exit perspective: Search the sequence of executed contexts for
a pair of executed contexts 〈ci, ci+1〉 with the respective defined context
mapping 〈Cx, Cy〉 → 〈Rx,Ry〉 where executed context ci could possibly be
a transient if it satisfies Equation 6.28:
(h) For all of the executed contexts ci where it is a transient, merge the exe-
cuted contexts ci and ci+1 into one executed context c(i+1) merged and assign
it to defined context Cy.
Figure 6.4 shows the procedure of the post-processing context smoothing inte-
grated into the CFA algorithm. The high-level steps of the CFA algorithm is described
below:
• Convert each observation into Fuzzy ART input patterns.
• Randomize the presentation order if ordering parameter is set to random.
• Perform Fuzzy ART clustering.
• Perform context assignment using the ART templates and the observation data
stream.
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Figure 6.4: Context Smoothing Process Integrated into Fuzzy ART Clustering
• Execute context smoothing using a chosen context perspective.
6.2.4 CFA Implementation Parameters
The implementation parameters used in CFA are listed in Table 6.2. Several runs
are implemented with and without the context smoothing post-processing phase for
comparison. Figure 6.5 shows a partial executed context graph from a preliminary
sample CFA clustering run using Driver A’s validation data (ρ = 0.7, α = 0.01,
sequential ordering, context − entrance, δ = 10). Ten contexts were generated
and the observation execution starts with Context 1 being the initial context. One
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Table 6.2: Contextualized Fuzzy Art Parameters
Parameter Values
Vigilance (ρ) 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7
Choice parameter (α) 0.01, 5.00
Presentation Ordering Sequential, Random
Context Smoothing On, Off
Context-Perspective Context-entrance, Context-exit
Minimum Cluster Size (δ) 5, 10
Figure 6.5: Example Executed Context Graph using CFA with a Context-
Entrance Perspective
context was eliminated from the original Fuzzy ART run in the smoothing process
(full execution graph is not shown). Figure 6.6 shows an executed context graph using
the context-exit perspective. There are slight variations seen between the sequence
of observations between 800 and 900.
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Figure 6.6: Example Executed Context Graph using CFA with a Context-Exit
Perspective
6.3 Summary
Using the baseline na¨ıve approach with some contextualization element, the CFA al-
gorithm is established, the next step is the in depth description of the COPAC system
and the context theory used to create it, which is presented in the next chapter. The
following results chapter, Chapter 8 discusses the results obtained by both algorithms





The contextual method of generating a context topology from an observational data
stream is to first partition the data into executed contexts and secondly, cluster
the executed context together to their respective defined contexts. Therefore, the
COPAC algorithms contain a two-phase process as the name implies. There are
two distinct partitioning algorithms: Standard Sequence Partitioning (referred to
as just Standard Partitioning) and Fuzzy Partitioning. These two are collectively
referred to as Sequence Partitioning for their sequential analysis of time-series data.
There are also two separate clustering algorithms: K-means and Similarity Clustering,
collectively referred to as Template Clustering because of their use of template-based
representation. These four algorithms can be combined to form four unique algorithm
combination. Figure 7.1 shows the work/data flow for all four COPAC algorithm
combinations along with the CFA algorithm. First, a discussion on context theory
related to this work is made, laying out the foundation to how COPAC was developed.
Afterwards, the approaches to each phase of COPAC is explained along with the
detailed steps of each algorithm.
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Before going directly into discussing the approach to the COPAC system, this section
presents the context theory used to develop and implement the COPAC algorithms.
The context theory presented here is focused on how contexts are used in learning
and modeling of CxBR agents, how context transition, and contexts are represented.
The term and definition of context previously discussed in Chapter 2 is used to derive
the following context theory.
7.1.1 Context Granularity
Contexts can be defined in many different ways. They can be defined with a coarse
or fine-grained setting. The more coarse a context is, the more complex the contexts
and the actions within the contexts are. However, the number of contexts is small.
The finer a context is, on the other hand, the simpler the contexts and the actions
are. However, the number of contexts is relatively high. In the case of this research,
fine-grained contexts are preferred over coarse contexts. Simple contexts are easier
to learn than coarse grained context. Fernlund split his context hierarchy into three
levels, breaking down each context into simple, fine-grained contexts [33] Fernlund’s
context-based is shown in Figure 7.2.
Stensrud split his context hierarchy into many contexts where each context only
contains a single low-level action [112]. The only disadvantage to this was the large
number of contexts used for learning. The advantage is that contexts can be learned
independently of each other, GenCL being the primary example. Fine grained con-
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Figure 7.2: Fernlund’s Context Hierarchy of Basic City Driving [33]
texts are also more advantageous to the COPAC system because they allow for simpler
change detection (i.e. change in low-level actions, change in closest waypoint). For
instance, in a coarse-grained complex context, not all changes in feedback or actions
represent a context transition – only special changes can represent a context transi-
tion. These coarse-grained transitions are harder to find because there are a many
transitions in actions and feedback during a mission and only a very small set of
those represent true context transitions. However, in a fine-grained simple context,
changes in contexts can be detected more easily (there are more transition points).
Therefore, in this situation the context topology can be generated by the COPAC
system through its data partitioning and context clustering mechanisms.
Instead of generating a hierarchical context topology similar to Fernlund’s, the
COPAC system will generate a flatter context topology with only major contexts.
This process of discovering simple contexts from an observational data stream paves
the way for future research in context refinement. Context refinement deals with
merging simple contexts generated by the COPAC system together to form a more
realistic, coarse-grained context topology. In doing so, some fine-grained context
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can be used as sub-contexts and the context topology becomes more hierarchical.
However, this is left for future work.
7.1.2 Contextual Sections
One of the method of representing an executed context is to section the context into
representative windows. This concept was adapted from the window methods imple-
mented by Shai [74]. An executed context is sectioned into the following windows:
the context entrance window, the stability area, and the context exit window. For
example, in a car driving domain, when an expert begins a HighwayDrivingContext,
the beginning of the context is used to fully transition into that context, in this case,
accelerating to a suitable speed. The rest of the context is dedicated to maintaining
the high-level actions of the context as the agent stabilizes. In the case of Highway-
DrivingContext, it is maintaining an appropriate speed while driving. At the end of
the context is where the situation changes, either instantaneously or gradually and
the actions are adjusted to transition into a new context. Again, in the Highway-
DrivingContext, an exit ramp is approaching, and the driver begins to slow down
preparing to exit off the highway. This assumption holds true in the many existing
tactical applications of CxBR [117, 33, 12, 35]. This sectioning process is illustrated
in Figure 7.3. The entrance window is of size Wen and the exit windows is of size Wex
time-steps, defined by the knowledge engineer, while the stability area is of variable
length equal to the length of the context minus W (W = Wen +Wex).
The context entrance window represents the state of the context when it is first
initialized. Using the definition of a context, the rest of the context (besides the
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Figure 7.3: Three Areas of a Sectioned Context
context exit window) should be in a relatively stable state. The stability area is where
the agent has situated in its current context and acts out the high-level behaviors
defined by it. The context exit window represents the state changes that caused the
context transition. The exit window is different from the entrance window, because
the exit window is in a state where the current context begins to transition to another
context and becomes no longer valid. This is where the triggering event(s) occur (e.g.,
light turning red) that causes a transition. The exit window size is of length Wex,
again defined by the knowledge engineer as a contextualization parameter.
Given the definition of the three regions of a context, it is intuitive to say the sum
of the entrance and exit windows W is equal to the minimum context size δ. Given
a context of size δ, δ being well defined by the knowledge engineer, the agent only
has enough time to enter the context and exit the context, leaving no stability area.
Defining the value of W and respectively δ are based not only on the minimum size
of a context, but also on being able to represent the defined context by the entrance
window and represent the context transition by the exit window.
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7.1.3 Context Transition Triggers
Context transition triggers (referred to as transition triggers) can be directly related
to the sentinel rules used in CxBR. When certain conditions (internal and external)
are met, then a change in context can occur through the firing of a transition rule
[113]. Transition triggers are the critical events that occur in the mission that causes
a context transition. A transition rule can have many requirements before it is fired.
For example, in a driving situation when a red light is in front of the agent, the agent
does not necessarily prepare for a stop until it is a certain distance ahead of the red
light. Therefore, the context is active only when both conditions are satisfied (red
light and being within a certain distance of the light). Each requirement is satisfied
in sequence and the last event needed to satisfy the context transition will be the final
transition trigger that fires the transition rule. Knowing all of the conditions that
trigger the context switch is not important in this situation. The important part in
partitioning contexts is being able to detect the final transition trigger (referred to as
just a transition trigger) that causes the transition rule to fire. The GenCL algorithm
is responsible for learning the transition logic. Therefore, the only transition trigger
the COPAC system is interested in is the final transition trigger. The problem now
moves to searching for transition triggers and partitioning the observational data
stream at the points where they occur.
In order to determine how a transition trigger can be detected, the definition of a
context is used for this. Recall from Chapter 2, a context in CxBR terms represents
a specific situation faced by the agent [112]. The situation itself is represented by a
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set of satisfied feedback or stimuli conditions seen by the agent. For instance, a Red-
LightContext is represented by the situation in which the agent views an approaching
red light as it is driving through its route. The (external) red light triggers the agent
to switch to the RedLightContext causing it to slow down and stop appropriately. In
most contextual situations, the stimuli/feedback values identify the current context
in which the agent is situated. The feedback the agent receives tells the agent where
it is and what is surrounding it, allowing the agent to put it into context and deter-
mine how to act accordingly. However, in rare cases, the internal action state of the
agent controls the current context in which the agent is. This is typically the case for
timed events, where the agent has to perform an action for a certain period of time,
then transitions to another action/context. Only the elapsed time or the completion
of a context determines the next context transition for the agent. Another case in-
cludes when the agent changes actions sequentially in a planned fashion, where one
action leads to another and so forth, while not affecting the external environment.
An example would be a TargetingContext switching to aWeaponLoadingContext then
to a ShootingContext, where the first two contexts might not exhibit any externally
visible behaviors. We can define and merge contexts together to where only the feed-
back (including waypoint data) can cause context transitions to occur. For the above
mentioned example, all three of the contexts can be merged simply into a ShootTar-
getContext. The entrance point into the context would simply be finding a target and
the exit point would be the target being lost (i.e., shot down or moved out of sensor
range).
The COPAC system can only detect changes in context using data values that it
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is given in the observational data stream. Thus, the COPAC system uses the assump-
tion that only measurable internal and external feedback changes can cause context
transitions to occur. With this basis, the COPAC system can start by searching for
detectable changes in feedback and waypoint data. These changes are referred to as
change triggers and are distinguished by each of the data groups (action, feedback,
and waypoint). Not all feedback or waypoint change triggers cause a context change
however. Therefore, the problem has now shifted to finding which final feedback
and/or waypoint change trigger causes a context transition.
Context switching usually has the effect of changing the high-level behaviors of the
agent, consequently changing the set of low-level actions exhibited by the agent. De-
tecting changes in contexts can be monitored by watching for any changes in feedback
or waypoint data that results in a change of low-level actions. Formally, a context
switch can be defined by two events occurring in sequence:
1. A detectable change trigger in either of the feedback or waypoint data groups.
2. A detectable change trigger in the action group given a reaction time delay after
the observation of the trigger.
Utilizing these statements, change detection goes backwards from effect to cause.
The COPAC system looks for action change triggers first, then if an action trigger
occurs, it will search for either a feedback or waypoint change trigger that causes the
action change trigger. If a match is found, the observation stream is partitioned at
the point where the action trigger occurs. However, the difficult part is searching for
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the changes in each of the data groups that are classified as change triggers. This is
discussed further in Section 7.3.1.
7.1.4 Context Representation
Contexts can be represented and grouped in two ways, through situational or com-
plete means. A situational context uses Pomerol’s [96] definition where the context
is composed of a set of satisfied conditions. This situational condition uses only the
feedback and waypoint data sets. The actions do not necessarily define the context.
Instead, the actions are a result of the contextual situation. For example, two people
are in a RedLightContext where the traffic light just turned red, one person stops at
the red light, while the other runs the red light. Both were in the same contextual
situation, but performed different actions. A complete context is one in which the
situations and the actions influence what context a person might be in. The above
example, using a complete context definition, the resultant contexts would be Red-
LightRunningContext and RedLightStoppingContext. In this case, the contexts differ
only by the actions taken, therefore given this choice, the context should be repre-
sented in a complete manner. Actions are direct results of what the context calls for
and partially (along with situation) represents the current complete context itself.
When a context is executed multiple times, each context execution might run
differently each time, and for different durations. Even though the execution runs
are not exactly the same each time, the context is the same. In order to deal with
differing lengths of executed contexts, the executed contexts have to be represented
in a manner that allows them to it be compared to other executed contexts. By
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leveraging Stendrud’s adaptation of Template-Based Interpretation (TBI) [27, 42]
in FAMTILE [112], a context can be represented as a context template or template.
Note, these context templates have no relation to the Fuzzy ART templates. Stensrud
describes a context template as a set of relevant action and conditional/feedback
attributes that represents a context [112].
A defined context Ci can be represented by its associated context template Ti.
Each template Ti consists of a list of weighted attributes aj that together represent
the context Ci. The representation originally used by Drewes [27, 54], and by Gerber
[42] is shown in Equation 7.1 below:
Ti = 〈{a1, w1}, {a2, w2}, {a3, w3}, ..., {an, wn}〉 (7.1)
Each attribute aj has an associated weight wj. Usually the attribute values are
boolean values. The weight of each attribute represents the importance of the at-
tribute with respect to context identification [112]. The score of the template is the
dot product of the attributes with the weights shown below in Equation 7.2:
Ti score = ~a · ~w (7.2)
In relation to learning from observations, TBI operates on the premise that given
a single observation ot and a set of templates ~T , the template Ti with the highest
score will be selected to represent observation ot. An example attribute is the pres-
ence of a traffic light within 100 meters of the driver or the speed of the car being
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over 30 km/h. Stensrud [112] and Gerber [42], used TBI to detect and identify the
current active context Cactive at a given time t with the respective observation ot.
However, in this research, there are no pre-defined contexts to work with, hence no
pre-defined templates. The templates have to be dynamically generated by COPAC
during learning between the partitioning and clustering steps. This process is called
templatization. In the templatization step, all of the executed contexts are turned
into individual templates, i.e., each executed context ci will have a corresponding
executed context template ti that will yield a 100% match score.
ci
context templatization−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ti (7.3)
Using the theory of a proceduralized context from contextual graphs (CxG), an
executed context is an instance of a defined context and all of the executed contexts
together represent the defined context [95]. Therefore, an executed context template
ti is an instance of a defined context template TI , meaning that the set of executed
context templates ~tI can together represent the template TI . Now instead of defining
the context template TI , a set of executed context templates ~tI clustered together can
be merged to form the template TI shown in Equation 7.4. The caveat is the final
representation of TI must yield the highest score for each executed context used to
create it, given the entire set of templates ~T . It is not necessary for each executed
context ci to have a 100% match score, just the highest score with respect to the
template Ti it generated. This caveat plays a major role in how executed contexts
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are clustering in COPAC which is further elaborated in Section 7.4.
~tI
merging−−−−−→ TI (7.4)
Stensrud [112] and Gerber [42] used context templates to detect which context is
active at a given time during the mission. However, context templates in COPAC are
used in clustering similar executed contexts together. The templatizing process and
algorithm are described later in Section 7.4.1.
7.2 Segmentation and Clustering Methods
The approaches in the COPAC system are derived from several works involving sta-
tistical segmentation and clustering approach across various research efforts and are
described in the following sections.
7.2.1 Segmentation
Guralnik et. al. [59] discuss a method of discovering change points in a time series
data stream. This is referred to as the change-point detection problem. The goal is
to find and mark the points where the changes first occur. The authors focus on the
detection of events (changes) in domains where the change detection rule is not well
defined. In the classical event detection approach, the change models are known a
priori. Curve fitting was used to determine change points where one model stopped
and the other model started.
The authors define event detection as “recognizing the change of parameters in the
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model, or perhaps even the change of the model itself, at unknown time(s)” [59]. The
authors also used a model-fitting approach with the assumption that the time-series
data can be mathematically modeled. However, the models were not predefined. The
authors defined a set of time series values as a function y(~t) described by Equation
7.5 [59]:
y(~t), ~t = 〈t1, t2, ..., tn〉 (7.5)
The authors then describe a piecewise segmented model where a segment is equal
to [59]:
segmenti = fi(~t, ~wi) + ei(~t), (θi−1 < t ≤ θi) (7.6)
The function fi(~t, ~wi) is the fitted model for segment i in y(~t) with the ~wi vector
as the model parameters. The model function can be any arbitrary function at this
point. The θ′s are the change points and ei(~t) is the error term. Therefore, the
problem is to find such a function fi(~t, ~wi) that can best approximate the data. The
authors used a set of basic polynomial functions as a test basis (i.e. 1, x, x2, x3) for
fi(~t, ~wi), these are referred to as basis functions.
The author’s event detection algorithm works using the whole data set at once
in a batch process or one data item at a time in an incremental version. The batch
process partitions the data in a hierarchical partitioning method. The algorithm used
is adopted from Hawkins [61] with the adjustment for a stopping criteria and the use
of a set of basis function instead of a static predefined model. The idea is to find
the partitioning point that minimizes the residual error between the two segments. If
S(i, k) is the residual sum of squared error from time ti to tk from the model fitting of
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fi(~t, ~wi), then the best partition point would be the time tj that minimizes the sum
of residual errors as illustrated in equation 7.7:
mini+p≤j≤k−p = {S(i, j) + S(j + 1, k)} (7.7)
The range of values of j is limited by the minimum segment size p. The algorithm
tries to find the best basis function with which to fit a segment, (i.e. the function
yielding the least residual error). The function used for S(i, j) and S(j+1, k) can be
different basis functions. This partitioning is performed recursively until the resid-
ual errors stabilize, the residual errors start to increase, or the segments have been
partitioned into their smallest possible forms.
The incremental process, which partitions the data dynamically, has the inputs
come in one at a time. If the last change point was detected at time ti−1, then the
algorithm starts at time ti in model fitting. If the last data item captured is at time
tk, then the goal is to find the point that minimizes the sum of residual errors between
times ti and tk as shown in equation 7.8:
mini+p≤j≤k = {S(i, j) + S(j + 1, k)} (7.8)
Again, the range of j is limited by the minimum segment size p. This limit only
applies to the beginning of the data stream because the end of the data stream can
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increase indefinitely. The criterion for partitioning is when Equation 7.9 is satisfied:
S(i, k)− (S(i, j) + S(j + 1, k))
S(i, k)
> δ (7.9)
The value of S(i, k) is the sum of squared error of the data stream without a
change point. The δ value is a pre-defined threshold value.
Since the algorithm by Guralnik et. al. [59] focuses on single data partitioning,
their work provides a basis to which event detection can be performed on individual
observation values. This algorithm only presents simple basis polynomial functions
with which to fit models. These set of functions can be expanded to include expo-
nential and more robust models.
Kifer et. al [74, 11] describe how changes in distributions can be detected in
streaming, time-dependent data. Their algorithm splits the data into sequences and
compares the distribution of the sequences to see whether they are different. If so,
a change has occurred. The comparator mechanism uses a fixed window of data
while sliding another window down the data set. If the windows have a distance
measure greater than a certain tolerance, then a change is considered. The distance
measure can be user defined, but the authors discuss many probabilistic measure-
ment systems. The most common distance measure is the Lp norms, specifically the
Euclidean distance shown in Equation 7.10.
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7.2.2 Clustering
The two common methods of clustering are the partition-based method and hier-
archical clustering method. Both methods use a distance metric to quantitatively
differentiate two given data points (patterns) in the set. The distance metric is a
user-defined set of formulae that define how similar or dissimilar two clusters are.
The most common distance metric used is the Euclidean distance. Therefore, the
distance between ~xi = 〈xi1, xi2, · · · , xiN〉 and ~xj = 〈xj1, xj2, · · · , xjN〉 is [115]:
d (xi, xj) =
√√√√ N∑
k=1
(xik − xjk)2 (7.10)
Distance metrics are defined based on the data set used (i.e. Lp norm, variable
weighting, threshold values, etc.). Different data sets will have different distance
metrics.
Partition-based clustering is a method to separate a set of data points into K
optimum clusters. The most popular partition clustering method is the K-means
algorithm. This method iteratively clusters N data points into K clusters using a
distance metric D (xi, rk), representing the distance between data point xi and cluster
center point rk. The center points ~r are re-calculated after every iteration which
allows data points and clusters to continuously shift into their optimum clusters
representation. Given the set of data points ~X = {x1, x2, ..., xN}, a set of clusters
~C = {C1, C2, C3, ..., CK}, the distance metric D (xi, rk), and the user-defined number
of clusters K and iterations l, the algorithm is as follows: [115]
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select K random center points ~r
rk = random point in the hyperplane X
for i = 1 to l
match each point xi to its nearest center point rk
add xi to cluster Ck
compute new centers point ~r
Hierarchical clustering is a method where all of the individual data points are
merged successively until one cluster remains or where the entire set of data points
is split until each data point is its own cluster. The former method represents the
agglomerative hierarchical clustering method. This method starts by creating a single
point cluster Cn for each data point xn and merges the closest pair of clusters using
a distance metric D (Ci, Cj), representing the distance between cluster Ci and Cj,
until only K clusters remain. Given the set of data point X = {x1, x2, ..., xN}, the
distance metric D (Ci, Cj), a set of point clusters ~C = {C1, C2, C3, ..., CN}, and the
user-defined final number of clusters K, the algorithm is as follows: [115]
create N clusters in ~C
add xn to its respective cluster Cn
while number of clusters > K
find Ci and Cj where D (Ci, Cj) is the
minimum distance between two clusters
merge Ci and Cj into Ci
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remove Cj from ~C
Fred [38] presents the idea of context-dependent clustering using agglomerative
hierarchical clustering. This paper introduces the idea of “dissimilarity increments”
between clusters, defined using a triple (xi, xj, xk) where xj is the nearest neighbor
to xi, and xk is the nearest neighbor to xj, (xj 6= xi). The dissimilarity increment is
defined as:
dinc (xi, xj, xk) = |d (xi, xj)− d (xj, xk)| (7.11)
The parametric distribution of dissimilarity increments in a cluster is usually
exponential. This is used to define a context. “Two clusters are distinguishable
if they exhibit distinct distributions [contexts] and/or if they are well separated.”
Therefore, a gap value is defined to isolate clusters by context. Given two candidate
clusters for merging Ci and Cj, where dt (xim, xin) is the distance between the two
most recently added points xim and xin, the gapi (dissimilarity increment) between
the two clusters is defined by:
gapi = d (Ci, Cj)− dt (xim, xin) (7.12)
If the gap limit exceeds a certain threshold, the cluster is isolated and the merging
process will halt for that cluster.
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7.3 Sequence Partitioning
Recall that a single context can be thought of as a single unique situation that an
agent can face requiring a set of high and low-level actions performed by the agent. In
the course of a mission, these contexts can be encountered multiple times. However,
only a single context can be encountered at any given time period [113]. In other
words, the contexts are mutually exclusive as previously stated in the CxBR section.
A context can be active for any length of time, which means anywhere from tmin to
T time-steps (i.e. one context for the entire mission).
Partitioning a sequence of observations into separate contexts requires finding
transition trigger points where the current contexts transitions to another context.
Any single context can be described by the sequence of observations between partition
points given by the following:
ci = 〈ot, ot+1, ot+2, ..., ot+x〉 (7.13)
Where ci is composed of x observations sequenced from observation ot to ob-
servation ot+x. This is formally referred to as an executed context. After context
partitioning, the result will be an ordered sequence of executed contexts described by
the following equation:
〈o1, o2, o3, ..., oT 〉 context partitioning−−−−−−−−−−−−→ 〈c1, c2, c3, ..., cn〉 (7.14)
Where executed context c1 occurs first, c2 occurs second, and so onto the last con-
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text cn. This is the basis of context partitioning, transforming the raw observational
data into a sequence of executed contexts. It is also essential to know the times at
which the transitions occur. Additionally, there is transition time vector tagged to
the sequence of contexts in the following form:
〈0, t2, t3, t4, ..., tn〉 (7.15)
The first context is active at time t1 = 0 until the next context c2 becomes
active at time t2. The duration of context c1 is from time 0 to time t2 − 1. The
general approach to sequence partitioning, applied to both the Standard and Fuzzy
Partitioning algorithms, is broken down into two major steps, change trigger detection
and transition trigger detection, which is discussed first, followed by each algorithm’s
individual approaches to change trigger detection.
7.3.1 Change Trigger Detection
The first step in finding transition/partition points is to detect changes triggers in
each of the data sets individually. Remember, change triggers do not necessarily
denote changes in contexts, but instead indicate changes in individual action, feed-
back, or waypoint data value sets. These change points result in points of interest for
the Sequence Partitioning algorithms to further analyze, and from which to identify
transition triggers. Change triggers are identified as detectable changes that occur
between a set (pair) of observations from one observation to the next for a single
value set. Each of the three observation data groups (action, feedback, waypoint)
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uses various methods for change detection.
The action and feedback data sets can implement various methods of change
detection on the individual value sets, hence the two Sequence Partitioning methods.
On the other hand, since the waypoint data set is a limited one, it can be partitioned
using an intuitive, straight forward method. The action and feedback sets contain
many continuous and discrete data values. The overall goal is to be able to detect
meaningful changes in data values. The definition of a “change” is subject to the
individual change/event detection technique. The idea of using change detection was
adopted from Guralnik’s event detection implementation [59]. The following sections
outline a generalized trigger detection method allowing many different approaches of
change-point detection to be implemented into the COPAC system.
7.3.1.1 Action Triggers
Actions are inputs that directly control how the agent behaves in it environment. The
points of interests in the action set are those time steps in which there are detectable
changes in an action. There are two types of actions: continuous and discrete actions.
Each action is in the form of an action data stream. This is a sequential vector of
action values for each time step in the observation stream given by:
ai−datastream = 〈ai1, ai2, ai3, ai4, ..., aiT 〉 (7.16)
As previously mentioned, the observation runs from time 1 to time T . Action
value ait represents the value of the action ai at time t.
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Discrete action change points are easier to detect because they only have a set
number of values. A change in a discrete action occurs when there is a change in the
state/value of the action (e.g. landing gear off to landing gear on). Continuous ac-
tion change points are more difficult to detect because continuous actions do not have
a set number of values. Instead, continuous action values have a range of possible
values (e.g. acceleration ranges from 0 to 1). Discrete data values use a straight for-
ward method, while continuous values lend themselves to the change-point detection
implementation.
One simple detectable change is when the action is activated or deactivated. This
occurs when the action goes from its idle state to an active state (activated) or vice
versa (deactivated). The continuous action data can be analyzed after change-point
detection to mark these simple activation/deactivation points. Discrete actions go
through a simple action switch change detection process to mark the change triggers.
When the discrete action goes from one value to another value, a change occurs, and
the change point is marked. Continuous actions go through a complex change-point
detection process to mark the change triggers. Marking the points of interests yields
a vector of time-stamps where the changes take place that result in the following
equation:
ai−poi = 〈t1, t2, t3, t4, ..., tN〉 (7.17)
The variable ai−poi represents a list of action points of interests for the action
variable ai. The time ti denotes when a change trigger occurs. There is a set of
points of interest for each action defined in the action set by the knowledge engineer.
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Discrete and continuous actions use a different change detection technique, but will
yield the same point of interest vectors.
7.3.1.2 Feedback Triggers
The feedback set includes the internal and external feedback values that influence the
human decision making process and determines what actions are taken depending
on the situation. The feedback set follows the same basic principles as the action
set. The discreet feedback values are marked based on action switches, while the
continuous values are marked using the same change-point detection technique as the
action set.
Marking the points of interests yields a vector of time-stamps where the changes
take place that result in the following equation:
fi−poi = 〈t1, t2, t3, t4, ..., tN〉 (7.18)
The variable fi−poi represents a list of feedback points of interests for the feedback
variable fi. The time ti denotes when a change trigger occurs. There is a point of
interest vector for each feedback variable.
7.3.1.3 Waypoint Triggers
Waypoints may in fact be the most prevalent triggers. Even though they are not
direct feedback from the environment, waypoints can provide much information about
the status of an agent as well as the agent’s reaction to certain situations. Sets of
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waypoints can be used in planning, where the agent is to visit certain waypoints and
do certain activities at each waypoint. It is very intuitive to only mark specific points
of interest in the waypoint data where changes occur. These points of interest can
be used to identify possible triggers for the agent to change actions and contexts.
While not all of these points of interest have a trigger effect on the agent (i.e. agent
changing contexts), identifying them can help reduce the search for transition triggers.
Consequently, one of the sub-goals of data partitioning is to identify all points of
interest (change triggers) in the waypoint data set.
Most tactical agents spend the majority of their mission moving around their
environment. For this reason, the waypoint distance values are constantly changing
while the agent moves closer or further away from waypoints. As a result, change
detection is straight forward with this data group, because second order changes can
be inferred from this constantly changing data. A first order motion is when the agent
approaches, retreats, or is stationary relative to the waypoint. A second order change
occurs when the agent has changed its course of action relative to the waypoint (e.g.
change from approaching a waypoint to retreating from a waypoint.
First order motions (approach, retreat, and stationary) are considered the pri-
mary waypoint status changes. When analyzing the observational data, these status
changes always occur between a pair of observations. Each of the three status changes
are described below:
• Waypoint Approach - A waypoint approach occurs when the agent is ap-
proaching the current waypoint of interest. That is when the distance between
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the agent and the waypoint is decreasing from time t to time t+ 1.
• Waypoint Retreat - A waypoint retreat occurs when the agent is moving
away from the current waypoint of interest. That is, when the distance between
the agent and the waypoint is increasing from time t to time t+ 1.
• Waypoint Stationary - A waypoint stationary occurs when the agent is
neither approaching nor retreating from the current waypoint. This is when
the vehicle is either standing still or moving in a circle around the waypoint.
Therefore, the distance between the agent and the waypoint remains constant
within a band of pre-determined width around the constant value. This is the
tolerance values that allows for minor fluctuation in distance values between ob-
servations. When circling a waypoint, the agent neither approaches or retreats
from the waypoint, therefore the circling situation is placed in this category.
In addition to these primary waypoint status changes, there is also secondary
waypoint status changes used to further delineate the overall waypoint status in-
formation. This allows the COPAC system to discover reaction patterns to other
waypoint conditions. The secondary status items are described below:
• Waypoint Direction Change - A waypoint direction change occurs when
there is a change in first order status (e.g. from approach to stationary). This
is the second order change when the agent changes his course of action. An
example of a secondary change is when the expert switches from moving toward
a waypoint to moving away from a waypoint.
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• Waypoint Reached - A waypoint reached occurs when the agent is directly on
or in very close proximity to a waypoint. This status only occurs the instant the
agent reaches the waypoint. If the agent remains stationary on the waypoint,
this status will not be issued.
• Waypoint Transition - A waypoint switch occurs when the expert switches
he/her focus from one waypoint to another.
• Waypoint Status Change - A waypoint status change occurs when the fo-
cused waypoint’s status has changed. For example, a status change occurs when
a traffic light waypoint changes its status from green to yellow.
The most interesting occurrences are the secondary waypoint status changes be-
cause they show a potential change that can affect the expert in his/her decision to
change contexts. An example of this is when an airplane meets its intended scout-
ing waypoints and begins to scout the area from the designated waypoint. Another
example is when a car is at an intersection at which it plans to make a turn and tran-
sitions to a turning context. Primary status changes do not provide the same depth
of information secondary statuses. They only provide the expert’s movement relative
to the closest waypoint, no real information gain occurs in this set of information.
The objective in the waypoint change detection is to mark all of the points of
interests (secondary status changes) in the waypoint data. The process of marking
triggers starts by transforming the data into first order changes and continues by
analyzing the transformed data for any second order changes. Marking the points
of interests yields a vector of timestamps where the change occurs, accompanied by
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a vector of change types (what types of changes occurs). This is described by the
following equation:
wpoi = 〈t1, t2, t3, t4, ..., tN〉 〈ct1, ct2, ct3, ct4, ..., ctN〉 (7.19)
The variable wpoi represents a list of waypoint points of interest. Time ti denotes
when a change trigger occurs and a change type cti denotes the type that occurred
at time ti. There is only a single set of points of interest because there is only one
waypoint set used in the observational data stream.
7.3.2 Transition Trigger Detection
After scanning each of the data groups individually for change detection and marking
the appropriate points of interests, the observational stream is scanned as a whole
and partitioned into separate contexts. This scanning window technique was adapted
from the change detection algorithm in [74].
After all of the vectors of each data group (action, feedback, and waypoint groups)
are created, all the vectors belonging to each group are combined into a single change
trigger vector, resulting in three change trigger vectors, one for each group. Each
change trigger vector is a boolean array with a size of T , one element for each time
step ti in the observational data stream. An example of an action change trigger
vector is shown in Equation 7.20:
act = 〈ct1, ct2, ct3, ct4, ..., ctT 〉 (7.20)
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Figure 7.4: Trigger Scanning Process
The vector act represents the action change trigger vector and each element ctt
is set to true only if a point of interest (in any action) occurred at time t, false
otherwise. Additionally, the vectors fct and wct are created in this combining process.
These vectors are used in place of the original observational data stream. Figure 7.4
shows an example of the scanning process.
The scanning process begins at the beginning of the observation stream and uses
two sliding windows. The scanning window examines a single observation at a time
and the reaction window examines a group of observations preceding the scanning
window. The reaction window is behind the scanning window and does not overlap the
scanning window. This is because any points of interest within the same observation
as the action trigger might be a result of the new action change. It also takes a certain
amount of time to react to a changing situation. Instantaneous reaction or reaction
within the same small observation window is improbable. It is more feasible to have
a single time gap between receiving feedback and reacting to it.
The scanning window scans each observation in order until the end of the stream.
As previously stated in Section 7.1.3, action changes that are triggered by feedback
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or waypoint changes constitute a possible context transition. Therefore, the scanning
window serves to first search for any action change. Once an action point of interest
is found, the scanning window stops and the reaction window is searched for a trigger
that possibly caused the action change. If a cause is found, then the observation
stream is partitioned at the scanning window. The reaction window represents a
window of time where an event/change occurs that causes the expert to change his/her
actions. The reaction window size should be set by the knowledge engineer based on
the frequency of observations captured and the reaction time requirement of the
particular domain. In the case where a program executing a CxBR model is used, the
program can react almost instantly to a changing situation. A human, on the other
hand, has a slower reaction time and might have slightly delayed reaction. Correctly
choosing the right sized window gives the expert a small window of time to react to
situations. Figure 7.5 show an example of the scanning process. When an action and
cause (waypoint or feedback trigger) are found, a context partition is made at the
point where the new action occurs.
The scanning is done from effect to cause instead of cause to effect because the
expert is in control of all of the agent’s action (effects). Thus, each change in action
from the expert is strongly linked to a possible change in context. Changes in actions
take effect through cognitive process by the expert, triggering by either external or
internal stimuli. Because the environment is uncontrolled and there could many
feedback changes that occur that are not relevant to the context and thus ignored by
the expert, the search for effect first makes more sense than searching for causes first.
After a context partition is marked, the scanning window moves δ time-steps
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Figure 7.5: Context Partitioning Example
away. The length δ is the minimum size of the context in time-steps. The knowledge
engineer is responsible for defining δ, depending on the context granularity desired.
In the case where there is an action trigger but no found cause for the change, the
scanning window will simply move to the next action trigger in sequence and no
partitioning occurs. After all the partition points are marked, the resultant set of
executed contexts are transferred to the clustering process.
Not all of the context partition points represent true context changes. They might
represent simple action changes within a context, or a transition to a sub-context
within a major context. Whichever the case, the context topology generated by the
COPAC system will be a more linear context topology with only major contexts.
This research only focuses in discovering top-level contexts. Future research can
include refining the context topology. Refining includes taking the resultant context
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Figure 7.6: Piecewise Linear Representation using Linear Functions (Reprinted
from Keogh et al. [73] without permission)
topology, merging smaller contexts together to form a larger, general context, and
possibly using these smaller contexts as sub-context. This issue is further analyzed
and discussed in Chapter 10.
7.3.3 Standard Partitioning
Both partitioning methods differ only on the change of detection process for contin-
uous data streams’ in the action and feedback data sets. The rest of the algorithm
are identical and follow the previously described principles of Sequence Partitioning.
Keogh’s survey papers [73, 72] on time series data mining techniques discusses various
segmentation techniques. The most common method for segmentation is to partition
a set of time series data into a Piecewise Linear Representation (PLR). This process
involves approximating data segments with linear or various degree polynomial func-
tions as shown in Figure 7.6. The time series Q, with length l is split into K distinct
segments (K ¿ n) [73].
This piecewise linear representation method is the basis for Standard Partitioning
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using polynomial regression to fit segments of data into polynomial model. Points
of interest are made to minimize the amount of error of the fit within segments.
The premise of linear regression is given a sequence of actions (or feedback values)
~a = 〈a1, a2, a3, a4, ..., an〉, a line model ψ1 n, shown in Equation 7.21, can be created
to represent the sequence ~a with the least error possible.
ψ1 n = (a = bt+ c) t ∈ [1, n] (7.21)
The piecewise part of the method is to create a partition point within the sequence
~a at am to further minimize the error resulting in two line models ψ1 m and ψm n. The
point m is the point between 1 and n where the combined error of the two line models
is minimized. A partition is only created if the error between ~a and the line model
ψ1 n is greater than a minimum error threshold. These partitions represent second
order changes in action and feedback trends analogous to second order changes in
waypoints.
7.3.4 Fuzzy Partitioning
Fuzzy Partitioning is a variant of the Standard Partitioning method previously dis-
cussed. The Standard Partitioning algorithm uses polynomial curve fitting to mark
points of interests. Fuzzy Partitioning uses fuzzy sets combined with slope detection
to mark points of interests. The points of interests are marked when a change in
slope is detected. This approach is similar to the Standard Partitioning approach
using first order regression for curve fitting without actually generating a line model.
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Both methods search for second order changes in the data sets. Fuzzy ranges are used
to account for small fluctuations in the data because humans do not perform actions
perfectly and requires constant corrective/compensating behavior [102].
Fuzzy Partitioning works in much the same way as the waypoint change de-
tection process, points of interests are marked where second order changes occur
between the three first order statuses: increasing, decreasing, and stable trends.
Fuzzy Partitioning works on the basis of creating fuzzy ranges around a represen-
tative action ar (or feedback) and seeing whether the subsequent sequence of actions
~a = 〈ar+1, ar+2, ..., ar+t〉 remain within the fuzzy range (ar + γ, ar − γ), which rep-
resents a stable trend from ar to ar+t as seen in Figure 7.7. If not, the sequence of
actions ~a is considered increasing or decreasing based on the trend. However, for an
increasing trend, the fuzzy range is only the bottom half (ar, ar − γ) allowing actions
to fluctuate in a decreasing manner just slightly but not too much as long as it re-
mains in the fuzzy range. The reason the top half is not used is because anything
that is greater than ar is considered part of the increasing trend. The representative
action ar is always adjusted to the highest action value in the trend as the sequence
of action value is analyzed. The same logic applies for the decreasing trend. Partition
points are made when there is a change in trends.
7.3.5 Sequence Partitioning Implementation
As previously described, partitioning is broken down into two steps, partitioning in-
dividual action/feedback/waypoint variables into change triggers or points of interest
and then discovering transition triggers using those points of interests. The two dif-
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Figure 7.7: Fuzzy Range Example Exhibiting a Stable Trend
ferent algorithms take different approaches to change trigger detection for continuous
value partitioning explained in the section below. The method described in Section
7.3.1.1 is used for discrete value partitioning. Both algorithms use the same waypoint
change trigger detection and transition trigger detection algorithms.
7.3.5.1 Change Trigger Detection
The change trigger detection step in Sequence Partitioning is performed on each vari-
able independently by creating and using individual data streams for each variable.
Each data stream is a sequential vector of values given by either Equation 7.22 for
action values, Equation 7.23 for feedback values, or Equation 7.24 for waypoint values.
ActionV ector : ~ai 〈ail, ai2, ai3, ai4, ..., aiT , 〉 (7.22)
FeedbackV ector : ~fi 〈fil, fi2, fi3, fi4, ..., fiT , 〉 (7.23)
FeedbackV ector : ~wi 〈wil, wi2, wi3, wi4, ..., wiT , 〉 (7.24)
Each data vector is composed of T data values representing T total observations.
The action and feedback data streams with continuous data values either go through
Standard or Fuzzy Partitioning described separately in the follow sections:
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Standard Partitioning Four parameters are used in the action/feedback change
trigger step of sequence partitioning: the polynomial degree (p) use in curve fitting,
the partition threshold (pt), the minimum error to partition (emin) and the minimum
partition/context size (δ).
• Polynomial Degree (p) - This is the degree of the polynomial curve that will be
fitted to the sequence Si,k and its subsequences Si,j and Sj+1,k.
• Partition Threshold (pt) - This equation is adapted from [59]. A partition is
made if the following equation is satisfied.
Si,k − (Si,j−1 + Sj,k)
Si,k
> pt (7.25)
• Minimum Error to Partition (emin) - Given the sequence Si,k fitted to a curve of
p degree, the following constraint has to be satisfied before a partition is made.
SSE
(k − 1) > emin (7.26)
The value is SSE is the sum of squared error of the fitted curve. This constraint
says that the average error per element has to be greater than emin in order for
a partition to be created.
• Minimum Context Size (δ) - This value is used to enforce the minimum size of
the executed contexts. This minimum size is not enforced during the first par-
titioning step because these are not final partitions. Instead, the δ value is used
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as a guideline for creating points of interests and initializing lists. The minimum
partition size is used and enforced during the second step of partitioning.
The change trigger detection step of Sequence Partitioning generates a partition
list ~pi for each action and feedback variable in the two data sets. There is also a
partition list for the current waypoint variable ~pw. The following algorithm is used
for change trigger detection on the action and feedback data groups using Standard
Partitioning:
1. Create a data vector ~vi shown by Equation 7.27 for each action/feedback variable
in the observational data stream.
~vi = 〈ai1, ai2, ai3, ai4, ..., aiT 〉 (7.27)
Perform steps 2 through 8 for each action and feedback variable.
2. Create a list Li and initialize it with the values vi1 to vi(2δ) shown in Equation
7.28:
li ← 〈vi1, vi2, vi3, vi4, ..., viT 〉 (7.28)
Create a partition list ~pi and set it to empty.
3. Perform polynomial regression on the entire sequence of values in the list Li
and calculate the sum of squared error (SSEbase) from the regression model.
4. Check if the minimum error to partition equation is satisfied. If not, a partition
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5. Split the list Li at point j into two sub-sequence lists Li a and Li b. The value
indexed by point j is in the second list Li b, where the size of each sub-sequence
list is greater than δ. Perform polynomial regression on each of the subsequences
and combine their sum of squared errors (SSEsplit). Find the point j with the
lowest SSEsplit value out of all possible j values.
6. If the following partition threshold equation is satisfied, then create a partition




7. Add the index of the partition point (j) to the partition list ~pi.
~pi ← j (7.31)
8. Check if there are any more values in ~vi, if there are any more values then add
the next value vi next into Li and go to step 3.
Fuzzy Partitioning Similarly, Fuzzy Partitioning is performed in each action/feed-
back data stream independently. The two parameters used in fuzzy sequence parti-
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tioning are the fuzzy range size (γ) and the minimum partition/context size (δ). The
fuzzy range size parameter is used for generating a fuzzy range around a number.
Given a normalized value X, the fuzzy range around X will be (X − γ,X + γ).
Because fuzzy ranges are generated using normalized values, the value of the fuzzy
range size parameter is restricted to a positive value less than 0.5 (γ < 0.5). The
lower the value is the stricter the partitioning becomes, allowing less leniency in data
fluctuations. The minimum partition size δ used in Fuzzy Partitioning is the same
parameter used in Sequence Partitioning. The following algorithm is used for change
trigger detection on the action and feedback data groups using Fuzzy Partitioning:
1. Create a data vector ~vi shown by Equation 7.32 for each action/feedback variable
in the observational data stream.
~vi = 〈ai1, ai2, ai3, ai4, ..., aiT 〉 (7.32)
Perform steps 2 through 12 for each action and feedback variables.




vi1, vi2, vi3, ..., vi(2δ)
〉
(7.33)
Create a partition list ~pi and set it to empty.
3. Take the first value vij in list Li and create a fuzzy range frange around that
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value. The value of vij is set to vi current:
frange = (vij − γ, vij + γ) , vi current = vij (7.34)
Set the curve trend to stable (constant).
4. Take the next value vi current+1 and add it to the list Li, set it to vi current. Check
if there are any more values in the list Li. If there are no more values, then go
to step 12.
5. Check if vi current lies within the fuzzy range frange, if so, go to step 4.
(vij − γ) ≤ vi current ≤ (vij + γ) (7.35)
6. If vi current does not lie within the fuzzy range frange:
(a) If the number values that remained stable is greater or equal to δ, then
create a partition at vi current. Go to step 11.
(b) Check if vi current is above (increasing) or below (decreasing) the range
frange. Set the curve trend to either increasing or decreasing based in the
comparison.
increasing : vi current > (vij + γ) (7.36)
decreasing : vi current < (vij − γ) (7.37)
7. Create a fuzzy range frange around vi current. Set the value of the vdefining to
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vi current.
frange = (vi current − γ, vi current + γ) (7.38)
8. Take the next value vi current+1 and add it to the list Li, set it to vi current. Check
if there are any more values in the list Li. If there are no more values, then go
to step 12.
9. Increasing trend : Check if vi current is greater than vdefining.
(a) If (vi current > vdefining) then set vdefining equal to vi current and create a
new fuzzy range frange around vi current.
vdefining = vi current, frange = (vi current − γ, vi current + γ) (7.39)
(b) If vi current still remains within frange, then go to step 8.
(c) If vi current is below frange, then create a partition at vi current and go to
step 11.
10. Decreasing trend : Check if vi current is less than vdefining.
(a) If (vi current < vdefining) then set vdefining equal to vi current and create a
new fuzzy range frange around vi current.
vdefining = vi current, frange = (vi current − γ, vi current + γ) (7.40)
(b) If vi current still remains within frange, then go to step 8.
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(c) If vi current is above frange, then create a partition at vi current and go to
step 11.
11. Add the index of the partition point (i current) to the partition list ~pi.
~pi ← i current (7.41)
Remove the values in Li that are to the left of the partition point (the value
vi current is kept in the list). Fill Li with the next set of values from ~vi until the
size of Li is greater than or equal to 2δ and go to step 3.
12. Check if there are any more values in ~vi, if there are any more values then add
the next value vi next into Li and go to step 3.
Waypoint Change Trigger Detection The waypoint change trigger detection
algorithm uses two additional parameters: stationary tolerance (ζ) and reach tolerance
(τ). The stationary tolerance represents the maximum change in distance the agent
can make in order for it to still be represented as stationary (not moving). This
parameter is used because there might be some slight fluctuation in the data. The
reach tolerance represents the closeness the agent has to be to a waypoint for the agent
to be considered on the particular waypoint. This parameter is used in representing
a waypoint reached trigger.
The following algorithm is used for the waypoint data group.
1. Create a data vector ~vw shown by Equation 7.42 for each waypoint data set in
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the observational data stream.
~vw = 〈wi1, wi2, wi3, wi4, ..., wiT 〉 (7.42)
2. Create a partition list ~pw and set it to empty. Create a primary waypoint status
list ~pl with a size of T .
3. Perform the following steps each waypoint data item in the data vector ~vw.
(a) Take the difference in distance from time j − 1 to time j.
diff = wij[distance]− wi(j−1)[distance] (7.43)
(b) Check if the absolute difference in distance is less than the stationary
tolerance ζ. If so, set ~plj to a stationary status.
|diff | < ζ (7.44)
(c) If the difference is less than −ζ , meaning the agent is moving closer to
the waypoint, then set ~plj to an approaching status.
(d) If the difference is greater than ζ, meaning the agent is moving away from
the waypoint, then set ~plj to a retreating status.
4. Search the primary status list ~pl for any second order changes. For example a
change from an approach status to a stationary status. When a status change
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point is found, add the index of the transition point (j) to the partition list ~pw.
~pw ← j (7.45)
This means the change occurred between time j − 1 and time j.
5. Search the data vector ~vw for any waypoint transitions points. This is where
the waypoint number changes from time j−1 to time j shown in Equation 7.46:
wi(j−1)[number] 6= wij[number] (7.46)
When a transition point is found, add the index of the transition point (j) to
the partition list ~pw.
6. Search the data vector ~vw for any waypoint reached conditions that are not
transitions points. A waypoint is reached if it is within reach tolerance distance
from the waypoint a time j where at time j − 1 it was not within distance of
the waypoint shown in Equation 7.47.
wi(j−1)[distance] > τ → wij[distance] ≤ τ (7.47)
However, if a waypoint reached condition occurs within δ observation snap-
shots, then the waypoint transition condition is used instead. When a waypoint
reached condition is found, add the index of the transition point (j) to the
partition list ~pw.
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7. Search the data vector ~vw for any waypoint state/status changes. This is where
the state of the waypoint changes from one state to another state shown in
Equation 7.48:
wi(j−1)[state] 6= wij[state] AND wi(j−1)[number] = wij[number] (7.48)
The state change condition is only valid if the state change occurred within the
same waypoint. When a state change condition is found, add the index of the
transition point (j) to the partition list ~pw.
7.3.5.2 Transition Trigger Detection
The transition trigger detection step in partitioning is performed using the action,
feedback and waypoint partition lists generated from the previous step. This step
uses the entire set of partition list together as a whole. In this step the transition
triggers are discovered which results in a sequence of executed contexts ~c mapped
to the original observational data stream ~O. There is only one parameter used in
the context trigger detection step, the reaction window size parameter (ω). This
reaction window partitioning approach was previously described in Chapter 5. This
context trigger detection method is based on the reactive nature of CxBR contexts.
The context trigger detection searches for action/reaction pairs by first searching for
changes in action(s) (action triggers) and secondly, by searching for changes in the
feedback or waypoint data that could possibly trigger this change in action. The
algorithm for transition trigger detection is:
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1. Merge all of the action partition lists ~pi together to form a combined action
partition list ~pa shown in Equation 7.49. Do the same for the feedback list to
generate ~pf . Repeated index values are discarded.
~pa
merge←−−−− 〈~p1, ~p2, ..., ~pm〉 (7.49)
2. Transform each of the three partition lists into their respective change trigger
vectors:
(a) Create three change trigger vectors ~cta, ~ctf , ~ctw for data set with T values
all set to false. Each change trigger vector is a Boolean array with a size
T , one element for each time-step in the observational data stream.
(b) Each value in ~pa represents an index value in ~cta. Set each index in ~cta to
true if it is listed in ~pa. For example if ~pa contains the values 〈2, 5, 8, 10〉,
then the resultant change trigger vector would look like Equation 7.50:
~cta = 〈0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1〉 (7.50)
Zeros (0) represents false; ones (1) represents true. Repeat this process for
the feedback and waypoint data sets ~pf and ~pw.
3. Create a scanning window index i = δ. The scanning window starts at index
δ to enforce the minimum context size restriction. Create an empty vector of
executed contexts ~c and set iprevious to zero.
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4. Check if ~cta[i] is true. If so, open up a reaction window of size ω from index i,
otherwise go to step 8. The reaction window is indexed from (i− ω) to (i− 1).
A graphical example of this is shown in Figure 7.4.
5. Check if any values in reaction window of ~ctf and ~ctw are true. If so, then an
action-reaction set is discovered, and a partition at index i is created, otherwise
go to step 8.
6. Create an executed context cx composed of the observation snapshots indexed






, ~c← cx (7.51)
The observation indexed by i is the start of a new partition.
7. Set the value of iprevious equal to i and increment index i by δ−1 (i = i+δ−1).
(The next step will add the (δ)th index.)
8. Check if there are any more observations in the observations data stream (i <
T ). If there are any more observations, then increment the index i (i = i + 1)
and go to step 4.
The Sequence Partitioning step produces a sequence of unmapped executed con-
text ~c. These executed contexts need to undergo the clustering step in the COPAC
system mapping each executed context in ~c to individual defined context in ~C.
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7.4 Template Clustering
As previously stated - “A single context can be thought of as a single unique situation
that an agent can face ...”. In a mission, a context can be encountered many times
within the course of a mission. The context partitioning phase of the COPAC sys-
tem transformed the observational data stream into defined contexts as described in
Equation 7.52. The second phase is to cluster executed contexts together. Clustering
a sequence of partitioned contexts requires grouping together similar executed con-
texts. Executed contexts are those contexts that are represented by an observation
sequence as described in Equation 7.52:
ci = 〈ot, ot+1, ot+2, ..., ot+x〉 (7.52)
Executed context ci is defined by an observational data sequence from time t to
time t + x. This context is defined by its execution stream. Executed contexts can
be grouped together to form a clustered context. A single clustered context can be
represented by a set of similar executed context as seen in Equation 7.53.
Cx = {ci, cj, ck, ...} (7.53)
A clustered defined context is the representative defined context of a group clus-
tered executed contexts. The executed contexts {ci, cj, ck, ...} represent the individual
execution runs of the defined context Cx. Therefore, defined context Cx represents
a single context in the context topology ~C. Executed context grouped together can-
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not occur in sequence by definition of the context transition that occurred between
these sequential pairs of executed contexts. This means context ci and ci+1 cannot be
grouped in the same defined context. Once all of the executed contexts are clustered,
a context topology is formed as shown in Equation 7.54:
~C = 〈C1, C2, C3, ..., CN〉 (7.54)
The set of defined contexts ~C is the context topology with N unique contexts.
Any defined context in ~C can contain as little as one executed context and as many
as n − 1 executed contexts (n defines the total number of executed contexts). This
constraint forces the context-base to have at least two defined contexts and at most
n defined contexts. This statement assumes the mission is non-trivial and executes
using at least two unique contexts. An executed context cannot belong to more than
one defined context. As a result, the set of defined contexts has to satisfy the following
constraint: ⋃
~C = 〈c1, c2, c3, c4, ..., cn〉 (7.55)
The union of all N defined context should yield the original set of n executed
context. After the defined contexts are created, the context transition pairs are
assigned and the context topology is created. A context transition pair can be defined
by Equation 7.56:
{Ci → Cj} , (Ci 6= Cj) (7.56)
In this case, context Ci contains a possible transition to context Cj. This is the
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standard notation used in [112, 113]. However, an extended notation includes all of
the possible transitions from Ci to another context as shown in Equation 7.57:
{Ci → Cj, Ck, Cl, ...} (7.57)
With this notation, all of the valid transitions from Ci to another context are listed
together. The entire of set of context transition pairs can be listed in a vector-list
form:
~T = 〈{C1 → Ci, Cj, ...} , {C2 → Ck, Cl, ...} , ..., {CN → Cm, Cn, ...}〉 (7.58)
After template clustering, the result will be a set of defined contexts described by
the following equation:
〈c1, c2, c3, c4, ..., cn〉 context clustering−−−−−−−−−−−→ 〈C1, C2, C3, ..., CN〉 (7.59)
The context topology is now defined and contains the set of defined contexts ~C
and the set of context transitions ~T . Note, no context or transition logic has been
defined yet, only the map from observations to context topology has been defined.
Learning context and transition logic are discussed later on in Chapter 9. The general
approach to template clustering is broken down into two major steps, templatization
and clustering. The templatization process is common to both Template Clustering




Clustering a set of executed contexts first requires transforming each executed context
into representation that can be compared to each other using a similarity (distance)
metric. The executed contexts are a set of sequences of observations of varying
lengths. It’s not ideal to use an observation versus observations comparison because
one executed context might contain more observations than the other. Therefore, it
is necessary to transform the executed context into a comparable representation φ
shown in Equation 7.60.
ci
transform−−−−−−−→ φi (7.60)
Also, the exit windows of each executed context is unstable and should not be
included in the transformation process. After transforming the set of executed con-
texts, they can be compared to each other using a similarity metric tailored to the
representation φ. The idea of using similarity measures was adopted from Fred’s
context-dependent clustering implementation [38]. The similarity measure or dis-
tance metric ∆(φi, φj) between two templates φi and φj will yield a similarity value
Sij normalized between 0 (completely dissimilar) and 1 (completely similar). Conse-
quently, a pair of executed contexts is considered similar if the similarity value Sij is
greater than or equal to a certain set tolerance level Smin:
∆(φi, φj) = Sij > Smin (7.61)
As previously discussed in Section 7.1.4, the templatization process is used to
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convert executed context into a representation φ which is known as executed context
templates (referred to as context templates). The representation φ does not necessarily
have to be templates, it could be any representation that satisfies Equation 7.60
and contains a respective similarity measure ∆(φi, φj), allowing executed context
templates to be compared to each other. However, other context representations
methods are reserved for future work.
Given an executed context ci, that is active from time tstart to tend, the set of
concurrent observations described by:
ci = 〈ostart, ostart+1, ..., oend−1, oend〉 (7.62)
The templatization steps begin by removing the transient/transition region at the
end of the executed context. The last bit of a context, known as the context transition
region will be somewhat unstable as the agent transitions to another context. There-
fore, when generating a context template, the context transition region is omitted
from the template. Using the previously-mentioned minimum context size parameter
δ as a base, the size of the transient region is δ
2
(rounded up). This value is chosen be-
cause for each context, there is an entrance, stable, and exit regions. For a context of
minimum size, there is only an entrance and an exit (transient) region. Subsequently,
it is fair to assume that each region occupies half of the executed context. After the











The next step in templatization is to create the set of attributes ~a for the template
ti. Each individual action and feedback variable becomes attributes in the context
template. The waypoint is decomposed into two attributes: distance and type/state
attributes. Therefore, given the car driving scenario, each template will have six
(three actions, one feedback, two waypoint) total attributes. These attributes are
all non-weighted because templates in this investigation are not scored in the same
manner as TBI scores them. Instead, the template acts as static, non-temporal
representation of a context, allowing contexts with differing execution intervals to be
objectively compared to each other.
Each of the action/feedback value streams along with the distance to waypoint
value stream is normalized to a range from 0 to 1. Afterwards, β value ranges of
size γ are formed for each of the five normalized attributes (i.e., three actions, one
feedback, and one waypoint), the waypoint attributed is treated differently and is
later explained. The γ variable (fuzzy range size) comes from Fuzzy Partitioning
which represents the size of the value range. The β variable represents the number of
fuzzy ranges. The value of β is equal to 1
γ
. If γ = 0.05, then β = 20 value ranges are
formed, and each would have a span of 0.05. The example ranges are shown below in
Equation 7.64 with γ = 0.05:
〈b1 → [0.00, 0.05], b2 → (0.05, 0.10], ..., bβ → (0.95, 1.00]〉 (7.64)
Each range bk is assigned a percentage value that represents the fraction of time
the variable was valued within the range. Consequently, the sum of all value ranges is
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equal to 1.0 (
∑β
k=1 bk = 1.0). The waypoint type/state attributes are templatized in
slightly different manner. The ranges are split into type/state brackets. The number
of brackets is equal to the number of different type/state combinations τ . In the car
driving scenario, there are six total brackets:
• TrafficLight Waypoint, N/A State
• TrafficLight Waypoint, Red State
• TrafficLight Waypoint, Yellow State
• TrafficLight Waypoint, Green State
• TrafficHazard Waypoint
• TrafficIntersection Waypoint
Each of these brackets is assigned a binary value of 1 or 0 representing the
existence/non-existence of the waypoint type/state in the executed context. A value
of one denotes the single or multiple occurrence of the waypoint type/state, while
value of zero denotes the non-occurrence. In the end, the template ti, for a driving
domain consists of six attributes listed below and shown in Equation 7.65, 7.66, 7.67:
ti =
〈
a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, at/s,
〉
(7.65)
a1−5 = {b1, b2, b3, ..., bβ} (7.66)
at/s = {bTL N , bTL R, bTL Y , bTL G, bTI , bTH} (7.67)
Using fictitious data shown in Table 7.1, an example of an executed context tem-
platization process is shown below. Note that this is a simple, hypothetical example
using synthetic data. However, it serves to illustrate the point.
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Table 7.1: A Sample Observational Data Stream
Obs. Waypoint Waypoint Waypoint
# Time Acc Brake Steering Speed No. Dist State
1 13 0.01 0 0 49.62 1 48.23 green
2 13.1 0.05 0 0 49.53 1 46.8 green
3 13.2 0.09 0 0 49.37 1 45.32 green
4 13.3 0.12 0 0 49.29 1 43.86 green
5 13.4 0.14 0 0 49.22 1 42.45 green
6 13.5 0.2 0 0 49.14 1 40.97 green
7 13.6 0.25 0 0 49.07 1 39.57 green
8 13.7 0.29 0 0 49 1 38.11 green
9 13.8 0.32 0 0 48.94 1 36.69 green
10 13.9 0.29 0 0 48.87 1 35.22 green
11 14 0.24 0 0 48.8 1 33.79 green
12 14.1 0.25 0 0 48.74 1 32.27 green
13 14.2 0.26 0 0 48.68 1 30.85 green
14 14.3 0.14 0 0 48.62 1 29.38 yellow
15 14.4 0 0.15 0 46.65 1 27.95 yellow
16 14.5 0 0.18 0 44.35 1 24.68 yellow
There are 16 data points that make up an executed context in this example The
value of γ and β are set to 0.05 and 20 respectively. With a minimum context size δ
set to 2, the transient region of the executed context of size δ
2
= 1 marked by observa-
tion number 16, which has already been grayed out and not used in the templatizing
process. The first attribute a1 is generated for the accelerator action value found
in the third column in Table 7.1. The accelerator value already comes normalized.
The ranges/brackets are the same used in Equation 7.65. Equations 7.68, 7.69, and
7.70 show the templatization of the accelerator, brake, and waypoint type/state at-
tribute respectively. The other attributes are normalized and converted to bracketed
attributes as well (not shown) to complete the templatization process. After each
executed context is transformed into a template, they are ready for clustering. The
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templates are now ready to be compared against each other and form clusters based
on a distance metric. For that reason, a distance metric between two templates has
to be established before any clustering can take place.
a1 =

b1 ← o1, o2, o15
b2 ← o3
b3 ← o4, o5, o14
b4 ← o6
b5 ← o7, o11, o12




























































































bTLY ← o14, o15















The distance metric ∆(ti, tj) is used to determine the similarity or dissimilarity be-
tween two patterns or in this case executed contexts represented as templates. Backer
and Jain [4, 129] state: “in cluster analysis a group of objects is split up into a number
of more or less homogeneous subgroups on the basis of an often subjectively chosen
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measure of similarity (i.e., chosen subjectively based on its ability to create ‘inter-
esting’ clusters), such that the similarity between objects within a subgroup is larger
than the similarity between objects belonging to different subgroups”. This quote
goes in tandem with Wolpert and Macready’s No Free Lunch Theorem [127]. The
distance metric described below is admittedly a subjective one that is specialized to
the COPAC system.
Given that there are two different attribute representations in the template (way-
point state/type attribute versus the bracketed attributes), a special similarity metric
approach is taken from Gower [57]. Gower’s approach takes the sum of individual
attribute similarities instead of a unified distance metric which shown in Equation
7.71 [57]:








The variable Sijl denotes the similarity metric between the l
th attribute of pattern
i and j. The ηijl coefficient denotes the existence or non-existence of the measure
between pattern i and j. This method allows differing attributes to have their own
similarity/distance metric. Therefore, the waypoint state/type attribute can have its
own similarity metric.
In this research, each attribute is given the same weight and all attributes are
always present. Thus, the ηijl coefficient is set to 1 for all attributes, and then
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The similarity measure between the regular attribute is 1 minus the sum of the







The similarity of attribute a between executed contexts i and j, denoted by Sija,
can range from 0.0 to 1.0, where 0.0 indicates complete dissimilarity and 1.0 rep-
resenting complete similarity. The similarity of the attribute is essentially the sum
of similarities of each bracket. In this case, the subtraction of the bracket values
yields a dissimilarity measure between each bracket and the 1 minus the dissimilarity
measure yields the similarity measure. The similarity measure between the waypoint







The similarity of the waypoint type/state attribute w is percentage of waypoint
type/states the two executed context i and j have in common. This value range/brac-
keted templating approach is taken because it allows minor fluctuations in the data
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via the fuzzy brackets while being able to compare different sized executed contexts.
However, the disadvantage is the removal of the temporal aspect of the executed
context. This issue is left for future research. However as for now, this similarity
metric is the initial attempt to the clustering process. The full distance equation


















Now that the similarity metric has been established, the two clustering algorithms
will be explained. After all of the executed contexts undergo the templatization
process, the critical clustering process is performed in the executed contexts mapping
them to defined context. The two approaches to clustering are K-means and Similarity
Clustering. The former approach clusters all of the executed contexts at once while
the latter clusters one defined context at a time.
7.4.3 K-means Clustering
The clustering algorithm utilized must be able to generate a variable number of clus-
ters. The first clustering algorithm considered is a variant of the popular K-means
clustering algorithm called ISODATA (Iterative Self-Organizing Data Analysis Tech-
nique Algorithm) developed by Ball and Hall [5]. ISODATA allows some flexibility in
the number of clusters formed by permitting clusters to merge and split based on a
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certain set of user-defined parameters. Clusters are split if they become too large and
merged if they become too small. This solves the problem of rigidity (i.e. predefined
number of clusters) in the classical K-mean clustering algorithm and allows flexibility
in the clustering process.
However, in a contextual perspective, defined contexts, in the extreme cases, can
contain as little as one executed context, or as many as all executed context for a
particular mission. Consequently, the splitting and merging criteria in ISODATA
cannot be explicitly defined without breaking the rules of how a context functions in
CxBR. Even with this flexibility of ISODATA, COPAC requires a clustering algorithm
that can generate variable number of clusters while adhering to the rules of CxBR.
An alternative to using ISODATA is to use the standard K-means clustering algo-
rithm with multiple runs using a range of different number of clusters (i.e. different
values of K). The specific number of clusters is based on current heuristics and his-
torical CxBR implementations. The single run yielding the best score is the one that
effectively clusters the executed context together, forming the set of defined contexts.
The heuristics gathered from our personal experience and various tactical applica-
tions say that a well-formed CxBR agent contains around five to seven contexts. For
example, Trinh’s iRobot agent [117], Fernlund’s driving agent [33], and Gonzalez’s
submarine agent all used between five to seven contexts. Because five to seven con-
texts is a small range and does not provide enough robustness, the range is expanded
by to four to eight contexts allowing the possibility of having more or less contexts.
After some consideration, the K-means algorithm, with some slight modifications,
is the clustering approach of choice for template clustering. K-means clustering is one
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of the most well-known clustering algorithm [83]. It a powerful, flexible, yet simple
clustering technique that can be applied to many domains by allowing customization
of similarity metrics for different applications. The K-means algorithm clusters N
data points into K clusters using a distance metric (similarity metric) and an ob-
jective function. The distance metric places a data point into its closest cluster and
the objective function is used to determine the amount of error present within the
resultant set of clusters. The objective function used to determine the amount of
error is a standard squared error function described in Section 7.4.5.1. The value of
K is pre-defined before beginning the clustering process. In this COPAC K-means
algorithm, the value of K can range from four to eight. The K-means clustering
method uses the similarity measure ∆(φi, φj) based on context templates described
in the previous section.
Because the K-means algorithms requires the number of clusters K to be pre-
defined before clustering, multiple runs with K values ranging from four to eight are
run, and a selection method is used to choose which run is the representative result
and ultimately the number of defined context (clusters) K. This minor addition
allows added flexibility and eliminates the pitfalls of having to pre-define the number
of clusters in the K-means algorithm.
7.4.4 Similarity Clustering
The Similarity Clustering technique, unlike K-means, has no predefined number of
clusters. Similarity Clustering is a novel approach designed specifically for COPAC’s
contextualization process based directly on the concepts of contexts and CxBR. The
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defined contexts (clusters) are generated and mapped to executed contexts one defined
context at a time until all executed contexts are mapped/clustered. This is a very
simple, yet intuitive process based heavily on how CxBR is structured. Similarity
Clustering uses the following principles from the CxBR paradigm described in Chapter
2.
• Principle 1: A CxBR mission begins with an initial context Cinitial.
• Principle 2: Defined contexts represent different situations that can occur in
a mission.
• Principle 3: Two executed contexts in sequence cannot be from the same
defined context. The transition between a pair of executed contexts causes the
active context to change.
• Principle 4: The set of executed contexts mapped to a defined context are
unique, yet similar to each other because they were executed under the situation
presented in the defined context.
The Similarity Clustering technique uses the same context templates and similar-
ity measure as the K-means algorithm. The basic principle of Similarity Clustering,
using Principle 4, is to designate an unmapped executed context as the representa-
tive executed context cr and search for all unmapped executed contexts cx that are
considered similar to context cr. A executed context is considered similar if it satisfies
Equation 7.76.
if Scr,cx ≥ Smin then cx assign−−−−→ Ci (7.76)
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Each context that is similar to the context cr is mapped to defined context Ci. This
process is repeated until all of the executed contexts are mapped to defined contexts.
Implementing Principle 1, the first defined context to get mapped should be the initial
context Cinitial, which by default, automatically gets executed context c1 mapped to
it. Therefore, executed context c1 can be used as the representative context of Cinitial
starting the clustering process. When all of the executed contexts are mapped to a
defined context Ci, Principle 3 kicks in and eliminates any executed contexts mapped
to defined context Ci that occurs next to each other in sequential order. This process
is also known as context enforcement. If any such pairs of executed context occurs,
the executed context that is least similar to the representative context is eliminated.
Using Principle 4, an intra-cluster integrity check is performed see whether all of the
executed context grouped to the defined context Ci are similar to each other, not just
the representative executed context. There are two paths this process can take: add
or remove executed contexts to satisfy the intra-cluster integrity. Removing context is
a straight-forward process, the least similar executed context, compared to the entire
set of executed context in the cluster, is removed (un-mapped) until the intra-cluster
integrity is met. Adding executed contexts allows unmapped executed context that
satisfies the intra-clustering integrity and Principle 3 to be mapped to the defined
context Ci. In order to select the next representative context, Principle 2 is used
to find the next un-mapped executed context that is the least similar to the set of
mapped executed context and the process is repeated for another defined context
until all of the executed contexts are mapped to a defined context.
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With these simple principles, the Similarity Clustering algorithm does not require
a set of pre-defined number of defined context. However, it is heavily dependent on
the similarity threshold used to classify if a pair of executed contexts are considered
similar to each other as well as a second similarity measure for the intra-clustering
integrity check.
7.4.5 Template Clustering Implementation
The Template Clustering algorithm is split into two steps: templatization and clus-
tering. The first step is to convert each of the executed contexts into a representation
that can be used for clustering (i.e. templates). Templatizing executed contexts,
previously described in Section 7.4.1, allows for the temporal aspect of an executed
context to be converted into a clustering-ready object where each executed context,
regardless of size, can be compared and clustered. The second step is to actually clus-
ter the templates together and map the set of executed contexts to their respective
defined context using one of the two methods of clustering: K-means [83] or Similar-
ity Clustering. The latter is derived from the principles of sequence partitioning and
context-theory.
7.4.5.1 K-means Clustering
The K-means clustering algorithm takes the approach of clustering the set of executed
contexts all at once. The defined contexts are the cluster while the cluster centers
are the representative template for the defined context. The procedure for K-means
clustering adapted to the Template Clustering process is [83]:
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1. Randomly choose K different data points in the search space (set of templates)
and denote them as cluster centroids as shown below.
〈k1, k2, ..., kK〉 , kn = trandom (7.77)
In order to have a better chance at achieving well-formed clustering, the random
cluster centers should be relatively far apart from each other [83].
2. Assign each data point xi, or in this case each executed context template tl to
its closest cluster centroid kn. The distance metric determines to which cluster
template tl belongs. The distance metric was previously defined in Equation
7.75. The closest centroid is one with the highest similarity or smallest distance
as shown in Equations 7.78, 7.79, and 7.80:
∆(kn, tl) = Skn l n ∈ {1..K} (7.78)
Choose max(∆(kn, tl)) (7.79)
Assign tl → kn, kn = ti, ..., tl, ..., tx, ty, tz (7.80)
3. After all of the templates are assigned to clusters, recalculate the cluster centroid
kn for all K clusters. The procedure for creating a cluster centroid from the
templates is:
(a) Calculate the bracket values bkn j for each regular attribute akn i: Split
each attribute in the template into their respective brackets. Take the
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average of each bracket and assign it to their respective centroid bracket
shown in Equations 7.81, 7.82, and 7.83:
kn =
〈
akn 1, akn 2, akn 3, akn 4, akn 5, akn t/s
〉
(7.81)












This averaging technique is done for the z templates contained in cluster
kn for each regular attribute containing β brackets each.
(b) Average the waypoint state/type attribute: If a 1 (positive occurrence) is
present in any of the z brackets, the respective bracket in the cluster cen-
troid is set to 1; otherwise, it is set to 0. This is mathematically represented











j = {bTL N , bTL R, bTL Y , bTL G, bTI , bTH}, l = 1..z (7.85)
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the clusters stabilize and no templates are shifted
between clusters.
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5. Calculate the error by applying the objective function to the resultant set of




|1− Skn j|2, j ∈ kn (7.86)
The objective function is the sum of the square of the distances from a pattern j
to its respective cluster centroid kn. In this case, the distance is the dissimilarity
between two patterns.
The K-means algorithm does not guarantee the best set of cluster and cluster
centroids. The result of each K-means run is highly dependent on the set of initial
random cluster centroids. Therefore, the algorithm should be performed multiple
times (∼50 iterations) to be able find the most near-optimum set of clusters with the
least amount of error [83].
The above section described a single iteration of the K-means algorithm. The full
template clustering algorithm requires I iterations of the K-mean algorithms with
many different K values in order to find the optimum number of clusters. One of
the interesting trends of the K-means algorithm is that the larger the K value is,
the smaller the error will be. As K reaches N (the number of input patterns) the
error gets closer to zero. Therefore, the best value of K generally results in the runs
with the highest K value, in this case eight clusters. In order to prevent this from
occurring all the time, there is a stopping criteria put in place to assure different
number of clusters for different sets of runs.
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The stopping criteria is a simple one where the value of K starts at the minimum
value, in this case four, and slowly increase until the percentage of error decrease from





Now that the K-means clustering algorithm has been described and a stopping
criterion established, then the full K-means template clustering algorithm is described
below:
1. Perform the templatization process for each context ci in the set of executed
context ~c to produce the set of executed context templates ~t in the process
described below:
ci
context templatization−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ ti, ci ∈ ~c (7.88)
2. Start with K = 4 clusters.
3. Perform the K-means algorithms I times, saving the best set of clustering with
the lowest error value ε.
4. Skip this step if K = 4. Check if the lowest error value for K cluster satisfies
the stopping criterion in shown in Equation 7.87.
5. If the stopping criterion is satisfied or if K = 8, then stop, otherwise increment
K by 1 and go to step 3.
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This clustering process takes N executed contexts and groups them into K defined
contexts shown in Equation 7.89. The end result will be K clusters each representing
a defined context Ci yielding the set of defined contexts ~C.
~c = 〈c1, c2, c3, ..., cN〉 clustering−−−−−−→ ~C = 〈C1, C2, C3, ..., cK〉 (7.89)
After the K-means process is performed, the context topology can be generated
and learning can begin with GenCL. Another interesting note is that after the process
of template clustering, the result are a set of clusters and cluster centroids. The cluster
centroids are in fact context template themselves that are representative of the defined
contexts. One interesting note is that the resultant set of templates can be used in
Stensrud’s FAMTILE sentinel rule learner [112]. This is just an interesting note to
consider and is out of the scope of this research. It is reserved for future work.
7.4.5.2 Similarity Clustering
Similarity Clustering maps a set of executed contexts to a defined context one at
a time instead mapping all the executed contexts to all defined contexts simultane-
ously. This method was developed with a the contextual approach of context should
represent all of the “different” situations that occur in a given mission, which was
previously discussed in Chapter 5. The procedure for Similarity Clustering is:
1. Set the representative template tr to the first template in the observational data
stream t1. Create the first defined context C1, set it to Ccurrent, and add it to
the set of defined contexts ~C. Add the first context template t1 to the defined
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context C1.
tr = t1, t1 → C1 = Ccurrent → ~C (7.90)
2. For each unmapped template ti, except for the template next in sequence to tr,
compare it to tr to see whether the template satisfies the minimum similarity
criteria Smin. If the criteria is satisfied, assign the executed context template ti
to Ccurrent as see by Equation 7.91
if Str,ti = 1− dist(tr, ti) ≥ Smin then ti assign−−−−→ C1 (7.91)
3. Context enforcement is performed by checking all ti in Ccurrent to determine
whether there are any sets of templates that are next to each other in the
observation sequence.
(a) Search Ccurrent in sequential order to see whether there exists two templates
ti and ti+1 that are next to each other in the observational data stream.
(b) If there exists any such pairs, then remove the template with the lower
similarity score to tr from Ccurrent. If there is a tie, then remove the latter
template ti+1.
4. An intra-cluster integrity check is performed on Ccurrent.
(a) First, the intra-cluster similarity value Sintra is calculated by taking the
average of the similarity of each combination of d templates mapped to
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Sj,k (k 6= j)
)
d(d− 1) (7.92)
(b) If the intra-cluster similarity value Sintra is greater than or equal to the
threshold intra-cluster similarity value Smin intra, go to step 5. Otherwise
find the template with the lowest Sintra,j value and remove tj from Ccurrent










Repeat step 4 until the intra-cluster similarity threshold is met.
5. Find an unmapped template ti unmapped that can be inserted into Ccurrent and











Sj,k (k 6= j)
)





If there exists a template ti unmapped that satisfies both checks shown in Equation
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7.95, then take the template yielding the highest Sintra and permanently added
it to Ccurrent. Repeat this step until no more new templates at added to Ccurrent.
6. If there are any more unmapped templates, then create a new defined context
and set it to Ccurrent. Add Ccurrent to the set of defined context ~C. Find the
next unmapped template tdissimilar with the minimum overall similarity to the
set of mapped executed context in ~C seen in Equation 7.96. In other words, the
template tdissimilar represents the executed context that is the most dissimilar
to the set of mapped templates. Set tdissimilar to tr and add it to Ccurrent.




Sj,k (j /∈ ~C, k ∈ ~C)
dmapped
 (7.96)
tr = tdissimilar, tr → Ccurrent → ~C (7.97)
7. Repeat steps 2 - 6 until there are no more unmapped templates.
The end results will be n executed contexts mapped to N defined contexts previ-
ously shown in Equation 7.89. The results for Similarity Clustering are in the exact
same format as the K-means method. This method is an alternative to the K-means
clustering method that was explored as part of this investigation. After the context
topology is generated, the context knowledge can be learned through GenCL. The
steps for the COPAC system with respect to Sequence Partitioning and Template
Clustering is:
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Figure 7.8: Example Executed Context Graph Using COPAC
• Perform change trigger detection using either the Standard or Fuzzy Partition-
ing technique.
• Perform transition trigger detection using the resultant set of change triggers
resulting in a set of executed contexts.
• Perform templatization on each executed context.
• Perform K-means or Similarity Clustering on each set of executed contexts
resulting in a set of defined contexts.
7.5 COPAC Implementation Parameters
The implementation parameters used in COPAC are listed in Table 7.2. Several runs
are performed using each of the four algorithm combinations. Figure 7.8 shows an
executed context graph from a preliminary sample COPAC run using Driver A’s data
(Standard Partitioning, K-means, p = 1, pt = 0.60, emin = 0.001, ω = 3, ethreshold =
0.12, δ = 10). Five contexts where generated and the observation execution starts
with Context 4 being the initial context. Chapter 8 discusses the results of the
COPAC algorithms and compare them to the results of the CFA algorithm.
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Table 7.2: COPAC Parameters
Parameter Values
Partitioning Algorithm Standard Partitioning,
Fuzzy Partitioning
Polynomial Degree (p) 1, 2
Partition Threshold (pt) 0.40, 0.50, 0.60, 0.70
Minimum Error to Partition (emin) 0.001, 0.002
Fuzzy Range Size (γ) 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06
Stationary Tolerance (ζ) 0.05
Reach Tolerance (τ) 10.0
Reaction Window Size (ω) 3, 4, 5
Clustering Algorithm K-means, Similarity Clustering
Template Bracket Size (β) 25
K-mean Iterations (I) 50
K-mean Context Range (K) 4 to 8
Clustering Error Threshold (ethreshold) 0.10, 0.11, 0.12, 0.13, 0.14, 0.15
Minimum Cluster Size (δ) 5, 10
Similarity Threshold (Smin) 0.60, 0.65, 0.68, 0.70
Intra-Similarity Threshold (Smin intra) 0.60, 0.65, 0.68, 0.70
7.6 Summary
Using context theory and various statistical methods, this chapter discusses the CO-
PAC algorithm’s approaches and high-level framework for contextualizing an obser-
vational data stream. Chapter 8 and Chapter 9 describes the results obtained by the





The results of the various experiments designed to assess the context discovery tech-
niques are presented in this chapter. As previously stated in Chapter 2, the contex-
tualization process can only generate contexts based on what has occurred and this
sometimes is not the complete context topology (contexts and transition pairs) for
the mission. However, the GenCL learning process has the ability to generalize the
behaviors from a set of discovered defined contexts [33]. Nevertheless, this chapter
is used to report the results and findings of the contextualization process itself in
isolation of the learning process (GenCL) while Chapter 9 describes the outcome of
the combination of the contextualization and learning processes.
The process of contextualization is generic for all data sets (same partitioning and
clustering algorithm). On the other hand, the results of contextualization are unique
to each driver. The contextualization process tailors the resultant set of contexts
to each driver based on their specific performance in the given mission. With this
stated, the chapter outlines the evaluation criteria used to measure the performance of
the contextualization process of the CFA and COPAC algorithms. Afterwards, each




The key objective of our approach is to contextualize observed human performance.
In order to analyze how well the contextualization algorithms perform, there is a set
of evaluation criteria applied to the results. Listed below are the evaluation criteria
used on both the CFA and COPAC algorithms:
• Initial analysis of results - This process quickly explores the overall set
of results produced by each algorithm and notes any interesting finding, such
as range of context, trends, etc. This is a high-level sanity check to see if the
algorithms performed as intended as well as to discover any interesting initial
findings.
• Parameter settings - This process measures the affect of each parameter on
the set of results and which parameter values produce desirable results for the
car driving domain. The more desirable results are those that contain human-
like transition and contextual meaning. Also, this section discusses the search
for the optimal parameter values of each algorithm in generating meaningful
context topologies.
• Contextual meaning - This process analyzes the best (optimal) results ob-
tained from each algorithm for contextual meaning. The analysis is to see
whether the generated context topologies have true real world meaning (e.g.,
traffic light contexts, intersection contexts, etc.), and if they are indeed “con-
texts” that can be used in context-based reasoning and can be modeled from
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using GenCL. In other words, answering the question “do the results have qual-
itative real-world meaning and translate into some form of human understand-
able contexts?”
• Transitional meaning - This process investigates the transitions between
contexts and highlights the causes of the various transitions, along with the va-
lidity of each transition pair involved. This criterion strives to answer the same
real-world question brought forth in the previous contextual meaning criterion:
“do the results translate into understandable contextual transitions?”
• Differences between drivers - This process studies the contextualization
differences between each driver using identical parameter values. Because each
driver behaves differently, it is desirable to have each one contain more individ-
ualized context topologies.
After each algorithm is analyzed independently, they are compared to each other
based on the following criteria.
• Methodology of algorithm - After the full analysis of each algorithm is
conducted and explained, the overarching differences and similarities in the
methods of each algorithm are discussed.
• Generated context topologies - This process studies and compares the gen-
erated context topologies including defined contexts, executed context, and
transition pairs of each algorithm with each other to determine the differences
and similarities between the two algorithms.
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• Speed of execution - Even though the algorithms are designed for quick
execution and evaluation with the possibility of future online integration, speed
of execution is a vital measure of an algorithm’s performance and ability to tune
based on performance, therefore a comparison of algorithm speed is important.
Even though the contextualization process generates meaningful results that show
the individualism of human behaviors from observations, the true usefulness of these
results occurs when they are fed into a learning algorithm that generates autonomous
contextual agents (GenCL). This is discussed in Chapter 9.
8.2 CFA Results
The first algorithm analyzed is Contextualized Fuzzy ART (CFA). This algorithm
performed clustering and partitioning in one combined step. The following sections
analyze in detail the various results generated using this na¨ıve approach with discus-
sion of CFA’s ability and extent on contextualizing each driver’s behavior as outlined
in the evaluation criteria set forth in Section 8.1.
8.2.1 Initial Analysis of Results
After running the CFA algorithms, the results for all the runs are listed in Table
8.1. There were a total of 40,400 runs between the 10 datasets (4,040 runs/dataset,
2 datasets/driver, training and validation datasets) for this set of experiments. For
each set of parameters, there was one run with a sequential list presentation and 100
runs with a random list presentation, yielding a total of 40 different parameter value
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Table 8.1: Overall Results for All CFA Runs
Average # of Average # of Average # of
Defined Cx’s Executed Cx’s Smoothing Changes
Driver A 8.41 / 7.51 64.43 / 41.93 40.20 / 17.46
Driver B 7.63 / 6.36 59.73 / 33.41 30.05 / 10.87
Driver C 7.87 / 7.81 64.13 / 46.82 32.14 / 18.05
Driver D 7.70 / 7.09 56.30 / 43.52 25.13 / 16.24
Driver E 9.55 / 8.44 67.53 / 52.20 40.68 / 23.04
All 8.23 / 7.44 62.42 / 43.57 33.64 / 17.13
* Training Set / Validation Set
combinations. Table 8.1 shows the average number of defined contexts, executed
contexts and context smoothing changes for each data set. The entire experiment
was run several (10) times to confirm these results. The other experiments yield
the same general numbers and trends. These trends and an in-depth analysis of the
results are discussed in the next sections.
8.2.1.1 Analysis of the Discovered Defined Context
The main step in analysis of results is to examine the number and patterns of defined
contexts generated by the CFA algorithm. This is the main output of the CFA
system. The overall average number of contexts generated per run is 7.8 contexts.
The most frequent number of context generated is six contexts, as shown by the
context frequency graph in Figure 8.1 and the data in Table 8.2. Note, that these
numbers are calculated using 40 different parameter sets and ten different data sets,
and represent rough, high-level averages. However, these numbers are a starting point
and indicate a general trend towards the representative number of discovered contexts
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Table 8.2: Defined Context Breakdown for All CFA Runs
Average # of Most Frequent Context
Defined Cx’s # of Cx’s Range
Driver A 8.41 / 7.51 8 / 6 3 - 29 / 2 - 24
Driver B 7.63 / 6.36 7 / 4 2 - 25 / 2 - 21
Driver C 7.87 / 7.81 7 / 6 2 - 25 / 2 - 28
Driver D 7.70 / 7.09 5 / 6 2 - 26 / 2 - 26
Driver E 9.55 / 8.44 9 / 7 3 - 37 / 3 - 29
All 8.37 / 7.44 7 / 6 2 - 37 / 2 - 29
* Training Set / Validation Set
for each data set. We performed contextualization on the validation set as a means
of testing our algorithms for consistency between different missions and drivers.
Table 8.2 shows the average number of defined context discovered per run for the
training set is higher than that of the validation set. This is because of the greater
robustness of the training mission compared to the validation mission. The training
set had more intersections, traffic lights, and road curviness than did the validation
set. However, Driver D’s most frequent number of contexts is lower for the training set
than the validation set. The second most frequent number of contexts for Driver D’s
training run is eight with 540 runs compared to 557 runs for five contexts. The nature
of CFA’s random ordering input scheme causes such fluctuations in results. Other
result sets have Driver D’s most frequent number of contexts higher in the training
set than the validation set. Overall, the average number of contexts for Driver D in
his training set is greater than in his validation set.
Table 8.2 shows Driver B having the lowest number of average defined contexts for
both training and validation sets while Driver E had the highest. Driver B’s training
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Figure 8.1: Context Frequency Distribution for All CFA Runs
set had an average of 7.6 contexts while Driver E has an average of 9.6 contexts. This
is a two context difference. The question here is what causes this difference? Both
drivers executed identical missions and experimented near similar environmental feed-
back (the traffic lights and hazards all triggered on the same conditions). Therefore,
the differences are in the actions and as a result, the speed of each driver. Figure
8.2 shows the partial execution graph for the three inputs: accelerator, brake, and
steering wheel. The accelerator and steering angle trend are fairly close to each other.
However, the braking patterns of the two drivers are much different. Driver B only
brakes for very short periods of time exhibiting spikes in the graph. Driver E holds
on to the brake for longer periods of time as well as hits the brake and accelerator
at the same time, Driver B only hits one pedal at any given time. Driver E exhibits
more different behaviors than Driver B and these extra situations lead to additional
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(a) Driver B Execution Graph of Inputs
(b) Driver E Execution Graph of Inputs
Figure 8.2: Partial Execution Graphs of Inputs for Driver B and Driver E
contexts being defined for Driver E.
One interesting discovery is as the number of defined contexts increases, the num-
ber of executed context increases also, as seen in Figure 8.3. The range of defined
context from 30-37 contexts could be considered outliers because they only account
for less than 0.01% of all runs. For each driver using runs with various different pa-
rameters, the number of defined contexts generated directly correlates to how finely
granulated the contexts are. To the contrary, given the same parameters, the number
of executed context generated for each driver provides useful information about the
driver’s driving habits. The more executed context that are discovered, the more
erratic the driver is, frequently changing his/her actions.
There is a trade-off between the number of defined contexts generated and the
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Figure 8.3: Number of Defined Contexts vs. Executed Contexts
granularity of contexts learned. Fewer defined contexts mean learning fewer contexts
(actions functions) and transition rules. However, the contexts are more complex and
can be more difficult to learn and possibly generalize.
8.2.2 Parameter Settings: Finding Optimal Parameters
The CFA algorithm uses three main core parameters settings: choice parameter,
vigilance, and presentation order. In addition to the core Fuzzy ART parameters,
there are the contextualized post-processing parameters of context-perspective and
minimum context size. The effects of each parameter is analyzed and discussed in
the subsequent discussions.
8.2.2.1 Differences between Vigilance and Choice Parameters
In this scenario the effect of vigilance and choice parameters are investigated in the
number and range of defined context discovered. From general Fuzzy ART theory,
the vigilance controls the granularity of clusters generated - the higher the vigilance,
the more clusters [40]. Table 8.3 and Table 8.4 shows the results of the runs separated
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Table 8.3: Average Number of Defined Contexts Separated by Vigilance and
Choice Parameter: Training Set
Choice (α) I 0.01 5.00
Vigilance (ρ) I 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Driver A 4.78 7.26 11.59 16.85 4.27 6.18 7.66 8.71
Driver B 4.06 6.37 10.23 15.86 3.83 5.60 7.74 7.34
Driver C 4.55 6.88 11.55 14.91 4.52 5.74 7.45 7.34
Driver D 4.02 6.21 10.81 14.78 3.72 5.57 7.91 8.57
Driver E 5.12 8.72 14.71 18.83 4.77 6.81 7.90 9.58
All 4.51 7.09 11.78 16.24 4.22 5.98 7.73 8.31
Table 8.4: Average Number of Discovered Contexts Separated by Vigilance and
Choice Parameter: Training Set
Choice (α) I 0.01 5.00
Vigilance (ρ) I 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Driver A 3 - 8 5 - 12 7 - 18 8 - 29 3 - 8 4 - 9 5 - 12 6 - 14
Driver B 2 - 7 4 - 9 6 - 14 9 - 25 3 - 7 4 - 9 5 - 12 6 - 11
Driver C 2 - 7 4 - 12 7 - 19 7 - 25 3 - 6 4 - 9 5 - 13 6 - 11
Driver D 2 - 6 4 - 9 6 - 15 9 - 26 2 - 6 4 - 9 6 - 12 7 - 13
Driver E 3 - 8 5 - 15 8 - 22 9 - 37 3 - 10 4 - 12 5 - 15 8 - 14
All 2 - 8 4 - 15 6 - 22 7 - 37 3 - 10 4 - 12 5 - 15 6 - 14
by vigilance and choice parameter. Table 8.3 shows the average number of contexts,
while Table 8.4 shows the range of contexts. Figure 8.4 shows a vigilance comparison
graph.
Figure 8.4, shows the higher the vigilance value is, the higher the average number
of contexts. The range of context also increases with the increase in vigilance shown
in Figure 8.5. However, the range increases more with the lower choice parameter
than with the higher choice parameter. The vigilance value of ρ = 0.7 and choice
parameter α = 0.01 produce the upper end of the context distribution (from 22 to
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(a) α = 0.01 (b) α = 5.00
Figure 8.4: Vigilance Comparison Graph of Average Number of Defined Con-
text: Training Set
(a) α = 0.01 (b) α = 5.00
Figure 8.5: Vigilance Comparison Graph of Average Context Range: Training
Set
37). The choice parameter also affects the range size. The larger choice parameter
has smaller sized ranges, leading to more consistent runs.
The selection of the appropriate set of vigilance and choice parameters is data
and domain dependent. As a rule of thumb for CxBR modeling, 4 to 8 contexts is
the desired range for selecting the vigilance and choice parameters. Some domains
might require different parameters to achieve this range. In the case of this domain
the vigilance values of ρ = 0.4 and ρ = 0.5 and choice parameter value of α = 5.00
generate the desired range of contexts. The ranges are 3 to 10 and 4 to 12 for the
vigilance values respectively. Figure 8.6 shows the context distribution separated
by the two vigilance values for all training set runs. Further analyzing the context
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(a) ρ = 0.4 (b) ρ = 0.5
Figure 8.6: Defined Context Distributions Separated by Vigilance: Training Set
distribution graphs of the two different vigilances, the vigilance value of ρ = 0.5
becomes a better choice because 96% of the runs lie within the desired range, while
a vigilance of ρ = 0.4 only yields 73%. Therefore, the vigilance value of ρ = 0.5 and
choice parameter value of α = 5.00 are the parameter values of choice and are used
as the default parameters in this study of results.
8.2.2.2 Differences between Sequential and Random List Presentations
It is known that the order of list presentation heavily impacts the number of templates
and clustered generated in Fuzzy ART [40]. This section analyzes the effect of list
presentation on the number of defined contexts generated. Table 8.5 shows the results
of sequential compared to random list presentation runs. There where 40 sequential
runs per data set while 4000 random runs per data set. A sequential run yields the
same results every time, while a random run produces a different result for each run,
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Table 8.5: Results for All CFA Runs Split by Sequential and Random List Pre-
sentation
Sequential List Presentation Random List Presentation
Average # of Average # of Average # of Average # of
Defined Cx’s Executed Cx’s Defined Cx’s Executed Cx’s
Driver A 7.07 / 7.00 52.40 / 34.95 8.43 / 7.51 64.55 / 42.00
Driver B 7.05 / 5.80 46.00 / 27.10 7.64 / 6.37 59.86 / 33.48
Driver C 7.20 / 6.42 55.10 / 38.85 7.87 / 7.83 64.22 / 46.90
Driver D 8.37 / 6.12 50.65 / 35.75 7.69 / 7.10 56.35 / 43.60
Driver E 8.32 / 7.47 51.62 / 39.22 9.57 / 8.45 67.69 / 52.33
All 7.60 / 6.56 51.15 / 35.17 8.38 / 7.45 62.39 / 43.66
* Training Set / Validation Set
therefore each of the 40 parameter sets were run 100 times with different ordered list
presentations.
Figure 8.7 shows the context distribution graph for both the sequential and ran-
dom runs. The distribution of the sequential runs lies in the range of 3 to 18 contexts
while the distribution of the random runs is large with a range of 2 to 37. The
random runs allow the context distribution to stretch in both directions, more so in
the higher range from 19 to 37 contexts. The vigilance value of ρ = 0.7 contributed
mainly to this increase in distribution. In both cases, the majority of contexts lie
within the relevant 4 to 8 context range (71% for sequential, 61% for random). As
previously mentioned, as the vigilance increases the range of context increases, this
range is caused by the set of random runs. In this case, the random runs become
more diverse and inconsistent with an increase in vigilance.
Table 8.6 shows the average number of defined contexts generated for the 100
random runs next to the single sequential run. There were only 13 instances out of
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(a) Sequential List Presentation (b) Random List Presentation
Figure 8.7: Defined Context Distribution Graphs for All Sequential and Ran-
dom List Presentation Runs
Table 8.6: Average Number of Defined Contexts Separated by Vigilance,
Choice Parameter, and List Presentation: Training Set
(a) α = 0.01
Vigilance (ρ) I 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Driver A 4 / 5.01 6 / 7.64 8 / 12.37 13 / 18.59
Driver B 4 / 4.19 7 / 6.55 9 / 10.75 13 / 17.23
Driver C 4 / 4.71 5 / 7.20 10 / 12.17 14 / 16.14
Driver D 4 / 4.13 6 / 6.47 12 / 11.29 18 / 16.03
Driver E 5 / 5.40 6 / 9.14 14 / 15.55 15 / 21.00
(b) α = 5.00
Vigilance (ρ) I 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Driver A 5 / 4.37 5 / 6.31 8 / 7.83 8 / 9.18
Driver B 4 / 3.88 5 / 5.70 8 / 7.96 7 / 7.38
Driver C 4 / 4.61 6 / 5.86 8 / 7.64 7 / 7.50
Driver D 4 / 3.78 6 / 5.65 10 / 8.03 9 / 8.78
Driver E 4 / 4.92 7 / 7.04 8 / 8.06 8 / 10.09
* Sequential List Presentation / Random List Presentation
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Table 8.7: Range of Defined Contexts Separated by Vigilance, Choice Parame-
ter, and List Presentation: Training Set
(a) α = 0.01
Vigilance (ρ) I 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Driver A 4 / 3-8 6 / 5-12 8 / 8-18 13 / 10-29
Driver B 4 / 3-7 7 / 4-9 9 / 7-14 13 / 10-25
Driver C 4 / 3-7 5 / 5-12 10 / 8-19 14 / 8-25
Driver D 4 / 2-6 6 / 4-9 12 / 8-15 18 / 10-26
Driver E 5 / 3-8 6 / 6-15 14 / 9-22 15 / 11-37
(b) α = 5.00
Vigilance (ρ) I 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7
Driver A 5 / 3-8 5 / 4-9 8 / 6-12 8 / 8-14
Driver B 4 / 3-7 5 / 4-9 8 / 6-12 7 / 7-11
Driver C 4 / 3-6 6 / 4-9 8 / 6-13 7 / 7-11
Driver D 4 / 2-6 6 / 4-9 10 / 6-12 9 / 8-13
Driver E 4 / 3-10 7 / 4-12 8 / 5-15 8 / 8-14
* Sequential List Presentation / Random List Presentation
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40 (33%) where the sequential run was yielded a greater number of defined contexts
than the average random run. The majority of these occurred when the choice pa-
rameter was α = 5.00 on Driver D. This is because of the smaller resultant range of
contexts generated by a high choice parameter. The sequential ordering is never an
upper bound in the context distribution. The majority of the time, the number of
contexts generated from sequential ordering exists in the low middle part of the range,
occurring 82% (33/40) of the time. The sequential list presentation can be used as
a representative run because it produces the same results every time, is stable, and
the data are processed in a time-ordered fashion. Random list presentations produce
semi-random results falling into the general range logged in Table 8.7. The random
runs can be used to find the range of contexts that can be generated for each set of
parameters.
To further study the effects of a sequential run versus that of a random run, the
actual generated context topologies for Driver B are analyzed. The parameters listed
in Table 8.8 are used for a comparison. The sequential run produced four defined
contexts and 42 executed contexts. Out of the 100 random runs, 47 runs generated
four defined contexts, which constituted the majority of the runs. Of the remaining
53 runs, ranging between 3 to 7 defined contexts, the majority of them contained
more than four defined contexts. The defined and executed context distribution from
the 100 random runs is shown in Figure 8.8.
In all the random runs, there were many executed contexts lasting for a short
period of time. In the sequential runs, the executed contexts lasted much longer.
The shortest executed context in the sequential run is nine execution cycles, while
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Table 8.8: List Presentation Comparison Parameters
Parameter Values
Data Set Driver B Training
Vigilance (ρ) 0.4
Choice parameter (α) 0.01
Presentation Ordering Sequential, Random
Context Smoothing Off
Context-Perspective -
Minimum Cluster Size (δ) 10
(a) Defined Context Distribution (b) Executed Context Distribution
Figure 8.8: Defined and Executed Context Distributions for the List Presenta-
tion Example
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the shortest executed context in the random runs is one execution cycle. These
short executed contexts tend to lead to more defined contexts. Note, the context
smoothing process that enforces minimum size is not implemented in these example
runs. With an executed context lasting only one time step, no temporal knowledge can
be extracted from these particular executed contexts. Therefore, the sequential list
presentation run produces a more stable set of executed contexts, which allows better
temporal contextual knowledge extraction. Furthermore, with respect to notion of a
temporal observational data stream, the sequential list presentation feeds the CFA
algorithm with observation input patterns in the same order in which they occur in
the simulation. This allows the CFA to incrementally build the context topology.
The sequential runs should be used in the learning process to generate a refer-
ence/base model. Sequential runs generate a single consistent set of contexts and
executed contexts per parameter set. A random run variant with the same learning
parameters can be used to learn alternate models.
8.2.2.3 Differences With and Without Context Smoothing
With overlapping Fuzzy ART templates previous described in Chapter 6, context
smoothing is a method of reducing the number of executed context without reducing
their intended meaning. In this section, the differences between running the CFA
algorithm with and without context smoothing is analyzed. The contextualization
element of CFA is essentially the context smoothing process, without which, the
algorithm is just Fuzzy ART. Table 8.9 shows the results of the runs with and without
context smoothing.
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Table 8.9: Results for All CFA Runs Separated by Runs With and Without
Context Smoothing: Training Set
Without Cx Smoothing With Cx Smoothing
Average # Average # Average # Average # Average #
of Defined of Executed of Defined of Executed of Smoothing
Cx’s Cx’s Cx’s Cx’s Changes
Driver A 8.89 109.34 8.29 53.21 50.25
Driver B 7.94 92.17 7.55 51.61 37.57
Driver C 8.21 97.59 7.78 55.76 40.17
Driver D 8.02 81.71 7.61 49.94 31.41
Driver E 10.13 109.87 9.41 56.95 50.85
All 8.64 98.14 8.13 53.50 42.05
Table 8.9 shows the average number of defined and executed contexts and how
they are reduced by the context smoothing process. The average number of contexts
is reduced from 8.64 to 8.13 by the context smoothing process. This reduction is not
that significant; however, context smoothing was able to eliminate or merge contexts
together to form a smaller overall context topology. The number of executed contexts
is reduced by 40% on average. This large reduction in executed context removes many
temporally short executed contexts and merges them with more robust contexts.
Short executed contexts have little to no useful data for modeling.
Context smoothing in effect forces a minimum size restriction on the duration
of an executed context. Therefore, this allows each executed context to contain
enough performance data from which learning can take place. Table 8.10 shows the
average executed context breakdown of the runs with different context smoothing
parameters. The minimum context size δ is in execution cycles. The observational
data was acquired at a 10 Hz frequency [33]. As a result, a minimum context size
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Table 8.10: Average Number of Executed Contexts Separated by Context
Smoothing Parameters: Training Set
No Smoothing Cx-Entrance Cx-Exit
Min Cx Size (δ) I - 5 10 5 10
Driver A 109.34 58.97 50.05 54.30 49.51
Driver B 92.17 55.57 49.45 52.79 48.64
Driver C 97.59 59.84 54.39 56.03 52.79
Driver D 81.71 54.14 48.42 50.46 46.75
Driver E 109.87 62.68 53.14 58.34 53.64
All 98.14 58.24 51.09 54.39 50.27
δ = 5 is half a second, while δ = 10 is a full second.
Context smoothing within the training set resulted in almost a 50% reduction in
the number executed contexts discovered. A larger minimum context size reduced
the number of executed contexts even further but only by a small fraction. All of
the executed contexts now contain at least half a second’s (a full second in the case
of δ = 10) worth of performance data. The choice of which context perspectives to
use is application-dependent. The context exit perspective generated a slightly lower
number of executed contexts. However, the context entrance perspective is more
true to the philosophy of CxBR, as was explained in Chapter 6. Context entrance
perspective says: “when the correct conditions exist for another context, via transition
rule checking, then switch to the new context”. Even though both contexts might still
be valid contexts, the new context now has priority.
To further study the effects of context smoothing, the mission execution time-line
and actual context-bases that are generated before and after context smoothing are
analyzed. The following parameters listed in Table 8.11 are used for a comparison.
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Table 8.11: List Presentation Comparison Parameters
Parameter Values
Data Set Driver B Training
Vigilance (ρ) 0.5
Choice parameter (α) 5.00
Presentation Ordering Sequential
Context Smoothing On, Off
Context-Perspective Context-Entrance, Context-Exit
Minimum Cluster Size (δ) 10
Table 8.12 and Figure 8.9 show the results of a single run before and after context
smoothing. Table 8.12 shows the number of executed contexts and the percentage of
time each context is active. Figure 8.9 shows the mission execution time-line split
by contexts for each run. All of the runs generated a total of five defined contexts
each, meaning no contexts were eliminated in the smoothing process. As a result,
context smoothing reduces the total active time of Context 1 and Context 5, while
increasing the active time of the other contexts. The number of executed contexts for
all defined contexts is reduced. Context 2 is the exception, it kept the same number
of executed contexts because there were only two; however, the durations (sizes) of
the executed contexts increased. Context 1 was streamlined from eleven executed
contexts to three and four executed context with the context entrance and context
exit perspectives respectively. Figure 8.9 shows what happens visually when context
smoothing occurs.
Context smoothing changes can be clearly seen between Figure 8.9a and Figure
8.9b or Figure 8.9c. The highlighted areas in Figure 8.9 show a particular section of
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Table 8.12: CFA Three Run Comparison - Before and After Context Smoothing
Context No Smoothing Cx-Entrance Cx-Exit
Context 1 11 / 14.0% 3 / 7.6% 4 / 8.5%
Context 2 2 / 17.4% 2 / 19.1% 2 / 17.6%
Context 3 15 / 16.2% 9 / 21.0% 8 / 24.6%
Context 4 14 / 10.2% 12 / 19.5% 12 / 11.4%
Context 5 13 / 42.2% 8 / 33.0% 10 / 37.9%
All 55 34 36




Figure 8.9: CFA Three Run Comparison - Before and After Context Smoothing
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interest to be discussed. In Figure 8.9a, the defined context sequence is:
〈C1, C5, C4, C3, C2〉 (8.1)
The sequence of executed contexts transitions through all five defined contexts.
Context 3 is visited very briefly. In Figure 8.9b, context smoothing changed the
context sequence to:
〈C1, C5, C4, C2〉 (8.2)
Context-entrance smoothing for this section resulted in a reduction of one executed
context. The executed context for Context 3 is merged with the executed context for
Context 2, eliminating a short executed context. The executed context for Context 4
transferred observation points to the executed context for Context 5. In Figure 8.9c,
context smoothing changed the context sequence to:
〈C1, C4, C2〉 (8.3)
Context-exit smoothing for this section resulted in a reduction of two executed
contexts. Again, the executed context for Context 3 is merged with the executed
context for Context 2. The first and second executed contexts are merged together,
eliminating the executed context for Context 5. By purely looking at the mission
execution time-lines, context smoothing does have an effect in altering the entrance
and exit points along with duration of each executed context.
Looking further into the context template of Context 1 generated by these three
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particular runs, the contexts are indeed very similar. Context-entrance smoothing
added a green light condition to the template while reducing the braking to a minimum
(0% - 4%). The context smoothing processes added another condition (i.e., green
light) while refining the set of actions by reducing the braking range. Instead of
the green light condition, Context-exit smoothing added red and N/A light to the
template. The N/A light state represents an unknown light state where the driver is
too far away from the light to distinguish its true state. These added states also allow
for the reduction of the number of executed contexts used by Context 1, removing
excess transitions in and out of the context. This reduction of executed contexts
and refinement of defined contexts is exactly what context smoothing is designed to
accomplish.
8.2.3 CFA Contextualization Results
Each driver performed the same mission run (faced the same set of waypoints and
light patterns), however, each driver behaves in his own individualized manner during
the mission. This means that each driver generates his own distinct set of defined
and executed contexts. Using the representative parameter values chosen in the above
section and listed in Table 8.13, the CFA algorithm was executed with each of the
five drivers’ observational data stream as inputs.
Table 8.14 show the overall representative results of the CFA algorithm segregated
by driver. Table 8.14a shows the number of contexts, executed contexts, transition
pairs, and changes resulting from context smoothing for each driver. Introduced here
is a new metric of transition pairs, which consists of a set of ordered pairs of defined
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Table 8.13: CFA Contextualization Comparison Parameters
Parameter Values
Data Set Training Set
Vigilance (ρ) 0.5




Minimum Cluster Size (δ) 10
contexts. An ordered pair contains a from-context and a to-context. A transition
pair of <Context 1, Context 2> is not equal to a transition pair of <Context 2,
Context 1>. They can be counted as two unique transition pairs.
The results shown in Table 8.14 show the CFA algorithm was able to contextualize
each driver differently with different sets of contexts (including active time), executed
contexts, and transition pairs. The range of contexts generated is from five to seven
contexts. The defined contexts for each driver is sequentially numbered during con-
textualization. Therefore Driver B’s Context 1 is completely different than Driver
C’s Context 1. The range of executed context generated is from 33 to 45. The range
of transition pairs is from 10 to 16, where no driver shares the same number of tran-
sition pairs. Even though Drivers A and B had the same number of contexts, they
have different numbers of executed contexts and transition pairs. The same applies
to Drivers C and D. No two sets of runs have the same number of contexts, executed
contexts and transition pairs collectively. Furthermore, the number of contexts does
not necessarily mean they are the same set of defined contexts.
Table 8.14b shows the context breakdown with the number of executed context
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Table 8.14: Detailed Results for the Five Representative CFA Runs
(a) Overall Results
# of Defined # of Executed # of Smoothing # of Transition
Contexts Contexts Changes Pairs
Driver A 5 33 9 10
Driver B 5 34 20 13
Driver C 6 45 3 11
Driver D 6 34 25 14
Driver E 7 42 23 16
All 5 - 7 33 - 45 3 - 25 10 - 16
(b) Defined/Executed Context Breakdown
Driver A Driver B Driver C Driver D Driver E
Context 1 - 3 / 7.6% 1 / 0.2% - 3 / 7.8%
Context 2 1 / 1.4% 2 / 19.1% - 1 / 0.3% 13 / 20.4%
Context 3 2 / 28.6% 9 / 21.0% 1 / 0.3% 3 / 6.8% 6 / 2.6%
Context 4 5 / 3.1% 12 / 19.5% - 4 / 12.5% 1 / 0.5%
Context 5 11 / 42.6% 8 / 33.0% 6 / 39.7% 8 / 32.4% 4 / 23.7%
Context 6 14 / 24.3% - - 7 / 9.2% -
Context 7 - - 15 / 13.8% 11 / 38.8% 6 / 4.7%
Context 8 - - 13 / 34.8% - 9 / 40.3%
Context 9 - - 9 / 11.2% - -
* # of Executed Contexts/Percentage of Active Time
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generated for each context and the percentage of the mission time the context is active.
Looking at Driver A, Context 1 is missing. This context was removed either through
the Fuzzy ART and/or context smoothing process. The CFA algorithm was able
to eliminate and refine contexts through the Fuzzy ART and/or context smoothing
process. All runs except Driver B’s run contained eliminated context(s).
Each driver’s most active context was used for over a third of the mission, while
the next most active context was used for over a fifth of the mission. These two
contexts combined were active for over half and sometimes close to three-quarters of
the mission. The most active context represents more common situations (e.g., regular
road driving), while the least active contexts represent those less common occurrences
(e.g., traffic lights, hazards). Each of the driver’s context topologies contains these
prevalent, general use contexts.
Driver C’s run provided very interesting results. Three defined contexts were
removed in the Fuzzy ART process, not the context smoothing process. There are
only three context smoothing changes. Driver C had the most executed contexts
at 45. Driver E was next with 42. Context 1 and Context 3 for Driver C are only
active once and for a short period of time (0.2% - 0.3%) shown in Figure 8.14b.
Again, this is due to Driver C’s very consistent behavior during training. He was the
most consistent at traffic lights (stopping at all yellow lights) and driving practices
(conservative driving). The context smoothing process was not able to remove these
contexts. However, if needed, the knowledge engineer can manually removed these
contexts and merge them with the other four. This would result in four defined
contexts and 43 executed contexts.
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8.2.4 In-Depth Analysis of Contextual and Transitional Meanings
In this section, an in depth analysis is performed on the results of the representative
CFA runs. The context, executed contexts, and transitions are carefully studied for
contextual and transitional meanings. The first run being analyzed in depth, with
great detail, is the contextualization results for Driver B. The other four drivers have
also been studied in depth, but are described in less detail than Driver B. However,
if the reader is only interested in the high level results of the CFA algorithm, the
discussion of Driver B should suffice and the reader can continue on to Section 8.2.5.
8.2.4.1 Driver B - In-Depth Analysis
The contextualization results for Driver B generated five defined contexts as previ-
ously shown in Table 8.14. Figure 8.10 shows a pie chart of the percentage of time
each context is active. The resultant mission execution time-line is shown in Figure
8.11. Figure 8.12 shows the context topology of the resultant run. The most active
context is Context 5, activated for a third (33%) of the mission execution. Even
though Context 5 was the most active context it only had one transition, which is
to Context 4. The behaviors of the five contexts are studied and summarized in the
remainder of this section in reverse order (Context 5 to Context 1 ).
8.2.4.2 Driver B Contextual Meaning
Context 5 is representative of a context that is active when the driver is far away
(distance > 100 meters) from a traffic light waypoint. A transition to Context 4 will
occur when the driver comes close enough to the waypoint and when the traffic light
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Figure 8.10: CFA In Depth Analysis: Driver B, Pie Chart of Time Active per
Defined Context
Figure 8.11: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Mission Execution Time-line
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(a) Context Topology (b) Context Transition Mappings
Figure 8.12: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Context Topology
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(a) Last Transition from Context 5 to Context 4
(b) Transition Template from the end of Context 5 to the beginning of Context 4
Figure 8.13: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Transition from Context 5 to
Context 4
changes from a N/A state to either a green light or red light state. An exception to
this is the last transition from Context 5 to Context 4 when the traffic light status just
turned red for a single time step, afterwards the transition is made. This transition is
shown in Figure 8.13 along with the transition template from Context 5 to Context 4.
Context 4 is active for the distances of 0 to 99 meters away from the waypoint.
Therefore, it does not include the distances of 100 meters or greater. It is only active
during a red or a green light situation. It is the context that handles accelerating at a
green light and stopping at a red light. Context 4 is activated the most times out of
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(a) Transition from Context 4 to Context 5
(b) Transition Template from the end of Context 4 to the beginning of Context 5
Figure 8.14: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Transition from Context 4 to
Context 5
all of the other contexts. Context smoothing causes the traffic intersection waypoint
condition to appear in the context templates. Figure 8.14 shows an occurrence of
the transition from Context 4 to Context 5 and the transition templates. Context 4
transitions to Context 5 when it passes a traffic light.
Context 3 is mostly used to handle a transition from a green light to a yellow light.
In this case Context 3 is only active during the yellow light part of a traffic cycle,
Context 4 takes over during green and red light portions, shown in Figure 8.15. Con-
text 3 is the only context used to for a yellow light situation. Context 3 is also used
during other times where there are intersections and moderate braking is used.
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Figure 8.15: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Transition from Context 3 to
Context 4
Figure 8.16: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, All Instances of Context 2 be-
ing Active
Context 2 is used for the traffic hazard driving situations. This is the only context
used for traffic hazards and is only activated during traffic hazards. The existence of
the traffic intersections also occurs before or after the traffic hazard and is caused by
the context smoothing process. Figure 8.16 shows the two situations where Context 2
is used.
Context 1 is also used for intersection driving situations with no braking involved.
This context is only activated three times throughout the mission. The green light
in the context template is a result of the context smoothing process, extending the
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Figure 8.17: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, All Instances of Context 1 be-
ing Active
context past the intersection. Figure 8.17 shows two instances of Context 1 being
active and the second instance shows the special case where Context 1 is still active
past the intersection point.
All of these defined contexts explained above are meaningful. If the context-base
were to be renamed to better reflect the nature of each context, the contexts would
be renamed as follows:
• Context 1 → NoBrakeTurningContext
• Context 2 → HazardContext
• Context 3 → YellowLightAndIntersectionContext
• Context 4 → RedAndGreenLightContext
• Context 5 → FarTrafficLightContext
The context topology is also re-labeled with the given names above and shown in
Figure 8.18. Even though these contexts represent situations, they do not necessarily
represent the way Driver B would contextualize his behavior for this particular mission
if he was asked to do so on paper. Even though this may not be the exact way Driver
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(a) Context Topology
Figure 8.18: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Context Topology Renamed
B would contextualize his behavior, the CFA algorithm is able to contextualize Driver
B’s behaviors in a reasonable manner useful for learning. Indeed the context templates
are deceiving because they also includes the “triggering” observations that cause the
active context to transition to another context. An example of this is shown by the
presence of a green light condition in Context 1. This concept is accounted for in
templatization process of the COPAC algorithm where the transient region of the
executed context is removed for clustering, but is not accounted for here in the CFA
algorithm.
8.2.4.3 Driver B Transitional Meaning
The next process is to analyze the transitional meaning given an understanding of
what each context represents. There are a total of 13 transition pairs shown in Figure
8.12 and 8.18. Table 8.15 shows all 33 transitions for Driver B ordered by from and to
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(b) Context Transition Mappings
Figure 8.18: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Context Topology Renamed
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Table 8.15: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Transition Pairs with Transition
Counts





















































































Cx 1: NoBrakeTurningContext 2 1
Cx 2: HazardContext 1 1
Cx 3: YellowLightAndIntersectionContext 1 1 4 3
Cx 4: RedAndGreenLightContext 1 1 6 3
Cx 5: FarTrafficLightContext 8
contexts as rows and columns respectively. Instead of analyzing and discussing all 13
transition pairs individually, the transition pairs are grouped by their from context
and discussed collectively.
Context 5 (FarTrafficLightContext) has the most frequent number of transitions
from itself to the Context 4 (RedAndGreenLightContext) with eight total transitions.
This is the only transition for Context 5. This transition was briefly mentioned ear-
lier in the contextual meaning discussion, stating that the trigger for this transition
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is when the traffic light changes from an N/A state to either a green or a red light
state shown in Figure 8.13. Context 5 is only active far away from a waypoint (∼99+
meters away) while Context 4 is only active close to a waypoint when the traffic light
condition is known. This is a very intuitive and reasonable transition in that Con-
text 4 is the only context that is a direct result of the far away traffic light situation
when in Context 5. Granted, there could be a case where the unknown traffic light
turns into a yellow light and Context 5 could possibly transition to Context 3 (Yel-
lowLightAndIntersectionContext), but the mission observed did not contain any of
those situations, so this was not “learnable”.
Context 4 (RedAndGreenLightContext) has at least one transition to each of the
other contexts. The transition to Context 3 (YellowLightAndIntersectionContext)
occurs six times, to Context 5 (FarTrafficLightContext) occurs three times, and to
the other contexts only a single instance. The transition to Context 5 is a straight-
forward transition occurring after passing a traffic light and then focusing on another
traffic light waypoint as previously shown by Figure 8.14. However, there are two
conditions that exist to transition to Context 3, a yellow light occurring at a traffic
light waypoint or an intersection waypoint occurring after passing a green light, the
former is shown in Figure 8.19a while the latter in Figure 8.19b accompanied by the
transition template in Figure 8.19c. There is an interesting situation where the tran-
sition to Context 3 occurs at a yellow light, Driver B runs the yellow light and focuses
on an intersection while in Context 3. The transition to Context 2 (HazardContext)
occurred right after passing a green light and then focusing on the traffic hazard.
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The transition to Context 1 (NoBrakeTurningContext) happened when there was an
intersection at the traffic light where Context 1 handled navigation thought traffic
intersection instead of Context 3. It is logical to have this context be able to transi-
tion to the other four contexts because after passing a red light, any of the other four
contexts could occur in the mission. There is also the green to yellow light condition
occurring which only Context 3 is valid.
Context 3 (YellowLightAndIntersectionContext), like Context 4, has at least one
transition to each of the other contexts. The transition to Context 4 (RedAndGreen-
LightContext) occurs four times, to Context 5 (FarTrafficLightContext) occurs three
times, and to the other two contexts, a single instance each. The transition to Con-
text 4 is a simple one in which a yellow light turns red, with the exception of this
one instance when Driver B runs the yellow light and is then focused on an upcoming
red light down the road shown in Figure 8.20. The transition to Context 5 occurs
when Driver B passes an intersection and then focuses on a far away traffic light.
The transition to Context 2 (HazardContext) occurred right before passing an inter-
section on the way to a traffic hazard waypoint. The single transition to Context 1
(NoBrakeTurningContext) occurred as Driver B’s behavior returned to normal after
reacting to a traffic hazard, focused in a traffic intersection by braking hard as shown
in Figure 8.21. Both Context 1 and Context 3 are used to handle traffic intersection.
Context 1 does not use braking while Context 3 does. Similar to Context 4, it is
reasonable to have a transition to each of the other contexts because after passing an
intersection or running a yellow light, any of the other four situations could happen.
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(a) Transition from Context 4 to Context 3 with an Upcoming Yellow
Light
(b) Transition from Context 4 to Context 3 with an Upcoming Intersec-
tion (Intersection Not Shown)
(c) Transition Template from the end of Context 4 to the beginning of Context 3
Figure 8.19: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Transition from Context 4 to
Context 3
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Figure 8.20: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Transition from Context 3 to
Context 4, One Traffic Light after Another
Figure 8.21: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Transition from Context 2 to
Context 3 to Context 1
However, if Driver B decides to stop at a yellow light, then the only possible transition
would be to Context 4.
Context 2 (HazardContext) only has two transitions, one to Context 3 (Yellow-
LightAndIntersectionContext) and one to Context 5 (FarTrafficLightContext) each
occurring only once. As alluded to above, Context 2 transitions to Context 3 after
passing a traffic hazard allowing Context 3 to react to the hazard by braking hard.
This is also illustrated in Figure 8.21. Context 2 transitions to Context 5 right after
passing the traffic hazard waypoint focusing on a far away traffic light. These transi-
tions are indeed reasonable because they occur right after passing the traffic hazard
waypoint where Context 2 is no longer valid.
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Context 1 (NoBrakeTurningContext), similar to Context 2, only has two transi-
tions, one to Context 3 (YellowLightAndIntersectionContext) and one to Context 5
(FarTrafficLightContext), the former occurring twice and the later occurring once.
The transition to Context 3 occurs in two different situations. In both cases, it starts
with Driver B performing a turn in Context 1, in the first case Driver B turns directed
into a very short green light turning into a yellow light. The transition actually occurs
at the green to yellow light transition, the green light portion after the intersection
was added to Context 1 because of the context smoothing process. In the second
case, Driver B turns into another intersection waypoint handled by Context 3. Both
situations are shown in Figure 8.22. Context 1 transitions to Context 5 right after
passing the first intersection focusing on a far away traffic light. Similar to Context 2,
the transitions out of Context 1 occur in a practical manner when the context is no
longer valid. Transitions to the other two defined contexts are valid, however, Con-
text 1 only occurred twice, yielding a maximum of two possible transition pairs.
Overall, the CFA partitioned and clustered contexts that yielded reasonable real-
world contextual and transitional meanings. The next step is to use the results of the
contextualization process with the GenCL learning algorithm to generate the human
behavior model reflecting Driver B’s mission performance. This is done in Chapter
9. However before doing that, let us briefly analyze the performance of CFA on the
data observed from the other four drivers.
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(a) Transition from Context 1 to Context 3 with an Upcoming Yellow
Light
(b) Transition from Context 1 to Context 3 with an Upcoming Intersec-
tion
(c) Transition Template from the end of Context 1 to the beginning of Context 3
Figure 8.22: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Transition from Context 1 to
Context 3
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Figure 8.23: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, Pie Chart of Time Active per
Defined Context
8.2.4.4 Driver A - Analysis
Driver A’s results generated five defined contexts, which is the same number as Driver
B. Figure 8.23 shows a pie chart of percentage of time each context is active. Figure
8.24 shows the context topology of the resultant run. It is easily noticeable that
Context 2 and Context 4 are only active for a very short period of time compared to
the other contexts. Context 1 was removed during the clustering process. The most
active context is Context 5 for almost half of the mission (43%). The behaviors of
the five contexts are briefly described and intuitively renamed below:
• Context 2 (GreenLightIntersectionTurningContext) is only activated once for
the first light which turned from green to red and contained an intersection at
the light.
• Context 3 (HazardAndFastDrivingContext) is activated only twice, once for
each traffic hazard event.
• Context 4 (GreenToYellowLightContext) is used for traffic light driving situ-
ations with little to no steering where Driver A sees a stale green traffic light
that eventually turns yellow.
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Figure 8.24: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, Context Topology
• Context 5 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrRedLightContext) is used for far away traf-
fic light driving (unknown light state) and red light driving situations.
• Context 6 (GreenLightOrIntersectionContext) is used for intersection and green
light driving.
There are a total of 10 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.24. Driver
A has the lowest number of transition pairs out of all the drivers. Table 8.16 shows
all 32 transitions for Driver A ordered by from and to contexts as rows and columns
respectively. Driver A had the same number of defined context, one fewer executed
context, and three fewer transition pairs than Driver B. This is due to the multi-
situational nature of Driver A’s contexts versus that of Driver B’s more specialized
contexts. Each of the transition pairs are briefly described below, grouped by their
from contexts.
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Table 8.16: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, Transition Pairs with Transition
Counts













































































































Cx 2: GreenLightIntersectionTurningContext 1
Cx 3: HazardAndFastDrivingContext 1 1
Cx 4: GreenToYellowLightContext 3 2
Cx 5: FarAwayTrafficLightOrRedLightContext 1 10
Cx 6: GreenLightOrIntersectionContext 1 5 7
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• Context 2 (GreenLightIntersectionTurningContext) transitions to
– Context 3 (HazardAndFastDrivingContext) after making the green light
intersection turn and then focusing on the hazard waypoint.
• Context 3 (HazardAndFastDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 5 (HazardAndFastDrivingContext) right before passing the second
hazard waypoint.
– Context 6 (GreenLightOrIntersectionContext) after passing the first haz-
ard waypoint.
• Context 4 (GreenToYellowLightContext) transitions to
– Context 5 (HazardAndFastDrivingContext) when the light turns from yel-
low to red and when Driver A runs a yellow light and focuses on another
red light.
– Context 6 (GreenLightOrIntersectionContext) when Driver A runs a yel-
low and then focuses on a traffic intersection.
• Context 5 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrRedLightContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (GreenLightIntersectionTurningContext) at the first traffic light
with an intersection.
– Context 6 (GreenLightOrIntersectionContext) every time the light changes
from an unknown or red light state to a green light.
• Context 6 (GreenLightOrIntersectionContext) transitions to
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– Context 3 (HazardAndFastDrivingContext) when Driver A passed the green
light leading to the high speed driving section.
– Context 4 (GreenToYellowLightContext) when the green light turns yel-
low.
– Context 5 (HazardAndFastDrivingContext) after passing an intersection
or green light and focusing on another unknown traffic light waypoint.
Driver A’s CFA generated context topology is much different than that of Driver
B’s. However, Driver A’s more multi-situational context topology does indeed contain
a reasonable real-world breakdown of Driver A’s contextual behaviors and discreet
transitions between then.
8.2.4.5 Driver C - Analysis
Driver C’s results generated six defined contexts, which is the same number as Driver
D. Figure 8.25 shows a pie chart of percentage of time each context is active. Figure
8.26 shows the context topology of the resultant run. Three contexts were removed
during the clustering process and not the smoothing process. It is easily noticeable
that Context 1 and Context 3 are only active for a very short period of time compared
to the other contexts. It is interesting to see the most active contexts are the ones that
were created last, while the ones created first were either removed or very short. This
is caused by the latter context being more suitable during the Fuzzy ART iterations.
The most active context is Context 5 for over a third of the mission (40%). The
behaviors of the six contexts are briefly described and intuitively renamed below:
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Figure 8.25: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver C, Pie Chart of Time Active per
Defined Context
Figure 8.26: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver C, Context Topology
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• Context 1 (HighAccelerationFarAwayTrafficLightContext) is used for the only
situation where the driver has nearly full acceleration (50% to 79% throttle) in
an unknown traffic light waypoint situation.
• Context 3 (PostHazardBrakingContext) is only active once and for a short du-
ration immediately after the first traffic hazard, where Driver C quickly slammed
on the brakes to avoid the hazard.
• Context 5 (IntersectionAndHazardContext) is used for intersection and traffic
hazard driving.
• Context 7 (GreenLightAndTrafficIntersectionContext) is active during green
lights and intersections requiring moderate turning.
• Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrYellowLightContext) is used for far away
traffic light driving (unknown light state) and yellow light driving situations.
• Context 9 (RedLightContext) is only active during red lights, even during the
stale red lights and the yellow to red light state change.
There are a total of 11 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.26. Ta-
ble 8.17 shows all 44 transitions for Driver C, ordered by from and to contexts as
rows and columns respectively. Driver C had two specialized contexts (Context 1
and Context 3 ) that were only activated once during the mission for special circum-
stances. Each of the transition pairs are briefly described below, grouped by their
from contexts.
• Context 1 (HighAccelerationFarAwayTrafficLightContext) transitions to
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Table 8.17: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver C, Transition Pairs with Transition
Counts


































































































































Cx 1: HighAccelerationFarAwayTrafficLightContext 1
Cx 3: PostHazardBrakingContext 1
Cx 5: IntersectionAndHazardContext 1 5
Cx 7: GreenLightAndTrafficIntersectionContext 1 5 7 1
Cx 8: FarAwayTrafficLightOrYellowLightContext 5 8
Cx 9: RedLightContext 9
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– Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrYellowLightContext) after completing
the high acceleration maneuver.
• Context 3 (PostHazardBrakingContext) transitions to
– Context 7 (GreenLightAndTrafficIntersectionContext) after completing the
post hazard braking maneuver and then focusing on the intersection
• Context 5 (IntersectionAndHazardContext) transitions to
– Context 3 (PostHazardBrakingContext) right after the traffic hazard way-
point where Driver C slams on the brakes.
– Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrYellowLightContext) after passing an
intersection or a hazard and then focusing on a traffic light waypoint that
is far away
• Context 7 (GreenLightAndTrafficIntersectionContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (HighAccelerationFarAwayTrafficLightContext) once after pass-
ing a green light where Driver C aggressively accelerates back up to speed.
– Context 5 (IntersectionAndHazardContext) immediately after Driver C
passes a traffic light and focuses on a traffic intersection regardless of dis-
tance.
– Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrYellowLightContext) when a green light
changes to yellow or after passing a green light, another traffic light way-
point is ahead with an unknown light state.
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– Context 9 (RedLightContext) once when Driver C passes a green light to
focus on a nearby red light.
• Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrYellowLightContext) transitions to
– Context 7 (GreenLightAndTrafficIntersectionContext) when an unknown
traffic light changes to green.
– Context 9 (RedLightContext) when an unknown traffic light changes to a
red light or when a yellow light changes to a red light, either way, the
triggering event is the light turning red.
• Context 9 (RedLightContext) transitions to
– Context 7 (GreenLightAndTrafficIntersectionContext) every time the light
turns from red to green.
Again, the CFA algorithm was able to successfully generate a robust context topol-
ogy for Driver C with many general purpose contexts (four) for repeated situations
and a few specific contexts (two) for single occurrence situations. All the transition
were very intuitive in which there was always a visible and describable reason for each
transition.
8.2.4.6 Driver D - Analysis
Driver D’s results generated six defined contexts, which is the same number as Driver
C. Figure 8.27 shows a pie chart of percentage of time each context is active. Figure
8.28 shows the context topology of the resultant run. A single context (Context 1 )
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Figure 8.27: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver D, Pie Chart of Time Active per
Defined Context
was removed during the clustering process. Similar to Driver C, the most active
contexts are the ones that were created last (Context 4 to Context 7 ), while the
ones created first were either removed or have short active times. This is because the
context templates that were created earlier had less information (data points) to work
with. The most active context is Context 7 for over a third of the mission (39%).
The behaviors of the six contexts are briefly described and intuitively renamed below:
• Context 2 (HighAccelerationContext) is only activated once for a brief amount
of time when Driver D’s throttle pressure is greater than 45% driving towards
an intersection.
• Context 3 (StoppingTrafficLightContext) is used for close traffic light driving
using some brake and very minimal throttle.
• Context 4 (FarAwayContext) is only active when the driver is far away from
traffic lights and intersections, with a non-zero amount of throttle (throttle >
0%).
• Context 5 (TrafficIntersectionAndHazardContext) is active during traffic in-
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Figure 8.28: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver D, Context Topology
tersection and traffic hazards.
• Context 6 (MovingTrafficLightContext) is used for traffic light driving where
there is some throttle used and is usually activated when Driver D is close
enough to a traffic light where there is a known traffic light state (red, yellow,
green). The car is always in motion during this context.
• Context 7 (UrbanAndGreenLightContext) is used for regular driving similar
to Fernlund’s UrbanDrivingContext [33] where the driver is maintaining a nearly
constant speed while maneuvering through the route.
There are a total of 14 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.28. Table
8.18 shows all 33 transitions for Driver D ordered by from and to contexts as rows and
columns respectively. Driver D had the same number of defined context, eleven fewer
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executed context than Driver C, but yet has three more transition pairs. Again, this is
because of the multi-situational nature of Driver C’s contexts versus that of Driver D’s
more action-based contexts which fluctuate less than waypoints and waypoint states.
The way Driver D is contextualized, there is no dominant transition pair. This is
because of the nature of the contexts, which are less focused on waypoints than for
the previous three drivers which provides more of an action-base, driver oriented
transition set. Each of the transition pairs are briefly described below, grouped by
their from contexts.
• Context 2 (HighAccelerationContext) transitions to
– Context 5 (TrafficIntersectionAndHazardContext) after completing the high
acceleration maneuver, re-focusing on the upcoming intersection.
• Context 3 (StoppingTrafficLightContext) transitions to
– Context 7 (UrbanAndGreenLightContext) when the light turns from red
to green prompting Driver D to move.
• Context 4 (FarAwayContext) transitions to
– Context 5 (TrafficIntersectionAndHazardContext) after Driver D came close
to an intersection waypoint (distance < 100 m).
– Context 6 (MovingTrafficLightContext) when the traffic light changes for
an unknown state to a red light state.
• Context 5 (TrafficIntersectionAndHazardContext) transitions to
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Table 8.18: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver D, Transition Pairs with Transition
Counts











































































































Cx 2: HighAccelerationContext 1
Cx 3: StoppingTrafficLightContext 3
Cx 4: FarAwayContext 1 3
Cx 5: TrafficIntersectionAndHazardContext 1 1 2 4
Cx 6: MovingTrafficLightContext 2 1 4
Cx 7: UrbanAndGreenLightContext 2 4 4
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– Context 2 (HighAccelerationContext) when Driver D starts heavily accel-
erating after the traffic hazard.
– Context 3 (StoppingTrafficLightContext) when Driver D finishes making a
turn and runs into a green light that quickly turned into a yellow light.
– Context 4 (FarAwayContext) after passing an intersection and focuses on
a traffic light with an unknown state and at the start of the long stretch
of road (rural section).
– Context 7 (UrbanAndGreenLightContext) after Driver D passed an inter-
section or traffic hazard and then focuses on a far away traffic light.
• Context 6 (MovingTrafficLightContext) transitions to
– Context 3 (StoppingTrafficLightContext) when the light turns from green
to yellow with the intent to stop at the light, otherwise no transition occurs.
– Context 5 (TrafficIntersectionAndHazardContext) after running a yellow
light and then focusing on an upcoming traffic intersection.
– Context 7 (UrbanAndGreenLightContext) when a stale red light turns green.
• Context 7 (UrbanAndGreenLightContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (FarAwayContext) when Driver D either passes an intersection
or a green light, then focuses on the next far away traffic light waypoint.
– Context 5 (TrafficIntersectionAndHazardContext) after passing a green
light and then focusing on an intersection.
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– Context 6 (MovingTrafficLightContext) when Driver D sees a far away
traffic light turn green.
The CFA contextualization results for Driver D are more geared towards an action
based context topology, being different than the previous three driver. Nevertheless,
this context topology is still valid and reasonable given the manner in which Driver
D executed the mission.
8.2.4.7 Driver E - Analysis
Driver E’s results generated seven defined contexts. This was the most out of all
the drivers because of Driver E’s more fluctuating and erratic behaviors. Figure 8.29
shows a pie chart of percentage of time each context is active. Figure 8.30 shows
the context topology of the resultant run. A single context (Context 6 ) was removed
during the clustering process. Similar to the majority of the other drivers, Driver E
has a context (Context 4 ) that is only active for one executed context and for a brief
(< 1%) time. The most active context is Context 8 for over a third of the mission
(40%). As a side note, Driver E’s behaviors were much different than the other
driver’s behavior in that Driver E pushed down on both the brake and accelerator
pedals at the same time for some parts of the mission, signaling two footed driving.
The behaviors of the seven contexts are briefly described and intuitively renamed
below:
• Context 1 (FarAwayLightOrIntersectionNoBrakeContext) is active for far stale
red light or unknown traffic light as well as intersection driving. This context
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Figure 8.29: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver E, Pie Chart of Time Active per
Defined Context
Figure 8.30: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver E, Context Topology
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also contained behaviors where there was no braking.
• Context 2 (GreenLightOrTrafficHazardContext) is used for all green lights all
traffic hazard situations.
• Context 3 (YellowLightDrivingOrPostHazardContext) is used for all yellow
light driving and post-hazard braking.
• Context 4 (FullBrakingRedTrafficLightContext) is activated only once for the
situation where Driver E has 100% brake pressure and does not move.
• Context 5 (IntersectionAndStraightLineDrivingContext) is used for intersec-
tion and moderate to fast straight line driving.
• Context 7 (CloseRedLightContext) is used for close red light driving, for either
a stale red light or a yellow light that has turned red.
• Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrIntersectionContext) is employed during
situations when Driver E is far from a traffic light or intersection waypoints,
where regular urban-type driving is involved, much like Context 7 from Driver
D.
There are a total of 16 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.30. Table
8.19 shows all 41 transitions for Driver E ordered by from and to contexts as rows
and columns respectively. Driver E has the most number of transition pairs and
defined contexts out of all of the other drivers. Generally, more defined contexts
will naturally have most transition pairs because of the increase in combinations of
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context pairs. Each of the transition pairs are briefly described below, grouped by
their from contexts.
• Context 1 (FarAwayLightOrIntersectionNoBrakeContext) transitions to
– Context 7 (CloseRedLightContext) when Driver E gets close enough to the
stale red light (∼50 meters).
• Context 2 (GreenLightOrTrafficHazardContext) transitions to
– Context 3 (YellowLightDrivingOrPostHazardContext) when a traffic light
changes from green to yellow.
– Context 5 (IntersectionAndStraightLineDrivingContext) after passing a green
light and then focusing on an upcoming intersection or a traffic hazard.
– Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrIntersectionContext) after passing the
traffic hazard waypoint.
• Context 3 (YellowLightDrivingOrPostHazardContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (FullBrakingRedTrafficLightContext) when the light changed
from yellow to red right after Driver slams on the brakes.
– Context 5 (IntersectionAndStraightLineDrivingContext) right after Driver
E slams on the brakes as result of the traffic hazard and resume normal
driving.
– Context 7 (CloseRedLightContext) when Driver E runs a yellow light then
focuses on the following red light and another time when the light turns
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Table 8.19: CFA In-Depth Analysis: Driver E, Transition Pairs with Transition
Counts










































































































































































Cx 1: FarAwayLightOrIntersectionNoBrakeContext 3
Cx 2: GreenLightOrTrafficHazardContext 4 2 6
Cx 3: YellowLightDrivingOrPostHazardContext 1 1 2 2
Cx 4: FullBrakingRedTrafficLightContext 1
Cx 5: IntersectionAndStraightLineDrivingContext 1 2 1
Cx 7: CloseRedLightContext 6
Cx 8: FarAwayTrafficLightOrIntersectionContext 2 6 1
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from yellow to red as Driver E decides to stop, not completely using full
braking force.
– Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrIntersectionContext) as Driver E runs
the yellow light then focuses on a far away traffic light or far away inter-
section.
• Context 4 (FullBrakingRedTrafficLightContext) transitions to
– Context 7 (CloseRedLightContext) when Driver E releases the brake from
full pressure to half pressure at a red light.
• Context 5 (IntersectionAndStraightLineDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (GreenLightOrTrafficHazardContext) after passing a traffic in-
tersection and then focuses on a long road segment before the second traffic
hazard.
– Context 3 (YellowLightDrivingOrPostHazardContext) the first time after
passing a hazard, as Driver E starts to slam on the brakes in reaction to
the hazard. The second transition occurs after Driver E makes a turn and
then focuses on a close yellow light.
– Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrIntersectionContext) when Driver E is
accelerating back up to speed after the first traffic hazard.
• Context 7 (CloseRedLightContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (GreenLightOrTrafficHazardContext) when Driver E sees a red
light turn green.
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• Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrIntersectionContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (FarAwayLightOrIntersectionNoBrakeContext) after making an
intersection turn then focuses on a far away traffic light.
– Context 2 (GreenLightOrTrafficHazardContext) once after turning an in-
tersection and then focusing on a traffic hazard waypoint and five times
after the light changes from an unknown state to a green light.
– Context 5 (IntersectionAndStraightLineDrivingContext) when Driver E eases
up on the accelerator and starts going in a straight line toward an inter-
section waypoint.
The context topology for Driver E generated by the CFA algorithm is similar to
Driver A’s in which the contexts were multi-situational and most of them based on
the waypoint or braking action. This shows that Driver E’s simultaneous throttle and
brake actions were taken into account indirectly by generating contexts from these
braking actions. Overall, Driver E’s context topology represents real-world contextual
and transitional meaning indicative of how his behaved in the simulated mission.
8.2.5 CFA Summary
Even though, these five drivers’ contexts bases are not exactly how a human would
contextualize each driver’s behaviors, they are indeed meaningful and usable with
GenCL to create intelligent agents from. The resultant intelligent agents generated
with the CFA contextualization results are further discussed in Chapter 9. Overall,
the CFA algorithm is able to generate individualized context topologies for each of the
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five drivers tailored directly to their behaviors in the training mission. Also, the CFA
algorithm is biased towards contextualizing behaviors based on waypoint type/states
as shown by the previous analysis, this is discussed further in Section 8.4 during the
comparison of all three contextualization algorithms.
8.3 COPAC Results
The second contextualization method analyzed is COPAC - one of the major contri-
butions of this investigation. Unlike CFA, COPAC performs partitioning and clus-
tering independently as two separate steps. Also, the COPAC algorithm is designed
and geared directly to creating a context topology for use with CxBR. The follow-
ing sections will analyze in detail the various results generated using this contextual
approach with discussion of COPAC’s ability to contextualize each driver’s behaviors.
8.3.1 Initial Analysis of Results
After running the COPAC algorithms on the same data collected by Fernlund, the
results for all of the runs are listed in Table 8.20. There were a total of 11200 runs
between the ten datasets (1120 runs/dataset) for this set of experiments. Table 8.20
shows the average number of defined contexts, executed contexts and context smooth-
ing changes for each data set (two for each driver, the training and validation sets).
The set of COPAC experiments were run five times to confirm these results. Only the
K-means algorithm produced different results each time the algorithm ran, the other
three algorithms (Standard and Fuzzy Partitioning and Similarity Clustering) gener-
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Table 8.20: Overall Results for All COPAC Runs
Average # of Average # of Average # of
Defined Cx’s Executed Cx’s Smoothing Changes
Driver A 6.71 / 6.78 17.26 / 11.99 2.66 / 0.87
Driver B 5.89 / 4.01 12.33 / 6.32 1.46 / 0.19
Driver C 7.15 / 7.80 16.82 / 15.01 1.97 / 0.93
Driver D 5.86 / 8.01 11.71 / 11.97 0.93 / 0.92
Driver E 9.02 / 8.48 14.81 / 13.79 1.98 / 1.02
All 6.93 / 7.02 14.59 / 11.82 1.80 / 0.79
* Training Set / Validation Set
ated the exact same results every time. Several separate K-means experiments were
performed and are discussed along the way. The K-means algorithm, with the given
implementation and parameters, along with extensive testing is much more stable
than the CFA runs. This means running the K-means algorithm with the identi-
cal parameters sets generate results with small deviations, unlike the CFA algorithm
which can generate greatly diverse results given the same parameter sets. The other
four COPAC experiments yielded the same general numbers and trends as the one
that is analyzed in the subsequent sections. These overall results only include runs
with a reaction window size of ω = 3 used for both Standard and Fuzzy Partitioning.
This is done intentionally because of the conflict with the minimum context size pa-
rameter δ. If given a minimum context size of δ = 5, the window size could only be
either ω = 3, while a minimum context size parameters of δ = 10 can have any three
windows sizes (ω = {3, 4, 5}). The window size of ω = 3 is used to keep the results
balanced between combinations of parameter values.
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Table 8.21: Defined Context Breakdown for All COPAC Runs
Average # of Most Frequent Context
Defined Cx’s # of Cx’s Range
Driver A 6.71 / 6.78 8 / 8 1 - 45 / 1 - 34
Driver B 5.89 / 4.01 2 / 2 1 - 35 / 1 - 15
Driver C 7.15 / 7.80 8 / 8 2 - 36 / 2 - 25
Driver D 5.86 / 8.01 4 / 8 2 - 35 / 1 - 26
Driver E 9.02 / 8.48 8 / 8 2 - 54 / 1 - 35
All 6.93 / 7.02 8 / 8 1 - 54 / 1 - 35
* Training Set / Validation Set
8.3.1.1 Analysis of the Discovered Defined Context
The main step in analysis of results is to examine the number of patterns of defined
contexts generated by the set of COPAC algorithms. Remember, there are four
algorithms sets generated by the combination of two Sequence Partitioning (Standard
Partitioning and Fuzzy Partitioning) and two Template Clustering (K-means and
Similarity Clustering) algorithms. The overall average number of context generated
per run is 6.93 contexts. The most frequent number of defined contexts generated
is eight contexts shown by the context frequency graph in Figure 8.31 and in Table
8.21. Note, that these numbers use 880 different parameter sets and 10 different data
sets, and represent high-level averages. However, these numbers are a starting point
and indicate a general trend towards the representative number of defined contexts
for each data set. Figure 8.31 consolidates the 35 to 54 range of defined contexts into
the 35+ row. Each run with 35 or more contexts represent fewer than 0.05% of the
total number of runs.
Table 8.21 shows the most frequent number of defined context discovered per run
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Figure 8.31: Defined Context Frequency Distribution for All COPAC Runs
for both the training and validation set to be eight contexts. The prominent reason for
eight contexts being the most frequent is from the upper threshold of eight contexts
for the K-means algorithm. The next most frequent number of contexts is four, which
is the lower threshold value. This behavior is expected because of the nature of the
K-means algorithm. The Similarity Clustering algorithm generated the upper range
(> 8 defined contexts) of the distribution graph in Figure 8.31 which only consisted
of less than 19% of the results. The lower end (< 4 defined contexts) of the graph,
consisting of a little more than 25% of the runs, which is generated primarily by the
Sequence Partitioning algorithms creating fewer than four executed contexts. In this
case, some combinations of Sequence Partitioning parameters settings are not granular
enough to create a robust set of executed contexts. The next section dives into the
effect each parameter has on the contextualization results. Overall, the majority of
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the runs yielded between 4 to 8 defined contexts, which is the desired.
8.3.2 Parameter Settings: Finding Optimal Parameters
Again, the COPAC algorithm contains four unique algorithm combinations, each
combination is referred to as an algorithm set. The first step is to analyze the differ-
ence between each algorithm set. Then the second step is to analyze the differences
in parameter settings within each parameter set. Afterward the effects of the two
common parameters (reaction window size and minimum context size) are discussed.
8.3.2.1 Differences between Algorithm Combinations
Each of the four unique algorithm combinations is analyzed individually. Table 8.22
and Table 8.23 shows the results of the runs separated by partitioning and clustering
methods. The total runs for each set is different because of the differing number of pa-
rameters combinations with the most runs from the Standard Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering algorithm combination. Table 8.22 shows the average number of contexts,
while Table 8.23 shows the average number of executed contexts. Figure 8.32 show
the defined context distribution graph for each algorithm combination.
Figure 8.33 shows that the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm
combination generates, on average, four times more contexts compared to the other
three algorithm combinations. Given the fact that the K-means algorithm thresholds
the number of context to a range of 4 to 8, compared to the Similarity Clustering algo-
rithm which has no such threshold, the Standard Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
algorithm combination was able to generate the lowest average number of contexts
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Table 8.22: Average Number of Defined Contexts Separated by Algorithm
Combination: Training Set
Partitioning I Standard Fuzzy
Clustering I K-means Similarity K-means Similarity
Driver A 5.78 4.18 4.70 21.16
Driver B 5.34 3.76 5.09 16.67
Driver C 6.08 5.54 5.33 18.21
Driver D 5.53 3.51 5.68 16.39
Driver E 6.30 6.73 5.18 29.23
All 5.81 4.74 5.20 20.33
Table 8.23: Average Number of Executed Contexts Separated by Algorithm
Set: Training Set
Partitioning I Standard Fuzzy
Clustering I K-means Similarity K-means Similarity
Driver A 9.58 10.65 30.23 57.00
Driver B 6.72 7.06 25.01 40.75
Driver C 11.3 12.59 25.79 43.62
Driver D 7.36 7.43 22.84 33.50
Driver E 9.38 10.40 23.29 42.37
All 8.87 9.63 25.43 43.45
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(a) Standard Partitioning/K-means (b) Standard Partitioning/Similarity Clus-
tering
(c) Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means (d) Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Figure 8.32: Defined Context Distributions Separated by Algorithm Set: Train-
ing Set
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(a) Driver Grouping (b) Algorithm Combination Grouping
Figure 8.33: Comparison Graph of Average Number of Defined Contexts
Grouped by Driver and Algorithm Combination: Training Set
(∼4.7 contexts/run). The main reason for this behavior is that the Standard Parti-
tioning algorithm is only able to partition, on average with these data sets, 10 exe-
cuted contexts, thereby limiting the upper bound on the number of defined contexts;
however the Fuzzy Partitioning algorithm generates 43 executed contexts on average,
allowing a higher number of average defined contexts (∼20 contexts/run). With more
executed contexts, each context includes fewer data points (more fine grained) and
therefore become less similar to each other, making them harder to cluster together
with the Similarity Clustering method. This explains why the results of the Fuzzy
Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm combination yielded such a high num-
ber of defined contexts, something less than ideal for the automobile driving domain,
which is the 4 to 8 defined context range.
The next logical question is how would the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means algorithm
combination perform without the range restriction, given that the Fuzzy Partitioning
generated such high number of executed contexts? Several additional runs were per-
formed with the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means algorithm combination without these
restrictions, yielding an average of 6.5 contexts. The average number of contexts is
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Figure 8.34: Context Frequency for Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Algorithm
Combination with an Unrestricted K Range
still within the 4 to 8 context range and only increased by approximately half a con-
text on average, mostly because of the unrestricted upper range. Figure 8.34 shows
the range of context for the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means algorithm combination runs
with an unrestricted range criterion. The 4 to 8 context range still contained the
majority (56%) of the results. Overall, after this first initial analysis, the Standard
Partitioning algorithm combination generates too few executed contexts, which is also
not ideal for the automobile driving domain. This is further explained in the next
section.
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8.3.2.2 Differences between Partitioning Parameters
?? The Standard and Fuzzy Partitioning algorithms are analyzed separately based
in the different parameters values for each algorithm. This section analyzes the ef-
fects of each different parameter has on the number of defined and executed contexts
generated. The first partitioning algorithm analyzed is the Standard Partitioning
algorithm. Table 8.24 shows the average number of defined context generated segre-
gated according to the three different sets of parameter values. The average number
of defined context for each parameter value is the average of all runs that contain the
certain parameter value regardless of any other parameter value and/or clustering
algorithm. The general noticeable trend is that as the parameters value increases,
the number of defined context decreases. This is expected because as each parameter
increases in value, fewer partition are made. The trends for each parameter are listed
below:
• Polynomial Degree (p) - The higher the polynomial degree, the better curve
fitting, meaning fewer points of interests translating into a smaller number of
partitions.
• Partition Threshold (pt) - A higher partition threshold translates to stricter
requirements for a partition split
• Minimum Error to Partition (emin) - The higher the emin value is, the larger
the partitions will be, this is because of allowance of more errors to exist before
a partition is created.
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Table 8.24: Average Number of Defined Contexts Separated by Standard Par-
titioning Parameters and Values: Training Set
Parameter I Poly. Deg. (p) Partition Threshold (pt) Min. Error (emin)
Value I 1 2 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.001 0.002
Driver A 4.97 4.76 5.81 6.00 5.25 2.40 5.54 4.19
Driver B 5.10 3.78 5.22 4.97 4.62 2.94 5.47 3.41
Driver C 6.91 4.63 6.68 6.47 5.66 4.26 7.11 4.43
Driver D 4.78 3.97 4.96 5.26 3.98 3.31 5.29 3.46
Driver E 7.02 6.07 7.79 7.57 6.19 4.65 8.15 4.94
All 5.76 4.64 6.09 6.05 5.14 3.51 6.31 4.09
The next partitioning algorithm analyzed is the Fuzzy Partitioning algorithm.
Table 8.25a shows the average number of defined context generated separated by the
fuzzy range size (γ). As previously seen in the bar graph in Figure 8.33, the average
number of defined contexts is dramatically different between the K-means and Sim-
ilarity Clustering algorithms. To properly analyze the results, Table 8.25b separates
the overall results by clustering algorithm. This parameter proves to be a very inter-
esting one, as the fuzzy range size increases, the number of defined context increases
in the case of the K-means algorithm. The opposite occurs with the Similarity Clus-
tering algorithm, exhibiting a decreasing number of defined contexts. This is because
of the nature of each K-means’ context smoothing and Similarity Clustering’s lack
thereof. With Similarity Clustering, the less-often executed contexts directly results
in a reduced number of defined contexts. As with K-means algorithm, the more ex-
ecuted contexts there are, the more context smoothing changes that occur, resulting
in fewer defined contexts. The smoothing changes ranged from 30 to 8 with γ = 0.03
to 0.06 respectively.
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Table 8.25: Average Number of Defined Contexts Separated by Fuzzy Parti-
tioning Parameters and Values: Training Set
(a) Overall Results
Parameter I Fuzzy Range Size (γ)
Value I 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06
Driver A 17.82 13.00 12.33 13.28
Driver B 13.32 14.21 10.76 8.55
Driver C 14.76 13.96 11.83 10.19
Driver D 14.66 12.01 10.25 10.30
Driver E 21.87 21.98 18.58 13.26
All 16.48 15.03 12.75 11.12
(b) Overall Results Separated by Clustering Algorithm
Clustering Algorithm I K-means Similarity Clustering
Fuzzy Range Size (γ) I 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06
Driver A 4.08 4.58 4.83 5.33 28.12 19.31 17.96 19.25
Driver B 4.41 4.58 4.79 6.58 20.00 21.43 15.25 10.03
Driver C 4.29 4.45 5.79 6.79 22.62 21.09 16.37 12.75
Driver D 4.66 5.04 6.12 6.91 22.15 17.25 13.34 12.84
Driver E 4.45 4.45 5.29 6.54 34.93 35.12 28.56 18.31
All 4.38 4.62 5.36 6.43 25.56 22.84 18.30 14.63
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However, the better measure of performance is the number of executed contexts.
Table 8.26 shows a breakdown of the number of executed contexts before clustering
for (a) Standard Partitioning and (b) Fuzzy Partitioning. One trend that is similar
across all parameters is that as the value increases, the number of executed contexts
decreases. This matches the trends of the defined contexts discussed above. The
major noticeable difference is that the number of executed contexts between the two
algorithms. The per-run average for the Standard Partitioning is 10 compared to
the per-run average of 44 for Fuzzy Partitioning. As previously mentioned, this is
a four-fold difference. There are a total of 21 waypoints in to the training set and
of those, 10 are traffic lights containing multiple waypoint states, with at least one
state change (most contain two changes), resulting in approximately 40+ waypoint
type/states changes occurring in the data stream. Having only 10 executed context
would mean an average of 4 type/state changes per executed context yielding a highly
coarse-grained context topology, which is not comparable to the fine-grained context
topology Ferlund generated [33]. However, Fuzzy Partitioning was able to generate
a near 1:1 ratio between waypoint type/states and executed context. This, however,
does not necessarily mean all of the partition points are at a waypoint type/state
change, it is just an indication of fine-grained contexts. As a consequence, after
this analysis, the Fuzzy Partitioning algorithm is the candidate best suited for the
automobile driving domain. There is also a signification execution time difference
between the execution of the Standard and Fuzzy Partitioning algorithm. A Fuzzy
Partitioning run executes in less than a second, while Standard Partitioning takes an
average of 9 hours per run and sometimes over 24 hours for a single run. This is a
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Table 8.26: Average Number of Executed Contexts Separated by Parameters
and Values for Both Partitioning Algorithms: Training Set
(a) Standard Partitioning
Parameter I Poly. Deg. (p) Partition Threshold (pt) Min. Error (emin)
Value I 1 2 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.001 0.002
Driver A 12.25 9.06 14.25 14.12 10.25 4.00 13.75 7.56
Driver B 8.37 5.75 8.37 7.87 7.37 4.62 8.87 5.25
Driver C 16.75 8.43 15.00 14.75 13.00 7.62 17.12 8.06
Driver D 8.50 6.37 8.37 9.25 6.75 5.37 9.37 5.50
Driver E 11.87 8.93 13.12 12.62 8.87 7.00 13.68 7.12
All 11.55 7.71 11.82 11.72 9.25 5.72 12.56 6.70
(b) Fuzzy Partitioning
Parameter I Fuzzy Range Size (γ)
Value I 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06
Driver A 79.50 63.50 46.00 39.00
Driver B 53.00 50.00 34.50 25.50
Driver C 62.50 44.50 37.50 30.00
Driver D 46.50 38.00 26.00 23.50
Driver E 54.50 49.00 39.50 26.50
All 59.20 49.00 36.70 28.90
magnitude of 32,400 times slower. This is discussed in more detail later in Section
8.4.3.
8.3.2.3 Differences between Clustering Parameters
The K-means and Similarity Partitioning algorithms are analyzed separately based
upon the different parameter values for each algorithm. This section analyzes the
effects of the values of each different parameter on the number of defined contexts
generated.
The first clustering algorithm analyzed is the K-means algorithm. Table 8.27
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Table 8.27: Average Number of Defined Contexts Separated by K-means Pa-
rameters and Values: Training Set
Parameter I Clustering Error Threshold (ethreshold)
Value I 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15
Driver A 5.87 5.72 5.58 5.51 5.42 5.27
Driver B 5.43 5.38 5.31 5.26 5.18 5.20
Driver C 6.32 6.17 5.93 5.86 5.70 5.60
Driver D 5.77 5.67 5.61 5.53 5.48 5.31
Driver E 6.30 6.17 6.11 6.07 5.92 5.91
All 5.94 5.82 5.71 5.65 5.54 5.46
shows the average number of defined context generated separated by the six different
clustering error threshold values. Again, the average number of defined context for
each parameter value is the average of all runs that contain the certain parameter value
regardless of any other parameter value and/or clustering algorithm. The general
subtle trend is that as the parameters value increases, the number of defined context
decreases. The higher the clustering error threshold is, the greater the difference in
error between K and K +1 clustering runs is required to use the results of the K +1
run over the K run.
The next clustering algorithm analyzed is the Similarity Clustering algorithm.
Table 8.28 shows the average number of defined context generated, separated by sim-
ilarity and intra-similarity threshold parameter values. The similarity threshold does
not have much of an effect on the number of defined contexts while the intra-similarity
threshold is the determining factor in the resulting number of defined contexts. The
similarity threshold is used initially to cluster together a set of executed contexts,
while the intra-similarity threshold is the parameter that enforces the final clustering
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Table 8.28: Average Number of Defined Contexts Separated by Similarity Clus-
tering Parameters and Values: Training Set
Parameter I Similarity Threshold (Smin) Intra-Sim. Threshold (Smin intra)
Value I 0.60 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.60 0.65 0.68 0.70
Driver A 7.57 7.60 7.58 7.56 5.34 6.98 8.46 9.52
Driver B 6.31 6.37 6.34 6.35 4.51 6.05 6.95 7.86
Driver C 8.13 8.05 8.02 8.10 5.82 7.66 9.01 9.79
Driver D 6.10 6.06 6.07 6.13 4.47 5.48 6.85 7.56
Driver E 11.22 11.21 11.23 11.27 9.38 11.05 11.95 12.55
All 7.87 7.86 7.85 7.88 5.90 7.44 8.64 9.46
of executed contexts. Increasing the intra-similarity threshold by only 10% caused the
average number of defined context to increase by over 64%. As the intra-similarity
parameter increases, the number of defined contexts increases rapidly. This is because
of the increased similarity required to remain in the defined contexts, consequently
generating more defined contexts. Therefore, the intra-similarity (Smin intra) value
of 0.60 is the value of choice for Similarity Clustering because it lies closest to the
median value of six. The similarity threshold is somewhat more difficult to select be-
cause they exhibit very similar results. However, using a similarity threshold (Smin)
of 0.60 works best because it is identical to the intra-similarity value and will initially
cluster what should be in the defined context before the removal rules kick in.
The next measure is the average number of executed contexts left after clustering.
The K-means algorithm contains a context smoothing post-processing step that re-
duces the resultant number of executed contexts while the Similarity Clustering does
not, and therefore preserves the same number of executed context generated in the
partitioning step. Table 8.29 shows the number of executed contexts for K-means
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Table 8.29: Average Number of Executed Contexts Separated by Parameters
and Values for Both Clustering Algorithm: Training Set
Algorithm I K-means, Error Threshold (ethreshold) Similarity
Value I 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 All
Driver A 14.21 13.92 13.72 13.67 13.46 13.28 19.92
Driver B 10.66 10.46 10.38 10.40 10.19 10.19 13.80
Driver C 14.80 14.46 14.02 14.06 14.00 13.86 18.80
Driver D 10.83 10.75 10.68 10.32 10.22 9.92 12.65
Driver E 12.42 12.35 12.11 12.37 11.85 11.86 16.80
All 12.58 12.39 12.18 12.16 11.94 11.82 16.39
separated by the clustering error threshold parameter with the number of executed
context from Similarity Clustering. The trend is this as the parameter increases, the
number of executed contexts decreases. This trend follows the previous assertion that
a lower number of defined contexts will generally contain a lower number of executed
contexts. This occurs because of context smoothing, as there are fewer defined con-
texts, there is more chance of executed context next to each other in sequence assigned
to the same defined context, therefore combining them into a single executed context.
With Fuzzy Partitioning being the partitioning algorithm of choice and the elimi-
nation of the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm combination in Sec-
tion 8.3.2.1, the natural choice for the automobile driving domain is therefore, the
Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means algorithm combination. However, within these algo-
rithm combinations, there is a combination of two parameters yielding 24 different
parameters sets. The best method to see which parameter set yields the most desir-
able results is to run tests with an unrestricted K value (number of defined contexts)
from K = 2 until the stopping criteria is satisfied and then measure the percentage
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Table 8.30: Percentage of Defined Contexts Within the 4 to 8 Range for the
Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Algorithm Combination with an Un-
restricted Range Separated by Fuzzy Range Size and Clustering
Error Threshold: Training Set
γ = 0.03 γ = 0.04 γ = 0.05 γ = 0.06
ethreshold = 0.10 57.24% 84.09% 74.69% 55.27%
ethreshold = 0.11 45.48% 75.86% 87.82% 61.54%
ethreshold = 0.12 36.83% 58.00% 90.75% 66.05%
ethreshold = 0.13 27.83% 41.55% 83.50% 65.86%
ethreshold = 0.14 22.34% 25.27% 69.59% 76.03%
ethreshold = 0.15 18.42% 13.12% 59.59% 73.31%
of results that fall within the desire range of 4 to 8 contexts. The additional runs
include 51 different seeded runs (1 run with seed 0 and 50 randomly seeded runs)
for each parameter pair and driver. A seeded run (seeds are usually determined by
computer clock time, and are used to generate a random number sequence) allows
the experiments to be repeated multiple times and yield identical results each time.
This allows us to analyze the results after each individual step in the K-means clus-
tering process. The seed value of 0 is used to preserve consistency between runs. The
maximum K value obtained in this experiment is 18, which was previously shown in
Figure 8.34. Table 8.30 shows the percentage of runs that fall into the desired range
separated by fuzzy range size (columns) and clustering error threshold (rows).
After some analysis, the chosen representative fuzzy range size (γ) is 0.05 for
K-means. The fuzzy range of γ = 0.05 produces an adequate number of executed
contexts (∼37). With a fuzzy range size of γ = 0.05, the respective clustering error
threshold (ethreshold) of 0.12 yields the highest percentage of defined contexts within
the desire range.
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Even though, the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm was initially
deemed unusable, it still deserves additional analysis. This is because, (1) some com-
binations of parameters yielded runs with defined context in or near the desired range,
and (2) this algorithm was specifically designed for the contextualization application
and in fact does lead to some interesting results. Therefore, using the basis from
the above Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means analysis, Table 8.31 shows the percentage of
runs that fall into the desired range separated by fuzzy range size and Driver. The
intra-similarity threshold (Smin intra) is set to 0.60 while all of the similarity threshold
values are included in this table. The difference between the Similarity Clustering and
K-means algorithms is the randomness factor. Similarity Clustering uses no random
values while K-means clustering uses random values to define the set of initial clus-
ter centroids. The Sequence Partitioning algorithms do not use any random values
either. Therefore, the Fuzzy Paritioning/Similarity clustering algorithm only gener-
ates a single context topology per parameter set. This is desirable for repetitiveness
and stability because there are no random elements involved in this algorithm com-
bination. Table 8.31 only represents eight results per driver per fuzzy range size.
The eight values come from four similarity threshold and two minimum context size
parameter values.
As previously discussed, the higher the fuzzy range size is, the lower the number
of executed contexts are, directly resulting in lower number of defined contexts. As
seen in Table 8.31, Driver E does not have one run with the number of defined context
within the desired range. This is because of this driver’s large number of distinct,
non-similar behaviors. Driver E’s erratic behaviors were also noticed while analyzing
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Table 8.31: Percentage of Defined Contexts Within the 4 to 8 Range for the
Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Algorithm Combination
Separated by Fuzzy Range Size and Driver: Training Set
γ = 0.03 γ = 0.04 γ = 0.05 γ = 0.06
Driver A 0.0% 50.0% 12.5% 0.0%
Driver B 0.0% 0.0% 50.0% 100.0%
Driver C 0.0% 0.0% 50.0% 50.0%
Driver D 0.0% 12.5% 37.5% 50.0%
Driver E 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
All 0.0% 12.5% 30.0% 40.0%
the results of CFA in Section 8.2. After some analysis, the chosen representative fuzzy
range size (γ) is 0.05 for Similarity Clustering. The fuzzy range value of γ = 0.05 was
chosen over γ = 0.06 for the simple reason of not having enough executed contexts (37
compared to 29), the target is around 40 which is explained in Section 8.3.2.2. This
fuzzy range value also stays consistent with the fuzzy range value used for the K-means
analysis. This parameter selection allows the majority of the resulting runs within the
desired context range, albeit, the high end of the range. In effect, the K-means and
Similarity Clustering use the same set of partitioned executed contexts as the Fuzzy
Partitioning algorithm. This facilitates the further analysis of the difference between
the ability of both clustering algorithms to contextualize and learn with GenCL.
8.3.2.4 Differences between Window Size and Minimum Context Size
Additional runs are performed to analyze the effects of window size and minimum
context size again with the unrestricted K-means range size runs described in the
previous section. As previously stated, the only window size ω for a minimum context
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Table 8.32: COPAC Contextualization Parameters used for Testing Minimum
Context Size and Window Size
Parameter Values
Partitioning Algorithm Fuzzy Partitioning
Fuzzy Range Size (γ) 0.05
Reaction Window Size (ω) 3, 4, 5
Clustering Algorithm K-means
K-mean Context Range (K) 2+ Unrestricted
Clustering Error Threshold (ethreshold) 0.12
Minimum Cluster Size (δ) 5, 10
Table 8.33: Average Number of Defined Contexts Separated by Minimum Con-
text Size and Window Size with an Unrestricted K Range: Training
Set
Min. Cx Size (δ) I 10 5
Window Size (ω) I 3 4 5 3
Driver A 4.84 3.33 3.00 4.50
Driver B 5.94 5.82 3.09 4.09
Driver C 7.49 6.11 5.05 4.94
Driver D 7.13 5.35 4.88 5.92
Driver E 5.13 4.60 3.84 4.05
All 6.14 5.04 3.97 4.70
size of δ = 5 is ω = 3. A minimum context size of δ = 10 can use all applicable window
sizes (ω = 3, 4, 5). Using the parameters shown in Table 8.29, Table 8.32 and 8.33
illustrates the results of the runs separated by window and minimum context sizes.
With the 10 Hz frequency, the minimum size of five is half a second, while ten is a
full second.
From the previous analysis, the CFA algorithm implements a minimum context
size of δ = 10 because of the breadth of information contained in a longer context.
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Remember, the last section of the executed context is sliced off during templatization,
thereby making the executed context even smaller. To remain consistent with the CFA
algorithm, the COPAC algorithm should also implement the same parameter value.
Not just for the reason of consistency, the larger minimum context was used because
it was less restrictive in the sliding window size ω and provides more information
for clustering. Increasing the window size (ω) lowers the number of average defined
contexts. Therefore, the window size of ω = 3 is chosen because it produced an
average defined context value closest to the median of the desired range. It also allows
the results to sway more towards the fine-grained level of contexts (more contexts),
which is desirable for learning using simpler contexts. Furthermore, some results from
larger window sizes produced fewer than four contexts, which is undesirable from a
standpoint of robustness of contexts.
8.3.3 COPAC Contextualization Results
Again, each driver performing a particular mission behaves in his own individualized
way, ideally generating a context topology that is distinctly tailored to that driver’s
respective behavior. Because both the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means and the Fuzzy
Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm combinations were chosen for further
analysis, they are analyzed separately for their ability to contextualize each driver
and then compared and contrasted to each other afterwards.
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Table 8.34: COPAC Contextualization Comparison Parameters: Fuzzy
Partitioning/K-means
Parameter Values
Partitioning Algorithm Fuzzy Partitioning
Fuzzy Range Size (γ) 0.05
Reaction Window Size (ω) 3
Clustering Algorithm K-means
K-mean Context Range (K) 2+ Unrestricted
Clustering Error Threshold (ethreshold) 0.12
Minimum Cluster Size (δ) 10
8.3.3.1 Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
Using the representative Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means parameters chosen in the pre-
vious sections and listed in Table 8.34, the COPAC algorithm was executed with each
of the five drivers observational data streams.
Table 8.35 show the overall representative results of the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means algorithm combination segregated by driver. Table 8.35a shows the number
of defined contexts, executed contexts, transition pairs, and changes resulting from
context smoothing for each driver. Table 8.35b shows the context breakdown with
the number of executed contexts generated for each context and the percentage of the
mission time the context is active. Looking at all of the drivers, no defined contexts
were removed. Context smoothing with K-means does not remove defined contexts,
but instead merges sequential sets of executed contexts mapped to the same defined
context. Even though the parameter for the K-means context range K was set to
an unrestricted range, the resultant set of defined contexts still remains within the
desired range.
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Table 8.35: Detailed Results for the Five Representative COPAC Fuzzy
Partitioning/K-means Runs
(a) Overall Results
# of Defined # of Executed # of Smoothing # of Transition
Contexts Contexts Changes Pairs
Driver A 6 18 17 13
Driver B 5 18 11 11
Driver C 7 20 9 15
Driver D 7 17 4 15
Driver E 6 17 13 11
All 5 - 7 17 - 20 4 - 17 11 - 15
(b) Defined/Executed Context Breakdown
Driver A Driver B Driver C Driver D Driver E
Context 1 5 / 16.3% 4 / 40.4% 3 / 3.7% 2 / 1.6% 1 / 1.0%
Context 2 2 / 8.1% 3 / 10.7% 1 / 0.3% 2 / 0.6% 3 / 18.9%
Context 3 3 / 35.7% 4 / 3.9% 2 / 21.3% 2 / 7.1% 2 / 15.0%
Context 4 2 / 5.2% 2 / 14.5% 4 / 21.2% 3 / 19.3% 4 / 7.3%
Context 5 3 / 9.7% 5 / 30.5% 2 / 4.0% 2 / 2.0% 6 / 55.9%
Context 6 3 / 25.0% - 5 / 36.8% 4 / 41.6% 1 / 1.8%
Context 7 - - 3 / 12.7% 2 / 28.0% -
* # of Executed Contexts/Percentage of Active Time
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The limited results shown in Table 8.35 show the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
algorithm combination was able to contextualize each driver differently with different
sets of defined contexts (including active time), executed contexts, and transition
pairs. The range of defined contexts generated is from five to seven contexts. The
range of executed contexts generated is from 17 to 20. The range of transition pairs
is from 11 to 15, where no driver shares the same set of transition pairs. No two sets
of runs have the same number of contexts and executed contexts. Even sharing the
same number of contexts does not necessarily mean they are the same set of defined
contexts as previously shown in the CFA analysis. It is also intuitive to notice that
the trend of increased number of defined contexts leads to an increase in transition
pairs. Most defined contexts (∼90%) have at least two executed contexts assigned to
it, meaning the majority of defined context represents repeated situations.
8.3.3.2 Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
This section makes a comparison of the contextualization differences between the five
drivers using the parameters for the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algo-
rithm combination established in previous sections. The parameter set used for this
comparison is listed in Table 8.36, following suit with the window size and minimum
context size chosen for the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means algorithm combination.
Table 8.37a shows the number of contexts, executed contexts, and changes result-
ing from context smoothing for each driver. Table 8.37b shows the list of defined
contexts for each driver broken down into the number of executed contexts and per-
cent of time the context is active. Remember, the context between driver are different;
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Table 8.36: COPAC Contextualization Comparison Parameters: Fuzzy Parti-
tioning/Simlarity Clustering
Parameter Values
Partitioning Algorithm Fuzzy Partitioning
Fuzzy Range Size (γ) 0.05
Reaction Window Size (ω) 3
Clustering Algorithm Similarity Clustering
K-mean Context Range (K) 2+ Unrestricted
Similarity Threshold (Smin) 0.60
Intra-Similarity Threshold (Smin intra) 0.60
Minimum Cluster Size (δ) 10
they are sequentially numbered by order of creation. Driver C and E did not produce
results within the desired range while the rest of the drivers produced results in the
very upper bound of the range (8 contexts). Driver C and E went beyond the required
range because they produced executed contexts some fine-grained specific behaviors
that could not be clustered with other contexts.
Again, the limited results shown in Table 8.37 show the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering algorithm combination was able to contextualize each driver differently
with different set of context (including active times), executed contexts, and transi-
tion pairs. The range of contexts generated was from 8 to 19 contexts. It is obvious
that Driver E is different from the other drivers by producing over double the number
of contexts. The other four drivers contained eight (Drivers A, B, and D) or nine
contexts (Driver C). The range of executed context generated is from 20 to 35. The
range of transition pairs is from 14 to 26. Even though Driver E had the most defined
contexts, Driver A had the most executed contexts. By analyzing Table 8.37 and
the order in which the defined context were created, Driver E’s behaviors were too
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Table 8.37: Detailed Results for the Five Representative COPAC Fuzzy Parti-
tioning/Similarity Clustering Runs
(a) Overall Results
# of Defined # of Executed # of Smoothing # of Transition
Contexts Contexts Changes Pairs
Driver A 8 35 0 15
Driver B 8 29 0 15
Driver C 9 29 0 18
Driver D 8 20 0 14
Driver E 19 29 0 26
All 8 - 19 20-35 0 14 - 26
(b) Defined/Executed Context Breakdown
Driver A Driver B Driver C Driver D Driver E
Context 1 14 / 39.3% 11 / 44.9% 11 / 53.3% 8 / 44.8% 9 / 48.4%
Context 2 1 / 0.5% 5 / 17.7% 1 / 0.3% 2 / 7.1% 1 / 0.4%
Context 3 1 / 2.7% 1 / 2.0% 3 / 2.9% 1 / 0.3% 1 / 0.7%
Context 4 11 / 35.9% 1 / 0.4% 3 / 4.5% 2 / 1.6% 2 / 1.0%
Context 5 1 / 0.8% 2 / 16.5% 7 / 32.0% 2 / 2.0% 1 / 0.6%
Context 6 5 / 15.2% 6 / 7.7% 1 / 3.6% 1 / 0.3% 1 / 0.3%
Context 7 1 / 1.4% 2 / 3.6% 1 / 0.9% 3 / 22.2% 1 / 2.4%
Context 8 1 / 4.1% 1 / 7.1% 1 / 1.7% 2 / 21.9% 1 / 3.6%
Context 9 - - 1 / 0.8% - 1 / 2.1%
Context 10 - - - - 2 / 0.4%
Context 11 - - - - 1 / 10.8%
Context 12 - - - - 1 / 1.0%
Context 13 - - - - 1 / 1.2%
Context 14 - - - - 1 / 4.7%
Context 15 - - - - 1 / 4.2%
Context 16 - - - - 1 / 2.0%
Context 17 - - - - 1 / 1.7%
Context 18 - - - - 1 / 13.4%
Context 19 - - - - 1 / 1.0%
* # of Executed Contexts/Percentage of Active Time
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erratic and just not consistent enough to cluster into the subsequent defined contexts
after the first one. The set of executed contexts were too diverse and fine-grained
to contain similarity values above 60%. Granted, there were 4 out of the 19 defined
contexts that contained more than one executed context. Other runs with slightly
different Similarity Clustering parameters generated even higher number of defined
contexts for Driver E (between 19 and 26 contexts). On a similar note, there are
numerous defined contexts that only contained one executed contexts for all driver.
That means these behaviors are one-off behaviors that were unique enough to merit
there own individual defined contexts. These contexts are analyzed in-depth in the
following section.
8.3.4 In-Depth Analysis of Contextual and Transitional Meanings
In this section, an in-depth analysis is performed on the results of the COPAC runs
using the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means and Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity algorithm
combinations. The context, executed contexts, and transitions are carefully studied.
Similarly to the CFA analysis, the contextualization results for Driver B are studied
and described in great detail while the other four drivers are discussed briefly for each
algorithm combination.
8.3.4.1 Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
The results of the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means contextualization results are discussed
for each driver in the next sections. The results of the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
produced context topologies with 5 to 7 contexts, the same as CFA, but with much
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Figure 8.35: COPAC In Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined Context
fewer executed contexts, which is the result of the context smoothing process in the
K-means algorithm. Again, if the reader is only interested in the high level results of
the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means algorithm, the discussion of Driver B should suffice
and the reader can continue on to Section 8.3.4.9.
8.3.4.2 Driver B - In-Depth Analysis
The first set of results analyzed is Driver B’s run using the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means algorithm combination. The results generated five defined contexts. Figure
8.35 shows a pie chart of time each context is active. The resulting mission execution
time-line is shown in Figure 8.36. Figure 8.37 shows the context topology of the
resulting run. The most active context is Context 1, activated for two/fifths (∼40%) of
the mission execution, with Context 3 being the least active with four short executed
contexts and totalling less than 4% of the entire mission. The behavior of the five
contexts are studied and summarized in the remainder of this section in order of most
to least active.
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Figure 8.36: COPAC In Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Mission Execution Time-line
(a) Context Topology (b) Context Transition Mappings
Figure 8.37: COPAC In Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Context Topology
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8.3.4.3 Driver B Contextual Meaning
Context 1 is active primarily for stable straight line driving with moderate speed
when Driver B is focused on a traffic light or intersection. Driver B is constantly in
motion during this context. This context is active for the majority of the mission, but
mainly during the long straight paths before and after the rural area. This context is
active for the majority of the traffic lights in the training mission, unless Context 2
or Context 4 takes precedence, which is explained below.
Context 5 is also used primarily for stable straight line driving when the driver is
focused on a traffic intersection or hazard waypoints. The car was always in mo-
tion during this context. This context was also active for the majority of the rural
section shown in Figure 8.38 where Driver B exhibits stable straight line and high
speed driving. Furthermore, the waypoint on which Driver B focused was an inter-
section waypoint. The braking performed in this context is due to either reacting to
the traffic hazard or slowing down for an intersection. This context is very similar
to Context 1 in that both the contexts have much overlap in actions and speed as
well as being active during intersections. The clustering was based on how the exe-
cuted context was composed. If the executed context was connected to a hazard or is
just an intersection by itself, Context 5 was used. Otherwise, if the executed context
contained a traffic light, Context 1 was used instead and included intersection driving.
Context 4 is activated twice when Driver B steps on both the brake and accelerator
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Figure 8.38: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Rural Area Instance where Context 5 was Active
pedals at the same time with the brake value at 5% and low to moderate accelera-
tion (∼20%). This action primarily occurs with a traffic light waypoint (green and
far away states). Context 4 is a specialized version of Context 1, with simultaneous
acceleration and braking. The partial execution graph shown in Figure 8.39 high-
lights the areas where Context 4 is active showing some brake action while pushing
down the accelerator. Note, Context 4 is not active during yellow lights, Context 1
takes over then. This is an interesting occurrence of contextualization in which an
unintended driver behavior is captured into its own context. Given the way GenCL
is structured, this is an impossible action for an agent to execute, because the brake
and accelerator are mutually exclusive. However, this is part of human behavior and
perfectly allowable.
Context 2 is another specialized version of Context 1 that is active closer (< 100
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Figure 8.39: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Partial Mission Execution Graph Highlighting Context 4 ’s
Executed Contexts
Figure 8.40: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Rural Area Instance where Context 5 was Active
meters) to intersection waypoint where Driver B exhibits very little accelerator ac-
tion in addition to more steering angle requiring slower, shaper turns. All instances of
Context 2 are active during intersections that include the traffic lights in them or are
very close to them as seen in Figure 8.40. The first instance of Context 2 in Figure
8.40 shows Driver B approaching an intersection that has a traffic light immediately
following the intersection (∼30 meters away) while the next instance show Context 2
focusing on the direct intersection ahead. Context 2 ’s activation would supersede
that of Context 1.
Context 3 is representative of a context that is active when there is a stable driving
condition with no braking, turning, and moderate, but stable acceleration (∼30%)
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Figure 8.41: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Transition from Context 3 to Context 1
with speeds around 40 km/h while focusing on the two hazards and two traffic light
waypoints. These speeds are typically lower than those used for Context 1 and Con-
text 5. This is the least active context due to the nature of this eventful mission
with the long high-speed rural section; in this case those areas would not satisfy this
template due to Driver B’s faster speed. Context 3 has no waypoint triggered transi-
tion shown in Figure 8.41, instead is has accelerator triggered transition to leave the
context, when the accelerator is depressed or released causing the value to increase
or decrease respectively from it’s rather stable state.
All of these defined contexts explained above are meaningful in the real world of
automobile driving. If the context-base were to be renamed to better reflect the
nature of each context, the contexts would be renamed as follows:
• Context 1 → TrafficLightAndIntersectionContext
• Context 2 → CloseAndSharpTurningIntersectionContext
• Context 3 → StraightStableAndModerateSpeedContext
• Context 4 → SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeContext
• Context 5 → IntersectionAndHazardContext
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(a) Context Topology
Figure 8.42: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Context Topology Renamed
The context topology is also re-labeled with the given names above and shown in
Figure 8.42. It is interesting to note, there are four contexts that share responsibility
for intersections, and three of those contexts (Context 1, Context 2, and Context 4 )
also share responsibility for traffic light behaviors. Those three traffic light contexts
can indeed be merged or Context 2 and Context 4 could both be made a sub context
of Context 1, being activated when necessary. Even though this context reorganiza-
tion is possible, the contextualization algorithm does not know how to re-organize
the context topology and only generates a single-tiered context topology (only ma-
jor contexts). This contextualization of Driver B was very different than how the
CFA algorithm contextualized Driver B’s behaviors. CFA clustered Driver B mainly
by waypoint type/state, while Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means partitioned Driver B by
more of a high level behavior. Even though this may not be the exact way Driver
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(b) Context Transition Mappings
Figure 8.42: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Context Topology Renamed
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B would personally contextualize his behavior, the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means al-
gorithm combination was able to contextualize Driver B’s behaviors in a reasonable
and interesting manner that would be useful for learning.
8.3.4.4 Driver B Transitional Meaning
The next process is to analyze the transitional meaning given an understanding of
what each context represents. There are a total of 11 transition pairs shown in Figure
8.37 and 8.42. Table 8.38 shows all 11 transitions for Driver B ordered by from and to
contexts as rows and columns respectively. Instead of analyzing and discussing all 11
transition pairs individually, the transition pairs are grouped by their from context
and discussed collectively.
Context 1 (TrafficLightAndIntersectionContext) contains three transitions, each to
Context 2 (CloseAndSharpTurningIntersectionContext), Context 4 (SimultaneousAc-
celeratorBrakeContext), and Context 5 (IntersectionAndHazardContext) with one,
two, and one occurrences respectively. The two transitions to Context 4 occur when
Driver B starts stabilizing to a constant speed while depressing both brake and ac-
celerator. The singular transition to Context 2 occurs when Driver B releases the
accelerator to slow down towards a traffic light with a sharp left turn shown in Figure
8.43. The transition to Context 5 occurs right after Driver B enters the rural section
of the road and begins to stabilize his high speed allowing Context 5 to handle the
upcoming intersection.
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Table 8.38: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means,
Transition Pairs with Transition Counts





















































































































Cx 1: TrafficLightAndIntersectionContext 1 2 1
Cx 2: CloseAndSharpTurningIntersectionContext 1 1 1
Cx 3: StraightStableAndModerateSpeedContext 2 2
Cx 4: SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeContext 1
Cx 5: IntersectionAndHazardContext 2 3
Figure 8.43: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Transition from Context 1 to Context 2
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Figure 8.44: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, All Transitions from Context 5 to Context 2
Context 5 (IntersectionAndHazardContext) has the most frequent number of tran-
sitions from itself to Context 3 (StraightStableAndModerateSpeedContext) with three
transitions, which occur when Driver B starts to stabilize at around 40 km/h, with
no steering and constant acceleration. The two transitions to Context 2 (TrafficLigh-
tAndIntersectionContext) happen as Driver B approaches an intersection (∼25-35
meters from the intersection) that requires a slow and sharp turn as seen in Figure
8.44.
Context 4 (SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeContext) has a single transition to Con-
text 1 (TrafficLightAndIntersectionContext) when the traffic light turns yellow while
Driver B is still pressing on the brake and accelerator pedals simultaneously as shown
in Figure 8.45. This is due to the yellow light action not being included into Con-
text 4 ’s template.
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Figure 8.45: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Transition from Context 4 to Context 1
Figure 8.46: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Transition from Context 2 to Context 5
Context 2 (CloseAndSharpTurningIntersectionContext) has three transitions, each
occurring once to Context 1 (TrafficLightAndIntersectionContext), Context 3 (Straight-
StableAndModerateSpeedContext), and Context 5 (IntersectionAndHazardContext).
The transition to Context 1 occurs right after Driver B completes the sharp inter-
section turn and is immediately focused on a traffic light, through which Context 1
is used to navigate. Much like Context 1, transitioning from Context 2 to Context 3
occurs right after Driver B performs a sharp turn and stabilizes to a moderate speed
and straight line driving action dictated by Context 3. The transition to Context 5
transpires after making two sharp turns at intersections and focuses on a straight line
drive allowing Context 5 to get the car up to speed as shown in Figure 8.46.
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Context 3 (StraightStableAndModerateSpeedContext) has two transitions, one to
Context 1 (TrafficLightAndIntersectionContext) and one to Context 5 (Intersectio-
nAndHazardContext), both occurring twice. As mentioned in the contextual analysis,
all four transitions occur when the accelerator is depressed or released, causing the
stable behavior to end. Context 3 transitions to Context 5 if Driver B is focused on
a hazard, otherwise Context 3 transitions to Context 1 (focused on a traffic light) as
shown in Figure 8.41.
The CFA algorithm also generated five defined contexts for Driver B, but had 33
transitions resulting in 13 transition pairs, while the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means al-
gorithm generated half the amount of executed contexts resulting in 17 transitions and
11 transition pairs. The contexts generated using the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
approach generated more coarse-grained contexts that overlapped in behaviors. For
instance, Context 2 is a specialized behavior of Context 1, both containing actions
to drive through traffic light and intersection waypoints. This coarse grained type
of contextual behavior was created from the K-means algorithm merging two similar
executed context together during clustering. Even though, there were fewer exe-
cuted contexts and the contexts themselves overlapped, they had their own distinct
features and real-world contextual and transitional meanings. Also, interesting be-
haviors such as the simultaneous pedal actions in Context 4 were also extracted from
Driver B’s behaviors. This shows that contextualization has the ability to extract
interesting, and probably unintended, behaviors from human generated observational
data streams. The next step is to use this context topology in GenCL to generate
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Figure 8.47: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined Context
the human behavioral model reflecting Driver B’s performance. This is discussed in
Chapter 9.
8.3.4.5 Driver A - Analysis
Driver A’s results generated six defined contexts, one more than Driver B. Figure
8.47 shows a pie chart of percentage of time each context is active. Figure 8.48 shows
the context topology of the resultant run. Each of the six defined contexts for Driver
A were active for a significant length of time (> 5%) and contained more than one
executed context. The most active context is Context 3 - over a third of the mission
(36%). The behaviors of the car under the six contexts are briefly described and
intuitively renamed below:
• Context 1 (CloseTrafficLightRunningContext) is used for close traffic lights
with the intention of running the light, either because the light turns from red
to green to green to yellow.
• Context 2 (YellowAndRedLightContext) is used when Driver A has the inten-
tion of stopping at a yellow light and continues to be active until the light turns
green. This context also included the one red light that Driver A runs; however,
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Figure 8.48: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Context Topology
his observed behavior in front of the light shows that Driver A had the intention
of stopping at the light, slowing down and using the brake, but instead runs the
red light.
• Context 3 (MovingUnknownLightAndHazardContext) is used for far away traf-
fic light or hazardous driving situations with no braking and relatively high
speeds (> 50 km/h).
• Context 4 (ModerateSpeedCloseWaypointContext) is employed when Driver
A is driving in a straight line close to traffic lights and intersections going at
moderate speeds (∼30 km/h).
• Context 5 (IntersectionTurningContext) is used for slow moving and sharp
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intersections turning conditions.
• Context 6 (FastStraightLineDrivingContext) is activated for straight-line high-
speed driving (> 50 km/h) in front of intersections, but, on average, not as high
speed as Context 3.
There are a total of 13 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.48. Driver
A has the lowest number of transition pairs out of all the drivers. Table 8.39 shows
all 17 transitions for Driver A ordered by from and to contexts as rows and columns
respectively. Driver A had one more defined context than Driver B. These defined
contexts are more separated and less overlapped than Driver B’s. This is quite the
opposite than the CFA results where Driver B’s contexts were more specialized con-
texts and Driver A’s contexts were more multi-situational. This is due to how the
drivers data stream was partitioning using Fuzzy Partitioning and ultimately how
they behaved in the mission. Each of the transition pairs are briefly described below,
grouped by their from contexts.
• Context 1 (CloseTrafficLightRunningContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (YellowAndRedLightContext) when the light turns yellow and
Driver A intends to stop at the light.
– Context 3 (MovingUnknownLightAndHazardContext) when focusing on a
far away traffic light requiring higher speeds and straight-line driving.
– Context 6 (FastStraightLineDrivingContext) after passing a yellow light
and focusing on a far away intersection.
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Table 8.39: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Transition Pairs with Transition Counts





























































































































Cx 1: CloseTrafficLightRunningContext 1 2 1
Cx 2: YellowAndRedLightContext 1 1
Cx 3: MovingUnknownLightAndHazardContext 3
Cx 4: ModerateSpeedCloseWaypointContext 1 1
Cx 5: IntersectionTurningContext 1 1 1
Cx 6: FastStraightLineDrivingContext 1 2
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• Context 2 (YellowAndRedLightContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (CloseTrafficLightRunningContext) after passing the traffic light
and then focusing on another light.
– Context 6 (FastStraightLineDrivingContext) after running the red light
and focusing on the long straight road leading to the rural area.
• Context 3 (MovingUnknownLightAndHazardContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (CloseTrafficLightRunningContext) when Driver A get close to
a traffic light.
• Context 4 (ModerateSpeedCloseWaypointContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (YellowAndRedLightContext) after Driver A makes the intersec-
tion turn and faces a stale green light about to turn yellow.
– Context 5 (IntersectionTurningContext) right before the first intersection
when Driver A is preparing to slow down for a sharp turn.
• Context 5 (IntersectionTurningContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (CloseTrafficLightRunningContext) right after passing an inter-
section and focusing on a stale green light.
– Context 3 (MovingUnknownLightAndHazardContext) following the traffic
making a turn at the traffic intersection.
– Context 6 (FastStraightLineDrivingContext) after passing an intersection
turn and focusing on a hazard waypoint.
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• Context 6 (FastStraightLineDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (ModerateSpeedCloseWaypointContext) when Driver A starts
slowing down within ∼ 90 meters of the intersection.
– Context 5 (IntersectionTurningContext), again, when Driver starts to slow
down close to the intersection.
Driver A contextualization results was primarily based on distances to waypoints.
For instance, Context 1, Context 2, Context 4, and Context 5 were actions that were
performed close to a waypoint while the other contexts were actions performed far
away from a waypoint. Driver A’s context topology does indeed contain a reasonable
real-world distance-based breakdown of Driver A’s contextual behaviors and discreet
transitions between then.
8.3.4.6 Driver C - Analysis
Driver C’s results generated seven defined contexts, which is the same number as
Driver D. Figure 8.49 shows a pie chart of percentage of time each context is active.
Figure 8.50 shows the context topology of the resultant run. Unlike Driver A, three
(Context 1, Context 2, and Context 5 ) of the seven defined contexts were active for
a very short period of time (< 5%) compared to the other contexts. Which means
Driver C has more specialized contexts than Driver A. The most active context is
Context 6 for over a third of the mission (37%). The behaviors of the seven contexts
are briefly described and intuitively renamed below:
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Figure 8.49: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver C, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined Context
Figure 8.50: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver C, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Context Topology
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• Context 1 (SlowSharpTurningContext) is activated for slow sharp turning sit-
uations where Driver C turns at ∼10 km/h.
• Context 2 (ModerateIntersectionBrakingContext) is only activated once right
before a gently curving intersection requiring only moderate braking (∼ 35%).
All other braking situations for Driver C require between 50% and 100% brake
pressure.
• Context 3 (RuralDrivingContext) is used during the rural section of the road
where Driver C goes fast (∼70 km/h).
• Context 4 (ModerateTurningAndDrivingContext) is activated for slow, gen-
tler curves and turns where Driver C makes the turn at speed faster than in
Context 1. This context is also used for moderate speed straight-line driving
(∼35 km/h).
• Context 5 (SlowStraightDrivingContext) is used in two instance where Driver
C is driving slowly (∼25 km/h) in a straight-line situation in the beginning of
the mission.
• Context 6 (FastStraightDrivingContext) is used for faster driving in urban
roads where Driver C is driving closer to the speed limit (∼50 km/h).
• Context 7 (TrafficLightContext) is employed to stop at yellow to red lights
and accelerate up to speed after stopping at the red light.
There are a total of 15 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.50. Table
8.40 shows all 19 transitions for Driver C, ordered by from and to contexts as rows
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and columns respectively. Driver C has an interesting context topology where the
behaviors are grouped by aggressiveness of driving, for example, Context 3, Context 6,
Context 4, and Context 5 were all used for rural (very fast), fast, moderate, and slow
straight-line driving respectively. Context 1 and Context 4 were used for sharp and
moderate turning respectively, which represent levels of speed and steering required
for turning. Each of the transition pairs are briefly described below, grouped by their
from contexts.
• Context 1 (SlowSharpTurningContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (ModerateTurningAndDrivingContext) following a sharp turn
and where Driver C starts to drive at moderate speeds.
– Context 5 (SlowStraightDrivingContext) after making a turn and starting
to driving on a straight road.
– Context 6 (FastStraightDrivingContext) again, after making a sharp turn.
• Context 2 (ModerateIntersectionBrakingContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (ModerateTurningAndDrivingContext) after braking for the in-
tersection.
• Context 3 (RuralDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 5 (SlowStraightDrivingContext) right when Driver C slows downs
in a straight road.
– Context 6 (FastStraightDrivingContext) when Driver C starts to slow down
from rural speeds.
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Table 8.40: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver C, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means,
Transition Pairs with Transition Counts

































































































































Cx 1: SlowSharpTurningContext 1 1 1
Cx 2: ModerateIntersectionBrakingContext 1
Cx 3: RuralDrivingContext 1 1
Cx 4: ModerateTurningAndDrivingContext 1 2 1
Cx 5: SlowStraightDrivingContext 2
Cx 6: FastStraightDrivingContext 2 2
Cx 7: TrafficLightContext 1 1 1
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• Context 4 (ModerateTurningAndDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 3 (RuralDrivingContext) when the urban road turns into the rural
road.
– Context 6 (FastStraightDrivingContext) after driving through some curvy
roads and focusing on a straight road.
– Context 7 (TrafficLightContext) following an intersection turn and focus-
ing on a close traffic light.
• Context 5 (SlowStraightDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (SlowSharpTurningContext) right before the intersection first
two intersection turns.
• Context 6 (FastStraightDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (ModerateTurningAndDrivingContext) right after heavily brak-
ing for a hazard and then driving slowly towards an intersection.
– Context 7 (TrafficLightContext) when an intersection approaches where
Driver C is preparing to slow down and stop at a yellow light.
• Context 7 (TrafficLightContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (SlowSharpTurningContext) right after the traffic light turns
from red to green and before Driver C makes the sharp turn.
– Context 2 (ModerateIntersectionBrakingContext) when Driver C gets close
to an intersection and preparing to slow down to make the turn.
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– Context 6 (FastStraightDrivingContext) after passing an intersection and
getting up to high speeds.
Again, the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means algorithm combination was able to suc-
cessfully generate a robust context topology for Driver C with four context represent-
ing varying degrees of driving speeds and aggressiveness, two contexts used for turning
(one for slow and the other one for moderate turning), and one general traffic light
context. This context topology is different from the previous two drivers as it focuses
more on the Driver C’s driving speeds. All the transition were easily identifiable and
intuitive as Driver C triggers a change from one context to another.
8.3.4.7 Driver D - Analysis
Driver D’s results generated seven defined contexts, which is the same number as
Driver C. Figure 8.51 is a pie chart depicting the percentage of time each context
is active. Figure 8.52 shows the context topology of the resultant run. Similar to
Driver C, three (Context 1, Context 2, and Context 5 ) of the seven defined contexts
were active for a very short period of time (< 5%) compared to the other contexts.
However, each of these short defined contexts have two executed contexts assigned to
them, which means these defined contexts are very specific but repeatable behaviors.
The most active context is Context 6 for over two-fifths of the mission (42%). The
behaviors of the seven contexts are briefly described and intuitively renamed below:
• Context 1 (StraightRedToGreenLightDrivingContext) is activated twice, when
traffic light #4 was green, both times. Traffic light #4 was the only red to green
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Figure 8.51: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver D, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined Context
Figure 8.52: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver D, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Context Topology
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traffic light that did not also include an intersection.
• Context 2 (StraightSteeringContext) is employed when Driver D uses a very
slight steering action, maneuvering the car within the traffic lane.
• Context 3 (HeavyBrakingContext) is used during times where Driver D hits
the brake at 100%.
• Context 4 (ModerateDrivingContext) is activated during times when Driver
D is traveling at moderate to slow speeds (< 35 km/h). This context is also
used to handle traffic lights and intersections where Context 3 does not apply.
• Context 5 (StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext) is activated right be-
fore Context 1 both times, but is active when the light is red while Driver D is
coasting towards the traffic light.
• Context 6 (FastUrbanDrivingContext) is used for fast urban type driving
where Driver D’s speed is, on average, approximately 55 km/h.
• Context 7 (RuralAndHazardDriving) is activated for both hazard conditions
as well as the rural driving section.
There are a total of 15 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.52. Table
8.41 shows all 16 transitions for Driver D ordered by from and to contexts as rows and
columns respectively. Driver D only has only 1 of the total 15 transition pairs occur
twice, which is the transition from Context 5 to Context 1 that occurred at the same
place in the mission. Context 7 is an interesting context in which it is activated for
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two very different situations, this is because the behaviors of the executed contexts in
each situation were most similar to each other than the other executed contexts. Each
of the transition pairs are briefly described below, grouped by their from contexts.
• Context 1 (StraightRedToGreenLightDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 6 (FastUrbanDrivingContext) right after Driver D passes the traf-
fic light.
• Context 2 (StraightSteeringContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (ModerateDrivingContext) right after the slight steering maneu-
ver within the lane.
– Context 7 (RuralAndHazardDriving) when the road starts to straighten
out at the start of the rural section.
• Context 3 (HeavyBrakingContext) transitions to
– Context 5 (StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext) when the traffic light
turns from an unknown state to red.
– Context 6 (FastUrbanDrivingContext) after passing the traffic light.
• Context 4 (ModerateDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 3 (HeavyBrakingContext) as the traffic light turns yellow and
Driver D starts to slam on the brakes.
– Context 6 (FastUrbanDrivingContext) right after running the yellow light
and then focusing on the last high-speed section.
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Table 8.41: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver D, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Transition Pairs with Transition Counts



































































































































Cx 1: StraightRedToGreenLightDrivingContext 1
Cx 2: StraightSteeringContext 1 1
Cx 3: HeavyBrakingContext 1 1
Cx 4: ModerateDrivingContext 1 1 1
Cx 5: StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext 2
Cx 6: FastUrbanDrivingContext 1 1 1 1
Cx 7: RuralAndHazardDriving 1 1
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– Context 7 (RuralAndHazardDriving) after making the intersection turn
while Driver D is accelerating up to faster speeds (> 35 km/h).
• Context 5 (StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (StraightRedToGreenLightDrivingContext) as the traffic light
turns from red to green.
• Context 6 (FastUrbanDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (StraightSteeringContext) as Driver D starts to maneuver within
the lane.
– Context 3 (HeavyBrakingContext) as Driver D slams on the brakes.
– Context 4 (ModerateDrivingContext) as Driver D slows down to make the
intersection turn.
– Context 5 (StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext) when the traffic light
turns from an unknown state to red.
• Context 7 (RuralAndHazardDriving) transitions to
– Context 2 (StraightSteeringContext) when the road starts curving, requir-
ing Driver D to use a small amount of steering to stay on course.
– Context 6 (FastUrbanDrivingContext) after passing the second traffic haz-
ard and focusing on the upcoming traffic light.
The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means contextualization results for Driver D are more
geared towards a fine-grained action based context topology, being different than the
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previous three driver. Nevertheless, this context topology is still valid and reasonable
given the manner in which Driver D executed the mission.
8.3.4.8 Driver E - Analysis
Driver E’s results generated six defined contexts, which is the same as Driver A.
Figure 8.53 shows a pie chart of percentage of time each context is active. Figure
8.54 shows the context topology of the resultant run. The most active context is
Context 5, which was activated for over half of the mission (56%), this single context
represents a coarse-grained and multi-purpose context. Two contexts, Context 1 and
Context 6, were only activated once and for a short period of time (∼1%). Driver E’s
simultaneous acceleration and braking behavior is very difficult to analyze; his intent
was deceiving at some points in the mission. Sometimes he would depress harder on
both brake and throttle pedals. When Driver E presses on both pedals, the basic
net effect is the summation of the pedal pressures. For example, given two situations
where (a) Driver E has only 10% throttle pressure and no brake pressure and (b)
Driver E has 50% throttle and 40% brake pressure for a pseudo-throttle pressure of
10%. These two situations generate the same basic net result. However, during the
contextualization process, each of these inputs are treated as independent variables
and these two situations would most likely mapped to two separate defined contexts
because their respective templates are very different. This is one discovered limita-
tion of the contextualization algorithm, identifying and coping with input/variable
dependencies. This issue is more dramatic with the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering results that generated 19 defined contexts. This which is further discussed
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Figure 8.53: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver E, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined Context
in the next section. However, these behaviors are indeed human-like, where Driver
E has discovered an alternate, albeit not ideal, way to drive using both pedals. The
behaviors of the six contexts are briefly described and intuitively renamed below:
• Context 1 (TrafficLightBrakingContext) is activated when Driver E approaches
a yellow light and starts to brake heavily as he approaches the light.
• Context 2 (TwoPedalDrivingContext) is used when Driver E uses both the
accelerator and brake pedals when not facing intersection situations.
• Context 3 (TwoPedalIntersectionContext) is the same actions as Context 2
but is used for intersection situations.
• Context 4 (FarAwayRedLightContext) is activated for all four occurrences
where Driver E faces a stale red light able to turn green.
• Context 5 (MultiPurposeDrivingContext) is employed for the majority of times
for straight-line, high speed driving. However, it is also used for intersection
turning and traffic light passing situations. There was very minimal brake usage
during this context.
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Figure 8.54: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver E, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, Context Topology
• Context 6 (RuralIntersectionContext) is used for the single intersection in the
rural section.
There are a total of 11 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.54. Table
8.42 shows all 16 transitions for Driver E ordered by from and to contexts as rows and
columns respectively. This context topology generated included some special-purpose
contexts and one very general purpose context (Context 5 ) leading to low number of
executed contexts and transitions. It is also interesting to note that two contexts,
Context 2 and Context 3, were specifically clustered to account for Driver E’s double
pedal behaviors, with one transition pair between the two. Each of the transition
pairs are briefly described below, grouped by their from contexts.
• Context 1 (TrafficLightBrakingContext) transitions to
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Table 8.42: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver E, Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means,
Transition Pairs with Transition Counts













































































































Cx 1: TrafficLightBrakingContext 1
Cx 2: TwoPedalDrivingContext 1 2
Cx 3: TwoPedalIntersectionContext 1 1
Cx 4: FarAwayRedLightContext 1 2
Cx 5: MultiPurposeDrivingContext 1 4 1
Cx 6: RuralIntersectionContext 1
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– Context 3 (TwoPedalIntersectionContext) after Driver E comes to a stop
while depressing both pedals facing two oncoming intersections.
• Context 2 (TwoPedalDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (TrafficLightBrakingContext) as Driver E starts to increase brak-
ing pressure right before the traffic light turns yellow.
– Context 5 (MultiPurposeDrivingContext) when Driver E starts to stabilize
his speed and stops pressing hard on the brake pedal.
• Context 3 (TwoPedalIntersectionContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (TwoPedalDrivingContext) after making the intersection turn,
focusing on a traffic light.
– Context 5 (MultiPurposeDrivingContext) when the brake pedal was fully
released.
• Context 4 (FarAwayRedLightContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (TwoPedalDrivingContext) after passing the green light.
– Context 5 (MultiPurposeDrivingContext) when the light turns green and
Driver E starts picking up speed.
• Context 5 (MultiPurposeDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 3 (TwoPedalIntersectionContext) as Driver reacts to the hazard
and now has both pedal depressed.
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– Context 4 (FarAwayRedLightContext) when first facing a stale red light
– Context 6 (RuralIntersectionContext) as Driver E starts to slow down for
the traffic intersection.
• Context 6 (RuralIntersectionContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (TwoPedalDrivingContext) after making the intersection turn.
The context topology for Driver E generated by the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
algorithm combination generated contexts some contexts that were coarse-grained and
multi-purposed, while the other contexts were based on a specific set of actions. Driver
E’s simultaneous throttle and brake actions were taken into account by generating
two contexts from these set of actions. Overall, Driver E’s context topology represents
real-world contextual and transitional meaning based directly on his actions in the
mission.
8.3.4.9 Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Summary
Even though the results of the K-means algorithm included an unrestricted context
range, the set of defined contexts generated fell right into the middle of the desired
range (5 to 7 contexts). Overall, the contextualization results generated a dominant
context that accounted for over a third of the mission for each driver. The contextu-
alization algorithm was also successful in extracting very interesting, driver-specific
behaviors. Such examples are: Driver E’s two pedal driving and Driver C’s slow sharp
intersection turning behaviors. These five drivers’ context topologies are indeed con-
textualized more on action performed (e.g., no steering, high speed, slow turning,
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etc.) than the waypoint focus preferred by the CFA algorithm. Even though the
context topologies differ, they are certainly meaningful and usable with GenCL to
create intelligent agents from. The results of using the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
context topologies with GenCL are discussed in Chapter 9.
8.3.4.10 Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
The second set of results generated by using the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clus-
tering algorithm combination are discussed for each driver. Again, the results for
Driver B are analyzed in detail while the other drivers are briefly summarized. Re-
member, the initial set of executed contexts are the same for both the Fuzzy Partition-
ing/K-means and the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm combina-
tions, therefore some of the defined contexts generated are very similar and some-
times the discussion refers back to the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means results. However,
the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm does not perform context-
smoothing, but instead enforces adjacent contexts to be clustered into different defined
contexts. Given the way Similarity Clustering functions, the first context, Context 1
is the most important context in the context topology. It is the most active context for
all drivers and represents “regular” driving behaviors. If the reader is only interested
in the high level results of the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm,
the discussion of Driver B should suffice and the reader can continue on to Section
8.3.4.18.
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Figure 8.55: COPAC In Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined
Context
8.3.4.11 Driver B - In-Depth Analysis
The first set of results analyzed is Driver B’s run using the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering algorithm combination. The results generated eight defined contexts. Fig-
ure 8.55 shows a pie chart depicting the proportion of time each context is active.
The resultant mission execution time-line is shown in Figure 8.56. Figure 8.57 shows
the context topology of the resultant run. Both the CFA and Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means algorithms generated five defined contexts for Driver B, but the Fuzzy Parti-
tioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm generated a total of eight defined contexts.
These extra contexts are more specialized fine-grained contexts used to describe sin-
gle instance behaviors of Driver B. The most active context is Context 1, activated
for two-fifths (∼45%) of the mission execution. Remember, the executed contexts
used in Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means algorithm combination are also used here. The
behavior of the eight contexts are studied and summarized in the remainder of this
section in order of most to least active.
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Figure 8.56: COPAC In Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Mission Execution Time-line
8.3.4.12 Driver B Contextual Meaning
Context 1 is active primarily for stable, straight-line driving with minimal steer-
ing and braking far away from waypoints. This context is active for the majority of
the mission, but mainly during the long, straight paths that do not curve very much.
Other contexts are used for the turning, braking, and behaviors at traffic lights. How-
ever, Context 1 was used once to run a yellow light, shown by the executed context
in Figure 8.58. This clustering occurred because this particular executed context was
the longest occurring one during partitioning and contained enough similarity to the
Context 1 group to remain clustered that way. In other words, the traffic light be-
havior was such a small percentage of the executed context; it did not heavily impact
the clustering process.
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(a) Context Topology (b) Context Transition Mappings
Figure 8.57: COPAC In Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Context Topology
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Figure 8.58: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Single Instance of Context 1 Used to
Run a Yellow Traffic Light
Context 2 is representative of a context that is used for stopping at red lights and
turning at intersections, or the combination of both actions. In the training mission,
Driver B stops at three traffic lights and all of them are handled by this context.
The big difference is the wide range of steering angle in Context 2 ’s template with
respect to Context 1 ’s. Figure 8.59 shows the three executed context that were active
when Driver B stopped at a traffic light turning from yellow to red. Each of these
traffic lights was also at or very close to an intersection. The two executed contexts
not shown occur during traffic lights that turn from red to green and while Driver B
coasted towards the light while it was red.
Context 5 is used primarily for straight and steady driving situations where Driver
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Figure 8.59: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Three Instances of Context 2 Where
Driver Stopped at a Traffic Light Near an Intersection
Figure 8.60: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Two Instances of Context 5
B maintains a steady speed of approximately 50 km/h. In this context Driver B
steers straight and maintains a very constant speed. The two instances of Context 5,
shown in Figure 8.60, is the only time Driver B was able to maintain a set of constant
actions with very little fluctuations shown in Figure 8.61.
Context 6 is used for short, quick bursts of acceleration as well as some minor steer-
ing actions far away (> 85 m) away from waypoints. Short bursts of acceleration are
characterized by higher-than-usual throttle in conjunction with lower speeds. Driver
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Figure 8.61: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Partial Mission Execution Graph High-
lighting Context 5 ’s Executed Contexts
Figure 8.62: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Two Instances of Context 6
B is always in motion under this context with no braking action and only minor steer-
ing action when the road becomes moderately curvy. Two such moderately-curved
road segments are shown in Figure 8.62. The speed at which Driver B is traveling
through these curvy roads resembles lower speeds and slightly increased acceleration
values occurring during and at the completion of the curvy road. These actions are
similar to the other executed contexts assigned to this defined context with Driver B
accelerating to higher speeds.
Context 8 is a hybrid version of Context 1 and Context 2 that was activated during
an intersection and a light curvy road situation shown in Figure 8.63. This context is
basically used for light steering situations. Context 8 is more like Context 1 when it
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Figure 8.63: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Single Instance of Context 8
comes to speed and acceleration. In Context 2, Driver B tends to coast and produce
lower speeds. Context 8 is closer to Context 2 in traffic light behavior and turning
behaviors. However, because the manner in which Context 8 was created, it was
clustered last. This leads us to believe that Context 8 was similar to Context 1 and
Context 2, but not close enough to pass the similarity threshold Smin = 0.60 of either.
Furthermore, because the road curve was longer than in the previous Context 6, less
steering is required of Driver B, therefore not allowing this context to be clustered
with Context 6.
Context 7 is activated during two sharp turns where Driver B does not use any
brake pressure to slow down the car. Instead, he just lets the car coast to the in-
tersection and makes the turn as shown by the two executed contexts illustrated in
Figure 8.64. Driver B is always in motion during this context. Additionally the two
executed contexts clustered to Context 7 are very short and a transition out the con-
text occurs immediately after the turn.
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Figure 8.64: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Two Instances of Context 7
Figure 8.65: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Single Instance of Context 3
Context 3 is a specialized context that is activated once when Driver B steps on
both the brake and accelerator pedals at the same time with the brake value at 5%
shown in Figure 8.65. This is similar to how the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means clus-
tered the simultaneous pedal behavior. However, the other instance of this behavior
was clustered with Context 5 shown by the picture on the right in Figure 8.60. That
instance was more related to Context 5 than this context because of the steady move-
ment behavior and the duration of this context. Context 3 included an intersection
turn and faced a traffic light that was about to turn yellow.
Context 4 is only activated for a short period of time when Driver coasts through
the second traffic hazard waypoint as shown in Figure 8.66. As Driver B approaches
this waypoint, he releases both the brake and accelerator, letting the car drift past
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Figure 8.66: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Single Instance of Context 4
the hazard.
All of these defined contexts explained above are meaningful. If the context-base
were to be renamed to better reflect the nature of each context, the contexts would
be renamed as follows:
• Context 1 → StraightLineDrivingContext
• Context 2 → StoppingOrTurningContext
• Context 3 → SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeContext
• Context 4 → TrafficHazardCoastingContext
• Context 5 → SteadyFastDrivingContext
• Context 6 → AccelerationAndCurvingContext
• Context 7 → NoBrakeSharpTurningContext
• Context 8 → LightTurningModerateDrivingContext
The context topology is also re-labeled with the given names above and shown in
Figure 8.67. There were three defined contexts that only had one executed context
assigned to it (Context 3, Context 4, and Context 8 ). These context were very dif-
ferent than the other contexts during clustering and could not break the similarity
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(a) Context Topology
Figure 8.67: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Context Topology Renamed
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(b) Context Transition Mappings
Figure 8.67: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Context Topology Renamed
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threshold with other executed contexts (Smin = 0.60). Unlike K-means, the Similarity
Clustering creates defined contexts in order and there’s a meaning to this order. For
this mission, Context 1 is always the most utilized defined context since it was created
first. Context 2 is the defined context most different from Context 1 because of how
Similarity Clustering selects its next unmapped representative executed context that
differs most from the set of mapped executed contexts as seen by the explanations
of both contexts described above. The next defined Context 3, is chosen to be the
most different from Context 1 and Context 2 combined, and so forth until the last
defined context, Context 8, is created. This is why Context 8 is so similar to the
first two contexts. Context 5 could be made a sub-context of Context 1, being acti-
vated when necessary. Both Context 3 and Context 7 were specialized intersection
turning actions that can be part of Context 2 ’s general purpose turning and traffic
light behaviors. Again, this contextualization algorithm only generates a single tiered
context topology (only major contexts). Therefore, defining sub-contexts would be
a knowledge engineering post-COPAC step. It is very interesting to see that the
Similarity Clustering algorithm was able to further separate turning situations into
more fine-grained contexts including: a general purpose turning context (Context 2 ),
no braking context (Context 7 ), simultaneous accelerator and brake context, short
curvy road context (Context 6 ), and long curvy road context (Context 8 ). In this
case, the low-level behaviors of Driver B very much dictated which executed contexts
belong to which defined contexts.
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8.3.4.13 Driver B Transitional Meaning
The next process is to analyze the transitional meaning given an understanding of
what each context represents. There are a total of 15 transition pairs shown in Figure
8.57 and 8.67. Table 8.43 shows all 15 transitions for Driver B ordered by from and to
contexts as rows and columns respectively. Instead of analyzing and discussing all 15
transition pairs individually, the transition pairs are grouped by their from context
and discussed collectively.
Context 1 (StraightLineDrivingContext) contains four transitions to Context 2 (Stop-
pingOrTurningContext), three of them occurring when Driver B was close to a traffic
light that was turning from yellow to red, where Driver B would ease up on the
throttle and prepare to stop at the light. The other transition occurred as Driver
B started adjusting his behavior to coast towards the stale red traffic light shown
in Figure 8.68. A single transition to Context 3 (SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeCon-
text) occurred close to the intersection right after Driver B slowed down to make the
intersection turn and started to accelerate back up to speed which slightly depressing
on the brake pedal. Only one transition was made to Context 4 (TrafficHazardCoast-
ingContext) which takes place right before the second traffic hazard, when Driver B
releases the accelerator pedal to coast past the waypoint. A total of three transitions
to Context 6 (AccelerationAndCurvingContext) all occur as Driver B starts to depress
harder on the accelerator, signaling an intent to driver faster. The pair of transitions
to Context 7 (NoBrakeSharpTurningContext) happens as Driver B gets close to an
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Table 8.43: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition Pairs with Transition Counts





























































































































































Cx 1: StraightLineDrivingContext 4 1 1 3 2
Cx 2: StoppingOrTurningContext 3 2
Cx 3: SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeContext 1
Cx 4: TrafficHazardCoastingContext 1
Cx 5: SteadyFastDrivingContext 1
Cx 6: AccelerationAndCurvingContext 5 1
Cx 7: NoBrakeSharpTurningContext 1 1
Cx 8: LightTurningModerateDrivingContext 1
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Figure 8.68: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition from Context 1 to Context 2
Figure 8.69: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition from Context 2 to Context 6
intersection turn as his speed drops below 20 km/h, indicating an intent to coast
through the intersection.
Context 2 (StoppingOrTurningContext) has the most frequent number of transi-
tions from itself to Context 1 (StraightLineDrivingContext) with three transitions
that occur when Driver B completes an intersection turn (with a traffic light) or
passes a traffic light that was turning from red to green, thereby requiring Context 2
to be activated. The two transitions to Context 6 (AccelerationAndCurvingContext)
happen as Driver B begins to gain speed immediately after making an intersection
turn with a traffic light, as shown in Figure 8.69.
Context 5 (SteadyFastDrivingContext) has a lone transition to Context 1 (Straight-
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Figure 8.70: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition from Context 5 to Context 1
LineDrivingContext) occurring once right after passing the first hazard waypoint as
Driver B reacts to the hazard situation by violently braking shown in Figure 8.70.
However, it was clustered with Context 1 because of the short period of time this
braking occurred versus the entire duration of the executed context with straight-line
driving behaviors. The other executed context for Context 5 was in effect until the
end of the mission and has no transition.
Context 6 (AccelerationAndCurvingContext) has two transitions with the majority
of them, (five out of six), to Context 1 (StraightLineDrivingContext) and a single
transition to Context 5 (SteadyFastDrivingContext). The transitions to Context 1
occur after Driver B has finished accelerating up to speed or driving through a short
curvy road. Figure 8.71a shows one example where Driver B accelerates after making
an intersection turn using Context 6, then transitioning to Context 1 afterwards. Fig-
ure 8.71b show a transition to Context 1 after traveling through a short curvy road.
The one transition to Context 5 occurs the same way, immediately after accelerating
up to speed. The difference is in how stable Driver B’s behavior was afterwards.
Remember, Context 6 is more of a transient context that performs an action to get
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(a) Straight-Line Situation
(b) Short, Curvy Road Situation
Figure 8.71: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Two Transitions from Context 6 to
Context 1
to the next context. This is why the executed contexts are short and the subsequent
contexts to which the driver transitions to are straight-line driving contexts.
Context 8 (LightTurningModerateDrivingContext) has a single transition to Con-
text 5 (SteadyFastDrivingContext) when Driver B completes the driving the arced/curvy
road and begins driving the straight road at a stable speed as shown in Figure 8.72.
Context 7 (NoBrakeSharpTurningContext) contains two transitions, each occurring
once, to Context 2 (StoppingOrTurningContext) and to Context 6 (AccelerationAnd-
CurvingContext). Both transitions occur immediately after Driver B performs an
intersection turn without using the brakes. The transition to Context 2 was due to a
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Figure 8.72: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition from Context 8 to Context 5
Figure 8.73: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver B, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition from Context 7 to Context 2
traffic light being visible right after the turn shown in Figure 8.73. The other transi-
tion to Context 6 was caused by a need to accelerate and a small curvy road ahead.
Context 3 (SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeContext) has only a single transition to
Context 8 (LightTurningModerateDrivingContext), which occurs shortly after mak-
ing the intersection turn and as the traffic light turns from green to yellow as Driver
B reacts to the light and starts accelerating past the light.
Context 4 (TrafficHazardCoastingContext) transitions to Context 1 (StraightLineDriv-
ingContext) once, right after passing the traffic hazard and as Driver B starts to speed
back up, continuing his regular driving behaviors.
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The contexts generated using the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering ap-
proach generated some coarse-grained and some fine-grained contexts that were more
distinct and different in behaviors than those produced by the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means contexts. The first two contexts, Context 1 and Context 2, were more of a gen-
eral purpose context handling a range of straight driving and traffic light/intersection
turning situations respectively. The other six contexts were special purpose contexts
that were only executed once or were activated for a very specific reason. For exam-
ple, Context 7 was used for intersection turns not requiring any braking action. Even
though these contexts could be sub-contexts of Context 1 or Context 2 as explained
earlier, they exhibited enough distinct behaviors to be clustered into their own de-
fined context with practical real-world meaning. The next step is the learning step
utilizing GenCL to generate the human behavioral model reflecting Driver B’s per-
formance using the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering context topology. This
is discussed in Chapter 9.
8.3.4.14 Driver A - Analysis
Driver A’s results generated eight defined contexts - the same as Driver B. Figure
8.74 shows a pie chart of the percentage of time each context is active. Figure 8.75
shows the context topology of the resultant run. Again, the most active context is
Context 1 for over a third of the mission (39%), with Context 4 coming in a close
second, also active for over a third of the mission (35%). The behaviors of the eight
contexts are briefly described and intuitively renamed below:
• Context 1 (GeneralDrivingWithStoppingContext) is used for various driving
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Figure 8.74: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined
Context
Figure 8.75: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Context Topology
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situations, but mostly when Driver A is driving straight and fast. This context
was activated when Driver A slams the brakes to avoid a hazard as well as
stopping at a traffic light.
• Context 2 (YellowLightHeavyBrakingContext) is employed once when Driver
A reacts to a yellow light by using 100% brake pressure.
• Context 3 (StoppedToMovingTrafficLightContext) is used to keep the car mo-
tionless during a red light then to accelerate the car back up to speed when the
light turns green.
• Context 4 (GeneralDrivingInMotionContext) is activated for general driving
conditions where Driver A drives on straight roads close to the speed limit. This
context is very similar to Context 1, but is used for running yellow/red lights
and Driver A in always in motion during this context.
• Context 5 (FastIntersectionTurningContext) is used for a situation where
Driver A takes an intersection turn at approximately 30 km/h with some accel-
erator pressure (∼20%).
• Context 6 (FarAwayModerateSpeedContext) is only activated when Driver A
is far away from a waypoint, but with speeds slower than approximately 40
km/h.
• Context 7 (PreIntersectionCoastingContext) is activated when Driver A fo-
cuses on an upcoming intersection and starts to decelerate and coast towards
the intersection without using the brake.
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• Context 8 (ModerateSpeedTrafficLightContext) is used once where Driver A is
passing two traffic lights close together, with one of them having an intersection
turn. In this context, Driver A always retains a moderate speed (>18 km/h
and 35 km/h, on average) and does not use any braking.
There are a total of 15 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.75. Table
8.44 shows all 34 transitions for Driver A, ordered by from and to contexts as rows
and columns respectively. Because of the context enforcement policy of Similarity
Clustering, where two adjacent executed contexts cannot be clustered together, in
conjunction with Driver A’s highly fluctuating behaviors, two contexts (Context 1
and Context 4 ) where created for same general set of driving behaviors. Hence the
large number of transitions between the two contexts, 15 in total, almost half of all
transitions. The transitions between the two usually occurs when Driver A quickly
releases then depresses the accelerator pedal, causing the Fuzzy Partitioning algorithm
to detect a transition due to a rapid change in behavior. To a lesser extent, transitions
to and from Context 6 occur in this manner; however, Context 6 contains a more
specific set of behaviors. This is one of the disadvantages of the Similarity Clustering’
context enforcement policy, which is discussed in Section 8.4. Each of the transition
pairs are briefly described below, grouped by their from contexts.
• Context 1 (GeneralDrivingWithStoppingContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (GeneralDrivingInMotionContext) directly after Driver A re-
leases the accelerator pedal.
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Table 8.44: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition Pairs with Transition Counts








































































































































































Cx 1: GeneralDrivingWithStoppingContext 9 1 3 1
Cx 2: YellowLightHeavyBrakingContext 1
Cx 3: StoppedToMovingTrafficLightContext 1
Cx 4: GeneralDrivingInMotionContext 6 1 2 1
Cx 5: FastIntersectionTurningContext 1
Cx 6: FarAwayModerateSpeedContext 3 2
Cx 7: PreIntersectionCoastingContext 1
Cx 8: ModerateSpeedTrafficLightContext 1
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– Context 5 (FastIntersectionTurningContext) right before the intersection
(∼40 meters).
– Context 6 (FarAwayModerateSpeedContext) when Driver A release the ac-
celerator pedal and his speed is high enough to fit into this context.
– Context 7 (PreIntersectionCoastingContext) when Driver A fully releases
the throttle in order to coast towards the intersection.
• Context 2 (YellowLightHeavyBrakingContext) transitions to
– Context 3 (StoppedToMovingTrafficLightContext) when the traffic light
turns red.
• Context 3 (StoppedToMovingTrafficLightContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingWithStoppingContext) right as Driver A de-
presses hard on the pedal to move faster.
• Context 4 (GeneralDrivingInMotionContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingWithStoppingContext) directly after Driver A
releases the accelerator pedal.
– Context 2 (YellowLightHeavyBrakingContext) when the traffic light turns
yellow.
– Context 6 (FarAwayModerateSpeedContext) when Driver A release the ac-
celerator to coast to lower speeds.
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– Context 8 (ModerateSpeedTrafficLightContext) directly after making an in-
tersection turn, as Driver A straightens the car to face an oncoming traffic
light.
• Context 5 (FastIntersectionTurningContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingWithStoppingContext) right after making the
intersection turn.
• Context 6 (FarAwayModerateSpeedContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingWithStoppingContext) when Driver A quickly
releases and depresses the accelerator pedal.
– Context 4 (GeneralDrivingInMotionContext), again, when Driver A quickly
releases and depresses the accelerator pedal.
• Context 7 (PreIntersectionCoastingContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingWithStoppingContext) when Driver A starts press-
ing on the accelerator pedal again to regain speed as he fast approaches
the intersection.
• Context 8 (ModerateSpeedTrafficLightContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingWithStoppingContext) when Driver A has enough
speed and quickly releases and depresses the accelerator pedal.
Driver A’s Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering results generated a context
topology very similar to Driver B’s. There were two general purpose, coarse-grained
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Figure 8.76: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver C, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined
Context
contexts while the rest were special purpose contexts. Again, this is an expected
outcome of using the Similarity Clustering algorithm, isolating specific contextual
behaviors. These general and specific contexts do indeed represent real-world driving
situations and transitions where Driver A exhibits a common behavior combined with
narrow, distinctive action for these contexts respectively.
8.3.4.15 Driver C - Analysis
Driver C’s results generated nine defined contexts, one more than the desired range.
Figure 8.76 shows a pie chart of percentage of time each context is active. Figure 8.77
shows the context topology of the resultant run. Unlike both Driver A and Driver
B, Context 1 for Driver C is active for over half of the mission (53%), which leads
to very coarse-grained contexts. On the other hand, there are five defined contexts
that were only activated once. This implies very specific, fine-grained contexts. The
behaviors of the nine contexts are briefly described and intuitively renamed below:
• Context 1 (FastDrivingContext) is used for high-speed, straight line driving
situations.
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Figure 8.77: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver C, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Context Topology
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• Context 2 (PreIntersectionBrakingContext) is activated when Driver C re-
leases the accelerator and starts braking (∼35%) in front of an intersection to
slow the car down.
• Context 3 (SlowSharpTurningContext) is activated for slow, sharp turning
situations where Driver C turn at approximately 10 km/h.
• Context 4 (NoPedalCloseTrafficLightContext) is used when Driver C is very
close to the traffic light and uses no pedals to either coast at very slow speeds
or remain stationary.
• Context 5 (StraightAndCurvyDrivingContext) is primarily used for straight-
line driving, but is also used for slightly curvy roads and faster speed intersec-
tions.
• Context 6 (TrafficLightStoppingContext) is used to stop at traffic lights that
are turning from yellow to red.
• Context 7 (GreenLightCoastingContext) is employed when Driver C is within
20 meters of a green traffic light at an intersection when he starts coasting
towards them maintaining a slow speed (∼10 km/h).
• Context 8 (ModerateSpeedTrafficLightContext) is used when Driver C is driv-
ing towards a traffic light where he drives at a moderate speed (∼40 km/h)
towards the light. This context is also active while turning on the intersection,
immediately before the traffic lights.
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• Context 9 (PreIntersectionCoastingContext) is activated when Driver C fo-
cuses on an upcoming intersection and starts to decelerate and coast towards
the intersection without using the brake, exactly like Driver A’s Context 7.
There are a total of 18 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.77. Table 8.45
shows all 28 transitions for Driver C, ordered by from and to contexts as rows and
columns respectively. It is interesting to see the same three contexts clustered into
Context 3 were the same set of executed contexts clustered into Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means’ Context 1, both intuitively named SlowSharpTurningContext. Moreover, the
same issue with Driver A occurs here with Driver C where Context 1 and Context 5
somewhat overlap in behaviors through context enforcement requiring a transition to
another defined context during clustering. However, these two contexts are still able
to retain some of their own individual characteristics after clustering. Each of the
transition pairs are briefly described below, grouped by their from contexts.
• Context 1 (FastDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (PreIntersectionBrakingContext) at the point when Driver C
starts to brake in front of an intersection.
– Context 3 (SlowSharpTurningContext) right before a turn when Driver C
releases the accelerator.
– Context 4 (NoPedalCloseTrafficLightContext) when Driver C releases the
accelerator pedal.
– Context 5 (StraightAndCurvyDrivingContext) right as Driver eases up on
the accelerator to either maintain speed or slow down slightly.
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Table 8.45: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver C, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition Pairs with Transition Counts











































































































































































Cx 1: FastDrivingContext 1 1 2 4 1 1
Cx 2: PreIntersectionBrakingContext 1
Cx 3: SlowSharpTurningContext 2 1
Cx 4: NoPedalCloseTrafficLightContext 1 1 1
Cx 5: StraightAndCurvyDrivingContext 6 1
Cx 6: TrafficLightStoppingContext 1
Cx 7: GreenLightCoastingContext 1
Cx 8: ModerateSpeedTrafficLightContext 1
Cx 9: PreIntersectionCoastingContext 1
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– Context 8 (ModerateSpeedTrafficLightContext) as Driver C releases the ac-
celerator and starts to turn at the intersection.
– Context 9 (PreIntersectionCoastingContext) when Driver C releases the
accelerator in front of the first intersection.
• Context 2 (PreIntersectionBrakingContext) transitions to
– Context 5 (StraightAndCurvyDrivingContext) after releasing the brake and
starting to accelerate before making in the intersection turn.
• Context 3 (SlowSharpTurningContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (FastDrivingContext) immediately after making the intersection
turn.
– Context 5 (StraightAndCurvyDrivingContext) as Driver C starts to accel-
erate after making the slow sharp turn.
• Context 4 (NoPedalCloseTrafficLightContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (FastDrivingContext) after passing the traffic light and acceler-
ating back up to speed.
– Context 3 (SlowSharpTurningContext) as the light turns from red to green
in front of an intersection.
– Context 7 (GreenLightCoastingContext) when Driver C pulses the petal
slightly signalling, thereby a context change.
• Context 5 (StraightAndCurvyDrivingContext) transitions to
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– Context 1 (FastDrivingContext) when Driver C either eases up or pushes
the throttle pedal down, causing a transition trigger.
– Context 6 (TrafficLightStoppingContext) when Driver C starts to brake as
the traffic light turns yellow.
• Context 6 (TrafficLightStoppingContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (NoPedalCloseTrafficLightContext) when Driver C comes to a
complete stop at a traffic light and releases both pedals.
• Context 7 (GreenLightCoastingContext) transitions to
– Context 3 (SlowSharpTurningContext) after passing the green light and
before fully making the intersection turn.
• Context 8 (ModerateSpeedTrafficLightContext) transitions to
– Context 5 (StraightAndCurvyDrivingContext) when the light turns yellow
and Driver C starts braking to stop at the light.
• Context 9 (PreIntersectionCoastingContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (FastDrivingContext) when Driver C re-engages the accelerator.
Again, the pattern of Similarity Clustering generating two general purpose con-
texts shows up in Driver C’s context topology. Each of the contexts and transitions
are reasonably formed in which there are individual identifiable features of each con-
texts in conjunction correct and insolated transition points.
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Figure 8.78: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver D, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined
Context
8.3.4.16 Driver D - Analysis
Driver D’s results generated eight defined contexts. Figure 8.78 shows a pie chart of
the percentage of time each context is active. Figure 8.79 shows the context topology
of the resultant run. Unlike the previous driver, the contextualization results for
Driver D only contained two defined contexts with only a single occurrence. The other
six contexts have multiple instances representing repeatable behaviors. Also Driver D
generated the least number of executed contexts with the least number of transition
pair leading to more stable, less fluctuating behaviors as seen by Driver A’s analysis.
The most active context is Context 1 for over two-fifths of the mission (45%). The
behaviors of the eight contexts are briefly described and intuitively renamed below:
• Context 1 (GeneralDrivingAndIntersectionContext) is used for various driving
situations, but mostly when Driver D is driving straight and fast. This context
is also employed during the majority of intersection turns as well as stopping at
a traffic light directly after an intersection turn where Driver D does not slam
the brakes.
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Figure 8.79: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver D, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Context Topology
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• Context 2 (HeavyBrakingContext) is used during times where Driver D hits
the brake at 100%, this is identical to Context 3 of the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means results.
• Context 3 (HighSpeedMinorSteeringContext) is activated once for high-speed
driving (∼80 km/h) through the rural area where there is only little steering
(∼2%).
• Context 4 (StraightRedToGreenLightDrivingContext) is activated twice, both
times when traffic light #4 was green. Traffic light #4 was the only red-to-green
traffic light that did not also include an intersection. This context is identical
to Context 1 of the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means results.
• Context 5 (StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext) is activated right be-
fore Context 4 both times, but is active when the light is red while Driver D
is coasting towards the traffic light. Again, this context is identical to Fuzzy
Partitioning/K-means’s Context 5.
• Context 6 (PostHazardSteeringContext) is used to steer the car away from the
hazard while exhibiting no braking or accelerator activity.
• Context 7 (GeneralDrivingInMotionContext) is used for three situations: for
fast straight line driving (much like Context 1 ), the two yellow lights Driver D
ran, and intersection turns requiring full or nearly-full steering with almost no
braking. This context is a multi-purpose, coarse-grained context where Driver
D is always in motion.
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• Context 8 (RuralDrivingContext) is activated during the rural driving stretch
of the mission with mostly straight-line driving and very little steering.
There are a total of 14 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.79. Table
8.46 shows all 19 transitions for Driver D ordered by from and to contexts as rows and
columns respectively. It is interesting to see that Context 3 is a context that transi-
tions Driver D from urban to rural driving. Context 3 could possibly be merged with
Context 8 because they contain similar behaviors, reducing the size of the context
topology. However, it did not happen this way because of Context 3 ’s minor steering
behavior in its template, making it unable to join with Context 8. Furthermore, there
are three defined contexts (Context 2, Context 4, and Context 5 ) that are clustered
identically when using K-means and Similarity Clustering. These similarities in re-
sults are further discussed in Section 8.4. Each of the transition pairs are briefly
described below, grouped by their from contexts.
• Context 1 (GeneralDrivingAndIntersectionContext) transitions to
– Context 2 (HeavyBrakingContext) when coming near a yellow traffic light
with an intersection turn where Driver D decides to stop.
– Context 3 (HighSpeedMinorSteeringContext) as Driver D releases the throt-
tle and reduces steering angle to stablize his high speed driving.
– Context 5 (StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext) when the traffic light
turns from an unknown state to red, which subsequently turns green.
– Context 6 (PostHazardSteeringContext) right after encountering the first
traffic hazard.
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Table 8.46: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver D, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition Pairs with Transition Counts




































































































































































Cx 1: GeneralDrivingAndIntersectionContext 2 1 1 1 2 1
Cx 2: HeavyBrakingContext 1 1
Cx 3: HighSpeedMinorSteeringContext 1
Cx 4: StraightRedToGreenLightDrivingContext 1
Cx 5: StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext 2
Cx 6: PostHazardSteeringContext 1
Cx 7: GeneralDrivingInMotionContext 2
Cx 8: RuralDrivingContext 2
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– Context 7 (GeneralDrivingInMotionContext) after making an intersection
turn, then focusing in a straight road.
– Context 8 (RuralDrivingContext) after making the intersection turn.
• Context 2 (HeavyBrakingContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingAndIntersectionContext) after passing the traf-
fic light.
– Context 5 (StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext) when the subsequent
traffic light turns from an unknown state to red.
• Context 3 (HighSpeedMinorSteeringContext) transitions to
– Context 8 (RuralDrivingContext) as Driver D’s steering angle returns to
zero.
• Context 4 (StraightRedToGreenLightDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingAndIntersectionContext) right after Driver D
passes the traffic light.
• Context 5 (StraightRedToGreenLightCoastingContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (StraightRedToGreenLightDrivingContext) as the traffic light
turns from red to green.
• Context 6 (PostHazardSteeringContext) transitions to
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– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingAndIntersectionContext) as Driver D returns
back up to speed and begins to drive straight after the hazard.
• Context 7 (GeneralDrivingInMotionContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingAndIntersectionContext) when Driver D decides
to slow down by either releasing the accelerator or pushing down on the
brake.
• Context 8 (RuralDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (GeneralDrivingAndIntersectionContext) right before an inter-
section turn in the rural area, as well as when Driver D exits the rural area
and releases the accelerator to slow down the car.
The Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering contextualization results for Driver
D again contain two general purpose contexts similar to the previous three drivers.
Therefore, this context topology is still valid and reasonable given the manner in
which Driver D executed the mission.
8.3.4.17 Driver E - Analysis
Driver E’s results generated nineteen defined contexts, which is over double that of
the other runs. Figure 8.80 shows a pie chart of percentage of time each context is
active. Figure 8.81 shows the context topology of the resultant run. Because of the
size of Driver E’s context topology, only the more substantial defined contexts are an-
alyzed. These contexts include the three most active context (Context 1, Context 11,
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Figure 8.80: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver E, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Pie Chart of Time Active per Defined
Context
and Context 18 ) and the other two contexts that contained more than one executed
context (Context 4 and Context 10 ). Again, the most active context is Context 1
for almost half of the mission (48%). The behaviors of the five contexts are briefly
described and intuitively renamed below:
• Context 1 (RegularAndIntersectionDrivingContext) is active during regular
straight driving situations and the majority of intersection turns where Driver
E uses only the throttle pedal to drive. No simultaneous accelerator and brake
pedal driving occurred in this context, unlike for Context 11.
• Context 4 (GreenLightBrakingContext) is used when Driver E is approaching
a green traffic light and uses the brake before passing the light.
• Context 10 (CloseIntersectionAccelerationContext) is used to accelerate the
car while Driver E is approaching an intersection.
• Context 11 (SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeContext) is once when Driver E
steps on both the brake and accelerator pedals at the same time with the brake
value at hovering at approximately 18% while driving in the rural section.
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Figure 8.81: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver E, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Context Topology
• Context 18 (FastStableDrivingContext) is used for fast straight-line driving
(∼50 km/h) with no turning and braking action. Driver E is very stable in his
accelerator input, which also leads to a constant speed.
Again, Driver E’s behaviors vary greatly because of his simultaneous throttle and
brake actions. In the end, the resultant speed is the net effect of both pedals. This
behavior is also seen by the other drivers, but they are not as severe as how Driver
E’s. Overall, this deviation in behavior alters the characteristics of three template
variables (accelerator, brake, and speed), and creates problems for the Similarity
Clustering algorithm to group these behaviors together which causes this dramatic
increase in the number of defined contexts. This issue is less pronounced in the CFA
and K-means algorithms because the observational data points/executed contexts
clustering scheme does not have a restriction on what items can be clustered into
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defined contexts. Conversely, the Similarity Clustering algorithm contains the sim-
ilarity and intra-similarity threshold, creating a lower-bound similarity requirement
for executed contexts to be grouped with each other.
There are a total of 26 transition pairs shown previously in Figure 8.81. Table
8.47 shows all 28 transitions for Driver E ordered by from and to contexts as rows and
columns respectively. Several defined contexts were clustered and transitions occur to
account for Driver E’s double pedal behaviors. However, only the transitions between
the five contexts of interest are discussed. The six transition pairs are briefly described
below, grouped by their from contexts.
• Context 1 (RegularAndIntersectionDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 4 (GreenLightBrakingContext) when Driver E starts to step on
the brake while focusing on a green light.
– Context 10 (CloseIntersectionAccelerationContext) after Driver E releases
the accelerator and then presses it again to regain speed.
– Context 18 (FastStableDrivingContext) as Driver E speeds to 50 km/h and
stabilizes his driving.
• Context 4 (GreenLightBrakingContext) transitions to
– Context 10 (CloseIntersectionAccelerationContext) after releasing the brake
close to the traffic light (∼10 meters).
• Context 10 (CloseIntersectionAccelerationContext) transitions to
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Table 8.47: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver E, Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering, Transition Pairs with Transition
Counts






















































































– Context 1 (RegularAndIntersectionDrivingContext) when Driver E starts
to release the accelerator to make an intersection turn.
• Context 18 (FastStableDrivingContext) transitions to
– Context 1 (RegularAndIntersectionDrivingContext) right before making
the intersection turn after the long straight road.
The context topology for Driver E shows how diverse his actions were as objec-
tively seen by Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm. A smaller context
topology would have been generated if Driver E’s accelerator and brake input values
were combined and averaged out as one single car input. However, all of these individ-
ual defined contexts where generated because of Driver E’s erratic behavior coupled
with his simultaneous accelerator and brake actions. In the end, these contexts are
a real-world indication of the diverse set of behaviors and transitions exhibited by
Driver E.
8.3.4.18 Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Summary
During the analysis of the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering results, the dis-
advantage of Similarity Clustering’s context enforcement policy was discovered. The
context enforcement policy does not allow two adjacent executed context to be clus-
tered to the same defined context. Drivers with highly fluctuating behaviors (i.e.
Driver A, D, and E) contained context topology with two very similar and over-
lapping contexts, usually Context 1 and another defined context. In all, results for
Similarity Clustering, Context 1 is always the more general-purpose defined context
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while the majority of the subsequent defined contexts are more fine-grained. This is
because Context 1 ’s access to the entire set of executed context, while all subsequent
defined contexts’ executed context pool shrank after every iteration. The context
topology generated by the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity algorithm do indeed gen-
erate meaningful and useful defined contexts that are used in the GenCL learning
algorithm from which to generate intelligent agents.
8.4 Comparison of Contextualization Algorithms
The CFA and COPAC algorithms take very different approaches to contextualization.
This section discusses the similarities and differences of each algorithm from multiple
perspectives: methodology of each algorithm, the representative context topologies
generated by each algorithm for the five drivers, and the speed/efficiency of each
algorithm.
8.4.1 Methodology of Algorithm
The two Sequence Partitioning methods (Standard and Fuzzy Partitioning) were very
similar to each other except for change trigger detection. The change trigger detec-
tion searches for points of interest in the action, feedback, and waypoint variables.
Afterwards, action-reaction pairs were matched together and partitions to the obser-
vational data stream were created. The Fuzzy Partitioning algorithm located points
of interests based on second order changes while the Standard Partitioning algorithm
used polynomial curve fitting techniques to create partitions that would reduce the
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Table 8.48: Clustering Comparison Metrics
Algorithm I CFA K-means Similarity
Cluster Object Observational Executed Executed
Data Points Contexts Contexts
Iterative Algorithm Yes Yes No
Pre-defined # of Clusters No Yes (K) No
Context Smoothing Yes Yes No
Context Enforcement No No Yes
Clustering Restrictions No No Yes
Clustering Bias Waypoints Actions Actions
amount of residual error.
The major differences lie within the three clustering algorithms: CFA, K-means,
and Similarity Clustering. CFA is categorized as more of a clustering algorithm than
a partitioning algorithm because it performs partitioning indirectly from clustering.
Table 8.48 shows a set of comparison metrics and how they apply to each of the
three algorithms. The two COPAC algorithm combinations use the same initial set
of executed contexts generated by the Fuzzy Partitioning algorithm. However, the K-
means algorithm performed context smoothing and merges executed context together,
while the Similarity Clustering algorithm retains the original set of executed contexts.
As seen by the contextualization results of both algorithms using all five drivers, there
are some advantages and disadvantages to both clustering algorithms. Each of these
algorithms overlap in methodologies while containing a combination of clustering
characteristics that makes them unique. Each metric is discussed in detail below:
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8.4.1.1 Clustering Object
The CFA algorithm clusters individual observational data points to form defined con-
texts. In the process, executed context are extracted from the results of clustering and
are formed indirectly. Again, this na¨ıve method lacks of intuitive contextualization
and disregards of the fact that this type of data is a time-series set of data. The two
Template Clustering algorithms are more geared towards a contextualized approach
using executed context as cluster object. These difference are previously discussed in
Chapter 5. This makes COPAC’s Template Clustering approach superior by the fact
that its clustering approach is based on the formalization of CxBR.
8.4.1.2 Iterative Algorithm
Both the CFA and K-means algorithms are iterative, meaning the core algorithm is
repeated until the clustering has stabilized and no points are shifted between clusters.
The Similarity is a one-iteration algorithm, once the cluster is established, no more
changed are made to the cluster. This metric measures the clustering algorithm’s abil-
ity to reorganize itself. This is a disadvantage to the Similarity Clustering algorithm
because cluster reorganization leads to further refinement of the context topology as
well as possible reduction in defined contexts.
8.4.1.3 Pre-defined Number of Clusters
One of the goals of contextualization was to let the actions and behaviors of the
driver determine the number defined contexts generated. The K-means algorithm,
by virtue of the K in its name, has pre-defined number of clusters. Even though this
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algorithm was adapted to generating a context topologies with variable number of
defined contexts, the core algorithm has to contain a K value to function. The CFA
and Similarity Clustering algorithms do not have pre-defined number of contexts a
priori to execution. Each of these algorithms is run once and the number of defined
contexts is determined during execution. On the other hand, the K-means algorithm
requires multiple iterations with different values for K (the number of defined con-
texts). During each K-means iteration, the number of clusters are pre-defined and
the executed context are forced to be assigned to one of those clusters. However,
the other two algorithms start with one cluster and add or, in CFA’s case, remove
clusters based on the drivers’ behaviors making these algorithm more advantageous
than K-means in this regard.
8.4.1.4 Context Smoothing and Context Enforcement
The Similarity Clustering algorithm does not have a context smoothing process, but
instead has a context enforcement policy. As seen by the previous in-depth analysis
of the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering results, context enforcement might
lead to generating two very similarly defined contexts because of adjacent executed
contexts are forced to be clustered separately, which causes a lot of overlap in contexts.
On the other hand, the K-means algorithm does not use an context enforcement policy
and allows context smoothing, which merges together adjacent executed contexts
clustered to the same defined context. This causes a lower amount of executed context
and more of a coarse-grained context topology. The CFA algorithm performs context
smoothing at the observation data point level instead of the executed context level.
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The principles for CFA context smoothing are the same as in K-means, but the effect
is not as great because only a small subset of data points in a executed contexts are
shifted.
8.4.1.5 Clustering Restrictions
Clustering restrictions refer to a requirement that restricts an executed context or
observational data point to be clustered to a specific defined context. Only Similarity
Clustering contain such restrictions, which include the similarity matching process us-
ing the similarity threshold, and the intra-cluster integrity check using intra-similarity
threshold. Executed contexts below either threshold cannot be clustered together.
The CFA and K-means algorithms merely cluster the observational data points or
executed context respectively to their most similar defined context. The advantage
to this is maintaining the granularity level of each defined context to a certain thresh-
old. However, the disadvantage is that many defined contexts generated by Similarity
Clustering only included a single executed context, and this hampers the learning
process by not providing multiple instances of a behavior. Possible refinements to
Similarity Clustering algorithm could be done in two ways: the addition of a context
smoothing process by removing the context enforcement policy, and a context reor-
ganization scheme that would allow executed contexts to be moved between clusters.
However, this is reserved for future research, and is discussed further in Chapter 10.
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8.4.1.6 Clustering Bias
The CFA algorithm was biased more toward waypoint types and/or states. Six out
of the 11 Fuzzy ART inputs (55%) were waypoint type/states variables. Likewise,
these waypoint type/state inputs were discreet and mutually exclusive values only.
The active waypoint type/state input is set to one while the other is set to zero. The
actions only composed 3 out of the 11 inputs (27%). Even though the majority of
the contexts were partitioned and clustered based on waypoint type/state, there were
some defined contexts that were clustered based on actions, feedback, and distance
to waypoint.
Because both versions of the COPAC algorithm used Fuzzy Partitioning to gen-
erate executed contexts and a template-based clustering scheme, the resultant con-
text topologies are actually very similar. Again, the major differences between the
two Template Clustering algorithms are its context smoothing, context enforcement,
and clustering restriction policies. Otherwise, the templates used and the similarity
measure are identical for both. During Template Clustering, the similarity measure
compares two templates with six attributes each: three actions, one feedback, two
waypoint, to each other. One of the waypoint attributes is the type/state of the way-
point while the other one is distance to waypoint. In the case of Template Clustering,
only one out of the six attributes (17%) was a waypoint type/state variable, while
exactly half were action attributes. Similar to the CFA algorithm, there are some
examples of waypoint type/state centric defined contexts.
Therefore, the cause for each of the algorithm’s inherent clustering bias are the
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number and types of inputs themselves. The Template Clustering algorithms will
always shy away from waypoint type/state cluster, because there will always be one
template attribute for it. However, depending on the number of action inputs and
waypoint type/state combinations used for a mission, the CFA could potentially be
biased towards actions or feedback inputs based on the proportions of each input.
8.4.1.7 Driver Influences on Contextualization
Each driver’s behavior leads to the ability of a contextualization algorithm to generate
individualized, high fidelity context topologies for the respective driver. For instance,
the Fuzzy Partitioning Algorithm had difficulty partitioning Driver A’s behavior be-
cause of high fluctuations in his acceleration behaviors as seen in Figure 8.82. Figure
8.82 shows Driver A’s accelerator action graph placed next to that of Driver B’s and
Driver D’s, the vertical lines in the graphs are partition points. It is easy to see
Driver A having many more partition points than the other two drivers. However,
this is a prime example of the differences in behaviors between two human drivers
that was put into perspective during contextualization. Even though this behavior
is most likely Driver A’s regular driving performance where he subconsciously per-
forms this, constantly compensating and fluctuating acceleration action and might
not even know he is doing it. Conversely, the partition algorithm does not know
the difference. It takes the performance data at face value and sees these repeated
actions of quickly releasing and depressing the accelerator pedal as legitimate reac-






Figure 8.82: COPAC In-Depth Analysis: Driver A, B, and D’s Partial Acceler-
ation Graphs
Because of how Driver C behaved in the training mission, all three resultant con-
text topologies do not have a context for running yellow lights because this action
simply did not occur with Driver C. However, each contextualization of Driver C’s
behavior included context(s) used to stop at yellow lights. The CFA algorithm had
Context 8 (FarAwayTrafficLightOrYellowLightContext) to slow down at yellow lights
and Context 9 (RedLightContext) to slow down even further and remain stationary
at red lights. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means and Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering algorithms yielded Context 7 (TrafficLightContext) and Context 6 (Traf-
ficLightStoppingContext) respectively, to stop at yellow traffic lights. In the end,
the contextualization algorithm can only generate defined contexts based on what
the driver actually does in the mission and does not include actions and behaviors
outside of the scope of what has occurred.
The driver that proved to be the most difficult to contextualize was Driver E.
This is mostly because of his simultaneous accelerator and brake actions. The CFA
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and COPAC algorithms treat these two variables as independent variables; however
in the real world, they perform opposite actions, slowing down and speeding up the
car, and logically should be mutually exclusive. However, Driver E has a habit of
not completely removing his foot from the brake pedal while driving. This means
Driver E, while pushing on the brake pedal, has to push harder on the accelera-
tor to compensate. These simultaneous accelerator and brake actions are why the
Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering generating 19 defined contexts with Driver
E. This two-pedal action was also clustered by Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means into two
contexts: Context 2 (TwoPedalDrivingContext) and Context 3 (TwoPedalIntersec-
tionContext). Additionally, Driver B, to a smaller extent, exhibited this behavior as
seen by Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means’ Context 4 (SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeCon-
text) and Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering’s Context 3 (SimultaneousAccel-
eratorBrakeContext).
8.4.2 Differences Between Context Topologies
In this section, the differences between context topologies generated by the three
algorithms with respect to the same driver are discussed. Remember, the context
topologies generated by the two versions of the COPAC algorithm used the same
set of executed contexts and contain some natural overlap and similarities. Table
8.49 shows the summary of executed and defined contexts along with transition pairs
for the 15 best contextualization results separated by driver and contextualization
algorithm. The number of defined contexts increases from the CFA algorithm, gen-
erating the least, to Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means in the middle, and Fuzzy Parti-
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tioning/Similarity Clustering creating the most. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
yielded the least number of executed contexts, with Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering in the middle, and CFA generating the most executed contexts. The dif-
ferent contextualization results for Driver B are analyzed in much detail. The other
four drivers’ contextualization results follow suit very closely with the similarities and
differences as Driver B described below and also follow the methodologies discussed
in 8.4.1 and therefore not discussed in detail here.
8.4.2.1 Driver B
The contextualization results for Driver B generated five defined contexts for both
the CFA and Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means algorithms while the Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering algorithm generated eight defined contexts. Table 8.50
shows the set of renamed contexts ordered by most to least active, Context #1 being
the most active context, Context #2 being the next most active, etc.
At first glance, the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm generated
three more defined contexts than the other two algorithms, resulting in more fine-
grained contexts. However, the most active context, Context #1 for Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering accounted for 44% while the CFA and Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means’ most active context on captured 33% and 40% of the mission. However each of
these Context #1 ’s, shown in Table 8.50, represent similar situations where Driver B
is far from a waypoint and for the most part driving straight and in a stable manner,
maintaining his speed and making little to no steering wheel movement.
As seen by the results of each algorithm, there are some dual-purpose contexts
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Table 8.49: Context Topology Comparison: Results for the Fifteen Represen-
tative Contextualization Runs
(a) Number of Defined Contexts
Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/
Algorithm I CFA K-means Similarity
Agent A 5 6 8
Agent B 5 5 8
Agent C 6 7 9
Agent D 6 7 8
Agent E 7 6 19
(b) Number of Executed Contexts
Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/
Algorithm I CFA K-means Similarity
Agent A 33 18 35
Agent B 34 18 29
Agent C 45 20 29
Agent D 34 17 20
Agent E 42 17 29
(c) Number of Transition Pairs
Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/
Algorithm I CFA K-means Similarity
Agent A 10 13 15
Agent B 13 11 15
Agent C 11 15 18
Agent D 14 15 14
Agent E 16 11 26
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Table 8.50: Context Topology Comparison: Driver B, Renamed Contexts
Algorithm I CFA Fuzzy/K-means Fuzzy/Similarity
Cx. #1: FarTraffic TrafficLightAnd StraightLine
LightContext IntersectionContext DrivingContext
Cx. #2: YellowLightAnd IntersectionAnd StoppingOr
IntersectionContext HazardContext TurningContext
Cx. #3: RedAndGreen SimultaneousAccelerator SteadyFast
LightContext BrakeContext DrivingContext
Cx. #4: Hazard CloseAndSharpTurning AccelerationAnd
Context IntersectionContext CurvingContext









that are activated for multiple and/or sequentially occurring situations such as CFA’s
Context #2 (YellowLightAndIntersectionContext) which is active at yellow light
situations and intersections requiring some braking action. The commonality of
these situations is the braking actions used for both. Other examples are Fuzzy
Partitioning/K-means’ Context #5 (IntersectionAndHazardContext) and Fuzzy Par-
titioning/Similarity Clustering’s Context #2 (StoppingOrTurningContext). Also,
each context topology contains a context that is used to handle hazard situations.
The two versions of COPAC catch Driver B’s simultaneous brake and accelerator
action while CFA manages to cluster around it. Since Driver only used approximately
5% braking, it does not influence the CFA algorithm as much as the Template Cluster-
ing algorithms, where 5% braking would place the action into another bracket entirely
within, thereby the template causing complete dissimilarity between the executed con-
texts with 0% braking. Because of both both versions of COPAC use the same initial
set of executed contexts, their context topologies are more similar to each other than
the CFA context topology. For instance, besides the simultaneous brake and accelera-
tor context (SimultaneousAcceleratorBrakeContext), they both contained contexts for
sharp intersection turning (CloseAndSharpTurningIntersectionContext for K-means
and NoBrakeSharpTurningContext for Similarity Clustering).
Overall, each contextualization algorithm was able to successfully generate mean-
ingful and identifiable context topologies for all drivers with different number and
granularity levels of defined contexts. In the end, a knowledge engineer could use
all or a chosen sub-set of the resultant contexts bases from which to learn and
build an intelligent agent. Chapter 9 uses context topologies from each algorithm
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Table 8.51: CFA Execution Time: Training Set, in Hours
Average Time Total Time
Driver A 0.000033 0.14
Driver B 0.000033 0.13
Driver C 0.000037 0.15
Driver D 0.000032 0.13
Driver E 0.000042 0.17
All 0.000035 0.14
with GenCL and was able to produce well-behaved, high fidelity agents for each
driver/contextualization set. Each algorithm was able to generate the best agent for
a specific driver which is further discussed in Chapter 9.
8.4.3 Speed of Execution
Not all algorithms were created equal; some algorithms naturally run faster than
others. Table 8.51 shows the execution time of the CFA algorithm using the training
set split by driver. The entire set of 40,400 CFA runs (includes both training and
validation sets) took a little over an hour to complete, with the training set taking
the majority of time with a total of three-quarters of an hour. As seen in Table 8.51,
the CFA runs were very quick with each run taking under one-eighth of a second to
execute. This algorithm is the fastest of the contextualization algorithms.
Table 8.52 shows the execution time of the COPAC algorithm using the training
set split by driver. There are two sets of times shown in Table 8.52, one for the runs
with caching and ones for the runs without caching. The two Sequence Partitioning
algorithms are non-stochastic algorithms and generate the same result every time,
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Table 8.52: COPAC Execution Time: Training Set, in Hours
With Caching Without Caching
Average Time Total Time Average Time Total Time
Driver A 0.16 182 4.52 5068
Driver B 0.26 296 7.37 8254
Driver C 0.25 280 6.98 7816
Driver D 0.19 210 5.23 5860
Driver E 0.45 508 12.68 14201
All 0.26 295 7.36 8240
given identical parameters. Therefore, the results of a Sequence Partitioning run can
be saved (cached) and used with various Template Clustering parameter sets. This
effectively eliminated 96% of the total execution time required for the batch execution
of the 11200 COPAC runs.
In addition, Table 8.53 shows the execution time broken down by algorithm com-
binations using the non-cached times as if each run was performed in isolation. The
partitioning method is the main determinant of how fast an algorithm combination
runs. The Standard Partitioning method is an O(n3) algorithm while the Fuzzy Par-
tition method is an O(n) algorithm. Both the K-means and Similarity Clustering are
O(n2) algorithms and run in about the same time frame as the other. The Similarity
Clustering executes slightly faster because the coefficient in front of n is always one,
unlike K-means which is always greater than one (the number of K-means iterations
before no more changes occur plus the number of times the K-means algorithm runs).
However, the n for partitioning represents the number of observations (∼5000) and
the n for clustering represents the number of executed contexts (∼15) which, in this
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Table 8.53: COPAC Average Execution Time Separated by Algorithm Combi-
nations: Training Set, in Hours
Partitioning I Standard Fuzzy
Clustering I K-means Similarity K-means Similarity
Driver A 5.66 5.66 0.00060 0.00040
Driver B 9.21 9.21 0.00048 0.00022
Driver C 8.72 8.72 0.00044 0.00018
Driver D 6.54 6.54 0.00038 0.00015
Driver E 15.85 15.85 0.00038 0.00017
All 9.20 9.20 0.00046 0.00022
case, is a difference of 333%.
8.5 Summary
In summary, the CFA and COPAC systems were successful in automating the pro-
cess of contextualizing each drivers’ observational data stream into meaningful con-
text topologies. These resultant contextualized data streams can then be directly
integrated into the GenCL learning algorithm, developed by Fernlund, to generate
high-fidelity intelligent agents modeled after the respective driver. The next chapter
discusses the integration of the results the CFA and COPAC contextualization al-
gorithms generated with GenCL and the resultant intelligent agents generated using
this fully automated modeling approach.
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CHAPTER 9
GENETIC CONTEXT LEARNER (GENCL)
RESULTS
After the contextualization process completes, the next logical process is to build a
model using the resulting context topologies. The process of contextualization trans-
forms the set(s) of observational data into a set of defined context and transitions,
which in turn contain the mappings to generate a context topology shown in Equation
9.1.
~O = 〈o1, o2, o3, o4, ..., oT 〉 contextualization−−−−−−−−−−→ ~C, ~T (9.1)
At this point, the defined contexts in ~C do not contain any logic governing the
behavior of the agent, they are mere context shells with executed contexts mapped
to them, and observations mapped to those executed contexts. The logic of a defined
context Ci can be decomposed into the set of action functions Ai and transition rules
Ri, each containing a function set Fi and a terminal set Ti (i.e., variables, constants,
or no argument functions) illustrated in Equation 9.2 [33].
Ci = {Ai, Ri}, Ai = {FAi, TAi}, Ri = {FRi, TRi} (9.2)
Ferlund’s GenCL (Genetic Context Learner) has the capacity to learn these ele-
ments of a model. Figure 9.1 shows a high-level view of GenCL as a learning module
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Figure 9.1: GenCL Learning Module [33]
that is synonymous to the model building process previously discussed in Chapter
3. The driver data used by Fernlund was hand-partitioned, filtered, normalized, and
un-biased. On the other hand, the CFA and COPAC systems perform this contextu-
alization task autonomously and acts as the Observer module described in GenCL.
9.1 Integration with GenCL
The next step after the contextualization process is to generate the actions functions
and transition rules within the context topology. The GenCL algorithm is split into
two processes: context (action functions) and transition learning.














The value of M is the number of executed contexts in defined context Ci. The
value of Pc is the number of observations contained in executed context cM . The
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quantity v is the velocity, s is the distance, the subscripts O represent the data value
from observation, the subscript I represents the data value generated by individual I.
The fitness function is essentially the average error in velocity and distance produced
by the execution data generated by candidate I in simulation against the driver
performance data assigned to defined context Ci. In this case, the lower the value of
the fitness function, the better the performance is of the individual exhibited. The
micro-simulator only executes over the set of observations contained in the executed
context assigned to defined context Ci.




(|vOt − vIt|+ |sOt − sIt|)
2T
(9.4)
The value of T is the total number of observations in the mission. Again, the
lower the fitness value, the better. In this case, the subscript I represents the data
value generated by the active context individual I at time t. The transition rule
individuals determine which context is active at time t. The fitness function is the
average error in velocity and distance at each time t in the entire mission execution.
Because, the observational data used for this investigation are the same ones generated
and used by Fernlund, his fitness function and micro-simulator were employed in
this implementation of GenCL. The difference is the that entire observational data
stream is used in learning while Fernlund used less than 10% of the observational data
stream to carry out learning. This disparity occurs because the CFA and COPAC
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systems do not know which sets of observational data are more important to the
learning process and treat all observational data points as equally important. The
best results from the CFA and COPAC algorithm are used in GenCL to generate
CxBR agent models. This process of integrating a contextualization algorithm with
a learning algorithm automates the process of generating human performance models
from observations. The algorithm for GenCL is described below [33]. However, this
is only a high level discussion of the algorithm. A more in-depth description of the
multitude of parameters for GenCL and GP can be found in [33, 77]:
1. Set the defined context Ci to the first defined context C1 in the list of defined
contexts ~C.
2. Create a population ~Igen of p individuals initialized using the ramped initializa-
tion method and set the generations to 0 (gen = 0). This population is used
to learn defined context Ci with a set of mapped executed contexts ~ci used for
the fitness function.
3. Using the desired selection method s, select the set of p individuals from pop-
ulation ~Igen and assign them to population ~Igen+1. Note, the p individual in
~Igen+1 are a new set of individual selected from ~Igen, some individual could be
selected multiple times. These individuals in ~Igen+1 could possibly be affected
by the genetic operators in the subsequent step. Increment the generations by
1 (gen = gen + 1). However, the top e individuals with the best fitness are
guaranteed to be moved to population ~Igen+1 based on the elitism parameter.
These elite individual do not undergo crossover or mutation.
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4. Perform the crossover operation for each pair of individuals (Ia1, Ia2) selected
for crossover based on the crossover rate xrate.
5. Perform the mutation operator for each individual Ia selected for mutation based
on the mutation rate mrate. For an individual Ia selected for mutation, perform
single-node or sub-tree mutation based on the mutation type rate mtrate.
6. Calculate the fitness value fA(Ia) of each individual Ia in the population ~Igen by
executing the mission using individual Ia in the micro-simulator over the time
periods of each executed context cx assigned to defined context Ci.
7. Check if the stopping criterion is satisfied by either the number of generations
gen being equal to the maximum number of generations genmax or if the fitness
value of an individual Ia is equal to 0.0 (best individual possible). The former
is typically what occurs. If the stopping criterion is satisfied and there are more
defined contexts in ~C to learn, then set Ci = Ci+1 (the next defined context in
the list) and go to Step 2.
The algorithm outlined above applies to learning contextual action knowledge;
however, the algorithm can be applied to learning transition knowledge by initializing
a set of N populations ~I1−N =
〈
~I1, ~I2, ..., ~IN
〉
, one for each defined context, and
performing the algorithm for N population sets instead of a single population at a
time. The transition knowledge fitness function fA(~Ir) is used in place of the context
knowledge one fA(Ia). The implementation parameters used in GenCL are listed in
Table 9.1.
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Table 9.1: GenCL Parameters
Parameter Values
Initialization Method Ramped
Population Size (p) 2000
Generations (genmax) 2000
Crossover Rate (xrate) 0.55, 0.65, 0.75, 0.85, 0.95
Mutation Rate (mrate) 0.1
Mutation Type Rate (mtrate) 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0
Elitism (e) 25
Selection Method (s) Fitness Proportional, Ranked,
Tournament, Fitness Uniform
Terminal Nodes (nterminal) Constants, Observation Variables
Function Nodes (nfunction) Math, Trigonometric, Waypoint,
Polynomial, Comparator
9.2 Objectives and Evaluation
The results of the various modeling experiments using GenCL are presented in this
chapter. This process uses the GenCL learning algorithm to generate models from the
context topologies generated by the CFA and COPAC contextualization algorithms
discussed previously in Chapter 8. The objective of this chapter is two fold:
1. To determine GenCL’s ability to learn and model human performance using
the contextualization results generated by CFA and COPAC. This objective
is identical to Fernlund’s method and follows the same high-level evaluation
process and criteria [33] that compare the learned behvaiors to those of the
observed human drivers (A through E).
2. To compare the GenCL results generated from Fernlund’s hand-partitioned con-
text topology to those generated from the contextualization algorithms. This
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compares the results obtrained here to those obtained by Fernlund for his hand-
partitioned contexts.
Given this two-fold objective, the evaluation criteria are set forth in the following
section to accomplish these objectives.
9.2.1 Evaluation Criteria
The evaluation is performed on a set of agents generated from the best results obtained
from each of the CFA and COPAC algorithms in Chapter 8 and includes important
evaluation criteria used by Ferlund [33]. These tests are:
• Learning capabilities - This process simply compares the learned behavior
of the agent against the driver after whom the agent is modeled using the data
employed for training. In other words, the behavioral data stream generated
by the agent performing the training mission was compared to the observed
training data used to create the agent (through GenCL).
• Generalization - This process measures how well the agent performs in similar
but not identical mission/environmental settings. This process is similar to the
previous learning capabilities criteria except the agent is run in the environment
used in the validation runs instead of the training runs. The comparison is now
against the observed human performance data from the validation runs.
• Comparison against previous work - This process compares the agents
generated using the contextualization algorithms in this research and those
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generated by Fernlund using a knowledge engineer. This criterion uses learning
capabilities and generalization results and compares them Fernlund’s.
• Speed of execution - GenCL, along with its genetic programming core, is a
very computationally-intensive algorithm. Therefore, this last criterion explores
and compares the time required to execute the contextualization and GenCL
portions of the model building process with respect to the three different con-
textualization algorithm results.
9.3 Overall Results
Each driver agent learns how to drive their respective virtual cars via GenCL us-
ing the three contextualization results from CFA, COPAC Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means, and COPAC Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering described in Chapter
8. For context learning, the GenCL algorithm was executed 430 times for each
driver/contextualization result with various GenCL parameter sets for a total of 6,450
runs. As for transitional rule learning, there were 250 runs for each driver/contextuali-
zation set for a total of 3,750 runs. Out of those runs, the best run for each
driver/contextualization set was chosen, resulting in 15 representative runs. These
are further analyzed in the subsequent sections of this chapter. There were fewer
runs for transitional learning because of the extraordinarily long time required for
a run to complete. Each context learning run required an average of 2.2 hours as
compared to 64.3 hours for transition learning. The entire task is very computational
expensive and required 29 computer years of processing to complete, (this does not
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include initial testing). Luckily, the task was performed using three high performance
clusters, two (Euler & Deli) from the I2Lab [104] and one (Stokes) from IST [37].
There were actually more than the number of runs stated above. Several training
runs were discarded if the learned agent was unable to complete a single run of
the training mission. This occurs when the agent stops somewhere in the mission
(speed = 0), does not move, and is stranded there until time runs out. This main
occurs because of non-coding regions which is elaborated on later in this section.
Table 9.2 shows the overall results of the GenCL learning process, which includes the
average transition rule fitness of all the candidate agents, the average transition rule
fitness of the agent executing the validation run, and the percentage of agents that
were capable of finishing the validation run. The average fitness for the validation set
only applies to the agents that were able to complete the validation run. Again, the
fitness value is a measure of the deviation between an agent and the respective driver
from whom it is learning. The fitness value is only relative during training and is used
to measure how well an agent performs against the other agents in the population.
The agent with the lowest fitness (speed and distance deviation) is considered to be
the best individual in the population.
Overall, each of the three algorithms performed on par with each other in the
training mission, with the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering algorithm having
slightly, almost negligibly, better training results. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
algorithm was able to generate more agents that completed the validation run with
better overall validation fitness.
As seen in Table 9.2, not all trained agents were able to complete the validation
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Table 9.2: GenCL Fitness Results
(a) CFA
Average Fitness Average Fitness % of Runs Finished
(Training Set) (Validation Set) (Validation Set)
Agent A 27.76 94.14 73.6%
Agent B 29.10 121.05 83.2%
Agent C 28.58 106.79 68.4%
Agent D 31.70 73.94 65.6%
Agent E 26.94 84.99 80.8%
All 28.82 96.18 74.3%
(b) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
Average Fitness Average Fitness % of Runs Finished
(Training Set) (Validation Set) (Validation Set)
Agent A 25.51 97.10 84.4%
Agent B 30.35 113.82 86.8%
Agent C 24.88 84.20 73.2%
Agent D 31.38 82.70 76.4%
Agent E 29.40 77.50 88.0%
All 28.30 91.06 81.8%
(c) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Average Fitness Average Fitness % of Runs Finished
(Training Set) (Validation Set) (Validation Set)
Agent A 24.85 107.72 80.0%
Agent B 28.67 126.53 88.8%
Agent C 25.99 103.59 70.4%
Agent D 28.70 87.31 76.0%
Agent E 32.35 86.79 63.2%
All 28.11 102.39 75.7%
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mission - only 77% of all the agents were able to complete it. The main reason this
occurs is that in the validation set, an unexpected set of conditions occur that is not
accounted for during learning. Some function nodes used in GenCL are discontinuous
functions (e.g., comparison nodes) which are never activated during learning. These
areas of code are referred to as non-coding regions. Some non-coding regions could be
activated during the validation by simply exceeding a threshold value of a conditional
statement.
The average fitness for the validation set is more than twice that of the train-
ing set. This was expected for three reasons: non-coding regions, generalization,
and time between driver simulation runs. Non-coding region do not always have a
detrimental effort on performance as previously stated, but could cause slight per-
formance degradation. The resultant agents are expected to generalize the drivers’
action during learning and transpose those actions to the validation mission. This
requires similar, approximated actions that are derived from the set of actions learned
during training. There are slight deviations in actions between the driver and agent
with the training set, which have the potential to propagate further during mission
execution. These slight deviations are more prominent in the validation mission run
since the validation mission is not the same at the training mission. These differences
lend themselves to propagating larger driver/agent deviations. Overall, this action
approximation/generalization process of GenCL leads to higher fitness values, albeit
expected, in the validation set. Moreover, because the time between training and
validation set runs was approximately four months, it is normal to expect that the
drivers’ actions and mission runs would deviate slightly. For instance Driver C in the
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training run stopped at every traffic light that turned yellow; however, during the
validation run, Driver C ran a yellow light. It is difficult for Agent C to learn how
to run a yellow light when it was not trained to do so. Furthermore, in Driver E’s
case, he was more aggressive, running most yellow lights in the training mission but
switched to a more conservative driving style in the validation run [33].
However, the fitness value cannot be fairly used to compare different drivers’
agents against each other, meaning a lower fitness value between Agent D and Agent
E does not dictate Agent D as a better performer than Agent E [33]. Some drivers
performed the mission faster, while some drivers exhibit more stable actions, these
factors of individualized behaviors lead to various differences in fitness. Therefore,
the next section describes the set of comparable analysis metrics used to measure the
performance the set of learned agents.
9.3.1 Analysis Metrics
After the all runs are executed, the evolved agents’ evaluation metrics were automat-
ically calculated by a results parser. Using the calculated fitness, quantitative, and
qualitative metrics, the best agents for each driver/contextualization set were chosen
as the best 15 representative agents used in the rest of the evaluation in this chapter,
similar to Fernlund’s five best agents [33]. The following metric evaluations were
performed on the entire set of resultant runs:
• Agent Training Simulation Run - The agent was placed into the training
environment and executed under the exact same conditions used for learning,
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and its fitness is calculated. The agent’s ability to finish the training run was
also checked. The agent is discarded if it cannot finish the training mission
• Agent Validation Simulation Run - After passing the training run, the agent
is placed in the validation environment and executed under the new validation
conditions and mission. Its validation fitness is calculated based on the fitness
function used during learning. The agent is still kept even if it does not finish
the validation run. This represents the agent’s inability to adapt and generalize.
• Qualitative Scoring - This is the ability to drive correctly in given environ-
ment (i.e. stopping at red lights) while matching the original drivers’ behaviors.
– Number of Red Lights Run - Because the fitness function does not penalize
any driver for running red lights, the majority of agents actually do run
red lights. This metric aids in indicating which agents were able to drive
correctly
– Number of Lights Matched - After calculating the number of red lights
run, the next metric is to calculate the number of lights matched for those
lights that turned from green to yellow to red. A match would occur if
the driver and agent perform the same action: run a yellow light, run a
red light, or stop at the light until it turned green. It is impossible not
to match the behaviors in the other lights because a stale red light is set
to trigger to turn green when the driver/agent is within 30 meters of the
light in the simulation used to generate observations.
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• Quantitative Scoring - The quantitative scoring includes the root mean
squared and standard deviation between the agent and that driver’s time and
speed deviation. The speed correlation and time difference in mission execu-
tion is also calculated in this process. The majority of the agent’s quantitative
score is calculated based on speed and time deviation at specific locations in
the mission. For instance, the driver took 130 seconds to reach the first traffic
light while the agent took 150 seconds, the time deviation is 20 seconds. The
speed deviation would be the difference in speed at the first traffic light inde-
pendent of time used to reach this position by the agent or driver. Conversely,
the GenCL fitness function used is measured in terms of time. In the case of
the fitness function, the agent’s position and speed at time 130 seconds would
be compared to the driver’s position and speed at time 130 seconds. Section 6.3
of Fernlund’s dissertation [33] explains the reasoning and methodology in detail
of the driver/agent synchronization process. The small rural section discussed
in Chapter 5 is removed during the quantitative scoring process to allow correct
comparison to Fernlund’s results [33].
– Synchronization Observations - The first step for the quantitative scoring
is to create a set of synchronized driver/agent observation pairs base on
positioning data.
∗ For each agent observation oai at time ti find a matching driver obser-
vation odj at time tj with the closest position. In this case the time
difference between the two observations would be i− j.
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∗ Remove all of the pairs with either a duplicate agent observation oai
or driver observation odj.
– Root Mean Squared (RMS) - The RMS error is calculated for both speed
and time deviations, which is the error term between the driver and its
corresponding agent. Because the deviation could be positive and nega-
tive at different times, a classical mean of the deviation would result in
something close to zero as a result of values canceling each other out. The







– Standard Deviation (σ) - Like the RMS values, the standard deviation is
calculated with the speed and time deviation shown in Equation 9.6. The
µtime variable is the mean time deviation defined in Equation 9.7. The
standard deviation is a measure of how widely spread out (dispersion) the













– Speed Correlation - The speed correlation represents the “degree of linear
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relationship between two variables” [68]. In this case, the driver (vd) and
agent (va) speed. The correlation value ρvd va can range from -1 to 1.
A correlation value approaching ρvd va = 1 represents a positive linear
relationship, in this case, the agent increases and decreases its speed in
the same manner as the driver. A correlation value close to ρvd va = −1
represents the opposite. Moreover, a value close to ρvd va = 0 represents
no correlation. The goal is to achieve agents with high positive correlation






























– Ending Time Difference - This is the difference in the time it took the
agent to finish the mission compared to the driver shown in Equation 9.11.
A positive difference means the agent finished after the driver, while the
opposite is true for a negative difference. This is a measure of the fitness
function’s ability to keep the driver and agent in sync with each other
based on distance.
Tdiff = Ta − Td (9.11)
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• Execution Time Calculation - Each context for each run is tagged with the
milliseconds required to learn the transition logic. The total execution time is
aggregated together for each run and driver in total hours. The results of this
are listed later in Section 9.7.
9.4 Learning Capabilities
This evaluation criteria is modeled directly after the one employed by Ferlund, which
is based on the fitness function used to evaluate individual performance in GenCL
[33]. First is the overall analysis of the entire training result set generated by the 3750
transition rule learning runs. Secondly, the 15 representative results are analyzed in
detailed for their ability to capture their respective driver’s behaviors.
9.4.1 Overall Training Results
Table 9.3 shows the overall qualitative and quantitative results for all runs split by
driver/contextualization set. The fitness function was only based on speed and dis-
tance to waypoint and did not enforce correct behavior at the lights which is analyzed
by the qualitative comparison. The fitness results for training were previously shown
in Table 9.2. There are 10 total lights in the training run, with five lights turning
from green to red, four from red to green, and one remaining green shown in Table
5.2. As previously stated in Section 5.4, Driver A runs traffic light #3 when the light
is red, not yellow, because he is “stressed and by accident ran the red light” [33]. The
average number of green to red lights matched does include this one red light Driver
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Figure 9.2: Graph of the Number of Red Lights Ran vs. Number of Runs:
Training Set
A ran. In this case, a match is counted only if an Agent A passes traffic light #3
when the light is red, not yellow or green.
Out of the total 3750 runs across all contextualization/driver sets, only 11.6%
(435) of the results returned agents that did not run any red lights in the training set,
shown in Figure 9.2. Actually, over a fourth (953 runs, 25.4%) of all agents generated
ran all of the green to red traffic lights when the light was red. There was an average
of 2.9 (58%) red lights run per agent generated. Of all the runs, there was only a
single run that matched a driver’s qualitative behaviors at all traffic lights. The driver
matched, to no surprise, is Driver C. In spite of this, the candidate agent was not
chosen to represent Driver C because it did not match any of Driver C’s quantitative
behaviors (speed, time, and distance).
The fitness function was not directly designed to learn how to behave when lights
turned from green to red, there was no penalty for agent running red lights. The agent
was trying to match the driver’s speed, distance to waypoint, and consequently time
with the fitness function. Some agents that ran red lights actually slow down when
the light turn yellow and red, but remained in motion as they crept across the red
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of G → R Average # % of Agents RMS Speed RMS Time Ending
Lights of Red Running No Deviation Deviation Time
Matched Lights Ran Red Lights [km/h] [s] Diff. [s]
Agent A 1.4 3.3 10.4% 14.23 6.68 6.5
Agent B 1.2 2.9 6.8% 11.08 5.58 3.2
Agent C 0.6 3.8 7.2% 13.08 8.71 10.0
Agent D 1.1 3.0 8.4% 13.97 8.30 4.9
Agent E 1.4 2.7 4.8% 10.73 6.58 0.2
All 1.1 3.1 7.5% 11.71 5.94 5.0
(b) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
Average # Average
of G → R Average # % of Agents RMS Speed RMS Time Ending
Lights of Red Running No Deviation Deviation Time
Matched Lights Ran Red Lights [km/h] [s] Diff. [s]
Agent A 1.7 2.5 18.0% 11.19 5.38 2.6
Agent B 1.4 2.8 8.0% 11.88 5.61 5.1
Agent C 1.3 3.3 11.6% 11.64 5.56 9.6
Agent D 1.1 3.2 8.0% 13.59 8.03 7.2
Agent E 1.4 3.0 6.8% 11.06 5.58 5.3
All 1.4 3.0 10.5% 11.77 5.74 6.0
(c) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Average # Average
of G → R Average # % of Agents RMS Speed RMS Time Ending
Lights of Red Running No Deviation Deviation Time
Matched Lights Ran Red Lights [km/h] [s] Diff. [s]
Agent A 1.5 3.0 14.8% 13.62 6.17 0.9
Agent B 1.8 2.3 17.6% 10.33 5.36 4.1
Agent C 2.3 2.3 26.4% 11.99 5.91 8.1
Agent D 1.0 3.4 6.0% 11.87 5.69 7.5
Agent E 1.7 2.5 19.6% 11.44 10.32 4.6
All 1.7 2.7 16.9% 11.85 6.69 5.0
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light, incurring only minor speed and distance penalties. Furthermore, the majority of
the training run does not revolve around traffic lights, intersections, or hazards; they
mainly focus on urban driving. This explains the large number of runs with at least
one red light run. This traffic light behavior was assumed to be indirectly learned by
the agent (not built directly into the fitness function). Nevertheless, the way Fernlund
designed his experiment greatly assisted his agent in learning context-like behaviors
since he reduced his data set.
Remember, the rural section of the training mission was removed for the quanti-
tative analysis in order to match Fernlund’s calculations. However, the ending time
difference does include the rural section, which signifies the difference in time re-
quired for the driver and agent to fully complete the entire mission. On average, the
agents finished the training mission 5.3 seconds after their respective driver, which
considering the length of the mission (∼10 minutes) is less than 1% time difference.
Furthermore, all of the contextualization/driver set runs averaged a positive differ-
ence, meaning the agents were modeled to run slightly slower than the driver.
9.4.2 Best Training Results
In the end, the overall results are only there for high-level analysis. Instead, it is
the one best result for each driver/contextualization set that matters and are utilized
while the others are discarded. Several factors determine which agent is chosen as
the best: fitness function, qualitative, and quantitative results. Table 9.4 shows the
fitness values for each context for each agent along with a total context and transition
rule fitness. There is only one transition rule fitness because all of the contexts were
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used together in a co-evolutionary manner to acquire the final transition rule fitness.
It must be noted that context activation and transitioning was not forced during
transition learning. This means, that if a partitioned defined context Ci partitioned is
active from time tx to ty, its respective learned context Ci learned is not required to be
active during the same period of time. In fact, any one of the learned context(s) can
be active during that time frame as long as its respective transition rule scores the
highest. Additionally, transitions can occur at any time and are not forced to occur
at the respective partitioned points, tx−1 and ty. The above statement is also true for
distance traversed by the agent; the transitions can take place at any location, not
just the location of the partition points. This explains why the percentages of active
times are different between the driver and agent. This is shown by the two examples
in Figure 9.3.
Even though the fitness function cannot be used to compare different drivers’
agents against each other, it can be used to compare agents representing the same
driver across contextualization algorithms. In Table 9.4, the sum of individual con-
texts’ fitness is comparable to the transitional rule fitness in that both fitnesses are
calculated across the entire observational data stream. Out of the 15 agents, 11 scored
lower on the transition rule fitness than the total context fitness meaning the major-
ity of agents are able to utilize other contexts to better adapt to the situation and
score better fitness values. During defined context learning, each executed context ci
mapped to the defined context was evaluated by first setting the agent’s initial values
to the first observation ox in the executed context ci and running the simulation un-
til the last observation oy in executed context ci. This process essentially resets the
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Table 9.4: Fitness Values for the Evolved Agents Separated by Contextualiza-
tion Algorithm: Training Set
(a) CFA
Agent A Agent B Agent C Agent D Agent E
Context #1 0.62 2.31 0.13 0.12 2.54
Context #2 5.90 6.54 0.73 1.15 4.80
Context #3 1.58 4.40 11.01 3.91 1.28
Context #4 10.29 3.69 2.92 8.24 0.35
Context #5 5.96 6.46 5.81 3.50 9.16
Context #6 1.28 8.43 0.92
Context #7 5.04
Total Context Fitness 24.35 23.40 21.88 25.35 24.09
Transition Rule Fitness 24.75 27.70 17.30 21.77 26.61
(b) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
Agent A Agent B Agent C Agent D Agent E
Context #1 4.75 9.00 1.08 1.80 0.36
Context #2 3.31 3.76 0.07 0.62 6.99
Context #3 8.60 1.00 8.11 1.84 4.96
Context #4 2.61 2.72 5.31 5.90 2.40
Context #5 2.43 9.42 1.48 3.28 8.26
Context #6 6.02 5.91 11.08 0.57
Context #7 4.71 10.00
Total Context Fitness 27.72 25.90 26.67 34.52 23.54
Transition Rule Fitness 15.24 13.78 20.31 29.25 18.24
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Table 9.4: Fitness Values for the Evolved Agents Separated by Contextualiza-
tion Algorithm: Training Set
(c) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Agent A Agent B Agent C Agent D Agent E
Context #1 7.21 5.51 8.11 11.13 8.32
Context #2 0.36 5.05 0.08 2.93 0.06
Context #3 0.52 0.84 0.85 0.19 3.14
Context #4 5.35 0.29 0.39 1.61 2.00
Context #5 1.51 2.48 8.59 3.44 0.50
Context #6 4.97 2.15 3.07 0.16 1.79
Context #7 0.86 0.92 0.45 3.99 2.57
Context #8 2.46 3.13 0.68 8.28 1.20











Total Context Fitness 23.24 20.37 22.48 31.73 30.59




Figure 9.3: Percentage of Time Active Comparison: Training Set, CFA, Driver
C and E
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speed and distance deviation to zero at the start of every executed context, giving the
context learning fitness calculation an extra advantage. Even with this major benefit,
the transition rule learning was able to adapt the situation better to the contexts that
were learned by GenCL than the defined contexts that were partitioned during con-
textualization. Transition fitness-wise, the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means scored the
best for three drivers (A, B, E) while the Fuzzy Paritioning/Similarity Clustering
scored the best for the remaining two drivers (C, D).
Because Fernlund did not use the entire observational data stream to perform
GenCL learning on his observed data set, he is able to test and analyze his agents’
ability to generalize in both the training and validation sets. However, these exper-
iments do not allow generalization testing in the training set because of CFA and
COPAC’s requirement in using the entire observational data stream to contextualize
and integrate with GenCL. Therefore, the qualitative and quantitative analysis for
the training data is reported in this section instead of the generalization section. Ta-
ble 9.5 and 9.6 show the qualitative and quantitative results respectively for the 15
representative agents against the training environment. In Table 9.5, the S represents
the agent stopping at (more accurately, not running) a yellow/red light while the R
denotes running the yellow light, and an OK signifies correct behavior at lights that
turn from red to green or constantly remain green [33]. None of the selected agents
ran any red lights. The R* represents the red light run by Driver A (traffic light #3);
however, for qualitative comparison purposes in this section, a match counts when
Agent A runs the yellow light. Traffic lights #3 and #4 were crossed twice, hence the
“3b” and “4b” in Table 9.5. Traffic light #1 and #5 are used in contextualization
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Table 9.5: Qualitative Comparison Separated by Contextualization Algorithm:
Training Set
(a) CFA
Traffic Light I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3b 4b
Agent A/Driver A OK S/S R*/R OK S/R R/R R/R OK OK OK
Agent B/Driver B OK S/S S/S OK S/S R/R R/S OK OK OK
Agent C/Driver C OK S/S S/S OK S/S S/S S/S OK OK OK
Agent D/Driver D OK S/S S/R OK S/R R/R R/R OK OK OK
Agent E/Driver E OK R/R S/R OK S/R R/R R/R OK OK OK
(b) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
Traffic Light I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3b 4b
Agent A/Driver A OK S/S R*/R OK S/R R/R R/R OK OK OK
Agent B/Driver B OK S/S S/R OK S/S R/R R/R OK OK OK
Agent C/Driver C OK S/S S/S OK S/S S/S S/S OK OK OK
Agent D/Driver D OK S/S S/S OK S/S R/R R/R OK OK OK
Agent E/Driver E OK R/R S/R OK S/S R/R R/R OK OK OK
(c) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Traffic Light I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 3b 4b
Agent A/Driver A OK S/S R*/R OK S/R R/R R/R OK OK OK
Agent B/Driver B OK S/S S/S OK S/S R/R R/S OK OK OK
Agent C/Driver C OK S/S S/S OK S/S S/S S/S OK OK OK
Agent D/Driver D OK S/S S/S OK S/S R/S R/R OK OK OK
Agent E/Driver E OK R/R S/S OK S/S R/R R/S OK OK OK
and learned during GenCL for this experiment but are not used in the comparison
with Fernlund’s results in Section 9.6. Fernlund’s experimental investigation started
after traffic light #1 and does not use the small rural section centered around traffic
light #5, both marked in grey in Table 9.5. On the other hand, these behaviors are
included in this analysis because they were used for contextualization and GenCL
learning in this research.
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Table 9.6: Speed and Time Deviation and Correlation Separated by Contextu-
alization Algorithm: Training Set
(a) CFA
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed Ending Time
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation Diff. [s]
Agent A 10.42 10.19 3.19 3.19 0.629 - 2.7
Agent B 10.88 10.52 4.55 4.48 0.663 - 1.7
Agent C 11.36 11.32 5.46 5.42 0.607 12.5
Agent D 9.86 9.76 3.45 3.24 0.774 0.4
Agent E 9.12 9.12 3.30 3.15 0.531 - 0.1
All 10.33 10.18 3.99 3.90 0.641 1.7
(b) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed Ending Time
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation Diff. [s]
Agent A 9.77 9.76 2.63 2.13 0.647 0.0
Agent B 11.97 11.71 4.99 4.71 0.678 17.0
Agent C 10.41 10.26 2.41 2.00 0.756 1.5
Agent D 14.16 14.14 6.85 6.27 0.495 6.6
Agent E 9.72 9.66 2.76 2.71 0.572 9.4
All 11.21 11.11 3.93 3.56 0.630 6.9
(c) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed Ending Time
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation Diff. [s]
Agent A 12.07 11.77 5.87 5.55 0.584 0.3
Agent B 10.08 9.75 4.96 4.31 0.780 3.4
Agent C 9.00 8.99 2.61 2.54 0.743 5.6
Agent D 13.69 13.57 4.24 4.17 0.659 12.6
Agent E 8.08 7.77 3.79 3.77 0.688 - 0.8
All 10.58 10.37 4.29 4.07 0.691 4.2
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With respect to quantitative behaviors, the agents’ time deviation, on average,
was 4.0 seconds, while their speed deviation was 10.7 km/s. Both the time and speed
deviations were acceptable considering the fluctuations in driver behavior throughout
the mission. Some of the agents had difficulty maintaining a steady speed during the
long straight roads, the agents would constantly correct their behaviors by apply a
little throttle to go faster or releasing the throttle to slow down. This is indicative
of how the drivers themselves behaved, constantly correcting themselves. In the end,
the agents were able to capture the human-like behaviors of the drivers after which
they were modeled. With the exception of the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent
D, every agent had a high positive speed correlation (> 0.500) with their respective
drivers yielding an average correlation of 0.654.
9.4.2.1 Agent A
Interestingly enough, all the Agent A’s ran traffic light #3 when it was yellow, correct-
ing the original behavior of Driver A running that light when it was red. On the other
hand, all of the agents ran traffic light #5 when Driver A stopped at the light. In all
cases, each agent was going faster than Driver A approaching the light and decided
they were going too fast and ran the light instead. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
agent was actually able to finish the simulation at the exact same time Driver A
finished, which is the only agent of the 15 agents able achieve this feat in either the
training or validation runs. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent A performed the
best quantitatively across the board, and is the best trained Agent A.
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9.4.2.2 Agent B
The CFA Agent B performed the best time-wise, while the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering Agent B executed the best speed-wise. Both of these agents stopped at
traffic light #7 while Driver B ran the same traffic light. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means ran traffic light #3 while Driver B stopped there. For this particular Agent
B, the determinant of running a yellow light is the speed at which the agent is trav-
eling (> 28 km/h) the instance the traffic light turns yellow. Both the CFA and
Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent B use the same logic as the Fuzzy
Partitioning/K-means Agent B for running yellow lights. However, this threshold for
running yellow lights is much higher (> 65 km/h), making these agent more conser-
vative. The only light run by these agents was during the long straight-a-way right
before traffic light #6 shown in Figure 9.4. Each of the Agents B’s miss-matched only
one traffic light behavior, which is reasonable, given each agents’ different generaliza-
tion of Driver B’s traffic behaviors. However, with the highest speed correlation out
of all the best trained agents, the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Agent B is chosen at
the best agent for Driver B in the training mission.
9.4.2.3 Agent C
It is easy to see that Driver C is the only driver that modeled qualitatively perfect
across all three contextualization sets. This is because of Driver C’s stable and re-
peatable behaviors of stopping at all yellow traffic lights. This is good for scoring
in the training set, but on the flip side, the respective three Agent C’s scope of be-
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Figure 9.4: GenCL Analysis: CFA Agent B, Training Mission, Long Straight
Road Before Traffic Light #6
haviors learned is narrower than the other agents because they are not given actions
to learn how to run yellow lights. The only other agent that performed qualita-
tively perfectly in training was Fuzzy Partitioning/K-mean’s Agent D. The Fuzzy
Partitioning/K-means Agent C performed the best with the lowest time deviation
and speed correlation.
9.4.2.4 Agent D
The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent D performed the best qualitatively, matching
Driver D in all of his traffic light behaviors; however it scored the lowest quantita-
tively between all three agents. Actually, this agent scored the worst quantitatively
among all of the 15 agents. Sometimes during learning there is a trade-off (inverse
relationship) between matching a driver’s quantitative and qualitative behaviors, as
such for the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent D. The opposite is true for the CFA
Agent D, scoring the best quantitatively between the three Agent D’s, while run-
ning traffic lights #3 and #5 while Driver D stopped at those lights, which is the
most unmatched light behavior for any Agent D. The Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
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Figure 9.5: GenCL Analysis: Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent
E, Training Mission, Context 18 Activation Before Traffic Light #7
Clustering Driver D performed right in the middle of both of the other agents with
only one mismatched light, stopping at traffic light #6 while Driver D ran the light,
making this agent the best training agent for Driver D.
9.4.2.5 Agent E
Driver E’s runs were very difficult for GenCL to learn properly. Out of the 584
successful Driver E results with completed validation runs, only 12 (2%) of the runs
resulted in Agent E not running a red light in both the training and validation sets.
The best result for Driver E is the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering agent.
This agent modeled a moderately more conservative version of Driver E, stopping at
traffic light #7 while Driver E ran the yellow. When approaching a green traffic light,
this agent activates Context 18 which essentially releases the accelerator, coasting the
car to a slower speed, anticipating a yellow light and stopping at the red light as shown
in Figure 9.5. With that fact, the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E
managed to finish the mission eight/tenths of a second faster than Driver E.
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9.4.3 Learning Capabilities Summary
Typically, when the qualitative behaviors differ, the agent has taken the majority
behavior of the driver and sometime extrapolated it across the other traffic lights
as seen by the behaviors previously described. It is not expected of the agents to
generate perfectly matching models of each driver. Performance data is cannot fully
describe the entire situation. Remember, we are only given the driver’s performance
data to with which work, leaving out visual and cognitive information. For example,
a driver running a yellow light in one instance, then thinks to himself, “... that was
close, I better not run another light!”, and face with a second, identical situation, the
driver stops at the yellow light instead. The only difference is the cognitive thought
of not running the next yellow light, which is not a part of the performance data
gathered through observations. The agent is expected to learn the general behaviors
of the driver and not the specific behaviors at each light. Therefore, a low number
of qualitative inconsistencies are tolerated as long as the agents behaved correctly at
the lights.
Another disadvantage of using this automated contextualization approach with
GenCL is the breadth of training data used for learning. The learning algorithm
has no choice but to try to build an agent from every behavior captured from the
observational data stream, which contained and biased towards a large amount of
straight-line driving. Without some filtering system, GenCL itself is responsible for
encapsulating the important and desired individualized behaviors exhibited by each
driver. Fernlund filtered each observational data stream for the specific behaviors
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that fit his context topology. As a result of the contextualization algorithms inability
to filter and simplify of the large observational data stream to reduced the original
bias toward straight-line driving, out agents’ source code was much more complex
than Fernlund’s agents. The source code for the 15 best agents is listed in Appendix
D.
9.5 Generalization
This evaluation criteria for generalization is modeled directly after the one Ferlund
employed, which is based on the fitness function along with the qualitative and quan-
titative metric in Section 9.4 above. Remember, the validation data set was not seen
by the agents during their training. It is the drivers’ second simulation run with
new traffic lights and with slightly different situations [33]. Remember, the training
and validation runs were made four months apart. This section aims at analyzing
the GenCL results for each contextualization/driver set as a whole as well as the 15
representative agents’ ability to adapt and generalize to the validation environment.
9.5.1 Overall Training Results in the Validation Environment
Table 9.7 shows the overall qualitative and quantitative results for each driver/context-
ualization set. There are seven total traffic lights in the validation run, with six lights
turning from green to red and one from red to green shown in Table 5.3. Unlike the
training run, no drivers ran red lights in the validation run. However, for this section
only the 77% (2,902) of the agents that successfully executed the validation mission
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Figure 9.6: Graph of the Number of Red Lights Ran vs. Number of Runs:
Validation Set
are examined.
Out of all the successful validation agents, 11.4% (331) of the agents did not run
any red lights, which is near equivalent to the training results (11.6%), shown in part
by Figure 9.6. In this run, almost a third (899 runs, 31.0%) of the agents ran all of
the red lights with an average of 3.7 (62%) red lights ran. The instances of red light
running is slightly higher for the validation set because the agents faced a slightly
different mission which also included an extra traffic light. However, only 4.4% (164)
of all 3,750 runs produced agents that ran no red lights in both missions. Agent D
and E, on average, finished more quickly than their respective drivers. Taking the
average of the absolute average time differences for each driver yields a 44.1 (13%)
second time difference. All of this degradation in the performance values between the
training and validation runs was expected because of the nature of placing the agent
into an unseen mission and expecting it to generalize its behaviors while performing
the task while trying to match the driver’s actions taken four months after the training
mission.
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of G → R Average # % of Agents RMS Speed RMS Time Ending
Lights of Red Running No Deviation Deviation Time
Matched Lights Ran Red Lights [km/h] [s] Diff. [s]
Agent A 1.1 4.3 10.3% 18.63 55.74 23.2
Agent B 1.9 3.6 8.2% 18.38 43.93 64.4
Agent C 0.6 4.7 7.5% 18.18 45.09 23.1
Agent D 0.8 3.8 11.6% 18.89 23.23 - 47.0
Agent E 0.4 3.9 6.4% 17.72 55.51 - 70.8
All 1.0 4.1 8.8% 16.96 44.87 - 1.4
(b) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
Average # Average
of G → R Average # % of Agents RMS Speed RMS Time Ending
Lights of Red Running No Deviation Deviation Time
Matched Lights Ran Red Lights [km/h] [s] Diff. [s]
Agent A 2.0 3.3 10.0% 15.22 51.38 14.1
Agent B 1.7 3.6 10.6% 16.36 26.22 52.0
Agent C 1.5 3.8 16.9% 15.37 28.88 38.3
Agent D 0.8 4.0 3.7% 16.92 42.78 - 28.9
Agent E 0.7 4.1 7.3% 15.44 33.88 - 66.5
All 1.3 3.8 9.7% 16.50 40.55 1.8
(c) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Average # Average
of G → R Average # % of Agents RMS Speed RMS Time Ending
Lights of Red Running No Deviation Deviation Time
Matched Lights Ran Red Lights [km/h] [s] Diff. [s]
Agent A 1.7 3.5 14.0% 16.47 30.60 26.4
Agent B 1.9 2.9 18.9%17.15 42.10 76.9
Agent C 2.3 2.7 24.4% 16.53 56.42 39.4
Agent D 0.8 4.0 10.5% 16.91 39.73 - 29.9
Agent E 0.7 3.5 12.7% 24.28 49.80 - 61.2
All 1.5 3.3 16.1% 18.27 43.73 10.3
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Table 9.8: Calculated Fitness Values for the Best Evolved Agents: All
Algorithm I CFA Fuzzy/K-means Fuzzy/Similarity
Agent A 24.75 / 53.60 15.24 / 48.24 22.23 / 108.57
Agent B 27.70 / 125.77 13.78 / 33.49 31.99 / 188.26
Agent C 17.30 / 87.44 20.31 / 113.39 15.80 / 94.27
Agent D 21.77 / 64.24 29.25 / 114.40 20.77 / 120.67
Agent E 26.61 / 186.35 18.24 / 49.49 24.72 / 55.74
All 23.63 / 103.48 19.36 / 71.80 23.10 / 113.50
* Training Set / Validation Set
9.5.2 Best Training Results in the Validation Environment
Again, only the best performing agents based on the training data are used for this
high-level analysis in the validation environment. Table 9.8 shows the calculated fit-
ness values of the 15 agents in the training and validation runs. Again, the validation
fitnesses are generally four times worst than their respective training counterparts.
This difference is expected according to the discussion in Section 9.3. The better
measure of performance is the qualitative and quantitative results for the 15 rep-
resentative agents against the validation environment shown in Table 9.9 and 9.10
respectively. Again, none of the agents ran any red lights. Traffic light #2 are used
during validation for this experiment but are not used in the comparison with Fern-
lund’s results in Section 9.6. Traffic light #2 centered around the same rural area
as traffic light #5 from the training mission, and is marked in grey in Table 9.9.
These behaviors are included in this examination because they were used as part of
contextualization and training.
Again, with respect to quantitative behaviors, each of the values, as expected,
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Table 9.9: Qualitative Comparison Separated by Contextualization Algorithm:
Validation Set
(a) CFA
Traffic Light I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Agent A/Driver A R/R R/R OK S/R R/R R/R S/R
Agent B/Driver B R/S R/S OK S/S R/R R/R R/R
Agent C/Driver C S/S R/S OK S/S S/S S/S S/S
Agent D/Driver D R/R S/R OK S/R R/R S/R S/R
Agent E/Driver E R/R S/R OK S/R S/R S/R S/R
(b) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
Traffic Light I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Agent A/Driver A R/R R/R OK S/R R/R R/R S/R
Agent B/Driver B R/R R/R OK S/R R/R R/R R/R
Agent C/Driver C S/S R/S OK S/S S/S S/S S/S
Agent D/Driver D R/S S/R OK S/S R/S S/S S/S
Agent E/Driver E R/R S/R OK S/S S/R S/R S/R
(c) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Traffic Light I 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Agent A/Driver A R/R R/R OK S/S R/R R/S S/R
Agent B/Driver B R/S R/R OK S/S R/S R/R R/S
Agent C/Driver C S/S R/S OK S/S S/S S/S S/S
Agent D/Driver D R/R S/S OK S/S R/S S/S S/S
Agent E/Driver E R/S S/S OK S/S S/S S/S S/S
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Table 9.10: Speed and Time Deviation and Correlation Separated by Contex-
tualization Algorithm: Validation Set
(a) CFA
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed Ending Time
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation Diff. [s]
Agent A 17.40 15.14 12.58 7.52 0.608 - 28.5
Agent B 11.82 11.64 8.57 7.51 0.529 28.3
Agent C 11.02 10.82 5.06 3.81 0.670 21.1
Agent D 17.10 16.41 20.61 19.12 0.220 - 58.1
Agent E 35.64 13.99 53.53 38.52 0.520 - 217.2
All 18.60 13.60 20.07 15.30 0.509 - 50.9
(b) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed Ending Time
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation Diff. [s]
Agent A 14.94 12.84 8.21 5.91 0.615 - 21.8
Agent B 14.37 13.91 5.37 4.92 0.373 - 2.8
Agent C 11.24 11.13 5.65 5.39 0.741 34.5
Agent D 18.67 16.19 7.55 6.32 0.736 - 46.5
Agent E 14.13 13.82 18.54 14.13 0.287 - 55.8
All 14.67 13.58 9.06 7.33 0.550 - 18.5
(c) COPAC - Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed Ending Time
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation Diff. [s]
Agent A 12.51 12.35 8.10 7.16 0.448 15.1
Agent B 17.46 15.77 22.16 15.11 0.330 94.7
Agent C 12.51 12.35 5.06 4.08 0.448 41.9
Agent D 20.24 17.02 12.90 10.82 0.712 - 45.2
Agent E 10.95 9.61 13.87 13.07 0.628 - 24.5
All 14.73 13.42 12.42 10.05 0.513 16.4
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worsened. The average speed deviation went from 10.7 km/h in the training mission
to 13.9 km/h in the validation mission. The average time deviation increased from
4.0 seconds to 10.9 seconds. The speed correlation decreased from an average of
0.654 to 0.524. The CFA Agent E performed very poorly, with double the amount
of accumulated error, in the validation mission and could be considered an outlier
for this mission. The CFA algorithm had an inherent problem modeling Driver E
considering this agent was the best out of the other 250 CFA Agent E’s. Removing
the poorly performing CFA Agent E, which heavily skewed the results, the average
speed and time deviations becomes 11.0 km/s and 8.9 seconds respectively, yielding
a difference of 0.3 km/s and 4.9 seconds. Removing this Agent E, left the average
speed correlation unchanged
9.5.2.1 Agent A
Since all three of the Agent A’s in the training run behaved very similarity, it is also
expected they behave similarity in the validation runs. All of the agents did not
match traffic light #7, running the yellow light instead of stopping like Driver A did.
The dissimilarity between the Agent A’s occurs with the qualitative discrepancies
at traffic light #6 for the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent A and at
traffic light #4 for the other two Agent A’s. The CFA and Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means Agent A’s are aggressive and runs every traffic light. In the case of traffic light
#7, which is similar to traffic light #6, consists of a long straight road with traffic
lights, which allow the agent to quickly ramp up speed, shown in Figure 9.7. The
difference between the two lights is when the yellow light triggers, which is 30 and
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Figure 9.7: GenCL Analysis: CFA Agent A, Validation Mission, Long Straight
Road Between Traffic Light #6 and #7
35 meters from traffic lights #6 and #7 respectively. In case of Driver A, he would
coast in front of a green light until it turns yellow and make a decision to speed up
and run the yellow light (traffic light #6) or slow down and stop at the light (traffic
light #7). However, Agent A is un-impacted with the color change in the light and
runs those yellow lights. Agent A exhibits the same behavior for traffic light #4. The
Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent A performed in very similar fashion to the CFA
Agent A for those particular mismatched traffic lights.
Furthermore, traffic light #5 was similar to traffic light #7, both lights triggered at
35 meters before the light, Driver A was traveling at 46 km/h and exhibited the same
decision making behavior previously discussed; however he acted differently in each
situation. All three agents behaved consistently given this near identical situation.




The CFA Agent B performed the best speed-wise on the validation mission than the
other agents, but interestingly, this very agent performed the best time-wise in the
training mission. In the validation mission, Driver B ran all but one yellow light, traffic
light #4. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means agent decided to also take this aggressive
route by running every yellow light. As previously mentioned, the determining factor
of running a yellow light, for this Agent B, completely depends on the speed at which
the agent was traveling (>28 km/h) when the light turned yellow. In the case of the
validation mission, the agent was traveling fast enough at each light to run it. The
CFA and Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Agent B’s, again, were more conservative,
stopping at 3 and 4 yellow lights respectively while misbehaving on all those yellow
lights except for one. Both agents stopped at traffic light #1, while Driver B ran the
light. There was simply not enough road for either of the two agents to accelerate to
the threshold speed (> 65 km/h) between the start of the mission and traffic light
#1 in order to run the light. The Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent B
stopped at both traffic lights #5 and #7, which turned yellow 35 meters from the
light. When a light comes within range (100 meters), the agent increases throttle
pressure by a small amount trying to accelerate towards the light. However, in the
case of traffic lights #5 and #7, the light turn yellows earlier and the agent was not
able to acquire enough speed to run the light. Because of these conservative light and
aggressive straight-line speeding behaviors, this agent deviated heavily in time and
speed. As for the CFA Agent B, the same issue of not speeding up enough in traffic
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light #2 cause the agent to stop at the light instead of running it like Driver B did.
Overall, the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent B is the best agent for the validation
mission.
9.5.2.3 Agent C
Again, it is easy to see that all three Agent C’s stopped at every yellow traffic light.
On the other hand, Driver C ran traffic light #2 which was set to turn yellow when
he was 35 meters away from the light. This traffic light was also in the rural area
where the speed limit was high. However, as Driver C approached the green light, he
releases the accelerator, reducing his speed 16 km/h; which displays his intention to
stop, should a yellow light appear. Instead as the light turns yellow, 35 meter before
the light (5 meters ahead of the usual 30 meter trigger), Driver C hits the accelerator
to run the yellow light. This situation shows the unpredictable nature of human
behavior, even though Driver C acted as if he was going to stop at the light, while
given more distance to stop, he did not. This is shown by the actions of Driver C in
Figure 9.8. All three Agent C’s, conversely, stopped at all yellow lights as predicted
by their behavior on the training set. All of the Agent C’s yielded small differences in
speed (∼1 km/h difference) and time (1.75 seconds) deviations between the training
and validation set. The CFA Agent C is the best agent to represent Driver C with
the lowest speed and time deviation.
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Figure 9.8: GenCL Analysis: Driver C, Validation Mission, Straight Road Be-
fore Traffic Light #2
9.5.2.4 Agent D
Each of the three Agent D’s behaved very differently in the validation mission. The
CFA Agent D was very aggressive and ran every yellow light possible, which is indica-
tive of its behavior in the training mission, in which it ran all but one yellow light.
This caused four traffic light inconsistencies in the validation mission. This agent
performed the best in speed deviation among the three Agent D’s, but, has the worst
speed correlation of all agents in the validation mission. As shown by this agent, the
best speed deviation does not translate to good speed correlation. This means that
when there were speed deviations, there were large deviation values between the CFA
Agent D and Driver D, resulting a large negative correlation. At other instances in
the mission, CFA Agent D performs very close to Driver D speed-wise.
As previously mentioned, the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent D performed
the worst quantitatively in the training mission, however this agent performed fairly
well in the validation mission, yielding the second best speed correlation of all agents
in the validation mission and the best time deviation of the three Agent D’s. This
agent is the opposite of the CFA Agent D, stopping at all but one traffic light and
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ran the traffic light that Driver D stopped at. This is the one traffic light in which
the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent D goes fast enough (> 52 km/h) to run the
light.
The Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent D was the middle performer
in the training mission, and is also the middle performer quantitatively in the vali-
dation mission. However, this agent only misbehaved on traffic light #5, stopping at
the light instead of running it as did Driver D. This agent matched Driver D the best
qualitatively. The same driver inconsistency issue previous encountered with Driver
A is also exhibited by Driver D, again occurring at traffic lights #5 and #7. Given
near-identical situations, the Driver performs different actions at each light. At traffic
light #5, Driver D decides to speed up while facing a stale green light in attempts to
run a yellow light; however, at traffic light #7, the opposite occurs, Driver D releases
the accelerator and coasts towards a light, readying to stop at the light if necessary.
Each of the three agents were consistent between traffic lights #5 and #7 meaning
they mismatched one of those lights against Driver D. This agent performed the best
of all the other Agent D’s because it was well-rounded and generalized well.
9.5.2.5 Agent E
An interesting observation was made when analyzing the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering Agent E’s validation results. This agent’s behavior was conservative dur-
ing the validation run, stopping at all lights as indicated in Table 9.9, which matched
the majority of Driver E’s behaviors. In this case, this agent was actually more
conservative than Driver E himself. In the training mission, Driver E was more ag-
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gressive, running the majority of yellow lights, while in the validation run, he was on
the conservative side, stopping at all but one of the yellow lights [33]. Even with this
change in driving style between training and validation runs mentioned by Fernlund
[33], the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E only shows one discrep-
ancy per run. Both inconsistencies came about when Driver E ran a yellow light
while the agent stopped at the light. The validation mission was set up in a way
to allow sufficient space to activate the previously-discussed Context 18 at multiple
green light situations. This context slowed the agent down in preparation of a yellow
light for all of the stale green lights in the mission. This shows that Agent E was
slightly more conservative than Driver E with regards to traffic lights, but more ag-
gressive as it relates to speed. Agent E in both missions finished faster than Driver
E, 0.8 seconds faster for the training run and a larger margin of 24 seconds for the
validation run. Being slightly more conservative in the training mission, as well as
learning a behavior that becomes advantageous in the validation mission, allowed
this agent to perform very well. The other Agent E’s exhibited aggressive behaviors
in the validation mission. The CFA Agent E ran all of the yellow lights, while the
Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent E ran all but one. Both of the other aggressive
agents finished the mission much faster (> 45 seconds) than Driver E. The Fuzzy
Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E outperformed every other agent in the
speed deviation category for both the training and validation set of agents.
To further analyze this behavior, the percent active time of the Fuzzy Partition-
ing/Similarity Clustering Agent E’s defined contexts are examined. The percentages
for driver contextualization, training, and validation are presented in Table 9.11 and
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Figure 9.9. During the training run, Agent E only used 6 of the 19 total defined
contexts. During, the validation run, only three contexts were used, which coinciden-
tally is a sub-set of the six used during training. Since no new contexts were used
for validation, the contexts used were robust enough to allow Driver E to act accord-
ingly in the training and validation runs. This outcome is very surprising, because
for one, only a third of the generated context topology was used during GenCL, and
two, Driver E’s behaviors can be correctly modeled using one agent for the training
and validation sets, contrary to Fernlund’s statement about Driver E [33]. GenCL
was also successful in pruning the context topology, while allowing the six remaining
contexts to generalize the required behaviors to executed the missions. Furthermore,
the important Context 18 was activated the majority of time for both the training
and validation mission. This context not only causes the coasting effect near green
lights, it also controls the agent through all intersections and far away traffic light
waypoints conditions. The other two activated contexts, Context 1 and Context 10,
were responsible for maintaining constant speed while the agent is far away from a
known green traffic light and stopping at a yellow/red light respectively. Context 18
was originally contextualized into one executed context with very limited scope, the
single partition includes the often repeated straight section that encompasses traffic
light #6 as display in Figure 9.10. This agent shows the novelty of GenCL’s ability
to expand a context’s contextualized scope and action functions in creating a high
fidelity agent.
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Table 9.11: Percentage of Active Time Separated by Context: Agent E, Fuzzy
Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Driver Agent in Agent in
Contextualization Training Mission Validation Mission
Context #1 48.4% 14.8% 4.6%
Context #2 0.4% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #3 0.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #4 1.0% 4.1% 0.0%
Context #5 0.6% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #6 0.3% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #7 2.4% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #8 3.6% 0.3% 0.0%
Context #9 2.1% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #10 0.4% 6.9% 19.7%
Context #11 10.8% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #12 1.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #13 1.2% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #14 4.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #15 4.2% 7.5% 0.0%
Context #16 2.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #17 1.7% 0.0% 0.0%
Context #18 13.4% 66.4% 75.7%
Context #19 1.0% 0.0% 0.0%
Figure 9.9: Graph of the Percentage of Active Time for Driver E and Fuzzy
Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E Separated by Context,
Training and Validation Sets
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Figure 9.10: GenCL Analysis: Fuzzy Paritioning/Similarity Clustering, Driver
E, Training Mission, Context 18 Execution Context Partition
9.5.3 Generalization Summary
The learning process creates a human performance model of the driver executing the
simulated mission. After some time, the behaviors of the human drivers might incur
a slight or dramatic change in performance, based on a variety of external human
factors. Thus, the generated agents are a temporal behavioral snapshot of the driver
at the time of training mission execution. Therefore, it is not expected of any agent to
perform optimally in the validation environment compared to their respective drivers.
However, generalization through behavior matching and learning in GenCL allows
the best set of agents to capture the driver’s high-level behaviors from the training
set, extrapolate them, and apply them to the validation mission(s) which are similar
to the original training mission. Overall, the contextualization plus GenCL approach
was successful in this regard. However, it was inherently difficult to find agents that
behaved well in both the validation and training mission, for the various reasons that
could be attributed to non-coding regions, behaviors differences between missions,
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inconsistent behaviors, etc., previously discussed in this chapter. As seen by the
Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E, GenCL has the ability to adapt
and expand the scope of the learned action functions of a context as well as reduce
or eliminate the roles of other contexts.
With regards to the qualitative performance, each of the 15 agents misbehaved,
on average, 2.2 traffic lights out of 7 (37%). Adjusting for inconsistent behaviors
and removing CFA Agent E, the average mismatched lights drops to 1.4 out of 7
(22%). Given the misbehavior rate of 16% during the training mission, an increase of
6% is respectable given all the factors involved in learning. Again, the quantitative
performance of the agents only degraded slightly as discussed earlier in this section.
As regards to speed deviation and correlation, the agents were able to maintain
a constant speed better than were the human drivers. This is because that agent’s
control algorithm can precisely issue a throttle pressure command (0% to 100%), while
the human is unable to. For the majority of cars (real or simulated), when a human
presses on the accelerator, he/she only knows the approximate throttle pressure,
not exact. Additionally, the agents’ have certain advantages such as instantaneous
reaction time, as well as constantly observing all variables simultaneously. However,
this behavior is not advantageous for calculating speed and time deviation. For
example, given the same stretch of road discussed for Driver A in Figure 9.7, the
difference in average speed is 2 km/h; however, the speed deviation is as much as 6
km/h. This makes the observed average deviations 11.0 km/s and 8.9 seconds more
acceptable because the agent can better control the car while the drivers have to
constantly compensate their behaviors (e.g., letting go of the throttle because the car
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is moving too fast).
According the pure quantitative numbers, the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means agents
performed the best in the validation run with the best average speed and time devia-
tions and speed correlation. However, qualitatively, the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering agents yielded the fewest traffic light mismatches with an average of 1.2
misbehaved lights out of 7 (20%), adjusted by removing driver inconsistencies, per
agent. Table 9.12 shows the algorithm that generated the best agents for both the
training and validation missions separated by driver. In the end, the Fuzzy Parti-
tioning/Similarity Clustering agents produced the best agents for three drivers (A,
D, and E). The CFA and Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means agent won out for Drivers
C and B respectively. In the end, three of the five best agents in the training set
(Agents A, B, and C) were not the best agents in the validation mission. The Fuzzy
Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent D and E performed the best throughout
both missions. The reason the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering and Fuzzy
Partitioning/K-means algorithms performed fairly well in the validation mission could
be attributed to the number of defined contexts available and their level of granular-
ity. This provided a larger pool of defined contexts for GenCL to learn, adapt, and
generalize into the validation mission.
9.5.4 Simulation and Training Issues
Fernlund also states that there is a “lack of richness in the training set”. Some of
the driver behaviors exhibited in the validation mission were never exhibited in the
training mission, leaving the resultant agent to extrapolate these specific behaviors. A
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Table 9.12: Algorithm Used to Generate the Best Agents for Both Training and
Validation Sets
Training Set Validation Set
Agent A Fuzzy/Similarity Fuzzy/K-means
Agent B Fuzzy/K-means Fuzzy/Similarity
Agent C CFA Fuzzy/K-means
Agent D Fuzzy/Similarity Fuzzy/Similarity
Agent E Fuzzy/Similarity Fuzzy/Similarity
good example is when Driver C ran traffic light #2 in the validation mission, while not
running any traffic lights in the training mission. This lack of richness also contributes
to the number of agents that did not complete the validation mission because they
could not correctly extrapolate such behaviors. Also, there we not enough traffic
lights in general, there was only one stale green light in the training mission and none
in the validation mission. For example, when the CFA Agent C faces traffic light #3b
in the training mission with a stale green light, it starts slowing down and braking as
if the light was actually yellow.
It is inherently difficult, if not impossible, for an agent to perfectly match a driver’s
behavior if the driver exhibits inconsistent behaviors in performing very similar tasks.
The ability of an agent to perform well in the validation mission is to have a driver
that is consistent between and within both training and validation missions. Driver
C shows this type of consistent behavior with the exception of traffic light #2 in
the validation mission. He stopped at all but one traffic light in both training and
validation runs. However, all three Agent C’s did not run the single traffic light Driver
C ran because that was not his consistent behavior. Another example is when Driver
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A and D exhibited inconsistent behavior between traffic lights #5 and #7, running
one, but stopping at the other one. This was the original objective of Fernlund’s
work, trying to discover such behavior patterns that lead to these inconsistencies.
However, there could have also been external, non-observable factors impacting such
behaviors (e.g., driver frustration, different reaction time for multiple lights, etc.).
All of the 15 best agents performed consistent actions for the pair of aforementioned
lights. Generally, the agents are very consistent and in the most part predictable in
their overall behaviors. The resultant CxBR agents do not include the functionality
to introduce variability (randomization) in their actions. Therefore, given the same
situations, these agents will produce the same actions. This issue of non-variability
in agents differentiates them from true human performance. However, adding in
variability is reserved for future work.
9.6 Comparison of Results Against Previous Work
This section strives to compare the GenCL results obtained here through the use of
contextualization against Fernlund’s results with his hand-partitioned data sets. Fern-
lund used the same set of defined contexts and context topology for all his agents while
the contextualization process generated different, individualized defined contexts for
each driver based on their individualized behaviors and contextualization algorithms
employed, as previously discussed in Chapter 8. However, because Fernlund did not
use the entire observational data stream, he had a distinct advantage in using the best
data sets to train with, in combination with a well-defined context topology. With
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this advantage, it was expected that Fernlund’s agent would perform better overall.
9.6.1 Training Mission
The first comparison is done using the training set and how well the agents were
trained. This comparison is made as a baseline comparison to evaluate how well
manual partitioning performed versus the contextualization approach. In order to
compare the GenCL agents obtained using our contextualized observational data
streams against Fernlund’s manually partition data sets, traffic lights #1 and #5
are removed from the comparison. Fernlund’s agents were able to perfectly match
all of the drivers’ behaviors in the training set, except for Driver A’s traffic light #3
behavior. Fernlund’s Agent A was also able to correct Driver A’s behavior by running
the yellow light, instead of the red light. These perfect results are not true for the set
of agents generated using CFA and COPAC.
Table 9.13 and 9.16 show the qualitative and quantitative results respectively
along with Fernlund’s results, this time separated by driver. Additionally, the rows
are labeled by contextualization method. Fernlund’s method is labeled ‘Manual Par-
titioning’, representing how the executed contexts were identified and assigned and
used to create the context topology. Next, each driver is analyzed and the differences
between the results are examined separately by driver.
9.6.1.1 Agent A
Driver A performed very well, with all three of the contextualized Agent A’s actions
matching those of Fernlund’s agent. All of the agents, like Fernlund’s agent, corrected
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Table 9.13: Qualitative Comparison Against Previous Work Separated by
Driver/Agent: Training Set [33]
(a) Driver A/Agent A
Traffic Light I 2 3 4 6 7 8 3b 4b
Driver A S R* - R R - - -
Manual Partitioning S R OK R R OK OK OK
CFA S R OK R R OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./K-means S R OK R R OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./Similarity S R OK R R OK OK OK
(b) Driver B/Agent B
Traffic Light I 2 3 4 6 7 8 3b 4b
Driver B S S - R R - - -
Manual Partitioning S S OK R R OK OK OK
CFA S S OK R S OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./K-means S R OK R R OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./Similarity S S OK R S OK OK OK
(c) Driver C/Agent C
Traffic Light I 2 3 4 6 7 8 3b 4b
Driver C S S - S S - - -
Manual Partitioning S S OK S S OK OK OK
CFA S S OK S S OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./K-means S S OK S S OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./Similarity S S OK S S OK OK OK
(d) Driver D/Agent D
Traffic Light I 2 3 4 6 7 8 3b 4b
Driver D S S - R R - - -
Manual Partitioning S S OK R R OK OK OK
CFA S R OK R R OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./K-means S S OK R R OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./Similarity S S OK S R OK OK OK
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Table 9.13: Qualitative Comparison Against Previous Work Separated by
Driver/Agent: Training Set [33]
(e) Driver E/Agent E
Traffic Light I 2 3 4 6 7 8 3b 4b
Driver E R S - R R - - -
Manual Partitioning R S OK R R OK OK OK
CFA R R OK R R OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./K-means R R OK R R OK OK OK
Fuzzy Part./Similarity R S OK R S OK OK OK
Table 9.14: Speed and Time Deviation and Correlation Comparison Against
Previous Work Separated by Driver/Agent: Training Set [33]
(a) Driver A/Agent A
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 8.09 7.35 5.81 4.11 0.825
CFA 10.42 10.19 3.19 3.19 0.629
Fuzzy Part./K-means 9.77 9.76 2.63 2.13 0.647
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 12.07 11.77 5.87 5.55 0.584
(b) Driver B/Agent B
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 8.32 7.92 3.13 2.78 0.893
CFA 10.88 10.52 4.55 4.48 0.663
Fuzzy Part./K-means 11.97 11.71 4.99 4.71 0.678
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 10.08 9.75 4.96 4.31 0.780
(c) Driver C/Agent C
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 6.74 6.72 2.10 2.06 0.920
CFA 11.36 11.32 5.46 5.42 0.607
Fuzzy Part./K-means 10.41 10.26 2.41 2.00 0.756
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 9.00 8.99 2.61 2.54 0.743
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Table 9.14: Speed and Time Deviation and Correlation Comparison Against
Previous Work Separated by Driver/Agent: Training Set [33]
(d) Driver D/Agent D
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 8.46 8.45 3.13 3.12 0.842
CFA 9.86 9.76 3.45 3.24 0.774
Fuzzy Part./K-means 14.16 14.14 6.85 6.27 0.495
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 13.69 13.57 4.24 4.17 0.659
(e) Driver E/Agent E
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 9.29 8.42 4.49 3.72 0.783
CFA 9.12 9.12 3.30 3.15 0.531
Fuzzy Part./K-means 9.72 9.66 2.76 2.71 0.572
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 8.08 7.77 3.79 3.77 0.688
Driver A’s red light running traffic light #3 behavior by running the yellow light
instead. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent A was able to achieve a better
average time deviation than Fernlund’s Agent A by an average of 3 seconds. Again,
the Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means agent was the one that finished the mission at the
exact same time as Driver A. Otherwise, Fernlund’s Agent A score better in average
speed deviation and correlation.
9.6.1.2 Agent B
All of the three Agent B’s performed worse in all categories when compared against
Fernlund’s Agent B. The quantitative performance was fairly close to Fernlund’s with
only a 2.7 km/h and 1.7 seconds difference in speed and time deviations respectively.
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Each of the three agents mismatched one traffic light behavior leaning toward a more
aggressive or conservative traffic light behavior, while Fernlund’s agent performed
right in the middle with Driver B, running and stopping at two traffic lights. The
contextualized agents tend to behave more consistently, exercising the same behavior,
at traffic lights than their driver counterparts as seen here.
9.6.1.3 Agent C
Similar to Driver A’s comparison results, all three of the Agent C’s actions matched
those of Driver C. Again, this is because of Driver C’s consistent behavior of stopping
at all traffic lights. However, Fernlund’s Agent C scored better quantitatively across
the board. The quantitative differences were small differences with 3.5 km/h and 1.2
seconds for speed and time deviations respectively.
9.6.1.4 Agent D
Driver D was a tricky driver to model, again; there was a trade-off between quali-
tative and quantitative actions. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent D matched
the Driver D qualitatively, but exhibited the worst scores quantitatively. The CFA
quantitative results were able to come close to Fernlund’s Agent D. However, mis-
matched one light behavior. Again, the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity mismatched a




The Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E was the only agent to have both
a lower average speed and time deviation than Fernlund’s Agent E. Actually, each
of the three contextualized Agent E’s yielded better time deviation than Fernlund’s
Agent E. However, Fernlund’s Agent E scored higher qualitatively, matching Driver
E perfectly in that metric. The CFA and Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent E’s
extrapolated the aggressive side of Driver E and ran all of the traffic lights while the
opposite is true for the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E, stopping
at an extra yellow light.
Overall, seven of the fifteen agents quantitatively matched the driver and Fern-
lund’s results perfectly. Of the other eight agents, each of them was only off by one
traffic light behavior. These agents were predictably worse agents compared to Fern-
lund’s agents. Again, these agents are trained with unfiltered observational data and
are using contextualization to group behaviors and GenCL to filter and extrapolate
behaviors. On the other hand, these differences were slight, with only an average of
2.5 km/h and 0.3 second increases in speed and time deviation respectively.
9.6.2 Validation Mission
The next step in the comparison is to the validation set. Since none of the validation
data was seen by any of the algorithms during training, this is the true comparison
of how each contextualization method’s agents performed versus Fernlund’s agents.




All Agent A’s, including Fernlund’s, ran traffic light #7 in the validation mission.
However all three of the Agent A’s mismatched an additional light while Fernlund’s
Agent A matched all of the other ones. The CFA and Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means
agents were completely aggressive and ran all traffic lights. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-
means Agent A bested Ferlund’s agent in time deviation for the training mission.
However, if falls short in the validation mission, meaning it was more over-trained than
Fernlund’s agent. Actually, Fernlund’s Agent A performed better across the board
in the validation mission than in the training mission. Ignoring the one mismatched
traffic light behavior, because of Driver A’s inconsistent behavior, Fernlund’s Agent
A did a better job at extrapolating Driver A’s behavior to the validation mission than
learning his behavior on the training mission. All three of the contextualized agents
fall short of Fernlund’s agent.
9.6.2.2 Agent B
Again, the three contextualized Agent B’s performance degrades from the training
to validation mission. The Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Driver B per-
formed the worst of all three agents, mismatching three traffic light behaviors and
scoring very poorly quantitatively. The Fuzzy Paritioning/K-means Driver B does
not perform much better quantitatively, however only misbehaved on only one light.
The CFA Agent B is slightly better than the other agents, but still manages to have
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Table 9.15: Qualitative Comparison Against Previous Work Separated by
Driver/Agent: Validation Set [33]
(a) Driver A/Agent A
Traffic Light I 1 3 4 5 6 7
Driver A R - S R R S
Manual Partitioning R OK S R R R
CFA R OK R R R R
Fuzzy Part./K-means R OK R R R R
Fuzzy Part./Similarity R OK S R S R
(b) Driver B/Agent B
Traffic Light I 1 3 4 5 6 7
Driver B R - S R R R
Manual Partitioning R OK S R R R
CFA S OK S R R R
Fuzzy Part./K-means R OK R R R R
Fuzzy Part./Similarity S OK S S R S
(c) Driver C/Agent C
Traffic Light I 1 3 4 5 6 7
Driver C S - S S S S
Manual Partitioning S OK S S S S
CFA S OK S S S S
Fuzzy Part./K-means S OK S S S S
Fuzzy Part./Similarity S OK S S S S
(d) Driver D/Agent D
Traffic Light I 1 3 4 5 6 7
Driver D R - S R S S
Manual Partitioning R OK S R R R
CFA R OK R R R R
Fuzzy Part./K-means S OK S S S S
Fuzzy Part./Similarity R OK S S S S
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Table 9.15: Qualitative Comparison Against Previous Work Separated by
Driver/Agent: Validation Set [33]
(e) Driver E/Agent E
Traffic Light I 1 3 4 5 6 7
Driver E R - S S S S
Manual Partitioning R OK S R R R
CFA R OK R R R R
Fuzzy Part./K-means R OK S R R R
Fuzzy Part./Similarity S OK S S S S
Table 9.16: Speed and Time Deviation and Correlation Comparison Against
Previous Work Separated by Driver/Agent: Validation Set [33]
(a) Driver A/Agent A
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 7.47 7.44 1.47 1.47 0.880
CFA 17.40 15.14 12.58 7.52 0.608
Fuzzy Part./K-means 14.94 12.84 8.21 5.91 0.615
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 12.51 12.35 8.10 7.16 0.448
(b) Driver B/Agent B
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 7.14 6.19 2.56 1.75 0.896
CFA 11.82 11.64 8.57 7.51 0.529
Fuzzy Part./K-means 14.37 13.91 5.37 4.92 0.373
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 17.46 15.77 22.16 15.11 0.330
(c) Driver C/Agent C
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 7.12 7.11 3.60 2.80 0.926
CFA 11.02 10.82 5.06 3.81 0.670
Fuzzy Part./K-means 11.24 11.13 5.65 5.39 0.741
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 12.51 12.35 5.06 4.08 0.448
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Table 9.16: Speed and Time Deviation and Correlation Comparison Against
Previous Work Separated by Driver/Agent: Training Set [33]
(d) Driver D/Agent D
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 10.50 9.23 9.10 6.78 0.712
CFA 17.10 16.41 20.61 19.12 0.220
Fuzzy Part./K-means 18.67 16.19 7.55 6.32 0.736
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 20.24 17.02 12.90 10.82 0.712
(e) Driver E/Agent E
Speed Dev. [km/h] Time Dev. [s] Speed
RMS Std. Dev. RMS Std. Dev. Correlation
Manual Partitioning 17.00 12.00 38.40 30.30 0.550
CFA 35.64 13.99 53.53 38.52 0.520
Fuzzy Part./K-means 14.13 13.82 18.54 14.13 0.287
Fuzzy Part./Similarity 10.95 9.61 13.87 13.07 0.628
one inconsistent traffic light behavior. Again, the contextualized agents tend to lean
more toward the conservative (CFA and Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering) or
aggressive (Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means) behavior at lights. Fernlund’s agent was
more diverse, and able to match the driver perfectly.
9.6.2.3 Agent C
Qualitatively, all Agent C’s were able to stop at all traffic lights. This behavior was
learned and enforced greatly during the training process. Again, Fernlund’s Agent C
was a better performer, but only by small margins with a 4.5 km/h and 1.7 second
speed and time deviations respectively.
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9.6.2.4 Agent D
The Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent D was able to exhibit a single
qualitative inconsistency, stopping at traffic light #5 instead of running it as did
Driver D. The Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent D’s speed deviation is
very high, nearly doubled that of Fernlund’s Agent D. However, the speed correlations
are identical. Even though this agent is quantitatively the middle performer of the
three agents, it performed the best qualitatively and outperforms Fernlund’s Agent
D in this regard. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-mean Agent D outperforms Fernlund’s
Agent D in time deviation and speed correlation, but has nearly doubled the speed
deviation of Fernlund’s agent. However, they mismatched the same number of lights.
The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent D was very consistent at lights and stopped
at all of them. The CFA Agent D was just too aggressive not able to match Driver D
properly. Again, with modeling Driver D, there is a trade-off in matching the driver’s
speed, time, and qualitative behaviors.
9.6.2.5 Agent E
One interesting result is how the Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E
performs quantitatively and qualitatively better in the validation run versus Fern-
lund’s Agent E. The Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E mismatched
only one traffic light behavior while Fernlund’s Agent E contained three light in-
consistencies. The CFA Agent E performed much worse, being an overly aggressive
agent. The Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means Agent E performed on par with Fernlund’s
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Agent E, except for its low positive correlation. It could be argued that the Fuzzy
Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E had access to 19 different contexts, but as
previously stated, only three of these contexts were used in the validation run for this
agent, two less than what Fernlund’s agents used. Allowing some qualitative errors,
while still maintaining low quantitative deviations, in the training mission, the Fuzzy
Partitioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E it was able to generalize better overall in
the validation mission.
For the validation evaluation, Fernlund’s agents, for the majority of time, out-
performed the contextualized agents. This is no surprise and was expected from the
beginning because of the sheer number of observations presented. It was difficult
to achieve better performance than Fernlund for his most well-behaved drivers and
respective agents (B and C). There was little room for improvement for these agents.
The contextualized Agent C’s performed very well compared to Fernlund’s Agent C.
Once more, this is the most consistent and well-behaved driver, which made mod-
eling him much easier. However, this is not the same story for Agent B. The three
contextualized Agent B’s were unable to perform well in either the training or vali-
dation runs. This is a result of the GenCL algorithm attempting to generalize Driver
B’s behavior with more consistent traffic light (simple speed thresholds) and urban
driving behaviors.
In the end, genetic programming is a learning and optimization algorithm based
around a stochastic process. Therefore, sometimes, albeit very difficult, an agent
can overcome a local optimization maxima and find a better one. The Fuzzy Parti-
tioning/Similarity Clustering Agent E could possibly be a one of these candidates to
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overcome a local maxima. Just the right mix of genomes created this agent which
allows it to perform very well. This agent resembled an outlier during training and
was able to match 3 more traffic light behaviors (in training and validation combined)
than any of the other 750 Agent E’s generated. This is not a disadvantage to genetic
programming. In fact, this mix of genetic exploration and exploitation was meant to
cause this well optimized agent to come to fruition.
One of the goals for Fernlund’s agents was to see if they could generalize and be-
have property at traffic lights, and he was successful at doing this. One of the reasons
he was successful brings in the second issue of observation presentation. Fernlund
used less than 7% of the total observational data stream for learning. The learning
process concentrated on learning the behaviors from the set of observations it was
given. The filtering of behaviors was performed by Fernlund himself. The agents
learned the behaviors chosen by the knowledge engineer, again, the contextualization
algorithms was not given this advantage and was force to cope with all the behav-
iors of the training mission which was biased toward straight-line driving. It was up
to the GenCL algorithm to filter this behavior out or learn from it. In retrospect,
the knowledge engineer is responsible for creating a well defined mission that would
incorporate and balance the behaviors desired for learning.
One of the advantages of using the entire observational data stream is to allow
the CFA or COPAC contextualization process to partition and group reoccurring be-
haviors together while the GenCL process extrapolates and generalizes the drivers’
behaviors from the given context topologies. The algorithms themselves are solely
responsible for learning human behaviors instead of a knowledge engineer doing this
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part of the job. However, one of the major disadvantages is the agent could possi-
bly be over-trained and the agents might be too proficient at an action and cannot
generalized correctly. Also, the data might be fairly noisy with constant data fluc-
tuation from the drivers. The Fuzzy Partitioning algorithm was designed to account
for this kind of data fluctuation during contextualization, but keeps the data intact
for GenCL learning. In the end, we believe the advantages in the model automation
process outweighs the performance deficit taken by using the entire observational
data stream. For one, the time from observation collection to fully functional CxBR
model is much faster and contains with very little human effort and interaction. Sec-
ondly, the resultant agents were contextualized and modeled using the full scope of
the agent’s actions, not just a limited one. And lastly, this is just an initial research
study into automated contextualization and model generation that will pave the way
toward further research extensions and optimizations of the process.
Using a driver as base to model from, GenCL is able to create different, slightly
tweaked versions of agents from a single driver. As discussed in the above analysis,
some agent can come out more conservative or aggressive than the driver they model.
This candidate pool of agents can provide excellent, human-like and unpredictable
tactical agents for various training applications.
9.7 Speed of Execution
The GenCL algorithm is computationally intensive. Table 9.17 and 9.18 show the av-
erage and total GenCL execution time respectively split by context/transition learn-
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Table 9.17: Average GenCL Execution Time per Run (Hours)
GenCL Process I Context Learning Transition Learning
Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/
Algorithm I CFA K-means Sim. CFA K-means Sim.
Agent A 2.3 2.4 1.8 36.4 46.4 87.6
Agent B 2.1 2.2 1.6 35.3 39.6 38.5
Agent C 2.1 3.6 2.3 38.6 67.4 73.5
Agent D 2.7 2.6 1.8 88.1 62.3 95.6
Agent E 1.9 2.2 1.8 65.6 49.1 140.8
All 2.2 2.6 1.9 52.6 53.0 87.2
Table 9.18: Total GenCL Execution Time (Hours)
GenCL Process I Context Learning Transition Learning
Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/
Algorithm I CFA K-means Sim. CFA K-means Sim.
Agent A 978 1049 771 9110 11610 21902
Agent B 884 946 674 8835 9898 9634
Agent C 898 1568 1005 9675 16852 18375
Agent D 1175 1095 767 22032 15567 23891
Agent E 808 933 768 16389 12286 35193
Total 4743 5591 3985 66041 66213 108995
ing and the three different contextualization results. It is easy to see that transition
learning requires, on average, 16x more time per run than context learning because of
the fitness evaluation/simulation requirements of transition learning. One of the most
noticeable overall trends is that as the number of contexts increases, the time required
for learning also increase as illustrated in Figure 9.11. This is mainly a result of the
transition learning portion of GenCL, where an increased co-evolved population size
forces a full simulation run per population per generation.
The contextualization process also requires some time as shown in Table 8.52
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Figure 9.11: Graph of Number of Contexts vs. Average Execution Time
(Hours)
and Table 8.53 in Chapter 8. Table 9.19 shows the aggregated sums of execution
times for contextualization plus learning. Table 9.19 does not take into account the
time used for the two Standard Partitioning algorithms because their results were
not used in GenCL. However, since the contextualization algorithms can do a batch
run in less than an hour, the contextualization time is almost negligible compared
to that of running GenCL. Nonetheless, Table 9.19 shows the decomposition of the
total execution time of more than 29 processing years for automatically generating
15 representative intelligent agents modeled from the five different drivers. These
results break down to approximately two processing years for a single driver/result
pair. However, using a high performance cluster, with a 100 nodes, an agent can be
generated within four days. One of the ways to reduce the time for learning is have
another learning paradigm suited for transition learning such as Stensrud’s FAMTILE
[112] algorithm to replace GenCL’s transition learning bottleneck. FAMTILE uses
a Fuzzy ARTMAP core algorithm which runs much closer to real-time than genetic
programming. This possible future implementation is discussed further in Chapter
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Table 9.19: Total Contextualization plus GenCL Execution Time (Hours)
Fuzzy/ Fuzzy/
Algorithm I CFA K-means Sim. Total
Agent A 10088 12659 22673 45420
Agent B 9719 10844 10308 30871
Agent C 10573 18420 19380 48373
Agent D 23207 16662 24658 64527
Agent E 17197 13219 35961 66377
Total 70784 71804 112980 255568
10.
9.8 Summary
The contextualization process integrated into GenCL proved to be a success. The
missing “observer module” in Fernlund’s work is supplemented by the CFA/COPAC
contextualization process and along with using the GenCL algorithm, the CxBR
model building process is very close to being fully automated with the exception of
some minor efforts from the knowledge engineer. Because of the nature of genetic
programming and the introduction of the entire observational data stream, this au-
tomation comes at a high cost in computing resources, but saves much human effort.
The GenCL algorithm was able to use individualized contextualization results to gen-
erate high fidelity agents from their respective drivers. Because humans sometimes
exhibit conflicting and/or unpredictable behaviors, these agents do not perform ex-
actly identical to the drivers from which they were modeled. In spite of this, GenCL
was able, in the majority of cases, to extrapolate and implement each drivers’ be-
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haviors in their respective agents from contextualized observational data streams.
Chapter 10 provides a full summary and conclusion on the use and effectiveness of




The summary and conclusions associated with this research on contextualizing hu-
man observational data leading to the nearly full automation of generating intelligent
agents is presented in this chapter. Along with the discussion of the experimental
results are possible areas of future research and extension to the contextualization
and learning process.
10.1 Summary
In summary, the research described in this dissertation is the ability to contextualize
observed human behaviors in efforts to further automate the process of tactical human
behavioral modeling through learning from observations. As stated in the beginning
and throughout this dissertation, the effort to automatically contextualize human
behavior is a difficult undertaking. However, this process can greatly reduce and
minimized the human effort and involvement required in building such models. The
contextualizing process attempts to partition and cluster observed human behavior in
a manner useful to learning and modeling an intelligent agent, particularly, a context-
driven agent. The context-driven agent requires a contextual modeling paradigm, in
this case Context-based Reasoning (CxBR) [51]. However, before endeavoring on
creating a contextualization algorithm, the term context is analyzed and formally
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defined with respect to CxBR and this research in Chapter 2. The term context
is high correlated to situational awareness and frames the set of actions, procedures,
and expectation within a given situation or context. Ultimately, the contextualization
process aims at discovering the various contexts in which a human actor is situated
when performing a complex tactical mission.
This research stems from an existing CxBR-driven automated learning from ob-
servations algorithm, Genetic Context Learner (GenCL) developed by Fernlund [33].
During the design and implementation of GenCL, the partitioning and clustering of
contextual behaviors was performed manually by Fernlund and these behaviors used
in GenCL. The GenCL algorithm would then learn action functions and transition
rules for each context automatically. Our contextualization approach described here
automates the process of partitioning data and creates unique context topologies from
individual human drivers. Instead of each driver sharing a general context topology
as seen in [33], the contextualization algorithm would automatically partition and
cluster behaviors specific to that driver’s observed performance in the mission.
The two contextualization techniques proposed and developed here are: Contex-
tual Fuzzy ART (CFA) and Context Partitioning and Clustering (COPAC). CFA is
the na¨ıve approach employed that uses a Fuzzy ART [22, 21] unsupervised clustering
algorithm with some minor contextualization elements. The reason CFA is a na¨ıve
algorithm is because it does not intuitively contextualize the data. Instead, it just
maps single observation snapshots to defined contexts. On the other hand, the CO-
PAC approach separates the process into two steps: partitioning the observational
data stream into executed contexts and clustering similar executed contexts together
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to form defined contexts. The COPAC algorithm was specifically designed towards
this goal of contextualization for use with a CxBR driven-learning algorithm. The
two-step processes of COPAC are the Sequence Partitioning and Template Clustering.
The Sequence Partitioning algorithms (Standard Partitioning and Fuzzy Partition-
ing) analyzed the observational data stream in ordered sequence and creates partition
points based on triggered action-reaction pairs. The Template Clustering algorithms
(K-means and Similarity Clustering) created template out of each executed context
allowing variable sized executed contexts to be compared and grouped based on a
similarity metric.
The CFA and COPAC algorithms were employed to contextualize five different
drivers’ observational data streams performing a training mission. These five drivers
were the same drivers used in Fernlund’s work [33]. After initial parameter analysis,
three algorithms (CFA, COPAC Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means, COPAC Fuzzy Par-
titioning/Similarity Clustering) and their respective fifteen contextualization results
(one result per algorithm per driver) were chosen for an in depth analysis in Chapter
8. Each of the resultant context topologies generated interesting results that reflect
each driver’s individual behaviors used during the training mission. Even though,
these five drivers’ contexts bases are not exactly how a human would contextualize
each driver’s behaviors, they are indeed meaningful and usable in GenCL to create
intelligent agents, which is the next step. The set of context topologies for each driver
was then inputted into the GenCL system. Again, after initial analysis, 15 represen-
tative agents were chosen as the best agent for the contextualization/driver set. In
the end, the GenCL algorithm was able to use individualized contextualization re-
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sults to generate high fidelity agents from their respective drivers, extrapolating and
implementing the driver specific behaviors.
10.2 Issues Encountered
There were several issues faced while performing this research, the two major issues
were depth/breadth of data and the requirements of computation power. The issue
of depth of data in contextualization occurs from the inability of the observational
data to account for decision and actions made at the level of human cognition. There
might be external reasons why drivers performed as they did. Therefore, observed
performance data does not contain all of the information required to infer why these
drivers behaved as such. This is why the human behavioral models are based on
observed human performance and not at a level of human cognition.
The second issue pertains to the amount of data provided (breadth) and the level
of detail (depth) of the data itself. The CFA and COPAC contextualization pro-
cesses uses the entire observational data stream (5000+ data points) to group similar
behaviors together. Both algorithms must place every observational data point into
an executed context and every executed context into a defined context. Afterwards,
it uses the entire mission for GenCL learning. Fernlund’s work only used a sub-
set of the drivers’ observational data stream for contextualization and learning and
was successful at generating agents that matched their respective driver’s behavior
fairly well based on this approach. Fernlund effectively pruned the observational data
stream into the set of “interesting events” that fit his generic context topology [33].
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There were many of repetitive behaviors performed during the driving mission that
could be condensed. For instance, there was much straight-line driving far away from
waypoints in the mission that required fairly consistent and stable actions. Because
of the breath of data provided by each observation data stream in conjunction with
the drivers’ inconsistent behaviors, the contextualization algorithm could not iden-
tify, isolate, condense, and group all of these interesting events together for a more
simplified learning approach as Fernlund did. However, the COPAC, more than the
CFA, algorithms were able to identify some of these interesting behaviors. Ultimately,
GenCL is responsible for converting these defined contexts into an actual agent model,
creating a computational bottleneck while leads to the next issue.
The CFA and COPAC algorithms were designed to be fast and stable algorithms
that generated fairly consistent results given the same parameter set. With a small
cluster of computers (5), the entire exhaustive set of results were computed on both
training and validation sets. Because of the lack of time and computing power, along
with a large number of permutations of COPAC and GenCL parameters, an exhaus-
tive experimentation approach was not possible for this investigation as it would have
taken 1,000+ processing years to create the set of candidate agents. Therefore, as
a compromised by the available computing resources, only 15 representative context
topologies generated by the contextualization algorithms were used in GenCL from
which to model agents.
The GenCL algorithm is a very slow, stochastic algorithm that can possibly gen-
erate better results with more runs. GenCL and Genetic Programming, is more tied
to an optimization approach where the more runs performed, the more chances of
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discovering better agents. Therefore, if a more exhaustive GenCL experimentation
were to be performed, we believe better agents could be generated. This belief is
is based upon the theory of diminishing returns because a large number of agents
have already been generated for each driver and the best of them chosen to represent
each driver therefore limiting the possible improvements made. However, with faster
algorithms or greater computing power, such an exhaustive approach could be taken,
and the absolute best agent could be discovered.
10.3 Conclusions
The research presented here shows the capabilities and viability of context discov-
ery using various state-of-the-art data representation, partitioning, clustering, and
machine learning techniques. Overall, human behaviors can be automatically contex-
tualized, encapsulated, and replicated into an intelligent context-driving agent using
observed performance data through an automated learning approach involving the set
of contextualization algorithms (CFA and COPAC) described here and GenCL de-
veloped by Fernlund [33]. While, not completely removing the role of the knowledge
engineer from the modeling process, the contextualization process combined with ma-
chine learning greatly reduces the human effort involved in the creation of intelligent,
human-like agents (human performance models).
This research has also provided an in-depth look into and a definition of context
and how it relates to human behavioral representation, CxBR, and the contextu-
alization process itself. The contextualization results seen here shows that context
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discovery at the level of observers human performance can successfully identify con-
textual situations and group them together for analysis and learning purposes. The
two contextualization algorithms, CFA and COPAC, were able to successfully capture
each drivers individualized behaviors into their own unique set of defined contexts by
partition and clustering an observational data stream based directly on the actions
and feedback experienced by each particular driver. Furthermore, the novel COPAC
contextualization algorithm, and to a smaller extent CFA, were created based on the
manner in which the context-driven CxBR paradigm operates, searching for context
transition points and clustering similar situational conditions and actions. In addi-
tion to contextualization, this research also applied the CFA and two sets of COPAC
results (Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means and Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity Clustering)
to GenCL learning and was able to successfully create individualized human behav-
ioral models that were comparable and sometimes better than Fernlund’s original,
manually contextualized, agents.
In conclusion, the hypothesis is confirmed and the process of automated context
discovery proved to be a successful and viable method for separating and grouping a
human’s individualized behaviors to facilitate the creation of intelligent, human-like
tactical agents. The approach of discovering context in observed human behaviors
can be extended to multiple areas of research including, but not limited to, context
sensitive assistants and after action review. Context sensitive assistants are used
to identify a user’s application preferences and perform certain actions based on
the context in which the user resides. Being able to contextualized a user’s set of
contexts allows such a computerized assistant to learn how to focus and/or prioritize
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the important and necessary features to the foreground automatically based on prior
observed performance data from the user. As seen by the in-depth analysis of each
driver’s contextualization results in Chapter 8, interesting individualized behaviors
were extracted. For instance, Driver E simultaneously depressing both accelerator and
brake pedals and Driver C’s conservation driving style. With the contextualization of
human behavior, we are now able to identify and analyze such generally repeatable
and/or one-off behaviors exhibited by the human driver.
The main contribution of this research to the state-of-the-art is the novel method-
ology and approach to contextualizing human behaviors through the use of the CO-
PAC algorithm. The COPAC algorithm itself also contains a novel set of algorithms
directly based on CxBR to synergistically execute the partitioning and clustering of
observed performance data. With such an algorithm available, a fully automated
approach towards generating human behavioral models can be fully realized.
10.4 Future Research
While this research performs a comprehensive study on context with respect to CxBR
and the problem of automated context discovery as well as the process of contextual-
ization and learning itself, there remains much further research remaining to be done
to expand and improve this process. This section discusses future research topics
identified during the approach generation and experimental phases of this research.
These topics discuss various refinements and tweaks to the CFA and/or COPAC con-




The goal of this research is merely to discover contexts themselves. However, split-
ting defined contexts, or reorganizing the context topology into a more hierarchical
fashion could lead to further context topology refinement with the introduction of
sub-contexts to the contextualization process. Bartfai [8] extends standard ART
clustering into a form of hierarchical clustering in his architecture named SMART
(Self-consistent Modular ART). This hierarchy is composed of a generalized set of
clusters and a more specialized set of clusters. Each specialized cluster is a sub-set
of the generalized clusters, which in part contains many specialized clusters. This is
an interesting method that can be used for context and sub-context discovery. This
method can discover general contexts and then possibly split those contexts into more
specific sub-contexts. This technique can be extended for use with COPAC’s Tem-
plate Clustering algorithms. For instance after running the K-means algorithm to get
the set of major contexts, the K-means algorithm, with slightly altered parameters,
can be run again using the sub-set of executed contexts assigned to a single defined
context, which would result in a sub-contexts. The same can be performed with
Similarity Clustering.
10.4.2 Algorithm Refinement
Even though COPAC’s Sequence Partitioning and Template Clustering algorithms are
robustly designed, they require some further refinement to possibly alleviate some of
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the shortfalls discussed in Chapter 8 while providing additional flexibility. The CFA
algorithm also has potential for improvement, but it was merely implemented as
the baseline algorithm for comparison purposes. The main discussions here are the
potential improvement to the main COPAC algorithms.
The Sequence Partitioning algorithms, mostly Standard Partitioning, sometimes
miss true transition points that would surely be detected by a knowledge engineer.
Sometimes transitions occur, but are not caught because the reaction window is too
short or the change trigger on the action, feedback, or waypoint is not detected.
Additionally, sometimes dramatic action changes occur in isolation of a triggered
event. For instance, a driver randomly decides to slam on the accelerator at 100%
after a long period of steady driving without any external indicators as to why this
could constitute as a context change from a passive, steady driving context, to a heavy
acceleration context. Therefore, events with internal triggers could be extrapolated
by searching for dramatic and instantaneous changes in actions. Possible extensions
to Sequence Partitioning could be a second alternate pass-through the observational
data stream to catch addition triggering actions of feedback values. This alternate
pass-through could be a variety of things such as using both Standard and Fuzzy
Partitioning’s change trigger detection algorithms on the observational data stream
to detect a comprehensive set of change triggers. The alternate pass-through could be
the same Sequence Partitioning algorithm using slightly different parameters values.
Additionally, a search for such non-externally triggered action could be a possibility.
The templatization process, along with similarity measure could be altered to have
variable sized and weighted attributes. These sizes and weights would be application-
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dependent and defined by a knowledge engineer. Variable sized brackets allow addi-
tional flexibility in templating executed context and allow for incorporation of fuzzy
range. For instance, the accelerator value can be split into four such variable size
brackets as shown in Equation 10.1.
a1 =

b1 → [0.00], no acceleration
b2 → (0.00, 0.15], little acceleration
b2 → (0.15, 0.45], moderate acceleration
b2 → (0.50, 1.00], heavy acceleration
 (10.1)
The templatization process treats each input variable as equal and independent
variable with equal weight because the algorithm itself does not know the difference
between each variable/attribute. However, the similarity borrowed from Gower [57]
originally included weights for each of the individual attributed similarity value. The
Template Clustering technique essentially gives each attribute the same weight. How-
ever, the knowledge engineer could tweak these weights based on the type of mission,
the vehicle being driven, the input values received, etc. Even though these algorithm
refinements require additional effort from the knowledge engineer, they are merely
additional parameter values and do not require the knowledge engineer to delve into
the actual observational data streams.
It would be interesting to apply the context enforcement policy exhibited in the
Similarity Clustering algorithm to the K-means algorithm. The reasoning behind
not using this policy in the first place is to preserve K-mean’s original methodology,
only adding in the stopping criteria to determine the number of defined context
used. Adding this policy to K-means would most likely lead to more defined contexts
because executed contexts that were very similar but adjacent to each other could
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not assigned to the same defined context. One executed context would be forced into
another defined context, thereby yielding higher error. The error would be further
reduced when enough defined contexts exist to accommodate the set of executed
contexts without many conflicts. There is an average of 11 context smoothing changes
seen by the five representative Fuzzy Partitioning/K-means contextualization results.
If context smoothing were eliminated and replaced by context enforcement, these
smoothing changes would not take place, but instead, an average of 11, possibly more,
executed context would be assigned differently, but not optimally, causing much error.
Increasing the number of defined contexts would start alleviating much of this error.
Since the Similarity Clustering algorithm is a novel approach for contextual clus-
tering of executed contexts based directly on the principles of CxBR, further refine-
ment of the algorithm is possible for better defined contexts with less over-lapping.
There are two major improvements that come to mind: a context smoothing process
and context re-organization during and after clustering. Implementing the context
smoothing process would be done by simply removing the context enforcement pol-
icy, thereby allowing adjacent executed context to be clustered together. Context
re-organization would allow executed contexts to move from one defined context to
another. This could be done by reevaluating and recalculating the similarity of an
executed context against all the defined contexts and moving the executed context
if it were more similar to another defined context. This process could be performed
after every iteration and/or at the end of the clustering process.
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10.4.3 Learning Refinement
As stated by Fernlund [33], several possible tweaks the the GenCL algorithm and the
training and validation could have been made to refine the learning process. These
tweaks include using a slightly altered fitness function that promotes learning ca-
pabilities, using fuzzy logic in terminal nodes of the Genetic Programming code of
GenCL, and generating more robust simulation mission with repeatable situations.
The bottleneck in the GenCL learning algorithm is the transition rule learning pro-
cess determined in Section 9.7. The COPAC process is fast and sometimes requires
negligible time compared to the GenCL process. There are several possible methods
that could be employed to reduce the time and effort required in transition learning.
Two such methods include: transition-centric learning in GenCL, using alternative
transition learning techniques.
Performing full micro-simulation runs for each individual in the population for
each generation during transition learning is very costly. However, performing micro-
simulation runs centered around the transition would greatly reduce the time required
for learning. This is much like how context learning is performed, seeding the agent’s
simulation state with the the driver’s first observational data point in the executed
context. This also could be done with transition learning by seeding the agent’s sim-
ulation state with the driver’s observational data point δ = 10 (minimum context
size), or some arbitrary variable number of observations, before the transition and
run the simulation for 2δ time-steps. The fitness function could be altered to include
checking whether the agent is in the correct context before and after the transition,
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if one occurs. One of the major disadvantages of this approach is the lack of a full
simulation run to evaluate how well the agent independently performs the entire mis-
sion. It also reduces the ability of GenCL to adapt different contexts’ action function
to situations assigned to another context as seen by Fuzzy Partitioning/Similarity
Clustering Driver E’s performance in Chapter 9. Nevertheless, the time advantage
gain could lead to more runs that increases the chances of achieving an agent with
equivalent behaviors.
The state-of-the-art FAMTILE (Fuzzy ARTMAP / Template-based Interpretation
Learning) algorithm [112], previously discussed in 3, is such an alternative algorithm
for learning transition logic for CxBR agents. This algorithm is much faster than
GenCL. It uses a Fuzzy ARTMAP core algorithm which runs very fast and is compa-
rable in time to the CFA algorithm, which uses a similar Fuzzy ART core as discussed
in Section 8.4.3. Actually, very little effort is required to integrate the CFA and CO-
PAC contextualization algorithms with GenCL and FAMTILE. Figure 10.1 shows
how all of the algorithms would be integrated.
After the GenCL algorithm generates the action functions for each defined con-
texts, the contexts can be used in FAMTILE to learn all of the required transition
rules. The FAMTILE algorithm requires each context to have a respective context
template [112] which is solved by the templatization process designed for COPAC’s
Template Clustering algorithms. Also, the similarity measure Sij between template
ti and tj, also used in Template Clustering, could be employed in FAMTILE’s TBI
(Template-Based Interpretation) engine to determine which context is active. This
is done by comparing the current state of the agent, which can also be templatized,
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to all of the defined context templates, the winner would be the most similar defined
context. Even though the tools necessary for integration with FAMTILE present
themselves in this research, it was not central to the study of the contextualization
process and does not allow direct comparison of results with that of Fernlund’s [33].
However, this brief discussion of FAMTILE integration presents the groundwork for
a novel approach towards future work in combining contextualization and learning
algorithm for the automatic generation of intelligent human-like CxBR agents.
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This appendix contains all of the domain knowledge and observational data streams
used in the CFA and COPAC contextualization algorithms for each of the 5 drivers’
training set. The domain knowledge contains three data sets: action, feedback, and
waypoint data sets. Repeated from Chapter 5, each action, feedback, and waypoint
entry is listed in the manner illustrated in Equation A.1, A.2, and A.3 respectively.
{number, name, group, valuetype, range, idlestate} (A.1)
{number, name, group, valuetype, range, idlestate} (A.2)
{number, type, location, states, priority} (A.3)
In addition to the domain knowledge, the observational data stream for each
driver is also listed. Each observational data stream is listed in the following format,
repeated from Chapter 5:
{observation number : time, 〈a1, a2, ..., am〉 , 〈f1, f2, ..., fn〉 , 〈wclosest〉} (A.4)
wclosest = {waypoint number, distance, state} (A.5)
The observation number is not listed because it is implicitly sequentially assigned,



















TrafficLight,6041.19 -1676.31 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,5889.56 -1761.12 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5880.38 -1761.99 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5806.35 -1634.15 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5547.54 -352.61 0.0,null,1
TrafficHazard,5988.42 -823.86 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5778.05 -1132.45 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5779.64 -1136.75 0.0,null,1
TrafficIntersection,5974.81 -1170.53 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6475.33 -2101.79 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6613.99 -2357.38 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6501.96 -2420.68 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,6456.78 -2443.93 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6454.98 -2448.21 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5877.13 -1767.72 0.0,red yellow green null,1


















TrafficLight,6041.26 -1676.86 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,5889.83 -1761.55 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5881.19 -1762.85 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5806.08 -1633.94 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5546.62 -350.64 0.0,null,1
TrafficHazard,5989.04 -823.11 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5778.43 -1132.59 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5780.21 -1136.83 0.0,null,1
TrafficIntersection,5979.46 -1174.12 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6475.25 -2101.35 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6613.87 -2359.61 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6501.38 -2421.21 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,6456.46 -2443.78 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6454.22 -2446.86 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5880.72 -1767.67 0.0,red yellow green null,1

















TrafficLight,6041.51 -1676.62 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,5889.48 -1761.41 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5878.08 -1761.08 0.0,null,1




TrafficLight,5779.3 -1132.49 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5782.11 -1136.3 0.0,null,1
TrafficIntersection,5978.16 -1173.21 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6475.45 -2101.56 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6613.42 -2359.09 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6501.51 -2420.86 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,6456.31 -2443.86 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6453.75 -2448.93 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5880.48 -1767.68 0.0,red yellow green null,1

















TrafficLight,6041.08 -1676.89 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,5889.39 -1761.44 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5880.84 -1762.81 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5805.58 -1633.68 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5546.01 -352.77 0.0,null,1
TrafficHazard,5988.9 -823.59 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5777.97 -1132.29 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5780.07 -1137.38 0.0,null,1
TrafficIntersection,5978.69 -1173.85 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6475.67 -2101.83 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6613.04 -2359.15 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6501.45 -2420.64 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,6456.75 -2444.17 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6455.17 -2448.14 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5880.83 -1768.07 0.0,red yellow green null,1


















TrafficLight,6041.57 -1677.57 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,5889.5 -1761.56 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5880.51 -1761.71 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5805.76 -1633.74 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5546.85 -351.25 0.0,null,1
TrafficHazard,5988.76 -823.28 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5778.01 -1132.3 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5779.44 -1137.35 0.0,null,1
TrafficIntersection,5981.96 -1177.41 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6475.54 -2101.8 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6614.11 -2357.08 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6501.51 -2420.91 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,6456.73 -2443.57 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,6453.21 -2449.33 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5880.71 -1768.01 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,5806.11 -1634.09 0.0,red yellow green null,1
A.2 Observational Data Stream






This appendix contains all of the domain knowledge and observational data streams
used in the CFA and COPAC contextualization algorithms for each of the 5 drivers’
validation set. The composition of the domain knowledge and observational data













TrafficLight,6488.96 -2117.47 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5982.02 -1173.03 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5785.78 -1135.81 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5501.23 -1106.55 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5780.8 -1613.23 0.0,red yellow green null,1




TrafficLight,6145.89 -1902.54 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficHazard,6180.03 -1963.3 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6287.48 -2155.64 0.0,red yellow green null,1













TrafficLight,6488.96 -2118.03 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5981.69 -1170.8 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5784.43 -1136.07 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5499.95 -1107.65 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5781.56 -1613.4 0.0,red yellow green null,1




TrafficLight,6145.88 -1901.9 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficHazard,6179.69 -1962.63 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6288.02 -2155.23 0.0,red yellow green null,1












TrafficLight,6488.43 -2117.16 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5984.61 -1174.29 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5785.51 -1135.64 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5504.98 -1105.69 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5783.5 -1611.89 0.0,red yellow green null,1




TrafficLight,6146.26 -1902.82 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficHazard,6179.55 -1963.31 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6287.44 -2155.44 0.0,red yellow green null,1













TrafficLight,6488.78 -2117.78 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5983.17 -1173.3 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5784.44 -1135.79 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5498.9 -1106.77 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5781.29 -1612.95 0.0,red yellow green null,1




TrafficLight,6145.71 -1901.28 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficHazard,6180.24 -1962.98 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6287.5 -2155.4 0.0,red yellow green null,1












TrafficLight,6488.88 -2117.75 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5980.13 -1169.5 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5784.57 -1136.0 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficIntersection,5499.72 -1106.92 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,5781.71 -1613.63 0.0,red yellow green null,1





TrafficLight,6146.14 -1902.4 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficHazard,6180.29 -1963.2 0.0,null,1
TrafficLight,6287.7 -2155.45 0.0,red yellow green null,1
TrafficLight,6449.16 -2443.67 0.0,red yellow green null,1
B.2 Observational Data Stream






This appendix contains all of the executed and defined contexts generated from
the CFA and COPAC contextualization algorithms for each of the five drivers using
the training data listed in A. The results are listed as a sequence of executed contexts
~c. Each executed context ci is listed in order with a defined context mapping CI
and the executed context’s observation start number oi start and end number oi end
as shown in Equation C.1 corresponding to the respective drivers’ observational data
stream listed in Appendix A.
ci : Cj → {oi start, oi end} (C.1)
In addition to the sequence of executed context, the context topology including
the executed to defined context mapping and transition pairs is also written out as
seen in Equation C.2 and Equation C.3 respectively.
Cj = {cx, cy, cx, ...} (C.2)




C.1.0.1 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 6 → {0, 207}
c2 : Context 5 → {208, 377}
c3 : Context 2 → {378, 456}
c4 : Context 3 → {457, 793}
c5 : Context 6 → {794, 1071}
c6 : Context 4 → {1072, 1137}
c7 : Context 5 → {1138, 1193}
c8 : Context 6 → {1194, 1209}
c9 : Context 5 → {1210, 1269}
c10 : Context 6 → {1270, 1311}
c11 : Context 4 → {1312, 1345}
c12 : Context 6 → {1346, 1356}
c13 : Context 5 → {1357, 1488}
c14 : Context 6 → {1489, 1536}
c15 : Context 3 → {1537, 2789}
c16 : Context 5 → {2790, 2967}
c17 : Context 6 → {2968, 3021}
c18 : Context 4 → {3022, 3053}
c19 : Context 5 → {3054, 3153}
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c20 : Context 6 → {3154, 3331}
c21 : Context 5 → {3332, 3991}
c22 : Context 6 → {3992, 4048}
c23 : Context 4 → {4049, 4068}
c24 : Context 6 → {4069, 4309}
c25 : Context 5 → {4310, 4346}
c26 : Context 6 → {4347, 4400}
c27 : Context 4 → {4401, 4423}
c28 : Context 5 → {4424, 4441}
c29 : Context 6 → {4442, 4495}
c30 : Context 5 → {4496, 5342}
c31 : Context 6 → {5343, 5423}
c32 : Context 5 → {5424, 5535}
c33 : Context 6 → {5536, 5568}
C.1.0.2 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 2 = {c3}
Context 3 = {c4, c15}
Context 4 = {c6, c11, c18, c23, c27}
Context 5 = {c2, c7, c9, c13, c16, c19, c21, c25, c28, c30, c32}
Context 6 = {c1, c5, c8, c10, c12, c14, c17, c20, c22, c24, c26, c29, c31, c33}
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C.1.0.3 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T2 3 = {Context 2 → Context 3}
T3 5 = {Context 3 → Context 5}
T3 6 = {Context 3 → Context 6}
T4 5 = {Context 4 → Context 5}
T4 6 = {Context 4 → Context 6}
T5 2 = {Context 5 → Context 2}
T5 6 = {Context 5 → Context 6}
T6 3 = {Context 6 → Context 3}
T6 4 = {Context 6 → Context 4}
T6 5 = {Context 6 → Context 5}
Driver B
C.1.0.4 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 1 → {0, 205}
c2 : Context 5 → {206, 275}
c3 : Context 4 → {276, 436}
c4 : Context 2 → {437, 766}
c5 : Context 3 → {767, 804}
c6 : Context 1 → {805, 1004}
c7 : Context 3 → {1005, 1034}
c8 : Context 4 → {1035, 1142}
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c9 : Context 5 → {1143, 1195}
c10 : Context 4 → {1196, 1241}
c11 : Context 3 → {1242, 1271}
c12 : Context 4 → {1272, 1386}
c13 : Context 3 → {1387, 1402}
c14 : Context 5 → {1403, 1451}
c15 : Context 4 → {1452, 1604}
c16 : Context 3 → {1605, 2252}
c17 : Context 2 → {2253, 3030}
c18 : Context 5 → {3031, 3250}
c19 : Context 4 → {3251, 3310}
c20 : Context 3 → {3311, 3340}
c21 : Context 4 → {3341, 3485}
c22 : Context 1 → {3486, 3505}
c23 : Context 3 → {3506, 3664}
c24 : Context 5 → {3665, 4270}
c25 : Context 4 → {4271, 4319}
c26 : Context 3 → {4320, 4557}
c27 : Context 5 → {4558, 4595}
c28 : Context 4 → {4596, 4650}
c29 : Context 3 → {4651, 4673}
c30 : Context 4 → {4674, 4758}
c31 : Context 5 → {4759, 5599}
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c32 : Context 4 → {5600, 5661}
c33 : Context 5 → {5662, 5694}
c34 : Context 4 → {5695, 5783}
C.1.0.5 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c1, c6, c22}
Context 2 = {c4, c17}
Context 3 = {c5, c7, c11, c13, c16, c20, c23, c26, c29}
Context 4 = {c3, c8, c10, c12, c15, c19, c21, c25, c28, c30, c32, c34}
Context 5 = {c2, c9, c14, c18, c24, c27, c31, c33}
C.1.0.6 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 3 = {Context 1 → Context 3}
T1 5 = {Context 1 → Context 5}
T2 3 = {Context 2 → Context 3}
T2 5 = {Context 2 → Context 5}
T3 1 = {Context 3 → Context 1}
T3 2 = {Context 3 → Context 2}
T3 4 = {Context 3 → Context 4}
T3 5 = {Context 3 → Context 5}
T4 1 = {Context 4 → Context 1}
T4 2 = {Context 4 → Context 2}
T4 3 = {Context 4 → Context 3}
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T4 5 = {Context 4 → Context 5}
T5 4 = {Context 5 → Context 4}
Driver C
C.1.0.7 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 5 → {0, 275}
c2 : Context 8 → {276, 351}
c3 : Context 9 → {352, 433}
c4 : Context 7 → {434, 499}
c5 : Context 5 → {500, 875}
c6 : Context 3 → {876, 891}
c7 : Context 7 → {892, 1138}
c8 : Context 8 → {1139, 1168}
c9 : Context 9 → {1169, 1258}
c10 : Context 7 → {1259, 1269}
c11 : Context 1 → {1270, 1279}
c12 : Context 8 → {1280, 1316}
c13 : Context 7 → {1317, 1363}
c14 : Context 8 → {1364, 1393}
c15 : Context 9 → {1394, 1483}
c16 : Context 7 → {1484, 1503}
c17 : Context 5 → {1504, 1528}
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c18 : Context 8 → {1529, 1574}
c19 : Context 9 → {1575, 1654}
c20 : Context 7 → {1655, 1696}
c21 : Context 5 → {1697, 3159}
c22 : Context 8 → {3160, 3399}
c23 : Context 7 → {3400, 3469}
c24 : Context 8 → {3470, 3499}
c25 : Context 9 → {3500, 3599}
c26 : Context 7 → {3600, 3656}
c27 : Context 5 → {3657, 3799}
c28 : Context 8 → {3800, 4499}
c29 : Context 7 → {4500, 4552}
c30 : Context 8 → {4553, 4582}
c31 : Context 9 → {4583, 4682}
c32 : Context 7 → {4683, 4712}
c33 : Context 5 → {4713, 4945}
c34 : Context 8 → {4946, 4975}
c35 : Context 7 → {4976, 5030}
c36 : Context 8 → {5031, 5060}
c37 : Context 9 → {5061, 5160}
c38 : Context 7 → {5161, 5186}
c39 : Context 9 → {5187, 5214}
c40 : Context 7 → {5215, 5274}
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c41 : Context 8 → {5275, 6161}
c42 : Context 7 → {6162, 6228}
c43 : Context 8 → {6229, 6263}
c44 : Context 9 → {6264, 6305}
c45 : Context 7 → {6306, 6330}
C.1.0.8 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c11}
Context 3 = {c6}
Context 5 = {c1, c5, c17, c21, c27, c33}
Context 7 = {c4, c7, c10, c13, c16, c20, c23, c26, c29, c32, c35, c38, c40, c42, c45}
Context 8 = {c2, c8, c12, c14, c18, c22, c24, c28, c30, c34, c36, c41, c43}
Context 9 = {c3, c9, c15, c19, c25, c31, c37, c39, c44}
C.1.0.9 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 8 = {Context 1 → Context 8}
T3 7 = {Context 3 → Context 7}
T5 3 = {Context 5 → Context 3}
T5 8 = {Context 5 → Context 8}
T7 1 = {Context 7 → Context 1}
T7 5 = {Context 7 → Context 5}
T7 8 = {Context 7 → Context 8}
T7 9 = {Context 7 → Context 9}
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T8 7 = {Context 8 → Context 7}
T8 9 = {Context 8 → Context 9}
T9 7 = {Context 9 → Context 7}
Driver D
C.1.0.10 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 5 → {0, 228}
c2 : Context 7 → {229, 257}
c3 : Context 4 → {258, 289}
c4 : Context 6 → {290, 369}
c5 : Context 7 → {370, 434}
c6 : Context 5 → {435, 799}
c7 : Context 2 → {800, 816}
c8 : Context 5 → {817, 948}
c9 : Context 3 → {949, 1064}
c10 : Context 7 → {1065, 1160}
c11 : Context 6 → {1161, 1222}
c12 : Context 3 → {1223, 1345}
c13 : Context 7 → {1346, 1377}
c14 : Context 5 → {1378, 1393}
c15 : Context 4 → {1394, 1439}
c16 : Context 6 → {1440, 1515}
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c17 : Context 7 → {1516, 1575}
c18 : Context 5 → {1576, 1598}
c19 : Context 4 → {1599, 2195}
c20 : Context 5 → {2196, 2907}
c21 : Context 7 → {2908, 3114}
c22 : Context 6 → {3115, 3170}
c23 : Context 3 → {3171, 3317}
c24 : Context 7 → {3318, 3354}
c25 : Context 5 → {3355, 3499}
c26 : Context 7 → {3500, 4145}
c27 : Context 6 → {4146, 4213}
c28 : Context 5 → {4214, 4426}
c29 : Context 7 → {4427, 4458}
c30 : Context 6 → {4459, 4574}
c31 : Context 7 → {4575, 5531}
c32 : Context 4 → {5532, 5564}
c33 : Context 6 → {5565, 5625}
c34 : Context 7 → {5626, 5660}
C.1.0.11 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 2 = {c7}
Context 3 = {c9, c12, c23}
Context 4 = {c3, c15, c19, c32}
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Context 5 = {c1, c6, c8, c14, c18, c20, c25, c28}
Context 6 = {c4, c11, c16, c22, c27, c30, c33}
Context 7 = {c2, c5, c10, c13, c17, c21, c24, c26, c29, c31, c34}
C.1.0.12 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T2 5 = {Context 2 → Context 5}
T3 7 = {Context 3 → Context 7}
T4 5 = {Context 4 → Context 5}
T4 6 = {Context 4 → Context 6}
T5 2 = {Context 5 → Context 2}
T5 3 = {Context 5 → Context 3}
T5 4 = {Context 5 → Context 4}
T5 7 = {Context 5 → Context 7}
T6 3 = {Context 6 → Context 3}
T6 5 = {Context 6 → Context 5}
T6 7 = {Context 6 → Context 7}
T7 4 = {Context 7 → Context 4}
T7 5 = {Context 7 → Context 5}
T7 6 = {Context 7 → Context 6}
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Driver E
C.1.0.13 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 1 → {0, 337}
c2 : Context 7 → {338, 365}
c3 : Context 2 → {366, 436}
c4 : Context 8 → {437, 448}
c5 : Context 2 → {449, 486}
c6 : Context 5 → {487, 737}
c7 : Context 3 → {738, 751}
c8 : Context 5 → {752, 766}
c9 : Context 8 → {767, 781}
c10 : Context 5 → {782, 982}
c11 : Context 3 → {983, 1008}
c12 : Context 8 → {1009, 1056}
c13 : Context 2 → {1057, 1103}
c14 : Context 3 → {1104, 1133}
c15 : Context 4 → {1134, 1160}
c16 : Context 7 → {1161, 1213}
c17 : Context 2 → {1214, 1245}
c18 : Context 8 → {1246, 1256}
c19 : Context 1 → {1257, 1351}
c20 : Context 7 → {1352, 1390}
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c21 : Context 2 → {1391, 1450}
c22 : Context 5 → {1451, 2402}
c23 : Context 2 → {2403, 2986}
c24 : Context 8 → {2987, 3183}
c25 : Context 2 → {3184, 3246}
c26 : Context 3 → {3247, 3276}
c27 : Context 7 → {3277, 3395}
c28 : Context 2 → {3396, 3432}
c29 : Context 8 → {3433, 4295}
c30 : Context 2 → {4296, 4347}
c31 : Context 3 → {4348, 4370}
c32 : Context 8 → {4371, 4643}
c33 : Context 2 → {4644, 4710}
c34 : Context 3 → {4711, 4740}
c35 : Context 7 → {4741, 4768}
c36 : Context 2 → {4769, 4823}
c37 : Context 8 → {4824, 5783}
c38 : Context 2 → {5784, 5857}
c39 : Context 8 → {5858, 5888}
c40 : Context 1 → {5889, 5924}
c41 : Context 7 → {5925, 5938}
c42 : Context 2 → {5939, 5974}
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C.1.0.14 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c1, c19, c40}
Context 2 = {c3, c5, c13, c17, c21, c23, c25, c28, c30, c33, c36, c38, c42}
Context 3 = {c7, c11, c14, c26, c31, c34}
Context 4 = {c15}
Context 5 = {c6, c8, c10, c22}
Context 7 = {c2, c16, c20, c27, c35, c41}
Context 8 = {c4, c9, c12, c18, c24, c29, c32, c37, c39}
C.1.0.15 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 7 = {Context 1 → Context 7}
T2 3 = {Context 2 → Context 3}
T2 5 = {Context 2 → Context 5}
T2 8 = {Context 2 → Context 8}
T3 4 = {Context 3 → Context 4}
T3 5 = {Context 3 → Context 5}
T3 7 = {Context 3 → Context 7}
T3 8 = {Context 3 → Context 8}
T4 7 = {Context 4 → Context 7}
T5 2 = {Context 5 → Context 2}
T5 3 = {Context 5 → Context 3}
T5 8 = {Context 5 → Context 8}
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T7 2 = {Context 7 → Context 2}
T8 1 = {Context 8 → Context 1}
T8 2 = {Context 8 → Context 2}
T8 5 = {Context 8 → Context 5}
C.2 COPAC Contextualization: Fuzzy
Partitioning/K-means
Driver A
C.2.0.16 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 4 → {0, 167}
c2 : Context 5 → {168, 518}
c3 : Context 6 → {519, 955}
c4 : Context 4 → {956, 1074}
c5 : Context 2 → {1075, 1343}
c6 : Context 6 → {1344, 2165}
c7 : Context 5 → {2166, 2252}
c8 : Context 3 → {2253, 2873}
c9 : Context 1 → {2874, 3025}
c10 : Context 2 → {3026, 3208}
c11 : Context 1 → {3209, 3339}
c12 : Context 3 → {3340, 3984}
c13 : Context 1 → {3985, 4080}
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c14 : Context 6 → {4081, 4215}
c15 : Context 5 → {4216, 4317}
c16 : Context 1 → {4318, 4546}
c17 : Context 3 → {4547, 5267}
c18 : Context 1 → {5268, 5569}
C.2.0.17 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c9, c11, c13, c16, c18}
Context 2 = {c5, c10}
Context 3 = {c8, c12, c17}
Context 4 = {c1, c4}
Context 5 = {c2, c7, c15}
Context 6 = {c3, c6, c14}
C.2.0.18 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 2 = {Context 1 → Context 2}
T1 3 = {Context 1 → Context 3}
T1 6 = {Context 1 → Context 6}
T2 1 = {Context 2 → Context 1}
T2 6 = {Context 2 → Context 6}
T3 1 = {Context 3 → Context 1}
T4 2 = {Context 4 → Context 2}
T4 5 = {Context 4 → Context 5}
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T5 1 = {Context 5 → Context 1}
T5 3 = {Context 5 → Context 3}
T5 6 = {Context 5 → Context 6}
T6 4 = {Context 6 → Context 4}
T6 5 = {Context 6 → Context 5}
Driver B
C.2.0.19 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 5 → {0, 151}
c2 : Context 2 → {152, 470}
c3 : Context 5 → {471, 505}
c4 : Context 3 → {506, 544}
c5 : Context 5 → {545, 968}
c6 : Context 2 → {969, 1045}
c7 : Context 1 → {1046, 1206}
c8 : Context 2 → {1207, 1429}
c9 : Context 3 → {1430, 1462}
c10 : Context 1 → {1463, 1736}
c11 : Context 5 → {1737, 2564}
c12 : Context 3 → {2565, 2697}
c13 : Context 5 → {2698, 3024}
c14 : Context 3 → {3025, 3045}
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c15 : Context 1 → {3046, 4533}
c16 : Context 4 → {4534, 4649}
c17 : Context 1 → {4650, 5061}
c18 : Context 4 → {5062, 5784}
C.2.0.20 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c7, c10, c15, c17}
Context 2 = {c2, c6, c8}
Context 3 = {c4, c9, c12, c14}
Context 4 = {c16, c18}
Context 5 = {c1, c3, c5, c11, c13}
C.2.0.21 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 2 = {Context 1 → Context 2}
T1 4 = {Context 1 → Context 4}
T1 5 = {Context 1 → Context 5}
T2 1 = {Context 2 → Context 1}
T2 3 = {Context 2 → Context 3}
T2 5 = {Context 2 → Context 5}
T3 1 = {Context 3 → Context 1}
T3 5 = {Context 3 → Context 5}
T4 1 = {Context 4 → Context 1}
T5 2 = {Context 5 → Context 2}
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T5 3 = {Context 5 → Context 3}
Driver C
C.2.0.22 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 3 → {0, 91}
c2 : Context 5 → {92, 246}
c3 : Context 1 → {247, 347}
c4 : Context 5 → {348, 447}
c5 : Context 1 → {448, 543}
c6 : Context 6 → {544, 900}
c7 : Context 4 → {901, 1162}
c8 : Context 7 → {1163, 1490}
c9 : Context 1 → {1491, 1529}
c10 : Context 4 → {1530, 1899}
c11 : Context 3 → {1900, 3157}
c12 : Context 6 → {3158, 3466}
c13 : Context 7 → {3467, 3761}
c14 : Context 2 → {3762, 3779}
c15 : Context 4 → {3780, 3850}
c16 : Context 6 → {3851, 4565}
c17 : Context 7 → {4566, 4743}
c18 : Context 6 → {4744, 4931}
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c19 : Context 4 → {4932, 5568}
c20 : Context 6 → {5569, 6331}
C.2.0.23 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c3, c5, c9}
Context 2 = {c14}
Context 3 = {c1, c11}
Context 4 = {c7, c10, c15, c19}
Context 5 = {c2, c4}
Context 6 = {c6, c12, c16, c18, c20}
Context 7 = {c8, c13, c17}
C.2.0.24 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 4 = {Context 1 → Context 4}
T1 5 = {Context 1 → Context 5}
T1 6 = {Context 1 → Context 6}
T2 4 = {Context 2 → Context 4}
T3 5 = {Context 3 → Context 5}
T3 6 = {Context 3 → Context 6}
T4 3 = {Context 4 → Context 3}
T4 6 = {Context 4 → Context 6}
T4 7 = {Context 4 → Context 7}
T5 1 = {Context 5 → Context 1}
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T6 4 = {Context 6 → Context 4}
T6 7 = {Context 6 → Context 7}
T7 1 = {Context 7 → Context 1}
T7 2 = {Context 7 → Context 2}
T7 6 = {Context 7 → Context 6}
Driver D
C.2.0.25 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 4 → {0, 539}
c2 : Context 7 → {540, 792}
c3 : Context 2 → {793, 808}
c4 : Context 4 → {809, 1227}
c5 : Context 3 → {1228, 1471}
c6 : Context 5 → {1472, 1531}
c7 : Context 1 → {1532, 1574}
c8 : Context 6 → {1575, 1638}
c9 : Context 2 → {1639, 1654}
c10 : Context 7 → {1655, 2984}
c11 : Context 6 → {2985, 3200}
c12 : Context 3 → {3201, 3357}
c13 : Context 6 → {3358, 4421}
c14 : Context 4 → {4422, 4554}
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c15 : Context 6 → {4555, 5564}
c16 : Context 5 → {5565, 5615}
c17 : Context 1 → {5616, 5661}
C.2.0.26 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c7, c17}
Context 2 = {c3, c9}
Context 3 = {c5, c12}
Context 4 = {c1, c4, c14}
Context 5 = {c6, c16}
Context 6 = {c8, c11, c13, c15}
Context 7 = {c2, c10}
C.2.0.27 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 6 = {Context 1 → Context 6}
T2 4 = {Context 2 → Context 4}
T2 7 = {Context 2 → Context 7}
T3 5 = {Context 3 → Context 5}
T3 6 = {Context 3 → Context 6}
T4 3 = {Context 4 → Context 3}
T4 6 = {Context 4 → Context 6}
T4 7 = {Context 4 → Context 7}
T5 1 = {Context 5 → Context 1}
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T6 2 = {Context 6 → Context 2}
T6 3 = {Context 6 → Context 3}
T6 4 = {Context 6 → Context 4}
T6 5 = {Context 6 → Context 5}
T7 2 = {Context 7 → Context 2}
T7 6 = {Context 7 → Context 6}
Driver E
C.2.0.28 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 5 → {0, 182}
c2 : Context 4 → {183, 417}
c3 : Context 5 → {418, 766}
c4 : Context 3 → {767, 1232}
c5 : Context 5 → {1233, 1341}
c6 : Context 4 → {1342, 1402}
c7 : Context 5 → {1403, 2197}
c8 : Context 6 → {2198, 2305}
c9 : Context 2 → {2306, 3216}
c10 : Context 1 → {3217, 3277}
c11 : Context 3 → {3278, 3705}
c12 : Context 2 → {3706, 3783}
c13 : Context 5 → {3784, 4743}
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c14 : Context 4 → {4744, 4843}
c15 : Context 2 → {4844, 4985}
c16 : Context 5 → {4986, 5932}
c17 : Context 4 → {5933, 5975}
C.2.0.29 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c10}
Context 2 = {c9, c12, c15}
Context 3 = {c4, c11}
Context 4 = {c2, c6, c14, c17}
Context 5 = {c1, c3, c5, c7, c13, c16}
Context 6 = {c8}
C.2.0.30 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 3 = {Context 1 → Context 3}
T2 1 = {Context 2 → Context 1}
T2 5 = {Context 2 → Context 5}
T3 2 = {Context 3 → Context 2}
T3 5 = {Context 3 → Context 5}
T4 2 = {Context 4 → Context 2}
T4 5 = {Context 4 → Context 5}
T5 3 = {Context 5 → Context 3}
T5 4 = {Context 5 → Context 4}
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T5 6 = {Context 5 → Context 6}
T6 2 = {Context 6 → Context 2}
C.3 COPAC Contextualization: Fuzzy
Partitioning/Similarity Clustering
Driver A
C.3.0.31 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 1 → {0, 91}
c2 : Context 7 → {92, 167}
c3 : Context 1 → {168, 246}
c4 : Context 4 → {247, 518}
c5 : Context 1 → {519, 955}
c6 : Context 6 → {956, 980}
c7 : Context 1 → {981, 1027}
c8 : Context 5 → {1028, 1074}
c9 : Context 1 → {1075, 1343}
c10 : Context 4 → {1344, 1415}
c11 : Context 1 → {1416, 2165}
c12 : Context 4 → {2166, 2252}
c13 : Context 1 → {2253, 2287}
c14 : Context 6 → {2288, 2536}
c15 : Context 4 → {2537, 2853}
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c16 : Context 1 → {2854, 2873}
c17 : Context 4 → {2874, 3025}
c18 : Context 2 → {3026, 3055}
c19 : Context 3 → {3056, 3208}
c20 : Context 1 → {3209, 3339}
c21 : Context 4 → {3340, 3352}
c22 : Context 1 → {3353, 3424}
c23 : Context 4 → {3425, 3507}
c24 : Context 6 → {3508, 3951}
c25 : Context 1 → {3952, 3984}
c26 : Context 4 → {3985, 4080}
c27 : Context 6 → {4081, 4185}
c28 : Context 1 → {4186, 4215}
c29 : Context 4 → {4216, 4317}
c30 : Context 8 → {4318, 4546}
c31 : Context 1 → {4547, 4617}
c32 : Context 6 → {4618, 4641}
c33 : Context 4 → {4642, 5142}
c34 : Context 1 → {5143, 5267}
c35 : Context 4 → {5268, 5569}
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C.3.0.32 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c1, c3, c5, c7, c9, c11, c13, c16, c20, c22, c25, c28, c31, c34}
Context 2 = {c18}
Context 3 = {c19}
Context 4 = {c4, c10, c12, c15, c17, c21, c23, c26, c29, c33, c35}
Context 5 = {c8}
Context 6 = {c6, c14, c24, c27, c32}
Context 7 = {c2}
Context 8 = {c30}
C.3.0.33 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 4 = {Context 1 → Context 4}
T1 5 = {Context 1 → Context 5}
T1 6 = {Context 1 → Context 6}
T1 7 = {Context 1 → Context 7}
T2 3 = {Context 2 → Context 3}
T3 1 = {Context 3 → Context 1}
T4 1 = {Context 4 → Context 1}
T4 2 = {Context 4 → Context 2}
T4 6 = {Context 4 → Context 6}
T4 8 = {Context 4 → Context 8}
T5 1 = {Context 5 → Context 1}
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T6 1 = {Context 6 → Context 1}
T6 4 = {Context 6 → Context 4}
T7 1 = {Context 7 → Context 1}
T8 1 = {Context 8 → Context 1}
Driver B
C.3.0.34 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 1 → {0, 151}
c2 : Context 7 → {152, 259}
c3 : Context 2 → {260, 470}
c4 : Context 6 → {471, 482}
c5 : Context 1 → {483, 505}
c6 : Context 6 → {506, 544}
c7 : Context 5 → {545, 777}
c8 : Context 1 → {778, 968}
c9 : Context 2 → {969, 1045}
c10 : Context 1 → {1046, 1206}
c11 : Context 2 → {1207, 1429}
c12 : Context 6 → {1430, 1462}
c13 : Context 1 → {1463, 1546}
c14 : Context 2 → {1547, 1736}
c15 : Context 1 → {1737, 1756}
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c16 : Context 6 → {1757, 1916}
c17 : Context 1 → {1917, 2331}
c18 : Context 7 → {2332, 2434}
c19 : Context 6 → {2435, 2564}
c20 : Context 1 → {2565, 2697}
c21 : Context 6 → {2698, 2771}
c22 : Context 1 → {2772, 3024}
c23 : Context 4 → {3025, 3045}
c24 : Context 1 → {3046, 3328}
c25 : Context 2 → {3329, 3653}
c26 : Context 1 → {3654, 4533}
c27 : Context 3 → {4534, 4649}
c28 : Context 8 → {4650, 5061}
c29 : Context 5 → {5062, 5784}
C.3.0.35 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c1, c5, c8, c10, c13, c15, c17, c20, c22, c24, c26}
Context 2 = {c3, c9, c11, c14, c25}
Context 3 = {c27}
Context 4 = {c23}
Context 5 = {c7, c29}
Context 6 = {c4, c6, c12, c16, c19, c21}
Context 7 = {c2, c18}
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Context 8 = {c28}
C.3.0.36 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 2 = {Context 1 → Context 2}
T1 3 = {Context 1 → Context 3}
T1 4 = {Context 1 → Context 4}
T1 6 = {Context 1 → Context 6}
T1 7 = {Context 1 → Context 7}
T2 1 = {Context 2 → Context 1}
T2 6 = {Context 2 → Context 6}
T3 8 = {Context 3 → Context 8}
T4 1 = {Context 4 → Context 1}
T5 1 = {Context 5 → Context 1}
T6 1 = {Context 6 → Context 1}
T6 5 = {Context 6 → Context 5}
T7 2 = {Context 7 → Context 2}
T7 6 = {Context 7 → Context 6}
T8 5 = {Context 8 → Context 5}
Driver C
C.3.0.37 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 1 → {0, 91}
c2 : Context 9 → {92, 142}
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c3 : Context 1 → {143, 246}
c4 : Context 3 → {247, 347}
c5 : Context 1 → {348, 434}
c6 : Context 4 → {435, 447}
c7 : Context 7 → {448, 501}
c8 : Context 3 → {502, 543}
c9 : Context 1 → {544, 900}
c10 : Context 5 → {901, 1162}
c11 : Context 6 → {1163, 1393}
c12 : Context 4 → {1394, 1490}
c13 : Context 3 → {1491, 1529}
c14 : Context 5 → {1530, 1899}
c15 : Context 1 → {1900, 2080}
c16 : Context 5 → {2081, 2537}
c17 : Context 1 → {2538, 2693}
c18 : Context 5 → {2694, 2722}
c19 : Context 1 → {2723, 3157}
c20 : Context 5 → {3158, 3466}
c21 : Context 1 → {3467, 3761}
c22 : Context 2 → {3762, 3779}
c23 : Context 5 → {3780, 3850}
c24 : Context 1 → {3851, 4565}
c25 : Context 4 → {4566, 4743}
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c26 : Context 1 → {4744, 4931}
c27 : Context 8 → {4932, 5039}
c28 : Context 5 → {5040, 5568}
c29 : Context 1 → {5569, 6331}
C.3.0.38 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c1, c3, c5, c9, c15, c17, c19, c21, c24, c26, c29}
Context 2 = {c22}
Context 3 = {c4, c8, c13}
Context 4 = {c6, c12, c25}
Context 5 = {c10, c14, c16, c18, c20, c23, c28}
Context 6 = {c11}
Context 7 = {c7}
Context 8 = {c27}
Context 9 = {c2}
C.3.0.39 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 2 = {Context 1 → Context 2}
T1 3 = {Context 1 → Context 3}
T1 4 = {Context 1 → Context 4}
T1 5 = {Context 1 → Context 5}
T1 8 = {Context 1 → Context 8}
T1 9 = {Context 1 → Context 9}
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T2 5 = {Context 2 → Context 5}
T3 1 = {Context 3 → Context 1}
T3 5 = {Context 3 → Context 5}
T4 1 = {Context 4 → Context 1}
T4 3 = {Context 4 → Context 3}
T4 7 = {Context 4 → Context 7}
T5 1 = {Context 5 → Context 1}
T5 6 = {Context 5 → Context 6}
T6 4 = {Context 6 → Context 4}
T7 3 = {Context 7 → Context 3}
T8 5 = {Context 8 → Context 5}
T9 1 = {Context 9 → Context 1}
Driver D
C.3.0.40 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 1 → {0, 243}
c2 : Context 7 → {244, 539}
c3 : Context 1 → {540, 792}
c4 : Context 6 → {793, 808}
c5 : Context 1 → {809, 1227}
c6 : Context 2 → {1228, 1471}
c7 : Context 5 → {1472, 1531}
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c8 : Context 4 → {1532, 1574}
c9 : Context 1 → {1575, 1638}
c10 : Context 3 → {1639, 1654}
c11 : Context 8 → {1655, 2298}
c12 : Context 1 → {2299, 2388}
c13 : Context 8 → {2389, 2984}
c14 : Context 1 → {2985, 3200}
c15 : Context 2 → {3201, 3357}
c16 : Context 1 → {3358, 3596}
c17 : Context 7 → {3597, 4421}
c18 : Context 7 → {4422, 4554}
c19 : Context 1 → {4555, 5564}
c20 : Context 5 → {5565, 5615}
c21 : Context 4 → {5616, 5661}
C.3.0.41 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c1, c3, c5, c9, c12, c14, c16, c19}
Context 2 = {c6, c15}
Context 3 = {c10}
Context 4 = {c8, c21}
Context 5 = {c7, c20}
Context 6 = {c4}
Context 7 = {c2, c17, c18}
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Context 8 = {c11, c13}
C.3.0.42 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 2 = {Context 1 → Context 2}
T1 3 = {Context 1 → Context 3}
T1 5 = {Context 1 → Context 5}
T1 6 = {Context 1 → Context 6}
T1 7 = {Context 1 → Context 7}
T1 8 = {Context 1 → Context 8}
T2 1 = {Context 2 → Context 1}
T2 5 = {Context 2 → Context 5}
T3 8 = {Context 3 → Context 8}
T4 1 = {Context 4 → Context 1}
T5 4 = {Context 5 → Context 4}
T6 1 = {Context 6 → Context 1}
T7 1 = {Context 7 → Context 1}
T7 7 = {Context 7 → Context 7}
T8 1 = {Context 8 → Context 1}
Driver E
C.3.0.43 Sequence of Executed Contexts
c1 : Context 1 → {0, 182}
c2 : Context 10 → {183, 193}
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c3 : Context 1 → {194, 386}
c4 : Context 4 → {387, 404}
c5 : Context 10 → {405, 417}
c6 : Context 1 → {418, 766}
c7 : Context 15 → {767, 1015}
c8 : Context 8 → {1016, 1232}
c9 : Context 1 → {1233, 1341}
c10 : Context 12 → {1342, 1402}
c11 : Context 1 → {1403, 2197}
c12 : Context 13 → {2198, 2266}
c13 : Context 3 → {2267, 2305}
c14 : Context 16 → {2306, 2425}
c15 : Context 7 → {2426, 2568}
c16 : Context 11 → {2569, 2769}
c17 : Context 11 → {2770, 3216}
c18 : Context 5 → {3217, 3251}
c19 : Context 2 → {3252, 3277}
c20 : Context 14 → {3278, 3560}
c21 : Context 6 → {3561, 3580}
c22 : Context 9 → {3581, 3705}
c23 : Context 1 → {3706, 3783}
c24 : Context 18 → {3784, 4586}
c25 : Context 1 → {4587, 4743}
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c26 : Context 17 → {4744, 4843}
c27 : Context 1 → {4844, 4926}
c28 : Context 19 → {4927, 4985}
c29 : Context 1 → {4986, 5932}
c30 : Context 4 → {5933, 5975}
C.3.0.44 Context Topology: Defined Contexts
Context 1 = {c1, c3, c6, c9, c11, c23, c25, c27, c29}
Context 2 = {c19}
Context 3 = {c13}
Context 4 = {c4, c30}
Context 5 = {c18}
Context 6 = {c21}
Context 7 = {c15}
Context 8 = {c8}
Context 9 = {c22}
Context 10 = {c2, c5}
Context 11 = {c16, c17}
Context 12 = {c10}
Context 13 = {c12}
Context 14 = {c20}
Context 15 = {c7}
Context 16 = {c14}
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Context 17 = {c26}
Context 18 = {c24}
Context 19 = {c28}
C.3.0.45 Context Topology: Transition Pairs
T1 10 = {Context 1 → Context 10}
T1 12 = {Context 1 → Context 12}
T1 13 = {Context 1 → Context 13}
T1 15 = {Context 1 → Context 15}
T1 17 = {Context 1 → Context 17}
T1 18 = {Context 1 → Context 18}
T1 19 = {Context 1 → Context 19}
T1 4 = {Context 1 → Context 4}
T2 14 = {Context 2 → Context 14}
T3 16 = {Context 3 → Context 16}
T4 10 = {Context 4 → Context 10}
T5 2 = {Context 5 → Context 2}
T6 9 = {Context 6 → Context 9}
T7 11 = {Context 7 → Context 11}
T8 1 = {Context 8 → Context 1}
T9 1 = {Context 9 → Context 1}
T10 1 = {Context 10 → Context 1}
T11 11 = {Context 11 → Context 11}
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T11 5 = {Context 11 → Context 5}
T12 1 = {Context 12 → Context 1}
T13 3 = {Context 13 → Context 3}
T14 6 = {Context 14 → Context 6}
T15 8 = {Context 15 → Context 8}
T16 7 = {Context 16 → Context 7}
T17 1 = {Context 17 → Context 1}
T18 1 = {Context 18 → Context 1}





This appendix contains all of the source code generated by GenCL for the 15
representative agents separated by driver and defined context. The fitness values are
the number in parenthesis next to the context name. The input variable used for
executing the source code for an action function or a transition function was an array
X containing 5 values. The values are:
• X[0] = throttle/brake combination
• X[1] = speed
• X[2] = distance to waypoint
• X[3] = waypoint type
– if X[3] % 3 = 0→ traffic light present
– if X[3] % 4 = 0→ traffic intersection present
– if X[3] % 5 = 0→ traffic hazard present
• X[4] = waypoint state
– if X[4] = 0→ null state
– if X[4] = 1→ red light
– if X[4] = 2→ yellow light





(17.0629 − ((X[1] > (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : −83.1172) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −52.8977) > X[2] ? X[1] :
(X[0] + −45.0423)) : (−57.1276 ∗ 17.0629)) > (X[1] < X[0] ? 17.1545 : 13.0161) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] :
−52.8977) > X[2] ? X[1] : (X[0] + −45.0423)) : ((X[1] > (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : −83.1172) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] :
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−52.8977) > X[2] ? X[1] : (X[0] + −45.0423)) : (−57.1276 ∗ 17.0629)) < 16.8554 ? ((X[1] > (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] :
−83.1172) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −52.8977) > X[2] ? X[1] : (X[0] + −45.0423)) : (−57.1276 ∗ 17.0629)) <
(((−57.1276 − X[1]) > (X[1] == X[1] ? 13.1932 : X[2]) ? 48.674 : (−57.1276 − X[1])) − (X[1] ∗ X[2])) ? −
79.8028 : ((X[1] > (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : −83.1172) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −52.8977) > X[2] ? X[1] :
(X[0]+−45.0423)) : (−57.1276∗17.0629)) < X[1] ? −5.25834 : (−79.8028 < 73.7297 ? ((X[1] > (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] :
−83.1172) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (−57.1276 ∗ 17.0629)) < ((X[1] > −34.5866 ? 36.9121 : −89.2453) <
(−72.1427 − −36.1309) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 79.4244 : −23.8441) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? ((X[1] > (X[0] <
X[1] ? X[2] : −83.1172) ? (31.4737 > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (−57.1276 ∗ 17.0629)) > ((X[1] > X[0] ? 75.1091 :
24.5643) < (22.3121 − X[1]) ? − 79.461 : (29.4839 < X[1] ? − 3.2136 : 30.5155)) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) <
(X[2] < 73.7541 ? X[0] : 77.3308) ? − 3.2136 : (X[0] +−76.2932)) : ((X[1] > −8.76186 ? X[2] : 92.5962) < (90.5698−
X[0]) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−13.7059 < 11.5024 ? − 3.2136 : 50.3525))) : (X[0]! = 37.1868 ? − 79.8273 :
X[0])) : −60.6738))) : ((X[1] > (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : −83.1172) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −52.8977) > X[2] ? X[1] :
(X[0] + −45.0423)) : (−57.1276 ∗ 17.0629)) < 16.8554 ? ((X[1] > (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : −83.1172) ? ((X[1] >
X[2] ? X[1] : −52.8977) > X[2] ? X[1] : (X[0]+−45.0423)) : (−57.1276∗17.0629)) < (((−57.1276−X[1]) > (X[1] ==
X[1] ? 13.1932 : X[2]) ? 48.674 : (−57.1276 − X[1])) − (X[1] ∗ X[2])) ? − 79.8028 : ((X[1] > (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] :
−83.1172) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −52.8977) > X[2] ? X[1] : (X[0] + −45.0423)) : (−57.1276 ∗ 17.0629)) <
X[1] ? − 5.25834 : (−79.8028 < 73.7297 ? ((X[1] > (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : −83.1172) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (−57.1276 ∗ 17.0629)) < ((X[1] > −34.5866 ? 36.9121 : −89.2453) < (−72.1427 − −36.1309) ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 79.4244 : −23.8441) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? 57.8417 : X[2]) > (X[1] <
−19.8035 ? − 79.461 : 92.7061) ? (X[2] < −71.9108 ? − 3.2136 : 22.2938) : (8.83511 < X[0] ? − 90.6369 : X[2])) :
(X[0]! = 37.1868 ? − 79.8273 : X[0])) : −60.6738))) : (X[2] ∗ 16.7455)))))
Context 3 (5.898410)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[1] < (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
(65.1784 < 40.4828 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[1] > −29.5206 ? 87.6034 : 7.3397) : (X[0] > −37.1014 ? X[0] :
(X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : 18.3996))))) : ((X[2]! = 87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 :
X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) : ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 :
X[2]))) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : ((X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[1] <
−76.6411 ? X[0] : −72.6615))) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? X[0] : (X[2] < 40.2997 ? (X[1] > 48.3322 ? −
84.0327 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? − 54.9791 : X[0]) : (X[1] < −76.6411 ? X[0] : −72.6615))))) :
(X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[1] < −76.6411 ? (X[2] < 40.2997 ? 47.3739 : 67.2536) :
(X[0] > −37.1014 ? X[0] : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : 18.3996)))))) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[1] >
48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]))) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : ((X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
X[1])) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? X[0] : (X[2] < 40.2997 ? (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 55.5834 : −52.9405)))) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
(X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[1] < −76.6411 ? (X[2] < 40.2997 ? 47.3739 : 67.2536) : (X[0] > −37.1014 ? X[0] :
X[2]))))) ? ((X[2]! = 87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
56.9689) : ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]))) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
((X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[2])) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? X[0] :
(X[2] < 40.2997 ? (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[1] <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[1] < −76.6411 ? (X[2] < 40.2997 ? 47.3739 : 67.2536) :
(X[0] > −37.1014 ? X[0] : −17.7953))))) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 :
X[2]))) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : ((X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[1])) < (X[1] >
48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? X[0] : (X[2] < 40.2997 ? (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 55.5834 : −52.9405)))) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
(X[1] < −76.6411 ? (X[2] < 40.2997 ? 47.3739 : 67.2536) : (X[0] > −37.1014 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 17.3132 : −0.558489) : ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[0] :
−42.7839) : (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]))) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : ((X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
−27.311) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? X[0] : (X[2] < 40.2997 ? X[1] : −79.0155))) : (X[1] <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[1] < −76.6411 ? 80.4315 : X[0])))) > (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! =
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? 70.0369 : 91.6318) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] <
X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) > (X[0] < X[1] ? 81.9636 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 47.4715 ? X[2] :
96.2584)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : 55.9008) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : 35.1543) : (79.4366 >
X[2] ? 66.6311 : 22.3243))) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[2] : 47.9843) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 64.7084 : X[0])! = 47.4715 ? (54.1002 > X[1] ? − 82.4641 : X[0]) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? 94.2076 : X[2])) ? ((X[2] < −53.2334 ? X[2] : −8.30409) > (X[2] < X[1] ? 75.0542 : 25.8461) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 95.3612 : X[0])) : (X[2] < (X[1] < 67.5649 ? 81.9636 : X[0]) ? (X[1] >
−24.3324 ? X[1] : −2.86569) : (X[2] < −50.7065 ? X[1] : 48.2833))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] :
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−93.1516) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −32.9264)! = 47.4715 ? (X[1] >
−22.4525 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] < −92.1812 ? X[1] : 65.8742)) ? (X[2] < (X[1] < 75.5608 ? 81.9636 : X[2]) ? (X[2] <
55.3941 ? 7.76696 : X[0]) : (X[2] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 30.7291)) : (X[2] < (−36.4788 < 47.8744 ? 81.9636 :
X[1]) ? (49.4064 > −60.7715 ? − 86.2117 : X[1]) : (78.338 < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[2])))) ? ((X[2] < (X[2] <
40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 22.4158 : X[0])) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[2] < −58.0065 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])))! = (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? − 32.4015 : −28.8064) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])! =
47.4715 ? (X[0] > −17.5451 ? − 33.9824 : −24.2836) : (X[2] < −67.1621 ? 32.0841 : 5.03861)) ? (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) < (−31.9926! = 47.4715 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 57.7136 : X[1]) : (X[2] <
X[2] ? 72.0817 : X[1])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) < (X[0]! = 47.4715 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] <
16.4403 ? 59.1052 : −2.2187) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 16.6967 : X[1]))) ? ((X[2]! = 87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) <
(X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) : ((X[2] < −50.0778 ? 75.7866 : X[1]) >
(X[2] < 9.52483 ? X[0] : 66.3625) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 17.3132 : −0.558489) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : −48.204))) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? 91.6929 : 44.8103) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 92.2727 : X[1])! = 47.4715 ? (−73.3146 > 3.90332 ? 52.3423 : −60.5213) : (X[2] < X[1] ? 52.4461 :
−3.57982)) ? ((X[2] < X[1] ? 40.08 : 29.075) > (X[2] < 51.7197 ? 70.3665 : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 :
X[1]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? 27.3171 : 80.5414)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 23.2215) < (X[1] < X[1] ? − 85.2412 :
−38.8897) ? (X[0]! = −67.9556 ? − 31.9132 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : 6.18)))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) <
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[2] : −13.358) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] <
−44.3037 ? X[2] : 32.487) > (X[0] < X[1] ? 81.9636 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (−57.5121 <
47.4715 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : −33.3537) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(24.1859 > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : −91.2107) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
X[0]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −67.2781)) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : 17.5085) ? (X[2] <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −3.67138) : (9.67132 < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[1])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 34.5134 : X[1]) < (80.5841! = 47.4715 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1] == 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 92.2056) :
(X[2] < X[1] ? − 55.4552 : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? − 49.2416 : 72.3991) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < ((X[2]! = 87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) : (−84.8262 > X[2] ? X[1] : 44.8775)) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 54.7166 : 1.01627) <
(−40.2326! = 47.4715 ? X[1] : 65.0685) ? (X[0] > −26.8349 ? X[0] : −0.711081) : (−35.96 < X[2] ? − 83.2759 :
52.4216)) : (X[2] < (X[0] < −16.2877 ? 81.9636 : −97.3266) ? (X[2] > 5.08744 ? − 59.1723 : −10.6784) :
(X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : 19.0039))))))) : ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? X[0] : −42.7839) : (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]))) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : ((X[1] <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −27.311) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? X[0] : (X[2] < 40.2997 ? X[1] : −79.0155))) :
(X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[1] < −76.6411 ? 80.4315 : X[0])))) > (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−74.8588))! = (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] :
−79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[0]) ? (X[0] >
47.4715 ? 40.2997 : −14.0294) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −18.9489)) > ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) <
(−58.7024 < X[2] ? 81.9636 : 11.1728) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[2])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 :
X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) < 47.4715 ? (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 37.022) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 44.5051 :
−5.53911))) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[2] < (X[2] <
40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : −17.7953) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : −10.6296) : (X[0] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 49.4064)) :
((X[2] < 44.2122 ? 91.1313 : X[1]) > (X[2] < −31.5043 ? 47.1847 : 13.7364) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) :
(57.6342 < 47.4715 ? − 67.5649 : X[1])))) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? − 9.16471 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] < X[1] ? 97.6989 : X[2]) >
(82.6044 < X[1] ? 81.9636 : −67.2597) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 47.4715 ? − 52.4644 :
−4.59304)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 9.06705 : X[1]) : (−24.6315 >
X[2] ? 78.1243 : X[0]))) ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : −2.03558) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[0])) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : 89.5322) ? (52.8367 <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −62.9383)) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 81.6706) < (18.6377! = 47.4715 ? X[1] : 20.9387) ? (X[1] == 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
44.7676) : (X[2] < −84.1365 ? 35.5144 : −44.3587))) : (X[2] < ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (X[1] <
X[2] ? 81.9636 : 3.15256) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])) ? ((X[2] < X[2] ? 71.3431 : X[1]) >
(X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (X[2] < −66.277 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2] <
(X[0] < −45.8174 ? 81.9636 : X[0]) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? − 4.80667 : 14.0965) : (−72.3808 < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
X[1])))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] :
−79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? − 62.3951 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] < −91.0886 ? − 19.187 : −80.3217) > (11.7771 < −31.1869 ? 81.9636 :
64.5924) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (28.721 < 47.4715 ? X[1] : 32.0536)) : (X[2] < (X[2] <
40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[2]) ? (X[2] < 97.9247 ? X[2] : −46.2325) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 26.3222 : X[2]))) ? (X[2] <
((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (−3.56151 < 42.204 ? 81.9636 : X[2]) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
85.3694)) ? (X[2] < (47.1419 < 80.4743 ? 81.9636 : X[1]) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 98.883 : X[0]) : (38.6212 <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[2])) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > −43.7727 ? X[0] :
16.1962))) : (X[2] < ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (X[1] < X[2] ? 81.9636 : 3.15256) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] >
47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])) ? ((X[2] < −23.9479 ? − 76.5313 : X[1]) > (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : 25.7241) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
552
(X[0] > −43.7727 ? X[0] : 16.1962))))) ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? X[0] : −42.7839) : (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]))) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : ((X[1] <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −27.311) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? X[0] : (X[2] < 40.2997 ? X[1] : −79.0155))) :
(X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[1] < −76.6411 ? 80.4315 : X[0]))))! = (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] :
−79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[0]) ? (X[0] >
47.4715 ? 40.2997 : −14.0294) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −18.9489)) > ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) <
(−58.7024 < X[2] ? 81.9636 : 11.1728) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[2])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 :
X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) < 47.4715 ? (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 37.022) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 44.5051 :
−5.53911))) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[2] < (X[2] <
40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : −17.7953) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : −10.6296) : (X[0] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 49.4064)) :
((X[2] < 44.2122 ? 91.1313 : X[1]) > (X[2] < −31.5043 ? 47.1847 : 13.7364) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) :
(57.6342 < 47.4715 ? − 67.5649 : X[1])))) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? − 9.16471 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] < X[1] ? 97.6989 : X[2]) >
(82.6044 < X[1] ? 81.9636 : −67.2597) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 47.4715 ? − 52.4644 :
−4.59304)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 9.06705 : X[1]) : (−24.6315 >
X[2] ? 78.1243 : X[0]))) ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : −2.03558) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[0])) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : 89.5322) ? (52.8367 <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −62.9383)) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 81.6706) < (18.6377! = 47.4715 ? X[1] : 20.9387) ? (X[1] == 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
44.7676) : (X[2] < −84.1365 ? 35.5144 : −44.3587))) : (X[2] < ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (X[1] <
X[2] ? 81.9636 : 3.15256) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])) ? ((X[2] < X[2] ? 71.3431 : X[1]) >
(X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (X[2] < −66.277 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2] <
(X[0] < −45.8174 ? 81.9636 : X[0]) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? − 4.80667 : 14.0965) : (−72.3808 < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
X[1])))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] :
−79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? − 62.3951 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] < −91.0886 ? − 19.187 : −80.3217) > (11.7771 <
−31.1869 ? 81.9636 : 64.5924) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (28.721 < 47.4715 ? X[1] : 32.0536)) :
(X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[2]) ? (X[2] < 97.9247 ? X[2] : −46.2325) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 26.3222 :
X[2]))) ? (X[2] < ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (−3.56151 < 42.204 ? 81.9636 : X[2]) ? 81.9636 :
(X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : 85.3694)) ? (X[2] < (47.1419 < 80.4743 ? 81.9636 : X[1]) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 98.883 :
X[0]) : (38.6212 < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[2])) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
(X[0] > −43.7727 ? X[0] : 16.1962))) : (X[2] < ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (X[1] < X[2] ? 81.9636 :
3.15256) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])) ? ((X[2] < −23.9479 ? − 76.5313 : X[1]) > (X[2] <
X[0] ? X[0] : 25.7241) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > −43.7727 ? X[0] : 16.1962))))) ? ((X[2]! = 87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) <
(X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) : ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[2] < 53.2517 ? X[0] : 69.5425)) : (X[1] <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0]))) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (62.1265 < −32.371 ? X[0] : 56.1937)) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0]))) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 17.3132 : −0.558489) : ((X[2] <
(X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[2]) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[1])) >
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) < (X[2]! = 47.4715 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (−29.667 < −14.3895 ? X[1] : −62.7918) :
(X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : −22.5867)) ? (X[2]! = 87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 97.998 : −39.378) <
(X[0]! = 47.4715 ? X[0] : 99.1272) ? (−99.9573 > X[0] ? X[2] : −1.51067) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))))) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] <
77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 :
−44.8103) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 20.2673)) > ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
56.9689) < (−34.3486 < −30.0333 ? 81.9636 : 28.1655) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 49.321) < 47.4715 ? (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 68.8589) : (X[2] <
60.1611 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 91.2046 : X[0])) ? (X[2] <
(X[2] < 40.2997 ? −70.2078 : X[1]) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[1])) : ((X[2] <
−38.3709 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[2] < −29.6915 ? 47.0748 : −89.874) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (8.95718 <
47.4715 ? − 80.987 : 39.4269)))) ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 7.37022 :
−95.8068)) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[2] < 17.1239 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
(X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : −27.8665))) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) ? ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? − 25.193 : X[1])) :
((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > −43.7727 ? X[0] : 16.1962))) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[0] : −68.1387) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 9.6408 : X[2])! = 47.4715 ? (X[2] > 37.5408 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] <
29.4839 ? − 55.9008 : −8.24305)) ? (X[1] == 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : −27.8237)) :
(X[2] < (23.1849 < 96.5026 ? 81.9636 : X[0]) ? (X[1] == 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 61.6016) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 78.5638 :
73.278)))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] :
−79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < ((X[2]! = 87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 :
X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) : ((X[2] < 29.6243 ? X[0] : −58.0737) > (X[2] < −67.0583 ? 61.681 :
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−55.0829) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 17.3132 : −0.558489) : (X[0] > X[0] ? 1.2421 : X[2]))) ? (X[0]! = −67.9556 ? − 31.9132 :
X[1]) : (X[2] < ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (X[1] < X[2] ? 81.9636 : 3.15256) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] >
47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])) ? ((X[2] < 6.52181 ? X[1] : X[0]) > (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (40.3485 < 79.5221 ? − 67.2536 : X[0])) : (X[2] < (64.6413 < −75.0603 ? 81.9636 :
X[1]) ? (13.2237 < X[0] ? X[2] : 97.8332) : (X[2] < −87.6034 ? 81.9636 : 94.6776)))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) <
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 51.5793 :
−45.5977)) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (73.9677 < X[2] ? X[0] : 50.0961)) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] >
47.4715 ? 40.2997 : −77.4041))) > ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[1])) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
(X[1] < −76.6411 ? X[1] : 45.3902))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
77.044 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < 47.4715 ? (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] >
47.4715 ? 40.2997 : 45.6771)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : −77.0318) ? (88.7692 < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
−68.2669) : (−48.6007 < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[2])))) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]))) ? (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 34.4829 : X[0])) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (−34.2692 < 58.7695 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0]))) : ((X[2] < (X[2] <
40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[1]) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[1])) >
(X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[0]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : −98.1994) : (X[0] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
−61.4917)) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 99.5788 : 71.2882) < 47.4715 ? (X[1] <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[0]) : (X[2] < 11.9419 ? X[1] : 36.3506))))) ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[0] : −42.7839) : (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]))) ? (X[0] >
47.4715 ? 40.2997 : ((X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −27.311) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? X[0] : (X[2] <
40.2997 ? X[1] : −79.0155))) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : (X[1] < −76.6411 ? 80.4315 :
X[0])))) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
56.9689) < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? − 25.193 : X[1])) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > −43.7727 ? X[0] : 16.1962))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? 11.1789 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! =
47.4715 ? ((X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) > (70.5252 < −59.8132 ? 81.9636 : 28.3914) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 :
X[1]) : (X[0] < 47.4715 ? 28.7637 : X[1])) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : 65.5751) ? (X[2] < 87.8414 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[0] > 60.1978 ? 16.3244 : 6.11286))) ? (X[1] == 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
(X[1] < −76.6411 ? X[0] : −72.6615))) : (X[2] < ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (1.9013 < X[1] ? 81.9636 :
−83.2636) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])) ? (X[1] == 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
−83.4834)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 9.45158) : (−99.6887 <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[2]))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] <
77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < ((X[2]! = 87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) < (X[1] >
48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) : ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 :
36.8389) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : −87.0296)) > (X[2] < (X[2] <
40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : 74.0287) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 60.8325)) ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 17.3132 : −0.558489) : ((X[2] < −46.3973 ? 36.1431 : X[2]) > (X[2] < X[2] ? − 94.9278 : X[0]) ? (X[2]! =
87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) : (50.7675 < X[0] ? X[2] : 92.1079)))) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? (X[2]! =
X[2] ? − 74.865 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : −79.3756)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588)) < (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[0] : −4.07422) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.8588))! = 47.4715 ? ((X[2] < X[1] ? − 50.8164 :
55.9191) > (−57.4267 < X[0] ? 81.9636 : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (X[0] < 47.4715 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[0]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? − 11.063 : −59.0869) : (4.58693 >
X[0] ? − 25.7729 : −18.4912))) ? ((X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[1]) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 :
−39.1644) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[2])) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[0]) ? (63.274 <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[0]) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[0])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 52.0981 : X[0]) < (X[2]! = 47.4715 ? X[1] : 45.3291) ? (X[1] == 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[2]) : (X[2] <
31.1441 ? − 55.8214 : 22.5684))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.044 ? X[1] : 65.3066) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−74.8588)) < ((X[2]! = 87.3165 ? 18.0151 : X[1]) < (X[1] > 48.3322 ? − 84.0327 : X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
56.9689) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 99.6277 : −72.9545)) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (−88.8607! = 47.4715 ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? (X[0] > 57.9821 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : −13.8524)) : (X[2] < (−60.9241 < −1.7365 ? 81.9636 :
−23.1544) ? (−95.88 > X[1] ? X[2] : −47.9537) : (X[2] < X[1] ? − 57.329 : X[1])))) : (X[2] < ((X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (X[1] < X[2] ? 81.9636 : 3.15256) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])) ? ((X[2] <
(X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : −40.0372) ? (X[0] > 47.4715 ? 40.2997 : −3.51878) : (X[1] < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 :
12.4241)) > (X[2] < (X[2] < 40.2997 ? − 70.2078 : X[1]) ? (70.0674 < 40.2997 ? 81.9636 : 53.4898) : (X[2] <
40.2997 ? 81.9636 : X[0])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.1681 : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 36.3872 : 51.8418) <
(49.9374! = 47.4715 ? − 4.26344 : X[2]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? − 15.2562 : 29.0017) : (X[2] < 57.683 ? − 91.0825 :
−16.4342))) : (X[2] < ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (X[1] < X[2] ? 81.9636 : 3.15256) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] >
47.4715 ? 40.2997 : X[0])) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (−21.2439! = 47.4715 ? 56.4074 : X[2]) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −43.7483) : (X[2] < 58.0676 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 56.9689) < (X[2] < X[2] ? 69.4205 :
X[0]) ? 81.9636 : (X[0] > −43.7727 ? X[0] : 16.1962))))))))))
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Context 4 (1.581052)
((X[2] − X[1])/((X[0] < ((((X[1] < 77.6421 ? 10.7334 : X[2]) ∗ (X[2]/10.593)) ∗ ((X[2] == 40.1044 ? 27.6162 :
X[2])−(X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : −87.7132)))+(((−65.3127∗X[0])∗(X[2]−−57.0055))+(X[1] == 91.9187 ? (X[0]/X[0]) :
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])))) ? (X[0] < (((X[1] ∗ 54.8692) ∗ (−97.6318 − X[2])) + ((X[2] ∗ 46.617) + (X[1] ==
91.9187 ? − 1.15665 : X[1]))) ? (X[0] < ((−85.2107 ∗ −4.8616) + (X[2] + −97.5646)) ? ((X[1]− −24.9489) ∗ (X[2] <
−33.9641 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((−36.021 ∗ X[2]) + (X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : 79.7723))) : (X[0] < ((−79.4488 ∗ X[0]) +
(X[2] + −24.546)) ? ((−4.15357 − 49.0524) ∗ (X[2] < −33.9641 ? − 41.2152 : 59.3738)) : X[1])) : (((X[2]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ −12.4668)) − (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? − 12.6804 :
X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])))/((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((96.4599 ∗ 45.0179) + (−43.4919 + X[2])) ? (X[0] <
(X[0] + X[2]) ? (X[1] ∗ X[2]) : (X[1] + X[2])) : ((X[2] − X[0])/(X[0] < 68.9688 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) > (X[2] <
X[1] ? − 26.7617 : X[1]) ? ((((X[1] < 77.6421 ? ((X[0] < 0.412 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? − 16.4403 : −83.8618) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? 58.4826 : X[1]))/((−26.1696 ∗ −37.2478)− (96.6369 + 90.8078))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] == 70.5069 ? (X[2] <
16.4647 ? 76.0002 : 65.9291) : (−66.9485+−86.0225)) : ((X[1]! = −91.8821 ? 13.1077 : X[2])/(X[2] < 15.1219 ? X[1] :
−17.4657)))) ∗ (((X[1]! = −36.259 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : 69.1763) : (X[1] < −19.6387 ? 3.06101 : 21.4637)) −
(X[1] > 71.2149 ? (−89.7946 ∗ X[0]) : (X[2] < −54.3321 ? − 36.1553 : 18.9611)))/((X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 3.25022 ? − 28.8003 : −21.3538)) − ((−24.3446/X[1]) ∗ (−69.805 − X[2]))))) ∗
((X[2] == 40.1044 ? ((X[1]! = −19.1321 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? 99.5666 : −66.7165) : (33.0729 + 23.1544))/(X[1]! =
42.7412 ? (X[2]/35.0627) : (−53.9109/10.8066))) : ((X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1] − X[2]) : (X[2] == 68.0654 ? −
1.32145 : X[1]))/(X[2]! = 60.2161 ? (X[2] > 15.9154 ? − 51.1765 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])))) −
(X[1] > X[0] ? (((X[1] + X[0]) ∗ (89.349/X[1])) + ((X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : −45.3475)/(−34.9162/X[0]))) : (X[2]! =
−72.9911 ? ((X[1]/61.095)/(−26.3039 ∗ 78.1854)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (−95.4772/X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] :
62.7613)))))) + (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[0] > 74.2607 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0]! = 82.8669 ? (X[1] ∗ X[1]) : (X[0] ==
X[0] ? 53.8499 : 35.4045)) : ((X[0]! = X[2] ? − 70.7572 : 97.5524)/(X[2]/88.226))) : (((X[1] == 7.0101 ? 18.3508 :
X[0])/(98.3642 − 96.1608)) + ((X[1] ∗ X[0])/(X[1] == X[2] ? − 30.3568 : 67.2842))))/((X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[1] >
X[1] ? X[0] : −16.2755) + (15.3172 ∗ X[2])) : ((X[0] − X[0]) − (X[1] == X[2] ? 25.4128 : X[1]))) − (X[0] ==
81.5729 ? ((X[1]! = −66.332 ? −28.6905 : X[0])∗(17.3132/−80.2057)) : ((X[0]−4.82498)−(X[0] < X[0] ? −17.8137 :
−82.1833))))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (((X[1] == 98.9746 ? (X[0]/X[2]) : (X[0] + 53.7706)) − (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−97.0153 +−3.10984))) ∗ (X[2] < −33.9641 ? ((52.1897/X[2])/(X[2] == 62.6514 ? − 95.5565 :
43.5957)) : (X[1] < −41.5876 ? (97.8393/ − 3.25022) : (X[2] < X[1] ? 67.7175 : 72.6981)))) : ((((X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) ∗ (82.6411/40.1227)) + ((X[2] < X[2] ? 22.2083 : X[2])− (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])))/(((X[2] ∗
X[2])/(X[1]−−88.3847))− (X[2] < 61.9678 ? (X[2]/84.9544) : (X[0] < −27.1096 ? X[2] : −82.9157))))))) : (((X[2]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[1] < X[1] ? (X[2] < −10.5319 ? (X[0] > −15.7689 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0]/X[0])) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? (−29.4473/X[0]) : (X[0] − −41.2214))) + (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) ∗ (X[1] >
X[1] ? 68.1204 : −38.67)) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? −57.1825 : 21.6529)/(20.0781/−30.5948)))) : ((((72.045∗X[1])−(X[2] ==
−93.7193 ? X[2] : −84.5882)) − (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] + X[2]) : (X[2] > −3.67748 ? 70.8121 : 93.7071))) ∗ (X[1] <
67.9556 ? (X[2] == 32.6579 ? (65.0502 ∗ −93.7803) : (−58.4033 − 48.3993)) : (X[1] > 55.5773 ? (X[1] − −81.0785) :
(X[0] < 46.0494 ? − 25.9255 : X[0]))))) : (((X[2] < −67.6138 ? ((X[2] == 17.9174 ? X[2] : −22.4219) + (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : 87.225)) : (X[2]! = −23.4107 ? (X[0] == −57.0482 ? 66.7409 : −62.8407) : (7.46788 + X[0]))) +
(X[0]! = −71.0562 ? ((−52.562 − 70.1834) + (X[1] − −98.6206)) : (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = −0.601215 ? 73.217 :
X[2]) : (X[2] == 60.7166 ? X[2] : X[1])))) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? 1.93182 : X[0]) : (X[1] + −83.9595)) : ((X[1]! = 49.0158 ? X[1] : X[0]) ∗ (X[0] > 96.1608 ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : ((X[0] == 18.1127 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : 39.5734) : (X[0]! = −32.5907 ? − 26.0537 : −10.2512)) −
((−50.4013 + 21.7566)/(X[2] == X[2] ? − 57.561 : −33.5246)))))) + (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[0] ==
X[2] ? (X[2] < 60.0818 ? (40.4767∗X[0]) : (X[0]−X[2])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2]+28.1899) : (X[1]−X[1])))−((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] == −15.8788 ? − 29.8257 : −52.3484) : (−15.2867 −X[0])) − (X[1] < −44.1389 ? (−29.4229 −X[1]) :
(X[1] − X[2])))) : (((X[2] < X[2] ? (−46.2203 − −7.6632) : (X[0] == −28.7515 ? 54.3077 : −26.7006))/((X[0] <
X[0] ? 31.4982 : 59.3738)/(X[2]/58.9953)))/(X[2]! = 18.6254 ? ((−20.6641 + 34.727) ∗ (70.4093 ∗ X[0])) : (X[2]! =
−55.2843 ? (X[2]/ − 33.9763) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((((X[2]/X[1]) + (X[0]! =
−24.8634 ? − 57.1032 : −85.8638))/(X[1] > 61.1499 ? (−90.9482 − 82.5373) : (X[0] + 62.1632))) − (((X[1] >
32.194 ? X[0] : −56.3952)/(X[0] == X[2] ? 10.593 : −67.4856))/((3.62865 ∗ 43.3271) − (−89.935 + X[1])))) :
((X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] == −55.8885 ? (−83.99 + X[1]) : (34.3852/ − 8.85342)) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0] ==
67.6809 ? − 4.0315 : X[2]) : (−25.0832/X[2]))) ∗ (X[2] == −62.5843 ? ((X[2] < 56.2914 ? 29.8257 : X[0])− (X[1]! =
−17.832 ? X[0] : 34.373)) : ((X[2]−−6.61336) + (X[2]! = X[0] ? 67.7663 : X[1])))))))/((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((((X[1] <
77.6421 ? ((X[0] < 0.412 ? − 34.904 : X[0])/(5.07523 − X[2])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] == 70.5069 ? − 7.57164 :
X[1]) : (−29.3008/X[2]))) ∗ (((X[1]! = −36.259 ? 18.424 : 49.3881) − (X[1] > 71.2149 ? X[2] : 79.4549))/((X[2] >
X[0] ? X[0] : 30.8328) − (X[2] ∗ X[0])))) ∗ ((X[2] == 40.1044 ? ((X[1]! = −19.1321 ? X[1] : −66.448)/(X[1]! =
42.7412 ? 65.1723 : −45.4024)) : ((X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : 0.0579852)/(X[2]! = 60.2161 ? X[2] : X[0]))) − (X[1] >
X[0] ? ((−80.7794 ∗ X[0]) + (X[0]/X[1])) : (X[2]! = −72.9911 ? (X[1]/79.931) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))))) +
((((X[1] < 77.6421 ? (X[2]/ − 77.5506) : (X[0] > X[2] ? − 25.3578 : 37.0098)) ∗ ((X[2] − 51.1216)/(−2.00507 −
88.58))) ∗ ((X[2] == 40.1044 ? (63.3595/X[1]) : (X[2]/ − 80.9076)) − (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[2]! =
−72.9911 ? 4.56252 : X[2])))) + (X[1] == 91.9187 ? ((X[0] > 74.2607 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[1] +X[2]))/((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −40.7331) − (X[0] == 81.5729 ? X[0] : −26.9509))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[0] −
X[0])∗(X[2] < −33.9641 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((−72.7714+X[0])/(98.8708−25.1381)))))) ? ((X[2]∗9.41496) < ((((X[1] <
77.6421 ? (41.9294/X[2]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? −62.2364 : −6.18))∗((−95.7762−63.9576)/(15.83−−12.6377)))∗((X[2] ==
40.1044 ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (X[0]/X[1])) − (X[1] > X[0] ? (35.9661 + 62.8224) : (X[2]! = −72.9911 ? X[0] : X[2])))) +
((((X[1] < 77.6421 ? − 37.9192 : X[2]) ∗ (X[2]/93.5789)) ∗ ((X[2] == 40.1044 ? X[0] : X[1]) − (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
555
X[0]))) + (X[1] == 91.9187 ? ((X[0] > 74.2607 ? X[2] : X[0])/(−20.9326−X[0])) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ 49.4552) :
(−7.52281/35.4289))))) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((((X[1] < 77.6421 ? X[0] : 25.3517) ∗ (X[1]/3.43944)) ∗ ((X[2] ==
40.1044 ? X[1] : X[2]) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 34.4768 : 6.87582))) + (((X[1] ∗ X[2]) ∗ (X[0] − −60.4236)) + (X[1] ==
91.9187 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : −42.8999)))) ? (X[0] < (((−70.3177 ∗ X[2]) ∗ (X[2] − X[1])) +
((−32.2794 ∗X[1])+ (X[1] == 91.9187 ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (((X[1] == 98.9746 ? X[2] : X[1])− (X[0] > X[2] ? 12.1738 :
23.5817)) ∗ (X[2] < −33.9641 ? (X[0]/ − 90.7712) : (X[1] < −41.5876 ? X[1] : −83.0073))) : (((−14.7801 ∗ X[1]) ∗
(−16.1534−X[1]))+ (X[1] == X[1] ? (99.3835/− 21.2195) : (X[0] < X[2] ? − 55.7482 : X[2])))) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(((48.7106 ∗X[1]) ∗ (X[0]−X[0])) + ((X[2] ∗−12.1311) + (X[1] == 91.9187 ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? (((X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
5.65508) − (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : 81.1274))/((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (X[1] + 75.0969) ? (X[0] < −7.93786 ? − 61.4612 :
X[0]) : (X[2] < 43.6995 ? − 89.8556 : 29.9478))) : (((X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) − (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0]))/((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (−38.4381 +X[2]) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : 71.9962) : (−63.4205/53.4837))))) : ((((X[2] ∗
9.41496) < ((X[2] ∗ 59.2029) + (X[1] + 8.18201)) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (X[2] + X[2]) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] :
−91.7051) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : −45.4573)) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (−88.0856 + X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
98.4252) : (−78.5577 < −74.5231 ? X[1] : −80.9565))) < ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((X[2] ∗ −6.72323) + (−30.8939 +
−26.2917)) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (14.7252 + −12.2227) ? (X[0] < 43.5408 ? − 0.454726 : X[0]) : (19.7546 <
80.9137 ? 22.5806 : X[2])) : ((−99.7925 < −55.7482 ? X[1] : X[2]) < (−18.2409+X[2]) ? (7.22984 < 58.623 ? 25.0649 :
X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]))) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) < ((37.1136 ∗ X[2]) + (53.1419 + X[1])) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(−28.8797 + X[0]) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (78.9056 < X[1] ? X[2] : 63.213)) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(X[0] + X[0]) ? (X[0] < −43.2905 ? − 18.3691 : X[0]) : (X[0] < 1.27262 ? X[1] : 18.656))) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
((20.2795∗X[2])+(X[1]+17.4596)) ? ((X[2]∗9.41496) < (69.1946+−55.443) ? (X[2] < −82.6167 ? −77.4041 : X[0]) :
(16.0741 < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (X[1] +X[2]) ? (5.1912 < −45.5123 ? X[1] : 66.0268) : (X[2] <
−42.3322 ? −95.3673 : 45.6954)))) < ((X[2]∗9.41496) < (((68.6575∗X[2])∗(27.1279−−32.8471))+((X[1]∗−5.15458)+
(X[1] == 91.9187 ? X[0] : 80.3095))) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((−17.2338 ∗ −17.2826) + (−16.6662 + X[1])) ? (X[0] <
(18.5583 + 21.9398) ? (−44.1023 ∗ −74.7246) : (11.4109 + 36.6863)) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (65.8193 +X[0]) ? (X[1]/−
2.96335) : (X[0]/X[0]))) : (((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (−62.3768 + X[1]) ? (−74.3217 < X[0] ? 72.7104 : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? −11.3987 : 48.5519)) < ((−10.5869∗X[1])+(92.6634+X[0])) ? ((X[2]∗X[0]) < (X[1]+−71.9596) ? (−39.3536 <
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < −37.2784 ? 36.6558 : X[1])) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (X[0] + −17.2765) ? (X[0] <
−82.8181 ? X[2] : 81.0297) : (−49.7665 < X[1] ? X[0] : 66.8264)))) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (((−75.3166 ∗ −75.2556) ∗
(X[2] − X[2])) + ((46.3179 ∗ 17.1422) + (X[1] == 91.9187 ? X[2] : −8.59706))) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((X[2] ∗
X[2]) + (X[2] + X[1])) ? (X[0] < (X[1] + 23.191) ? (X[2] ∗ X[0]) : (−79.1009 + −35.8135)) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(X[1] + 46.9955) ? (99.3835/X[1]) : (98.0041/ − 16.9652))) : (((X[0] < X[2] ? 30.1798 : X[2]) < (45.2864 <
X[1] ? − 58.9282 : X[1]) ? (X[0] < −6.14338 ? X[2] : 26.5542) : (X[1] < −14.243 ? X[1] : X[1])) < ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(97.1557 + 39.903) ? (61.1072 < X[0] ? X[0] : −72.9179) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496)! =
(X[0] + 54.8204) ? (−35.2214 < X[0] ? − 50.3098 : −69.7989) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(X[0] + 66.3198) ? (−84.0144 < X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−72.8019 < X[0] ? 7.29698 : 24.7291)))) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(((X[0]∗X[1])∗(−90.9848−X[2]))+((X[1]∗−39.9823)+(X[1] == 91.9187 ? 85.9981 : −98.9563))) ? ((X[2]∗9.41496) <
((6.1861 ∗ 24.4301) + (X[1] +X[2])) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (X[0] + 66.2954) ? (−46.4461 < −9.45158 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[1] < 28.2205 ? 96.9054 : X[1])) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (−48.497 + X[0]) ? (X[1] < 77.0928 ? X[2] : 30.7169) :
(X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : 70.397))) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((37.7483 ∗ X[1]) + (−29.5206 + X[2])) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(−33.2926 + 74.4316) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] < −67.6077 ? 65.6178 : X[2])) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(61.4795 +X[2]) ? (96.942 < −45.3719 ? X[2] : 66.9057) : (−52.0188 < X[1] ? − 90.9482 : −45.909)))))) : ((X[2] <
X[1] ? − 26.7617 : X[1]) < (((X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] + −83.3064) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])) : ((X[1] +
15.3722) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) + (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (−39.1705− 95.5565) : (83.1233/X[0])) :
(X[0]! = X[0] ? (53.0442 − X[2]) : (−11.6184 ∗ −35.49))))/((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (((X[0] ∗ 37.4615) ∗ (−22.8187 −
43.0769))+ ((−65.7949 ∗ 41.0382)+ (X[1] == 91.9187 ? X[2] : X[1]))) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((X[1] ∗X[0])+ (27.018+
31.6874)) ? ((X[2]∗9.41496) < (X[2]+X[0]) ? (X[0] < −43.321 ? X[1] : 29.3619) : (X[1] < X[2] ? −11.594 : 22.0374)) :
((−37.2417 < −93.1333 ? − 81.3227 : X[2]) < (−46.3057 < 78.399 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[0] < −89.0133 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 50.5356))) : (((X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : 88.4396) < (88.4884 < 56.8468 ? 25.0038 :
87.5179) ? (X[0] < −83.8008 ? − 70.2506 : X[2]) : (X[1] < −84.2036 ? X[0] : X[2])) < ((X[2] +−58.6657)/(98.6694 <
X[0] ? X[0] : 63.1886)) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (X[2] + −16.4464) ? (X[0] < −81.5363 ? 23.3009 : X[1]) : (7.41295 <
X[2] ? 62.1204 : 17.2277)) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (43.028 + X[1]) ? (X[2]/ − 93.4263) : (81.0907 < 79.5038 ? 56.914 :
51.6343))))) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((((X[1] < 77.6421 ? − 99.2309 : 66.9851) ∗ (53.4593/X[2])) ∗ ((X[2] ==
40.1044 ? − 57.268 : −96.6796)− (X[1] > X[0] ? − 50.6333 : X[2]))) + (((X[0] ∗X[0]) ∗ (8.73745−X[2])) + (X[1] ==
91.9187 ? (X[0]/ − 53.7706) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 29.4961 : X[1])))) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (((88.6105 ∗ 27.3293) ∗ (X[2] −
35.2641)) + ((−73.5405 ∗ −36.3506) + (X[1] == 91.9187 ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? (X[0] < ((44.1328 ∗ X[2]) + (−92.9441 +
−42.8694)) ? ((X[2] − X[1]) ∗ (X[2] < −33.9641 ? X[2] : −44.2488)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[1]) + (X[1] == X[1] ? 56.8957 :
38.5846))) : ((X[2]∗9.41496) < ((29.0445∗X[0])+(X[1]+X[0])) ? ((−72.869−X[2])/(23.8258 < −26.7006 ? 13.6753 :
X[2])) : ((X[2] − 12.3753)/(−2.85348 < X[0] ? X[2] : 55.3514)))) : ((((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (31.5775 +X[2]) ? (X[1] <
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 70.4215 : 26.8288)) < ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (98.291 + X[2]) ? (−41.8134 <
−25.9743 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−28.5928 < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) < (X[1] + 41.789) ? (2.75582 <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : −39.7931)) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (X[0] + X[2]) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] :
87.8353) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]))) < ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((86.877 ∗ 94.6532) + (X[0] + X[0])) ? ((X[2] ∗
9.41496) < (X[1] + X[0]) ? (X[0] < −62.1815 ? 59.1113 : 93.6644) : (X[0] < 20.3711 ? 2.70699 : 82.2138)) :
((−67.7358 < X[1] ? X[1] : −53.7156) < (−20.5481 + −12.0151) ? (30.7474 < X[2] ? − 38.1451 : 38.6395) :
(33.6772 < 32.0353 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496)! = ((10.5869 ∗ X[2]) + (X[1] + X[1])) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(X[0]+66.7104) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 89.3857 : 99.3835) : (76.3604 < −9.70183 ? X[2] : 4.94705)) : ((X[0] < −66.2893 ? −
32.1451 : 67.1804) < (21.5491 < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−99.7742 < X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1]))) : ((X[2]∗9.41496) < ((X[0]∗X[1])+(−97.1801+−65.5507)) ? ((X[2]∗9.41496) < (X[0]+91.9675) ? (54.9181 <
556
X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 50.9568 : X[0])) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < (−65.3371 + 85.4488) ? (X[0] <
−98.6022 ? − 22.6234 : X[1]) : (17.1789 < 1.31535 ? 48.3993 : 32.017))))) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((((X[1] <
77.6421 ? X[1] : X[1]) ∗ (X[0]/16.8004)) ∗ ((X[2] == 40.1044 ? − 61.7847 : X[1])− (X[1] > X[0] ? 44.7249 : X[2]))) +
(((20.7556 ∗X[0]) ∗ (X[2]−X[1])) + (X[1] == 91.9187 ? (X[0]/X[1]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 6.13117 : X[0])))) ? (((X[2]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : 21.0608) : (−45.0179 ∗ 98.0834)) + (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[0]! = X[0] ? − 90.2707 : X[0])))/((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) < ((X[0] ∗−55.2904)+ (−93.1333+X[0])) ? ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(X[0] +X[2]) ? (X[0] < 25.3151 ? 29.8563 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 88.9523 ? 16.9713 : −21.0974)) : ((X[1] < −43.614 ? X[1] :
−77.4346) < (−15.3111/X[2]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < 20.8289 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : ((X[2] ∗ 9.41496) <
(((X[2]∗X[0])∗(−50.0778−−13.8462))+((55.2355∗X[2])+(X[1] == 91.9187 ? 26.5969 : X[2]))) ? ((X[2]∗9.41496) <
((89.8617 ∗−70.0674)+ (0.637837+X[2])) ? (X[0] < (X[0] +X[1]) ? (X[0] ∗−39.8297) : (X[0] +−95.7457)) : ((X[2] ∗
9.41496) < (84.8994 + X[1]) ? (−34.7148/X[0]) : (X[2]/X[0]))) : (((X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −35.1421) < (−88.3602 <
X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (56.0411 < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < 31.0526 ? X[0] : 8.78018)) < ((X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1]) < (76.9036/15.9093) ? (4.65407 < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 12.7171 : 60.3626)) ? (X[0] − X[1]) :
((X[1] < X[1] ? 91.6013 : 62.92) < (X[2]/62.7308) ? (X[0] < −61.1682 ? 93.8475 : 26.9265) : (X[1]/X[0]))))))))))
Context 5 (10.287438)
((23.1178/1.2299) + (((23.1178/1.2299) ∗ ((X[2]/(X[2]/X[2]))/X[2]))/(X[2]/(((23.1178/1.2299)/(X[2]/X[2]))/sin((
tan((X[1]−X[2]))− ((23.1178/1.2299)/log((sin(45.2071)/(X[0]/− 66.8752))))))))))
Context 6 (5.959811)
(X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] < −20.5176 ? 79.4183 : X[0]) : (49.0219 < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] :
(X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) < 37.8521 ? (X[1] >
41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) < 37.8521 ? (X[1] >
41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) < 37.8521 ? (X[1] >
41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) : X[0]))) ? 17.3864 : ((X[1] < (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 17.3864 : X[0]) ? (X[1] <
37.8521 ? 17.3864 : X[0]) : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 17.3864 : X[0])) < X[0] ? (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 17.3864 : X[0]) :
(X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) < 37.8521 ? (X[1] >
41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) : X[0]))) ? 17.3864 : (21.2134 < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? (X[1] <
37.8521 ? 17.3864 : X[0]) : −17.5634))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 :
X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] :
79.2657) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) < 37.8521 ? (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] >
87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) < 37.8521 ? (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) :
X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] :
(X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (67.0339 < 37.8521 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 <
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? 17.3864 : 14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] >
(X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[2] <
37.8521 ? − 8.71914 : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? − 21.1097 : −29.8624)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? 17.3864 : (−14.5726 < X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[1] : −1.28483) ? 17.3864 : (21.2134 < X[2] ? 20.5481 : −17.5634))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : −80.6818)) ? 14.182 :
(17.3864 < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? (48.088 < 35.4717 ? 17.3864 : −20.4016) : (17.3864 < X[0] ? −
7.32139 : 14.182))))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] :
(X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) < 37.8521 ? (X[1] >
41.8622 ? −11.9114 : X[0]) : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? −11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[2] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? 14.182 :
(17.3864 < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > 85.6258 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? 17.3864 : (17.3864 < X[0] ? X[2] : −17.5634)) : 14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] >
(X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[1] <
37.8521 ? 27.8176 : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[0] : X[0])) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (−55.5162 < 83.1049 ? 17.3864 : X[1]) : (−85.5953 < 46.2142 ? 17.3864 : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == −65.7399 ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < −20.4627 ? 64.1713 : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[1] : X[2])) ? X[2] : (17.3864 <
557
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? (31.4127 < X[0] ? 17.3864 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? −65.7399 : −9.95819)))))) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 :
X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] <
37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[2] < 37.8521 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > −15.1891 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < X[1] ? 17.3864 : 14.182)) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : 28.4402) ? (X[2] < 24.9672 ? 54.0208 : −67.925) :
(X[0] == X[0] ? 14.182 : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : X[2])) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < X[2] ? 11.2156 : 14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (−0.784326 < 89.1537 ? 80.2179 : 47.4837) : (X[1] == 1.20548 ? X[2] : −96.9237)))) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] >
41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : −93.3164)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ==
(X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : −68.7246) ? (X[2] == −47.2884 ? 14.182 : −70.8426) : (X[2] < 9.6408 ? − 8.63369 : X[0])) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (−82.7509 == X[1] ? 14.182 : −44.0107) :
(61.6382 < −78.3196 ? X[0] : 30.3568))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? −
11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : X[2])) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) ? (X[1] < −28.3914 ? 17.3864 : 21.3782) : (−86.6573 == 88.2443 ? − 65.7399 : X[0]))))) ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? −97.1313 : −1.85858) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! =
X[1] ? −84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? −11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] :
(X[1] < 37.8521 ? − 5.89923 : −98.1323)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > 56.5538 ? X[1] :
−6.09455) ? (X[0] == X[0] ? 14.182 : −88.9584) : (16.5502 < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > −52.916 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 14.182 : −22.8248) : (X[2] < −65.9047 ? X[2] : X[1]))) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) <
(X[0] > −45.5611 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (17.777 == X[1] ? X[0] : 82.281) : (−96.3073 == 72.9667 ? 73.217 : −38.1695)) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > 87.1212 ? X[1] : −78.5089) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1])))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[1] : X[2])) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : 58.0309) ? (X[1] == −37.6019 ? 14.182 : 44.1511) : (−58.0126 <
X[0] ? − 42.4421 : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : −70.1102) ? (−22.1046 ==
X[1] ? 14.182 : 1.78533) : (94.2991 < −94.0123 ? − 32.4076 : 29.6976))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) <
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (65.0685 < 34.2265 ? X[2] : −94.0977) :
(X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : 18.9917)) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 97.1313 : −1.85858) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) <
(11.6123 < 70.4947 ? 47.8195 : −54.1185) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 97.1313 : −1.85858) : (X[2] == −58.8672 ? 14.182 :
−38.4625)))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] :
(X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[0] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] >
−63.0665 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[2] == −72.1549 ? X[1] : 73.4306) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : 32.1268)) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (−27.5979 < X[0] ? − 10.9836 : X[0]) ? (−31.7484 < −50.2609 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (24.4301 <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! =
X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 82.9341 : −86.8404) : (79.1742 < X[1] ? − 28.7332 : X[0])) ? 14.2186 :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (34.4829 < X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? 89.7397 : X[2]) :
(X[2] == −75.5303 ? 14.182 : X[0]))))))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] >
41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) < 37.8521 ? (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] >
(X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (−99.8779 <
37.8521 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[0] : 90.9909)) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? 17.3864 :
14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] <
37.8521 ? X[0] : −90.7407)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : −2.37129) ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? 17.3864 : 78.7774) : (84.8872 < X[0] ? 17.3864 : 88.4091)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ==
(X[0] > 57.2802 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < X[2] ? 16.7821 : −59.9475)))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] :
79.2657) : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? − 34.5805 : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] >
41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 70.6534 : 80.2911)) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? (X[0] < −54.6617 ? 17.3864 : X[1]) : 14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] >
(X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[0] : X[0])) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : 46.5011) ? (−36.0942 < X[2] ? 71.0379 : X[2]) : (87.2127 == −65.7399 ? 14.182 :
18.6315)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > −53.8377 ? X[1] : −83.7764) ? X[2] : (17.3864 <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] >
87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? − 15.7201 : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] >
(X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[0] : X[0])) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : 85.7601) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < −27.8848 ? 17.3864 : 14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[2] < −83.0622 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] == 14.2186 ? 14.182 :
X[0]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] <
37.8521 ? 42.6618 : X[1])) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 72.216) ? 14.182 :
558
(17.3864 < −37.0769 ? 47.2945 : 14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > 50.3769 ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (88.6166 < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−18.7658 == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) :
(X[0] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > 5.60625 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? 17.3864 : (17.3864 < 31.1258 ? 62.6698 : −17.5634)) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > −1.50456 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? − 65.7399 : (17.3864 < X[0] ? − 64.7572 :
14.182)))))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] >
87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) < 37.8521 ? (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) :
X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] <
37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (−88.8974 < 37.8521 ? 92.4253 : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 44.3098 : X[0])) ? 14.182 :
(17.3864 < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? 17.3864 : 14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] >
(X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : 47.3128)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : 59.032) ? (X[2] < −58.8977 ? 17.3864 : 21.4576) : (X[2] < 24.4179 ? 17.3864 :
X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > −59.856 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 <
−0.210578 ? −43.0097 : −14.3712)))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? −11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[0] < 37.8521 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 25.547 :
−70.7877)) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? (78.6248 < 65.1479 ? 17.3864 : X[1]) :
14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] <
37.8521 ? 29.96 : 5.03861)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > 21.0669 ? X[1] : −96.2584) ? (X[0] <
−81.8781 ? X[2] : 15.4759) : (X[2] == −65.7399 ? 14.182 : −64.7511)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ==
(X[0] > 32.4015 ? X[1] : −8.10266) ? X[2] : (17.3864 < 25.8705 ? X[0] : 95.703))))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 46.617 : X[2])) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > −38.9813 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (−18.4667 == 15.0609 ? 14.182 : −17.7343) :
(−79.1803 < 72.0328 ? − 21.8726 : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? 14.182 : −95.4405) : (X[0] < X[1] ? − 11.1972 : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] :
−38.1939) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (−22.7882 == X[1] ? X[0] : 72.0511)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : −62.3096) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < −31.6752 ? X[0] : 83.9534)))) ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? −97.1313 : −1.85858) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! =
X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > 85.6563 ? X[1] : 61.8091) ? (−22.9591 ==
X[1] ? 25.1259 : X[1]) : (47.3922 == X[1] ? − 98.9502 : −41.9416)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) <
(X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (−56.8407 < X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−41.85 == −51.7319 ? 14.182 :
65.4286))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? −84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[0] > −49.2904 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (−3.67748 == 78.8446 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] == 11.4719 ? 46.5255 :
−45.5855)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1] < 41.7768 ? 39.4391 : X[1]) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 97.1313 :
−1.85858) : (X[2] < −18.363 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? −
11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? − 13.8829 : −69.7134)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! =
X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 55.4857 : X[1]) : (−60.8325 < −92.7671 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (74.9931 < X[1] ? − 77.1172 : X[2]) ? 14.2186 : (X[1] < 85.3755 ? 56.3707 : −27.7261)))))) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 :
X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] <
37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 80.6757 : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 60.918 : X[0])) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > −31.1869 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < X[2] ? 17.3864 : 14.182)) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : −88.7509) ? (71.5506 < X[0] ? − 75.6462 : 53.1724) :
(X[0] == X[0] ? 14.182 : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 67.6809 : −58.6596)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] >
−1.65716 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < 97.0519 ? − 82.8486 : 14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[0] > −50.7736 ? X[1] : 30.0516) ? (75.396 < X[1] ? − 30.839 : 80.0409) : (76.2749 == 46.733 ? X[2] :
−4.11084)))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 55.5284 :
X[1])) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : −49.9924) ? (X[0] == X[2] ? 14.182 :
X[1]) : (X[0] < −82.757 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > −77.1477 ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (27.1889 == X[2] ? 14.182 : −86.6573) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 79.7845 : −79.9493))) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? − 33.2499 :
8.70693)) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ? (−49.5163 < 30.0882 ? 17.3864 : X[2]) :
(X[1] == X[2] ? − 65.7399 : −50.6577))))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 :
X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] <
37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[0] < 37.8521 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 63.3045 : X[1])) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < 65.331 ? 17.3864 : 14.182)) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > −88.58 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 9.1525 : X[1]) : (X[0] ==
5.66118 ? 14.182 : 81.6156))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? 43.0525 : X[0])) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] :
559
−59.9841) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 < X[0] ? 11.7344 : 14.182)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] >
15.0609 ? X[1] : −41.2885) ? (−98.7732 < 62.4683 ? − 91.1252 : 79.0521) : (−66.6189 == X[2] ? X[2] : 13.8585)))) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 :
X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[1] == 47.8256 ? 23.6061 :
−88.2199) : (X[0] == 4.0437 ? X[1] : −87.2982)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 :
X[0]) ? (75.3349 < X[1] ? − 31.7179 : X[0]) : (−48.2467 == X[0] ? 14.182 : X[2]))) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 97.1313 :
−1.85858) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? −84.6065 :
X[0]) ? (−24.7658 < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] < 27.0241 ? X[0] : X[2])) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 97.1313 :
−1.85858) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > 36.6131 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? 14.182 : (17.3864 <
16.4403 ? X[0] : X[0]))))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > (X[1] > 41.8622 ? − 11.9114 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? (X[2] > 87.3104 ? X[2] : 79.2657) : (X[0] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[0] > (X[1] >
41.8622 ? − 11.9114 : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] < 37.8521 ? X[2] : X[1])) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) ==
(X[0] > −87.0174 ? X[1] : −44.3831) ? (−18.5034 == −30.4544 ? 14.182 : 40.4401) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 49.9863)) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) == (X[0] > −91.0886 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (−36.7534 == −98.0834 ? 14.182 :
X[1]) : (X[0] < 25.3151 ? X[1] : 89.3796))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 :
X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 84.6065 : X[0]) ? (X[1] < 19.3457 ? X[2] : 41.142) : (X[0] < 61.9068 ? 44.7493 :
97.4426)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? −84.6065 : X[0]) ? (4.89822 < −3.0488 ? 82.0856 :
46.2874) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : 40.1593)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5075 : X[1]) < (−65.9352 < −6.92465 ? X[0] :
X[1]) ? (−61.9739 < −79.7052 ? − 9.36003 : 56.2365) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 14.182 : −1.30924)))) : 14.6214))))))
D.1.0.47 Transition Functions:
Context 2 (24.640373)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 31.4117 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 62.653 :
−47.1911)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 18.9172 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −0.852765)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −54.8797))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 75.6357 : −53.6596))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 24.5323 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −75.0845)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 41.5081 : −29.4597) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −39.8921)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 20.8117 :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 59.2438) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 36.053 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−62.938))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 12.1073 : 27.923) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
57.2644)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 8.37738)))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 14.9116) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −69.6432)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 78.3287 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 9.99246 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 27.606 : X[0])))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −9.94552) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −50.1762))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 16.275 : −61.017)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 20.178 : 41.6656) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −11.4122))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −5.44496)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 21.0382 : −99.9779))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 31.995 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 2.67084 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 18.0222 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 37.0604 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 53.8641 : 83.3812) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 50.1414 : −88.4199))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 21.0687 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −53.4116)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 23.558 :
1.24266))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 8.85008 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 18.1942 : 22.2534)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 69.2043 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 84.9873 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −50.5831)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 97.6559 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 85.316 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 2.79172)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 91.0901) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 35.5162 :
−79.6206))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 90.4968 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
560
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 67.4762 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −28.353))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 80.5941 : −90.7083)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 58.8982) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 48.2731 : −46.3172)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −9.23886) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 54.9138 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −90.1751)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−12.8256) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 62.4808) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 90.9634 : −47.9194)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 23.7396 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 5.24991 : X[2])))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 72.191 : 40.6479) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 16.9393 : −56.3631)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 48.0356) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 67.921))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 30.0675 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 42.2368 : 19.9253)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −8.81276) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 88.9539 : 24.0931)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −89.7475) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 68.269 : 88.0746))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 85.6426 : −22.0338)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −16.3457) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 93.5046 : −88.6411))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 35.8471 : 32.9131) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 29.1348 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 47.0705 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 10.7862) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 30.682 : −54.2024)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 33.0315 :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 84.9767 : −27.6167) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 54.693 : 25.3526)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 42.9548 : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 2.17971 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 16.7706 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 95.4815 : X[1])))))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 49.581 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 35.0819) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 88.7074 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 88.1859 : −15.1498)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 2.57426) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −96.0275)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 13.1166 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 5.53148 : 12.1914)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 48.3586 :
−94.1096))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 47.7886 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 15.1669 : 42.7265))))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −55.0511) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 71.3247)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −11.6319) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 87.4047 :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −9.36042) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
29.0064)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 91.6384 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 12.4699 : 5.03805)))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 17.6682 : −75.6875) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 98.5309 :
62.4721)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 16.7724 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 56.5099 : 17.1303))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 24.1358 : 19.2629) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 34.6313 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 4.10759 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 6.7197 : 69.2603)))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 67.0124 : 82.9628) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 12.9306 : −86.4034))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 58.4694 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 49.1808 :
25.9747)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −24.0745)))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −35.2718) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 85.9464 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 72.438) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 67.0162 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −96.6103)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−8.23258) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 53.6687 : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 85.4637 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −67.8456) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 36.111 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 28.3566)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −49.4751) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −26.5042)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −88.5485) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))))))) : X[2])))
Context 3 (24.640373)
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 30.5034 : 53.8224) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 39.2526 : −90.3336)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 58.6801 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 22.6734))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 74.4468 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 16.1876)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 91.3462) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 87.0522 : −50.4144) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 64.9776 : 10.5777)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
561
2.0 ? − 84.6886 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 55.7727 :
29.0302) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 5.5627 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 60.9812 : −2.08826) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −96.8051))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 90.8852 : 59.5833) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 13.9753 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 13.4792 : 48.4376) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 65.4413 : 73.172)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 43.214 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −14.8369) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 28.835 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 74.321 :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 45.3516 : −40.7128) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 6.99315)))))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 52.5895 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 45.2349 : 98.2527) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 28.3241 : −36.2095))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 4.71167 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 39.4878 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 51.9869 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 54.3891 : X[2])))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 44.5049 :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −35.0122) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 78.9735 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.822 : 95.1337) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 4.79469 : −21.9957))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 68.657 : 96.7577) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 11.5881)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 9.43503 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 23.2827 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 40.852) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 81.468)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −34.9194) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 87.0214) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 29.2619 : 47.0396)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 96.3716))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 76.5637 :
28.3785) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 30.8838)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 85.1531 : X[0]))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 91.8985) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 3.57503 : 12.2006)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 59.9881 : −58.1991) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 52.7205))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.6573 : −60.4271) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.9306 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 1.67802 : −65.5497) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −47.1335)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 86.7475 : −51.7303) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 10.0037)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 45.4541 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
31.8503))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−23.9669) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 37.9042 :
11.422)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 95.0844) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 17.5973 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 43.3653 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 14.7509 : 75.8629) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 0.301924 : −78.4245))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 32.7984) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 70.2734)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 11.8166) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 14.6471 : X[2])))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 48.7977 : 33.6007) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 51.3802)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 20.9451 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 24.5946 : 84.4371))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 74.1249 : 26.2401) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 12.1456)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 58.6879 : −18.1353) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 24.844 : X[2])))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −12.1333) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 72.9552 : 56.4668)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 41.2568 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −18.3224))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 97.0959 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 76.9821)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 1.09954) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 7.65552 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 24.6025 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 77.2864 : 72.4114)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 14.9306 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 16.0259) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −49.0479)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 10.7709 : 22.8478) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−93.2563))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 90.5413) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 70.9943 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 7.49901 : −51.4064)))))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −38.4847 : 36.8285) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −21.0028 : −78.5584)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −0.105514) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 70.263 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−59.1001) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 23.7815 : −31.6803) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 25.7791 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 52.9483 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 99.4951 : −93.5407)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −19.2141) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 99.5627 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 93.584 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 50.1713)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 49.9128 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 40.2626 : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 66.2023 : 74.8135) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 95.9541 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 91.6593) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 16.7188 : −96.0875)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −51.949) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) :
562
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 4.59881) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 6.30941 : −5.0952) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 16.1151))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 39.5929 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 31.422 : 46.6927) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
5.9682)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 13.9853 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −76.5349) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −71.7825)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 82.0634 : −99.4753) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −12.9827)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 6.64848 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 90.3464 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 20.4508 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −67.8664) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 38.7514 : −32.2897))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 74.7149 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 82.207)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −38.9164) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 81.1302 : −57.7038))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 29.1583 :
−85.8699) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −28.2761)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−81.8599) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 31.2113 : −17.2808)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 39.2307) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −88.0013))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −15.5483) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 83.128 : −49.9242)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 69.4649 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 39.9821))))))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
32.2247) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 53.9776 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 60.0998 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −14.8207) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
6.17361)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 59.5217 : 16.5537) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −97.1116)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −49.2937) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : −47.5606))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 71.562 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 0.706358 : 18.6104)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 59.0469 : 85.7372) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −
33.1725 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 10.3384 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 45.5365 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.4904 : 56.9752))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −11.3112) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 8.83673) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
−26.4714)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 18.3291 : 69.7027) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 63.4027 :
71.4482))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 23.2374 :
98.3915)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −53.0854) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 90.169 : X[1])))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 38.6357 : 35.5095) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 88.8791 : 49.3382) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 90.0499 : −82.7326) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −
29.2663 : 87.9493)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 40.5592 : 39.5761)))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 79.4216 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 17.4097))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 8.61191 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 61.0382)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −76.1362) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 12.0735))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 52.7385 : −14.6637) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −28.1581)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −22.8726) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 35.309 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 74.8964 : 49.3605)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 78.4505 : 12.8332) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 64.2665 : 50.114)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 67.782 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 67.8367 : 61.1344)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 19.8788 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 33.6455 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 94.7839 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 58.0081 : 97.9359))))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 25.6568 : X[1]))
Context 4 (24.640373)
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 48.4044)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 13.7893 : 23.9711))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 30.0798 : 56.1332) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 22.1215)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −79.4805) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 27.2408 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 6.66251 : 96.7425) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −86.8725)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 56.0438 : −14.6265) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 23.4502))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 87.7703) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 49.7861 : −31.8117))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −39.9946 : −15.4077) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −74.5031 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
563
0.0 ? − 14.002 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −84.9613))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 19.0278 : −74.6535) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 62.4096 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 25.0944 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 3.77309 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 53.0041 : −13.7363) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −78.419)))))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 23.9471 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 46.048 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 66.4262 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 75.7301))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −4.34591) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −76.1422)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 35.7715) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 89.5166 : X[1])))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 16.9388 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −39.417) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 88.9916))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 10.1186 : −43.0273) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −46.8991) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 5.18541 : 51.9204) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 55.9182)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 52.9578) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.212 : 47.7475) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 96.9698 : −17.2385)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 81.3671 :
−6.0154) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 58.4828 : −12.3525)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −48.6571) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 64.5434 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 41.3361 : 0.0135745)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 94.4812 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−39.5867) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 29.0852) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 45.1432 : 84.5004)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 7.40736 : 56.8104) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 37.7795 : −85.8978)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 88.1927 : 5.69126) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 86.5868 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
24.5029)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 22.2151) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 49.3705))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 50.7041) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
−65.2831)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.03859 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −12.9368))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 78.4428 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 80.9127 : 90.4445) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 64.2414)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 31.5965 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −62.1263)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 51.9819 : 41.9526) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 49.4286 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 39.0518 : 74.4773)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 77.2174 : −44.3727) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 47.917 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 23.2988 : −97.7111) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 84.0038)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 2.70677) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 16.5634 : −61.0523)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 0.613865) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 62.0161 : 35.8754)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 64.0225 : −79.7511) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 62.8292))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 88.8307 : 30.8456) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.4655 : 99.1744)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −33.427)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 4.51884) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 30.9819 : 69.442))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 73.5283 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 22.9253 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 19.8015 :
−64.012)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −65.6006 : 74.6397) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 79.932 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 93.2156 : 60.6763) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −98.9277))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 84.0814) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −54.3985 : −35.6126)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 40.9505 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −4.52796)))))))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 13.0239 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 12.8263 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 67.089 : −9.02678) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 72.0783 : 99.9862))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 8.20523 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 71.9729 : 13.672)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 91.3881 : −36.2411) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 50.5642 : −94.5295)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−7.41091) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −82.2279))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 18.627 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 73.6867))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 65.511 : 11.1757)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 35.5721) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 84.5617 : −21.0667))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 25.6912 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 94.7335 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 1.38589) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 12.7524 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −62.3886) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 30.4072 : 82.7573)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 39.3106 :
89.1207) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 16.1214 : −48.584))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
38.2771) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 21.1383 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −67.3906) : (X[4] ==
564
0.0 ? − 35.5608 : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 85.5023 : −80.8644)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 58.3459))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 14.7857 :
−90.7197) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.14869 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 65.1606 : 63.2923) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 44.1991 :
−51.1787) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 89.809 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 71.0958 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 80.3247 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 35.9997)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −96.4426) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−96.9556))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 12.9527 : −36.205)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −42.6918) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 29.7311 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −82.254) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
63.4172)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −62.5267) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 88.9518 : −11.9926)))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
60.6227)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 20.873 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.3115 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 90.3525 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 47.3732 : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −6.62216 : 79.1225) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? −33.6808 : X[1]))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −77.6131)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 52.7864 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 80.1029 : −93.8512))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 66.9935) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 85.389)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 30.907 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 44.038 : X[1])))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 58.9491) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
55.5843)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 84.2985 : 5.71186) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 38.7093 : −43.0855)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 34.7669 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.6216 : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 29.3132)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −38.214) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 96.2497 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 58.9633 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 65.5821 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 32.7288 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 11.453 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 66.3337 : −35.5225) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 97.8201) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 76.0244 :
53.0523) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 81.048 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.6492 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 89.0967 : −70.7377))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : −71.3434)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 60.1683 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 47.8161 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −33.0298)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −91.8131) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 51.5798 :
−12.1497))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 7.14795 : −23.989) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
83.7851)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −97.1712))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 71.3363 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −43.5399))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 84.7944 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : −1.70259) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 67.4897 : 58.6244)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 22.8989 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 55.2934 : −84.5325)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 13.4487 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 45.3811 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 28.4749)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 49.8357 : X[1]))))))))) : X[1])
Context 5 (24.640373)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 46.9602 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 29.6068 : 17.3001) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 15.607 : −0.580335))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 67.7911 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −51.7454)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 41.3801 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −93.7558)))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −38.0037) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 88.2971 : −37.2501) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 20.1343 : 50.9918))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 62.685 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 55.9316 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 11.9982) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 66.9393))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 54.382) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 78.6645 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −29.1343) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 58.2338 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −9.51804)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 98.2134 : −31.7379) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 42.1057 : 47.4126)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
565
15.7176) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 59.8642 : −61.871))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
81.6827) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 15.3272 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −16.7174) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 6.91694 : 20.9434)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −37.8983) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −22.0155))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −79.9323) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −51.3635)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −68.0722) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 0.778434 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 6.32117 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 88.3984 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 48.1537 : −31.5986))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 35.8669 : −7.05373) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −27.0481) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−11.218))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
77.372) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 30.846)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 73.8177))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 26.9055) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 91.6533 : 11.3834)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −48.7765) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 84.7655 : −45.7247) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 2.97705)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 49.9941 : −26.7876) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 5.79384 : 18.4851))))))) : −99.0126)))
Context 6 (24.640373)
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 96.0451 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 91.678 : −22.5805)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 74.9688 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 81.6656 : −47.551) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 82.4412 : 76.9514)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 3.58271 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 81.1486 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 85.1888)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
85.9282) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
21.5067) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 34.4749 : −92.6517)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.3689 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 32.7929 : −3.79977))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 24.4211 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 47.3283 : −16.0079) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −63.5114))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 69.1744 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 6.35635)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 23.2694 : 19.7293) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 30.0577 :
42.8944)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 63.8492 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 98.3234 :
−6.05141)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.4097 : 47.4942))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 21.2589 : 67.6047) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 69.3018 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 97.0418 : 53.3137) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.1123 : −22.1427) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 52.4335 : 56.9643)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 85.5193 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 40.7401 : 59.8796))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 26.6684) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 18.4707 : X[1])))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 5.32263 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 31.3896 :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 93.9099 : −9.10397) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 22.4219 : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.31096 : 56.4736)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 17.8845 : 71.7378))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −42.829) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 96.9859 :
−20.5293)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 66.9834 : −12.9768) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 28.5279))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −83.2306 : −11.1019) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 80.5875)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 95.1074) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 11.7567 : 4.12514)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6557 : −20.6895) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 82.028 : 91.8957)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.9594 : −16.9238) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 51.2639 : 0.485209))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 11.68 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 21.0442 : X[1]))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −87.8875) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −26.7594)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 47.6588 : −38.7337) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 55.6144 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 60.0008 : −53.2234)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 92.6074 :
4.40349)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −91.4113) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −71.8877)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −27.7125) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 38.6037 : 35.9884) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 25.0549 :
2.35794)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 80.3308 : X[2]))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 87.1962) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 43.2661 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 54.1946 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −49.2465))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 49.9006) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 66.7081 : −50.2101)) :
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(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 41.2363 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −74.1582)))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 65.8867 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 68.6726 : 8.06273))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 84.7339) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 3.78285)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 12.1705 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 19.4987 : −22.5981)))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 59.7221 :
−43.374) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 17.7141 : −16.9993)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 27.7362 : −85.918) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 16.3949 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 50.2209 : −28.6396) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 21.9129) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 3.46725 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 99.9535) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−80.6271))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−49.2057)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 90.8006 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 26.6685))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 98.3635) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −82.0426)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −4.20363) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−63.9232))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 71.3073)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 11.7241 : −89.6263) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 41.4657 : X[2])))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −30.0452)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 86.3999 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −95.3435) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −16.3469)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 43.4152 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −78.5131)))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 95.4974 : X[1]) : 80.8695) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −97.5123))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 50.6861 :
−47.9122) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 76.7718) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −65.1487))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 57.3564 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 21.6782 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 67.4361 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 67.7895 :
−48.3321)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 27.4277 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −77.0979)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −55.0415) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 98.9934 :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 19.7206) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 8.37347 : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −77.888))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 95.4974 : X[1]) : 80.8695) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−97.5123))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 31.1467 : 35.7402) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 95.7468 : −45.3444)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 63.8517) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 53.6741 : 80.8695) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) :




(X[2]/(X[0] > (X[0]! = 43.5285 ? 43.5285 : ((29.6304∗(X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304∗(X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] :
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) >
X[2] ? ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : X[0])) ? ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] :
((29.6304 ∗ X[1]) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ −88.7875) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : X[0])) ? 40.672 : (X[1] < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ −16.5685) > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0])) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? X[2] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] :
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) < ((29.6304∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304∗−83.5017) <
X[1] ? X[1] : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ 10.2695) > X[2] ? X[2] : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] :
X[0]))) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? ((29.6304 ∗ X[1]) < X[1] ? X[1] : (X[0] >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : X[0])) ? 40.672 : (43.5285 < 33.9763 ? (X[1]/X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])))))) ? − 21.7505 : (((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))! = ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] >
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X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[0] >
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0])) ? (X[1] − X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))! = ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ 57.4084) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? X[1] :
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))! = ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) <
((29.6304 ∗ −67.7236) < X[1] ? X[1] : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ X[0]) > X[2] ? X[2] :
(X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? ((29.6304 ∗ 8.73745) <
X[1] ? X[1] : (3.01218 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : X[0])) ? 40.672 : (X[1] < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) <
((29.6304 ∗ 7.19321) < X[1] ? X[1] : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ X[1]) > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0])) ? X[2] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) > X[2] ? ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ 8.89615) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) :
X[2]))) < (X[0] == ((29.6304∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 41.7158 : ((X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗X[2]) < X[1] ? X[1] : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) :
((29.6304 ∗X[0]) < (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? X[2] : (43.5285 < 20.9937 ? X[1] : X[1]))) < 41.7158 ? (43.5285 <
(X[0] > (98.5412 < X[1] ? X[1] : 9.26237) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : −81.5424)) ? (X[1] − X[1]) :
((29.6304 ∗ 49.321) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ 12.9368) < X[1] ? X[1] : (40.3424 > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0])) ? (43.5285 < (X[0] > X[2] ? 58.7634 : X[1]) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (−21.6834 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((29.6304 ∗
X[0]) < (X[0] > X[2] ? 41.7158 : 38.9752) ? 42.4238 : (X[0] > X[0] ? − 15.1646 : 56.3646))))) ? ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) <
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0])) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? X[1] :
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] :
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : X[0])) ? 40.672 : (X[1] < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? X[2] :
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[0] > (X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 41.7158 : ((X[0] >
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ −2.74361) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) :
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ 54.9974)! = (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : 80.4926) ? (X[0] >
61.7603 ? − 4.83108 : X[2]) : (−13.6937 < X[1] ? X[0] : 91.1802)) ? X[2] : (43.5285 < (X[0] > −22.2144 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (43.5285 < 97.5768 ? − 52.7207 : X[1]) : (X[0] > −19.4739 ? X[2] : X[0])))) < (X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ −95.0682) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 41.7158 : ((X[0] > (4.45875 <
X[1] ? X[1] : −19.9438) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (X[0] < −94.2381 ? X[2] : X[1])) < (X[0] > (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] :
−81.0236) ? 41.7158 : (X[0] < 41.7158 ? −63.2679 : X[1])) ? (43.5285 < (X[0] > −34.2082 ? X[1] : 99.7436) ? (X[1]−
X[1]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] > (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : −90.7407) ? 41.7158 : (52.8001 < 41.7158 ? −
87.7316 : 42.4238)))) ? (43.5285 < (X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ −27.2927) < X[1] ? X[1] : (−8.99991 > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ −46.1653) < (−36.9915! = −19.8889 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 40.672 :
−42.5703) : (43.5285 < 33.9763 ? − 21.7811 : −82.6655))) ? (X[1]−X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ X[2]) < X[1] ? X[1] : (50.322 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) :
((29.6304 ∗ −34.196) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? 33.079 : 79.5343) ? X[2] : (43.5285 < X[0] ? X[2] : −16.0131))) < ((X[0] >
(X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : −85.6319) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (93.5179 < 8.76797 ? X[2] : X[0])) < (X[0]! = (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] :
8.33461) ? 41.7158 : (X[2] < 91.0398 ? − 39.201 : X[1])) ? (X[1] − −65.6301) : (X[0] < (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] :
−38.0108) ? 73.3329 : (−10.5564 < X[1] ? − 68.2485 : 42.4238))) ? (X[1]−−65.6301) : (X[0] < ((29.6304 ∗ 47.9843) <
X[1] ? X[1] : (18.9978 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 73.3329 : ((X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) < (X[0] > −17.6 ? 41.7158 :
−81.634) ? (X[0] > −6.97958 ? 41.7158 : X[0]) : 42.4238))))) ? ((X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗X[2]) < X[1] ? X[1] : (50.322 >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ −34.196) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? 33.079 : 79.5343) ? X[2] : (43.5285 <
X[0] ? X[2] : −16.0131))) < (X[0]! = ((29.6304 ∗ X[2]) < X[1] ? X[1] : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 41.7158 :
((X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) < (X[0] > −88.7753 ? 41.7158 : 69.7195) ? (43.5285 < 50.0656 ? 15.4759 : X[2]) :
(X[0] > X[1] ? 41.7158 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] − −65.6301) : (X[0] < ((29.6304 ∗ 47.9843) < X[1] ? X[1] : (18.9978 >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 73.3329 : ((X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) < (X[0] > −17.6 ? 41.7158 : −81.634) ? (X[0] >
88.403 ? 41.7158 : −42.7595) : 42.4238))) : ((X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] :
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) < ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))! = ((29.6304 ∗ 30.0455) < X[1] ? X[1] : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0])) ? (X[0] > (46.147 < X[1] ? X[1] : 16.1962) ? (X[1] − X[1]) : (95.3429 < X[1] ? X[1] : −0.228889)) :
((29.6304 ∗ −46.1043) < (X[1] < −70.3421 ? X[1] : 31.3334) ? (−4.68459 < −97.1007 ? 40.672 : X[2]) : (X[1] <
52.678 ? X[2] : −25.9316))) ? X[2] : (43.5285 < (X[0] > (−30.2042 < X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (−30.0333 <
X[1] ? X[0] : −88.3114)) ? (43.5285 < (X[0] > −44.8775 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) :
((29.6304 ∗−53.4043) > −19.4739 ? X[2] : X[0])))) < (X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] :
((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 41.7158 : ((X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ −2.44453) <
X[1] ? X[1] : (−93.5118 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ −19.1931) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
12.4058) ? X[2] : (43.5285 < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) < (X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ −48.2772) < X[1] ? X[1] : (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 41.7158 : ((X[0] > X[2] ? − 45.1582 : X[0]) < 41.7158 ? (43.5285 < −42.1369 ? X[1] : 70.1834) :
(X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))) ? (43.5285 < (X[0] > (16.3121 < X[1] ? X[1] : −40.904) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : 14.0294)) ? (X[1] − X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ X[2]) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ X[0]) <
X[1] ? X[1] : (69.2129 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 41.7158 : ((X[0] > 94.6654 ? 33.1889 : X[0]) < 41.7158 ? (43.5285 <
−64.0736 ? − 86.0714 : −20.5176) : 42.4238)))) ? (43.5285 < (X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) <
568
X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗ 55.266) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) <
((29.6304 ∗ X[0])! = (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? ((29.6304 ∗ X[1])! =
(−22.2205 < X[0] ? X[1] : −20.8289) ? 40.672 : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (43.5285 < 33.9763 ? (X[1]/X[1]) :
(74.7978 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])))) ? (X[1] −X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) :
((X[0] > ((29.6304 ∗ X[2]) < X[1] ? X[1] : (50.322 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : ((29.6304 ∗ −34.196) <
(X[1]! = X[1] ? 33.079 : 79.5343) ? X[2] : (43.5285 < X[0] ? X[2] : −16.0131))) < (X[0] == ((29.6304 ∗ (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) < X[1] ? X[1] : ((29.6304 ∗X[1]) > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 41.7158 : ((X[0] > (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (−95.4283 < X[0] ? X[2] : X[0])) < 41.7158 ? (43.5285 < (X[0] > −36.0027 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (X[1] − X[1]) : (−23.777 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] > (73.1437 < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (43.5285 <
X[1] ? − 56.5783 : −93.9268) : (X[1] < 29.1604 ? 42.4238 : X[1])))) ? (X[1] − −65.6301) : (X[0] < ((29.6304 ∗
47.9843) < X[1] ? X[1] : (18.9978 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]−−65.6301) : ((X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) < (X[0] >




(X[2] ∗ X[1])))) ∗ ((cos(tan(70.629)) + (sin(X[0]) + (X[2] ∗ X[0]))) ∗ (((40.8185 + −58.1408) + cos(−92.6634)) −
cos((−9.07926−X[1]))))))/((((((−80.1508/68.3218)−cos(X[1]))−sin(sin(X[0])))−(log((68.395+X[2]))−log((X[2]/
X[0]))))+tan(log((tan(X[2])+(X[2]∗X[2])))))−(log(tan((log(X[2])∗(X[2]+51.8296))))/tan(tan(log(log(68.3645)))))))−






tan((X[0] ∗X[1])))/((log(97.9308)− (36.8999/− 33.0729))+ ((51.8845+X[0])/tan(X[1]))))/(sin(((85.7295−X[0])−
(X[0]−X[1])))∗((cos(77.3308)∗cos(X[0]))+sin((−19.9866+−59.2456)))))))∗(((((((X[1]∗−81.4997)+(X[0]∗X[0]))−
log(tan(65.9597))) ∗ (((−69.1519+X[2]) ∗ tan(X[0])) ∗ ((X[2]+−65.1173) ∗ (−67.2781−−46.5194))))/((((−60.0085−
X[1])− (−79.4183− 60.2039)) + tan(log(−39.8968)))− (log(tan(−81.0175))/tan(tan(−87.4752)))))− cos(((tan(tan(
− 41.3373))/((0.326548−X[1])+ (−75.6829/X[1])))/(sin((X[0]−−60.1611)) ∗ ((53.7584 ∗ 92.6206)+ sin(X[2]))))))+
((((((−1.49236 + −60.2893) − log(X[0])) ∗ ((69.4205 ∗ X[1]) ∗ (X[2] ∗ X[0])))/(((69.1824 − X[0]) + tan(X[0])) −
(log(−96.1791)/tan(X[2]))))− cos(((tan(X[0])/(X[0]+X[0]))/(sin(X[0])∗ (X[2]+−40.5744)))))+(((((X[1]−X[1])∗
(X[1]∗53.7523))/((80.8344+−40.6659)−(X[0]/−48.204)))−cos(((−27.6955/X[2])/(−1.02847∗−97.589))))∗((((−62.6331∗
X[1])/(X[0] − X[2])) − cos((X[2]/X[2]))) + (((X[1]/58.9831) − cos(−52.0005)) + ((X[0] − 97.7172) + (−53.3494 ∗
X[0]))))))))))
Context 3 (4.399935)
((((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[0]! =
7.80358 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = −91.052 ? X[1] : −16.9652) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] >
X[1] ? (X[2] ∗ 38.4259) : (X[0]/ − 22.1595))) − (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : (X[1] + X[0])) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (−91.3388/ − 85.5098) : (X[2] + −18.1249)))) : ((X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1] == 81.0785 ? (X[2] +X[0]) :
(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 76.1223)) : ((−17.777/X[2])/(82.3847 − X[2])))/((X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] :
−32.0414) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))/((X[0] +−71.6056) + (X[1] < 80.633 ? X[0] : X[0])))))) < 29.49 ? 48.6801 :
(X[2]/((((((X[1] == 51.793 ? (X[1]/62.7308) : (X[1] > −25.1015 ? X[1] : X[0]))/(X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? −14.713 : X[2]) : (X[2]/X[2])))+(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2]+−22.544) : (−28.2205−X[2])) : (X[2] >
X[2] ? (X[0] < 15.6896 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] ∗X[1]))))− (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1]! = −88.8791 ? (X[1]! =
29.252 ? − 96.9787 : 56.4867) : (X[2] == 51.4451 ? − 49.4613 : −82.9585)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (73.3818 ∗ X[1]) :
(X[1] ∗ X[0]))) : (X[0] < −59.9902 ? ((X[0] ∗ X[2]) + (X[0] > 19.5593 ? 5.76495 : 18.8269)) : ((−35.2519 + X[1]) +
(X[2] +X[0]))))) − ((X[0] > X[1] ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > 20.5664 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = 66.7653 ? − 62.0167 :
70.9586)) ∗ ((X[1] < X[1] ? 63.4388 : X[2])/(X[0]/X[2]))) : ((X[0] < −59.0442 ? (X[1] − −40.5438) : (65.9352 ∗
X[0]))/(X[2] == 19.4739 ? (X[0] − −18.8818) : (X[1]/X[0]))))/(X[2]! = −93.1028 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[0] ==
18.9856 ? (X[0] > −68.627 ? − 73.2841 : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? − 36.4727 : 38.5662)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] >
−97.5524 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 56.2304))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0] == 6.78426 ? (−8.45668 +X[0]) :
(−53.8438∗X[0])) : ((61.7359−X[1])∗ (X[0]+X[2]))))))− (((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? X[2] : 89.9655) : (5.30106 − 36.3201))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 6.59505 : X[2]) : (X[2]/X[0]))) :
(((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 38.4442 :
X[0]) ? (−59.6973 + −42.9365) : (X[0]/ − 67.1255)))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[2] :
X[1])/(X[2] == X[1] ? 14.2613 : 70.1773)) : ((X[0] + X[2]) + (X[1] > X[2] ? 99.1089 : X[0]))) ? − 91.7112 :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? 49.382 : X[2])/(X[2] == X[1] ? − 93.2249 : X[2])) : ((X[1] + X[0]) +
569
(X[1] > X[2] ? − 60.5945 : 90.9726)))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? − 90.2036 :
7.60216) : (X[1] − 14.7374))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 42.3322 : 96.8688) : (−33.6711/X[0]))) :
(((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] :
−3.82397) ? (49.7909−X[1]) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))))) < ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? 77.8497 :
X[2])/(X[2] == X[1] ? − 84.2891 : X[2])) : ((46.8978 + 13.6326) + (X[1] > X[2] ? 29.0689 : X[0]))) ? (X[1] <
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/ − 41.3984) : (X[0] + X[1])) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−56.3402/ − 48.1368) :
(−20.5359 + −9.1586))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[0] : X[1])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : 8.81069)) :
((37.5408 + −96.8322) + (X[1] > 5.17899 ? − 45.9212 : X[2])))) < (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) +
(X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (18.3081/X[2]) : (81.9514 + X[2])) ? ((X[0]! =
7.80358 ? 79.8028 : 24.1981) − (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : 46.8001)) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (−87.3837/X[1]) : (X[2] + X[1])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] : −16.6478) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? 67.8518 : 53.5936)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−55.6383/X[2]) : (10.0375 +X[2]))) < (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] :
16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 17.2399 : X[1]) ? (X[2] − X[0]) :
(−32.9875+60.5884))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−39.1461/95.8495) : (−45.8968+53.6973)) ? −91.7112 : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (−6.0213/49.8703) : (71.807 +X[0]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[1] : 15.3294)/(X[2] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((−76.4885 + −88.3419) + (X[1] > 48.0453 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : −96.3927) : (X[2] −X[0]))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 77.1844 : X[0]) :
(X[1]/42.9609))) : (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] <
72.0817 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 72.0878 : 59.1479) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[1] : X[2])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((−19.5715 + −84.5943) + (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/49.5163) : (X[1] + X[2])) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (X[1]/−59.0136) : (X[2]+X[1]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? −6.92465 : −48.1063)/(X[2] ==
X[1] ? − 35.667 : −3.95825)) : ((X[2] + 42.3078) + (X[1] > X[2] ? − 30.5582 : X[1])))) == ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (X[0]/ − 28.7393) : (X[1] + −8.06604)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 62.981 : X[2]) ? − 91.7112 :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 26.5786 : 6.93075)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/ − 60.8509) : (23.0995 + X[0]))) < (((X[1] ==
−59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 30.2225 :
−48.2467) ? (−63.036 − X[1]) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 26.6945 : X[1]) ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? − 91.7112 : −98.9746) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 47.2152 : X[0])) < ((X[1] + X[2]) + (X[1] > 0.173956 ? X[0] :
X[0])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 80.4254 : −9.17081) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : 98.6206)) :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? (86.2545/ − 76.3848) : (−10.9653 + 62.6514))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[0] :
−93.7132)/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : 46.7391)) : ((35.1604 + X[1]) + (X[1] > −15.2745 ? 86.755 : X[1])))) ? ((X[1] <
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/61.9495) : (−95.5626 + 23.6488)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] : 24.369) ? − 91.7112 :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 23.0628 : −99.7803)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−3.18308/65.8132) : (−68.7002 + −49.5956))) <
(((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (64.0675 − X[2]) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/ − 67.7358) : (X[0] +
−96.4293)) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (3.90942/56.0533) : (X[1] + X[2]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? X[2] : −92.0591)/(X[2] == X[1] ? − 50.0412 : X[2])) : ((−13.2481+X[2])+ (X[1] > −65.7277 ? 18.9367 :
X[2])))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : −44.9507) : (X[0] − −61.0645))/(X[2] ==
X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 67.8396 : 35.7219) : (X[2]/− 7.77917))) : (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] <
−88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 85.4488 : 5.88702) ? (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(−32.9875 + 60.5884))))) : ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[0] : 20.8594)/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] :
X[2])) : ((X[0] + 6.1861) + (X[1] > −25.9804 ? X[0] : X[1]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (27.1889/ − 80.9931) :
(−98.114+−27.2134)) ? −91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/−37.7911) : (X[2]+X[0]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? X[2] : 80.0348)/(X[2] == X[1] ? 96.0631 : X[1])) : ((X[2] + 84.167) + (X[1] > 87.2799 ? X[2] : X[0])))) <
((X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[0] : −41.8622)/(X[2] == X[1] ? − 98.9441 : X[2])) : ((X[1] <
54.21 ? X[1] : X[0]) < (43.3515 + X[0]) ? (53.8499 < 86.2239 ? X[1] : X[0]) : 42.8205)) < ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? X[0] : 76.8548) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? − 91.7112 : 26.5603) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 33.5063 : 49.028)) <
((X[1] < X[0] ? − 31.9437 : 99.7559) < (X[1] + −67.5161) ? (−18.8879 < −78.0389 ? X[0] : −92.761) : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? − 12.241 : X[2])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 36.6802 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 91.7112 : 13.7181) :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? 97.5951 : X[2])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (57.3229/X[1]) : (X[0] < −55.5589 ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (X[1] <
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/48.6496) : (X[1] +−91.406)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? 51.738 : X[1])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/ − 56.9628) : (−93.1883 + X[0]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? X[2] : X[1])/(X[2] == X[1] ? 88.1954 : −20.0049)) : ((X[1] < −19.0588 ? − 40.3912 : 78.2647) <
(X[0] == −47.0687 ? 57.2863 : 32.963) ? (X[1] == 76.4275 ? X[1] : −67.4001) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 10.1474 :
X[2])))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (37.022/X[0]) : (68.4561 +−34.9345)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 78.5638 :
X[0]) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (71.63/X[0]) : (X[1] +X[0]))) < (((X[1] ==
−59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375)+(X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498))+(X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] : −18.009) ? (X[1]−
−32.5114) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 79.1314 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 91.7112 :
16.5746) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : 84.1914)) < ((80.8954 +X[1]) + (X[1] > X[0] ? − 94.7752 : −29.5999)) ? (X[1] <
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 66.4418 : 68.9383)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (66.7165/−
66.0207) : (−21.305 + 19.9561))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? − 93.0174 : X[0])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] :
−18.6926)) : ((X[1] + X[2]) + (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : 68.7796)))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? X[2] : 97.1129) : (X[2] − X[2]))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? 31.1014 : X[0]) : (X[2]/ − 60.9119))) :
((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 43.8337 : 34.0556) ? (X[1] < −16.2389 ? − 91.7112 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 71.5751 :
X[0])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 29.9661 : −93.3897) < (13.712 + X[0]) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 26.4504) : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? − 53.0808 : X[2])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 1.54118 : X[2]) < (X[2] < −56.859 ? − 16.4159 : X[0]) ? (19.4128 <
55.6749 ? X[2] : −64.8366) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 2.54219 : 5.60625)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−11.6733/95.764) :
(X[0] < 56.3768 ? X[0] : X[0])))))) < −22.3609 ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] >
570
X[2] ? X[2] : 89.9655) : (5.30106 − 36.3201))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 6.59505 : X[2]) : (X[2]/X[0]))) :
(((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 38.4442 :
X[0]) ? (−59.6973 + −42.9365) : (X[0]/ − 67.1255)))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[2] :
X[1])/(X[2] == X[1] ? 14.2613 : 70.1773)) : ((X[0] + X[2]) + (X[1] > X[2] ? 99.1089 : X[0]))) ? − 91.7112 :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? 49.382 : X[2])/(X[2] == X[1] ? − 93.2249 : X[2])) : ((X[1] + X[0]) +
(X[1] > X[2] ? − 60.5945 : 90.9726)))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? − 90.2036 :
7.60216) : (X[1] − 14.7374))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 42.3322 : 96.8688) : (−33.6711/X[0]))) :
(((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] :
−3.82397) ? (49.7909−X[1]) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))))) < ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? 77.8497 :
X[2])/(X[2] == X[1] ? − 84.2891 : X[2])) : ((46.8978 + 13.6326) + (X[1] > X[2] ? 29.0689 : X[0]))) ? (X[1] <
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/ − 41.3984) : (X[0] + X[1])) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−56.3402/ − 48.1368) :
(−20.5359 + −9.1586))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[0] : X[1])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : 8.81069)) :
((37.5408 + −96.8322) + (X[1] > 5.17899 ? − 45.9212 : X[2])))) < (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) +
(X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (18.3081/X[2]) : (81.9514 + X[2])) ? ((X[0]! =
7.80358 ? 79.8028 : 24.1981) − (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : 46.8001)) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (−87.3837/X[1]) : (X[2] + X[1])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] : −16.6478) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? 67.8518 : 53.5936)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−55.6383/X[2]) : (10.0375 +X[2]))) < (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] :
16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 17.2399 : X[1]) ? (X[2] − X[0]) :
(−32.9875+60.5884))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−39.1461/95.8495) : (−45.8968+53.6973)) ? −91.7112 : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (−6.0213/49.8703) : (71.807 +X[0]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[1] : 15.3294)/(X[2] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((−76.4885 + −88.3419) + (X[1] > 48.0453 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : −96.3927) : (X[2] −X[0]))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 77.1844 : X[0]) :
(X[1]/42.9609))) : (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] <
72.0817 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 72.0878 : 59.1479) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[1] : X[2])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((−19.5715 + −84.5943) + (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/49.5163) : (X[1] + X[2])) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (X[1]/−59.0136) : (X[2]+X[1]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? −6.92465 : −48.1063)/(X[2] ==
X[1] ? − 35.667 : −3.95825)) : ((X[2] + 42.3078) + (X[1] > X[2] ? − 30.5582 : X[1])))) == ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (X[0]/ − 28.7393) : (X[1] + −8.06604)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 62.981 : X[2]) ? − 91.7112 :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 26.5786 : 6.93075)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/ − 60.8509) : (23.0995 + X[0]))) < (((X[1] ==
−59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 30.2225 :
−48.2467) ? (−63.036 − X[1]) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 26.6945 : X[1]) ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? − 91.7112 : −98.9746) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 47.2152 : X[0])) < ((X[1] + X[2]) + (X[1] > 0.173956 ? X[0] :
X[0])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 80.4254 : −9.17081) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : 98.6206)) :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? (86.2545/ − 76.3848) : (−10.9653 + 62.6514))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[0] :
−93.7132)/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : 46.7391)) : ((35.1604 + X[1]) + (X[1] > −15.2745 ? 86.755 : X[1])))) ? ((X[1] <
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/61.9495) : (−95.5626 + 23.6488)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] : 24.369) ? − 91.7112 :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 23.0628 : −99.7803)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−3.18308/65.8132) : (−68.7002 + −49.5956))) <
(((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (64.0675 − X[2]) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/ − 67.7358) : (X[0] +
−96.4293)) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (3.90942/56.0533) : (X[1] + X[2]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? X[2] : −92.0591)/(X[2] == X[1] ? − 50.0412 : X[2])) : ((−13.2481+X[2])+ (X[1] > −65.7277 ? 18.9367 :
X[2])))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : −44.9507) : (X[0] − −61.0645))/(X[2] ==
X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 67.8396 : 35.7219) : (X[2]/− 7.77917))) : (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] <
−88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 85.4488 : 5.88702) ? (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(−32.9875 + 60.5884))))) : ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[0] : 20.8594)/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] :
X[2])) : ((X[0] + 6.1861) + (X[1] > −25.9804 ? X[0] : X[1]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (27.1889/ − 80.9931) :
(−98.114+−27.2134)) ? −91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/−37.7911) : (X[2]+X[0]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? X[2] : 80.0348)/(X[2] == X[1] ? 96.0631 : X[1])) : ((X[2] + 84.167) + (X[1] > 87.2799 ? X[2] : X[0])))) <
((X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[0] : −41.8622)/(X[2] == X[1] ? − 98.9441 : X[2])) : ((X[1] <
54.21 ? X[1] : X[0]) < (43.3515 + X[0]) ? (53.8499 < 86.2239 ? X[1] : X[0]) : 42.8205)) < ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? X[0] : 76.8548) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? − 91.7112 : 26.5603) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 33.5063 : 49.028)) <
((X[1] < X[0] ? − 31.9437 : 99.7559) < (X[1] + −67.5161) ? (−18.8879 < −78.0389 ? X[0] : −92.761) : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? − 12.241 : X[2])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 36.6802 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 91.7112 : 13.7181) :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? 97.5951 : X[2])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (57.3229/X[1]) : (X[0] < −55.5589 ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (X[1] <
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[2]/48.6496) : (X[1] +−91.406)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? 51.738 : X[1])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/ − 56.9628) : (−93.1883 + X[0]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? X[2] : X[1])/(X[2] == X[1] ? 88.1954 : −20.0049)) : ((X[1] < −19.0588 ? − 40.3912 : 78.2647) <
(X[0] == −47.0687 ? 57.2863 : 32.963) ? (X[1] == 76.4275 ? X[1] : −67.4001) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 10.1474 :
X[2])))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (37.022/X[0]) : (68.4561 +−34.9345)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 78.5638 :
X[0]) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (71.63/X[0]) : (X[1] + X[0]))) <
(((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] :
−18.009) ? (X[1] − −32.5114) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 79.1314 : X[1]) ? (X[1] <
X[1] ? − 91.7112 : 16.5746) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : 84.1914)) < ((80.8954 + X[1]) + (X[1] > X[0] ? − 94.7752 :
−29.5999)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 66.4418 : 68.9383)) : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (66.7165/ − 66.0207) : (−21.305 + 19.9561))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? − 93.0174 :
X[0])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : −18.6926)) : ((X[1] + X[2]) + (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : 68.7796)))) : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : 97.1129) : (X[2] − X[2]))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] >
571
84.8994 ? 31.1014 : X[0]) : (X[2]/ − 60.9119))) : ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 43.8337 : 34.0556) ? (X[1] <
−16.2389 ? − 91.7112 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 71.5751 : X[0])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 29.9661 : −93.3897) <
(13.712 +X[0]) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 26.4504) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 53.0808 : X[2])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 1.54118 :
X[2]) < (X[2] < −56.859 ? − 16.4159 : X[0]) ? (19.4128 < 55.6749 ? X[2] : −64.8366) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 2.54219 :
5.60625)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−11.6733/95.764) : (X[0] < 56.3768 ? X[0] : X[0])))))) : ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : −41.3678) : (X[2] − 26.017))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] >
84.8994 ? X[2] : 78.3563) : (19.3701/− 49.1806))) : (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] :
73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] : −79.8578) ? (−59.6973 +−42.9365) : (X[2]/X[0])))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? 45.5428 : X[1])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : 77.8863)) : ((X[1] + X[0]) + (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[0] : −8.6642))) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? 5.86261 : 89.581)/(X[2] ==
X[1] ? X[0] : −3.67748)) : ((−15.6102+2.30415)+(X[1] > 95.3612 ? −45.3047 : X[1])))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? 80.6146 : −31.138) : (X[1] − −83.6726))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 3.18308 :
X[2]) : (66.9668/99.5239))) : (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] >
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? 62.2059 : 32.1207) ? (23.3314 − X[0]) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))))) < ((X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : −8.38343) : (34.489 − −9.59807))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (−38.5113/X[2]))) : ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 30.7657 : −86.6512) ? (X[1] < −34.1472 ? − 91.7112 :
X[0]) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] : X[2])) < ((X[1] + −11.0202) + (X[1] > X[0] ? 78.6981 : X[0])) ? ((X[1] <
11.4109 ? X[0] : 90.9543) < (X[1] < −84.8262 ? 49.6628 : −71.2088) ? (X[0] < −95.2147 ? − 72.5883 : 35.5083) :
(X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) : 42.8205)) < ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/X[0]) : (X[2] + X[1])) ? (X[1] <
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? 2.85958 : −53.7461) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 98.2055 : 12.2898)) : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (X[2]/ − 33.7748) : (X[2] + X[2]))) < ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : −25.7485) ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 91.7112 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 96.0509 : X[1])) < ((X[2] + X[1]) + (X[1] > −38.6151 ? 95.3612 :
X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) < (9.87884 + 96.4171) ? (X[1] < 47.0687 ? − 91.7112 : X[2]) : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? − 38.6944 : X[0])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−89.4833/46.1531) : (X[2] + −1.02847))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (−7.13828/X[2]) : (X[0] + X[0])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 45.1338 : −81.2067) ? − 91.7112 :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 39.5978 : X[0])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−42.4604/ − 17.9113) : (X[1] + 65.7704))) : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? − 96.5087 : −61.2964)/(X[2] == X[1] ? 61.3636 : X[2])) : ((X[1] < −96.6124 ? X[1] :
88.5739) < (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : 76.2993) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 59.6057 : 78.6248) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 88.2992 :
X[2])))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[1] : X[0])/(X[2] == X[1] ? 87.756 : X[1])) :
((68.8528 + 8.89615) + (X[1] > X[0] ? − 35.7036 : X[2]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−27.7322/93.5179) :
(−71.4408 + X[2])) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[2] + 43.614))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? − 66.4663 : X[2])/(X[2] == X[1] ? 67.2719 : 39.3536)) : ((X[0] + X[2]) + (X[1] > X[2] ? 19.2724 :
19.2602)))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? − 9.73846 : 26.3161) : (X[1]−X[1]))/(X[2] ==
X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (93.9512/ − 49.7787))) : ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? − 91.7112 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 49.7726 : −1.2299)) < ((X[1] < 68.2607 ? X[1] : −61.3819) ==
(−82.5495 < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (−29.9966 < 11.9541 ? 42.3139 : 91.6074) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] :
X[2])) ? ((X[1] < 40.4767 ? − 5.41093 : X[1]) == (−11.0569 < 31.3395 ? − 10.3854 : X[1]) ? (42.9487 <
−64.9953 ? 46.556 : 79.87) : (−17.7526 < −28.6111 ? 83.7519 : X[0])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−79.5953/ − 60.857) :
(78.1671+−5.37431))))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? −29.3191 : X[1])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] :
X[2])) : ((32.8593 + X[0]) + (X[1] > 7.60216 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/41.3373) :
(X[2]+74.7673)) ? −91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (−40.1959+−26.9753))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! =
−95.9349 ? X[1] : X[2])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[2] + 26.3344) + (X[1] > 6.52791 ? − 84.5698 :
X[0])))) < (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] <
72.0817 ? (18.3081/X[2]) : (81.9514 + X[2])) ? ((X[0]! = 7.80358 ? 79.8028 : 24.1981) − (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] :
46.8001)) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (79.0826/X[1]) : (X[0] + X[1])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? X[1] : 59.8132) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[1] : 63.6219)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/ − 45.1033) :
(X[2] + X[2]))) < (((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] <
72.0817 ? X[1] : −98.645) ? (X[0] −X[1]) : (−32.9875 + 60.5884))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[1]/ − 47.9049) :
(−93.6338 + 82.9035)) ? − 91.7112 : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (X[0]/ − 35.1909) : (−27.4575 + X[1]))) : (X[1] <
72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? − 67.3635 : X[1])/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[1] + −39.2254) + (X[1] >
−22.3365 ? 97.2961 : −19.5959)))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? 65.5202 : X[0]) :
(56.1998 − −98.5229))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.8994 ? − 98.1994 : −25.4982) : (73.3024/ − 89.1598))) :
(((X[1] == −59.508 ? X[1] : 16.0375) + (X[1] < −88.5006 ? X[0] : 73.1498)) + (X[1] > (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] :
X[1]) ? (X[1] < 72.0817 ? 10.7883 : X[0]) : (−32.9875+60.5884))))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[0]∗27.8909) : (−78.0511−X[1])) : ((X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : 18.2104)−(X[0]∗X[2])))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] >
84.8994 ? (−7.34581 ∗ 15.6102) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 27.3782 : X[1])) : ((X[1] == −56.1571 ? X[1] : 5.13627)/(X[1] >
22.2327 ? 14.3651 : 50.7126)))) : ((((X[1] < −56.9689 ? −9.20743 : X[2]) < (51.7441 < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1] ==
−58.1042 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] < −1.01016 ? 18.2043 : X[1])) > ((X[1] < −49.7909 ? − 65.1662 : −2.99997) <
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 22.1534 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] : 7.35191) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 85.6502 :
67.101)) ? ((X[1] < −96.4721 ? − 28.074 : X[0]) < (X[2] < 63.152 ? X[2] : −84.0266) ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 7.34581 :
−78.283) : (X[2] < 72.2709 ? 53.5325 : 53.7278)) : ((X[1] < X[1] ? − 20.2551 : −82.8913) < (71.0929 <
13.358 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (37.3211 < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 91.3816 : X[1]))) < ((X[1] < (X[1] <
72.0817 ? − 67.6748 : 77.2271) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 91.7112 : X[0]) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] : −68.6026)) < ((X[1] <
72.0817 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (−52.2141 < −26.1025 ? 89.6908 : 22.1961) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 41.6547 : −81.7011) :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? 12.6682 : −50.3342)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 98.059 : 46.8917) < (45.9639 + X[1]) ? (73.6747 <
X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (82.1894/ − 19.8157) : (−30.2408 <
X[0] ? − 94.4212 : X[2]))) ? ((X[1] < (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] : −24.9062) ? (X[1] < 44.0046 ? − 91.7112 : −63.8111) :
(X[1] < 72.0817 ? − 50.6394 : X[0])) < ((−33.7748 + X[0]) + (X[1] > −12.8025 ? 11.9053 : X[2])) ? ((X[1] <
572
−34.7209 ? 34.2204 : X[2]) < (X[1] + X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 91.7112 : −69.2984) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[2] :
−95.3307)) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? (−76.989/X[0]) : (X[1] + X[1]))) : (X[1] < 72.0817 ? ((X[0]! = −95.9349 ? X[1] :
86.3155)/(X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : −68.1143)) : ((X[1] < −76.4641 ? X[0] : 22.0862) < (−15.2867 < X[2] ? 9.18912 :
−31.3517) ? (X[1] < 72.0817 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] < 29.6731 ? − 99.9634 : −75.866))))))))))
Context 4 (3.689654)
((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 99.8901 : −45.6465) : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 95.1781 : 92.1628) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 9.08536 : 98.6389)) : (X[2] <
−20.8167 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 26.5297 : 11.4109) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! =
22.7393 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 52.2263 : 53.5691) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −29.9112)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 85.3389 : 21.1646) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] ==
−26.1574 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 99.8901 : −45.6465) : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? −
13.0406 : X[2]) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? − 54.9058 : 18.5888)) : 19.8706)) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 78.8873 : 58.6535) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[2] < −20.8167 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : −69.1336) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? 22.4647 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 88.7631 : 17.7221)))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 :
−48.2833) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 99.8901 : −45.6465) : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : −54.8753) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 25.0099 : X[0]))))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] < (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 10.2206 : 89.3551)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 0.36317))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] <
42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.07523 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? (X[1] <
X[1] ? 55.211 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 :
−48.2833) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 10.2206 : 89.3551)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 0.36317))) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −18.7353) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 30.3812)) >
((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −50.029) > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 6.44246 : 7.24815)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] ==
−26.1574 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] > −26.4077 ? 14.8473 : −13.3641))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] <
42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.07523 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? (X[1] <
X[1] ? 55.211 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? 36.8328 :
77.4468) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? X[2] : 88.3236)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (−3.64696 > 94.879 ? 82.0612 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.7277 : 42.8388)))))) : ((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] <
42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.07523 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? (X[1] <
X[1] ? 55.211 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −18.7353) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 30.3812)) > ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −50.029) > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 6.44246 :
7.24815)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −99.0478) : (X[2] > −26.4077 ? 14.8473 : −13.3641)))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 94.3663 : 37.9376)) :
(X[2] < −20.8167 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 11.1667 : 10.77) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 49.4003 : −90.112))) : (X[1]! = (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 47.8866) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 43.8215)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? 89.3063 :
46.6842) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 95.2086) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 67.0095 : X[2]))))) > (X[1]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 10.2206 : 89.3551)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
0.36317))) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.07523 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 55.211 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 68.0349 : 82.0978) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 90.7651 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] :
70.922) > (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : −69.866) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 81.9208 : 13.6143) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? − 5.48418 : 99.0722) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 5.76495)))) : ((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? 92.7732 : X[2]) : (34.4462 > −1.98065 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[1]! = −52.3423 ? X[2] : −29.075)))! = (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 99.8901 :
−45.6465) : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? − 81.9697 : X[1]) : 19.8706)) ? (X[1] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 7.6632 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 4.50758 : X[0])) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 63.5304) ? (37.0708 >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? − 1.01016 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? − 28.8675 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 85.0032 : −60.8875)) : (X[1]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −90.698) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? − 12.2898 : −85.1375))))) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? X[1] : 9.99481)) : ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −76.69) > (30.7779 > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 5.63677 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −24.8695))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] <
42.2468 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 12.0701) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 44.8103 : −47.1603) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 44.261 : X[2]))))! = (X[2] == −26.1574 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 99.8901 : −45.6465) : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] <
42.2468 ? 3.12815 : X[0]) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? X[1] : 15.6957)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? − 31.6141 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > −88.3358 ? X[0] : 82.519)))) : X[1]) : ((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −18.7353) : (X[4] ==
573
2.0 ? X[2] : 30.3812)) > ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −50.029) > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 6.44246 : 7.24815)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 99.8901 : −45.6465) : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? − 13.0406 : X[2]) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? − 54.9058 : 18.5888)) : 19.8706))))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
83.4834 ? − 92.0469 : −44.8836) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −37.7728)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 40.7208))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −11.887 ? 49.1256 : X[1]) :
(X[0] < X[1] ? 5.18509 : X[2])) : (X[1] == 57.9821 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 91.2168) : (X[0] < 62.1815 ? − 10.8798 :
X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 17.0629 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 2.56661 : 50.4257) : (X[1] ==
64.7572 ? 50.6394 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] <
−9.88494 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 14.481 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 9.37223 : −41.5754)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 98.2543 : 82.165) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 16.0314))))) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? (X[1] <
X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 81.9819 ? 89.111 : −77.9412) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
86.8831 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 15.2074 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 77.2332 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? 86.9442 : X[2]) : (X[1] == 95.4344 ? − 53.6851 : 38.6517)) : (X[0] == −49.4736 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 72.3014 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 16.7943 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 12.4729 : 3.64086)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 32.9264 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −45.5794 ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : 75.1518) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 15.7567)) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0] == 27.073 ? − 43.3699 : X[1]) :
(X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])))))) : (X[1]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 10.2206 : 89.3551)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
0.36317))) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.07523 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 55.211 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 10.2206 : 89.3551)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 0.36317))) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] :
−18.7353) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 30.3812)) > ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −50.029) > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 :
−48.2833) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.08441 : −48.2833) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 6.44246 : 7.24815)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == −26.1574 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] > −26.4077 ? 14.8473 :
−13.3641))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.07523 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 55.211 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? 36.8328 : 77.4468) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? X[2] : 88.3236)) : (X[1] > (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (−3.64696 > 94.879 ? 82.0612 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.7277 : 42.8388)))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 42.2468 ? 36.8328 : 77.4468) : (X[2] < −20.8167 ? X[2] : 88.3236)) : (X[1] > (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (−3.64696 > 94.879 ? 82.0612 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.7277 : 42.8388)))))))
Context 5 (6.463307)
((37.2539−X[0])+((pow(2.67037, 3)/pow((pow(2.67037, 3)∗pow(pow((pow((X[1]/48.0819), 4)/pow(2.67037, 3)), 4), 3)),
3))/pow((pow((pow((X[1]/pow(2.67037, 3)), 4)/pow(2.67037, 3)), 2)∗(pow(2.67037, 3)/pow((pow(2.67037, 3)∗pow(pow
((−32.8043/X[1]), 4), 3)), 4))), 3)))
D.1.0.49 Transition Functions:
Context 1 (27.678199)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 69.5009 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 40.399))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 97.6364 : −95.6136) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −96.7609))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −41.9128) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −29.3079)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
85.6706) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 76.5016 : −30.7201)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 73.6646 : −13.7552) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.7406 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 53.7378 : 59.5503) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 15.7685 : 18.86) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 32.6577 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
28.4071) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −68.0931)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 72.7737 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 9.77497 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 38.7541 : −10.0243)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −16.2814) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 96.9757 :
574
73.1427)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : −0.106703)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 36.2091))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 50.3586 : 60.5154) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 12.0983)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 88.6318)))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 98.0419 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 45.1785 : 83.5311)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 17.226 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 18.2635 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 35.5225 : 57.7349) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 50.7328 :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 34.3499 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 77.5719 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −96.4824) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −63.8552)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 36.5346 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −49.6489))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 48.2395 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 22.0809 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 75.4741 : −13.1179))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 22.5514 :
−68.438)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 22.6429) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 81.0799 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −97.4318)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −21.3384) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 93.9235 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 44.0564 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.0379 : 55.7361) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 69.9428 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 60.2166 : 40.8061)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −58.8723))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 39.2584 : 74.3472) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 17.3015)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 54.3978 : 16.416) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 30.1422 : −63.2869) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 64.4972)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 96.9869 : −30.0836) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 2.88299 : 10.8227) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 76.1451)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 7.10114) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 76.7646))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 49.7417 : −53.7904) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 90.9968 : −34.0526)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
69.982) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 53.092 : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 90.2361 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −1.22846))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −63.393)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 96.7224)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 73.5605 : −87.9471)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 88.5439 : −15.8652) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −70.1637) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 8.92259)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 26.9676 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 84.8151 : X[2])))))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 76.135 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 99.1958 : 28.6641))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 62.5504 : −87.7327) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 1.9517 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−59.849)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 98.1532) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 93.5917)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 4.56327 : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 75.4341 : −2.33124) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 87.2326 : −1.64628)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −68.1443) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 1.73697 : 97.8528))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 55.4675 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 0.690477 : −71.6448) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 99.243 : 83.3198) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 83.5103 : 26.7296)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −24.8475)))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 67.5198 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 59.3788 :
−61.8607)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 29.4893 : 46.5654) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 38.7675 : 85.4136) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 87.7898) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 76.445)))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −1.70236) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −1.70236)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−1.70236) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 3.46656 : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 66.934) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 43.624 : −55.9803) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
55.5481))))))))
Context 2 (27.678199)
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.3755 : −82.4318) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 60.6283)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −87.9264) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 93.7629))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 91.1989) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −33.9437)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 97.8162 : 61.4678) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 48.0156 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
575
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 82.0004))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 68.6198 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −28.8829)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 19.3516) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 89.9275 : 37.486))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −99.8073) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 49.6326 : −90.5715)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.97407 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.3874 : 40.6207))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 44.6387 :
75.1546) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −18.1358) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 49.5892 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 60.8955 : −99.4439) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 13.552)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 88.8745) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−14.7941))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 3.92688 : −91.3061) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.5808 : −49.3024) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 36.0954 :
−80.4193) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 29.0245 : 79.1096) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 73.4523 : −73.6799))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 35.7247 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 11.6751) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −53.0081)))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 20.0368)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 37.399 : 70.444) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 84.674 : 31.1881))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 17.0658 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 42.7617 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.2291 :
55.6334) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −8.72926))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −51.6279) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −4.00165)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 95.0267 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 52.9208))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 32.2945 :
−69.7351) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 50.5994 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.6872 : −17.5382) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 6.11765 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 67.5564 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 4.4821) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −83.2224))))))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))
Context 3 (27.678199)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 82.3402) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 20.6957 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 20.6957 : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 20.6957 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 29.5738 : 42.3555)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 58.6166 : X[2]) :
83.0783) : 20.6957) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 95.8351) : 83.0783) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : −64.1387)))))) : 20.6957)))
Context 4 (27.678199)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 56.6115 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 5.69991 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 24.7418 : 60.4654) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 23.3239 : 36.6452)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 5.69991 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 61.5081))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 86.4161 : 92.5241) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 97.5745 : −71.1196)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.69991 :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 80.2586) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.69991 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 61.5081)))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 2.14062)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 93.9843 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 61.5081)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 24.7418 : 60.4654) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 23.3239 : 36.6452)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 5.69991 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 61.5081))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 86.4161 : 92.5241) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 97.5745 : −71.1196)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 5.69991 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −81.2772)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.69991 : 81.8448)))) : 98.1721)))
Context 5 (27.678199)
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 48.6087) : −48.7849) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 51.5764 :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −70.1402) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 1.82148 : 52.6117)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 83.1619 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
84.6951))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 99.3885) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 58.7593 :
52.9971)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 15.6858 : 31.5168) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 44.083)))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 29.2617 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
576
X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 50.2402 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 56.8122))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −35.8532) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 15.7697 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −58.7252) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 55.3961 : 41.7461) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −7.64441)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 32.2213 : 82.3257) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.7528 : 13.5591)))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −67.5274) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −96.6135)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −10.2203) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 27.6197 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 52.2546 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 97.8717 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==





((13.6021 + 83.1416) + (X[1] ∗ cos(tan(((log(sin(log(X[0]))) + 74.5476) − tan(((sin(tan(X[0])) + ((X[2] − X[1]) +
(8.88394−X[0])))− (log(sin(X[2]))/74.5476))))))))
Context 3 (0.73146)
tan(tan(cos((87.5362 ∗ ((46.1592 ∗ ((X[0] ∗ −5.64898)/X[2])) ∗ (tan(sin(((88.11 ∗ −3.67138) ∗ cos(−41.9355)))) −
cos(tan(tan(13.0528)))))))))
Context 5 (11.009999)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 88.5006 : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −63.8478) : (X[0] > ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 3.41502 : 77.6971) : (X[2] < −30.607 ? − 73.9738 : 0.210578)) < 87.4325 ? 21.3904 :
(X[2]! = 21.3904 ? (X[2] > 28.6599 ? −14.0721 : −35.1848) : X[2])) ? 61.4917 : X[1])) > ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 58.1713 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2]! =
6.03351 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −48.8388) : (X[0]! = 32.4992 ? X[0] : −85.3938))) : (X[2] < (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2]! =
28.6599 ? X[1] : −79.3451) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.6772 : X[2])) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = 96.0326 ? (X[2] > −71.0318 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 79.5282 : X[1])))) > (X[2] == 70.1651 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 49.3942 : 34.8918) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? − 92.1567 : X[2])) == 69.4449 ? − 52.5254 : (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2] > 28.6599 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 65.5324))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 95.4772) : (X[2] <
X[1] ? 18.4545 : X[0]))! = 69.4449 ? − 52.5254 : (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2] > 28.6599 ? X[2] : X[0]) : X[2]))) ? X[1] :
13.5105) ? 21.9031 : (X[0] > 74.7673 ? (X[0] > 74.7673 ? (X[2] > 28.6599 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 18.5644) :
(X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 56.2853 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 51.97 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : 21.3904)) > (X[2]! =
X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −34.4829) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 59.4531 : −29.6854)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −56.6759) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? 78.5821 : X[2]))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.1609 : X[0]) :
21.3904) : (X[2] < 28.6599 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 18.5644) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 7.80969 :
−35.2886) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : −53.2029)) : (X[0] < 53.7645 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1]! = −57.6647 ? X[1] : 91.1252) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[2] == 38.377 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 67.2781 : 94.879) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[2]! =
6.03351 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 95.7396 ? X[1] : −14.7923) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.0517))) : (X[0]! = 32.4992 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −79.1681) : (X[1] > −30.5765 ? 17.0629 : −3.73241)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] ==
−41.496 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? 14.3284 : X[2]))))) : (X[2] < (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2]! = 28.6599 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 18.5644) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] ==
59.6667 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2] > 38.4869 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) :
577
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 10.7334 : X[0])) : (X[0]! = 17.2887 ? (X[2]! = −54.2894 ? − 13.7913 : 58.4704) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −29.6793) : (X[0]! = −54.8448 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (X[1]! = 9.39054 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] > −21.1951 ? 44.261 : 93.878)))) : (X[0]! =
96.0326 ? (X[2] > −71.0318 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 66.3259 : −34.8979) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 95.5199 : −96.8261))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : 13.2664) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 75.7256 : X[2])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? 18.1799 : −30.0455) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))))) > ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 89.8984 : −96.9115) : (X[0] < 53.7645 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : 24.6986) : (X[2] == 38.377 ? 24.0455 : −83.9045))) : (X[2]! = 6.03351 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −89.874) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 62.5355 : 42.1308)) : (X[0]! = 32.4992 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? − 53.2945 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 10.8371)))) : (X[2] < (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2]! = 28.6599 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 18.5644) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] ==
59.6667 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2] > 38.4869 ? X[1] : 73.9982) : (X[0]! =
17.2887 ? − 24.1066 : 15.9642)) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? − 50.5661 : X[1]) : (X[1]! = 9.39054 ? X[2] :
87.5179))) : (X[0]! = 96.0326 ? (X[2] > −71.0318 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 72.5517 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])))))! = (X[2] == 70.1651 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 43.0586) : (X[2]! = 6.03351 ? X[2] : 57.7807)) : (X[2] < (X[2]! =
74.7673 ? − 51.0178 : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 23.6305 : 48.5336) : (X[0]! = 96.0326 ? − 98.2849 : X[1]))) ==
69.4449 ? − 52.5254 : (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2] > 28.6599 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 18.5644) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 87.7194) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 73.0216 : 36.3262)))) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = 6.03351 ? X[1] : −57.4755)) : (X[2] < (X[2]! =
74.7673 ? 75.2983 : −23.9296) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.6452 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = 96.0326 ? X[0] : X[0])))! =
69.4449 ? − 52.5254 : (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2] > 28.6599 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 18.5644) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] :
X[2])) : X[2]))) ? X[2] : 13.5105) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 63.6525 : −95.3856) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 89.8984 : −96.9115) : (X[0] < 53.7645 ? X[2] :
X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : 24.6986) : (X[2] == 38.377 ? 24.0455 : −83.9045))) : (X[2]! =
6.03351 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −89.874) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 62.5355 : 42.1308)) : (X[0]! =
32.4992 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 53.2945 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 10.8371)))) : (X[2] < (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2]! =
28.6599 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 18.5644) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] == 59.6667 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2] > 38.4869 ? X[1] :
73.9982) : (X[0]! = 17.2887 ? − 24.1066 : 15.9642)) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? − 50.5661 : X[1]) : (X[1]! =
9.39054 ? X[2] : 87.5179))) : (X[0]! = 96.0326 ? (X[2] > −71.0318 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 72.5517 : X[0]) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]))))) > ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = 6.03351 ? X[1] : −57.4755)) : (X[2] < (X[2]! =
74.7673 ? 75.2983 : −23.9296) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.6452 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = 96.0326 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ==
61.6688 ? − 81.0602 : (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2] > 28.6599 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 18.5644) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] :
X[2])) : 50.7797)) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = 6.03351 ? X[1] :
−57.4755)) : (X[2] < (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? 75.2983 : −23.9296) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.6452 : X[2]) : (X[0]! =
96.0326 ? X[0] : X[0]))) > 69.4449 ? −52.5254 : (X[2]! = 74.7673 ? (X[2] > 28.6599 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 18.5644) :
(X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : X[2])) : 13.5105)))))
Context 7 (2.918637)




(17.4413 + ((((log(tan((64.6413 ∗ X[2])))/(log(tan(X[0]))/((X[1]/12.6499) ∗ −78.0572)))/((((X[0] ∗ X[2]) ∗ (X[2] ∗
X[1])) − ((X[1]/75.8599)/(−95.2757/ − 69.0115))) − −97.2716)) − (tan(50.9323) ∗ tan(X[2])))/(((log(tan((64.6413 ∗
X[2])))/(log(tan(X[0]))/((X[1]/12.6499)∗−78.0572)))/((((X[0]∗X[2])∗(X[2]∗X[1]))−((X[1]/75.8599)/(−95.2757/−
69.0115)))−−97.2716))− ((46.3118 + 98.9319)/56.8102))))
Context 9 (1.283839)
((X[2] − 11.2522)/((X[0]/((X[2] − (49.9496/X[2]))/43.8459)) + ((X[1] ∗ ((X[2] − (49.9496/X[2]))/(pow(X[0], 4) −
(X[0]/((X[0]/ − 23.3375)/X[1])))))/(((X[1] ∗ ((X[2] − (49.9496/X[2]))/(pow(X[0], 4) − (X[0]/(−32.5114/X[1]))))) ∗
578




(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.0673 : −91.3237) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−98.7682)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 55.5211 : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 79.5314 : 25.2391)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 75.2515 : −45.4009) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 1.34815)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 84.578 : −22.7058) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 39.0441 : 54.9535) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 17.0216 : 99.8642))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 17.7756 : 99.5638) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 41.7526 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 46.2691 : −12.516))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −36.9435) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 9.28007))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 81.982) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −70.3295)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −54.6822)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 71.0841) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 67.5322 : −16.0645)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 77.578 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 42.7042 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 65.1807 : 91.6559) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 7.87904 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 26.5286 : 73.9941) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 98.4432) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 44.1303 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 40.6726 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 63.6603 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
85.5018) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 66.2597 : −19.3807)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 73.3931 : −73.8238) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 93.9406)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
56.3669) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 12.4523) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 64.8097)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −80.1829) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−55.7859))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 37.6451 :
90.6462))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 30.7033 : 86.7582) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 89.6732 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.68519 : X[0])))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 10.1584 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 16.0742 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 43.129 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 11.2538 : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −16.0902) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 96.462 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 1.56282 : X[1]))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 39.3665 : −74.6457)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 2.84359 : −82.0263) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 17.7354 : 16.65))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 51.2427 : 37.7137) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 51.029 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 73.3701 : −13.8193) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −3.51274)))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 91.2829) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 98.8958 :
−20.5787)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 79.0309 : 90.6314) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −64.7861))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 43.5255 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 20.5072 : 38.0076))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 15.0333 : 18.7803) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 21.7965))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 3.66683 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 33.1032 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 1.82671 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
61.4652) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 23.7024 : 23.7893))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −56.3151)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −59.2747) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −39.5262)))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 89.1898 : 23.8998) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 44.5135 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 34.8642 : 41.5215) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 99.5403 : −57.4184))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 57.2922 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 19.8044 : 79.2679)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 63.6914 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 53.4201 : 70.0039)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 57.8792 : 21.4146)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 79.7631) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 3.97542 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 64.7782 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 12.442 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 57.2144 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 15.327 :
−17.8686))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
579
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 43.2926 : 43.0744)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −70.7665) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 19.8747) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 61.4335 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 23.3979) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −70.6474)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.7556 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 59.6469)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 34.0734 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 32.2807)))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 86.0604) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 46.8298 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −23.6613 : 5.06145) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 44.5459 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 58.4365 :
−66.3719)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 2.63997 : 94.4645) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 59.5277 : −40.6485)))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −16.0152) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−21.6547)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 15.1218 : −0.359155) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 7.5018 : −57.6969))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 88.0128 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 40.3832 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.5017 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 17.8413 : −81.9466))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 1.37421 : 53.6596) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 32.2765)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −67.9225))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 23.9212 : 74.6618) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 95.3607 : −23.7223)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 46.2059 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 74.4243 : X[0])))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 32.999 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 78.3597 : −95.759)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 10.7407 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 87.9867))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −72.4831) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 6.63589 : −26.6747)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 34.1099 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 30.6955 : −92.3894)))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 29.6706 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −73.6478)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −85.6702) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 28.5493 :
−52.8197))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −89.8084) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 42.6374) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 23.3367 : −53.5911)))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −2.49219)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 54.7339 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 26.8968) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 34.978 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? −3.05429 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? −88.9784 : −62.2944))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −89.8281) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −41.4406 : 56.3815)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 32.0187 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 24.495 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 14.911 : −29.2549)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 11.8521 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 7.07949)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 68.1946 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 77.7209) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 13.3374) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 20.425 : 92.9967)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 38.6227 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
98.9138))))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −97.5044) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 55.5472)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 48.5486 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
0.244506) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 11.0664 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 79.2574 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 86.296 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 46.1128 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 99.5529 : X[2]))))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 46.3766 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 95.8107 : 45.4959) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 50.1355 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 65.1054)))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 63.4917 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 54.8031 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 91.518 : 67.1596)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 52.9756 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −91.2142) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 98.9307 : 77.5969))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −72.8003) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 19.9761 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 81.5667 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 76.08 : 31.0182)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 84.1761)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 21.1899 :
−2.75962) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
63.3455) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 61.2763 : 13.5834)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 49.4345) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 0.988748 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 72.7746 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −90.6813) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 97.9216) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 7.69223 : −63.5732)))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 72.379 : 8.47025) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −60.5792)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 63.6896) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −34.6683)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
580
82.9796) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))))))))) : 8.41063)
Context 3 (17.579100)
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 18.2336 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 55.7196 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 89.3338 : 48.1978) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 9.73692 : 97.6823)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 33.392 : −92.3888)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 50.6498 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 40.4587 : 73.1015)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 36.5714 : −43.716) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 78.501 : −85.665))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 68.06 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −99.4936) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 99.7459 : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 85.7538) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 29.2394 :
53.4522)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 43.5525 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 46.8919 : 81.1545) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 80.8441 : 17.3225)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 20.295) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.8727 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 0.38526 : 9.92401) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 29.3968)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 38.28))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 82.3761 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 1.75133 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 30.5242 : X[1])))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 13.6545 : 28.1208) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −12.2689)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 77.6426 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 49.6301 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 99.019 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −13.7786)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 9.58559 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.7207 : 1.25361)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 18.0932 : 50.2237) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 93.6601 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 4.48978 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 71.5869 : 34.5825))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 97.6664 : 38.4179)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 36.8634 : 38.3231) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 91.758) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 78.7445 : −8.03728) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 39.0585 : 20.2082))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 84.3283 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 55.9817 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 79.5325 :
−81.2518)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 61.357 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 3.07501 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 89.7181))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 38.6917 : 63.7026) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 89.6971 : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 50.2582 : 79.2147) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 29.2591))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 99.2251 : 85.6461)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
55.416))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 59.069 : −88.4766) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 59.4971 :
−35.6436)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 25.9065 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 76.926 : 59.7481)))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 45.7374) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 44.4667 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 48.1964 : −71.4065))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.96159) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 65.8126 : −61.8165) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 43.6057 : 2.93572))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −54.3426) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −31.5208)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 69.9728 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 39.0313 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 83.7766) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 86.9512 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 20.4091 : −61.3041)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−94.7708) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 16.9395 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 66.3091 : −66.2494) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −47.8416))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 30.5152 :
8.80166) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 85.3425)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 6.30192 : −34.3943)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 79.7672 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 83.5967 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : 96.19) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 12.9001 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 32.0457 :
−55.8895) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 43.1251 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 82.2595 : 42.9791) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 43.6312))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −93.5511) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 29.496 : 19.882)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 88.1691 : 90.0595) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
95.4282))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
17.5538) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 48.2742)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 24.0896 : −24.9911) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 88.4763 : −97.994))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −27.4368) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 27.3919)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 87.4332 :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
581
0.0 ? − 31.6216 : 34.7827)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 75.1919 : 40.401) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −55.5406) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 40.1478 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 53.6833 : 49.4841)))))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 42.4484 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 0.985806 :
86.2351) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 88.0499 : −83.6655))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 88.31 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 47.8329 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 81.6332 :
−22.8534) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 94.7813 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 67.705) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −44.9621) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 82.9466) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 49.6281))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 40.2367 : −44.1545) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 84.4947 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 58.0787 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 12.1695 : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 80.7021 : 4.11733)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 60.9829 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 73.3272 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 48.2933 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 96.3546 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 37.0586 : 96.3459))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 21.2281 : −11.2886) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −99.7165)))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 89.7889 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 14.8406)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 98.0941) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 39.9312 : 66.0828))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 22.122 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 9.54779 : −39.2643)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−50.2716) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −4.17593) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 80.6348)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 47.9384 : 92.9266) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 7.66547 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 51.437 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 34.6727))))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 86.0585 : 70.7858) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −36.3237) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 39.6969 :
38.3111))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 94.9819) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 37.1983) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 25.5828 : −71.8049)))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −91.8631) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 24.0486 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 70.2449 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 56.5936 : −18.7838) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.92667 : 92.9923)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 57.0808 : −67.2934))))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −49.9769) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
18.0527)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 68.4542 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 64.0608))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 35.114 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 89.1309 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 77.3817) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 59.4045 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −48.3182)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 0.0964215 : −22.5724) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 93.6509 : 49.5008))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −65.7991) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 15.4049 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 59.5534 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 17.0943 : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 29.9328 : −87.2639)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 48.1429 : 40.9333)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 27.8981) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 98.617 : 57.7161)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 95.4063 :
−64.9356) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −84.9265) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 80.9799 : 80.9718))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 73.6842 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −8.57646) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 6.88689)))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 10.4594 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −66.6158)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 91.5574 : 11.4309))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 91.2554 : −18.2162) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 94.7226 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 6.4447 : 77.5063) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −59.3159)))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 11.518 : −39.6987) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 30.3651 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 22.4059 : −2.46484) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −1.76457)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 54.5747 : −22.3588) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 52.5979))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −3.57465)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 1.05602 : 95.9867) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 65.8955 : 69.2803)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 33.628 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 56.3318 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −32.5075)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 44.6308 :
−0.849186) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 82.2342 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 54.6436 : −15.8913) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 51.2038 : −68.5638))))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.8947 : X[1]))
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Context 5 (17.579100)
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −66.3997) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 37.093 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 94.9796)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 81.7673 : −32.7151)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −26.1342) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 31.26 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 57.6628) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 15.5667 : 14.4306))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 83.5387 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 36.0877 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 91.7775 :
34.7338))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 49.3842 : −81.2341) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 39.5645) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 50.0381 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 81.9829 : 42.6422) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 11.4472 : −47.0043)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 2.82903 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 19.262)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 36.6713 :
21.6299) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 52.3523 : 70.0412)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 99.6037 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 84.7623 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−68.6929)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 44.945 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 6.84461 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 93.3112 : −48.7187))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 66.0065)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 76.7833 : 97.4331) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.7214 :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −75.2796) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 3.02898)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 61.2084) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−34.8462))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 2.59688 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 88.9182 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −31.2738))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8156 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −79.0588) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −44.7544) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 62.2545 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −93.364)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.8696 : 93.0779) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 91.2009 : 47.7358) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −22.4453))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 83.7458))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 49.9074 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 1.37649) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 63.0481))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 60.9035 : 75.5216) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 41.8702 : 4.71309)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 91.4741 :
42.4419) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 62.6162)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 92.6099 : 62.2855)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 81.5925) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 97.1787 : 29.4086))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −13.3508) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 95.6932 : 79.5574)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 93.8898 : −15.564) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−71.7463) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 73.1039 : −44.1469)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 84.8793 : 0.405514) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 5.16535))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −85.8736) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 19.9881)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 88.7679) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 23.4996 : 81.9988) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 16.0613 : 43.9031))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 88.9718) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 46.7158 : X[2])))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 67.5933 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 1.05368 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 66.2183 : 84.6667) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −89.5495) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −58.4924) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 83.2615 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 31.7269 : 78.5188)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 70.3259 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 44.8022 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 88.4878 : 76.528))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 1.79802) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 89.9207 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 40.4977 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 23.4318 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 19.1392 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −83.5298) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 99.5274 : X[2])))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 9.04035 : 44.7347) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 96.6575 : −61.7795)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 23.7605 : −46.1593))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 36.1849) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 41.6231)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 27.5326) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.6343 : 89.1816)))))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 18.6411 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 74.9582) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 30.4159 : 10.393))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 42.4533 : X[1])) :
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(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −19.968) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −59.6094)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −81.7092) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −71.3813)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 97.6511 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 14.6397 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −76.5831) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 58.57 : 25.6279)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 66.7923) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 38.4942))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 83.2983) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 16.5281)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 32.6692 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −48.8059))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 39.7409 : −58.4235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 54.3797)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 70.9834 :
51.7553) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 45.7206 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 0.604564) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 56.2148 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
16.1888) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.182))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−81.6827) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 68.1773 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 86.795 : 62.443) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.11 : 84.3408) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −66.9116)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 93.0959 : 28.6131))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 99.2624 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −38.757)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 62.2969 : 67.5255)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 72.4305 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 49.4388)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 94.9418)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 71.4111) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −46.2224))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 79.8002) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.72 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 47.0939) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 77.1077 :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 77.5685 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 33.751 : −69.2463) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 61.8882 :
22.8326)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 94.1022 : 77.4705) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 21.2582 : −68.4363))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 5.05844 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.8598 : 55.0763)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 56.0152 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 39.0349 : X[1]))))))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 53.3971 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 95.0203 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.7404 : 45.0695) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 92.289 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 6.87155 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 74.4205 : −42.6926) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 54.8663 : −52.6618))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 46.7311 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −84.5866) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 20.9319 :
74.7999))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−91.8162) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.8528 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 42.5065 :
−88.0589) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 73.4714 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 65.341) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 81.9018 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 95.3546 : −45.5297) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 32.1474 : −98.4947)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −11.9131) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 25.9266)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 92.497 : −32.363) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 99.3281)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −95.556) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 90.0364 : −36.2008)))))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 53.207 : 80.9809)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −11.3803) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 75.479 : −64.9469))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −18.9066) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 42.545 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 58.9351 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 68.8834 : X[0])))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 1.55061 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−9.78825)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −85.4602))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 8.10223 : −53.7116)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 27.6072) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −24.6091) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 12.4963 : 56.3521)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 56.0014 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 63.6106 : −93.2372))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 3.92751 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 19.4138 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 55.3179 : 91.9853)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 64.5495 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 99.2662 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 26.2405 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 75.5499 : 80.6709) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 69.6013)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 84.5574 :
80.786) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 77.0137 : 49.6219))))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 23.2447 : −48.5307) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 74.8299 : 92.2636)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −73.9258) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 30.2353 : 23.734))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 23.2447 : −48.5307) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 74.8299 : 92.2636)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −73.9258) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 30.2353 : 23.734))) : X[2])))
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Context 7 (17.579100)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 87.2184 : −66.1368) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −39.0626) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 23.8722 :
X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 12.5023) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
28.4387)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 27.2359) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 61.645 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 37.1458 :
34.7171)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 48.1309 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 68.4884 : 53.5261)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −16.4231 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −31.4243 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
−41.058)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 53.9794 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 58.0662 : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 57.0163 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 26.6374) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 12.1825 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 85.5056 : −8.78712) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 24.7388)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 40.2356 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 47.686 : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 29.7429) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 13.7626 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 86.88)))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 31.066) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −18.2564))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 21.5786 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 16.6868 : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 38.398) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 5.1459 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 30.2034 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 51.6077 : −87.1784)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 56.412 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 14.454 : −86.4752) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −28.732)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −83.2397) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 86.2826 : 77.0974) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 9.37939))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 16.0828 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −7.70981)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 16.9292 : −25.7669) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −12.9753)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 45.9556 : 77.8407)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 18.1822 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 37.9201 : 46.3316) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : −66.4684)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −59.6423) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.89099 :
91.6298))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 65.7578 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 26.9961 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 54.7994 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 99.442 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 47.489 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −
4.59135 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 42.2439 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 80.7629 : −90.864) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 19.4776 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 17.6223 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 76.9352 : −27.2294))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −92.0177) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 4.35804 : −67.629) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 54.5655)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 82.9175 : −47.8129) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −44.7192 : 28.0905)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 87.935 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 32.4574 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 33.236 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 43.8636 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 0.827254 :
82.6186) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 64.3654 : X[1])))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 72.9492) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 92.4576 :
25.2519)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 32.8484 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 57.939 : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 30.6286) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −26.7746)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 8.88908 : 3.17917) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −84.6759)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 83.47) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 28.6369 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 8.03556 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −67.6975))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 53.153 : −82.6237) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −34.3619)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 12.474 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 70.1024))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 9.01461 : 14.5378) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 7.5586 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 86.3823 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 57.6604 : −69.295) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 83.5192 : 45.4105)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 63.541)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 47.9371 : −59.7559) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 53.3348 :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 58.6606 : 94.3527) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −44.6761)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 63.0168)))))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 30.5898 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −92.6047)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 72.357 :
585
X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 65.4225 : 98.712))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 43.7002 :
70.8553) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 98.5312 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −26.9833) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 94.2027 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 72.0874 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−27.6303) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 5.67565 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−29.5442) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.7713 : −32.2072)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 54.553 : 76.2945) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 27.8085 : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 3.03757) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 41.8073 : −0.626451)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? −
73.2248 : −18.4326) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 92.1304 :
−88.9219) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 46.6455 : −58.2101)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 15.4586 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 43.9942 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 45.3407 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 9.88445 : −74.0073) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −21.8636)))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 81.2394 : 7.07433)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 40.0001 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 19.4582 :
83.6558))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 20.6224 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 47.0289 : X[0])))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.929 : 25.4434) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 95.7462 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 45.5835) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 64.3969 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 31.5084) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 17.6572 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −55.9526))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 43.9656 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 7.19212 : 73.0792))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 97.7529 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 62.5455 : −85.3501) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −23.2898)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 29.9137 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 90.312 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −
65.1051 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −98.8639))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 91.3093 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 80.9078 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 9.84952 : 73.4338)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 25.3596 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −40.95))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 22.793 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 92.2066 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 88.8289 : −30.3463) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 52.3738 : 62.8307)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −90.8415) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 79.6852 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 30.6993))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 23.1013 : −17.2861) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 94.6486 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 87.4801) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 86.093 :
X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 74.8876 :
−17.9936) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 77.4879)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 7.38956) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 95.333 :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 89.5146 : 42.3209) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −7.51261) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −2.63138)))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 79.6415 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 66.9653 : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 93.1235) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 31.0519 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 31.4985 : 18.0362) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 54.4132 : 65.4043)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 83.6032 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 11.6633 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −2.93495))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 13.9748) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 38.4849 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 94.7018 : −63.9513) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 56.7016 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 33.7916 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 29.4685)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 48.4139 : −36.7146))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 80.2771 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 94.0907 : −9.7135)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 24.9844 : 88.6279))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 10.5974 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−28.2957) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −44.0643))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 93.0999 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 94.8312 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 22.848 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 25.2185 : 82.6711) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 78.1429 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 63.093 : −64.1608) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 12.3059))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 18.2907 : 8.6447) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))))))))) : 97.7795)
Context 8 (17.579100)
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
586
3.0 ? − 51.273 : 99.297) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 27.1642))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 94.7671 : X[1])) : X[2])) : X[2]))
Context 9 (17.579100)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 0.854364 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 64.0611))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 59.1936 : −24.5182) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −36.2617) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 9.536 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 34.0628 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 89.7898)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −99.3432) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 58.946) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 18.2601 : −84.7059)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : 94.42) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 62.7113))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.2485 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 98.4506 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 25.0613 : 58.5213) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 93.1946 : −13.9169))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 80.0179 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 22.0002 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 70.9673 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 12.7849 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 63.6745 : −17.938) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 99.456 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 14.8707 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −50.2214))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
−70.8332) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 52.62 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 81.5475 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 80.6819 : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 31.5852 : 64.1648) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 35.2932 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 19.1397 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 68.4674 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 39.2496 : 77.7749) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 32.1258)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 17.9329 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −58.8052)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 7.78596 : 17.3423) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 32.2527)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 17.9242 :
−60.2526) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 37.129 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−44.8304) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.7597 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 56.0602 : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
42.1409) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 0.427505 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 67.5056 : 38.3071) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 92.9959 : 31.5112))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 93.5604 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 37.5265 : 43.398)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 76.8439 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 42.6537 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 73.4016) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 10.3454 : 84.3891) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
−67.5523))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 93.5545 : X[1]))))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 56.4289 : 98.0525) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 41.8851 :
−65.3154) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 89.384 :
69.476) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 68.7202 : 97.8549)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −17.4508) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −98.7879)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 45.4899) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −89.3156)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 41.5314 : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 43.7016 : −52.1356) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 37.2585 :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 18.324 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−46.2012)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 23.4646 : −0.634331) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 56.0438 :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −19.668) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−65.7487)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 18.8724 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 88.9152 : −85.6434)))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 76.4415 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −15.4294) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −96.0174))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 94.2865 : 11.9706) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 78.4525 : 11.6397) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 27.1878 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 11.1721 : −30.1576) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 71.29))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 61.2631 : −75.2771) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 23.9826 : −30.2055)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −46.4193) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 42.1178 : 24.2804) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−31.0263)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 3.39117 : 19.2356) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −18.1048))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 58.2848 : 38.188) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 19.3259))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 95.1725 : −17.2852) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
44.3724)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 95.443) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
587
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 50.0474 : −27.3177) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.3408 : 89.1611) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 5.78761 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 11.8216 : 0.0909998))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
38.8458) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 85.2388 : −7.05739) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 3.51603 : X[2])))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 80.2089 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 37.6292 :
32.2704) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −67.4575)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 53.0503 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 2.09593 : 3.83362)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 44.8446) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −46.7095))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 94.0007 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.17205 :
−39.2332) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 35.6449 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 35.2393 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 53.3544 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 78.9274 : 63.648)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 17.5304 : −34.6871) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 97.6619 :
X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 31.474) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 15.7685 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 19.5438) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
41.1562))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 50.7883 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −75.9648)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 38.7183 : 78.718) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 62.4441 : −54.3779)))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 70.1462 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 69.4302 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 76.6587 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 11.6622 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 15.8325 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 72.7873 : 86.8918) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 41.0076 : X[1])))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 96.6328 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 78.7893 : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 92.2374 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 15.1896 : 65.3452) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 51.8729)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −77.8474) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 93.0682 : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 82.3021 : −28.1718) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 87.4768 : 75.2802)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 81.5712 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −20.5946) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 14.1428 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 24.9297 : 62.1054)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 37.118 : 75.6388))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −31.4124) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 81.2146 : 32.8949)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 60.6929 : 6.87206) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 24.8907 :
X[2]))))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 98.4819 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −27.1633)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −66.2171) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −60.6821))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 75.8448 : 16.4515)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 8.1923 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 64.38) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 81.6967 : −34.7068)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−41.2066))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 43.673) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 48.5882 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 33.6651) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 40.5114 : −79.1384)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 22.9275 : 72.3201) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 44.4367 : 34.1344)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 21.8585 : −96.9846)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −53.266) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 36.0876))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −68.0827)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 33.32 : 3.87751) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 74.6831 : −44.6347)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
21.1568) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 1.20903 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 47.7213)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 96.4594 : 9.75498) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −43.6592)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 24.5847 : −23.1214) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 6.47974) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −40.3542)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 0.586964) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −20.929))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 68.5683 : −81.1076) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 41.6624 : 49.4288) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −23.5277))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 15.9294 : 42.1539) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 55.8044)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 62.0421 :
15.3867) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 45.2471 : 69.3953)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 11.6549 : 29.0917) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −62.8546)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 37.2963 :
−5.71561) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 89.7805))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 86.511)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 46.7386 : −67.4405) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :





(X[1] − (((X[1] + (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 90.9928 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[1] ∗ 50.7485)))) ∗ ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? cos(X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? cos(X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 28.1647 : X[0]) : (X[1] + X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? cos(X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 50.308)) : (X[1]− (X[4] == 0.0 ? 47.8165 : 61.872)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? cos(X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 33.9857 : X[2]) : (X[1]+X[2])) : (X[1]+(X[4] ==
0.0 ? 47.8165 : 28.3228)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? cos(X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? cos(X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 23.7349 : X[2]))))))))− tan((X[2] ∗X[2]))))
Context 3 (1.154863)
((X[2]! = 76.3874 ? ((X[1] < −38.9428 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[1] == 21.8461 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < −57.3764 ? ((X[2]
! = 6.75598 ? 16.4003 : X[0]) − (X[2] == −4.47904 ? X[1] : −29.5023)) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] > 88.8904 ? X[1] :
−48.2806) : (23.9048 + X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 42.3597 : X[2]) : (X[1] ==
43.7773 ? 12.3745 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 7.01924) : (X[0] == −92.4869 ? X[0] :
X[1])))) : (((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] == 88.0671 ? X[1] : X[1])) − ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] ∗ 36.3929) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −23.9169)))/(((X[4] == 0.0 ? 29.3757 : −54.0828) ∗ (X[1] <
X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]))/(X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 52.7961) : (−82.2375 − 20.0558))))) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 71.352 : −4.41618) : (−30.3279 ∗X[2])) :
((42.2676 + X[1])/(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
93.5907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 44.8645)) : ((X[2]/44.9694)∗(−30.4429/−28.3935)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] + X[2])) : ((X[0] < −31.9456 ? 22.6997 :
X[0]) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −67.7701) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 74.974)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −79.3912) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.1277 : −24.0669)))))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −87.2076 ? ((X[1] > −59.5751 ? ((95.0186 + X[2])/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1])) : (X[0] == 34.6195 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ −13.2743))) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < 99.3696 ? − 62.7038 : −36.2175) : (X[0] + 41.7843)) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (−21.8642 ∗X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < 51.6465 ? (X[0] > 68.4672 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 99.6605 : −95.1833) :
(25.425/X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : −50.1652) : (X[2] ∗ 30.3179))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? 9.504 : −88.4141) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 74.251 : X[1])) : ((X[2] > −32.963 ? X[2] : 54.509) + (82.3758/X[2]))))) :
((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (25.9651/X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 51.2938 : −43.2793)) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] == 37.801 ? − 49.3798 : 31.0898) : (10.5516 + X[2]))) : (X[2] == 18.7494 ? (X[2] ==
7.00524 ? (−69.2519 ∗ 27.5919) : (X[0] > X[2] ? 88.6963 : −9.86769)) : ((X[1] ∗ X[1]) − (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] :
7.13383)))) + ((((X[4] == 3.0 ? 71.9764 : 48.0925) ∗ (X[0]/X[2]))− (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > 15.4297 ? X[2] : 26.7308) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 7.68979 : X[2]))) + ((X[0] > −57.9018 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 41.9346) : (−80.3024 − 48.545)) ∗
((X[1]! = 52.8976 ? X[1] : X[1])/(40.9948 + X[2]))))))) ∗ ((X[2] == −61.1132 ? (X[2]! = −71.7129 ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 39.8116 : 45.2239)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[2] + 11.7529))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]/X[1]) : (X[0] > −37.9497 ? X[2] :
−72.6169)) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 70.0092 : X[1]) : (X[0] > −11.8556 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 99.8582 : 87.1796) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 40.6325 :
16.3271)) : (X[2] == −3.45204 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −44.0781) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 45.2771 : 60.5765))) :
(((X[2] ∗ X[2])/(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) ∗ ((X[0] < −23.5208 ? X[0] : −1.05012) + (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2]))))) : (X[1] > 76.6394 ? (X[0] > −89.9049 ? (X[0]! = −70.9798 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 57.5425 ? − 86.8313 :
X[0]) : (0.821436/X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −21.6376 ? X[1] : 65.5881) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 9.78666 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? 10.1498 : X[2]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? 64.7525 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]/X[0]) : (−0.42663 + −58.2128)))) : ((X[0] == 86.9808 ? ((X[0] − 67.8957)/(X[4] == 2.0 ? −
36.8261 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 46.1667 : 5.529) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 28.7748 : X[1]))) ∗ (((X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : −95.2118) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))/(X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 51.5932 : X[2]) : (X[0] ==
63.875 ? 67.3458 : X[0])))))) ∗ (X[2] > −52.8664 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[2] == −73.2136 ? (−36.8917 ∗ X[1]) :
(X[1] > X[2] ? 64.1384 : X[0])) ∗ (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 37.2945 :
−71.6979))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 64.8441)/(X[1] − −91.7304)) : (X[1] < −4.97676 ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 68.8671 : 93.0982) : (−37.2132/12.7959))))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 78.458 : 6.83022) − (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 3.72168 : X[0]))− (X[0] == 59.2411 ? (45.3805 ∗ 13.3279) : (X[1] > −35.4353 ? X[1] : 60.0898))) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] ∗ 52.9275) : (X[0] − X[2])) ∗ ((X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : −81.5727) + (X[2] == 7.90266 ? − 90.4232 :
−24.4565))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −31.9077 ? − 84.0075 : X[2]) :
589
(X[2] > −3.55119 ? − 96.766 : −10.689)) ∗ (X[2]! = −77.3773 ? (81.5207 ∗ 28.3639) : (49.1994 ∗ 63.557))) : (X[2] >
25.823 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])/(16.5272 ∗X[2])) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[0] < −42.6259 ? X[2] : −70.3535) :
(−33.9424/X[0])))) : (X[1]! = −9.26939 ? ((X[1]! = 24.1629 ? (81.6428 + −74.567) : (X[0] − X[1])) − ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −24.4159) ∗ (X[2]! = 45.9305 ? − 30.8296 : −8.31056))) : ((X[2] == −88.7673 ? (X[2]/ − 4.89425) :
(−68.9333 − −1.32455))/((X[0] > 93.7847 ? 74.5255 : 23.9024) + (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])))))))) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = 5.79614 ? (X[0] > −14.1752 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 2.4949 : −69.002) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −38.5725)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : −39.5696) : (X[2]/74.3224))) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] : 82.0842) :
(X[2]! = −60.1432 ? X[0] : −30.4877)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]−−87.4915) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 54.6888 : 68.6492)))) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (−87.4823 ∗ 48.5591) : (X[2] == −55.7433 ? − 19.696 : X[0])) : ((X[2] >
X[2] ? − 91.7141 : −57.0466) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 53.5084 : −54.7603))) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 81.4448 : X[0])− (X[1]−−3.3749)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/− 50.1234) : (X[0] == −48.4139 ? − 16.7976 :
40.2226))))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −98.0206 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 82.0723 : 89.0613)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 86.2092 : −71.7923) + ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −68.2842))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < −41.7229 ? (X[0] + −16.7598) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 93.1845 : X[1])) :
((−33.4326/−9.43909)+(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (98.8382+
86.6452) : (X[1] + X[2])) : ((2.79815 − X[2]) ∗ (94.5372 + X[0]))) : ((X[2] > 53.9896 ? (X[2] == −56.7684 ? X[1] :
4.54049) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 71.8065))/((X[4] == 0.0 ? 90.2369 : X[0])− (84.6916−62.8936)))))) : ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? 6.31492 : −96.67) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 59.6261)) :
((−83.736/12.139) ∗ (X[1] > 16.1139 ? X[2] : 59.4464))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 76.0504 :
−48.3773) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 60.5403 : X[0])) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 86.6206 : X[1]) ∗ (X[2] > 28.2801 ? 12.9198 :
8.86126)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] == 10.8515 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 10.595 : X[0]) + (X[1] ∗ −33.4241)) :
(X[0] > 76.366 ? (38.8874 − −30.2668) : (X[0] < X[1] ? 35.0706 : −22.6365))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −63.1235) ∗ (X[0] − X[0])) : ((X[0]/22.8472) + (X[0] > 97.4814 ? − 20.9934 : X[0]))))) ∗ (((X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[2]! = 28.2116 ? − 5.95732 : −28.6013)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 7.26922 :
X[0]) − (X[0] − −39.1453)))/(X[0] > −72.9251 ? ((X[1] == −65.0751 ? X[0] : 89.9956) − (−36.0168 ∗ X[2])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == 94.548 ? X[0] : 60.9354) : (−97.1886 + X[0])))) − (X[0] == 42.5332 ? (X[2] ==
57.4364 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < −70.9636 ? X[2] : −29.0337) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 26.3911)) : (X[0]! =
−94.4785 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 1.40302 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 21.3209 : 46.304))) : (X[0] > −15.69 ? (X[1] ==
X[1] ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−35.4237 − X[1]) : (−95.3609 ∗ X[1]))))))) : ((X[0]! =
15.2869 ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 27.9912 : X[1])) :
((X[2]−−32.7674)+ (27.9527 ∗X[1])))+ (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = 76.5696 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 32.7533 : −63.0363) :
(X[0]/X[2])) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) ∗ (−46.6823 − X[2])))) + (X[2] < −83.2672 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((−85.4467 − X[0]) + (X[1] ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] < 75.0195 ? (79.4691 ∗ −76.2593) : (X[1]/3.94541))) : (((X[4] ==
0.0 ? 10.9687 : X[1])− (60.8547 ∗X[0]))− ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−10.5853 ∗X[1]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 19.5949))))) :
(X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] < −76.057 ? ((X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : −79.7527) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.2397 :
76.0167))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 73.312 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 42.1932 : X[1]))) : (X[1] ==
48.9273 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 69.9664 : 56.2196) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : −7.10841)/(91.9514/ − 31.3305)))) : (X[1] == −45.8247 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
88.3713) − (X[0]! = −85.4985 ? 9.7483 : 93.2264)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 75.1209 : −84.0293) :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[2]! = X[1] ? 31.9792 : X[0]) ∗ (46.9871/X[2])) : (X[0] ==
−59.9112 ? (X[1] == −46.0847 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 41.4966 ? 80.0626 : X[1])))))) + (X[0] < −98.3247 ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? ((X[1]! = −32.9763 ? (X[0] == −17.3265 ? − 58.1651 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 26.5765 :
22.6435)) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (62.9277 + X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! =
35.3788 ? 30.7606 : −28.0384) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 85.9071 : X[1])) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 92.8103 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −98.5085)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 46.0772 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 17.0536 : 36.17) : (X[1] > 58.5985 ? − 74.9313 : −14.1726)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] :
8.66705) : (X[0]! = 85.3705 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[2] > 61.1556 ? (X[1] > −81.3584 ? (X[1] − −87.7597) : (X[0] >
−97.2153 ? 35.6635 : X[2])) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == 1.54658 ? X[1] : 60.1087) : (X[0] == −75.3935 ? 90.7527 :
X[2]))))) : ((X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2] == 90.7677 ? ((X[0] − 3.45266) + (X[1] > 48.673 ? − 56.3605 : 77.5598)) :
(X[1] == 21.2117 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : 67.831) : (27.2169 ∗ X[0]))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0]! =
−15.0602 ? − 94.2949 : −58.07) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 29.1643 : 11.9546)) : ((X[0] < 81.3895 ? 91.6381 :
X[0]) + (X[1] + X[1])))) ∗ ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 69.4767 : 90.0001)/(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 75.8745 : X[2])) :
(X[1] > 54.7587 ? (X[2] > 36.8997 ? 43.4946 : X[0]) : (−19.1951 − X[0]))) − ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗ X[2]) :
(−74.4371 + X[1]))/(X[1]! = 96.485 ? (X[2] > −33.2572 ? − 98.009 : 12.53) : (X[1]! = −61.9917 ? − 83.641 :
X[0])))))))))∗ ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? 40.5296 :
83.9269) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−21.2132−34.0133) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 5.99818))) :
(X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.1323 : X[0])+(X[1]−−66.1882)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : 28.4857)/(−60.9863−
X[0])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (−50.5114 + 69.5827) : (X[2]/49.4589))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 79.6197) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : −36.0826)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
−67.9074 ? X[2] : −66.2288) : (−48.8415/22.0339))))) < ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? 40.5296 : 83.9269) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (−21.2132 − 34.0133) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 5.99818))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.1323 :
X[0]) + (X[1] − −66.1882)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : 28.4857)/(−60.9863 − X[0])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (−50.5114 + 69.5827) : (X[2]/49.4589))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
79.6197) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : −36.0826)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? X[2] : −66.2288) :
590
(−48.8415/22.0339)))))! = (X[1]! = 21.9368 ? X[1] : 2.07136) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? (X[0] == 68.6675 ? − 84.4791 : −37.514) : (46.4124 ∗ −63.0317)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 56.1105 : X[0]) : (X[1]! = −12.866 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((49.7728 +
X[1])− (93.0583/69.6568)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −33.4057 : 67.5492) : (X[0]−X[0])))) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (34.736 − −85.2432) : (−63.3884 +X[1])) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 78.0367 : X[0]) − (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 61.419 : 85.5212) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 89.8365 :
4.13313))/((X[0] < −63.1934 ? X[0] : 8.42473)− (X[2] ∗X[0]))))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 78.8976)) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (0.356434 + X[2]) :
(−44.4728/X[2]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 34.8849 :
X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 1.56293 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 44.9773)))) < (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[1] + 94.6647) : (X[2]/X[0]))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 17.283 : 25.8776)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : 40.1821) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −56.2098)))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 2.22174) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? − 2.36056 : X[0])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 54.9282 : 8.07358) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 71.9209 :
X[2]))) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 12.0012 : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 69.0733 : X[1])) ==
((X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])! = (80.3373 == X[2] ? 77.3724 : −62.1336) ? (X[1] == 50.1047 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 6.65923 : X[0])) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) == 18.29 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : −30.8253) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 97.771 : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 82.4027 : X[1]) : (X[1] < −30.0185 ? X[0] :
X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −96.1926) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : 52.9449)) :
((X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) < (X[1] == X[0] ? − 87.9486 : X[0]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 29.8144 : 96.8467) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 96.3891 : 42.3813))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −56.623) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 60.3813 : X[1]) < (X[1] == X[0] ? − 16.9099 : −41.0548) ? (X[1] ==
X[0] ? 40.264 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 93.5824 : X[2])))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 29.6847 : −16.3563) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −39.8351)) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[2] +X[2]) :
(−88.3958/81.5503))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? (X[1]∗X[1]) : (X[2] < −69.8847 ? X[2] : −24.6595)) :
((X[1] ∗ 91.7123)/(X[1] > 67.7732 ? 80.0564 : 21.7508)))))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? 40.5296 : 83.9269) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (−21.2132 − 34.0133) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 5.99818))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.1323 :
X[0]) + (X[1] − −66.1882)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : 28.4857)/(−60.9863 − X[0])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (−50.5114 + 69.5827) : (X[2]/49.4589))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
79.6197) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : −36.0826)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? X[2] : −66.2288) :
(−48.8415/22.0339))))) < (X[1] > 21.9368 ? X[1] : 2.07136) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 94.4603)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (98.9495 −X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 42.7126 : −55.6312))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 36.2312 :
X[1]) + (X[0] − 67.8221)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : 32.9189)/(−66.9469 − −98.045)))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.9738 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 80.2073 : −40.4646)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : −49.8079))) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : −60.3527) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 68.3776 : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2])) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 60.7434 : X[2]) == (13.01! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (−76.3192 == 18.29 ? 30.2394 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : −91.8308)) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : 77.4367) : (−8.79337 <
40.7373 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 43.9803 : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 11.7367) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : 64.8719)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? 59.6974 : X[1]) : (X[1]/ − 87.732))))) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −84.0879) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −69.4452)) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (−7.53376+44.7283) : (X[2]/−50.7533))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −5.4095 :
73.1316) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 19.1107 : 42.4494)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 19.688 : −8.50918) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 25.6271 : X[2])))) > (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 46.7899 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 53.4416 : X[2])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[1] +X[0]) : (X[1]/18.3272))) : ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 70.5378 : X[2])) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? 23.4182 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 78.6006 : X[2])) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : −41.0154) == (−21.7224 ==
24.5812 ? 32.3004 : X[0]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 22.8826 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : −18.2435)) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 34.8072 : −56.0596) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[1]/73.3379))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 47.3724 : X[2]) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) == (X[0] == 94.3587 ? − 4.18553 : X[0]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 12.742) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 26.6181 : 72.2346)))) :
((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] : 4.49711)) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : −98.3788) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : 90.1213))) > ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 98.3799 : 18.5831))! = (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 46.396 :
X[0]) : (13.9629 < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 97.6544 : X[1]) : (39.1344 <
X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? − 56.372 : 69.0052)! = (X[1] == X[0] ? 21.9471 : −86.6039) ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? 85.8692 : 2.53708) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 51.5273 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 75.4233) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 33.1687 : 59.3699) < (X[1] ==
X[0] ? − 35.2047 : 55.7073) ? (X[2] == 62.2936 ? − 49.9458 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : −5.06397))) : ((X[1] <
591
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 48.6924 : −54.1356) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))! = (14.3985 − X[1]) ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (99.9643 < X[1] ? − 44.9436 : −48.4979)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[0] : −27.1477) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 21.3737 : −29.696))))))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? (X[0] == 68.6675 ? (X[0] ∗X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 84.9315)) : ((X[0] + X[0]) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −87.4069))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 76.2284 : X[0])) : (X[1]! = −12.866 ? (X[0] ∗ −46.7241) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 35.7804 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (((X[0] ∗ 16.8069) + (X[0]! = −78.0088 ? X[0] : 62.5349)) −
((X[0] ∗ −5.88084)/(X[2] − −43.1054))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 23.1787 ? X[0] :
−93.8169) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((−97.8783 ∗ 20.9881) − (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 13.1954 ? 53.9325 : 83.9993) − (X[1]/X[0])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 22.5553 :
−88.2267) + (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : −84.8774))) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]/35.0968) : (58.5153 ∗ 64.351)) − (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 16.7648 : −1.4608) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])))) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 34.7311 : X[2]) : (X[2]/ − 8.27254)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 52.3794 : X[2]) : (X[0]! =
−78.9678 ? 72.1687 : −73.7533)))/((X[0] < −63.1934 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 52.946 : −20.0675) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
66.2063)) − ((X[2] < X[1] ? 29.6226 : X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 94.4408)))))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? (X[0] == 68.6675 ? X[1] : 56.6866) :
(−57.6364 ∗ −54.8374)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 16.8017) : (X[1]! = −12.866 ? X[2] : −71.6117))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((−38.4508+X[2])− (−80.978/8.17099)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −53.1504) :
(81.6696 − X[0])))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] − −58.8787) : (−96.6192 + 55.1251)) + ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 73.1946 : 74.9622) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 88.6703) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))/((X[0] < −63.1934 ? 25.7087 : X[1])− (17.6855 ∗X[0]))))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − −77.2627) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 12.3881 : −19.9325))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])+(65.579−X[0])) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : 98.666)/(−70.3812−X[1])))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −36.4477)) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (X[1] + X[0]) : (59.2554/X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? (−60.6873 ∗ 6.87657) :
(X[2] < −69.8847 ? − 2.56862 : −3.82058)) : ((X[0] ∗ X[2])/(X[1] > −70.9513 ? 44.1303 : X[2])))))) < (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? (X[0] == 68.6675 ? 74.9513 :
X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ 13.0105)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 3.58468 : 76.2941) : (X[1]! = −12.866 ? − 64.6608 :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2] + −43.9117) − (X[0]/X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 57.6235 :
X[2]) : (−34.4296 − −41.0045)))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] − X[1]) : (X[2] + X[2])) + ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 85.0402 : X[1]) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −99.7031) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))/((X[0] < −63.1934 ? X[0] : 58.7625)− (X[1] ∗ −0.109426))))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (−53.0331 − 1.7788) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 24.6512))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 45.334) + (X[2]−X[2])) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])/(−67.805 −X[1])))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (31.8268 + X[2]) : (X[2]/X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? (−44.4324 ∗ X[0]) : (X[2] <
−69.8847 ? 89.2703 : X[2])) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0])/(X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])))))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −20.5323)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (−83.5036−X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 47.0663))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 67.1466 :
92.9923) + (X[2] − X[0])) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : −23.4025)/(X[1] − X[1])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 80.5985 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 58.2077 : X[0])) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (85.9285+−30.3291) : (X[1]/− 97.9634))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 70.0091 :
−77.3524) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? 92.2949 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? 85.3824 : 43.4862) :
(81.6903/X[2]))))) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −76.3036) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (−24.2845 + 91.6946) : (−39.6403/ − 55.7913))) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 88.7602 : −85.5102) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −3.62218) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? 37.5896 : −84.0993)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[2] : −10.306) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : −35.3379)))! = ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] :
71.1419) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 40.2787 : −44.2675)) == (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : −9.30846) :
(X[1] == 20.3981 ? X[2] : X[2])) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? −12.8947 : 21.9637) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 45.5604 : −95.7799) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? 19.1826 : 81.874))) ? ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : −21.869)) == (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? − 6.17523 : X[2]) : (−84.695 == X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[1]) − (X[1] > 18.8669 ? 99.0531 :
X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 2.48915 : X[2]) : (77.5187 < 56.4049 ? X[2] : −45.8212))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 15.1233 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? − 97.1788 : X[1]) < (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2])))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −9.76286) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 3.12831 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 55.8362 : X[1]))) ==
18.29 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 77.7982 : −8.58047) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] : X[1])) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 18.6819 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : −61.5788))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −47.4329) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? 75.3003 : X[0])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) <
(X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : −92.03) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −6.51514) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (−39.4357 + X[0]) : (31.4405/X[0]))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] :
−28.8991) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : −91.0445)) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : −7.33645) : (X[1] >
592
X[0] ? − 97.1923 : 87.1561)) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 11.365 : 38.6041) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
−46.6454)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 97.2186 : 8.97591) : (49.4888 < −86.5892 ? − 90.7839 :
−97.7418))))) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? 63.5827 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −34.4894)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] − −28.2425) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 33.3077 :
79.1185))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 45.2292 : X[1]) + (X[2] − X[2])) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] :
X[2])/(X[0] − 40.4275)))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 95.3225) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? X[1] : 49.2147)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 13.4999 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]))) <
(X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 68.4529 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : −61.3047) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 52.5465 : −68.9103) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? 39.7477 : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[2] : 0.05521) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? 97.8034 : 28.4409)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? − 34.8885 :
X[0]) : (X[0]/X[1]))))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
80.8098 ? X[0] : 50.4355) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 24.2341)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]−X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−97.4283))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −34.7311) + (−66.9174−−55.5972)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] :
−53.1129)/(X[2] − X[1])))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 58.4011 : X[2]) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? − 57.9334 : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 83.7922 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0]))) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 58.2723 : −83.6504) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 86.454 :
X[2])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 26.1125 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 48.5894 : 36.0447))) ? (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : 5.754)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : −76.7905))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 19.4734 : −23.2845) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? X[1] :
13.5458) : (−23.6836/X[1])))))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
80.8098 ? (X[0] == 68.6675 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ −48.2184)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−39.6494) : (X[1]! = −12.866 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2] + 69.6152) − (X[0]/X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] −X[1])))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] −X[1]) : (X[2] +
X[2])) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 28.9704 : 43.5954)− (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))/((X[0] < −63.1934 ? X[0] : 60.6169)− (−37.322 ∗ −29.0237))))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? ((X[1] > 83.9778 ? (X[2]/73.263) : (X[0] > X[2] ? 19.3567 : −40.9237)) ∗ ((X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[0] : −20.6033) ∗ (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 71.7528 : X[2]))) : (X[2] < −69.8847 ? ((X[2] > −8.5377 ? 61.1841 :
−83.2738) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 96.6835 : 61.8881)) : ((X[2]! = 36.289 ? X[1] : 42.9182) ∗ (−82.9426 + 28.6033)))) :
(((X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 11.0633) : (X[1] +X[1])) ∗ (X[1] < −36.2408 ? (X[1] == −15.9663 ? 49.6652 :
−47.1324) : (X[1] ∗ X[2])))/(X[1] > (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 40.8006 : 0.579965) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 36.5127 : X[0])) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : 98.7158) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 89.8646 :
X[2])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 70.8034 : X[1])! = (X[0] == 75.1021 ? − 62.4275 : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] :
−67.7405) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 70.8147 : X[2])))))))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? 40.5296 : 83.9269) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (−21.2132 − 34.0133) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 5.99818))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.1323 :
X[0]) + (X[1] − −66.1882)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : 28.4857)/(−60.9863 − X[0])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (−50.5114 + 69.5827) : (X[2]/49.4589))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
79.6197) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : −36.0826)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? X[2] : −66.2288) :
(−48.8415/22.0339))))) < ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
80.8098 ? 40.5296 : 83.9269) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−21.2132 − 34.0133) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 5.99818))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.1323 : X[0]) + (X[1] − −66.1882)) : ((X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[1] : 28.4857)/(−60.9863 −X[0])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (−50.5114 + 69.5827) : (X[2]/49.4589))) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 79.6197) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : −36.0826)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? X[2] : −66.2288) : (−48.8415/22.0339)))))! = (X[1]! = 21.9368 ? X[1] : 2.07136) ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? (X[0] == 68.6675 ? − 84.4791 :
−37.514) : (46.4124 ∗ −63.0317)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 56.1105 : X[0]) : (X[1]! = −12.866 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((49.7728+X[1])− (93.0583/69.6568)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 33.4057 :
67.5492) : (X[0]−X[0])))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (34.736−−85.2432) : (−63.3884 +X[1])) + ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 78.0367 : X[0]) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 61.419 : 85.5212) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 89.8365 : 4.13313))/((X[0] < −63.1934 ? X[0] : 8.42473) − (X[2] ∗ X[0]))))) : ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 78.8976)) :
(X[0] > 58.739 ? (0.356434 + X[2]) : (−44.4728/X[2]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 34.8849 : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 1.56293 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 44.9773)))) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[1] + 94.6647) : (X[2]/X[0]))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 17.283 : 25.8776)) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : 40.1821) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −56.2098)))) ? ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 2.22174) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 2.36056 : X[0])) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 54.9282 : 8.07358) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 71.9209 : X[2]))) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? − 12.0012 : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 69.0733 : X[1])) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])! = (80.3373 ==
X[2] ? 77.3724 : −62.1336) ? (X[1] == 50.1047 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 6.65923 : X[0])) ? ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) == 18.29 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : −30.8253) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 97.771 : X[1])) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 82.4027 : X[1]) : (X[1] < −30.0185 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] ==
593
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −96.1926) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : 52.9449)) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) <
(X[1] == X[0] ? − 87.9486 : X[0]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 29.8144 : 96.8467) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 96.3891 : 42.3813))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −56.623) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? − 60.3813 : X[1]) < (X[1] == X[0] ? − 16.9099 : −41.0548) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 40.264 : X[1]) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 93.5824 : X[2])))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 29.6847 :
−16.3563) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −39.8351)) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[2]+X[2]) : (−88.3958/81.5503))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? (X[1] ∗ X[1]) : (X[2] < −69.8847 ? X[2] : −24.6595)) : ((X[1] ∗ 91.7123)/(X[1] >
67.7732 ? 80.0564 : 21.7508)))))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? 40.5296 : 83.9269) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−21.2132 − 34.0133) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 5.99818))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.1323 : X[0]) + (X[1] − −66.1882)) :
((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : 28.4857)/(−60.9863 − X[0])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (−50.5114 + 69.5827) :
(X[2]/49.4589))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 79.6197) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] :
−36.0826)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? X[2] : −66.2288) : (−48.8415/22.0339))))) < (X[1] >
21.9368 ? X[1] : 2.07136) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
80.8098 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 94.4603)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (98.9495 − X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 42.7126 : −55.6312))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 36.2312 : X[1]) + (X[0] − 67.8221)) :
((X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : 32.9189)/(−66.9469 − −98.045)))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 99.9738 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 80.2073 : −40.4646)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : −49.8079))) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
−60.3527) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 68.3776 : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2])) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 60.7434 : X[2]) == (13.01! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (−76.3192 == 18.29 ? 30.2394 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : −91.8308)) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : 77.4367) : (−8.79337 <
40.7373 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 43.9803 : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 11.7367) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : 64.8719)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? 59.6974 : X[1]) : (X[1]/ − 87.732))))) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −84.0879) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −69.4452)) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (−7.53376+44.7283) : (X[2]/−50.7533))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −5.4095 :
73.1316) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 19.1107 : 42.4494)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 19.688 : −8.50918) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 25.6271 : X[2])))) > (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 46.7899 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 53.4416 : X[2])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[1] +X[0]) : (X[1]/18.3272))) : ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 70.5378 : X[2])) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? 23.4182 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 78.6006 : X[2])) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : −41.0154) == (−21.7224 ==
24.5812 ? 32.3004 : X[0]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 22.8826 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : −18.2435)) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 34.8072 : −56.0596) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[1]/73.3379))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 47.3724 : X[2]) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) == (X[0] == 94.3587 ? − 4.18553 : X[0]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 12.742) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 26.6181 : 72.2346)))) :
((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] : 4.49711)) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : −98.3788) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : 90.1213))) > ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 98.3799 : 18.5831))! = (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 46.396 :
X[0]) : (13.9629 < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 97.6544 : X[1]) : (39.1344 <
X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? − 56.372 : 69.0052)! = (X[1] == X[0] ? 21.9471 : −86.6039) ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? 85.8692 : 2.53708) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 51.5273 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 75.4233) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 33.1687 : 59.3699) < (X[1] ==
X[0] ? − 35.2047 : 55.7073) ? (X[2] == 62.2936 ? − 49.9458 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : −5.06397))) : ((X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 48.6924 : −54.1356) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))! = (14.3985 − X[1]) ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (99.9643 < X[1] ? − 44.9436 : −48.4979)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[0] : −27.1477) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 21.3737 : −29.696))))))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? (X[0] == 68.6675 ? (X[0] ∗X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 84.9315)) : ((X[0] + X[0]) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −87.4069))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 76.2284 : X[0])) : (X[1]! = −12.866 ? (X[0] ∗ −46.7241) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 35.7804 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (((X[0] ∗ 16.8069) + (X[0]! = −78.0088 ? X[0] : 62.5349)) −
((X[0] ∗ −5.88084)/(X[2] − −43.1054))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 23.1787 ? X[0] :
−93.8169) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((−97.8783 ∗ 20.9881) − (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 13.1954 ? 53.9325 : 83.9993) − (X[1]/X[0])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 22.5553 :
−88.2267) + (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : −84.8774))) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]/35.0968) : (58.5153 ∗ 64.351)) − (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 16.7648 : −1.4608) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])))) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 34.7311 : X[2]) : (X[2]/ − 8.27254)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 52.3794 : X[2]) : (X[0]! =
−78.9678 ? 72.1687 : −73.7533)))/((X[0] < −63.1934 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 52.946 : −20.0675) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
66.2063)) − ((X[2] < X[1] ? 29.6226 : X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 94.4408)))))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] − −26.1267) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 98.7146 : 89.226))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 5.64116)+ (X[2]−X[1])) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : 93.2699)/(X[1]−X[1])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 5.34285) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −18.1039)) : (X[0] >
594
58.739 ? (X[1] + 40.7155) : (X[0]/X[1]))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 25.0078 : −68.9955) :
(X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? −44.6684 : −69.1615) : (11.6002/X[0]))))) <
(X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? − 95.146 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−22.075 − X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 81.4847 :
38.3825))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) + (55.0975 − −40.1214)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? 14.515 :
33.8699)/(X[1]−X[0])))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 9.06176) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 61.5354 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (45.4939 + X[1]) : (X[0]/7.53226))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −92.2535 : −16.3667) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? 32.6416 : 73.2732)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
−67.9074 ? − 65.7709 : −26.7282) : (98.0805/X[2]))))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −51.491) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 8.38691 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[0] + X[0]) :
(X[0]/X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 2.11133 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 84.6343 : −48.3801)))) < ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 5.6167 : 69.714) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? 45.7179 : X[2])) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : 35.1906) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : −94.8173))) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[0] : 83.8536) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : −11.9302))! = ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : −75.8509) == (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 62.1988) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 31.6974 : X[0])) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? −
90.4782 : 9.86129) == (X[1]! = X[0] ? −66.8838 : 34.4299) ? (X[2]−−26.183) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : 95.8734) : (87.6432 < −57.9628 ? X[1] : −14.8432))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 55.4543 : X[0])) == 18.29 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] :
−69.1263) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 33.4225 : X[1]) : (59.8269 <
16.4278 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 62.701 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 92.9031) < (X[1] == X[0] ? 68.6293 : X[2]) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0])))) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.8251 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[2] +X[0]) : (X[2]/79.1931))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : −89.0582)) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 24.6713 :
X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : −41.8324)) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 27.0889 : −28.5393) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 38.897 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 53.0932 :
X[0])))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 41.0834 : −19.2378) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 32.1672 : 79.1297)) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[2] + 94.3307) : (−36.4621/54.5606))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? 29.4688 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 49.2974 : X[0])) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 35.4207 :
X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 36.5315 : X[2])) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] :
94.1615)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : 13.5253) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 59.0096 : X[0]))))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? X[0] : 6.71284) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (52.3814 − X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 12.8863 : 38.235))) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) + (X[2] − −48.8246)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? 36.7038 : −55.1104)/(X[1] −
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? ((X[1] > 83.9778 ? X[2] : X[2]) ∗ (X[1] ∗ −30.8196)) :
(X[2] < −69.8847 ? (7.09892 − X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ 87.3699))) : (((X[0]! = X[2] ? − 47.5245 : −9.01516) ∗ (X[1] <
−36.2408 ? − 10.3683 : X[2]))/(X[1] > (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : −33.4585) : (−92.9506! =
X[1] ? X[0] : −79.3698))))))) : (((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
80.8098 ? 40.5296 : 83.9269) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−21.2132 − 34.0133) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 5.99818))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.1323 : X[0]) + (X[1] − −66.1882)) : ((X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[1] : 28.4857)/(−60.9863 −X[0])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (−50.5114 + 69.5827) : (X[2]/49.4589))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 79.6197) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : −36.0826)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? X[2] : −66.2288) : (−48.8415/22.0339))))) < ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 45.7832 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 37.7636)) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (X[1] +X[0]) : (X[1]/80.3869))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 98.8576 : 72.2803) :
(X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : −85.4739)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : −85.1452) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 34.5729 : X[2])))) == (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.0286 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (2.96306 + X[1]) :
(86.7466/ − 71.0177))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : −55.4612) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 43.2196 :
X[0])) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 22.9789 : 73.4142)) ? ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) == (−63.3294 == 72.1237 ? 73.024 : 69.785) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 99.97 : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 51.0215 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 10.8585 :
−8.90797)))) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 98.0707) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] :
51.7931)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : 76.9711) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 78.6836 : X[0])))! = (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 54.9623 : −97.6363)) : ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1] == X[0] ? 21.7816 : −77.1695) ? − 66.699 : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 13.0638 : X[0]))) ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] :
−66.0289) < (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : 39.7442) ? (X[2] == X[1] ? 7.95007 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 65.8829 : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) < (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : 11.2074) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) ? ((X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) >
(X[0]! = −94.8233 ? 31.0785 : X[0]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 27.6903 : X[0]) : (−99.2838 > −20.5599 ? 32.0042 :
89.3419)) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 31.1287 : X[0]) < (X[1] > 21.9368 ? X[1] : 2.07136) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) :
82.2095)))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 32.6719 : 31.8075)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (75.8312 − −45.1784) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 23.7187 :
−13.6665))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −7.37706) + (38.7805 − −9.25413)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] :
−15.5654)/(−98.1326 − 77.8328)))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 75.4557 : −8.70113) :
595
(X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 80.4788 :
−68.031))) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −17.7675) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] :
X[2])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 67.1638 : −82.6871) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))) ? ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : 31.4614)) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? 95.0692 :
X[0]) == (−94.9358! = 99.4651 ? X[1] : −64.6718) ? (X[1] == 18.29 ? X[2] : 4.11105) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
35.2815)) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 5.38353 : 27.3038) : (−62.4458 < X[0] ? X[1] : 94.1116)) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 20.0956 : X[2]) : (49.9817 < 61.0671 ? 14.1224 : X[1]))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 62.4172 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 66.0573 : −58.1084)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
−67.9074 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−66.5284/X[2]))))) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 76.7603 : 63.9828) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 36.194 : 36.0342)) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : (12.8444/X[1]))) :
(X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 28.833 : 78.8809) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 61.9599 : 2.10193)) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 89.9679 : −96.5079) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 45.2504 : 36.8497)))) >
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−11.8254) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 17.991 : X[1])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (21.3102 + X[0]) : (X[1]/X[2]))) : ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : −81.1493) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : −58.5245)) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? − 35.744 : 97.6424) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 18.9784 : 50.5156)) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 64.6754 : −39.9334) ==
(−37.1009 == −31.1642 ? − 8.36643 : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 28.2238 : −25.0494) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 99.1521 : X[1])))) : ((X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] : −54.3795)) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 89.5361 : −77.373)))! = (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 44.3609 : −44.5374) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? 22.3559 :
X[1]) < (X[1] == X[0] ? − 79.976 : X[1]) ? − 66.699 : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : 69.3092))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 48.7949 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : 67.0745)) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) <
(X[1] == X[0] ? − 12.7208 : X[0]) ? (−54.2759 == X[2] ? X[2] : −10.4119) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 46.9068 :
−99.0035))) : (X[2]/18.5147)))) > (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? (X[0] == 68.6675 ? 59.8925 : X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ 8.15868)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1]! = −12.866 ? 19.2096 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[1] + X[1]) − (X[2]/48.4908)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−4.82746 − 94.0371)))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2] − 0.510532) : (−66.9988 + X[0])) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? 7.26218 : X[0]))) :
((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 89.2235 : −70.1183))/((X[0] < −63.1934 ? −
65.9369 : X[1]) − (82.1523 ∗ 84.3007))))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 6.51958 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (−26.8812 + X[0]) : (X[0]/X[1]))) :
(X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : −3.71776)) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 6.28411)))) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 40.3359 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 71.5533)) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (X[0] + 93.5753) : (X[1]/49.187))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 55.076 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 34.5913 :
X[1])))) ? − 66.699 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 19.292 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 66.8091 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (53.0533 + X[0]) : (X[1]/28.8702))) : ((X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 50.1785 : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 99.6346 : 96.0887)) > (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? − 1.39122 : X[2])) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] :
−84.9711) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−3.44329 <
−14.3342 ? − 41.5278 : 40.9725)))))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? (X[0] == 68.6675 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] ∗ 15.7321)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 11.6084 : −47.7076) : (X[1]! = −12.866 ? − 13.0253 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2] +X[1]) − (X[2]/X[1])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −3.47943) : (14.8988 − X[0])))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2]−X[2]) : (74.7713+−19.5772))+ ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])− (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[1] ==
X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 13.0259 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 19.3366))/((X[0] < −63.1934 ? − 5.50451 :
67.1319) − (41.7914 ∗ X[2]))))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
6.99518) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −10.4746)) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (20.1332 + X[0]) : (−42.4953/ − 28.4116))) :
(X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 11.5769) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : 89.0853)) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : 8.5837) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 57.1786 : 80.3251) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 89.6452)) :
(X[0] > 58.739 ? (94.3175 + 99.1828) : (−82.4257/96.301))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[2] : 0.231174)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 39.9806 : 74.1242) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 86.0042)))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 2.0887 : 57.1657))) ==
((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : −0.521848) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 75.685 : X[2])) == ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? − 91.4758 : −55.471)! = (−30.3861 == X[0] ? X[0] : 78.8356) ? (−13.2298 == −36.4608 ? − 57.7122 :
−61.9668) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 75.521 : −57.1871)) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) == 18.29 ? (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : −21.529) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : 58.2053)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 53.5331 :
73.4693) : (−18.7444 < X[0] ? 63.2752 : X[1]))) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : −71.7084)) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? 35.0435 : X[0]) < (X[1] == X[0] ? − 88.3233 :
−72.4315) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : 45.4789) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : −29.8795))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 28.747 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? 0.534775 : X[1])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] :
X[1]) < (X[1] == X[0] ? 82.783 : 1.05983) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 3.53444 : 94.8703) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
−41.0181)))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 91.7875 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 23.4089 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (18.5681 + −70.8099) : (X[0]/12.4731))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
596
0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? (−40.6882 ∗X[0]) : (X[2] < −69.8847 ? 62.1338 : 59.9212)) : ((−45.5994 ∗ 80.8793)/(X[1] >
X[0] ? − 61.462 : X[2])))))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
80.8098 ? 40.5296 : 83.9269) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−21.2132 − 34.0133) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 5.99818))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.1323 : X[0]) + (X[1] − −66.1882)) : ((X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[1] : 28.4857)/(−60.9863 −X[0])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (−50.5114 + 69.5827) : (X[2]/49.4589))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 79.6197) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : −36.0826)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? X[2] : −66.2288) : (−48.8415/22.0339))))) < ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 30.775 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? (X[2] + −42.4702) : (−43.172/X[2]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : 36.4184)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : 19.0599) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 94.5582 : X[0]))))! = (X[1]! = 21.9368 ? X[1] : 2.07136) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 7.04984 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 39.4129 : −75.3447)) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? (X[2] + X[1]) :
(−76.6055/X[1]))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : −61.7462) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : −38.9399)) <
(X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : 86.3166) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] :
−14.5966) == (X[0] == −10.6915 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 82.7467 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 34.3534 :
X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : −72.7697) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 13.7931) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 74.6442 : −97.0733)) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 85.5997 : 17.1371))) < (X[1] > 21.9368 ? X[1] :
2.07136) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 85.4231 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? − 23.8724 :
X[1])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? 98.1022 : 98.3468) < (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : −64.9363) ? (X[2] == X[1] ? 48.0533 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 17.3972 : 58.8074))) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 7.24222 : 28.6568) :
(X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : −97.9574)) > (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : −21.0006) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 94.8067 : X[1])) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 28.2862 : 61.2552) : (X[2] < 33.648 ? 56.7608 :
X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[0] ? 68.3998 : 85.8221) > (−73.2461! = 51.4271 ? − 15.0992 : X[1]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(−33.1457! = 67.9325 ? 88.1194 : X[0]))))) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −64.3263)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (52.7984 − 87.8328) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 69.6864 : 98.422) + (X[1] − 80.0385)) :
((X[1] == X[1] ? − 12.4515 : X[1])/(−22.8414 − X[1])))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[2] : −75.4698))) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.6259 : 72.299) : (X[0] >
58.739 ? − 19.4343 : 41.0116)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 0.308346 : −56.218) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 28.2642 :
X[0]))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : −5.16388) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])) == ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : −16.1354) == (−76.2103! = X[1] ? X[2] : −15.5704) ? (X[2] == 18.29 ? 80.0268 : 24.3391) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (−71.3484 < X[1] ? − 9.71182 :
X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 14.1706 : X[1]) : (X[0] < −44.3037 ? − 74.1927 : 59.741))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 97.1546 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.9074 ? X[2] : −37.7571) : (X[1]/ − 75.5248))))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 80.8098 ? 47.223 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.9017 : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] − X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 52.4788 : X[1]))) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.0895 :
X[1]) + (X[0] − −95.1823)) : ((X[1] == X[1] ? 12.9145 : 27.4405)/(X[2] − X[2])))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 3.69233 : 12.6736) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : 22.3746)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−57.5026 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : 11.5044))) < (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 58.739 ? X[1] : −79.1334)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[0] : −53.6945) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : −20.5876))) ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 5.49888 : X[2]) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0])) == ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 2.04588 : −17.6931) == (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 90.4456) ? (X[2] ==
18.29 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 30.3797 : X[0])) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[1] : −98.1219) :
(X[1] < 40.6202 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? 63.1809 : X[1]) : (67.1562 < X[0] ? 60.9166 :
X[0]))) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? − 12.8238 : 82.4393) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 88.3752 : X[1])) <
((X[1] == X[0] ? 5.66445 : X[0])! = (X[1]! = 21.9368 ? X[1] : 2.07136) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 53.5294 : 89.2937) :
(−38.7487 < 36.6965 ? − 3.47296 : X[0])) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == −57.5026 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (4.94162 <
63.9157 ? 18.7319 : X[0])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? 43.1564 : X[1])! = (−33.7523! = −65.6388 ? X[1] : −76.2634) ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? 95.6043 : 42.2721) : (X[1] < 55.8145 ? 45.5873 : X[2]))))))))))
Context 4 (3.912137)
(25.0346 − tan((((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 78.3683 : 27.1875)/X[1]) + cos((log(X[2]) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 16.2396) +
cos((log(X[2]) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 45.0101 : (−96.2533 +−42.8179))))))))))
Context 5 (8.237679)
597
((−74.3206/−11.7712)− (((((((((X[0]−−23.5149)/(X[2]−6.55285))− ((−79.4774+−64.4728)∗ (X[1]−77.075)))/(((
X[0]/−67.455)+(62.4756∗X[2]))/((25.1682+−84.655)−(−70.261+X[1]))))∗((((−40.3909/X[1])∗(X[1]/−48.6386))−
((27.8632 + X[1])/(−16.5001/ − 91.2543))) − (((73.4619 − 79.5921) ∗ (36.9703 ∗ 94.0056))/((13.2263/X[0]) ∗ (X[2] −
37.1869)))))/(((((X[2] ∗ 66.2536) ∗ (−78.6153 + −88.7204)) ∗ ((X[0] − X[0]) ∗ (−90.4881 − X[1]))) − (((−57.0209 −
X[1])/(X[1]/− 99.5449))− ((X[1] ∗X[2]) + (−5.45565/− 81.6349)))) ∗ ((((33.4021/12.572)− (60.9459 + 68.4686)) +
((−80.5866/X[1])/(X[2]−X[0])))−(((31.9822/−71.0392)+(X[0]/−70.1606))+((X[1]−X[2])∗(4.17943∗90.1187))))))/
((((((X[2]∗−37.1693)−(X[0]+42.5486))/((−58.4419∗X[2])/(−90.0853∗X[2])))∗(((−37.9058+13.8359)−(1.26455−
80.3021)) ∗ ((X[0] ∗X[0]) ∗ (67.1489 ∗X[2]))))/((((X[2] +X[0]) ∗ (X[1] +−55.7706)) + ((55.2253 ∗ 21.5958) ∗ (X[1]−
X[0])))/(((X[0]/73.4395)/(68.417/X[1]))+((X[1]/−93.5064)−(X[0]∗X[1])))))−(((((−41.4711∗X[2])−(X[1]∗X[1]))+
((X[0]∗X[1])−(74.4235/65.2218)))+(((37.3192−X[2])∗(X[2]−−34.6623))∗((−43.22∗X[2])∗(−36.064/15.8753))))∗
((((X[2]/− 63.5158)− (X[1]− 69.8122))− ((X[0]−X[1])+ (X[1]/X[1])))− (((−43.2904−X[1]) ∗ (X[2]+ 87.6351))+
((X[2]/87.0032)∗(X[2]+84.7949)))))))∗(((((((X[2]/X[0])+(−65.9033∗−84.7676))−((X[2]∗7.31436)+(X[1]−X[2])))−
(((X[0]+X[2])+ (−28.4694 ∗X[0]))/((X[0]−−74.7494)+ (−79.3095+38.5526)))) ∗ ((((30.6495 ∗X[1])+ (−42.5143 ∗
−65.5246))/((−80.747∗−44.5645)/(X[2]−X[0])))/(((−68.4212+−86.5542)+(X[0]/−19.5172))/((−12.5456−X[0])∗
(X[0]+10.4052)))))+(((((X[2]/−78.5383)∗(−3.45654+−27.1488))∗((9.96132/X[1])∗(54.4492+X[2])))/(((X[0]/X[2])





(X[0] ∗X[1]))) ∗ (((X[1] ∗ 21.3497) + (−39.0934/X[0])) ∗ ((X[1] ∗X[0]) ∗ (X[1]/− 31.6808))))/((((60.0134 ∗ 21.1248)−
(−80.2359∗X[2]))+((X[0]/−67.7239)−(X[0]+X[0])))−(((X[2]−−36.4519)−(X[1]/69.5391))/((X[2]∗−42.5981)−
(X[1] ∗ X[0])))))))) − (((((((X[0] ∗ 24.2581) ∗ (X[2]/X[2])) + ((X[0] ∗ 75.2593)/(X[1]/ − 47.7087))) ∗ (((−21.7163 ∗
X[1])/(−81.9508 − −43.6144))/((−86.2244 + −26.4391) − (−99.2924 + −93.0032)))) ∗ ((((X[2]/19.3326)/(27.0107 +
−70.0102))∗((X[1]−−35.4551)/(56.3564−0.568797)))+(((X[1]−32.3215)/(X[2]+25.1567))/((24.3081+X[2])+(X[0]∗
−52.6191)))))/(((((X[1]∗−19.7354)/(X[0]−42.186))+((X[0]−X[1])+(X[2]+X[0])))−(((16.7315−X[1])/(−72.4711−
X[1])) ∗ ((3.69161 ∗X[2])− (X[0]/X[0])))) ∗ ((((X[1] ∗X[1])/(68.1439−X[2]))− ((−55.245− 55.5074)/(0.0626865 +
X[1])))−(((0.829218/−31.2521)/(95.7811+−19.805))/((X[0]∗22.8486)+(X[1]∗51.3632))))))+((((((−56.4521∗X[1])+
(X[0]/X[1]))∗ ((42.9023/X[0])/(X[0]−−28.0809)))∗ (((X[1]/61.6712)∗ (X[1]/−62.784))+((−18.8386/X[2])/(X[2]+
X[1]))))/((((X[0]/66.9851) + (X[0] + 21.4763))− ((X[1]/X[1]) ∗ (16.7758−X[1]))) ∗ (((X[0]/− 46.4197)− (−25.9523
/37.6682))−((−99.7342/X[2])/(24.7665+37.9017)))))+((((((34.9853∗−85.1135)+(X[2]/24.8451))∗((−23.7793/X[1])/
(X[0]−−74.9819)))∗(((21.8004/−94.5542)∗(X[0]/14.1456))+((−43.5562/X[1])/(X[2]+64.0334))))/((((81.7861/X[2])+
(X[1] +−85.9966))− ((88.8495/58.5706) ∗ (X[1]−X[1]))) ∗ (((−92.1079/X[0])− (X[0]/92.8139))− ((47.1231/X[1])/
(18.6021+X[0])))))+(((((−42.4206+3.0424)∗(−0.180052/−24.653))∗((−56.2578∗X[0])+(X[1]/X[1])))/(((51.5304+
X[2])− (19.4327 ∗ −50.1655)) ∗ ((X[2]− 40.8829)− (X[1]/75.9505)))) + 7.90193))))))
Context 6 (3.501558)
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 12.9788 : X[2])−((71.6897−−49.0926)/(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]−X[1]) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(pow((
X[2] − X[1]), 3), 2) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow((X[0]/67.0907), 2) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 61.6107 : −55.267) +
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) + pow(pow((pow(X[0], 2) − X[2]), 3), 4)))/((X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(pow((X[2] −
X[1]), 3), 2) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow((X[0]/67.0907), 2) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 61.6107 : −55.267) + ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) + pow(pow((−91.5602 − X[2]), 3), 4)))/(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? pow(pow((X[2] − X[1]), 3), 2) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(50.2828, 2) : (X[0] + X[1])) + pow(pow(X[0], 3), 4))) ∗ (((X[4] == 3.0 ? pow(X[1], 2) :
(X[2]+X[2]))∗((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (26.2076−X[2]) : (43.72−X[2])))/(((X[1]∗16.2356)∗(X[2]/X[2]))+(((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 2.88399 : −65.5035)/(X[2]−X[1]))))))))))
Context 7 (8.43395)
(10.5008+ (((((X[0]−X[1])− (−38.2086 ∗−36.5391))/((−0.99405 ∗X[0])/(X[1]/− 75.2544)))− (((−92.7337/X[0]) +
(X[0] + 74.1592)) + ((X[0]/ − 72.5933) − (−62.6252 ∗ −18.7175))))/((((36.8521/X[0]) + (−18.2677 − −26.3023)) +
((80.8614−−62.3156)+(32.8697/−5.68613)))+((((36.8521/X[0])+(−18.2677−−26.3023))+((80.8614−−62.3156)+
(32.8697/− 5.68613)))/((((X[1]/− 97.1158) + (X[1]/42.7737))/((X[2]−−97.3793) + (67.2677 ∗ −37.6638))) ∗
(((((−17.015−X[1])− (X[2] +−52.518)) + ((X[1]/X[0])/(15.289/X[0]))) + (((X[1] ∗X[0]) + (98.9145/− 2.91341)) ∗
((51.9357−X[0])− (X[1]− 34.4125))))+ (((0.015914+74.805)+ (−73.8362+X[2]))/(((57.3903+98.8039)+ (X[2]/−




(((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) − 66.393)/(X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 94.8354) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 42.1529 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −43.2803) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (8.15263−
70.1743) : (−72.6298/X[1])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 70.2038 : 51.5452)))) + (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 24.4876 : 95.2003) − (−40.393 − −80.4101))/((23.9775/88.8973) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
−97.7939))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 80.7815 : X[2])/(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 74.0094 : −46.2505)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] ∗X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 36.0186 : X[1]))))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (26.6879/15.3907) :
(X[2] +X[0]))/((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (27.013−X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.49593 : 59.4176))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 94.4977 : X[1])) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −52.3636) :
(X[1] − X[1])))) + ((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 14.7461 : 93.0322))/(X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0] +X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) ∗ ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (−35.6438− 28.2625) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 69.8553 :
74.4285))+((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])−(−22.9008∗57.6997))))))∗((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((((−48.7695+
−87.3689)/(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 14.6769)) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] +
65.571)))/(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[0] + −32.9508) ∗ (4.91325/X[2])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 82.3348 : X[1]) + (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : 61.6472)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])−((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
42.7927)) : ((−20.8497/X[0])−(X[2]−X[0]))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]∗X[1]) : (11.6966+−98.9337))+((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] − X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 10.3131))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (−46.4031∗64.6843) : (X[0]∗74.9483)) : ((X[0]+−91.7984)∗(X[2]+−2.87083)))∗((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? 5.48044 : 62.5208) − (X[1]/X[2])) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 9.38337 : −23.4804) + (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 15.2607)))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −30.9604)/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 85.1481)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 36.2556 : X[2]) : (−32.6856/42.5497))) : (((X[0] + 39.9672) − (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 77.6979 : X[0]))/((X[4] == 2.0 ? 12.7986 : X[1]) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? 48.2187 : −75.0742))))))) + ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 42.0266 : 95.8161) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 61.0932 : 38.5514)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−27.1092/80.6867) : (−75.7437 − X[1]))) ∗ ((((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 51.1548 : X[2]) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 20.8961 : 63.0959)) − ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 29.2359)/((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −73.6797)))) : ((((31.4596 + X[2]) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? 22.1701 : X[0])) + ((X[0]/X[0]) − (X[0]/X[1]))) ∗
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((44.7471 ∗ X[2])/(12.4421 + 3.58237)) : ((X[1] − 3.79592)/(X[4] == 1.0 ? 57.4605 : 46.7634))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + (X[2]/X[1])) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗ X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 87.7185 : X[0]))) + ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −66.4982) + (X[1]/44.9397)) − ((X[2]/X[0]) + (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((43.9331/X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
((X[2]/X[1]) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 87.1303 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2])/((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −65.6485)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 97.3802 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 50.5382 :
89.2643)))))) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] ∗ X[0])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]∗−77.8466) : (88.626/−98.4732))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−71.2652∗X[2]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −50.2059)) : ((−63.9859 − 96.977)/(X[0] ∗ X[2])))) − ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 36.0072) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 62.6748 : −63.5242) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 4.93048 : 86.7398))) : (((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −13.9246) + (−28.2657 ∗
X[2])) + ((X[2] − X[2]) + (X[0]/35.3462))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/ − 47.6837) : (X[2] +
−80.9968))/((−42.6009/X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) ∗ (((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) − (X[2] + −21.4526)) ∗
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 31.1286 : −85.8562) : (X[2]/ − 65.7874)))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 83.0611) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −57.3968)) : ((X[1] −X[1]) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]))) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 0.739589 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (88.6101 +X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 7.3009)))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 0.0532385)))
Context 3 (21.630685)
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 27.093 : 66.4997))/((X[4] == 1.0 ? 15.8656 :
X[2]) − (X[0] ∗ 63.6841))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] ∗ −78.1923) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) + (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (70.4731 ∗ 72.5329) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 12.7926 : −14.7642)))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−34.7031 −
X[1]) : (X[1]/53.3393)) : ((−88.7128−X[0]) + (74.0774 + 17.0059)))/((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗
X[2]) : (−16.9767/40.8986)) : ((10.7354/0.19168) ∗ (X[0]/X[2])))))/((X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[2] ∗ X[2]) ∗ ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 9.34426 : X[0])) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−76.8843 + 69.1456) : (47.1563 − X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])/(X[1] − X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (19.1772 + 72.9562) : (50.5166 + X[2])))) ∗ ((((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (−52.2198/ − 33.4169) : (X[2] ∗X[2])) − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/ − 51.8727) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 24.7296 :
X[1]))) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])− (X[1] ∗X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.57613 :
−65.9201) : (−34.2836/ − 1.03691)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
63.2925) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −33.136)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (58.2265 − −94.3384) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
599
X[1])))−((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 20.4244 : 71.6287)/(X[2]∗−84.69)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 1.88597 :
−82.1215) + (X[1] − 62.8641))))/((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : (53.7838 − −71.9517)) + ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] + X[0]))) − ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 79.3831 :
−21.4425) : (−11.9612∗X[0]))+((50.2576∗15.1068)/(X[0]−X[0]))))) : (((((X[0]+−51.1833)− (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−49.8605))− ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])/(X[2] +X[0]))) ∗ ((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 2.83866 : 35.8275) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 96.68 : X[1])) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? (14.3379−X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −57.9831))))− (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −84.9409) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])+(X[4] == 0.0 ? −28.3364 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[2]−X[2])∗(X[2]∗X[1])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (12.8698/21.2647) : (16.968 − 81.4897))))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((14.6498+40.3579)∗ (X[1]−X[2])) : ((−29.5158+X[2])/(−37.8738/X[0])))+((X[4] == 0.0 ? (79.6591∗X[2]) :
(3.70708 ∗ X[0]))/((71.6312/X[0]) ∗ (X[2] + X[2])))) : (((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 70.424 : X[0]) + ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))/(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 15.0236 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −96.0645))) +
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 33.6006 : X[2]) + (74.2919 ∗ 62.7913)) : ((−96.5291/X[0])/(−77.6429 ∗
−69.4584)))))/(((((X[2] + X[1]) + (X[1] − X[2])) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? (72.1032 ∗ −99.1909) : (−58.8516 − X[0]))) −
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−71.1609 ∗ X[2]) : (−41.4283 − 42.1535)) − ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
23.4744) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 52.696)))) ∗ ((((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 54.0935) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]))∗((X[2]/55.9812)/(−67.5066/83.2061)))∗(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]∗−44.6232) : (X[1]−X[1]))∗(((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −53.2512)))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.5524 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −72.6247) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])/(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 99.0666)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) + (X[2] ∗X[1])))) : (((((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 72.6775 : X[1])/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 79.8797))/(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −22.3607) ∗ (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) − ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (97.0282 + X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 79.6292 : 98.8674)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 32.46 : X[0]) : (X[0]/X[1])))))+ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (87.3589/X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) ∗ (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]/− 24.3938) : (X[2]−X[2])) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 99.2097 : X[0]) :
(62.002 ∗ X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0]/89.9866) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[2])) : ((−13.4255 ∗ 65.3002) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 99.5992 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[2]/X[1])/(−94.6638 ∗
14.849)) : ((−78.0135 + X[1]) ∗ (X[2] − X[1])))))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−63.3997/ − 9.25056) : (−57.2918 + X[2])) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−80.1962 − X[2]) :
(42.1131/X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (27.265 ∗ X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 7.64392 : −17.0849)) :
((X[4] == 2.0 ? 52.7395 : X[1]) − (X[2] − 12.434)))) + (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[0]/ − 33.7601)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −35.273) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 85.3209 :
X[0]))) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 65.9593 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 52.76 : X[1])) ∗ ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 19.8861 : −89.5932) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 32.8019 : X[1]))))) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[2]/X[2]) ∗ (18.3957/X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 18.1739 : −0.124927) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 31.8991 : X[1]))) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))/((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] + −32.816) : (−30.2258 + 16.8761)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? (−85.7799/−75.2367) : (X[2]/50.3391))+((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (90.2016−X[2]) : (X[2]+X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((−39.1925 + X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? 10.2464 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] ∗ 86.8171) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 83.94 : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −4.38099) :
(X[1]∗48.7289))+((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])−(X[4] == 3.0 ? 82.1538 : −28.2321)))∗(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1]−X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 88.8036 : 4.64125)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 27.7849 :
−13.4966) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 51.2846 : −38.8573))))/(((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 56.3052 : 67.5276) + ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 67.8778 : X[1])) ∗ ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 1.59141) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −7.89246)))/(X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗X[1]) : (51.0059/X[0])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.1789)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 14.6414 :
X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]/X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))/(((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])− (38.594−X[1])))/(X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −6.16036)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? 32.5263 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−85.7682 ∗ −19.6238) : (47.8898 − −12.1932)))) : ((((−14.1832 + 90.508) + (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 82.8196 : 62.9365)) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 0.249266 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])))/(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (88.675+X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −83.1681))− ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 71.3397 : X[1])−(X[2]−5.21483)) : ((−72.8929−X[2])+(X[1]−−1.591))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) + (X[2]/X[2])) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −61.1895) − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −
39.4918 : X[0])))) + (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 65.8914 : X[2])/(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 61.8985 : 82.574)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 65.0421) : (33.5435−X[2])))/(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] +
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 76.325)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 14.696 : X[2]) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])))))/((((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 75.1988 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 98.475 : −35.8436)) + ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −17.6632)− (X[4] == 3.0 ? 60.3847 : X[0])))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? −45.9433 : −29.612)+
(X[1]−X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((83.7704/X[2])−
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 77.3648 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])))/(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + X[0]) : (98.8127 ∗ 14.5238)) − (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 24.9556 : −34.5252) ∗
(X[2]/− 48.9421)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 67.1279 :
69.3936) : (X[0] − −77.3026)) − ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) ∗ (X[0] + 77.7347))) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −8.34775) : (−57.6159 ∗ X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 35.8951) :
(−0.843598−X[0])))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[2]−X[0])−(75.2156−55.4572)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−91.4745+X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 56.8557 : 97.1714))) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 84.9495 : 39.2387)) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])/(30.8283 − −86.5007))))) : ((X[4] ==
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2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −68.5527)) : ((−66.4341 −
X[0]) + (−55.11 − X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 10.192 : X[1]) − (−48.8046/39.6503)) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])/(−24.297 ∗ −46.6166))))− (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 39.8727 : 84.8756) :
(X[0]−X[2]))/((X[0]∗68.8804)∗(X[0]−−84.8773))) : ((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 10.9025 : 95.5985)+(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
12.9756)) − (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 74.4047) − (X[0]/ − 50.6964))))))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (((((X[2] + X[2])/(X[1] − −73.7844)) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 54.933 : 21.8562) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 88.8429 : −74.5918))) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−89.9352 + X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 16.0235 : 20.9154)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 4.97753 : −8.13372) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−34.0269))))/(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 22.598 : 55.6568) : (−34.4247 ∗ X[2])) :
((X[0]/ − 63.2845) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7414 : −69.3646))) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 1.63228 :
X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[2]/ − 37.0502)/(X[2] + 63.9463))))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−74.7413 − 48.5877) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 57.5213)) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) ∗
(X[2] − −62.1641))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((97.8619 ∗ −71.3202) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 72.4002)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ −72.5821) : (2.62468 ∗ −1.48857)))) ∗ ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−77.9628 − −31.2597) : (56.8598 +
X[0])) − ((91.5577 ∗ 55.9095) + (X[0] − X[0]))) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) + ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) − (X[2] ∗ −20.9482)))))) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]/61.7367) : (X[2] − X[2])) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −5.69386)))/((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 48.7613) : (X[0] + −88.0307)) + (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 24.4222 : 9.56796) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])/(−49.3019 ∗ −79.6159)) : ((X[0] + X[1]) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 89.1042 : X[2]) : (−15.9218/ − 20.5295)) : ((−54.6278 ∗ X[1]) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 7.91091 :
X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((94.6474 + 48.0219) + (−54.8162 ∗ −32.9731)) + ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? 78.6416 : X[0]) − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[1] ∗ X[0]))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (−63.9039 ∗ X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? (−15.3205/ − 25.3429) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 20.6887 : −62.4213))/(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((−57.2653 ∗ X[1]) + (−20.1499/X[0])) : ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? 10.428 : 36.7611) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 42.2403 : 54.5388))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (((((X[2] + X[2])/(X[1] − −73.7844)) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 54.933 : 21.8562) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 88.8429 : −74.5918))) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−89.9352 + X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 16.0235 : 20.9154)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 4.97753 : −8.13372) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−34.0269))))/(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 22.598 : 55.6568) : (−34.4247 ∗ X[2])) :
((X[0]/ − 63.2845) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7414 : −69.3646))) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 1.63228 :
X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[2]/ − 37.0502)/(X[2] + 63.9463))))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−74.7413 − 48.5877) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 57.5213)) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) ∗
(X[2] − −62.1641))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((97.8619 ∗ −71.3202) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 72.4002)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ −72.5821) : (2.62468 ∗ −1.48857)))) ∗ ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−77.9628−−31.2597) : (56.8598 +X[0]))−
((91.5577∗55.9095)+(X[0]−X[0])))+(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])+((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) :
((X[2]∗X[0])−(X[2]∗−20.9482))))))−(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/61.7367) : (X[2]−
X[2])) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −5.69386)))/((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 48.7613) : (X[0] + −88.0307)) + (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 24.4222 : 9.56796) − (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])/(−49.3019 ∗ −79.6159)) : ((X[0] +
X[1]) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 89.1042 : X[2]) :
(−15.9218/ − 20.5295)) : ((−54.6278 ∗X[1]) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 7.91091 : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (((94.6474 + 48.0219) + (−54.8162 ∗ −32.9731)) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 78.6416 : X[0]) − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] ∗X[0]))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (−63.9039 ∗X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (−15.3205/ − 25.3429) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 20.6887 :
−62.4213))/(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((−57.2653 ∗ X[1]) + (−20.1499/X[0])) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 10.428 : 36.7611) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 42.2403 :
54.5388))))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((X[2] ∗ −83.8203) ∗ ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 59.0186 : −53.2078))/(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 14.0441 : X[0]) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 58.7417 : 97.5995))) :
((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −43.4597 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 82.6396 : −37.0847))∗((75.0931−X[0])+(X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −78.8186)))) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[0] + X[2])/(11.9757 + 61.7549)) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 21.6617 : 7.40306)/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (28.9908 +
−21.2754) : (−95.9861/ − 37.1816)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (80.4906/18.0873) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 65.7089 : X[0]))))) :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−53.674/42.667) : (X[2] ∗ −4.55879)) − (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 32.2555 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 29.1494))) : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 57.2582 : X[0]) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? 88.6139 : −74.4832)) : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[0]) : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−58.4341 − X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 72.7591 :
−50.3787)))))))))
Context 4 (21.630685)
((X[0]− 10.9205)− (X[4] == 0.0 ? 35.5263 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]/
10.9205) : (86.7179− (X[1]/− 12.9757)))− ((−86.947/− 46.6122) ∗ (−4.22475 +X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ?
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(86.7179− ((−86.947/10.8412)/(X[0]+X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (86.7179− (X[1]/X[0])) : (86.7179− (X[0]/X[0]))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]/10.9205) : (86.7179− ((−86.947/(X[4] == 0.0 ? 22.8857 : X[0]))/
((X[2] +−87.2387) +X[1])))) : (86.7179 + (X[1] ∗X[2]))))))
Context 5 (21.630685)
(−90.6057 + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((9.03888/89.1622) + ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 7.71889 : −39.1416)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 49.59) : (X[0] + X[2])))/(X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −73.8965)− (X[1]−X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 28.9994 : −52.67) : (−25.8725 −X[0]))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (85.3663 + −30.6222) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 88.6508 : X[0])) + ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 98.8168 : 69.4695)/(X[1] + X[1])))) : (X[2] − 13.1283)))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((9.03888/89.1622) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 7.71889 : −39.1416)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 49.59) : (X[0] + X[2])))/(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] − −17.0674) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −89.9384)) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? 96.1611 : X[2]) + (38.7084/ −
46.466))) : (X[2]− 13.1283)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))))
Context 6 (21.630685)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (((−81.3451 ∗
99.1093)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 15.9162)) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 41.2532 : 43.271) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]+88.4207) : (−55.6077∗X[2]))+ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]/X[2]) : (X[2]∗
X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((−25.644−−66.7892)− ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 52.5309 :
80.0667) ∗ (X[2] ∗X[0]))) : (((−52.4581 +X[2])− (−23.728−X[1])) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 0.0468881 :
X[2]) : (X[0] − 42.2036))))) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 63.5616) + (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : 12.9443))+ ((9.11613−X[0])− ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −68.0841))) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (−56.424/X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 34.6563))/((X[2] ∗X[2]) ∗ (X[1] ∗X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 33.4217) : (X[2] +X[1])) : ((−13.7193 +X[2])/((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.2017 : −85.9946)− (−64.6474−X[2]))− ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 9.80552 : 70.1018) + (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −78.3806)))))) : ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[1] ∗ X[2]) + (X[2]/ − 45.9928))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 69.0803 : X[0]) : (X[1] ∗X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 14.3458) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 16.7507 :
−26.7243)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (25.3448 ∗ −57.1394) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 79.1273 : X[2]))))/((((−43.198 +X[0]) ∗ (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))/((65.82 + 66.95)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.295 : 16.9503)))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −32.0446)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 40.3509 : 96.6488) : (X[2] ∗ −18.3066))))) − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[4] == 1.0 ? (−30.3919 ∗ −94.2487) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 24.4197 : 0.911025)) ∗ ((X[0] + −99.7475)/(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 86.3664 : 60.6013))) + ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−62.9682 +X[1])) + ((81.0899 + 0.000936585)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 38.2353 :
−23.5024)))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] ∗X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 76.4311 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (57.858 − 69.3857) : (−34.6969/23.9075))) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (7.22758/X[0]) : (23.4552/X[2])) − (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (58.5027 ∗ X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))))) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 47.6756 : 15.297) : (90.9842 + X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−61.935 − −81.5221) :
(54.456/29.5483))) − ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[0] + 73.1988) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? 36.0633 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (76.9412 − 39.8084) : (43.4405/X[2])))) ∗ (((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −38.3929) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 41.923 : X[1]))/((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −28.312) + (44.2876/40.9865)))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (−10.3221 ∗ 56.8826) : (70.3603/X[2])) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −8.47517))))) : ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? (((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 48.4058) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? −5.89671 : 86.798) : (−57.5749−X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? −19.2795 : X[2])−((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 33.0706 : X[0])) : ((X[0] + 57.499)/(X[2] +X[0]))))− ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (86.1994/44.7673)) : ((92.0966 + −2.01095)/((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 46.6578 : X[1]))) + (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (−43.9543+X[2]) : (−9.00823+X[0]))+ (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−10.9689−X[1]) : (X[2]/X[1]))))))/(((((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −90.2743) ∗ (6.98016 ∗ X[2])) : ((X[0] + 39.4592)/(9.61104 + X[1]))) − (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−27.0681 − −80.037) : (X[2]/X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 8.77136 : 78.7036) :
(40.7112 ∗ 52.7533)))) + (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−26.8775 ∗ −43.7767) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−76.4064)) : ((X[0] ∗ −26.3441) ∗ (X[2] + X[2]))) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 53.0594 :
−44.3974) : (X[2]+X[0])) : ((X[1]+X[2])+ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 97.7178 : X[1])))))/((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((((X[2] ∗
24.2471) + (−57.8738 ∗ X[2])) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−31.2693 ∗ X[1]) : (0.976791/ − 28.1717))) + ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 52.8595 : 64.8404) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? 21.3045 :
X[2]) ∗ (X[2] ∗ 43.2824)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]/X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 98.2981 : X[1])− (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 74.0484 : 63.7481))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] − X[1]) : (X[1]/X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : (−87.34 ∗ 9.81797))))))))/(X[4] ==
1.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 62.3834) ∗ (X[0]/91.0806))− (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) − (X[2] + −85.8261))) + (((X[0] + 26.3066) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? 58.3467 : X[1]))/((X[4] ==
602
2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) + (X[2] − X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−26.714 ∗ 41.4078) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 92.7915 : 88.5206)) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 0.919907 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]))) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]/ − 49.3616) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−26.7048/X[2]) :
(X[2] − −66.0089))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + 43.8003) : (93.7723 ∗
X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (82.2946 − X[2]) : (90.1645 ∗ −99.6322))) + ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 74.0304 : X[2]) +
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 51.3092 : 76.5526))/((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 4.35282) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? 95.7351 : X[1])))) :
((((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 45.5852 : 35.093))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (−94.0281 ∗ X[2]))) + (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[1] − −57.8332) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 45.8912 : −73.4783)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (25.6954/X[1]) : (X[2] + −78.9234)))))) ∗ ((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −83.0337) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −34.0646)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 60.4343 :
16.6389)/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 74.5658 : −88.9691)))/((X[4] == 1.0 ? (−28.4826 ∗X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
47.7296)) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 32.4366) : (−98.3311/ − 72.4449)))) : ((((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ X[1]) : (X[0] + 57.5468)) + ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 75.5081 : −13.1169)/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) + (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((−0.723096/− 71.8316) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 8.78868 : 84.0843)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −72.5399) : (−56.8931/X[2]))))) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 79.3059)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 30.7776 : −0.422538) :
(X[0] + 99.4645))) : (((66.2029/X[0]) + (93.9005/X[2])) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 96.2174) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 30.6114 : X[1]))) − (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (−86.805/−90.6186) : (X[2]−−55.0462))+((−15.9294+X[0])−(15.8265∗X[1]))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 33.2296 : X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 36.3898 : X[1]))/(((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 3.11839) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 81.1036 : X[1]))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 12.9876 :
98.0135) : (−91.9927 ∗ 30.853)) + ((X[2] ∗X[2]) + (X[2]/X[1]))))− ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 99.6344 : X[0]) : (39.9807 ∗ −25.5543)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−4.98033/X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 32.9225 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 98.5926)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 44.4733 : −21.2703) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −53.7261))))) :
((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? −49.0717 : −45.2885)+(−88.5496∗−74.7058)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.08407 :
70.0819)/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 10.887 : 65.0995)))/(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−99.1675−X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
65.2781))+(X[4] == 2.0 ? (95.148+X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? −49.6389 : −78.5024))))+((X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 75.496 : X[1]) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 24.1173)) : ((89.6739/ − 36.8133)/(X[2] + X[1])))/((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]−X[0]) : (56.0519∗X[1])) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −52.4825 : X[0])/(X[4] == 2.0 ? 88.7029 :
−40.0811)))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((−21.7618 −X[2]) ∗ (X[1] + 0.886886)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]∗91.4859) : (−44.0783−X[0])))−(((X[1]∗X[2])/(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 22.5393))∗((X[4] ==
1.0 ? 55.0021 : 1.97028) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −
21.6715 : −31.339) : (77.7974/X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.1057 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.77152 :
X[1]))) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −34.675) − (42.9656 +X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) −
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
33.7632) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −21.9064)) : ((48.3902−−96.27)+(65.0832−X[0])))+(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 5.73887 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 2.12936 : −9.37555)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 82.7015 : −74.068) : (X[0] − 89.5043)))) : (((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −31.6942)/(X[0] −X[1])) ∗ ((X[1] −
55.6273)−(−2.90232−−85.2305)))/(X[4] == 1.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −7.90828 : X[1])/(X[1]∗X[0])) : ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 23.3038 : X[2])/(X[4] == 1.0 ? 3.9565 : X[2]))))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[0]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((45.2521 + X[0]) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −87.0558)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[0]) : 99.0344))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[0]) : 99.0344) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[0]) : 99.0344))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[0]) : 99.0344) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]−X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]−X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]−X[0]) : 99.0344)))))))
Context 7 (21.630685)





(24.5776 − (X[1] == ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) >
((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 <
89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + −41.5243) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[0] : −58.7205)) >
41.2624 ? (56.526 +−5.14827) : (X[0] +−23.7864))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 :
X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 66.934 : X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[1] >
(X[1] < 41.2624 ? − 32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] : (X[0] + −23.7864)) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333 + X[1]) :
(X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 87.6784 ? − 55.6707 :
−52.8862) : (X[0] +−23.7864)))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (67.841 < X[2] ? − 59.5851 :
X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]))) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
−39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) == ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] :
X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864))))! = X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + −61.6835) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 72.5249 : X[2])) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] :
79.8812) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+ (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 66.934 : X[1]) >
41.2624 ? (56.526+−5.14827) : (X[0] +−23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854)+ (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 :
X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 68.4131 : 63.3347) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : −92.9114))) ==
X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 57.6973 :
X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] + −11.3814) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? − 25.8554 : 81.121)) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 30.5576 : X[1]) > (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 70.0716 : X[1]) : (98.9666 > X[1] ? − 17.2348 : −99.0063)) : ((X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) > X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 38.859 : −30.6269) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 65.6512 : X[0])))))) ? (X[1] ==
(X[1] < 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864)) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] :
79.8812) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 66.934 :
X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 +−5.14827) : (X[0] +−23.7864))) : ((X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? − 32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] :
(X[0] + −23.7864)) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333 + X[1]) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] >
(X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 87.6784 ? − 55.6707 : −52.8862) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) : (X[1] > (X[1] <
41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (15.357 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? −
65.7557 : X[0])) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (25.2732 + −51.868) : (−66.2863 > 41.2624 ? − 7.49191 : X[2])) : (X[1] >
(X[1] < 41.2624 ? 34.0105 : 70.9803) ? X[0] : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0]+−23.7864)) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 84.8054) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? −60.0515 :
−99.3281) : (X[0] > X[1] ? 77.0377 : 44.7536)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? − 97.7199 : −14.7603) ? (X[0] >
X[1] ? 29.5086 : 44.02) : (9.31033 > X[1] ? 52.6471 : X[0]))))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864)) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] :
79.8812) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 66.934 :
X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 +−5.14827) : (X[0] +−23.7864))) : ((X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? − 32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] :
(X[0] + −23.7864)) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333 + X[1]) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] >
(X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 87.6784 ? − 55.6707 : −52.8862) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) : (X[1] >
((X[0]! = X[0] ? (0.496706 + X[1]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 49.7877 : X[1])) > (X[1]! = 59.851 ? X[1] :
79.8812) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] + X[0]) : (49.7799 > 41.2624 ? X[1] : −13.3209)) : ((X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[1]) > X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 61.7957 : −57.3569) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 62.8959 : −63.1346))) ? ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (79.803 + −21.954) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 79.518 : 31.4102)) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (78.0042 + X[0]) :
(−52.6184 > 41.2624 ? X[0] : 31.1552)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? X[0] : (X[0] + −23.7864))) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.429 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[0] : X[0]))! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? 15.3216 :
X[1]) ? (9.16397 > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) ==
X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 51.0266 : 62.5176) : (X[1] < −67.3312 ? 67.3109 : X[0])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 88.8368 :
X[0]) > X[1] ? X[1] : (X[1] > X[2] ? 60.9014 : X[1])))))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 :
X[0]))) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 :
−7.71262)) > (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? −55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1]+65.6005) :
(X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 52.5665) :
(X[1] > 51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) : ((X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? − 32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] : (X[0] + −23.7864)) >
X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333 + X[1]) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? (X[1] == 87.6784 ? −55.6707 : −52.8862) : (X[0]+−23.7864)))))) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? (67.841 < X[2] ? − 59.5851 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]))) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
604
−42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] >
41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) > ((X[0] ==
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
−39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 :
X[0]))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] < X[2] ? −77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1]+−41.5243) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[0] : −58.7205)) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? −66.934 : X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526+
−5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? − 32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] : (X[0] + −23.7864)) >
X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333 + X[1]) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? (X[1] > 87.6784 ? − 55.6707 : −52.8862) : (X[0] +−23.7864)))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854)+ (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? (67.841 < X[2] ? − 59.5851 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]))) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] >
41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) > ((X[0] ==
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
−39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 :
X[0]))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] < X[2] ? −77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 61.1067 : 26.0554) >
41.2624 ? (56.526 +−5.14827) : (X[0] +−23.7864))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 :
X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 66.934 : X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[1] >
(X[1] < 41.2624 ? − 32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] : (X[0] + −23.7864)) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333 + X[1]) :
(X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 87.6784 ? − 55.6707 :
−52.8862) : (X[0] +−23.7864)))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (−95.0608 + X[1]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 13.9877 : −18.1831)) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? (−74.7579 < 58.8242 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 46.2123 : 36.6079))) == ((X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[2] + 29.4761) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 29.991 : X[0])) < ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) > (X[0]! =
X[0] ? 30.3856 : X[1]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 68.6043 : −74.4316) : (X[0] > X[1] ? 28.1458 : X[0])) ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? 60.9014 : X[1]) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 17.0936 : 30.6517) > (X[1] == 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] == 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1] + X[2]) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? 97.1776 : X[2])) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 77.1351 : 43.9611) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 39.5859) ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (−20.8138 > X[1] ? − 30.0914 : X[2])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (23.2776 + −83.545) : (X[0] >
41.2624 ? X[1] : 52.4208)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) == (82.023 < X[1] ? − 86.3823 : 65.0176) ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 47.4387 : X[0]) : (−89.4779 > 0.913706 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−72.4829 + 95.4533) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? − 83.9408 : X[1])) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 60.2746) > (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 41.4322 : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? 16.4634 : −6.6083)) : ((X[0] == X[0] ? 89.6513 :
X[0]) > (−6.97693 > 1.25576 ? X[0] : −24.7645) ? (X[0]! = 80.5227 ? − 0.18369 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −32.3916 ? X[2] :
X[1]))))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 :
7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) == ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) +
(X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] >
41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526+−5.14827) : (X[0]+−23.7864))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 66.934 : X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 +−5.14827) : (X[0] +−23.7864))) :
((X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? −32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] : (X[0]+−23.7864)) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333+X[1]) :
(X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 87.6784 ? − 55.6707 :
−52.8862) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? (X[0] < −83.799 ? 33.9434 : 74.165) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 65.2282 : 46.4946))) > ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] + −37.9509) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 53.3848 : X[0])) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] + −99.1931) : (X[0] >
41.2624 ? − 38.5306 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2] + −29.9155) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 55.9505 : X[0])) :
((X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 74.4681) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 80.4091 : 58.7277) >
41.2624 ? (56.526+−5.14827) : (X[0]+−23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (82.4215+79.4644) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] :
−80.5939)) == ((X[0] == X[0] ? −46.4233 : 34.505) < (X[2] > 60.4154 ? X[2] : −1.48508) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 60.9014 :
X[1]) : (−78.8318 > X[0] ? X[0] : −82.6581)) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? − 26.3695 : X[2]) > (47.8569 > X[2] ? − 55.2806 :
X[1]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 68.2729 : −67.9552) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : −58.6469)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
X[0]) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (X[2] > 48.9669 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])))) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (−63.6867 <
32.9159 ? 27.364 : −62.8167) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 58.1816 : 61.6516))) > ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0] + −28.2312) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[0] : X[0])) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 85.4088 : −0.00834861) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? 19.0646 :
49.8153) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 20.7217 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 34.3684)) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (48.8659 + X[0]) :
(49.9977 > 41.2624 ? X[2] : 99.2014)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) == (X[2] < 73.1635 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[1] >
X[1] ? − 81.9919 : X[2]) : (−25.5481 > X[0] ? X[0] : 64.8992))) ? (14.2245−−34.386) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−83.3092 +
X[1]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 13.4051 : −12.8957)) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 53.288 :
605
X[0]) == (X[0] < X[0] ? 83.2466 : 6.5005) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 93.9182 : X[1]) : (−33.8621 > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[1])) : ((X[0] > −83.6829 ? − 78.7941 : −68.6057) > (X[0] == X[0] ? − 7.79889 : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
45.1922) : (81.7195 > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 :
X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[1] <
59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 : −7.71262)) ==
(X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + 65.6005) : (X[0] >
41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 52.5665) : (X[1] >
51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) : (((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 : −7.71262)) >
(X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + 65.6005) : (X[0] >
41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 52.5665) : (X[1] >
51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) > (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? −48.1882 : −81.5246) > 41.2624 ? (56.526+−5.14827) : (X[0]+−23.7864))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1]+X[1]) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 3.60048 : −75.0956)) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 77.4518 : 86.0179) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 98.9018 :
−5.94528) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 87.7999) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−57.9823 + X[1]) :
(X[0] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 74.2237 : −8.32333) == (X[1] < X[2] ? − 17.6238 :
93.1057) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : −66.1814) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 77.9909 : X[1]))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + X[0]) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] : −75.0665)) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) ==
(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 84.5092) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 97.9169 : 76.8863) : (4.8707 > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[2] >
−58.8068 ? − 91.7689 : −65.2533) > (X[0] > −52.5881 ? X[1] : −15.319) ? (X[2]! = −31.8033 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[1] > −4.46205 ? 29.7487 : X[2]))))))) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 +−5.14827) : (X[0] +−23.7864)))) > ((X[0] ==
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
−39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 :
X[0]))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] < X[2] ? −77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1]+−41.5243) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[0] : −58.7205)) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? −66.934 : X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526+
−5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? − 32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] : (X[0] + −23.7864)) >
X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333 + X[1]) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? (X[1] > 87.6784 ? − 55.6707 : −52.8862) : (X[0] +−23.7864)))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854)+ (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? (67.841 < X[2] ? − 59.5851 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]))) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) ==
((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (X[2] <
42.5083 ? 32.346 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 44.7011 : −75.7838))) < ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (75.8062 + −0.131555) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[1] : X[2])) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? (98.0391 + 13.5271) : (−76.59 > 41.2624 ? 92.7495 :
X[2])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (72.6367 + −13.0168) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 36.4778 : X[0])) : ((X[1] > −25.9947 ? X[0] :
−14.8862) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 75.908 ? 59.2556 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 60.9014 :
X[1]) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (50.6477 + 11.3695) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] : X[0])) > (X[1] == 59.851 ? X[1] :
79.8812) ? (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 87.8493 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? 35.9675 :
X[0])) : (X[1] == 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 :
X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (X[1] < −52.0334 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 62.6635 : X[2]))) > ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (22.566 + 91.635) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] : −88.8943)) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + 66.8081) : (X[1] >
41.2624 ? 47.5584 : −10.7328)) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2] + −60.9525) : (−3.07747 > 41.2624 ? − 77.1631 :
−95.0137)) : ((X[1] > 20.7684 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > −24.4495 ? 6.60017 :
59.7429))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 37.356 :
X[2]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (14.5351 + 90.2633) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? 54.163 : 25.0223)) == ((X[0] == X[0] ? 76.0037 : X[0]) < (33.3596 > X[1] ? X[2] : −22.3428) ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? 60.9014 : X[1]) : (−63.8764 > 30.2163 ? 15.8137 : −83.868)) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) < X[2] ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] > −86.4946 ? − 57.6735 : 14.6517)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 85.377) > (X[1] <
59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (34.1146 > −95.1547 ? − 83.758 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? 96.6548 : −42.2152)))) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 <
89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 : −7.71262)) > (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? − 55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + 65.6005) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) :
((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 52.5665) : (X[1] > 51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) :
((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 21.697 : 42.9764)) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 1.41156 : X[1]) >
(X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −47.5298) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −35.7006) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : 6.35548)) ? ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? − 98.4669 : −55.0466)! = (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 5.9247) ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (96.0334 >
X[1] ? 60.537 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −97.9021) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (15.5939 >
X[1] ? −88.5363 : 76.4448) : (X[0] > −42.6503 ? X[2] : −28.7629)))))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] :
X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864)))) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
606
−42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] +
38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + −41.5243) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[0] :
−58.7205)) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 66.934 : X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 +−5.14827) : (X[0] +−23.7864))) :
((X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? −32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] : (X[0]+−23.7864)) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333+X[1]) :
(X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 87.6784 ? − 55.6707 :
−52.8862) : (X[0] +−23.7864)))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (67.841 < X[2] ? − 59.5851 :
X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]))) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
−39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) > ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (X[0] < −80.2151 ? − 80.8328 : X[1]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 79.9013 :
X[0]))) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−30.9737+X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] : 57.8742)) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1]+X[2]) :
(X[2] > 41.2624 ? 18.8143 : −27.8054)) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−11.2778 + X[0]) : (X[2] > 41.2624 ? − 34.1949 :
8.29824)) : ((X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : 52.4435) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 72.0201) : (X[1] > −17.0777 ? 89.3219 :
X[2]))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 32.1546 :
−14.7117) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−15.7164 + −10.0716) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[1] : −18.487)) == ((X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : −23.4038) < (93.0245 > −43.3601 ? 2.74145 :
−76.8085) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 60.9014 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −95.3442 ? 73.0576 : X[0])) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? − 49.2746 :
X[2]) > (X[2] > 8.01482 ? 15.8205 : X[2]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 36.846 : 61.4398) : (−17.1827 == X[1] ? X[1] :
−39.6797)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : −75.7118) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (X[0] > −17.0864 ? −
27.4833 : −53.8612) : (−14.7958 > 98.4209 ? X[2] : 85.5057)))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (X[1] < −89.6021 ? X[0] : −54.4759) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 84.2664 :
−40.3091))) == ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (70.8206 + 66.6116) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 10.2627 : 42.3547)) > (X[0]! =
X[0] ? (−11.3802 + −40.988) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2] + X[2]) : (44.0326 >
41.2624 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 67.5249 : X[1]) : (X[1] >
−47.6966 ? − 15.5335 : −71.7052))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? (14.7473 + −99.0886) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 42.7297 :
−50.0495)) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 91.898 : X[0]) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : −33.1235) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? 50.5716 : −78.436)) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−75.6421 + 43.7983) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 76.4055 : X[2])) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? 58.251 : 4.99108) == (55.3424 < X[1] ? X[0] : 3.2981) ? (−67.5448 > X[0] ? X[0] : 4.12199) :
(83.6078 > X[2] ? X[1] : 85.9516))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−2.94996 + −14.408) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.1852 :
X[2])) > ((X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) > (3.09636 > 50.0631 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 60.9569 :
6.53436) : (X[1] == X[2] ? 50.2848 : −26.4214)) ? (14.2245 − −34.386) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 92.0155 : X[2]) >
(X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (49.7537 == −88.2717 ? 99.6154 : X[2]) : (−40.0831 > −61.7366 ? X[1] :
X[1])))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 <
89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 : −7.71262)) == (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? − 55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + 65.6005) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) :
((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 52.5665) : (X[1] > 51.5901 ? 48.4019 :
16.406))) : (((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 50.2122) > (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −70.9119) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? 96.3214 : X[2])) > (X[0] == X[0] ? (−61.5995 + −7.77683) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 82.73 :
X[2])) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? − 26.2194 : X[0]) > (X[2] > −33.2621 ? X[0] : 20.2887) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 58.6956 :
X[2]) : (X[1] == 92.327 ? 96.6 : X[0])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (X[2] ==
−37.2383 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : 8.30126)))))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? (67.841 < X[2] ? − 59.5851 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]))) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864)))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] >
41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) > ((X[0] ==
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
−39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 :
X[0]))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] < X[2] ? −77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1]+−41.5243) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[0] : −58.7205)) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+(X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? −66.934 : X[1]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526+
−5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? − 32.2749 : X[1]) ? X[0] : (X[0] + −23.7864)) >
X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−0.931333 + X[1]) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? 10.9922 : X[0])) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? (X[1] > 87.6784 ? − 55.6707 : −52.8862) : (X[0] +−23.7864)))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854)+ (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? (67.841 < X[2] ? − 59.5851 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]))) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −39.552) < (X[2] == −17.1887 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (32.1427 + 84.4153) :
(X[1] > 41.2624 ? − 99.8349 : 7.20838)) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864)))) ==
((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (X[2] <
42.5083 ? 32.346 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 44.7011 : −75.7838))) < ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (75.8062 + −0.131555) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[1] : X[2])) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? (98.0391 + 13.5271) : (−76.59 > 41.2624 ? 92.7495 :
607
X[2])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (72.6367 + −13.0168) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 36.4778 : X[0])) : ((X[1] > −25.9947 ? X[0] :
−14.8862) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 75.908 ? 59.2556 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 60.9014 :
X[1]) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (50.6477 + 11.3695) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] : X[0])) > (X[1] == 59.851 ? X[1] :
79.8812) ? (X[1] > (X[1] < 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 87.8493 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? 35.9675 :
X[0])) : (X[1] == 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 :
X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (X[1] < −52.0334 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 62.6635 : X[2]))) > ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (22.566 + 91.635) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] : −88.8943)) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + 66.8081) : (X[1] >
41.2624 ? 47.5584 : −10.7328)) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2] + −60.9525) : (−3.07747 > 41.2624 ? − 77.1631 :
−95.0137)) : ((X[1] > 20.7684 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > −24.4495 ? 6.60017 :
59.7429))) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 37.356 :
X[2]) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (14.5351 + 90.2633) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? 54.163 : 25.0223)) == ((X[0] == X[0] ? 76.0037 : X[0]) < (33.3596 > X[1] ? X[2] : −22.3428) ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? 60.9014 : X[1]) : (−63.8764 > 30.2163 ? 15.8137 : −83.868)) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) < X[2] ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] > −86.4946 ? − 57.6735 : 14.6517)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 85.377) > (X[1] <
59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (34.1146 > −95.1547 ? − 83.758 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? 96.6548 : −42.2152)))) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 <
89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 : −7.71262)) > (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? − 55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1]+65.6005) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] >
−81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 52.5665) : (X[1] > 51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) : ((X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 21.697 : 42.9764)) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 1.41156 : X[1]) > (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : −47.5298) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −35.7006) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : 6.35548)) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? −
98.4669 : −55.0466)! = (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 5.9247) ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (96.0334 > X[1] ? 60.537 :
X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −97.9021) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (15.5939 > X[1] ? − 88.5363 :
76.4448) : (X[0] > −42.6503 ? X[2] : −28.7629)))))) ? (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2]+38.0854)+ (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 :
X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (67.841 <
X[2] ? − 59.5851 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : X[1]))) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 <
89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 :
X[0]))) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 :
−7.71262)) == (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] +
65.6005) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
52.5665) : (X[1] > 51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) : (((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.3757+X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 :
−7.71262)) > (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? −55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1]+65.6005) :
(X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
52.5665) : (X[1] > 51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 :
X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 89.5952 : −89.87) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) ? ((X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] : X[2])) > ((X[0] == X[0] ? 59.9073 : X[0]) > (X[1] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 48.61 : 32.1879) : (−1.00251 > −0.045444 ? − 74.777 : 46.9015)) ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? (28.5033 + 15.0886) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : 72.7948)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 46.6979 : X[1]) > (X[2] >
15.5501 ? X[0] : 40.5432) ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : −80.4667) : (28.1333 > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] + −43.4313) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 3.34605 : X[0])) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) == (X[0] < X[0] ? 9.76651 : X[0]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) :
((−79.1474 > −17.7847 ? 80.3875 : −14.6159) > (39.9516 > −33.6802 ? − 61.2259 : X[1]) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] :
65.2859) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −9.84653))))) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 :
X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] : −20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > (X[1] <
59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 : −7.71262)) ==
(X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + 65.6005) : (X[0] >
41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 52.5665) : (X[1] >
51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) : (((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 : −7.71262)) >
(X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] + 65.6005) : (X[0] >
41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 52.5665) :
(X[1] > 51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) > (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 48.1882 : −81.5246) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) ? ((X[0] ==
X[0] ? (39.7366 + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[1] : X[0])) > ((X[0] == X[0] ? − 27.7272 : X[2]) > (X[2] >
X[2] ? − 25.9563 : X[0]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 4.26442 : X[0]) : (10.3047 > 98.6668 ? 81.8513 : 96.6059)) ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] : 9.53989)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 51.8915 : −24.8965) > (−25.133 >
39.362 ? 2.875 : −72.763) ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : −98.9701) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −15.0683))) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] + X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] : 82.4943)) > (X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? 5.67806 : X[2]) == (X[0] < X[0] ? − 93.2549 : X[2]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (66.1003 >
X[1] ? X[2] : 63.0361)) : ((9.90888 > −36.9932 ? X[0] : 1.85214) > (−6.57437 > X[2] ? 52.6893 : 33.5178) ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 50.1171 : −26.3923))))) : (((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.3757 + X[0]) : (X[1] ==
−42.5386 ? 32.3216 : −7.71262)) > (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? − 55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] + 65.6005) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) >
X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 52.5665) : (X[1] > 51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) > (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) +
(X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 48.1882 : −81.5246) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) :
(X[0] + −23.7864))) ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
608
−42.5386 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 0.51593 : −13.5508))) > ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] +X[2]) :
(X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[0] : X[0])) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? 52.0296 : X[2]) : (98.268 > X[1] ? X[0] : 75.0961)) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (−47.3832 + 53.5836) : (X[0] >
41.2624 ? X[2] : −79.5545)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) > (41.9201 > −55.2718 ? 15.7811 : −62.5946) ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : −62.4178) : (X[0] > X[0] ? − 70.7351 : 19.544))) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 79.3628) > 41.2624 ? (56.526 + −5.14827) : (X[0] + −23.7864))) :
((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−98.2165 + −64.4663) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? X[2] : 6.94353)) > ((X[0] == X[0] ? 57.4968 :
−2.48119) > (−6.52644 > X[1] ? 96.796 : X[2]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 5.57386 : X[0]) : (20.4874 == 19.6431 ? 89.8902 :
14.6148)) ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0] + 35.3772) : (X[0] > 41.2624 ? X[1] : 86.6697)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 56.4179 : X[1]) >
(X[1] < 59.851 ? X[1] : 79.8812) ? (66.3687 == X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] > −72.3736 ? 24.0623 : X[1])))) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2] + 38.0854) + (X[0] < X[2] ? − 77.0989 : X[1])) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? (24.0979 < 89.5189 ? X[2] :
−20.4486) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? 35.409 : X[0]))) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] + 12.6056) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 59.7132 :
67.0688)) < ((X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : 52.1755) > (13.7259 > −36.1481 ? − 66.171 : −42.1769) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[1] == 32.7878 ? X[0] : −97.2268)) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] + −58.4734) : (X[1] > 41.2624 ? X[0] :
−74.6549)) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −97.4306) > (X[2] > −27.268 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[0] > 65.902 ? 34.3118 :
−60.6376) : (X[0] > −47.5361 ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−12.3757 +X[0]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? 32.3216 :
−7.71262)) < (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] == −42.5386 ? −55.035 : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1]+65.6005) :
(X[0] > 41.2624 ? − 77.8142 : −48.6177)) : ((X[1] > −81.097 ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
52.5665) : (X[1] > 51.5901 ? 48.4019 : 16.406))) : (((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 39.269 : X[1]) > (X[0] < X[0] ? 10.1326 :
X[0]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 25.2206 : 35.7265) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 32.7692 : X[2])) > ((X[0]! = X[0] ? 58.934 :
−34.6662) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 10.5594) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[2] +−82.4267) : (−44.0937 > 41.2624 ? X[0] : −66.5544)) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (15.6923 + 11.714) : (96.9603 >
41.2624 ? X[2] : −85.2441))))))))))
Context 2 (4.800783)
((X[2] + X[1])/(((X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) − (X[0] + 37.0499)) + ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? (7.02431 ∗ 10.1264) :
(40.5509/X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) ∗ (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 24.2499 : −10.6987))) ∗ X[0]) < ((−31.5999! = X[0] ? X[1] :
36.1341) > (((X[0] ∗X[0]) ∗X[0]) == X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : X[0])) :
((X[2] ∗X[0]) < (X[2] > 4.28423 ? − 37.7715 : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[1] : X[1]) : −25.0382)) ? ((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? X[0] : −13.7774) ∗ (X[2] ∗ 58.8725)) ∗X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? 29.8384 : −96.4617) ∗ (−49.8365 ∗
X[2])) ∗X[1]) ? (((X[2] ∗ −97.0061) ∗X[0])! = ((X[0] ∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 52.3958 : X[1]) : (33.1977 <
−64.2509 ? − 55.158 : −25.0382)) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : 83.1297)) :
((10.6469 ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (−34.6864 < X[1] ? − 27.6218 : 44.6446) : (30.5549 ∗ 13.2041))) : ((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? 78.7786 : −44.4255) ∗ (16.5145 ∗ X[1])) ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? − 33.8491 : −18.6376)) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : −18.6376)) : X[0])) :
(((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1])∗(30.1082∗−7.25666))∗X[0]) == (((X[0]∗91.438)∗X[0]) < ((−90.6736∗X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 87.306 : 28.227) : (X[1] < −77.0692 ? X[0] : −25.0382)) ? ((X[0] ∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? 40.477 : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? 67.7354 : −25.0382)) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
53.2407) : (−68.2916 == X[1] ? − 2.40751 : −66.7387))) ? (((−35.1338 ∗ −74.3997) ∗X[0]) < ((−85.3593 ∗ 31.3427) ∗
X[1]) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > (X[0] > 93.1271 ? 96.9196 : 98.078) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] : −23.0605) : (67.5425 <
X[2] ? X[1] : −25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) == X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] : 6.68158) : (65.0629 < X[2] ? X[0] :
−25.0382))) : (((X[1] ∗ 51.0699) ∗X[0]) < ((−1.31545 ∗ −25.4696) ∗X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗X[0])! = (X[0] > X[0] ? 41.839 :
X[2]) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 22.4175 : X[2]) : (45.2154 < −19.9061 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((41.5624 ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] <
9.34719 ? 53.4642 : 72.5491) ? (X[0] < −47.4762 ? X[2] : −48.2236) : (7.86359 < X[2] ? − 88.3363 : 26.0219)))) <
((((−90.6546 ∗ −10.3113) ∗ X[0]) == ((23.1343 ∗ X[0]) < (34.5961 > X[0] ? 87.8921 : −74.5237) ? (−76.783 >
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? 40.1382 : X[1])) ? ((−65.4975 ∗ X[0]) < (30.6529 ∗ X[1]) ? (−71.5407 >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : 37.9987)) : ((X[1] ∗X[0]) < (70.9018 ∗X[1]) ? (X[2]! = 8.71061 ? X[2] :
60.112) : (X[0] < X[0] ? −59.2193 : −15.8217))) > (((X[2]∗X[2])∗X[0]) < ((X[1]∗78.4444)∗X[1]) ? ((X[0]∗X[0]) <
(X[2] < 98.363 ? − 22.3414 : X[1]) ? (94.4759 < 26.9977 ? X[1] : 29.4694) : (−18.2757 > X[0] ? 44.6519 :
−95.879)) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > (X[2]! = 98.363 ? 10.0853 : 7.78117) ? (14.5943 < −95.0273 ? − 51.7404 : −89.3235) :
(X[1] == −9.59583 ? X[1] : 18.6905))) ? (((X[0] ∗ 89.163) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[1] ∗ X[1]) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) <
(X[2] < 98.363 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : −49.3707) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : −47.2749)) :
((2.17174 ∗ X[0])! = (X[0] ∗ X[1]) ? (−64.9133 < X[0] ? 37.5707 : −94.7397) : −89.3235)) : (((4.51167 ∗ X[1]) ∗
X[0]) < ((0.725412 ∗ 8.7409) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0])! = (−1.67251 < 64.5009 ? X[0] : −53.2531) ? (X[1] <
−31.9005 ? X[2] : 84.5464) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 7.64747 : X[0])) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > (83.1001 > X[0] ? X[1] :
−77.5012) ? (−86.4526 == X[0] ? X[2] : −49.6696) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 65.211 : 70.1957)))) ? ((((87.5937 ∗
X[1]) ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? ((89.0393 ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 51.7516 : X[1]) : (X[0] >
43.3473 ? 91.9698 : −77.6357)) : ((X[0] ∗X[0]) > (74.8494! = −36.896 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[2] < 96.3673 ? X[1] : X[2]))) < X[1] ? (((X[1] ∗X[1]) ∗X[0]) < ((21.4403 ∗X[2]) ∗X[1]) ? ((−33.9891 ∗X[0]) >
(80.4446 > X[0] ? 49.4147 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 70.4805 : X[0]) : (17.9105 < X[0] ? 13.3536 : X[2])) :
((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > (X[2] > X[0] ? 16.5695 : 66.6465) ? (−50.8486 == X[1] ? X[1] : −55.7229) : (−58.5103 >
−35.3168 ? 34.5458 : 47.9438))) : (((X[2]∗−62.2685)∗X[0]) < ((X[1]∗−80.0498)∗X[1]) ? ((X[0]∗X[0]) < (−58.372 <
98.363 ? X[1] : 85.5093) ? (−95.5588 < 58.2811 ? X[2] : 54.9286) : (−73.3524 > X[0] ? 62.5294 : 53.3838)) :
609
((−86.3503 ∗X[0]) == (X[1] ∗X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 45.4734 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 4.42902 ? 10.5073 : −89.3235)))) :
((((X[2]∗X[1])∗X[0]) == ((X[1]∗X[0]) < (74.1388 > X[0] ? −11.6117 : X[2]) ? (−52.8586 > X[0] ? X[2] : 24.2184) :
(81.9248 > X[0] ? 64.4998 : X[0])) ? ((32.6059 ∗X[0]) < (5.30945 ∗X[1]) ? (−28.4658 > X[0] ? − 15.3948 : −90.376) :
(28.5294 == X[0] ? − 46.0542 : 20.4309)) : ((−41.3102 ∗X[0]) < (X[0] ∗X[1]) ? (X[0]! = 68.474 ? X[2] : −90.0837) :
(70.8947 < X[1] ? 79.5571 : −7.97904))) == (((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (85.2152 < 32.5778 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (−0.343051 > X[0] ? − 93.6184 : 95.8165))! = ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : 93.7971) :
(40.5722 < X[2] ? X[1] : −25.0382)) ? ((−54.4086 ∗ X[0]) < (X[1] ∗ X[1]) ? (26.7518! = X[1] ? 42.6768 : X[2]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? 55.2299 : X[2])) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > (41.4135 > X[0] ? X[0] : 19.26) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(−21.4871 < −86.0375 ? X[1] : −1.72226))) ? (((98.973 ∗ 74.9232) ∗ X[0]) < ((−66.2093 ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−66.7742 < X[2] ? − 3.08428 : −25.0382)) ? ((−47.1331 ∗X[0]) < (X[1] ∗X[1]) ? (X[0]! =
X[1] ? 95.0445 : X[2]) : (15.5121 < 46.3355 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((−58.5806 ∗X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (−48.5882! =
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] > 21.6275 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (((X[2] ∗ 77.2438) ∗ X[0]) == ((25.0091 ∗ X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 19.3645 : X[1]) : (−1.29578 < 91.4596 ? 43.1255 : −25.0382)) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) >
(91.7485/19.3906) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 48.7586 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 69.1371 : −25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) <
(X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (−80.0268! = −74.8552 ? − 44.6559 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])))))) ? ((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? (7.02431∗10.1264) : (40.5509/X[2]))∗ ((X[0]∗X[0])∗ (X[0]! = X[1] ? −24.2499 : −10.6987)))∗X[0])! =
((−31.5999! = X[0] ? X[1] : 36.1341) > (((X[0]∗X[0])∗X[0]) == X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? −33.8491 : X[0])) : ((X[2]∗X[0]) < (X[2] > 4.28423 ? −37.7715 : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
−25.0382)) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : −13.7774) ∗ (X[2] ∗ 58.8725)) ∗X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? 29.8384 :
−96.4617)∗(−49.8365∗X[2]))∗X[1]) ? (((X[2]∗−97.0061)∗X[0])! = ((X[0]∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 52.3958 :
X[1]) : (33.1977 < −64.2509 ? −55.158 : −25.0382)) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? −33.8491 :
83.1297)) : ((10.6469 ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (−34.6864 < X[1] ? − 27.6218 : 44.6446) : (30.5549 ∗ 13.2041))) :
((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? 78.7786 : −44.4255)∗(16.5145∗X[1]))∗X[0]) < (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? − 33.8491 : −18.6376)) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : −18.6376)) : X[0])) :
(((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1])∗(30.1082∗−7.25666))∗X[0]) == (((X[0]∗91.438)∗X[0]) < ((−90.6736∗X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 87.306 : 28.227) : (X[1] < −77.0692 ? X[0] : −25.0382)) ? ((X[0] ∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? 40.477 : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? 67.7354 : −25.0382)) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
53.2407) : (−68.2916 == X[1] ? − 2.40751 : −66.7387))) ? (((−35.1338 ∗ −74.3997) ∗X[0]) < ((−85.3593 ∗ 31.3427) ∗
X[1]) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > (X[0] > 93.1271 ? 96.9196 : 98.078) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] : −23.0605) : (67.5425 <
X[2] ? X[1] : −25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) == X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] : 6.68158) : (65.0629 < X[2] ? X[0] :
−25.0382))) : (((X[1] ∗ 51.0699) ∗X[0]) < ((−1.31545 ∗ −25.4696) ∗X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗X[0])! = (X[0] > X[0] ? 41.839 :
X[2]) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 22.4175 : X[2]) : (45.2154 < −19.9061 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((41.5624 ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] <
9.34719 ? 53.4642 : 72.5491) ? (X[0] < −47.4762 ? X[2] : −48.2236) : (7.86359 < X[2] ? − 88.3363 : 26.0219)))) <
((((−90.6546 ∗ −10.3113) ∗ X[0]) == ((23.1343 ∗ X[0]) < (34.5961 > X[0] ? 87.8921 : −74.5237) ? (−76.783 >
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? 40.1382 : X[1])) ? ((−65.4975 ∗ X[0]) < (30.6529 ∗ X[1]) ? (−71.5407 >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : 37.9987)) : ((X[1] ∗X[0]) < (70.9018 ∗X[1]) ? (X[2]! = 8.71061 ? X[2] :
60.112) : (X[0] < X[0] ? −59.2193 : −15.8217))) > (((X[2]∗X[2])∗X[0]) < ((X[1]∗78.4444)∗X[1]) ? ((X[0]∗X[0]) <
(X[2] < 98.363 ? − 22.3414 : X[1]) ? (94.4759 < 26.9977 ? X[1] : 29.4694) : (−18.2757 > X[0] ? 44.6519 :
−95.879)) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > (X[2]! = 98.363 ? 10.0853 : 7.78117) ? (14.5943 < −95.0273 ? − 51.7404 : −89.3235) :
(X[1] == −9.59583 ? X[1] : 18.6905))) ? (((X[0] ∗ 89.163) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[1] ∗ X[1]) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) <
(X[2] < 98.363 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : −49.3707) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : −47.2749)) :
((2.17174 ∗ X[0])! = (X[0] ∗ X[1]) ? (−64.9133 < X[0] ? 37.5707 : −94.7397) : −89.3235)) : (((4.51167 ∗ X[1]) ∗
X[0]) < ((0.725412 ∗ 8.7409) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0])! = (−1.67251 < 64.5009 ? X[0] : −53.2531) ? (X[1] <
−31.9005 ? X[2] : 84.5464) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 7.64747 : X[0])) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > (83.1001 > X[0] ? X[1] :
−77.5012) ? (−86.4526 == X[0] ? X[2] : −49.6696) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 65.211 : 70.1957)))) ? ((((87.5937 ∗
X[1]) ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? ((89.0393 ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 51.7516 : X[1]) : (X[0] >
43.3473 ? 91.9698 : −77.6357)) : ((X[0] ∗X[0]) > (74.8494! = −36.896 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[2] < 96.3673 ? X[1] : X[2]))) < X[1] ? (((X[1] ∗X[1]) ∗X[0]) < ((21.4403 ∗X[2]) ∗X[1]) ? ((−33.9891 ∗X[0]) >
(80.4446 > X[0] ? 49.4147 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 70.4805 : X[0]) : (17.9105 < X[0] ? 13.3536 : X[2])) :
((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > (X[2] > X[0] ? 16.5695 : 66.6465) ? (−50.8486 == X[1] ? X[1] : −55.7229) : (−58.5103 >
−35.3168 ? 34.5458 : 47.9438))) : (((X[2]∗−62.2685)∗X[0]) < ((X[1]∗−80.0498)∗X[1]) ? ((X[0]∗X[0]) < (−58.372 <
98.363 ? X[1] : 85.5093) ? (−95.5588 < 58.2811 ? X[2] : 54.9286) : (−73.3524 > X[0] ? 62.5294 : 53.3838)) :
((−86.3503 ∗X[0]) == (X[1] ∗X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 45.4734 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 4.42902 ? 10.5073 : −89.3235)))) :
((((X[2]∗X[1])∗X[0]) == ((X[1]∗X[0]) < (74.1388 > X[0] ? −11.6117 : X[2]) ? (−52.8586 > X[0] ? X[2] : 24.2184) :
(81.9248 > X[0] ? 64.4998 : X[0])) ? ((32.6059 ∗X[0]) < (5.30945 ∗X[1]) ? (−28.4658 > X[0] ? − 15.3948 : −90.376) :
(28.5294 == X[0] ? − 46.0542 : 20.4309)) : ((−41.3102 ∗X[0]) < (X[0] ∗X[1]) ? (X[0]! = 68.474 ? X[2] : −90.0837) :
(70.8947 < X[1] ? 79.5571 : −7.97904))) == (((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (85.2152 < 32.5778 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (−0.343051 > X[0] ? − 93.6184 : 95.8165))! = ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : 93.7971) :
(40.5722 < X[2] ? X[1] : −25.0382)) ? ((−54.4086 ∗ X[0]) < (X[1] ∗ X[1]) ? (26.7518! = X[1] ? 42.6768 : X[2]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? 55.2299 : X[2])) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > (41.4135 > X[0] ? X[0] : 19.26) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(−21.4871 < −86.0375 ? X[1] : −1.72226))) ? (((98.973 ∗ 74.9232) ∗ X[0]) < ((−66.2093 ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−66.7742 < X[2] ? − 3.08428 : −25.0382)) ? ((−47.1331 ∗X[0]) < (X[1] ∗X[1]) ? (X[0]! =
X[1] ? 95.0445 : X[2]) : (15.5121 < 46.3355 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((−58.5806 ∗X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (−48.5882! =
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] > 21.6275 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (((X[2] ∗ 77.2438) ∗ X[0]) == ((25.0091 ∗ X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 19.3645 : X[1]) : (−1.29578 < 91.4596 ? 43.1255 : −25.0382)) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) >
(91.7485/19.3906) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 48.7586 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 69.1371 : −25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) <
(X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (−80.0268! = −74.8552 ? − 44.6559 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])))))) ? (((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? X[1] : −17.5712) ∗ (22.1281 ∗ X[2])) ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (((−76.8452 ∗ 17.282) ∗ X[0]) <
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((X[0] ∗ −45.8885) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] < 98.363 ? 72.7141 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < −94.2478 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(−11.5964 > X[0] ? − 3.43396 : 8.93939)) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) > (−19.9427! = 98.363 ? 14.0267 : −18.9599) ? (−73.282 <
X[2] ? X[1] : −89.3235) : (−11.3339 == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (((−79.3674 ∗ 79.8362) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[2] ==
19.5679 ? X[1] : −77.0872)! = (13.4394 < X[0] ? 5.07767 : −61.8304) ? (−54.6716 < X[2] ? 12.2421 : 52.0586) :
(96.2289 > X[0] ? X[2] : 25.8976)) ? ((X[0]/X[0])! = X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 13.4743 : 3.3282) : (X[1] <
−26.6734 ? X[1] : −25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) < (X[1] ∗X[1]) ? (93.545! = 30.886 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
91.0975)))) == ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? (7.02431 ∗ 10.1264) : (40.5509/X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) ∗ (X[0]! = X[1] ? −
24.2499 : −10.6987)))∗X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? (7.02431∗10.1264) : (40.5509/X[2]))∗((X[0]∗X[0])∗(X[0]! =
X[1] ? − 24.2499 : −10.6987))) ∗ X[1]) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? − 84.0698 : −70.024) ∗ (X[0] ∗ X[0])) ∗ X[0]) <
(((−10.5536 ∗ 56.6396) + X[0]) < 98.363 ? ((38.168 ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 33.0495 : X[2]) : (X[0] <
−50.8706 ? X[1] : −25.0382)) : ((−20.5502 + X[0]) < (−96.8241! = −28.2165 ? 88.4588 : X[2]) ? (−70.2434! =
X[2] ? − 17.9595 : X[2]) : (−47.6135 − −91.4312))) ? (((−38.0737 ∗ X[0]) ∗ X[0]) < ((X[0] ∗ X[0])! = (−50.6937! =
X[0] ? X[1] : −85.6418) ? 49.9115 : (X[0] > 38.6877 ? − 21.1563 : −89.2756)) ? ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] ==
56.9705 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (−27.0529 < 73.2094 ? − 59.9171 : 52.1854) : (X[0] > 38.6877 ? − 21.1563 : −89.2756)) :
((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < 73.2094 ? (74.2006 > X[0] ? − 27.094 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (((21.8067 ∗
23.2978) ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : X[0])) : ((X[0] ∗
X[0]) < (X[0] > 4.28423 ? X[1] : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 96.1406 : 80.6365) : −25.0382))) : ((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? X[1] : −14.2351) ∗ (70.8933 ∗ −42.4553)) ∗ X[0]) > (((X[2] ∗ X[0]) + X[0])! = 98.363 ? ((X[1] ∗
X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : 71.7204) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 56.4313 : −25.0382)) : ((X[0] + X[0]) <
(X[1]! = −4.37314 ? X[1] : 60.2876) ? (60.1883! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−47.6135 − −91.4312))) ? (((X[2] ∗
X[2]) ∗ X[0]) < ((X[0] ∗ 67.3544) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] < 98.363 ? X[2] : 21.2016) ? (25.5939 <
57.3595 ? 57.2145 : −54.6376) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : −89.3235) : (((X[0] ∗ 89.163) ∗ X[0]) == ((X[1] ∗
X[1]) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] < 98.363 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : −49.3707) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[2] : −47.2749)) : ((2.17174 ∗ X[0])! = (X[0] ∗ X[1]) ? (−64.9133 < X[0] ? 37.5707 : −94.7397) :
−89.3235)))) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : −13.7774)∗(X[2]∗58.8725))∗X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? 29.8384 :
−96.4617) ∗ (−49.8365 ∗ X[2])) ∗ X[1]) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗ X[0]) >
(((X[2] ∗ −51.017) ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : 77.1874)) :
((X[1] ∗X[0]) < (−34.715 > 4.28423 ? − 93.1268 : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] : X[1]) : −25.0382)) ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : (X[2]/83.8445))) : (((X[2] ∗ −14.5348) ∗ X[0]) <
((−2.15312 ∗X[2]) ∗X[1]) ? ((−59.1909 ∗X[0]) < (X[0] < 98.363 ? − 85.6302 : −30.9691) ? (X[0] < 10.8867 ? X[1] :
−67.7647) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 79.0184 : X[0])) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) > (−67.9452! = 98.363 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[1] <
−46.9489 ? − 23.8138 : −89.3235) : (−13.8706 == −19.3958 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] :
X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗ X[0]) > (((X[2] ∗ 64.5488) ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : X[0])) : ((X[1] ∗X[0]) < (X[1] > 4.28423 ? X[2] : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] :
−50.8789) : −25.0382)) ? (((X[2] ∗ 77.2438) ∗X[0]) == ((25.0091 ∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 19.3645 : X[1]) :
(−1.29578 < 91.4596 ? 43.1255 : −25.0382)) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > (91.7485/19.3906) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 48.7586 :
X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 69.1371 : −25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) < (X[2] ∗X[1]) ? (−80.0268! = −74.8552 ? − 44.6559 :
X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (((44.0044 ∗ X[0]) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > (76.0921 > X[0] ? X[0] :
−85.2721) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : −53.2531) ? ((67.2282 ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] :
−18.07) : (X[1] < −57.8106 ? − 3.61218 : −25.0382)) : ((99.0857 < X[2] ? − 75.2611 : −68.1378)! = (−57.8647 ==
X[0] ? 66.4486 : X[0]) ? (−60.8854 < 43.7885 ? X[1] : 36.9072) : (−33.7122 < X[2] ? X[0] : 53.5599))))) :
((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? (7.02431 ∗ 10.1264) : (40.5509/X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) ∗ (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 24.2499 :
−10.6987))) ∗ X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? (7.02431 ∗ 10.1264) : (40.5509/X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) ∗ (X[0]! =
X[1] ? − 24.2499 : −10.6987))) ∗ X[1]) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? − 84.0698 : −70.024) ∗ (X[0] ∗ X[0])) ∗ X[0]) <
(((−10.5536 ∗ 56.6396) + X[0]) < 98.363 ? ((38.168 ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 33.0495 : X[2]) : (X[0] <
−50.8706 ? X[1] : −25.0382)) : ((−20.5502 + X[0]) < (−96.8241! = −28.2165 ? 88.4588 : X[2]) ? (−70.2434! =
X[2] ? − 17.9595 : X[2]) : (−47.6135 − −91.4312))) ? (((−38.0737 ∗ X[0]) ∗ X[0]) < ((X[0] ∗ X[0])! = (−50.6937! =
X[0] ? X[1] : −85.6418) ? 49.9115 : (X[0] > 38.6877 ? − 21.1563 : −89.2756)) ? ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] ==
56.9705 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (−27.0529 < 73.2094 ? − 59.9171 : 52.1854) : (X[0] > 38.6877 ? − 21.1563 : −89.2756)) :
((X[0] ∗X[0]) < 73.2094 ? (74.2006 > X[0] ? − 27.094 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (((21.8067 ∗ 23.2978) ∗
X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : X[0])) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] >
4.28423 ? X[1] : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 96.1406 : 80.6365) : −25.0382))) : ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[1] :
−14.2351) ∗ (70.8933 ∗ −42.4553)) ∗ X[0]) > (((X[2] ∗ X[0]) + X[0])! = 98.363 ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? X[2] : 71.7204) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 56.4313 : −25.0382)) : ((X[0] + X[0]) < (X[1]! = −4.37314 ? X[1] :
60.2876) ? (60.1883! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−47.6135 − −91.4312))) ? (((X[2] ∗ X[2]) ∗X[0]) < ((X[0] ∗ 67.3544) ∗
X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] < 98.363 ? X[2] : 21.2016) ? (25.5939 < 57.3595 ? 57.2145 : −54.6376) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : −89.3235) : (((X[0] ∗ 89.163) ∗ X[0]) == ((X[1] ∗ X[1]) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] <
98.363 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : −49.3707) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : −47.2749)) : ((2.17174 ∗ X[0])! =
(X[0] ∗ X[1]) ? (−64.9133 < X[0] ? 37.5707 : −94.7397) : −89.3235))))) : ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] :
X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗ X[0])! = ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗ X[0]) <
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 −X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : (X[2]/83.8445))) : (((X[0] ∗X[0]) ∗X[0]) <
((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > 4.28423 ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : −31.1865) : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : −18.6376)) : −25.0382)) ? (((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[1] : −17.5712) ∗ (22.1281 ∗
X[2])) ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (((−76.8452 ∗ 17.282) ∗ X[0]) < ((X[0] ∗ −45.8885) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) <
(X[0] < 98.363 ? 72.7141 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < −94.2478 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (−11.5964 > X[0] ? − 3.43396 :
8.93939)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > (−19.9427! = 98.363 ? 14.0267 : −18.9599) ? (−73.282 < X[2] ? X[1] : −89.3235) :
(−11.3339 == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (((−79.3674 ∗ 79.8362) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[2] == 19.5679 ? X[1] : −77.0872)! =
(13.4394 < X[0] ? 5.07767 : −61.8304) ? (−54.6716 < X[2] ? 12.2421 : 52.0586) : (96.2289 > X[0] ? X[2] :
611
25.8976)) ? ((X[0]/X[0])! = X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 13.4743 : 3.3282) : (X[1] < −26.6734 ? X[1] : −25.0382)) :
((X[2] ∗ X[0]) < (X[1] ∗ X[1]) ? (93.545! = 30.886 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : 91.0975))))! =
((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? 39.859 : X[0]) ∗ (73.2928 ∗ X[2])) ∗ X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? − 96.2073 :
−28.7877)∗ (X[0]∗X[1]))∗X[1]) ? (((94.0759∗X[2])∗X[0]) < ((X[1]+X[0]) < 98.363 ? (−69.4493 > X[0] ? 68.5672 :
42.1461) : (X[0] < −91.7978 ? X[1] : −75.8812)) ? ((X[1] ∗X[0]) < (−84.4525! = X[1] ? 49.9115 : X[2]) ? (−34.085 <
−8.31329 ? 96.685 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 73.2094 ? − 45.6562 : X[1])) : ((X[1] ∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] :
7.10588) : (−98.2175 < −86.3639 ? − 24.6153 : −25.0382))) : (((X[1] ∗ 15.9434) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[0] + X[0])! =
98.363 ? (−73.3846 > X[0] ? − 58.1508 : X[0]) : (31.5806 < X[0] ? 30.7863 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) <
(65.9599 ∗X[1]) ? (2.04676 < X[0] ? − 42.7054 : 44.8665) : −89.3235) : ((X[1] ∗X[0]) == (X[0] ∗X[1]) ? (−57.3318 <
−97.1867 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 29.9289 ? X[0] : −89.3235)))) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : −13.7774) ∗ (X[2] ∗
58.8725))∗X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? 29.8384 : −96.4617)∗ (−49.8365∗X[2]))∗X[1]) ? (((X[0] ∗X[2])∗X[0]) >
((74.585 ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 79.3011 : −54.5392) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : −25.0382)) ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : −19.1296)) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (X[2] <
−75.5372 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? 99.7899 : −75.7563))) : (((X[0] ∗ X[2]) ∗ X[0]) > ((−39.9683 ∗ X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 40.7604 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 57.7115 : −25.0382)) ? ((97.4077 ∗ X[0]) == (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[2] : −27.1609) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 76.6216 : 54.5497) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((18.5134 ∗ X[0]) >
(X[0] > −64.2375 ? X[2] : −53.2531) ? (−67.4175 > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = −18.0013 ? − 82.3135 : X[1])))) :
((((−75.4909 ∗ −74.7319) ∗ X[0]) == ((43.1486 ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] > X[0] ? − 45.1025 : −56.8933) ? (−80.1446 >
X[0] ? X[2] : 12.0394) : (X[0] > X[0] ? − 69.4206 : X[0])) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (−3.87092 ∗ X[1]) ? (X[0] >
X[1] ? − 66.5119 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 47.6233)) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < (−10.7468 ∗ X[1]) ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : −96.8175) : (14.6697 < −76.3032 ? 19.0069 : −62.5384))) > (((X[1] ∗ −77.7416) ∗X[0]) > ((−52.4137 ∗
X[2])∗X[1]) ? ((X[1]∗X[0]) < (X[1] < 98.363 ? X[2] : 17.8811) ? (X[1] < 86.2576 ? 72.2761 : −85.7764) : (−58.3086 >
X[0] ? X[1] : 30.5585)) : ((18.697 ∗ X[0]) > (X[1]! = 98.363 ? 76.8171 : 20.6584) ? (−31.3941 < X[0] ? X[1] :
−89.3235) : (−91.6453 == −76.6411 ? − 56.7992 : X[1]))) ? (((X[0] ∗ 2.42274) ∗ X[0]) == ((77.1401 ∗ X[0]) <
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[1] : 35.3736) : (−75.6545 < −38.9013 ? 95.2716 : −25.0382)) ? ((89.7456 == X[0] ? X[2] :
−87.4415) == (X[2] > −9.76564 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (54.45 < X[1] ? X[2] : −60.7114) : (−93.0721 < X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1])) : ((X[0] < 92.2602 ? X[1] : X[0])! = −35.2819 ? (X[1] < 84.2428 ? 30.0051 : 30.8603) : (−89.1723 ==
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (((18.9679 ∗ X[0]) == (X[0] < X[1] ? − 61.6933 : X[0]) ? (13.1411 < X[1] ? − 56.1603 :
−47.5438) : (62.3917 < −25.5936 ? − 33.0835 : X[2])) < ((−39.2672 ∗ X[0]) == (X[0] > X[0] ? 22.3448 :
−46.606) ? (−58.9723! = 28.0039 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (−93.8297 < 12.8666 ? − 78.5912 : X[1])) ? ((47.7841 ∗ X[0])! =
(−22.9476 > X[0] ? − 62.2671 : X[0]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 6.77915 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : 32.7227)) :
((−31.2287 ∗ X[0]) > (5.71769 < X[0] ? X[2] : −26.0194) ? (36.3091 < X[1] ? X[0] : −27.4922) : (7.01661! =
−42.2458 ? 95.3861 : X[1]))))) : ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : −13.7774) ∗ (X[2] ∗ 58.8725)) ∗ X[0]) < (((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? 29.8384 : −96.4617) ∗ (−49.8365 ∗ X[2])) ∗ X[1]) ? (((X[2] ∗ X[0]) ∗ X[0]) > ((−9.09841 ∗ X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (3.86758 < X[2] ? −26.0571 : −25.0382)) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : 36.4438)) : ((35.7525 ∗X[0]) < (X[1] ∗X[1]) ? (94.6245 < 0.420181 ? X[1] : −68.5975) :
(−5.76123 > X[2] ? 2.58163 : 38.1622))) : (((X[2]∗X[0])∗X[0]) > ((X[2]∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? −59.6506 :
X[2]) : (X[0] < 32.0614 ? 75.4142 : −25.0382)) ? ((−29.3996 ∗ X[0]) == (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (−72.7509 >
69.6306 ? X[2] : 16.98) : (X[1] < −31.0964 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > (X[1] > 77.2528 ? 44.7935 :
−53.2531) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (33.7579! = −49.6787 ? − 85.1507 : −88.8186)))))) : (((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? X[1] : −17.5712) ∗ (22.1281 ∗ X[2])) ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (((−76.8452 ∗ 17.282) ∗ X[0]) <
((X[0] ∗ −45.8885) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] < 98.363 ? 72.7141 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < −94.2478 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(−11.5964 > X[0] ? − 3.43396 : 8.93939)) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) > (−19.9427! = 98.363 ? 14.0267 : −18.9599) ? (−73.282 <
X[2] ? X[1] : −89.3235) : (−11.3339 == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (((−79.3674 ∗ 79.8362) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[2] ==
19.5679 ? X[1] : −77.0872)! = (13.4394 < X[0] ? 5.07767 : −61.8304) ? (−54.6716 < X[2] ? 12.2421 : 52.0586) :
(96.2289 > X[0] ? X[2] : 25.8976)) ? ((X[0]/X[0])! = X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 13.4743 : 3.3282) : (X[1] <
−26.6734 ? X[1] : −25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) < (X[1] ∗X[1]) ? (93.545! = 30.886 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
91.0975)))) < ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗X[0])! = ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] :
X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗ X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 :
(X[2]/83.8445))) : (((X[0] ∗ X[0]) ∗ X[0]) < ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > 4.28423 ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : −31.1865) :
−29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 −X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : −18.6376)) : −25.0382)) ? (((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? X[1] : −17.5712) ∗ (22.1281 ∗ X[2])) ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (((−76.8452 ∗ 17.282) ∗ X[0]) <
((X[0] ∗ −45.8885) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] < 98.363 ? 72.7141 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < −94.2478 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(−11.5964 > X[0] ? − 3.43396 : 8.93939)) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) > (−19.9427! = 98.363 ? 14.0267 : −18.9599) ? (−73.282 <
X[2] ? X[1] : −89.3235) : (−11.3339 == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (((−79.3674 ∗ 79.8362) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[2] ==
19.5679 ? X[1] : −77.0872)! = (13.4394 < X[0] ? 5.07767 : −61.8304) ? (−54.6716 < X[2] ? 12.2421 : 52.0586) :
(96.2289 > X[0] ? X[2] : 25.8976)) ? ((X[0]/X[0])! = X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 13.4743 : 3.3282) : (X[1] <
−26.6734 ? X[1] : −25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) < (X[1] ∗X[1]) ? (93.545! = 30.886 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
91.0975)))) < ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[2] : 34.1982) ∗ (11.475 ∗ −22.5705)) ∗X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[1] :
−92.4254)∗(X[2]∗55.9302))∗X[1]) ? (((−24.3747∗−92.7446)∗X[0]) < ((X[0]+X[0]) < 98.363 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (44.0509 < X[0] ? 29.3346 : 86.068)) ? ((−96.7892∗X[0]) < (X[1]! = 83.9579 ? 49.9115 : −78.096) ? (54.9565 <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (17.9919 < 73.2094 ? 12.1562 : X[0])) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 30.6614 :
−64.5485) : (−31.0411 < 0.805765 ? − 14.983 : −25.0382))) : (((57.2657 ∗ X[0]) ∗ X[0]) > ((−77.048 + X[0])! =
98.363 ? (57.004 > X[0] ? 15.9636 : 29.1036) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 90.3119 : 18.7767)) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) < (−47.7855 ∗
X[1]) ? (9.43423 < X[2] ? 93.3431 : X[0]) : −89.3235) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) == (X[1] ∗ X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (−63.743! = −29.0594 ? X[1] : −89.3235)))) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : −13.7774) ∗ (X[2] ∗ 58.8725)) ∗
X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? 29.8384 : −96.4617) ∗ (−49.8365 ∗ X[2])) ∗ X[1]) ? (((X[1] ∗ −60.8446) ∗ X[0]) >
((−55.6486 ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : 58.8296) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −25.0382)) ? (X[0] <
612
9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : 3.15976)) : ((−19.5367 ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (16.0733 > −55.1287 ? 60.5442 : X[0]))) : (((−55.7119 ∗ 93.7881) ∗X[0]) > ((−56.4543 ∗X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 89.4137 : −48.6288) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : −25.0382)) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) == (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[1] : 50.5394) ? (X[0] > 95.7447 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (62.211 < 24.0058 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((−51.6619 ∗ X[0]) >
(−29.3259 > −95.7961 ? 54.6445 : −53.2531) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −94.1929) : (X[0]! = −16.4961 ? X[2] :
−28.3019)))) : ((((−2.94124∗X[1])∗X[0]) == ((−60.3341∗X[0]) < (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (−43.4358 > X[0] ? −20.3449 : −40.1643)) ? ((−36.8705∗X[0]) < (−71.8194∗X[1]) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 33.7879 :
X[2]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : 89.2514)) : ((10.472 ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (X[1]! = 86.6016 ? X[1] : 21.4241) :
(22.3022 < X[0] ? X[0] : −49.6383))) > (((X[2] ∗ −50.788) ∗X[0]) > ((57.6034 ∗X[0]) ∗X[1]) ? ((83.8189 ∗X[0]) <
(X[0] < 98.363 ? 58.3032 : 37.1118) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 89.9701 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 77.2322)) :
((45.3225 ∗ X[0]) > (−2.73346! = 98.363 ? − 21.8732 : X[1]) ? (−91.7136 < 68.3863 ? − 35.0049 : −89.3235) :
(X[1] == −12.5186 ? 25.8204 : X[1]))) ? (((X[2] ∗X[0]) ∗X[0]) == ((X[2] ∗X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 56.0716 : −25.0382)) ? ((13.1839 == X[2] ? X[1] : −91.7403) == (X[2] > −35.5669 ? X[1] :
10.3355) ? (62.3347 < X[1] ? − 70.7834 : 72.1959) : (X[0] < X[2] ? − 36.825 : −45.2943)) : ((−45.217 <
−42.0709 ? X[1] : X[1])! = −35.2819 ? (61.9299 < 86.2158 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] == −73.6133 ? 72.9935 :
X[2]))) : (((−22.7954 ∗ X[0]) == (X[0] < 22.0964 ? X[0] : −12.4312) ? (6.79221 < X[0] ? − 97.8143 : X[0]) :
(67.7833 < −15.0473 ? 54.0231 : −72.8195)) < ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) == (78.9924 > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? − 87.966 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? ((77.6156 ∗ X[0])! = (−16.1489 > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 47.2378 : X[1]) : (−32.1086 < −42.8703 ? X[0] : 98.7516)) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) > (22.2914 <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : 98.4934) : (−67.1276! = X[2] ? X[1] : 23.9246))))) : ((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? X[0] : −13.7774) ∗ (X[2] ∗ 58.8725)) ∗X[0]) > (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? 29.8384 : −96.4617) ∗ (−49.8365 ∗
X[2])) ∗X[1]) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗X[0]) > (((X[2] ∗ −51.017) ∗X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : 77.1874)) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (−34.715 >
4.28423 ? − 93.1268 : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] : X[1]) : −25.0382)) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : (X[2]/83.8445))) : (((X[2] ∗−14.5348) ∗X[0]) < ((−2.15312 ∗X[2]) ∗X[1]) ? ((−59.1909 ∗
X[0]) < (X[0] < 98.363 ? − 85.6302 : −30.9691) ? (X[0] < 10.8867 ? X[1] : −67.7647) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 79.0184 :
X[0])) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) > (−67.9452! = 98.363 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < −46.9489 ? − 23.8138 : −89.3235) :
(−13.8706 == −19.3958 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗ X[0]) >
(((X[2] ∗ 64.5488) ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : X[0])) :
((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[1] > 4.28423 ? X[2] : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : −50.8789) : −25.0382)) ? (((X[2] ∗
77.2438) ∗X[0]) == ((25.0091 ∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 19.3645 : X[1]) : (−1.29578 < 91.4596 ? 43.1255 :
−25.0382)) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > (91.7485/19.3906) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 48.7586 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 69.1371 :
−25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (−80.0268! = −74.8552 ? − 44.6559 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2]))) : (((44.0044∗X[0])∗X[0]) > ((X[0]∗X[0]) > (76.0921 > X[0] ? X[0] : −85.2721) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) :
−53.2531) ? ((67.2282∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] : −18.07) : (X[1] < −57.8106 ? −3.61218 : −25.0382)) :
((99.0857 < X[2] ? − 75.2611 : −68.1378)! = (−57.8647 == X[0] ? 66.4486 : X[0]) ? (−60.8854 < 43.7885 ? X[1] :
36.9072) : (−33.7122 < X[2] ? X[0] : 53.5599)))))) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : −13.7774) ∗ (X[2] ∗ 58.8725)) ∗
X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? 29.8384 : −96.4617) ∗ (−49.8365 ∗ X[2])) ∗ X[1]) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] :
X[1])∗(30.1082∗−7.25666))∗X[0]) > (((X[2]∗−51.017)∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? − 33.8491 : 77.1874)) : ((X[1] ∗X[0]) < (−34.715 > 4.28423 ? − 93.1268 : −29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : −25.0382)) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : (X[2]/83.8445))) :
(((X[2] ∗ −14.5348) ∗ X[0]) < ((−2.15312 ∗ X[2]) ∗ X[1]) ? ((−59.1909 ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] < 98.363 ? − 85.6302 :
−30.9691) ? (X[0] < 10.8867 ? X[1] : −67.7647) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 79.0184 : X[0])) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) > (−67.9452! =
98.363 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < −46.9489 ? − 23.8138 : −89.3235) : (−13.8706 == −19.3958 ? X[2] : X[2])))) :
((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗ X[0]) > (((X[2] ∗ 64.5488) ∗ X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : X[0])) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[1] > 4.28423 ? X[2] :
−29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : −50.8789) : −25.0382)) ? (((X[2] ∗ 77.2438) ∗ X[0]) == ((25.0091 ∗ X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 19.3645 : X[1]) : (−1.29578 < 91.4596 ? 43.1255 : −25.0382)) ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) >
(91.7485/19.3906) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 48.7586 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 69.1371 : −25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) <
(X[2]∗X[1]) ? (−80.0268! = −74.8552 ? −44.6559 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (((44.0044∗X[0])∗X[0]) >
((X[0] ∗X[0]) > (76.0921 > X[0] ? X[0] : −85.2721) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : −53.2531) ? ((67.2282 ∗X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[0] : −18.07) : (X[1] < −57.8106 ? − 3.61218 : −25.0382)) : ((99.0857 < X[2] ? − 75.2611 :
−68.1378)! = (−57.8647 == X[0] ? 66.4486 : X[0]) ? (−60.8854 < 43.7885 ? X[1] : 36.9072) : (−33.7122 <
X[2] ? (X[1]! = 31.2302 ? X[1] : X[2]) : 53.5599))))) : (((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[1] : −17.5712) ∗ (22.1281 ∗
X[2])) ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (((−76.8452 ∗ 17.282) ∗ X[0]) < ((X[0] ∗ −45.8885) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) <
(X[0] < 98.363 ? 72.7141 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < −94.2478 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (−11.5964 > X[0] ? − 3.43396 :
8.93939)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > (−19.9427! = 98.363 ? 14.0267 : −18.9599) ? (−73.282 < X[2] ? X[1] : −89.3235) :
(−11.3339 == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (((−79.3674 ∗ 79.8362) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[2] == 19.5679 ? X[1] : −77.0872)! =
(13.4394 < X[0] ? 5.07767 : −61.8304) ? (−54.6716 < X[2] ? 12.2421 : 52.0586) : (96.2289 > X[0] ? X[2] :
25.8976)) ? ((X[0]/X[0])! = X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 13.4743 : 3.3282) : (X[1] < −26.6734 ? X[1] : −25.0382)) :
((X[2] ∗ X[0]) < (X[1] ∗ X[1]) ? (93.545! = 30.886 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : 91.0975)))) > (((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? X[1] : −17.5712)∗(22.1281∗X[2]))∗X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (((−76.8452∗17.282)∗X[0]) < ((X[0]∗
−45.8885) ∗X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗X[0]) < (X[0] < 98.363 ? 72.7141 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < −94.2478 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (−11.5964 >
X[0] ? − 3.43396 : 8.93939)) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) > (−19.9427! = 98.363 ? 14.0267 : −18.9599) ? (−73.282 < X[2] ? X[1] :
−89.3235) : (−11.3339 == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (((−79.3674 ∗ 79.8362) ∗ X[0]) > ((X[2] == 19.5679 ? X[1] :
−77.0872)! = (13.4394 < X[0] ? 5.07767 : −61.8304) ? (−54.6716 < X[2] ? 12.2421 : 52.0586) : (96.2289 >
X[0] ? X[2] : 25.8976)) ? ((X[0]/X[0])! = X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 13.4743 : 3.3282) : (X[1] < −26.6734 ? X[1] :
−25.0382)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) < (X[1] ∗ X[1]) ? (93.545! = 30.886 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : 91.0975)))) <
613
((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗X[0])! = (((X[0] ∗ −50.7974) ∗X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? −33.8491 : −40.1917)) : ((−63.1891∗X[0]) < (59.7754 > 4.28423 ? X[2] :
−29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? 59.3038 : X[2]) : −25.0382)) ? (((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (−15.2298 <
−45.0735 ? X[1] : 92.5475) : (39.0381 > X[0] ? −39.3802 : 80.4091)) < ((X[1]∗X[0]) < (17.2495∗X[1]) ? (−78.1512 <
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] > −11.9712 ? 81.9892 : −89.4028)) ? ((−25.2787 ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (−29.6867 >
93.45 ? X[2] : −59.2445) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −44.2962)) : ((X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) > (X[2] >
35.8346 ? X[0] : 18.4782) ? (0.479419 == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] < 35.7893 ? 95.9416 : X[2]))) : (((X[1] ∗
13.3314) ∗ X[0]) > ((0.403729 ∗ 73.5394) ∗ X[1]) ? ((−88.6993 ∗ X[0]) > (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : 96.4697) ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? − 34.4738 : X[0]) : (54.5737 < −48.8227 ? X[1] : 4.47314)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) > (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2]) ? (12.7246 == X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (51.706 > X[1] ? − 55.6324 : 68.5456)))) ? ((((X[2] ∗ X[2]) ∗ X[0]) <
(91.7485/19.3906) ? ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] ∗ X[1]) ? (34.2444 < 84.0549 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (67.4028 > X[0] ? X[0] :
X[1])) : ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > (−70.9521! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (−42.1584! = X[0] ? − 66.3843 : −90.845) :
(−5.53529 < −65.7126 ? X[0] : −2.39771))) < (((95.3034 ∗ −95.2077) ∗ X[0])! = ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] < −6.12955 ? 55.557 : −25.0382)) ? ((X[1] < 35.1929 ? 18.3639 : X[0]) < (37.5579 <
52.4998 ? − 78.9954 : −30.7011) ? (−70.3393 < −28.2787 ? X[0] : −97.8676) : (−64.7729 > X[2] ? 62.3839 :
X[2])) : ((10.5308 ∗ X[0]) > (−0.120659 ∗ X[1]) ? (19.8253 > −58.2768 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] > −21.6892 ? X[0] :
−42.0846))) ? (((X[1] ∗ X[1]) ∗ X[0])! = ((88.6846 ∗ X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 46.6931 : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? X[0] : −25.0382)) ? ((−81.4334 < −53.7227 ? − 22.2578 : X[1])! = (X[2] < 96.0531 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1] <
63.102 ? 71.6452 : X[1]) : (10.0003 > X[0] ? X[2] : 67.9631)) : ((−87.7678 ∗ X[0]) < (62.5647 ∗ X[1]) ? (−62.3721 >
−87.9583 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (−37.9366 > X[0] ? 66.872 : X[2]))) : (((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? (−87.467 <
X[2] ? 41.394 : X[0]) : (39.1455 > X[2] ? X[1] : 85.8425)) > ((−31.3501 ∗ X[0])! = (50.5063 < X[0] ? X[2] :
66.8359) ? (88.6495 < X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−72.8468 > 84.2081 ? X[1] : −22.0957)) ? ((−47.2335 ∗ X[0]) >
(−71.3059 > X[2] ? 25.5478 : X[2]) ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (44.7037! = X[2] ? − 44.7248 : −3.62265)) :
((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < (−48.1454 ∗ X[1]) ? (X[1] < 17.1902 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 26.9838 : −26.373)))) :
((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? − 44.7435 : −31.0092) ∗ (42.4361 ∗ 44.6446)) ∗ X[0]) < ((−31.5999! = X[0] ? X[1] :
36.1341) > ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) == X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 62.8053 : 25.2377) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 76.331 :
−25.0382)) ? ((X[1]∗X[0]) < (X[1]∗X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 62.0754 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[1] ==
−97.0413 ? X[0] : −36.8336) < (−35.3662 > 51.5298 ? X[0] : −28.2739) ? (24.6072 < X[1] ? − 82.9099 : 37.8725) :
(X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (((X[1] ∗ 0.507344) ∗ X[0]) > ((−31.5999! = X[0] ? X[1] : 36.1341) < (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : 67.8357) ? (−32.279 < −87.5203 ? − 98.2134 : X[1]) : (X[0] < −97.7699 ? X[0] : 89.5588)) ? ((X[1] <
−54.4743 ? X[1] : −89.3321) == (99.9363 < X[1] ? 69.2696 : −21.6677) ? (79.8418 < X[2] ? 75.0178 : X[1]) : (X[2] <
63.9169 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((26.499 ∗ X[0])! = (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (−80.3152! = 78.5397 ? − 70.1696 :
−74.0551) : (47.6841 < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (((−90.4247 ∗ −37.8133) ∗ X[0])! = ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[0] <
9.34719 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] < 48.2443 ? − 38.762 : −25.0382)) ? ((X[2] < 56.8835 ? X[2] : −95.9526)! = (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 5.32905 : −8.45498) ? (X[2] < 26.9961 ? − 79.0729 : 85.169) : (−49.7451 > 28.1725 ? − 1.16303 :
X[1])) : ((−70.8118 ∗ X[0]) < (X[0] ∗ X[1]) ? (6.14039 > X[0] ? X[2] : 60.5208) : (X[0] > −43.9304 ? X[0] :
−77.0604))))) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : X[1])∗ (30.1082∗−7.25666))∗X[0]) > ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] :
X[1]) ∗ (30.1082 ∗ −7.25666)) ∗ X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 :
(X[2]/83.8445))) : (((X[0] ∗ X[0]) ∗ X[0]) < ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) > 4.28423 ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : −31.1865) :
−29.8328) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : −18.6376)) : −25.0382)) ? ((((39.7688 ∗
X[1]) ∗X[0]) < (91.7485/19.3906) ? ((79.7863 ∗X[0]) < (−83.8783 ∗X[1]) ? (−50.3277 < X[2] ? − 78.7693 : 11.722) :
(X[0] > −58.9778 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[2]∗X[0]) > (14.8858! = X[2] ? −68.4644 : 83.218) ? (−38.7808! = X[0] ? X[2] :
−14.2539) : (18.8674 < −15.1273 ? X[2] : 75.0113)))! = (((X[0]∗X[1])∗X[0]) < ((−86.3043∗X[0])∗X[1]) ? ((58.1904∗
X[0]) < (59.4508 < 98.363 ? − 98.5565 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 91.9132 : 41.9105) : (X[0] > X[0] ? − 32.9478 :
−76.6222)) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) > (X[2]! = 98.363 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 79.3859 : −89.3235) : (−97.8741 ==
X[1] ? X[0] : 6.74086))) ? (((91.4308 ∗ X[0]) ∗ X[0]) < ((X[2] ∗ −67.9042) ∗ X[1]) ? ((−34.9568 ∗ X[0]) > (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−42.2391 < X[1] ? 23.1729 : 1.00983)) : ((70.0688 ∗ X[0]) >
(73.0328 > X[0] ? − 43.5979 : −45.5643) ? (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−77.2585 > X[1] ? X[1] : 50.5039))) :
(((X[1] ∗X[0]) == (−0.674858 < X[1] ? X[1] : −91.9143) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 96.3244 : X[0]) : (73.2746 < X[0] ? X[0] :
−51.5461)) > ((X[1] ∗X[0]) > (X[0] ∗X[1]) ? (X[1] < −96.9014 ? 12.4495 : X[2]) : (1.66883 > −9.80025 ? − 58.1967 :
X[2])) ? ((−49.157 ∗X[0]) == (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] == −97.9314 ? − 83.8993 : X[2]) : (−24.7573! =
−35.2819 ? X[2] : −84.1095)) : ((−97.4995 == −98.8891 ? X[1] : 87.2517) < (−18.958 == X[1] ? − 37.7877 :
X[1]) ? (−9.65667! = X[0] ? X[2] : −86.4955) : (X[0] > X[2] ? − 23.5606 : 65.8288)))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 86.0953 :
X[0])) : ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? (7.02431 ∗ 10.1264) : (40.5509/X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗X[0]) ∗ (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 24.2499 :
−10.6987))) ∗ X[0]) < (((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? (7.02431 ∗ 10.1264) : (40.5509/X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) ∗ (X[0]! =
X[1] ? −24.2499 : −10.6987)))∗X[1]) ? ((((X[2] < −0.0669834 ? X[0] : −13.7774)∗(X[2]∗58.8725))∗X[0]) < (((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? 29.8384 : −96.4617) ∗ (−49.8365 ∗X[2])) ∗X[1]) ? (((X[0] ∗ −68.5312) ∗X[0]) > ((−4.51363 ∗X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−66.6342 < X[2] ? 27.326 : −25.0382)) ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? (40.3819−X[0]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8491 : X[1])) : ((X[2] ∗X[0]) < (47.5642 ∗X[1]) ? (1.5067 < −25.3191 ? X[0] : 88.28) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[0] : −25.2852))) : (((X[1] ∗X[2]) ∗X[0]) > ((X[1] ∗X[0]) > X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? − 6.13664 : −85.9937) :
(89.924 < X[2] ? − 2.81495 : −25.0382)) ? ((0.196816 ∗ X[0]) == (−97.697 > X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[0] >
−63.6844 ? X[2] : −16.7609) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((−80.2236 ∗ X[0]) > (X[2] > X[2] ? − 19.4015 :
−53.2531) ? (−50.1494 > X[0] ? − 42.4369 : −26.5155) : (24.8968! = X[0] ? X[2] : −27.7572)))) : ((((X[2] <
−0.0669834 ? X[1] : −14.2351) ∗ (70.8933 ∗ −42.4553)) ∗X[0]) > (((X[2] ∗X[0]) +X[0])! = 98.363 ? ((X[1] ∗X[0]) >
X[0] ? (X[0] < 9.34719 ? X[2] : 71.7204) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 56.4313 : −25.0382)) : ((X[0] + X[0]) < (X[1]! =
−4.37314 ? X[1] : 60.2876) ? (60.1883! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−47.6135 − −91.4312))) ? (((X[2] ∗ X[2]) ∗ X[0]) <
((X[0] ∗ 67.3544) ∗ X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) < (X[2] < 98.363 ? X[2] : 21.2016) ? (25.5939 < 57.3595 ? 57.2145 :
−54.6376) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : −89.3235) : (((X[0] ∗ 89.163) ∗X[0]) == ((X[1] ∗X[1]) ∗X[1]) ? ((X[1] ∗
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X[0]) < (X[2] < 98.363 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : −49.3707) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : −47.2749)) :
((2.17174 ∗X[0])! = (X[0] ∗X[1]) ? (−64.9133 < X[0] ? 37.5707 : −94.7397) : −89.3235)))))))))
Context 3 (1.279301)
((6.98811 ∗ log(X[0])) + ((log(cos(tan(cos(log(−38.7277))))) + tan(log(sin(sin(X[0]))))) + log((((tan(36.8671)−
tan(X[1]))+sin(X[0]))+(((log(sin((−78.4741∗X[1])))∗(X[2]+X[2]))∗(tan(log((−12.3356+X[1])))∗log(((86.1954+
X[1]) + tan(X[0])))))/log((((tan(36.8671) − tan(X[1])) − sin(X[0])) + (((X[1] ∗X[0]) ∗ (−28.404 ∗X[0])) + ((X[2] ∗
X[0]) + (X[2] + 77.9363))))))))))
Context 4 (0.346409)
((pow(((−30.6028/− 17.2245)− pow(X[2], 3)), 2)/((pow(X[0], 4)/pow(X[1], 3))− pow((−91.0646/X[0]), 2))) + (((((
pow(X[1], 2)−(X[1]∗X[0]))/(((pow(X[1], 2)−(X[1]∗X[0]))/(pow(−44.1652, 3)/(X[2]∗X[1])))∗((pow(X[1], 2)+(X[0]∗
X[2])) + ((pow(X[1], 2)− (X[1] ∗X[0]))/((X[0]/X[1])/(71.6002− 78.2239)))))) + (pow(pow(pow((pow(0.384907, 3)/
pow(−96.1016, 4)), 2), 3), 3)+(−20.0256+X[1])))−((((pow(X[1], 2)−(X[1]∗X[0]))/(((X[0]−53.5818)/(64.7806/30.0653))∗
((X[0]+X[2])+(X[0]/X[2]))))+(pow(pow(pow(X[2], 2), 3), 3)+(−20.0256+X[1])))/((pow(pow(pow(92.3097, 2), 3), 3)/((
pow(X[1], 2) − (X[1] ∗ X[0])) + ((19.6832 + X[0]) − (X[1] − 27.6285)))) ∗ ((((−4.37036 − X[1])/(X[0] ∗ X[0])) +
(pow(X[2], 3) + (−20.0256+X[1])))− ((pow(X[2], 3)/(−97.3819+X[0])) + ((21.1695+ 64.442)− (X[0]/X[2])))))))−
(((82.2024/40.201)/(53.7167 ∗ 22.5256))/(pow((X[1] ∗X[1]), 3) + ((pow(X[1], 3)/(X[2] +X[0])) + (((82.2024/40.201)/
(53.7167∗22.5256))/((((82.2024/40.201)/(53.7167∗22.5256))/(pow(X[1], 4)+(−19.7996+X[2])))+((pow(X[1], 3)/(X[2]+
X[0])) + ((−62.6157/86.0766) + (−21.4314 + 23.1139))))))))))
Context 5 (9.157312)
((X[1] == −50.9775 ? ((X[2] < −42.1788 ? ((X[1] == −13.6887 ? ((X[2] > −41.7957 ? (X[1]! = −96.9448 ? (94.6101−
X[2]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : −9.79586)) : ((42.4748/49.3324)/(X[1] + −40.2504))) − ((X[1] > X[0] ? (−55.4405 +
X[2]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? 15.2099 : 46.2697)) ∗ (X[2] == 1.67179 ? (−65.2165 ∗ −48.3701) : (X[1] > 40.133 ? X[1] :
38.555)))) : (X[2] < −60.4228 ? ((X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1] < 87.7062 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] == 20.9617 ? 24.7973 :
73.5384))+((X[1]∗−0.0249016)+(X[0]/78.7602))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[2]∗X[0])−(X[2] > −43.3168 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[1] < −4.4309 ? (X[0]−82.1446) : (X[1]+51.8354)))))/(X[2] < 9.60912 ? ((X[1] < −23.4088 ? ((X[2] > 77.0089 ? −
98.0458 : −42.5946)+(X[2] == X[0] ? −61.0612 : −95.3959)) : ((X[2]+X[0])∗(X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])))−(X[0] <
66.6108 ? ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) − (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2]/49.9268) :
(X[2] + X[2])))) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = −52.2329 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] − −99.1582) : (X[0] + −70.3055)) :
(X[2] < −57.3448 ? (X[0] ∗ X[0]) : (X[0] == −0.84701 ? − 91.3268 : X[1]))) : (X[0] == 75.1557 ? ((X[0]! =
−17.5537 ? 73.7191 : 28.7285) + (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −54.3337)) : ((X[0] > 11.2798 ? 30.1484 : X[2]) ∗
(79.3632 + 35.6345)))))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (((X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] − X[1]) ∗ (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) :
((−81.2838/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] < −50.7523 ? − 30.1929 : X[1]))) − (X[2]! = 17.8752 ? ((X[2] > 36.5366 ? − 29.7944 :
−50.0738) + (X[0]/X[0])) : ((X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) ∗ (56.3034/− 12.5294))))/((X[0] == −98.5212 ? ((X[2] ==
X[2] ? 8.85899 : −21.8737) − (X[2] > 36.8395 ? 81.8803 : X[2])) : ((X[0] > −21.7453 ? X[0] : X[0]) − (X[2] ==
−88.6617 ? −99.816 : X[1])))∗(X[0] < −0.173377 ? ((X[0] > −6.84431 ? 30.2156 : X[0])/(X[1] == X[2] ? −24.6405 :
X[0])) : ((X[1] ∗ −65.6195) + (16.0075/52.2145))))) : ((X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2]! = 89.8455 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : −19.706)) ∗ ((X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (X[2] > X[2] ? − 47.0371 : 80.6181))) :
(((75.5861 + −53.7273) + (X[2] > X[1] ? 6.87771 : X[1]))/(X[1]! = −69.3983 ? (X[1] − X[1]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? −
81.5904 : X[0])))) − (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < 71.2191 ? (X[1] < −76.7836 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? − 0.613238 :
38.2439) : (X[2]! = 23.7978 ? 96.6458 : X[0])) : (X[2]! = 62.3074 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? 46.0951 : −80.5417) :
(X[2] ∗ X[2]))) : (((−37.0612/X[1])/(51.4701 ∗ X[2])) + ((X[1]/90.3083) − (X[0] == X[2] ? 83.4114 : X[2]))))))) ∗
(X[2]! = 87.2915 ? (((X[2]! = 82.7307 ? ((X[2] > X[0] ? (81.5015 − X[2]) : (−34.482 ∗ −59.4021)) − ((51.2354 −
−11.254) − (X[0] > −89.7369 ? 14.7573 : X[1]))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? ((X[2] == −90.9429 ? X[1] : X[0]) + (X[1] >
68.9989 ? 40.4437 : X[1])) : (X[1] > −23.3973 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 98.8451 : −4.1414) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 66.6455 :
12.2235)))) + ((((7.59458 + X[0])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))/(X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −22.2546) :
(X[0] < −72.7977 ? X[0] : −60.9855)))/(X[2] < 74.6176 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (−8.74016/X[1]) : (X[0] ∗ 92.4886)) :
((X[2] > 1.88762 ? X[0] : X[1])− (X[2]! = X[0] ? 17.905 : X[1]))))) ∗ (((X[2] < 72.9586 ? (X[2] == 50.7339 ? (X[1] >
33.841 ? − 69.9321 : −83.9253) : (X[1] + X[0])) : ((X[0] == −41.652 ? X[2] : −43.2496) + (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] :
74.432)))+(X[0]! = −13.1278 ? ((X[0]−−16.8516)−(X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 93.5635)) : ((15.3975+X[0])∗(−72.3821−
2.88232))))/(X[1] < 85.4624 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? ((−73.718 ∗ −22.6578) + (X[0]! = −37.8945 ? X[2] : 18.8103)) :
((X[2] == X[1] ? − 28.236 : X[2])/(X[0] > −77.0069 ? 3.9038 : 27.5526))) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? (−62.0492 ∗ 7.88729) :
(12.014/X[2])) − (X[2]! = −26.2998 ? (X[2] > −31.9914 ? 21.702 : X[1]) : (−96.7366 ∗ −82.9414)))))) : (X[0] <
615
X[2] ? ((X[1] < 43.7855 ? (((X[1] == 13.3118 ? X[0] : 55.8056)/(13.0351 ∗ 83.562)) − (X[0] < −81.7172 ? (X[1] >
−90.0835 ? X[0] : 7.61586) : (X[0] ∗ 18.1783))) : (X[1] == 83.0513 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[0] < X[0] ? −
86.6401 : X[0]) : (X[0] + 0.813379)) : ((X[2]! = 26.8057 ? − 82.8738 : 71.3338) ∗ (X[1] + 67.3289)))) − (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2] > −26.8537 ? X[1] : −22.7271) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 59.5309 : X[0]))/(X[1] >
4.02803 ? (X[2] > −66.881 ? X[2] : 46.1121) : (X[0]−X[0]))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[0]! = −74.7386 ? X[1] : 25.6978) ∗
(X[1]/ − 95.3873)) : ((X[1] > −36.284 ? X[2] : −62.7971) ∗ (5.34327 − X[2]))))) : ((X[0]! = −2.31906 ? (X[2] >
96.2665 ? ((X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])/(66.4094 − −33.4288)) : ((X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 46.5328) ∗ (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[0] : −50.4611))) : (X[0] > 53.6099 ? ((X[0] < 28.6608 ? 74.2559 : X[0]) − (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] :
9.6626)) : (X[1]! = 56.1019 ? (X[1] − X[2]) : (X[1] > −6.46037 ? X[0] : 44.1718))))/((X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? (X[0]/X[2]) : (X[2]! = 38.1904 ? X[2] : −37.9983)) : (X[0] > −96.7606 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? 15.2996 :
X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : −30.9974))) ∗ (((X[1] + −6.76996) − (X[0] == 8.82222 ? 23.3598 : X[1])) − ((X[1]! =
X[1] ? − 14.3527 : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])))))))) : (((X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2] == 67.6261 ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (((−86.7561−X[0])/(X[0] > −70.8662 ? − 87.6785 : X[1])) ∗ (X[1]! = −21.6303 ? (X[1] < 51.9303 ? 60.8842 :
X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −94.2397))) : (X[2] < −28.4306 ? ((−52.9967/X[1]) ∗ (X[2] == 92.3377 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ 5.60699) : (X[2] ∗ X[1])))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−90.7987 ? X[0] : 49.2594) : (X[0]−−10.1233)) : ((X[2]+−80.5879)/(X[0] == X[2] ? 38.7287 : −51.7735)))+((X[2] >
−70.2801 ? (X[1]/X[0]) : (X[2]/30.8268))∗((X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])+(X[1] < X[2] ? −21.3802 : −22.1654))))) :
(X[0] > −55.3655 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (((−37.7101/X[1])∗(X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 25.7846))∗((X[0]∗85.2048)−(X[0] ==
27.0869 ? 35.5415 : 43.5769))) : (X[2] < X[1] ? ((−70.6043/ − 86.9815) ∗ (X[0]/ − 74.043)) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] :
X[1])/(52.7997 ∗ X[1])))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[0] < −54.4405 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 15.827 : −26.9131) ∗
(X[2] == 25.1202 ? X[1] : 60.7674)) : ((X[0] == −23.3522 ? 18.818 : 55.4851) ∗ (X[2] == −1.49665 ? X[1] :
46.4593))) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2] ∗ X[1]) : (X[1]! = 49.2277 ? − 70.7361 : X[2]))/(X[2] == −16.9563 ? (X[0] >
−39.4978 ? 35.4755 : 45.4914) : (X[1] > 84.1733 ? X[1] : X[0]))))))∗((X[2] < −63.8205 ? (X[1] < −2.97077 ? ((X[2] <
X[2] ? (X[1] < −73.0245 ? − 18.1715 : 16.4032) : (X[1] < −86.4013 ? − 16.2003 : −43.3379)) + (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[2] < 52.8041 ? 66.3957 : X[0]) : (85.7021 + X[1]))) : (X[1]! = 52.3393 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? 89.9996 : 74.6187) : (28.2404 − X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (−4.38032 + X[0]) : (67.7899 ∗ X[0])))) : (((X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] − −57.3943) : (X[2] + X[2]))/(X[1]! = −52.226 ? (−16.9017 ∗ X[2]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
8.58959))) ∗ (X[0]! = −58.1679 ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? 25.4318 : 18.419) − (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2]! =
90.4729 ? (X[0] > −44.5112 ? X[2] : 64.6719) : (−27.9848 − X[1]))))) − (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[2] >
−15.093 ? (X[0] < 18.0039 ? (X[2] − 13.0642) : (43.6302 + 37.7716)) : ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) ∗ (X[1]! = X[1] ? 22.7981 :
−98.4486))) : (X[2] > −24.9693 ? ((X[2]! = 70.8744 ? X[1] : X[2])∗(X[2]∗26.0688)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1]∗28.6612) :
(29.5206 + −28.0386)))) : ((((X[1] + −98.4982) − (X[0] > 83.9215 ? X[1] : X[1]))/(X[0] == −67.4154 ? (X[1] ==
−9.10009 ? − 80.1794 : X[1]) : (X[0] +−33.4511)))/((X[1] < X[1] ? (−42.2949−X[2]) : (X[0]− 86.8088)) + (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[0] < −47.3057 ? − 61.1629 : 40.8291) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? 36.0982 : X[1]))))))) ∗ (X[1]! = 42.656 ? ((((X[0] >
X[2] ? ((X[0] < 92.4282 ? − 93.3317 : −61.9151) + (70.2806 − 4.99738)) : (X[2] > −67.9211 ? (68.3638 − X[2]) :
(X[2] − X[0]))) + (((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 34.8747 : −41.5599) + (X[2] == −5.33757 ? X[2] : 99.3296)) ∗ (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 53.8508 : X[2]) : (−25.7509− 87.6488))))− (((X[0] > 53.8332 ? (X[2] < −76.2774 ? 21.8865 :
X[0]) : (X[2] − 31.2706)) + ((X[1]! = −47.5252 ? − 85.6022 : 1.69314) ∗ (X[0] +X[0]))) + ((X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1] >
5.96537 ? 1.0946 : X[1]) : (X[1] − −0.825208)) ∗ (X[0] < 94.8723 ? (0.959767/X[1]) : (X[1] + X[0]))))) + (X[0] >
X[0] ? (((X[1] > −5.3493 ? (X[2] + X[0]) : (X[1]/X[0])) + ((84.4841 − 57.564) ∗ (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))) −
(((42.4803−X[0])− (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])) ∗ ((X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 59.1204)− (X[1]/22.9515)))) : ((X[2] ==
X[1] ? ((X[1] > X[1] ? − 34.9953 : −94.9839) ∗ (X[1] == X[2] ? 41.4407 : −92.9324)) : ((94.1872− 83.8961)− (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : −59.4019))) ∗ (X[2] < 23.4539 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] − 68.9153)) :
(X[1] < 96.9924 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 47.6572 : 65.9631) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? 41.976 : −31.2905)))))) : ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (((X[1] > X[0] ? − 13.3903 : X[1])/(X[0]/X[0])) + (X[2]! = −14.0821 ? (X[2] >
47.9134 ? 42.5287 : X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ 27.308))) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? (95.4583 ∗ −31.1675) : (86.9808 ∗ X[0])) ∗ (X[2] <
−3.1266 ? (X[0]/X[2]) : (X[1] + X[0])))) : ((X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] > 92.5992 ? (X[2] == −35.185 ? X[0] :
17.3922) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 67.9739 : 26.5071)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] < 42.9901 ? − 35.798 : X[0]) :
(X[1] == 86.0105 ? 23.0449 : −75.278)))/((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 31.8921 : −81.4287) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : −40.1193))/((−23.6859 +−3.47523) + (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : −2.9807)))))/((((X[2] > −59.563 ? (X[0]−
71.6731) : (49.1417 ∗ X[0]))/(X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1] > −88.8199 ? 29.821 : X[0]) : (X[0] + X[1]))) ∗ (X[1] <
15.0219 ? ((96.9385−X[0]) ∗ (37.116−X[2])) : ((X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : 80.0249)/(−55.2131 ∗ −81.4802))))− (X[0] <
X[2] ? ((X[0] == 71.7082 ? (−91.7611/X[1]) : (50.4882/X[2])) − (X[2] > 17.5182 ? (X[0] − X[0]) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[2] : 2.75288))) : (X[2] == 5.29196 ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? 9.29929 : X[2]) − (−81.9217 ∗ 90.7823)) :
((72.8938 ∗ 64.3584) − (X[0] − X[1]))))))))) ∗ (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] ∗ X[0]) :
(10.5965 + 86.971)) : ((11.2108/X[1]) − (X[2] − 20.0252))) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? X[0] :
X[0]) ∗ (X[2] > −50.2837 ? 34.4089 : 41.2845)) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? (X[2] < 50.7594 ? − 3.13526 : 82.3473) :
(93.4814 ∗ X[0]))))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 44.3363 : −17.6835) : (X[1] − X[0])) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? (−34.7787 ∗ X[0]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[2] : X[2]))) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? ((X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : 69.0916)∗(34.7482+93.3346)) : ((−84.5118+X[1])+(89.849/X[1]))))) < (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (29.815−X[2])) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (X[1] ∗ 71.1066) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[1] :
X[2]))) + ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 3.8039 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[1] : −4.11019)) ∗ (X[2] ==
98.3089 ? (−0.319896 ∗ 67.3417) : (X[0] + 72.4229)))) < (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −47.9555) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? 70.2191 : −13.2589))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 87.4358 : −14.3477) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) < (76.1036 ∗ −35.4643) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 11.6186) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] :
25.7052))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 42.2346 : 89.0159) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? − 92.1645 : X[2]))) : (((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? 72.952 : X[2])/(48.4925 ∗ X[2])) < ((−5.64726/60.092)! = (−73.6032 > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[2] >
X[2] ? 40.5956 : X[2]) : (−84.6421! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) ? ((48.5921/X[1]) > (X[0] − X[2]) ? (X[2]/36.6666) :
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(59.433! = X[2] ? X[2] : −35.4452)) : (−64.8132 − X[0]))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] >
X[2] ? −31.792 : 82.3979) : (79.3777−−52.2253)) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (X[2]∗X[2]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? −39.3617 :
X[0]))) − ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −46.9336) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[2] : −35.4089)) ∗ (X[2] ==
98.3089 ? (44.4968 ∗ −0.192174) : (X[1] +X[2])))) < (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 15.3549) : (X[2]! =
−32.485 ? − 59.468 : X[2]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 21.7282 : −38.7244) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[2] : X[2])))! =
(((X[1] > −92.873 ? X[0] : 66.1367) + (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1026 : 35.6116)) − (89.849 ∗ X[1])) ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 70.0881) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? − 30.9974 : X[2]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : X[1]) ∗
(X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[0] : 53.8044))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[0] : X[0])/(−95.9701 ∗X[2])) < ((−12.8571/X[0])! =
(X[2] > −63.3168 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1]/5.43456) : (20.0445 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) ? ((X[0]/ − 83.1884) < (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[1] : 85.1083) ? (X[2]/ − 56.9561) : (−91.9483 < X[2] ? X[1] : −58.3098)) : ((−84.9408/X[0]) < (50.7819 <
−94.2532 ? − 80.5507 : −99.2993) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 0.129266 : −39.0664) : (X[0] − X[2])))) ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : 47.4156) : (44.5995 −X[2])) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (X[0] ∗ 96.4051) :
(X[0] == 22.2795 ? − 50.8276 : X[0])))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[2] :
90.867)) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (4.3325 ∗ 75.7017) : (55.7782 + −23.0183)))) : ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−86.4968 − −87.7126)) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (−90.3743 ∗ X[1]) : (X[0] ==
22.2795 ? X[0] : 27.4199)))/(((−69.7051 + 84.8608) > (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 72.4715 : 35.026) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? −
63.5949 : −40.8277) : (77.9715 == X[2] ? − 85.7479 : X[0])) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (−53.6046 ∗ 27.9986) :
(X[1] + −93.8821))))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −72.9984) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[1] :
X[1]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[0] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? 1.33979 : 71.6606))) == X[2] ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 56.6737 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] : −41.435))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 79.0701 :
45.7572) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[2] : −18.6717))) : ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 49.6173 : X[1]) : (X[2]! =
−32.485 ? X[1] : 37.2349)) ∗ ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 70.2513 : X[1])/(X[0] ∗X[2]))))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (3.69179 − −0.471924)) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (X[0] ∗ X[0]) : (X[0] ==
22.2795 ? 68.611 : X[0])))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −0.826495) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[2] :
87.8951)) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (X[0] ∗ −57.0864) : (X[0] +X[2])))) == ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] >
X[2] ? X[2] : 54.1244) : (X[2] − 97.5338)) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (39.154 ∗ 97.0056) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[1] :
94.3431))) − ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −32.6535) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 6.27684 : −76.5371)) ∗
(X[2] == 98.3089 ? (X[2] ∗ −42.3155) : (X[0] + X[2])))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 11.2682 :
X[1]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] : 70.506))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : X[2]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? − 58.5154 :
X[0]))) < ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 71.3913 : X[2]))/((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? X[0] : −18.1422) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[0] : X[2]))) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 90.144 :
−37.972) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? − 38.658 : X[1]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[0] : 21.852) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[1] :
−76.0607))) : 85.1083) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 13.1951 : 2.46041) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? − 75.5843 :
97.6102))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[0] : X[1]))) < ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : 3.55247) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 30.5309 : X[0]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 66.6436 : 72.1065) ∗
(X[2] == 98.3089 ? − 75.1767 : 66.8138))) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! =
−32.485 ? 22.8387 : 35.6693))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : X[1]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? − 83.5237 : X[1]))) :
(((X[0]/X[1]) < (X[0] ∗ 73.7915) ? (X[0]/− 56.3981) : (41.9438! = −73.235 ? X[2] : 83.3432)) > ((64.0241/87.7203) <
(24.7364/X[0]) ? (X[2]/−29.3056) : (X[1]/37.0256)) ? ((−89.3313/X[0]) < (X[0]−X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? −60.5266 :
85.1083) : (X[1] < −48.5496 ? X[2] : 91.2178)) : ((17.3995/20.7569)! = (−33.8454 − X[0]) ? (X[1]/13.9973) :
(X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : 33.2712))))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] ∗ X[0]) :
(10.5965 + 86.971)) : ((11.2108/X[1]) − (X[2] − 20.0252))) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? X[0] :
X[0]) ∗ (X[2] > −50.2837 ? 34.4089 : 41.2845)) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? (X[2] < 50.7594 ? − 3.13526 : 82.3473) :
(93.4814 ∗ X[0]))))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 44.3363 : −17.6835) : (X[1] − X[0])) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? (−34.7787 ∗ X[0]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[2] : X[2]))) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? ((X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : 69.0916)∗(34.7482+93.3346)) : ((−84.5118+X[1])+(89.849/X[1]))))) > (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] ∗ X[0]) : (10.5965 + 86.971)) : ((11.2108/X[1]) − (X[2] − 20.0252))) : (X[2]! =
−32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? X[0] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] > −50.2837 ? 34.4089 : 41.2845)) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? (X[2] <
50.7594 ? − 3.13526 : 82.3473) : (93.4814 ∗X[0]))))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 44.3363 :
−17.6835) : (X[1] − X[0])) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (−34.7787 ∗ X[0]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[2] : X[2]))) ∗ (X[2] ==
98.3089 ? ((X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 69.0916) ∗ (34.7482 + 93.3346)) : ((−84.5118 + X[1]) + (89.849/X[1]))))) >
(X[2]! = −63.3168 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ −70.4147) :
(X[0] + X[0])) : ((−64.0713/X[2]) − (X[2] − X[1]))) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? − 66.2827 :
52.2092) ∗ (X[2] > −50.2837 ? 54.7354 : X[1])) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? (X[2] < 50.7594 ? X[1] : −30.701) :
(7.35939∗49.9453))))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? −50.7208 : X[1]) : (−2.37494−63.5557)) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? (38.1358 ∗ 68.7275) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[1] : X[1]))) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? ((X[0]! =
X[2] ? 9.65045 : 18.6667)∗(66.356+X[2])) : ((55.1891+−91.5255)+(89.849∗X[1]))))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 80.1562 : X[0]) : (37.9504 − 40.5523)) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (X[0] ∗ 69.1292) : (X[0] ==
22.2795 ? X[1] : 83.1097)))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[2] :
X[1])) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (−98.0741 ∗ 51.242) : (X[2] + −80.3364)))) > (((X[1] > −92.873 ? (X[1] + X[2]) :
(X[0] + −8.33776)) + (X[1] == X[2] ? (−99.1298 + 97.8413) : (X[0] < −31.6426 ? 98.6482 : X[2]))) − (89.849 ∗
X[1])) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 6.06616 : 83.8396) : (X[2] − −49.5797)) : (X[2]! =
−32.485 ? (X[0] ∗ −38.4149) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? 61.3789 : X[2])))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 66.6243 :
X[0]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 66.574 : 63.1279)) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (−11.9443 ∗ X[0]) : (X[0] + 23.1226)))) :
(((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 28.1104 : X[1])/(−37.6382 ∗ X[1])) > ((X[2] + 97.0154) − (89.849 ∗ X[1])) ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? X[1] : X[2])/(9.45283 ∗ 2.37293)) : ((−55.9761 − −69.322) < (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : 37.0362) ? (X[0] ==
51.0744 ? X[0] : −44.3364) : −18.4016)))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] ∗ X[0]) :
(10.5965 + 86.971)) : ((11.2108/X[1]) − (X[2] − 20.0252))) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? X[0] :
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X[0]) ∗ (X[2] > −50.2837 ? 34.4089 : 41.2845)) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? (X[2] < 50.7594 ? − 3.13526 : 82.3473) :
(93.4814 ∗ X[0]))))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 44.3363 : −17.6835) : (X[1] − X[0])) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? (−34.7787 ∗X[0]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[2] : X[2]))) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? ((X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
69.0916) ∗ (34.7482 + 93.3346)) : ((−84.5118 + X[1]) + (89.849/X[1])))))! = X[2] ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[1] ∗X[2]) ∗ (X[2]! = −19.7201 ? X[0] : −70.243)) : ((X[2]/− 19.0729)+ (X[1]− 63.4516))) :
(((X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])/(X[0] == 48.1511 ? X[2] : 22.1452)) − ((X[0] + X[2]) − (X[2] − 13.9667)))) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? (X[1]! = −12.1379 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = −83.1323 ? − 42.9437 :
X[2])) ∗ (X[2] > −50.2837 ? (60.1789 ∗ −62.9161) : (X[1] ∗ 47.3427))) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? (X[2] < 50.7594 ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? 51.6028 : X[2]) : (X[0] == 48.5201 ? 41.5213 : X[2])) : ((X[2] == −2.64212 ? X[1] : X[2]) ∗ (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])))))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (43.7993 ∗ X[1]) : (X[2] + X[2])) :
((73.349/X[2]) − (X[1] − −57.7393))) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? X[1] : −77.9604) ∗ (X[2] >
−50.2837 ? X[2] : 12.0867)) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? (X[2] < 50.7594 ? X[0] : 68.7102) : (17.875∗−51.8565))))∗(X[2] ==
98.3089 ? ((X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = 48.8872 ? X[0] : −37.47) : (X[2] == 68.1472 ? − 82.2459 : X[2])) ∗ ((85.5518 −
X[2]) + (X[0]! = −64.851 ? − 5.57026 : −1.66871))) : (((X[1] > −92.873 ? X[1] : 84.2496) + (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] :
−34.1106)) + (89.849 ∗ X[1]))))) : X[0]) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] ∗ X[0]) :
(10.5965 + 86.971)) : ((11.2108/X[1]) − (X[2] − 20.0252))) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? X[0] :
X[0]) ∗ (X[2] > −50.2837 ? 34.4089 : 41.2845)) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? (X[2] < 50.7594 ? − 3.13526 : 82.3473) :
(93.4814 ∗ X[0])))) − ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 44.3363 : −17.6835) : (X[1] − X[0])) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? (−34.7787 ∗ X[0]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[2] : X[2]))) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? ((X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : 69.0916)∗(34.7482+93.3346)) : ((−84.5118+X[1])+(89.849/X[1]))))) < (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 13.8324 : 71.4225) : (X[1] − X[1])) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (−76.5706 ∗ −18.3211) : (X[0] ==
22.2795 ? 65.9124 : 95.0897)))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 84.2639 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] :
−10.8439)) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (X[1] ∗ 23.9089) : (52.1332 + X[1])))) < X[2] ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 31.8239 : 89.1792) : (45.8942 − 74.9019)) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (X[0] ∗ −92.4595) : (X[0] ==
22.2795 ? 84.8909 : 55.0621)))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 50.1509 :
29.6121)) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (X[2] ∗ 46.9702) : (X[1] + X[1])))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] : 47.014))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : X[2]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[1] :
71.7956)))! = (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[0] : X[2])/(−11.5148 ∗ −93.0607)) < X[2] ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] :
13.8172)/(X[2] ∗ −73.0188)) : ((−87.6071/ − 32.932)! = (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −31.081) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
−28.0171) : (−41.616! = 39.8468 ? −67.1684 : −96.0311))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : X[0])+(−87.2738∗X[2])) >
((−39.0592/X[0])! = (76.1036 ∗ −35.4643) ? (X[0]/X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 66.329 : X[1])) ? ((48.2382/ − 84.8988) >
(X[1] − −28.5172) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : 85.1083) : (86.9455 < X[0] ? 88.6502 : −0.236192)) : ((X[1]/30.4768) ==
X[2] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ X[2]))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 50.121 : 55.6901)/(28.7444 ∗ 72.6354)) > ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? X[1] : −11.1246) − (−70.1594 ∗ −35.7028)) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] : X[0])/(X[1] ∗ 20.3282)) :
((89.8221/ − 53.555) < (X[2]! = −63.3168 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[2]/ − 19.0506))))) ? (((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] ∗X[0]) : (10.5965 + 86.971)) : ((11.2108/X[1]) − (X[2] − 20.0252))) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? X[0] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] > −50.2837 ? 34.4089 : 41.2845)) : (X[0] ==
22.2795 ? (X[2] < 50.7594 ? − 3.13526 : 82.3473) : (93.4814 ∗X[0]))))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] >
X[2] ? − 44.3363 : −17.6835) : (X[1] − X[0])) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (−34.7787 ∗ X[0]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[2] :
X[2]))) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? ((X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 69.0916) ∗ (34.7482 + 93.3346)) : ((−84.5118 + X[1]) +
(89.849/X[1]))))) < X[0] ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 61.9383 : X[0]) : (X[1] − X[1])) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? (43.4692 ∗ X[1]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? 89.9009 : −8.32138))) + ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 72.7829 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] : −45.9533)) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (84.7992 ∗ X[0]) :
(75.8889 + −53.8105)))) > (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 36.9518) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] :
−12.4655))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 61.5718 : 60.0766) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? 50.7935 : X[0])))! = (76.1036 ∗ −35.4643) ?
((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 40.9124 : 10.6746) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[1] : X[2]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? −
99.4338 : −8.52766) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? − 99.8003 : 14.2822))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 77.4663 : −18.4737)/(X[1] ∗
−31.2021)) < ((−27.1066/X[2])! = (−19.3703 > −98.3024 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 16.8852 : −45.8854) :
(X[0]! = −63.568 ? X[0] : X[2])) ? ((X[2]/X[2]) > (X[1] − X[1]) ? (X[1]/X[0]) : (X[2]! = 36.8933 ? − 44.6985 :
−47.578)) : (−64.8132 − X[0]))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 95.7054 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? −
25.0666 : −84.0417))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[0] : 25.9821) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[1] : X[0]))) > ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] : X[0])) − ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 42.1236 :
X[1]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[1] : −14.6353))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[0] : 73.499)/(0.339869 ∗ −39.6225)) <
((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] : −25.3174)/(17.1187∗X[1])) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? −60.5313 : 89.4685)/(83.3437∗X[1])) :
85.1083) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 1.51818 : 54.3981)/(72.3818 ∗ X[0])) < ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 85.6009 :
X[2])/(X[0] ∗X[0])) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 24.1879 : −59.2076)/(X[1] ∗ 70.4176)) : ((−17.8757 < −62.8737 ? X[1] :
X[1]) > (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[2] < −70.0128 ? − 64.5468 : −75.4262) : (X[2]! = 4.19621 ? − 45.4658 :
−40.9816)))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 65.5001 : −97.8735) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] :
X[0]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] : 24.334) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[2] : 85.9983))) == X[2] ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 87.2601 : −75.0854) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 4.71334 : 33.9787))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] :
X[1]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[0] : 6.04731))) : ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 97.1218 : X[1]) : (X[2]! =
−32.485 ? − 83.0115 : X[1])) ∗ ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 94.9861 : −42.3604)/(X[1] ∗ −19.3241))))) : (((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 40.3767 : X[1]) : (X[2]−X[2])) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (X[0] ∗ −60.6778) :
(X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[1] : −29.2657)))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[2] :
−42.5787)) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (−8.99852 ∗ X[1]) : (58.6988 + 35.3217)))) < (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 46.3072 : X[2]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 87.2239 : −19.59) ∗ (X[2] ==
98.3089 ? X[0] : 6.9535))) < X[2] ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? − 48.5214 :
X[0]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 74.095 : X[2]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[1] : 51.1159))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 71.1583 :
618
96.5545)/(−92.3653 ∗ −25.5702)) < ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 78.4316 : X[0]) − (5.98401 ∗ −69.8131)) ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? 33.5378 : X[0])/(−9.16616 ∗ X[2])) : ((X[0]/X[2]) < (86.8412/78.1126) ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (−35.9325 >
10.6588 ? X[1] : X[1])))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 55.7843 :
X[0]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 6.16048 : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? − 97.5087 : X[1]))) < X[2] ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 55.6845 : X[2]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] :
81.0444) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? − 90.4045 : X[2]))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 3.50248 : X[1])/(6.17677 ∗X[0])) <
((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 93.5574 : X[1])− (X[1] ∗X[0])) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 70.119 : X[0])/(76.9813 ∗X[1])) :
((X[2]/X[2]) < (−16.4615/X[2]) ? (X[2]/− 67.6822) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 50.121
: 55.6901)/(28.7444 ∗ 72.6354)) > ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : −11.1246) − (−70.1594 ∗ −35.7028)) ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? X[2] : X[0])/(X[1] ∗ 20.3282)) : ((89.8221/− 53.555) < (X[2]! = −63.3168 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1]/X[2]) :
(X[2]/− 19.0506))))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] ∗X[0]) : (10.5965 + 86.971)) :
((11.2108/X[1])− (X[2]− 20.0252))) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? ((X[1] < 35.2617 ? X[0] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] > −50.2837 ?
34.4089 : 41.2845)) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? (X[2] < 50.7594 ? − 3.13526 : 82.3473) : (93.4814 ∗ X[0]))))/((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 44.3363 : −17.6835) : (X[1] − X[0])) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (−34.7787 ∗
X[0]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[2] : X[2])))∗(X[2] == 98.3089 ? ((X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 69.0916)∗(34.7482+93.3346)) :
((−84.5118 + X[1]) + (89.849/X[1]))))) < (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 72.9558 : 48.0034) : (X[2]! =
−32.485 ? X[0] : −60.9482))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] : −91.8588) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[1] : −6.91598))) >
(((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : X[2])/(79.6577 ∗ −67.1818)) > (X[2]! = −63.3168 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? −72.4819 : X[2])/(X[0]∗55.3681)) : ((X[0]/−81.5364) > (−62.1586−−8.8392) ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (−22.4216 >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 75.7913 : 40.6739) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 12.0397 :
X[0])) − ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 18.0873 : X[2]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? − 79.5452 : −43.5254))) : (((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? −60.4048 : X[2])−(−53.0626∗X[1])) < ((66.4637/68.0101) > (X[2]−49.4015) ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (−16.9609! =
X[1] ? X[1] : 60.0817)) ? X[0] : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] >
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] − X[1])) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? (4.80563 ∗ 97.6647) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? 75.1247 :
93.6606)))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 12.2919 : −19.3087) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] : X[1])) ∗ (X[2] ==
98.3089 ? (44.7406∗X[2]) : (X[2]+53.2923)))) < (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? −72.9558 : 48.0034) : (X[2]! =
−32.485 ? X[0] : −60.9482))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] : −91.8588) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[1] : −6.91598))) >
(((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : X[2])/(79.6577 ∗ −67.1818)) > (X[2]! = −63.3168 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? − 72.4819 : X[2])/(X[0] ∗ 55.3681)) : ((X[0]/ − 81.5364) > (−62.1586 − −8.8392) ? (X[2]/X[0]) :
(−22.4216 > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 75.7913 : 40.6739) : (X[2]! =
−32.485 ? 12.0397 : X[0])) − ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 18.0873 : X[2]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? − 79.5452 : −43.5254))) :
(((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 60.4048 : X[2])− (−53.0626 ∗X[1])) < ((66.4637/68.0101) > (X[2]− 49.4015) ? (X[2]/X[0]) :
(−16.9609! = X[1] ? X[1] : 60.0817)) ? X[0] : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? 91.4601 : −86.7638))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 47.0269 : −19.362) ∗
(X[2] == 98.3089 ? 7.23447 : X[0]))) < X[0] ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] : 13.5726) + (6.15444 ∗ X[0])) >
((X[2]/X[0])! = (76.1036 ∗ −35.4643) ? (36.2699/X[1]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) ? ((X[1]/X[2]) > (32.6931 −
X[2]) ? (X[1] < −44.4739 ? 47.3044 : 85.1083) : (46.7949 < −31.0157 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((19.8041/X[0]) ==
X[2] ? (−99.7637/X[0]) : (X[1]∗X[0]))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? −87.7927 : −30.1239)/(X[2]∗−10.595)) < ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? 55.5214 : X[0])/(X[2] ∗ 13.425)) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] : X[0])/(−39.1144 ∗X[0])) : ((90.492/X[0]) >
(7.41631/X[0]) ? (−55.418/13.6434) : (71.3859 < −43.907 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? 60.8063 : −78.1965) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[1] : X[1]))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 53.409 : −93.2041) ∗ (X[2] ==
98.3089 ? 84.9376 : −84.7344))) < (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 21.4122 : −88.0226)/(X[2] ∗X[2])) > ((X[1]/ − 32.7887) >
(X[2]! = −63.3168 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1]/− 8.94795) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : −30.4542)) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] :
92.4021) − (22.2522 ∗ X[2])) : ((X[1] − −90.3415) < (X[2] > 74.0438 ? − 57.1113 : −63.4205) ? X[0] : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 37.6899 : X[0])/(−59.513∗0.644862)) < X[0] ? ((X[2]+X[1]) > (X[0]! =
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 79.6655 : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 24.7309 : X[0])) : ((−87.5268/X[2]) <
(X[2]/X[0]) ? (−95.636/X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? 61.8882 : X[2]))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 95.4033 : 1.35458) + (X[0] ∗
X[2])) > ((−64.9352/7.1345)! = (12.6009 > 60.6561 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? 68.6896 : −25.2268) : (X[2] <
98.3089 ? 83.5057 : X[0])) ? ((−18.7391 + −29.7961) − (89.849 ∗X[1])) : ((X[0]/X[1])! = X[2] ? (X[1]/ − 93.7979) :
(X[2] ∗ 81.6148))))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 99.6083 : X[1]) : (−3.18594 − 94.5546)) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? (X[2] ∗ X[1]) : (X[0] == 22.2795 ? X[1] : X[1])))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[1] : −51.1403)) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? (X[0] ∗ X[2]) : (73.8648 + X[2])))) >
(((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 44.6092 : −93.8289) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] : −82.2915))/((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? − 29.9465 : X[2]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? X[0] : 63.2928))) > (X[2]! = −63.3168 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] ==
86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 13.2134 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] : −39.2366))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] :
−12.6311) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? 15.8654 : 94.5611))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 26.0012 : 23.461)/(−98.542 ∗X[2])) >
((X[2] + X[2]) − (89.849 ∗ X[1])) ? ((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[0] : X[0])/(44.0055 ∗ −36.09)) : ((0.964591/X[0]) >
(22.1804 − X[1]) ? (16.3556/X[0]) : (64.5693 < X[2] ? − 26.0676 : −18.4016)))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 62.4612 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −32.485 ? − 72.8262 : −4.05978))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] : 1.47826) ∗ (X[2] ==
98.3089 ? X[2] : 93.6601)))! = (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : X[0])/(53.8862 ∗ X[1]))! = ((−71.1562/X[1]) >
(−85.6598 > −69.3042 ? −47.7757 : X[2]) ? (X[1]−−27.9268) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : 75.9943)) ? ((−6.32623/X[1]) <
X[0] ? (−53.4683 > X[2] ? − 84.7515 : X[2]) : (47.2642 < −18.9171 ? − 55.1924 : X[1])) : (X[0] < −30.0024 ? X[0] :
−65.7245)) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 87.2947 : X[2])/(26.1319 ∗ −41.67)) > X[0] ? ((X[0] +−2.86105) > (60.9494! =
X[1] ? − 52.6266 : 37.7563) ? (X[2] > 73.8213 ? 9.27315 : −98.4929) : (88.2115 == X[2] ? 35.8605 : −0.212415)) :
((X[0]/X[2]) < (40.7248 < X[2] ? 78.3497 : 90.5044) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (43.1722 > −99.1189 ? X[2] :
X[2]))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[2] : X[1])/(61.026 ∗ 50.6481)) < ((X[0]/90.7468) == (−43.7823 > −78.5328 ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (X[1] − X[2]) : (−2.66166 < 95.36 ? X[0] : X[2])) ? ((X[1]/27.367) < X[0] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(4.10182 < X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((−41.4711/ − 67.9482)! = (93.7738 > 38.8342 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (4.56387 <
619
X[0] ? − 46.7993 : 72.1515) : (X[0] + −48.681)))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 66.8729 : X[1]) :
(X[2]! = −32.485 ? X[0] : 31.438))/((X[1] == 86.4198 ? 41.4435 : X[1]) ∗ (X[2] == 98.3089 ? 88.2079 : 2.88546))) <
(((X[1] == 86.4198 ? X[1] : X[1]) + (44.4757 ∗ X[0])) < ((X[0]/28.4969) < (76.1036 ∗ −35.4643) ? (X[0]/X[2]) :
(X[0] < −59.703 ? X[0] : X[2])) ? ((X[2] − −60.5267) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −0.149349) ? (X[0]/ − 63.5532) :
(X[0]/81.7888)) : ((X[2]/X[0]) == X[2] ? (64.4089/X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ 54.9215))) ? (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 72.3083 :
X[2])+(X[0]∗X[2])) > ((−43.1937/−30.1813)! = (76.1036∗−35.4643) ? (−64.5743/27.1616) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 56.7799 :
X[2])) ? ((X[0]/ − 89.8678) > (65.8406 − X[0]) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 83.3 : 85.1083) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 11.6757 :
X[1])) : ((59.8005/X[0]) == X[2] ? (90.5132/X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ −21.333))) : (((X[1] == 86.4198 ? − 43.0162 :
−99.0576)/(X[2] ∗ 10.8434)) > ((−43.4069/X[1]) > (X[2]! = −63.3168 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1]/80.9127) : (−63.9599 >
−15.2372 ? − 41.2084 : X[1])) ? ((37.1182/35.7834)! = X[2] ? (9.19865/X[1]) : X[0]) : ((−41.0419−X[0]) < (X[0] <




−68.2487))− (pow(X[2], 2) + pow(X[1], 4)))− ((44.896− 22.8293)/(pow(64.6953, 4)/(−40.7424−−26.4332)))), 2)/(((
pow((48.6448−X[0]), 2) ∗ ((12.7959 + (X[2]/X[0])) + ((46.6119−X[2]) + (−80.0677/38.3923))))− ((pow((48.6448−
X[0]), 2)∗((12.7959+36.8928)+(X[1]+−76.173)))−(((−76.8503−X[0])/(58.3064−X[0]))−((12.7959+−82.6124)+
(−19.3255 +X[1])))))− (pow(X[1], 2) ∗ (((pow(X[0], 2) ∗ (13.3708 +X[1]))− ((24.3492 ∗X[2])− (12.608−X[0])))−
(((X[0] ∗ −11.5639)− (X[0]−X[2]))− ((−64.148 +X[2]) + (−43.1984 +X[0]))))))))))
Context 8 (5.036502)





(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −8.48425 ? (X[2] < 27.5738 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? 87.2052 : X[1]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −61.2206)) : (X[0] <
84.2451 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
−19.0117 ? X[1] : 52.5753) : (X[0] == X[0] ? − 33.2683 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 72.4547 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1] == 12.5313 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0] ==
−27.1635 ? 12.9021 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = −77.4041 ? 98.3661 : −61.7054)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 28.6321 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 74.7538 : −17.5548))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−58.6873) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.204)) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[0]! = −95.8175 ? 20.0932 : −10.5919) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]))))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 53.3946 : −22.4493) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[1] > −80.9502 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 63.7666))) : (X[0] > 57.2763 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 3.80284 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < −77.3575 ? 63.2781 : 59.5791) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 52.1399 : X[2])))) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 74.8676 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 49.7845 :
23.9758)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −82.3558 ? X[1] : −56.7548) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −88.944))) : (X[2]! =
64.2291 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 87.9089 : 84.5368) : (X[0]! = −31.2525 ? 30.0594 : −16.6585)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 27.9848 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −31.2917 ? 97.4265 : 85.6593)))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −31.1659 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 38.1249 : X[1]) :
(X[1]! = −70.9609 ? − 73.1988 : 22.4476)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 32.9144 : 90.1699) : (X[1] >
−87.4149 ? X[0] : 29.0788))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 72.4654) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 18.7128)))) : (X[2]! =
95.5727 ? (X[1] == −81.2818 ? (X[0] > −39.1113 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −62.0624) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 8.28238 :
−2.91037)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 26.078 : −78.4513) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 35.7569 : −6.68413) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? 11.8505 : −57.4275)) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 5.2045 : 22.8852))))) : (X[1] == 2.88913 ? (X[4] ==
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0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −54.6118) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 21.208 : −39.3953)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? − 70.2627 : 46.0686) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 67.219 : 44.0936))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 14.3094 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −91.881)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? 4.86642 : 26.6115) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 40.2956 : 56.3531)))) : X[2]))) : (X[1]! = (X[0] ==
(X[2] < −68.6761 ? 23.4482 : (X[0] == 74.5366 ? − 89.9769 : X[0])) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < −55.5273 ? 37.1765 :
−34.2212) ? (X[2] > 8.29052 ? 20.4338 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[1] == (X[2] > X[0] ? − 43.3004 :
17.5076) ? ((X[1] < 5.47742 ? X[2] : −48.913) > (X[1] == 44.2366 ? − 82.3717 : −50.1052) ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : −23.4026) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 51.2246 : X[2])) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[2]! = −8.48425 ? 10.5199 :
X[2]) : −99.4073))) ? (X[1] < (X[0] > (X[2] < −68.6761 ? 23.4482 : (X[0] == 74.5366 ? −89.9769 : X[0])) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < −55.5273 ? 37.1765 : −34.2212) ? (X[2] > 8.29052 ? 20.4338 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) :
(X[1] == (X[2] > X[0] ? − 43.3004 : 17.5076) ? (−5.50775 > X[1] ? − 12.7159 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] :
−99.4073))) ? (X[2] < −68.6761 ? (X[2] < 70.9203 ? 20.4338 : X[0]) : (X[0] == (X[2] < −68.6761 ? 23.4482 :
14.3822) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 8.439 : 31.243) : (X[1] < 9.39522 ? X[2] : −58.1544))) : (X[1] > (X[2] > (X[0] <
49.4693 ? 20.7917 : X[1]) ? (X[2] == −8.48425 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] > −97.7078 ? − 17.8834 : X[0])) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 23.5618 : −95.4109) : (X[2] < −68.6761 ? (X[2] < 70.9203 ? 20.4338 : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0])))) : (X[0] == (X[2] < −68.6761 ? 23.4482 : (X[0] == 74.5366 ? − 89.9769 : X[0])) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
−55.5273 ? 37.1765 : −34.2212) ? (X[2] > 8.29052 ? 20.4338 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] <
−68.6761 ? (X[2] < 70.9203 ? 20.4338 : X[0]) : (X[0] == (X[2] < −68.6761 ? 23.4482 : 28.729) ? (X[1] >
−71.607 ? 22.5188 : 59.5986) : (X[2] == −68.6761 ? X[1] : 42.1487))))))
Context 2 (26.501897)
(X[0]! = 81.6705 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −81.6751) : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! =
−14.352 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = −62.3286 ? (X[2] > 31.7391 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 25.3765)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > 86.2987 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −59.2745))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 36.7293 : 63.7586) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −6.63467)))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : 9.10097) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 77.6153 :
X[2])) : (X[2] > 6.06678 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 22.295 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 72.3604 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < −43.2985 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 59.997 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 72.1916 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2]! = −56.459 ? − 60.6439 : −24.7503) : (X[1] == −89.9612 ? X[2] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −20.2215 ? (X[0] < −54.3797 ? − 94.4351 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] :
81.3198)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] == 20.3584 ? 85.1355 : −87.3388) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −87.1293))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 11.8239 : X[0])) : (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[1] > X[1] ? − 22.0162 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 14.3302 : −30.8293)))) : (X[0] == 98.6608 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] < −73.7715 ? (X[2] == 24.3114 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −46.3728 ? X[1] : 36.2434)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] == 30.4022 ? X[0] : −64.0057))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 39.4033 : 13.7865)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 40.4431 : −81.7021) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 85.9936 : X[0])))))) : (X[0] == 53.0421 ? (X[0] > 74.6515 ? (X[1] <
4.14691 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 32.2228 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 55.0985 :
55.257)) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 30.5098 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < 35.0701 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 61.4878 : 84.6217)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 77.6159 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 15.7352 : −41.226)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 3.93947 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 79.7072 : X[0])) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 87.1347 : 94.6815) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 43.0964))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? 22.3024 : −12.9374)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : 75.3634) : (X[1] >
−48.2898 ? X[2] : X[0]))))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0] == 6.94745 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −43.8218) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] < −76.9086 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 69.9474 : −31.4819) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? 39.9936 : 19.1508))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 23.0833 : X[0]) : (X[0] >
12.975 ? X[1] : 71.521)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −82.3973 ? − 75.8697 : 42.1439) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 19.1299 :
X[1])))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 40.5354 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? − 34.2426 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : 98.0987)) : (X[2] > 96.8128 ? (X[1] == −53.3635 ? 23.0319 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 68.4188 : 78.8249))) :
(X[2] < −91.2049 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 33.6669 : 7.93075)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < −44.6847 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2] == −43.3588 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 76.5439 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 13.2876 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 72.8113 : 6.71047) : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? 27.5021 : 56.8606))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 42.7822 : 72.6231)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] < −17.6448 ? X[2] : −77.6664)))) :
(X[1]! = 30.6472 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 95.2713 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 85.0642 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 75.5087 : 86.081) : (X[2]! = −2.14984 ? − 17.6315 : −58.8178))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 23.6796 : 74.9735) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 87.7206 :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 18.5733 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 55.3229 : X[2]))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −5.28731 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : 35.8462)) : (X[1] == −68.0112 ? (X[2] < 14.0826 ? X[2] : 30.166) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 42.4485 : X[1]))) :
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((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : 33.193)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 82.1495) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[0] == 6.51428 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
55.4625) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[1]! = −93.1616 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == −73.0654 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[0] > 31.3465 ? 32.5529 : 43.0191)) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 11.2749 :
X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] == −0.658008 ? (X[1] == 55.4018 ? (X[2] > −68.3945 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? − 10.1509 : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? 70.8629 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? 55.9837 : −53.8087))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −2.00367) :
(X[1]! = −26.6883 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 76.4907 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = −66.6395 ? X[1] :
−72.1694)))) : (X[1] > 69.7743 ? (X[0] == 15.003 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 46.6829 : 17.2508)) : (X[0]! = 53.1969 ? (X[0] < −64.1427 ? 68.4649 : 7.07921) : (X[0] > 40.2352 ? 54.3212 :
X[2]))) : (X[2]! = −80.1443 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1]! = −62.8853 ? − 53.2886 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 67.749 :
X[2])) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] == −9.16302 ? 88.5154 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = 99.5245 ? − 93.1671 : −63.0365))))) :
(X[0] == −58.0387 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 43.3377 :
−87.9049) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 49.0166 : −58.4884) : (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : 2.92503))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == −91.4586 ? 23.55 :
96.5267)) : (X[2] == −45.7139 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < −1.80034 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −94.5077 ? 6.33149 : 95.4253)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 47.9541 ? − 72.785 : 11.0193) : (X[1] < 58.4073 ? − 48.5745 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −40.9128) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 46.3905 : −14.6446)) : (X[2] >
76.2736 ? (X[1] < −99.2545 ? 50.945 : 4.13299) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 40.2241)))))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 14.8911 :
98.4812)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 48.0469 : 49.8607) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[1]! =
X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] > −47.552 ? 58.1768 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 65.416 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 85.6229 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : 60.2776)))
Context 3 (26.501897)
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
−20.8332 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −17.7387 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] <
X[2] ? X[2] : −28.88)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −83.9756 ? 20.6995 : 16.068) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 16.2327 : 92.6115) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 27.3488 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = 35.2573 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 23.3596) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 55.6094 : −93.3879))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 69.0173 : −86.5854)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 23.0333) : (X[1] < X[0] ? 33.701 : 92.6378))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[2] ? − 7.41589 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? − 75.18 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 8.37364 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 60.0489)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 61.6497 ? X[0] :
5.28365) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 7.59995 : X[1])) : (X[2] == −42.5635 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.25219 : 73.6134) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −63.1652))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −7.31374) :
(X[1] < −93.0949 ? X[0] : 59.9752)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < −68.7154 ? 9.7302 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
−94.7513)))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 45.7531)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 91.0491 ? X[0] : 63.4347) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 37.2463 : −50.0221))) : (X[1] < −8.71604 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? − 30.4522 : 55.9857)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 78.8852 :
X[0])))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == −40.1757 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 91.0831 : 92.7264) : (X[1] >
92.5072 ? − 4.13189 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −76.3922) : (X[0]! = −87.4021 ? − 21.5974 :
10.7457))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 80.2798 : 12.4662) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? 11.3656 :
86.5493)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? 72.5017 : 51.2569) : (X[2] < −10.8236 ? 61.6565 : X[0]))))) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −39.1912) : (X[2]! =
−0.734129 ? 84.3262 : 53.2185)) : (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −2.67806) : (X[0] < X[1] ? − 14.937 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = 84.3339 ? − 56.3993 : −60.6309)) :
(X[2] > 95.9374 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? 13.2691 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = −80.0582 ? X[0] : −37.2183)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[0] : −82.009) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 53.939 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : 75.2385) : (X[0] < −38.5969 ? − 53.0454 : −45.7617)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 63.1375 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 37.1974 : 2.42586))))))) : (X[0] > 43.0933 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[0] > −90.9045 ? (X[1]! = −21.1227 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 70.1268 : 20.164) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 32.0256 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 21.8854 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : −79.7934))) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 85.4854 ? − 99.077 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 23.0947)) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 58.5245 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.3369 : X[2])))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] ==
622
3.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 33.5031 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[1] : −79.6483) : (X[1] > −87.7407 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[1] == −49.7115 ? 76.7742 : 93.8873)) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 70.0045 : −33.0604))))) : (X[1] > −95.0221 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[0] < −49.8926 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 65.8412 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 44.0888 : −99.3766)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 59.4925 :
86.0841) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 78.8072 : −5.63758))) : (X[2] > −14.4693 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 40.7184 :
80.3826) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 75.9072 : −24.8176)) : (X[1] == −15.7933 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 15.1582 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 83.7203 : 10.8845)))) : (X[0]! = −27.7101 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 47.0777) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? − 26.955 : 35.96)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 13.3877 : X[0]) : (X[1] > −25.2945 ? X[2] :
X[0]))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −84.3316) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[0] == 57.5848 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > −33.7329 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > −40.3501 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? − 53.2781 :
X[1]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? − 12.4787 : −20.0916)) : (X[2] > −98.3465 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 39.4659 : 31.5729) :
(X[2] == −17.568 ? 19.9571 : 13.2366))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == 73.3167 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 37.3319 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 69.1597)) : (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 10.5262 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 2.62462 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 90.36)) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1] < 93.1757 ? X[0] : 83.2647) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 0.295601 :
41.8299))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 40.8816 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] < −10.9257 ? − 15.4347 :
42.809)) : (X[1] < −2.05946 ? (X[2]! = −65.8288 ? 31.5275 : 21.5844) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 67.3445 : X[0]))))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < −59.5687 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −84.8239 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : −29.3823) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 57.8142 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −57.2079 ? X[2] : 9.49806) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? 93.0172 : 49.5032))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 51.0893 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = −69.3653 ? − 41.0166 :
X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < −26.1209 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 13.6048 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : 24.4229)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? − 36.6619 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −16.7478))) :
(X[0] > −74.7919 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 66.0474 : X[2]) : (X[2] > −30.9613 ? − 63.4498 : X[0])) :
(X[0] > −20.7073 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.9049 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))))))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 31.8171 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 36.4961 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 74.2016)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 84.2937 : 16.0118) : (X[0] > X[0] ? − 49.0238 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] >
30.3276 ? 11.6441 : 44.5489) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 68.7349 : X[2])) : (X[2]! = −27.0066 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[0]! = 7.12356 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] < −20.7333 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −34.5126) : (X[0] > −88.0289 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < −26.2515 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : 71.6604) :
(X[2]! = 37.5691 ? − 98.2276 : X[0]))) : (X[0] > 43.311 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = 45.0173 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[0] < −91.8425 ? − 19.7991 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 79.0063 ? 67.0518 : −71.8836) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2]! = 72.8554 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : −37.7556)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −27.0553) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[2]! = −73.9665 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 92.2741 :
44.38)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.32808 : 22.5146) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1]! =
−69.1031 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 49.2229 : −56.6631) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 79.7375 : X[0]))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? (X[2]! = 35.7556 ? − 62.8398 : −7.40659) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 70.0793 : −63.5269)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? X[0] : −63.7208) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.56164 : −44.8604) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −1.79198)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 41.2508 ? − 75.6521 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = 67.2543 ? − 16.6635 : −47.3877))) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1]! = −64.8993 ? 50.5917 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 56.5201 : −22.3846)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 19.0933 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 11.1534 : X[0])))) : (X[2] < −34.5372 ? (X[1] ==
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > −2.06858 ? − 3.72359 : 88.3285) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : 99.8632)) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 86.4954))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > −57.963 ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −62.2456) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? − 77.8621 : X[2]))))) : (X[2] > 74.8873 ? (X[0] == −61.1 ? (X[2] == 18.3592 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 74.4214 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 53.0628 ? X[2] : 30.3926)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −89.1509) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 59.9092 : −96.2172))) : (X[0]! = 14.8334 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? − 23.7296 :
83.4388) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 8.32809 : X[0])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 1.11094) : (X[2] <
−75.6607 ? − 90.3005 : X[2])))) : (X[0] < −18.6985 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 76.6127 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
14.3896) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 20.1843 : X[1])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 5.03169 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 50.1021 : X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 49.9543 ? − 66.7633 : 66.8463) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 51.0311 : X[0])) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
21.51))))))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0]! = 4.36864 ? (X[0] == 29.3544 ? (X[2] >
−60.5786 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] < 78.9752 ? − 53.8575 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? X[0] : −73.3623) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 21.563 : X[1]))) : (X[1] > 36.9007 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[0] ==
−80.9336 ? 32.1058 : −85.4534) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 60.0699 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 87.9331 ? (X[0] == −75.0123 ? X[1] :
79.83) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 98.4736)))) : (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −80.9989 ? (X[0]! =
−4.55478 ? − 71.0593 : −57.3974) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 77.1648 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = 7.58733 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (X[1] == −16.9513 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 39.6575 :
−88.4686) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 72.3291 : 97.3373)) : (X[1] > −49.2487 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 81.9593 : −11.275) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 97.8029 : 76.2747))))) : (X[1] < 8.41367 ? (X[2] < −76.7219 ? (X[1] > 42.4072 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 45.9954 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 22.5759 : 38.9404)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] >
623
−82.635 ? 27.7556 : 48.984) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 28.3639 : −84.1336))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−69.9964 ? 76.9228 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 13.9826 ? 1.01041 : −26.1763)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 47.47 :
−15.1195) : (X[2]! = −37.9894 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[2] < −24.8267 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 67.9027 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0]! = −28.462 ? 84.5545 : −2.17306) :
(X[1] < X[1] ? − 85.4091 : −56.7872)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 99.8436 ? X[1] : 4.48177) : (X[2] ==
0.832474 ? 20.2431 : X[1])))))) : (X[0]! = 86.1891 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1]! =
−81.0436 ? (X[2] < 15.0339 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? 92.9232 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
−7.6374 ? − 82.9038 : 16.3615) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 64.2866))) : (X[0] < 65.5571 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! =
X[1] ? 6.63493 : −78.8327) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 27.8163 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 49.1738 :
23.3484) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.6835 : X[0])))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < 8.11437 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2]! =
72.0217 ? 25.2412 : X[0]) : (X[1] == 14.7837 ? 73.1216 : −66.7529)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 61.8375 : 27.4885))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < 4.88165 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] ==
−9.42093 ? X[0] : 14.0064)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 99.9521 : 54.3825) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 61.9115 :
X[1]))))) : (X[1] < 49.9797 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] < −60.5506 ? X[0] :
−43.6405) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[2] < 86.8779 ? 87.4308 : −61.7684) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 88.592))) : (X[0] == 36.6184 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 83.2269 ? X[2] : 45.5658) : (X[0]! =
−99.7813 ? − 88.2031 : 4.60208)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[0] > 50.3402 ? 31.2622 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 79.1385 :
X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] > −99.4414 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 18.8626 : −43.7378) : (X[0] <
X[1] ? X[1] : −11.5021)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 94.7278 : −22.6233))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 32.9408 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? 81.3349 : X[1])) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 8.17035 : 31.2247) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? 14.4155 : 43.0713))))))))) : ((X[1] < 76.0475 ? 39.6264 :
X[2]) > ((X[1] < 76.0475 ? 39.6264 : X[2]) < 76.0475 ? (X[1] > 76.0475 ? 39.6264 : (X[1] > 76.0475 ? 39.6264 :
(X[1] == 76.0475 ? 39.6264 : X[2]))) : ((X[1] < 76.0475 ? 39.6264 : X[2])! = 76.0475 ? (X[1] > 76.0475 ? 39.6264 :
(X[1] > 76.0475 ? 39.6264 : (X[1] == 76.0475 ? 39.6264 : X[2]))) : X[2])) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : 26.3009) : (X[2] <
X[1] ? X[0] : 26.3009)))
Context 4 (26.501897)
((X[2]! = −36.2539 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = 51.1054 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 18.9825 :
X[2])) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 37.7618 : −93.0303) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 40.7718 : 26.2574))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 25.2464 : 98.7257)) == (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 75.6707) ? (X[1] < 48.8011 ? − 74.4151 : X[2]) : ((X[1]! =
(X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 54.9628 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 67.6879 :
X[2])) : (X[1] == 41.3446 ? (X[1]! = 41.7348 ? 50.261 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −1.98002))) : (X[1] >
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 26.3294 : −13.3821) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −50.0473)) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : X[2])) ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −46.4016)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 49.694 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
22.2524))) : 46.9081)) ? 94.0724 : X[0])! = (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 54.9628 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 67.6879 : X[2])) : (X[1] == 41.3446 ? (X[1]! = 41.7348 ? 50.261 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −1.98002))) : (X[1] > (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 26.3294 : −13.3821) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : −50.0473)) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : X[2])) ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −46.4016)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 49.694 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 22.2524))) : 46.9081)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 6.08098 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 51.1054 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 18.9825 : X[2])) : (X[2] ==
(X[2]! = 96.5936 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = 51.1054 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 18.9825 :
X[2])) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 37.7618 : −93.0303) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 40.7718 : 26.2574))) :
X[2]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 13.423) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 54.9628 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 67.6879 : X[2])) : (X[1] == 41.3446 ? (X[1]! = 41.7348 ? 50.261 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −1.98002))) : (X[1] > (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 26.3294 : −13.3821) :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −50.0473)) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : X[2])) ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −46.4016)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 49.694 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 22.2524))) : 46.9081)) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 37.7618 :
−93.0303) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 40.7718 : 26.2574)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 51.1054 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 18.9825 : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? 66.1433 : 80.6596)! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 37.7618 :
−93.0303) : X[0])))))))
Context 5 (26.501897)
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 27.7297 : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[0]! = X[0] ? 30.7348 : −96.9949)) : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] ==
54.5484 ? − 6.79162 : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[2] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 19.8635))) : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
624
34.1388 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] < −2.68155 ? 76.1171 : (X[1]! = 93.8698 ? 36.8093 : X[2])) :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 93.1285 : −47.3248)) : X[2])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? 21.5116 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −57.2923))! = (X[2] == 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 18.3487) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
37.3189)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 44.481 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 7.83482 : 37.5286)) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < 84.9605 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.04344 : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 45.3494 : X[2]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −16.6533)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 99.7269) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : −57.3323)))) < (X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0] > −11.6915 ? (X[2] < 62.02 ? − 52.9123 : 8.78136) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : −87.8146)) : (X[1] >
53.8503 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −86.1948) : (X[0] > 1.56625 ? − 74.6106 : 47.3429))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 96.6979 : 7.83411) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 59.704)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 81.7985 :
X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 66.0793) ? (X[1]! = 16.6959 ? − 87.4736 : 73.6895) : (X[0]! = 21.1707 ? X[2] :
−79.6481)))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −58.4455 : 69.636) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < 84.9605 ? X[1] : 15.4951) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 84.1605))) : (X[2] >
96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > −11.6915 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 53.8503 ? − 94.0539 : −5.46346)) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 94.1598 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : −64.2173)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (−97.6249 > 31.9075 ? ((X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > −11.6915 ? (X[2] < 62.02 ? X[2] :
99.7438) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 53.5038 : X[0])) : (X[1] > 53.8503 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −85.9109) : (X[0] >
1.56625 ? − 68.9016 : X[1]))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 57.7468 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −41.7718)) : (X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : −73.9355))))! =
−97.6249 ? (X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > −11.6915 ? (X[2] < 62.02 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : 99.8708)) : (X[1] > 53.8503 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 1.56625 ? X[2] : X[2]))) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 54.6359)) : ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 47.4692 : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = 16.6959 ? − 39.6632 : X[2]) : (X[0]! =
60.8702 ? X[1] : −81.3973)))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 34.4378 : 84.5936) : (X[0] >
X[0] ? 87.3212 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? − 83.6111 : −98.2763) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 74.8449 :
X[0])))! = (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? X[0] : −20.081) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 50.1448 : 86.0289))! =
(X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 17.6763 : 7.32522) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 68.7044 : X[0])) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] ==
79.9597 ? X[2] : −37.387) : (X[2] > 96.5391 ? 70.7301 : −96.6546)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? X[1] :
58.1438) : (X[0]! = 2.02492 ? 33.2175 : X[0]))) ? 89.8303 : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? 10.29 :
53.3924) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 90.2488 : X[2]))! = (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −76.4981) < (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 59.7531 :
−77.4795) ? (11.3472! = 2.02492 ? − 58.9462 : 80.3696) : (19.7617! = −81.7299 ? X[0] : 26.3574)) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 64.6243 : 45.5221) == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 32.9663 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? 81.0451 : 6.64218)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] > 96.5391 ? X[0] : 56.6506))))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
79.9597 ? 21.5116 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −57.2923))! = (X[2]! = 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 18.3487) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : 37.3189)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 44.481 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 7.83482 : 37.5286)) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < 84.9605 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.04344 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 45.3494 : X[2]) : (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[2] : −16.6533)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 99.7269) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : −57.3323)))) <
(X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > −11.6915 ? (X[2] < 62.02 ? − 52.9123 : 8.78136) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] :
−87.8146)) : (X[1] > 53.8503 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −86.1948) : (X[0] > 1.56625 ? − 74.6106 : 47.3429))) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 96.6979 : 7.83411) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 59.704)) :
((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 81.7985 : X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 66.0793) ? (X[1]! = 16.6959 ? − 87.4736 : 73.6895) :
(X[0]! = 21.1707 ? X[2] : −79.6481)))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 58.4455 : 69.636) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < 84.9605 ? X[1] : 15.4951) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 84.1605))) : (X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > −11.6915 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] >
53.8503 ? − 94.0539 : −5.46346)) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 94.1598 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
−64.2173)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? 21.5116 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −57.2923)) < (X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 18.3487) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
37.3189)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? − 77.6632 :
11.2885)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? 81.5895 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) > (X[2] >
96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > −11.6915 ? − 31.9471 : X[0]) : (X[1] > 53.8503 ? − 21.2118 : X[1])) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −33.1511) : (X[1] == 0.586888 ? X[2] : 85.3448))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] ==
79.9597 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 63.2736 : −20.2824) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : 5.42655)) : (X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 79.1129 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 38.1545 : −88.5276))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? 21.5116 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −57.2923)) == (X[2] == 96.5391 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : 18.3487) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : 37.3189)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 63.7121 : −37.2533)) > (X[2] > 96.5391 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 23.6485 : X[0]) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? 84.6344 : X[2])) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] > 96.5391 ? 46.2249 : 33.0497)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (−97.6249! = 31.9075 ? ((X[2] > 96.5391 ? 96.1774 : X[0])! = −97.6249 ? (X[2] >
96.5391 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (13.0339! = −67.6475 ? 89.8303 : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 79.9597 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 61.2796 : −74.1062)) == (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −26.8559) == (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) ? (−96.3793! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−61.6963 > 86.218 ? 70.7988 : 39.6975)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
79.9597 ? − 8.50861 : 89.5136) : (X[2] > 96.5391 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))))))))
Context 7 (26.501897)
625
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : −88.9016) : (X[0] > X[2] ? 59.9686 :
−92.4773)) : (X[1] > −39.8785 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −9.48664) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 77.6628 : 96.6301))) :
(X[0] < (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = 20.7064 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 47.5394) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 61.7234 : 39.9345)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 31.4619 : −28.1282) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? −
21.1411 : 60.0323) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 72.1386 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
−36.8108 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 57.0292 : 96.3281) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 7.22586 : 74.9166)) : (X[1] == −2.25435 ? (X[0]! =
94.6231 ? −85.9558 : 51.7012) : (X[1] == X[1] ? −25.236 : −66.7648))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > −22.4214 ? ((X[3]%
3) == 0.0 ? 51.9082 : 41.6425) : (X[1] > −89.9357 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] == −15.1691 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[0] == −97.4799 ? −86.6364 : X[1]))))) : (X[2]! = 70.9173 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2] > −24.7092 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 87.2314 : 65.6986) : (X[0] < 56.571 ? − 1.95479 : 29.7788)) : (X[2] < 96.126 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 87.4036 : −52.7264) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 19.1876 : −69.3163))) : (X[0]! = −32.6299 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 91.9853) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 89.6822 : X[2])) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 11.8069 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == 78.4775 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−6.92366) : (X[1]! = −32.5734 ? − 98.1229 : −63.1556)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(X[0] < X[2] ? 64.6269 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −27.0779 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : 70.0267) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? 81.7336 : X[2])) : (X[2] > 45.663 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? 78.4904 : −81.289) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : 40.7889)))))) :
(X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > 12.98 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−78.3951) : (X[2] > −25.619 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 42.5673 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > 77.2109 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : −80.4912) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (X[2] < −74.8166 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 30.4623 : −69.645) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −2.54759)))) : (X[2] <
X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < −67.5981 ? (X[1]! = −46.301 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] < −6.76865 ? 77.5066 : X[2])) :
(X[2] < −26.6419 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −72.7319) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 33.0604 : X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −37.3552) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 79.7549 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
−36.0679 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[1] > 2.27927 ? X[0] : 87.8075) : (X[2] < −93.125 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2] == 16.4721 ? 79.5815 : −3.15912) : (X[1] == −79.7411 ? 92.7106 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−28.5745 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 33.6937 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? 94.1169 : X[0])) : (X[1]! = 54.2818 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : 35.8116) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −4.31684)))) : (X[1] == −50.9534 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 10.2682 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[2] < −58.371 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
86.3069) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 12.1478 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2] == −57.3084 ? (X[0]! = 53.326 ? − 12.2193 : X[0]) : (X[2] >
91.636 ? X[0] : X[2]))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
−38.8729 ? (X[1] > 18.8993 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < −49.1841 ? − 14.5762 : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 33.6412 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −94.9999)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −2.01381 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[2] == 69.3536 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == −98.6563 ? − 89.4159 : X[2]) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? 57.1925 : −63.7747))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : 35.886) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[1] : 93.3034) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == −76.3574 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 88.4126 : −87.2415) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]))) : (X[0] == −62.4995 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 24.4577 : 29.3014) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 91.4477 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 66.965 : X[0])))) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = 65.0017 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 2.69514 : 25.0996) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 59.0259)) :
(X[2] < −6.93453 ? (X[2] == 97.302 ? X[2] : −6.76429) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 79.2317 : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < −66.9779 ? 1.99931 : −59.3979) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : −96.1395)) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 41.3993 : X[2]) : (X[0] == −99.8924 ? X[0] : −89.2238)))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] <
−82.2565 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.5708 : X[0]) : (X[1] ==
59.9281 ? − 56.3588 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 85.5631 : 64.2806) : (X[0]! = 99.6785 ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 0.730485 : X[1]) : (X[2] < −42.8406 ? X[0] :
−96.4733)) : (X[2]! = −77.7238 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 98.139 : 31.216) : (X[1] < X[0] ? − 76.0044 : X[2])))) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 22.1319 : −77.6448) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−29.9052)) : (X[2] < 87.5972 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : 87.4814) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[0] <
−68.7528 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 84.0427 ? X[2] : −40.6345) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? 6.02735 : X[1])) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −42.3316) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 42.035))))) : (X[1] > 95.127 ? (X[0] ==
66.2058 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? − 86.8351 : −45.4692)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 38.166 : 99.3541) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 90.0752 : X[0]))) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 4.07024 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 14.2639)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? − 43.3646 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : −96.8598)))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[1] < 63.1628 ? (X[0]! =
−95.3019 ? (X[0] > −97.2803 ? − 55.0184 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 40.6266 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 95.6264 : 19.1887) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −86.8307))) : (X[1]! = 15.3186 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < −29.2645 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < 5.08085 ? − 92.0981 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 90.1175 : −45.3611)))))))) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 9.44925 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 9.44925 : X[0])))
626
Context 8 (26.501897)
(X[0] == (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −37.9809) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 6.57927 : 46.0613)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : 79.1787) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −29.9869))) :
(X[0] == X[2] ? (X[2] == 15.0731 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −61.1795) : (X[0] < 11.4759 ? X[1] : 32.9769)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 87.1455 ? X[1] : 32.3644) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : −63.0054)))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 36.8172 : −80.9412) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −22.3953)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[2] ? 26.9663 : −55.8508) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 62.8705 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1]! =
61.444 ? 42.8472 : −95.2785) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] == 22.9655 ? (X[1]! = −70.8974 ? − 84.5002 :
X[1]) : (X[1] == 80.9681 ? 40.8061 : X[1])))) : (X[1] > 24.505 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[1] >
−96.0654 ? 82.757 : 6.77128) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 23.2501)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 0.87152 :
2.30937) : (X[2] > 70.1327 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −23.8912 ? (X[0]! = 81.3086 ? X[2] :
−46.797) : (X[2] > 75.6163 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == 18.06 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 15.4822))))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] > 28.4382 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
28.8017) : (X[2] == −26.1486 ? − 38.1129 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −68.2255 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] <
61.7678 ? − 45.7223 : −8.03841))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 72.1154 :
−21.8877) : (X[0] < −76.6769 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] < 57.6783 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] <
20.0846 ? − 43.158 : 20.4164)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 27.6458 :
−1.47134) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 13.7025 : X[2])) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] : −96.6436) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 25.7567 : −40.0821))) : (X[1] < 51.7609 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−17.8977)) : (X[0] < 58.153 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 46.4293 : 48.1097) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])))))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] < −51.9775 ? (X[0] == 55.4521 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[2]! = 45.7554 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? − 68.0312 :
X[1]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 51.9194)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 64.3535 : −25.8929) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −21.8719))) : (X[2] == −99.8064 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 85.1316 : X[0])) : (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2])))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == 79.8495 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 1.91114 : 99.0852) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? 23.9837 : −16.0673)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2] == 0.906337 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −85.4141 ? (X[0] > −98.4217 ? 84.6388 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 52.7654 :
27.2736)) : (X[2] > −76.8744 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 64.9693 : 9.81877) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 45.9661 : X[2]))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1]! = 14.7168 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = −44.4175 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −23.8065) : (X[0] < 63.8984 ? − 71.0717 : −82.1393)) :
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −91.9639) : (X[2] < 17.3385 ? 6.67888 : −28.9368)))) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 24.4842 : 41.5191) : (X[0] > −0.88565 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[1] == −25.2824 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 14.0954) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 68.9664 : X[0]))) : (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −86.834)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! =
−23.1482 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))))))) : (X[0] > −41.7138 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! =
−28.0175 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < −27.12 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 58.9099 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −50.9445)) : (X[1] > 32.4691 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 47.4942 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −61.3632))) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] > −77.4541 ? 85.939 : −46.0422) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 22.6664 : 40.1189)) :
(X[1] == −76.4837 ? (X[0] == −53.4083 ? X[0] : 65.3755) : (X[2] < −86.4372 ? X[2] : −34.3558)))) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[0] > 1.32343 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 64.1177) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.4152 : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 29.4442 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 20.5043 ? X[1] : −29.0964))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] ==
−12.9409 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] > −46.73 ? X[0] : −55.3697)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : −83.4334) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 57.3807 : −82.4264))))) : (X[1] == 59.7491 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] <
90.7013 ? (X[1]! = 60.2362 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 63.6634 : −4.44409) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 43.2296 : 9.66004)) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1] > 17.7897 ? X[1] : 83.0325) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 49.9338 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
24.1752 ? (X[1]! = 4.20273 ? 53.4542 : −61.4643) : (X[0] < −28.4932 ? − 13.5018 : −45.5621)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 61.3612 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = 26.0544 ? 81.7969 : −83.9379)))) : (X[0] < 47.3064 ? (X[2] ==
−99.0872 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 33.8115 : −81.305) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 78.0054 : X[1])) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 46.5572 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.8056 : 29.2343))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 81.6985 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 6.65752 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 84.7514 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 10.6074 : 52.5661)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[0] < −86.9023 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 20.9895 : X[0]) : (X[1] >
−64.6708 ? 87.7213 : −91.0253)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < −11.2584 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −62.9136) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 81.142 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 93.3859 : 52.4855) : (X[1]! = 99.6976 ? 3.16242 : 97.6115)))) : (X[1] <
75.6383 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 69.473 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 36.9852)) :
(X[2] > −68.6605 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −0.326804) : (X[2]! = 36.4289 ? 94.8432 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? 25.1474 : 10.7889) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −61.4063)) : (X[1]! =
44.913 ? (X[2]! = −55.4339 ? 88.7597 : 9.70214) : (X[0] == X[0] ? 45.6218 : 44.6924))))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] <
−63.344 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 84.5783) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 84.558 : 50.6237) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 73.6622 : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = 4.70062 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 73.9649 : −40.2876) : (X[2] < −89.2862 ? − 8.52702 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
−29.3137 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
627
−7.49961) : (X[0] > −97.2799 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −53.6153 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 40.5465 : 45.993) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? − 56.7609 : −62.2996)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 7.23392) : (X[0] > 48.4556 ? 96.2589 :
−38.5567)))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −22.6923) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 53.4292 : −10.1387)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 24.1009 : X[1]) : (X[2] == 22.9655 ? X[0] : −42.8238))) : (X[1] > 24.505 ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 92.8233)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −23.8912 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 45.8218 : X[0])))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] > 28.4382 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? − 61.9631 : 37.2973) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 54.2738 : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (X[2] < 57.6783 ? 21.1728 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 32.7137 :
12.1129) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 27.6457 : 14.3252)) : (X[1] < 51.7609 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 33.491 : 64.3767) : (X[0] <
58.153 ? X[2] : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −51.9775 ? (X[0] == 55.4521 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[2]! =
45.7554 ? − 43.5588 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6316 : −76.2072)) : (X[2] == −99.8064 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 15.3806) : (X[2] == X[0] ? 45.9287 : −83.9054))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == 79.8495 ? (X[1] ==
X[0] ? 9.45081 : −30.1495) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : 16.4672)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −85.4141 ? 70.3398 :
X[1]) : (X[2] > −76.8744 ? − 47.401 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : −88.7924) : (X[0]! = −44.4175 ? X[0] : −42.147)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 36.7711 : X[2]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 72.6878 :
−90.2238) : (X[1] == −25.2824 ? 4.44281 : 5.48414)) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 68.7265)))))) : (X[0] > −41.7138 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = −28.0175 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] >
X[1] ? (X[2] < −27.12 ? X[1] : 81.9437) : (X[1] > 32.4691 ? X[2] : 65.042)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] :
43.4093) : (X[1] == −76.4837 ? − 62.092 : X[1]))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > 1.32343 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 84.9584 : X[2])) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] == −12.9409 ? 39.379 : −48.268) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 7.21218)))) : (X[1] == 59.7491 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < 90.7013 ? (X[1]! = 60.2362 ? X[2] :
71.8355) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 21.5347)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 24.1752 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 41.23 : 78.8088))) : (X[0] < 47.3064 ? (X[2] == −99.0872 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 91.399) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 2.89977)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 61.5277 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0] < −86.9023 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : 90.8098) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −42.4276)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 77.2885 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −91.0784))) : (X[1] < 75.6383 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 69.473 ? X[2] : 79.7448) :
(X[2] > −68.6605 ? − 14.9619 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 62.7238 : X[2]) : (X[1]! =
44.913 ? X[2] : 87.8492)))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < −63.344 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −52.7529)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 4.35054) : (X[0]! = 4.70062 ? X[2] :
−81.6763))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > −29.3137 ? 13.5927 : −67.2806) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
22.1413)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −53.6153 ? 89.1381 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 17.425))))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
33.1567) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 74.9074 : X[2])) : (X[1] > 24.505 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? 79.8442 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 7.86263))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] > 28.4382 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 4.06301 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 76.9588 :
7.51895)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < 51.7609 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] < −51.9775 ? (X[0] == 55.4521 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 46.959 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −99.8064 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == 79.8495 ? 46.3136 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 47.6537))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 9.26218 : −49.8007) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : −84.3005) : (X[1] > X[2] ? 10.698 : 92.9288))))) : (X[0] > −41.7138 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2]! = −28.0175 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : 91.6875) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 53.9415 : −72.0613)) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > 1.32343 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : 51.0001))) : (X[1] == 59.7491 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0] < 90.7013 ? 51.4648 : −35.2141) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 47.4672)) : (X[0] < 47.3064 ? (X[2] ==
−99.0872 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0] <
−86.9023 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 11.8308 : X[0])) : (X[1] < 75.6383 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −83.0767) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 36.0339 : −96.4321))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < −63.344 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 23.8326) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 65.5335 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 32.1501 : 47.9293)))))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == 39.2873 ? X[2] : 45.8846) :
48.0143) : (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −76.9406)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < 15.3548 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.74771 :
X[0]))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 27.6471 : −25.3982) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 25.5533 :
35.5028)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 1.56231 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 40.0639) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? −57.988 : X[2])) : (X[0] >
−41.7138 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 3.78522 : 54.8796))) : (X[2] == −14.5261 ? X[1] :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 88.1102 : 92.7183)))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 36.8172 : −80.9412) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −22.3953)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 26.9663 : −55.8508) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 62.8705 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1]! = 61.444 ? 42.8472 : −95.2785) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
(X[2] == 22.9655 ? (X[1]! = −70.8974 ? − 84.5002 : X[1]) : (X[1] == 80.9681 ? 40.8061 : X[1])))) : (X[1] >
24.505 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[1] > −96.0654 ? 82.757 : 6.77128) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 23.2501)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 0.87152 : 2.30937) : (X[2] > 70.1327 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
−23.8912 ? (X[0]! = 81.3086 ? X[2] : −46.797) : (X[2] > 75.6163 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] ==
18.06 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 15.4822))))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] > 28.4382 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 28.8017) : (X[2] == −26.1486 ? − 38.1129 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < −68.2255 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] < 61.7678 ? − 45.7223 : −8.03841))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 72.1154 : −21.8877) : (X[0] < −76.6769 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] < 57.6783 ? (X[2] >
628
X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] < 20.0846 ? − 43.158 : 20.4164)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 27.6458 : −1.47134) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 13.7025 : X[2])) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? X[0] : −96.6436) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.7567 : −40.0821))) : (X[1] < 51.7609 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −17.8977)) : (X[0] < 58.153 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 46.4293 : 48.1097) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −51.9775 ? (X[0] == 55.4521 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[2]! =
45.7554 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? − 68.0312 : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 51.9194)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 64.3535 : −25.8929) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −21.8719))) : (X[2] == −99.8064 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 85.1316 : X[0])) : (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == 79.8495 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 1.91114 : 99.0852) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? 23.9837 : −16.0673)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2] == 0.906337 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −85.4141 ? (X[0] > −98.4217 ? 84.6388 :
X[2]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 52.7654 : 27.2736)) : (X[2] > −76.8744 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 64.9693 : 9.81877) : (X[1]! =
X[0] ? − 45.9661 : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1]! =
14.7168 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = −44.4175 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −23.8065) : (X[0] <
63.8984 ? − 71.0717 : −82.1393)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −91.9639) : (X[2] < 17.3385 ? 6.67888 :
−28.9368)))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 24.4842 : 41.5191) : (X[0] >
−0.88565 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] == −25.2824 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 14.0954) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 68.9664 :
X[0]))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −86.834)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0]! = −23.1482 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))))))) : (X[0] > −41.7138 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2]! = −28.0175 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < −27.12 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 58.9099 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −50.9445)) : (X[1] > 32.4691 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 47.4942 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
−61.3632))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] > −77.4541 ? 85.939 : −46.0422) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 22.6664 :
40.1189)) : (X[1] == −76.4837 ? (X[0] == −53.4083 ? X[0] : 65.3755) : (X[2] < −86.4372 ? X[2] : −34.3558)))) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > 1.32343 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 64.1177) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.4152 :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 29.4442 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 20.5043 ? X[1] : −29.0964))) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? (X[2] == −12.9409 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] > −46.73 ? X[0] : −55.3697)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : −83.4334) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 57.3807 : −82.4264))))) : (X[1] == 59.7491 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0] < 90.7013 ? (X[1]! = 60.2362 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 63.6634 : −4.44409) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 43.2296 :
9.66004)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1] > 17.7897 ? X[1] : 83.0325) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 49.9338 : X[2]))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 24.1752 ? (X[1]! = 4.20273 ? 53.4542 : −61.4643) : (X[0] < −28.4932 ? − 13.5018 :
−45.5621)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 61.3612 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = 26.0544 ? 81.7969 : −83.9379)))) : (X[0] <
47.3064 ? (X[2] == −99.0872 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? −33.8115 : −81.305) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? −78.0054 :
X[1])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 46.5572 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.8056 : 29.2343))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 81.6985 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 6.65752 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 84.7514 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 10.6074 : 52.5661)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[0] < −86.9023 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 20.9895 : X[0]) : (X[1] >
−64.6708 ? 87.7213 : −91.0253)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < −11.2584 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −62.9136) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 81.142 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 93.3859 : 52.4855) : (X[1]! = 99.6976 ? 3.16242 : 97.6115)))) : (X[1] <
75.6383 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 69.473 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 36.9852)) :
(X[2] > −68.6605 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −0.326804) : (X[2]! = 36.4289 ? 94.8432 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? 25.1474 : 10.7889) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −61.4063)) : (X[1]! =
44.913 ? (X[2]! = −55.4339 ? 88.7597 : 9.70214) : (X[0] == X[0] ? 45.6218 : 44.6924))))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] <
−63.344 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 84.5783) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 84.558 : 50.6237) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 73.6622 : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = 4.70062 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 73.9649 : −40.2876) : (X[2] < −89.2862 ? − 8.52702 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
−29.3137 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
−7.49961) : (X[0] > −97.2799 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −53.6153 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 40.5465 : 45.993) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? − 56.7609 : −62.2996)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 7.23392) : (X[0] > 48.4556 ? 96.2589 :
−38.5567)))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −22.6923) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 53.4292 : −10.1387)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 24.1009 : X[1]) : (X[2] == 22.9655 ? X[0] : −42.8238))) : (X[1] > 24.505 ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 92.8233)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −23.8912 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 45.8218 : X[0])))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] > 28.4382 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? − 61.9631 : 37.2973) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 54.2738 : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (X[2] < 57.6783 ? 21.1728 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 32.7137 : 12.1129) :
(X[0] == X[2] ? 27.6457 : 14.3252)) : (X[1] < 51.7609 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 33.491 : 64.3767) : (X[0] < 58.153 ? X[2] :
X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −51.9775 ? (X[0] == 55.4521 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[2]! = 45.7554 ? − 43.5588 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6316 : −76.2072)) : (X[2] == −99.8064 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 15.3806) :
(X[2] == X[0] ? 45.9287 : −83.9054))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == 79.8495 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 9.45081 : −30.1495) :
(X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : 16.4672)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −85.4141 ? 70.3398 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −76.8744 ? − 47.401 :
X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : −88.7924) : (X[0]! =
−44.4175 ? X[0] : −42.147)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 36.7711 : X[2]))) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 72.6878 : −90.2238) : (X[1] == −25.2824 ? 4.44281 :
5.48414)) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 68.7265)))))) : (X[0] >
−41.7138 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = −28.0175 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < −27.12 ? X[1] : 81.9437) :
629
(X[1] > 32.4691 ? X[2] : 65.042)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : 43.4093) : (X[1] == −76.4837 ? − 62.092 :
X[1]))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > 1.32343 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 84.9584 : X[2])) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] == −12.9409 ? 39.379 : −48.268) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 7.21218)))) : (X[1] ==
59.7491 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < 90.7013 ? (X[1]! = 60.2362 ? X[2] : 71.8355) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 21.5347)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 24.1752 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 41.23 : 78.8088))) : (X[0] <
47.3064 ? (X[2] == −99.0872 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 91.399) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 2.89977)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 61.5277 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[0] < −86.9023 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 90.8098) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−42.4276)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 77.2885 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −91.0784))) : (X[1] <
75.6383 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 69.473 ? X[2] : 79.7448) : (X[2] > −68.6605 ? − 14.9619 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 62.7238 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 44.913 ? X[2] : 87.8492)))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] <
−63.344 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −52.7529)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 4.35054) : (X[0]! = 4.70062 ? X[2] : −81.6763))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > −29.3137 ? 13.5927 : −67.2806) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 22.1413)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] <
−53.6153 ? 89.1381 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 17.425))))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 33.1567) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 74.9074 : X[2])) :
(X[1] > 24.505 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? 79.8442 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 7.86263))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] >
28.4382 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 4.06301 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 76.9588 : 7.51895)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < 51.7609 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −51.9775 ? (X[0] ==
55.4521 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 46.959 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −99.8064 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] ==
79.8495 ? 46.3136 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 47.6537))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 9.26218 : −49.8007) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
−84.3005) : (X[1] > X[2] ? 10.698 : 92.9288))))) : (X[0] > −41.7138 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = −28.0175 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : 91.6875) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 53.9415 : −72.0613)) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > 1.32343 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : 51.0001))) : (X[1] == 59.7491 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < 90.7013 ? 51.4648 : −35.2141) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 47.4672)) : (X[0] < 47.3064 ? (X[2] == −99.0872 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0] < −86.9023 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 11.8308 : X[0])) : (X[1] < 75.6383 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −83.0767) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 36.0339 :
−96.4321))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < −63.344 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 23.8326) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 65.5335 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 32.1501 : 47.9293)))))) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == 39.2873 ? X[2] : 45.8846) : 48.0143) : (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −76.9406)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] <
15.3548 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.74771 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 27.6471 :
−25.3982) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 25.5533 : 35.5028)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 1.56231 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 40.0639) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 57.988 : X[2])) : (X[0] > −41.7138 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 3.78522 :
54.8796))) : (X[2] == −14.5261 ? X[1] : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 88.1102 : 92.7183)))))))))




(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 33.9003 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.281 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − −34.7655) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]))) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] +X[1]) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? X[2] : 83.4176))− ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : 87.5237) ∗ (X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −
33.9003 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.281 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − −34.7655) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]))) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] +X[1]) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? X[2] : 83.4176))− ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : 87.5237) ∗ (X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((94.4922∗X[1])+(X[0] == 11.2647 ? 85.1907 : 89.6714)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 67.5265 : X[1]) : (22.9061 − 50.0736))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
−3.46683 ? 5.525 : X[0]) : (65.7157 − X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 68.1582 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 29.4642 : 19.5144)))))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.9841 : 57.9863) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − −74.5836) :
(X[0]! = X[2] ? − 89.4795 : X[1]))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] + −4.07078) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? − 38.1085 :
630
X[2])) − ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : 58.9921) ∗ (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : −13.282)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[0] ∗ −4.98078) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −58.6095) :
(−82.8208−X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] : 24.0875) : (−84.8241−−59.7114)) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[2] ∗X[1]) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
39.4177)) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 45.6484 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 39.4324 : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (24.363 + X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −58.6474)) : ((X[0] − X[2]) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −10.7336) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 93.5236 : X[1]) − (−34.4002 ∗ 48.838))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (32.1544 + X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) : X[0]))))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] :
−34.9201) : (60.2342 − X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 37.2181) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] :
−93.7706))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] +−79.9851) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 90.0374 : −12.2123)) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 70.3171) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −98.2644))))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 50.8692 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 98.1494 : X[1])) : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 45.8958 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 31.3727 : 80.112))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 31.9442)) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 3.19968 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])))) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : −81.1826) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 37.7195))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 8.55296)) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 4.56397 : −91.5658) : (21.4373 >
34.9866 ? X[0] : X[2])) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −57.7354) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 53.3531 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > −78.9111 ? 68.8065 : 84.9647))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 99.8903 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 81.2867 : 20.6653)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? −53.8443 : 77.2276) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −95.0256))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544+X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] : 55.2843) : (−23.2564 − X[2])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 84.6244 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 8.01488 : X[1]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] − X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 20.8258 :
X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 98.6111 : −58.6481))))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
−3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 33.9003 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.281 : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0]−−34.7655) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] +X[1]) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? X[2] :
83.4176)) − ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : 87.5237) ∗ (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (14.6824 +X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 12.5282 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 85.0071 : X[1]) : (X[2] <
X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] − 67.0096) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 61.837 : 80.4565)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : −69.1651) :
(62.8173 − X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) − (−91.7936 ∗ X[0])) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] − −18.6533) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 13.3727 : X[2])))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 97.1729 : X[2]) + (X[2]! =
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? (−53.3688 − −71.8181) : (X[2] − 86.7083))) − ((X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 48.6651 : X[1]) : (X[2] + 33.3164)) ∗ (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[2] : −11.096) : (X[2] + X[2]))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[1] ∗X[1]) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? −74.9848 : 83.4742) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : −30.2748))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (59.0679+14.4659) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[2] − X[0]) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 22.8422 : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? −39.4078 : −15.2403) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? −94.5844 : X[1])) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 15.5954 : 43.8042) − (15.6693 ∗ X[2]))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0]))))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.9841 : 57.9863) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − −74.5836) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 89.4795 : X[1]))) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] + −4.07078) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? − 38.1085 : X[2])) − ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : 58.9921) ∗ (X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : −13.282)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[0] ∗ −4.98078) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −58.6095) : (−82.8208 − X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] : 24.0875) : (−84.8241 − −59.7114)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[2]∗X[1])∗((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 39.4177))+(X[0] == 11.2647 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 45.6484 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 39.4324 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (24.363 + X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −58.6474)) : ((X[0] − X[2]) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −10.7336) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? −93.5236 : X[1])−(−34.4002∗48.838))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544+X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) : X[0]))))) < ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.9841 : 57.9863) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]−−74.5836) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? −89.4795 : X[1]))) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] + −4.07078) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? − 38.1085 : X[2])) − ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : 58.9921) ∗ (X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : −13.282)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[0] ∗ −4.98078) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −58.6095) : (−82.8208 − X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] : 24.0875) : (−84.8241 − −59.7114)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[2]∗X[1])∗((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 39.4177))+(X[0] == 11.2647 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 45.6484 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 39.4324 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (24.363 + X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −58.6474)) : ((X[0] − X[2]) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −10.7336) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 93.5236 : X[1]) − (−34.4002 ∗ 48.838))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544 + X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) : X[0]))))) >
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((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 23.4389 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 31.2292 : −79.5661)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 20.8898 : 93.1177) − (9.93318 ∗ −35.0182))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] + −1.53979) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
93.0417) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[1] ∗ 89.7055) + (X[0] ==
11.2647 ? X[0] : −39.4575)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] −X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[0] : −60.1014) : (30.6434 − X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]))))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? 38.3672 :
10.1056) : (X[0]−X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 48.3754 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 40.7606 : X[2]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−94.4916 + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 49.6042 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? 75.8499 : −63.7009) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 71.5146 : 93.1441)))) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 35.7109 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 2.96553))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −41.3303) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 13.5623 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 4.70118 :
67.8342)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 84.2547 : 78.365) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 67.4403 : −84.8345)))) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 38.7335 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 98.5395 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 32.8211 : X[2])) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 6.92121 : X[2]) : (81.4023 > X[0] ? X[1] :
75.8787)) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 38.0615 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 91.0699 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 86.7501) : (−92.3015 > X[2] ? 52.6069 : −10.9141))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 33.8896) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
−67.5711) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 93.135 : 96.0937))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544 +X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? − 5.2937 : −56.374) : (X[1] − 82.5384)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.8626 : −81.9165) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −71.7276))) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? − 65.5353 : X[2]) : (X[2] − X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 45.2895 : −43.857) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
−3.46683 ? 89.0556 : X[0]) : (X[2] − 23.5992)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −17.7977) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 28.0422 : 53.145))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 13.1437 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−45.4878 + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 30.136 : −37.4761)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 96.6161 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 60.6385 : X[0]))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3619 : 18.0068) :
(X[2] < 20.6894 ? 1.71015 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 35.4437 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 31.5968 : X[1])) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 37.9251 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0])))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 74.6696 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −16.6731)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −20.0095) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −95.3708))) < ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −73.2265) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 69.673 : −56.132)) : ((X[2] >
X[1] ? X[2] : −39.0359) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 84.8808 : 26.713) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 54.6286 : X[1]))) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 60.5424) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? 9.17366 : X[0]) >
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 91.7815) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 4.28626 : X[1])) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 50.264 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 8.88673 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 31.6396 :
25.2616) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 7.68351 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 77.2902 : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 51.1802 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 56.672)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 96.0915 : 39.1102))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[2] : −95.3391) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −76.4851)) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −
54.7273 : −53.8707) : (−3.10026 > X[1] ? X[0] : 36.5305)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 19.4111 : −57.5951) > (X[0] >
19.1945 ? 16.6936 : 76.3746) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 52.798)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 76.5877 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 87.7145 : 40.7991))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 7.08367 : 3.22633) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 23.3618 : −89.2338)) > (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 5.75025 :
−10.0094) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −33.253) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 32.7632 : −11.9702)) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −3.93101) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 16.4 :
X[1]) : (68.6865 > 82.8216 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 23.5484 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 41.0603 : X[1])) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? 53.4756 : X[0])! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 61.9605 : −7.90408) ? (49.9256 >
X[2] ? 34.0108 : −24.3582) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 94.7457)) ? (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 47.9489 :
34.7956) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 10.0959 : 44.3946) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : −32.0201) : (63.2333 < X[1] ? X[0] : 79.4843))))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? 13.6051 : X[1]) : (−91.925 − −80.375)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 9.60641 :
−68.8625) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 97.9897 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] + −96.2356) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 94.6087 : −70.2306) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 95.2886 : X[1])))) <
(X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 28.1027 : X[0])) : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 11.6607) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : 9.88875))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3619 :
18.0068) : (X[2] < 20.6894 ? 1.71015 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −31.8296) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 96.7343 :
−89.8267)))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 68.9492 :
−65.6098)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 29.7624) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 12.1721 : 63.0924)))! =
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 9.79651) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 82.9193 : X[0])) :
((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 86.005 : X[1]))) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 3.30477) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 33.1064 : −10.9536)) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 35.433) >
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(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −95.2915) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −1.26511)) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? −92.9522 : 4.51972) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 19.0182 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −55.7595 :
−33.3776) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 83.1197) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 47.4505 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
14.9938)))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 97.2923) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 96.611 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −61.9129)))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 78.7541) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 98.0945 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
−63.4149) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 90.5866 : X[0]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 71.0925 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 10.8688 : 68.73))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 88.4697) : (63.5832 > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 96.9102 : X[0]) > (X[2] > X[0] ? 82.5657 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 23.0687 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.4506 : −12.1138)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 34.7609 : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 61.9763 :
X[0]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −78.2579) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 53.2812)) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? −
8.04794 : −37.1994) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −74.6394) ? (93.0273 > X[0] ? 69.054 : 58.6584) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? −43.28 : X[1])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 74.3842 : X[0]) ? (30.4156! = X[1] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[0] < −9.89221 ? X[0] : 42.2793)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 30.5112 : 36.8878) > (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2]) ? (X[1]! = 32.9441 ? 74.0154 : −34.0235) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])))))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 24.7313 : X[2])) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 18.7591 : 50.495)− (X[2] ∗ 88.1039))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (17.4141 + 91.7594) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.8931 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 10.053 : 15.9003) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((75.5649 ∗ 13.4372) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? 88.0127 : 85.163)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 82.3308 : X[1]) : (X[1] − −48.5003))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
−3.46683 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (72.2184 − X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 83.7588 : 73.2367) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])))))! = ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] : −8.85046) :
(92.9898 − 34.6506)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 47.0874) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−61.8092 + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 91.7386 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? − 96.2485 : −30.6909) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 56.1057 : −67.0024)))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? −68.1765 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −99.5403 : −64.5276)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −24.6807 :
X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 89.3955))) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −70.2531) :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? − 35.6003 : −3.08562)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 3.82579) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 34.7401 :
X[2])) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 28.2048 : 35.2247) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? 1.16081 : 22.8907) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 52.1832)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 37.9945) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 42.49 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 18.4851) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 57.7063 : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −6.69071)))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 31.7168 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 13.9937 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 49.72 : X[2]) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? 7.01496 : 11.9476))) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 59.8997) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
76.4086)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3619 : 18.0068) : (X[2] < 20.6894 ? 1.71015 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 21.222 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 4.81198 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −16.2926)) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (−89.7582 >
X[1] ? 70.1074 : −89.9966)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? 37.462 : −67.5099) > (−85.1986 > X[1] ? − 1.20369 : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 96.7925 : 12.7753) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 66.0658) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 1.4029 : X[1]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) >
((X[2] > X[1] ? 42.4698 : −42.7601) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 0.536781) ? (−0.93106 > 75.0814 ? X[0] : 11.0539) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 17.599 : 33.5356)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 46.5727 : −15.0994) > (X[2] > −45.2152 ? 33.5021 :
X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 64.4626 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 47.451)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) >
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 81.0635 : X[2]) ? (X[2] > 30.4221 ? X[2] : −23.9378) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 1.06499 : X[0])))) :
((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −28.9674) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 84.8036 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 78.7745) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 1.42416 : X[1]))) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.28356 : −90.5711) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : 58.5132)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3619 :
18.0068) : (X[2] < 20.6894 ? 1.71015 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 51.9757) : (X[2] <
X[1] ? − 55.8604 : −32.1423))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 13.7153 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 8.47281 :
−69.2266))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 15.6462 : 62.1879)) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? − 85.4817 : X[1]) > (−68.3223 > −92.3932 ? − 25.7914 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 33.4287 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))) :
((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 64.1538 : 79.1481) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? 61.3986 : 83.1099)! = ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 49.1853 : −14.8245) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[2] >
X[1] ? 12.8099 : X[1]) > (X[1] < 15.3261 ? X[0] : 62.7326) ? (X[1]! = 76.5521 ? − 74.952 : 25.3407) : (X[2] >
−42.208 ? X[0] : 39.6762))))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? 16.176 :
9.75894) : (X[0] − 5.94967)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.2859 : 15.9935) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] + X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 32.4705 : 71.8331)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : 56.7945) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 77.0451 : 0.723937)))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? 91.9501 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 76.9504)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 50.5675 : X[1]) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) <
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 52.6869 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0]) > (−85.2864 > X[0] ? X[1] : −33.583) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −52.7687) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 11.9068)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 27.776) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −85.9047))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
633
X[1] ? X[0] : 40.944) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 97.8431 : 9.04371)) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 26.2628 :
10.3404) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 58.3752 : 34.5739) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 13.1357 : X[1])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[1]) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −60.071) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 5.31525 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) > (−99.1901 < 15.5893 ? 42.6446 : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 43.8219 ? 92.0937 : X[2]) :
(X[1] > −91.0753 ? X[2] : −70.6984))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −82.694) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2])) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 13.7964 : −51.0387) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
60.9524)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 46.7691) ? (X[0] > 93.7203 ? 19.0844 :
80.9615) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 45.4023 : X[1])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 6.62844 : −93.9361)! = ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = 75.8634 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? 61.4914 : X[1])))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 92.4006 : 66.7264) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −45.5546) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 28.8787 : X[0]))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−61.4579 > X[1] ? X[2] :
−48.467)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? 8.33857 : 8.06466) > (54.2282 > 56.8136 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 69.2113 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 16.7537)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 67.3729 : −8.66278) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 64.7196 :
X[1]))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 76.0208 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 83.2585 :
X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 89.6367 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −59.9267))) : ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 40.1674 : −97.3066) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 54.4645 : X[0])) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 40.6694 : 5.86414) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 26.2808 : X[2])) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? X[0] : 94.4643)! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 85.6702 : −25.7848) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 52.8819 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 23.42)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) > (41.2005 > 87.3226 ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[2] == −42.8194 ? X[1] : −56.3005)))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
44.3129) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 61.6645 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 72.9574 : X[2]) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? 52.3642 : X[0])))! = ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 44.6846) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) >
((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −69.8498) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −42.6307) ? (−59.0308 > −62.477 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 78.1845 : −30.4049)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 87.0349 : X[0]) < (X[2] > X[0] ? 82.7943 :
X[0]) ? (−31.1839 < 22.6365 ? X[0] : 72.8159) : (−90.4652 > −68.204 ? − 83.5812 : X[2])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] :
X[0]) < (X[2] > X[2] ? − 35.4566 : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 65.9063 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = −65.2211 ? X[0] :
X[1]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 8.62843 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 92.0566)) > ((X[2] >
X[1] ? 78.019 : −70.8397) > (X[0] < 94.8541 ? − 33.6969 : X[1]) ? (X[0] < −42.873 ? − 83.5266 : X[2]) : (36.2197 <
X[1] ? − 4.31686 : X[2])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 96.6589 : X[0]) > (34.31! = X[0] ? 77.9668 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 53.2949 : 44.6667) : (−41.1833 < 7.20006 ? − 6.30033 : 90.1617)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? 3.35513 : −42.4894) >
(X[2] > X[2] ? − 90.0066 : 34.3701) ? (−65.3804 == X[2] ? 77.0691 : X[2]) : (X[0] == −99.7016 ? X[1] :
−0.411758))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −78.5595)) == (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 77.8299 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 54.9434 : 76.467)) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 20.319 : −97.8507) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −82.0243) > (−71.0407! =
X[0] ? − 92.6861 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−66.1947 < X[1] ? 96.6204 : 78.3115))))) :
85.7969) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : −55.8623) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 53.0302 : −86.4755)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −34.6909) − (X[2] ∗ 51.6331))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−89.3176 +X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 69.476 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 66.428 :
−75.7803) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((−71.197 ∗ X[0]) + (X[0] ==
11.2647 ? 48.9523 : −43.6211)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 63.2101 : −13.0894) : (63.1874 − X[0]))) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? 36.6909 : 16.7024) : (−97.0832 − 74.4544)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 50.1411 : X[0]))))) < (X[2]! = ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? X[2] : −29.3018)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[1] − X[1]))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 22.8702 :
X[1])) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 78.5326 : 46.9263)))) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3619 : 18.0068) : (X[2] < 20.6894 ? 1.71015 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? − 18.1499 : X[1]) : (−51.0136 −X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 95.3188 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 57.351 : X[2]))) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 13.9064 : X[1])) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −38.7711) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
62.8959))))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? − 22.0778 : X[1]) : (X[1]−X[1])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 48.1141 : −31.9161) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −10.2964))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (65.31 +−1.47371) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −48.0366)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 37.0804 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −60.2724)))) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? − 75.4948 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 79.2972 : 55.0594)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 13.3662 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −34.086))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 73.6734 : −12.5795) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 1.82279 : 74.463)) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 47.4238 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 99.2379 :
73.1935)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 76.514 : −82.6099) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])))) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 95.5928 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −53.3091)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −27.6333) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 26.5048 : X[1]))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 52.9943 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 79.0237)) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 72.5605 : −99.2989) : (X[2] >
60.3306 ? X[2] : −97.057)) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 95.8525 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 27.9919)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 77.0969 : X[0]) : (X[1] > 29.6538 ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.09121 : 52.1846) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 75.9668 : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? 57.6497 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −35.487))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544 + X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? 42.5372 : 31.973) : (X[1]−X[1])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −2.958) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
634
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[0] : 58.7147) : (48.8431−X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −40.0049) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]))))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] :
61.8473) : (X[0] − X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 70.5899 :
−61.3943))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (25.6072 + X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 94.4457 : 80.9432)) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 18.6187 : 62.391) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) < ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? 2.76193 : 75.8537) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 66.0722 : −95.7326)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
61.9499) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] + X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−74.7535)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? 20.6218 : X[2]) > (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : 68.528) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 83.847 : X[0]))) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? − 75.1212 : X[0]) :
(X[1]−X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 81.811 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 26.2748 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (36.2526 + 32.965) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 96.9102 : 47.4693)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) >
(X[2] > X[0] ? 42.9117 : X[0]) ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 17.0357)))) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? − 5.41793 : 33.7657) : (X[1] − −24.0135)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 89.2008 : −33.355))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
−3.46683 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] − X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 1.66918 : X[2]) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[2] : 45.2632)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544 + X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −23.7374)) :
(X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) : X[0]))))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.9841 : 57.9863) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − −74.5836) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 89.4795 : X[1]))) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] + −4.07078) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? − 38.1085 : X[2])) − ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : 58.9921) ∗ (X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : −13.282)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[0] ∗ −4.98078) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −58.6095) : (−82.8208 − X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] : 24.0875) : (−84.8241 − −59.7114)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[2]∗X[1])∗((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 39.4177))+(X[0] == 11.2647 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 45.6484 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 39.4324 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (24.363 + X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −58.6474)) : ((X[0] − X[2]) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −10.7336) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? −93.5236 : X[1])−(−34.4002∗48.838))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544+X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) : X[0])))))! = ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 30.5873 :
98.0991) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 93.627 : X[0])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 87.7173 : X[1]) − (−26.5651 ∗ 6.50007))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (14.6824 + X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 12.5282 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? − 85.0071 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 63.6843 : X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 97.1375 : X[0]) :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 95.9899 : 85.1404) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 26.3668 :
X[2])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) : X[0])))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? − 49.9363 : X[1]) : (58.8334 − X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 65.8368 : −42.3691))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] + 70.032) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 38.4119 : 95.6377) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 84.9972 : 10.7158)))) >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 23.033 : 58.5595) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 87.1014)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.30829 : 85.3737)− (X[2] ∗ 64.1555))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −40.8541)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((62.5939 ∗ X[0]) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? X[1] :
−24.6388)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 79.1023) : (X[1] − −83.404))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −80.1772) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 66.4404 : 83.2383)))))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
−3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 64.8249 : 68.5952) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−87.3785) − (6.02913 ∗ −22.4801))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
29.2069)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 86.6743 : 32.3132) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((39.5426 ∗ −17.8509) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? 99.8064 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 5.29933 : −27.4823) : (X[2] − −7.65921))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] :
−55.2366) : (X[1]−−50.7662)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −39.0595) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))))) >
((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? 8.80524 : X[1]) : (X[0]−X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 41.1292 : 10.7903) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 90.094 : −84.6511))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] + X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −13.8948)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 98.6314) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 40.2994 : −4.75748)))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[2] ∗ X[1]) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? 24.4205 :
69.5738)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 34.7322 : −32.6134) : (X[0] − X[0]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 42.8479 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 39.8999)) > (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 7.5568) :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 19.2371 : 52.0205) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−13.0812)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 40.2677 : 74.0137) : (X[2] < 66.2892 ? X[2] : X[0])))) ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 93.4652)) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 40.4328 : X[1]) − (X[1] ∗ X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] + X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −97.4989)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 85.236) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[1] ∗ −0.329532) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? 47.7929 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (−24.5392−X[2]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) > (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 95.4024) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 75.7289 : X[2])) ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 62.4125 : −5.75256) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 21.0709 : −37.3357)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −34.5767) : (X[2] < 26.6544 ? 58.5526 : X[0]))))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
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X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −97.1599) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −88.2048)) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 78.8809 : X[2]) − (32.249 ∗ X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (14.6824 + X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 12.5282 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 85.0071 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 39.7768 :
X[0])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 28.8359 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 99.8153 : X[0])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 50.2217 : X[2]) − (58.8445 ∗ −58.0124))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−52.5787 + X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 56.9297 : 94.3037)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? − 23.1266 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544 + X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 33.9003 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.281 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − −34.7655) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0]))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] + X[1]) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? X[2] : 83.4176)) − ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] :
87.5237) ∗ (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (14.6824 + X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 12.5282 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 85.0071 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 3.78399) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 72.928 : −17.3096)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (21.281 − X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] + X[2]) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? X[1] : X[0])) − ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 25.5793 : −0.67111) ∗ (X[1] ==
X[1] ? 3.57388 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((30.5828 ∗ −59.6947) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? X[1] :
84.9115)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]−−7.04937))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
−3.46683 ? − 25.287 : X[0]) : (X[0] − X[2])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.9841 : 57.9863) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − −74.5836) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 89.4795 : X[1]))) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] + −4.07078) : (X[0]! = 25.253 ? − 38.1085 : X[2])) − ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : 58.9921) ∗ (X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : −13.282)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[0] ∗ −4.98078) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −58.6095) : (−82.8208 − X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] : 24.0875) : (−84.8241 − −59.7114)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[2]∗X[1])∗((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 39.4177))+(X[0] == 11.2647 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 45.6484 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 39.4324 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (24.363 + X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −58.6474)) : ((X[0] − X[2]) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −10.7336) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 93.5236 : X[1]) − (−34.4002 ∗ 48.838))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544 + X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) : X[0]))))) >
((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 23.4389 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 31.2292 : −79.5661)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 20.8898 : 93.1177) − (9.93318 ∗ −35.0182))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] + −1.53979) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
93.0417) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[1] ∗ 89.7055) + (X[0] ==
11.2647 ? X[0] : −39.4575)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] −X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[0] : −60.1014) : (30.6434 − X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]))))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? 38.3672 :
10.1056) : (X[0]−X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 48.3754 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 40.7606 : X[2]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−94.4916 + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 49.6042 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? 75.8499 : −63.7009) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 71.5146 : 93.1441)))) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 35.7109 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 2.96553))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −41.3303) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 13.5623 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 4.70118 :
67.8342)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 84.2547 : 78.365) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 67.4403 : −84.8345)))) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 38.7335 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 98.5395 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 32.8211 : X[2])) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 6.92121 : X[2]) : (81.4023 > X[0] ? X[1] :
75.8787)) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 38.0615 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 91.0699 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 86.7501) : (−92.3015 > X[2] ? 52.6069 : −10.9141))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 33.8896) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
−67.5711) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 93.135 : 96.0937))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (32.1544 +X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −23.7374)) : (X[2] < (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 2.66171 : 23.2567) : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? − 5.2937 : −56.374) : (X[1] − 82.5384)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.8626 : −81.9165) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −71.7276))) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? − 65.5353 : X[2]) : (X[2] − X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 45.2895 : −43.857) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
−3.46683 ? 89.0556 : X[0]) : (X[2] − 23.5992)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −17.7977) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 28.0422 : 53.145))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 13.1437 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−45.4878 + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 30.136 : −37.4761)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 96.6161 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 60.6385 : X[0]))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3619 : 18.0068) :
(X[2] < 20.6894 ? 1.71015 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 35.4437 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 31.5968 : X[1])) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 37.9251 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0])))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 74.6696 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −16.6731)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −20.0095) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −95.3708))) < ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −73.2265) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 69.673 : −56.132)) : ((X[2] >
X[1] ? X[2] : −39.0359) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 84.8808 : 26.713) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 54.6286 : X[1]))) ? ((X[2] >
636
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 60.5424) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? 9.17366 : X[0]) >
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 91.7815) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 4.28626 : X[1])) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 50.264 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 8.88673 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 31.6396 :
25.2616) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 7.68351 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 77.2902 : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 51.1802 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 56.672)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 96.0915 : 39.1102))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[2] : −95.3391) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −76.4851)) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −
54.7273 : −53.8707) : (−3.10026 > X[1] ? X[0] : 36.5305)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 19.4111 : −57.5951) > (X[0] >
19.1945 ? 16.6936 : 76.3746) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 52.798)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 76.5877 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 87.7145 : 40.7991))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 7.08367 : 3.22633) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 23.3618 : −89.2338)) > (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 5.75025 :
−10.0094) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −33.253) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 32.7632 : −11.9702)) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −3.93101) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 16.4 :
X[1]) : (68.6865 > 82.8216 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 23.5484 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 41.0603 : X[1])) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? 53.4756 : X[0])! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 61.9605 : −7.90408) ? (49.9256 >
X[2] ? 34.0108 : −24.3582) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 94.7457)) ? (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 47.9489 :
34.7956) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 10.0959 : 44.3946) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : −32.0201) : (63.2333 < X[1] ? X[0] : 79.4843))))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? 13.6051 : X[1]) : (−91.925 − −80.375)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 9.60641 :
−68.8625) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 97.9897 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] + −96.2356) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 94.6087 : −70.2306) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 95.2886 : X[1])))) <
(X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 28.1027 : X[0])) : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 11.6607) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : 9.88875))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3619 :
18.0068) : (X[2] < 20.6894 ? 1.71015 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −31.8296) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 96.7343 :
−89.8267)))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 68.9492 :
−65.6098)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 29.7624) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 12.1721 : 63.0924)))! =
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 9.79651) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 82.9193 : X[0])) :
((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 86.005 : X[1]))) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 3.30477) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 33.1064 : −10.9536)) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 35.433) >
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −95.2915) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −1.26511)) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? −92.9522 : 4.51972) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 19.0182 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −55.7595 :
−33.3776) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 83.1197) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 47.4505 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
14.9938)))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 97.2923) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 96.611 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −61.9129)))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 78.7541) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 98.0945 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
−63.4149) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 90.5866 : X[0]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 71.0925 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 10.8688 : 68.73))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 88.4697) : (63.5832 > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 96.9102 : X[0]) > (X[2] > X[0] ? 82.5657 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 23.0687 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.4506 : −12.1138)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 34.7609 : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 61.9763 :
X[0]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −78.2579) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 53.2812)) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? −
8.04794 : −37.1994) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −74.6394) ? (93.0273 > X[0] ? 69.054 : 58.6584) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? −43.28 : X[1])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 74.3842 : X[0]) ? (30.4156! = X[1] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[0] < −9.89221 ? X[0] : 42.2793)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 30.5112 : 36.8878) > (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2]) ? (X[1]! = 32.9441 ? 74.0154 : −34.0235) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])))))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 24.7313 : X[2])) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 18.7591 : 50.495)− (X[2] ∗ 88.1039))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (17.4141 + 91.7594) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.8931 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 10.053 : 15.9003) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((75.5649 ∗ 13.4372) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? 88.0127 : 85.163)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 82.3308 : X[1]) : (X[1] − −48.5003))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
−3.46683 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (72.2184 − X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 83.7588 : 73.2367) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])))))! = ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] : −8.85046) :
(92.9898 − 34.6506)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 47.0874) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−61.8092 + X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 91.7386 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? − 96.2485 : −30.6909) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 56.1057 : −67.0024)))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? −68.1765 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −99.5403 : −64.5276)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −24.6807 :
X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 89.3955))) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −70.2531) :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? − 35.6003 : −3.08562)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 3.82579) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 34.7401 :
X[2])) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 28.2048 : 35.2247) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? 1.16081 : 22.8907) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 52.1832)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 37.9945) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 42.49 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 18.4851) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 57.7063 : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −6.69071)))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 31.7168 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 13.9937 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 49.72 : X[2]) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? 7.01496 : 11.9476))) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 59.8997) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
637
76.4086)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3619 : 18.0068) : (X[2] < 20.6894 ? 1.71015 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 21.222 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 4.81198 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −16.2926)) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (−89.7582 >
X[1] ? 70.1074 : −89.9966)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? 37.462 : −67.5099) > (−85.1986 > X[1] ? − 1.20369 : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 96.7925 : 12.7753) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 66.0658) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 1.4029 : X[1]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) >
((X[2] > X[1] ? 42.4698 : −42.7601) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 0.536781) ? (−0.93106 > 75.0814 ? X[0] : 11.0539) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 17.599 : 33.5356)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 46.5727 : −15.0994) > (X[2] > −45.2152 ? 33.5021 :
X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 64.4626 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 47.451)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) >
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 81.0635 : X[2]) ? (X[2] > 30.4221 ? X[2] : −23.9378) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 1.06499 : X[0])))) :
((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −28.9674) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 84.8036 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 78.7745) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 1.42416 : X[1]))) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.28356 : −90.5711) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : 58.5132)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3619 :
18.0068) : (X[2] < 20.6894 ? 1.71015 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 51.9757) : (X[2] <
X[1] ? − 55.8604 : −32.1423))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 13.7153 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 8.47281 :
−69.2266))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 15.6462 : 62.1879)) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? − 85.4817 : X[1]) > (−68.3223 > −92.3932 ? − 25.7914 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 33.4287 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))) :
((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 64.1538 : 79.1481) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? 61.3986 : 83.1099)! = ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 49.1853 : −14.8245) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[2] >
X[1] ? 12.8099 : X[1]) > (X[1] < 15.3261 ? X[0] : 62.7326) ? (X[1]! = 76.5521 ? − 74.952 : 25.3407) : (X[2] >
−42.208 ? X[0] : 39.6762))))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? 16.176 :
9.75894) : (X[0] − 5.94967)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.2859 : 15.9935) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] + X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 32.4705 : 71.8331)) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 56.7945) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 77.0451 : 0.723937)))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 91.9501 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 76.9504)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 50.5675 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 52.6869 : X[0]) : (X[1] >
X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) > (−85.2864 > X[0] ? X[1] : −33.583) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−52.7687) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 11.9068)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 27.776) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[0] : −85.9047))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 40.944) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 97.8431 :
9.04371)) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 26.2628 : 10.3404) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 58.3752 : 34.5739) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 13.1357 : X[1])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −60.071) ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 5.31525 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) > (−99.1901 <
15.5893 ? 42.6446 : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 43.8219 ? 92.0937 : X[2]) : (X[1] > −91.0753 ? X[2] : −70.6984))) : ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −82.694) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 13.7964 : −51.0387) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 60.9524)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])! =
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 46.7691) ? (X[0] > 93.7203 ? 19.0844 : 80.9615) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 45.4023 :
X[1])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 6.62844 : −93.9361)! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = 75.8634 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? 61.4914 : X[1])))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 92.4006 : 66.7264) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[2]))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −45.5546) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 28.8787 : X[0]))! = ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−61.4579 > X[1] ? X[2] : −48.467)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? 8.33857 :
8.06466) > (54.2282 > 56.8136 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 69.2113 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 16.7537)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 67.3729 : −8.66278) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 64.7196 : X[1]))) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 76.0208 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 83.2585 : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? 89.6367 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −59.9267))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 40.1674 :
−97.3066) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 54.4645 : X[0])) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 40.6694 : 5.86414) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 26.2808 : X[2])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 94.4643)! = ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 85.6702 : −25.7848) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 52.8819 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 23.42)) : ((X[2] >
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) > (41.2005 > 87.3226 ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] == −42.8194 ? X[1] :
−56.3005)))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 44.3129) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 61.6645 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 72.9574 : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 52.3642 : X[0])))! = ((X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 44.6846) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −69.8498) <
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −42.6307) ? (−59.0308 > −62.477 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 78.1845 :
−30.4049)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 87.0349 : X[0]) < (X[2] > X[0] ? 82.7943 : X[0]) ? (−31.1839 < 22.6365 ? X[0] :
72.8159) : (−90.4652 > −68.204 ? − 83.5812 : X[2])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) < (X[2] > X[2] ? − 35.4566 :
X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 65.9063 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = −65.2211 ? X[0] : X[1]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 8.62843 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 92.0566)) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? 78.019 : −70.8397) > (X[0] <
94.8541 ? − 33.6969 : X[1]) ? (X[0] < −42.873 ? − 83.5266 : X[2]) : (36.2197 < X[1] ? − 4.31686 : X[2])) ? ((X[2] >
X[1] ? − 96.6589 : X[0]) > (34.31! = X[0] ? 77.9668 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 53.2949 : 44.6667) :
(−41.1833 < 7.20006 ? − 6.30033 : 90.1617)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? 3.35513 : −42.4894) > (X[2] > X[2] ? − 90.0066 :
34.3701) ? (−65.3804 == X[2] ? 77.0691 : X[2]) : (X[0] == −99.7016 ? X[1] : −0.411758))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −78.5595)) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 77.8299 : X[0]) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? 54.9434 : 76.467)) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 20.319 : −97.8507) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] :
X[2])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −82.0243) > (−71.0407! = X[0] ? − 92.6861 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (−66.1947 < X[1] ? 96.6204 : 78.3115))))) : 85.7969) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! =
638
−3.46683 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 24.7313 : X[2])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 18.7591 :
50.495)−(X[2]∗88.1039))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (17.4141+91.7594) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.8931 : X[2])) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 10.053 : 15.9003) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.7768 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((75.5649 ∗ 13.4372) + (X[0] == 11.2647 ? 88.0127 : 85.163)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 82.3308 :
X[1]) : (X[1] − −48.5003))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (72.2184 − X[1])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 83.7588 : 73.2367) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]))))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 23.5111 : 66.9414) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 0.782467 : −50.9027)) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])! =
(−16.7297 > −69.9993 ? 84.4562 : X[1]) ? (X[0] > −29.5282 ? X[0] : 30.6204) : 85.7969) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? −98.6033 :
−71.1326) < (X[2] > −12.1792 ? 42.8424 : 58.3492) ? (81.3437! = −12.3916 ? 38.9313 : −68.4479) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? X[1] : 12.0189)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 70.0047) < (X[2] > −43.8263 ? X[1] : −3.69079) ? (−19.1502! =
X[2] ? X[0] : 32.2661) : (−10.9578 > −10.4216 ? X[2] : 36.6026))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 85.8952 :
56.2574) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 33.7929 : −44.5922)) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 37.8938 : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 61.3217 : −38.1949) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 48.8628 : X[0])! = ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : 5.45586) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 13.9956 : −82.8223)) : ((X[2] >
X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) > (X[2] > −39.531 ? − 18.921 : −58.3187) ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] ==
46.969 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.46683 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] −
−26.1296)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 3.42977 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] +X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 15.6964 : −81.9592)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 45.5647 :
71.8537) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 97.8546 : −5.76234)))) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 23.5111 : 66.9414) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 0.782467 : −50.9027)) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])! = (−16.7297 > −69.9993 ? 84.4562 :
X[1]) ? (X[0] > −29.5282 ? X[0] : 30.6204) : 85.7969) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 98.6033 : −71.1326) < (X[2] >
−12.1792 ? 42.8424 : 58.3492) ? (81.3437! = −12.3916 ? 38.9313 : −68.4479) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : 12.0189)) :
((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 70.0047) < (X[2] > −43.8263 ? X[1] : −3.69079) ? (−19.1502! = X[2] ? X[0] : 32.2661) :
(−10.9578 > −10.4216 ? X[2] : 36.6026))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 14.6764 : −72.5866) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 89.8586 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −67.4049) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1])))! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 37.6582 : 20.2231) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 57.1397 : 66.5979) > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 99.5343 :
X[2]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −45.5291) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.671)) > ((X[2] > X[1] ? −
20.5026 : X[1]) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 70.5134 : 36.5598) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 78.7823 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2])) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 37.6883 : 22.6597)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 22.4845) : (X[2] < −35.8034 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −92.2453)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 14.5989 : −77.8381)))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 3.36808 : 19.2136) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 94.754 : −49.3388))) >
((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 4.21017 : 90.146) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 93.1627 : X[0])) == ((X[2] >
X[1] ? − 83.1772 : 67.1836)! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 7.19486 : X[0]) ? (53.8438 > X[2] ? − 71.9895 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 15.5392 : X[0])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 93.9231 :
X[2])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 65.3162) < (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 93.921) ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 73.8223 : −40.1825) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? − 14.3501 : X[0]))) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) < (X[2] > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 18.8169 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 17.5436) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 26.7328 :
55.3902)) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 90.5644 : X[0]) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 79.1286 : −17.548) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? − 69.0497 : 35.2283) > (−17.0776 > X[0] ? − 37.5382 :
X[2]) ? (X[1]! = −45.8877 ? 20.7654 : X[0]) : (X[2] == 77.3462 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 79.1464 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 36.1545 : −48.8645)) == ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 56.423)! =
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (67.0546 > −54.665 ? 61.7545 : −68.0674) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 42.8599 :
X[0])) ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 85.3389)! = (32.7495 > X[1] ? − 31.0571 : X[2]) ? (X[2] > −44.2193 ? X[2] :
−11.7714) : (43.8098 == −26.3511 ? − 6.96267 : −37.1856)) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? 14.8603 : 21.9528) > (X[1]! =
−26.132 ? X[2] : 85.7969) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 66.8922 : 40.0399) : (−89.9413 > −4.58797 ? X[1] : X[1]))))))))))
Context 2 (3.306739)
(12.7292/((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ −59.6818) : −84.3884) : X[1])/((((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
47.8615) − (54.12/ − 33.1531)) + (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 26.3156 : −38.9438)/(X[0] − X[2])) ∗
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/17.6143) : (X[1] + −56.9316))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 37.1866 : X[0]) ∗
(X[1]/44.6519)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[2])/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 87.4958 : X[1]))))/((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[0]/ − 90.3342) ∗
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (37.2841 ∗ 18.8294) : (X[1]/X[1])))/(((X[1] −X[2])/(X[2] +
X[1]))/(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])/(−55.8052/7.43485))))/((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 39.9632 :
X[1]) ∗ (X[1]/0.951386)) : ((−12.2206 ∗−4.34896)+ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 67.4301)))/(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−7.30217)/((X[1] + −94.3876)/(70.6754 + X[2]))))))) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 44.8065)))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[0]/ − 17.2139) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −
93.6741 : −27.2397)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (60.7909 ∗ X[1]) : (X[0]/X[0])))/((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ 3.70336) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))/(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 16.5724)))))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
639
0.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (X[2]/X[0]))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−46.4837 ∗X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 10.6908))/
((X[4] == 0.0 ? 31.9941 : X[2])/(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −45.8308))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 66.5139)) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])/(X[1]/X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 7.69913 : X[1]) : (X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))/(X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (87.6198/2.22316))))))))))
Context 3 (8.600475)
(−28.1175−((−83.1976−((((−46.6439+73.0982)/(12.7312+35.9989))/((X[0]−X[2])∗(−80.0956∗X[0])))+(((X[0]−
X[2]) − (−64.172 + 44.3229))/((−99.9734 ∗ 77.776) + (64.9802 ∗ 94.3713))))) + ((37.9843 + (((((X[0] + −3.19241) −
(X[2] ∗ 44.1918)) + ((X[1] ∗ X[2]) + (37.2781 − X[0])))/(((39.8353 ∗ 86.4806) − (−95.0127 − 47.6093)) ∗ ((X[1] +
X[1])/(X[1] + X[1]))))/ − 7.09832)) + ((((((X[0] + −3.19241) − (X[2] ∗ 44.1918)) + ((X[1] ∗ X[2]) + (37.2781 −
X[0])))/(((39.8353∗86.4806)−(−95.0127−47.6093))∗((X[1]+X[1])/(X[1]+X[1]))))∗((((X[0]−−46.5693)+(−65.0204+




−78.6143)/(14.2408 ∗ −37.8616)) ∗ ((X[0]/81.7137)/(X[2] − −43.8114)))/(((37.9843 + 50.5449) + (55.0446/X[0])) −
((58.8319 ∗ 54.2709)− (8.37737 ∗X[2]))))))))))
Context 4 (2.606178)
((X[0] == X[0] ? 36.3036 : (X[0]! = −37.0532 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : X[1])) − ((X[1] == 85.5556 ? X[0] :
X[2]) > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.2079 :
61.0295) + (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[2]! = X[2] ? − 11.0955 : −6.77518) + (X[2] ∗ −34.1602))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[0]−−90.5354)/(X[0]−X[1])) : ((X[1]− 85.619) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 69.3425))))− (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) + (X[0]/19.7388)) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[2]/46.8543))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 74.8086) : (X[1] == 66.7756 ? 83.6763 :
X[1])) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 5.01689 ? − 33.5985 : X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ X[1]))))) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = 41.5339 ? 53.1885 :
X[2])) : ((X[1] == 64.7351 ? X[2] : X[2])/(X[1] ∗ X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[0] < 49.5034 ? − 18.6576 :
95.8532)− (X[0] +X[2])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 47.505 : −84.2172)+ (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 18.1764)))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (((X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])/(X[2] ∗ 44.7869))/(X[0] == 50.9803 ? (−82.9385/ − 43.8937) : (X[2] −X[1]))) :
(((−79.1566 − X[2]) + (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 69.527)) ∗ ((X[1] > X[0] ? 54.4336 : X[2]) − (X[2] + X[0])))))) :
(((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 30.3246 : 84.047) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −64.1182)) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? (−46.2054 − 88.8797) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 9.21979 : X[0]))) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (65.7627/32.3771) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −61.643)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (2.47197/ − 48.8649) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 98.1938 :
X[1]))))/((((−21.6894/X[0]) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 58.198 : X[2])) ∗ ((X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])/(−78.497 ∗
−35.6173))) + (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] + X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 62.5223 : 54.1717)) : (X[1] ==
−93.2652 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 7.81017 : −69.5971) : (−43.6299 + −17.5111))))) − (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[1] <
29.5759 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 18.7003 : X[0]) : (X[1] < −11.7834 ? X[1] : 65.7528)) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[2] ? − 21.737 : X[0]) : (X[1] − −88.9179))) : (((X[0] ∗ X[0])/(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −36.822)) − ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (−31.7793 + X[0]) : (−2.27779/83.9763)))) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = 33.2053 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] ∗
−26.4261) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : −64.4045)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 72.8927 : 86.5188) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 77.5715 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == 66.3002 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (49.3888 + 24.9008)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] − X[2]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 86.6094 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = −3.86275 ? − 10.0815 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[1] − X[2]) ∗
(−45.8157 + X[2]))) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 79.5357 : X[2]) : (X[1]/ − 53.622)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]+−7.41829) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −20.2336 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : 63.8403) : (X[0] +−44.0981)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) + (48.16/X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < 69.0897 ? (X[2] > −87.8394 ? 56.0998 : 10.9798) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[1] : −91.7231)) : ((X[1]! =
15.406 ? X[2] : −17.9528) − (X[1] == 59.1417 ? − 73.3448 : X[1])))))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 87.616 : 97.6271) : (X[0] + 72.9)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 13.8488 : −43.2101) : (X[2] < 75.777 ? X[2] : −0.368281))) : (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 52.9891) + (X[1] < X[1] ? − 11.3369 : −10.2918)) : ((X[1] + X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])))) : (X[0] > −69.4472 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 24.9741 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
5.56895)) + ((−12.0234 + X[1]) ∗ (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((1.30175/X[0]) + (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 72.2021 : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? 4.30229 : 67.6909) : (74.295 + 16.3576)))))) : ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[1] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 99.3754 : X[1]) : (X[2] == 0.565272 ? X[2] : X[0])) ∗ ((X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])/(X[0] + X[2]))) : ((X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
640
X[1]))/((X[2] + X[2]) − (X[1] > X[2] ? 33.1324 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == −26.097 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 42.4589 : X[0]) : (88.3613 + X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1]! =
X[0] ? − 16.3008 : 40.8409))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? 41.6019 : X[2]) : (−18.5785 + 26.9411)) + (X[0] >
X[1] ? (X[2] +−59.4931) : (X[2] == 15.7746 ? X[1] : X[2])))))/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((−87.5661 +
32.1763)/(X[0] − X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (94.7372 ∗ X[0]) : (X[0]! = −8.07124 ? X[0] : 44.4132))) − ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : −1.37407) ∗ (X[2] − −49.7802)) : (X[0] == −40.9521 ? (X[2] == 53.9401 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (−99.8242/X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (−41.8189 −
X[2]))/((−28.9656/X[1])/(X[0]/ − 24.0923))) : ((X[2]! = −55.3542 ? (X[1] − 74.0446) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 73.8353 : X[2]) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 99.7871 : 28.8785)))))))) ? (30.038 > (X[2] >
51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −50.0365) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 10.4301 :
−11.3504))−(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (64.0096+X[2])))∗(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 60.6718 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.80123 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ −3.16054)))) :
(((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 99.8463 : X[0]) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? 2.16486 : X[1]))/((X[0] ∗ −62.8883) + (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 70.6681 : X[0])))− (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (99.5013 ∗ 79.5343) : (X[1]−−3.05047)) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
33.2053 ? 20.1049 : −30.7571) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 86.6094 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : 66.9029) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? 80.8327 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 45.6891)))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 2.01887 : X[0]) :
(X[1] < X[1] ? − 92.0325 : −36.5385)) : (X[0] > −69.4472 ? (X[0] + X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 1.21316 :
40.7468)))) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−94.0351 ∗ X[0]) : (64.3079/48.0616)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] ==
−26.097 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] +X[0])))/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 35.9381 : −9.89614)− ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −28.0219)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (X[0]/X[2])))))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] <
47.9244 ? (((X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])− (X[2] == 87.8787 ? X[0] : −86.4011)) + ((−3.14334 +−60.6035) + (X[1] >
78.6097 ? − 90.1542 : 43.4965))) : (((−88.6574/X[1]) + (42.6951 ∗X[0]))− ((X[1] ∗ 28.0499)− (X[1]/− 76.0218)))) :
((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < −22.9501 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > −32.6649 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) ∗ (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))) + (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 76.0909 : −62.4405) ∗ (X[0] >
−77.982 ? X[2] : 35.0718)) : ((X[1]/X[1]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? 85.675 : 72.9573))))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? ((−77.6183 − 77.7954) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −31.2141)) : ((X[1]/X[0]) − (−56.1975 ∗ X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 86.6094 ? 32.6589 : X[1])/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 13.9459 : 39.0156)) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[0])/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? 1.46208 : −99.8914)))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? (X[0] +
X[0]) : (−49.3586 − 37.6865)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 74.331 : X[1]) + (X[0] < X[0] ? 37.9431 : X[1]))) : (28.8901 >
(X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 49.5426 : X[2])) ? (28.8901 < (X[2] >
51.2724 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (28.8901 > −36.2602 ? 27.3197 : −12.109) : (28.8901 > 21.1186 ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? X[0] : −69.4315) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 71.7406 : 23.0713) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−97.2945)))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] ∗ X[2]) : (−79.1801 − X[0])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (2.95454/49.5374) : (X[2]/29.3778))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? 29.4611 :
X[2]) : (X[1] + −3.5435)) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? 2.4155 : 8.38609) ? (28.8901 < 97.3478 ? X[1] : 62.2791) :
(28.8901 > X[1] ? X[1] : −32.3413))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 23.9978 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 12.1479 : X[0])) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 31.6621 : X[1]) : (28.8901 > 4.59902 ? 11.94 :
77.2847)) : (X[1] ∗ X[2]))))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 40.7194 :
X[0]) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? 92.2997 : 55.579) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 73.4365 :
70.0221))) : (((−73.3874 − X[2])/(X[0] + X[1])) − (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 77.0412 : 41.4442) ∗ ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 70.3747 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 86.6094 ? (80.5367 ∗ 77.8216) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 24.2988 :
X[2]))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 99.7173 : X[0]) : (X[0] > −69.4472 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 70.1101 : X[1]))/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? (X[2] − X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? ((−80.8556− 86.7017)+ (X[1] +X[0])) :
((X[2]+X[2])−(50.3673−−12.188))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < −22.9501 ? −41.0564 : X[0]) : (X[2]∗X[2]))+(X[0] <
X[0] ? (−68.1243 ∗ X[0]) : (83.5724 ∗ 44.9093)))) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] ∗ X[2]) :
(X[2] − X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−67.9952/ − 4.49978) : (−26.13/X[1]))) ? (28.8901 < (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? 62.9613 : 61.8671) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 79.5491 : 85.1275)) ? (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? 81.9393 :
X[2]) ? (28.8901 < X[0] ? 23.7029 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 48.4246)) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? 26.2 :
X[0]) ? (28.8901 < X[1] ? 23.7029 : 40.577) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 76.9545 : X[0]))) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −77.042)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 86.965 : −39.042)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : −89.2923) : (28.8901 > X[1] ? − 95.6806 :
X[1]))))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((37.6363 − 30.1979) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 75.8432 : X[1])) :
((12.5477/ − 87.9582) − (X[1] ∗ −31.8095))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 86.6094 ? − 55.6571 : X[2])/((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 80.1164 : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 51.515 : −21.4897)/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? 88.2019 : 11.6416)))) ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? (−47.9989 + 96.0692) : (89.0056 − −37.6707)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
54.0216) + (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 27.5335))) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) ? (28.8901 < (X[2] > 51.2724 ? 99.3825 : −99.6248) ? (28.8901 > X[2] ? X[0] :
53.8563) : (28.8901 > X[0] ? − 87.1267 : −55.5849)) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? 85.0628 : −97.402) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −30.298)))) : (X[1] ∗ X[2])))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (87.5905 + 55.5646) : (32.4819 + −99.8447)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]/ −
7.55451) : (−27.6856 ∗ −88.1268)))− (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0] +X[2]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : 47.8929)) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 48.229)))) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 11.5931 : 34.2546) : (−84.2213/X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[2]) : (X[2] + 57.1196))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[0]/−23.9328)/(X[0] == 50.9803 ? 81.375 : −38.7857)) : ((X[0]+−95.2454)∗(X[0]−43.1069))))) :
(((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−43.2228 +X[0]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))− (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 53.4685 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))/(((X[1] + −77.4018) ∗ (−25.3657/ − 77.8685)) + (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
641
2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] == −93.2652 ? X[1] : X[2])))) − (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[1] < 29.5759 ? X[2] : X[1]) ∗
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 58.5292 : X[0])) : ((−10.7933/X[0]) − ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 8.92731 : X[0]))) ∗ ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = 33.2053 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 82.5618)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
66.3002 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 55.0635 : −41.2967)))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 86.6094 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 25.358 : X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ −11.0521)) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −92.2187) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? − 42.958 : 34.8227) :
(X[0] + 12.191)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 69.0897 ? − 40.4197 : −26.7837) : (−49.0056 − X[0]))))/((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? − 0.174229 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
(X[1] < X[1] ? (74.6531 + −13.4783) : (X[0] ∗ −90.367))) : (X[0] > −69.4472 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 19.3015 :
X[1])+(−38.1597∗X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]+X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))))) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[1] < X[1] ? 1.96095 : X[1]) ∗ (15.17/ − 81.1348)) : ((X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : −98.9334)/(X[1] − −93.3599))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == −26.097 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 55.1554 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 38.4163)) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + (X[0] > X[1] ? 19.8465 : X[2]))))/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−50.4715/− 96.7784) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 37.3752 : X[0])) − ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (27.4738 ∗ X[2]) : (X[0] == −40.9521 ? − 33.7121 :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 99.8552 : −61.561)/(−40.6048/ − 81.428)) : ((X[2]! = −55.3542 ? X[0] :
X[0])/(−20.0796 ∗−17.1371))))))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? (((X[2] < X[2] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 79.7503 : −8.49133) : (−92.5446 ∗ 7.90714)) − (X[2] == 87.8787 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −23.7455) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −86.2617))) + (((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + (93.9326 − 41.2143)) + (X[1] >
78.6097 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (95.4375 −X[1])))) : ((((−53.9868 ∗ 92.214)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 74.4633 :
X[0]))+(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])∗(X[0] > 0.00890135 ? −18.0359 : −77.7957)))−(((X[4] == 3.0 ? 48.0009 :
X[2]) ∗ (97.8829/67.6641)) − ((X[1] + X[2])/(X[1] < −1.55908 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
−22.9501 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == 10.8335 ? 4.32171 : −93.9188) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 89.8406 : −47.5471)) :
(X[0] > −32.6649 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 66.8553 : −64.9934)) ∗ (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? − 14.4529 : −43.3092) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 7.88134 : X[0])))) + (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 42.0615) : (X[1] ==
X[1] ? − 70.9026 : 91.4763)) ∗ (X[0] > −77.982 ? (−78.8234 + X[1]) : (X[2] == −10.5227 ? X[1] : 98.3974))) :
(((X[4] == 0.0 ? 23.9208 : −5.12596)/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? (−24.134 + X[0]) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : 95.9504)))))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])− (X[4] == 1.0 ? 32.064 : 6.83127)) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 66.5002) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 50.9834 :
81.0255))) : (((X[1]−−24.3723)/(−48.5957 +X[0]))− (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−95.7393)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 86.6094 ? (X[1] ∗X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 41.4987 : X[0]))/((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −95.2946) : (X[0] > −69.4472 ? − 43.4749 : −51.2343))) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 8.0749 : 85.1997) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 83.8309 : X[2]))/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? (X[1] −X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 10.5985 :
5.14851))))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? ((90.8125−X[0]) + (54.2399 +−38.0985)) : ((X[0] +
38.4494) − (−47.6621 −X[2]))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < −22.9501 ? 11.6085 : X[0]) : (−11.3052 ∗X[1])) + (X[0] <
X[0] ? (−41.264∗X[2]) : (X[0]∗X[1])))) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (75.4052∗34.0468) : (−38.768−
X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−37.4447/X[1]) : (X[2]/ − 24.6941))) ? (28.8901 < (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] :
−66.7895) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.3597 : X[2])) ? (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? 9.44273 : 44.4302) ? (28.8901 <
−46.7838 ? 23.7029 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 67.0979 : 58.2664)) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? − 47.9035 :
84.59) ? (28.8901 < −2.28823 ? 23.7029 : −70.4551) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (28.8901 > (X[2] >
51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : 29.5033) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 76.6669 : 91.5041)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −93.5246) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −74.458)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : 58.8196) :
(28.8901 > −57.4271 ? X[2] : 4.20424))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? (79.0116 + 59.2624) :
(X[2] − −61.0713)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 90.7645 : −12.4914) + (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : −39.5947))) : (30.038 == (X[2] >
51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : −73.3656) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 80.0933 :
X[2]) : (28.8901 > X[2] ? − 67.8998 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 3.91459 :
X[1])))))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? −9.96818 : X[0]))−(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −82.0084) : (17.8385+X[1])))∗(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 22.0279 : −51.8368) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 96.3603)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−94.5868/16.0011) :
(X[0] ∗ X[2])))) : (((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.8138 : X[1]))/((X[2] ∗ X[2]) + (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −58.7325)))− (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ −29.3033) : (X[2]−−12.7715)) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
33.2053 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −11.0925))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 86.6094 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? 81.7991 : X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 42.332 : 93.15)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? − 18.1863 : −8.11624) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 44.7167 : −2.55165)))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : −6.59943)) : (X[0] > −69.4472 ? (−21.6743 + 67.0779) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) :
((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ X[2]) : (X[2]/X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == −26.097 ? 45.9562 :
−67.8305) : (X[0] + −24.5881)))/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) − ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
87.8665)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (15.3502/5.92092) : (−89.0703/35.8563)))))) ? (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 47.9903 : X[1]) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? 71.3605 : 2.4957)) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? − 8.8784 : 29.9147) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 3.19108 : X[0]))) : (((51.7406 − X[1])/(90.0309 + −99.6227)) −
(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.9297 : 32.7125) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 76.0237 : −89.6337)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! =
86.6094 ? (X[2] ∗ X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 7.11904))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
84.3655) : (X[0] > −69.4472 ? 15.2861 : −88.0444))) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? (X[0] − X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 37.2736 : −88.1452))))) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? ((X[0]−X[2])+(X[2]+X[0])) : ((39.9847+0.00129365)−(−6.35467−X[1]))) :
((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < −22.9501 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (−98.9259 ∗ 59.833)) + (X[0] < X[0] ? (−91.8231 ∗ −43.126) :
(6.66994 ∗ X[1])))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (−25.5504 ∗ X[1]) : (13.2852 − 29.1695)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]/8.54072) : (X[1]/X[1]))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? 92.3354 :
642
X[2]) : (X[0] + X[1])) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? − 61.5686 : 84.4766) ? (28.8901 < 35.9982 ? − 61.5833 :
−90.6869) : (28.8901 > X[0] ? 20.1712 : 75.8682))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : −36.2981) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 15.2471 : X[1])) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 98.2387 : 0.991974) : (28.8901 >
1.76927 ? − 79.2691 : 78.6567)) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? − 14.6979 : −95.8137) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.1027 :
−96.8873) : (X[1] ∗ X[2]))))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((36.0976 − −71.7682) ∗ (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[1]/ − 84.4859) − (X[0] ∗ −7.71821))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]! = 86.6094 ? X[2] :
−68.4164)/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 43.2726)/(X[2] < 20.8166 ? 68.057 :
X[0])))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (63.864 − X[2])) : ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + (X[0] < X[0] ? 2.95605 : X[1]))) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] :
72.5529) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 64.8776)) ? (28.8901 < (X[2] > 51.2724 ? − 22.5182 : −19.7656) ? (28.8901 >
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (28.8901 > X[1] ? 78.3087 : X[2])) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? − 81.8811 : X[2]) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.5104)))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (−56.059 ∗X[1]) :
(X[1]−X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−37.5081/70.2785) : (−17.5313/X[2]))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] <
47.9244 ? 64.9883 : X[1]) : (X[0] +X[0])) : (28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? 18.2135 : X[1]) ? (28.8901 < X[2] ? X[0] :
94.2573) : (28.8901 > 39.0267 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[1] ∗ X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] <
47.9244 ? ((−92.4569 −X[2]) + (X[0] +X[2])) : ((X[1] +X[1]) − (34.4657 − −54.9105))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
−22.9501 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] ∗ 15.9637)) + (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ 23.9344) : (−86.8531 ∗ −35.134)))) : (30.038 >
(X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1] ∗ X[2]) : (X[2] − 46.903)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (−4.07983/ − 67.2343) :
(X[1]/ − 12.7352))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 47.9244 ? X[0] : 27.3977) : (X[1] + X[0])) :
(28.8901 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? X[1] : −48.8345) ? (28.8901 < X[2] ? − 73.0677 : −87.9744) : (28.8901 >
−85.8306 ? 47.1287 : X[1]))) : (30.038 > (X[2] > 51.2724 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 63.7622 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
83.8337)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 69.2676 : 87.4432) : (28.8901 > X[1] ? X[2] : 11.2514)) : (30.038 >
(X[2] > 51.2724 ? X[0] : 21.9836) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 38.4265 : X[0]) : (X[1] ∗X[2])))))))))
Context 5 (2.431922)
(X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 81.8227 ? (X[1] <
−9.82895 ? X[1] : 70.6749) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 75.7375 : 76.1712)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−98.5246/X[0]) :
(−65.6197 − 52.4266))) : (X[2] == 82.2481 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 13.161 : X[1]) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
66.1684)) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −67.5194) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < −2.55137 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 19.0701 : X[1]) : (X[0] == 15.4898 ? 82.8255 : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? 14.1074 : −22.036) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 7.6069))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1]! =
91.8116 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 57.2007)) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : −58.2611) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : −3.52161))))) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (((X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 37.6444 : 69.2479) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−20.0356 ∗ −16.6161) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (3.28333 − −4.64674) : (X[0] + X[1])) :
((X[2]! = 7.65158 ? − 57.7649 : X[1])/(X[2]! = X[1] ? − 80.5094 : X[0])))) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? ((X[1]! =
20.8647 ? (X[1]! = 32.0454 ? 63.9946 : 27.0273) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? −36.0449 : −53.665) : (X[2]∗−18.5287))) : ((X[0] == 8.3315 ? (X[2]+X[0]) : (X[2]/−93.3641))−((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (90.407/X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ −8.2562)))))) : (94.9926/X[1])) : ((X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗ X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.4385 : 36.1619)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 88.6263 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 85.3817 ? − 87.3867 : 26.9636))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −42.9512) :
(X[0] == 96.3943 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((−22.7305 + −69.748) ∗ (−12.5128/34.7899)))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.4385 : 36.1619)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 88.6263 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 85.3817 ? − 87.3867 : 26.9636))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −42.9512) : (X[0] == 96.3943 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((−22.7305 + −69.748) ∗ (−12.5128/34.7899)))) :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 11.7053 : −20.7894) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 72.2873 : −32.1262)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 79.4474) + (X[1] ∗ 35.1427))) : 25.9239) ? X[0] :
(X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − 48.2038)) : (X[1] ==
X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? − 53.7726 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.7323 : −75.7606) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −95.3092)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −25.1572) + (−73.9364 ∗ X[0]))) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − 26.6445)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 48.2961) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? 69.9955 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] <
X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 32.3609 : X[2]) : (X[2] == 82.2481 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] < −2.55137 ? 54.2349 : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 5.19409 : −52.765))) ∗ (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0]∗X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −98.4998 : X[2])) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? (X[0]∗−5.31073) :
(X[0] −X[0])))) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543 −X[1])) − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((98.7532 ∗ 68.5715) ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 1.94066 : X[2]))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] == −38.5417 ? X[1] : −5.19243)) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? (X[2]! = −28.0585 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(−0.677236 − X[0])))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 : 24.5021) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.2127 : X[0]) + (−3.976 + −62.7166)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 35.8575 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 53.7368 : X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 26.4289 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 10.3301 :
643
X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (−81.2172 ∗ −91.4114) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/68.7823) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 32.6103) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[2] + −95.9562) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −58.7751 ? X[0] :
−46.2139) : (X[1] < −88.3894 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 18.6621 : X[1]) ? (−18.6295 − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 76.6361 :
69.6108) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? 36.2682 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −37.9892 ? − 39.1838 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 35.0168 ? 32.4943 : −88.0012)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 31.6477) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 67.5742 ? − 27.3627 : X[2]))) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 45.2759 : 76.286) ? (−18.8314/61.9678) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 62.4539 : X[2])) : ((−20.2026/X[2])/(X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + 55.1466) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 65.247 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == 54.2879 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 27.7814 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.2127 : X[0]) + (−3.976 + −62.7166)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 35.8575 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 53.7368 : X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 26.4289 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 10.3301 :
X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (−81.2172 ∗ −91.4114) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/68.7823) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 32.6103) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[2] + −95.9562) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −58.7751 ? X[0] :
−46.2139) : (X[1] < −88.3894 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 18.6621 : X[1]) ? (−18.6295 − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 76.6361 :
69.6108) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? 36.2682 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −37.9892 ? − 39.1838 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 35.0168 ? 32.4943 : −88.0012)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 31.6477) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 67.5742 ? − 27.3627 : X[2]))) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 45.2759 : 76.286) ? (−18.8314/61.9678) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 62.4539 : X[2])) : ((−20.2026/X[2])/(X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + 55.1466) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 65.247 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == 54.2879 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 27.7814 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] == (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 78.9193) : (X[2] == 27.7749 ? 18.883 : X[0])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? 11.9394 : 86.0309) : (X[2] > −30.2439 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 6.77294 : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = 50.3906 ? X[2] : 18.5076) : (−26.0095/60.0956))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 21.5204 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 61.6307 ? X[2] : 36.9328) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 95.6543 : 97.2717)) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] > X[0] ? − 63.7728 : X[2]) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? − 47.2232 : −66.2838) : (X[1]! = −29.2895 ? − 91.3252 :
48.3735)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (45.743/X[0]))))) : (X[1]! =
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) + (−28.144 + X[1])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[0] + −26.6413) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? X[1] : 24.44)) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 91.4364 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? X[0] :
28.875))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (−92.6566 ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/X[2]) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 21.2847 : 14.835) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[2] + −95.9562) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −58.7751 ? X[0] :
−46.2139) : (X[1] < −88.3894 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 18.6621 : X[1]) ? (−18.6295 − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 76.6361 :
69.6108) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? 36.2682 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −37.9892 ? − 39.1838 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 35.0168 ? 32.4943 : −88.0012)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 31.6477) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 67.5742 ? − 27.3627 : X[2]))) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 45.2759 : 76.286) ? (−18.8314/61.9678) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 62.4539 : X[2])) : ((−20.2026/X[2])/(X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 86.4247 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −19.1551 ? X[0] : −52.6652) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[0] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 59.3401 : −81.5793))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 47.7635 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 93.9896 ? 2.51664 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : −90.6054)) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] > 66.8691 ? − 49.7493 : 41.9725) ? (X[1] > −2.37174 ? − 70.6949 : 93.5651) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 77.6468 :
19.5887)) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? 13.2886 : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = −90.4807 ? − 71.1475 : −66.8431) : (−68.8271/ −
3.0436))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 21.9707 : −44.5245) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 90.5981 : 46.1722)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > −17.2632 ? − 43.6839 : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 85.4101 :
37.0318) : (X[1]! = 77.1622 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] < (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : −87.6412) ? (X[1] < 91.631 ? 1.60717 :
−21.543) : (X[1] == −75.3183 ? X[2] : X[2])))))))) > (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗ X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.4385 : 36.1619)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 88.6263 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 85.3817 ? − 87.3867 : 26.9636))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −42.9512) :
(X[0] == 96.3943 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((−22.7305 + −69.748) ∗ (−12.5128/34.7899)))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 56.6001 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 30.1785 : X[0])) + ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? 71.206 : 10.837) + (−58.2177 ∗ X[2]))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 22.82 :
20.0459)+(X[0]+X[1])) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −9.86475) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? − 61.7062 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 40.0233 : X[2]) + (43.6173 + X[2])) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 75.1735) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 4.68779 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] <
X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 99.8348 : 98.642) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? − 45.6278 : −36.8069) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? X[1] : −12.44))) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543−
X[1])) − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − −14.718)) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? 63.5517 : X[2]))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] :
644
38.6961)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[2] == 82.2481 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] < −2.55137 ? − 48.4157 : 75.9053) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : −45.8448))) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ∗ 80.3431) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? (X[0] ∗ X[0]) : (X[1] − X[2])))) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 93.7542 : −80.4137) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : 25.1522) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? X[0] : −70.4277))) : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 31.3872 :
24.6057) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 22.7592)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 27.2869) + (X[1] ∗ X[2]))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 64.7766 : X[2]) + (−4.01155 + 47.8924)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] < (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[2]) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −94.0165) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 : −49.2551)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? −
24.4321 : 74.0097) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −99.5099)) : X[1]) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (−94.611 ∗ −80.4088) :
X[1]) ? (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) :
((−20.2026/X[0]) ∗ 37.1632)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] :
25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 97.5616 : −92.2205)) : ((−20.2026/ − 96.3952) ∗ 37.1632))))) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.3971 : X[1]) + (X[0] + X[2])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (71.6024 + 41.7797) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 56.2049 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
(X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1]∗X[0]) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/X[1])−37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 14.924 :
X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])∗(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
99.1228)) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? (58.4881 ∗ −1.7373) : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] :
25.9239) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 : −49.2551)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? 84.0976 :
X[1]) ? (X[2] > 50.0273 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 57.528 : 19.6844)))) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 9.11178) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ 41.1677) :
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : ((−20.2026/(14.1543 − X[1])) ∗ (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? 5.15687 : 25.9239) ? (X[2] > −96.7943 ? 46.4189 : −61.3524) : (X[2] == 82.1016 ? 16.9236 :
8.17789)))))) ? ((X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]∗X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 62.4385 : 36.1619)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 88.6263 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 85.3817 ? − 87.3867 :
26.9636))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −42.9512) : (X[0] == 96.3943 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((−22.7305 +
−69.748) ∗ (−12.5128/34.7899)))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −40.0236)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) + (X[0] ∗ 90.6263))) :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) + (87.7513 + X[0])) : 25.9239) ? X[0] :
(X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 52.4375) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : −35.9063)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −66.4692)+(X[2]+−86.542)) :
25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 14.015 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[0] == X[2] ? − 87.737 : X[0])) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? − 36.7222 :
−15.5793))) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543 − X[1])) − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] −X[1])) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? −
3.84587 : 48.116))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 : 24.5021) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.2127 : X[0]) + (−3.976 + −62.7166)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 35.8575 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 53.7368 : X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 26.4289 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 10.3301 :
X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (−81.2172 ∗ −91.4114) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/68.7823) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 32.6103) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[2] + −95.9562) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −58.7751 ? X[0] :
−46.2139) : (X[1] < −88.3894 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 18.6621 : X[1]) ? (−18.6295 − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 76.6361 :
69.6108) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? 36.2682 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −37.9892 ? − 39.1838 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 35.0168 ? 32.4943 : −88.0012)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 31.6477) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 67.5742 ? − 27.3627 : X[2]))) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 45.2759 : 76.286) ? (−18.8314/61.9678) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 62.4539 : X[2])) : ((−20.2026/X[2])/(X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + 55.1466) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 65.247 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == 54.2879 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 27.7814 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[0] + 37.8289) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 94.3023 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −76.9256 ? X[0] :
−75.7225) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : 71.9491)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 7.78021 : X[1]) ? (X[0] − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? 91.3217 : X[2]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 0.612771 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[2] == 64.4109 ? − 51.0105 : X[2])) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : 49.6059) ? (X[1] > 95.7249 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 8.07403 : X[1])) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 47.5065 : X[2]) :
(X[2]/X[1]))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 34.7755 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 82.7304 : 94.2312) :
(X[2] == 56.6312 ? 0.939086 : X[1])) ? (X[1] == (X[1] > X[1] ? 27.6815 : X[0]) ? (X[1] < −46.7908 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > 30.365 ? X[1] : −93.2985) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 73.6911 :
X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 29.7827)))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[2] +X[0]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? 83.7076 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −88.7987 ? X[0] : −74.1748) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 16.3947 : X[1]) ? (X[2] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −46.3604))) ? (X[1] <
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 23.3278 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] == −36.3288 ? X[1] :
645
X[0])) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > 88.2759 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 41.565 : −67.408)) :
(X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = 11.0401 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1]/X[1]))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 3.99176 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 88.3236 ? X[1] : 64.9575) : (X[2] == −86.1297 ? X[0] : −42.8227)) ? (X[1] <
(X[1] > X[2] ? 16.9436 : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? 64.1871 : 82.3634) : (X[2] > 62.9355 ? − 11.8517 : −61.9923)) :
(X[1]! = (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : −92.3332) : (X[1] < X[1] ? −86.7017 : −74.6486))))))) >
(X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.2127 : X[0]) + (−3.976 +−62.7166)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 35.8575 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 53.7368 : X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 26.4289 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 10.3301 :
X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (−81.2172 ∗ −91.4114) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/68.7823) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 32.6103) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[2] + −95.9562) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −58.7751 ? X[0] :
−46.2139) : (X[1] < −88.3894 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 18.6621 : X[1]) ? (−18.6295 − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 76.6361 :
69.6108) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? 36.2682 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −37.9892 ? − 39.1838 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 35.0168 ? 32.4943 : −88.0012)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 31.6477) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 67.5742 ? − 27.3627 : X[2]))) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 45.2759 : 76.286) ? (−18.8314/61.9678) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 62.4539 : X[2])) : ((−20.2026/X[2])/(X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[0]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? − 75.4987 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == 12.5287 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (8.37057 − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 3.73174 : 82.2131))) ? (X[2] == (X[0] <
X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ 30.7145) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? − 3.70559 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > 26.0715 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] ==
−40.7875 ? X[1] : 19.277))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 22.7501 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = −44.7541 ? − 42.2758 :
X[0]) : (X[2] == −7.44677 ? − 36.1434 : 96.5593)) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 65.561 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = 89.6544 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (−91.4832 ∗ −76.636))))) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] ∗ X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.4385 : 36.1619)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 88.6263 :
X[2]) : (X[0] < 85.3817 ? − 87.3867 : 26.9636))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −42.9512) :
(X[0] == 96.3943 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((−22.7305 + −69.748) ∗ (−12.5128/34.7899)))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 56.6001 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 30.1785 : X[0])) + ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? 71.206 : 10.837) + (−58.2177 ∗ X[2]))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 22.82 :
20.0459)+(X[0]+X[1])) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −9.86475) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? − 61.7062 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 40.0233 : X[2]) + (43.6173 + X[2])) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 75.1735) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 4.68779 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] <
X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 99.8348 : 98.642) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? − 45.6278 : −36.8069) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? X[1] : −12.44))) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543−
X[1])) − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − −14.718)) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? 63.5517 : X[2]))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] :
38.6961)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[2] == 82.2481 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] < −2.55137 ? − 48.4157 : 75.9053) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : −45.8448))) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ∗ 80.3431) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? (X[0] ∗ X[0]) : (X[1] − X[2])))) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 93.7542 : −80.4137) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : 25.1522) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? X[0] : −70.4277))) : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 31.3872 :
24.6057) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 22.7592)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 27.2869) + (X[1] ∗ X[2]))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 64.7766 : X[2]) + (−4.01155 + 47.8924)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] < (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[2]) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −94.0165) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 : −49.2551)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? −
24.4321 : 74.0097) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −99.5099)) : X[1]) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (−94.611 ∗ −80.4088) :
X[1]) ? (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) :
((−20.2026/X[0]) ∗ 37.1632)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] :
25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 97.5616 : −92.2205)) : ((−20.2026/ − 96.3952) ∗ 37.1632))))) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.3971 : X[1]) + (X[0] + X[2])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (71.6024 + 41.7797) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 56.2049 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
(X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1]∗X[0]) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/X[1])−37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 14.924 :
X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])∗(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
99.1228)) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? (58.4881 ∗ −1.7373) : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] :
25.9239) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 : −49.2551)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? 84.0976 :
X[1]) ? (X[2] > 50.0273 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 57.528 : 19.6844)))) : (X[2] > (X[0]! = X[2] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 9.11178) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ 41.1677) :
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : ((−20.2026/(14.1543 − X[1])) ∗ (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? 5.15687 : 25.9239) ? (X[2] > −96.7943 ? 46.4189 : −61.3524) : (X[2] == 82.1016 ? 16.9236 :
8.17789)))))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 62.4385 : 36.1619)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 88.6263 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 85.3817 ? − 87.3867 :
646
26.9636))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −42.9512) : (X[0] == 96.3943 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((−22.7305 +
−69.748) ∗ (−12.5128/34.7899)))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 97.7397 : 19.0886) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 77.675 : 68.66)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −44.4493) + (−51.0517 ∗X[2]))) :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])+(X[0]+X[2])) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −26.2337) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : 6.17078)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 26.2635 : 17.715) + (26.7113 + −55.451)) :
25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 43.1832 : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 26.934 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 96.2169 :
−25.3942) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 84.6461 : 43.2227)) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] ==
−82.3439 ? 16.1068 : 60.8182))) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543 − X[1])) − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−6.22742 ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − 46.3088)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
64.9081) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? X[0] : −9.04259))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[1]! = (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 0.222771 : X[0]) + (−93.7576 + −43.5151)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (85.6493 + 90.0029) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 92.0239 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 45.8611 : −57.9856)) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 61.1683 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? X[2] :
−18.6343))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[2]) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/54.3651) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 :
24.5021) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (−89.0604 + −12.1431) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == 8.55539 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 89.7927 :
X[1]) ? (−44.5896 − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 65.1925))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? 39.1594 : 92.0027) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −29.6333)) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 4.47194 : −4.54644) ? (X[1] > 17.0665 ? X[1] : 7.98519) : (X[1] > −58.1807 ? X[0] : 77.6454)) : (X[2] >
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = −28.6794 ? 84.3825 : X[0]) : (X[1]/ − 17.5888))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 82.3126 : −49.5453) : (X[2] == 93.3115 ? X[0] : −76.7961)) ? (X[1] <
(X[1] > X[0] ? 10.8587 : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = 96.387 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = 70.2379 ? 92.8356 : −54.4927)) : (X[1]! =
(X[1] > 1.50922 ? 86.0339 : 72.0697) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : −33.322) : (X[1] > −80.1749 ? −57.1237 : 79.4592))))) >
(X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) + (56.6156 + 98.637)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[2] + X[0]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 66.8567 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? X[2] : −99.7916)) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 44.3342 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? − 74.3681 :
70.1369))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (70.0951 ∗ −73.4443) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/20.6457) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 81.8611) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 :
24.5021) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (8.58484 + X[0]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == −1.30555 ? X[0] : −24.5913) : (X[1] < 25.8445 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? −
76.1598 : X[1]) ? (80.2117− 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 7.95927 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = −8.97421 ? 74.3526 : −63.1464) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] :
−16.8075) ? (X[1] > −97.2551 ? − 43.2492 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : −73.0982)) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 72.7665 : 16.7431) : (X[2]/37.0032))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 71.454 :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 74.8854 ? 39.9052 : X[1]) : (X[2] == −7.7147 ? 69.2353 : −99.2815)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] >
−17.9791 ? X[1] : 15.6515) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 90.162 : 29.6615) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? 38.0145 : X[0])) : (X[1]! = (X[1] >
58.9158 ? − 14.2242 : 57.0256) ? (X[1] < −58.5288 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < −44.001 ? X[0] : 73.428))))) ? (X[1] >
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 68.4392 : X[0]) + (99.8951 + X[1])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[0] + 79.2238) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 52.3411 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? −
81.6303 : −63.0394)) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 69.1021 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? − 75.2938 :
X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ −28.3042) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/ − 35.7321) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 50.9125 : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 89.0157 : −89.0932) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? (25.6885 ∗ −16.2815) :
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + 19.4535) :
25.9239) ? (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] < 67.506 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 :
−49.2551)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −97.8278 ? −31.8303 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 58.8689 :
−42.8119)))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 26.9594 :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == 56.0836 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < −43.7965 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (X[0]−37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −6.39907))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2]∗X[2]) : X[1]) ? (X[2] <
(X[0] < X[2] ? 65.3079 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? − 59.6032 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? − 61.6009 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −14.7487 ? X[0] : X[2]))) :
(X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (−65.2371 ∗ X[1]) : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : ((−20.2026/X[2]) ∗ (X[1] > 95.3878 ? − 82.521 : X[2]))))) : (X[1]! =
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 53.1229 : X[2]) + (X[2] + X[1])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (18.6739 + 2.39446) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? X[0] :
(X[2] == 94.0869 ? 64.3768 : −58.4203)) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 91.9351 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? X[2] : −79.7068))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (24.4046 ∗ X[1]) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/X[1]) − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 35.197 : −36.4217) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[0]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −96.8436 ? X[0] :
73.7566) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : 23.4694))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ 12.2951) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 62.5911 :
25.9239) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 24.1815) : (X[2] == 31.695 ? 14.2015 : X[0]))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = −53.1564 ? 23.6757 : 14.5946) : (X[2] == 67.3253 ? X[2] : X[2])) ? (X[2] >
(X[0] < X[2] ? − 58.306 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < −0.118496 ? − 23.2629 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 72.451 ? − 97.4028 :
647
−95.5863)) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 70.626 : X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ 22.7324)))) : (X[1] <
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[2]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < −74.3151 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[0] − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? 36.6599 : X[1]))) ? (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (65.0624 ∗ 36.5664) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 38.8467 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 53.2876 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −31.7245 ? X[1] : 36.9844))) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = −99.1535 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? − 76.0391 :
X[2])) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 64.7114 : −38.6475) : (X[1] > 47.4734 ? X[2] :
−69.6091)) : (X[2]! = (X[0] < X[2] ? 45.8532 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < 53.0885 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 28.2851 :
−47.8585)))))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 72.2128) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 58.2286 : X[1])) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? 48.348 : −59.7898) + (33.5438 ∗ X[0]))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 62.0236 : 70.0776) + (79.1016 + −44.6666)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] ==
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (57.5309 + 8.23613) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 7.70007 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + 91.6883) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 29.7699 : 69.5028) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 19.686 : X[1])) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543 − X[1])) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −22.1095) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] :
38.6961)))) ? ((X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (95.0602 + 46.9844) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == 70.651 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] < 22.5575 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[1]) ? (X[0] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −59.9349))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 : 24.5021) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 0.377647 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 73.0707 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > 65.619 ? − 0.234917 : X[0]) ? (X[1]! = −83.685 ? 14.3828 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] :
83.1556)) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > 30.0279 ? − 23.1109 : −10.4953) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 5.06639 : 38.5235) : (X[1]! =
42.2565 ? X[2] : −69.7754)))) < (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (−35.6558 + −68.4356) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : 59.878) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 29.2865))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 :
24.5021) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 71.9525 : X[1]) : (X[2] ==
74.5194 ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = 95.9654 ? X[2] : −89.9009) : (X[2] >
−16.0101 ? X[0] : −80.9319)) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > −18.9136 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1] < −44.784 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[1]! = 83.855 ? 48.2684 : −19.3389)))) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + 39.4465) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? 71.8518 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −65.2461 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? − 4.4041 : X[1]) ? (X[0] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 79.2443 : 78.26))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] <
X[2] ? (62.3921 ∗ X[2]) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : 19.3795) : (X[2] ==
36.1414 ? 25.6459 : 6.27713))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 88.5343 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 44.9684 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[2] == −93.3288 ? − 69.1208 : −75.0061)) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] :
92.1613) : (X[1] > −85.3133 ? 54.7411 : X[0])) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = −24.849 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[0] ∗ 46.1974)))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + 44.0658) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? − 91.1471 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == 12.8057 ? X[0] : 68.7512) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 84.727)) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[0] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 15.1256 ? X[0] : −34.4104) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : 34.8899)) ? (X[2] >
(X[0] < X[2] ? − 38.0988 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < −61.3448 ? 47.4858 : X[1]) : (X[1] > −10.8871 ? X[1] : −97.854)) :
(X[1] > (X[1] > X[0] ? 86.5421 : 4.42295) ? (X[2] > −5.76107 ? X[1] : −15.9122) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] :
X[2]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 38.6625 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] ==
X[1] ? − 70.2217 : X[1])) ? (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : −65.8034) : (X[1] >
X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 55.8904 : −73.0524) ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 12.9995 : X[2]) : (X[2]! =
11.3602 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + 55.1466) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 65.247 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == 54.2879 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 27.7814 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (−55.9526 +X[2]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 21.8415 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == 51.7365 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[1] < −66.3162 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (88.1772 − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > −74.3713 ? 88.8658 : 76.6026) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? − 31.5984 :
76.3656) : (X[1] > 21.4887 ? − 35.2759 : −1.21816)) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[0]/X[1]))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = −18.3928 ? 88.3399 :
3.84008) : (X[2] == −87.3609 ? X[1] : −71.1794)) ? (X[1] == (X[1] > X[2] ? − 28.5355 : 96.2376) ? (X[1] <
92.5955 ? 41.3707 : 34.0432) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −55.6321)) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 84.1848) ? (X[1]! =
82.572 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? 65.5575 : X[0])))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[2] + −89.9454) :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 37.7157 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −94.9529 ? X[0] : −58.2661) : (X[1] <
−2.22848 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 87.9231 : X[1]) ? (−49.2216 − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? 22.3235 : X[2]))) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 46.1802 : X[1]) :
(X[2] == X[0] ? − 99.2775 : X[0])) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? 78.1839 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < 21.0674 ? X[2] : −62.7058) :
(X[1] > 99.8073 ? X[0] : −59.4781)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > −89.5864 ? X[0] : −80.6361) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 90.1137 :
X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 13.129 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? 34.8218 : −49.7489) : (X[2] == 64.8812 ? 76.9537 : 47.2557)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 98.3825 : 74.22)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > −72.7921 ? X[0] : −85.1652) ? (X[1] <
X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 0.805187 : X[1])))))))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗ X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.4385 : 36.1619)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
648
0.0 ? 88.6263 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 85.3817 ? − 87.3867 : 26.9636))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −42.9512) :
(X[0] == 96.3943 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((−22.7305 + −69.748) ∗ (−12.5128/34.7899)))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.4385 : 36.1619)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 88.6263 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 85.3817 ? − 87.3867 : 26.9636))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −42.9512) : (X[0] == 96.3943 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((−22.7305 + −69.748) ∗ (−12.5128/34.7899)))) :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 11.7053 : −20.7894) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 72.2873 : −32.1262)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 79.4474) + (X[1] ∗ 35.1427))) : 25.9239) ? X[0] :
(X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − 48.2038)) : (X[1] ==
X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? − 53.7726 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.7323 : −75.7606) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −95.3092)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −25.1572) + (−73.9364 ∗ X[0]))) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − 26.6445)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 48.2961) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? 69.9955 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] <
X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 32.3609 : X[2]) : (X[2] == 82.2481 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] < −2.55137 ? 54.2349 : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 5.19409 : −52.765))) ∗ (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0]∗X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −98.4998 : X[2])) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? (X[0]∗−5.31073) :
(X[0] −X[0])))) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543 −X[1])) − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((98.7532 ∗ 68.5715) ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 1.94066 : X[2]))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] == −38.5417 ? X[1] : −5.19243)) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? (X[2]! = −28.0585 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(−0.677236 − X[0])))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −30.6142))+((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])+ (−87.2959∗
−48.7476))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 70.6083 : X[2]) + (25.3671 + X[2])) :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + 14.5627) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 10.8153 : 93.8943) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (30.842 + −12.6) :
25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] <
X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? 25.7899 : 28.2151)) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543 − X[1])) −
37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 62.7457 : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 56.6344 :
X[1])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 : 24.5021) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.2127 : X[0])+(−3.976+−62.7166)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0]+
X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 35.8575 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 53.7368 :
X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 26.4289 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 10.3301 : X[1]))) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? (−81.2172 ∗ −91.4114) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/68.7823) − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : 32.6103) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[2] + −95.9562) :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −58.7751 ? X[0] : −46.2139) : (X[1] <
−88.3894 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? −18.6621 : X[1]) ? (−18.6295−37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 76.6361 : 69.6108) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? 36.2682 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −37.9892 ? − 39.1838 : X[0]) : (X[1] >
35.0168 ? 32.4943 : −88.0012)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 31.6477) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] >
67.5742 ? − 27.3627 : X[2]))) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > X[2] ? − 45.2759 :
76.286) ? (−18.8314/61.9678) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 62.4539 : X[2])) : ((−20.2026/X[2])/(X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2])))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + 55.1466) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 65.247 :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == 54.2879 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (X[2] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 27.7814 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 60.833 :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −39.5231) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : 4.66267)) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 37.3539 : X[0]) : (X[2] > 50.2613 ? 11.583 : X[2])) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > X[2] ? 22.4338 :
−32.5907) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 30.7876 : −47.4808) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? 17.0241 : −56.5025))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 94.9512 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 38.9958 : X[0])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] >
X[1] ? X[0] : −69.1946) ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 97.0432) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 35.8437 : 2.28051)) : (X[1] > (X[1] >
85.6294 ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < 45.9883 ? − 92.6867 : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? 80.6691 : −83.7537)))))) > (X[1]! =
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 36.5206)) +
((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 15.8219 : 43.2416) + (X[2] ∗ X[2]))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 19.5492 : −54.9129) + (−31.3113 + X[2])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (85.1747 + X[2]) :
25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[1] + −96.6666) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 20.4966 : −50.4078) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 87.7817 : 91.1334) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543−X[1]))− 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 : 24.5021) :
(X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.2127 : X[0]) + (−3.976 +−62.7166)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 35.8575 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 53.7368 : X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 26.4289 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 10.3301 :
X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (−81.2172 ∗ −91.4114) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/68.7823) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 32.6103) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[2] + −95.9562) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == −58.7751 ? X[0] :
−46.2139) : (X[1] < −88.3894 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 18.6621 : X[1]) ? (−18.6295 − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 76.6361 :
69.6108) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? 36.2682 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −37.9892 ? − 39.1838 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 35.0168 ? 32.4943 : −88.0012)) : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 31.6477) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 67.5742 ? − 27.3627 : X[2]))) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
649
X[2] ? − 45.2759 : 76.286) ? (−18.8314/61.9678) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 62.4539 : X[2])) : ((−20.2026/X[2])/(X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + 55.1466) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 65.247 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == 54.2879 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] == (X[0] <
X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2]− 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 27.7814 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = −70.4447 ? 11.9557 : X[1]) : (X[2] == 57.2594 ? X[0] : 50.1266)) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
−17.5692 ? 51.26 : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? 14.2188 : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : −97.9905)) : (X[1]! = (X[1] >
X[0] ? 29.0013 : −61.5616) ? (X[1] == −78.3908 ? X[2] : −26.5461) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −70.5511))) : (X[1]! =
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 44.8848 ? X[0] : −51.6769) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 56.6381 :
X[2])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : −90.5336) ? (X[1]! = −89.3453 ? X[1] : −47.9808) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] > X[2] ? − 23.4258 : 71.4945) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
−49.1323)))))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 45.631 : −63.762))+ ((X[4] == 3.0 ? 19.4715 : X[2])+ (X[1] ∗ 8.28359))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 69.4553 : −76.862)+(94.2168+X[2])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0]+
−10.4801) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 99.4485 : 7.43893) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
(X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (−98.0901 + −27.3197) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
33.1653) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ∗ (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543−X[1]))− 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 21.9238 : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] <
X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : −96.256))∗(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : 49.108) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
69.6561) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 44.7876 : X[0])) : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) :
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 95.2554 : −6.72325) + (21.8425 + 52.1401)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[2]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 23.5202 : 45.09)) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 : −49.2551)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (−55.43 ∗ 54.9015) :
X[1]) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? 97.0988 : X[1]) ? (X[2] == 36.8412 ? X[0] : 37.6417) : (69.1897 ∗ 37.1632)) :
(X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1] < 49.2114 ? X[0] : 25.4929) : (X[2] ∗ 37.1632))))) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.3971 : X[1]) + (X[0] + X[2])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (71.6024 + 41.7797) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 56.2049 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
(X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1]∗X[0]) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/X[1])−37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 14.924 :
X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])∗(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
99.1228)) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? (58.4881 ∗ −1.7373) : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] :
25.9239) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 : −49.2551)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? 84.0976 :
X[1]) ? (X[2] > 50.0273 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 57.528 : 19.6844)))) : (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 9.11178) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ 41.1677) :
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : ((−20.2026/(14.1543 − X[1])) ∗ (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? 5.15687 : 25.9239) ? (X[2] > −96.7943 ? 46.4189 : −61.3524) : (X[2] == 82.1016 ? 16.9236 :
8.17789)))))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 4.31285 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 72.1398 : 97.4498)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) + (X[0] ∗ 46.1987))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 32.7633 : −5.31088) + (10.9575 + X[2])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] ==
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[2]) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −0.372788) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (−56.1878 + 23.6829) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −55.3774) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −50.6858) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −68.4176)) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543 − X[1])) − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 20.8672 : 20.6025) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 90.1504 : X[0])) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 45.3651 :
68.334) + (96.5171 +X[2])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (37.3305 +X[2]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] <
55.1939 ? − 37.4553 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? X[2] : 4.62983)) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 54.644 :
25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? − 26.6885 : X[0]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (12.498 ∗ −73.9966) :
X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/ − 52.178) − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 80.8559 : −40.5426) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −13.9685)) :
X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? (−7.2681 ∗ X[1]) : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] :
38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (74.2733 + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 77.3234 :
25.9239) ? (X[1] < 15.1438 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 : −49.2551)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? −
19.0383 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > 30.2901 ? − 59.9338 : 21.9707) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[2] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 71.9116 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == 99.0694 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[1] < 31.279 ? X[0] : −29.5897)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (−25.9354 − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? − 70.5765 : −81.4643))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗ X[2]) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? − 16.9471 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 46.0274) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 43.181))) : (X[2] >
(X[0] < X[2] ? (−26.6753 ∗ X[1]) : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = (X[0] < X[2] ? 50.5066 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : ((−20.2026/71.8671) ∗ (X[1] > 48.932 ? X[1] : X[2]))))) : (X[1] <
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) + (3.12526 + 44.6493)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[2] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 64.2264 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 73.1852 : 72.8351)) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0]∗X[2]) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/−60.4222)−37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? 90.8351 : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 9.47528 :
650
−46.9639)∗(X[4] == 2.0 ? −89.3078 : 44.8014)) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1]∗−84.6275) : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] +−54.459) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −25.3419) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 : −49.2551)) :
(X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? 56.337 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > 90.5128 ? X[2] : −71.085) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 74.6446 : X[2])))) :
(X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (76.8761 + −48.0362) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 17.8912 :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] < −70.5036 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[1]) ? (X[0] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[2] <
(X[0] < X[2] ? − 73.8635 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? 97.886 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > 38.4483 ? 55.9677 : 77.484) : (X[2] == −42.2517 ? X[1] :
−73.4691))) : (X[2]! = (X[0] < X[2] ? (−99.6086 ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : ((X[2] == 69.8871 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] :
25.9239) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : 61.2525) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 91.0791))))))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.4385 : 36.1619)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 88.6263 : X[2]) : (X[0] < 85.3817 ? − 87.3867 : 26.9636))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −42.9512) : (X[0] == 96.3943 ? X[0] : X[0])) + ((−22.7305 + −69.748) ∗ (−12.5128/34.7899)))) :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
79.2213)) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) + (X[1] ∗ 5.3175))) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −65.3453) + (X[2] + X[0])) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 14.9959 : 75.6485) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : 72.2887)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) + (70.5853 + −92.1287)) : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 86.3908 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 60.8741 : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 7.16974 : X[0])) ∗ (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 55.5147 : 46.5155) : (X[0] == −82.3439 ? − 67.3888 : X[2]))) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/(14.1543−
X[1])) − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−66.9329 ∗ 49.1703) : (X[0] − X[0])) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] == −85.7989 ? − 1.1509 : −17.1333))) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 36.7881 : 23.4596) + (X[2] +
X[0])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + −39.7944) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] :
25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 29.5364 : 25.9239) ? X[0] :
(X[2] == 94.0869 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗X[0]) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/80.7923)− 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −46.64) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 :
24.5021) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + −49.427) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 40.287 :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 86.7565)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]) ? (8.82448 − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 0.246607 :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = −26.0339 ? X[0] : 25.0432) : (X[2] == 26.4815 ? X[2] : −46.7906)) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
96.4608 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : 62.2363) : (X[1] > 38.9535 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[2] > (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 46.8564 : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = 28.5467 ? 3.38117 : X[0]) : (−10.1839/ − 93.0829))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 41.3747 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 8.617 : −72.1965) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[1] < (X[1] >
34.6876 ? 63.3854 : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = 90.4958 ? − 38.5117 : −97.22) : (X[1]! = 23.7396 ? 37.5218 : X[2])) : (X[1]! =
(X[1] > X[0] ? − 4.33377 : −93.7423) ? (X[1] < −52.559 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > 44.3971 ? 94.9067 : 27.7186))))) >
(X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + (−87.9085 + X[1])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (−39.8838 + −33.5122) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 53.8416 : 25.9239) ? X[0] :
(X[2] == 94.0869 ? 57.5476 : −74.0601)) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 72.9776 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? − 80.4729 : X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (90.6452 ∗ −10.9405) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/X[0])− 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? −98.898 : 34.9926) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 67.2008 :
24.5021) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[2] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 17.0849 :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == −25.5179 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 49.9253 ? X[0] : −22.1685)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]) ? (−50.7539 − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 17.0458))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 93.2895 :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 95.8804 ? − 77.1166 : X[2]) : (X[2] == 62.8246 ? 4.96003 : −16.743)) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
X[0] ? 37.2781 : 86.0628) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 14.7034) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] > (X[0] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = 99.9656 ? 37.578 : X[2]) : (X[0]/96.5895))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 46.288 ? − 34.863 : −12.4614) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −37.0782)) ? (X[1] < (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1]! = 30.6459 ? X[1] : −99.4834) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1]! = (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1] < −92.6089 ? 25.4173 : −19.8104) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : 15.5751))))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 29.5054 : −29.4312) + (X[0] + X[2])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (76.8939 + −51.7127) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 8.48252 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 11.8966 : X[0])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? − 45.8661 :
58.1467))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ −40.1518) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/X[2]) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 11.4104 : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? 9.67486 : X[2]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] ∗X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0]+−24.8215) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 92.6699 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] < −0.329437 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] > 83.8326 ? 52.3381 : −49.2551)) :
(X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? − 48.6779 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > 80.9569 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? − 43.3594 :
X[2])))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (−33.9133 +X[0]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 14.4871 :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == 34.7616 ? X[0] : −5.97272) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : 39.2525)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (X[0] − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 26.3723 : 59.6889))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (−43.5082 ∗ X[2]) :
X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] > −21.7275 ? − 58.7642 : 54.7083) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : −0.589965))) :
(X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (27.3605 ∗ 89.7097) : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = (X[0] < X[2] ? − 58.4491 : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
651
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : ((−20.2026/12.3511) ∗ (X[1] > X[0] ? 93.2027 : 33.9666))))) :
(X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 24.332 : 41.5052) + (X[0] + X[1])) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (−58.7011 + 68.8837) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? X[0] :
(X[2] == 94.0869 ? 99.2778 : X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 39.0392 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 20.8331 : X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (−29.5652 ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/X[1]) − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 97.3288 : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (81.9785 + 63.9542) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] :
78.5278) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −60.7065)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (−73.1407 − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? − 97.234 : X[1]))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ 36.8383) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] :
25.9239) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] == −47.1067 ? − 53.2869 : −99.2774))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 75.0642 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 83.7629 : X[2])) ? (X[2] > (X[0] <
X[2] ? − 26.0909 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : 49.7942) : (X[1] > −76.0888 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] > (X[0] <
X[2] ? 8.22546 : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = −33.9788 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (−56.9912 ∗ 47.1872)))) : (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? (X[1] + X[2]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 74.41) :
(X[1] < 85.3556 ? X[0] : −82.0004)) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (−13.9288 − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 36.4658 : X[2]))) ? (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (11.7487 ∗ X[0]) : X[1]) ? (X[2] < (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)) : (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 12.9414 :
25.9239) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : −91.0061) : (X[2] == −13.9825 ? 14.8525 : X[0]))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 84.6317 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 36.4251 : −79.8576)) ? (X[2] >
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] < 20.7152 ? 24.6432 : X[1]) : (X[1] > −93.9836 ? − 80.3208 : 48.3565)) :
(X[2]! = (X[0] < X[2] ? 52.4614 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < −65.2602 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 65.9915 : −68.8051)))))) :
(X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.2127 : X[0]) + (−3.976 +−62.7166)) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 35.8575 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] ==
94.0869 ? 53.7368 : X[1])) : (X[1] < (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 26.4289 : 25.9239) ? X[0] : (X[2] == 94.0869 ? 10.3301 :
X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? (−81.2172 ∗ −91.4114) : X[1]) ? ((−20.2026/68.7823) − 37.1632) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 32.6103) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 38.6961)))) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] :
25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 46.1802 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? − 99.2775 : X[0])) ? (X[2] > (X[0] <
X[2] ? 78.1839 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < 21.0674 ? X[2] : −62.7058) : (X[1] > 99.8073 ? X[0] : −59.4781)) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > −89.5864 ? X[0] : −80.6361) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 90.1137 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[1]! =
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (X[1] + 55.1466) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? 65.247 : 25.9239) ? (X[1] ==
54.2879 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] − 37.1632) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? 27.7814 : X[1]))) ? (X[1] < (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (75.9039 + −15.0669) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] : 25.9239) ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 23.4876) : (X[1] < 17.7049 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] < X[2] ? − 22.3015 : X[1]) ? (−77.6563 − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] >
(X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[1] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 63.469 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] == 15.5944 ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[1]! =
(X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : 50.2163) ? (X[1] > −23.2418 ? X[0] : −60.8904) : (X[1] > −33.105 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[2] >
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[1] : −96.8096) : (X[2]/ − 50.9545))) : (X[1]! = (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? X[0] : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 76.0444 : X[0])) ? (X[1] ==
(X[1] > X[1] ? − 85.6015 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < 4.67503 ? 80.3384 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[1]! = (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1]! = −43.4488 ? − 32.3615 : 7.5669) : (X[2] == 71.3574 ? 28.8063 :
X[0])))) : (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? (20.1157 + −67.3185) : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = (X[1] < 55.1939 ? X[2] :
25.9239) ? (X[1] == −16.017 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] < −66.4509 ? X[0] : −74.8477)) : (X[2] == (X[0] <
X[2] ? 63.9996 : X[1]) ? (−85.0871 − 37.1632) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 60.7358 : 25.2303))) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > (X[1] <
55.1939 ? 51.9709 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 31.3854 ? X[0] : 9.08405) : (X[2] == 70.8951 ? − 53.7505 : X[0])) ? (X[1] >
(X[1] > X[0] ? 56.9064 : X[2]) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 81.6838 : 27.9033) : (X[1] > 26.6252 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1]! =
(X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −34.3527) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 38.4329 : −2.38728))) : (X[1] >
(X[1] > (X[1] < 55.1939 ? − 90.0563 : 25.9239) ? (X[1]! = 21.1371 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 98.6576 :
X[0])) ? (X[2] > (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] >
(X[0] < X[2] ? − 83.826 : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = −1.53568 ? X[1] : −45.6224) : (−31.358 ∗ −43.9769))))))))))
Context 6 (6.015958)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (((−65.6016/X[0])−(−77.1669+−37.9042))−sin(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[2] ∗ 49.2049) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 71.2619)) : 82.9669)) : (((14.9656/log((33.0289 −
((X[2]−X[0])∗ (X[1]∗ ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 9.42652 : X[2])/(14.9656+−8.99523)))))))− sin((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]+
X[1]) : log(−45.0221)) − 33.0289)))/log((33.0289 − (81.9523 ∗ ((14.2695/log((33.0289 − (X[2] −X[1])))) ∗ ((X[4] ==




((((X[1] − X[2]) + 97.0547) + ((X[1] − X[2]) + −9.42184))/(((((((((X[2] − X[2])/(X[0]/ − 58.2244)) ∗ ((84.9737 ∗
75.3593) ∗ (X[0]−X[0])))/(((X[1] ∗−49.1954)/(45.8128−X[2])) ∗ ((X[0]− 98.1054) ∗ (X[2] ∗−82.2859))))/((((X[0] +
X[0]) ∗ (X[0]/ − 85.1494))/((X[2] ∗ X[1])/(X[0] − 25.9075))) ∗ (((X[0] + X[1]) − (X[0]/22.0084)) − ((−11.6766 ∗
84.5231)/(X[0] ∗ −71.5732)))))/(((((−9.41679 + −57.8975)/(X[0] − X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] − −68.5299) + (X[0]/X[1]))) +
(((X[2]/−52.6933)+(33.7351/90.2761))∗((−10.5712∗X[1])∗(X[2]∗X[2]))))+((((X[0]/52.287)/(−8.73577∗−76.9409))∗
((−18.8008 ∗ X[0]) ∗ (X[1]/X[2]))) + (((−58.3947 ∗ X[1]) − (X[2] − 97.3991))/((−68.0778/ − 42.6539) − (X[1] −
−23.4217)))))) ∗ ((((((X[0] +−59.0599) ∗ (−55.1225 + 13.5572)) ∗ ((18.5285 +X[2])/(−42.6757 ∗X[1])))/(((59.3077 ∗
−25.7298)/(−99.5982/X[1]))/((−14.9867/−58.7174)/(X[0]/X[2]))))−((((46.7262∗X[1])−(X[0]−X[2]))∗((X[2]/X[2])∗
(X[0]−−50.4674)))/(((X[1]+−67.5971)/(X[2]−−28.5604))∗((X[0]−−76.7854)+(−69.4168−X[1])))))∗(((((94.3546∗
68.9131)∗ (91.7474−−47.0385))+((−28.2417/X[0])∗ (67.3995∗X[2])))∗ (((X[2]∗X[1])− (X[0]/X[1]))+((−70.6093∗




(X[2]−−28.5604)) ∗ ((X[0]−−76.7854) + (−69.4168−X[1]))))) ∗ (((((94.3546 ∗ 68.9131) ∗ (91.7474−−47.0385)) +
((−28.2417/X[0]) ∗ (67.3995 ∗X[2]))) ∗ (((X[2] ∗X[1])− (X[0]/X[1])) + ((−70.6093 ∗X[2])/(96.451/− 62.7167))))−
((((70.267/X[0]) ∗ (−7.21005 +−52.9596)) + ((−19.8747−−88.7862) + (67.8309 +−46.362)))− (((X[2]− 81.2317) +
(−84.4647 +−7.51264)) + ((X[2]−X[2]) + (X[0]− 61.5464)))))))/X[1]))
Context 2 (15.226833)
((((((((((X[1]∗−4.56921)+(18.8944−−64.3945))−((84.9456∗35.9788)−(−46.4121−26.5268)))−(((22.079/41.4792)−
(−34.9732+X[1]))/((23.2128− 87.0767)/(16.7985−X[1]))))/((((X[2]−X[2])/(50.7253+X[1]))− ((X[1] ∗ 14.2075)/
(4.63233/X[0]))) ∗ (((−42.2874 ∗ −88.5434)− (X[1] +−40.4794)) ∗ ((−94.4907/− 82.0914)/(−23.2235 ∗ 49.849))))) ∗
(((((X[0]/49.9405)/(−24.6036∗X[0]))/((−43.8464/−19.9357)−(X[0]−39.334)))+(((92.714+3.97982)−(X[2]/X[1]))−
((5.84109−X[0])/(−92.059/− 39.8101))))/((((−47.7021 ∗ 73.4833) ∗ (X[1]−X[0])) ∗ ((X[1]/X[2]) ∗ (X[2]−X[0])))/
(((92.2923/X[1])/(−5.61116 ∗X[0]))− ((X[2]−X[2])− (X[0]/− 89.0828))))))− ((((((X[0]−−15.5045) + (98.4865+
X[1]))−((−15.7035∗X[0])+(X[0]/X[0])))/(((34.8579+−17.7527)+(X[0]/X[0]))−((50.0856−X[0])/(26.4279/X[1]))))
/((((X[1]+X[1])∗(X[2]∗95.5647))/((−44.0149∗X[0])+(−81.3866∗X[1])))+(((X[2]∗X[2])/(−59.9953−−20.4549))+
((X[0]∗X[0])∗ (94.5459−X[2])))))∗ (((((X[0]∗X[0])− (X[0]+X[1]))/((X[0]/X[1])+(X[0]/X[2])))+(((X[1]/X[0])∗
(X[1]∗X[1]))+((−96.2599+X[2])+(−52.7009∗X[1]))))−((((X[0]+X[0])∗(4.07274−X[1]))/((11.5065−−97.7697)−
(79.6575/42.8271)))∗(((X[1]/X[1])+(X[2]−55.2107))−((−69.9925+52.4458)/(−16.0193+X[0])))))))−(((((((80.9338−
X[2])− (50.2378−X[0]))− ((X[0] + 69.5975)/(12.4789 ∗ −77.6106)))− (((−96.445 +X[0])− (X[0] ∗X[2]))/((X[0]−
X[2])/(X[0]−−97.4037))))/((((39.8625 ∗−30.9704)+ (X[0]− 92.6475)) ∗ ((83.4527+X[2])/(−99.8464 ∗−16.8766))) ∗
(((41.5718−X[2])−(X[1]/91.7106))/((89.8092∗−37.719)∗(X[1]∗2.87034)))))−(((((−77.7483+−74.1507)−(54.2835∗




65.4317)) ∗ ((91.4488 ∗X[0])/(12.0023 ∗X[1]))) − (((X[1]/18.823) − (X[2] −X[1])) − ((78.9649/ − 94.1764) ∗ (X[1] ∗
52.1792)))))/(((((X[2]+−78.2463)/(72.4602/X[1]))∗((X[1]∗X[0])−(X[2]+61.0864)))∗(((X[0]/−10.6119)−(−27.0181∗
−64.2195))− ((X[0]−−94.3784)/(X[0] ∗X[0]))))/((((68.4678 + 86.2664) + (X[0] +−8.71132)) ∗ ((22.7844−X[0])−
(X[1]∗X[2])))∗(((X[0]/73.7181)+(X[1]/35.1899))/((23.1431+−63.375)−(X[1]−44.038))))))))−((((((((−0.113777−
X[2]) ∗ (−43.9505/X[0]))− ((5.75709 +X[1])/(50.2228−X[1])))/(((X[0]−X[2]) + (X[1] ∗ 4.59116))− ((−71.9223 ∗
X[0]) + (X[0] ∗X[2])))) + ((((X[0]−X[0]) ∗ (X[1] +X[0])) + ((X[1] +X[0])− (76.7905/X[0]))) + (((X[1] + 12.4747) ∗
(18.4044 ∗ X[0])) − ((X[2] + −35.6332) + (X[1] ∗ X[2])))))/(((((X[1] + X[2]) + (50.3921 ∗ −56.8992)) ∗ ((X[1] −
−47.2996) + (28.0452−X[0])))− (((−56.3152 ∗X[2]) ∗ (X[0] ∗ 41.7607))− ((95.5718−X[2]) ∗ (16.4811−X[1]))))−
((((−1.39155+−64.4279)/(77.5479−−84.049))/((−18.9913+X[0])+(X[1]−20.0284)))−(((X[1]∗34.0126)−(−69.1497∗
98.385)) − ((X[0] ∗ X[2])/(X[1]/X[0])))))) − ((((((X[0] ∗ 51.7869) − (X[0] + X[2]))/((−13.0811 − 60.081) + (X[0] ∗
−28.3232)))/(((X[0]−X[0])/(X[1]/− 38.3866))/((X[1]/X[0]) ∗ (13.2271/X[1]))))− ((((−0.507809−X[0]) + (X[1] ∗
50.1239))− ((22.0984/96.0416)+(X[0]+X[1])))− (((X[0]∗X[1])+(−56.9965−65.0767))∗ ((X[1]∗−27.574)+(X[1]−
38.1441)))))+(((((X[2]+20.4582)∗(44.4734−X[0]))/((X[1]/X[2])+(X[1]−X[0])))+(((X[0]−−62.6697)+(−59.8648∗
X[0]))− ((X[2]/− 99.6554) + (10.7797−−85.2902)))) + ((((−36.7912 +−62.077)/(X[2]/X[0])) ∗ ((22.8273−X[1]) +
(70.2798/X[2])))− (((X[0] +X[1])/(X[0]/28.7246))− ((X[1] ∗X[1])− (27.0269+X[2]))))))) ∗ (((((((17.6694 ∗X[1])−
(X[1]/X[0])) − ((X[2] ∗ −74.7795) ∗ (X[0] + 50.8204))) ∗ (((−58.1596 ∗ X[2])/(X[2] − X[1])) + ((X[0] ∗ −30.8045) −
(−32.6763/X[2])))) ∗ ((((−77.9995/X[0]) ∗ (91.6773 +−2.91715))− ((X[1]− 7.57371) ∗ (X[1]/55.7728)))− (((X[2]/−




((−58.6024 ∗ −14.6576)− (X[2] +−96.3829)))))) ∗ ((((((X[0] +X[0])/(61.8867 ∗ 90.3177)) ∗ ((X[0] +X[2]) + (X[1]−
78.6112))) + (((X[0] +X[2]) ∗ (60.0907/37.4991))− ((−44.8916/24.138)/(−55.9157 ∗X[1]))))/((((−41.5785−X[1]) +
(37.104−X[1]))∗ ((X[0]∗X[2])∗ (X[2]/99.37)))∗ (((X[2]∗X[2])− (X[1]∗X[0]))− ((84.4072−X[2])∗ (X[0]/X[1])))))−
(((((28.1874 + X[2]) − (X[0] − −1.55367)) − ((40.3652 − −46.7002) ∗ (X[2]/ − 55.2475))) + (((68.832 − 95.7486) −
(78.3353 +X[0]))/((X[2] +X[2]) + (51.8056 − −61.8946)))) − ((((X[2] ∗ X[0]) − (X[1]/ − 97.1564)) + ((−16.0717 −
X[0])− (X[0] ∗ 14.251)))− (((X[1] +−47.6001)/(X[0]/X[2])) + ((−4.60283−X[0])− (−0.685903 ∗ 67.7295))))))))) +
(((((((((44.9082 +−36.2172)− (−13.9075 +X[0]))− ((X[0] +−74.5589) + (95.1387 ∗ 71.8764))) + (((X[0]/5.76997) +
(−38.6649/X[1])) ∗ ((X[1] ∗X[0])/(−55.4324 +X[0]))))− ((((−18.4442 +X[2]) ∗ (X[2] +−86.7795))− ((−90.9072−
−3.91438) ∗ (X[0]/X[1]))) + (((X[1] ∗ 72.3895) ∗ (X[1]/98.7908)) + ((X[2]− 19.8378) ∗ (X[2] +X[2]))))) + (((((X[0] +
X[1]) + (X[2] +X[1]))/((39.7851 ∗X[2])− (77.9084/X[0])))+ (((27.2041/− 26.5135) ∗ (13.2846/− 85.4435))/((X[1] +
11.4906)+(73.2264−X[0]))))∗((((X[0]+X[1])/(X[2]∗X[2]))/((71.6315+X[2])−(X[0]∗−55.4302)))+(((X[2]−X[1])∗
(90.3335+59.9092))/((−6.63088/X[0])− (X[2]/X[2]))))))−−50.7309)∗ (((((((83.8869−X[0])+(94.4563∗93.8086))−
((X[2]−X[0]) + (−92.549+−26.9881))) + (((X[0]/X[1]) + (X[1]/X[0])) ∗ ((X[2]/− 29.8113) + (−29.5005/X[2]))))−
−50.7309)+(((((−19.1809−X[0])+(X[0]∗−28.7508))−−50.7309)∗(((X[0]+X[1])−−50.7309)∗((X[1]−−50.7309)−
81.7964))) ∗ ((((82.1266− 49.2527)+ (−33.3817 ∗X[0]))−−50.7309)−−27.9079)))− ((((((X[0]−−36.2467)+ (X[1] ∗
−83.4016))− ((X[2]−−75.6982)+(72.6928+−0.0665566)))+(((32.4442/X[1])+(97.2542/X[0]))∗ ((54.4124/X[2])+
(X[1]/90.1648))))−−50.7309)∗(((((−68.6574+−29.8896)−(X[0]+−23.8942))+((X[1]+24.1924)∗(X[2]+−99.239)))−









−50.7309)+ (((82.5779−−50.7309) ∗ (X[2] ∗X[2])) ∗ ((97.5478−−50.7309)−−27.9079)))− ((((X[0]−X[1])+ (X[2] ∗
68.5331))−−50.7309) ∗ (((−77.6281+X[1])−−50.7309) ∗ ((−29.5817−−50.7309)− (X[2] ∗X[1])))))) + ((((((X[1] +
X[0])−(X[1]+−28.5561))+((70.0522+X[2])∗(X[2]+80.6168)))−−50.7309)∗((((X[1]+X[2])−−50.7309)+((26.922∗
X[2]) ∗ (−18.716−−27.9079)))− (((24.7979 +X[1])−−50.7309) ∗ ((X[2]−−50.7309) ∗ (−64.2781−−9.33271)))))−
(((((−86.4699− 59.4125) + (X[2] ∗ −54.3257))−−50.7309) ∗ (((X[2]−−50.7309) + (−73.9742 ∗X[1]))− ((88.2462−
−50.7309) ∗ (−42.1362 ∗−7.58269))))− (((X[0]−−50.7309) ∗ (X[1]−X[2])) + ((X[1] ∗ 58.1079) + (X[0]/X[0])))))))))
Context 3 (15.226833)
((((((((((27.7033 ∗ X[1])/(X[2]/X[1])) ∗ ((−61.6352 ∗ −83.6506)/(−93.8227/18.4727))) − (((X[1] ∗ X[2]) − (X[2] ∗





(((−25.109 ∗ 25.4918) ∗ (X[1]−X[1])) ∗ ((X[1]−X[1]) + (X[2]/22.1844))))− ((((X[2] +−24.4944)/(X[2]/19.9163))−
((80.1893−X[2])+ (35.9813/X[0]))) ∗ (((X[0] ∗X[2])+ (−76.853+X[2]))− ((X[1]+−74.8787)/(87.6139 ∗X[1])))))+
(((((−50.527−X[2])− (X[2] +X[1])) ∗ ((66.6289+−58.3499)− (X[0] +−88.7466))) + (((68.9088+X[2])/(80.1804−
X[1]))/((9.51999∗X[1])−(X[2]−−36.8918))))/((((X[1]/X[2])+(11.7378+−59.0954))−((X[0]−X[2])+(−19.4/X[0])))/




X[1])))+ (((30.2555 ∗−9.18929)+ (9.94481/− 64.7133))∗ ((20.212/47.4841)∗ (−45.3491/− 8.60162))))− ((((46.6785 ∗
−88.1377) ∗ (−72.8683 + −56.1751)) + ((94.4906 ∗ 13.1781)/(X[1] + X[1])))/(((X[2] + 71.7281) ∗ (X[0] − X[1])) −
((X[1] + −96.4637)/(X[2] ∗ X[1])))))) + ((((((X[2] − X[1]) − (X[0]/78.4323)) ∗ ((−28.7849 ∗ X[2])/(X[0]/X[0]))) +
(((83.0061/−70.4734)+(X[2]−X[1]))∗ ((X[0]/X[0])+(X[0]−X[0]))))/((((X[2]−X[0])/(X[0]∗82.4347))+((X[0]+
X[2])∗ (X[0]∗X[2])))∗ (((X[1]+X[0])+ (−65.7773−X[2]))− ((−22.7417/X[1])− (X[1]/X[2])))))+ (((((X[0]/X[1])∗
(X[2] ∗ 3.86403)) − ((73.9286 − 34.3041) − (X[2]/13.6522))) ∗ (((16.5863 ∗ X[1]) − (92.7041 + −69.7286))/((X[1] +
X[1]) ∗ (X[0] +X[1]))))/((((X[0]− 46.8351)/(X[2] + 83.7949)) + ((−25.5134 + 16.5135) ∗ (X[2]/54.9657))) ∗ (((X[1] ∗
−2.09084)−(X[2]+X[2]))/((X[0]+X[0])−(X[2]+−87.1382))))))))∗((((((((88.6548/X[1])−(−9.41981+−39.4077))∗
((6.59046+−19.8734)/(X[2]+X[1])))/(((X[0]/−2.36953)/(X[1]/X[2]))−((−73.6169∗X[2])∗(−8.6096/−98.4305))))∗
((((X[1]+X[1]) ∗ (X[0]/X[1]))/((34.8269−−15.3185) ∗ (X[0]+X[1])))− (((78.0602− 7.10196) ∗ (−28.1026+X[0]))+
((25.5753 ∗ −33.376)/(72.3412 − X[1]))))) ∗ (((((X[2]/ − 58.3215)/(41.8265/X[2]))/((X[2] + −60.6348)/(−42.5512 +
X[2])))∗(((X[1]+95.1506)/(−47.7541+−21.99))∗((41.4148−X[1])/(−64.778−X[1]))))∗((((68.2477−X[2])/(29.2765∗
X[1]))/((35.2029/1.286)−(X[1]∗X[0])))+(((64.0012/56.1786)/(−97.3985+X[2]))−((X[0]/X[1])−(X[0]−X[2]))))))+
((((((X[0] ∗X[0])− (X[2]/− 8.20625)) + ((28.2835/− 42.681)/(66.8643 ∗ −10.0046)))/(((66.9167−X[2]) + (78.795−
654
−60.7984))+((X[2]∗X[2])∗ (X[2]/2.0327))))/((((54.2221∗−20.265)/(80.9836∗X[2]))∗ ((X[2]∗−1.52011)− (73.579−
X[0])))∗ (((X[2]∗70.941)+(X[1]/X[2]))/((63.7447/−5.15707)− (X[2]+−11.2873)))))− (((((−70.4903−−9.03274)+
(X[2]/X[1]))∗((43.1284+X[2])−(44.4164∗−15.3233)))/(((X[0]+X[1])∗(−27.8638/38.2999))−((X[0]∗X[0])−(X[1]−
X[1]))))+((((X[1]+82.2567)∗(X[2]+X[2]))/((−87.4079/−34.2252)∗(X[1]/X[1])))−(((−23.2806/−36.9066)/(44.2254∗
X[1])) ∗ ((X[2] ∗ −39.403) ∗ (88.8294− −29.6675))))))) ∗ (((((((33.5188 +X[1])− (−15.7312 +X[0])) ∗ ((−32.5124−
X[0])/(X[1]+−35.2412)))/(((59.7123−X[1])∗(X[1]∗X[0]))−((X[2]/X[2])/(28.417/X[2]))))/((((−26.0152+31.2285)−
(19.9812−X[1]))−((X[1]/29.7161)+(−42.4664−56.6764)))∗(((36.9624∗X[2])∗(−95.1006+14.6948))−((−45.0277∗
X[0]) ∗ (X[1] ∗ 22.5553))))) ∗ (((((−79.8241/X[1]) − (X[2] ∗ X[1])) − ((X[2] ∗ X[0]) − (X[2] ∗ 7.30366))) ∗ (((X[2] +
−63.1451)/(−15.0068∗47.9922))−((X[0]/−56.0966)/(X[1]/73.2836))))+((((76.103+X[1])+(−74.9077+64.8554))−
((−18.7406/X[2])/(X[1]/55.2439)))∗(((38.7899/33.9829)/(25.2142+24.9939))/((X[1]∗X[1])−(67.7593−88.442))))))−
((((((X[0] − X[2])/(X[1] ∗ 62.3951)) ∗ ((X[0] ∗ X[0]) ∗ (61.8488 ∗ −81.1102)))/(((X[0]/X[1])/(8.92105 + 5.69588)) +
((−44.9619 ∗X[2])− (X[2] +X[0])))) + ((((X[1] + 8.56688)+ (X[2]/32.1743))/((X[0]− 67.0654)+ (76.2495/X[1])))−
(((X[2]∗28.9201)+(−0.143121−16.8646))−((X[1]+−46.6251)+(44.9593+0.425879)))))+X[2]))))+(((((((((−87.9486/
X[0])∗(−54.9911/−60.8263))−((X[2]−72.8202)∗(X[2]−X[2])))/(((X[0]−−69.2054)∗(16.6646−X[2]))−((4.56767/−
25.3231) ∗ (X[0] ∗X[1])))) ∗ ((((X[2]− 39.0673)/(X[2] ∗−85.3904))+ ((56.5091+X[0])− (X[2]− 59.0526)))/(((X[1]−
−2.73293)−(X[2]−78.8434))∗((X[0]/87.9476)∗(83.4361−X[0])))))−(((((X[0]+X[0])+(X[2]/X[2]))+((−82.6291∗
X[2]) ∗ (98.8378 +−18.5445)))− (((−5.49089/X[2])− (−17.2793 +−30.9064)) ∗ ((X[2] +−77.3031)− (−45.1631/−
94.7298))))+((((X[0]−34.0917)∗ (X[1]−66.9706))+((X[1]/X[1])/(X[2]−20.2715)))/(((X[1]+41.2684)− (24.2969+
X[0]))/((−32.5968 ∗ 97.6425) + (97.0674 + 31.0884)))))) ∗ ((((((−76.4855 + 5.50495)− (12.5853/X[2])) + ((85.0554 +
−40.4736) − (−90.4946/14.0482))) ∗ (((12.6604/X[2])/(−34.3214 + −93.7911)) + ((−82.3352 − X[1])/(−93.2358 +
−19.3959))))− ((((−48.4096/4.33603) ∗ (X[1]/− 49.1873)) + ((X[1] +X[2]) ∗ (X[0] ∗X[1])))− (((−84.6979 ∗X[2]) +
(X[1]/−85.9374))/((−50.1847∗81.4183)−(X[1]/X[1])))))+(((((−51.8686−X[2])∗(−62.4987/50.3559))+((−67.2871+
X[0]) ∗ (X[1] + X[1])))/(((X[2]/X[1]) + (−88.6339 ∗ −68.8978)) ∗ ((36.0087 + X[0]) − (−25.4572 − −0.811115)))) +









(X[1]−X[1])) + ((X[1]/X[1])− (X[2] ∗ 47.2762)))))/(((((−36.2016/X[2]) ∗ (53.517/X[2]))− ((33.0067−−52.256) +
(X[1]/9.13177))) ∗ (((−95.1633 ∗−54.2247)− (67.9681−X[0]))+ ((77.5882/99.3482)+ (X[1]/X[0])))) ∗ ((((−90.7825 ∗
−68.8461)∗ (X[1]∗X[0]))+((91.0534/−63.6002)− (X[2]+X[2])))∗ (((−29.5715∗50.0877)+(−94.7319−−85.6694))/
((X[1] ∗−54.0268) ∗ (X[1]+65.0778))))))))+ ((((((((53.218 ∗ 97.4242)− (X[2] ∗X[2]))/((31.1701 ∗ 85.739)− (92.6163 ∗
X[1])))∗(((−28.2365/−7.86809)+(−0.713017−−90.7429))/((X[2]−X[1])∗(90.8733∗X[0]))))−((((−91.618+6.93005)+
(70.1495 ∗X[0]))− ((X[0]− 11.1118) ∗ (X[2]−−22.6968))) + (((−45.0792 ∗ −4.93193) + (−66.1959/X[2]))/((X[0]−
13.1483)/(−99.221+X[1])))))∗(((((77.8617−1.83512)+(X[0]−−50.6692))∗((74.8686/−83.284)+(X[1]/73.8866)))−
(((X[0] ∗ X[0]) + (73.2799 ∗ 47.4697)) − ((X[0] + X[2])/(−92.5892 − X[0])))) + ((((−90.2715 ∗ X[0]) + (23.1343 ∗
X[1]))/((43.0572 + 36.4988) ∗ (14.2408 − X[2]))) + (((79.3401 − X[2]) ∗ (X[2]/X[0]))/((−16.9588 + X[2]) ∗ (X[1]/ −
24.2754)))))) ∗ ((((((16.2609 ∗ −0.480138)/(X[2] − X[0])) ∗ ((X[2]/36.4499) − (X[0] + X[2]))) ∗ (((−64.9018/X[1]) ∗
(12.5597 ∗ X[0])) ∗ ((X[2]/ − 13.947) + (62.896 − 95.1291)))) + ((((70.7858 + X[1])/(X[1] + −2.9114))/((29.8469 ∗
58.4091)∗ (−14.6081/−22.2486)))− (((X[1]∗X[0])/(53.3147−X[2]))+((−28.37/−52.6184)− (−80.2803∗X[1])))))+
(((((37.1597/X[1])∗(−11.815−X[1]))∗((X[0]∗32.161)∗(87.7566+X[0])))+(((−96.094/X[2])/(−77.3854∗11.4465))−
((−42.3951/X[0]) + (X[2] − −32.1699))))/((((−25.3116 ∗ −26.6674) − (−29.253 + X[0])) ∗ ((X[1] − X[0]) + (X[1] +
82.4944)))∗(((X[1]∗−15.8945)+(−90.0694−4.77541))∗((54.3801+X[2])/(X[2]∗X[2])))))))+(((((((X[1]∗13.5613)−
(−3.36198∗−41.5304))/((X[2]∗X[2])− (94.3357∗−42.6032)))∗ (((X[0]/92.7827)+(37.0543−−58.8719))/((31.1041−
−52.8467) ∗ (98.6783 ∗ X[2])))) − ((((8.92083 + X[1]) + (65.8194 ∗ X[1])) − ((X[1] − 3.86453) ∗ (69.7433 − X[0]))) +
(((2.7636 ∗X[0]) + (−56.6169/X[2]))/((X[2]−X[2])/(X[2] +X[1]))))) ∗ (((((X[2]−X[2]) + (−4.03721− 49.9069)) ∗
((−3.94535/ − 56.7921) + (X[2]/99.2031))) − (((X[1] ∗ 57.6143) + (−45.6732 ∗ X[1])) − ((−32.7278 + X[2])/(X[2] −
X[0])))) + ((((X[2] ∗ X[0]) + (29.7075 ∗ 55.7175))/((X[2] + −8.43995) ∗ (95.1754 − −95.2847))) + (((X[0] − X[0]) ∗
(X[0]/ − 60.2682))/((−75.8095 + X[0]) ∗ (−52.8971/96.7624))))))/((((((71.2648 ∗ 17.7401)/(−16.9151 − 26.7345)) ∗
((−27.6172/− 58.11)− (X[2] +X[0]))) ∗ (((−91.0652/57.3128) ∗ (X[0] ∗X[2])) ∗ ((58.0095/X[0]) + (X[2]−X[2])))) +
((((X[0] +X[2])/(X[2] +X[0]))/((−77.3548 ∗ 70.6912) ∗ (27.7549/X[1])))− (((3.01747 ∗ 96.8207)/(92.0823−X[2])) +
((−40.4638/55.2042)− (X[2] ∗X[1])))))+ (((((52.0493/8.74894) ∗ (23.5261−X[1])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗X[0]) ∗ (X[2]+X[2])))+
(((10.6367/− 51.6699)/(X[0] ∗X[1]))− ((X[2]/90.2951)+ (X[1]−X[1]))))/((((51.0297−X[2]) ∗ (X[1] +−79.2729)) ∗
((−19.8238 + 73.4503) + (X[1]/ − 52.5596)))/(((X[0] −X[1]) ∗ (−8.34781 +X[1]))/((−11.6181 + −19.2826)/(X[1] +
−54.0254))))))))))
Context 4 (15.226833)






(((X[1] + 93.8787)/(X[2] ∗ 58.5214))− ((X[1]−X[0]) + (X[1]/X[0]))))))− ((((((27.8302/26.7933) + (X[1] +X[0])) +
((X[0]−80.9038)∗(37.5571+X[1])))+(((−87.3681+X[1])/(−19.0147∗62.732))∗((X[2]∗X[2])∗(X[1]+−58.7019))))−
((((−34.64−−61.5051)/(X[1] +−99.569))− ((−89.6689−X[2])− (17.0735/X[0])))/(((−61.4135 ∗X[2]) ∗ (35.8632−
10.2733)) + ((−62.256/X[1]) + (93.3787 ∗ 31.6063))))) ∗ (((((−73.7535/ − 95.6309)/(71.468 − 87.9949)) + ((X[1] +
−78.3319)∗(X[2]+X[0])))+(((−38.6059∗−49.6835)−(X[1]/47.4123))/((3.62912+−10.8475)∗(−77.51/−34.7461))))+
((((X[1]∗X[0])/(X[1]∗85.3094))−((X[2]/X[1])+(−30.3423/48.5391)))+(((X[0]−X[2])∗(X[1]−X[1]))∗((35.8315/X[2])∗




−1.51699)))/(((−30.2725/X[0]) ∗ (85.4045 ∗−31.5699)) + ((−4.54651 ∗X[1])− (14.3597−X[2]))))) ∗ (((((−30.4549+
−2.4644)∗ (−66.8153∗X[0]))/((−43.8988∗X[2])/(X[2]/−13.6639)))/(((−8.92533∗−58.2076)− (−85.8839−X[0]))−
((1.67928 ∗ X[2])/(X[2]/84.4598)))) − (((((−30.4549 + −2.4644) ∗ (−66.8153 ∗ X[0]))/((−43.8988 ∗ X[2])/(X[2]/ −
13.6639)))/(((−8.92533 ∗−58.2076)− (−85.8839−X[0]))− ((1.67928 ∗X[2])/(X[2]/84.4598))))/(((((X[2]+9.88541) ∗
(39.9134+53.8327))−((X[2]+X[2])/(81.0018+14.0193)))∗(((X[2]/X[2])/(X[1]−X[0]))/((X[2]−−57.8046)+(2.31639−
X[2])))) +−8.47324)))) + ((((57.5633 ∗X[0])− (72.3092/X[2])) ∗ ((X[1]/X[2])/(X[0] + 78.5919))) ∗ 94.8285)))
Context 6 (15.226833)
((((((((((85.2288∗X[0])/(−25.9556+X[0]))∗((−77.9615/8.54743)+(32.8396−X[2])))/(((X[1]−−16.3986)/(40.1942∗
X[0])) ∗ ((72.4594−X[0])− (45.9389+−95.7772))))− ((((95.0033+ 88.0823)− (X[1]− 66.4544))/((X[0] + 24.8668)−
(X[1] ∗ X[1])))/(((33.2199 − X[0])/(X[0]/X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗ X[2]) ∗ (−66.2399 ∗ 33.0283))))) ∗ (((((X[0] ∗ −26.502) −
(−40.7566/X[1])) − ((X[2]/X[0]) − (30.2608 + 73.0745))) + (((X[1] ∗ X[0])/(−61.8269 − −11.1384)) + ((−14.9127 ∗
73.971)+(−51.3116+X[2]))))/((((X[2]∗X[0])+(17.2374+X[0]))−((−43.1233+X[2])−(28.7898+X[0])))+(((X[1]−
X[1])∗(71.4342−X[0]))−((X[0]∗94.094)/(X[2]+X[2]))))))+((((((X[0]+X[2])+(41.4267+X[1]))−((X[2]∗X[1])−
(55.454−X[1]))) ∗ (((X[2]/X[1])+ (−53.1275 ∗X[0]))+ ((X[2] +X[0])− (0.858585/X[2]))))− ((((11.1175/68.8658)+
(79.5963+0.538458))+((96.3131+58.2723)+(−23.3246∗−59.8462)))/(((80.0841+X[2])/(X[0]∗83.6561))− ((X[0]∗
2.49891)−(51.7367/−34.8768)))))−(((((−33.2722/76.9523)+(X[0]+X[2]))+((54.6561∗X[0])−(−68.7183∗X[2])))+
(((98.7352 ∗ −28.3812) ∗ (X[2] ∗ X[2])) ∗ ((X[1] + −78.2062) ∗ (X[0]/ − 42.3738)))) − ((((73.0322 + X[1]) ∗ (X[0] +
X[2])) + ((−79.0507/X[2]) ∗ (33.1141 + X[0])))/(((X[0]/X[0])/(X[2] ∗ −48.9083))/((−10.1448 − −43.7298)/(X[1] +
X[2])))))))/(((((((−85.9866/ − 56.7041)/(X[1] ∗ X[0])) − ((X[2] ∗ −48.5898) + (X[0] − X[2]))) + (((X[1] + X[2]) −
(X[1]/X[1]))/((X[2]+X[2])+ (X[1] ∗X[1])))) ∗ ((((X[0]/X[1])+ (X[2] ∗X[1]))+ ((X[0] ∗X[1])+ (−6.0985 ∗X[0])))−
(((X[2] +X[1]) + (93.0769− 50.7895))/((−8.97066 +−22.2779)/(97.5395 +X[2])))))− (((((X[2]−X[0])− (11.8831 ∗
73.6188))/((−59.2346/− 28.592) ∗ (X[2]/− 12.7965))) + (((X[0]/X[1])− (−9.51867/X[1])) ∗ ((X[1] ∗X[1]) ∗ (X[2]−
38.5034))))+((((X[0]/−62.3009)+(X[0]∗41.7153))−((21.1082−X[1])/(X[0]/X[2])))−(((X[0]/18.5931)−(−55.8741+
X[2]))− ((X[1]/− 97.6554)− (−14.1272/− 93.1015))))))+ ((((((X[1]/− 32.3036)+ (−2.0845/X[0]))− ((X[0]/X[2]) ∗
(X[2] + −6.78015)))/(((X[2] − X[0])/(X[0]/ − 36.4996)) + ((38.8777 ∗ X[0]) ∗ (−49.5703 ∗ X[1]))))/((((−24.6696 ∗
X[0])/(−82.2487 + X[1])) − ((−26.0804/X[0]) ∗ (26.1 − 16.9614))) ∗ (((94.1184 ∗ −39.3904)/(59.1225 ∗ −57.4265)) −
((X[0]−−57.8961) + (X[0]/40.3615))))) + (((((−58.9124− 28.9981) + (X[0] ∗ 11.708))− ((X[2] ∗ 60.9157) + (X[2] +
90.2454))) − (((X[2] − X[1])/(X[1] + −52.2087)) ∗ ((X[1]/X[2])/(X[2] + −32.5771))))/((((96.3827 + X[0])/(X[1] +
42.8878))−((−65.9263/−98.82)−(−27.675∗X[0])))−(((X[1]+−28.8111)/(X[1]∗X[2]))/((38.8867+89.8829)∗(X[2]∗
−69.7124))))))))+((((((((1.23133−X[2])∗ (X[2]−57.5274))/((81.613∗X[2])+(−54.6475+X[2])))− (((X[0]/X[2])+
(X[0]/X[0])) ∗ ((88.165 − −57.613) − (X[1] ∗X[1]))))/((((89.1287 + −27.1186) + (X[2]/0.809802)) − ((X[2]/X[1]) −
(1.12972+−72.9418)))−(((X[0]+66.3191)∗(86.4196−93.5377))+((X[1]+X[0])−(16.3645∗X[2])))))−(((((1.08426+
X[1])−(−21.5648+70.8364))+((X[1]∗X[1])∗(X[2]∗−99.9505)))/(((X[0]/X[2])∗(41.8397−X[0]))/((−77.485−X[2])−
(X[2]+X[0]))))− ((((58.0907−X[2])− (X[2]− 47.5701))+ ((X[1] ∗X[2]) ∗ (X[0]− 39.0838)))/(((38.1798− 93.5747) ∗
(−0.681859 ∗ 33.8557)) + ((−94.8219 − 24.2338) − (21.4859/X[2]))))))/((((((−12.9405 − X[2]) − (76.5128 ∗ X[0])) +
((−25.8794/X[1])/(X[2]−−98.1066)))∗(((X[2]/X[0])/(−38.7387∗−72.8916))∗((X[1]∗−84.5328)/(−7.56744/X[2]))))/
((((−42.3796 + −65.0232) + (X[2] + X[2]))/((−40.637/X[1]) + (12.7926 + −90.1604))) ∗ (((−8.4365 + −18.0272) +
(X[0] ∗ −70.0845)) − ((X[2] − 11.6286) + (−7.10236 − X[2]))))) + (((((X[2] ∗ −57.3312) + (79.3433/ − 64.6556)) −
((X[2]/36.489) ∗ (X[2] + X[2]))) − (((−85.4835/X[0]) ∗ (−12.7157 + 0.696413)) + ((17.4375 ∗ −98.6203) + (X[1] ∗
−5.04652))))− ((((X[0]+−68.8787)+ (−16.1789 ∗X[2])) ∗ ((X[0]/X[0])/(−58.3264/X[0]))) ∗ (((−19.4531 ∗ 89.7579) ∗
(−56.0147/−33.9105))+((24.1195∗X[0])∗(15.8517−X[2])))))))+(((((((−30.6881∗X[2])+(−89.0115∗X[0]))+((X[2]−
−88.4993)/(X[2]/X[0])))/(((X[0]−−82.9028)−(−12.0242−X[0]))/((20.5873∗X[0])+(−71.6907/X[1]))))/((((56.9455+
15.7195)− (30.0908−−86.454)) + ((X[0]/X[2]) ∗ (37.4269−X[1]))) ∗ (((X[2] + 11.6292) + (−42.9158−−8.23468)) ∗
((60.6221 − −7.19862) − (X[2] + 51.3547))))) + (((((88.8682 ∗ 77.7261) ∗ (−77.7798 + −67.6295)) + ((37.8521/ −
656
70.1449)∗ (X[1]+X[2])))− (((X[1]∗X[2])− (−42.8196∗X[0]))− ((X[0]/X[0])∗ (X[2]∗X[2]))))− ((((X[1]+62.4718)∗
(X[1]/X[2])) − ((−73.547 +X[0])/(X[1] ∗ 26.2251))) + (((15.3058/22.4755) + (−55.9744/14.4373)) − ((X[0]/X[2]) −
(60.4923∗67.1197))))))∗ ((((((X[1]+86.5465)+(90.6801/X[1]))/((−18.673/82.9954)− (X[0]+X[2])))∗ (((−86.5274∗
X[1])− (85.2865/X[0])) + ((28.0771 ∗X[1])− (X[0] +X[1])))) ∗ ((((−98.2329−X[0]) ∗ (X[1] +−17.3901)) ∗ ((X[1] ∗
− 62.342)/(83.5736 ∗X[1])))/(((X[1]−−19.0831) + (−69.7896−X[0]))/((−24.8407+X[0]) + (X[2]−−10.6518)))))/
(((((X[2]+X[0])∗(X[0]/−95.5424))/((X[0]/−49.9999)+(X[2]−−15.3262)))∗(((−26.3418/44.0182)+(X[1]+X[1]))+
((83.9417∗−24.2191)−(X[1]+26.1776))))∗((((29.1723∗X[1])+(18.1975/−46.287))∗((69.9815∗21.1034)+(−70.3261+
X[1])))− (((X[2]/25.3487)+ (X[2]+X[1]))+ ((X[2] ∗−73.2674)− (X[0]+X[2])))))))))/(((((((X[1]/58.5743) ∗ (X[1] ∗
69.8886))+ ((X[1]− 82.7536) ∗ (X[1]− 55.4251)))/(((X[2]/X[0]) ∗ (X[2] +X[1])) + ((−1.43226− 21.2542) ∗ (80.8269 ∗
91.5586))))− ((((X[2]+27.2488)+ (−68.061+12.5591))− ((X[1]−X[2])∗ (X[1]/X[2])))/(((X[0] ∗−91.177)− (X[0]−
X[0]))−((X[0]∗−81.785)∗(63.5344∗26.8803)))))−(((((59.9065/87.4473)−(51.2665/−99.4405))∗((X[0]/X[2])/(57.2449−
48.0634)))− (((X[2]+X[0])/(X[0]+X[1]))+((X[0]/50.8846)+(−79.3383−X[2]))))∗ ((((31.894−X[2])/(−38.7918+
X[2])) + ((−25.8371 +X[1]) + (74.3069 +X[1])))/(((−82.6428−X[0]) ∗ (X[1] ∗ −84.7106))− ((X[2]−X[0])/(X[0] ∗
85.0987))))))− ((((((X[2]∗−36.8814)/(X[0]/37.1053))/((99.3073+X[0])/(X[2]−−56.878)))/(((−3.71276−83.0846)∗
(X[0] − −75.4167)) − ((X[1] ∗ 61.6538) − (66.5307/67.1724)))) + ((((−85.9386 − X[2])/(62.4888 − X[2]))/((X[2]/ −
39.7752) ∗ (X[2]/X[0])))− (((X[0] +X[2]) ∗ (98.1842/− 37.6676))/((X[2] +−80.6857) + (−70.8526/64.8756)))))/
(((((−83.2223/42.7187) ∗ (X[2] + 41.0625)) + ((X[1] ∗ X[1]) ∗ (4.63419 ∗ X[1]))) ∗ (((−31.6842 + X[0]) ∗ (−21.3841 ∗
X[0]))/((X[0] ∗ 18.1883) + (X[0] ∗X[2])))) + ((((((X[2] ∗ 12.9473) + (X[0] ∗X[0]))/((X[2] ∗X[2]) + (X[0] ∗X[0])))−
(((X[1] + X[0]) − (X[1] ∗ 53.5638))/((91.9048 − X[0]) − (68.278 ∗ −56.6902)))) − ((((X[2] − X[2]) ∗ (X[1]/X[0])) −
((60.1611/−73.6437)+(−68.9619+X[1])))∗ (((−53.769/X[1])+(48.8788+X[0]))/((X[2]∗−76.8383)− (−23.9895/−






x((X[4] == 3.0 ? 45.6903 : −94.9033) > X[1] ? 2.0179 : (X[2] < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 11.1992 : X[1]) ? ((X[2]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2] > −14.53 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −17.4903 ? (63.0204 ∗ −9.89914) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 43.8449 : X[0])) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (71.5393 + 62.5177) : (91.495 ∗ 55.4542))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (85.3442/19.5775)) : (X[0] < 50.3757 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
0.259002) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 2.86067 : −62.1785)))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (59.9239 − 38.1947) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −59.9319 ? 81.0264 : X[1]) − (X[1]! = −54.8482 ? 57.4494 :
80.2164)) + (X[0] == −60.1031 ? (X[2] − 81.2125) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]))))) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[2]! = −73.1584 ? 46.9563 : X[2]) − (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 71.3209 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 80.0856 : 89.0129))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? (X[0] > 95.223 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (81.4596−−27.9534)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (88.1745 ∗X[1]) : (X[1]−X[1])))) :
((X[0] == X[1] ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 32.003 : X[1]) − (X[0] < −58.8497 ? − 25.0986 : X[1])) : (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (−65.564 − 22.4048) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) − ((X[1] > 51.8052 ? (36.8652 − X[1]) : (X[1] <
59.2665 ? − 89.1845 : X[0]))/((5.04617/ − 27.6404) − (X[2]/X[0])))))) : (X[2] − −69.6105)) > 0.793212 ? X[0] :
(X[1] > 19.1903 ? − 52.9836 : X[2])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 62.0141 :
11.5025) ? (X[2] > ((X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] > −14.53 ? − 51.8789 : −24.2647) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? 6.41583 : X[2])) :
(X[2] − −69.6105)) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : ((−18.2288 < X[2] ? 61.4319 : −57.3595) == (X[2] <
X[0] ? 2.0179 : 14.5234) ? X[1] : −68.1279)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? ((X[2]! = ((X[2]! =
X[0] ? ((X[2] > −14.53 ? X[1] : X[1]) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 21.9665 : X[2])) : (X[2] − −69.6105)) < X[0] ? (X[2] <
−30.9594 ? 2.0179 : ((−79.7223 < X[2] ? 12.4713 : X[2]) == (X[2] < 38.799 ? 2.0179 : 14.5234) ? X[1] : −68.1279)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? −17.911 : −94.8763)) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] >
20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < ((X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : −67.5409) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.5345 : −82.6734) : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[2] > ((X[2]! = X[0] ? − 35.3329 : X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 :
7.96033) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? (X[2] > (84.2582 < X[0] ? X[0] : −2.72797) ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? 9.65842 : X[0]) : (X[1] < −95.3659 ? X[1] : −37.8965)) : ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : 25.6919) ? (X[2]! = −58.0579 ? X[2] : 67.4091) : (18.3642! = X[0] ? X[1] : −77.761)))) : (X[2]! =
((X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1]−X[2]) : (X[2]−−69.6105)) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : (X[2] == −6.45693 ? X[1] :
−68.1279)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 68.6135 : −20.9195) : (X[1] − −6.74499))) <
(X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < ((X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] > −14.53 ? 74.8302 :
−23.5964) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 48.0625)) : (X[2] − −69.6105)) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : ((39.533 <
657
X[2] ? X[2] : −3.38623) == (X[2] < −80.4017 ? 2.0179 : 14.5234) ? X[1] : −68.1279)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 :
−94.8763)) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.5345 : −82.6734) : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]))) :
((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < ((X[2]! =
X[0] ? (X[0] − X[2]) : (X[2] − −69.6105)) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : (X[0] == 28.2029 ? X[1] :
−68.1279)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.5345 : −82.6734) : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] :
(X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1])! = ((X[1] >
20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (−84.1004 < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 27.1357 : −13.9306) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 25.2273 : X[0])) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) == (−26.2847 < X[0] ? 17.9909 : X[2]) ? (X[2] <
79.8469 ? 27.8987 : X[1]) : (30.3153! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : −15.0003) ? (−37.0613/ − 37.7212) : ((X[1] >
20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1])! = (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (−16.3429 <
X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.5345 : −82.6734) : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : −10.9712)) : (X[2]! =
(X[2] < X[0] ? 57.0263 : 75.9924) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 55.6811 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 90.1363 : X[0])))))) :
(X[2]! = ((X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] > −14.53 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 53.7723 : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] :
78.0259)) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 36.7705 : X[1]) : (X[2] − 32.1338))) : (X[2] − −69.6105)) <
X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : (((X[2]! = X[0] ? 94.2301 : 6.14767) < X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(29.5338/X[0])) == (X[2] < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 11.1992 : X[1]) ? 2.0179 : 14.5234) ? X[1] : −68.1279)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? ((X[2]! = ((X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[0] − X[0]) : (X[2] − −69.6105)) < X[0] ? (X[2] <
−30.9594 ? 2.0179 : (X[1] == 99.2784 ? X[1] : −68.1279)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? ((X[1] >
20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2] <
X[0] ? − 99.5198 : X[0]) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.5345 : −82.6734) : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] >
(−85.7106 < X[0] ? X[2] : 58.3556) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? − 43.9386 : −18.7149) : (X[1] < 12.6757 ? X[1] : −77.3036))) :
(X[2]! = ((X[2]! = X[0] ? − 95.0447 : −1.88701) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 68.6135 : −20.9195) : (X[1] − −6.74499))) < (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) <
((X[2]! = X[0] ? − 6.11906 : 79.7361) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 :
−94.8763)) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.5345 : −82.6734) : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1])! = (−30.0097 < X[2] ? X[2] :
18.8354) ? (−35.4709 == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : −15.0003) ? (−37.0613/ − 37.7212) : ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] :
X[1])! = (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (−48.14 < 83.5487 ? 51.3791 : 47.3591) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
X[2])))) : ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) <
((X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −25.2201) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 :
−94.8763)) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.5345 : −82.6734) : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1])! = (X[2] < −35.0984 ? − 91.1469 :
X[0]) ? (48.1786 == −21.4749 ? 36.3859 : −43.1459) : −15.0003) ? (−37.0613/− 37.7212) : ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] :
X[1])! = (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : −54.5467) : (X[0]! = −73.6234 ? − 1.43445 :
−35.8001))))) : (X[2] == ((X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] > −14.53 ? − 51.8789 : −24.2647) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? 6.41583 :
X[2])) : (X[2] − −69.6105)) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : ((−18.2288 < X[2] ? 61.4319 : −57.3595) ==
(X[2] < X[0] ? 2.0179 : 14.5234) ? X[1] : −68.1279)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? ((X[2]! = ((X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : 23.6173) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 17.911 : −94.8763)) ? ((X[1] >
20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (−41.9295 < 25.6117 ? − 69.1278 : −93.7122) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2]! = (33.9365 < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 68.6135 : −20.9195) :
(X[1] − −6.74499))) < (X[2]! = −86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < ((X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2]) < X[0] ? (X[2] < −30.9594 ? 2.0179 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? −17.911 : −94.8763)) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? −10.5345 :
−82.6734) : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2]! =
−86.6261 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.5345 :
−82.6734) : (X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[1] > 20.6503 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[0]! = 69.8433 ? 27.3983 :
−15.0003) ? (−37.0613/− 37.7212) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 22.2857)))) : (−37.0613/− 37.7212)))) : (X[0] +X[2]))))
Context 2 (3.760635)
(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ 49.5876) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 91.3852 : X[2])) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 63.9989) ∗ ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 50.9193 : 15.1678) : (X[1] −
X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (99.1905 − X[0]) : (X[0]/X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] +
X[0]) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 71.7407 : X[1]) − −89.1087)))))/(16.8351 − (X[0]/((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 91.3852 : X[2])) : (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 63.9989) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 50.9193 : 15.1678) : (X[1]−X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (99.1905−X[0]) : (X[0]/X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]))/(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 91.3852 : X[2])) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 63.9989) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 50.9193 : 15.1678) : (X[1] − X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (99.1905 −
X[0]) : (X[0]/X[0])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 91.3852 : X[2])) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 63.9989) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 50.9193 : 15.1678) : (X[1] − X[1])) : (X[4] ==
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2.0 ? (99.1905 −X[0]) : (X[0]/X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗ (6.95071 + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.4439 : −27.1081) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 71.9665 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 16.8351))))))))))
Context 3 (1.000709)
(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) > 50.3196 ? (X[2]/70.0426) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 49.411 : X[1])) < (X[0] > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 21.1958 : 86.1566) ? 59.0926 : 29.6998) ? − 31.6758 : ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −31.7364)! = X[1] ? ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −39.3685) < 8.98028 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] +
X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 41.9968)) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? 53.4888 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 47.5149 : 42.0884) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 32.7446 : X[1])) + ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
8.32077)/84.5793)) : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] +X[1]) : (−7.25638 −X[0]))) : 8.98028) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? −
47.5149 : 42.0884) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] +X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 41.9968)) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? 53.4888 :
X[2]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 47.5149 : 42.0884) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 6.53823 : 18.5295) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 50.1665 : X[0]))) + ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 8.32077)/84.5793)) : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : (−7.25638 − X[0]))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 47.5149 : 42.0884) < (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −39.3685) < 8.98028 ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 41.579 : −69.655) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? 53.4888 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : 8.98028) < (X[4] == 1.0 ? 21.1958 : 86.1566) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 47.5149 : 42.0884) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 21.1958 : 86.1566) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −39.3685) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? 53.4888 :
X[2]) ? (X[0] < −73.808 ? X[2] : 89.5432) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 30.6333 : 91.8158))))) ? 64.0885 : (−62.8473 >
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 21.1958 : 86.1566) ? 59.0926 : 29.6998))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −
49.411 : X[1])) < 50.3196 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 16.0891 : −31.6672) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −31.7364)! =
X[1] ? ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −39.3685) < 8.98028 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : −91.538) : 8.98028) < (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 47.5149 : 42.0884) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 95.9277 : X[1]) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? 53.4888 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 18.778 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 91.2729 : −47.6022)) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 47.5149 : 42.0884) < (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 45.5782 : X[0]) ? 64.0885 : (−62.8473 > X[2] ? 59.0926 : 29.6998))) : X[0])))))
Context 4 (2.724154)
x(−26.6211 > (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1]! = −47.4607 ? − 50.0224 : −21.1645) : 14.7) ? (X[0] == X[0] ? 20.8085 :
−26.6211) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] − 1.82193) : (X[0] ==
X[1] ? X[0] : 6.82124)) : 26.9503) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] − 1.82193) : (X[0] == X[1] ? 28.1404 :
39.5752)) : 18.3562)) ? (X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 53.8783 : X[1]) : 26.9503) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : 18.3562)) ? (X[0]! = 53.2267 ? − 77.8362 : −67.6723) : (X[0]! =
(14.8917 − 27.1894) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] < 39.3316 ? X[2] : −3.12729)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 66.4768 : X[0]))) : (X[0]! = (14.8917−27.1894) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]−1.82193) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : 54.5207)) : (X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? 95.2981 : 51.4363) ? (X[0] < −35.2466 ? X[2] : −57.0617) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? −92.1141 : X[2]))) : ((X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[0]! = 53.2267 ? −77.8362 : −67.6723) :
(X[0]! = 78.9898 ? 55.654 : −93.0946))! = (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 26.9503) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 99.25 :
18.3562)) ? (X[0] == X[0] ? 20.8085 : −26.6211) : (X[0]! = (14.8917 − 27.1894) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 92.1141 : −68.5478))))) : ((X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]− 1.82193) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[1] − 78.9536)/(X[0] == −16.8178 ? X[1] : 43.2841)) : (−45.8443 + 57.1947))) : 26.9503) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] − 1.82193) : (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[1] − X[1])/(X[0] == −16.8178 ? −
37.1965 : X[1])) : (−45.8443 + 57.1947))) : 18.3562)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] − 1.82193) : (X[0] ==
X[1] ? ((X[1] − (X[1] > −61.7742 ? X[0] : X[0]))/(X[0] == −16.8178 ? (X[1]! = 90.8384 ? X[0] : −33.7098) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (−45.8443 + 57.1947))) : (X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] − 1.82193) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])) : 26.9503) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] − 1.82193) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? 24.4927 : −58.4346)) : 18.3562)) ? (X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−90.5654) : 26.9503) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : 18.3562)) ? −39.4057 : (X[4] == 1.0 ? −92.1141 :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 92.1141 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 21.2468 : 6.10317)))) : (X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : 26.9503) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 76.5252) : 18.3562)) ? (X[2]/59.1735) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 92.1141 : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 92.1141 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 21.2468 : 40.6198)))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) <
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]−1.82193) : (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[1]−(X[1] > −61.7742 ? 92.204 :
−10.1531))/(X[0] == −16.8178 ? (X[1]! = 90.8384 ? X[0] : −33.7098) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −78.9803))) :
(−45.8443+57.1947))) : 26.9503) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]−1.82193) : (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[1]−(X[1] >
−61.7742 ? X[0] : X[0]))/(X[0] == −16.8178 ? (X[1]! = 90.8384 ? X[0] : −33.7098) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) :
(−45.8443 + 57.1947))) : 18.3562)) ? (X[0]! = 53.2267 ? − 77.8362 : −67.6723) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 92.1141 : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0]! = −39.4057 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] − 1.82193) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (30.1646/ − 44.4792) :
(−45.8443 + 57.1947))) : (X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 26.9503) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 87.4447 :
18.3562)) ? (X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? − 39.4057 : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 92.1141 : 44.5637)) : (X[4] ==
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2.0 ? −92.1141 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 21.2468 : 63.2119)))) : (X[0] == (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−16.991) : 26.9503) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 68.0896 : X[2]) : 18.3562)) ? X[1] : (X[0] == (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 34.8564 : 26.9503) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 77.257 : 18.3562)) ? (X[1] < 41.0872 ? X[0] : 12.7897) :
(X[0] == (X[4] == 0.0 ? 31.0074 : 44.2028) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 92.1141 : X[0]))))) :
(X[0] < (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]− 1.82193) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : 8.2737)) : 26.9503) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] − 1.82193) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : −90.3514)) : 18.3562)) ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 61.6424 : −19.6726) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 92.1141 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 21.2468 : (X[0]/(X[2]−X[1]))))))))))
Context 5 (9.418839)
(16.5893 − (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(X[2], 4) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−13.4233 + 11.9256) : X[1])) :
X[1])/(X[2]− ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(X[2], 4) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−13.4233 + 11.9256) : X[1])) :
((X[2] − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(X[2], 4) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−13.4233 + 11.9256) : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(X[2], 4) : (X[2] − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 65.4003 : 62.9741))))) + (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (52.4732 +
(86.8312 − X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −16.647) : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? pow(X[2], 4) : pow(13.4615, 4)))) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 81.4167) : X[1]) : (86.8312 + (86.8312−X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==




(X[2] > X[1] ? (((X[2] < X[2] ? (X[0] < 50.8211 ? ((X[1]! = X[0] ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−76.2339) : (X[0] < −98.5201 ? 66.2203 : X[1])) ∗ ((X[2]! = X[0] ? 93.6862 : 81.0381)/(X[4] == 2.0 ? 52.6148 :
−48.8136))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (18.9386/X[0]) : (X[1] + X[1])) : ((10.2491 + −57.5771) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[1] ? − 60.1176 : −83.5737)))) − ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (35.7853/X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2])) : (X[2]! = −17.4343 ? (77.887 − −78.6102) : (X[2]/X[0])))/(X[2]! = X[2] ? ((3.2355 ∗ X[0]) − (−73.5871 +
62.0865)) : (X[0] > −40.7099 ? (X[0] > −4.02562 ? X[1] : −9.11399) : (X[2]/89.2285))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] == −92.1019 ? − 68.061 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 51.9139)) ∗ ((−75.7589 ∗
−96.3569)+(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −26.4917))) : (X[1]! = −42.3325 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? −25.1283 : X[0])+(−14.0702+
X[2])) : (X[2] > −93.9461 ? (57.1051 − X[0]) : (X[0] + 42.3848)))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[0] − X[1]) + (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 99.3525 : 86.4874)) : ((X[0] ∗ X[2])/(X[2] == 63.4465 ? − 36.6102 : X[0])))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] + X[0]) : (X[1] ∗ X[2])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −20.9642) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 22.4083 :
−83.1286)))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 29.0062 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 68.6844)) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 25.6217 : 95.446) ∗ (7.18214 ∗
X[1]))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 92.3176 : 40.987) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 49.3752 : −29.1933)) ∗ (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : 94.7001) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 25.9487)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0] > 96.66 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 44.2688 : X[1]) : (16.5633/X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (3.2694 − X[2]) :
(X[1] == −93.6575 ? X[2] : 34.6359))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 76.5403 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 4.58168)) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 92.2382) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 95.9385 :
−90.5312))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 85.7311 : −56.8142) : (X[1] + X[2])) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −2.33613) : (X[2] >
−59.7776 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]/15.3987) : (X[0]! = 63.3432 ? X[2] :
68.9532)) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (13.0189−X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 44.3916 : X[2])))) : (X[0] < −25.1164 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < −67.2237 ? (−71.1378 +X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : 87.0465)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−89.1126 +X[0]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] + −48.4448) : (X[2]/ − 92.159)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −68.0335) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 1.47338 : 12.1064))))))) − ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 30.755 ? 47.9683 :
X[2]) : (X[1] < −70.1183 ? X[0] : 41.6155)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? 65.1378 : X[1]) : (X[2] ==
−82.4106 ? 45.5762 : 27.7932))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? − 92.9204 : X[0]) :
(X[0]! = X[2] ? 30.484 : 32.0978)) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 52.4261)))) + ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 40.9788 : 77.3146) : (X[1]! = 95.3271 ? X[2] : 30.1151)) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? (−94.6424/X[2]) : (X[2] < 47.7987 ? 7.54002 : 78.8889)))/(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[2]/X[2]) :
(X[0]/X[1])) : (X[1] < −12.3057 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 3.37966 ? − 37.1384 : −97.0235))))) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −95.8892) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 15.0431 : −69.1575)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 17.0132 : X[2])/(X[0] > X[0] ? − 79.4986 :
−29.9797))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] − −49.8622) : (X[0] − X[0])) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1] −
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X[1]) : (−82.2576 ∗ X[1])))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 66.086 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 57.9184 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−73.3901 + X[1]) : (−93.6124 ∗ X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (−47.4858∗−3.88068) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? 62.0904 : 55.696)) : (X[0] < 56.9795 ? (−86.7116+X[0]) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : −19.2499)))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1]! = 80.4065 ? 29.6381 : 41.1191) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : 36.4054)) : ((46.3484 ∗ X[2]) ∗ (−75.8462 −
32.1744))) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2] == −83.8781 ? (−15.9828 + X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 55.5918)) :
((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 93.14)/(−72.145 + X[2])))) : (X[2] == −4.56432 ? (X[2]! = −22.725 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = −42.4213 ? 39.41 : X[2]) : (64.4245 − 96.6062)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] == 9.01986 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (−97.2347 ∗ X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 48.7504 : −84.4797) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? − 57.6925 : −8.26338)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 13.8119) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 51.9698 : 71.2231))))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[1] == X[1] ? 49.7884 : X[2]) + (X[2]/51.6458)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (−13.9178 + X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −59.0749)))/((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 16.8389 :
X[2])− (74.7005∗X[2]))/(X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 40.9631 : X[2]) : (X[0] < −99.1033 ? 11.7054 : −86.0197)))) :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (2.31489/29.1232)) : ((X[2]! =
90.7348 ? − 13.6907 : 45.1397) ∗ (48.0714 ∗X[1]))) : ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −7.63741)− (X[1] < −93.9088 ? −
11.0112 : 52.6467))/(X[0]! = X[0] ? (−55.8493/X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −83.4557)))))))) + ((X[0] >
X[0] ? ((((X[2]! = X[2] ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] < −14.6187 ? − 69.334 : 31.9796)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = 24.0404 ? −95.1122 : 45.4529) : (X[2]/4.61187)))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2]+X[2]) : (X[1]−
X[1])) : (X[0]! = −98.0966 ? (X[1] > −14.5494 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 16.5063 : 46.3143)))) + (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (((93.374/ − 72.0337) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 89.5701 : 35.3537)) + ((62.245/X[2])/(X[1] ∗ X[2]))) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] ∗X[0]) : (X[0]/X[0])) + (X[1] < 27.9604 ? (X[2] + 24.7068) : (X[2]−X[1])))))− ((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[1]! =
−50.0572 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −99.3455)) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−16.8871 +
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? − 64.5384 : 39.2593)/(X[0] − −76.9783)) :
(X[0] > 74.9101 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 98.2661 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 52.2719 : −92.044))))/((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 24.7638 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 85.0376 : 37.0296)) − (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] == −40.0439 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? −
7.05888 : −71.2236) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 88.9878 : X[1])) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? − 58.1458 : 95.8423) :
(X[1] == 51.9734 ? X[0] : 94.2825)))))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[0] < −80.2711 ? (X[0] > 84.5538 ? ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])/(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −65.7112)) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.7929 : −23.6038) − (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : 2.41284))) : (X[0] < 57.8514 ? ((X[1] < −99.5396 ? 60.1857 : −74.4282) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) − (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −38.5656))))/(X[4] == 1.0 ? (((X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] :
69.68)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −29.2566))/(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] == −7.09263 ? 91.6154 : X[2]))) :
(X[2] < 85.1942 ? ((−38.5351/34.2621)∗(X[1] < X[0] ? 63.0045 : −38.9973)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]/−70.1703) :
(X[2]! = 8.50787 ? 64.6307 : −39.7915))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[2] > 65.6058 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −84.6636 ? −
5.35212 : 19.4319) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 51.7926 : X[2])) : (X[1] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 12.1122 : X[0]) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? − 9.99898 : X[2]))) − (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[0] < 30.061 ? X[1] : 86.7946) − (74.105/ − 67.9568)) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) + (X[0]! = −26.636 ? X[0] : 14.1542)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[0] +−52.1967)+ (X[2] < −17.18 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])− (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 15.5032 :
X[1]))) : ((X[1] > 59.2489 ? (X[0] == 42.7283 ? 76.7958 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 63.9619 ? X[2] : X[0])) − (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 22.2558) : (1.54208/87.8133)))))))/(X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] > 82.9347 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 26.3311 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 62.3161 : X[1]) + (X[1] > 49.2772 ? − 23.266 : 60.6305)) : ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? 72.0589 : 98.6476) − (X[2] == X[0] ? − 46.9093 : X[2]))) : (X[0] > 60.4955 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? 20.4054 : 8.06171) : (X[2] + −38.57)) : (X[0] < 4.62025 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? 4.41698 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −91.7235))))/((X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[2] + X[1]) − (X[2] − X[2])) : (X[0] == −5.07605 ? (X[2] ∗ X[1]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 3.05467 : 95.6837))) ∗ (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[0] < 89.1491 ? (−33.5504/X[2]) : (X[2] + X[0])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 48.5142 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 77.2002 ? X[2] : 82.0662))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (73.2206 ∗ 39.8836) : (X[1]/X[2])) : (X[1]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 72.2018) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 36.6617))) : (X[0] > −12.3407 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1]! =
−9.51637 ? X[2] : 72.9971) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? 32.3888 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 24.8389 : X[0])))) : (X[0] == −85.7369 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−10.26/X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]/X[0]) : (−27.4977 ∗X[0]))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[1] ? 47.6674 : −65.5171) : (X[0] − X[1])) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − X[1]) : (15.1972 − X[0])))))) : (X[0]! =
85.6749 ? (X[1] == 46.8044 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0] < −86.376 ? (X[2]! = 44.8518 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[0] < 16.9348 ? X[1] : −10.8537)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 66.2201 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0]! = 76.3362 ? X[1] : −28.456) : (−11.1397 + −36.954)) :
((X[0] > −97.5293 ? 60.0621 : X[2])/(X[0]−X[0])))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] +X[1]) :
(X[1] > −72.7135 ? − 88.6986 : 26.2502)) : (X[0] == −73.6065 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 45.8769 : −48.313))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗ X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0])) : ((−2.83484/16.4306) ∗ (−42.2916/X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) − (X[1] < X[1] ? 43.8246 : X[1])) : (X[2]! = −33.0403 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (X[0] < 94.7224 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −70.2214) : (−16.8077∗70.6725)) : (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −37.1058) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 57.2416 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 19.2443 : X[2]) : (X[1] +X[1]))− (X[1]! = 20.7308 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 77.0707) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 61.0311 :
X[2]))) : ((X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[1] + X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.5784 : −87.376)) + ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 25.9948 :
70.9383)/(X[1] < −57.7571 ? X[2] : 9.00634))))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 29.2303 : 79.9173))
661
Context 2 (29.791884)
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 6.32927 : (X[0] < (X[2] > 11.9874 ? (X[1] < 60.453 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 84.1988 : −57.7392) ∗ (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −63.4807)) : ((58.1178 − X[2]) ∗ (X[2]! = X[2] ? 81.8639 :
X[0]))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == −65.4472 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 74.873 : −37.9864) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) :
((X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : 70.1521)/(X[0]+X[1])))) : ((X[2]∗X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0]! = 84.4111 ? ((X[0] >
X[2] ? 52.1746 : X[0]) − (X[2] > −4.31233 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 95.8203) − (X[1] +X[2]))) :
(X[2] > 11.9874 ? (X[1] < 60.453 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 58.8525 : −70.5194)) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] < 60.453 ? 20.1927 : 28.4029) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −26.3847)))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 84.1988 : −57.7392) ∗ (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −63.4807)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : (X[1] <
60.453 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (82.704 ∗ X[1]) : (X[0] ∗ X[1])) : (X[2] > 11.9874 ? (X[1] < 60.453 ? 63.7283 : 30.9181) :
(X[2] == −88.364 ? X[0] : −2.2727))))))) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 84.1988 : −57.7392) ∗ (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[0] : −63.4807)) : ((58.1178 − X[2]) ∗ (X[2]! = X[2] ? 81.8639 : X[0]))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > −58.1584 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (89.4233 ∗ 77.4011) : (X[0] >
−13.331 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (X[1] > 26.4591 ? 58.2791 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 61.645 : −14.7233)) : ((−14.4681 ∗ −30.1166)/(X[4] ==
3.0 ? 85.7268 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 68.5337 : X[0]) : (X[0] <
17.7569 ? 88.6326 : −39.6154))∗(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −64.99 : 7.64177) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : 23.0772))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > 55.9507 ? (−47.1621 + −20.1525) : (−88.2645 ∗ −11.6161)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] >
−89.6166 ? 34.7272 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : −4.39596))))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1] < 60.453 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 84.1988 : −57.7392) ∗ (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −63.4807)) : ((58.1178 − X[2]) ∗ (X[2]! =
X[2] ? 81.8639 : X[0]))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == −65.4472 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 74.873 : −37.9864) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : 70.1521)/(X[0] + X[1])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 20.071 : 45.788))) :
(X[1] ∗ 53.673))))
Context 3 (29.791884)
(X[2] > 51.0971 ? (X[0]! = −26.5798 ? − 37.7788 : X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ ((X[0]! = 34.4382 ? 98.8868 : X[2])! =
X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : 47.7536)))
Context 4 (29.791884)
((X[0] < −28.0737 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.0935) ∗
(X[2] < −63.9867 ? X[1] : X[2]))− (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (X[2] > X[0] ? − 81.8449 : X[0])))/(X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 80.6685 ? − 13.7178 : 12.2454) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 50.8866 : 57.1805)) : ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −34.7778) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? 42.4096 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 63.688 : 51.4527) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 14.9146 : −1.73593)) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1] > 16.3714 ? 98.0077 :
−43.9776) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : −19.9077))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] + 35.9834) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 49.993 : 60.1749))))) : (X[0] <
6.92055 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (56.2527/ − 66.4459) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 87.0869 : X[1])) :
((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) + (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > 99.8908 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] == −49.4885 ? (X[1] < −66.5074 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 31.5633)))) : ((X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[1] − X[1]) ∗ (−52.1729 − X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (26.7854 ∗ −0.530416) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 83.1046 : −49.9971))) ∗ (X[1] < −13.3443 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ −5.97139) : (−33.3984/ − 7.55279)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (72.8335 − X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 12.7531 :
X[1]))))))/((X[1] < 62.9713 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 67.3659 : 24.4277)/(X[0] > X[1] ? −
53.1693 : 5.51831)) + (X[2]! = 34.9657 ? (92.544 − −47.0111) : (X[1]! = −94.0846 ? 32.5605 : −61.4666))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 19.2455) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[0] >
−4.10166 ? (85.809 − X[2]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == 73.1422 ? (X[2] < −87.642 ? (X[2] <
64.7703 ? (58.594 + 39.2887) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 75.5858)) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 10.8144 : X[0]) + (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 56.8854 : 81.3354))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < 37.9494 ? (X[2] < 11.1054 ? X[0] : −85.8152) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 91.1768 : X[2])) : ((69.2387/X[0]) + (58.2805/X[0]))))) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] == −98.7764 ? − 24.6062 : −40.029) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 35.1097 : X[1])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) + (X[1]! = −20.1498 ? − 37.7811 : X[1]))) + ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == −41.5875 ? − 82.4512 : X[2]) :
(48.2473 + 0.956761)) ∗ ((43.6348 ∗ 88.4217)/(X[1]! = X[1] ? 35.6918 : X[2])))) : (((X[1] > 73.7541 ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? X[0] : −71.7429) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) + (X[1]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/X[1]) : (X[0] + 53.6627)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[0] −
X[1]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : 41.2174))))))) : (X[2]! = 66.8868 ? (X[0] == 94.7981 ? (((((X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] :
−68.0606)∗(−55.4092+X[2]))+(X[1] < −26.0701 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : 50.1854) : (X[1] == −48.0152 ? −14.2039 :
−36.187)))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.01851 : X[1]) : (X[2] < 69.6273 ? − 11.7773 :
−31.478)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 46.3489 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] == 10.0944 ? X[0] : X[2])))) ∗ ((X[2] >
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X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 50.1621 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] >
50.2579 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 75.1609 : 88.3937) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : −63.5382))) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (0.725379−X[2]) : (X[2] > −71.0921 ? − 13.9139 : X[0])) : (X[2] > −7.59309 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 33.4451 : X[0]) :
(X[2] −X[0]))))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (((X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] == −97.7867 ? 0.777963 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
73.1076))/(X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : 42.0423) : (X[0] > 37.5911 ? 13.2289 : 87.0787)))/(((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −8.89258 ? X[2] : 56.8893) : (X[1] < 76.6356 ? 62.8024 : 13.392)) + ((X[2]/48.4599) ∗ (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 49.8621 : −18.9489)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]− 73.137) : (X[0]−X[1])) :
(X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 58.6147) : (X[1] < 4.62111 ? − 81.061 : −22.5886))) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 41.6671) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 80.6457))/(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 57.5195 :
X[2]) : (X[2] == −73.9578 ? X[0] : X[1])))))) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == −32.7617 ? (X[0] >
−9.16603 ? (−8.45149 ∗ 13.3153) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 72.5821)) : (X[2] < 22.6989 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (89.8833 − −19.4106))) : (X[0] < −25.2956 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] − 1.79217) : (X[1]! = 9.54611 ? X[0] :
58.6382)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (39.4119 + 43.7831) : (X[2] ∗ 23.1664)))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1] > 35.7175 ? (X[0]! =
77.2785 ? (X[0] < 42.1267 ? 89.1712 : −17.9694) : (X[1] − X[2])) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : −74.5182)/(X[1] ==
X[1] ? − 99.2238 : −33.5628))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < 50.6926 ? X[0] : −70.2942) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2])) ∗ (X[1] > −17.0548 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 57.4061 : X[2]) : (39.7757/X[0]))))) + (X[2]! = −97.6203 ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[0] == −25.7505 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] − 70.1383)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (94.4189 ∗ X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 83.5759))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? 1.18929 :
X[2]) ∗ (X[2] > X[1] ? − 81.2935 : −13.5164)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (13.1832− 93.9664) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−52.9427)))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = 23.8785 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? 13.5374 : 76.6789))−
((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −27.5515) + (X[0] + −25.3255))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 51.1242 : −9.23095) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −38.5029)) + ((X[0] == −57.002 ? X[2] : −65.7706) − ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 39.8297 :
49.4846)))))))) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? ((((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (47.0665 +X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 23.7917 :
−57.7)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] + −20.3645)))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0]/− 85.3661) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : −81.0934)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 9.39733 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 45.8359 : −97.2745))))/(X[1]! = X[0] ? (((X[0] < 34.3673 ? 29.4077 : 52.3891) ∗ (93.2805 +X[1])) −
((X[1] − X[2])/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗ −66.6617) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0]))/((X[2] < −39.9088 ? 74.6968 : 20.5894)+(X[1] < 3.80444 ? −52.0376 : 33.319)))))∗((X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (74.6317 + −62.8086)) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 64.449 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 15.4769 : −41.5738))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? 92.654 :
−27.6534) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 89.4738 : X[1])) : (X[1]! = 4.86358 ? (−57.0286−−94.7127) : (X[1] > X[2] ? 0.870323 :
82.4302)))) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −22.9398 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 19.4189 : X[2]) :
(X[2] − X[0])) : ((X[1] − 68.625) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 18.3068 : X[1]))) : (X[2] > −94.6528 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = −77.6554 ? 42.5988 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 68.4631)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[2]/X[1])))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((((−60.2848 ∗ −91.9987) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.2773 : X[1])) +
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −87.8369))) ∗ (X[0] < −64.6502 ? ((X[0] > 95.5217 ? X[2] :
X[2]) + (X[4] == 0.0 ? 35.6615 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])))) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/83.9408) : (63.2694/6.09866)) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] ==
2.52405 ? 0.558855 : −33.8337) : (−86.589 ∗ X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((85.5729/ − 22.3799) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−70.3221/ − 33.4849) : (50.2335 ∗X[2]))))) ∗ (((X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[1] − 74.5743)/(X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −48.2207)) : ((X[0] == X[2] ? − 9.16528 : X[2]) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) + (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 53.034 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 89.675)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] <
−15.3263 ? −78.3825 : 9.8968) : (X[1] > 14.5225 ? X[0] : X[0]))))∗(((X[2]! = −90.1181 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? −0.581502 :
−89.9271) : (X[2] < X[1] ? − 50.433 : −28.7923)) + (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? − 20.8079 : 0.489052) : (X[1] ∗
X[0]))) ∗ (X[0]! = −84.5284 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−27.7188 − X[0]) : (X[0] == −27.224 ? 95.562 : X[1])) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 96.1434 : X[1]) : (X[1] < −92.5807 ? X[1] : X[0]))))))) + (((X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] : 29.2722) + (32.401/X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−24.1707) : (X[2]/X[0]))) : ((X[0] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 44.1555 : X[1]) : (X[2]/X[0])) − (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 23.8121 : X[0]) : (38.1344/X[1])))) : (X[0] == 8.39207 ? (((X[2] < −88.8667 ? 67.001 :
X[2])/(X[0] > 64.342 ? − 46.0903 : X[1])) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? −20.5075 : X[2]))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? ((−83.3165/X[2])∗(X[2] < X[0] ? 3.7687 : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 44.6261 : 15.2922))))) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2] ==
−99.4521 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = −69.9486 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−4.92622 + −92.8314)) : (X[0] < 24.1372 ? (X[1]! =
−52.1984 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 0.985911 : 6.75565))) : (X[1]! = 80.0493 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 57.4639 : −29.2259) : (X[0] == −17.5375 ? X[0] : −65.8293)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (15.4363 ∗ −26.9207)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (54.9424−X[1]) : (X[2]− 11.2311))/((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (−66.8025 ∗ X[0]) : (−18.5809/86.2898))) : (X[1] > 49.414 ? (X[1]! = −31.5 ? (X[2] ∗ X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 29.7879 : X[1])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 54.8051 : X[0]) + (X[2]/X[1]))))))/((((X[1] > 69.2663 ? (X[2] ==
58.6347 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −27.9869)) : (X[2] > −34.6648 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −6.40057) : (−7.11068 −X[1])))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? 16.547 :
X[2])) − (X[1] < 45.4751 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = 74.4069 ? X[2] : X[0]))))/((X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 54.1652) : (−12.9154 ∗ X[1])) : ((X[2] ∗ −99.2279) + (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : −0.794243)))/((X[0] == 6.97018 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 79.0119 : −62.6185) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 75.7778 :
−81.5333))+ ((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 15.6729 : 60.3044) ∗ (X[0] ∗X[2])))))− (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 3.2238) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 38.2298 : X[1])) : ((−88.0081 − 53.7596)/(X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 68.4414 : −89.735))) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])/(X[2]−X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −41.6507)))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1] < −49.6206 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == 51.0475 ? X[2] : 56.5249) : (X[0]/X[2])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[0] > 90.926 ? 98.971 : X[2]) :
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((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 43.7786 : −46.3538))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (−51.8503 + −72.0973) :
(X[0]! = X[0] ? −66.8649 : X[2])) : ((X[1]/−22.8741)+(X[1] == −72.7626 ? 0.837257 : −4.84743)))))))))/(X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] < 92.6402 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 21.1148) : (X[1] + X[0])) − (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 11.2059 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 81.7795 ? − 60.8703 : 50.2259))) : (((−6.47282 − X[1])/(X[1] >
77.104 ? X[0] : −76.6301)) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 92.6402 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 21.1148) : (X[1] +
X[0])) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 11.2059 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 81.7795 ? − 60.8703 : 50.2259))) :
(((−6.47282−X[1])/(X[1] > 77.104 ? X[0] : −76.6301)) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 92.6402 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 21.1148) :
(X[1] + X[0])) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 11.2059 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 81.7795 ? − 60.8703 : 50.2259))) :
(((−6.47282−X[1])/(X[1] > 77.104 ? X[0] : −76.6301)) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 64.9859 : X[2])))))
Context 5 (29.791884)
(X[1]! = (X[1] > 13.7613 ? 5.13767 : −52.6796) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == 56.8614 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = 69.5298 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])/(X[1] == −20.1187 ? X[2] : −33.2434))) : (((X[2] ∗ X[0]) + (X[0] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : 92.1759)) + (X[0] < 54.8694 ? (20.1694 − 82.9498) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 75.9292 : X[2])))) : ((X[0] >
X[0] ? ((X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : −39.131) − (X[2] > 92.0209 ? 63.4023 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−40.7466 ∗
−89.169) : (X[2] + −9.23183)))/(((−80.4541 + 5.35415) ∗ (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] + 60.179))))) ∗ ((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 74.2447 : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] < 5.3166 ? (X[2] < 82.4102 ? − 1.15879 : −11.9868) : (−55.9786/13.1664))) : (X[2] >
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −63.7146) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 25.141 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 60.7246 : −1.6211))))/(X[1] < −67.4056 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (62.8899 ∗X[2]) : (X[0]/X[2])) : ((X[2]/− 92.2044)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? 15.8903 : −64.6404))) :
(X[0] < 86.7286 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ −49.5127) : (−65.8598 + X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 50.0927) : (X[1] > −19.8873 ? X[2] : X[1])))))) : (((X[1]! = X[1] ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] ==
−28.6008 ? X[0] : −51.2069) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) ∗ (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (19.7152 + X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.24 : X[1]) − (X[0]/X[0])) : (X[0] ==
51.1982 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (X[0]! = −79.2782 ? X[0] : X[0]))))−((X[0] < 89.0508 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (−6.62413 − −75.5844)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 30.9184) : (X[0]/X[2])))/(((X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −99.2321)/(X[1] > X[1] ? − 94.4611 : −13.0127)) ∗ (X[0] > −91.5802 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[1] − X[2]))))) ∗ (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 98.229 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] + X[2]) :
(X[2]/X[1])) : ((X[2]! = X[1] ? 59.4996 : −23.4547)/(X[0] + −12.0058))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] :
6.60051) ∗ (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[0] ∗ X[1]) + (X[2] == X[0] ? 30.4838 : 44.6929)))) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 99.6278 : X[0]) + (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 96.2119 :
X[2])/(X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) − (X[0] == X[2] ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −27.8129)/(X[0] − X[0])) :
(X[1]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 48.4665 : 85.0392) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))))) : (X[0] >
−16.8732 ? (((((X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : 20.8379) : (X[2] == 63.7399 ? 1.34654 : X[1])) ∗
(X[0] == −81.4313 ? (X[0] == −74.1571 ? X[1] : 98.5893) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 39.485 : X[1]))) + (X[2]! =
X[2] ? ((X[1] == X[2] ? − 26.9309 : −35.4632) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 35.98 : 71.8854)) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 55.9481 : 8.76248) : (X[1] − −42.2766))))/(X[0] < −66.2312 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] >
−79.211 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (−14.5805/ − 20.9708)) : (X[0] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 72.4477 : X[1]) : (X[2] >
−62.7246 ? X[1] : −60.3499))) : (X[1] < −32.4551 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −66.2572 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 31.565 : −99.9329) ∗ (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 32.6657)))))/(X[0] ==
92.9458 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < −58.2214 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (36.2145 ∗ X[2]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
70.9642)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 82.8485) : (56.4017 ∗ X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 9.81135 : −1.19083) ∗ (X[2] > 99.601 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[2] < 41.9063 ? X[1] : X[2]) + (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 46.719 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((−67.6819 ∗ −5.15853) + (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 69.6918 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 6.54472 : −55.0021) : (−35.5761/33.5276))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == −75.9469 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 4.59816 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = 49.339 ? 1.79235 : 40.077)) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 85.9468 : −18.6333) − ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 60.2511 : −51.0937)))))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? ((((X[4] ==
0.0 ? 95.8125 : X[1]) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? 77.6182 : 44.2529))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (−35.6182/72.5775) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1])))− (X[0] > 2.06115 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])/(−6.74528/− 11.4129)) : ((42.2408+X[1])− (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 12.6064 : −37.5057)))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 9.08248 : 94.2374) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
−38.8997))/(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] − −30.5548) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? − 55.2754 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) + ((X[0] ∗ −93.7765) ∗ (X[1]/45.5942))))) − (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > −77.2259 ? 18.5558 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −40.114 : X[2]))∗
(X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −39.2113) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 34.6642 : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
−86.799 ? − 72.0598 : 16.7969) : (X[1] ∗ −23.1617))− (X[2] < 88.6715 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 85.4884 : X[1])))) : (X[0] < 41.7615 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > −52.1474 ? − 8.43076 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −34.9168)) − (X[1] < 34.0864 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? − 83.8934 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) :
(((X[1]−−4.98429)/(X[2]∗X[1]))−((X[2]+X[1])+(X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])))))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((X[4] ==
664
0.0 ? (X[0] > −5.87274 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : −20.7933) + (X[1] + X[2])) : (X[2]! =
−86.4003 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (32.0576/− 16.8123))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 62.5684 : −82.829) : (X[2] < −41.052 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]/99.8499) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((X[1] == −93.1272 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 42.062 : −93.1017) + (12.8571 ∗ −91.9007)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 96.0068 : −17.0272))) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] >
X[1] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? − 27.1143 : −46.1471) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 82.3018 : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
−88.8088 ? X[0] : 96.0966) : (X[1] > 24.3133 ? X[2] : X[0])))))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 31.4693 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 20.4028 : 14.3154)) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[2] <
99.2807 ? 88.8305 : X[2]) : (X[0] < −14.9542 ? −1.38866 : 90.9544)))+(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((−4.74503+X[2])∗ (X[0] ==
99.319 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0] < −29.6519 ? X[1] : −76.752) : (X[2] − X[2])))) : (X[0] <
91.7776 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 23.445 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = 85.5101 ? − 50.4123 :
−47.7523)) : (X[1]! = 51.7974 ? (X[0] < −69.8757 ? X[1] : 9.64722) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 92.4981 : X[0]))) :
(X[1] == 34.7202 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−55.6578 − 29.8505) : (X[1] + X[0])) : (X[0] < −62.4711 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 23.7929 : −31.6861) : (X[2] − 62.7895)))))) − ((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
42.7379) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? 12.2583 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]/X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 16.3179 :
25.0338))) + (X[1] == −93.0424 ? (X[1] > 75.3696 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−24.2377)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 67.7625) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] == 15.1104 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 3.89332 : X[0]) ∗ (X[0] ∗X[0])) : ((−78.7499+X[1])/(X[0] ∗X[2]))) :
(X[0]! = −86.9285 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 64.2646 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
54.3589)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 39.2558) − (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 13.9849))))) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−57.378∗X[2]) : (X[1]+−84.7886))∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −53.6353 :
−67.0423) : (X[1] > −69.6589 ? X[1] : −25.6211))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
−91.1836) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 79.3792 : −4.44255)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 73.2731 :
74.9872)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 56.1983 : −2.01408) : (X[2] > −5.08477 ? X[1] :
−25.9316)) ∗ ((75.9942−X[2])− (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −77.4301))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−60.783) ∗ (X[1] − −47.5769)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 27.5925 ? 66.5673 : 90.7143) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−72.7578))))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > 83.6477 ? 54.4982 : X[0]) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : −43.8716)) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? (67.232 ∗ X[0]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −24.1564))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 68.0628 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 14.1335 :
62.3944)) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? 81.7951 : 25.3646) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 34.1867)))) − ((((−22.5262 ∗ 35.0321) −
(X[1] > 9.69619 ? − 90.6753 : X[2]))/(X[2] < −25.6422 ? (X[2] == −45.4427 ? − 38.0857 : −38.8195) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −32.7056))) + ((X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] :
40.8831))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−68.6816 ∗X[0]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 52.6809))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[1] <
X[1] ? ((−50.8526 ∗ X[1]) − (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 37.9754 : 42.4338)) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == 30.6662 ? 54.8799 :
X[2]) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[2] : −31.4127)))/(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 59.1136 : X[1]) :
(X[0] < −1.38811 ? 55.4073 : X[1])) : ((X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) − (−75.9054 ∗ 69.0963)))) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == 67.0777 ? (X[1] > −9.15652 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] == 0.467886 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 29.7239 : X[0]))) + (X[1] == 94.7317 ? ((X[1] ∗X[0])/(X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 8.76786 : −47.8143)/(65.9341 + 40.8727))))))/(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] ==
62.5961 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −56.1626 ? (X[1] < −77.2592 ? 21.5264 : 37.7767) :
(X[0]/X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]+X[2]) : (X[0]! = 11.4444 ? −20.2793 : −41.9263))) : (((X[1]−−54.1677)+(X[0]−
−45.1439)) + ((X[1] − X[0])/(X[2] < X[0] ? 34.4145 : X[0])))) : (X[0]! = 75.0313 ? ((X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0] ∗ X[1]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : −99.1146)) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 37.1731 : 7.28391) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −41.1525))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : 0.995597) : (X[0] <
−55.3429 ? − 48.801 : 90.8602)) : (X[1] == −92.8996 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 96.3191 : X[2]) : (X[1] + X[2]))))) :
(X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 60.4036 : X[2])/(X[1] > −9.0263 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 47.0825)− (X[2] +−21.4405)))− ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 94.7272 : 68.1318) + (X[1] >
X[1] ? 95.5309 : −12.1312)) : ((−56.5658/X[0]) + (X[2] < −50.8226 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 63.9058 : X[1]) : (X[0] − 61.0968)) − (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = 33.5346 ? X[1] : −32.468) : (X[0]! =
−16.9184 ? 91.1107 : X[1])))/(X[1]! = 90.4209 ? ((88.1953 + X[0]) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==




(47.4925/(X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] < 16.8835 ? (X[2] < 91.1603 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (86.8092 > 53.8581 ? X[2] : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : −25.4683))) : (((X[0] < 64.2824 ? X[1] : X[1])/(X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −52.9821) ? (X[1]/(X[0] <
(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −52.9821) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : −89.1535) : (X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (((X[0] >
665
53.8581 ? X[2] : −62.161) > (X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : −34.924) ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) == (X[2] <
91.1603 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (68.1867/63.5789) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > −57.0827 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (6.4901 > X[1] ? X[2] :
2.28509)))))/(((−33.3649 ∗ X[0]) < X[2] ? ((−33.3649 ∗ X[0]) < (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 75.3103 : −25.166) ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? ((X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) > (X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
−76.8699)) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −52.9821) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : −20.3) : (X[0] > −64.2653 ? 55.0907 :
9.36214)) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (13.9912 > X[1] ? X[1] : 5.53705) : (X[0]! = −68.2901 ? − 93.5417 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? ((X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : 52.2326) > (X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : −17.1064) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 21.1078 : X[0]) :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −62.082)) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (−2.87642 > 35.5948 ? − 7.57356 : X[0]) : (X[1] + −14.6688)))) :
((−33.3649 ∗X[0]) < (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 75.3103 : −25.166) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : −12.7712) >
(X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : 17.4439) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 75.7713 : −36.3247) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? (−47.293 > 96.2421 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 57.6039))) : ((−33.3649 ∗ X[0]) <
−25.9382 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (−20.308 > −33.4604 ? − 77.8432 : 89.1071) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 50.3594 : X[2])) :
14.6807))) : (X[1] == −43.5412 ? X[1] : X[1]))! = X[1] ? ((−33.3649 ∗ X[0]) < (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 75.3103 :
−25.166) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) > (X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > 48.3841 ? X[0] : −46.3084) : (86.117 > 33.6759 ? 9.78444 : X[1]))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[1] : −52.9821) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −52.9821) ? (X[1]/ − 59.596) : (X[0] > −64.2653 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[0] > −64.2653 ? (X[0] > −99.9764 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]/X[0]))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (13.9912 >
X[1] ? X[1] : 5.53705) : (X[0]! = (X[0] < 69.5376 ? X[2] : 16.8333) ? (39.9204/67.4446) : X[0]))) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? ((X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) > (X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
38.3542)) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −52.9821) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] > −64.2653 ? − 6.16712 :
5.30968)) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (13.9912 > X[1] ? X[1] : 5.53705) : (X[0]! = 33.7153 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? ((X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : X[0]) > (X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[0] < 27.1315 ? − 85.7715 : X[1]) :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] + −14.6688)))) : (((−33.3649 ∗ X[0]) < X[2] ? ((−33.3649 ∗ X[0]) < (X[1]! =
X[0] ? −75.3103 : −25.166) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (−73.256 > −59.4789 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? −69.4646 : X[1])) :
((−33.3649 ∗ X[0]) < (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 75.3103 : −25.166) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 38.5033 : −58.8346) : (−16.21 <
−25.9382 ? X[1] : 14.6807))) : (X[1] == −43.5412 ? X[1] : X[1]))! = (X[1] + −14.6688) ? ((−33.3649 ∗ X[0]) <
(X[1]! = X[0] ? −75.3103 : −25.166) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : −6.02466) > (X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] :
−74.1869) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? 0.151828 : −69.7743) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 86.4046 : −41.87)) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] >
55.67 ? 44.6499 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 86.2402 : 89.1263))) : (X[1] − 2.04915)) : ((−33.3649 ∗ X[0]) < (X[1]! =
X[0] ? − 75.3103 : −25.166) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] : X[2]) > (X[0] > 53.8581 ? X[2] :
−95.5332) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 23.0726) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (42.301 > X[2] ? −
25.6084 : −97.4012) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 95.9149 : −83.7331))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −25.4683)))) : 17.5265))))
Context 2 (0.07219)
((((−18.8924−pow(−60.641, 2))−pow(−4.58061, 4))/33.3865)/((((X[2]−12.2329)− (X[0]/((((X[2]−X[2])− (X[1]+
X[0])) + −15.1277) − X[1]))) − ((X[0]/(((X[2] − 12.2329) − (X[0]/((X[2] + −15.1277) − (X[1]/X[0])))) + ((X[0] +
−18.0722)+ ((X[0]/(−20.0446+−95.0035))/(X[0]/(X[0]+−18.0722))))))+ ((X[0]/((29.6325−X[2])+ (−0.979586−
X[0])))/(42.3079/X[2]))))− ((X[0]/(((−18.8924−X[1])−pow(−4.58061, 4))/33.3865))− ((((X[2]−12.2329)− (X[0]/
((93.1376− 43.2161) + (X[0] +−18.0722))))− (X[0]/(((X[2]− 12.2329)− (X[0]/X[2])) + ((X[2]− 12.2329)− (X[0] +
X[0])))))/((((X[2]−12.2329)−(X[0]/((−55.4729+−15.1277)−X[1])))−((X[0]/((−77.7882−X[2])+(X[1]+87.1013)))+
((X[0]/(X[1] +X[0]))/(42.3079/X[2]))))− (((((X[2]− 12.2329)− (X[0]/X[0]))− (X[0]/(X[0] +X[2])))/X[2])−
(((−24.8207− 15.4421)/(9.54145 +−31.2744)) + ((X[0]/(−6.8195/33.3865)) + (X[0]/(−38.185 +X[2]))))))))))
Context 3 (8.10623)
((X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[2] < −70.0273 ? ((X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! =
74.9513 ? − 28.1916 : −80.242) : (X[2] < 6.17939 ? − 99.3982 : −41.1046)) + ((−66.5978 + X[0])/(X[0]! =
X[0] ? 94.9412 : X[1]))) : (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2] < −9.51168 ? (X[0] > 86.5923 ? X[1] : −82.4134) : (X[2] ∗ X[0])) :
((X[0]−X[0])/(−59.7782 +−1.22512))))− (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[2] < X[2] ? (X[0] +X[2]) : (28.4582 +X[0]))/(X[2] <
X[2] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[0] == 30.1615 ? 61.803 : 21.5864))) : (((X[2] < 54.3629 ? X[2] : −22.7639) + (X[2] <
−28.8786 ? 18.2166 : −9.12682)) + ((X[2]! = 55.5792 ? X[1] : −15.605) − (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −32.7831))))) :
(((X[0]! = 16.6775 ? (X[2] > 73.2962 ? (72.2945 ∗ 8.64525) : (X[2] − 68.4302)) : (X[1]! = 80.2748 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] − X[1]))) ∗ (X[1] < 4.03134 ? (X[0]! = −34.8735 ? (41.7864 − −77.1634) : (X[1] >
78.971 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((90.4878 − 55.8532)/(X[0] == −32.0418 ? X[2] : −44.3124)))) ∗ (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? ((X[0] > −10.3092 ? X[2] : X[1]) ∗ (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0] == 99.4787 ? (X[0]/X[0]) :
(98.564 + −16.243))) : (((X[2]! = −51.7923 ? X[0] : 83.0644) − (X[2]! = 26.1485 ? − 3.08759 : X[0])) + (X[2] <
43.5043 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1]! = −53.4377 ? X[1] : X[0])))))) : (X[2]! = 55.7477 ? (X[0] ==
24.1688 ? ((X[0] > 12.5919 ? ((X[0] == 89.3622 ? X[0] : −39.7371) + (52.6383/X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (−5.09912 ∗
X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −21.717)))/(X[0]! = −26.8758 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[0]! = 8.29503 ? − 95.4219 : X[0]) :
(X[2]! = 10.6339 ? −97.4286 : −80.8983)) : ((80.6917/−9.23284)−(X[2] < −97.2225 ? X[2] : −49.6595)))) : ((X[1] <
666
−44.8279 ? ((X[1] − X[1])/(−94.3389 + −32.1476)) : (X[1] < X[1] ? (−29.0008 − X[2]) : (43.4491 − −74.3995))) +
(X[1] > 52.7916 ? ((X[0] ∗X[0])/(X[1] < −77.9631 ? 20.346 : X[1])) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] > 60.7562 ? − 75.3567 :
X[2]) : (−52.1324−X[2]))))) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1] > −96.0143 ? (((X[0] +X[0])− (55.1482−X[2]))/((−68.3631 ∗
19.0873) + (−90.0853 + X[2]))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (−44.6977 ∗ X[2]) : (X[0] − 23.0657)) − ((X[2]/96.7053) +
(X[2] − −45.7463)))) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? ((−41.3043 + 42.4004)/(X[0] > X[0] ? 71.1628 : 20.0281)) : (X[1]! =
−96.3586 ? (−95.4746 ∗X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 3.73 : X[1]))) + (X[0] > −16.1833 ? ((X[2] < 54.0953 ? − 87.5531 :
52.2073) − (X[1]/X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (36.7424 + X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ X[0]))))))) : (((X[0] < 64.6467 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[0]! = 87.8701 ? ((−43.1555 − X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == −52.3715 ? X[2] : 52.6901)) : ((X[1] < −85.1472 ? X[0] :
33.8669) − (84.4561 − X[1]))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > −71.2629 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] +X[1])) :
((X[0]! = −29.934 ? X[1] : X[1]) + (X[2] == X[2] ? 75.55 : X[1])))) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0]! = 24.9277 ? (X[1]! =
−33.061 ? (X[2]! = −29.5484 ? 70.7375 : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0] ∗
−45.5824) : (−61.7322 + 77.2721))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[0]/X[2]) ∗ (−37.0615 ∗X[2])) : (X[2] < 71.0134 ? (X[2]! =
−77.3372 ? − 22.5715 : 0.826659) : (X[0]/3.30318)))))/(X[2] == −21.545 ? ((((X[2] < 78.0739 ? X[0] : 61.9693) +
(−96.1267/X[2])) − ((−55.341 + X[2]) ∗ (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : 38.0001)))/(X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[0]/53.319)/(X[1] >
X[0] ? X[0] : 2.52432)) : ((X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : −13.7477) ∗ (X[1] == X[0] ? − 7.54926 : 83.1357)))) : ((X[0] >
−82.7336 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] − X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 82.8364 : 59.6794)) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 65.8643 :
X[1]) + (X[2] − X[1])))/((X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2] + X[2]) : (X[0] == −49.906 ? X[1] : −76.3916))/(X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 13.3374 : −79.4752) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : 34.4874))))))/(X[2]! = −20.7152 ? ((X[0]! =
40.4096 ? (((X[0]+−39.3198)/(X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : 28.3208))∗((X[0] > X[2] ? 62.8713 : X[2])∗(−16.6313∗X[1]))) :
(X[1] == −92.2074 ? (X[2] == 54.3575 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 92.6307 : 61.4597) : (X[1] < 90.1452 ? 93.1651 :
52.7388)) : ((82.7766−X[1])∗(X[0]∗X[1]))))−((X[2]! = −72.8508 ? ((X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])/(X[2]−−51.3356)) :
(X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (X[2] − X[0])))/(((X[2] ∗ −55.9543) − (94.5945 ∗ −90.4454))/((X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[2]) + (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : −55.7105))))) : ((X[2] == 62.5849 ? ((X[0] == X[2] ? (22.2069 − X[2]) : (86.6786 −
X[1]))/(X[0] < X[0] ? (17.8242/X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? − 88.3614 : 11.4635))) : ((X[1] < X[1] ? (41.413 + X[2]) :
(X[1]−X[1]))+(X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[0]! = 24.4682 ? X[2] : 93.1572) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 35.485 : 14.6381))))−(((X[1] ==
26.1037 ? (X[2] ∗ 32.0159) : (X[0]! = 29.81 ? X[2] : X[2])) ∗ (X[1] == −58.0613 ? (X[2] == 85.0659 ? 71.9725 :
−70.4637) : (X[1] == −73.1527 ? X[2] : X[2]))) − ((X[2]! = 32.1668 ? (X[0]/X[1]) : (63.3314 − X[2])) + (X[1] ==
−32.074 ? (X[1]+−89.7803) : (X[1] == 23.0431 ? X[1] : 42.4987)))))))) : ((X[1] == 12.7272 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? ((X[0] == 14.8558 ? (X[0] < 39.2847 ? (58.2082 − X[2]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 4.62686 : −59.6217)) : (X[1] <
−54.8006 ? (47.4173+X[2]) : (X[0]∗−80.0437)))∗ (X[0] == −4.39821 ? ((X[0]! = X[0] ? −5.83983 : X[2])− (X[1] <
−16.7764 ? −20.7697 : X[1])) : (X[1] < 44.8384 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? 79.6843 : −53.5767) : (X[2]+−44.587)))) : ((X[0]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == 6.85126 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (17.8684 − X[2])) : ((−20.9808 − 32.6078) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : −27.2806))) ∗ (X[0]! = −19.3293 ? ((X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])/(X[0] < X[0] ? 22.024 : −13.4685)) :
(X[0] > X[1] ? (64.6114 − X[1]) : (X[2] == 32.7554 ? X[1] : X[0]))))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? − 93.816 : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 43.9815 : −67.1306)) ∗ ((−12.4697/X[2]) ∗ (X[2] <
2.59433 ? −91.7785 : X[1]))) : (((X[0]/X[1])−(58.7677/X[0]))+((X[0] < −14.6563 ? X[2] : X[0])−(X[1] < X[1] ? −
11.1236 : X[0])))) : ((((8.95231/21.3506)−(74.3576∗X[1]))−(X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] < −89.2364 ? −84.783 : −80.9859) :
(X[2]+−18.6959)))−(((X[0]+−9.66909)−(73.7937+X[1]))−((X[1] < −84.8825 ? X[2] : X[1])∗(−49.7096/X[1])))))) :
((((X[2] > −30.0156 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1] < −6.13403 ? 41.6895 : 11.7425) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 35.2811)) :
((X[1] == −44.252 ? X[0] : X[0])−(−36.1104+10.5581)))+(X[0] > −24.9736 ? ((31.111−−3.79184)−(X[2]/X[0])) :
((X[0] + 34.5069) ∗ (2.38738 ∗ 51.6185)))) ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[1] > −33.9922 ? ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) −
(X[1]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[0] + X[1])/(X[1] == X[1] ? − 30.9154 : X[2]))) : ((X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] −
X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ 49.3248))/((−26.4968/71.0388)/(−18.9984/ − 16.3449)))))/(X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[0] <
88.2774 ? X[1] : 52.7431) ∗ (X[2] < 77.0572 ? X[0] : −56.5449)) : ((X[1] + X[0]) ∗ (X[0] + 16.3671))) + (X[0] ==
X[1] ? (X[1]! = 19.6689 ? (X[0] + X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ −47.1635)) : (X[0] > 32.7157 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : 56.1381) :
(X[1] ∗X[0])))) : (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 54.1678 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? − 36.7315 :
73.3127)) ∗ (X[2] > 7.78894 ? (73.7011 + 72.8214) : (X[0] ∗ X[2]))) : ((X[0] < X[1] ? (X[1] − X[1]) : (−78.8977 −
−0.449928)) − (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] < 15.5884 ? X[1] : 18.3711) : (33.9564/X[2])))))))/(((X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1] > 99.5327 ? (−27.7222 ∗ −6.33403) : (X[0] − 83.1948)) : ((X[1] ∗ 41.5993)/(X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 13.5669 : 76.8525))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[0]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0]! = X[0] ? 43.0651 : −37.7439)) : (X[2] <
X[2] ? (X[0]/36.683) : (X[1] == X[2] ? 41.0073 : X[1])))) : ((X[1] == 11.5888 ? ((X[1]! = −49.5321 ? 16.7923 :
29.2076) ∗ (62.4155/X[1])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[0] > X[1] ? 24.4284 : X[2]) : (X[0]/X[2]))) + (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1] <
59.5377 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 3.44608 : 45.7665) : (−45.8673/ − 20.3781)) : (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 80.4551 :
X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))))) − ((((X[1] > −98.4649 ? (X[1] − 92.0497) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
X[1])) + (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > −54.7319 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] − X[2]))) − (((X[0]! = 84.8229 ? 24.4985 :
92.8376) ∗ (X[2] − −55.1573)) − ((X[1] == −51.5181 ? − 98.7225 : −12.2906) − (X[2] ∗ −93.1043)))) − ((X[0] ==
X[2] ? (X[0] < −29.2919 ? (X[2]! = −78.8769 ? X[2] : 99.9167) : (X[2] < −93.5783 ? − 79.8268 : −36.3829)) :
((X[1]−−84.9441)+(X[1]! = X[0] ? 73.2138 : −92.2933)))∗(((X[1] > −56.0813 ? X[0] : X[1])+(X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1])) + (X[1] < 10.1572 ? (X[1] == −29.2215 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] + X[0])))))) − ((X[1]! = 42.5252 ? ((((X[2] >
−23.0579 ? − 71.3003 : 33.1982)/(X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −83.5675)) + ((X[2] − X[0])/(X[1] ∗ X[0]))) ∗ (X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[1]/X[1]) + (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 19.8781)) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1]− 88.0488)))) : (X[1] ==
X[1] ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? (−30.2683 ∗ 22.5678) : (X[1]! = −52.5229 ? X[1] : 21.4576))/(X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] >
83.3416 ? 21.8254 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = −28.4101 ? X[0] : 78.9885))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = 11.3316 ? (X[1] <
77.5111 ? 27.5074 : 99.6332) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((−23.3296 − −17.359) + (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] :
X[1]))))) ∗ ((X[1] > −96.522 ? (X[0]! = −25.2028 ? ((−39.2619/ − 20.265) − (X[0] > −94.3689 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
((−39.171 ∗ 49.5204)− (X[1] > −10.1259 ? − 79.3892 : 2.94907))) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1]! = 79.0269 ? − 13.9338 :
34.3485) : (−71.6045/54.7161))/(X[1] > X[2] ? (X[0] + 64.5507) : (X[0] + X[0])))) + (X[0] < X[2] ? (((−58.8128 +
−60.4627)/(X[0]/ − 43.5936)) + (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 77.9904 : −85.8622) : (−15.0688 + −18.6801))) :
667
(X[0] == −4.85829 ? ((X[2]! = −56.9953 ? X[1] : X[1]) − (53.9476 ∗ −12.1488)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (45.8705/X[2]) :
(X[2] < 41.1185 ? X[2] : −59.5778))))))))) − ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 :
X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 : −67.3547))/((X[1]/− 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 :
X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−99.0754+X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 :
X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 : −67.3547))/((X[1]/− 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 :
X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−99.0754+X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 :
X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 : −67.3547))/((X[1]/− 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 :
X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−99.0754+X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : 46.9908)))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 28.9119 :
X[1]) : (X[2] < 37.9331 ? X[2] : X[0])) + (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1] − −83.582) : (−61.2171 − 78.5486)))/(((X[1] ==
16.7883 ? X[1] : 78.3739)/(X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))/((22.3423 + −11.2994)/(X[2]/ − 24.6852)))) : (((X[2]! =
−21.2112 ? (X[1] − X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ X[1]))/(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]/24.5252) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : 80.3974))) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : −40.3961) : (X[0] − X[1])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] :
X[0]) + (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : 30.7325))))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[1] + −24.6686)/(X[2]/X[2])) :
((87.5736/ − 7.07852) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? − 71.2389 : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[0]) :
(X[0] ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −89.5013) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 74.3536 : 46.9908)))) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−43.2788/ − 42.6335) : (X[2] ∗X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? −
36.754 : −70.8413) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −70.5136))) < 49.4789 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
68.2255) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 3.86764 : X[1])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −89.6561) < (−31.7389 < −43.9392 ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? (−42.9651 == X[1] ? X[1] : 55.2008) : (X[1] == 80.4352 ? − 50.7056 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 8.98357 :
−21.5331) < (24.8968 < −43.9392 ? − 99.9535 : X[1]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 41.6903 : X[0])) :
(X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −23.3908) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 76.5065 : −12.3779))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 16.5307 : −89.1814) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] :
91.4487)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 44.9949) < (X[1] < X[0] ? − 19.1024 : 26.6209) ? − 10.2929 : (X[1] >
X[2] ? 46.7688 : X[2])))) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? X[2] : 48.9566) + (X[0] == X[0] ? 22.476 :
X[2]))/((X[2]/92.6738)/(−86.8478/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? X[2] : −43.066)/(X[1]! = X[2] ? 86.7997 :
X[2])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 48.4477) : (−80.2747 + 91.0498)))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ −7.40636)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 38.2774 : 19.6003) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((91.9089 + −31.8614)/(X[0]/X[2])) : ((84.6592/46.1835) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? 58.8578 : −14.8136))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 57.6355 :
72.2933)) < (X[0]/X[0]) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 15.6731 : X[0]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? 9.76197 : X[1]) ? − 19.1024 :
(X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 40.989)) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 :
X[0])))))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] ==
X[0] ? − 97.0422 : −67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : 46.9908)))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 28.9119 :
X[1]) : (X[2] < 37.9331 ? X[2] : X[0])) + (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1] − −83.582) : (−61.2171 − 78.5486)))/(((X[1] ==
16.7883 ? X[1] : 78.3739)/(X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))/((22.3423 + −11.2994)/(X[2]/ − 24.6852)))) : (((X[2]! =
−21.2112 ? (X[1] − X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ X[1]))/(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]/24.5252) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : 80.3974))) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : −40.3961) : (X[0] − X[1])) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] :
X[0]) + (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : 30.7325))))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[1] + −24.6686)/(X[2]/X[2])) :
((87.5736/ − 7.07852) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? − 71.2389 : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[0]) :
(X[0] ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −89.5013) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 74.3536 : 46.9908)))) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−43.2788/ − 42.6335) : (X[2] ∗X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? −
36.754 : −70.8413) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −70.5136))) < 49.4789 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
68.2255) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 3.86764 : X[1])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −89.6561) < (−31.7389 < −43.9392 ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? (−42.9651 == X[1] ? X[1] : 55.2008) : (X[1] == 80.4352 ? − 50.7056 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 8.98357 :
−21.5331) < (24.8968 < −43.9392 ? − 99.9535 : X[1]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 41.6903 : X[0])) :
(X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −23.3908) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 76.5065 : −12.3779))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 16.5307 : −89.1814) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] :
91.4487)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 44.9949) < (X[1] < X[0] ? − 19.1024 : 26.6209) ? − 10.2929 : (X[1] >
668
X[2] ? 46.7688 : X[2])))) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? X[2] : 48.9566) + (X[0] == X[0] ? 22.476 :
X[2]))/((X[2]/92.6738)/(−86.8478/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? X[2] : −43.066)/(X[1]! = X[2] ? 86.7997 :
X[2])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 48.4477) : (−80.2747 + 91.0498)))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ −7.40636)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 38.2774 : 19.6003) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((91.9089 + −31.8614)/(X[0]/X[2])) : ((84.6592/46.1835) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? 58.8578 : −14.8136))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? −
57.6355 : 72.2933)) < (X[0]/X[0]) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 15.6731 : X[0]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? 9.76197 :
X[1]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 40.989)) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0])))))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] ==
X[0] ? − 97.0422 : −67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[0] + X[0])/(X[0]/ − 88.5122)) :
((−70.8491/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? 14.0033 : −40.0019))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/− 0.0768204) :
(−72.8321 ∗X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (7.37586 ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 83.3335 :
84.9962) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 86.5153 : −29.3452))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[0] + 55.3619)/(X[1]/X[2])) :
((X[0]/21.6911) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? − 9.8142 : 47.0295))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 31.3603 : −27.8573) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? 15.1057 : X[0])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) < 49.4789 ? (−58.4045 < X[2] ? − 39.2484 :
15.5452) : (X[2]! = −44.7107 ? − 31.7232 : 55.157)) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−35.7545/ − 30.9074) : (−52.4107 ∗
−65.658)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] :
−61.6189)))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/48.2714) : (X[0] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? − 94.385 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −84.1007))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 79.7032 : X[1])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−46.6144/ − 26.8555) : (92.4867 ∗ X[2])) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 89.4115) < (X[0] < 49.4789 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 5.08015 : 6.08969) :
(X[2] < −43.9392 ? − 78.8143 : X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 57.7681 : −42.1726) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 43.1533) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 1.25929 : −55.505)! = (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 19.1024 : −79.649) : (X[0] < X[0] ? − 99.4504 : 38.9384))) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 59.6006 : −23.7323) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −1.77572))! = (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 42.9776 : X[2]) < (X[2] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : 5.00039) ? − 19.1024 :
(X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : 54.6029)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 14.3544 : 33.1207) < (69.3407 < −71.4406 ? − 22.6268 :
−37.597) ? (−67.101! = −57.0519 ? X[0] : 4.87721) : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[0]) :
(−39.8811 ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 90.9583 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 55.466 : 30.541))) <
−12.6795 ? −12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 44.3864 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))! = (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 63.302 : X[0]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[0] : 57.2092) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] >
X[2] ? 24.9095 : 62.3494)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −44.5924) < (X[1] < 64.3214 ? 35.6804 : X[1]) ? − 12.3939 :
(30.4674 < −43.9392 ? − 35.7448 : X[0]))))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((24.2163 +X[2])/(X[1]/X[2])) :
((58.8858/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? 95.1268 : X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 38.5919) :
(X[2] ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 65.8548 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 46.9908)))) <
(−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (32.053/X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 24.4678) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 39.3274 : X[0])))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 91.6714)) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? 14.103 : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 52.8846 : 57.9967) : (X[1] < −26.7964 ? − 27.4531 :
X[2])) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 42.3329 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) < −39.3259 ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : 39.6309) < (−65.9591 < −43.9392 ? X[0] : 85.2922) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 12.6795 : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? − 60.2465 : 86.1246)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 5.15527 : 12.1716) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : (−27.3385! =
X[0] ? X[0] : 83.2645))))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 :
X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/−3.13513) : (−31.989∗−64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[0] + 10.3564)/(−14.9681/ − 44.3375)) : ((X[0]/ − 58.9329) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : 78.3349))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (−66.8638 ∗ 73.1766)) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : 63.1206) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 46.9908)))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? X[1] : X[0]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]))/((−2.66118/15.514)/(X[2]/ −
56.0511))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? X[0] : 30.6702)/(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 6.92364 : X[1])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] >
87.6125 ? 71.4788 : X[1]) : (X[2] + −28.1656)))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (58.0787/ − 94.2819) :
(X[2] ∗ −2.74761)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 66.1013) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 73.4193 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) < 49.4789 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 82.6986 :
X[2]) < (X[1] < 7.76469 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] < −63.2598 ? − 19.1024 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −87.1083)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[0] < −88.915 ? − 19.1024 : −41.3619) :
(X[1] < X[1] ? − 10.2929 : X[0]))) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[1] +X[2])/(X[1]/84.2884)) : ((X[1]/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? 80.0764 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 93.2995 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 10.8694)) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 67.9484) : (X[2] ∗ −23.5849)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 64.7829 : −99.3142) <
669
(X[0]/X[0]) ? (88.7191 < −68.9674 ? − 19.1024 : 30.8722) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 99.149 : 52.5971))))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−63.0937 + X[2])/(X[2]/X[0])) : ((X[2]/87.6506) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? 22.3313 :
−36.0218))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−92.3543/ − 40.4945) : (X[1] ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? − 62.2314 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[0]) :
(−58.2715 ∗ 94.1868)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −76.6849) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 22.7251 :
−67.4729))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((7.7313 + X[2])/(X[1]/X[1])) : ((−10.7684/X[2]) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 53.5595 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 38.1801 :
5.91539)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) < 49.4789 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 40.2817 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? −
34.5586 : X[0])) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ 98.4696)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 39.7477 : X[1]) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −70.0547) : (−86.8044 < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (29.7046/60.1188) : (X[0] ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 79.3153) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 90.4184 : −19.3311))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 76.2952) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 60.7393 :
X[0])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (0.922814/ − 94.0664) : (56.3243 ∗ −37.4707)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]) < (X[2] < 49.4789 ? 66.2307 : −29.2117) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (50.2038 < −43.9392 ? X[1] :
21.2862))) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 39.0573 :
X[2]))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 72.3104 : 3.29576) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[0] :
19.581) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 22.7913 : X[0])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 29.2609 : −1.06235) < (21.9802! =
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (20.4796 − 2.55337) : (X[2] < −43.9392 ? 13.8439 : −62.943)))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (32.053/X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 24.4678) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 39.3274 : X[0])))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 91.6714)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? 14.103 : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 52.8846 :
57.9967) : (X[1] < −26.7964 ? − 27.4531 : X[2])) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 :
75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 32.9599 : 47.094) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 56.0215 : 54.8063)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −15.004) < (X[0] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : 94.6239) ? (56.4386 ==
X[2] ? 59.8704 : 84.062) : (X[1] == 80.4352 ? − 50.7056 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 23.7031 : 98.474)! =
(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : 61.8359) : (X[1] < −34.9564 ? X[0] : X[2])) : X[0]))) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−34.7042 + −38.0031)/(X[1]/X[0])) : ((X[0]/ − 98.1389) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? − 92.4172 : 76.8549))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[1]) : (83.8894 ∗ −7.64469)) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (86.785/ − 34.5243) : (X[1] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 88.0743 : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 87.9912 : X[2]))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[2] + X[2])/(X[1]/X[1])) : ((X[2]/ − 68.5757) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? − 60.2711 : 49.426))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 28.8819 : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 73.6673 : X[2])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) < 49.4789 ? (71.8163 < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (97.8385! =
49.1683 ? X[1] : X[1])) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/34.5027) : (76.71 ∗ −84.3188)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
35.9703) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : −94.0166) : (48.8518 < 81.0144 ? 32.2589 : X[2])))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−8.94434/X[1]) : (X[0] ∗ −32.6958)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 6.66775 : −32.5) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 45.558 : X[0])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? 59.0007 : X[0]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : −78.643) :
(X[2] < −26.9744 ? X[2] : −76.6055)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −13.7947) < (−27.3674 < 29.9464 ? 88.4188 :
X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (48.5334 < X[2] ? − 45.1413 : −15.1021)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 54.2523 :
X[0]) < (−1.74677 < −43.9392 ? − 3.36459 : 25.098) ? X[0] : (94.1319! = −47.8324 ? 63.6955 : X[0]))) ? − 12.6795 :
(X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (21.5247/X[0]) : (−90.2219 ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 78.6255 : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 13.8778 : X[1]))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : 75.0444) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−45.4795/X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 32.3706 : 43.1533) <
(X[0] < 49.4789 ? 0.460189 : 9.1135) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −55.6432) : (27.1057 < −43.9392 ? 41.0884 :
X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 73.8299 : −19.2756) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 3.31121 : X[1])) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? 4.61501 : −16.8159) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (91.8757 < −44.9445 ? X[2] :
−3.77506)) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 31.7308 : X[2])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[2] < 21.1767 ? −
19.1024 : X[1]) : (X[0] < 12.7231 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : −98.6265) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 31.4048 : X[2])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −0.553237) < (76.5172 < −43.9392 ? X[1] : 3.99687) ? (−95.0542 >
−61.4147 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−71.0543 < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) < (−55.0825 <
X[1] ? 49.8704 : X[1]) ? (66.5809 < −19.5052 ? 4.19911 : 19.6496) : (X[2] < 70.1462 ? − 12.6795 : 24.4811)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])! = (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 21.3793 : X[1]))))))) :
(X[1]/X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2])+ (X[0] == X[0] ? −97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/−3.13513) : (−31.989∗−64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : 46.9908))))! = (−84.439/ − 72.0303) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 :
X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 : −67.3547))/((X[1]/− 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 :
X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−99.0754+X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
670
X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[2] + −11.6955)/(X[1]/X[0])) :
((20.05/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? − 52.8413 : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−30.8343/X[2]) :
(X[0] ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −40.8692) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 46.9908)))) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? − 72.9831 : 69.8986) + (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : 27.0347))/((X[1]/
15.8986)/(X[0]/X[1]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? − 81.9806 : X[0])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −43.2102)) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? − 29.2006 : −89.6146) : (X[1] +X[0])))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[1]) :
(−1.55886 ∗X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 71.2702) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 13.4528 : −32.9202))) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 25.972 : −64.2615) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) < 49.4789 ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? − 19.1024 : −61.8284) : (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : −6.15216)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? −
19.1024 : X[1]) : (35.8892 < 20.8233 ? − 10.2929 : X[0]))) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((89.0781 + X[1])/(X[1]/X[1])) :
((83.3701/ − 73.0598) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : −31.9501) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−32.9483/X[0]) : (−71.2958 ∗ X[0])) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 70.1398 : X[1]) < (X[0]/X[0]) ? (−60.1577 < X[1] ? − 19.1024 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? 81.8985 :
63.3101))))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((50.5891 + 28.8976)/(X[1]/− 55.7588)) : ((X[0]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : −60.4131))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (71.7708/X[1]) : (X[0] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 54.274 : 96.0023) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 31.9082 : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (−89.3953/X[0]) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 88.1762 : 55.7961))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −2.78969) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[1])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/ − 91.8439) : (X[2] ∗ X[0])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 77.4383 :
−5.78598) < (X[0] < 49.4789 ? − 30.9244 : 60.2359) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 72.2416 : −18.4158) : (76.1754 <
−43.9392 ? 11.1214 : X[1]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
−18.3254)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 67.2876 : X[0]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : −25.3686)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? − 45.0646 : 27.8159) ? −
12.6795 : (X[0]! = 59.5334 ? X[0] : −62.977)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 74.9779 : −5.67631)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? (−48.1244 < X[0] ? − 19.1024 : 86.5261) : (X[1] < −13.9147 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 31.1565 : 3.83755)) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? −
47.7219 : −89.9416)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 19.1024 : 16.8168) : (X[1] <
62.76 ? − 12.3939 : −71.3409)))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (−60.3043 ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 58.5646 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 53.3311 : 44.4576) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 68.6709) < (X[0] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 76.5786 : X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 31.1705) < −39.3259 ? (−14.0896 < X[1] ? X[1] : 48.0124) :
(X[1] < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : X[2])))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[0] + X[0])/(X[0]/X[2])) : ((X[2]/3.35722) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? − 19.5401 : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (−96.8436 ∗ X[0])) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 59.849 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ 35.4534)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 63.2637 : 85.9151) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[0] : 43.3886))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[1] + X[0])/(X[1]/X[1])) : ((X[0]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? 6.46858 : 86.7883))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 28.9919 : 51.3386) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 50.1347 :
X[1])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 33.3557 : −73.3048) < 49.4789 ? (18.0408 < X[2] ? 75.2697 : −33.9372) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? 1.38645 : −60.8148)) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/39.2399) : (X[0] ∗X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 1.39663) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 34.9009 : 58.3315) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : −98.3914)))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ 74.0625)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 55.7703 : −28.0272) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 96.1192 : X[0]))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : −74.7337) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 64.9835 :
X[0])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/36.6042) : (X[2] ∗ X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 68.3351) <
(X[1] < 49.4789 ? X[2] : −44.3002) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 98.4205) : (−59.1679 < −43.9392 ? 51.8814 :
X[1]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 87.3106 : X[0])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
26.7448) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? −96.8019 : 19.0667) : (−62.5226 < X[2] ? −95.3759 : X[1])) ? −12.6795 :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −65.4462)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? − 19.1024 : 75.2756) :
(X[1] < X[0] ? − 12.7966 : 78.4356))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 84.8999 : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[0] : 60.0258))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 60.3172 : 97.3855) < (X[2] <
−43.9392 ? 86.0307 : X[1]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : 55.1039)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) <
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (58.6975! = −38.9537 ? − 94.5212 : −16.6267) : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (−6.83024/X[0]) : (X[1] ∗X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
59.0201))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 42.4843 : −75.9667) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 77.5692)) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−58.6124/ − 29.5977) : (X[2] ∗ −50.2693)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 95.1565 :
X[1]) < (−62.4958 < 49.4789 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 5.51698) : (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[2] :
−73.9389))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 93.3705 : −36.494) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −85.8952) < (−45.9036 < −43.9392 ? 50.6874 : X[0]) ? (−46.3549 < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(36.7781 < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? − 12.6795 : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 76.4982 : X[1])) >
((X[1] < X[2] ? 37.813 : −96.2867) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? 82.1748 :
X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[2] : −92.4694) ? − 12.6795 : (X[0]! = 15.1071 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) < (X[1] < X[2] ? 34.6872 : X[2]) ? (−74.7413 < X[0] ? 95.9875 : X[0]) :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? − 12.6795 : X[1])))))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 :
X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 : −67.3547))/((X[1]/− 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 :
671
X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−99.0754+X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : 46.9908))))! = (82.9869 − −5.98611) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((27.3008 +
9.51565)/(X[1]/ − 53.3598)) : ((−17.3155/45.4858) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : 95.8482))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (−60.1027/69.1339) : (X[0] ∗ −92.3694)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : −84.1624) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/5.27322) : (31.2608 ∗ −53.3535)) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 29.1219 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 22.4901 : X[1]))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((41.8235 + −5.53496)/(56.1148/ − 23.9212)) : ((−94.0583/X[2]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : −37.9422) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 9.36512)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2]) < 49.4789 ? (X[2] < 88.9034 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (16.0489! = 56.5791 ? − 63.6021 : 43.77)) ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (56.0705/X[1]) : (X[2] ∗ −12.2623)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 63.8871 : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? −
51.5222 : X[2]) : (X[1] < −16.1835 ? X[1] : 26.5305)))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (58.9723/X[0]) :
(X[1] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −46.9362))) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 45.5669 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −10.7199)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 56.4515 : 52.2219) : (15.9929 < X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
−23.867) > (78.018 < −43.9392 ? − 60.6237 : X[0]) ? (17.6296 < X[0] ? − 12.6795 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = 25.6838 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 42.0935 : X[2]) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 53.6558 : 68.4339)) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? −12.6795 : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? 42.4002 : X[2])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[2] < −41.136 ? − 19.1024 : −40.949) : (X[0] <
−39.3259 ? − 26.5791 : X[2]))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 :
X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[2] ∗X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
13.3454) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −47.4288))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 51.5148 : −4.38736) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 28.6555)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−34.7778/X[2]) : (71.2128 ∗ X[0])) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? 5.56421 : X[1]) < (X[2] < 49.4789 ? X[0] : 94.0827) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 43.8495 : X[2]) : (X[1] <
−43.9392 ? 4.45332 : X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 51.8156 : 41.8602) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
−47.9504)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 46.163) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : 87.4226) : (X[1] < X[1] ? −
91.7539 : −14.7861)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? 10.4569 : X[0]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[1] : 46.9787)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −24.0711)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (−88.582 <
90.8061 ? − 19.1024 : −97.5035) : (−0.528193 < −43.838 ? 71.0194 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 73.2372 : 91.4437)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 2.50205) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? 8.81822 : −75.3059) : (−43.7137 < X[2] ? − 57.2057 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 89.4572 : X[0]) <
(62.5403 < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[1] > X[2] ? 59.2593 : X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 72.5878 :
−70.5499) > (−10.8785 < −43.9392 ? 52.4461 : 54.7671) ? (−86.8879 < 84.6212 ? − 12.6795 : X[1]) : (−84.9672 <
−38.1311 ? − 20.1261 : 68.7832))))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[2] + 57.2244)/(−79.0998/X[2])) :
((X[2]/X[2]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : 68.5333))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−99.5293/7.15626) :
(45.982 ∗X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 25.8618 : 38.588) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (37.6662/ − 93.5089) : (X[2] ∗ 89.2538)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] :
10.0249) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 23.1135))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 8.67608 : X[0])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−96.4414/X[1]) : (63.2096 ∗ X[1])) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 7.54002 : X[0]) < (X[1] < 49.4789 ? X[2] : 8.27786) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 99.9471 : X[2]) :
(69.5773 < −43.9392 ? X[0] : −29.1621))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 8.68275 : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 24.0094) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −89.1806) :
(4.79611 < 47.5946 ? X[0] : −32.2651)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 29.1861 : X[1]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 38.9707 : X[0])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 60.8084 : X[2])! = (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[1] < −77.6436 ? − 19.1024 : −77.3153) : (X[2] < −61.5314 ? X[0] : X[0]))) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 69.5191 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 56.6831 : 59.86)) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 46.4554)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[0] < 80.6092 ? − 19.1024 : X[0]) :
(65.6183 < X[1] ? − 12.3939 : 91.0997)))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−89.0061/ − 91.861) :
(−75.805 ∗ −7.38536)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 7.93379 : X[0]))) <
(−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 51.2905 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 53.6426 :
X[2]))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 4.07834 : X[1]) < (−70.5249 < −43.9392 ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −39.1578)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) < −39.3259 ? (X[2] <
96.5148 ? X[0] : 40.8481) : (X[0] < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : −99.0571)))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 :
75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))))) ? (((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 :
X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 : −67.3547))/((X[1]/− 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 :
X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 +
X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((28.7186 +
−1.85244)/(97.5624/ − 52.4521)) : ((23.5894/20.898) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : −40.5375))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (81.1401/59.8095) : (−20.1499 ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : 46.9908)))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? X[2] : X[0]) + (X[0] ==
X[0] ? − 28.2481 : 25.1059))/((24.0227/X[1])/(X[0]/ − 97.0974))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 8.17863 : X[0])/(X[1]! =
X[2] ? 72.1533 : −68.148)) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[2] : −54.9235) : (58.6017 + X[2])))) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (12.2662/X[0]) : (−97.563 ∗ 3.31796)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −63.3527))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 58.3258 : −43.2244) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? 0.366102 : X[2])) < 49.4789 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 96.119 : X[2]) < (X[0] < −49.5312 ? 67.86 :
672
−83.7803) ? (−93.3887 < X[1] ? − 19.1024 : 79.4177) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −57.5796)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
94.4118)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (31.2253 < 94.2172 ? − 19.1024 : X[1]) : (−2.60449 < 60.5808 ? −
10.2929 : 96.4123))) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[0] + X[2])/(X[0]/X[2])) : ((−20.4213/ − 0.536609) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 42.6299 : 79.1379) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 36.2187 :
X[0])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (71.4532/X[2]) : (X[2] ∗ X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 12.9778 : X[2]) <
(X[0]/X[0]) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 19.1024 : −54.3636) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −5.73519))))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((43.919 + X[1])/(10.7499/ − 3.58796)) : ((X[0]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : 30.7201))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (49.6401/X[2]) : (X[2] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 50.2181 :
−55.3675) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 57.7854 : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[0]) :
(X[2] ∗ −55.7854)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : −26.5321) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 22.073))) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : −17.7201) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (−86.1348/ − 84.9567) : (−61.131 ∗ 97.3951)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) < (X[2] < 49.4789 ? X[0] :
−37.3128) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 24.9675 : 5.01988) : (−38.9576 < −43.9392 ? 18.7536 : −99.177))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 35.0639 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 56.3101 : 37.2991)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? 51.2463 :
X[2]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 7.88137 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 37.0576 : 19.1116)) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? − 83.2339 : X[0]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 37.6666 : X[1])) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −8.79935)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (−85.301 < 88.2086 ? − 19.1024 :
−26.2729) : (20.1842 < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 63.4717 : −4.93875) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −24.0511)) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 61.5866 : X[1])! = (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[1] < −32.6259 ? − 19.1024 : 42.9037) : (−75.0183 < 9.69504 ? − 12.3939 :
−37.4394)))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (38.4564/X[0]) : (65.1959 ∗ −63.4091)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? − 54.2774 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 49.4973 : −1.02907) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 35.1228 : X[0]))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[0] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] :
43.5513)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 74.7982 : −50.0538) < −39.3259 ? (X[2] < −31.4422 ? − 12.2049 : −58.1151) :
(76.1573 < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : X[1])))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[1] + 99.6885)/(X[2]/X[0])) : ((X[2]/X[0]) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? 15.9186 : −86.9646))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−42.1942/X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ 80.2611)) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 62.0385 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (13.6279/ − 43.2379) : (X[1] ∗ 50.4516)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 0.0906329 : −96.5072) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −6.39688))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 29.0927 :
−72.4734)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/31.4999) : (27.761 ∗ X[0])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) <
(X[1] < 49.4789 ? X[2] : −31.3533) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 20.1559 : 86.3019) : (X[0] < −43.9392 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 82.3005 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −8.35831)) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : 67.2203) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 94.5716 : X[1]) : (−72.9174 < −85.1164 ? − 29.7214 :
−77.3929)) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (53.1441 <
X[1] ? − 19.1024 : −57.5054) : (12.7042 < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 78.3542 : −0.349856) < (X[2] <
−43.9392 ? − 78.2871 : X[2]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 1.92346 : 45.7005)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 81.8813 :
81.1361) < (−37.2495 < −46.2547 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (−24.5864! = X[2] ? X[1] : 14.1272) : X[0]))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (98.6321/79.6152) : (X[1]∗95.202)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : −72.0613) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 56.6073 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
74.4481)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? 73.7042 : X[2]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 32.454) > (26.0076 < −43.9392 ? − 92.1182 : 65.4592) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? − 12.6795 :
16.7919) : (X[0]! = −16.7751 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 90.8896) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 :
(X[1]! = −58.1428 ? 96.8165 : X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : −94.561) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 43.5269 : −34.727)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 79.37 : 64.5842) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 89.2338) :
(−71.3319 < −61.948 ? 39.8206 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −41.4342) < (78.7741 < −43.9392 ? − 71.5341 :
X[0]) ? − 12.6795 : (37.0234! = 59.7154 ? X[1] : 84.3612)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 10.4404 : X[1])! = (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (5.01104 < X[1] ? − 19.1024 : X[0]) : (72.0046 < X[1] ? − 71.0049 : X[0]))) : (X[0] <
X[2] ? X[0] : −70.6845)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[1]) : (X[2] ∗X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 88.9035 : −77.5393))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 62.8414 :
57.2565) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/ − 69.4496) : (X[2] ∗ −60.3885)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? − 32.6854 : X[2]) < (−38.1171 < 49.4789 ? 70.2146 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 75.3708 :
99.0918) : (89.9264 < −43.9392 ? 66.7737 : X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 57.4461 : X[2]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −6.96428)) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 93.0203 : X[2])! = (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (71.7153 < X[1] ? − 19.1024 : X[2]) : (−14.8191 < 87.2345 ? − 12.3939 : 50.7768))) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 41.617 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 12.114 : X[0])) == −12.6795 ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) > (−99.6594 < −43.9392 ? X[1] : 71.9827) ? (X[0] < −29.9166 ? − 12.6795 : 77.2963) :
(0.923811! = −73.8495 ? 23.0287 : X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 17.6304 : X[0]) < (−99.2105 < −43.9392 ? 35.9564 :
X[0]) ? (−38.0963 < 21.5918 ? − 96.8418 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 62.7274 : X[2]))))))! = (82.9869 −
−5.98611) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/−3.13513) : (−31.989∗−64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[0] + −93.2949)/(X[0]/X[1])) : ((90.0619/X[2]) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : 37.7343))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/43.4871) : (59.9448 ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] <
673
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 87.0019 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 46.9908)))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 63.1996 : X[0]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]))/((X[1]/X[0])/(X[2]/ − 52.6674))) :
(((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? − 68.6908 : 86.2966)/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[2] :
−89.1877) : (−49.491 + X[2])))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−4.40372/X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 79.4709 : 49.1826) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[2] : −14.2719) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) < 49.4789 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 12.141 : 45.7763) <
(X[2] < X[2] ? − 0.138415 : X[0]) ? (X[1] < −41.7446 ? − 19.1024 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −96.0467)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? 84.0965 : −12.6392)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (−60.2983 < X[0] ? − 19.1024 :
3.15949) : (X[0] < −23.6539 ? − 10.2929 : 37.3001))) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[1] + 64.1128)/(X[1]/X[1])) :
((X[1]/− 2.54147) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 98.7094 : 86.5066) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 94.5553 : −91.9695)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[1]) < (X[0]/X[0]) ? (X[0] < −57.1021 ? − 19.1024 : −12.546) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −58.2318))))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((36.7214 + X[2])/(X[0]/59.8537)) : ((−44.5802/ − 94.701) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
−13.979))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/8.26577) : (60.0107 ∗ 20.3384)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? 55.8509 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−0.229329/ −
74.4891) : (X[0] ∗ −79.3745)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 91.319 : 82.0925) : (X[1] < X[2] ? −
21.8843 : X[0]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 67.7198 : 71.27) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (34.1893/46.594) : (94.3299 ∗X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 38.979 : 57.021) < (92.3982 <
49.4789 ? − 25.6049 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 80.3352 : X[1]) : (X[2] < −43.9392 ? 2.50128 : X[2]))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : −40.2338) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −89.8614)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? 80.786 : X[2]) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (32.9849 < 36.7402 ? X[2] : 18.4842)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 6.58145 :
57.6631) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[0] : −70.0982) ? − 12.6795 : (X[1]! = 83.0108 ? − 55.9943 : −4.41335)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? − 16.4382 : 97.6616)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[2] < −48.9927 ? − 19.1024 :
17.3232) : (X[1] < X[1] ? − 49.7642 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : −54.0767)) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 19.1024 : X[1]) : (6.37985 < 26.2782 ? − 12.3939 : X[1])))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[1]/ − 20.5912) : (74.3237 ∗ 3.08672)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 95.9849) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : −1.62349))) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 29.1576 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 10.4407 : X[1]))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 22.2202 :
X[0]) < (−96.3668 < −43.9392 ? − 52.3406 : X[0]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −43.2871)) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? 71.682 : X[1]) < −39.3259 ? (X[0] < −90.4247 ? − 1.40676 : −63.6742) : (X[0] < −12.6795 ? −
12.6795 : −35.0808)))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 :
X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−84.9596 + 30.1033)/(X[1]/65.8173)) : ((X[2]/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? − 18.5668 : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−3.56653/X[2]) : (−40.4091 ∗ 78.3595)) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 10.7752 : 40.9553) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 40.5703 : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (38.6235/X[0]) : (−31.363 ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 46.1439 : X[1]))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[2] + −20.2593)/(74.0709/ − 43.3941)) :
((X[0]/67.1156) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? − 77.8528 : −55.6544))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : −70.5025) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 11.7504 : X[1])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 42.4037 : X[0]) < 49.4789 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (20.737! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−34.177/X[0]) : (X[0] ∗ −38.9465)) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 10.2657 : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] < −50.4732 ? 41.8529 :
−68.7684)))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (48.875/ − 19.1574) : (X[0] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[0] : 75.3328) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 14.863))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 82.9793)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (3.40401 ∗ −91.4739)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? 98.8061 : −53.488) < (−73.0648 < 49.4789 ? − 74.5907 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 98.196 :
−62.8715) : (X[2] < −43.9392 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 54.9829 : 62.0821)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −99.2999) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? − 8.573 : −0.221061)) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 36.2616 : −70.488)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 19.1024 : X[2]) : (−20.0113 < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? 14.084 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −29.9555))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 77.9057 : X[1]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? 78.5827 : X[2])) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) < (−57.0911 < −58.2759 ? − 2.60443 : X[0]) ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : X[0]))) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/89.0636) : (X[0] ∗X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 89.5949 :
−95.0303) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 93.444 : X[1]))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 96.6185 : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 5.35497 : 11.0778)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (21.1085/ − 64.9751) : (X[1] ∗ 83.5661)) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) < (40.0577 < 49.4789 ? X[1] : −68.4067) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (−12.3859 <
−43.9392 ? X[2] : X[2]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −31.9563)) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? − 69.0029 : 74.7856) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 88.5899 : −20.4148) :
(X[1] < −8.30898 ? X[0] : X[2])) ? − 12.6795 : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 4.56724 : −35.2737) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[1])) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? 84.3798 : −42.1922) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 72.9166) : (X[2] <
X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 55.8533 : X[1]) < (X[2] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −67.2968) < (X[1] < X[2] ? 31.7186 : −13.2062) ? (−43.2481 <
X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 12.6795 : X[1])))))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (32.053/X[1]) :
(X[1] ∗X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 24.4678) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 39.3274 : X[0])))! = ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[2] + 24.8454)/(−43.2271/X[0])) : ((85.7373/ − 82.3415) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] :
−68.808))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ −43.7478)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 46.9908))))! = ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (32.053/X[1]) :
674
(X[1] ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 24.4678) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 39.3274 : X[0])))! =
(X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
91.6714)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? 14.103 : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 52.8846 : 57.9967) : (X[1] <
−26.7964 ? − 27.4531 : X[2])) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : 18.3687) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
−27.0229)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) < (49.0325 < −43.9392 ? − 68.3466 : X[2]) ? (−31.8316 ==
X[1] ? X[2] : 89.2302) : (X[1] == 80.4352 ? − 50.7056 : X[1])) ? (41.834 +X[2]) : X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (−9.7908/− 63.0666) : (−98.9177 ∗ −91.8226)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 42.5777 : −47.9324))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 58.5135 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[2])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 9.49005) < (X[2] <
49.4789 ? 26.0661 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 89.1241) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 2.03301 : −2.3938)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 53.1057) <
(X[1] < −43.9392 ? − 54.2453 : X[2]) ? (14.2225 > X[1] ? − 87.9884 : 76.5677) : (93.7038 < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 :
X[2])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : (−39.6305! = 80.3797 ? 30.824 : X[2])) :
(X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? −46.8738 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −29.2983)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[2] : −74.0602) : (−47.6839 < X[0] ? 22.6102 : 90.4507)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 12.1177 : X[1]) > (X[2] <
−43.9392 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 12.6795 : X[0]) : (−29.293! = X[2] ? 26.7544 : 35.4698)) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? 10.1264 : X[2]) > (−83.3395 < −43.9392 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (71.7199 < X[0] ? − 12.6795 : −10.0669) :
(71.9882 > 78.0135 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == 13.5363 ? X[0] : X[2])) ? X[2] : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((X[0] + 76.2408)/(52.238/X[1])) : ((X[1]/− 27.2427) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? − 51.6468 : 59.1498))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (9.15511/X[0]) : (X[1] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 46.681 :
−53.2418) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 8.46144 : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−6.46239/ − 94.7594) :
(90.6668 ∗−6.00758)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 51.2687) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 51.0993 : −63.8491))) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 86.9295 : 69.8277) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 52.1175 : −1.92732)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (−8.60231 ∗ 71.9602)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 38.3409 : X[0]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? − 27.4531 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −52.7626))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 70.4922) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 91.4152 : X[0])) == ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −41.9508) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 31.4973) :
(X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 89.4446) == (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]) ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? 83.5731 : X[1]) : (−48.1556 < 12.5976 ? X[2] : −87.7679)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) == (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : 43.2063) ? − 28.4049 : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 76.0567 : X[1]))) : (X[1] == 80.4352 ? − 50.7056 :
X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 42.3114) : (X[2] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : −12.3944) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 31.209 : X[1]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 43.779 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 90.3091 : 82.2465)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] :
75.8707) : (X[0] < −35.2661 ? − 59.5907 : 46.7026)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) > (X[0] < −43.9392 ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (X[1] < 25.9908 ? − 12.6795 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 73.5669 : X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 0.95538 :
−48.7263) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : (X[2]! = −76.8481 ? − 67.7154 : 45.4211))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 35.7756 : −22.9609)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2] <
−43.9392 ? − 88.644 : −96.1324) ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : 37.8617)) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 29.3323 : 64.9651) > (X[2] < −43.9392 ? X[0] : −80.5954) ? (X[1] < 67.4485 ? − 12.6795 : X[0]) :
(13.0118! = 81.1329 ? X[1] : 10.6773)) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : −70.6845)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] :
−74.9596) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 87.8539 : X[1]))! = (−84.439/−72.0303) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? −30.2059 : 84.9999) > (X[0] <
−43.9392 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (83.8396 < X[1] ? 52.0573 : X[0]) : (99.8334 < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) > (X[2] < −43.9392 ? 1.71708 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < 21.2898 ? X[2] : −74.1025) : (−10.2084 < X[2] ? 11.145 :
78.0094)))) : X[0]))) : (−47.4309 + −19.1051)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 :
X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 : −67.3547))/((X[1]/− 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 :
X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−99.0754+X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : 46.9908))))! = ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (32.053/X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 24.4678) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 39.3274 : X[0])))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 91.6714)) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? 14.103 : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 52.8846 : 57.9967) : (X[1] < −26.7964 ? − 27.4531 :
X[2])) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 :
X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[0] + 76.2408)/(52.238/X[1])) : ((X[1]/ − 27.2427) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? − 51.6468 : 59.1498))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (9.15511/X[0]) : (X[1] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 46.681 : −53.2418) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 8.46144 : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (−6.46239/ − 94.7594) : (90.6668 ∗ −6.00758)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 51.2687) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 51.0993 : −63.8491))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 86.9295 : 69.8277) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? 52.1175 : −1.92732)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (−8.60231 ∗ 71.9602)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? − 38.3409 : X[0]) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? − 27.4531 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] :
−52.7626))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 70.4922) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 91.4152 : X[0])) ==
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −41.9508) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 31.4973) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] :
X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 89.4446) == (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? 83.5731 :
X[1]) : (−48.1556 < 12.5976 ? X[2] : −87.7679)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) == (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
43.2063) ? − 28.4049 : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 76.0567 : X[1]))) : (X[1] == 80.4352 ? − 50.7056 : X[1])) ? (41.834 +X[2]) :
X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
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X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/−3.13513) : (−31.989∗−64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/−3.13513) : (−31.989∗−64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[2] + X[2])/(X[2]/73.7278)) : ((X[1]/X[2]) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (43.584/X[1]) : (−96.8652 ∗ 89.889)) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 92.8345 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 95.738 : 46.9908)))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895
? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? − 57.2981 : 28.4367) + (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : 92.7741))/((X[1]/X[2])/(51.1448/8.71852))) :
(((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? X[0] : −74.5997)/(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 27.3917 : X[2])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ?
69.9523 : −80.7272) : (X[2] + 57.4345)))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (1.39978/X[1]) : (−42.7047 ∗X[2])) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 96.0785 : X[0]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 95.5323 : 83.0218)) < 49.4789 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −18.5271) <
(−82.6946 < 21.2431 ? 24.7787 : 10.9025) ? (X[1] < 26.6471 ? − 19.1024 : −48.7845) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −9.2387)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (77.5966 < 39.1616 ? − 19.1024 :
−48.2217) : (62.913 < X[0] ? − 10.2929 : 72.1587))) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[2] + X[0])/(−20.9885/77.4512)) :
((42.49/ − 80.7992) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : −51.5791))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 14.5711 : X[0]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 74.5241 : −76.3561)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−40.8326/X[2]) : (66.7752 ∗ −47.7408)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −24.4751) < (X[0]/X[0]) ? (X[0] < 64.2716 ? − 19.1024 : −18.3572) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] :
−88.1708))))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((38.3574 + X[2])/(60.2835/ − 70.782)) : ((X[1]/70.4842) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : 51.2896))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−97.0418/X[1]) : (89.5041 ∗ X[0])) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 29.562 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (13.557/X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ −50.1868)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 76.5589 : X[2]))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−39.913 + X[1])/(79.7312/X[0])) : ((X[1]/X[1]) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? 59.2218 : X[1]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
−20.1813)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) < 49.4789 ? (−54.9575 < −96.12 ? 92.4142 : X[2]) : (10.8634! =
−16.6644 ? 45.1919 : −47.8495)) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[0]) : (−24.8242 ∗ X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 10.4575 :
48.3207) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 65.4719 : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 96.9224)))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[0] ∗X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 31.1468 : −2.80161) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −39.4958))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 54.948 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
59.1508)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 39.0653 : X[0]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 20.4403 : −23.2798) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 18.7147 : 62.7397)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −5.83242) > (X[2] < −43.9392 ? − 82.7879 : 63.4967) ? (X[1] <
−26.5629 ? − 12.6795 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 7.1491 : −3.06493)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 77.4152 : 63.7192) <
−12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : (91.1826! = −91.161 ? X[0] : 10.4592))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 69.9848 : 34.6935)) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 95.5201 :
X[2])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (33.6617 < 21.6154 ? − 19.1024 : X[0]) : (X[2] < −39.3259 ? 78.2927 :
X[0]))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (22.4801/37.9241) : (X[2] ∗ −13.5719)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] :
−63.1062) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 70.272 : 9.52207))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 97.816 : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : 76.6565)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] ∗ X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) < (31.717 < 49.4789 ? X[2] : −77.0498) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 13.8414 : X[0]) : (−13.1139 < −43.9392 ? X[1] :
−47.9901))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 23.4529 : −53.3359) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 62.3751 : −2.97123)) >
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 25.772 : 75.4016) : (X[2] < X[1] ? − 76.7064 :
−95.2049)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −46.562) < (−63.957 < −43.9392 ? − 23.1776 : X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : −79.9425)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 59.8356 : X[1])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[2] <
−3.53328 ? − 19.1024 : X[0]) : (−52.3189 < X[1] ? 68.5697 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
−84.0801) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 64.1086 : X[2])) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −77.6818) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? 78.8354 : X[1]) : (88.2053 < X[0] ? − 68.6878 : 60.1028)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 49.2072 : 80.2941) <
(57.9306 < X[0] ? 53.4766 : X[0]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) > (X[2] <
−43.9392 ? 27.1546 : X[1]) ? (X[0] < −7.24721 ? − 12.6795 : −91.2768) : (X[2] < −48.6276 ? 37.8812 : X[0]))))) :
(X[1]/X[1])) ? (((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[0]+−91.0571)/(0.20071/X[2])) : ((55.8296/X[2])∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : 97.9913))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−73.4501/78.3064) : (71.5086 ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 83.8919 : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[1]/87.5777) : (X[2] ∗ 85.4558)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 17.2986 : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : 19.8032))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−21.6191 + X[0])/(X[0]/X[2])) : ((−55.6056/X[2]) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? 33.6917 : 15.4256))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 20.0525 : X[1]) < 49.4789 ? (−27.7805 < X[0] ? − 70.7899 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? −
29.2318 : 18.6163)) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−7.28846/43.4374) : (X[0] ∗ −2.56585)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 64.6943 :
−64.093) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 19.294) : (−18.1822 < X[2] ? − 1.67195 : −94.1063)))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (5.79242/ − 54.8768) : (−4.64141 ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 78.8984 : X[0]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 49.5325 : X[0]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 72.0477)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −9.63314) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? −
25.6641 : X[1]) : (X[2] < 56.689 ? − 6.90697 : X[2])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −74.299) > (−3.25194 <
−43.9392 ? 39.6763 : X[0]) ? (−77.6366 < X[1] ? − 12.6795 : −36.225) : (X[2]! = 73.3667 ? − 49.5976 : −31.5765)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? 86.9506 : X[1]) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : (62.8219! = X[1] ? X[2] : 8.25833))) ? ((X[1] <
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X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 56.324)) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 :
((X[1] < X[2] ? − 29.3654 : X[2])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (74.2408 < X[2] ? − 19.1024 :
31.191) : (−99.43 < −39.3259 ? − 33.5753 : X[2]))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[1]) : (65.7221 ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 89.5711 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 31.2625))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? − 0.993688 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 5.08364 : X[0])) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 80.8035 : 54.4161) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 4.15983 : 14.8678) : (21.7044 < 12.022 ? 31.5981 : X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
11.727) < (39.6127 < −43.9392 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? − 12.6795 : (11.8661! = X[1] ? X[2] : 8.21678)) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : 22.8549)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (3.03985 < 47.087 ? − 19.1024 : X[1]) : (−53.2325 <
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 7.0332 : 75.4286) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −37.1353)) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) < (98.6565 < −43.9392 ? X[2] : 42.9412) ? (−60.2448 > X[1] ? − 38.957 :
−34.4727) : (X[0] < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : 59.8273)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 81.3216 : X[0]) > (49.3117 <
−43.9392 ? − 55.9853 : X[0]) ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 12.6795 : −14.1834) : (−6.23281! = X[2] ? − 25.261 : 20.3646)) :
(X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : −70.6845)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 27.8688 :
−28.3377)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
−44.4348)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : (84.0847! = X[2] ? − 69.3515 : X[0])) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) == −12.6795 ? (−59.7929 > −21.4981 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (75.3775 < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0])))))! = (82.9869 − −5.98611) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[0] + X[0])/(−67.5019/ − 46.1554)) :
((X[0]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? 46.6542 : −6.7178))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−61.9788/X[1]) :
(−17.9455 ∗ −44.6884)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 73.0037 : 46.9908)))) >
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ 97.6686)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 23.3522 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 22.2167 : X[1]))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((38.7977 + X[0])/(X[0]/62.7059)) :
((−17.6638/X[2]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : −94.4903))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) < 49.4789 ? (73.3306 < −63.7081 ? 61.4361 : X[2]) : (−95.9542! =
X[2] ? − 20.1101 : −1.36986)) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−84.5998/X[1]) : (−9.34732 ∗X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 70.519 :
X[2]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−92.1102 < X[2] ? − 61.3781 : −83.6692)))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (27.1858/X[1]) : (X[0] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 31.8196 :
38.3862) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 84.5826 : 13.139))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 12.2514 : 13.0636) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? 67.0319 : 18.3474)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? 95.7323 : X[0]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] :
−22.9781) : (64.7947 < −12.3888 ? − 66.2488 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) > (X[1] < −43.9392 ? X[0] :
81.6498) ? (15.444 < 12.6786 ? − 12.6795 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = 42.7651 ? X[1] : −12.1342)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 87.2104 : X[1])) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])! = (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 19.1024 : 96.431) : (−42.1548 < −39.3259 ? 88.8385 : −18.101))) : (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[1]) : (20.3033 ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 30.7649) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 58.5709 : X[2]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 40.9217) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 52.7815 : X[2])) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−20.2209/71.502) : (−62.2777 ∗ 98.5163)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 60.4806 : X[1]) <
(60.7913 < 49.4789 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 81.5823 : −78.2399) : (−22.9514 < −43.9392 ? − 0.0218132 :
45.638))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 7.20483 : X[0])) > ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 44.5392 : −82.7462) < (66.6406 < −43.9392 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] :
−20.7195)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 97.8763 : X[1])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? − 19.1024 :
−30.7553) : (X[1] < X[0] ? − 10.4634 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 11.3353) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 7.20552 : 99.9081)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 70.3806) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 94.0738 : X[2]) :
(X[1] < −42.034 ? − 54.5308 : −18.6047)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 87.1536 : X[2]) < (−21.8666 < X[0] ? − 98.706 :
−50.5911) ? −12.6795 : (X[1] > X[2] ? −57.3566 : −69.0997)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? −67.1295 : −59.8539) > (−49.0581 <
−43.9392 ? − 81.1056 : −3.05482) ? (−53.2853 < 84.475 ? − 12.6795 : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))))) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (32.053/X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] :
24.4678) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 39.3274 : X[0])))! = ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/67.6188) :
(X[1] ∗ 30.6699)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 99.7999 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])))! = ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 72.2446 : 13.5672) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 70.0955 : 28.3482))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) < (X[0] < −43.9392 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 80.1465 : 88.9705) < (X[0] < 91.7275 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (41.834 +X[2]) : X[0])) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? 43.2271 : X[2]) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 52.3989 : X[0]) : (92.3971 < X[2] ? − 55.6829 : 8.59378)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]) < (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[1] < −92.7987 ? − 12.6795 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 0.190418 :
−2.25328)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −10.6164) < (X[0] < −43.9392 ? − 58.848 : X[2]) ? (11.3093 > X[0] ? − 64.1427 :
X[2]) : (X[2] > −27.9588 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[2] == 13.5363 ? X[0] : X[2])) ? X[2] : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (54.9001/X[2]) : (−20.3173 ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 2.76709) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[0] : −41.2166))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 43.085) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
−90.8072)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 1.71473 : 54.4758) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −65.8966) : (91.3251 <
68.0234 ? − 27.4531 : −57.7038)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) == (−83.9656 < −43.9392 ? − 59.3453 :
79.6542) ? (X[0] == 29.1402 ? − 73.5881 : X[2]) : (−80.433 == X[0] ? − 28.4049 : 92.0279)) : (X[1] ==
80.4352 ? − 50.7056 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 74.2576)) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? − 25.8845 : −62.724) < (X[1] < −43.9392 ? 64.9677 : 44.8995) ? (−55.1783 > 66.7912 ? X[0] :
95.9308) : (X[1] < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 25.7606) < (X[1] < 56.7498 ? X[0] :
−24.639) ? (X[2] > 89.7629 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : −70.6845)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 91.2978 :
677
X[2])! = (−84.439/ − 72.0303) ? (X[0] > X[1] ? 66.7685 : X[2]) : (72.401 > X[1] ? 27.2156 : −11.6477))) :
X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : 46.9908)))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[1] + 61.2566)/(−80.2553/X[1])) : ((X[1]/X[2]) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−96.834/68.9334) : (17.5522 ∗ −9.17149)) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 28.4402) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 46.9908)))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 24.3073 : −33.7759) + (X[0] == X[0] ? 2.7174 : X[1]))/((−87.8207/96.5886)/(X[2]/
47.0462))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? − 73.8204 : 9.76695)/(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 36.8599 : X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] >
87.6125 ? 38.4583 : 85.7861) : (87.8414 + 84.8018)))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/97.7127) :
(X[2] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 95.8325))) < ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) < 49.4789 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 22.1614 :
38.2753) < (X[0] < X[1] ? 74.1031 : −5.75357) ? (X[0] < −39.7282 ? − 19.1024 : −85.2881) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 51.3578 : −51.1636)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 19.1024 :
X[2]) : (99.2349 < X[0] ? − 10.2929 : X[2]))) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−9.95797 + −39.0197)/(99.6852/X[1])) :
((X[1]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : −92.3986))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 96.2247) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 61.8071 : X[0])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−97.7538/X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ 95.2952)) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) < (X[0]/X[0]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 19.1024 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[1]))))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−86.399 +X[1])/(81.5026/− 79.4008)) : (X[1]/6.06827) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : −32.1936))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−86.1464/55.6778) : (85.8187 ∗ −84.6157)) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 1.46753) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[1]) : (X[0] ∗ −29.936)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 43.5897 : X[0]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 54.8249 : X[1]))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((18.8858 + X[0])/(X[1]/X[1])) : ((−12.5093/X[2]) ∗
(X[0] == X[2] ? − 72.998 : 78.778))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 62.4838 : −53.2079) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 32.6532 : X[2])) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −13.7644) < 49.4789 ? (38.8236 < X[1] ? 49.0374 : 32.2731) :
(−24.8711! = −97.6786 ? 59.5289 : 51.5778)) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (77.8352/X[1]) : (−37.3331 ∗ X[1])) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 24.6407 : X[1]) : (X[2] < 21.1737 ? 83.2614 : X[2])))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−62.705/ − 78.9901) : (X[2] ∗ 83.3548)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : −51.1031) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 10.5987 : 82.5206)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 39.8709) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
62.9501) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 75.4045 : X[0]) > (X[2] < −43.9392 ? 81.6677 :
X[0]) ? (X[1] < 14.4594 ? − 12.6795 : 99.6397) : (−40.89! = 40.3175 ? X[0] : −89.3129)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2]) < −12.6795 ? −12.6795 : (76.5618! = X[0] ? X[1] : 89.1518))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? −50.9058 :
8.46226) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 98.616 : X[0])) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 51.6011)! =
(X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (−82.1124 < 12.134 ? − 19.1024 : X[2]) : (89.8058 < −39.3259 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
(X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (32.053/X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 24.4678) : (X[1] < X[2] ? −
39.3274 : X[0])))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[0] : 91.6714)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? 14.103 : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 52.8846 : 57.9967) :
(X[1] < −26.7964 ? − 27.4531 : X[2])) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 57.8239 : −7.57096)) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) < (−17.7514 < −43.9392 ? X[0] : −16.7522) ? (−85.0955 == −76.7941 ? 66.1453 :
−50.1403) : (X[1] == 80.4352 ? − 50.7056 : X[1])) ? (41.834 + X[2]) : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((0.80599 + X[2])/(−24.042/ − 43.5492)) : ((X[0]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? − 78.8072 : −29.9546))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/52.1968) : (X[1] ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 46.9908)))) > −9.7416 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 62.2537) :
(−23.2413 ∗ −6.08974)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) >
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 16.003 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 32.7643 : X[1])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[1]/5.16063) : (X[2] ∗ X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 3.88179 : 56.617) < (X[0] < 49.4789 ? 13.8499 :
21.1625) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−29.2134 < −43.9392 ? 87.817 : −85.7863))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 18.9474)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 2.6587) < (48.777 <
−43.9392 ? − 26.551 : 9.80297) ? (X[1] > −51.367 ? X[0] : −65.5593) : (X[1] < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 :
95.6194)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 22.6895 : 56.7297) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : (X[1]! = −58.233 ? X[0] :
−18.0603)) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 84.2504)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? 18.5477 : −99.3158) >
(X[2] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : −42.6174) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 12.6795 : X[0]) : (−53.4014! = −54.2785 ? X[1] :
80.947)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) < (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] : 75.3213) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] <
X[2] ? X[0] : −70.6845)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 93.7454 : −73.1825) > (1.21575 < −43.9392 ? 15.2966 : X[1]) ? (X[2] <
−12.6795 ? − 12.6795 : −45.0302) : (−56.0584 == −12.6795 ? 6.32529 : −33.8656)))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2])))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/−3.13513) : (−31.989∗−64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
678
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/−3.13513) : (−31.989∗−64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((X[2] + 21.252)/(89.9462/66.6698)) : ((X[0]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] ==
X[2] ? 60.6127 : 54.2401))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (54.6284/X[2]) : (65.7802 ∗ X[0])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : 22.0281) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 49.5504 : 46.9908)))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? − 18.0416 : X[0]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 84.0849 : X[2]))/((X[1]/X[2])/(X[2]/X[2]))) :
(((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 47.8416 : X[0])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 55.0974)) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[2] :
−55.6376) : (−3.36108 + 40.8909)))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (−15.3894/X[1]) : (X[0] ∗X[2])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 24.6886 : −1.07522) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 5.47579 : 19.7154))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? 81.8555 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 73.8358 : −57.5221)) < 49.4789 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 95.1668 : X[0]) <
(X[1] < X[0] ? − 31.3357 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 19.1024 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −62.3985)) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : −88.7357)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (74.9204 < 84.2263 ? −19.1024 : 89.6361) : (4.23853 <
X[2] ? −10.2929 : −54.9443))) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((50.3552+X[2])/(72.4577/X[0])) : ((X[0]/−77.4159)∗(X[0] ==
X[2] ? 74.7909 : −90.6707))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : −69.043) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1])) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (94.5763/42.2301) : (X[0] ∗ −92.623)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) <
(X[0]/X[0]) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? − 19.1024 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 4.29181))))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−40.2256 + X[0])/(−61.5026/5.91464)) : ((−19.9209/ − 13.3414) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/74.8329) : (X[2] ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 14.9107 :
−50.3072) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 46.9908)))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (37.103 ∗X[0])) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 13.1248 : 43.5086) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −78.6162))) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((X[2] +−91.1046)/(X[0]/X[2])) : ((98.5465/− 55.7931) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : −97.7762))) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 16.5592 : −42.7035)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) < 49.4789 ? (10.5799 < X[1] ? 79.1325 : −47.7514) : (X[0]! = −4.70726 ? X[1] : 77.3374)) ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (70.3038/ − 8.5098) : (19.704 ∗ −38.2415)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[2]) :
(X[2] ∗ −41.9177)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 10.7439 : −6.17318) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 30.0637 :
−33.289))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 83.3729) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 23.0743 : −75.0597)) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] < −4.99006 ? 71.855 :
−67.5724)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 2.66471 : X[0]) > (X[0] < −43.9392 ? − 81.4044 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 12.6795 :
47.3327) : (X[2]! = −56.7868 ? X[0] : −7.65848)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 70.7125 : X[1]) < −12.6795 ? − 12.6795 :
(40.4437! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 17.9708 : 46.1874) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
−86.6222)) < (−85.0828/X[1]) ? − 12.6795 : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −9.21659)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? (−59.7147 < −50.2503 ? − 19.1024 : −35.9632) : (−43.5415 < −39.3259 ? 29.4426 : X[2]))) : (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (87.2573/12.9947) : (X[1] ∗ −15.1676)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 16.736 : −37.1961) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? 28.1873 : X[1]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 63.108 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 14.0951 :
70.5307)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[0]) : (X[1] ∗X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 15.0157) < (X[1] <
49.4789 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (60.3306 < −43.9392 ? 25.0006 : −54.9016))) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 90.5956 : −82.7725) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 57.3816 : 21.8528)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
−4.85755) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (−89.9938 < X[0] ? 93.2549 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) < (X[0] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : 52.9325) ? − 12.6795 : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 29.1973 : X[2])) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[0] : 76.1033)! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? (−9.21773 < −84.9219 ? − 19.1024 : X[1]) : (16.5523 <
32.617 ? 87.1725 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 87.2858 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 62.9184 :
29.2954)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 43.6277 : 47.3566) : (66.777 <
X[1] ? 9.56938 : X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 74.0159 : 63.4656) < (52.1183 < 31.4548 ? X[2] : X[2]) ? −12.6795 : (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 82.8274 : 0.658475) > (−31.9833 < −43.9392 ? − 99.6107 : X[0]) ? (−7.64707 <
X[2] ? − 12.6795 : X[0]) : (X[0] < 97.3256 ? 31.7009 : 92.7222))))) : (X[1]/X[1])) ? (10.7338 + −49.9547) :
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (((X[1] > 96.3206 ? 12.1938 : X[2]) + (X[0] == X[0] ? − 97.0422 :
−67.3547))/((X[1]/ − 70.5387)/(X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[2]! = −21.2112 ? 33.8823 : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] > 87.6125 ? X[0] : 7.01037) : (−69.9812 + X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? ((−99.0754 + X[0])/(89.6231/89.1414)) : ((57.6894/X[1]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/ − 3.13513) : (−31.989 ∗ −64.445)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : 46.9908))))! = ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (32.053/X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[2] : 24.4678) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 39.3274 : X[0])))! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −78.7491) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 91.6714)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? 14.103 : X[1]) <
−43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 52.8846 : 57.9967) : (X[1] < −26.7964 ? − 27.4531 : X[2])) ? − 19.1024 : (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 3.1946 : 75.1375) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 11.3305 : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? (X[0]/79.1233) : (−69.24 ∗ 27.6771)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 82.405 : 27.4532) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 83.4615))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 54.813 :
26.6726)) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 21.432) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 47.8893 : 5.23804) : (X[0] <
64.932 ? − 27.4531 : X[1])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) == (X[2] < −43.9392 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (−55.7048 ==
6.76223 ? 68.2024 : −92.0528) : (−49.4836 == 74.8349 ? − 28.4049 : X[1])) : (X[1] == 80.4352 ? − 50.7056 :
X[1])) ? (41.834 + X[2]) : X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? ((−23.18 + X[2])/(X[1]/34.3612)) :
((X[0]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] == X[2] ? − 13.8136 : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[2]/ − 11.4702) :
(X[2] ∗ −22.4331)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 84.0007 : −21.9153) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 26.4888 : 46.9908)))) <
((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (−54.9392 ∗ 39.8219)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] :
6.61939) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]))) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 10.2673 : −75.0477) : (X[1] <
679
X[2] ? − 5.62618 : −44.4707)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/0.0238968) : (X[1] ∗ 32.8983)) : ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : −59.3831) < (X[2] < 49.4789 ? − 45.6956 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : 53.7295) :
(15.6289 < −43.9392 ? X[2] : −37.2061))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 6.29182 : X[2]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : −86.7912)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 93.4927) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 84.0986) :
(−85.4517 < X[1] ? 99.3267 : X[0])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) < (49.4647 < X[0] ? 98.1702 : X[2]) ? (X[0] <
12.242 ? − 12.6795 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) < (X[2] < −43.9392 ? X[2] :
76.1632) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 26.9366 : 22.6801) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : −95.8149))) : (X[1]/X[1])) ? (((X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 54.7664 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 39.4705)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 67.1521 :
−62.272) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 36.6337 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : 51.4045)) ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? 69.5735 : 90.8293) < (X[0] < 82.99 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 12.6795 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) < (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 56.4576 : 83.4351) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? − 11.4618 : X[0])))! = (82.9869 − −5.98611) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[1] : 33.5534) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 77.0559 : 63.304)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? 43.8278 : −35.9765) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (31.9904 < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? 95.205 : X[2]) < (−78.1449 < −58.6318 ? X[2] :
92.1908) ? (23.9864 < 58.5838 ? − 12.6795 : −76.0988) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 14.8883 : X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) < (X[2] < −43.9392 ? X[0] : 60.1314) ? (X[2] > −10.0687 ? − 21.4257 : 47.0153) : (X[2] > −62.7653 ? X[0] :
−1.97823))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? − 81.5742 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))! = ((X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : 65.7795)! = (X[1]! = 81.2308 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[2] > 19.9114 ? X[1] : 38.8903) : (X[2] ==
13.5363 ? X[0] : X[2])) ? X[2] : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 52.9646 : X[2]) < (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : −72.6529) ? (X[0] <
−71.2073 ? 19.0375 : X[2]) : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (X[0]/X[1]) : (X[1] ∗ 92.3297)) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[2] : −78.8919) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 68.132 : X[0]))) < ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? X[2] : 58.0647) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −99.0954)) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? (78.5384/X[2]) :
(−60.2791∗−88.4819)) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[0] < 49.4789 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 88.1929 :
23.4446) : (−15.5876 < −43.9392 ? 17.2097 : X[1]))) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? X[0] : 27.5361) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : 4.00318)) > ((X[1] < X[2] ? 43.8534 : X[2]) < −43.9392 ? (X[2] > −93.4895 ? 14.4603 : X[1]) :
(20.7294 < X[2] ? − 42.5577 : 45.0673)) ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) < (−28.0433 < X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? − 12.6795 : 25.7972) : (X[1] > X[2] ? 94.5997 : X[0])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])! = (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] :
−78.7491) ? (X[0] < −67.8543 ? − 19.1024 : −11.9319) : (63.1291 < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] >
−93.4895 ? 34.9313 : 2.56898) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 36.0465 : X[0])) > −9.7416 ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −92.8987) >
(−82.4651 < −43.9392 ? 95.5032 : X[1]) ? (X[1] < 52.4232 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (−9.64452 < −13.6822 ? − 66.3606 :
88.6319)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : −61.8355)))))
Context 4 (5.308533)
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > 95.0886 ? − 60.649 : −13.9418) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : −17.8469) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.935 : X[0]) : (((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : −17.8469) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : −45.1398))! = −1.25033 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.935 : X[0]) : (40.8182 < 23.9306 ? 11.4021 :
55.9241)) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.7114 : X[1])! = (X[4] == 3.0 ? 20.9821 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 79.8877 :
57.3059) : (7.64929 < 32.6867 ? 11.4021 : X[2]))) < X[0] ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 86.3474 : 12.4252) < X[0] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.935 : X[0]) : ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 42.3251 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) < ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 42.3251 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) < 32.6867 ? 11.4021 :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.935 : X[0]) : (X[1]! = 16.0947 ? 39.2547 : −3.33699))) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 86.3474 : 12.4252) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 11.4021 : (11.4021! = 16.0947 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) :
X[2])))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : −17.8469) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.935 : X[0]) :
((X[0]! = 45.5608 ? 38.6749 : −74.2223) < (X[2] < 7.92283 ? 83.4111 : −37.3358) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 86.3474 :
12.4252) : (X[1]! = 98.3255 ? 60.1257 : X[1]))))! = (X[0] == 42.2884 ? X[2] : 63.6956) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 18.935 : X[0]) : ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 42.3251 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) < ((X[0] ==
X[0] ? 5.91283 : 77.7248) < 32.6867 ? 11.4021 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) ? 11.4021 : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 11.4021 : (11.4021! = 16.0947 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : −17.8469) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.935 : X[0]) : ((X[0]! = 45.5608 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 92.3083 : X[1]) : −74.2223) <
((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 4.60401 : X[0]) < 7.92283 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 86.3474 : 12.4252) : (X[1]! = 98.3255 ? − 75.2838 :
91.788)) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 86.3474 : 12.4252) : (X[1]! = 98.3255 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 97.3759 : 50.2081) :
X[1]))))! = (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 86.3474 : 12.4252) > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 86.3474 : 12.4252) : ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 86.4891 : X[0])! = (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 25.3848) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 30.6416 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.935 : X[0]) : ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 42.3251 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) < ((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 42.3251 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) < 32.6867 ? 11.4021 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.935 : X[0]) : (X[1]! = 16.0947 ? 39.2547 :
−3.33699))) ? 11.4021 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 11.4021 : (11.4021! = 16.0947 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : X[2])))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 94.8574 : −69.4575))))))
Context 5 (1.479798)
680
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < (X[4] == 2.0 ? 40.8657 : X[2]) ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 :
X[1]) < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 6.14991 : −22.1925) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 84.0143) > ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 7.44483 : 28.3573) ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 6.14991 : −22.1925) :
(X[0] > 10.389 ? 93.0204 : X[2])) : 84.7561)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 38.0918 : −37.9464)) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 :
X[1]) < (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 32.5564) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.9044 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −
83.8012 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 3.26065 : 73.0591))) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < (X[4] == 2.0 ? 40.8657 :
X[2]) ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 6.14991 : −22.1925) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
84.0143) > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 7.44483 : 28.3573) ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 6.14991 : −22.1925) : (X[0] > 10.389 ? 93.0204 : X[2])) : 84.7561)) : X[1])) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 :
X[1])! = (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.5797 : X[1]) ? (((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) == ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.8657 :
X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.9044 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 83.8012 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 3.26065 :
73.0591))) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < (X[4] == 2.0 ? 40.8657 : X[2]) ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 :
X[1]) < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 6.14991 : −22.1925) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 84.0143) > ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 7.44483 : 28.3573) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : 74.7319) : 84.7561)) : X[1])) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 :
X[1])! = 46.5582 ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.8657 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.9044 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 83.8012 : 39.5392)) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 40.8657 : X[2]) ? (38.7083 < X[1] ? − 57.1537 : 32.6419) : X[1])) : 2.22758) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 :
X[1]) < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 6.14991 : −22.1925) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 84.0143) > ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 7.44483 : 28.3573) ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 6.14991 : −22.1925) :
(X[0] > 10.389 ? 93.0204 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 50.911 : 81.15)))))! = ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 :
X[1]) < ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.8657 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.9044 : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? −83.8012 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 3.26065 : 73.0591))) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < (X[4] == 2.0 ? 40.8657 :
X[2]) ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 6.14991 : −22.1925) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
84.0143) > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 7.44483 : 28.3573) ? (16.3639 < X[1] ? X[2] : 58.1301) : 84.7561)) : X[1])) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.9044 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 83.8012 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 3.26065 :
73.0591))) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1])! = ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.8657 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 11.9044 : 63.0163) : (61.314 < 27.6534 ? 79.592 : X[1])) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 84.0143) > ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 7.44483 : 28.3573) ? (−35.731 < X[1] ? X[0] : −64.6521) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 88.4467 : −49.6513))))! =
X[0] ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1])! = 46.5582 ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.8657 :
X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.9044 : X[1]) : (X[1] < −52.8928 ? − 41.9551 : X[1])) : 2.22758) :
(2.22758! = 46.5582 ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.8657 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : 2.22758) : (2.22758! = 46.5582 ? (56.6137 < X[0] ? X[2] : 2.22758) : X[2]))) : ((X[0] >
X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) < ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1])! = −24.6451 ? ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) <
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.8657 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : 2.22758) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) <
(X[1] == X[0] ? − 74.7994 : −24.1519) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 60.5045) : (−86.454 == 46.5582 ? 70.7 :
−13.841))) ? X[0] : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1])! = ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1])! = −18.413 ? (X[1] <
−93.5031 ? − 32.8564 : 22.2433) : (−37.2334 < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) ? 10.2993 : ((X[0] > X[1] ? 26.4798 : X[1]) <
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.8657 : X[2]) ? (X[1] < 57.7852 ? 16.0366 : X[2]) : X[0]))))) ? 46.5582 : −1.28179) : (X[1]! =
85.5032 ? 9.55412 : 0.385998))))
Context 6 (5.909317)
(11.249/(pow(pow(pow(pow((((pow(−1.42089, 4)∗(X[1]∗X[1]))−pow((81.5304−40.6984), 2))/(X[2]+pow(90.5535, 2)))
, 3), 3), 2), 4) ∗ ((((X[2]/(X[2] − 17.5419))/(X[0] − (pow(−28.3506, 2)/pow(98.47, 4))))/X[1]) + (((X[2]/((−31.4992 +
X[2])+pow(−64.4191, 4)))/(((X[2]/−77.4115)/(X[0]−X[0]))+((X[2]−X[0])−(−91.5394−X[1]))))/((X[2]/((91.0354+
12.8297) + pow(X[0], 4)))/(((82.6716/X[0])/(X[1] ∗ X[0]))/((((−85.8008/X[0])/X[1]) + ((−37.274/X[2])/X[1]))/ −
54.6701)))))))
Context 7 (4.71305)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.59745 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.8661 : X[0]) > ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 49.3228 : 82.6749) ? − 41.8111 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 41.8111 : (X[1] > (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 41.8111 : 72.5459) ? 20.8075 : (X[1] > X[1] ? 85.5606 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.8661 :
X[0]))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : 25.1548) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 41.8111 : −57.9445) : (X[1] > 76.9785 ? − 13.4126 : X[0])) : X[1])) : X[2]) : (X[1] > (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 71.8661 : X[0]) > ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 49.3228 : 82.6749) ? − 41.8111 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 41.8111 : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 41.8111 : 72.5459) ? 20.8075 : (X[1] > X[1] ? 85.5606 : X[2]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.8661 : X[0]))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.8661 : X[0]) >
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 49.3228 : 82.6749) ? − 41.8111 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 41.8111 : (X[1] >
X[0] ? 20.8075 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.8661 : X[0]))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] :
25.1548) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 41.8111 : −57.9445) : (X[1] > 76.9785 ? − 13.4126 :
681
X[0])) : X[1])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : 25.1548) : (X[1] > (X[2]! = X[1] ? 92.9626 :
−61.4588) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 2.59745) : (X[1] > 17.2734 ? − 78.4845 : X[2]))) > (X[2] == 44.1217 ? X[0] :
X[1]) ? 98.3065 : (X[2] > (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 41.8111 : 72.5459) ? − 41.8111 : (X[1] > −14.4504 ? 20.8075 :
−84.6815)) ? (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 41.8111 : 72.5459) ? 72.6607 : (X[2] > X[1] ? 89.5135 : −22.4587)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 13.0244 : X[1])))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 74.4078 : X[0])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : 25.1548) :
(X[1] > (X[2]! = X[1] ? 92.9626 : −61.4588) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : 25.1548) : 2.59745) : (X[1] >
(66.7857 > 31.168 ? − 41.8111 : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 24.7398 ? − 61.3417 : X[2]) : (X[1] > 89.5135 ? 98.3065 : X[0])))) >
26.3055 ? X[2] : (X[2] > (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? −41.8111 : 72.5459) ? −41.8111 : (X[1] > (X[1] > X[2] ? −41.8111 :
72.5459) ? 20.8075 : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 25.3845))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.8661 :
X[0]) > ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 49.3228 : 82.6749) ? − 41.8111 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : 25.1548) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 45.5304 : X[1])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 64.2728) >
(X[2] == 44.1217 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? 98.3065 : (X[2] > 28.7618 ? 0.324732 : −48.4176))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 58.918 :
−43.8843)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 41.8111 : X[2]) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? 20.8075 : 2.96793)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : 25.1548) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 8.39581 :
X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > (X[0] > −34.4001 ? − 41.8111 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :




(X[4] == 3.0 ? 64.8429 : (X[0] < (X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 25.0845 ? (X[2]! =
77.1955 ? (X[1] < −18.1553 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? − 14.4328 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 24.1735 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == 60.5921 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 87.2257 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 42.8665 : 4.10415) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 56.6933 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 10.7802 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 98.8466 : 2.32842)) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 90.2974 :
94.1164) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : 52.959))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] < 78.5293 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −23.7805)) : (X[1]! = −16.8394 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 26.682 :
34.9973))))) : (X[1] == −96.5232 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = −75.5463 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[0]! = 53.3263 ? − 32.7667 : −88.2838)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 15.4284 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 15.5274 : −42.2277))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 54.9242 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −0.756653)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 64.9457 : 17.0285) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 27.9699 : 77.6382)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1]! = −99.1899 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] :
−68.5678) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −22.6109)) : (X[1] > −71.5651 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 51.0189 : −27.5418) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[0]! = −20.7625 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : −22.3812) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 4.6904)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 16.6797 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 26.2554 :
X[2])))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == 15.5067 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > 26.4565 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[1] ? X[1] : −53.7719) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? − 63.94 : −36.4798) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −17.9531))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 43.0954) :
(X[1] > 67.8357 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] < 95.1239 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : 75.1986) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : −0.663321) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 39.4643 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 7.50999 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] ==
−82.7909 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : −12.5479) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −55.6122) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −16.2934))))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[0] == −12.5945 ? (X[2] > 44.2366 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 87.3973) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0]! = −61.4226 ? 12.503 : −64.1963) : (X[0]! = 19.1347 ? X[2] : 2.91713))) : (X[2] >
72.4452 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 39.5953 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? 55.2905 : 93.1772)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.54234 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 58.9887 ? X[2] : −55.8406)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < 90.2065 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 47.5311 : −15.5589) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 87.8078 : 8.15991))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[0] < −58.2687 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 91.7075 : −36.8215)) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] <
37.5016 ? 97.0791 : X[0]))))))) : (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < 90.2575 ? (X[1] == 62.9841 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? 31.9546 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 43.951)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] > 96.8601 ? − 84.2497 : X[0]))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[0] == −59.8761 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 26.4955) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 73.7152 : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2] == −9.28767 ? X[2] :
−83.9579) : (X[1] > X[2] ? 5.61329 : 63.9547)))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < −85.308 ? X[2] : 25.4156)) : (X[2] == −17.2383 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[1] > 53.3607 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 38.1255 : X[2]) :
(X[2] < 87.2574 ? X[2] : −19.0665)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 58.6073 :
−15.6648))))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0]! = −27.5238 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 28.9078 :
−36.8301) : (X[2] < 5.77375 ? − 33.1754 : X[1])) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 55.3864 : X[0]) : (X[1] ==
682
−91.4725 ? 40.1799 : −23.8512))) : (X[2] == −29.8334 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] > 78.6705 ? 93.9754 : X[0]) :
(X[2] == X[0] ? 99.049 : 5.94437)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 68.0551 : X[1]) : (X[0] > −41.0941 ? X[2] :
74.3764)))) : (X[1]! = −99.8576 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] ==
X[1] ? − 73.8681 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 67.3893 : 76.9417))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 37.5712) : (X[1]! = −41.8651 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[2]! = −41.5098 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −84.3297) : (X[2] > −1.95689 ? 46.9469 : 68.1055)))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] == 34.2073 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 72.4069 :
63.5917) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] == −84.1885 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 59.1956) : (X[2] ==
54.047 ? − 79.0618 : −11.0691))) : (X[1] == −81.4716 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1]! = −9.70388 ? 3.22517 : X[1]) :
(X[1] < 95.5064 ? − 29.9823 : X[2])) : (X[2]! = 86.9284 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.7882) : (X[1] < −41.6015 ? X[2] :
51.9405)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = 82.0331 ? X[1] : −65.3498) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 79.2955 : X[0])) : (X[2] > 70.6315 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 6.24942 : −28.6254) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 6.49296 :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == −88.8404 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 51.1107) : (X[1]! = −70.6689 ? − 88.6345 :
X[2])) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −49.6422 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1]! = 81.9067 ? 51.9728 : 96.2685))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 92.0583 : X[0]) : (X[2] ==
−4.8005 ? 90.0393 : X[0])) : (X[2] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 32.5864 : 98.4786) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−51.2025))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? − 12.6055 : −44.3036) : (X[2] < 34.6339 ? X[2] :
93.2622)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 94.3739 : −80.4908)))) : (X[0] ==
−65.1831 ? (X[0]! = 33.429 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 96.8245 : 57.786) : (X[0] < −14.979 ? X[1] :
−22.9954)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 89.9276 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 59.0076 : −99.1377))) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −87.5385)) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 43.7279 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 60.7068 : X[0])))))))) ? (X[1]! = 52.0054 ? 29.979 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 72.6307 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
−26.6665 ? X[0] : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 85.8054 : −69.8178)) : (X[1] < 85.8699 ? − 93.4997 : 65.7535))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))))
Context 2 (20.207038)
(X[1] > (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = −65.8711 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0] > 13.6114 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > −1.05133 ? − 10.7188 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] <
51.363 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 12.5831 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 89.8906 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −15.9906) : (X[2] == 20.5315 ? − 79.2755 : 59.2614)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 47.6986 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 30.8461)))) : (X[0] == −22.4966 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? − 24.8924 : 40.2163) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 66.3137 : −48.504)) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[0] > 93.1479 ? 11.3998 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > 96.541 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 65.6996) :
(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 61.3722 : X[0])) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? 72.3168 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−87.3053))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −19.1331 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −77.868)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 72.825 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = 96.2456 ? X[2] :
83.011))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] > 39.8749 ? 31.4906 : X[1])) :
(X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 13.5621 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
−7.97566 ? (X[1]! = 40.0285 ? (X[1] > −11.9731 ? X[2] : −38.817) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 29.2492 : X[2])) :
(X[1] > −67.6199 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 26.6121 : 74.1007) : (X[2] > 29.2857 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 97.1297 : 27.0095) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 75.027 : −82.2534)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? 35.3118 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −6.22663 ? X[1] : X[1])))))) : (X[0]! = −50.1812 ? (X[2] > −2.61425 ? (X[2] ==
X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 61.3741)) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 6.45763 : −96.5338) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 8.17978))) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] >
−12.09 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 41.9055) : (X[0] == X[1] ? 61.0855 : −0.82384)) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 96.0799 : 93.3383) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −92.394)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > −8.11335 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : 64.3348) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 35.1652 : 19.5726)) : (X[2] < 23.0909 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 89.3627) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −78.1754 ? −
60.5339 : X[1]) : (X[0] < −83.1407 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0] == −52.6099 ? X[2] : −94.2825) :
(X[2] == −81.6895 ? 56.6966 : X[0]))))) : (X[0] < −57.3953 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 93.3347) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? 54.4861 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 53.3752 : −0.48639))) : (X[1] > −81.1213 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 60.623 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 48.1347 : X[0])) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 8.27459 ? (X[1]! = 53.6843 ? X[1] :
82.7953) : (X[2] < −16.5356 ? X[2] : 61.1494)) : (X[2] < 91.4071 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 27.1043 : −21.023) : (X[0]! =
12.512 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = 25.3324 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 97.1844 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] :
94.0851)) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[0] > 68.3231 ? X[0] : −24.1026) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 66.9745 : −23.3673))))))) : (X[2] <
20.1184 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = −53.8301 ? (X[2] == −65.9039 ? (X[2] ==
20.7308 ? X[0] : −91.0933) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 12.6194 : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 13.5443 :
−31.0856) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 77.9167 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == −80.1501 ? 72.7387 :
6.84686) : (X[0] > X[0] ? − 83.8746 : 47.1756)) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 56.4187 : X[2]) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? − 28.3067 : 30.0084)))) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = −5.11726 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2] < −84.3447 ? − 0.943264 :
683
−34.6918) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 92.0872 : 26.4689)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[2]! = −57.1103 ? − 27.8101 : −6.53807) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == 66.2443 ? (X[0] < 63.5345 ? X[2] : −59.5911) : (X[1] >
−69.7385 ? 64.008 : 61.5273)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −15.143 ? 89.7633 :
−56.4602))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = 84.8854 ? (X[1] > −44.4047 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 67.1833 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 81.0079)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > −37.1477 ? − 82.8371 :
−59.2129)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 2.55477 : X[1]) : (X[0] < 99.9538 ? − 40.0732 : X[2])))) :
(X[0] < 38.6988 ? (X[1]! = 51.5354 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0] > 80.9054 ? − 5.27889 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 42.3073 :
55.8837)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −36.7422) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 73.2842 : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 91.5856 : −49.4084)) : (X[0] <
X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 33.1921 : X[0]) : (X[0] < −14.309 ? 94.0312 : 65.3294)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[1] < 19.1179 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 11.012 : 6.37435) : (X[1] ==
8.09592 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < −89.1518 ? X[2] : 37.9855) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]))) :
(X[1] == −93.4553 ? (X[2] > −63.384 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] < 13.5711 ? − 11.9353 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −57.8396 ? 96.2265 : −68.2217) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 81.0414 : X[0])))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 73.706) : (X[2]! = 34.8802 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(X[1]! = −99.7794 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −84.4661) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 38.1271))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
−44.7941 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : −93.8575) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −58.6068)) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? 91.0919 : X[1]) : (X[1] == −73.8489 ? X[1] : −18.5408))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −94.0612 ? 9.89357 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 57.0745)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? −28.7505 : X[2]) : (X[1] > −29.2772 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
2.81913 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 19.0959 : 9.42592) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : −38.2561)) : (X[2] < −95.2555 ? (X[1] ==
−28.6042 ? 78.908 : −75.785) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 5.94021 : X[0])))) : (X[0]! = 66.0455 ? (X[2] == −23.7807 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 70.1128 : −56.4033) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : −44.7538)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? 91.6249 :
−30.7703) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −56.1743))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[1] == −25.5841 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > 39.3683 ? − 71.652 : 54.3014) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 7.86028 : −98.8812)))))))) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > −75.9937 ? 32.1551 :
X[2]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 75.3781 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == 40.0975 ? − 0.0235029 : X[1]) : (X[2] ==
−51.7664 ? 1.34611 : −99.0025))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 25.47 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.4804 : 44.158) : −7.96589) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 40.526 : 32.8885) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] == 38.2513 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 45.3006 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 15.3573 :
X[2]))) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : 43.7409)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 46.7667 : X[0]))
Context 3 (20.207038)
((X[0] > −89.7078 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 69.4812 : 98.8202)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
68.3644) : (X[0] > X[1] ? 79.2615 : −97.6895))) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −52.6087)) : (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −85.8735) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
90.2627)))) : (X[2]! = −62.6316 ? (X[1]! = −22.8961 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 1.35756 : −41.6996) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 21.0407 : X[1])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] > −22.4383 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] == −54.9005 ? 92.4084 : 65.4477)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = 89.6107 ? − 40.5214 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 72.1999 : X[1]))))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −94.5662) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 11.7557 : X[0])) :
(X[1]! = −14.9648 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 99.5375 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = 76.9758 ? 46.9065 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.5051 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 6.74435 : −58.5017)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −49.1135 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 20.3811 : X[0])) : (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 33.4223 : 59.5545))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! =
98.2576 ? 95.1337 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 36.7317 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 76.2192)))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1] < 77.1551 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 90.5739 : −90.4618) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 67.4507 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[2] ? − 23.4221 : −13.8214) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −80.2267))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] < 45.9348 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : 5.12535) : (X[0] < −61.404 ? − 81.6636 : −64.4978)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] == −91.4837 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −86.1678 ? (X[1] == −53.8864 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : −7.21152) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −32.7164)) : (X[2] > −43.7236 ? (X[1] < 13.1424 ? X[1] : −67.4657) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 99.1953 : 23.385))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 58.2317) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : 45.347) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 51.5686 :
56.4774))))) : (X[1] > −33.7778 ? (X[0] > 24.6609 ? (X[1] > −14.5536 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
8.82513) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 29.5709 : 83.4757) : (X[1] <
−65.3426 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : −70.5482) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? 91.0796 : X[0])) : (X[2] > −60.6909 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : −75.4835) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
94.9626)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 15.0517 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 62.4568) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 20.1035 : −1.13352)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 38.2336) : (X[0] < −39.8159 ? 89.2028 :
684
X[0]))) : (X[0] < 98.3416 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −65.2959) : (X[2]! = 92.6943 ? 31.7594 :
96.7932)) : (X[1] == 17.8407 ? (X[1] > −76.2864 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 97.6965 : 67.0992))))))) : (X[2] >
80.829 ? − 67.9036 : 56.8677)) == X[2] ? (X[2] > 80.829 ? − 67.9036 : 56.8677) : (X[0] > −89.7078 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 19.4871 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 46.0102))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = −88.1346 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] <
−5.84997 ? X[1] : −53.4717)) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[0] == 11.3421 ? X[2] : −53.731) : (X[2] == X[0] ? 72.8542 :
X[2])))) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 89.3551 ? − 35.9457 : −59.3502) : (X[0] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.9613 : −9.64158) : (X[2]! = 5.97972 ? 42.4917 : 1.28693))) :
(X[0] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = −26.2598 ? − 83.215 : 44.6466) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −87.034)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? 73.4377 : X[1]) : (X[2] == 82.2748 ? X[2] : X[2]))))) : (X[2]! = −62.6316 ? (X[1]! =
−22.8961 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] == 98.865 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0] > −89.1214 ? X[2] : −63.3311) : (X[1] < 36.9569 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
−56.2262 ? − 17.6686 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : 90.7874)) : (X[2] > −22.4383 ? (X[1] == 58.3036 ? 86.5307 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
16.5085) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] == −54.9005 ? (X[0] > −58.929 ? 13.61 : X[1]) : (X[1] ==
63.5464 ? 59.1417 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = 89.6107 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 77.3873 : 42.9427) :
(X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 80.5076 : X[0])))))) :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 51.5235) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 93.0061 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 19.4118 : −22.5847) : (X[0] ==
X[1] ? − 18.0023 : −75.4241))) : (X[1]! = −14.9648 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 92.6718) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2]! = 76.9758 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 86.7617 : −66.5671) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
36.4541)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 77.5051 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > −11.2401 ? X[0] : −44.5174) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 82.1047 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 98.2894 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 28.9481 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 75.1402 ? − 78.1999 : X[2]) : (X[1] >
36.0022 ? X[1] : 33.1616)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : 37.0341) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 79.7128 : 30.2103))))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −89.2083 ? − 90.8536 :
23.8743) : (X[1] < −87.8743 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.1938 : 24.3528) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 37.988 : X[0]))) : (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > 83.8317 ? − 48.8505 : 10.5811) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −97.5256)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 90.1423 : X[1])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = 98.2576 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 8.14664 :
−9.03353)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −63.8556) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 55.1736 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 61.0084 : X[1]) : (X[0] == −53.632 ? X[1] : −1.27141)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = 79.7601 ? − 42.618 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1] <
77.1551 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 12.1219 : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 29.7681 ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 41.7466)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.1897 : 36.1386) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 80.189)))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] <
45.9348 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 92.3532) : (X[1] > 23.8688 ? − 39.7851 : 73.077)) : (X[0] <
−61.404 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = 90.4982 ? X[1] : 11.4179))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] ==
−91.4837 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 21.204) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −
19.5246 : −87.6912) : (X[0] < −68.0943 ? X[2] : 25.2773))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −86.1678 ? (X[1] ==
−53.8864 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : 41.2097) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 13.8083 : −51.9497)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 40.9775 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 98.0763))) : (X[2] > −43.7236 ? (X[1] <
13.1424 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 75.5171 : −31.3701) : (X[1] == 93.3905 ? X[2] : −50.452)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
X[1] ? 42.7006 : 34.9298) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 22.7888 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 12.4772 : X[2]) : (X[1] > −78.8258 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 78.8408) : (X[1] > 97.1463 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 37.6487 : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0] < −86.1288 ? − 89.7047 : −88.6769) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 23.2603 : X[0])))))) : (X[1] > −33.7778 ? (X[0] > 24.6609 ? (X[1] > −14.5536 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.69908 : 63.0474) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −52.9502)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
92.1022 ? X[2] : 21.4097) : (X[0] == −84.7153 ? − 58.4515 : −47.6844))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[0]! =
−13.8293 ? − 81.2262 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] < −65.3426 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 65.8852 :
21.4773) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[0] >
X[1] ? − 91.9856 : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : −56.4019)) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] < 80.406 ? − 63.4193 : X[1]) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[2] > −60.6909 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 22.3305 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −37.4006 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −8.89898))))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 15.0517 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −42.5017) : (X[1]! =
X[0] ? − 74.568 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −28.9077 ? − 24.887 : −92.8926) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 70.4985 :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 48.5716 ? X[0] : −29.9129) : (X[0] < 2.3986 ? 72.6735 : X[2])) :
(X[0] < −39.8159 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 66.7635 : −1.61291) : (X[0]! = 83.3461 ? − 86.9257 : 81.8419)))) : (X[0] <
98.3416 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < 38.1633 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 87.8767 : X[2])) : (X[2]! =
92.6943 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 39.7398 : −29.3867) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] == 17.8407 ? (X[1] >
−76.2864 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 96.1788 : −33.5493)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 49.1562 : X[1]) : (X[1] > 67.1635 ? X[1] : X[2])))))))) : (X[2] > 80.829 ? − 67.9036 : 56.8677)))
685
Context 4 (20.207038)
(X[0] == (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
6.78529 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 22.2201 : −42.1933) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] :
30.9211)) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? 99.4075 : −69.8991) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.3928 : 34.2125))) :
(X[0] < X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2] == −89.7425 ? − 29.3913 : 99.7615) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 11.7181 : X[2])) :
(X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 53.3062 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = 45.2557 ? 51.1759 : 99.2461)))) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −46.5234 ? X[2] : X[1])) :
(X[2] > 68.6811 ? (X[2] > 60.2711 ? − 73.1844 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 73.3991 : −36.7903))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 6.87287 : −61.5222) : (X[0] == −67.9097 ? − 17.4945 : X[1])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 38.0564 : 43.0583) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 33.251 : 99.1031))))) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? − 2.89488 :
98.2536)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 93.4028 : −10.5242))) : (X[0] ==
−10.5247 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] > −72.0715 ? X[2] : −16.5003)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? 21.7964 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 37.5668)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] < −54.4754 ? − 93.217 : −81.3263) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] <
1.84706 ? (X[2] < 3.45139 ? − 6.51537 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 14.1 : X[1]))) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −53.1003) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 19.5007 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < −5.60131 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? 96.4876 : −46.8062) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −96.2923)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] == −21.1655 ? 16.9168 : −52.7263))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −19.5369) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2] > 79.972 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
−11.1955) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 18.2215)))) : (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > 17.7578 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 95.1071 : 27.5549) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : −58.5352)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 45.209 : X[1]) :
(X[0] == 60.6123 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 74.5603 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[1] > 41.3571 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 18.9181 :
X[1]))))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −42.3825 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 54.6537 : −42.7477)) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] < −96.1666 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 7.62421 : X[0]))) : (X[0]! = 82.4989 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] ==
−69.7246 ? 72.0165 : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < −20.4051 ? − 9.57188 :
X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > −42.5595 ? X[2] : −28.9512) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −89.9197)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 12.8612) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]))) : (X[2]! = 72.1533 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 75.9963 : 67.7149) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[0] > 10.262 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 78.3228 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 72.7513 : X[0]))))))) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = −83.7344 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 34.4217 : 73.3906) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 17.1899)) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] < −55.6531 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 59.2576 : −19.4665))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? 18.776 : 58.1604) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −34.1698)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 1.34206) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 24.1757 : X[1])))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 37.7551 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 52.7589 :
X[2])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] > −84.7946 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −2.26108))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? 72.5331 : X[0]) : (X[2] < 62.2916 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] < 41.2148 ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −64.294 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 90.9938 : X[0]) : (X[2] < 80.4071 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 70.3988 : 20.7946) : (X[1]! = 43.7945 ? − 92.6961 : 27.0193))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 2.01247 : 49.8523) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −52.1937)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 28.9748 ? X[0] :
−13.987) : (X[0] < X[0] ? − 19.1146 : −1.91587)))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] < −74.532 ? (X[2] >
16.2753 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < −82.1947 ? 69.271 : −22.5472)) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == 75.3488 ? − 22.7864 : X[2]) : (X[1] ==
X[1] ? 64.7049 : 98.2369)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 18.8785 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 4.87582 :
−99.6602)))))) : (X[1] < −96.0237 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −97.4804) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 20.7762 : 36.0546)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 81.1008) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.4116 : X[1]))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 26.5423 : −38.5072) :
(X[0]! = −77.8827 ? X[1] : −57.4957)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 37.0658 : −25.3867) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 7.51142 : −78.685)))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] == −67.3836 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 6.29565 :
−12.5685) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 95.0315 : −79.7156)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 96.344 ? X[0] : 71.3258) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 12.3054 : −95.2179))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 66.1691 : 13.7695) : (X[2] <
62.387 ? X[0] : 42.3691)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > 4.54979 ? 90.1683 : 62.1369) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−74.4122))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 34.3778 :
X[1]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : −94.401)) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 95.8984 : −46.0826) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 10.2684 : X[0]))) : (X[1] < −23.7786 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? X[2] : 98.9059)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 41.8539 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 50.0567)))) : (X[2] <
−48.2788 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 81.433) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 28.9264 :
25.7339)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 49.1158) : (X[0] < X[2] ? − 2.30553 : −86.0759))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] > 99.1027 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −72.782)) : (X[1] > 36.1057 ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : −97.9882) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])))))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 25.1569 ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 61.1724 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 38.7029 :
−96.5871) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : 34.4845)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] :
686
X[0]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 38.3708 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 84.2153)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[1]! = −14.1148 ? (X[1] >
26.2143 ? (X[2] > 46.7101 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? − 56.023 : 23.9642)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 82.4072 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 51.4028 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 98.1875 : −1.27104)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 82.0961 : −49.565) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −18.0381)) : (X[1] == −88.2027 ? (X[2] >
−36.5125 ? 26.6801 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 58.6744 : X[0]))) : (X[2] < −65.9579 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? X[1] : 0.498893) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 19.2141)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[2] : −71.0363) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −56.8212)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[1]! = 68.6104 ? X[0] : −36.4957)) : (X[1] < 99.0667 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 93.6557))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 18.1947 : −7.71257) : (X[2] ==
−65.03 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] == 30.0566 ? 85.2611 :
−58.3003)))))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 5.32755 ? (X[2] < −58.47 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] < −91.4814 ? (X[2]! = 86.8781 ? 0.775235 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 30.9186 : 87.7913))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 7.16397 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 35.6658 :
X[2]) : (X[0]! = 27.7702 ? X[1] : −45.7222)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 6.99523) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[2]! = 29.9344 ? (X[0] > 78.9198 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 47.1361) : (X[0] >
−66.9565 ? − 47.4875 : −52.2228)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 75.0466 : −23.7656) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] :
−69.979))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 55.6454 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? 7.46691 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 46.8395 : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
79.0935 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 80.5827) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 77.5079 :
30.2558)) : (X[1]! = −75.3929 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 37.7096 : X[0]) : (X[2] < −58.4758 ? X[0] : 71.3139))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < 71.2117 ? − 30.3371 : 68.5117) : (X[0] == 47.4757 ? − 96.2039 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : 9.42448) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 34.8262 : X[1])))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[2]! =
X[2] ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 91.312)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? 92.1021 : −63.0095) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −50.0942 : −54.6863))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[1] < −24.6644 ? (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −45.5264 ? − 43.0611 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 29.867 : X[0]) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? − 91.1629 : X[1]))))))) : (X[2] == −53.1603 ? (X[1] > −25.9758 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = 41.5288 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0]! = 69.5396 ? 71.2587 : −88.7524) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : −58.0032) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 43.2663 : 6.30824))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[1]! = 82.5321 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 5.93856) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 32.3221 : −29.1599)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 13.6875 : 80.781) : (X[2] < −93.2676 ? 94.5522 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 2.81389 : 6.0159) : (X[1] == −71.8432 ? − 26.4572 : −60.3658))) : (X[0] < 47.1653 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
98.8928 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] > 14.7931 ? (X[0] < 29.1027 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] <
−48.0013 ? − 64.4064 : 21.6078))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 79.7758 : 42.5876)) : (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0] < 22.4339 ? 70.7269 :
65.3938) : (X[1]! = −42.8325 ? X[0] : −98.3426))) : (X[2] > 96.8838 ? (X[0] == 19.4554 ? (X[1] < 63.8616 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[2] < −77.2437 ? X[2] : 64.9924)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 48.3363)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 77.2516 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = 91.5735 ? 28.9774 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −8.3692 ? 81.8388 :
X[1]))) : (X[1] < −37.2998 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? 63.3872 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−12.5362)) : (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 66.3558 : −61.8967) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : −23.4974)))))) :
(X[2]! = 98.5585 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < −20.1164 ? (X[1] < −75.3023 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 4.26801 : −12.3026) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? 30.72 : −76.3167))) : (X[0] < 96.7565 ? (X[0]! = −80.9757 ? (X[0] == 9.22796 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 41.7864 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 10.3221 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 71.5532 :
−94.4197)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 91.1126 : 59.0842) : (X[1] ==
−85.8563 ? 74.7428 : X[2])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : 65.3107) : (X[1] < 94.0167 ? 99.9085 :
X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 92.8626 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 37.1316) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] :
84.5936)) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == 94.8677 ? − 82.898 : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[0] >
64.0565 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 2.74123 : −62.0704)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 92.6907 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 58.9614 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[1] > −35.8974 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] < −89.9027 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 7.61435 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 58.8292 : 13.3924))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = 4.35396 ? X[2] :
−63.9524) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : −49.3133)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0]! = −60.1378 ? − 21.3042 : −39.1636) : (X[2] >
3.5455 ? X[0] : 73.5568))))))))) ? (X[0] > 16.7623 ? X[1] : 28.1913) : 31.187)
Context 5 (20.207038)
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 83.861 : −1.53307) : (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! =
687
−52.7778 ? (X[1] > 96.1905 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] >
−1.73387 ? X[2] : −27.8475) : (X[2] < 91.5255 ? X[1] : 63.4984)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −61.7014 ? 70.0555 :
74.7638) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 47.6952 : X[0]))) : (X[2] > −71.7287 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < −51.3095 ? 25.5864 :
89.5737) : (X[1] < X[1] ? − 85.4177 : X[0])) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.82497 : X[0]) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[0]! = 97.069 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? 43.5613 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 34.4128 : −41.0864) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))) : (X[2] < −31.3876 ? (X[0] < 97.8011 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −68.8581)) :
(X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : −72.3242) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 37.088))))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < 85.7472 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 44.1506) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 40.7551 : −50.566)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == 98.1888 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : 65.9316))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −89.4013)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[1] < −0.734834 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[2] < 54.9973 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? − 69.1512 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = 28.7084 ? X[1] : 34.2405)) : (X[2] == −41.0793 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 12.1886) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.5327 : −3.30972))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? − 54.2685 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 73.0433 : X[1])) : (X[0]! = −1.96397 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 21.3371 : 82.4402) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 18.4687 : X[1])))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −1.75645) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 14.5916 : X[1])) : (X[1] < 37.4516 ? (X[2] ==
−92.7909 ? X[2] : 8.24269) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 27.2527))) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 83.508 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 35.7309 : −75.3406) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 16.5604 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 48.2429 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 12.3732 : X[2])) : (X[0] == −35.362 ? (X[0] == 94.9632 ? 81.7315 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : 55.2799))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1]! = −33.0741 ? − 84.8254 : −29.2578) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 48.4246)) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 31.9974 : X[0]))))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = 96.6153 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 37.4833 : 2.30374)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 49.3215 :
−47.381))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = 79.8557 ? 54.895 : −5.48015) : (X[1]! = −73.8593 ? 83.3519 :
85.4819)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 54.167 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −28.6975)))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? 58.8975 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −57.9923 ? − 53.5108 :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 17.8299 : 41.1416))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > −75.8467 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 47.1287 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 30.5387 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0] < −32.8262 ? 31.5048 : X[2]) : (X[0] == −13.6468 ? X[0] : 62.4255))))))) : (X[1] < 80.394 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 10.4881 :
−3.48126) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 16.3987 : X[2])) : (X[1] < 7.66033 ? (X[0]! = 29.4084 ? 91.9346 : −5.73566) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1]! = 78.8842 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : −21.7564) :
(X[2] > −53.5437 ? X[2] : −49.0522)) : (X[2] > 74.9241 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 60.1308 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 0.644655 : X[0])))) : (X[2] > −1.4288 ? (X[0]! = −59.1634 ? (X[0] > 71.6235 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−7.86365) : (X[1]! = 87.4829 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == −12.8243 ? 86.1624 : 72.2304) : (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[1] : 47.5087))) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 70.9584 : −74.6666) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 55.3513 : −93.7947)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.3429 : 11.8244) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 77.5324 : X[1]))))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −57.0739) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 64.634 : 97.2383)) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[0]! =
X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > −62.8221 ? − 55.0864 : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : −0.219457)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] < −44.8549 ? X[0] : −89.8134)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2]! = 84.4794 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 66.8939 : X[0]) : (X[0] == 36.6877 ? X[0] : −74.3724)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = −63.5478 ? 8.25403 : −22.0358) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 56.0366 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? −11.8249 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))))) : (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0] ==
X[2] ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 14.9371 : −91.977) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] < 58.3458 ? (X[1]! =
−95.4882 ? − 58.5495 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 80.6942 : 48.11) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −82.8987)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 50.5394 :
X[0]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 64.8694 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 56.719 ? X[2] :
−36.4625) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 19.5888 : −91.7222)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 45.2064 : 97.4452) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? − 59.0497 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 87.01 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : −39.037)) : (X[0] == 91.1652 ? (X[1] < −99.4726 ? −29.6877 : 37.6473) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −12.2318 :
X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
74.1445) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −16.5064)) : (X[0] > −12.3602 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 41.8692 : 29.1775) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 32.7891 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 74.5722 : −50.1693) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 82.5591 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −6.35549)))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < −88.5691 ? X[1] : 55.8527) : (X[1] == 46.3646 ? X[0] :
5.10225)) : (X[2] < −19.486 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 17.6593 : 21.5005) : (X[1] > X[1] ? 49.8968 : X[2]))) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = 31.0929 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==




((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2] < 34.6619 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2] ==
X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 2.94678 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 37.3479 :
67.7654)) : (X[0]! = −38.1618 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 8.58385 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[1] <
−89.273 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] == −48.3247 ? − 31.5013 : −37.3424) : (X[1] < 83.3288 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] <
X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 78.5365 : 56.3321) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 64.8541 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? 33.1817 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 68.4692 : −88.9559)) : (X[2] <
−70.8502 ? (X[1] < −1.97383 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 24.7932 : −28.5773)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 10.2027 ? − 18.6886 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 63.7173 : 49.0481) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 28.179)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 50.9712 : −13.3321) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < −62.986 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −72.4089) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
23.603 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 26.45 : X[0])))) : (X[2] < 13.8944 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −36.6566)) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 20.3023) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 55.5126 : 83.3729))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < −44.7228 ? X[0] :
−72.4342) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 61.5612 : X[2])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.1501 : −0.718887) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −43.7548)))))) : X[1]) : 65.6285))
Context 7 (20.207038)
(X[1] == −2.14771 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 50.6782 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 76.1516 : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[0] >
67.7007 ? (X[1] < −9.04844 ? X[0] : X[0]) : X[2]) : −3.47304))) : ((X[0] < −5.02642 ? − 55.955 : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < −80.2555 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −65.4299) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 66.9775 ? X[2] : 67.1745) : (X[0] < 6.37115 ? X[0] :
−26.5709))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : −29.8039) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 76.0331 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 59.3141) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] == 21.7331 ? − 11.5094 : 91.8783)) :
(X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 34.0282 : 85.8957) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 30.1931 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 92.9993 : −29.2615))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) < X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−87.7038) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < −80.2555 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == −4.68982 ? (X[2] < 40.5711 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0]! = −33.4973 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = 72.7559 ? 39.3006 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0] > 37.808 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1]! = 45.0307 ? 82.3251 : 24.6057)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 76.5945) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 33.135)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 66.9775 ? (X[0] ==
33.1226 ? (X[1] < −90.3968 ? 89.4138 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −20.691 ? − 37.9225 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 33.5901 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] < 6.37115 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 99.173 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 28.6749 : 34.8088)) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −4.73393) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 98.2442 : −74.0922))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 53.2707 : 89.7121) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 51.0633 : X[1])) : (X[0]! = −33.5327 ? (X[0] >
−82.4626 ? 52.8337 : −16.0328) : (X[0]! = −93.3875 ? X[2] : 63.8799))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 21.1415 : 54.2361) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 61.7866 : −48.3649)) : (X[2] < 61.4295 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 76.3727 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 1.48223) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 73.9224 : X[2])) : (X[2] < −71.4656 ? (X[0] < −68.6444 ? 0.430897 :
−94.6623) : (X[1] < −27.1568 ? − 89.5853 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 3.80139 ? (X[0]! = 39.9327 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.2126 : 94.1225)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 54.6082)))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 39.3407) : (X[2] > 43.263 ? 45.3134 : X[1])) : (X[0]! = 0.388257 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 77.3525 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 36.3387))) : (X[1] == 21.7331 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 29.5881 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−63.1029) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 69.7478 : −35.311)))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 70.2018 : 80.9782) : (X[1] == −79.1858 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[0] == −48.8948 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 9.73529 : 88.3947) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1]! = −37.0002 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[0]! = 49.3639 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? 43.151 : X[0]) : (X[2] == 50.5896 ? −
21.516 : −78.3712))))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 60.3277 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 21.1915 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 59.0468 : X[2])) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −63.3492 ? 87.8463 : X[2]) :
(X[2] < 70.5074 ? 85.8652 : X[0]))) : (X[0] > 30.1931 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −75.3622) : (X[1] ==
86.1745 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] == 90.2918 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] > −47.6691 ? X[2] : X[0])))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 54.6756 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
78.7)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 6.79178 : X[1]) : (X[1]! = −4.93268 ? − 60.9284 : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : 64.7812) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 70.9642)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==





(13.3555+ tan((log(33.4645) ∗ ((−61.2967/X[0])/((log(33.4645) ∗ log((X[2]/(log(33.4645)−X[2]))))/(X[1]/X[2]))))))
Context 2 (0.621458)
(X[2] == 17.167 ? X[2] : (((X[1] > X[2] ? (((X[0] == −74.9012 ? ((X[1]/X[0]) − (−59.564 ∗ −40.7576)) :
((X[1]/X[0]) + (X[0] ∗ −77.8526)))/((X[0] > 15.3133 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 61.4389 : −8.1939) : (X[2] < −70.7031 ?
78.9638 : 96.7575)) + ((X[1] ∗ X[1]) ∗ (X[0] < 31.7501 ? − 11.8131 : −18.9055))))/((((X[2] < X[1] ? X[2] :
−91.7673) − (−2.13131 + −78.8597)) + ((X[2]/ − 37.0462) + (X[2] == −20.0992 ? − 82.7184 : 0.455402))) +
(X[0] > 62.4001 ? ((−48.5534 − −11.5213) + (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : 68.552)) : ((71.7311 + X[0])/(X[1] ∗ X[0]))))) :
((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0] < −13.7987 ? ((64.6022 − 42.0396) + (X[2] < 37.5477 ? 25.192 : 5.06635)) : ((30.0729 ∗
−78.5418)/(−46.8787 − 26.0751))) : (((14.1751 + 34.9783)/(X[1]/X[1])) ∗ (X[2] < −47.2025 ? (−91.8012 ∗ 31.4392) :
(X[1] > 43.3275 ? X[0] : −78.6436))))/(X[1] < X[0] ? (((−61.3598 + X[2]) − (26.5759 ∗ −19.4658)) ∗ ((X[1] ==
−43.956 ? −7.35336 : X[0])−(−76.0939∗X[1]))) : (X[0]! = 30.6447 ? ((44.6322+X[2])+(−11.1556−X[2])) : ((X[1] >
74.9124 ? X[0] : X[2])/(−71.694 ∗ −15.6503))))))/((X[1] > X[2] ? (((X[0] == −74.9012 ? (37.1694 − −72.3159) :
(−7.28094 +−33.2092))/((X[0] > 15.3133 ? X[2] : X[1]) + (X[2] ∗X[2])))/(((X[1]−X[2]) + (25.2425 +−89.959)) +
(X[0] > 62.4001 ? (81.1285 + 25.2744) : (X[2]/ − 84.3742)))) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0] < −13.7987 ? (X[0] + X[2]) :
(−87.892/X[2])) : ((−55.774/− 83.2866) ∗ (X[2] < −47.2025 ? X[2] : X[1])))/(X[1] < X[0] ? ((X[2]−X[2]) ∗ (X[2]−
84.8242)) : (X[0]! = 30.6447 ? (X[2] + 63.473) : (−7.23515/X[2])))))/((X[1] > X[2] ? (((X[0] == −74.9012 ? X[0] :
−34.3849)/(X[1] + −10.2306))/((X[2] + X[1]) + (X[0] > 62.4001 ? X[0] : 19.9655))) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0] <
−13.7987 ? − 21.4988 : X[2]) : (X[2] ∗ X[2]))/(X[1] < X[0] ? (77.4158 ∗ −46.3251) : (X[0]! = 30.6447 ? 88.3995 :
63.4357))))− ((X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[1]/X[2])/(25.8919 +X[0])) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : 52.5846)/(X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
79.6273)))/((X[1] > X[2] ? (−4.77257/X[0]) : (X[1]/X[1]))/((X[0] == −87.4985 ? X[2] : 25.547)∗(47.8656/X[1])))))))
> (X[0] < (X[0]! = −36.723 ? ((((X[1] > −89.9965 ? (X[0]−X[2]) : (X[2]! = −64.6682 ? X[1] : −85.0663))∗ ((X[2] <
−94.2805 ? X[1] : X[1]) + (X[0]! = 11.689 ? 21.4685 : 50.5691))) ∗ (X[1] < X[2] ? ((82.2509 ∗ X[2]) − (X[1] >
43.8899 ? 71.341 : 34.7469)) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (−62.1416/ − 58.7036) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 17.9549 : X[1])))) ∗ (X[0]! =
X[0] ? ((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 28.7127 : −53.8787) : (−83.3654 +X[1]))/((X[0] < −85.5254 ? 91.1818 :
X[1]) + (X[0] == 61.5214 ? − 53.6174 : X[1]))) : (((X[2] < X[0] ? 84.0664 : X[0]) + (X[0]/X[0])) ∗ ((X[2] −
X[0]) + (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))))) : (X[1] ∗X[1])) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[1]/X[2])/(25.8919 +X[0])) : ((X[0] >
X[0] ? X[2] : 52.5846)/(X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : 79.6273)))/((X[1] > X[2] ? (−4.77257/X[0]) : (X[1]/X[1]))/((X[0] ==
−87.4985 ? X[2] : 25.547)∗ (47.8656/X[1])))) : ((X[0] == −87.4985 ? (X[1] == 49.4631 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[2] ==
−81.3094 ? (X[1]! = −56.2509 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (62.5434/X[0])) − (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : −69.8489) :
(−93.1389−−38.1477))) : (((60.0304/− 46.7521) + (X[1] < 57.8144 ? X[1] : X[0])) + ((X[0] == −13.1748 ? 34.4294 :
X[2]) − (−8.68564 ∗ −22.951)))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[0] == −94.4191 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0]))/(X[0] == X[1] ? (−12.8789−−46.1365) : (−42.9554+X[1]))) : (((X[2]+X[2])/(X[0]+−13.4768))+((X[0] <
X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ∗ (X[2] + −70.8495))))) : (X[1] < −67.6818 ? ((X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0]! = −49.8485 ? (84.0427 ∗
43.1872) : (99.7263 ∗ 0.825699)) : ((51.1879 − 80.8296) ∗ (−29.5951/X[0])))/((X[1] < X[1] ? (18.4453/ − 36.1182) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? − 21.8142 : −41.4822)) ∗ (X[2]! = 78.5553 ? (94.8043 ∗ X[1]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 50.0983 : X[2])))) :
(X[0] > −21.2089 ? ((X[0]! = 28.3459 ? (X[2] == −0.929867 ? X[0] : 81.5814) : (X[2] < 83.1374 ? 97.7932 :
X[0]))/((−62.9038 ∗ X[0]) + (X[0]! = 64.582 ? − 53.0292 : X[1]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[1] − X[1]) + (X[1] <
66.6943 ? 10.9577 : X[1])) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (−89.0158 ∗ X[0]) : (X[0] + X[1])))))) ∗ ((X[1] > X[2] ? (((X[0] ==
−74.9012 ? (13.6533 − −54.8933) : (X[1] +X[2]))/((X[0] > 15.3133 ? X[2] : X[2]) + (X[1] ∗ 24.5787)))/(((61.0329 −
X[1]) + (X[1] + X[2])) + (X[0] > 62.4001 ? (47.6383 + 28.529) : (51.203/X[0])))) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0] <
−13.7987 ? (0.557219 + X[2]) : (X[1]/ − 43.9229)) : ((X[2]/X[0]) ∗ (X[2] < −47.2025 ? X[2] : 48.7107)))/(X[1] <
X[0] ? ((X[2] −X[1]) ∗ (X[2] −X[0])) : (X[0]! = 30.6447 ? (X[0] + −37.8521) : (−14.5368/ − 9.56712))))) ∗ (X[0] >
(X[0]! = −36.723 ? (((X[1]∗X[0])∗(X[1] < X[2] ? 3.46611 : 61.0767))∗(X[0]! = X[0] ? (−38.2471/−87.6286) : (X[2]∗
43.519))) : (X[1] ∗X[1])) ? ((X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[1]/X[2])/(25.8919 +X[0])) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : 52.5846)/(X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : 79.6273)))/((X[1] > X[2] ? (−4.77257/X[0]) : (X[1]/X[1]))/((X[0] == −87.4985 ? X[2] : 25.547) ∗
(47.8656/X[1])))) : ((X[0] == −87.4985 ? (X[1] == 49.4631 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : −92.4716) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[1] < −67.6818 ? (X[0]/ − 91.998) : (X[0] > −21.2089 ? − 13.9608 : −26.0957))) ∗ ((X[1] >
X[2] ? (65.1706/X[1]) : (X[0]/ − 73.5256))/((X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])/(99.928 − −52.5259)))))))) ? (X[0] >
−45.4783 ? 87.2738 : X[2]) : ((X[0] == −87.4985 ? (X[1] == 49.4631 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[2] == −81.3094 ? (X[1]
! = −56.2509 ? (X[2] +X[1]) : (X[2] == 35.6684 ? X[0] : 10.3139)) : ((X[1]! = 55.5627 ? − 65.3746 : −27.8557)/(X[0]
! = 29.6904 ? 34.7303 : −53.7362))) − (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] − 7.35473) : (−98.7029 ∗ X[2])) :
((X[0] < −45.8609 ? X[2] : X[0]) − (X[1]! = 42.6913 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : ((((X[2]/ − 22.6488)/(X[1]/X[0])) + (X[1] <
690
57.8144 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (−28.4597 + 4.82195))) + ((X[0] == −13.1748 ? (X[0] == 17.4055 ? −
6.01076 : 43.2875) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : −89.0084)) − ((X[2]! = −73.7586 ? − 3.99839 : 77.9435) ∗ (X[2] −
X[1]))))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[0] == −94.4191 ? ((67.2495 ∗ X[1])/(X[2]! = −59.8383 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? 7.64033 : −8.86825) : (96.6084 ∗ X[2])))/(X[0] == X[1] ? ((−91.8696 + 85.884) − (X[0] >
−32.1726 ? X[1] : −41.1121)) : ((X[2] + X[2]) + (X[0] > −94.9043 ? − 72.0755 : −95.9228)))) : ((((X[2] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 22.4212) + (X[1] < −21.0888 ? 95.1169 : X[0]))/((X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : −18.0622) + (35.6078 ∗
X[0]))) + ((X[0] < X[1] ? (57.0493/15.2256) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ ((X[1] + 41.3299) + (X[1] ==
−75.4874 ? X[1] : −65.9564)))))) : (X[1] < −67.6818 ? ((X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0]! = −49.8485 ? ((31.6787 − X[0]) ∗
(X[1] > 14.7721 ? X[1] : −70.4472)) : ((X[2]! = 8.04339 ? X[1] : 58.1624) ∗ (X[2] ∗ 40.3964))) : (((X[0] <
−64.7532 ? − 20.7436 : X[0]) − (X[2] ∗ X[2])) ∗ ((X[2] < −19.8556 ? − 90.389 : −20.45)/(X[2] < X[2] ? 32.0401 :
74.9385))))/((X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[1]! = X[1] ? − 29.9416 : 90.5144)/(X[2] ∗ −48.0302)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] >
34.6243 ? 31.5578 : −73.0823) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 64.1004 : −92.7122))) ∗ (X[2]! = 78.5553 ? ((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 77.064 : −55.223) ∗ (X[0] > 33.9659 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(−13.5046 + X[1]))))) : (X[0] > −21.2089 ? ((X[0]! = 28.3459 ? (X[2] == −0.929867 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? 17.7191 :
−72.6315) : (X[1] > 86.0527 ? X[2] : 17.1875)) : (X[2] < 83.1374 ? (X[1] > 3.9132 ? − 10.5294 : 5.50954) :
(11.4193 ∗ X[2])))/(((51.49 ∗ 87.0267) ∗ (75.3833 − X[0])) + (X[0]! = 64.582 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : −39.1503) :
(−95.8644 − X[0])))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (((96.3082/ − 91.2171) − (X[1]/ − 6.02675)) + (X[1] < 66.6943 ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 29.9244 : −82.1228) : (X[1] −X[2]))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? ((43.7066/ − 45.6598) ∗ (X[0]! = −56.5142 ? X[2] :
71.1862)) : ((X[0] − X[0]) + (65.3576/53.8206))))))) ∗ ((X[1] > X[2] ? (((X[0] == −74.9012 ? ((X[1]/X[0]) −
(−59.564 ∗ −40.7576)) : ((X[1]/X[0]) + (X[0] ∗ −77.8526)))/((X[0] > 15.3133 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 61.4389 : −8.1939) :
(X[2] < −70.7031 ? 78.9638 : 96.7575)) + ((X[1] ∗ X[1]) ∗ (X[0] < 31.7501 ? − 11.8131 : −18.9055))))/((((X[2] <
X[1] ? X[2] : −91.7673)−(−2.13131+−78.8597))+((X[2]/−37.0462)+(X[2] == −20.0992 ? −82.7184 : 0.455402)))+
(X[0] > 62.4001 ? ((−48.5534 − −11.5213) + (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : 68.552)) : ((71.7311 + X[0])/(X[1] ∗ X[0]))))) :
((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0] < −13.7987 ? ((64.6022 − 42.0396) + (X[2] < 37.5477 ? 25.192 : 5.06635)) : ((30.0729 ∗
−78.5418)/(−46.8787 − 26.0751))) : (((14.1751 + 34.9783)/(X[1]/X[1])) ∗ (X[2] < −47.2025 ? (−91.8012 ∗ 31.4392) :
(X[1] > 43.3275 ? X[0] : −78.6436))))/(X[1] < X[0] ? (((−61.3598 + X[2]) − (26.5759 ∗ −19.4658)) ∗ ((X[1] ==
−43.956 ? −7.35336 : X[0])−(−76.0939∗X[1]))) : (X[0]! = 30.6447 ? ((44.6322+X[2])+(−11.1556−X[2])) : ((X[1] >
74.9124 ? X[0] : X[2])/(−71.694 ∗ −15.6503))))))/((X[1] > X[2] ? (((X[0] == −74.9012 ? (37.1694 − −72.3159) :
(−7.28094 +−33.2092))/((X[0] > 15.3133 ? X[2] : X[1]) + (X[2] ∗X[2])))/(((X[1]−X[2]) + (25.2425 +−89.959)) +
(X[0] > 62.4001 ? (81.1285 + 25.2744) : (X[2]/ − 84.3742)))) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0] < −13.7987 ? (X[0] + X[2]) :
(−87.892/X[2])) : ((−55.774/− 83.2866) ∗ (X[2] < −47.2025 ? X[2] : X[1])))/(X[1] < X[0] ? ((X[2]−X[2]) ∗ (X[2]−
84.8242)) : (X[0]! = 30.6447 ? (X[2] + 63.473) : (−7.23515/X[2])))))/((X[1] > X[2] ? (((X[0] == −74.9012 ? X[0] :
−34.3849)/(X[1] + −10.2306))/((X[2] + X[1]) + (X[0] > 62.4001 ? X[0] : 19.9655))) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0] <
−13.7987 ? − 21.4988 : X[2]) : (X[2] ∗ X[2]))/(X[1] < X[0] ? (77.4158 ∗ −46.3251) : (X[0]! = 30.6447 ? 88.3995 :
63.4357))))− ((X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[1]/X[2])/(25.8919 +X[0])) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : 52.5846)/(X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
79.6273)))/((X[1] > X[2] ? (3.47369/X[1]) : (X[2]/− 26.6302))/(X[1] > −37.5925 ? 93.4784 : X[2])))))))))
Context 3 (1.842912)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −80.6157 ? ((X[3]%
5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2] < 8.35993 ? 54.3407 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 96.9943 :
56.6508)) : (X[0] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 56.0702 : X[2]) : (X[2] == −59.1568 ? X[0] : −50.2))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1] > −72.6514 ? 50.3132 : 14.9879) : (X[1] > 32.2206 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −86.3757) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 27.252 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1] == −59.6405 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−33.9814)) : (X[2] < 33.0813 ? (X[1] == 1.77295 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > 9.6964 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[0] <
−53.8887 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 90.8451) : (X[2] < −44.2729 ? X[0] : −52.6753)) :
(X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −40.8616) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 48.2128 : X[2]))))) : (X[0] <
X[1] ? (X[1] < −52.7388 ? (X[0] < 90.65 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] : 28.5161) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 20.0634) : (X[0] < 72.3752 ? X[1] :
−0.964078))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > 44.5326 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −24.3845) : (X[1] == −91.711 ? 56.5419 :
X[0])) : (X[0] == −58.5522 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 60.7436 : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? − 9.40452 : X[0])))) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > −21.8262 ? 62.4138 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : −39.6953))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 77.2287 : −76.9487) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 18.2346 : −89.3705)) :
(X[1]! = −67.0145 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : −92.047) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 60.55 : 10.3935)))))) : (X[0]! =
X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 56.9303 : 90.7421) :
(X[2] == 61.324 ? X[0] : 67.4165)) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 33.968 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−87.7135))) : (X[0] < 65.8087 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0]! = −0.471166 ? − 91.6744 : 87.7963) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 56.3437 : −80.8178) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[1]! =
6.58392 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > 29.9506 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] < 59.554 ? 19.9173 :
−15.2252)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 33.741 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = −19.0692 ? − 17.9783 : −68.382))) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0] == 35.3885 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 72.9796) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > 37.2786 ? 57.3921 : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? − 94.1849 : X[0]))))) : (X[1] > 61.7847 ? (X[0] ==
691
X[0] ? (X[0]! = 58.8312 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −5.27755) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −76.1415 ? − 54.0914 : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[0]! = −12.1671 ? X[0] : −37.2706) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 30.7805)) : (X[0] ==
63.3799 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[2] < −79.9457 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] >
−48.2467 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.5634 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 93.7401 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 4.96165 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 90.1822 : 38.515))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 59.2467 : −80.1812) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 99.3955 : 79.0568)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 36.8506 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0] == 83.4998 ? (X[2] < 14.2853 ? 4.17716 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 16.5481 :
12.329)) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 69.8795 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 86.5507 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == −96.9192 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 22.8777 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 32.9785 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = −23.0239 ? 36.2359 : −93.7331)))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −48.8212) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == −87.7453 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] > 80.3726 ? − 88.4132 : 72.1056))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[0] <
59.3497 ? (X[1] > 53.8952 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 78.2651 : −77.0994)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.68051 : 0.485229))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 79.9371 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = −35.6312 ? − 53.4771 : 54.025) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 12.4115)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 44.6166 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[1]! = −28.1817 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 11.2887 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 75.2573 : 88.7606)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 84.4352 : X[0]) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −54.9778)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −86.6799 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? − 52.9736 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 44.665 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 97.4856 : X[0]))) : (X[2] == 74.5205 ? (X[0] > −99.6601 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 67.6481 : X[0])) : (X[0] < 63.9028 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? 46.2181 : X[0]) : (X[1] > −85.65 ? 25.5062 : X[0])))))) :
(X[2] == −65.6682 ? (X[1] == 3.66658 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 62.6643 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −20.0953) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 88.3994 : 55.5364)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] < 77.0056 ? 75.6614 : −80.4608))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < −19.4315 ? X[1] :
42.5358) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 6.81331 : 91.9524)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 2.57452 : X[0]) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 43.4484 : X[2]) :
(X[1]! = X[0] ? − 53.1377 : −0.744168)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < −15.498 ? 52.6076 : 21.1923) : (X[2] >
65.9543 ? − 11.957 : −47.9048))) : (X[1] == 16.3171 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −52.147 ? 52.2653 : −1.74133) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? 48.1185 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2]! = 30.9486 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] == −37.4631 ? X[2] : X[1]))) :
(X[1]! = −30.6236 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −96.9639)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 93.4945 : −44.7149)))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] == 45.1051 ? 89.3094 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 50.2691 : −26.315)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[2] > 64.5494 ? − 16.2701 : −75.2631) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 71.2306 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 42.2969 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 45.6082 : X[2])))))))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] < −11.3703 ? (X[2] >
37.1952 ? (X[2] < 41.8695 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 68.8598 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 74.7077)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 7.38904) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 72.0106)) :
(X[1] < −1.8986 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : 64.3958)))) : (X[1]! = −21.0918 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 70.4226 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −3.27669))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
65.919 ? X[0] : 61.0908) : (X[2] > −35.6174 ? 2.00794 : X[0])) : (X[2] > 47.7764 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : −59.2729) :
(X[0] > X[1] ? 1.10616 : −0.0940095))))) : (X[1]! = 75.8152 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[2] <
−5.34425 ? (X[2] < −17.1585 ? X[2] : −22.3913) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 70.6437 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 49.7855 : 60.1978) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : −10.1061))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == −59.5439 ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[2] : −76.8941) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] > 1.28312 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 21.345 ? − 26.7095 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 42.7649)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −28.2951) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 70.4529 : X[2]))) : (X[0]! = 94.6333 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? 2.83886 : 33.1812) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : −55.83)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > 75.8329 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 66.9578 :
X[0])))))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[1] > −41.7475 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −63.4681 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 0.136313 : X[0]) : (X[1] == −76.5989 ? 36.9279 : −55.0688)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > −69.8407 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −62.7106 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
−73.4878) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2]! = −36.8634 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 88.419 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 4.40997 : X[1])))) : (X[1] == 21.7535 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 96.8037 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > 34.3017 ? X[0] : −90.5201)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 29.2027 : 56.6107) : (X[2] ==
−0.276771 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[0] == 3.25576 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −60.5683 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −56.2782)) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −90.3388) : (X[0] == X[0] ? − 55.6791 :
52.3178))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 13.4978 :
X[0]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? − 73.5555 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] < 53.4659 ? − 38.1225 :
72.9175))) : (X[2]! = 53.9376 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 21.3373 : −85.9824) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[0] == 0.695177 ? X[2] : 59.9419) : (X[0] == 47.0818 ? − 8.97474 : −78.7379)))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 20.1745 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 49.3508 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = 40.108 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[2] < −62.4613 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 34.6203 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −61.4376 ? X[1] : 47.5728))) : (X[2] <
692
−83.1634 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] < −89.8012 ? 85.2168 : −84.445) : (X[1] > X[2] ? 38.1093 : 86.2369)) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 47.9574 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 73.4238 ? X[0] : 37.0296))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == 64.4415 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 4.78396) : (X[1] > −63.7824 ? − 36.4232 : −23.4371)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 54.5572 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 51.3358 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
−32.7669 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 20.9666 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 16.9492 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > 80.5807 ? X[1] : −45.759) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 67.9771 : 41.785))) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[0] > −39.3467 ? − 50.5065 : 19.4364) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] < −31.0517 ? (X[0]! =
3.25222 ? 77.1378 : −82.5801) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))))) : (X[2] > −77.6332 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 34.2039) : (X[1] > X[1] ? 64.4209 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] ==
−85.9654 ? X[1] : −16.4066) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.4771 : −97.5972))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0]! = 68.9835 ? (X[1] >
41.4173 ? 33.1896 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 48.1901 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > 91.1933 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[2] < 82.7253 ? X[0] : 32.5786)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
−97.7515 ? − 96.9754 : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? − 35.0795 : −71.7856)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < 6.67643 ? X[1] :
45.5296) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.1725 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.6081 : −22.3505)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < 10.9427 ? − 56.6294 : −83.7633) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? − 44.0014 : 8.84698)))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 71.587 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
97.2912 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? 43.4533 : 81.5929) : (X[1]! = 92.6648 ? − 63.876 : X[1])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? − 6.45512 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 63.9592 : 84.8549))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −65.4715) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 55.1538 : −97.5639)) : (X[0] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 50.5565 : −88.9763) : (X[1] < X[0] ? 86.4019 : −80.595)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = −40.0973 ? (X[2] ==
−60.4463 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 6.13) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 66.8682 : 45.8593)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 36.4305 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 99.0489 : 50.9803))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
−82.3579 ? X[2] : −22.5224) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? −91.0367 : 83.4703)) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[2] < −44.5211 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(X[0]! = 24.1649 ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 24.157 ? (X[1] > 37.0618 ? (X[1] >
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 45.5788)) : (X[0] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 78.1699 : 92.4257) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −8.16524 ? (X[0] == −65.5481 ? X[2] : −85.5008) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.1998 : −32.0272)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 25.5804 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 14.7786)))) : (X[1] > −92.6729 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = −12.0494 ? − 19.5397 :
X[2]) : (X[2] == −74.5272 ? X[0] : −63.8363)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 89.0361) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 88.3167 : X[2]))) : (X[1] > −9.83677 ? (X[2] > 63.8212 ? (X[2] == 71.8561 ? − 24.0905 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < −6.31003 ? X[2] : −96.2277) : (X[1] > X[2] ? 61.9539 : 35.2798))))))))) :
(X[1] > (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.0606 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 69.9581 : X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] == 44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 :
−97.6514)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 : X[0]))))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 60.1224 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : −34.6064)) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : −12.345) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 41.8138))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 38.9055 : 94.6053) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? 65.6512 : 79.6277)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? − 97.6076 : −2.30944)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : 24.7832) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? 73.6821 : X[1])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 49.5803) ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : −91.9392) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −82.8651))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 0.514445 :
−24.624) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 90.5823 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −7.54618) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 78.5236 : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 0.912487 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? 11.0023 :
−51.3014)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 24.7369 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 69.5286 : X[0])) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 22.6011 : 77.9542) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 10.8324 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : 13.8183)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 93.5264 : X[2])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 90.6223 : X[2]) ? (X[0] >
−70.9722 ? X[0] : −16.9326) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 87.6171))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −26.4532) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 36.0264))) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? 85.2533 :
48.8035)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 53.3508 : 2.81975) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 70.3467 : X[0])) : (X[0] < (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : −56.9323) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 21.6845 : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[2] == (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 66.5008) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 27.5122 : X[2])) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 47.1752 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 11.2668 : −93.7906))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 68.5285 : −23.1553) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? 98.6009 : X[1])) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? 13.9241 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −76.572) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : 83.9662)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 22.8064 :
−70.7633)))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 97.816 : X[1]) : (X[0] <
−49.253 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : −87.8956) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 98.1514 :
−69.7244))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 22.7215 :
693
30.4311)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? − 64.0709 : 5.25935) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 80.554)))) : (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 32.2248 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 66.2312 : −96.2767) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? − 46.878 : X[1])) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > 78.7101 ? X[0] : 62.6135) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 35.5897 : X[0]) : (X[0] ==
X[0] ? −19.113 : X[2])) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? 15.6538 : 27.2735) ? (X[0] > −57.1668 ? −84.1596 : X[2]) : (X[0] >
−21.5911 ? X[2] : X[2])))))) ? (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.0606 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.05777 :
−91.4985) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.9581 : X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] == 44.6317 ? 73.8595 :
−99.7859)))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 : X[1]) : (X[1] ==
X[2] ? − 63.1288 : −97.6514)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? 63.1136 :
56.6679))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.5161 :
−64.6246)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 : X[0]))))) ? (X[0] <
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 83.0606 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.9581 :
X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > 26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] == 44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 : −97.6514)) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 : X[0]))))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 55.4801) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 87.6416 : 3.85046)) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 64.8581 : −23.8008) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 44.6056 : X[1]))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) :
(X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 25.9905 : −30.8568) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? X[2] : X[1])) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? 42.7254 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] >
X[2] ? − 66.7035 : 86.7844)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? − 56.772 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 72.184 :
−16.0285)))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 97.816 : X[1]) : (X[0] <
−49.253 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : −87.8956) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 98.1514 : −69.7244))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 22.7215 : 30.4311)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? − 64.0709 : 5.25935) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 80.554)))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 84.8179 : X[1])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 86.7467 : 38.38) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 49.6599))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) :
(X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 76.4878 : 25.0658)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 8.72417 : 45.1101) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 53.9751 :
8.48644))))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? − 5.11608 : −75.2548)) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 67.4217 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 12.8977 :
X[2]))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] ==
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 22.6217 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? − 56.7369 : −87.1259)) ? (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 39.6317 : −67.1046) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : −87.0003)) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −88.6815)))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] <
59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 97.816 : X[1]) : (X[0] < −49.253 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : −87.8956) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 98.1514 : −69.7244))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 22.7215 : 30.4311)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? − 64.0709 : 5.25935) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 80.554)))) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 10.5921 : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] <
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : X[1])) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? (X[2] > 98.9125 ? 73.9115 : −41.6162) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? (X[0] > −53.512 ? − 25.3397 : 47.1251) : (X[2] > −45.2387 ? 4.71838 : X[2])))))) : (X[0] < (X[0]! = (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? −83.0606 :
X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.9581 : X[0]))) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] == 44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 : −97.6514)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] >
−54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 : X[0]))))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −30.7776) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 26.7723 : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? 81.1992 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 90.2578))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 83.5669 : X[2]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 15.9714 : −13.159) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2])))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 15.3708 : 82.6732) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] :
−52.0211)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : 26.9449) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! =
694
X[2] ? 74.8851 : 39.1998) ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : 4.43618) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 47.9427 : 49.0666))) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −22.2657) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : 28.5544)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 2.20468 : 79.5438) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 37.4974 : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? X[1] : −19.4207) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : −90.4934)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 2.14807 :
X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : −15.5101)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −64.4791) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 38.4058 : −79.1426)))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 34.7754 : X[2]) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? − 14.2684 : X[1])) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 10.0336 :
X[2])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 66.3871) ? (X[0] > −3.64864 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 16.9991 :
97.3717))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 29.4251 : 70.7434)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 16.727 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[0] : 41.6365)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : 36.1244) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? − 70.5668 : X[0])) : (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 34.3568 : X[0]) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 1.39521) :
(X[0] == −61.7159 ? − 65.0824 : −45.0737))))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? 47.4517 : −49.9505) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 33.4513 : 55.3323)) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.4237 :
17.6449) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 75.0471 : −56.2156))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
−43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) : (X[1] <
64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 3.18438 : −14.3356) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? − 86.7317 : −56.4989)) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 72.4848) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : −7.13158)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 64.9042 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
−12.8152)))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 97.816 : X[1]) : (X[0] <
−49.253 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : −87.8956) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 98.1514 :
−69.7244))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 22.7215 :
30.4311)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? − 64.0709 : 5.25935) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 80.554)))) : (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −44.7936) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 25.8762 : 89.0062)) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 47.1051 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 14.2926 : X[0]))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? 36.3316 : −17.7486)) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > 88.6383 ? − 87.4363 : 81.7429) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 7.09388 : X[0]) :
(X[0] == −94.104 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 72.5903 : X[2]) ? (X[0] > 68.8296 ? X[0] : 15.2128) :
(X[0] > 46.157 ? 36.914 : 52.7802)))))) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.0606 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.9581 : X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] ==
44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 :
X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 : −97.6514)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] <
64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 :
X[0]))))) ? (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? − 5.13315 : −99.3485) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 87.1742 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 15.8072 :
X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 44.0316 : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 69.0741 : −13.7405) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 92.8995 : X[1])) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −14.1823) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −63.8872))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 82.316 : 21.4482) : (X[0] == −33.5824 ? X[0] : 76.1285)) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? 70.7013 : −25.8624) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 71.9581)) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? 83.2055 :
X[0]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 74.7796) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 25.8269 : X[1]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : 34.3397) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 19.7066 : −71.4814) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? 96.1875 : −43.2464) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 27.3599 : −3.60864) : (X[0] < −42.9397 ? − 47.0645 : −12.8163)))) : (X[2] == (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 92.1574 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[0] : −0.0906644)) ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 2.29111 : 99.4178) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 35.7576 : X[1])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? 16.519 :
44.4679) ? (X[0] > X[1] ? − 25.2614 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 23.1989))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] <
59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 56.9818 : 17.5066) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : −0.00935965)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −27.9548) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 52.162 : X[1]))) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 9.73541 :
X[2]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : 6.56031)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 20.711 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 1.13081 :
−62.864)) : (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −64.0901) ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : 33.6001) : (X[0]! = −91.9738 ? 25.9288 :
−67.6542))))) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 70.2504) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 85.4928)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : 97.4284) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 46.7901 :
X[1]))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 97.3127 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 38.7405 :
X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −51.6484) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 5.87878)))) ? (X[0]! =
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −8.6777) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 62.2116 : X[1])) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 85.9887) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 22.0207 : X[1]))) ? (X[0] <
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 8.92056 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? 42.5641 : X[1])) ? (X[2] > (X[0] >
−54.7282 ? − 7.67226 : 1.50913) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] > 43.8044 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 2.45024 : X[2]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? 4.50166 : 34.352))) : (X[2] ==
(X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 75.1137 : 85.6837) : (X[0] == X[0] ? 35.7692 :
−18.0479)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 52.4598 : X[0])) : (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 52.4143) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])))) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! =
695
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 74.9293 : −37.2803) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 91.8648 : 96.8028)) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 96.1703 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 62.8978 : X[2]))) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? 64.7683 : X[0])) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
30.9686) ? (X[0] > 85.0931 ? 24.3363 : 2.93556) : (X[2] > X[2] ? − 49.5646 : −20.8896)) : (X[2] > (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : 33.9539) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 51.1746 : 11.7297) : (X[0] == −83.5672 ? X[1] : 40.1471))) : (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[2] : −57.6803) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? − 84.2827 : 23.4594)) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 62.4235 : 27.1097) ? (X[2] > 21.1953 ? 35.25 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? − 0.175452 : −2.77209)) : (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −61.411) ? (X[2] > −5.13808 ? X[2] : −88.2754) : (X[0] < 27.6104 ? 11.6767 : 67.4956)))))) :
(X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.0606 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 69.9581 : X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] == 44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 :
−97.6514)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 : X[0]))))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 69.7258 : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −45.7273))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 27.9893 : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? − 44.1683 : 69.3399)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? X[1] : 95.7995)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 11.1335 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 57.7991 :
−64.1177)) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[0] > 10.5413 ? −32.4973 : −52.127) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] :
86.6436))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 33.912 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 15.2279 :
65.689)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 91.3073 : 26.1737) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 84.263 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? 32.3644 : −89.6269)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : 58.6775) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : −96.3256)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −50.4801) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 30.2357 : X[1]) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? 1.92339 : 2.95407)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 6.18765 : −92.8627) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 24.2436 : X[0]) ? (X[0] > X[1] ? − 34.2542 : −83.8106) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 30.4745))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 4.76773 : 60.8091) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[1] : X[2])) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? − 36.5612 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 80.2231 : X[1])) : (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] == 2.04864 ? 7.7104 : X[1]))))) : (X[0]! = (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −71.7745) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 37.5135 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 8.04648))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[0] : −50.741) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[1] : −60.1286)) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > 33.4643 ? X[1] : −50.9909) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 2.61625 :
X[2]) : (X[0] == 43.2848 ? X[0] : −6.95716)) : (X[2] == (X[0] > X[2] ? − 81.0683 : −77.8742) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 5.40287 : −42.8716) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 36.3882 : 58.8393))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? 20.4969 :
X[0]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −93.599) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 30.4223 : 83.61)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] <
59.3565 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 48.0872 : X[0])) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? − 85.5655 : 7.67671)))) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : 14.7238) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 36.2366 : X[2])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.922 :
−44.9376) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 46.515 : −90.9957) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? − 61.6387 : −2.17112)) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 52.5326 : 94.2058) ? (X[2] > −61.8124 ? X[0] :
−84.0398) : (X[2] == 49.3102 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? − 46.2325 : 24.4813))) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 66.8178 : 63.1367) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : −65.5032)) ? (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[0] < 33.5879 ? 19.495 : −74.4906) :
(X[2] == −5.85274 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 4.95453 : 80.7941) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 49.9522 :
−76.0375) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 49.5133 : X[1])))) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : 78.3808) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 38.4832 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 1.46913 :
79.019) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 54.2155 : 62.3439))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[1] : −82.8548)) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > −63.5736 ? X[1] : 0.157481) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : −9.30437) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 62.3144 : 95.8104))) : (X[0]! = (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] == −80.8709 ? 73.6424 : −15.8167)) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 58.3396) ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? − 14.9021 : 22.6965) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 40.2505 : X[1])) : X[1])))))) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.0606 : X[2])) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.9581 : X[0]))) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] == 44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 : −97.6514)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] >
−54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 : X[0]))))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.0606 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.9581 : X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] ==
696
44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 :
X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 : −97.6514)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] <
64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 :
X[0]))))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : 55.4801) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? 87.6416 : 3.85046)) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −64.8581 : −23.8008) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? −44.6056 :
X[1]))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 25.9905 : −30.8568) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : X[1])) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? 42.7254 :
X[0]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? − 66.7035 : 86.7844)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 56.772 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 72.184 : −16.0285)))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 97.816 : X[1]) : (X[0] < −49.253 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] :
−87.8956) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 98.1514 : −69.7244))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 22.7215 : 30.4311)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? − 64.0709 : 5.25935) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
80.554)))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 84.8179 :
X[1])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 86.7467 : 38.38) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 49.6599))) ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] >
−54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
59.3565 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 76.4878 : 25.0658)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 8.72417 :
45.1101) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 53.9751 : 8.48644))))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 5.11608 : −75.2548)) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 67.4217 :
X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 12.8977 : X[2]))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) :
(X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) :
(X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 22.6217 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? − 56.7369 : −87.1259)) ? (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 39.6317 : −67.1046) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : −87.0003)) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −88.6815)))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] <
59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 97.816 : X[1]) : (X[0] < −49.253 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : −87.8956) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 98.1514 : −69.7244))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 22.7215 : 30.4311)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? − 64.0709 : 5.25935) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 80.554)))) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 10.5921 : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] <
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : X[1])) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? (X[2] > 98.9125 ? 73.9115 : −41.6162) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? (X[0] > −53.512 ? − 25.3397 : 47.1251) : (X[2] > −45.2387 ? 4.71838 : X[2])))))) : (X[0] < (X[0]! = (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? −83.0606 :
X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.9581 : X[0]))) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] == 44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 : −97.6514)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] >
−54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 : X[0]))))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −30.7776) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 26.7723 : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? 81.1992 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 90.2578))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 83.5669 : X[2]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 15.9714 : −13.159) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2])))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 15.3708 : 82.6732) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] :
−52.0211)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : 26.9449) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! =
X[2] ? 74.8851 : 39.1998) ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : 4.43618) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 47.9427 : 49.0666))) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −22.2657) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : 28.5544)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 2.20468 : 79.5438) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 37.4974 : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? X[1] : −19.4207) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : −90.4934)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 2.14807 :
X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : −15.5101)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −64.4791) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 38.4058 : −79.1426)))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 34.7754 : X[2]) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? − 14.2684 : X[1])) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 10.0336 :
X[2])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 66.3871) ? (X[0] > −3.64864 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 16.9991 :
97.3717))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 29.4251 : 70.7434)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 16.727 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[0] : 41.6365)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : 36.1244) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? − 70.5668 : X[0])) : (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 34.3568 : X[0]) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 1.39521) :
(X[0] == −61.7159 ? − 65.0824 : −45.0737))))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? 47.4517 : −49.9505) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 33.4513 : 55.3323)) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.4237 :
17.6449) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 75.0471 : −56.2156))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
−43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 : X[1]) : (X[1] <
64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 3.18438 : −14.3356) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? − 86.7317 : −56.4989)) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 72.4848) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : −7.13158)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 64.9042 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
697
−12.8152)))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 97.816 : X[1]) : (X[0] <
−49.253 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : −87.8956) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 98.1514 :
−69.7244))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 22.7215 :
30.4311)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? − 64.0709 : 5.25935) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 80.554)))) : (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −44.7936) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 25.8762 : 89.0062)) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 47.1051 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 14.2926 : X[0]))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −43.2769) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? 14.4791 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? 36.3316 : −17.7486)) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > 88.6383 ? − 87.4363 : 81.7429) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 7.09388 : X[0]) :
(X[0] == −94.104 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 72.5903 : X[2]) ? (X[0] > 68.8296 ? X[0] : 15.2128) :
(X[0] > 46.157 ? 36.914 : 52.7802)))))) ? (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.0606 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.9581 : X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] ==
44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 :
X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 : −97.6514)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] <
64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 :
X[0]))))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 38.4298) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? − 79.5592 : −20.9076) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−81.6609))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 22.3003 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 83.1227 :
60.6344)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 96.863) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 84.2813 : 52.237)))) ? (X[2] >
(X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 83.25 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? 30.5582 : −40.784)) ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : 15.2094) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 76.7481 : 9.18594)) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 78.4247 : −84.3963) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 97.2211 : −84.1574))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] <
59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −54.3173) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : 98.7673)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 27.2399 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 73.7755 : 75.9978))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[2] :
−28.2581) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : X[1])) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 34.7522 : X[1]) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 6.10974) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.0337 :
X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 53.9559 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[0] :
2.78103)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : −77.5904) : (X[2] < X[0] ? −91.5393 : −61.4691)) : (X[0] ==
(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 41.7352) ? (X[0] > 40.2106 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −93.8421))) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 3.13368) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 27.9784 : −44.0155)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 91.4213 : −53.7522))) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? − 41.2305 : X[1])) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 0.334045 :
55.2215) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 86.4187 : X[0]) ? (X[0] > −32.5571 ? X[0] :
59.6507) : (X[0] == 76.882 ? X[2] : −84.6611))))) : (X[0] < (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 76.7814 : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 87.3324 : X[1])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 18.2386 :
X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 47.4704 : −67.6016))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[0] > 82.8151 ? − 79.6419 : −66.404)) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > −78.1498 ? X[2] : −66.3921) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−92.5251) : (X[0] == 38.8146 ? X[1] : 33.1441)) : (X[2] == (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
15.1599) : (X[0] > X[2] ? − 51.6328 : 15.5268))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 96.2861) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 45.0406 : −90.1559)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? X[1] : 37.7601) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 94.1609 : X[0])) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 39.157 : 14.9431) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] <
X[1] ? − 36.7889 : X[0])))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? 94.6922 : −70.8774)) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 80.274) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 77.6823 :
X[0]))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 11.3602 : 31.3833) : (X[0] == X[1] ? −
46.7997 : X[0])) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? 96.4548 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 2.15394)) : (X[0] ==
(X[1]! = X[2] ? 75.3257 : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 76.7794 : 30.0347) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 72.2917 : −6.58437))) :
(X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? 51.2378 : −69.7222) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] == 78.8702 ? X[2] :
4.65669)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? X[0] : −49.2769) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −30.1097)) : (X[0] >
(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −12.8039) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 51.3457 : −5.15213) : (X[0] < 1.93777 ? − 50.4628 : 28.7067)))) :
(X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 94.8159 : 70.9981) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 54.768 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −68.4601))) ? (X[0] <
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 41.5935 : 72.3925) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[2] : X[1])) ? (X[2] > (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[2] : 77.8473) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 70.7506) : (X[0] == 67.0856 ? X[0] : −61.0036)) : (X[2] == (X[0] >
82.9938 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 39.3202 : X[0]))) : (X[0] < (X[0]! = (X[1]! =
X[2] ? 9.75997 : −52.7838) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 29.3613 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −19.2722 ? 64.1892 : X[0])) ? (X[0]! =
(X[1]! = X[2] ? 98.5934 : X[0]) ? (X[0] < 18.5959 ? X[0] : −12.4999) : (X[0] < 48.5156 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0]! =
(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 5.38231 : X[2])))))) : (X[0] <
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 19.8624 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 83.0606 : X[2])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.05777 : −91.4985) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 69.9581 :
X[0]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > 26.6099 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] == 44.6317 ? 73.8595 : −99.7859)))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 49.5826 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? − 63.1288 : −97.6514)) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[1] > −54.8307 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 64.2687 ? 63.1136 : 56.6679))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? − 13.4895 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.5161 : −64.6246)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 89.8214 : X[0]))))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
698
X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 69.7258 : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −45.7273))) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? 27.9893 : X[0])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 44.1683 :
69.3399)))) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[1] :
95.7995)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? −11.1335 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? −57.7991 : −64.1177)) : (X[0] ==
(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[0] > 10.5413 ? − 32.4973 : −52.127) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 86.6436))) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 33.912 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 15.2279 : 65.689)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 91.3073 : 26.1737) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? − 84.263 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? 32.3644 : −89.6269)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] :
58.6775) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : −96.3256)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −50.4801) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 30.2357 : X[1]) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? 1.92339 : 2.95407)) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 6.18765 : −92.8627) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[0] == (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 24.2436 : X[0]) ? (X[0] > X[1] ? − 34.2542 : −83.8106) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] :
30.4745))) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 4.76773 : 60.8091) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! =
−98.6183 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[1] : X[2])) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 36.5612 : X[1]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? 80.2231 : X[1])) : (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] ==
2.04864 ? 7.7104 : X[1]))))) : (X[0] < (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
−27.5514) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 80.92 : X[0]) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : −14.477))) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? 48.3341 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[0] :
67.0857)) ? (X[2] > (X[0] > X[1] ? 99.7629 : 34.7248) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 94.7939 : 47.3009) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? 48.0768 : X[1])) : (X[2] == (X[0] > 44.7334 ? X[0] : 57.9108) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −32.0987) :
(X[0] > 54.7254 ? 71.1422 : X[2]))) : (X[2] == (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 65.894 : 26.6184) ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −14.6254) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 23.1816 : −34.5632)) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 59.3565 ? X[2] :
24.1168) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 43.1828) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−35.191) : (X[0] < −40.2534 ? X[2] : −32.2542)))) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : −14.7751)) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 62.0936 :
−11.3415) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) ? (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[1] : −10.4153) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? − 0.491561 : −51.9894)) ? (X[0] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −36.7676) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −15.9013) :
(X[2] == 39.9807 ? − 80.9897 : 75.6384)) : (X[2] == (X[0] > −64.8567 ? X[0] : 47.84) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 52.0708 :
X[1]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : −44.1111))) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? − 72.2037 : X[2]) : (X[0] >
82.8151 ? − 49.9004 : X[2])) ? (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? 53.5048 : X[1]) ? (X[0] < −0.583211 ? X[1] : −28.7162) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? −76.8906 : 40.1203) ? (X[0] > 49.534 ? −96.2705 : 15.1305) :
(X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : −0.571634)))) : (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 79.5562) :
(X[1] == X[0] ? 37.7637 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 54.1087 : −71.8287) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
−40.8565))) ? (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −98.6183 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 82.8151 ? X[0] : X[0])) ? (X[0] <
(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 2.85217 : X[2]) ? (X[2] > −25.2745 ? 57.7251 : 5.83878) : (X[2] == 89.5234 ? X[1] : −47.35)) :
(X[0] < (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[0] > −36.5079 ? X[2] : −53.7408) : (X[0] > −22.5205 ? 99.2439 :
−70.4974))) : (X[0] < (X[0]! = (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[0] < −13.3558 ? − 79.6821 : X[0]) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[0]! = −19.0965 ? − 74.5504 : X[2]) : (X[0]! =
15.4192 ? − 22.4435 : 1.33272)) : (X[0] > (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 50.85 : −14.0954) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 96.9971) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]))))))))))
Context 4 (5.895132)
tan(tan(cos(((((X[1]/X[2]) ∗ tan((X[0]− 72.2795)))− ((((log(X[2])+ cos(X[1])) ∗ tan(tan(−10.7642)))/(((−57.8044 ∗




X[2])))) ∗ ((((−66.0107+ 29.1469) ∗ tan(44.3544))/((21.6824−X[0]) ∗ (4.95868/X[0])))− (((−59.2736 ∗X[0])/(X[1] ∗
X[2])) + ((−40.0433/− 2.12166)/(−6.73283 ∗ −9.4282))))))))))
Context 5 (3.279088)
(pow(pow((X[2]/X[1]), 3), 4)− ((35.1952−X[0])+(((((X[2]+80.2781)−80.2781)−pow(pow((31.6661/X[1]), 3), 4))+
(((X[2]+80.2781)−80.2781)/(((X[0]−80.2781)−pow(X[1], 4))∗ (8.11084+X[1]))))+ (((X[2]+80.2781)−80.2781)/
(((((X[2]+80.2781)−80.2781)−pow(pow((31.6661/X[1]), 3), 4))+(((X[2]+80.2781)−80.2781)/(((X[0]−80.2781)−
pow(X[1], 4)) − (8.11084 + X[1])))) − (((X[2] ∗ X[1]) − ((X[1] + −7.48944) + (28.8131 + X[0])))/(((X[2] ∗ X[1]) −
((X[1] +−7.48944) + (28.8131 +X[0])))/(8.11084 +X[1]))))))))
699
Context 6 (11.080784)
((65.3068 − X[1]) − ((tan((log(log((X[0] ∗ 87.0304))) − sin(((43.2193 − 73.3089) ∗ cos(58.0047)))))/log((45.7791 ∗




(log(((((sin(cos(((X[1] ∗ 68.7137) − log(X[2]))))/tan(log(tan(log(X[1]))))) − ((sin(((X[1] − 19.344) ∗ (−62.5451 ∗
56.9485)))/sin(((59.8594/62.0438)/(X[1]/X[2]))))− (sin(sin(sin(71.2991))) + cos(((−20.4834/− 37.2087)− (X[0] +
30.5168)))))) + cos(tan((((sin(X[1]) + cos(X[0])) + tan((−16.5835/X[2])))/((tan(−56.9743) ∗ sin(−11.0976))/
(log(3.43379) ∗ (72.8535 ∗X[0]))))))) + (((((((X[1]−X[2]) + sin(X[0])) ∗ ((6.6167 + 32.7561)/log(−33.3112))) ∗ (sin(
log(81.023))− (cos(54.1029)− (X[2]∗−81.9697))))/(cos(log((60.7706−X[0])))+(cos(sin(X[0]))∗ cos(tan(X[1])))))−
cos(cos(log(sin((−93.6645+94.147))))))∗log(sin((sin(sin((X[2]+X[0])))+log((cos(X[2])−(−26.8781/−9.00809))))))
)))∗log((((((((log(X[2])−tan(−20.3126))∗((X[2]∗X[1])+cos(−68.5721)))/log(log((−87.2776+X[0]))))+((tan((X[1]∗
−8.09449))− ((−59.1284 ∗X[0])− log(−42.3086))) ∗ cos(tan(log(6.78956)))))/log((log(tan(tan(−51.8098)))− sin((
log(28.3812)/(X[2]−80.9637))))))+sin(log(((tan(tan(X[0]))−((72.8173∗X[1])−(X[2]∗−47.2499)))/tan(cos(tan(X[1])
))))))+((((((log(X[2])−tan(−20.3126))∗((X[2]∗X[1])+cos(−68.5721)))/log(log((−87.2776+X[0]))))+((tan((X[1]∗




X[0]))) + (((X[1] +X[1])/log(−93.3671)) + ((X[2] ∗X[2])/log(X[1]))))))))))
D.2.0.63 Transition Functions:
Context 1 (29.810990)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > −24.1396 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = −24.2233 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2]! = −25.5283 ? ((X[3]%
5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −41.6182 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −64.4451) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 76.8361 : −82.6287) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : 70.3239))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] > 24.7198 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 42.2149 : 5.34366) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 79.9209 : 16.4787)) : (X[2] <
26.5913 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 67.3548 : 73.0731) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 27.6653 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 61.8313 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 49.5959 : 52.8128)) :
(X[2]! = 58.6742 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 73.9794) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 57.201 : X[1]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 73.5084 : −78.6198)) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 25.1434 :
−62.7557) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : −62.4719))))) : (X[2] == −84.7229 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] ==
71.5963 ? (X[1] > 43.4815 ? 83.1447 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 82.9637 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
X[0] ? − 37.6963 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 37.514 : 24.1629))) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 83.1112 : X[2]) : (X[1] > −31.7265 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 72.578 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 62.1387 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −16.6664) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 18.8728 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? − 87.5179 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.933 : −51.0737))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 60.0256 : X[0]) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? − 29.3609 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 30.2468 : 38.4479) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
54.8088)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −36.7069) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −53.7775) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −71.7222))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 78.7454 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 36.9347 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 20.9001 : 12.8048) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : 99.2037)))) : (X[0] > −25.0909 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] > −50.4649 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 70.9527 : 40.0384)) : (X[1]! = −7.44802 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 1.34252) : (X[2] >
−31.0403 ? 32.6408 : 34.8056))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −86.1211)) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 99.082 : −13.5985) : (X[0] < −93.3273 ? X[2] :
X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : −62.2349) :
(X[2] < 0.282498 ? 91.3686 : 71.0329)) : (X[0] < 48.6088 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 19.161 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] :
−73.3428))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < −85.734 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] == 93.5531 ? − 44.393 :
−51.2691)) : (X[0]! = 46.5943 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? 12.8867 : −56.4555) : (X[2]! = −26.4427 ? X[1] : X[2])))) :
(X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 5.53851) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 32.8692 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 56.2577) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 65.6071 : −0.24955))) : (X[0] <
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−65.7059 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 62.2168 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 55.5375 : −24.9493)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < 55.9915 ? − 18.8241 : −18.1513) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 73.826 : 15.5413))))))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == 66.6244 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? − 12.51 : 81.3702) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 12.2496 : X[0])) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 70.3645 :
X[1]) : (X[1]! = 34.2647 ? X[2] : −46.0527))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 86.6165 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 65.8569 : −91.1998)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 56.5647 : −60.4048) : (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −95.116 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 38.1649 :
94.4524) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 73.9157 : −43.6212)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 45.2512 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −87.0187))) : (X[0] > 80.1372 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 22.0869) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 81.534 : −67.037)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −54.5471) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))) :
(X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 62.8887 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −28.5841) : (X[0] <
−6.8274 ? 42.176 : 10.1027)) : (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[2] < −80.6634 ? − 97.5033 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −50.4842 ? X[0] :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > −61.1006 ? − 24.6523 : −12.4974) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] :
−15.7974)) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[1] > 60.259 ? X[1] : −31.8078) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 76.4621 : X[0])))) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] > −72.8935 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : 52.5181) : (X[1] > 32.4682 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 82.3064 ? 19.5763 : 81.8436) : (X[2] > 97.7353 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = 69.5735 ? − 58.9186 : 35.8827) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))))) : (X[2] == −31.3324 ? (X[1] >
−41.1951 ? (X[2] > −82.6926 ? (X[0]! = 73.3266 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.3902 : 3.63229) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 11.6622 : 4.08251)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 57.4943) : (X[1]! =
X[1] ? X[1] : 83.9633))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : 92.4466) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 88.1641 : −32.2806)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > −70.485 ? X[1] : −51.5221) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 72.3582 :
40.3816)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1] < 29.1758 ? (X[1] > 82.9524 ? 44.4124 : −78.8841) : (X[0] <
−22.6677 ? 14.8608 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = 53.4822 ? 99.8599 : −50.5343) : (X[0]! = −24.269 ? X[0] :
31.0555))) : (X[1]! = 52.1636 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : 24.8197) : (X[1] < X[0] ? − 99.1583 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] == −82.8001 ? X[0] : 74.2258))))) : (X[2]! =
86.763 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 41.6928 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 22.8681 : −95.0525) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2]! = 32.8392 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : 36.7969) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] :
−49.9466))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 32.8829 ? (X[0] == 30.7512 ? X[1] : −91.6441) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 23.9653 : −57.4858)) : (X[2] < −59.1865 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 48.6895 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1])))) : (X[1] > 81.6945 ? (X[2]! = 71.8975 ? (X[2]! = −69.2977 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 87.0484 : X[2]) : (X[2] >
−45.3613 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : 13.0759) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 15.2735 :
−28.9277))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > −40.3712 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −58.5477) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 87.6458 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? 37.2956 : X[2])))))))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2]! = −39.3923 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 95.0602 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 38.6036 : −92.902) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 22.5894 : −33.2231) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 6.15788))) : (X[1] < 30.4357 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 46.2367 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −46.7244)) : (X[2] == −22.8737 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 4.47809 :
X[0]) : (X[0] > 74.2296 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] ==
81.8436 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0]! = −93.5862 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 16.7946 : 96.0621) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? 72.1113 : −41.4817))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : −74.8312) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[2] == −92.7845 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 77.5969 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−22.4909))))) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == −95.1397 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−40.231) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == −87.6187 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] > 69.3497 ? 24.9615 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 33.7067 : −77.891)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 44.2858 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 97.5079 :
66.3457)))) : (X[1] > 80.8964 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1]! = 64.7089 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : −17.371)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 80.6345))) :
(X[0] > −55.9497 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 23.0106) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 59.3064 : −96.566) : (X[0] == −15.9797 ? − 76.3041 : 57.0846)))))) : (X[2] < 44.5569 ? (X[0]! =
−14.733 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = −83.8353 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 35.6696 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 28.2217)) : (X[0] > −35.0978 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 38.4604 : 21.0617) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 9.74007 :
−78.6355))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 47.6633 ? 90.4207 : X[2]) : (X[0] == 30.7536 ? X[2] :
−87.0789)) : (X[2]! = 44.2068 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? 31.6335 : 63.9246) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? 66.4681 : X[2])))) : (X[1] >
65.0971 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 11.0881 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 80.2763 : 50.3859)) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.6371 : 89.5351) : (X[0] == 4.42986 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 64.7141 : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : −10.6019)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]))))) : (X[0] < −70.0977 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! = −26.2403 ? 54.5571 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = 42.496 ? − 39.7038 :
−93.5447)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −93.2278) : (X[0] > −29.77 ? − 46.1853 : X[2]))) : (X[0] >
57.9506 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −11.0558) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 84.9617 : 78.5604)) : (X[1]! =
−82.176 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 15.328 : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] < −80.3451 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 0.277267 : 60.2206) : (X[2]! = −32.5488 ? 64.3695 : 9.847)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 70.0992 : X[1]))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] ==
−62.9805 ? − 12.9495 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 28.3064 : −35.0311)) : (X[0] > 92.5274 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 53.2837 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 44.2995 : 61.4189))))))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] > 64.2418 ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? (X[0] < 37.3819 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? 97.0198 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 25.1142 : X[1]) : (X[1] > 79.0764 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1]! =
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−5.35592 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? 89.7402 : 81.8706)) : (X[1]! =
X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 95.7348 : −53.7586) : (X[0] == 60.3493 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : (X[2]! = −6.55519 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 97.2122 : X[2])) : (X[0] < 88.8439 ? (X[2] >
−8.17544 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] > −34.5457 ? − 0.928989 : 75.0237))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 92.7487 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 64.3612 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 96.1714 :
76.6548) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 29.262))))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[2] == 47.545 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −59.3034 : 88.9638)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 12.7427 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 24.8977 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 15.4291 : −68.3754)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 34.3028 ? 82.0894 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 2.49756 : −43.7808)))) : (X[0] == −81.2314 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −42.5014)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 13.105) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −56.9536))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < −33.3691 ? (X[2] > 32.6912 ? 64.4826 : X[0]) :
(X[2]! = 62.7627 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 78.8877 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])))))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] == 25.5746 ? − 53.6611 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 99.6989 :
79.7219) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : −76.9472))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 10.3023 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 4.34329)) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 6.35925 : −75.5299) : (X[2] ==
−80.4101 ? − 60.4415 : 18.3832)))) : (X[2] < 43.2483 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 94.3004 :
−52.9171) : (X[1]! = 89.4035 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? − 57.9616 : 69.5005) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[1] > 39.7804 ? (X[2] < 50.3895 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 6.22171) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 19.6997 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] > −37.0951 ? X[0] : −85.2365) : (X[0] > −60.0453 ? − 45.6294 :
X[2]))))) : (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
−96.5803) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 54.6788 : X[2])) : (X[0] > 66.8545 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 50.5015 : −71.6801) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? 0.58253 : 65.801)) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 79.8078 :
X[1])))) : (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] < 33.9181 ? 74.1025 : −37.2087) : (X[1] ==
−28.8664 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] == −4.02263 ? − 95.3514 :
X[1]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] == −71.8164 ? (X[0]! = −81.2736 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 93.6646 :
−86.0667)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.4962 : −57.2638) : (X[2] > −73.2722 ? X[2] : X[0]))))))))) :
(X[2] > −64.4486 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 12.0959 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −25.9038)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[2] < −33.2404 ? X[2] : 24.6621) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 20.1753 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = 33.7473 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 48.5101 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? − 61.2216 : X[2])) : (X[0] == −96.0044 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? 39.0544 : −81.2669) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 57.219 : 42.488)))) : (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] > 16.6328 ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 45.5358) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −29.5666)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 74.7947))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
40.6598) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 32.7168 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 25.2279 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 26.6098 ? (X[1]! = 16.7266 ? (X[0] < 90.599 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 96.9952 : 61.8324) : (X[0] > 54.5378 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 55.5971 :
−14.7953) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 69.8001 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
−72.4752) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 44.1798 : X[1])) : (X[2]! = −39.4517 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 91.8922 : X[2]) : (X[1] >
−19.0384 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = −93.8737 ? (X[1] < 25.913 ? X[2] :
98.4559) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 32.0982 : −57.4725)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 19.6204 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[0] == −60.8508 ? 66.1276 : 20.6719) :
(X[1]! = 98.8119 ? X[1] : 45.5391)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] < 28.4855 ? 60.9138 :
X[0])))))) : (X[2] > 97.2207 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! =
17.6911 ? − 69.4346 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 41.5332 : 80.6777)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] :
10.5199) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −11.1899))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 15.2806 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = 97.1413 ? X[1] :
−20.242)))) : (X[2] == −63.0583 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == 63.5078 ? (X[2] < −28.6936 ? − 12.2041 : 80.1363) :
(X[2] == −94.9163 ? X[1] : −73.0134)) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[0]! = −64.4108 ? − 15.1479 : X[0]) : (X[1]! =
X[1] ? X[0] : 30.6743))) : (X[0] < 64.7457 ? (X[2]! = −84.4261 ? (X[0] < −21.0865 ? 12.6175 : 27.5108) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 35.744 : X[0])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 12.7867) : (X[1] > −42.6542 ? X[0] :
−5.64521))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
57.6382) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 58.8251 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 34.9972 : 36.4354) : (X[0] <
−15.65 ? − 98.3559 : −12.7084))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 45.2512 : X[1]) :
(X[1] < 66.5027 ? X[0] : −51.9253)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 11.2994 ? 59.8039 :
X[1])))) : (X[0] < −7.70792 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > −7.12853 ? − 81.6602 : 0.692492) : (X[1] <
79.3448 ? X[0] : 84.7867)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 88.0286 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 26.1493 : 60.5302) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))))))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −97.4253) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 72.3066 : X[2])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 5.19933 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−56.9708))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
83.2068)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 49.38) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −42.9225)))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −15.7033) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] >
X[1] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : 52.7191) : (X[1]! = 67.9796 ? 13.6382 : 96.0647))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < −82.7663 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] < 35.0355 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 52.8438 :
702
−76.2568) : (X[2] < −27.1233 ? − 1.80276 : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 8.22337 : X[1]) : (X[1]! = 89.6256 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 36.7019 :
X[2]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : −6.91525))) : (X[2] < 92.6579 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : 75.4652) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −78.5412)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −53.5947) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.0953 :
X[1])))) : (X[1] == 97.6715 ? (X[0] == −70.0301 ? (X[2] < −54.3096 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 26.9213 : −72.1353)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 9.70994) : (X[0] < X[2] ? − 47.0084 :
X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == 79.1886 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 59.0237 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 82.4946 :
87.6225)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 11.8876 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : −49.5883)))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < 66.4391 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = 98.2389 ? (X[0]! = 74.7622 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : −34.7847)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 39.7514 : −36.7828) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 48.7902 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 48.9382 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 89.9792 : 30.1246) : (X[0] == −77.6846 ? 3.35696 : X[2])))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −90.7863) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 3.55274 : 28.0949)) :
(X[1] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 45.8332 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? 78.5228 : 29.0838))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 43.2483) : (X[0] > X[0] ? 8.19747 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 69.7547 :
X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? −1.97659 : X[0]))))) : (X[2] < 10.7891 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] >
−75.9823 ? 85.1831 : 93.4973) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0] > −10.1061 ? 26.0572 : X[2]) :
(X[2]! = −93.8734 ? 97.0198 : 76.7981))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[1] > 71.8515 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 11.1949 : −55.1614) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
−1.01924)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 7.29103) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 84.7168) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 99.8607 : X[1]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −48.0288 ? 90.7461 : −45.213) : (X[0] > −92.0224 ? X[2] : X[1])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 57.2468 : 65.5007) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 69.548 : 86.8481)))))))) : (X[0] >
−2.9212 ? 75.3699 : −17.5217)))
Context 2 (29.810990)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > −71.8343 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] == −38.5763 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[1] > 84.4521 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 82.7292 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < 55.886 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] > 22.6404 ? − 84.8866 : X[0]))) :
(X[0] < 71.948 ? (X[0] < 92.7431 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 60.0327 : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? − 20.3744 : −10.5979)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −95.1355) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[1] > −44.911 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = 8.25038 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : −55.1683) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : 59.0622)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
−84.7226 ? X[0] : 9.10786) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 62.4065 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 85.0213 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −83.2084 ? 49.6929 : 4.32155)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > 51.7392 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 13.2876 : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 6.82828 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! =
−84.8022 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 88.0975 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 33.4558)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
93.4244 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] > −93.6655 ? − 27.7078 : X[2]))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0] ==
40.1891 ? X[1] : 42.3191) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −39.0907)) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −18.1656) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 32.7104 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = 44.9797 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 14.6372 : −64.7782)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? − 84.8326 : 61.7194) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (X[0] > 19.3816 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 32.3025 : 93.4358) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : 56.3442)))))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 91.4863 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 46.1176 : −63.3071)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 99.9945 : 49.4425) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 35.7872 :
X[1]))) : (X[2] == 43.2647 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −37.0855) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : −42.5243)) :
(X[1] > 35.6473 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 85.6959 : −6.10072) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 64.3614 : 37.5871) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 69.2399 : X[2]))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0] > −97.8238 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0]! = 17.4602 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −79.118) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −14.5455))))) : (X[2] == 28.3455 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[0] < 98.5438 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 12.9561 : −45.4684) : (X[1]! = 32.4198 ? − 3.25684 : X[1])) :
(X[1] < −36.334 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 36.9937) : (X[0] < −56.9233 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 1.77149 : 76.1979) : (X[0]! = −40.7869 ? − 5.2012 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 54.5194 : −33.1048) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 88.7252)) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0] == −34.4165 ? 41.7036 :
−58.5673) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 3.96756 : X[0]))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −56.3431)) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 41.7649 : X[2]) : (X[0] == 15.9349 ? 77.5844 :
X[2]))))))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −45.836 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > 62.6405 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? 26.501 : 54.1753)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] :
−60.381) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 3.58648))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == −72.4655 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 16.488 :
X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 70.7505 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 43.4188 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 24.2463 : X[0])))) : (X[1] < −67.31 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : −4.34166) :
(X[1] < −41.4262 ? X[1] : 33.2501)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < −54.1707 ? X[0] : 26.082) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 28.3933 :
703
X[2]))) : (X[2] < −79.2377 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 40.7737) : (X[0] > −47.0477 ? X[0] :
−83.3394)) : (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1] < 94.1904 ? X[1] : −26.4295) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 34.4856 : X[1]))))) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 63.7736 : −68.0293) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 1.80918 : −7.13405)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 99.6324 : −62.4996) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 10.7086 : 5.48097))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −19.8095) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 52.7179 : −15.3709)) : (X[2] > −60.6365 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 69.1783 : 76.2086) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) :
(X[2] > −97.9368 ? (X[0] < −6.22354 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 12.8328 : −68.973) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 69.9949)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = −95.1273 ? − 20.1525 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > 32.4658 ? (X[1]! = 42.5606 ? − 60.8624 : X[0]) : (X[1]! = −15.8254 ? X[1] :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 10.7563 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −34.5438)))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > 61.716 ? (X[1] == −28.8947 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 95.2648 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −23.106)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] <
−41.9573 ? 44.3293 : −73.0285))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −77.8593) :
(X[2] == −29.6408 ? 28.7945 : −70.0995)) : (X[0] < −52.077 ? (X[0]! = −39.1255 ? 10.0543 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −58.5813 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−12.8529) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 2.61985)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 85.6822 : 34.388) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 5.54123))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 60.1446 : X[2]) :
(X[0] == −24.3978 ? X[2] : −42.4976)) : (X[1] > −36.8772 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : −52.1961) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 60.1243 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 15.3693 : −41.8026)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −87.2901 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 53.211))) : (X[2]! = 40.9391 ? (X[1] < −97.3535 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 59.9518 : 20.0761)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < −72.2488 ? X[0] : 8.73216) : (X[1] >
8.44356 ? − 35.1533 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = 66.7766 ? 76.0634 :
−12.2267) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 96.0342 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −28.421) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −0.315255))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < 90.989 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 29.5032 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : −17.7412)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −60.7115) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 23.4573 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 23.6101 : 63.9045) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 26.8538 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = 32.5507 ? X[0] : 76.4267))) : (X[1]! = −74.2121 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
73.85 ? 38.7437 : −68.6357) : (X[2] == X[0] ? − 28.6052 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 92.3206 :
86.1617) : (X[2]! = −63.6579 ? X[2] : −93.2862)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 78.2258 : −53.4374)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 34.852 ? X[0] : −56.6024) :
(X[2] > −56.8894 ? 46.6707 : 10.093))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −76.2336) : (X[1] <
−27.8194 ? 71.052 : 15.3918)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? −67.1474 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? −70.877 : X[2]))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −52.6045 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −48.7315 : −77.9173)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −26.8906 : 89.7437) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = 71.4486 ? X[1] :
−4.63661)) : (X[2]! = −77.8604 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[0] <
X[2] ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < 74.5036 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1]! = −10.128 ? 39.3341 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 60.5641 : 39.675))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 51.6583 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = −41.8022 ? X[2] : 13.6151)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0]! =
−21.3181 ? 92.0005 : −35.66) : (X[0] == −16.1307 ? X[0] : −77.076)))))) : (X[1] == 54.4018 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] < −97.1246 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1]! = −61.2016 ? 68.3002 : 98.2826) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 34.0752 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 67.7113 : 77.1584) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 81.0718 :
−66.361))) : (X[1] > −61.9011 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
53.365)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 44.3422) : (X[0] == −68.549 ? 25.017 : −48.5437)))) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] == −58.9283 ? (X[2] > 44.5306 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 7.50518 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 7.00393 ? 7.30393 :
X[2])) : (X[0]! = 74.6221 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : −14.5571) : (X[0] > −47.885 ? X[2] : 45.1234))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2]! = 21.1095 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 55.8826 : 78.7711) : (X[1] == −26.2866 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1]! =
−15.9806 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? 19.2443 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 99.596 : 61.4005))))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 19.7832 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −20.6225)) :
(X[1] > −39.0557 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 82.9078) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? (X[0] == 18.4151 ? 26.0133 : X[0]) : (X[1] < 2.50946 ? − 30.8446 : −88.3529)) : (X[2] == 15.8003 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 12.9717 : −85.1731) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 1.09485)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 79.3914 : 68.5944) : (X[1]! = −52.6246 ? − 44.6875 : 98.3968)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
89.1757 ? − 21.9412 : −39.6056) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 44.2079 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? 37.3449 : 20.7018) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 66.6983 : X[2])) : (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 29.1553 :
−0.102005) : (X[2] > −94.3896 ? − 99.4736 : X[1]))))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > −74.0049 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = −95.4931 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 31.0113 : −6.82802) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? − 36.5979 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −61.8512))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 66.9442 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 26.8031 : X[2]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.3128 : 16.7133) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 91.7424 : −44.2)))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == −41.4615 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −44.6377)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 54.3343 : −80.3333) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? − 56.8611 : X[0]) : (X[2] < −77.4314 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! =
−92.7884 ? X[0] : 55.5169) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −91.4502))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
50.7992 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 3.67802 : −1.91672) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] == −97.3903 ? 36.7377 : 27.0611))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
704
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 29.501 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 84.6709 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 35.5066 :
X[2]) : (X[0] == 52.4548 ? X[2] : 54.5131)))) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
−23.8884) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 48.6786 : X[2])) : (X[0] < −70.6078 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] <
85.7916 ? − 58.9074 : −51.5315))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 71.0392 ? − 31.1281 : X[2]) :
(X[0] > 60.3294 ? 60.2322 : 51.4057)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 76.5203) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 83.2561 :
52.9553)))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 49.5116 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 20.6345 : 78.7936) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 60.428 : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[2]! = 53.5584 ? X[2] : 92.5857) :
(X[2]! = 19.6025 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 8.4059 : −6.50173) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 15.7853)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −24.264) : (X[2] < −1.76109 ? 53.298 :
X[1])))) : (X[1] > 34.8808 ? (X[1]! = 10.3287 ? (X[2] < 54.0238 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : 67.7087) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −81.2997)) : (X[0] > −23.2535 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.5986 : 48.5971))) :
(X[2]! = −77.3923 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 17.506 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 5.18365)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −23.4587) : (X[1] == 21.6537 ? X[0] : −8.13507))))) : (X[0] ==
−51.9965 ? (X[2]! = 12.3672 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 55.2426 ? 18.7108 : −28.7452) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 92.872 : X[1]) : (X[0] < −23.5813 ? X[0] :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? 2.18458 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : −60.6515) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : −92.515)))) : (X[1] < −74.202 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −85.2701) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 68.0356 : −74.433)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −81.7244))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 88.7255 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 69.3785 : −43.6236)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? 33.2329 : 3.41565) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 43.206 : −25.5603))))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−24.0008 ? (X[2] == 4.95975 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 67.0697 : −86.918) : (X[1] < 46.6252 ? X[0] : −10.7715)) : (X[0]! = 29.7874 ? (X[1]! =
53.8958 ? − 15.7183 : −59.1597) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 5.45258 ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > −78.0552 ? 40.5022 : X[0]) :
(X[1]! = −75.2697 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > 68.7355 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : −6.52205) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −99.7276))) : (X[2] < 9.35037 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > −72.4927 ? 62.591 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 18.5278 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 65.4862))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = 35.9624 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.8423 : −4.47759) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 15.5234)) : (X[0] < 50.2537 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 73.6096 : 35.4342))) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 19.1775 ? X[0] : 95.3938) : (X[2] > X[2] ? − 54.238 : 90.7041)) :
(X[0] > −59.9108 ? (X[1] == −92.4736 ? 35.6408 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 88.7867)))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 26.0552 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 65.2737)) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? − 47.6871 : 79.2174))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −22.1358) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] > 79.2499 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
52.8879) : (X[0] > 39.7865 ? X[1] : X[2])))))) : (X[2]! = −65.4138 ? (X[2] < −50.8072 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1]! =
−31.2363 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? − 2.19535 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 90.1279 : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 24.5522 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
X[1] ? 28.3432 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] > 9.69055 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −85.8539) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 54.5143 : 92.5837)))) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? 75.6051 :
−98.1493) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 94.5896 : X[1])) : (X[2] == 57.2471 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 26.2288 : 17.6682) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 1.29125 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0] > −20.4728 ? X[0] : −73.7178) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[1] > 36.0914 ? (X[2] < −96.0792 ? 39.469 : −99.4328) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? 90.6841 :
9.32148))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1] == 38.7544 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[2] > −0.866736 ? X[0] : −64.4602)) : (X[0] > 57.5425 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 78.411 : −84.1019) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[2] : 18.0724))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −50.115 ? 40.8542 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −2.75099) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 25.5168 : X[2])))) :
(X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 52.5957 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 54.0844 :
10.4633)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[0] < 58.3972 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 73.9085 : −17.0337))) : (X[1] >
X[1] ? (X[2]! = 90.1003 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 67.6717 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 86.8772 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[2] == 97.0457 ? X[0] : −98.8952) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? 12.0559 : X[2]))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 69.4772 : −81.6789) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.5944 : X[1])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] == 54.3682 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == 85.4046 ? X[0] :
−14.7692))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 76.3627 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = 45.2498 ? X[0] : −74.9881)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −37.7926 ? X[1] : 6.35222) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[0] >
11.25 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 26.7077) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 65.188 : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 45.1552 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! =
68.9486 ? (X[1] > 36.2665 ? X[1] : −36.6632) : (X[2]! = 83.6936 ? − 79.2647 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] >
X[1] ? 95.177 : 8.59106) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −62.3173 : −38.9329))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? (X[2] < 78.5777 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 68.4171) : (X[2] > 67.8681 ? − 80.5732 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = 4.35177 ? X[1] : 8.08962) : (X[1] > X[1] ? 91.5862 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −8.73983) : (X[0] < 98.1243 ? 41.1374 : −13.201)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 94.6158) :
(X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 42.1316 :
61.7266) : (X[0] < 58.935 ? − 72.6022 : −51.1806)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 71.3343 : 90.5667) :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 25.1062))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = −54.7141 ? − 23.1781 : 94.827) :
(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 59.91 : −67.2642)) : (X[2] > 49.807 ? (X[0] > −22.3854 ? X[0] : −29.4024) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 69.2179)))))) : (X[1] < 53.5772 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
705
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 88.6648 : −22.4605) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 28.7045 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? −99.8534 :
X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[0] < −56.4817 ? (X[1] == −2.11167 ? (X[1]! = −14.596 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 52.0335 : −66.2073)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == −70.2649 ? 38.3264 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 98.1832 : X[2])))) : (X[2] > −82.5681 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > −59.9833 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
3.38066) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 98.7806)) : (X[0]! = −82.1904 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −49.6238) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[2] > −64.622 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 26.5749) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 27.2622)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 91.0906) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 34.6584 :
X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < 91.6271 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = −91.3621 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 35.6516 : 61.8724) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
−78.5348)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 77.34) : (X[2]! = −14.293 ? X[2] : −97.4207)))) : (X[1]! =
−54.0408 ? (X[0] > −39.3942 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −95.4852) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 74.3412 :
X[2])) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 99.8045) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 20.8976 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = 76.4876 ? 82.8999 : −58.069) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0]! = 2.49632 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[2] : 92.5241) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 48.904 : X[2])))))))) : −91.6178))
Context 3 (29.810990)
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −67.9954 ? − 15.6162 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 68.9071 : (X[1] <
X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : X[1])) : (X[2] > 94.8002 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 52.713 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 75.9964 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 69.1151 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.0547 :
13.4997)) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 61.0067 : −72.7169))) : (X[0] <
86.4633 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −79.3536 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −3.26484)))) : (X[1] == 82.8838 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] < 40.7678 ? (X[2] < −31.2394 ? X[1] : −81.7073) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 56.8693 : 42.1217)) : (X[0] <
X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] < 43.0388 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2]! = 55.7114 ? (X[2] > −43.2343 ? − 54.4055 :
−79.6162) : (X[0] < −93.7917 ? 27.6643 : 10.1186))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < 76.2447 ? (X[1] >
−85.8949 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 91.4977 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 61.5346)) : (X[1] < −15.7297 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −45.4424) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −37.1275))) : (X[2] < −47.4211 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 54.8505 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 99.8006)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −8.79758 ? X[2] : −96.6682) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 8.6094 : −18.3973)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2]! = 59.0802 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 84.3698 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 48.0505 : −54.7486)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : −64.2627))) : (X[2]! = −38.8426 ? (X[0]! = −76.0647 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 94.1191 :
32.6021) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −25.4436)) : (X[2] < 31.609 ? (X[2] < 30.1071 ? X[1] : −1.91005) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])))))) : (X[0]! = 58.1819 ? (X[2]! = 8.00574 ? (X[0] < 72.047 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 17.6734 : −23.172) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 84.4135)) : (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 4.64985 : X[0]))) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? 44.5719 :
X[2]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 97.8712 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 7.26166 : 53.4174)))) : (X[2] < −47.3176 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] > −57.9326 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] :
−54.1889) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −21.1292 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[2] : −89.0549))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.5958 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 91.6133 : 25.4309)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == −19.024 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 49.1088 : 50.9693))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −14.9009 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −11.0628)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −5.92796 ? − 10.221 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 72.4334 :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 23.9375 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −24.0002 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.9199 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 67.5574)))) : (X[0] >
−40.1146 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1] == −33.1774 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−14.0658)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 72.8704 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 6.57005 : X[2]))) : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 87.8411 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −38.0577)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 22.7518 : −83.4446) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 59.9376 : 27.1063))))))) : 74.358))
Context 4 (29.810990)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = −58.3378 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] ==
−38.3205 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] == 86.664 ? − 93.6142 : 38.7396) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[2]! = 56.1839 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.5934 : −32.9112) : (X[1]! = 66.8271 ? − 37.7773 : X[0]))) :
(X[2]! = 46.8112 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 75.2188 : 90.6835) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 76.687 : 56.8413)) :
(X[2] == −84.733 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? 0.947966 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 38.5221 : 83.6224)))) : (X[0] ==
−75.2206 ? (X[0] > −93.3754 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 78.402 : −44.2802) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 10.6016 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −89.7434) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 53.028))) : (X[4] ==
706
0.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 99.8521 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 55.7656 : −11.6657)) : (X[0] <
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 46.9706 : −19.6451) : (X[2] < −55.9861 ? 84.161 : X[1]))))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1] ==
−92.4781 ? (X[1] == −37.5941 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 22.4693 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = −51.9994 ? − 19.7883 :
X[1])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > −43.9048 ? X[1] : 55.5234))) : (X[1] <
75.6966 ? (X[1] < −42.6117 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 35.3327 : −94.5954) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.1607 : X[1]) : (X[0] > −17.1783 ? − 18.923 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 43.0959 : 22.3179) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 41.6243 : X[0])) : (X[1]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 77.7606 : 16.5539) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 74.5503 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] <
−74.1441 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 75.3364 : −73.8763) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −2.14926)) : (X[0] ==
X[1] ? (X[2] < −89.3455 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1]! = −62.576 ? 87.4692 : X[1])))))) : (X[2] > 90.2538 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < 27.4947 ? (X[1] > 74.8674 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : 56.8845) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 17.9647 : 66.6609)) : (X[1]! = 18.0527 ? (X[0] == 57.9469 ? 58.0162 : −33.5748) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−25.0209))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 81.8886 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −64.041)) :
(X[1] == −17.9758 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 43.2546) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 27.9558 : −92.3505)))) : (X[1] >
X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] < 37.0722 ? − 23.9149 :
−7.71259)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −44.9012) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : −26.4099) : (X[0] == 9.37871 ? X[2] : −57.3688)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < −6.33297 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 40.9795 : X[0]))))) : (X[2] < 95.3105 ? (X[1] <
−41.1147 ? (X[1]! = −22.4053 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −17.1525) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] :
−81.4058)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −48.4452) : (X[2] > −8.09878 ? X[2] : 6.76468))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < −90.5385 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 93.1095 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
19.6477 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > −0.38583 ? X[2] : −98.396)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] <
−8.23406 ? (X[0] > −17.3499 ? X[2] : 51.0743) : (X[0] > −8.70662 ? X[2] : 89.2148)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
98.7459 ? − 97.7092 : X[2]) : (X[2] == −20.2667 ? 71.8697 : −27.8896))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[1]! =
−52.3944 ? 51.7225 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −75.5115)) : (X[1] == 18.0532 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 93.3186 : X[1]))))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] <
X[1] ? (X[2] == 26.1717 ? (X[2] < −69.4589 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 31.4835 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−98.8319)) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[0] < −74.3236 ? 18.067 : −25.7837) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 84.5432 : X[1]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 13.511 ? (X[1]! = −91.916 ? 65.4487 : 60.1467) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.26719 : −44.3514)) :
(X[2] == −94.3117 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 46.5481 : 70.4962) : (X[0]! = −54.6492 ? − 23.7735 : 35.7162)))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0]! = −91.2443 ? − 82.364 :
X[2])) : (X[2]! = −56.5715 ? (X[2] < 13.3721 ? X[2] : 27.2291) : (X[2]! = −59.5896 ? 5.03756 : −64.8275))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 32.0147 : X[0]) : (X[1] < −23.6764 ? 14.8099 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −65.192) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −10.9451) : (X[0]! = 8.74341 ? − 33.1199 :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −68.7315))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : −85.6668) : (X[1] > −29.5853 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? 15.6339 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 0.142828)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2] < 47.883 ? X[2] : −89.9188) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] == 31.1015 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[1] > −50.2291 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[0] > 56.4676 ? − 10.4095 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 83.6694 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
31.3728)))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −80.9181) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 51.6315 : 17.3556))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < 84.0513 ? X[0] : −65.9983) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 86.7004 : 48.674)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −28.5004) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1] < 23.0701 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 10.8474) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] == −46.9856 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] > 49.4658 ? X[2] : 71.9871))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 51.3008 : 46.5471) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −15.1564) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))))) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1] == −26.858 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? 33.3854 : X[1])) : (X[1] >
40.7406 ? (X[1] < −90.3733 ? X[2] : −46.4765) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 3.38158 : X[2]))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0] > −47.9213 ? 4.5325 : 53.5167) : (X[1] == X[1] ? − 18.8637 : −75.1577)) : (X[2] < −48.5319 ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 15.2659 : −42.961)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −53.9271) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] :
−3.30593) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[2] > 34.3651 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[0]! = −43.3821 ? − 56.1213 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 52.4821 : −93.687)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))))))) : (X[0] == −8.37712 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == 81.5548 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < −82.687 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −23.462) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : −3.65202) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 36.6599 : X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 40.191 : X[0]) : (X[1] > −42.4607 ? − 83.5895 : X[1])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 94.5099 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : 80.269) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : −78.8166)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 20.5289 : 21.4481) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 52.0773 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −27.5157) :
(X[0] > 97.3604 ? 15.3259 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 61.0895 : 29.0083) : (X[2] ==
65.5864 ? X[1] : 49.1029))))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 54.8921 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 1.23918 :
−99.4588) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 83.7603 :
X[2]) : (X[2]! = −4.5366 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] > −47.8127 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 62.3138) : ((X[3]%3) ==
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0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 98.4814 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
45.92) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −3.25704) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 34.8138 : 93.5642))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 67.8377 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 7.5038 : −74.7792) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))))) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < 29.2707 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 4.66145 :
X[0]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 61.6033 ? − 79.5057 : X[1]) : (X[0] >
−8.75604 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0] == 5.57705 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 46.0729 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] >
54.7276 ? − 10.6858 : 37.7375)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] == −12.3718 ? − 74.4372 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 67.0079 : X[2])))) : (X[0] < −77.5138 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = 79.1424 ? X[0] : 32.0658) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 73.5391 : 1.80531))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 87.2235 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 96.1776 :
−22.7189)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 78.3934) : (X[0] > −80.7349 ? X[1] : 43.8177))))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 87.4587 : −43.9331)) : (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 56.1951 : 7.94828) : (X[0] == −23.7404 ? 32.155 :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 69.0124 : 57.1532) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 74.344 : −96.2092) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : 4.75092)))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] < 35.4412 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 35.2509 : −63.3054) : (X[2]! = −64.6409 ? − 54.9748 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −7.08824) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[0] < −67.5905 ? (X[0] ==
−45.6455 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] < 90.5868 ? 8.93047 : X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? 47.6513 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[2] > 99.3156 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == −5.29589 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 76.1385)) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 1.07832) : (X[1] > 9.34617 ? −65.9996 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 76.3566 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 47.8062 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 93.6041 : X[1])))) : (X[0]! = 66.5383 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? − 70.2361 : 79.8208) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −51.85) :
(X[1] > −37.3449 ? X[2] : −62.2212))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −27.9576) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 59.7344)) : (X[2] == 5.98488 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 28.1129 :
X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 80.3753 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −41.204 ? X[2] : 92.2145) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 19.0167 : 54.1898))) : (X[1] > 47.5152 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > 44.8236 ? − 77.9665 : X[0]) : (X[2] >
X[2] ? X[0] : −16.9238)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[0]! = −3.56958 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == −23.9526 ? −98.1601 : −41.0313) : (X[2] == X[0] ? −97.0035 :
91.313)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 72.2268 : 22.2282) : (X[2] == 43.3653 ? X[2] : 45.1941))) : (X[0] >
13.6559 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 85.8456) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 75.2962 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 69.4013 : X[1])))))) : (X[1]! = 3.83454 ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? (X[1] > −56.0587 ? (X[1] > −67.5246 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 49.6732 : X[1]) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 35.2089) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 31.4286))) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : −94.0765) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −41.9496)) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −0.51331) : (X[0] == X[1] ? 33.8448 : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] >
X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 50.0586 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 53.9478 : −3.0984)) : (X[1]! =
X[1] ? (X[2] > −49.8697 ? − 34.8123 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 22.7318 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
44.9377 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : 21.8644)) : (X[2]! = −38.4214 ? (X[2] <
−94.7736 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? − 38.0729 : X[0]))))) : (X[2] > 8.11766 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : −5.52644) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
−64.7725 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −61.1956))) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! =
20.6121 ? − 1.23842 : −61.6489) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 33.788)) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 12.8689 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 87.3991 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 67.481 : 10.386) :
(X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : 42.6297))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > −17.8777 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 34.8365 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 74.306)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 61.5908 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 52.0364 : X[1]))))))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! = −87.5344 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > 72.2301 ? − 46.8359 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 66.016)) : (X[0] > −66.2891 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 11.9415) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 60.6593 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = −1.50078 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] : −10.4203) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 3.79675 : 18.4628)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 87.9534 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 20.7973 :
X[2])))) : (X[2] == 12.5462 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0]! = 30.8162 ? X[0] : 64.7925) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0]! = 53.8819 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 50.3668 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 43.0753) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 16.7009 : X[0])) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 44.5276) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))))) : X[0]))
Context 5 (29.810990)
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > −82.0725 ? (X[2] < 82.7891 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 34.7539 ? X[2] : −72.514) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? 10.0479 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 91.6172 : X[0]) : (X[0] == 54.0432 ? X[1] : −35.9532))) : (X[4] ==
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0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < −24.7897 ? − 48.381 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −85.1554)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? 49.2851 : −64.1963)))) : (X[1] > −15.9691 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : 91.256) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 87.3508 : X[0])) : (X[0]! = 88.1886 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 90.3566 : 24.5997) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 54.5231 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 64.4248 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 48.2443 ? − 7.58147 : 31.3871) :
(X[2] > 25.936 ? X[2] : −54.1222))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] > −35.6442 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 84.8477 : −47.9461) : (X[2]! = 31.9656 ? − 62.8893 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 45.3218 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[0] == −61.2867 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? − 88.0165 : −49.6775) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 37.6484)) : (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? 96.6188 : X[1])))) : (X[0]! = 1.22748 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[0] > −6.06437 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 39.6384) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 56.7355 : −8.80497)) : (X[2] > 78.5248 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
30.7409) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 2.01958 : X[0]))) : (X[0]! = −3.9108 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 57.0451 :
48.2663) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 69.9563 : −37.3758) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 99.9555 : X[1])))))) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? − 58.7773 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 98.7287 : −26.3467)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? 57.3121 : 22.4323) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.9992))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 2.41911 : −69.866)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] ==
X[0] ? 43.9148 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 33.8683 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 18.619 ? 48.2362 : 39.7258) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[1] ==
X[1] ? (X[0]! = 39.6606 ? (X[0] < 31.1127 ? 88.6114 : −65.2778) : (X[0] == 2.62414 ? X[1] : 92.3036)) : (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 78.7993 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 61.5554 : −11.9334))))) : (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 66.8092 : 87.0693) : (X[0] < 98.3954 ? X[2] : X[1])) :
(X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? 91.8031 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 34.2585 : X[1]))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 4.4694 : 26.0907) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −22.3234)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 20.7107 : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : −91.6713)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 13.6462 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = 55.9394 ? (X[0]! = 3.83625 ? (X[0] > 41.4792 ? 43.3688 :
24.9939) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 97.213)) : (X[2] < −58.0292 ? (X[2] < −95.4721 ? − 58.2453 : X[0]) : (X[0] >
−67.8983 ? X[1] : −54.155))))))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! = −40.7923 ? (X[1] == −52.803 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[0] < −28.0374 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 1.00881 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 48.2839 : X[2])) :
(X[1] == 35.1371 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0] <
−59.5821 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : −12.42) : (X[2] < X[1] ? 60.6769 : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 35.3275 : −94.7211) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 66.8933 : 45.1107)))) : (X[1] < 29.6101 ? (X[2] == −62.7767 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −2.89363) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 60.8283 :
48.93) : (X[0] == 74.3159 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = −77.688 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 33.4808) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 4.47488 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 84.8027 :
X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(X[0] == −3.64898 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == 96.005 ? 49.856 :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 64.0991 : 58.3901)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == −73.2285 ? X[0] : −46.289) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 34.4304 : X[2])))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = 90.8683 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < −2.84851 ? 92.6442 : X[0])) : (X[1] ==
20.2453 ? (X[0] == −11.143 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] > 91.7217 ? X[2] : 44.8419))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? 54.5473 : −60.2207) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] > −56.647 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 27.2513 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 83.2242 : −53.5099)))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 7.85502 : X[1]) : (X[2] > 85.9384 ? − 69.531 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] == 29.4221 ? 71.4942 : −42.0114))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : −60.5716) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 49.9844 : X[0])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 93.354 : 79.7679) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : 70.5812)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] > 53.4827 ? (X[1]! =
6.33617 ? − 86.4771 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 59.8847 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 47.1264 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2]! =
−81.7634 ? − 89.3833 : 21.0602)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]))))) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2]! = 71.8323 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 46.3004) : (X[1] >
−99.5921 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 87.1383 : 94.551) : (X[2]! = −57.8963 ? 49.7537 :
−41.7911))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < −36.4386 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : 3.44316) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−64.6385)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? 73.6918 : X[1])))) : (X[1]! =
−31.6196 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 85.4886 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[1]! = −48.8866 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 56.7934 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = 68.7537 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 20.9668 : 23.2797) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : −67.1937)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 34.1084 : −96.9641) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 85.0748 ? 46.5418 : 98.6019) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 7.84276 : −41.5403)) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > 43.995 ? 39.7666 : 74.9294) : (X[2] >
−66.7845 ? 48.5668 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 28.5034 : X[1]) : (X[0] ==
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −22.5866) : (X[0]! = −1.70047 ? − 72.5298 :
X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 49.3158 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = 84.2768 ? X[1] : −56.8217) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2]! = −37.2707 ? 75.1121 : −25.4323) : (X[1]! = −37.3752 ? X[2] :
20.4871))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? 77.3941 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 56.7065 :
−67.0169)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 76.7673 : X[0]))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
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1.0 ? − 18.2736 : 42.0334)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −30.0518) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 30.1297 :
−30.3693))) : (X[0] < 93.887 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 77.1607) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[0] == −5.55324 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 96.8404 : −91.1983) : (X[0]! = −96.6416 ? − 39.7036 :
−18.5199)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −71.004) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 43.6847 : 7.49298)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −39.8667) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 78.6749))) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] < −40.2209 ? (X[2] == 37.4125 ? 47.4141 : 7.76075) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[1] > 40.154 ? (X[1] == −74.9962 ? X[2] : 68.4389) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 28.8287 : 41.9213)))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == 93.4905 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > −88.6928 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = −8.48911 ? 47.8609 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 2.70258 : X[1])) : (X[1] < 1.07547 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −93.2999) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−46.0494))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > −74.9301 ? X[2] : −42.5786) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 82.6136 :
X[2])) : (X[1] == 21.6953 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 83.0818 : 39.3305)))) :
(X[2]! = −89.8531 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 67.2503 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 56.883 :
−53.8271)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 82.4931 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 55.5137))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 87.8458 ? (X[2] > −91.5528 ? X[1] : −12.3944) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 67.0485 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −50.9632))))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? (X[0] < −74.862 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 0.303885) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −3.21489)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −47.9294) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 7.90097 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[1] < −67.1909 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 26.611 : 46.568)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
−59.4396 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 35.3941 : 22.2939) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[1] < 32.7131 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 84.4839 : 99.9423) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 68.4122 : X[0]))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] > −46.1769 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 45.6077 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 98.407 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[0] == −67.4437 ? − 15.0556 : −70.9942))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −0.780796 : X[2]) : (X[0] == 0.611138 ? X[2] : −70.2154)) :
(X[2] == −83.7682 ? (X[1] == −33.3685 ? X[1] : 3.7065) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 79.4003 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 9.76222 : X[2]) : (X[2] < −41.4057 ? 16.168 : X[2])) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[1] > X[1] ? −
87.1786 : −54.7106) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 88.2979)))) : (X[2]! = 73.4891 ? (X[2] == −24.8316 ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : −23.1796) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 37.5513)) : (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 40.6474 : 4.09353) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 27.5338))) : (X[0] > 12.1118 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 25.6938 : 69.5104) : (X[0]! = −92.78 ? X[1] : −10.2052)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 23.4516 : −36.6311))))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < 70.3333 ? (X[1] ==
−87.7646 ? (X[2] > −41.7853 ? X[2] : 71.1761) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 8.97747 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = 6.64516 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 8.49837 :
X[0]) : (X[2] < 26.1045 ? X[2] : 12.426)) : (X[0] < −51.7155 ? (X[2] == −89.8134 ? 47.1233 : 7.27787) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 22.1093 : 51.5652)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 84.2162 :
X[1]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? 21.3141 : X[0])) : (X[2] < −93.8291 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : −76.8778) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 26.1412 ? − 69.3939 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 90.9141 : X[2])))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 58.8797 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −78.7531 ? − 86.9523 :
−56.2432) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 41.7884 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : 44.3857) : (X[1]! =
−69.3856 ? − 30.5232 : 70.279))) : (X[1] == −39.5058 ? (X[0] > 40.9638 ? (X[1] < 58.9707 ? 6.6782 : X[0]) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : −34.53)) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? X[1] : −56.3052) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 32.7074 :
X[2])))) : (X[1] < 85.6665 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1] > 89.1739 ? 80.5477 : −34.3087) : (X[2] >
−9.28173 ? 92.8237 : 48.6487)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? − 99.659 : −92.0279) : (X[0] < −8.13256 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 85.0916 : −36.6362) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 3.13195)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = −59.3961 ? − 19.0067 : −3.42326) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 37.1979))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = 65.6624 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = 63.0025 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 35.319 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
27.4989)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 24.0719 : −29.7489) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −37.4593))) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −61.1509 ? X[1] : −85.9153)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ==
−10.7697 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 0.0107299 : X[1]) : (X[0] < 55.1652 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : 47.9053) : (X[2] == 61.6293 ? 74.9193 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > −3.57986 ? (X[0] <
47.299 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? 28.9224 : −52.5831)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 17.5125 : 82.1849) :
(X[0] < 50.6268 ? −17.4632 : 36.6624))))))))) : (X[2] == X[0] ? 79.0192 : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −34.031 : −86.1928)))
Context 6 (29.810990)
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[0]! = 12.825 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] <
−90.4637 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? − 59.5907 : 65.2381) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]))) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 69.5542 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[1]! = 76.9917 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 32.086 : 47.0431) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 73.3453 : X[1])))) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0]! = −28.4423 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[0] < −73.4296 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 5.09515) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[4] ==
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0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] > 44.0767 ? X[2] : 72.793)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[0] < −43.3495 ? X[2] : X[2]))))) : (X[0] == 31.008 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[0] > X[1] ? 61.2552 : −16.0984) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] == 53.6977 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 61.0847 : 80.8479) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 97.7931 : 72.5646))) : (X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
−42.7848 ? X[0] : 65.0335) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −19.3187) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? 23.5527 : −30.0744)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > 60.1691 ? X[1] :
97.9383) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 43.3014)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0]! = −42.6854 ? X[0] : 0.822723) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] :
57.4544)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 82.5414 : 97.8726)))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < 24.2607 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == −0.266918 ? X[2] :
−52.8666) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 98.3474)) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 22.3079 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −48.0259 ? (X[1] < −95.9041 ? X[1] : 13.9855) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 39.5782 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] > 96.8798 ? − 45.7805 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 98.9036 : X[2])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > −87.9538 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −60.1877 : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 74.6265) : (X[2]! = −72.7783 ? − 41.9966 : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]! = −66.0403 ? 4.24384 : −39.6761) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 57.4839 : 72.7705)) : (X[2] >
−24.3629 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 99.2477) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 58.3924 : −80.6946))))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? (X[0] < −56.0499 ? (X[0] < −3.04981 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −85.1071) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 22.7799 : 81.2034)) :
(X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[0] < −89.1164 ? 69.7755 : −12.047) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0] >
−5.1021 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 70.6483 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −91.4601)) : (X[2]! = −49.6907 ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? X[0] : 19.2595) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : 42.6323) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 26.4855 : 39.0093)) : (X[0]! = −83.0113 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 65.1075 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < 66.4414 ? − 97.4183 : X[0]) : (X[2] <
X[1] ? 13.1037 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 75.4349 : −15.1613) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
85.0276))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] == −25.1616 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : −41.2775) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 1.36932 : −3.23366)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[2] ==
X[1] ? − 21.6689 : 30.3886) : (X[0] < 34.5055 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 39.7412 ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] > 28.3997 ? X[1] : 10.0819)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > −27.8584 ? − 93.6058 : −13.8395) :
(X[0]! = 6.87409 ? X[2] : 27.3616)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 69.1049) : (X[0] > 41.218 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[2] > 4.19179 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] == 12.1865 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −80.405) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : 84.3703)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : 72.4868) : (X[2]! = −20.7753 ? − 82.8703 : 47.228))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] <
−97.0907 ? X[0] : 68.655)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 30.3664 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 61.6605))) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 27.8061 : −86.8107) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 1.48505)) : (X[1]! =
10.2264 ? (X[2] > −95.9783 ? 53.0624 : 59.2264) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −93.8381)))) : (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] == 45.226 ? (X[0] > −82.7287 ? X[0] : −2.1889) : (X[1] > 42.7351 ? X[1] : 54.3539)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 75.2674 : −92.4505))) : (X[0] > −55.1749 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[2] == −98.8833 ? X[2] : 58.1242) : (X[2]! = 79.3044 ? X[1] : 95.4476)) : (X[0] < 85.8459 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 76.9824) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −88.7664 : −70.5285)))))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] == −30.8604 ? (X[2] <
21.2055 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −90.0348) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 89.9329 :
−83.7003)) : (X[1]! = −60.9306 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 23.3794) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 52.51 : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] : 16.8955) : (X[0]! = 32.3506 ? X[2] : 87.4854)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > −2.13759 ? 10.2522 : 14.7215) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] ==
−76.4664 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 8.31082 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 40.0262 ? 70.4826 : 0.338038)) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
−37.8467 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 77.3685 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 44.9196 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! = −23.8293 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0]! =
68.7696 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 51.7531) : (X[1] < −97.6489 ? X[2] : 19.9677)) : (X[0] == 60.1242 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : −44.6409) : (X[2] < 33.8757 ? X[2] : −24.0106))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[0] >
39.269 ? X[1] : 18.5023) : (X[2] > −17.8348 ? 23.7261 : 27.0289)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
32.6628) : (X[2] == 91.3432 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == −14.7742 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 93.9617 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = 47.7918 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 89.9275 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? −59.6363 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −69.831 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −17.7828 : 86.6147) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 77.8577 : 39.7823)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 12.707 : 23.5936) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? − 85.2824 : X[0])))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > 23.7219 ? (X[1] > 81.9646 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0]! = −39.3249 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 22.683 : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? 22.8682 : −7.64852))) : (X[1] < −53.3553 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] < 17.3056 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] == 7.02752 ? − 27.9364 : −1.96502)) : (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 8.95875 : X[1]) : (X[1] == 76.8256 ? − 26.8931 : X[2])))) : (X[1] == 34.1313 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1] >
80.0036 ? (X[2] > 5.6113 ? X[2] : 18.1388) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 65.3087 : 3.15186)) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1] ==
X[1] ? 18.2797 : X[0]) : (X[1] == 67.9935 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 97.0359 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −67.3988)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 61.6171 :
−60.9058) : (X[1]! = 45.4431 ? X[1] : −66.8791))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 64.854 ? 2.273 : 83.3961)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 56.8104 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0] == −55.214 ? X[1] : 20.0438) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 39.6983 : X[2])) : (X[2] == 31.8441 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −53.157) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] <
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X[1] ? − 55.6045 : 76.0178)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 61.9268 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : −29.5114))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == −37.5045 ? X[1] : 67.7002) : (X[0]! = −12.0951 ? 50.9835 :
X[2])) : (X[0] > −20.3752 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 6.09699) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 35.2943 : −55.9606)))))) :
(X[0]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 70.1466 :
−80.507) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.9531 : 71.3767)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 89.7138 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −39.5777 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1]! =
X[1] ? − 87.0477 : −98.3384)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : −88.237) : (X[1]! = −41.0933 ? X[2] :
−48.7036)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 31.5199 : −96.0704) :
(X[0] == 87.8439 ? 2.14321 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > −43.3995 ? − 87.8788 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 74.5588 :
−22.0925))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −49.7993 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−78.1679)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 92.752 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 2.30649))))) :
(X[0] == X[2] ? (X[2] < 74.1682 ? (X[2] < −1.12916 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : −58.3136) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 90.5631 : 69.8793)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 88.4426) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 90.4887 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 84.571 : X[1]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 81.8729)) :
(X[2] == 54.5154 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? − 85.3517 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −55.8132 ? X[1] : −21.1477)))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0]! = −18.3707 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 14.9084 : 1.64411)) :
(X[2] == −86.0891 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 7.0146 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 18.212 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 93.664)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? 38.9437 : 59.4405) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 15.3111 : X[1]))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −34.3961 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 32.8505) :
(X[0] < X[2] ? −51.0693 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −12.5666 : 33.9919) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −88.587 :
−73.2967))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 38.5982 :
−46.9734)) : (X[1] > −50.3935 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 67.1618 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 22.1557 : X[0])))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[0] < −84.4827 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 48.1566 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 66.7943 : 73.661))) : (X[2] == 43.6679 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 47.7871 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2]! = 75.2409 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[2] < 50.1415 ? 93.3572 : X[2]))))) : (X[0] == 30.7578 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] <
−5.28547 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 38.0254 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 43.292 : X[2]))) : (X[2] < 63.4873 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
31.8934) : (X[2] < 0.309708 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 25.1787) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 20.8901 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > 48.498 ? 68.2003 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 41.9621 : −98.095) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] == −7.9971 ? − 15.1114 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 99.3488 : −96.239)))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −58.3888 ? (X[2] == 56.3792 ? (X[0] < 92.0002 ? 6.79883 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 86.3335 : 19.0985)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 55.4992 : 31.5965) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 35.0405 : 9.56859))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < 65.6816 ? (X[1] == 82.9542 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
−87.4294)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 52.8138 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : −94.2547)))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 2.51275 : 86.1631) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −64.8394)) :
(X[1]! = 15.6904 ? (X[2] < 16.9847 ? 92.2866 : −15.7697) : (X[0] > 21.0849 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] >
X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 90.0107 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[0] == −93.2941 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? 93.7895 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[2] ==
1.30153 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 96.7627 : 59.2648) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −83.1354)) :
(X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 33.3133 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] >
7.85693 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.2755 : −75.1956)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! =
2.87421 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −32.561)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 20.7197) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 53.5165 : −52.7446) : (X[0] == X[0] ? 2.71953 : 74.0319))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 40.33 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 76.1775 : −83.0227)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 66.0883 : 31.9832))))))))) : (X[2] < 47.9014 ? 45.9331 : X[0]))
Context 7 (29.810990)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = −75.288 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : −21.0491) : (X[2] < −10.7245 ? X[1] :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : −49.3625) : (X[2] == −43.7607 ? X[1] : 3.31289))) : (X[0]! =
65.5665 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 84.3538 : 61.1731)) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : 43.1901)))) : (X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
−88.6299 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? 74.2245 : 43.4895) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 39.3603 : −78.3109) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −74.898) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[0]! = −87.9661 ? X[1] : −28.9094) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] == 72.3502 ? X[1] : 43.6955) :
(X[1] < 18.4591 ? 83.4581 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −77.7102 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 36.9576 : X[1]) :
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(X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −63.9492)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : 5.22236) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 44.5099 :
−92.2506)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −60.5481) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 80.7018 : 8.38227)) : (X[2]! = 25.6713 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 91.7541) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
95.0709))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 71.6266) : (X[1] == X[1] ? 75.9761 :
−30.8406)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] > −55.7052 ? X[0] : −89.4747) : (X[0] < X[1] ? − 90.1461 : X[2])))))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1]! = −49.5127 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? 33.862 : X[1])) : (X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −79.6687))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 39.6811 ? 23.6243 : −72.5677) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 7.11668 : X[2])))) : (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 98.6621 : −54.0171) : (X[2] < −60.1393 ? 89.1431 : X[1])) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −56.3481) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 15.5157 : −1.1574))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −76.9234)) : (X[0] > −65.5016 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? − 64.0487 :
−91.199) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[2] > −46.8163 ? 28.9305 : −25.0098) : (X[2]! = 76.614 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 99.704 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 63.4778 : −77.5609))) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = 73.2249 ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? 52.4482 : 65.5017) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 68.1175 : −39.9049)) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 25.9688 :
61.4054) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < 42.971 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 90.0288 : −4.58895) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 62.9119 : −32.6898)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : 55.6662) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 14.8709 : −6.19988))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0]! = −45.3717 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? 3.05899 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 89.6624 : 59.9364)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : −12.9263) : (X[0]! = −77.156 ? −
86.6288 : X[0]))))))) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] ==
−68.1516 ? (X[0]! = −93.678 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 83.9068)) : (X[0] > −44.4675 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 95.9436 : X[2]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[2] < 56.9575 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 51.6499 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 43.5585 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] :
−72.3295) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 81.2271 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 37.4414 : 70.885) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 76.9102 : −17.8932)) : (X[1] > 23.2049 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 13.2961 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 34.754 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[2] < −97.0731 ? 11.8576 :
44.8914) : (X[2] == 74.3504 ? − 31.5824 : 94.1357)) : (X[1]! = −25.8929 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 16.2293) :
(X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : 31.4017))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1] < −58.5334 ? (X[0] >
36.6933 ? − 34.0504 : −23.3347) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −36.7474)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −
48.2139 : −27.5876) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 87.993 : X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −40.7979) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −19.3078)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 86.2704 :
X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 6.43285 : X[0])))) : (X[1] > 17.4837 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1] == −1.52883 ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? 67.3831 : −25.7981) : (X[1] > 38.8132 ? X[1] : −39.9481)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 60.9209 :
32.073) : (X[2] == X[1] ? 8.49329 : X[2]))) : (X[2] == −38.4336 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? −
63.3788 : −98.7344) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : −77.4052)) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[2] > 50.0782 ? 34.4564 : 16.54) :
(X[0]! = −81.4972 ? X[0] : −19.0964)))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[1] > −2.88619 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 19.3098) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 37.576 : −83.4033))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
0.0156144 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −30.8864)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 97.9865 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[1] ? X[0] : −24.4518) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 59.6475 : 1.8558)) : (X[2] > 59.7388 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −47.9875) :
(X[2] == −36.9485 ? X[1] : 15.8813))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = −0.203614 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 7.05382 : X[0])) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] > −48.5553 ? 3.93777 : X[0]))))) :
(X[2]! = −33.7706 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 22.1879 :
X[1]) : (X[2] < −84.2862 ? 7.37078 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −22.4699 ? − 67.3385 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −13.8686))) : (X[1] > −28.7331 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : −99.1847)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 74.7899) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−30.5679)))) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : −39.5858) : (X[0] ==
−47.3211 ? X[1] : 92.8306)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 39.2018 : −30.0345) : (X[2] == 3.63498 ? 65.2028 :
−0.236305))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −80.5294 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 38.6195 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 5.74119 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 91.109) : (X[0] < 51.9404 ? 51.9691 : X[0])))))))) :
(X[0]! = −81.5449 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] > −48.2489 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
56.5551 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 89.7331 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −26.9084))) : (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −82.6199) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 32.4814 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−8.36462) : (X[0] < −46.6658 ? X[2] : 82.8875)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = −14.8489 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 76.2847 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? − 80.3634 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 13.738 ? − 78.6254 :
X[1]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 39.8368 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 86.333 : X[1])) : (X[2] > 25.3712 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? 91.1968 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
47.5682))))) : (X[2]! = −30.5506 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = −18.6908 ? (X[0] == −17.0997 ? X[1] :
34.4992) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 22.4253)) : (X[2] < 28.4506 ? (X[1] > −41.8588 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 87.3484 : 30.5843) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2] < −47.6134 ? 91.9845 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? − 15.589 : −39.6715)))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : 29.0431) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 23.7741 : X[0])) : (X[1] ==
X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −78.5762) : (X[0] < 19.172 ? 94.8331 : X[2]))) : (X[0] > 88.8357 ? (X[0] <
49.9862 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : −28.4744) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 45.3436 : X[1])) : (X[0]! = −84.3419 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 5.12313) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 45.6087 : X[2])))))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[2] >
713
97.007 ? (X[2] < −0.729274 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 90.2756)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 40.2548 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 94.7966 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] ==
−0.166615 ? (X[0] < 67.7089 ? 52.9349 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 28.756)) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 52.2504 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 34.9996 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] >
−20.1938 ? 15.8923 : 25.7945) : (X[2] == 48.7838 ? − 30.2439 : −53.2817)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
92.6511 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 91.6134 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] :
82.9998) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 90.8369 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 25.2261 : −2.66334) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 9.25646 : −23.6921))))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? 78.7516 : 66.0708))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 59.9702 : X[2]) :
(X[2]! = −16.1872 ? 91.0181 : −67.6997)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[0] > 91.2564 ? − 7.78056 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[1] > 81.7945 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 58.259 : X[0]) :
(X[2] < X[2] ? 52.2384 : 48.1767)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? − 75.4191 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 96.3531 :
X[1]))) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > −3.76041 ? X[2] : −94.3303) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 89.6124 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : −55.4779) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 9.31741 : X[1]))))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 39.2833 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = 22.0309 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 18.4577 : 48.0465) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? 94.4216 : 48.1863))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 67.7967 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] <
X[2] ? 60.9239 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 95.7277)))) : (X[1]! =
87.9479 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −52.8659 ? 81.5293 : 53.04) : (X[2] < −15.15 ? − 77.6048 :
−98.8851)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 10.4044 : −69.9802) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 10.4648))) :
(X[2] < −23.349 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 50.276 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 70.6476)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == −55.9935 ? 38.8174 : −71.3631) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 98.4435 : X[1]))))) : (X[1]! =
75.2255 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == −55.8456 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −72.1897) : (X[0] <
84.5088 ? X[1] : −62.3695)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] == −8.47017 ? 44.8646 :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < −80.0262 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −68.642) : (X[1]! = 17.5556 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 13.8484 : 63.1027) : (X[2] < 21.7082 ? 61.6139 : X[2])))) : (X[0] <
X[1] ? (X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] < −64.0901 ? 50.2269 : −53.4288) : (X[0] == X[1] ? − 92.9674 :
X[1])) : (X[0]! = −59.8007 ? (X[0] > −55.7761 ? − 10.7081 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −27.5391))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : −24.7789) : (X[2]! = −51.0923 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.4656) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 73.6735 : −18.2941)))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] == 50.0744 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 65.7533 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 92.2749 : X[0]) :
(X[0] < 92.3608 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[0] > −59.9823 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 30.1456 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = 15.1977 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −83.4303) : (X[0]! = 97.4255 ? 45.5748 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = 7.06148 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[2] > 19.8184 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1] < −56.2217 ? 62.9402 : −14.0627) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 57.8544 : −40.1905)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −96.2451) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
90.3593 ? X[2] : 0.232845) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.51323 : −2.32004)) : (X[0]! = 81.5674 ? (X[2] < 82.8759 ? 73.4801 :
30.6792) : (X[1] > 45.5366 ? X[2] : −44.8521))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 13.3029 : X[0]) : (X[0] == −29.6641 ? X[1] : −0.148914)) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 74.7096 : X[1]) : (X[1] < −35.3572 ? 15.6106 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −85.4397 ? (X[2]! =
−89.5224 ? − 39.8312 : 41.4685) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 71.4619 : X[0])) : (X[2] == −72.9572 ? (X[1] > 21.0464 ? X[0] :
42.1806) : (X[2] == 8.15562 ? 36.8229 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 22.3651 : −73.7606) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 22.8768 : 45.4444) :
(X[2]! = 5.18103 ? 54.1915 : −90.9601))) : (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? − 81.0114 : X[1]) :





((24.2791 ∗ (X[2] + −22.4506))/(((X[2] + (X[1] + −22.4506)) − ((X[2] + (X[1] + −22.4506)) ∗ ((24.2791 − (X[2] +
−22.4506))/((X[0]+57.905)+(X[1]/X[2])))))− ((X[2]/(((−65.6977/X[0])+(X[1]−X[2]))+(47.8117/(pow(X[2], 2)/
X[0]))))+ (((((X[0]+57.905)/(X[1]/X[2]))/(−72.1325/((X[0]/62.35)/(X[2]+X[0]))))/((X[2]+ (X[1]+−22.4506))+
((X[2] + (X[1] + −22.4506)) ∗ ((−2.06185 −X[2]) − (X[2]/X[2]))))) ∗ (((X[2]/(((−65.6977/X[0]) + (X[1] −X[2])) +
(47.8117/(−94.6388/X[0]))))+ ((((X[2]/− 98.4365)/(−72.1325/X[2]))/((X[2] + 24.2625)+ (−79.4078 ∗−64.4933))) ∗
(((X[0]/X[0])/(45.3211+43.8425))∗9.178)))−((X[2]/(((−65.6977/X[0])+(X[1]−X[2]))+(47.8117/(−13.8793/X[0]))))/
714
((((X[1]/X[0])/(−72.1325/X[2]))/((X[2] + −54.982) + (−82.5436 ∗ X[2]))) ∗ (((X[2]/X[1]) − (−16.0341 + X[0])) +
((−1.89134 ∗ −23.9043) + (X[1] ∗X[2]))))))))))
Context 2 (6.987269)
(12.7869 + tan(((cos(((((X[2] ∗X[1]) ∗ log(X[1]))/((−36.8771 ∗ 53.332) + log(X[0]))) − (X[1]/cos(cos(45.0505))))) −
tan(46.2706))−(−78.1969+((−78.1969/((((−88.9327∗−67.9624)∗log(X[1]))∗((−75.7371∗−93.2516)+log(X[2])))/−
78.1969))/((cos(((48.215/X[1])− (X[1]/X[1])))− tan(46.2706))− ((−78.1969− ((−78.1969/X[1])/(65.0524+X[0])))/
tan(((X[2] ∗X[0])/94.4734)))))))))
Context 3 (4.963689)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 57.7002 : −87.6668) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −16.5204)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 43.4593) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 18.1958 : −68.7289))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 21.1259 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −11.5417) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 59.7859 : −91.2358)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 87.4328 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 90.9965 : 95.0996)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 60.5917 : −89.3134))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 16.3839) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 54.9979) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 52.1892 : −29.2838) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 49.6274 : −79.5082)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 21.2776 : 92.2895) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −71.0367))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 74.6682 : 83.747) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 55.6955 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 63.1594 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 17.4768 : 55.188) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 89.0981))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 86.8454 : 17.453) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 46.5456 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 67.9003 :
X[2])))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 20.7232 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 71.0647 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 3.63426 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −28.1139) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 72.5749)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −57.312)))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 54.0628 : 46.2804) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 15.9308 : −7.10141)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 78.9465 : 22.2561) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 45.5248) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −83.2835)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 87.569 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 66.8934 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 94.1518 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 44.7246) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 45.8928))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 0.113035) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 81.7242 : 94.811)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 67.4797 : 10.0395)))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 66.4561 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 59.4393 : 69.2099)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.0407 : −32.6123) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 24.9204 : −37.5989))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −25.7483 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 40.7812 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 46.6925 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 76.5661))))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 68.0801 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 51.9267 :
22.2511)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 54.7076) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 26.7385 : −80.501) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 26.5988)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 8.08251 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 33.1987 : 65.2523)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 45.8437 : 18.3611))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 47.4029 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 0.989024 : −78.3061) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 98.5973) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 65.3473 : −80.8401)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −46.1367) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8606))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 10.0845 : 29.2013) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 53.746 : 12.9727)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 78.9373) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 10.8954 :
X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 69.4885 : −3.30796) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? −91.773 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 15.7075 : −69.9978) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −55.4161 : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −87.8442) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 11.1159 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 40.2049 : 63.2631) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −92.115)))))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 46.5793 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 79.571 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 62.7377 : 81.5028) : (X[4] ==
715
3.0 ? 32.5493 : 61.9901))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 10.5105 : 30.0288) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 0.725632 : −10.3908)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 69.6617 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−25.7343)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 76.9839) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 63.474 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −98.6803))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 41.2807) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −98.9347)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 16.2379 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−41.6598) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −20.1698 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −5.84276 : −15.1644) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −41.6598) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 20.1698 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 5.84276 : −15.1644) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.01643 : 24.0902))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 4.43278 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −72.8801) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 4.43278 : X[2]))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 4.43278 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 79.2565 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−61.5995)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 4.43278 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 63.3014 : 15.4845)))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −41.6598) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 20.1698 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 5.84276 : −15.1644) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −41.6598) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 20.1698 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 5.84276 : −15.1644) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 5.01643 : 24.0902))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 4.43278 :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −72.8801) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 4.43278 : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 4.43278 :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 79.2565 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −61.5995)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 4.43278 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 63.3014 : 15.4845)))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −41.6598) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 20.1698 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 5.84276 : −15.1644) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 0.447741) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 83.5574)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 9.25002) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 87.7012 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 4.43278 : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : 43.1803)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 4.43278 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 79.2565 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −61.5995)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 4.43278 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 63.3014 : 15.4845)))))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−41.6598) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −20.1698 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −5.84276 : −15.1644) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 52.6542 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 4.43278 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 4.43278 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 89.1989 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 4.43278 : 30.6468))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −41.6598) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 20.1698 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 5.84276 : −15.1644) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 6.46441 : −28.8642) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.53686 : 16.0789)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 28.8357 : 5.83269) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 4.43278 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 4.43278 :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 74.2454 : 6.31427) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 72.2926 : X[2]))))))))))
Context 4 (2.396707)
log(((((((−33.0855∗95.6841)+(X[2]∗X[2]))+(((−33.0855∗ ((X[1]+−24.9671)∗ (−27.7475+−93.2118)))+((X[0]+
X[2]) ∗X[2]))/((((−33.0855 ∗X[0]) + (−64.643 ∗X[2])) ∗ cos((−81.7204−X[1])))− log(((43.218−X[1])−X[0]))))) +
(X[0] + X[0])) − (((55.8999 + X[0])/log(((−14.4509 + X[1])/(−64.1939 − −29.9248)))) + (((−33.0855 ∗ ((X[1] +
−24.9671)∗((35.1643+78.1285)+−93.2118)))+((X[1]−−24.9671)∗X[2]))∗((55.8999+X[0])/(−83.8954+X[1])))))+
((((((−33.0855 ∗X[1]) + (X[2] ∗X[2])) ∗ sin(cos((24.1646/X[1])))) + ((((−33.0855 ∗X[1]) + (X[2] ∗X[2])) ∗ sin(cos(
− 75.8044))) + ((−33.0855 ∗ (X[2] ∗X[2]))/((70.2283 ∗X[1]) − (−90.3744/X[1]))))) + ((((−33.0855 ∗X[1]) + (X[2] ∗
X[2])) ∗ sin(cos(((X[1] +X[2])/(66.0767− 59.5254))))) + ((−33.0855 ∗ (X[2] ∗X[2]))/((((−33.0855 ∗X[1]) + (X[2] ∗
X[2])) ∗ sin(cos(61.5657)))− (((−61.1266 ∗−73.0456)− (93.6973+ 21.017))/((−60.7927 ∗X[1])/(X[1]−X[0])))))))−
(((((−33.0855∗X[1])+(X[2]∗X[2]))∗sin(cos((X[2]/X[1]))))/((((−2.62006+6.94661)∗sin(X[1]))∗((X[0]∗−67.602)+
(−79.8382/X[1])))∗(((−56.7172+96.1858)+(X[0]+X[2]))−((X[1]+X[1])+(X[1]/X[1])))))∗(((((−33.0855∗X[1])+
(X[2] ∗X[2])) ∗ sin(cos((X[2]/X[1]))))/((((−2.62006+6.94661) ∗ sin(X[1])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗−67.602)+ (−79.8382/X[1]))) ∗
(((−56.7172 + 96.1858) + (X[0] +X[2]))− ((X[1] +X[1]) + (X[1]/X[1]))))) ∗ (((((−33.0855 ∗X[1]) + (X[2] ∗X[2])) ∗
sin(cos(X[1])))/(((−41.5969∗X[0])∗(63.0032+−69.1541))∗((X[0]+X[0])−(87.8424+X[0]))))+((((X[1]+−14.8489)∗




(77.9463− (59.9743 + tan((X[0] ∗ cos(log(((X[2] ∗X[1])− log(((42.2422−X[2])− (−90.6015−X[0]))))))))))
Context 6 (0.570394)
log(((((tan(log(tan((log(−73.6769)/(12.9732∗3.90055)))))+cos(((cos((X[1]−−46.6708))∗(log(73.1352)−(−39.9018/−




X[0]))))))+ (log(((cos((X[0]+−87.8217))− (log(−75.3082) ∗ tan(X[1]))) ∗ sin(sin(cos(−9.80628)))))+ (log(cos(cos((






(tan(((X[0]/77.7932)+ tan(X[1])))− ((tan(X[0])− (X[1]∗47.5612))+(log(−90.6488)+(52.2221∗X[2])))))+((tan(((
−10.0921/X[2])+tan(8.73979)))∗(tan((−42.8681+−22.9163))−((48.3661−−82.1267)+(X[0]+X[1]))))+((tan((85.7556+









cos((34.5327/− 29.8632))))− log((cos((X[0]/X[2])) ∗ sin(cos(−68.3928)))))))))/sin(cos(X[1])))
Context 2 (18.240185)
(((tan(((log(((log(X[1])/(X[1]/X[0])) + ((X[0] + 31.6942) ∗ cos(X[1]))))/tan(((tan(65.7215) + tan(4.80024))− (tan(
− 59.8788) + (27.3152 ∗ 84.2799))))) − (tan(((log(46.5122)/tan(−6.08956)) − ((X[1]/X[2]) − (31.5565 + X[1])))) ∗
(cos(cos((25.9885 ∗ 82.0669))) ∗ (((97.5935 − −58.3017) − tan(X[2])) − sin(sin(−35.3737))))))) + ((((log(sin((X[0] ∗
−69.0775))) ∗ (((X[2] ∗ X[1])/(−73.8684/X[1])) ∗ ((−86.5251 + X[1])/sin(43.6621)))) ∗ log((cos((X[0] + 3.77772)) −
log(tan(X[0]))))) ∗ ((cos(((X[0]−X[0])/(X[1]−X[0])))− sin((tan(X[1])/log(X[0]))))/log(((cos(−84.0074)/(X[2]/−
54.5499)) ∗ ((78.2186/− 46.0645) ∗ tan(X[0]))))))− (sin((tan(tan(log(−8.9542)))+ cos((sin(X[2])/sin(77.7161)))))+
(log((log((X[0]−X[1]))+ (tan(X[2])/(X[1] ∗ 42.9247))))+ ((cos((−0.355255− 7.15485))− (sin(−53.92)/(−64.3392+
−40.9316))) + cos(((X[2] + 99.9857) + (−17.5312/23.6134)))))))) + (X[1] ∗X[1])) + (20.6978− 1.56063))
Context 3 (18.240185)
(((sin((((((tan(−72.7985)−cos(X[2]))+((42.1355+61.5746)/(−72.3969+21.7912)))−tan(((X[0]/X[1])∗(−76.6565−
63.7936)))) ∗ (((cos(X[1]) + (75.9254 − −11.0929))/sin(sin(X[0]))) + sin((log(X[0]) + (−2.54885/ − 52.8289))))) −
((sin(sin(tan(X[1])))−(log((X[2]+X[1]))/sin((46.581+95.3435))))−(((tan(85.9381)∗cos(X[1]))∗cos(sin(X[1])))−























((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 26.262 : X[0])) < (94.0505/76.1187) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−31.9476) < (−44.3669 < 90.8634 ? X[0] : 21.5503) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 87.2486 : 21.5503)) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/X[1]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? − 1.20658 : −6.40795)) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−75.5234) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? 42.7863 : X[0]) : (−34.6281 < 42.6328 ? − 51.4057 : −32.0966)) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 4.94138) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −34.3874) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? 2.12809 : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −40.4789) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −5.71036) ? (X[1] < 56.2963 ? −
25.6212 : −18.1086) : (−61.7312 < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.9476) < (−44.3669 <
90.8634 ? X[0] : 21.5503) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 87.2486 : 21.5503)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
(X[1] > 63.057 ? 26.262 : X[0])) < (94.0505/76.1187) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.9476) < (−44.3669 <
90.8634 ? X[0] : 21.5503) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 87.2486 : 21.5503)) : ((X[1] > X[0] ? 33.1362 :
−57.7729) < X[0] ? (94.0505−76.1187) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))))) == (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[2]/ − 62.1034) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −64.3317) ? (X[2]/36.7307) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2]))) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 36.2556 : 73.221) : (X[0] − −90.0685)) :
718
(X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] > 81.7572 ? 93.2648 : −73.9677) : (X[1]/X[2]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? − 17.4365 : 67.2939)) < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) :
21.5503)))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 88.9891 ? 72.4567 : −55.144))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 56.4785 :
−48.8715)) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 86.9375 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 25.097 : −3.21909)) :
21.5503))) ? (X[1] == 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 91.8607) ? (X[2]/X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[2]/87.4432) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−66.8177 − X[0])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] > 81.7572 ? 33.8028 : X[0]) : (89.6246/27.848))) :
(−0.348704 + 84.1604))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) :
(X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 53.8248) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? 5.86381 : X[2]) :
21.5503))) ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ −59.1669) : (X[2]/X[0])) : ((X[2]! =
−6.75264 ? − 65.5833 : X[0]) − (X[2] == 90.0027 ? 59.3932 : X[2]))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] > 81.7572 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? X[1] : −48.7788) : (X[1] < X[1] ? − 45.363 : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 20.576 : 43.7302)/((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : 21.5503)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) :
(X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])))! = (X[0] + X[2]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] <
X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) <
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −45.0421)) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? X[1] : 43.08) : 21.5503))) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > −40.05 ? 28.3599 : X[0]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
(X[1] > 63.057 ? X[1] : X[2])) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (−0.348704 + 84.1604))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/ − 62.1034) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (94.0505 − 76.1187) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? 15.6737 : −33.7484)) < (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 50.7705 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 57.7098 :
X[2])) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : 21.5503))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] :
95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[0] > X[0] ? 43.2255 : −70.023) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[2]/19.2385) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 93.2028 : X[0])) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? X[1] : X[1])) ? (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : 14.0086)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 28.3171) <
(94.0505−76.1187) ? (94.0505−76.1187) : (66.4414 < 42.9895 ? X[1] : 21.5503))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? X[1] : X[1])) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 43.4386 : −8.5481)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
81.6851) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? X[1] : 39.5212) : −13.7478) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−93.4116) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5054 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : 82.0242)))) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/ − 10.925) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? X[0] : X[0])) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −16.4091) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? 35.9508 : X[2]) : (X[2] < 64.9708 ? 40.2085 : X[0])) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) <
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? 91.8459 : X[1]) : (X[0] < −28.3275 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (−57.5457 < −43.7241 ? 70.2603 : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 11.3295 :
−57.3932))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 42.6471 : X[1]))! = (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) < (X[1] < 26.3233 ? 8.82012 : −92.4614) ? − 64.4541 : (X[0] < 85.4165 ? 97.1952 : 48.5725)) ? 45.3759 :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 25.8196) < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (−25.2823 < X[0] ? − 42.9995 : 32.5391) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? 7.16629 : X[1]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 26.262 : X[0])) < (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −11.8899) > (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (6.51645 < X[0] ? X[1] :
64.3226)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.9476) < (−44.3669 < 90.8634 ? X[0] : 21.5503) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) :
(X[1] < X[1] ? 87.2486 : 21.5503)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) < (57.2154 < 34.2552 ? − 92.2722 :
X[1]) ? (−44.0654 < X[0] ? X[0] : 58.4781) : (36.4643 < −77.2686 ? 30.3528 : X[0])))))) : 16.8554)) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/ − 62.1034) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2]))) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
88.9891 ? 72.4567 : −55.144))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 56.4785 : −48.8715)) < X[1] ? (X[2] <
35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 86.9375 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 25.097 : −3.21909)) : 21.5503))) ? (X[1] ==
63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 91.8607) ? (X[2]/X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/87.4432) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−66.8177 −X[0])) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] > 81.7572 ? 33.8028 : X[0]) : (89.6246/27.848))) : (−0.348704 + 84.1604))) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 53.8248) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? 5.86381 : X[2]) : 21.5503))) ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ −59.1669) : (X[2]/X[0])) : ((X[2]! = −6.75264 ? − 65.5833 : X[0]) − (X[2] ==
90.0027 ? 59.3932 : X[2]))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] > 81.7572 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : −48.7788) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? − 45.363 : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 20.576 : 43.7302)/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : 21.5503)) :
16.8554) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2])))! = 16.8554 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] <
X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] <
719
X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 88.9891 ? 72.4567 : −55.144))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? 56.4785 : −48.8715)) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 86.9375 : X[1]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 25.097 :
−3.21909)) : 21.5503))) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 72.6667 : X[2])) ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? 12.6451 : 95.1136)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
(X[1] > 63.057 ? 37.5939 : 21.5503))))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] :
95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] ∗
−59.1669) : (X[2]/X[0])) : ((X[2]! = −6.75264 ? − 65.5833 : X[0]) − (X[2] == 90.0027 ? 59.3932 : X[2]))) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[2] > 81.7572 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : −48.7788) : (X[1] < X[1] ? −45.363 : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 20.576 :
43.7302)/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (−0.348704 + 84.1604))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[2]/−62.1034) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (94.0505−76.1187) ? (94.0505−76.1187) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/ − 62.1034) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−61.8672 − 19.2324)) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] > 81.7572 ? 97.114 : 45.4459) :
(X[0]/X[0]))) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : 21.5503))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] <
X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[0] > X[0] ? 43.2255 : −70.023) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? 17.2954 : −70.4877) : 21.5503))) ? (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > −89.3002 ? − 11.1137 : −90.5052))) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? − 33.8642 : −50.9822)) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 67.5865) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 20.3219 : X[0])) : (−0.348704 + 84.1604))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
(X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/ − 62.1034) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (94.0505 − 76.1187) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? X[0] : X[1])) < (X[2] < 35.7059 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? − 93.307 : X[1])) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : 21.5503))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) < X[1] ? (X[2] <
35.7059 ? X[0] : X[2]) : 21.5503))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/12.237) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (46.5917 < X[1] ? X[0] :
21.5503))) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
46.4781) < X[1] ? (X[2] < 35.7059 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (−0.348704 + 84.1604))) : −13.7478) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
(X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/− 17.8882) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? 25.0101 : 21.5503))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5054 : X[2]) : ((75.3774 −X[0]) <
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 6.75508) < 90.8634 ? (94.0505−76.1187) : 21.5503) ? (94.0505−76.1187) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2] < 35.7059 ? X[1] : −38.1866) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : 21.5503))))) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/− 33.1371) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? 7.52683 : −44.9175)) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? X[0] : X[0])) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? − 33.9587 : X[1])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 46.9292) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−48.8144) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.5054 : X[2]) : (X[2] < 94.6578 ? − 3.99132 : −19.1309))) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? − 7.80376 : X[1])) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? X[0] : 85.4796)) ? (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (11.5866 < X[1] ? X[0] : 32.4707)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) <
(94.0505 − 76.1187) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : (17.1846 < −41.6415 ? X[1] : 21.5503))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
(X[1] > 63.057 ? 26.262 : X[0])) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? − 41.8738 : 20.3193)) ? (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −31.9476) < (−44.3669 < 90.8634 ? X[0] : 21.5503) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 87.2486 :
21.5503)) : ((X[1] > X[0] ? 33.1362 : −57.7729) < X[0] ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0])))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/(X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 95.1136)) : (X[1] <
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])))! = (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2]))) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? X[1] : 21.3787)) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) < (X[0] < 77.0837 ? X[1] : 33.8894) ? (−51.8109 < X[2] ? X[2] : −20.7036) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 19.6895 :
X[0])) ? 8.82012 : (94.0505/76.1187)) ? − 64.4541 : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 26.262 : X[0])) <
(94.0505/76.1187) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.9476) < (−44.3669 < 90.8634 ? X[0] : 21.5503) ? (94.0505 −
76.1187) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 87.2486 : 21.5503)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −29.203) < (X[0] < −18.6487 ? 27.6614 :
X[1]) ? (1.68621 < −77.9224 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] < −33.0932 ? − 18.4076 : 77.5079)))) ? 45.3759 : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[2]/ − 0.0745303) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? − 23.686 : −84.997)) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? X[2] : X[1])) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 71.6931 : X[2])) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 57.1065) < (94.0505 − 76.1187) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : (X[1] < −64.0209 ? − 92.5417 :
21.5503))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? − 32.4474 : 87.6876)) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) <
(2.87896 < X[1] ? − 64.5473 : X[1]) ? (X[0] < −58.3124 ? − 45.2878 : −63.9048) : (−92.8485 < X[2] ? − 18.5584 :
−2.66417)) ? 7.16629 : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) < (94.0505/76.1187) ? (77.9505 < −90.0511 ? X[1] :
−21.6802) : (X[0] < 3.8791 ? X[0] : −63.6893))))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 26.262 : X[0])) <
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? 26.262 : X[0])) > (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? − 41.8738 :
20.3193)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.9476) < (−44.3669 < 90.8634 ? X[0] : 21.5503) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) :
(X[1] < X[1] ? 87.2486 : 21.5503)) : ((X[1] > X[0] ? 33.1362 : −57.7729) < X[0] ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.9476) < (−44.3669 < 90.8634 ? X[0] :
21.5503) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 87.2486 : 21.5503)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] >
63.057 ? (X[2]/X[1]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? − 1.20658 :
−6.40795)) < (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −75.5234) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? 42.7863 :
720
X[0]) : (−34.6281 < 42.6328 ? − 51.4057 : −32.0966)) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 4.94138) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−34.3874) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? 2.12809 : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−40.4789) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −5.71036) ? (X[1] < 56.2963 ? − 25.6212 : −18.1086) : (−61.7312 < X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1]))) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? X[0] : X[2])) < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[1] > 63.057 ? X[2] :
X[0])) ? (X[1] > 63.057 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) < (94.0505− 76.1187) ? (94.0505− 76.1187) : (50.6174 < X[0] ? 20.863 : 21.5503))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
(X[1] > 63.057 ? 26.262 : X[0])) < (94.0505/76.1187) ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.9476) < (−44.3669 <
90.8634 ? X[0] : 21.5503) ? (94.0505 − 76.1187) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 87.2486 : 21.5503)) : ((X[1] > X[0] ? 33.1362 :
−57.7729) < X[0] ? (94.0505− 76.1187) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 91.0199 : 55.6903)))
Context 2 (0.363797)
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.9528 : −25.9176) :
(X[0] == −72.8214 ? X[1] : −42.1793))∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −22.2049)/(12.0974−X[0]))) : (X[1]/21.2779)) :
((X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : 75.3677) : (X[0] − −81.1654)) :
(X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 29.7045 : 22.7487) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : 93.461))) ∗ (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > −38.6136 ? − 84.2669 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 18.2491 : X[2]))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−76.4215) − (X[2] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] :
75.3677) : (X[0] − −81.1654)) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 29.7045 : 22.7487) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] :
93.461))) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −38.6136 ? − 84.2669 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 18.2491 : X[2]))/((X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −76.4215) − (X[2] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? X[1] : 75.3677) : (X[0] − −81.1654)) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 29.7045 : 22.7487) : (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : 93.461))) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −38.6136 ? − 84.2669 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 18.2491 :
X[2]))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −76.4215)− (X[2] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[2] >
X[2] ? 97.5532 : 68.1147) ∗ (89.4791/X[1])) : (X[2]/62.5789)) : (X[2]/62.5789))))) > (X[2]/X[0]) ? ((X[2] >
X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1] < 72.2466 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 93.8646) +
(−67.3618 ∗ X[0])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 60.0883 : −40.6601)/(X[0] − X[1]))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 15.5494 : X[0]) : (75.5203 ∗ 72.5995))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 79.6406 : −81.7879) : (X[1] >
15.5989 ? X[0] : −68.2)))) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[2] == 12.1837 ? X[0] : X[0]) + (X[1] < 41.4307 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == 60.6205 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 76.1618)))/(X[0] <
−14.5335 ? ((X[1] ∗X[0]) ∗ (−66.9164 ∗X[1])) : (X[0] < 50.8642 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] :
X[0]))))) : ((X[2] < X[0] ? (((X[1] − X[2]) ∗ (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 84.0379))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
7.54437 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 5.02443 : −46.3645))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] − X[1]) : (X[2] +
X[2]))/((X[0] − −82.0996) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 76.7058)))) − ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2] ∗ −70.6689)/(X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[1] < 95.4756 ? (58.9596/X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 62.8532 : X[0]))) ∗ (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −55.6529 : X[2])−((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −16.6113 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 34.8106 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 89.3071 : X[0])))))) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −33.2075 ? (X[0]/ − 28.1867) : (X[2]/X[2])) : ((X[0]! = 59.2936 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ∗ (X[0] > −74.0153 ? 83.2452 : 34.1848))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? 37.294 :
−75.4627) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 78.5613 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 61.7087 : X[1])))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 55.228 : −70.7724)/(X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : 76.8186)) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] < 47.6014 ? − 19.5816 : X[2]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 43.5611 : −49.5575) ∗ (X[0] + −48.8334)) : (X[1] < 69.2104 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 62.3124 : −72.4638) : (X[1] + X[2]))))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −9.39316 ? (X[0] < 95.3146 ? (X[1] <
69.3097 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? − 26.2953 : 23.5569) : (−75.8712−X[2])) : (X[2]! = 68.9568 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 69.2189 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 79.4576 : X[1]) − ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 99.1018 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (67.9257+X[0]) : (X[2]∗29.9853)))) : (((X[2] == X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 98.6245 : X[1]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : −82.4396))/(X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0]! = −88.7413 ? 86.3901 : −54.605) : (18.9475+X[2])))/(X[1] <
69.2043 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−89.5339 + X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (13.0433 ∗ X[1]) :
(X[1] < X[1] ? 66.307 : X[0])))))))∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −38.6136 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −
67.9406 : 18.753)/(X[1] == 4.73971 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (32.5922 − X[1]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? 70.0097 :
23.3522))) − ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1]! = −5.29509 ? 86.3369 : 56.0483) : (89.6437 ∗ X[2])) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 10.4808)))) : (X[0]! = 67.2945 ? (X[1] <
96.7686 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[2] == −0.0793061 ? (X[0] >
−5.00612 ? X[0] : 19.7336) : (X[1] − −78.1612))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 93.6109)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 30.4257))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[1]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[0])/(X[2]! = X[1] ? − 95.8349 : 44.9455)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]/ − 3.23986) : (X[0]! = 45.6571 ? − 4.84116 : X[0]))) : (X[1] == −34.5322 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] < 96.4203 ? − 79.8723 : 77.1291) : (5.40627/X[1])) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −99.7923)/(X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((12.0989 − X[1]) ∗ (X[2] > 56.6508 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 39.3302 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[1] < 69.9187 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 84.1941 : 65.7381) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 82.2482 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
84.4904) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 44.0882 : −67.4318))))))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 90.4794 : X[2])/(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 14.0639)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (−23.9952 ∗ 27.2906) :
721
(−38.5393 ∗X[1]))) : (((X[2] +X[1]) − (83.225 ∗ −90.0558)) − (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] > −67.513 ? X[2] : −56.5339) :
(X[0] + 58.5869)))) : ((((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 46.5009 : X[1]) ∗ (X[2] ∗ X[2])) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 34.7999 : X[0]) +
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −23.1788 : −25.2413)))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])∗(X[2]−93.0421)) :
((X[0] − 7.99994) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 51.7941 : 30.167))))) − (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[0]∗X[1]) : (X[0]! = 4.71712 ? −13.6369 : X[0]))/(X[1] < 24.8029 ? (X[1]−−88.5223) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]))) : ((X[1]! = −32.9558 ? (X[1]/− 64.6649) : (−40.5964/− 58.1055))− ((−2.15647−−35.962) + ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 30.1196)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 26.5912 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[0] > −13.3529 ? − 79.312 : X[2]) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : 28.2419) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 37.4349 : X[0])) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1] >
−34.0207 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 78.2911 : −73.8678)))))))) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) >
X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1] < 72.2466 ? 39.1439 : 36.8232) : (90.7719/91.0579)) :
((X[2] < X[0] ? 13.4895 : −44.7331) − (X[0] ∗ −51.8989))) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 77.7273 : 57.2902) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −9.39316 ? 30.7916 : 65.3934) :
(43.9351/X[1])))) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −38.6136 ? (66.0821−−15.7339) : (X[0]! = 67.2945 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.3355 : 41.9824) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.8095)))/((X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 33.6427) : (X[1]/91.8324)) − (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 19.922 : 25.9689))))) : (((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1] < 72.2466 ? X[0] : −73.3186) : (X[1]/X[1])) : ((X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) − (X[1] ∗
75.7838))) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 15.3643 :
X[0])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −9.39316 ? X[1] : −68.3087) : (88.3184/96.7225)))) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
−38.6136 ? (58.8386 − X[0]) : (X[0]! = 67.2945 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.0429 :
9.61657) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 46.2015 : −36.2208)))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 79.4139 : −85.5827) :
(−34.0129/X[1])) − (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 73.9241) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? − 1.50278 : X[0])) ∗ (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 90.3143 : X[1])/(X[0] −X[2]))) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) < (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] :
−58.8454) ∗ (67.9026/28.9783)) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ X[1]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] :
76.6702))) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? − 83.8656 : X[0]) ∗ (−69.5724/X[1])) : (X[2]/62.5789)) : ((X[1]! =
X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? − 0.854935 : 67.4587) ∗ (X[0]/X[0])) : (48.2837 − 66.3816))))) <
((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1] < 72.2466 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? − 28.2218 : 32.0397) :
(7.68728/13.4016)) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 90.2514)/(X[0] < −14.5335 ? 45.3521 : X[2]))) : ((X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[1]/58.2982) : (X[1]/ − 46.8306)) − ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 75.8097) ∗ (X[1]! = X[0] ? 67.3112 :
77.4723)))) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 3.51535) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 79.2433 : X[2])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 12.844))) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −9.39316 ? (X[0] < 95.3146 ? 83.225 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? −62.5803 : 53.2873)) : ((X[0]/−99.7115)/(X[1] < 69.2043 ? 66.5609 : 36.4151)))))∗(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] >
−38.6136 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 12.7271 : −88.9507) − ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0]! = 67.2945 ? (X[1] <
96.7686 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 35.0977 : 61.0548))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : 19.9558) : (X[1] == −34.5322 ? 65.2162 : −58.8588)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[1] < 69.9187 ? X[2] : −96.1376))))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−85.5068) : (76.3915−−93.2809)) : ((57.6808 +−33.9342)/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 79.5492 : −29.2897)))− (X[2] ==
X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (63.6713/26.7304) : (X[1] − −75.8818)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 90.6986 :
−64.8499) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 45.6463 : X[0])))))) ? (((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] >
X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 58.4186 : −76.404) : (4.02054 − −97.6946)) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 54.6761) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −97.7357))) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −38.6136 ? 20.8013 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 93.1132))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −66.1066) − (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : −15.9151)))) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? − 1.50278 : X[0])) ∗ (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 90.3143 : X[1])/(X[0] − X[2]))) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) < (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ X[1]) :
(49.0743 > X[0] ? 93.4383 : −37.9234)) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (84.0246 ∗ −63.952) : (X[2]/62.5789)) : ((X[1]! =
X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? (X[0] ∗ X[1]) : (48.2837 − 66.3816))))) < (((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) >
X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −20.7847) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? X[0] : X[1])) ∗ (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 42.8923 : 86.5121)/(X[1] − X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? 36.4829 : 20.9902) ∗ (X[0]/X[0])) :
((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) < (X[2] == X[0] ? − 93.1607 : X[0]) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : 34.9869) : (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 22.9263 : −0.429902))))! = (((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? − 23.1242 :
X[2]) ∗ (−30.5605/ − 27.1249)) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (37.6209 ∗ X[1]) : (39.2791 < X[0] ? − 96.3359 : X[0]))) <
(4.56104 ∗X[2]) ? ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : 75.7856) ∗ (X[1]/ − 99.1509)) :
((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? (−40.3069 ∗ X[0]) : (−18.738/ − 95.4683))) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 :
44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) ∗ (X[1]/X[1])) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > (X[1]! =
−46.5269 ? − 67.3151 : X[2]) ? (−61.2163 ∗ X[1]) : (1.53018 < 72.5131 ? 61.1872 : −71.9545)))) ? ((X[1]! =
X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? − 75.6925 :
27.9418)) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 82.3419 : −2.90379)/(X[2] −X[2]))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? − 99.245 :
X[0]) ∗ (X[0]/ − 90.2793)) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2] ∗ X[1]) : (34.5247 > X[0] ? − 33.8399 : X[1])))) : ((X[1]! =
X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 33.9526) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? −
98.8409 : 89.6252)) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])/(X[1] − X[1]))) : (((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) >
X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ 13.1601) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])) < X[0] ? (X[2] − 36.9371) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 :
44.801) > X[0] ? (60.2207 ∗ −60.5803) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 54.9964 : 68.9019))))) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 56.5325) :
((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 96.4151 : 59.8152) ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? − 20.203 : −60.3796) : (−32.89−−92.3939)) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 20.756 : X[2]) : (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 4.16273 : 89.9307))) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −38.6136 ? 50.0831 : 61.0438) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
722
X[0]))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) − (X[2] == X[0] ? − 12.6383 : X[1])))) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) >
X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 78.9283) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? − 19.1194 : X[1])) ∗ (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 89.753 : X[2])/(X[1] − X[1]))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) ∗ (X[1]/X[2])) : (X[2] ==
X[0] ? (71.1949 ∗ X[2]) : (−91.6291 > X[0] ? − 74.2846 : −76.8359)))))) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) >
X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[1] < 72.2466 ? 39.1439 : 36.8232) : (90.7719/91.0579)) :
((X[2] < X[0] ? 13.4895 : −44.7331) − (X[0] ∗ −51.8989))) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 77.7273 : 57.2902) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −9.39316 ? 30.7916 : 65.3934) :
(43.9351/X[1])))) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −38.6136 ? (66.0821−−15.7339) : (X[0]! = 67.2945 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.3355 : 41.9824) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.8095)))/((X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 33.6427) : (X[1]/91.8324)) − (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 19.922 : 25.9689))))) : (((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? X[2] : 0.790974)) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])/(X[1] − X[1]))) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) ∗ (84.765/X[2])) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) < (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? 42.5658 : 64.4961) : (0.557959 > X[0] ? X[0] : −92.0249)))) < ((X[1]! =
X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801)! = X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? 95.6255 :
X[2])) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −33.2398)/(85.585− 78.3943))) : (X[2]/− 34.7268)) ? (((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 :
44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? 4.79244 : X[0]) ∗ (X[1]/ − 11.443)) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[2] ∗ X[0]) : (X[2] <
−21.7033 ? X[2] : 11.1032))) < (((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? (32.9466∗63.7554) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] :
85.2224))! = ((X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 31.9097) < (4.56104 ∗X[2]) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 17.4759 : −94.0013) : (−67.9825 >
X[0] ? X[1] : −31.035)) ? ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? (−60.0414 ∗ X[2]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[1])) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? (X[0] ∗ 90.8344) : (98.454 < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]))) ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 56.5325) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 96.4151 : 59.8152) ? ((X[2] >
X[2] ? 54.0448 : 71.9185) ∗ (X[0]/X[0])) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? (X[2] ∗ X[2]) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? 50.4389 : 15.3279)))) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[0] == −72.8214 ? 76.065 : −12.8222)) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 85.1863 : X[1])/(47.8367 − 38.5683))) :
(((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801) > X[0] ? (43.7166 ∗ X[2]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : −41.5386)) < ((7.49739 >
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) < X[2] ? (X[2] < 65.4178 ? 62.9486 : −4.26709) : (91.8758 > X[0] ? 16.7147 : X[2])) ? ((X[2] >
X[2] ? − 89.3111 : X[0]) ∗ (X[0]/64.9924)) : ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 5.90504 : 44.801)! = X[0] ? (21.4338 ∗ −43.5104) :
(X[2]/− 34.7268))))))))))
Context 3 (0.522193)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 16.1302 : (X[2] + X[1])) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 16.1302 : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 46.1301 : −18.7354)) : (X[2] ∗ X[1])) − ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? log(log(−12.165)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 89.4124 : −91.4657) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 98.6721 : X[0])))))/(X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 16.1302 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 94.9618 : 15.4314)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 16.1302 : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 51.0486 : −44.488)− (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−28.9205−X[2]) : (83.1768/X[1])))))) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] + X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 16.1302 : X[1])) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])/((X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2]−X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))+(X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]+X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 16.1302 : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −27.812))) − ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 16.1302 : −43.9194) :
(82.7426 − −35.3287))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 16.1302 : 87.8481) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] + X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 16.1302 : X[1])) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])/((X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 12.9243 : X[2]) +−35.4957))))))))
Context 4 (5.352011)
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] == 82.517 ? − 36.6506 : 57.53) : (((X[1] > (41.7096 −X[1]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? 18.7565 :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? −79.3307 : −2.53128)))) > (X[1] > (41.7096−X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 :
30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 6.06502) ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? −28.3669 : X[0]) : (34.5501∗54.8636)))) ? (41.7096−X[1]) : ((X[1] > (41.7096−X[1]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > −19.5615 ? 18.7565 :
X[0]))) > (X[2]! = (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? 18.7565 : (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 76.8618 :
X[1])) : X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −5.23329 ? − 89.2741 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? 18.7565 : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (41.7096 − X[1])))) > ((X[1] >
(41.7096 −X[1]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? 18.7565 : (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 79.3307 : −2.53128)))) > ((41.7096 − X[1]) <
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.5275 : 26.5602) ? ((41.7096 − X[1]) > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : X[0]) ? ((41.7096 − X[1]) <
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.5275 : 26.5602) ? ((41.7096 − X[1]) > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > (41.7096 −
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) :
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(X[1] > −19.5615 ? 18.7565 : X[0]))) > (X[2]! = (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096 −X[1]) ? 18.7565 :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? − 76.8618 : X[1])) : X[2]) ? X[0] : (X[2]! = (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096 −
X[1]) ? 18.7565 : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (41.7096−X[1])))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.5275 : 26.5602) : (X[1] >
61.1918 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 40.4616 : −66.8929) : ((((X[1] > (41.7096 −X[1]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? 18.7565 :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? −79.3307 : −2.53128)))) > (X[1] > (41.7096−X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 :
30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 6.06502) ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? −28.3669 : X[0]) : (34.5501∗54.8636)))) ? (41.7096−X[1]) : ((X[1] > (41.7096−X[1]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > −19.5615 ? 18.7565 :
X[0]))) > (X[2]! = (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? 18.7565 : (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 76.8618 :
X[1])) : X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −5.23329 ? − 89.2741 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096−X[1]) ? 18.7565 : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (41.7096−X[1])))) > ((41.7096−X[1]) <
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.5275 : 26.5602) ? ((41.7096−X[1]) > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.5275 :
26.5602) : (X[1] > 61.1918 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 40.4616 : −66.8929) : (((41.7096 − X[1]) > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[0])! = (41.7096 − X[1]) ? ((X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −21.6758) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
7.19515)) > (X[1] > (41.7096−X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) ? (41.7096−X[1]) :
((X[1] > −76.1405 ? − 52.5448 : −97.2193) > (X[2]! = 78.6796 ? 15.5683 : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[2]! = −15.8904 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((41.7096−X[1]) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 5.5275 : 26.5602) ? ((41.7096−X[1]) >
X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : X[0]))))! = ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 28.5392) ? ((X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > (41.7096 −
X[1]) ? 18.7565 : (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 79.3307 : −2.53128)))) > (X[1] > (41.7096 − X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
6.06502) ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 28.3669 : X[0]) : (34.5501 ∗ 54.8636)))) ? (41.7096 − X[1]) : ((X[1] > (41.7096 −
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 : 30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[1] > −19.5615 ? 18.7565 : X[0]))) > (X[2]! = (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096 −X[1]) ? 18.7565 :
(X[2]! = X[1] ? −76.8618 : X[1])) : X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096−X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = X[1] ? 18.5463 :
30.2255)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = −5.23329 ? − 89.2741 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[1] > (41.7096−X[1]) ? 18.7565 : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (41.7096−X[1])))) : (X[1] >
X[1] ? 18.7565 : 10.3458)))))
Context 5 (1.512265)
(pow((pow(pow((((((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −85.9115) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −23.2851)) + pow((X[4] ==
3.0 ? 72.7276 : −36.2789), 2))+(pow(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −18.5823), 3)/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 55.3128 :
X[1]) : (−4.53377/7.52401))))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[4] == 3.0 ? 55.1089 : 51.9869)/pow(X[0], 3))∗(pow(X[1], 2)∗
pow(−99.9229, 3))) : (pow((19.5306∗−33.2459), 2)+(pow(X[2], 2)+(X[0]+X[0]))))), 2), 3)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? pow(pow(
pow(pow((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 0.794197 : 91.9723) : pow(37.7292, 4)), 4), 3), 3), 4) : ((pow((X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : pow(51.3893, 2)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 88.2162 :
−75.2677) : (45.7754 ∗ 36.4519))), 4) ∗ (pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? pow(69.5335, 4) : (X[1]/ − 65.8527)), 2) ∗ (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(X[0], 2) : (−54.1353 − 10.5767)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 73.84 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))))) + (pow((pow((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 73.0901 : −77.9002), 3) − pow((−68.3868 ∗
35.2391), 3)), 2)/pow(pow(pow(pow(−55.935, 4), 3), 3), 4))))), 3) ∗ ((((((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 36.7533 : 30.1734) −
(X[1]− (52.9763−X[1])))− (X[1]/(52.9763− pow(24.5207, 4)))) + (X[1]/(52.9763− ((68.5164−X[0])− (58.8784−
6.98752))))) + ((((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 36.7533 : 30.1734) − (X[1] − (52.9763 − X[1]))) − (X[1]/(52.9763 −
pow(24.5207, 4)))) + (X[1]/(52.9763− ((X[2]−−79.8351)− (X[2]− 98.4671)))))/(((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 36.7533 :
30.1734)−(X[1]−(52.9763−X[1])))+(X[1]/(52.9763−pow(24.5207, 4))))−(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −36.7533 : 30.1734)−
(X[1]−((−36.7598−34.9222)−(−58.8672−X[2])))))))−(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 39.3447)/(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −
5.77578 : −72.8997)− ((((−33.0202 +X[2]) + (−33.3119/− 10.5058))− (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 39.3447)/(X[2]−
17.4554)))−(((−15.578+49.8818)+(X[1]/X[2]))−((X[2]−25.2731)−((−95.6506−−67.2222)/X[2])))))))−(((X[3]%4)
== 0.0 ? ((((((X[1]−X[2])−(X[1]/83.8705))+(X[1]/(52.9763−X[0])))+(((X[0]−44.8035)+(X[1]/X[1]))/((−95.981+
X[2])− (X[2]−X[2]))))− (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 39.3447)/(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −5.77578 : −72.8997)− ((X[0]−
85.1728)−(X[1]−32.1037)))))−(X[0]/58.0639)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 55.5699))/((((((X[1]−X[2])−(X[1]/X[1]))+
(X[1]/(52.9763−−6.28077)))+ (((46.9136−X[2]) + (X[1]/− 55.4617))/((X[2] +X[0])− (−37.9855−−37.6789))))−
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 39.3447)/(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 5.77578 : −72.8997)− ((X[2]−−45.1699)− (−60.1538−
X[0])))))− (72.5681− 53.3664)))))
Context 6 (4.966933)
((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : log(X[1])) ∗ log(((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : log(X[1])) + (32.8233 + (((((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0]/X[1]) : tan(X[2]))− tan((−25.4407−−38.8855))) + log((tan(X[1]) ∗ (X[2] +−89.9957)))) ∗ 28.2765))) +
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(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : log(X[1]))+(32.8233+(((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]/X[1]) : tan(X[2]))− tan((−25.4407−
−38.8855)))+ log((tan(X[1])∗(X[2]+−89.9957))))∗((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −58.5788 : (((81.5437+−38.4729)+(X[0]+
73.4034)) + (cos(31.9693) + (X[1] ∗X[1]))))))))))
Context 7 (0.857255)
((X[0] < 73.6299 ? X[2] : X[1]) < (X[1] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? 16.4932 : 99.2615) ? (((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) <
(X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 : (X[1] < X[2] ? 43.2649 : X[0]))/X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? 94.0737 : 37.2345)) ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? −5.11104 : X[1]) : ((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 : (X[1] < ((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] :
X[0]) < (X[2] < 39.3365 ? X[2] : −76.7527) ? 79.2173 : (((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 :
(X[1] < (X[1] < ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −24.9816) == (X[0] == X[1] ? 11.9086 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[0] == −28.8761 ? 4.40978 : −28.17)) ? 36.3387 : (X[1] < 4.32986 ? X[2] : (65.266 == −80.9348 ? X[0] :
X[0]))) ? (−63.477/X[2]) : ((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 : ((18.3025/ − 80.5862) <
X[0] ? (X[2]/70.6308) : (18.3025/X[1]))))) < (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 5.11104 : X[1]) ? (X[2]/70.6308) : (((X[2] >
71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 : (X[1] < (X[1] < (65.0477 == X[2] ? − 8.49101 : X[2]) ? 36.3387 :
(X[1] < 4.32986 ? X[2] : −49.1584)) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (18.3025/(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))))/(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 5.11104 : X[1])))) ? (86.4461−X[2]) : ((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[2] < 39.3365
? X[2] : −76.7527) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 84.463 : 59.052) : (((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 :
(X[1] < (X[1] < ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −24.9816) == (X[0] == X[1] ? 11.9086 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[0] == −28.8761 ? 4.40978 : −28.17)) ? 36.3387 : (X[1] < 4.32986 ? X[2] : (65.266 == −80.9348 ? X[0] :
X[0]))) ? (−63.477/X[2]) : ((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 : ((18.3025/ − 80.5862) <
X[0] ? (X[2]/70.6308) : (18.3025/X[1]))))) < (((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 : (X[1] <
39.2629 ? X[2] : X[2]))/(X[2] > 43.6379 ? − 37.8601 : X[2])) ? (X[1] < (X[1]! = X[2] ? 16.4932 : 99.2615) ? (((X[2] >
71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 : (X[1] < X[2] ? 43.2649 : X[0]))/X[0]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? 94.0737 :
37.2345)) : (((X[2] > 71.5366 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[1]/X[1]) ? 10.8612 : (X[1] < (X[1] < X[2] ? 36.3387 :
X[1]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (18.3025/X[2])))/X[2]))))))
Context 8 (2.455705)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 4.77393 : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 14.7633 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 15.7448 : −25.7123)) − (X[4] ==
3.0 ? tan((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.7633 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 15.7448 : −25.7123)) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.77393 :
(log(−7.38568) − ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.77393 : (X[1] − −82.6992)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.77393 :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? tan((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.7633 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 15.7448 :
−25.7123))− (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.77393 : (log(−7.38568)− ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.77393 : 81.9148) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.77393 : X[0])))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.7633 :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 15.7448 : −25.7123)) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.77393 : (−43.6404 − −54.1995)))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? tan((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.7633 : 81.3284) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.77393 : 59.2063))) : (X[1]/ − 43.3664))) :
(−4.77393/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan(−80.2678) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : tan((X[2]−−81.5623))) : tan((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.7633 : X[0])− ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))))))))
D.3.0.67 Transition Functions:
Context 1 (22.228501)
pow(((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (30.1543 + X[1]) : (X[0]/X[1])) :
pow((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −36.4993), 3)) : pow(pow(pow(X[1], 3), 2), 3)) : (pow(X[1], 3) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : pow(−31.8728, 3)) : pow(pow(X[0], 2), 3)) : X[2]))) +
(((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (30.1543 + X[1]) : (X[0]/X[1])) :
pow((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −36.4993), 3)) : pow(pow(pow(X[1], 3), 2), 3)) : (pow(X[1], 3) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 53.8269) : pow(X[2], 3)) : X[2])))/(X[1] − 6.43001)) − ((((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0]+X[2]))/(X[1]−6.43001))−pow(−57.5085, 2))−(((((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 41.9321 :
X[0]) : (54.8419+X[2]))/(X[1]−6.43001))−pow(−57.5085, 2))−44.9569)/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−45.701+X[2]))/(X[1]−6.43001))+(((43.8107/68.3822)+(X[1]/21.2573))−X[0])) : X[0]))))), 4)
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Context 2 (22.228501)
(pow(pow((pow((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −33.4378), 2) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] ∗X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 21.2199 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : pow(pow(42.5609, 2), 3))), 2)/(55.225 −
X[1])), 3), 2)/(X[2] + 42.7425))
Context 3 (22.228501)
(pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 6.15262)/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))/((−3.98223/X[0])/pow(X[1], 2)))−(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((45.6871−2.15772)∗(−4.36666/X[2])) : pow(pow(X[2], 2), 2
))) : pow((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? pow(−18.545, 4) : (X[0]/ − 8.80782)) ∗ pow((42.7696/X[0]), 2)), 3)) ∗ ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? (pow(pow(−18.8625, 4), 4)/pow(pow(−55.6772, 4), 3)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? pow((27.3634 + 70.9906), 2) : pow(((X[3]
%3) == 0.0 ? − 57.1557 : X[1]), 3))) ∗ ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 87.579 : X[0]) : pow(X[1], 2)) :
(pow(X[2], 4)+pow(75.3317, 3)))/pow(pow((14.5065∗X[0]), 4), 2))))−((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(pow(pow((pow(X[1], 4)−
(X[2]/X[1])), 3), 4), 2) : pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? pow((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 18.36 : X[1]) : pow(75.087, 2)), 4) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? pow(pow(X[0], 3), 3) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? pow(0.495128, 3) : (−50.6574−−84.8357)))), 4))) : ((((X[3]%3)
== 0.0 ? ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(−80.9435, 2) : (X[2]/51.6912))/((X[4] == 1.0 ? 3.87043 : X[1])/pow(X[0], 2)))/
(X[4] == 2.0 ? pow((X[1] ∗ X[0]), 3) : pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? 93.4217 : 37.976), 3))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]), 3) : ((X[2]−−81.008)− (X[0]−53.8526))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (pow(X[0], 2)/pow(
X[1], 2)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(X[1], 4) : (X[1]/X[1]))))) − (((X[4] == 2.0 ? pow(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 55.7858 :
X[0]), 2) : pow(pow(−93.2448, 2), 3)) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? pow(−0.227048, 2) : pow(X[1], 4)) :
((X[2] −X[1]) ∗ (−5.51753 ∗ −91.1401)))) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? (((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −64.3856) ∗ pow(−82.0202, 4)) ∗
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 67.2984 : 94.5781) ∗ pow(−2.77022, 2))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(−49.4781 + 5.10801))/((X[0] +−82.2834)− pow(−25.0518, 4)))))) ∗ (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((pow(pow(71.159, 2), 4) +
((X[4] == 2.0 ? −87.0461 : −8.23721)/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 76.9279 : −91.2149)))+((pow(−83.5054, 3)/((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))∗pow(pow(X[0], 2), 4))) : pow(pow(pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? 27.0372 : 46.6758), 4), 3), 4))∗(pow((X[4] ==
0.0 ? pow((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 37.6306 : X[2]), 2) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−90.8966/X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 54.086 :
−26.4572))), 3)−pow(pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? (45.1919∗−56.9219) : (X[2]−X[1])), 3), 3))))), 2)/((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 41.2262 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −7.1168)) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(20.4418, 3) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 23.9046 : X[1]))) : pow(((75.0932−X[2])/(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 14.9912 : 37.6598)), 3))/((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((75.0932 − X[2])/(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 14.9912 : 37.6598)) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −
41.2262 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −7.1168)) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(20.4418, 3) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 23.9046 :
X[1]))) : pow(((75.0932−X[2])/(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 14.9912 : 37.6598)), 3))− (X[4] == 2.0 ? 54.8188 : X[0])))))
Context 4 (22.228501)
pow(pow(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? pow(X[1], 4) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 99.2564 : −7.80817)), 4) : (pow(pow(−65.0845, 3), 2)/(X[4] == 0.0 ? pow(X[2], 4) : pow(X[1], 2))))/(X[4] ==
2.0 ? pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? pow(X[1], 2) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 6.60487 : −14.7698)), 2) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? 4.15678 : X[0])/((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 14.7272)) : (pow(88.1748, 2) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 5.83119 :
56.6497))))) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) ∗ pow(15.3451, 2)) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? 6.04231 : −37.6478)))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]), 3) :
pow((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 7.60104 : X[1]), 2))) : pow(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]), 2) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] ∗X[1]) : (46.3036 ∗X[2]))), 3))), 2) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? pow(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow(65.7379, 2) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])), 3) : pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? pow(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow(65.7379, 2) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])), 3) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? pow(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow(65.7379, 2) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])), 3) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(20.2083, 2) : pow(X[2], 3)) : (X[2]−X[0])))), 3))), 2), 3)
Context 5 (22.228501)
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))
Context 6 (22.228501)
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pow(pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−45.2494 − 66.3694) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 75.6144 : −33.0302)) :
(X[2] + 6.5368)) ∗ pow(−15.9639, 2))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 73.1944 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 1.68812 : −23.98) ∗ pow(−15.9639, 2))) : −24.1206)))−X[1])), 2), 4)
Context 7 (22.228501)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 58.3566 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −7.06517))
Context 8 (22.228501)
((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow((X[4] == 3.0 ? pow(pow(((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 93.4385 : X[2]) −
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −6.02368)), 4), 3) : (pow((pow(X[0], 2) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 2.992 : 46.6929)), 2) +
pow(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[1]) : (X[2] + X[1])), 2))), 3) : pow((((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] − 36.4941) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 93.4197))−((29.3571+64.2349)+(X[1]+34.4945)))−((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(pow(X[2], 3), 3) :
pow((−25.8163 ∗ X[0]), 3))) + (pow((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 6.28425 : X[1]) ∗ (64.2139 ∗ −70.6576)), 3) − ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (52.2369 ∗ X[0]) : pow(X[0], 3)) ∗ pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 64.6961 : 83.7569), 3)))), 3)) : (((pow((pow((X[0] ∗
X[0]), 3)/((−84.1387/ − 96.2903) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))), 3) − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0]−X[1]) : (X[1]+−29.0103)), 2) : pow(pow((X[2]+X[2]), 3), 2)))∗(pow((((X[0]/X[0])/(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]))/pow(pow(X[0], 3), 2)), 4)+pow((((X[0]∗−21.928)−(97.3591−X[2]))/pow((−77.5973∗X[0]), 3)), 2)))∗((X[4] ==
2.0 ? (pow(pow(pow(X[2], 2), 4), 2) − ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
pow(X[0], 3)) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 4.82612 : X[0])/pow(43.8125, 4)))) : pow((pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.295 : X[1]), 4) ∗
((X[0] ∗ −69.8499) + pow(−86.1064, 3))), 4)) − pow((((X[4] == 2.0 ? (−31.9499/X[1]) : (X[2] − X[1]))/(X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2]+−95.9777) : pow(−52.7664, 3)))+((X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(20.0298, 2) : pow(X[1], 2))/(X[4] == 2.0 ? (56.1252+
X[2]) : (X[0]∗−28.1995)))), 2))))+(pow(((pow(pow(((22.5029−X[2])+(X[2]∗94.0069)), 3), 2)−(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5)
== 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 77.3997 : 39.2556) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? 38.1091 : −13.4638)) : pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? 13.116 :
X[2]), 2)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? pow((−66.9611 ∗ X[0]), 3) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) ∗ (X[2] + 68.6983))))) +
pow(((((10.2246∗−63.7984)+((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −51.0813 : X[1]))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]∗−52.9691) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 13.4225 : −57.2266))) + ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 17.2614 : −41.5122) − (57.5723 − X[2]))/((61.7796/34.0015) ∗
pow(−8.89401, 3)))), 2)), 4)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? pow(pow(pow(pow(((−10.6948/42.0209)/pow(2.11314, 3)), 4), 3), 4), 2) :
pow(pow((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[1]/X[0])+ (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −94.8718)) : pow((X[0]/89.6692), 2))− (X[4] ==




(X[1] > ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗
75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) == (44.9717 > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? −
82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 :
X[0]))) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − −20.7126) : (95.2319/X[0])) > 1.3801 ? ((X[1] ∗ X[2]) > 1.3801 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 53.5371 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((−87.7915 > −10.2318 ? − 99.1965 : 52.0357) ==
1.3801 ? (−81.2241 > −76.1801 ? − 48.9635 : X[2]) : (−79.6124 > 60.4822 ? − 23.697 : X[0]))) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] − −25.8926) : (−59.7571/X[0])) > 1.3801 ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) > 1.3801?(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 95.3759 : X[2]) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? 94.308 : X[0])) : ((−52.3544 > −10.2318 ? X[1] : X[2]) > 1.3801 ? (3.87237 > 48.5617 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[0] < 99.1062 ? X[0] : −81.2808)))) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) > 1.3801 ? (((X[0] <
X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) > 1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] − X[0]) : (13.0984/X[0])) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 5.375 : 31.4315) : (20.329 + X[2]))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (78.6727 − −80.14) :
(−50.1441/X[0])) > (44.9717 > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 34.513 : −3.84112) ? (−55.061 > 1.3801 ? 35.8258 : X[1]) :
(−59.428 > 1.3801 ? 21.5133 : 29.4923)) ? ((−34.2584 ∗ 80.2541) < (44.9717 > −77.3853 ? X[1] : −94.8706) ? −
90.812 : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 9.61582 : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 23.5605 : −22.7417) > (65.4265 > 1.3801 ? X[1] :
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X[0]) ? (X[1] > 1.3801 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > 75.329 ? 24.9558 : X[0])))) : (X[2]−X[1])) ? (X[0] < 99.1062 ? (X[1]+
X[1]) : (X[0]! = 68.8505 ? − 32.5598 : X[1])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) −
(X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) > ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 52.6414 : X[2]) ? (((X[0] < X[1]?(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? −15.2098 : X[2]) : (X[0]∗X[1]))∗ (X[0] >
34.8645 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 65.5394 : 61.9912) : (X[1] ∗ −5.66271))) : (X[0] > −97.3591 ? ((X[2] == X[2] ? − 12.1172 :
−0.0303305) + (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0]! = 89.3571 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 85.2819 : X[1]) : (−10.8308 +
−5.20503)))) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 61.4669 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −28.8747 ? X[1] : −10.213) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? −77.0945 : 78.6653)) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −48.9165)−(X[1] == X[2] ? 9.21403 : 56.1807))) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 33.8742 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 31.1805 : X[0]))+(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? −47.5329 :
2.68097) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) > X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213)− (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] ==
−16.7405 ? −61.612 : X[0]))) : (20.329+(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −10.2708 : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2])))/(((X[0]! = 97.6463 ? 5.57365 : X[0]) ∗ (X[1] > 56.4763 ? − 66.1425 : X[1])) − ((X[0] == 99.1062 ? 46.0462 :
X[2])−−56.517)))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 99.9176 : X[2]) ? (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841) > 62.726 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = 62.726 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] ==
X[1] ? −82.8859 : 40.3213)− (X[1] > X[0] ? −84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378∗75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? −61.612 :
X[0]))) > 1.3801 ? (((X[0] < X[1] ? (X[1] ∗ −66.3405) : (X[0] > −97.3591 ? X[2] : −4.41833)) ∗ ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > 61.4669 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0] + 44.8935))) > 1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 :
40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−21.4027 − X[1]) : (X[2]/X[2])) : (20.329 + (65.0701/ − 67.777)))) : (44.9717 >
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗
75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? −61.612 : X[0]))) ? (((X[1]∗X[2]) > −10.2318 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : 66.8564)) > (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] − X[1]) : (X[1]/X[0])) ? 97.0462 : (X[1] > 1.3801 ? (−45.7872 >
1.3801 ? 14.6781 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] − 64.6035) : (58.4239/2.21064)) >
((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −65.5896) > 1.3801 ? (X[1] > 1.3801 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (24.4871 > −11.5961 ? X[2] :
86.9209)) ? ((−38.3724 ∗ X[2]) > 1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 81.8429 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 56.9444 : 29.7395)) :
((−46.1003 > −10.2318 ? X[1] : 20.6685) > (X[2]! = −94.0787 ? − 33.908 : −76.5742) ? (92.2199 > 1.3801 ? X[0] :
11.8796) : (X[0] > 49.8573 ? 37.5798 : 75.184))))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213)− (X[1] >
X[0] ? −84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378∗75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? −61.612 : X[0]))) > ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] ==
X[1] ? −82.8859 : 40.3213)− (X[1] > X[0] ? −84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378∗75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? −61.612 :
X[0]))) > (44.9717 > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (39.9773 −X[1]) : (36.8736/X[0])) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 10.0899 : 67.4942) >
1.3801 ? (X[1] > 1.3801 ? − 79.6844 : −75.8347) : (X[2] == 1.3801 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]) > 1.3801 ? (22.1138 > 1.3801 ? X[2] : −5.82462) : (−44.0319 > 1.3801 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (94.2696 − X[0]) : (−10.3285/X[1])) > 1.3801 ? ((−36.6728 ∗ −50.0738) > 1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −96.7296) > (44.9717 > 15.8171 ? 95.4984 :
66.7496) ? (−65.343 < X[0] ? − 90.812 : 20.7233) : (15.9248 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[2] − X[1])) ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] − −25.9184) : (X[0]/X[2])) > 1.3801 ? ((X[2] ∗ −42.7241) > 1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 42.4959 : X[2]) > (X[1] > 1.3801 ? 79.9754 : X[2]) ? (−45.5418 >
1.3801 ? − 11.9581 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : −30.3815))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 :
40.3213)−(X[1] > X[0] ? −84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378∗75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? −61.612 : X[0]))) > (((X[0] <
X[1] ? 53.1764 : X[2]) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 82.2317 : X[1])) > 1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−2.15317 − −83.045) :
(X[0]/X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? −3.45711 : 3.6988) : (20.329+−66.3538))) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
81.5841)! = 62.726 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 33.4361 : X[2]) > 1.3801 ? (X[2] > 1.3801 ? X[0] : 87.1718) : (44.9717 >
X[2] ? X[1] : 55.2103)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = 62.726 ? (X[0] > 1.3801 ? 59.3871 : −33.2789) :
(28.4339! = X[2] ? 69.0902 : X[0]))) : 46.9705))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) > (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841) > 62.726 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = 62.726 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (13.509− 24.8073) :
(X[2]/X[1])) > 1.3801 ? ((−11.2744 ∗ X[1]) > 1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 77.8575 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (44.9717 > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 63.3459 : −87.5473) ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 97.0462 : 58.9165) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? 75.4734 : 86.0921))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (−84.8251 − X[1]) : (X[2]/ − 78.3759)) > ((X[4] == 1.0? − 67.4174 :
X[0]) > (44.9717 > −13.0667 ? X[2] : −74.1339) ? (X[2] > 1.3801 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] − X[1])) ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) > 1.3801 ? (−82.0831 > 1.3801 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > −69.2998 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? 74.6214 : 50.0933) > (X[2] > 1.3801 ? 61.3975 : −99.2409) ? (X[1]! = 62.726 ? X[0] : X[2]) : 46.9705))) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841) > 62.726 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = 62.726 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 19.1221) > 1.3801 ? (X[0] > 1.3801 ? X[2] : −66.6931) : (44.9717 > X[0] ? − 61.9593 : −6.36845)) :
((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 31.0328 : X[2]) > (X[0] > 46.9688 ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[2] > 1.3801 ? X[1] : −68.8421) : (X[1] >
−3.36747 ? X[2] : 46.9705))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = ((−96.7411 ∗ −92.1197) > X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 87.1885 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 45.2367 : −92.6325)) ? (X[0] < 99.1062 ? (X[1] +X[1]) : (X[0]! = 68.8505 ? −
32.5598 : X[1])) : (X[0] < 99.1062 ? (X[1] + X[1]) : (X[0]! = 68.8505 ? − 32.5598 : X[1]))))) ? 59.3762 : (((X[0] <
X[1] ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ∗ (X[0] > 34.8645 ? X[0] : 42.5362)) : (X[0] > −97.3591 ? (−68.2935+X[0]) :
(X[0]! = 89.3571 ? 26.4377 : X[1]))) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 61.4669 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(−79.0128−X[1])) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 99.4896 : X[2])+ (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 58.5122 : X[2])))) > X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] ==
−16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] >
X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) : (20.329 + (((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 10.2708 : 54.981)/(X[2] − X[2]))))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = (X[1] > −65.099 ? 91.878 :
X[2]) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841) > 62.726 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = 62.726 ? ((X[4] ==
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1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] ==
−16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) > 1.3801 ? (((X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 63.4626 : X[1])) >
1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (26.1316 − 58.136) : (X[2]/ − 66.9631)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0?X[0] : −3.88208) :
(20.329 + X[1]))) : (44.9717 > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] − X[0]) : (−27.1801/25.39)) ? ((76.3335 > −10.2318 ? −
90.2398 : X[1]) > (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? 97.0462 : (X[1] > 1.3801 ? − 14.6185 : X[1])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
−56.3248) > (X[2] > 1.3801 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[0] > 1.3801 ? − 67.3271 : X[2]) : (26.7951 > −92.7983 ? 52.4772 :
9.77805)))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213)− (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗
75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) > ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (4.3281 − 14.8316) : (91.9603/85.9651)) >
(44.9717 > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 83.8213 : X[1]) ? (69.4335 > 1.3801 ? X[0] : −32.021) : (X[1] > 1.3801 ? X[1] :
X[0])) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 71.5322 : X[1]) > 1.3801 ? (X[1] > 1.3801 ? X[1] : −18.7863) : (X[0] > −57.7623 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[2] − X[1])) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] − −25.9184) : (X[0]/X[2])) > 1.3801 ? ((X[2] ∗ −42.7241) >
1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 42.4959 : X[2]) > (X[1] >
1.3801 ? 79.9754 : X[2]) ? (−45.5418 > 1.3801 ? − 11.9581 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : −30.3815))) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[0] − X[0]) : (7.95088/X[1])) > ((X[1] ∗ 36.6929) > 1.3801 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 46.3985 : 94.0657) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? − 67.7655 : X[0]))?(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = 62.726 ? (68.3485 > 1.3801 ? 36.2622 :
17.0363) : (X[2]! = 62.726 ? − 95.4412 : −76.4049)) : 46.9705))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 :
40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) >
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841) > 62.726 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = 62.726 ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) > 1.3801 ? (−6.81929 > 1.3801 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (44.9717 > X[0] ? − 14.067 : −6.82915)) :
((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 86.1272 : X[0]) > (X[0] > 79.5848 ? X[2] : −31.6356) ? (−51.1073 > 1.3801 ? − 14.6126 :
X[1]) : (X[0] > −77.2285 ? − 27.8464 : 46.9705))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841) > 62.726 ? (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = 62.726 ? (X[1] > 1.3801 ? − 50.9604 : X[2]) : (21.7032 > 98.0299 ? − 56.1584 : X[0])) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = (14.4298 > X[0] ? X[1] : −27.9514) ? (X[0] < 99.1062 ? − 25.2463 : X[1]) :
(X[0] < 99.1062 ? X[0] : −99.3499)))) ? 59.3762 : (((X[0] < X[1] ? (−77.0669 ∗ X[1]) : (X[0] > −97.3591 ? X[0] :
X[0])) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 61.4669 ? 7.52289 : 45.0891) : (32.478 + −96.7355))) > X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] ==
−16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−87.6428 − −11.8288) : (0.488527/X[0])) :
(20.329 + (17.6558/X[0])))))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213)− (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 :
X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) > (X[1] == X[2] ? 28.7441 : X[2]) ? (((X[0] <
X[1]?(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 59.1568 : 9.22034) ∗ (X[0] > 34.8645 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[0] > −97.3591 ? (X[0] +X[1]) :
(X[0]! = 89.3571 ? X[1] : −96.1187))) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 61.4669 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 45.3934) :
(24.8401−−66.913)) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 93.7844 : −99.4292) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) > X[0] ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) − (X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] ==
−16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 82.8859 : 40.3213) −
(X[1] > X[0] ? − 84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378 ∗ 75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? − 61.612 : X[0]))) : (20.329 +
(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 10.2708 : 33.9284)/(X[2] − X[2]))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = (X[1] >
−65.099 ? 91.878 : X[2]) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = (X[1] > −65.099 ? 91.878 : X[2]) ? (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841) > 62.726 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = 62.726 ? (X[1] > 1.3801 ? 43.8676 :
−2.15626) : (−58.0107 > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 41.1325 : 53.2287) > (X[2] > 62.726 ? − 41.812 :
55.8947) ? 59.3762 : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0?X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[0] ==
X[1] ? −82.8859 : 40.3213)− (X[1] > X[0] ? −84.7116 : X[1])) : ((85.6378∗75.8843)/(X[0] == −16.7405 ? −61.612 :
X[0]))) > (X[1] == X[2] ? 28.7441 : X[2]) ? (((X[0] < X[1] ? 24.8232 : X[0]) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 67.3655 :
97.1553)) > X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] − 40.9255) : (X[1]/71.7232)) : (X[2]! = X[2]?(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(20.329 + 0.671116))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841)! = (X[1] > −65.099 ? 91.878 : X[2]) ? (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 81.5841) > 62.726 ? (X[1]! = 62.726 ? − 67.3763 : X[1]) : (79.3538 > −74.4696 ? 59.3762 : 76.9375)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −20.3648)))))))))
Context 2 (5.045472)
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] − 55.6465) : (X[2]/(((X[1] < −74.8937 ? (X[0]! = −68.4256 ? (((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0?52.2508 : 3.51011) : (80.3497/21.4399))− ((58.506−X[0])/(70.9089 +−41.6124)))/((X[2]! = 6.10756 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 69.4137 : X[0]) : (59.9023 − −82.7915)) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−99.1886)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 6.52273 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −34.6711 ? 12.3842 :
−40.656)) + ((X[1]/X[0]) + (X[0] == X[1] ? 93.9174 : 84.6124))) : (((X[2] == 87.1921 ? X[2] : X[0])/(X[2] ==
−73.9789 ? − 50.1276 : X[2]))/((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 2.93461) ∗ (X[2] < 16.6484 ? − 46.5489 : 98.6341))))) :
(X[0] == 68.1369 ? ((X[1] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 66.3864 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] : 57.2214) : (83.2175− 43.0125)))+ ((X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 55.8945 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −23.6316 : X[1]))−(X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0]+X[2]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? (((X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 21.5335)/(X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 22.1399)) − (X[0] < 24.4158 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
−4.95184) : (X[0] == 82.1074 ? 92.4134 : X[1]))) : (X[0] == X[0] ? ((X[1] ∗ X[2])/(X[1] > X[2] ? − 64.5689 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −94.1392 ? X[1] : −42.3982) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −51.6837)))))) − (X[0]! =
X[0] ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : −55.6168) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 55.1798 :
X[2]))− (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 38.2337 : 60.9266) : (−42.8883/− 43.7151))) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[2] ==
X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 30.222 : 5.3855) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 54.3473)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[0])/(−18.1053 ∗ 53.8295)))) ∗
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((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 78.9618 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −74.9796) : (X[0] ∗ 51.9635)) :
((X[1] == 20.3247 ? X[1] : X[2]) − (−95.4479 ∗ −12.205))) : ((X[0] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 60.1864 : −64.0905))/(X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 12.77 : −92.4636) : (−61.5425 ∗
X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[1] < 78.0529 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 31.5111 : 95.0983)) : (X[2] == 98.0897 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : −62.5996) : (X[1] ∗ −91.7003))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? −78.5353 : X[2])∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? 22.6562 : −91.3482)) : ((X[0]∗X[2])+(X[2] >
−78.4218 ? 79.8033 : −2.33464)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[0]/X[0])/(57.5025 − X[0]))/(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −16.5144) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 93.4066 : X[0]))) : ((X[0] < 16.899 ? (X[0] − −41.4512) : (−41.2721 ∗
X[1]))/(X[0]! = 4.93025 ? (X[1] + 35.0893) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 80.2452))))))) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 48.7888 :
−37.7936) ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : 93.2339) : (16.0052 > X[0] ? 1.42935 : ((X[1]/48.5317) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 48.7888 :
−37.7936) ? X[2] : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 48.7888 : −37.7936) > (20.3754 > X[0]?(X[1] > X[1] ? − 67.6237 : −83.6884) :
(X[1] > 41.8538 ? − 26.8582 : X[2])) ? X[1] : (−34.3375 − ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > 21.1102 ? − 23.1289 :
−58.9845) : (20.3754 > X[0] ? (X[1] > X[1] ? − 67.6237 : −83.6884) : (X[1] > 41.8538 ? − 26.8582 : X[2]))))))))))
Context 3 (0.836608)
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.2009) − ((X[4] == 0.0 ? sin((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 86.6124 : X[0]) ∗ log(65.785)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 57.3238 :
X[2]) : log(X[1]))) : (sin(sin(46.0022)) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : cos(93.5533)))) :
(−91.009/X[1]))) : −81.7417)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((((X[1] − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? −
4.55365 : −81.7417) : tan(X[1]))) − 6.05446) − 6.05446) − ((X[4] == 0.0 ? sin((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (−91.009/X[1]))) : −81.7417)/(X[4] == 0.0 ? sin((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 61.0452) :
(−91.009/X[1]))) : (((X[1]−X[0])−6.05446)−((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 39.673 : 18.2009))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((((X[1]−
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 19.3475)) − 6.05446) − 6.05446) − ((X[4] == 0.0 ? sin((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−99.8619)) : −81.7417)/(X[4] == 0.0 ? sin((X[4] == 0.0?X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[2] − 6.05446) − ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 39.673 : 18.2009))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((((X[1]−X[1])− 6.05446)− 6.05446)− ((X[4] == 0.0 ? sin(−77.5081) :
−81.7417)/(X[4] == 0.0 ? sin(81.6383) : (X[0]−X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[2]− 6.05446)− 6.05446)− ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −81.7417)/(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0?((−1.78128 − 6.05446) − (X[1]/X[1])) :
65.5634))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((((X[1]− ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 28.8323))− 6.05446)− 6.05446)−
((X[4] == 0.0 ? sin((X[4] == 0.0 ? 74.1526 : X[2])) : −81.7417)/(X[4] == 0.0?sin((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 44.2107)) :
((−89.8848− 6.05446)− ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 39.673 : 18.2009))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((((X[1]−X[2])− 6.05446)−
6.05446) − ((X[4] == 0.0 ? sin(X[2]) : −81.7417)/(X[4] == 0.0 ? sin(60.8017) : (X[1] − X[0])))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (((33.8182− 6.05446)− 6.05446)− ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 11.0345 : −81.7417)/(X[4] == 0.0?X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[1]− 6.05446)− (X[2]/52.6498)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (77.5742−X[1]) : 65.5634))))) : ((((X[1]− ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.55365 : −81.7417) : tan(X[1]))) − 6.05446)/6.05446)/((((X[1] − 9.89495) − 6.05446) −
6.05446) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((90.3361 − 6.05446) − 6.05446) − ((X[4] == 0.0 ? 14.3484 : −81.7417)/(X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (((X[0]− 6.05446)/6.05446)/((X[0]− 6.05446)− sin(46.9501))))))))))
Context 4 (0.290583)
((68.3901+X[2])/(((−34.9237−((25.6747−X[1])−X[2]))−(X[2]/X[0]))−(((((((−42.0331∗75.3664)−(X[2]−81.343))+
((X[2]/X[0]) + (X[1]/X[2])))/(((−69.4229 + X[1]) ∗ (X[1]/19.4345))/((−65.194 − X[2]) − (7.07976 ∗ −87.0499)))) ∗
((((X[0]−−30.9895) + (X[2]−X[2])) + ((X[1] + 45.0562)/(X[2] ∗X[2])))/(((55.7085/X[0]) + (−10.309− 87.1262))−
((98.4078 ∗ −21.879) ∗ (X[2] + 72.1175)))))/(((((24.2819/10.4553)− (X[1] ∗X[2]))− ((X[0] +X[0])/(X[0] +X[2])))−
(((24.7894 ∗X[1]) + (−32.5261−−90.6657))/((X[1]/− 79.0672) + (−49.9253 ∗ −15.4245))))/((((−58.0513−X[2])−
(X[1]−46.9992))/((−60.426∗3.29507)∗ (X[1]∗X[1])))∗ (((−31.6223+88.5173)/(X[0]−X[0]))+((X[0]/X[1])/(X[0]∗
−0.48396)))))) ∗ (((((95.5059 ∗−55.9664)+ ((X[0]+ 82.1158)−−5.11497))+ (((−34.9237− 44.8526)− (X[2]/X[0]))−
(80.1685∗X[0])))+(X[0]−−52.7146))+(((((−41.4567+X[1])/(X[1]/X[0]))∗((53.9994+X[1])/(95.9576−X[0])))/(((
54.1638−−33.3445)−(78.3714/39.3086))/((33.7645/24.129)∗(−86.8456+X[1]))))−(((((−41.4567+X[1])/(X[1]/X[0]))∗
((53.9994 +X[1])/(95.9576 −X[0])))/(((54.1638 − −33.3445) − (78.3714/39.3086))/((33.7645/24.129) ∗ (−86.8456 +
X[1])))) ∗ ((((68.5089/12.7265) ∗ (X[2]/X[1]))/((2.44255− 66.724)/(X[0] ∗X[1]))) ∗ (((X[1] ∗X[2])/(84.6185/X[0]))−
((X[1]/− 54.2824) ∗ (2.43433 +X[1]))))))))))
Context 5 (2.476031)
(17.1446 + log(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.3635 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 91.5171 :
X[1]) : (28.4952/− 91.6981)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −78.9916) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 81.4672 : 37.0679) : cos(−74.3475))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
730
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −78.9916) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 12.4575 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 93.7673 : 2.29174) : log(−41.2652)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −78.9916) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 81.4672 : 37.0679) : cos(−74.3475))) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 81.4672 : X[0]) : (X[0]/X[2]))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))))) : ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (54.4482/44.4534))/(log(
36.6298) ∗ (X[1] ∗ −68.7867)))/(log(55.5844) ∗ (tan(X[2]) ∗ (X[1] ∗ 75.6431)))))))))
Context 6 (2.148557)
(X[0] − (16.9871/((((−24.1765 ∗ X[0]) ∗ 79.4397) − X[0])/((48.4086 + (X[2]/(X[1] + X[0]))) + (X[1]/(((((X[1] +
−44.5098)/(X[0] − X[1])) ∗ ((X[2]/X[0])/(−48.8023/X[0])))/(((X[1] − X[1]) ∗ (X[2] ∗ X[0]))/((X[0] ∗ −40.8704) −
(X[2]/X[0]))))+((X[2]/(55.7553+−54.6184))/(((X[2]/X[1])+(X[0]/8.29525))+((X[2]/X[1])/(X[1]+13.1901))))))))))
Context 7 (0.921238)
(18.6412 − (X[1] < 16.3541 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.697 : 78.99) : ((22.0963 − 23.8614) == (X[0] == (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? − 27.8035 : −11.8095) : (X[1] > X[1] ? 94.6872 : 56.7538)) :
X[0]) : X[0]) < (X[0] == ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 60.1628 :
X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? − 54.3412 : X[0])) : (X[2] > −53.5189 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 19.0922 : X[1]) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : −45.5409))) : X[1]) ? X[1] : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 7.37583 : X[1])) ? (X[0] == ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 49.9554 : −79.3078) : (X[0] == X[1] ? 6.134 : X[2])) :
(X[2] > −53.5189 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 58.5757 : 66.9084))) : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : 99.4759) : X[0]) : (X[1] + 45.735))) : (((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : −94.9051) : X[0]) : X[0]) < ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −90.3018) ? X[0] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 7.37583 : X[1])) ? (X[0] == ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 19.3224 : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : 95.2442)) : (X[2] > −53.5189 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[1] == X[0] ? 82.2113 : X[1]))) : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? X[0] : −69.0938) : X[0]) : (X[1] + 45.735))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] :
−15.4167) : X[0]) : X[0]) < ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −90.3018) ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] < ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −90.3018) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 7.37583 : X[1]) : X[1])) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((22.0963 −
23.8614) == (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? X[1] : (((22.0963 − 23.8614) == (X[0] == (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0]) : X[0]) < (X[0] == ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? X[1] : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0?7.37583 :
X[1])) ? (X[0] == ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 61.306 : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 78.9197) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 7.37583 : X[1])) ? (X[0] == ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 1.49061 : 6.95878) :
X[1]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 64.1607 : X[2])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) <
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −90.3018) ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] < ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −90.3018) ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 7.37583 : X[1]) : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? 89.8159 : −3.53019) ? X[0] : 18.4832) : ((22.0963 −
23.8614) == (X[0] == (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : 65.9285) ? (X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] :
−71.0756) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 7.37583 : X[1])) ? (X[0] == ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 18.2214 : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] < −88.4412 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[1] < ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −90.3018) ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 7.37583 : X[1]) : X[1])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 4.83881 : X[2]) : ((X[2] + −37.2514) == (X[4] == 0.0 ? −
13.697 : 78.99) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 93.6005 : −25.2427) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 63.0973 : X[0]) < (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 83.1639 :
−66.6569) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 68.8045 : 59.7821) : (X[0] > −3.64991 ? 84.5707 : X[2]))))) == ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 55.3925 : X[2]) ? 18.4832 : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 63.0973 : X[0]) < X[0] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 22.812 : X[0]) : (X[0] >
−3.64991 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 63.0973 : X[0]) < ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −90.3018) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 6.92005 :
61.9522) : (X[0] > (X[4] == 2.0 ? 89.8159 : −3.53019) ? X[0] : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 41.9351))) : 18.4488)))))))
Context 8 (3.129491)
log(((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (log(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? log((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]− 67.9453) : tan(−29.3519))) :
cos(((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + (X[0] − 32.5365))))) − log(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
77.7905)−(52.0573+−72.7006))) : cos(log(log(32.3315)))))) : log((X[4] == 1.0 ? cos(cos((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : cos(X[0])))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −81.5811) : cos(−15.4862)) :
sin(log(X[1])))/(log(log(92.7911)) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? −
40.396 : X[1]))))))) : ((((((X[4] == 1.0 ? log(−7.48077) : (X[1] ∗ 26.0048)) + tan((X[0]/43.0849))) ∗ (((4.47395 ∗
68.1615) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −27.8619)) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 90.2633) : (X[1] +
X[0])))) ∗ tan(sin(((30.1831 + X[1]) − tan(94.8617))))) ∗ ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? tan((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((−85.2686 −
15.2373) + tan(X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? log(1.29999) : (X[1] ∗ 91.5353)))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
731
0.0 ? tan(41.0362) : (X[1]/X[0])) : ((X[0]+X[0])−cos(0.315261)))−sin(log((X[4] == 3.0 ? 33.4217 : 73.4923))))))/tan
((X[4] == 3.0 ? sin((log((X[2] − X[1])) ∗ log(sin(X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? sin(X[1]) :
tan(X[2]))/((X[1] −X[2]) ∗ sin(X[1]))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] ∗ 89.2855) : (X[2] +X[0])) + cos((X[4] == 1.0 ? −
63.3113 : X[0]))))))))− ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (log(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? log((X[4] == 3.0 ? 84.1782 : X[0])) :
cos((−88.742 + X[1])))) − log(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan((X[1] − −14.3015)) : cos(log(−9.40829))))) : log((X[4] ==
1.0 ? cos(cos((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 41.9387 : 80.0326))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 88.3339 : 22.2738) :
sin(39.2499))/(log(27.5639) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 30.1349 : X[1])))))) : ((((((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 37.3807 : X[0]) +
tan(X[1])) ∗ ((X[2] ∗ 75.1353) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 40.6761 : X[0]))) ∗ tan(sin((X[0] − 95.3057)))) ∗ ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? tan((X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]+4.29144) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −82.4411))) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −27.7067) : (−61.3796−X[1]))− sin(log(X[1])))))/tan((X[4] == 3.0 ? sin((log(X[0]) ∗ log(−64.5919))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 26.5382 : X[1])/(X[1] ∗ −92.4413)) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 46.6099 : −53.0749) +
cos(70.5876))))))) + ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (log(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? log(X[0]) : cos(12.0367))) −
log(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan(−41.1369) : cos(−12.2821)))) : log((X[4] == 1.0 ? cos(cos(53.6458)) : ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? −51.2224 : X[0])/(X[0]−4.81196))))) : (((((14.3599+X[1])∗ (X[2]∗X[0]))∗ tan(sin(63.3972)))∗ ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? tan((X[4] == 2.0 ? −55.6093 : −21.0767)) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 32.5035 : −9.05773)−sin(−43.356))))/tan((X[4]
== 3.0 ? sin((−75.6634 ∗X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]/3.93751) : (22.7385 +−81.0525)))))) + (X[2] + 62.8462)))))
D.3.0.69 Transition Functions:
Context 1 (31.990807)
((−4.2718 ∗ 34.0199) ∗ (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(X[0], 2) : (59.8993−X[2]))− ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 16.6935 :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(X[0], 2) : (59.8993 − X[2])) − ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 16.6935 : X[1])) :
((X[4] == 3.0 ? pow(X[0], 2) : (X[2] − X[1])) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] − 10.0184) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 42.8682 :
7.59314))))))
Context 2 (31.990807)
((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (pow(pow(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 77.1939 : X[1])/(−92.4109 +X[2])) +
((−41.7882 + X[2]) − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 88.2025 : 48.6275))) : (((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 51.1016 : −70.1686) −
(X[0] + X[1])) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow(X[1], 2) : pow(−64.1514, 4)))), 3), 2) − (pow(((X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 99.0906 : 18.8582)/(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 96.8564 : X[0])) : ((46.1172 +−52.2222)/pow(X[1], 4))) ∗ ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? pow(X[0], 2) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 36.5245)) : (pow(34.5471, 3) + pow(94.7212, 4)))), 4) +
pow(((pow(pow(12.6798, 4), 2)−(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]−−86.6248) : (94.1022+X[1])))/((X[4] == 3.0 ? pow(−92.8984,
2) : (X[0]−39.5606))−((X[2]+82.7377)+pow(X[0], 3)))), 3))) : pow(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (pow((X[2]/
X[2]), 3)/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? −57.9603 : 52.8196) : pow(97.2377, 2))) : (((53.8885∗−7.13271)/(X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 41.4615 : −12.5641))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] ∗ −51.4002)))) ∗ (pow(((X[1] +
47.9897)+pow(78.3888, 2)), 2)−(pow(pow(−94.6553, 2), 2)∗((X[2]/X[2])∗pow(−19.3954, 2))))) : pow(pow((pow((X[4]
== 2.0 ? − 20.7762 : 79.1423), 4)/pow((X[0]/X[2]), 4)), 3), 3)), 4)) + pow(pow(((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (pow(X[1], 2)−pow(−82.3179, 4)) : pow((X[2]∗−96.8296), 2)) : (pow(pow(X[1], 3), 2)−((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow(
X[0], 4) : pow(X[1], 2)))) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]), 3) − pow((39.4037 + X[2]), 3)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(X[0], 2) : pow(X[0], 2)) : pow(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 39.4326 : X[1]), 4)))) −
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 80.7289 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
81.582)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −69.09 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (pow(pow(X[1], 2), 2)/((X[3]
%4) == 0.0 ? (11.0024 + −80.0369) : (X[0] + −3.84144)))) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? pow((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−5.69404)/(99.1365/X[2])), 3) : (((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 7.7719)+pow(−71.6511, 4))∗pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? −27.6275 :
−0.501599), 4))))), 2), 4)) + pow(93.0991, 2))
Context 3 (31.990807)
((pow((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (pow((X[0] ∗X[0]), 4)− pow((19.7998 ∗ 34.2901), 4)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 12.2243) : (−15.4997/X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 39.0982 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((47.9385 + −62.2861) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? 66.728 : −0.713384)) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])/((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 22.6185 : X[2]))) : ((pow(79.4614, 4)/(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))/(pow(39.7072, 4)− (X[2]−−31.0836))))) :
(pow(pow(pow((X[1]/− 54.4917), 3), 2), 2)− ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? pow(pow(pow(X[0], 2), 3), 4) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4]
732
== 2.0 ? 32.6298 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 40.2496))∗((X[4] == 0.0 ? 91.9325 : X[0])∗pow(37.0099, 2))))))/((X[4]
== 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.34982 : 18.654) − (X[1] + −53.575)) :
pow(pow(30.5942, 3), 3)) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow(X[1], 4) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 60.2877)) + ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? pow(X[0], 4) : pow(−95.6044, 4)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(pow(pow(−74.839, 3), 3), 3) : (pow((X[0]−−8.72963), 4)+
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−82.7958−30.6911) : pow(−4.41668, 4)))))∗((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? pow(pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]−
X[0]) : pow(−58.9328, 4)), 3), 2) : pow((pow(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −7.60847 : −72.5913), 2)∗pow(pow(−23.7777, 4), 2)),
3)))), 4)/((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−22.5808 ∗ −79.897) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 49.6238 : X[0])) −
pow((−33.0734 − X[2]), 4)) − pow((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 25.143 : X[1]) + (58.8104 ∗ X[2])), 4)) − pow((X[4] ==
3.0 ? pow(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 71.6874 : X[1]), 3) : (pow(X[0], 4) ∗ pow(46.3749, 4))), 2)) − pow(((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? pow(pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 57.2815), 3), 2) : pow((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] + X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? −
56.6418 : 96.1064)), 3)), 3)) : pow(pow(pow(((X[4] == 1.0 ? (−19.4787 ∗ −27.7275) : pow(−49.1447, 2))/(X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −27.442 : 33.7137) : (X[1]+X[1]))), 2), 2), 4))−((X[4] == 2.0 ? pow((pow(pow(pow(X[0], 4)
, 4), 4)/(X[4] == 2.0 ? pow(pow(36.7288, 4), 4) : (pow(X[2], 4) ∗ ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))), 3) : pow(pow(((
X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−83.0835−−17.43))+pow(pow(5.32228, 4), 4)), 2), 2))/pow(((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 70.9744) ∗ pow(−99.2814, 3)) : ((X[0] ∗
−6.97689)− (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((pow(X[2], 2)− pow(X[0], 2))/pow(pow(−1.17516, 2), 4))) : pow(pow(((
− 14.3932 +−66.5792)/pow(X[0], 3)), 4), 2)), 4)))) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 7.95598 : X[0]))
Context 4 (31.990807)
((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 5.23928 : X[2])/− 43.9389)
Context 5 (31.990807)
((X[4] == 0.0 ? pow((((((pow((X[0]−X[0]), 2)−((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2]∗X[2]) : (X[0]∗X[1])))+(pow(((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 48.643 : X[1]), 3)/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (25.8387 ∗ X[2]) : pow(X[2], 2))))/(X[4] == 3.0 ? (pow((63.7165/ −
48.9912), 3) − (pow(X[2], 3) + (35.4023 ∗ 75.1512))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? pow((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 19.9914 : X[1]), 2) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (−18.3267 ∗ X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 56.3377 : X[1])))))/(X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 6.00399 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −5.95163)) : ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])∗pow(−4.87929, 3))), 4) : pow((((95.9084+1.3265)/(X[0]∗−68.5233))−((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 19.6302 : X[0]) : (70.2149/99.6086))), 4)))+pow(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? (pow(−80.8005, 4)/pow
(X[2], 2)) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 90.3238 : X[2]) − (1.53376 ∗ 62.002))), 4) : pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? pow(57.352, 3) : pow(20.6687, 3)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]+−80.3485) : pow(X[2], 2))), 2)), 2)), 4) : pow((((X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (pow((76.8712 − X[1]), 2) + (pow(−75.9011, 3) − pow(28.1751, 4))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−45.5144−−95.6999)) : pow(pow(X[1], 4), 2))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (pow(pow
(21.9721, 4), 3) ∗ ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] ∗X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.7033 : X[1]))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] +
X[0]) : pow(−83.9033, 4))− ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : pow(15.7975, 4)))))/pow((X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −38.448), 3) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 83.5432 :
X[0]) : (−6.18894 − −92.5594))) : pow(((89.5152/X[2]) ∗ (X[2] ∗ X[1])), 2)), 3)) − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? pow(pow(((35.0345 ∗ X[0])/(X[1] ∗ X[0])), 4), 4) : ((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[1]/X[0]))/(X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))+(pow((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]), 4)/pow(pow(
− 69.2021, 4), 3)))) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? pow((X[4] == 2.0 ? pow(−40.801, 3) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])), 3) :
pow(pow(pow(X[2], 2), 4), 4))/(pow(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 50.3698 : 58.882) : pow(−15.8097, 3)), 2) +
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 91.467 : −96.5825) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 42.0176 :
X[0])) : ((−40.0825 ∗X[0])− (X[1]−−61.488))))))), 3))− (−99.4498 ∗X[0]))
Context 6 (31.990807)
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((17.3452∗pow(X[1], 4))/X[2]) : pow((X[1]∗(((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])/pow(X[2], 3))−
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? pow(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 51.4679 : −92.8)), 2) : pow(((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]), 3))) + 39.517)), 3))− (X[4] == 0.0 ? pow(14.9401, 3) : pow(14.9401, 3)))
Context 7 (31.990807)
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(X[4] == 1.0 ? pow((((X[4] == 1.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (77.1501/72.1828) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 77.349 :
X[0])) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? pow(X[2], 4) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (pow((X[1] ∗ X[1]), 3)/(pow(−71.5347, 3) ∗
pow(85.4894, 4)))) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 50.8998 : X[0])/pow(X[0], 4)) : pow((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
75.3096), 4))/((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −1.04445)/pow(44.4132, 2))−((X[0]−93.3927)+pow(−3.1251, 3)))))/X[1]),
3) : −86.2457)
Context 8 (31.990807)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : (X[4] == 2.0 ? pow(X[2], 4) :
(X[2] − (X[2] − 56.9185)))) : pow(−98.1753, 4)) ∗ (22.1521 ∗ X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==




(X[1] > 58.517 ? (18.2498 > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 48.9401 : 16.747)) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > 36.6326 ? 17.1402 :
15.0977)) > (X[2] > 3.04174 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 17.1402 :
15.0977)) > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 16.747)) : 20.7164) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > 36.6326 ? 17.1402 :
15.0977)) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) ? (X[2]! =
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 29.7819 : −74.0698) ? (X[2] > 30.9109 ? − 12.9465 : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(18.2498 > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 85.574 : −8.23631) : 20.7164))) ? (X[2] + X[1]) :
((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 60.5786 : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 86.5288 : X[2]) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 46.662 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] − 43.0494) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −28.8939) >
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 : −53.9003) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] > X[2] ? − 14.1532 : X[2])) >
((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −32.9086) :
16.747) ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −60.7701) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : 16.747)) : (0.382217 ∗X[1])) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 16.747) ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 16.747 : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 20.095 : −68.836) > (−72.1372 > 64.9034 ? X[2] : 20.7164) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −
28.9415 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 72.9324))) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] > (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 93.7023 :
8.26997) > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 37.7535 : 28.1897) : 20.7164) : X[2])) >
X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −20.7193) : (X[2] == (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] >
−95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? (X[1] == −71.2669 ? − 80.5412 : 27.5297) : (X[2]! = (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? (16.1806 + 5.62561) : −36.9912))) : (((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 86.7982 : 16.747) ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 16.747 : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 96.0236) > (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : 20.7164) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 84.0554) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 85.1697 : X[1]))) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 18.0492 : −24.0417) > (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 1.94858) : 20.7164) : X[2])) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 : X[2]) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) >
X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −20.7193) : (X[2] == (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 1.74003) ? (X[1] == −71.2669 ? −
80.5412 : 27.5297) : (X[2]! = 8.09648 ? X[2] : −36.9912))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 58.3501 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −50.7728) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : −93.7727)))) ? (X[2] > (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] >
−95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > 77.5627 ? 17.1402 :
15.0977)) > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −60.7701) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 38.828 : 16.747)) : (0.382217 ∗ X[1])) : (((X[4] == 1.0 ? 34.7488 : X[1]) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 :
−39.1998) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) ? ((−28.8361 > −8.42205 ? − 93.6475 : X[2]) >
(X[2] > X[0] ? 29.6964 : 20.7164) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] == 31.7762 ? 44.6005 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
734
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 53.6827 : 30.4236)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 36.9912 :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 89.4115 : 89.698))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 36.9912 : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2]? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : 20.7164))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 67.2164 : 38.1931) : ((X[2] == (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −57.0075) ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 48.0133 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −69.5105 ? X[2] : X[0]))! = (X[2] > (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −30.1327) ? (X[0] >
88.6999 ? − 36.8547 : X[2]) : (87.0011 > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? ((−58.1456 > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) > (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[0] : 20.7164) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 97.2084 : −10.6397) : (X[2] == 45.894 ? 6.38445 : 60.2515)) : 93.9091))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? −85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) : (((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −32.9086) : 16.747) ? 17.1402 :
15.0977)) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 17.1402 :
15.0977)) > ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −98.295) > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 57.5551 :
94.3484) : 20.7164) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 16.747)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 91.0671 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 19.7417 : 20.7164)))) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 :
41.528) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 :
X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 16.747)) : 20.7164) : X[2])) >
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) >
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 : (X[0] > −6.96327 ? X[0] : −19.7423)) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] >
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 4.51844 : −68.4485) ? (42.3755 > −77.6927 ? X[1] : 20.7164) : X[2])) > X[0] ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : −20.7193) : (X[2] == (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 :
X[1])) ? (X[1] == −71.2669 ? − 80.5412 : 27.5297) : (X[2]! = (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (16.1806 + 5.62561) :
−36.9912))) : (((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −28.8939) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 : −53.9003) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 :
41.528) : (X[2] > X[2] ? − 14.1532 : X[2])) > ((−58.6813 > 90.376 ? 52.6413 : X[2])! = (X[0] > −71.2169 ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 99.7876) : (24.7838 < X[1] ? −80.6288 : X[0])) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) : ((X[2] > −47.1848 ? X[1] : X[0]) > (23.3133 >
19.9706 ? 27.8278 : −35.5008) ? (51.0046 > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > −28.8918 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −28.8939) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 : −53.9003) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] >
X[2] ? − 14.1532 : X[2])) > ((−58.6813 > 90.376 ? 52.6413 : X[2])! = (X[0] > −71.2169 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 99.7876) : (24.7838 < X[1] ? − 80.6288 : X[0])) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 97.7495 :
−25.2358) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((41.3849 > X[0] ? 61.3017 : X[2]) > (−11.7312! = −75.2284 ? X[1] :
−24.0903) ? (X[0] > −43.5197 ? − 52.6552 : −48.6151) : (−63.305 < 64.9747 ? X[0] : X[0]))))) ? (((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 16.747) ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 16.747 : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 20.095 : −68.836) > (−72.1372 > 64.9034 ? X[2] : 20.7164) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −28.9415 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 72.9324))) ? (X[2]! = −39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 93.7023 : 8.26997) > (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 37.7535 : 28.1897) : 20.7164) : X[2]))! = ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) :
(X[2] > 15.7392 ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −60.7701) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? −
85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 16.747)) : 20.7164) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : 20.7164) ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : 16.747)) : (X[2] ==
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? (X[2] > (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 11.6794 : −96.5405) >
(X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : 20.7164) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 :
X[0]) : X[0])) : (X[2]! = (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 :
X[1])) ? (16.1806 + 5.62561) : −36.9912))) : (((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] >
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 46.5568 : 16.747) ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) >
(X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : 20.7164) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 8.46191 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 65.6651 : X[2]))) ? (X[2]! =
−39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 1.0?(X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > −95.0252 ? 17.1402 :
X[1])) ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? 13.0037 : 47.7813) > (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −44.3773) :
20.7164) : X[2])) > ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 : X[0]) ? (X[2]! =
−39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] > 51.7752 ? X[0] : X[2])) > X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −20.7193) :
(X[2] == (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −90.9245) ? (X[1] == −71.2669 ? − 80.5412 : 27.5297) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 68.2013 :
−36.9912))) : (X[0]! = −14.0713 ? 15.6794 : −19.1858)) ? (((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) :
(X[2] > −16.3811 ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? 16.747 : (11.2867 > −7.37926 ? X[0] : X[0])) ? (X[2]! =
−39.0444 ? 71.0068 : 41.528) : (X[2] > (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 22.8212 : X[0]) ? (−46.1105 > X[1] ? X[0] : 20.7164) :
X[2])) > ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 17.1402 : 15.0977)) > ((X[4] ==
1.0?X[1] : X[1]) > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −60.7701) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 18.6857 : 6.25552) : 20.7164) ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : 20.7164) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : 16.747)) : (X[2] == (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] >
−95.0252 ? 17.1402 : X[1])) ? (X[2] > (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[1] > −78.7349 ? 92.7779 : 20.7164) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2]! = (X[4] == 1.0 ? 50.7887 : −57.0631) ? (16.1806 + 5.62561) : −36.9912))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 85.5291 : X[0]) : (X[2] > (48.9962−−41.5058) ? 17.1402 : 15.0977))))))))
Context 2 (0.078412)
735
(log((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−96.2004+(log(tan(X[2]))∗log((X[2]−38.4139)))) : (sin(32.6653)−X[1])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? log(X[0]) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 69.2819 : cos((−76.4432/56.2221)))/log((X[1]/
(6.39274 − (X[4] == 3.0 ? 29.1527 : X[0])))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? log((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? tan((X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 63.699 : −22.8179)) : 69.6405) + log(X[2]))) : (−6.68626 + (X[4] == 0.0 ? 40.458 : cos((((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −31.9778)/ − 77.9913)))))))) ∗ (log((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−96.2004 + (log(tan(X[2])) ∗
log((X[2] − 38.4139)))) : (sin(32.6653) − X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? log(X[0]) : ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 69.2819 : cos((−76.4432/56.2221)))/log((X[1]/(6.39274−X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? log((((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? tan(69.5838) : 69.6405) + log(X[2]))) : (−6.68626 + (X[4] == 0.0 ? 40.458 : cos((−22.616/ − 77.9913)))))))) +
(cos((X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (−96.2004 + −65.975) : (X[0] − X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 68.1382 : 80.3881) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 73.6315 : X[0])))) + (tan(X[1]) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] +
13.2959) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 69.4258))))))
Context 3 (0.846599)
(50.9706/(55.5701 < (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (99.0522/X[1]) : ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) >
(X[0]∗X[1]) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (X[0]∗X[2]) ? (8.3224 < (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 3.32453) : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (5.72657 ∗ X[1]) ? (18.9924 − X[0]) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) > (X[0] ∗X[2]) ? (8.3224 < X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? − 36.3378 : (8.3224 < (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < 9.17702 ? −
44.9078 : 6.52104) : (X[1] +X[2]))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) == (X[0] ∗X[2]) ? X[0] : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) > (X[0] ∗ X[1]) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (X[0] ∗ X[2]) ? (8.3224 < (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 3.32453) : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (5.72657 ∗
X[1]) ? (18.9924 − X[0]) : (43.3894 < X[0] ? − 36.3378 : −94.7275))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) <
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (X[0] ∗ X[2]) ? (−81.6143 < −45.8253 ? 72.5535 : X[2]) : (−74.2937 >
X[2] ? − 10.3247 : 52.2597)) ? − 83.3225 : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) > (X[0] ∗ X[1]) ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? − 91.2378 : 30.9866) : −99.7885)))))! = (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) == (X[0] ∗ X[2]) ? X[0] :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) > (X[0]∗X[1]) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (X[0]∗X[2]) ? (8.3224 <
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 3.32453) : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) <
(5.72657 ∗ X[1]) ? (18.9924 − X[0]) : (43.3894 < X[0] ? − 36.3378 : −94.7275))) : (X[2] ∗ X[2]))) ? (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (X[0] ∗ X[2]) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (X[1] + X[0]) ? (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (67.7967/X[0]) ? − 51.7729 : (8.3224 < (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < 9.17702 ? −
44.9078 : 6.52104) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (X[2] == −84.6877 ? 7.70179 : 49.9336) ? (X[1]/X[2]) :
(8.3224 < (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? − 37.9077 : (−51.7729 + 66.1105))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 :
X[1]) < (X[0] ∗ X[2]) ? (8.3224 < (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 3.32453) : X[1]) :
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (5.72657 ∗ X[1]) ? (18.9924 − X[0]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 :
X[1]) < (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) > (X[0] ∗ X[2]) ? (8.3224 < 42.378 ? − 70.8948 : X[1]) : (X[2] <
29.7499 ? 14.1604 : −92.9187)) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (X[1] + X[0]) ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (38.5054 <
21.6018 ? X[1] : −32.6598)) : (8.3224 < (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < 9.17702 ? − 44.9078 : 6.52104) :
(X[1] + X[2])))))) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) > (X[0] ∗ X[1]) ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) <
(X[0] ∗ X[2]) ? (8.3224 < (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 3.32453) : X[1]) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (5.72657 ∗X[1]) ? (18.9924 −X[0]) : (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) < (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 71.2982 : X[1]) > (X[0] ∗ X[2]) ? (8.3224 < X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? − 36.3378 :
(8.3224 < (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[1] < 9.17702 ? − 44.9078 : 6.52104) : (X[1] +X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 66.5626 : −26.055))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]−X[1]) : 12.8966))))
Context 4 (0.38959)
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[2] − X[1]) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[2])) : ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 24.632 : −12.0964)/(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 30.873 : 69.3418) : (X[1] −X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (95.0295/ − 72.9334) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−21.1703)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.53341 : X[2]) − ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 40.2402 : 41.3365)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (−91.4805 + −22.5267) : (−51.2047 − 47.4558))) : (((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
−69.0513) − (97.8691/X[2])) + (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 20.466 : 87.0009) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −4.23389))))) :
(50.1204 ∗ X[1])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−65.4539 − X[2]) : (X[2]/66.492)) −
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 68.7822) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 1.97464 : −92.056))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (36.4391 − −85.5765) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 16.7383 : −35.3244)) : ((44.2179 − X[1]) + (X[0] ∗
97.5658)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 36.3264) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −
19.6183 : X[1]) : (92.827−X[1]))−13.5394)))− (87.144/(((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])+(−0.328667/46.0702))−
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −8.75726) − (−81.3462/X[1]))) − (87.144/(((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) +
(−0.328667/46.0702))− (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −8.75726)− (−81.3462/X[1])))− (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
736
3.0 ? (33.4687−X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 36.3264) :
(98.1151− 13.5394)))− (87.144/(X[2]− (87.7611/26.3021))))))))))
Context 5 (8.593487)
(pow(−14.9597, 2)/((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 4.21502 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 35.9847 : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 15.6837 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 93.1005 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 15.6837 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 14.6523 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 15.6837 : −39.4884) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 43.3775 : −66.7159))) : X[0])) : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 15.6837 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 93.1005 : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 15.6837 : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.8442 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 14.6523 :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 20.2112 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 8.79145 : 57.1101) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 51.8127 : −60.9507)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0]/ − 26.9774))))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))))))
Context 6 (3.072591)
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 95.4254 : 50.368) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : pow((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] − 54.0678) :
(((((pow(X[1], 3) + pow(13.3738, 2)) + ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 19.4239) ∗ (−11.4336−X[1])))− (X[4] == 3.0 ? (
pow(−22.9941, 4) − ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 59.8385)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] − X[0]) : pow(X[2], 2)))) +
(((pow(X[1], 3) + pow(13.3738, 2)) + ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 19.4239) ∗ (−11.4336−X[1])))− (X[4] == 3.0 ? (pow(
−22.9941, 4)− ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 59.8385)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]−X[0]) : pow(X[2], 2)))))+((((−4.09268+
9.82553)+ (X[2] ∗−80.6663))− (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2]− 57.564) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 15.7155 : −13.5333)))+ (43.0603+
(((15.2062−X[2]) + 52.5298) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : (X[0] +X[2]))))))), 3)))
Context 7 (0.445294)
((((X[4] == 2.0 ? sin(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? tan((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 73.2564)) : sin((X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 79.2811 : X[0]))) + log(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (49.3351 + 70.6146) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 18.7824 : X[1])))) :
tan(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1])/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 76.6316)) : cos(log(X[0])))))) :
(sin((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? log((−73.9905 + −73.0847)) : log(sin(−55.2454))) − (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? log(51.2978) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 17.1664 : X[1])) ∗ ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 79.2892) − cos(18.6879))))) ∗ ((X[4] == 3.0 ? log((X[4] ==
2.0 ? tan(92.1011) : (X[1]/X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 75.6817 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−65.2117 − −31.2343) : (−29.0548 − 14.9194)))) + ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? log(((X[0]/X[0]) ∗ (−64.6592 ∗X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? sin(X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : cos((X[4] == 0.0 ? 8.65082 : −35.9588)))))))/(X[4] == 1.0 ? cos(sin(cos((X[4] == 1.0 ? cos(log(−77.7743)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? cos(X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))))) : cos(((cos(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 5.64579) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 48.3754 : X[1]))) ∗ ((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 67.6683)/sin(X[0])) +
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 67.988 : X[2])∗ (0.292717/68.2707))))∗ log((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −1.29912 :
X[0]) : (70.7824 − X[2])) + (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −32.2247) : log(X[1]))))))))/(log((X[4] ==
2.0 ? tan(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (sin((13.7159 + 42.9165)) − ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −21.6396)/sin(86.268))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? log(log(X[0])) : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 81.675 : X[1]))))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (log(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? sin(93.2392) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 52.9806 : 23.9719))) + log((tan(−13.6601) +
(91.2748− 46.1907)))) : (cos(((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])+ cos(−60.582))) ∗ sin((X[4] == 1.0 ? (−67.6406/24.9572) :
cos(−77.0494)))))))/(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? sin(tan(sin(sin(X[2])))) : (tan(sin(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−43.7635))) − log(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] − X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −64.0754))))) + ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 2.0 ? tan(X[1]) : (X[1] +−90.5412))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 47.9235 :
X[2]) : sin(X[1]))) : (((−76.2398 + X[0]) − (X[4] == 2.0 ? 95.3458 : X[2]))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−82.1273 +
−34.8245) : (X[0] ∗ 67.6923)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (log(X[1]) + (X[0] ∗ 11.449)) : (tan(X[0]) +
(−68.0603+−19.1039))) : log(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (94.9909−81.4941) : tan(46.9044)))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] ==
0.0 ? sin(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? tan(3.74206) : log(X[0]))) : (sin((X[4] == 2.0 ? − 14.3272 : X[2]))/((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? tan(−57.3046) : (X[1] − X[0]))))/sin(((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 87.9694 : 36.8632) : (46.9015 ∗
X[0])) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−18.6469/ − 41.4508) : (X[2] + 76.9567))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (tan(cos(X[0]))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? tan(−29.7149) : tan(X[2]))) : log((cos(X[2]) ∗ (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) :
sin((tan((X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.07912 : 54.3068)) + ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 84.7447) ∗ sin(X[0])))))))))/(X[1]/51.2593))
737
Context 8 (0.67885)
(tan((−29.8541 − 61.0726)) ∗ (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 27.8626) + (X[2] − log((−83.7315 +
19.9719)))) : 27.8626)+ ((X[2]− log((tan(69.1309) ∗ (X[0]+X[2]))))− (((X[2]− log((17.8634 ∗ 9.18811))) ∗ ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −98.6214) + ((X[2] − −4.92662) + (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 27.8626))))/(((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
27.8626)+tan((−29.8541−61.0726)))+(X[2]−((X[0]∗−26.4879)/(X[2]+−89.7752))))+((X[2]− log((tan(69.1309)∗
(X[0] +X[2]))))− log((log(X[0]) ∗ ((X[1] ∗X[2]) + (−97.4593/− 34.7738))))))))))
Context 9 (0.260654)
(−87.6673/((15.4135/X[1]) − (X[2] > (X[2] < ((15.4135/X[1]) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 91.5343 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : (X[2]! = −21.7888 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 91.5343 ? X[2] : −66.9714) :
(−63.5798−X[1])) + (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) + (15.4135−X[1])))) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]))) ? X[2] :
88.2472) ? (X[0] ∗ X[1]) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 91.5343 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : −66.9714) :
((15.2615/74.6978) − X[1])) + (((X[1]/X[2]) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > (X[2] < (−36.5532 − X[2]) ? X[2] :
88.2472) ? ((15.4135 ∗ X[1]) ∗ X[0]) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 31.0579 : −5.91488) + (X[0] + X[0]))) : 83.4722)) >
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > (X[2] < ((15.4135/X[1])− (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.6892 : 57.9272)) ? X[2] : 88.2472) ? ((15.4135 ∗
X[1]) ∗X[0]) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 91.5343 ? X[1] : −66.9714) : (X[2]−X[1])) + (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) + (X[2] > 91.5343 ? − 93.679 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 67.0928)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
(X[2] < ((15.4135/X[1]) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? 84.9521 : 8.21659)) ? X[2] : 88.2472) ? ((15.4135 ∗ X[1]) ∗ X[0]) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 91.5343 ? − 91.566 : −66.9714) : (X[0] − X[1])) + (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 49.2727 :
X[0]) + (X[2] > 91.5343 ? 32.6574 : 8.75456)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > (X[2] < (X[0] − X[1]) ? X[2] :
88.2472) ? ((15.4135 ∗ X[1]) ∗ X[0]) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 46.918 : X[2]) + (X[0] + X[2]))) : (X[0] ∗ X[1]))) :
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 91.5343 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : −66.9714) : ((15.2615/74.6978)−X[1])) +
(X[2] > 91.5343 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 67.0928) : (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 91.5343 ? 12.4752 : −66.9714) :
(94.0855−X[1])) + ((15.4135 ∗X[1]) ∗ (X[2] > 49.3291 ? X[0] : X[0]))))))))))
D.3.0.71 Transition Functions:
Context 1 (15.799399)
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? sin((tan((log(sin((tan(−52.5868)/(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) ∗ ((((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (3.41708 ∗ X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 29.5181 : 54.6304)) − ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] ∗ 28.5411) : log(58.1549))) ∗
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan(−68.6561) : log(X[2])) : tan(sin(X[2])))))) − tan((sin(log(((X[0] ∗ X[2]) +
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −12.6411)))) + tan(sin(tan((X[4] == 0.0 ? 41.034 : −73.0387)))))))) : tan((((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? sin((X[4] == 3.0 ? log(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? log(45.9117) : (X[2] + 66.3221))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? cos(X[2]) :
log(X[2]))/sin((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? sin(((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
25.5318) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? 2.42966 : X[1]))) : log((((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 20.0554 : X[2]) ∗ (X[1] ∗ X[2])))) :
((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1]/X[1]) : log(X[1]))/sin(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 37.289 : X[1]))) − (log((X[4] == 3.0 ? −
39.5317 : X[0]))/tan((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −60.4066)))))) + cos(((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[1]/X[1]) − (4.01482 −
X[1])) : cos(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −72.9878)))− (((X[2]−X[2])∗ log(−41.9015))+(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? (tan(log(X[1]))/cos((−47.9857/X[1]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 44.6791 : 53.9662) : tan(−35.044)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (4.40126−−24.8812) : sin(X[2]))))))))) : tan(76.7507))
Context 2 (15.799399)
(((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan(log((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 36.2475 : −62.2984))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? log((X[2] ∗ −14.0724)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? log(X[0]) : tan(X[2]))))/((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((tan(45.2185) ∗ (X[0] ∗X[2])) ∗ ((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[0])∗tan(X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? sin((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 4.01394)) : ((X[0]∗−3.39665)−cos(X[2])))))∗(X[4] ==
3.0 ? (((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[0]−−62.937) ∗ tan(41.3736)) : sin(tan(X[1]))) + (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 93.5871 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −48.4224)) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? (17.6837 − X[0]) : sin(X[1])))) :
cos(log(((X[1]/40.9018) ∗ log(−33.7787))))))/sin(tan(((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((log(X[2]) − tan(X[2])) ∗ ((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : −99.007) + sin(25.056))) : ((tan(−35.4447) + (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −75.4097))/tan((87.1927 ∗X[2])))) ∗
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? cos((X[4] == 1.0 ? (−38.9406/15.409) : tan(X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%5) ==
738
0.0 ? 3.52127 : X[0]) + ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 11.6293 : X[2])) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? 75.2444 : X[1]) + tan(X[1]))))) −
(X[0] ∗ 68.9951)))))
Context 3 (15.799399)
tan((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] + X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (tan(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))/(70.0451∗X[1])) : X[1]) : (X[1]−56.993))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (tan(X[2])/(70.0451 ∗X[1])) : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (22.2813/ − 80.46) : X[1]) : (X[1] − 56.993))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 18.2489 : −69.7319)) : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 76.8508 : −80.8223)))))))
Context 4 (15.799399)
sin(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? log((X[4] == 1.0 ? cos(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (−44.5654/8.30948) :
log(X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? sin((27.4545− 57.1806)) : log((94.2991 ∗ −70.3694))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ?
tan(10.9423) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? log((X[4] == 1.0 ? cos(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? sin(1.06812) : log(80.1927)))) : (X[2] − −93.2104)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? log((X[4] ==
1.0 ? cos(X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 71.8837 : −88.174))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? sin((X[2] − −16.9484)) : (X[2] −
−93.2104))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? log((X[4] == 1.0 ? cos(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/37.9467) :
log(72.8767))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? sin((X[1]−X[1])) : log((−98.3173 ∗ 11.3107))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? sin(((X[4] ==
3.0 ? (−99.0383 + 56.3745) : (−8.81582 + −88.6853)) − cos(cos(X[0])))) : (X[2] − −93.2104))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? log((X[4] == 1.0 ? cos(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 2.92058 : 50.2837)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? sin(X[2]) :
log(X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? sin(((X[4] == 3.0 ? − 78.0955 : X[2]) − cos(−8.02485))) : (X[2] − −93.2104))) :
−94.3963)))))
Context 5 (15.799399)
(tan(tan(68.7971)) ∗ (sin(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? sin(((log((X[1] − −83.2188)) − cos(cos(49.0106)))/log(((X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −8.09682)/sin(X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? cos(((94.397/60.5199) ∗ cos(28.514))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? sin((−1.94748/38.116)) : cos(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 94.1735 : −59.2593)))) : (((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? cos(log(15.5622)) : sin(cos(−32.8581)))/(((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])− (−14.9109−−29.2769))/(
sin(−72.1422)/log(−60.7906))))))) + (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 10.8391 : tan((X[4] == 0.0 ? (tan((X[4] == 0.0 ? (69.0956 +
12.9031) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 16.2573 : 20.5669))) + (log(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 84.3674 : X[1]))/cos((−40.6104 −
−49.9577)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.0588))))))
Context 6 (15.799399)
(cos((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (tan((tan(((61.1817/X[0]) + (X[1] − −15.2729)))/cos(tan((X[4] == 2.0 ? 35.4174 :
1.25749))))) − (cos(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]/X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 82.3935 : X[1])) :
log((X[1]+X[2]))))−((cos(sin(X[0]))−log((X[4] == 1.0 ? 3.02902 : X[0])))∗((sin(−26.144)∗tan(52.9031))/(X[4] ==
1.0 ? sin(X[0]) : (X[0] ∗ −92.4756)))))) : (log((((tan(X[2]) ∗ (−40.8475/0.246196)) ∗ (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 99.9831 : −52.223) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))/(X[4] == 0.0 ? (log(X[0]) ∗ (X[1] ∗ X[0])) :
tan((X[4] == 1.0 ? 46.3541 : X[2]))))) + ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? tan(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? log((X[4] == 1.0 ? 42.7348 :
5.0766)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? log(X[2]) : (X[0] + X[1])))) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (−65.5096 ∗ X[0]) :
(X[0] ∗ X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ −56.7868) : tan(X[1]))) ∗ (sin(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −43.7709)) +
(sin(X[2]) ∗ tan(65.7173))))))) − log((sin((sin(cos(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 39.252))) + log(((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
20.5794) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))))/(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((log(log(−86.333)) ∗ ((X[1] + X[0])/sin(X[1]))) −
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : cos(−35.6768)) : sin(sin(12.7479)))) :
(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (log(X[2]) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 99.3644 : −3.01426)) : cos(cos(60.9968))) + ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? cos(X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) +
sin(X[2]))))))))) − ((((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((cos(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? sin(76.2953) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 9.1274 : 33.3868))) ∗
(cos(log(X[0])) + cos(log(X[0])))) ∗ log(sin((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 89.0129 : X[1])/(X[4] == 3.0 ? 72.9677 : X[0]))))) :
tan(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? cos(log(−13.6737)) : (cos(X[0]) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (cos(−3.70818)/(71.7026/X[0])) : tan((X[4] == 3.0 ? 86.8991 : X[1]))))))/sin(((tan(log((X[4] ==
739
1.0 ? − 23.6998 : −98.5563))) ∗ log(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? tan(X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 89.9557 : X[1]))))/(X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (cos(−55.5304) + (−62.7277/X[0])) : log(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 51.5512 : X[0]))) :
log((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])∗(95.4583∗38.4007)))))))+(X[4] == 1.0 ? log(((X[4] == 0.0 ? (((−71.1071/X[2])
/(X[0]/5.9277))∗cos((X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −30.1166))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (sin(X[2])− (X[4] == 3.0 ? −70.1824 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −82.1826 : X[1]) : tan(93.8066))))+((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? cos(log((X[1]/48.471))) :
cos(cos(log(27.1283)))))) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
cos(X[2])) − ((19.4196/X[1]) − sin(X[2]))) : log(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ∗ X[1]) : (59.8048 ∗ −78.2487)))) :
sin(cos(cos(sin(−74.0921)))))/log(log(tan(((X[2]+83.1359)−(−70.0878∗X[2]))))))))−(X[4] == 2.0 ? cos(log((X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −83.2637) − tan(93.1264)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (−52.7174 ∗
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : cos((X[4] == 3.0 ? log(−72.4717) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 94.4357 :
21.7772)))) : tan((((X[1] − −69.9869) ∗ (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 32.558 : −20.0058)) ∗ (sin(X[0]) ∗ (−29.1506/X[2]))))))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? cos((log((cos((97.4185 + X[0])) + tan((X[0] − −82.2977)))) − log(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0] + 8.80974) : (X[1] −X[2])) : cos(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 51.0316 : −69.3189)))))) : cos((log((cos((97.4185 +
X[0])) + tan((X[0] − −82.2977)))) − log(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] + 8.80974) : (X[1] − X[2])) :
cos(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 51.0316 : −69.3189))))))))))
Context 7 (15.799399)
(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −61.8227)/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + −10.075) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 66.8416 : 11.8554) : −50.917)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + −10.075) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 66.8416 : (20.6901 + (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 0.385439 : X[0]))) : −50.917)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] +
−10.075) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 66.8416 : X[1]) : −50.917)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 49.3032 : X[2]) : log(X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−73.813) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 7.91367))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + −10.075) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? −66.8416 : X[1]) : −50.917)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −15.828 : X[2]) : log(X[1])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 75.2066 : −98.5359) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 80.5569 : −95.3445)))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + −10.075) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 64.013 : −50.917)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 96.6692 : −17.0084) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 7.91367))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 85.6587 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 65.1648 : −81.1411)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2]/27.8054) : X[2])))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + −10.075) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 66.8416 : (20.6901 + (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 0.385439 : X[0]))) : −50.917)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] + −10.075) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 66.8416 : X[1]) : −50.917)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 49.3032 : X[2]) :
log(X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −73.813) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 7.91367))) : X[2]))))
Context 8 (15.799399)
((sin(((((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (sin((2.99486 ∗ 60.0743))/((−24.8102 ∗ X[1])/log(X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? cos((−1.74523∗X[1])) : cos(tan(X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? log((X[2]−14.4673)) : cos((X[0]/X[1]))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((43.4494−−83.3935)−(X[0]/X[0])) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])∗(−94.6286/X[0])))))/(X[4] ==
0.0 ? (cos(log((X[2] +X[0]))) ∗ tan(((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (−58.6138 − −29.0659) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 64.5569)))) :
(tan(tan(tan(−39.4382)))+((cos(X[0])+(−66.7904+X[2]))+(log(X[0])/(−8.98168−31.5318))))))∗sin((((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (((X[1]/69.9416) − (X[1] + X[0])) + ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] + −69.966) : (X[1]/X[0]))) : log(log((X[0] −
X[0])))) ∗ ((X[4] == 2.0 ? sin(cos(86.923)) : ((X[0]− 74.1511)/(57.6328/X[0])))− ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? cos((X[0] +
X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −68.1914) : (−45.1948−−63.9397)))))))) + (sin(cos(cos((
X[4] == 0.0 ? cos((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])−(X[0]∗X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[2]−−53.7992)/((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? −74.5396 : X[1])) : log(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −28.3142)))))))∗(log(((((cos(−74.5174)−sin(0.854947))/tan((
X[0]/X[1]))) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? sin(log(−68.7504)) : log(log(−78.3226)))) − cos((X[4] == 3.0 ? (log(−33.0799) +
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 78.6135 : 27.6985)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? sin(X[1]) : cos(X[0])))))) + ((X[4] == 0.0 ? log((tan((X[2] +
X[1]))/log((19.8632 + 23.2008)))) : tan(sin(log(((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))))) + ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 11.822 : X[0]) − (X[4] == 3.0 ? 66.9229 : −90.684)) : ((64.2657/X[2])/(43.0012 +X[0]))) :
log((X[4] == 2.0 ? log(−78.5909) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 97.9063 : 44.1607)))) ∗ ((((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? cos(18.496) :
(−98.3516/X[0]))−((X[4] == 3.0 ? −97.7405 : X[0])+(73.6852/44.2963)))−(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 20.0627 : 35.6979)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]/ − 32.9104) :
tan(X[2]))))))))) − (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : ((sin(((X[4] == 1.0 ? sin(X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))/(log(63.3974) ∗ sin(−77.4016))))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan(cos(cos(X[0]))) : ((log(−34.4107)/(X[2]/X[1])) +
tan(tan(X[0])))))− ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? sin(cos(X[1])) : ((21.5125 +−86.4236) + (X[2] ∗X[0]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 61.4394)/(X[0] +−31.7581)) : ((X[1]/− 54.321)/((X[3]%5) == 0.0
740
? X[1] : 5.10409)))) ∗ (((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 25.5228)/(X[2]/X[0])) + cos(tan((−99.113 ∗X[0]))))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : ((sin(((X[4] == 1.0 ? sin(X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))/(log(63.3974) ∗
sin(−77.4016))))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan(cos(cos(X[0]))) : ((log(−34.4107)/(X[2]/X[1])) + tan(tan(X[0]))))) −
((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? sin(cos(X[1])) : ((21.5125+−86.4236)+(X[2]∗X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (((X[3]%
4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 61.4394)/(X[0] + −31.7581)) : ((X[1]/ − 54.321)/((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 5.10409)))) ∗
(((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 25.5228)/(X[2]/X[0])) + cos(tan((−99.113 ∗ X[0]))))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : ((sin(((X[4] == 1.0 ? − 85.3628 : −61.7755)/(99.7542 ∗ X[0])))/((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? tan(cos(X[2])) :
((X[2]/82.4007) + tan(X[2])))) − ((X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? sin(61.2138) : (−65.3229 +X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (−60.1208/7.85306) : (X[1]/X[2]))) ∗ (((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 25.5228)/(X[2]/X[0])) + cos(tan(X[0])))))) :
(−7.69024 ∗ −14.9193)))))
Context 9 (15.799399)




((X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −85.1644) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 74.9275 : −77.0751)) > ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8917 : −49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) : (X[2] > −43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 2.33345 ? − 88.3392 : 5.85412) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 62.1968 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))) ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 76.869 : −0.0400279) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[0] : 62.379)) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] >
53.3708 ? 93.7654 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? −49.545 : 70.9727))) : −31.4551) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −81.9749 ? X[2] : −54.8465) : (X[2] <
−70.8583 ? 47.6399 : X[0])) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.0611 : −29.8772) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
46.5315))) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 49.4561 : −2.90768) : (X[1] < 31.6596 ? X[1] :
X[1])) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 87.7433 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : −31.4551) :
(((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : −73.669) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? −
20.3259 : X[2]) == (X[1] < X[2] ? 47.4321 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 73.7946 : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 2.26249 :
X[2]))) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 2.04215 : −36.3355) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 38.5283 :
−83.9088)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) ? − 44.4041 :
(−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 30.2446 : 18.8907) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 19.6477 : X[0])))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? − 66.5604 : X[1])) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! =
8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? 62.9879 : X[0]) : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 :
−35.2294)))) ? (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (−33.9055 == −48.5823 ? X[0] :
14.311)) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 47.0183 : 72.5464)) ? − 44.4041 :
(−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 31.2336 : X[1]))) > (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 51.4691 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 54.9976 : X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −30.4097))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? 93.9772 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[1] : X[0])) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[2] : 98.4399) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
−17.7386)))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] : 68.877) : (X[0] >
49.4688 ? X[2] : X[1])) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 45.4017) : 18.8907) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? − 11.1024 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 78.9496 : X[1]))))))! = (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8917 : −49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) : (X[2] > −43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : (−35.544 < −98.0997 ? 56.6711 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −81.9749 ? X[2] : −54.8465) : (X[2] < −70.8583 ? 47.6399 : X[0])) : (X[2] >
26.4603 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.0611 : −29.8772) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 46.5315))) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] >
741
53.3708 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 49.4561 : −2.90768) : (X[1] < 31.6596 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 87.7433 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? − 5.89113 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[2] : X[0])) : −31.4551) :
((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 70.301)) == (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 93.2732 : −21.8092)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 0.983557 :
X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 39.3123 : −83.6519)) : ((X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −46.45) == (X[2] == X[2] ? − 31.1996 :
−47.9869) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 30.0189) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 47.0469 : X[2])))) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8917 : −49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) : (X[2] > −43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] == 2.33345 ? − 88.3392 : 5.85412) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 62.1968 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[1] : 35.5066)) : −31.4551) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 58.39 : −77.6877) : 18.8907) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? −5.23673 :
42.481) : X[0])))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 22.625) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? X[1] : 87.2219) :
(X[2]! = −89.2503 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 64.2646)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 81.0568 : 98.2264) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] : 68.1395) : (X[0] >
49.4688 ? X[0] : X[2])) : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 :
−35.2294)))) ? (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 34.5079 : 10.3734) : −31.4551) :
((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? 67.1799 : X[0]) == (X[1] < X[2] ? 31.8383 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 88.6986 : X[0]) :
(X[2] == 28.1266 ? − 49.3069 : −25.8078))) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
99.6911) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 66.3258 : −61.0795))) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
−31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 76.1676 : X[0])))) > (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8917 : −49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) : (X[2] > −43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : (−35.544 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[1] : 46.6004)) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! =
−89.2503 ? − 0.0514837 : −1.86315))) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : −54.712)) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
50.0151 ? − 5.97828 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 78.9207 : X[1])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 65.6181 :
18.8907) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 0.262602 : X[0]))))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 45.8558 : 14.4256) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] >
53.3708 ? 47.9968 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? X[1] : −61.9828))) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? 82.2057 : −82.5749)) : 18.8907) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 57.306 : 85.1403) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 88.7692)) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 32.4902 : 18.8907) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]))))))) < ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8917 : −49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) : (X[2] > −43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : (−35.544 < −98.0997 ? 56.6711 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 76.869 : −0.0400279) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[0] : 62.379)) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? 93.7654 :
X[0]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? − 49.545 : 70.9727))) : −31.4551) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −81.9749 ? X[2] : −54.8465) : (X[2] < −70.8583 ? 47.6399 :
X[0])) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.0611 : −29.8772) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 46.5315))) : (X[0] >
49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 49.4561 : −2.90768) : (X[1] < 31.6596 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2]! =
−89.2503 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 87.7433 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 >
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 43.2711 : −29.0498) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[1] :
X[2]) == (X[1] < X[2] ? − 44.9787 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 56.5421 : 79.3115) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] :
2.90548))) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 42.9923 : X[1])) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 21.1013 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 47.1821 : X[1]))) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 <
−47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 35.1127 : X[1]) : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
18.8907) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 1.8532 : X[0])))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? 75.4437 : −16.2884) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : X[2])) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? (X[0]! =
−75.8183 ? X[0] : 42.4453) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 1.52204 : −24.7745)) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[1] : 35.7561) : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 :
−35.2294)))) ? (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −2.57819 : −31.4551) : (−0.58382 == 95.4215 ? −29.3457 :
X[0])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? − 3.59712 : −60.3188) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? − 44.4041 :
(−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 74.748))) > (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 60.405 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 51.1812 : X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 57.2348))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? − 0.129896 : 51.7115) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : X[1])) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] :
−32.9158)))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[2] : 1.36935) : (X[0] >
49.4688 ? X[2] : X[1])) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 85.7312 : X[0]) :
18.8907) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])))))) < (X[2] ==
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X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −81.9749 ? X[2] :
−54.8465) : (X[2] < −70.8583 ? 47.6399 : X[0])) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.0611 : −29.8772) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 46.5315))) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 49.4561 : −2.90768) :
(X[1] < 31.6596 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 87.7433 ? X[1] :
X[2])))) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 64.2646)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 81.0568 : 98.2264) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))) == ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 10.6054 : 89.5386) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 85.9326 :
47.8491)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? − 34.9501 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) ? (−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] : −40.787) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? − 82.0626 :
X[0])) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? X[2] : −92.1216) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? 95.3847 : 24.7129) ? − 44.4041 :
(−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? −72.9445 : X[2])) > (X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 0.927336 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 43.8372 : 18.8907)) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? − 78.6617 : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 77.3087 :
−63.4173)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 83.7757 : 59.7157)))) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[2] : 90.6398) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] :
−89.132)) : 18.8907) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 59.1229 : X[2]) : 18.8907) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 76.6894 : 18.8907) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −50.2403)))))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 76.869 : −0.0400279) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[0] : 62.379)) : (X[0] >
49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? 93.7654 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? − 49.545 : 70.9727))) : −31.4551) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −81.9749 ? X[2] :
−54.8465) : (X[2] < −70.8583 ? 47.6399 : X[0])) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.0611 : −29.8772) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 46.5315))) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 49.4561 : −2.90768) : (X[1] <
31.6596 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 87.7433 ? X[1] : X[2])))) :
18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
64.2646)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 81.0568 : 98.2264) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) == (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 98.6192 : 69.317) : 18.8907) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
50.0151 ? − 90.4878 : −39.1458) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −63.091))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−31.4551) : (−55.3559 > X[0] ? − 23.3217 : −44.2176)) < (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 95.5863 : 18.8907) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8907) : (X[1] > −83.9454 ? X[2] : 79.3292)))) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8917 : −49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) : (X[2] > −43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : (−35.544 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : −45.9048)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 :
42.666) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? X[2] : −86.7421) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[2] : X[2])) : 18.8907) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 99.3191 : −31.4551) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 56.1708 : −26.6921)) < (X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 37.8813 :
18.8907) : (66.5365 == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 90.8259 : X[2]) : −31.4551) :
(X[2] == (49.1375 < −50.2649 ? X[2] : −20.7614) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 56.0458 : 18.8907) : (−13.4718 ==
46.6654 ? − 44.0954 : 51.0365)))))))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 9.84352) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[1] : −94.7831)) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] >
53.3708 ? 82.5408 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) : (X[0] == −52.2241 ? X[1] : X[2])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 8.81682 :
0.163723) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.51153 :
−31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 79.9533 : X[2]))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 53.6479 :
X[1]) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[2] : −40.3335) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 56.9306 : 18.8907) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 23.174 : X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] : 96.5575)) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : −67.3944) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 80.8083 : X[0])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 24.5656 : −34.127) : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 81.2617 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 22.9042 : X[0]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 10.021 : 18.8907) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 3.51728 : X[0]))))) == ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 9.84352) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[1] : −94.7831)) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] >
53.3708 ? 82.5408 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) : (X[0] == −52.2241 ? X[1] : X[2])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 8.81682 :
0.163723) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.51153 :
−31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 79.9533 : X[2]))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 53.6479 :
X[1]) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[2] : −40.3335) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 56.9306 : 18.8907) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 23.174 : X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] : 96.5575)) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : −67.3944) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 80.8083 : X[0])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 24.5656 : −34.127) : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 81.2617 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 22.9042 : X[0]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −10.021 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 3.51728 : X[0]))))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? − 84.1329 : X[2])) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[0]) == (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? − 17.6012 : 61.6218)) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 39.8864 : −31.4551) : (81.8883 == X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) ? ((X[2] == −96.0355 ? − 44.4041 : X[0]) >
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −5.72948) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 31.1902 : −31.7221))))! = (((−47.9869 >
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 1.23375 : −31.4551) : (X[0] == −81.0383 ? X[0] : X[1])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
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50.0151 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 88.0114 : −45.8131)) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : 51.8496) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? −70.6604 : 62.855) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −71.7082 :
18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 91.2397 : X[2]))) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 13.6442 : X[0]))) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
18.8907) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 18.7403 : X[1])))) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? 19.9233 : −9.28261) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : −82.881)) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 66.2627 : −65.444) : 18.8907) : (X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 96.3497 : 18.8907) : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? 17.1328 : X[1])))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? − 47.3239 :
−19.997) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : −81.6757)) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? 91.3892 :
−4.48918) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 45.57 : X[2])) == ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : 67.1272) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 1.58196 : X[0])) ? (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.268 : −31.4551) : (−56.7244 >
X[1] ? − 35.0344 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 54.447 ? 62.6847 : 59.2875)))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[2] : 41.807)) : −31.4551) :
(((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 1.34632 : X[1]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? 16.1182 : −92.5487) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 <
−47.9869 ? X[2] : X[2])) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 33.3096 : −31.4551) : (−59.7357 == X[2] ? X[1] :
−59.3061)) ? ((X[1] == X[2] ? − 44.4041 : 18.8183) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 5.25129 : −4.96907) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −83.0961)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? − 4.29373 : 8.9023)))) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 27.8917 : −49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) :
(X[2] > −43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : (−35.544 < −98.0997 ? 56.6711 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 76.869 : −0.0400279) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[0] :
62.379)) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? 93.7654 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? − 49.545 : 70.9727))) :
−31.4551) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −30.379) : −31.4551) : ((57.3465 ==
66.1094 ? − 44.4041 : X[1]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 79.5177 : X[1]) ? (X[1] > 71.0994 ? X[2] : −32.7964) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 32.1454))) < (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 8.46265 : X[1]) : 18.8907) :
((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[1] : −40.4231) == ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.0387 : X[1]) ? (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 85.0362 :
X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 62.9237 : X[2]))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[1] : −85.0693) :
(X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[1] : 99.8814)) : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) :
18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? 59.8784 : X[0]) == (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 72.1879) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 96.3847) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8917 :
−49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) : (X[2] >
−43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : (−35.544 < −98.0997 ? 56.6711 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) : (X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294))))) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == −81.9749 ? X[2] :
−54.8465) : (X[2] < −70.8583 ? 47.6399 : X[0])) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.0611 : −29.8772) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 46.5315))) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? − 49.4561 : −2.90768) : (X[1] <
31.6596 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 87.7433 ? X[1] : X[2])))) :
−31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 43.2711 : −29.0498) : −31.4551) :
((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[1] : X[2]) == (X[1] < X[2] ? − 44.9787 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 56.5421 : 79.3115) :
(X[0] == X[2] ? X[2] : 2.90548))) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 42.9923 : X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 21.1013 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 47.1821 :
X[1]))) ? −44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? −35.1127 : X[1]) : −31.4551) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8907) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 1.8532 : X[0])))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? 75.4437 : −16.2884) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : X[2])) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! =
8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? X[0] : 42.4453) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 1.52204 : −24.7745)) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : 35.7561) : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))) ? (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 2.57819 : −31.4551) : (−0.58382 ==
95.4215 ? − 29.3457 : X[0])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? − 3.59712 : −60.3188) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 74.748))) >
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 60.405 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 51.1812 : X[1])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 57.2348))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? − 0.129896 : 51.7115) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : X[1])) : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −32.9158)))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? X[2] : 1.36935) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[2] : X[1])) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? 85.7312 : X[0]) : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0])))))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
9.84352) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[1] : −94.7831)) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? 82.5408 : X[0]) : (X[2]! =
−89.2503 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) : (X[0] ==
−52.2241 ? X[1] : X[2])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 8.81682 : 0.163723) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] :
X[0])) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.51153 : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 79.9533 :
X[2]))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 53.6479 : X[1]) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! =
8.91307 ? X[2] : −40.3335) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 56.9306 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) ? (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 23.174 : X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 <
−47.9869 ? X[2] : 96.5575)) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : −67.3944) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 80.8083 :
744
X[0])) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 24.5656 : −34.127) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 81.2617 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 22.9042 : X[0]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 10.021 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 3.51728 : X[0])))))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? − 84.1329 : X[2])) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[0]) == (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? − 17.6012 : 61.6218)) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 39.8864 : −31.4551) : (81.8883 == X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) ? ((X[2] == −96.0355 ? − 44.4041 : X[0]) >
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −5.72948) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 31.1902 : −31.7221))))! = (((−47.9869 >
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 1.23375 : −31.4551) : (X[0] == −81.0383 ? X[0] : X[1])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
50.0151 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 88.0114 : −45.8131)) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : 51.8496) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? −70.6604 : 62.855) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −71.7082 :
18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 91.2397 : X[2]))) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 13.6442 : X[0]))) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 18.7403 : X[1])))) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? 19.9233 : −9.28261) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : −82.881)) : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 66.2627 : −65.444) : 18.8907) : (X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 96.3497 : 18.8907) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 17.1328 : X[1])))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? − 47.3239 : −19.997) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : −81.6757)) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! =
8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? 91.3892 : −4.48918) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 45.57 : X[2])) == ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
50.0151 ? X[2] : 67.1272) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 1.58196 : X[0])) ? (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.268 :
−31.4551) : (−56.7244 > X[1] ? − 35.0344 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 54.447 ? 62.6847 : 59.2875)))) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? 56.6783 : X[0])) :
−31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 87.0699 : X[2]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 <
−47.9869 ? X[2] : X[1])) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (−62.3788 == X[2] ? X[2] :
−48.3805)) ? ((X[0] == −69.2097 ? − 44.4041 : 5.28903) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 59.0614 : 54.2498) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? −69.4361 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? −11.5139 : X[1])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 69.6719))))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : −34.9675) :
−31.4551) : ((X[2] == X[0] ? − 44.4041 : X[2]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 90.8841 : X[0]) ? (X[1] > 58.1405 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 4.46223 : X[2])))! = (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? X[2] : −39.4737) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[0] : X[1])) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−31.4551) : (−90.779 == X[2] ? X[1] : −13.6536)) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 66.1741 :
45.0193))) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 52.4991 : −11.9074) : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 26.9278 : 18.8907) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : −87.0343))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : −33.0878) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[1] : X[1]) == ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 51.9728 :
X[2]) ? (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 49.57 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 54.447 ? 62.6847 : 59.2875)))) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : −18.7526) : −31.4551) : ((55.6162 == −45.3293 ? − 44.4041 :
3.15718) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 55.4907 : 6.99782) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]))) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 24.7083 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 51.0785 :
35.7551)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 35.0801))) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? 71.464 : −78.4155) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[2] : 37.1773)) : −31.4551) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 94.8284 : −31.4551) : (X[2] > X[2] ? 60.7969 : 61.9842)) < (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8907) : (58.5248 == −69.9826 ? − 52.3812 : 85.6511)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 78.3617 : 18.8907) : (−73.6089 ==
X[2] ? 72.0856 : −43.7635)))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : X[1])) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 11.2864 :
62.157) : 18.8907) : (X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 78.7135 : 18.8907) : (−16.0569 == X[2] ? − 78.6899 :
X[2]))))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] : 77.9193) : (X[0] >
49.4688 ? − 94.7203 : −8.12607)) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 44.0086 : −82.9442) == (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 66.3135 : −60.9949) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] : X[2])) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 93.6335 : −31.4551) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : 5.2115)) ? ((X[2] == X[1] ? − 44.4041 : 23.3253) >
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 90.4043 : −79.2087) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 16.6725 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 58.7341 :
−78.9077)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 0.518605 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))))! =
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6761 : −5.337) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) :
−31.4551) : ((11.1187 == −67.4929 ? − 44.4041 : X[0]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 96.2257 : X[2]) ? (−51.2596 >
X[0] ? X[0] : 46.3144) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −64.4808)))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 72.4957 :
−31.4551) : (50.1913 > 18.9579 ? 43.8372 : X[2]))! = ((45.6646 == X[1] ? − 44.4041 : 99.4881) > (−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? − 86.7437 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 40.7192)) ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 50.4056 : 18.8907) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 49.1988 : X[1]))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 10.6884 :
−31.4551) : (−12.0032 > −59.9985 ? X[2] : 10.2788)) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? − 91.0691 : −32.1641)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 54.4819) : −31.4551) : ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[0] : X[1]) < (X[2] == X[2] ? − 1.65149 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? 56.5232 : −6.2465))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 59.6865 : −50.2176) : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 69.7677 : 18.8907) : (X[2] > X[2] ? − 39.0812 : X[2])))) : (X[4] ==
745
2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8917 : −49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) : (X[2] > −43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : (−35.544 < −98.0997 ? 56.6711 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? 38.9139 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] >
53.3708 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 7.3738 : −31.4551) : (X[2] == −56.42 ? −67.8808 : −97.2715)) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? −47.7274 :
X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 10.5937 : X[2])) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 71.5634 : X[0]) :
−31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[0] : X[1]) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 55.3998 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? X[2] : X[2]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? 65.9192 : X[1]) ? − 44.4041 :
(−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? − 27.238 : X[0])) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? − 20.7306 : X[2]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? − 32.6182 : −29.4072)) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 4.43747 : 26.2675) : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 24.529 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 40.6114 : X[1]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 31.7654 : X[0]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 44.8341))))) > ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? − 91.7395 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? 61.5219 : 99.145)) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 37.4598 :
−60.9604) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −46.7157) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] : X[1])) > (−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 24.6319 : −31.4551) : (−94.0465 == X[2] ? − 25.4006 : 37.7301)) ? ((17.5912 ==
X[1] ? − 44.4041 : 22.4571) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 16.8261) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 84.6489))))! =
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 51.3735 : 39.1772) : −31.4551) : ((X[2] == −24.7796 ? −
44.4041 : 27.6356) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 77.7965 : X[0]) ? (X[0] > 84.2325 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 50.9627 : 22.712)))! = (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? 86.4069 : −80.3293) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 90.7915 :
−19.6634) ? −44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] : 62.1623)) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 33.0711 :
−31.4551) : (90.9093 == X[2] ? − 56.686 : −88.8789)) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −7.53139)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 86.9746 : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 95.7404 : 18.8907) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : −86.3986))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[1] : −82.8027) == ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−35.9854) ? (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > 54.447 ? 62.6847 : 59.2875)))) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 2.01088 : X[0]) : −31.4551) : ((X[0] == 33.2049 ? − 44.4041 :
X[1]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[0] > X[1] ? − 28.0971 : −2.45276) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 97.0727 :
47.9151)))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (X[0] > X[0] ? 75.0689 : 21.3213))! =
((X[2] == X[2] ? − 44.4041 : 83.4714) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 56.8279 : X[0]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 59.2322) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 56.3156)) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? −58.4468 :
X[1])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : 50.5308))) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2])) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
50.0151 ? − 72.4354 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 50.3263 : −11.889)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 15.3752 :
50.3507) : −31.4551) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 33.361 : X[0]) < (X[2] == X[2] ? − 78.9613 : −50.0553) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 89.3404 : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −7.9754))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? − 11.7843 : −69.0426) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 35.796 : 18.8907) : (X[2] >
X[2] ? − 56.7619 : X[2])))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : −31.4551) :
((X[2] == X[1] ? −44.4041 : −40.4765) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : 3.04074) ? (−47.8683 > 17.8285 ? 71.0831 :
−71.6884) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 8.35131 : −66.6709)))! = ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6761 : −5.337) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (−40.7554 > X[1] ? X[0] : −97.0954))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? −
11.8926 : X[0])! = (74.9428 > −71.8068 ? − 43.8125 : X[0]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 77.9342 : 25.6087)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[0]) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (0.780449 < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −82.4698))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 3.68347) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 80.8996)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : −27.3081) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 17.584 :
X[2]))))) ? 61.2554 : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
(X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[1] : −72.2382)) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? − 41.0242 : −22.4678)) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 65.805 : −31.4551) : (91.9515 == X[2] ? 29.5475 : X[0])) ? ((40.9284 == −8.21312 ? − 44.4041 : X[0]) >
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 82.8776 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 40.914 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 74.2721 : 91.5102)) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 60.4633 : 68.6717)))) == (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] : −90.8526) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? − 18.8187 :
X[0])) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? X[1] : −85.3829) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : −85.6324)) ==
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 13.6085 : −72.777) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −45.9028)) ? (−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (−22.3105 > X[0] ? 35.7402 : X[0])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : −23.3138) : −31.4551) : ((75.2326 == 14.1818 ? −44.4041 : −46.4591) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] :
X[1]) ? (60.6667 > −27.2351 ? − 70.6182 : −15.2826) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 64.2797 : X[2])))! = ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : −0.656202))! = ((X[2] == −88.2008 ? −44.4041 :
54.9305) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : 88.9677) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? −19.0768 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? −46.3597 :
X[2])) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 32.3257 : 18.8907) : (−74.8862 == 11.3816 ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? ((−47.9869 <
746
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (−76.508 > X[1] ? − 62.3386 : −25.8077))! = ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? − 66.5719 : X[1])! = (−82.8069 > −5.70822 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? − 19.8171 : X[2]) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −1.48058)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : 6.54454) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 17.9082 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 95.1744 :
−31.4551) : (−46.4895 > X[1] ? − 15.5471 : X[1])) > ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 67.8845 : 39.7418)! = (86.5206 >
X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −60.5021) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 75.0573 : −90.8591)) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[2] : X[1]) == ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 24.8626 : X[2]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] <
22.789 ? X[2] : 52.0746)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 88.8783 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 29.9174 :
X[1])))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : −31.4551) : ((−85.2606 ==
−69.4171 ? − 44.4041 : X[1]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : −85.3037) ? (X[1] > −9.61552 ? 47.4264 : 41.3453) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? − 88.8329 : −8.69648))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 66.3502 : −31.4551) :
(X[0] > X[0] ? 78.0574 : X[1]))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[2])! = (−95.0998 > X[1] ? 32.1956 :
−92.6024) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : X[1])! =
(−29.7193! = −1.27782 ? X[0] : −58.8652) ? (−60.721 < X[0] ? X[1] : −36.2243) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 39.9428 :
X[1])) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : 30.859)! = ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6761 : −5.337) ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? X[2] : 76.4363) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? − 3.58487 : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (−76.8383 > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[1] : −52.725) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? 49.2055 : 33.8126)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[0])! = (−75.6526! = 72.3451 ? 57.1083 :
X[1]) ? (X[1]! = 75.0876 ? X[2] : −6.75665) : (37.7677 > −38.6158 ? − 17.9736 : X[2])) : 94.9479)))) : ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −51.049) : (X[2] >
26.4603 ? − 39.2113 : X[1])) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? X[2] :
35.8974))) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 70.1252 : −31.4551) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] :
93.765)) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : 18.0519) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 59.3987 : −92.4424)) ? − 44.4041 :
(−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 68.3043 : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −6.4716))) > (−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 6.37544 : −45.6042) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[1] :
X[2]) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 39.0175 : 94.713))) ? (((−47.9869 >
−98.0997 ? 41.5177 : X[2]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 57.1349 : X[2]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[1] :
X[0])) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 43.0392 : X[1]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 21.8507 : 80.9001)) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 22.8382) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 31.1466 : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? − 4.12999 : X[1]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 3.32631 : X[2]) :
18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 69.1654 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))))) ==
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? − 38.6903 : −57.8159) : (X[0] >
49.4688 ? − 94.2681 : 59.1218)) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 5.25696 : −10.2226) == (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 55.2818 : 21.8408) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] : X[0])) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 23.2828 : −31.4551) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 72.6997 : X[0])) ? ((X[2] == X[0] ? − 44.4041 : X[0]) > (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 26.2574 : −23.0009) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 45.7855 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 81.4375 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 56.3446 : −12.7693)))) < ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −41.2969) : −31.4551) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 44.4041 :
−79.5399) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : 31.4088) ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −56.0142) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 60.5521 :
X[1])))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (42.7548 > 19.2419 ? X[1] : 56.8504)) <
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : 95.2543)! = (−66.6998! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 66.0085 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 2.27131 : X[1])) ? 94.9479 : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 16.3942 : −6.56253) == (X[0] >
−55.8343 ? X[0] : −8.38111) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 24.7286) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 32.0995))) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 86.1331 : X[1]))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] :
57.5923)! = (−95.2573 > −7.4939 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 68.4286 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
−86.9271)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : 9.92987) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −0.0557939) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? − 65.5508 : X[0]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : 63.5471))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (−96.2842 >
52.8587 ? − 88.713 : 11.0281)) > ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (X[0]! = 46.1292 ? − 26.4665 :
−27.1824) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (88.6046 > 1.96505 ? X[2] : −80.645)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 17.6124 :
−14.2692) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 78.8471) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 67.7658 : −31.4551) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[1])! = (13.6317! = X[1] ? 16.2831 : X[1]) ? (X[2] < −33.9788 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? 50.1172 : X[2])))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 77.8761) :
−31.4551) : ((17.6722 == X[2] ? − 44.4041 : X[1]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 90.099 : X[2]) ? (−31.5207 >
−70.8516 ? X[2] : 26.9326) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? 7.24398 : −85.7625) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 11.1175 : X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : 0.373398) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (16.5582 >
46.3897 ? − 34.2533 : X[2])) > ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 27.1657 : −48.2027)! = (−21.4655 > −9.84187 ? X[2] :
X[0]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −31.1493) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 43.0489 :
X[0])! = (X[1]! = X[1] ? −76.8907 : 86.6897) ? (X[0] < −62.7216 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −27.7066)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 13.3508 : −25.7637) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −56.549))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 65.5878 : X[0])))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
−31.4551) : ((X[0] == −55.9369 ? − 44.4041 : X[2]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : 27.0713) ? (−66.0102 >
85.2296 ? X[2] : 26.3362) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 26.464 : X[1]))) == ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 22.4105 : −31.4551) : (−81.2897 > −8.87482 ? −94.1549 : 18.6808))! = ((X[2] == 70.1426 ? −44.4041 : X[0]) >
(−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) ? (X[2] ==
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X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −48.8053)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8907) : (0.335308 == X[1] ? − 5.927 : X[2]))) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 5.37384)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : 25.9096) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 0.195159 : −59.6378))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
3.00515) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : −3.48025) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−21.4067))))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? 52.1283 : X[2]) :
(X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : X[2])) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 50.369 : −72.3875) == (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −82.3475) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] : 1.25048)) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 46.648 : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 51.4665)) ? ((−17.7858 == −78.0493 ? − 44.4041 : X[2]) >
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 13.3477 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −5.45253)) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 9.47994 : X[2]))))! = ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 29.1675 : −0.663191) : −31.4551) : ((−59.8223 == X[0] ? − 44.4041 :
47.5163) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : 37.8663) ? (−1.37393 > 44.5064 ? − 51.807 : 63.5514) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? 98.8143 : −63.9106)))! = (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? X[0] : −54.7907) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? 56.2997 :
15.2774) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? − 83.9509 : X[0])) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 47.0994 : −31.4551) : (X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 92.1521 :
18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 76.1322 : X[0])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 69.8733 : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? − 16.4693 : X[2]) == ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 11.7714 :
47.6958) ? (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 39.7853 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 54.447 ? 62.6847 : 59.2875)))) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 29.11 : X[0]) : −31.4551) : ((X[2] == 2.95407 ? − 44.4041 : 36.4278) >
(−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 63.5293 : −71.64) ? (85.8563 > 15.952 ? 85.4149 : −44.7585) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 2.65227 : −31.4551) : (0.424319 > 83.5579 ? 94.2876 :
−64.3683))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 8.45799 : X[0])! = (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : −38.9755) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] :
40.159) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 40.4281 : 74.2108)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : X[1])! = (2.57394! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (−80.5036 < X[1] ? − 70.9198 : −59.707) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 41.2656 : 94.4808)) : ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[1] : X[2])! = ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6761 : −5.337) ? (−82.3584! = X[2] ? − 31.0375 : −34.8533) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 44.9585 : −31.602))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 91.3363 : −31.4551) : (X[0] >
X[1] ? − 73.4526 : 13.0772)) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 97.3723 : 68.1579)! = (82.5023! = 26.4929 ? X[1] :
92.4903) ? (X[1]! = 8.83957 ? − 67.0107 : 10.8888) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) ? 61.2554 : ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[0] : X[1]) == (X[2] == X[2] ? − 59.0637 : X[2]) ? (−9.48157! = X[1] ? 63.2363 : X[2]) :
(−22.2273 < −0.984067 ? − 3.58487 : X[2]))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) :
(X[2] > 48.8288 ? X[0] : 64.7932)) == ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[2]) < (45.8425! = X[2] ? 33.1428 :
−49.877) ? (−21.4745 < 94.9318 ? − 67.2203 : −32.9397) : (X[1] == X[2] ? 36.687 : −58.8298)) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[2] : −25.3435) < (77.2023 == −76.9318 ? − 89.8703 : 59.4056) ? (23.6498 > −60.3486 ? − 3.43973 :
58.4735) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 4.74346 : −51.6341)) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 81.4267 : 95.4105) < ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −76.3129) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 54.1135) : −31.4551) :
((X[1] == X[0] ? − 44.4041 : X[0]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 83.7278 : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : 59.6125))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 26.299 : −31.4551) : (X[1] >
67.1409 ? − 18.6842 : −6.77417))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : −33.8604)! = (X[0] > X[2] ? 48.3023 :
72.2192) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 42.2123)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] :
34.0835)! = (X[1]! = −14.9506 ? X[2] : −31.4287) ? (−63.152 < X[0] ? 84.5783 : −63.7937) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] :
55.1462)) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 64.7508 : X[1])! = ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6761 : −5.337) ? (49.8163! =
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 61.7 : −21.3489))) ? 94.9479 : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−31.4551) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 17.8708 : X[2])) == ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 99.3923 : X[0]) < (−96.1763! =
98.6253 ? 1.32463 : −43.7061) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 75.1566 : X[1]) : (X[0] == −49.2831 ? 2.78515 : X[1])) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −85.5527) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 80.2253 : X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 31.1319))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : −55.2505) ==
(X[1] > 54.7813 ? X[1] : 8.7863) ? (X[1] < 47.2763 ? 94.9479 : 94.1531) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −3.25033)))))) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
9.84352) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[1] : −94.7831)) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? 82.5408 : X[0]) : (X[2]! =
−89.2503 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) : (X[0] ==
−52.2241 ? X[1] : X[2])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 8.81682 : 0.163723) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[0])) ? −
44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.51153 : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 79.9533 : X[2]))) >
(−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 53.6479 : X[1]) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[2] :
−40.3335) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 56.9306 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) ? (((−47.9869 >
−98.0997 ? − 23.174 : X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] :
96.5575)) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : −67.3944) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 80.8083 : X[0])) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 24.5656 : −34.127) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 81.2617 : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? − 22.9042 : X[0]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 10.021 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 3.51728 : X[0]))))) > ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? − 84.1329 : X[2])) :
−31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 <
−47.9869 ? − 17.6012 : 61.6218)) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 39.8864 : −31.4551) : (81.8883 ==
X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) ? ((X[2] == −96.0355 ? − 44.4041 : X[0]) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −5.72948) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) :
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(X[2] == X[2] ? − 31.1902 : −31.7221))))! = (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 1.23375 : −31.4551) :
(X[0] == −81.0383 ? X[0] : X[1])) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 88.0114 :
−45.8131)) ? −44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) >
(−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : 51.8496) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? − 70.6604 :
62.855) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 71.7082 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 91.2397 : X[2]))) ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
18.8907) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 13.6442 : X[0]))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) :
18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 18.7403 : X[1])))) ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? 19.9233 : −9.28261) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] :
−82.881)) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 66.2627 : −65.444) : 18.8907) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 96.3497 : 18.8907) : (X[0] == X[2] ? 17.1328 : X[1])))) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? − 47.3239 : −19.997) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] :
−81.6757)) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? (X[0]! = −75.8183 ? 91.3892 : −4.48918) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 45.57 :
X[2])) == ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[2] : 67.1272) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 1.58196 : X[0])) ? (−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.268 : −31.4551) : (−56.7244 > X[1] ? − 35.0344 : X[0])) : (X[0] > 54.447 ? 62.6847 :
59.2875)))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0] >
49.4688 ? X[2] : 41.807)) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 1.34632 : X[1]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? 16.1182 :
−92.5487) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] : X[2])) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 33.3096 :
−31.4551) : (−59.7357 == X[2] ? X[1] : −59.3061)) ? ((X[1] == X[2] ? − 44.4041 : 18.8183) > (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 5.25129 : −4.96907) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −83.0961)) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 4.29373 : 8.9023)))) < ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 27.8917 : −49.6554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 29.6532 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 71.7387 : 45.0487) : (X[2] > −43.6216 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? 16.6099 : (−35.544 < −98.0997 ? 56.6711 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 26.7062 : 42.666) :
(X[2] > X[0] ? − 86.2904 : −35.2294)))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 76.869 : −0.0400279) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? X[0] : 62.379)) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? 93.7654 :
X[0]) : (X[2]! = −89.2503 ? − 49.545 : 70.9727))) : −31.4551) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[2] : −30.379) : −31.4551) : ((57.3465 == 66.1094 ? − 44.4041 : X[1]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 79.5177 :
X[1]) ? (X[1] > 71.0994 ? X[2] : −32.7964) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 32.1454))) < (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 8.46265 : X[1]) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? X[1] : −40.4231) == ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 25.0387 : X[1]) ? (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 85.0362 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 62.9237 : X[2]))) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? X[1] : −85.0693) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[1] : 99.8814)) : −31.4551) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : 18.8907) : ((X[0]! = 8.91307 ? 59.8784 :
X[0]) == (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 72.1879) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 96.3847) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))))) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
37.1799) : (X[2] > 26.4603 ? 27.9034 : X[2])) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? (X[0] > 53.3708 ? 13.1433 : X[0]) : (X[2]! =
−89.2503 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 72.3887 : −31.4551) : (X[2] ==
82.4856 ? − 23.2873 : −47.9111)) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[0] : −0.0325547) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2])) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 83.7763 :
94.0564))) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 85.2536 : X[1]) : −31.4551) : ((X[0]! =
8.91307 ? − 90.5843 : 91.9587) == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 51.8386 : 18.8907) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 38.1576 :
X[2]))) ? (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? − 16.0078 : X[0]) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? 4.78278 : 15.2863) ? − 44.4041 :
(−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? 60.416 : −39.2092)) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? − 19.0317 : X[1]) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? 41.4867 : −55.7015)) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 64.9507 : 83.6813) : 18.8907) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −37.5102))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 88.5466 : X[1]) : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 69.5901 : X[2]))))) == ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? −63.9901 : X[0]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? −38.6879 : X[1])) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? −39.9231 :
59.9322) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.98437 : 22.1343) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? 75.4563 : X[2])) >
(−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (84.428 == X[2] ? 47.2517 : X[1])) ? ((X[2] ==
68.4875 ? − 44.4041 : 81.4039) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 74.2017 : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 54.4852 : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −95.953)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 49.0605 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2])))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 62.4628 : −43.3795) : −31.4551) : ((−77.8346 ==
17.8667 ? − 44.4041 : 81.5339) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 95.5288 : −0.502995) ? (X[0] > −80.3513 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 41.3177)))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 1.79804 : −31.4551) :
(44.1877 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))! = ((−59.6736 == X[0] ? − 44.4041 : 62.0848) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] :
X[0]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −51.6639) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 95.5228 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 82.8524 : −20.5386)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 75.6354 :
18.8907) : (−66.3095 == X[1] ? X[2] : −41.3603))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) :
(X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : 83.7468)! = (X[1] > X[2] ? − 23.4096 :
X[1]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 33.5779 : 7.58166) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : 65.4028)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 64.9874 :
−21.7244) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 27.102) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 70.2346 : −31.4551) : (32.5018 < X[2] ? X[1] :
−4.48189)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 63.4077 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −26.9366))) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : −23.9957))! = ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? −70.6761 : −5.337) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[2])! = (X[0]! = −27.0183 ? 7.08485 : 46.5721) ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? − 85.8013 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −32.0928)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? X[0] : 34.6346) :
(X[1]! = X[2] ? − 68.5436 : 37.0252)))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : 71.4252) :
−31.4551) : ((−36.4161 == X[2] ? − 44.4041 : X[0]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : −43.3928) ? (84.762 >
749
−17.8093 ? 58.0681 : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 41.134 : X[0]))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−31.4551) : (−95.8605 > X[0] ? − 81.619 : X[0]))! = ((X[0] == −47.3663 ? − 44.4041 : −35.9777) > (−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 91.4354 : 35.775) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 75.4788)) ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 89.5503 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 42.515 : 93.262)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 18.8907) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 81.2107 : X[0]))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−31.4551) : (57.0636 > 6.31086 ? X[1] : X[2])) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? − 52.7503 : X[1]) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? 40.5383 : X[0])) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) : −31.4551) : ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? 40.4044 : X[0]) < (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −1.84069) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 55.3076 : −31.4551) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : 46.0846))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : 3.85264) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 46.6216 : X[0])))) : ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : 91.477) : −31.4551) : ((X[0] == 20.3496 ? − 44.4041 : X[1]) >
(−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 73.5643 : X[2]) ? (−91.8641 > X[0] ? X[2] : 10.5022) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]))) ==
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 62.1699 : −31.4551) : (X[1] > X[0] ? 1.51026 : X[1])) < ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[1] : X[2])! = (X[0] < X[2] ? 94.9479 : −25.1205) ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? 37.6644 : 88.6671) : (28.4681 >
X[0] ? X[1] : 21.1145)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : X[0]) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (15.0921 >
X[0] ? − 45.9399 : 17.8313) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −76.5969)) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : −40.4196) ==
(97.1833! = 51.2375 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 5.02328 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 37.2593 : −31.4551) : (X[2] > X[2] ? − 81.0522 : X[0])) ==
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 41.3922 : X[1]) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 16.2747 : X[2]) ? (−77.3973 < X[1] ? 69.4202 :
69.87) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 3.70936 : X[0])) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : X[1]) < (−7.19412! = −89.2898 ? −
28.1041 : X[0]) ? (16.7358 > X[1] ? 61.2554 : −20.4772) : (X[0] == −75.722 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? − 31.6891 : −11.398) == (84.1754 < −9.58579 ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2]! = −17.7858 ? 94.9479 :
X[2]) : (X[2] > 99.4111 ? − 52.8537 : −86.4083))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 75.66 :
−31.4551) : (X[2] > X[2] ? 34.3521 : −97.8453))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : −28.5458)! = (X[2]! =
5.77501 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = −6.88504 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 98.1319 : X[1])) ? 94.9479 :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 28.6173 : X[0]) == (4.9648 < −57.6056 ? − 57.3293 : 91.1765) ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 36.1586 : X[2]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? − 3.64033 : X[0]))))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[2]! = 95.3058 ? − 66.1385 : X[1]) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[1] : X[2])) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 >
−98.0997 ? X[1] : 5.69762) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −6.79122) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? − 3.73858 :
X[2])) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 9.78004 : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 9.29788 :
53.1605)) ? ((−75.5493 == X[1] ? − 44.4041 : 88.8604) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −24.9458) ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 78.5315 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 94.9995)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : 72.5935))))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : −31.4551) : ((−94.5302 == −75.5768 ? − 44.4041 : 25.1458) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 6.0455 :
7.18607) ? (0.212579 > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (47.7001 > X[1] ? 76.426 : X[2]))! = ((44.8982 == 40.5261 ? − 44.4041 : X[2]) >
(−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : 17.2954) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 65.776) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 56.6603 :
X[0])) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 23.602 : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == 38.3327 ? X[1] : X[1]))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 53.2749 : −31.4551) : (−35.642 > 42.3741 ? − 65.9193 : −48.7633)) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] >
50.0151 ? 95.2094 : −76.5559) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 61.1614 : X[2])) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 17.2592 :
X[2]) : −31.4551) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 44.1808 : 55.7444) < (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 65.7444) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
−27.1634) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 96.5282 : −33.2024)) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 16.6099 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 19.8144 : −35.0823)))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −14.6376) :
−31.4551) : ((X[1] == X[0] ? − 44.4041 : −13.7975) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (0.506717 >
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 64.0602 : X[2]))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−31.4551) : (−57.1023 > X[0] ? 23.4062 : −40.0622))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 92.9926 : 80.5913)! = (51.93 >
X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 76.3834 : −36.9321) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 78.8766 : −69.3942)) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[1] : 88.2384)! = (X[0]! = −59.6366 ? X[2] : −85.8223) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 37.4828 : −24.8897) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −67.2266)) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[0])! = ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6761 :
−5.337) ? (94.8491! = X[2] ? 18.009 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −74.2365 : X[2]))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −31.4551) : (X[0] > 5.99391 ? X[2] : X[1])) > ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : 73.8601)! = (−8.97255! =
X[2] ? − 99.3136 : 2.93564) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −94.0625) : (X[0]! = 75.0419 ? − 41.3237 : 51.7716)) ? 61.2554 :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 24.5125 : X[2]) == (X[2] == X[2] ? 48.5434 : X[1]) ? (X[2]! = −78.7505 ? 33.6689 :
X[2]) : (45.1298 < −57.253 ? − 3.58487 : 59.7741))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) :
(X[2] > X[2] ? − 68.2059 : X[2])) == ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : −38.1049) < (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] :
17.5918) ? (50.544 < X[1] ? − 93.6525 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : 84.0549)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] :
22.1486)! = (X[2]! = X[0] ? 65.3768 : X[0]) ? (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : 24.8164) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[1]) < (X[1]! = 96.1992 ? −1.7696 : −84.4305) ? 94.9479 : (X[0] == −55.58 ? X[1] :
X[1])))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : −31.4551) : ((56.2333 ==
X[2] ? − 44.4041 : 98.2447) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[0]) ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 25.8553 : −31.7999) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? 53.361 : X[1]))) == ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 41.3714 : −31.4551) : (−10.6684 >
X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 17.7427 : 57.0414)! = (X[0] > X[1] ? − 37.5006 : X[1]) ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? − 88.1889 : 45.3355) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 80.4055 : X[1])) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 3.52256 :
X[1]) < (43.4806! = −81.0688 ? X[0] : −34.2674) ? (X[0] < −44.5664 ? 61.2554 : X[1]) : (−42.9938 ==
−88.583 ? − 17.1714 : X[2])) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 3.2392 : 26.8605)! = (52.4874! = X[1] ? X[1] :
2.88351) ? (X[2]! = 2.52075 ? 70.4894 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 13.4749))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
750
2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (X[2] > 48.1199 ? X[1] : 88.3357)) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[1]) < (−49.6577! =
49.9317 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[0] < −93.3627 ? 45.1959 : X[1]) : (61.4101! = 83.5626 ? X[2] : X[0])) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? 83.0416 : X[2])! = (−86.3027 < 86.9541 ? 10.1056 : X[1]) ? 94.9479 : (26.4512 < −47.1533 ? X[0] : X[1])) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : −10.8115) == (X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (74.6798 < X[1] ? 71.4873 : X[0]) :
(61.4815 == X[2] ? − 64.2688 : X[1]))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −31.4551) : (51.5708 >
−85.0346 ? X[2] : X[2])) > ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 57.1761 : X[2]) < (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) ? (97.6884! =
X[1] ? 61.2554 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.7873 : −82.9293)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : X[0]) < (−19.8426 <
21.643 ? − 31.0983 : 9.71579) ? (70.0278! = X[1] ? 94.9479 : 42.2928) : (X[1]! = 48.8366 ? 71.4094 : X[2])) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 54.3688 : X[1]) == (37.07 < 89.0884 ? 87.866 : X[0]) ? (X[2]! = 46.7108 ? 94.9479 :
X[0]) : (X[2] > 21.398 ? 99.2299 : X[2]))))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2]! =
95.3058 ? −82.1175 : −7.08878) : (X[0] > 49.4688 ? X[0] : 86.7507)) : −31.4551) : (((−47.9869 > −98.0997 ? 46.5877 :
77.2829) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 63.3491 : X[0]) ? − 44.4041 : (−47.9869 < −47.9869 ? X[2] : X[1])) >
(−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 46.8559 : −31.4551) : (91.8845 == X[2] ? − 99.8993 : X[0])) ? ((X[2] ==
X[0] ? − 44.4041 : −81.3014) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 4.88669 : −36.5007) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 34.4181 :
18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 26.9423 : X[2])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 58.4218 : 18.8907) :
(X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : −70.221) :
−31.4551) : ((27.4013 == −23.8241 ? − 44.4041 : 15.7337) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 28.0847 : X[1]) ? (−9.08526 >
X[1] ? 74.9184 : 28.8961) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 45.9999 : −8.30529))) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−31.4551) : (−46.7907 > 16.1279 ? − 38.301 : 64.653))! = ((5.04557 == X[1] ? − 44.4041 : 29.1086) > (−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? 51.9333 : X[1]) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : 83.5623) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 61.772 : −9.79714)) ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 18.8907) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 38.6292 : 18.8907) : (−94.8205 == X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−31.4551) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] : 34.2271)) < ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : −78.4281)! = (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (X[0]! = 75.576 ? 47.3183 : 89.9033) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 38.2279)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] :
−61.9591) < (68.4541! = −90.0459 ? X[0] : 33.6591) ? 61.2554 : (−1.09645 == 61.4605 ? − 16.5487 : −46.2159)) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 75.2174 : 88.7495) == (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 94.3179 :
30.6531) : (85.3632 < −78.9087 ? 70.2777 : −41.8619))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : 59.7475))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : 94.4851)! = (89.0416 > 19.0767 ? X[1] :
83.8664) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : 37.8525) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −70.8253)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] :
X[0])! = (−6.86601! = X[0] ? X[1] : −32.2247) ? (−5.20813 < X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 96.3133 :
−36.8531)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 50.0151 ? 18.4063 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −16.4629)))) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? −30.451 : 80.1182) : −31.4551) : ((X[0] == X[2] ? −44.4041 : 0.837853) >
(−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : −92.1654) ? (38.7366 > X[2] ? X[0] : 7.15187) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 51.3186 :
X[0]))) > ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 65.1414 : −31.4551) : (X[1] > 1.19368 ? X[0] : X[2]))! =
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 4.82832 : 98.5783)! = (X[1] > X[2] ? 25.5127 : −91.1817) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 8.19048 :
−3.88721) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 64.1109 : −72.4955)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : X[1])! = (−38.8181! =
86.8237 ? − 79.8258 : −91.3011) ? (16.9759 < 30.6687 ? − 45.3123 : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] : −36.0379)! = ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 70.6761 : −5.337) ? (−25.5885! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 78.7642 : −31.4551) : (X[1] >
92.6582 ? − 96.084 : 24.9922)) > ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 72.4537 : −72.8452)! = (X[0]! = 90.6682 ? X[1] :
−30.53) ? (X[2]! = 75.5645 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[1])) ? 61.2554 : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] :
56.0019) == (X[2] == X[2] ? 39.039 : 89.5409) ? (77.1915! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (−45.8639 < 84.6073 ? − 3.58487 :
X[1]))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (−3.7179 > X[1] ? 43.1091 : X[2])) ==
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 58.4994 : X[1]) < (21.2761! = −66.3802 ? X[2] : −99.3152) ? (65.2571 < X[0] ? X[1] :
72.4061) : (−98.4582 == X[0] ? − 9.51099 : −64.9343)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 27.9636 : X[2])! = (55.3025! =
X[0] ? − 87.7225 : 75.0462) ? (−51.6732 < 42.1517 ? − 89.9062 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : −34.9222) < (−93.6391! = 57.8687 ? X[0] : 30.4481) ? 94.9479 : (X[0] ==
X[2] ? X[2] : −58.0013)))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 57.8133 : X[1]) :
−31.4551) : ((56.0869 == −98.6087 ? − 44.4041 : X[0]) > (−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 32.5913 : 41.1658) ? (−53.6443 >
X[0] ? − 79.8799 : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 6.29304 : 21.0271)))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 50.7039 : −31.4551) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −53.465))! = ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? − 3.56232 :
X[0])! = (−57.1147 > X[1] ? − 9.55123 : 86.0156) ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 25.0949 :
−91.1761)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : 28.484)! = (X[2]! = X[2] ? 71.3221 : −71.5464) ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
73.6542) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 75.3509 : X[2])) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 65.8055 : X[0])! = ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? −70.6761 : −5.337) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? −26.2553 : 6.5629) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −18.7792 : 40.6214))) ? ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 42.3891 : −31.4551) : (20.3027 > −10.3829 ? 93.9318 : −50.9477)) < ((−47.9869 <
−98.0997 ? X[1] : X[0])! = (X[0] < −70.9397 ? 94.9479 : 33.7718) ? (−13.1063! = 2.97245 ? 35.5414 : X[1]) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : −69.7057)) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[0] : X[0]) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 91.812 :
X[2]) ? (48.7304 > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? 74.0289 :
X[0]) == (−7.35269! = X[1] ? 27.5323 : X[1]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 73.4797 :
33.7495))) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −31.4551) : (53.0413 > −8.22062 ? X[2] : X[1])) <
((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : X[2]) < (−4.53165! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (X[0] < 9.35569 ? X[2] : −84.6422) :
(11.1266 == 79.6405 ? − 26.2189 : X[0])) ? ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[2] : 99.4032) < (X[2]! = X[1] ? 87.7024 :
70.1568) ? (28.5604 < X[1] ? 17.9488 : 60.1814) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((−47.9869 < −98.0997 ? X[1] :
−48.2766) < (−10.6263! = X[1] ? 2.78381 : X[1]) ? 94.9479 : (18.084 == 21.7652 ? 91.8783 : −64.7059))))))))))
751
Context 2 (2.932114)
(((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −62.8467 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[2] : −47.919) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 36.7187 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2] <
75.8741 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] < −44.8746 ? − 2.52574 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == 15.2231 ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? − 89.638 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[1]! = −90.859 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? 43.9876 : −57.8811) :
(X[1] < X[2] ? 71.2161 : 91.3067)))) : (X[0]! = −48.1996 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0]! = 75.1464 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 1.28659 : −65.2199) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.33923 : −44.285) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 41.6913 : X[2]))) : (X[1]! = 58.4977 ? (X[2] == −31.2918 ? (X[1] > 67.9234 ? X[0] : 45.0389) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −45.3725)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 83.0863 :
57.3737))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 0.609496 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] == −89.993 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 9.23195 : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] :
X[0]))) : (X[1]! = −44.4243 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = 90.0773 ? X[0] : 96.8691) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 59.5744 :
−16.2108)) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 68.5427 : −26.1776)))) : (X[2] ==
X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 13.7474)) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 79.0398) : (X[2]! = −53.6218 ? − 48.364 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
90.7605 ? (X[2] == 48.217 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 30.0106 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = 97.9769 ? 94.6647 : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2]! = 4.97563 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 25.4128 : −11.7201) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −60.4036) : (X[2] == −71.0806 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −88.0224) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[0]! = −31.83 ? (X[2] > 81.6085 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −75.4345)))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0]! = −34.1159 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −45.6537 : −98.8092) : (X[1]! =
−39.8595 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0]! = 63.3281 ? (X[1] < −65.2293 ? X[1] : −25.4698) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[2]! = 61.9028 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 76.221 : −20.9069))))) :
(X[0] == 70.2231 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −93.2495) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 26.6084)) : (X[2] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 97.3832 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = 82.6423 ? X[2] : −25.26))) :
(X[2] > 72.6728 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 91.1904 : 6.07336)) : (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[2]! = −20.6852 ? X[0] : −10.6456) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 85.059 : −42.288)))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1] >
−56.0542 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 29.6604 : −38.3138)) :
(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[0] > −49.6848 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −5.41156)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
50.6657) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 89.5193))))))) < (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 10.0085 :
31.8416) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.9269)) : (X[2] == 54.438 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 33.5218 : X[0]) : (X[2] ==
−23.1302 ? − 25.6189 : −88.6135))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] <
−69.8178 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = 46.673 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.8557 : −99.9719) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 98.1743 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 47.1234 :
38.3436))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] < −46.459 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : −85.9632) : (X[0] == X[0] ? − 95.3579 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 30.6496 : −12.2572) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 22.7536)))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] == −48.2866 ? 7.17199 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 92.5209 :
76.1341)) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −12.023) : (X[1] > −13.5406 ? X[0] : −56.2097))) : (X[1] >
−14.2911 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 49.8874 : 54.2383)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −36.8 ? − 47.2561 : 10.7014) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 64.7938))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] >
89.2867 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −23.3384) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−28.5807)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.5369 : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : −28.3565))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 20.4459) : (X[2] < −25.4922 ? − 37.3165 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < −15.3246 ? − 93.7922 : −33.8817) : (X[2] == X[0] ? − 89.6301 : −75.3038)))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? 97.3028 : −3.33227) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 48.0415 : X[2])) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 59.0113 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −39.8584 ? X[2] : −92.9248))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = 99.4499 ? X[0] : −69.4293) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 38.2943 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 55.2198 : −95.9652)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] <
X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 1.71369 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 99.1687 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −26.0144) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 67.8727 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? 84.5698 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 96.8804 : X[2])) : (X[2] == −92.3861 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
88.9116) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 40.1384 : X[0])))) : (X[1] < −82.9403 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 85.6239 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 7.79279)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 54.9723 : 76.7622))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 58.1197 : 32.5346) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 57.5782 : X[1])) : (X[2] == 50.4792 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 55.4919 : 75.6651) : (X[1] < −76.4811 ? X[2] :
X[2]))))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 12.4249 :
−70.1267) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 46.1491)) : (X[0] == −32.2386 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 13.9268 : −53.1813) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : −85.229))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1] == 11.6376 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 81.1838 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 94.6982 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[0] >
X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1]! = −60.4972 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 60.6726 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 94.2344 :
X[0])) : (X[1] > −5.90841 ? (X[1] < −71.8465 ? − 10.9902 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = −68.5148 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[2] >
44.4437 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 30.464 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 8.75729 : −17.1291)) :
(X[1] > −29.17 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 76.6946 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 41.6305))))))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1]! = 1.46671 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 72.4633 :
752
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.80205 : −38.7295)) : (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 85.6176 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 91.9215 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 75.0893 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 17.4479 : X[2])) : (X[2] < 89.877 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 81.6944 : X[2])))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[2] == −10.765 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 0.257888 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 50.6501 ? 14.5773 :
45.7563)) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? 14.5789 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 41.0062 : 86.5791))) : (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = −90.752 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 67.7338)) : (X[0]! = 10.857 ? (X[1]! =
−73.8577 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? 88.8856 : −51.5672))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > 12.9645 ? X[1] : −23.6543) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −95.5312)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1]! = 85.8278 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] : 77.6217))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[2] >
X[2] ? 63.8863 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 86.1684 : −85.7846)) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 44.8249 : X[1]) :
(X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : −98.4729) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 19.151 : X[2])) : (X[1]! = −12.0371 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 41.6682 : 1.97566) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[1] : −63.2395))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[0] > 21.8424 ? 45.3038 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 99.1489 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−96.0961)))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] < −76.3168 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? − 4.2316 : 2.19282)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? 47.8264 : X[0]))) : (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[1] > 43.7966 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 58.5389 : X[0]) : (X[0]! =
−64.8002 ? 92.0162 : X[2])) : (X[2] < 44.1099 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −89.1998) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : 59.1122)))) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2] == −45.8725 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? − 23.9786 : 4.84712) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 76.0987 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 39.6102 : 84.5271) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? 58.2131 : 58.6406))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? 22.6259 : 81.9739) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 30.7471 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−46.468 ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0] == −80.9107 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 26.2569 : X[1])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > −22.7447 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 15.1567 : X[0]))) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −46.77 ? 38.0042 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 58.7724 : X[1])) : (X[1] <
X[1] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[2] ? − 23.5825 : X[2])))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] ==
−32.4903 ? (X[2] > 17.1361 ? − 90.8157 : 24.8831) : (X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 15.7202 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : −19.831))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[1] == 88.9322 ? X[1] :
21.4299) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 8.79859 : −48.2845)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 93.4073 : 85.9256) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 88.6051 : X[2])))))))) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[1] == −14.9367 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : −40.9558) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? − 94.2356 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −75.8295))) : (X[0]! =
−11.8365 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −69.3814 ? X[2] : −26.099) : (X[1] == −19.3903 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 55.2343) : (X[1] == −17.9373 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : 78.056)) : (X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 59.1209) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] == −69.4454 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 1.14527 : 91.5795) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 89.5481)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 21.6505) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 66.8991 : −11.8486))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 99.3674 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 33.8543 : 29.5406) : (X[2] < 67.8351 ? − 69.175 : −85.8786)) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2] >
33.1717 ? X[1] : 23.8807) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 49.3354 : 55.6086))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 1.16303 : 36.5261) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −64.2806)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[2] == 86.4063 ? − 56.6827 : 17.9141)))) : (X[2]! = 81.3004 ? (X[2] < 2.98726 ? (X[0] == −73.8723 ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? − 91.7787 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = 91.3054 ? X[2] : 34.1717) :
(X[1]! = −49.1093 ? − 68.1434 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 96.1386 : 13.0041) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? (X[2] < 77.2766 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[1] < 24.0855 ? (X[2]! =
12.449 ? 17.3703 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 31.938 : −49.0246)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] :
−27.5624) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −1.16487))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 58.3032 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 51.0783 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 94.6181 : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 36.9109) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 75.1527)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[2] < −96.3568 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 57.5941 ? X[0] :
57.3793) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 84.4384 : 51.7533)) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −70.9164 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 37.7507) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[0] == 63.8605 ? (X[2] > −45.2809 ? − 31.9451 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 1.39895 : −99.4836))))) :
(X[2] > −4.37558 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1]! =
−56.7428 ? X[2] : −55.2556)) : (X[2]! = 65.1876 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? 48.3929 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 90.831 :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? − 68.3304 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 43.6868 :
−4.31026)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? 46.1047 : X[1])))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −42.7069)) :
(X[1]! = 98.6663 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? − 11.7788 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? − 16.0016 : −11.7167))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −7.74539) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[1] > 73.385 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))))))) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] ==
19.8564 ? (X[0] < 70.3575 ? (X[2]! = 41.4968 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 14.5126 : X[0]) : (X[1]! =
X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −84.4746) : (X[0]! = −87.7781 ? X[2] : −22.2311))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[0] < −25.7376 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 98.1413 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < 48.7572 ? X[1] : −32.4746) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 75.5105 : X[1])))) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : −15.3154) : (X[1] < −16.8668 ? 56.0246 : 98.8791))) : (X[1] < −88.2394 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 66.2591 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
753
3.0 ? − 39.3565 : X[0]))))) : (X[1]! = −83.9085 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] > −10.1759 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 92.8744 : 33.9041) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −64.6712)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 2.3113 :
X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? 49.8619 : −84.3549) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[1]! = 79.1582 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 38.2745 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 5.91617 : −45.1911)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[0]! = −98.2249 ? − 43.9441 :
9.23617) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] < −74.2064 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −18.2882))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? 87.2362 : X[1]) : (X[0] >
X[1] ? 75.6752 : 14.5557)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 51.4036 : −70.2504) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[1] :
−25.354)))))) : (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −56.3983 : −5.14654) : (X[2] == −3.04829 ? X[2] : −48.6421)) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[1]! = 20.9945 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[0] < 78.9076 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 20.3332 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −54.8718)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 31.0669 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −57.5785)) : (X[2] < −96.467 ? (X[1] == −7.44393 ? X[1] : −37.285) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 74.8804 : −2.28913))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[2] == −96.2732 ? 23.8675 :
41.3176) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] == X[0] ? 90.3558 :
X[0]))))) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −67.8225) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −28.7507)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : 93.0748) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
97.7011))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < −90.2328 ? (X[2]! = 44.8788 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 98.7334 :
X[1])) : (X[0]! = 92.5386 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 44.1343 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 44.633 : X[0])))) : (X[2] ==
54.438 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 88.6744 : 60.3456) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 5.2761 :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −49.2173 ? 47.5233 : 40.8957) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 62.4357 : X[0]))) :
(X[2] == −23.1302 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 73.968 ? − 40.24 : −81.9181) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? (X[0] == 92.8507 ? 23.0694 : −77.502) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −1.86818))))))))) : ((X[2] <
−2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 :
−82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] <
−2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] < −69.8178 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 69.8891 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 69.6929 : 63.0275)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 89.2867 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 74.6035 :
83.6603))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < −82.9403 ? 43.1284 :
−39.0413)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : 95.9977) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 81.6999 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 58.7226 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 41.053 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 9.60758 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 72.8957))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? − 99.588 : 42.3983) : (X[0] > X[2] ? − 49.9478 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 66.8777 :
X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? 5.49431 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 20.9945 ? 71.8559 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
31.0669 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] :
88.2602) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 79.7005 : −18.4764)) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] ==
−2.47734 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? 96.221 :
−36.311) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 44.6287 : X[0]))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 10.0085 : 31.8416) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −89.9269)) : (X[2] == 54.438 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 33.5218 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −23.1302 ? − 25.6189 :
−88.6135)))))) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] >
−4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] :
76.3834))))! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] < −69.8178 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 69.8891 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 69.6929 : 63.0275)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 89.2867 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 74.6035 : 83.6603))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[1] < −82.9403 ? 43.1284 : −39.0413)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : 95.9977) : (X[0] >
X[1] ? − 81.6999 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 58.7226 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 41.053 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 9.60758 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
72.8957))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 99.588 : 42.3983) : (X[0] > X[2] ? − 49.9478 :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 66.8777 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? 5.49431 : X[2]) : (X[1]! =
20.9945 ? 71.8559 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 31.0669 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[2]))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 88.2602) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 79.7005 :
−18.4764)) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? X[1] : X[1])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? 96.221 : −36.311) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 44.6287 : X[0]))) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 10.0085 : 31.8416) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.9269)) :
(X[2] == 54.438 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 33.5218 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −23.1302 ? − 25.6189 : −88.6135)))))) ? ((X[2] <
−2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 :
−82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) :
(X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) > (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] < −69.8178 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 2.67312 :
754
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 73.5669 : −3.9964)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 89.2867 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −58.033))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 24.0916) : (X[1] <
−82.9403 ? − 29.7015 : 23.4055)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 6.92167 : 82.4102) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 1.43163 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −4.85517)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 80.8767 : 24.2758) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 39.7696 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 44.599 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 70.8103 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 25.6552 : 52.4602))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1]! =
20.9945 ? 27.4678 : −34.5712)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 31.0669 ? 54.0533 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
0.234785))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 17.134 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) :
(X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 16.225) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? − 39.3525 : 17.2058) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−3.54031)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? 72.3392 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −71.1672))) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 10.0085 : 31.8416) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.9269)) : (X[2] ==
54.438 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? −33.5218 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −23.1302 ? −25.6189 : −88.6135)))))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 98.2472) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : 27.016)) : (X[1]! = 20.9945 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 92.068 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 65.7598 : 46.5037))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 31.0669 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 59.7512) : (X[2] < −96.467 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 18.4182) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 37.2522 : X[1])))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : 26.5529) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 85.2084 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
−44.8425 ? 85.5324 : 64.6342) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? − 16.4396 : 70.3592))) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : −86.5051) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −57.3566)) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 42.7341 : −96.0583) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −87.1556 : 86.6374))))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
−44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) :
(X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 93.4918 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 78.2802 : −10.5665))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? − 5.89707 : 29.0048) :
(X[2] < −2.47734 ? − 77.1815 : 48.9676)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 19.4431 : 71.6471) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? 35.3386 : −59.1084)))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] :
98.0883) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 99.3674 ? X[2] : 98.5367) : (X[2]! =
81.3004 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? (X[2] < 77.2766 ? X[2] : −34.6396) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : −50.115)) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 99.037 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 2.00787 : X[1])))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? X[0] : −8.54637) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 12.396 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 2.48919))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? X[0] : 24.2439) : (−44.9109 > 0.888697 ? 21.61 : 5.81028)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 53.9359 : X[2]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? 39.8357 : −91.859)))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] < −69.8178 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 89.2867 ? 7.88425 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 85.011 : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] < −82.9403 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : −8.04704) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : −51.4648)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 79.2128)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 65.4854 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −34.8159))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? 66.8841 : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 98.6841 : X[0]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? 95.4183 : −51.3245) : (X[1]! = 20.9945 ? X[2] : −87.5375)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
31.0669 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 62.6417 : 42.6591))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 62.8331 : 9.30592)) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 1.83738 :
X[0]) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? − 33.2364 : −67.5419)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] ==
80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −0.650983) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? 41.8051 : X[0]))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? 92.1957 : 42.2772)) < (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 23.1375) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 62.1028)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? − 63.2707 : X[2]) : (X[1] > −87.2827 ? X[1] :
−56.097)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 54.0744 : 16.7116) : (X[2] > 47.4975 ? 46.1859 : X[0]))))))) :
((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] :
49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 :
58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) > (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] < −69.8178 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 2.67312 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 73.5669 : −3.9964)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 89.2867 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −58.033))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 24.0916) : (X[1] <
−82.9403 ? − 29.7015 : 23.4055)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 6.92167 : 82.4102) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 1.43163 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −4.85517)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 80.8767 : 24.2758) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 39.7696 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 44.599 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 70.8103 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 25.6552 : 52.4602))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1]! =
755
20.9945 ? 27.4678 : −34.5712)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 31.0669 ? 54.0533 : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
0.234785))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 17.134 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) :
(X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 16.225) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? − 39.3525 : 17.2058) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−3.54031)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? 72.3392 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −71.1672))) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 10.0085 : 31.8416) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.9269)) : (X[2] ==
54.438 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? −33.5218 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −23.1302 ? −25.6189 : −88.6135)))))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 98.2472) : (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[1] : 27.016)) : (X[1]! = 20.9945 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 92.068 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 65.7598 : 46.5037))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 31.0669 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 59.7512) : (X[2] < −96.467 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[1] <
X[2] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[0] : 18.4182) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 37.2522 : X[1])))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : 26.5529) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 85.2084 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
−44.8425 ? 85.5324 : 64.6342) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? − 16.4396 : 70.3592))) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : −86.5051) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −57.3566)) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 42.7341 : −96.0583) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −87.1556 : 86.6374))))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
−44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) :
(X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 93.4918 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 78.2802 : −10.5665))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? − 5.89707 : 29.0048) :
(X[2] < −2.47734 ? − 77.1815 : 48.9676)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 19.4431 : 71.6471) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? 35.3386 : −59.1084)))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] :
98.0883) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < 99.3674 ? X[2] : 98.5367) : (X[2]! =
81.3004 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? (X[2] < 77.2766 ? X[2] : −34.6396) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : −50.115)) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 99.037 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 2.00787 :
X[1])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? X[0] : −8.54637) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 12.396 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 2.48919))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? X[0] : 24.2439) : (−44.9109 > 0.888697 ? 21.61 :
5.81028)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 53.9359 : X[2]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? 39.8357 : −91.859)))))) :
((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] :
49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 :
58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) ==
((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] :
49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 :
58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834))))! = (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? X[1] : −63.3064) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 81.2611 :
51.653)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? 89.7365 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 35.9385))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? −69.0215 : 82.4282)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 31.8027 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? − 79.4882 : 78.8358)))) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 85.536 : −1.0805) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 53.0801 : −8.2247)) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −10.9957) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 17.0308 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 85.6576 : −44.6842) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 82.5352))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? X[1] :
−53.0542) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? 32.0272 : 45.5779)) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? − 15.8059 : −98.7443) > (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −38.5516) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −18.4862))) : ((X[2] <
−2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 38.9699 : −66.2747) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : −64.2082))! = (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 2.28484 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 78.5413 : X[1])) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : 85.4199) >
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 84.9868 : X[2]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (−18.979 == −23.2184 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? 26.7674 : −29.4856) : (X[2] == 54.438 ? X[1] : −45.7751)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? − 37.0604 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
40.7261) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : X[0])) < (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 71.906 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−74.1884)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 98.1878) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[2] <
−2.47734 ? X[2] : X[0])! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 97.7155 : −40.5226) ? (97.6093 > −67.7451 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? 11.3143 : 98.6593))))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] <
−69.8178 ? 58.9606 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? − 62.2886 : X[2]) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 24.8535)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? − 77.2139 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 77.8192 :
X[0])))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 3.40272) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 35.7347 :
X[2])) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 54.6742 : −32.1181)))! = (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −36.7247) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 38.4185)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−80.3597 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −61.9285 : X[0]))) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 5.01369 :
X[0]) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[0] : X[2])) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? −38.4861 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 64.4687 :
X[2])) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[0] ? − 12.638 : −11.5027)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 78.3155 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] <
756
X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 6.77243 : 22.1356)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 10.0821 : 37.0584))))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] :
−94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] :
53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] >
−2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? X[1] :
−86.1502) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 29.5449 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 42.7042 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? − 5.68832 : X[1]) : (X[2] <
−2.47734 ? 94.5231 : −27.6748)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0])))) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 75.4647 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−5.58492)) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 86.7546 : −24.887) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 17.5832 : −18.381))) <
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? − 27.6177 : 77.8126) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 43.4977 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −57.4479))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : 93.0376) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −83.2168)) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −33.6999) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? 35.4382 : −27.0248))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−25.2741) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : X[1]))! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 66.1262 : X[2])) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[0] : X[1]) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 40.7902) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 14.0355 : 52.1018) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 55.0095 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 24.1352 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 78.9396 : 32.9972)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! =
−61.2492 ? 59.6765 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 94.503 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] :
2.05179) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 78.9425 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? X[0] :
−13.6903) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? 26.8747 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 79.5301) : (X[0] >
X[2] ? 64.4322 : X[2])))))))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 :
39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) :
(X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] :
76.3834))))! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] < −69.8178 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 69.8891 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 69.6929 : 63.0275)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 89.2867 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 74.6035 : 83.6603))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[1] < −82.9403 ? 43.1284 : −39.0413)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : 95.9977) : (X[0] >
X[1] ? − 81.6999 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 58.7226 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 41.053 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 9.60758 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
72.8957))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 99.588 : 42.3983) : (X[0] > X[2] ? − 49.9478 :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 66.8777 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? 5.49431 : X[2]) : (X[1]! =
20.9945 ? 71.8559 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] == 31.0669 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] :
X[2]))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 88.2602) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 79.7005 :
−18.4764)) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? X[1] : X[1])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? 96.221 : −36.311) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 44.6287 : X[0]))) :
(X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 10.0085 : 31.8416) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.9269)) :
(X[2] == 54.438 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 33.5218 : X[0]) : (X[2] == −23.1302 ? − 25.6189 : −88.6135)))))) ? ((X[2] <
−2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 :
−82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] <
−2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834))))! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] < −69.8178 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 69.8891 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 69.6929 : 63.0275)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 89.2867 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 74.6035 :
83.6603))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] < −82.9403 ? 43.1284 :
−39.0413)) : (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : 95.9977) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 81.6999 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 58.7226 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 41.053 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 9.60758 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 72.8957))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? − 99.588 : 42.3983) : (X[0] > X[2] ? − 49.9478 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 66.8777 :
X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? 5.49431 : X[2]) : (X[1]! = 20.9945 ? 71.8559 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
31.0669 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[0] : 88.2602) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 79.7005 : −18.4764)) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! =
−61.2492 ? 96.221 : −36.311) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 44.6287 : X[0]))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? 10.0085 :
31.8416) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.9269)) : (X[2] == 54.438 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 33.5218 : X[0]) : (X[2] ==
−23.1302 ? − 25.6189 : −88.6135)))))) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] :
−94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] :
53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] >
−2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] <
−69.8178 ? 45.3105 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 17.9275)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? X[0] :
−56.0281) : (X[2] > X[1] ? 17.9737 : 79.5364))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 22.803 :
757
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −93.2511)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? X[2] : 17.4667) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 49.7747 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 6.08348 :
59.3132) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 90.0699 : −22.5709)) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 93.899 : X[1]) :
(X[2] == −2.47734 ? − 11.2626 : −2.27476))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? 33.749 : X[0]) : (X[2] ==
54.438 ? − 51.9741 : X[2]))))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? X[0] : −91.6846) : (X[1]! = 20.9945 ? − 84.8371 : 45.6954)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
31.0669 ? − 92.8545 : 20.9346) : (X[1] < X[2] ? − 50.1745 : −38.1827))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 87.0581 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −61.1645)) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −26.2969) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? − 77.1254 : X[1])))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[2] : 18.4489) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 54.0534 : 59.6794))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −78.5037)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? − 8.75973 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 47.5113 :
89.7417))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 11.129 : 43.1424) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−95.4005)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? − 7.00515 : 66.4335) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[1] : −85.9565))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.7468 : −53.7769)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 3.95583 : 31.102) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 26.6396 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] < −69.8178 ? X[0] : 58.6731) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 10.0436 : 45.8406)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? 25.192 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 5.47959 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −62.7457)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? X[0] : −86.3687) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −78.2924)))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 19.6033) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 43.6533 :
−91.8934)) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? − 17.851 : 50.8708))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? − 13.2626 : 96.9367) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[2] :
7.10996)) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? − 97.4527 : 36.886) < (X[1] > X[0] ? 23.5852 : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 38.9743 :
−16.0604) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 95.0285 : X[0])))))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] :
−94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] :
53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] >
−2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] <
−69.8178 ? X[1] : 88.8514) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 63.8522 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? 17.6117 :
X[1]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? X[1] : −0.567976))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 76.6133 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? − 46.0413 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 81.7418 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
24.1952) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 50.3072 : X[1])) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 0.926807 : −63.338) :
(X[2] == −2.47734 ? − 92.8245 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : 77.534) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.5839 : X[0])) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? − 27.0141 : −16.4702) : (X[2] ==
54.438 ? − 14.2905 : 66.6217))))) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] == 80.3096 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] > −68.4934 ? 15.8486 : X[0]) : (X[1]! = 20.9945 ? − 96.0172 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2] ==
31.0669 ? X[1] : −77.7725) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[1] : −53.4335) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 49.2459 : −64.6192)) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
78.4677) : (X[2] == −2.47734 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 17.8011 : X[2])) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−2.93646))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 86.7553 : 50.3097) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 4.60123 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 15.1935 : −31.2018))) ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 90.2757 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 84.7701 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? − 31.2803 : 44.0406) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 84.7342 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 71.4031 :
16.7853) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 80.7455 : 76.9224))))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
−44.8425 ? X[1] : −94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[0] : 53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) :
(X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834)))) == ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : 17.9954) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 58.9286 : X[1])) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 42.3948 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 87.1547 :
−78.5063)))! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 52.8544 : −51.9708) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 23.6163 :
−75.727)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? −77.765 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 26.6417 : 93.4505))) ? ((X[2] <
−2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? 26.9602 : X[1]))! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 88.9474 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 79.4025 : 70.0962)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 71.3455 :
68.52) : (−0.799599 > 89.9811 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : −52.3051)! = (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 70.6877 :
X[2]) ? (75.6889 > −74.3725 ? 82.5889 : 84.9488) : (X[0] > X[2] ? 62.9643 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : −50.0943) <
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 63.9113 : 64.8616) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 91.7125 : −78.3266) : (X[0]! = 70.7179 ? X[2] :
X[0])))) ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? 10.7117 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 56.2529)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[1] ? − 23.3518 : −88.4597) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 31.7186 :
X[1]))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 69.771) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? −61.5571 : X[2]))! = (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 61.2548 : 50.9692) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −36.5907)) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : X[0]) >
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −46.9904) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 78.6011 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 61.4204 : −47.6236) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 12.4678 : 3.27495)))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
758
0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 20.8081) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 85.2374 : X[2])) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −
24.2492 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 7.35176 : X[0]))) == (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? − 72.4801 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 57.4314 : −61.442)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −45.9115))) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? 59.1141 :
X[1])) < (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −40.4554) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 28.1434 : −56.4318)) ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 9.17903) : (X[2] > −2.47734 ? X[0] : −30.6958)) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : 24.3674)! =
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 80.284 : X[0]) ? (53.3525 > 17.7897 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 38.1757 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 49.8019 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−80.3597 ? − 21.1015 : 2.77424) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −49.1374))))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? (X[0] < −69.8178 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 36.817 : 11.0042) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −41.2297)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1] > 89.2867 ? 21.9922 : 69.8456) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 38.785 :
82.5365))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[2] > 40.4312 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] < −82.9403 ? X[1] : X[2])) :
(X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : −72.6071) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 18.2315) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 15.0616 : 67.8371))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[0] == 84.6284 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] :
2.15912) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : 80.1609)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 18.9675 : −1.05569) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 95.1649 : −4.00523))))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? 32.4165 : 39.3647) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 38.0086 : −82.4137)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? X[1] :
−94.6722) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[0] : 49.6896))) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[0] :
53.235) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.66082 : 58.9699)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? 48.0259 : X[1]) : (X[2] >
−2.47734 ? X[2] : 76.3834))))! = ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 57.1793 : 24.0402) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 28.4198 : X[1])) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 76.6788 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 54.9618 : X[0])))! = ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? X[2] : 48.1684) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2]! = −44.8425 ? − 40.5187 : 11.0116) : (X[2] > −4.37558 ? X[2] :
X[2]))) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 79.8064 : X[2]) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[0] : −26.3052)) >
(X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? X[1] : 21.6407) : (X[2] == 54.438 ? X[1] : X[2])) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−80.3597 ? X[1] : −43.9443) : (−73.3901 > −37.9318 ? X[2] : 32.8703)) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : 97.0098) ==
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 90.8051 : −35.0614) ? (50.2573 < 34.2724 ? − 36.4071 : 88.9396) : (X[1] > 61.3832 ? − 97.7804 :
X[1]))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.7027 : 14.9207) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[0] : X[1])) > (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? X[0] : −7.73719) : (X[2] == 54.438 ? X[0] : 26.0714)) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−80.3597 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (16.2568 > X[1] ? − 79.077 : X[1])) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[0] : −48.0279) ==
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 92.8303 : −66.454) ? (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : 37.4857) : (41.8586 > −17.5128 ? 23.9008 :
97.1211)))) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? 66.2825 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 62.5804 :
X[2])) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 22.0305 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) == (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 99.7924 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 16.6024 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1]! =
−80.3597 ? X[0] : 47.7224) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 57.2985 : 5.94915))) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? − 20.1892 : 46.4967)) > (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? X[0] :
1.69137) : (X[2] == 54.438 ? − 48.8326 : X[2])) ? ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? − 12.3473 : X[2]) > (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 83.9063 : X[1]) : (X[2] == −3.02676 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? 12.5753 :
−94.3638)! = (−38.4697 > 25.6585 ? X[1] : 63.6576) ? (21.6306 > X[1] ? X[2] : 60.7996) : (X[0] == 95.5055 ? X[2] :
27.2595))) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 27.7105 : 24.9172) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? − 12.5751 :
X[1])) < (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] > −42.4578 ? − 62.119 : −38.347) : (X[2] == 54.438 ? X[2] : 27.7315)) ? ((X[2] <
−2.47734 ? X[1] : 69.8097) > (X[0] > X[2] ? 78.4109 : X[0]) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 12.5425 : 0.193595) : (−11.1575 ==
−1.38001 ? X[1] : 45.9968)) : ((X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[1] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 30.9514) ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? 79.4211 : −63.639) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? 78.6659 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[2]! = −61.2492 ? 65.8302 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 93.2827 : −22.5127))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? (X[2] ==
80.3096 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2] < −2.47734 ? X[0] : 45.5667)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[1]! = −80.3597 ? X[2] : 19.8412) :
(X[0] < −55.156 ? X[1] : −24.3317)))))))))
Context 3 (0.191308)
(−39.0255−(pow(pow(pow((pow(−77.2449, 4)/pow(X[1], 4)), 4), 4), 4)/((((((pow(32.8667, 2)/pow(35.4512, 2))/X[1])/−
51.2322)− ((((pow(32.8667, 2)/pow(35.4512, 2))/X[1])/− 51.2322) ∗ ((((4.89172/X[0])/X[1])/− 51.2322)/((62.499/−
38.4369)/−39.0255))))+(((((X[1]/X[1])/−51.2322)/((X[1]∗X[2])∗(X[2]−−97.974)))/(((−36.5319/X[1])/−51.2322)+
((62.7618/X[1])/ − 51.2322)))/(((X[2]/ − 51.2322)/(70.016/X[2])) + ((((85.5381/X[1])/ − 51.2322)/((−2.66837/ −
58.0757)/(X[1]/−68.8)))− ((X[2]/−51.2322)/(X[0]/42.1641))))))+((((((pow(32.8667, 2)/pow(35.4512, 2))/X[1])/−
51.2322)/((pow(pow(X[0], 4), 2)/((−0.0983397+X[0])+10.6123))/((pow(63.2372, 2)/(−0.0983397−67.9823))/(X[2]+
(−13.7739/X[1])))))/(((((X[2]/− 84.745)/X[1])/− 51.2322)/((pow(−45.7211, 2)/(18.3752 + 10.6123))/((X[2]/X[0])/
(X[2] + 20.5338))))/((((−81.0616/X[1])/− 51.2322)− ((X[0]/− 51.2322) ∗ (X[2]/38.0913))) + (((X[2]/− 51.2322)/(
−71.1615/X[1]))/((X[0]/X[2])/46.7915)))))+((((((X[0]/−93.7221)/X[1])/−51.2322)/((pow(X[1], 2)/(X[0]+10.6123))
/((X[2]/− 42.7707)/(X[2]+X[0]))))/((((X[2]/− 51.2322)/(74.0015/X[1])) ∗ ((X[2]/X[0])/(X[1]/X[0])))+ (((X[2]/−
51.2322)/(−27.546/0.294489))/((X[1]−88.5518)+(X[1]/X[1])))))/(((((X[1]/X[1])/−51.2322)/((−49.2323/−46.2068)/





((11.1652+pow((X[1]/X[1]), 3))+(((pow((pow((pow(pow(49.7911, 2), 3)/pow(pow(X[1], 2), 4)), 4)/(1.55213+39.6751)),
3) + (pow((X[1]/X[1]), 3)/10.8495))/(pow((X[1]/X[1]), 3)/8.26157)) + (((11.1652 + pow(((5.67137 + X[0]) − (X[1] ∗
54.1589)), 3))+((pow((pow((X[1]/X[0]), 4)/(1.55213+39.6751)), 3)∗((pow((91.0891/X[1]), 3)+(pow(X[2], 3)/10.8495))+
X[0]))−((11.1652−pow(((5.67137+X[0])−(X[1]∗54.1589)), 3))+((pow((X[0]/X[0]), 3)+(pow(−70.81, 3)/10.8495))−
((pow(X[0], 3) ∗ (97.0862 ∗ 73.2878))/((X[2] ∗ −0.455977)/(−71.6498−−73.9127)))))))/(((11.1652− pow(((5.67137 +
X[0]) − (X[1] ∗ 54.1589)), 3)) + ((((6.34862 − X[1]) − (X[0]/X[1])) + ((X[2] + −8.81504)/(4.17644 ∗ −92.5319))) −
(pow(−73.0945, 2)/((45.5391−X[2])+(X[1]+−22.3185)))))+((((((11.1652+12.1782)+(49.031/53.2044))−((X[0]/X[0])∗
(69.0463−X[1])))− ((pow(X[0], 3) ∗ (−82.6511 ∗X[0]))/((11.1652 ∗−97.7833) + (X[2]/− 91.7379)))) + ((((36.4312+
X[0])− (6.06778∗X[0]))− ((X[1]∗X[2])/(X[0]+X[1])))+X[1]))− ((pow((pow(−91.5193, 4)/(1.55213+39.6751)), 3)∗
(pow((1.23451/X[2]), 3)∗pow((48.8583−47.0122), 2)))/((11.1652∗pow((29.2386−X[1]), 3))+((pow(X[0], 3)∗(18.5713∗
15.3181))/((X[0]−X[0]) + (−57.878 +X[0]))))))))))
Context 5 (3.441865)
(27.5859 < X[1] ? (((X[0] − −6.6269)/(X[0] < X[1] ? − 86.4015 : −15.0745)) − (67.1098 − X[2])) : ((((X[2] <
83.6678 ? −56.4683 : 60.2381)− (X[2] < 83.6678 ? −83.7406 : −78.0451))− ((X[2]−46.0025)−26.3463))− ((((X[1]∗
3.77048) − (X[0] + X[1]))/(X[0] < X[1] ? (67.9836 ∗ −16.3868) : (X[2] == X[2] ? 76.6104 : X[2]))) ∗ (((((X[2] <
83.6678 ? − 56.4683 : 60.2381) − (X[2] < 83.6678 ? − 83.7406 : −78.0451)) − ((X[2] − 46.0025) − 26.3463)) +
(((−20.7701−26.0679)−(X[0]−26.3463))−((X[2]/X[0])∗(−41.9551+−76.6714))))+((((X[2] < 83.6678 ? −56.4683 :
60.2381)− (X[2] < 83.6678 ? − 83.7406 : −78.0451))− ((X[2]− 46.0025)− 26.3463))− ((66.9882−X[1]) < ((((X[2] <
83.6678 ? − 56.4683 : 60.2381) − (X[2] < 83.6678 ? − 83.7406 : −78.0451)) − ((X[2] − 46.0025) − 26.3463)) −
(((X[2] − 27.0499)/(X[0] < X[1] ? 0.359102 : −71.1648)) ∗ ((19.9227 + 19.7253) + (X[0] − X[2])))) ? ((66.9882 −
X[1]) < ((66.9882 − X[1]) == ((X[1] − 92.6354) − (X[1] ∗ X[0])) ? (X[2]/X[2]) : ((21.9872/54.8416) ∗ (35.1087 +
21.1074))) ? (((X[1]−−53.3728)− (18.1962−26.3463))− ((X[0]/X[1])∗ (X[1]+X[0]))) : (((−89.4057−X[2])/(X[0] <
X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) ∗ ((X[0] + −77.4282) + (56.5402 − −88.0724)))) : ((66.9882 − X[1]) > (((−51.3974 − X[1]) −
(79.7977−26.3463))− ((−57.3034/−30.2835)∗ (X[1]+X[0]))) ? ((66.9882−X[1]) < ((66.9882−X[1]) == (94.5851−
−43.9418) ? (X[2]/X[2]) : (37.4027 ∗X[1])) ? ((X[1]−X[1])− (X[1] ∗X[0])) : ((X[1]/X[2]) ∗ (−56.9348+ 45.0416))) :
(((X[1] − X[2]) − (41.0665 − 26.3463)) + ((66.9882 − X[1])! = (X[1] == −15.3761 ? X[0] : X[1]) ? (25.2606 ==
35.1827 ? − 62.3773 : −48.3302) : (1.47114 < −45.7027 ? 16.4046 : 14.7753))))))))))
Context 6 (0.156374)
(X[1] < 42.0501 ? (−51.3877 ∗ (X[2] < −77.9786 ? (X[0]/(−33.4571 +X[0])) : −15.3635)) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] <
−89.0168 ? 92.5549 : (X[1] > −64.9969 ? (X[1] == −81.9882 ? 98.0102 : 71.7344) : (−69.7638/13.6965))) : (X[0] <
((X[0] == 42.5905 ? ((X[2] < −99.6956 ? (X[0] +X[1]) : (X[2] < 85.1742 ? X[1] : 47.913))− ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] :
−83.0513) + (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 19.2061))) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? ((3.56998 ∗ 73.5482)/(X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1])) : (X[0] < −86.5873 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 20.2359 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 91.5017 ? X[1] : 20.5073))))/((X[2] <
30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 29.0319 : 51.3006) : (19.5666 ∗−92.3139)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (96.0522+X[0]) :
(X[0] > −56.0309 ? X[1] : X[1])))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 93.6366 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? −
87.5424 : 78.3364)) − (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 55.199 : (X[1] > −64.9969 ? X[2] : 64.0589))))) ? (X[0] < ((X[0] ==
42.5905 ? ((X[2] < −99.6956 ? (X[0]+X[1]) : (X[2] < 85.1742 ? X[1] : 47.913))−((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : −83.0513)+
(X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : 19.2061))) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? ((3.56998 ∗ 73.5482)/(X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] <
−86.5873 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 20.2359 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 91.5017 ? X[1] : 20.5073))))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 29.0319 : 51.3006) : (19.5666 ∗ −92.3139)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (96.0522 + X[0]) : (X[0] >
−56.0309 ? X[1] : X[1])))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 93.6366 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 87.5424 : 78.3364))−
(X[1] < −89.0168 ? 55.199 : (X[1] > −64.9969 ? X[2] : 64.0589))))) ? (X[0] < ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? ((X[2] <
−99.6956 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[2] < 85.1742 ? X[1] : 47.913)) − ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : −83.0513) + (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : 19.2061))) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? ((3.56998 ∗ 73.5482)/(X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] <
−86.5873 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 20.2359 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 91.5017 ? X[1] : 20.5073))))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 29.0319 : 51.3006) : (19.5666 ∗ −92.3139)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (96.0522 + X[0]) : (X[0] >
−56.0309 ? X[1] : X[1])))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 93.6366 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 87.5424 : 78.3364))−
(X[1] < −89.0168 ? 55.199 : (X[1] > −64.9969 ? X[2] : 64.0589))))) ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? ((X[2] <
−99.6956 ? 31.7953 : X[1])− (−1.72217 +X[1])) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? (X[1]/− 16.7494) : (X[0] < −86.5873 ? X[1] :
760
X[1])))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.9989 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 24.6423 : X[1]))/((X[2] <
30.9339 ? X[2] : −8.60977)− (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 55.199 : 96.6784)))) ? (X[0] < 79.453 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 :
−30.0572) : (X[0]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? − 16.7115 : −27.4345) ∗
(72.8024/− 39.4798)) ? ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? 87.8225 : 62.8887) + (X[0] < −73.1749 ? − 30.6089 : 55.6667)) : ((X[2] <
30.9339 ? X[0] : −76.4401) − (X[0] == 41.9527 ? 92.5943 : −40.2356))) : (X[0] < ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? 90.5253 :
48.712)/(−20.301/93.2031)) ? (X[0] == (−87.8378/ − 90.3377) ? (−51.3877 + −56.9694) : (89.5494 < X[0] ? X[2] :
X[2])) : ((X[0] == 37.3997 ? − 65.3172 : X[2]) < (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : −3.82282) ? (X[0] > X[2] ? − 34.233 : X[0]) :
(X[0] < 79.453 ? X[0] : 35.4616))))) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? (96.1196−−66.0498) : (X[1] >
−84.7674 ? X[0] : 96.3901)) ∗ ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? X[0] : X[0])/(−36.6786 − X[1]))) ? ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? − 6.16308 : 96.0769) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 47.8402 : X[2])) + (X[0] < −73.1749 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 :
−33.4139) : (X[0]! = 3.84808 ? − 40.2356 : X[1]))) : ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 45.5526 : X[2]) : (X[2] <
X[2] ? − 61.8887 : 14.1033)) − (X[0] == 41.9527 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : X[1]) : −40.2356))) : (X[0]! =
((X[0] == 42.5905 ? (X[2] − 95.3059) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? − 14.3924 : −83.0874))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? − 3.33693 :
−26.4632)/(−93.2882−X[0]))) ? (X[0] < 79.453 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −30.0572) : (X[0]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : ((X[0] == 37.3997 ? (X[0] > 66.1932 ? 9.54632 : −57.9809) : (X[0]! = 37.3997 ? − 70.9831 : −47.6086)) <
(X[0] < (0.392445/X[2]) ? − 30.3523 : (X[0] > 53.7968 ? X[1] : X[0])) ? (X[2] == 86.5924 ? − 0.535923 :
−36.8349) : (X[0] < 79.453 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −30.0572) : (X[0]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] : X[0])))))) :
(X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? (22.6084 −X[0]) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? X[2] : −44.5447)) ∗ ((X[2] <
30.9339 ? − 67.9721 : X[1])/(−44.0954 − 7.56731))) ? ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −94.0293) : (X[2] <
X[2] ? X[0] : X[2])) + (X[0] < −73.1749 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −42.2697) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 40.2356 :
X[2]))) : ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 39.1859 : −15.3743) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 70.4098 : X[2])) − (X[0] ==
41.9527 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : X[1]) : −40.2356))) : (X[0]! = ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? (X[2] − 67.0237) :
(X[1] > −84.7674 ? 40.444 : −46.6365))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? 1.41306 : −80.2758)/(−87.5625 − X[0]))) ? (X[0] <
79.453 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −30.0572) : (X[0]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[0] == 37.3997 ? (X[0] >
−63.1603 ? − 15.1096 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = 37.3997 ? X[2] : −90.8955)) < (X[0] < (−5.8162/X[2]) ? − 30.3523 :
(X[0] > −2.08894 ? X[2] : −88.4392)) ? (X[2] == 86.5924 ? − 0.535923 : −36.8349) : (X[0] < 79.453 ? (X[1] <
−89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −30.0572) : (X[2]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] : X[0])))))) : (X[0] < ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? ((X[2] <
−99.6956 ? (X[0] + X[1]) : (X[2] < 85.1742 ? X[1] : 47.913)) − ((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : −83.0513) + (X[1]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : 19.2061))) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? ((3.56998 ∗ 73.5482)/(X[0] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0] <
−86.5873 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 20.2359 : X[2]) : (X[1] < 91.5017 ? X[1] : 20.5073))))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 29.0319 : 51.3006) : (19.5666 ∗ −92.3139)) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (96.0522 + X[0]) : (X[0] >
−56.0309 ? X[1] : X[1])))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 93.6366 : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 87.5424 :
78.3364)) − (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 55.199 : (X[1] > −64.9969 ? X[2] : 64.0589))))) ? ((X[0] == 37.3997 ? (X[0] >
(X[2] ∗ X[2]) ? (3.46907 + −48.3885) : (20.9339 − 62.2464)) : (X[0]! = 37.3997 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 37.1929 : −37.1929))) == (X[0]! = 37.3997 ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? (X[1] − X[0]) :
(X[1] > −84.7674 ? − 2.75903 : −81.3118)) ∗ ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? X[1] : 57.1149)/(X[0] − X[1]))) ? ((X[2] <
30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 90.4025 : X[1])) + (X[0] < −73.1749 ? (X[1] <
−89.0168 ? 92.5549 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = 8.0301 ? − 40.2356 : X[1]))) : ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 7.136) :
(X[2] < X[2] ? − 69.6896 : 67.8394)) − (X[0] == 41.9527 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −46.0264) : −40.2356))) :
(X[0]! = ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? (X[1] −X[0]) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? − 38.3991 : −76.8164))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? X[2] :
X[1])/(X[1] − X[0]))) ? (X[0] < 79.453 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −30.0572) : (X[0]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : ((X[0] == 37.3997 ? (X[0] > 90.0123 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = 37.3997 ? X[1] : X[1])) < (X[0] <
(−66.5498/− 9.00677) ? − 30.3523 : (X[0] > −24.6383 ? X[1] : X[2])) ? (X[2] == 86.5924 ? − 0.535923 : −36.8349) :
(X[0] < 79.453 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −30.0572) : (X[0]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] : X[0]))))) ? ((X[0] < ((X[0] ==
42.5905 ? (49.8278 − X[1]) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? 26.5809 : X[0]))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? − 39.9042 : 53.4461)/(X[1] −
X[2]))) ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? X[2] : X[1])/(80.88/34.68)) ? (X[0] < 79.453 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 :
−30.0572) : (X[0]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 15.5615 : 34.9725) : (X[0] <
−93.523 ? 37.7513 : X[1]))) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] > (X[1] ∗−83.1632) ? (99.8227+−99.4984) : (73.0204−X[0])) :
(X[0] < (−88.6649/X[2]) ? (X[0] == −78.264 ? − 21.3664 : X[0]) : (X[2] < −1.59352 ? X[2] : X[2])))) ==
(X[2] == 86.5924 ? − 0.535923 : −36.8349) ? − 64.6245 : ((X[0] == 37.3997 ? (X[0] > (−60.147 ∗X[2]) ? (X[0] +
X[1]) : (−35.3393 − 73.7142)) : (X[0]! = 37.3997 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 37.1929 :
−37.1929))) < (X[0] == 37.3997 ? (X[0]! = (−12.2346/X[0]) ? (X[2] == 86.5924 ? − 0.535923 : −36.8349) : (X[0] <
37.3997 ? X[1] : 21.5947)) : (X[2] < 86.5924 ? − 0.535923 : −36.8349)) ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? 0.0164381 :
X[1]) ∗ (X[0]/ − 79.754)) ? ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? X[1] : X[1]) + (X[0] < −73.1749 ? − 75.5555 : −38.9685)) : ((X[2] <
30.9339 ? 35.0982 : 30.8364)− (X[0] == 41.9527 ? − 91.2472 : −40.2356))) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 95.1682 : 3.12154)))) : (X[0] < ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? ((X[2] < −99.6956 ? − 0.157195 :
−59.3743)− (1.30483+X[1])) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? (34.5161/34.911) : (X[0] < −86.5873 ? 77.3865 : X[0])))/((X[2] <
30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 72.3497 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 2.9004 : X[2]))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? 0.132928 :
−40.9458) − (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 55.199 : X[1])))) ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? (X[2] − 4.26132) : (X[1] >
−84.7674 ? X[2] : X[2]))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? X[1] : X[1])/(−15.18 − 1.09264))) ? (X[0] < 79.453 ? (X[1] <
−89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −30.0572) : (X[0]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] > (56.2707 ∗
82.6883) ? (24.4256 +−70.5199) : (X[2]−X[1])) : (X[0] < (X[0]/21.2828) ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−79.28 <
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? − 44.9001 : X[1]) ∗ (34.4247/X[1])) ? ((X[2] <
30.9339 ? X[1] : X[2]) + (X[0] < −73.1749 ? 54.6087 : −58.4965)) : ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? X[0] : 1.43552) − (X[0] ==
41.9527 ? X[1] : −40.2356))) : (X[0] > 37.3997 ? (X[0] > (−35.4911 ∗ −56.4527) ? (7.76332 +X[1]) : (X[0]−X[2])) :
(X[0] == (X[0]/21.351) ? (X[0] < 79.453 ? 70.9548 : X[2]) : (0.921253 < X[2] ? X[2] : −16.8141)))))) : (X[0] <
37.3997 ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? ((X[2] < −99.6956 ? X[2] : 25.6273) − (−69.6365 + −39.455)) : (X[1] >
−84.7674 ? (38.5259/X[2]) : (X[0] < −86.5873 ? X[2] : X[0]))) ∗ ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? 29.861 :
761
X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? − 12.1583 : X[0]))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? − 27.6362 : X[0]) − (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 55.199 :
69.2754)))) ? ((X[2] < 30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 45.8878 : X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ −54.5798)) : (X[2] <
X[2] ? (X[2] + X[2]) : (X[0] > −56.0309 ? 0.228581 : X[2]))) + (X[0] < −73.1749 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 :
(X[1] > −64.9969 ? X[1] : −56.4647)) : (X[0]! = (X[2] ∗ X[0]) ? − 40.2356 : (45.4358 ∗ 60.4521)))) : ((X[2] <
30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 57.0915 : −39.2116) : (X[2] ∗ X[1])) : (X[2] < X[2] ? (−70.7213 +
X[1]) : (X[0] > −56.0309 ? 25.1929 : −97.7246))) − (X[0] == 41.9527 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : (X[1] >
−64.9969 ? X[1] : 9.26416)) : −40.2356))) : (X[0]! = ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? ((X[2] < −99.6956 ? X[2] : 64.0901) −
(85.8689 + −60.5336)) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? (−99.5363/31.4304) : (X[0] < −86.5873 ? X[2] : −59.726)))/((X[2] <
30.9339 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 16.6294 : −73.2024) : (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? 65.1905 :
X[2])− (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 55.199 : X[0])))) ? (X[0] < ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? (X[0]−X[2]) : (X[1] > −84.7674 ? X[0] :
85.2333))/((X[2] < 30.9339 ? 73.6284 : X[1])/(43.2522 − −2.72247))) ? (X[0] > ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? 32.2785 :
X[0])/(−6.70251/53.1313)) ? (X[0] < 79.453 ? (X[1] < −89.0168 ? 92.5549 : −30.0572) : (X[0]! = 89.8332 ? X[1] :
X[0])) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] > 66.0602 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? (X[0] >
(31.2643 ∗ 20.7061) ? (X[0] + −90.0486) : (−5.29069 − X[1])) : (X[0]! = (−12.1229/X[2]) ? (X[0] < 79.453 ? X[2] :
−33.4142) : (X[2] < 57.1349 ? 52.7122 : −66.7333)))) : ((X[0] == 37.3997 ? (X[0] > (−64.1827∗X[1]) ? (X[0]+X[1]) :
(X[0] −X[2])) : (X[0]! = 37.3997 ? (X[0] > 89.1546 ? − 88.927 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 37.1929 : −37.1929))) >
(X[0] < ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? 36.3321 : X[1])/(−28.8215/X[1])) ? − 30.3523 : (X[0] > (X[1]/X[2]) ? (X[0]! =
−57.5712 ? X[0] : 47.1872) : (X[0] < 37.3997 ? − 4.64606 : 11.2002))) ? (X[0] == 37.3997 ? (X[0] > (X[2] ∗
61.2791) ? (77.3866 + −71.1418) : (X[1] − 60.3852)) : (X[0]! = 37.3997 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? 48.8148 : X[2]) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? − 37.1929 : −37.1929))) : (X[0] == ((X[0] == 42.5905 ? − 6.56522 : 82.3044)/(X[2]/ − 19.9905)) ? X[0] :
((X[0] == 42.5905 ? 66.0547 : −42.2288)/(−8.4355/− 81.5758))))))))))
Context 7 (3.987131)
((X[2] + 8.50115) < (X[1] < 36.3588 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? ((X[1]! = 48.6947 ? − 68.8047 : −68.5542) +
(X[2] > −11.6237 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : 8.18817) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) :
(((X[2]! = X[1] ? 56.0754 : 76.6346)− (X[1] == 6.29063 ? 51.9359 : X[1]))+(X[2] < X[2] ? (1.99643∗X[1]) : (X[0]! =
X[0] ? − 18.0185 : 96.5374)))) : ((X[1] > X[0] ? ((X[1]! = 91.7235 ? − 58.9246 : X[1]) + (−50.5634−X[1])) : (X[0] >
73.4612 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : −3.92968) : (X[2]/46.31)))/(((((((−37.9381/96.8215) − (X[1] − 82.7286))/((X[1] ∗
X[2]) + (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 26.9869))) ∗ (((57.3929/ − 79.3191) + (X[0]/72.1054))/((X[1] > −70.7972 ? X[0] :
X[0])+(X[2] > 72.0146 ? 1.69313 : X[1]))))−((((24.4324−−20.4731)−(X[2]/−6.32282))+(X[1] > X[0] ? (41.7225∗
22.6661) : (X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : −37.5116))) + (((X[1]! = 6.49006 ? X[1] : −97.3706) ∗ (X[2] < 46.024 ? X[1] :
30.8682))−((X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : 99.4722)−(X[0]∗X[1])))))+(X[1] > −30.476 ? (((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? −
88.8973 : X[1]) : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : −54.5566)) ∗ (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[0]/15.2595) : (X[1] < 24.8913 ? − 82.2374 :
X[0]))) − (X[0]! = X[2] ? ((X[2] < 73.6825 ? − 39.0828 : 63.5158) − (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 13.1971)) : ((X[1]! =
46.4835 ? − 47.9687 : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] ∗X[2])))) : (X[1]! = −45.0847 ? (X[1] > −41.0245 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1]/X[1]) :
(X[1] > 25.2834 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] − −38.2307) : (X[0] < 62.8781 ? X[2] : 62.716))) : ((X[1] ==
5.31163 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] == −26.1978 ? X[2] : X[2])) ∗ (X[1] == 54.1598 ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1] − X[0])))))) ∗ ((X[2] < −99.5123 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (((−72.8626 − −84.4249)/(X[2]! =
X[1] ? X[0] : −80.6457)) ∗ ((28.9734/X[2]) ∗ (X[2] > 3.08415 ? 88.9258 : 74.044))) : (((X[0] < 78.1169 ? − 33.1434 :
X[0])/(−61.1405 + X[2]))/((X[1] == −78.6902 ? X[1] : X[1]) ∗ (52.823 + 21.3873)))) : (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[1]! =
X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 0.571768 : −57.4642) : (X[2] ∗ X[2])) ∗ (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[2] > −22.0149 ? 43.0137 :
1.63041) : (X[1]−X[0]))) : (((X[2] < X[2] ? 25.5277 : 50.1292)/(X[0] < −95.0945 ? − 34.3464 : 4.92228))− ((X[2] >
X[1] ? 86.7674 : X[1]) + (80.3052/X[0]))))) − (X[0] == −62.4667 ? ((X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1] −
X[0]) : (X[2] + X[0])) : ((X[0]! = X[1] ? 76.7805 : −1.0703)/(X[2]/ − 64.7626)))/((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1]! =
25.0454 ? X[0] : 39.8839) : (X[1] ∗ 5.25511)) ∗ ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[2] : −78.0268) − (90.8967 ∗ 71.5236)))) :
((X[1] == −94.0295 ? ((3.61044 + X[2]) + (X[0] == X[2] ? 37.4673 : −5.42268)) : ((X[2] > −64.0442 ? X[2] :
X[0])− (69.7664 ∗ 95.8818)))/(X[2]! = 44.3615 ? ((X[2] == X[2] ? X[2] : 93.1014)− (80.5719 +−14.5692)) : (X[1] <
−71.9616 ? (X[2] == 87.2935 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0]/− 91.9909))))))))) ? (X[2]/8.50115) : 18.357)
Context 8 (8.279201)
((41.4298 +−25.7407) + (((sin(tan(((21.3272−X[1]) ∗ sin(((8.82792 +X[0])/(X[2]−X[1]))))))− cos((((−22.8469−
X[2])/((−22.8469 ∗ sin(96.6092)) + (log(X[2])− (67.6376 +X[0]))))− (sin(tan((−23.8935 ∗ −52.1438))) ∗ log((sin(
− 98.0204)− (67.6376 +X[0])))))))− cos((((−22.8469−X[2])/((−22.8469 ∗ sin(96.6092)) + (log(X[2])− (67.6376 +
X[0]))))−((sin(tan((−9.12372∗−47.4833)))−cos(((X[2]/X[1])−(X[0]∗−1.75579))))∗cos((((−22.8469−X[2])/(49.4047+
X[2]))− ((X[1]−X[2])∗ tan(X[2]))))))))− (((sin(tan(((21.3272−X[1])∗ sin((−49.482/X[2])))))− cos((((−22.8469−
X[2])/((−22.8469 ∗ X[1]) + (X[2] − 0.172696))) − (sin(tan(X[0])) ∗ log((−34.4397 − X[1])))))) − cos((((−22.8469 −
X[2])/((−22.8469 ∗ sin(96.6092)) + (log(X[2])− (67.6376 +X[0]))))− ((sin(tan(X[0]))− cos((X[2]−X[0]))) ∗ cos(((
− 72.8595/98.2893) − (−52.3632 ∗ X[1]))))))) ∗ tan((sin((((−22.8469 − X[2])/((−22.8469 ∗ −78.2722) + (26.2153 −
762




(X[1] > 61.0629 ? ((X[0]− (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0]+(X[1]! = 74.7278 ? (−76.3011−26.9393) : X[2])) : 64.8568))/X[0]) :
((X[0]! = −62.051 ? X[2] : −37.0992) ∗ ((X[0] < 48.612 ? X[1] : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ ((X[0]! =
−62.051 ? X[2] : −37.0992) ∗ ((X[0] < 48.612 ? X[1] : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] > −2.79745 ? 78.4219 :
(X[0] < −31.4077 ? − 82.7957 : (X[2]−X[2]))))) ∗ ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? (X[0] < −2.014 ? (X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[2] : −90.185) : (X[2] < X[0] ? −56.8256 : X[2])) : ((52.4765/X[0])−(X[0]! = −83.9099 ? X[1] : −64.9827))) :
(((X[0] < 48.612 ? X[1] : X[0])/85.4917) > X[1] ? (X[1] + (X[0] > −23.9779 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (70.0206 ∗ 7.72492))) >
((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? (X[0] < −2.014 ? 80.2578 : X[2]) : (−43.077 − X[1])) : ((88.3329/85.4917) >
X[1] ? (X[1] + 55.5706) : (70.0206 ∗ 7.72492))) < ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : 91.9552) < (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
−25.9126) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (39.7625! = 62.859 ? X[2] : 79.0977)) ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] ==
−46.0559 ? 32.7107 : X[0]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) == ((X[2] > X[2] ? − 8.89263 : 64.1603) < (X[2]! =
X[2] ? 9.1094 : X[2]) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 45.6091 : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ? ((X[1]! = X[2] ? −
12.8545 : −28.3288) == (X[2]! = −83.1029 ? − 93.7636 : X[0]) ? (0.736173 == −42.4949 ? 57.133 : −97.6201) :
(−90.5969 ∗ −12.867)) : ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : 17.5863)! = (77.4631 > X[1] ? − 22.0958 : 89.3359) ? (−36.1943 <
61.3719 ? − 35.3272 : X[1]) : (X[1]! = 57.2525 ? X[1] : −29.7842))) : (X[0] == 98.6982 ? X[2] : 89.2566)) ? ((X[2] >
X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? (X[0] < −2.014 ? − 5.50308 : X[0]) : (0.747448 − X[1])) : ((X[2]/85.4917) >
X[1] ? (X[1] + −15.2131) : (70.0206 ∗ 7.72492))) == ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? X[0] : 48.9566) :
(−92.9096 > X[1] ? 93.3785 : −55.7504)) < (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? X[0] : −35.3123) : (X[0] >
−42.4752 ? X[1] : X[1])) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? X[1] : −71.4421) : (X[0] > −42.4752 ? X[0] :
−99.1303)) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (1.85391 < 99.7595 ? −64.8741 : 97.1919))) ? (((X[2] >
X[2] ? − 81.638 : 21.8742)! = (−21.3599! = X[1] ? − 79.4907 : X[2]) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? − 54.7361 : 96.3844) : (X[2] <
38.1434 ? − 40.2195 : X[1])) == (X[2]! = −83.1029 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 5.39333 : −2.30652) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] :
−17.4109)) ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? 14.7955 : 69.5386) == (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (−39.4364 < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(87.1591! = 69.1773 ? − 11.7896 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = −62.051 ? X[2] : −37.0992) ∗ (X[1] ∗ −71.0439))) : ((X[2] >
X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? 98.3604 : 70.2876) : (24.0673 > X[1] ? − 82.5168 : −95.3964))! = ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] :
−20.4124) > (X[2]! = X[2] ? 26.3453 : X[0]) ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 84.102 : −19.7505) : (X[2]! = −83.1029 ? 7.06029 :
−96.4986)) ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : 91.9552) < (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : −25.9126) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(39.7625! = 62.859 ? X[2] : 79.0977)) : ((X[2] > X[2] ? − 61.1464 : X[2])! = (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? X[1] : −55.5639) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 16.6782 : 5.79636)))) : ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? (X[0] <
−2.014 ? −5.50308 : X[0]) : (0.747448−X[1])) : ((X[2]/85.4917) > X[1] ? (X[1]+−15.2131) : (70.0206∗7.72492))) <
(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (((X[2] > X[2] ? −81.638 : 21.8742)! = (−21.3599! = X[1] ? −79.4907 : X[2]) ? (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 54.7361 : 96.3844) : (X[2] < 38.1434 ? − 40.2195 : X[1])) > (X[2]! = −83.1029 ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 5.39333 :
−2.30652) : (X[1] == X[2] ? X[1] : −17.4109)) ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? 14.7955 : 69.5386) == (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (−39.4364 < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (87.1591! = 69.1773 ? − 11.7896 : X[1])) : ((X[0]! = −62.051 ? X[2] :
−37.0992) ∗ (X[1] ∗ −71.0439))) : ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[1] == −46.0559 ? 98.3604 : 70.2876) : (24.0673 > X[1] ? −
82.5168 : −95.3964))! = ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : −20.4124) > (X[2]! = X[2] ? 26.3453 : X[0]) ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 84.102 :
−19.7505) : (X[2]! = −83.1029 ? 7.06029 : −96.4986)) ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : 91.9552) > (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
−25.9126) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (39.7625! = 62.859 ? X[2] : 79.0977)) : ((X[2] > X[2] ? − 61.1464 : X[2])! =
(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (46.5635/− 60.425) : (X[0] < X[2] ? − 12.3104 : 5.79636))))))))))
Context 2 (20.767274)
((X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? ((22.287−X[2])− (X[0] == −72.1261 ? X[1] : −59.1422)) : ((X[1] +
−3.21766) ∗ (X[1]/− 44.5573)))/(((−20.1425−X[0]) + (X[2] == X[1] ? 31.3565 : X[2]))/(X[1]! = −16.2644 ? (X[2] ∗
X[2]) : (−47.1562 ∗ −87.1786)))) : (X[2] < 50.3036 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (−84.1465 + 97.9506) :
(−75.7793/X[1])) : ((X[1] > 96.0031 ? X[2] : 58.26) + (X[0] + −57.9259))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? ((−81.5125 + X[2]) −
(−20.9604 + 17.9744)) : ((X[2]! = −84.4082 ? 90.5531 : X[2]) − (44.6626/46.8132))))) : (X[0]! = 60.2385 ? (((X[2] >
−31.3987 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? − 18.2435 : X[2]) : (−45.267 + 29.852)) ∗ (X[0] > 49.5725 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1]) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] : 59.0596))) + (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0]! = 78.8375 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 66.9781 : 74.0881) :
(−91.7104 + X[0])) : (X[2] == 89.6368 ? (X[1] > 55.3364 ? − 55.862 : X[2]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? − 27.9695 :
−67.5704)))) : ((((60.7655/ − 32.1472) ∗ (81.6578 − X[1]))/(X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2]! = −62.4762 ? 57.0276 : X[1]) :
(−76.9961 − X[2]))) ∗ (((−24.7039 ∗ 92.1724) + (X[1] + X[0])) ∗ ((X[1] − 46.4547) − (X[1] − X[1])))))) + (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (89.9272 − −85.3461) : (X[1] ∗ 42.9919))/((27.964 + −13.2659)/(X[1]! =
763
−16.2644 ? − 46.259 : −32.2115))) : (X[2] < 50.3036 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : −1.1066) :
(X[1] + 0.86116)) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (−34.8216 − X[2]) : (X[1] − 93.4774)))) : ((X[2] > −78.0815 ? (((X[0] <
28.1233 ? 77.0969 : −35.0072)− (−98.0963−X[0]))− ((X[0] < X[2] ? − 95.0878 : X[2]) + (X[2]! = 36.908 ? 66.0418 :
85.3203))) : (X[0]! = −63.2676 ? ((X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) − (X[1] + 60.219)) : (X[2]! = 98.4148 ? (−36.3809 −
96.3754) : (−5.68554 < 9.97587 ? 76.7298 : X[0])))) == ((X[2] > −78.0815 ? (((X[0] < 28.1233 ? 77.0969 :
−35.0072)− (−98.0963−X[0]))− ((X[0] < X[2] ? −95.0878 : X[2])+(X[2]! = 36.908 ? 66.0418 : 85.3203))) : (X[0]! =
−63.2676 ? ((X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) − (X[1] + 60.219)) : (X[2]! = 98.4148 ? (−36.3809 − 96.3754) : (−5.68554 <
9.97587 ? 76.7298 : X[0]))))! = ((X[2] > −78.0815 ? (−67.6954 − X[2]) : (X[0]! = −63.2676 ? X[1] : −92.317)) >
(X[0] == −63.2676 ? (X[2] − X[1]) : (X[0]/X[2])) ? ((X[0] > −63.2676 ? X[1] : X[1]) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0]) ? (X[0]! = −92.2274 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 32.7236)) : ((X[1]! = 67.7665 ? X[0] : X[1])! =
(X[0]! = X[2] ? 0.4549 : 9.08851) ? (X[0] == −63.2676 ? 62.386 : 60.8514) : (−19.7235! = −93.5772 ? 50.8007 :
90.6045))) ? ((X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : −58.2595) :
(X[2] − 23.3514)) : (X[2]! = −78.0815 ? (79.5707 − −18.9654) : (X[0] < −63.2676 ? 11.3695 : −44.7143))) : (X[0] <
−15.2453 ? X[1] : X[1])) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −15.2726 ? − 23.8761 : 72.9804) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1])) ? (X[0]! = −92.2274 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? X[1] : −36.4684) : (X[0] < −32.1145 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (89.9272 − −85.3461) : (X[1] ∗ 42.9919))/((27.964 + −13.2659)/(X[1]! =
−16.2644 ? − 46.259 : −32.2115))) : (X[2] < 50.3036 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : −1.1066) : (X[1] +
0.86116)) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (−34.8216−X[2]) : (X[1]−93.4774)))) : (X[2] == −78.0815 ? (((X[0] < 28.1233 ? 78.4139 :
X[1]) − (X[1] − X[2])) − ((X[0] < X[2] ? 67.5633 : X[0]) + (X[2]! = 36.908 ? X[1] : 85.3203))) : (X[2]! =
98.4148 ? − 19.0508 : 60.9166)))) : (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[1])/(−90.8649/X[2])) :
(X[2] < 50.3036 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 4.88274) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 59.7141 : X[2]))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] :
24.1037))) ? 1.04957 : ((X[2] > −78.0815 ? (((X[0] < 28.1233 ? 77.0969 : −35.0072)− (−98.0963−X[0]))− ((X[0] <
X[2] ? − 95.0878 : X[2]) + (X[2]! = 36.908 ? 66.0418 : 85.3203))) : (X[0]! = −63.2676 ? ((X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2]) − (X[1] + 60.219)) : (X[2]! = 98.4148 ? (−36.3809 − 96.3754) : (−5.68554 < 9.97587 ? 76.7298 : X[0])))) >
−70.3961 ? ((X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : −58.2595) :
(X[2] − 23.3514)) : (X[2]! = −78.0815 ? (79.5707 − −18.9654) : (X[0] < −63.2676 ? 11.3695 : −44.7143))) : (X[0] <
−15.2453 ? X[1] : X[1])) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −15.2726 ? − 23.8761 : 72.9804) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1])) ? (X[0]! = −92.2274 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? X[1] : −36.4684) : (X[0] < −32.1145 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? (89.9272 − −85.3461) : (X[1] ∗ 42.9919))/((27.964 + −13.2659)/(X[1]! =
−16.2644 ? − 46.259 : −32.2115))) : (X[2] < 50.3036 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : −1.1066) :
(X[1] + 0.86116)) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (−34.8216 − X[2]) : (X[1] − 93.4774)))) : (X[2] == −78.0815 ? (((X[0] <
28.1233 ? 78.4139 : X[1]) − (X[1] − X[2])) − ((X[0] < X[2] ? 67.5633 : X[0]) + (X[2]! = 36.908 ? X[1] : 85.3203))) :
(X[2]! = 98.4148 ? − 19.0508 : 60.9166)))) : ((X[2] > −78.0815 ? (((X[0] < 28.1233 ? 77.0969 : −35.0072) −
(−98.0963 − X[0])) − ((X[0] < X[2] ? − 95.0878 : X[2]) + (X[2]! = 36.908 ? 66.0418 : 85.3203))) : (X[0]! =
−63.2676 ? ((X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) − (X[1] + 60.219)) : (X[2]! = 98.4148 ? (−36.3809 − 96.3754) : (−5.68554 <
9.97587 ? 76.7298 : X[0])))) > −70.3961 ? ((X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? (X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[1] : −58.2595) : (X[2]− 23.3514)) : (X[2]! = −78.0815 ? (79.5707−−18.9654) : (X[0] < −63.2676 ? 11.3695 :
−44.7143))) : (X[0] < −15.2453 ? X[1] : X[1])) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −15.2726 ? − 23.8761 : 72.9804) : (X[0]! =
X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = −92.2274 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? X[1] : −36.4684) : (X[0] < −32.1145 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[1] < X[2] ? − 72.3499 : X[0])/(61.9993/X[1])) : (X[2] < 50.3036 ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[2] : −83.1903) : (X[0] < X[2] ? 5.09106 : X[1]))) : (X[2] == −78.0815 ? ((−18.5454 − X[0]) − (20.7988 +
−23.0756)) : (X[2]! = 98.4148 ? − 19.0508 : 60.9166)))) : ((X[2] > −78.0815 ? (((X[0] < 28.1233 ? 77.0969 :
−35.0072)− (−98.0963−X[0]))− ((X[0] < X[2] ? −95.0878 : X[2])+(X[2]! = 36.908 ? 66.0418 : 85.3203))) : (X[0]! =
−63.2676 ? ((X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[2]) − (X[1] + 60.219)) : (X[2]! = 98.4148 ? (−36.3809 − 96.3754) : (−5.68554 <
9.97587 ? 76.7298 : X[0])))) == ((X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? X[1] : 83.92) :
(X[2]! = −78.0815 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[0] < −15.2453 ? X[1] : X[1]))! = (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −15.2726 ? −
23.8761 : 72.9804) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) ? (X[0]! = −92.2274 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? X[1] : −36.4684) :
(X[0] < −32.1145 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? (11.7159/X[2]) : (X[2] < 50.3036 ? X[0] :
−90.9458)) : (X[2] == −78.0815 ? (−18.3045 − X[1]) : (X[2]! = 98.4148 ? − 19.0508 : 60.9166)))) ? (X[1]! =
−15.2726 ? −23.8761 : 72.9804) : ((X[2] > −78.0815 ? ((X[0]−X[0])−(X[1]+83.9027)) : (X[0]! = −63.2676 ? (X[1]−
−53.4669) : (X[2]! = 98.4148 ? − 53.6634 : X[0])))! = ((X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[0] > −63.2676 ? 45.7251 : 52.3528) :
(X[0] < −15.2453 ? X[1] : X[1])) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −15.2726 ? − 23.8761 : 72.9804) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1])) ? (X[0]! = −92.2274 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? X[1] : −36.4684) : (X[0] < −32.1145 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : 31.1563) : (X[2] == −78.0815 ? X[1] : X[2]))) ? ((X[2] > −78.0815 ? (66.0745−X[0]) :
(X[0]! = −63.2676 ? − 37.4452 : X[0]))! = (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 90.3846 : X[1]) : 97.0406) ? ((X[0] >
−63.2676 ? X[0] : X[2]) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[0]! = −92.2274 ? − 68.3895 : 27.8247) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? − 61.6709 : −77.7119)) : ((X[2] > −78.0815 ? 99.1916 : −52.8951) > −63.2676 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? − 49.6954 :
47.2858) : (X[0]! = −70.1979 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((X[0] > −63.2676 ? (X[0] > −63.2676 ? − 36.3546 : X[1]) : (X[0] <
−15.2453 ? X[1] : X[1])) < (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −15.2726 ? − 23.8761 : 72.9804) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
X[1])) ? (X[0]! = −92.2274 ? (X[2] == −78.0815 ? X[1] : −36.4684) : (X[0] < −32.1145 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 50.6322 : 43.772) : (−28.9887 < X[1] ? X[2] : −64.531))))))))))
Context 3 (20.767274)
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((((X[1] < 75.2373 ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] == 69.0404 ? (70.0011 ∗ X[2]) : (−86.1087 − X[1])) : ((X[2]! =
18.7372 ? X[1] : 37.2659)/(X[0]/X[2])))/(X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[0] > 29.9218 ? (−58.1493 ∗ 78.6934) : (X[2] <
46.6325 ? X[1] : −81.0571)) : ((−49.6063 ∗ −94.7232) + (X[2] < 32.9434 ? − 93.7553 : X[1])))) : ((X[2]! =
X[2] ? ((35.9665 + 21.9109)/(X[0] == X[0] ? − 6.16494 : X[1])) : ((X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : −99.8743)/(X[2] >
33.4733 ? 38.452 : X[2])))/(((85.8465− 68.3828)− (X[2] > 80.8161 ? − 76.6784 : X[1]))− (X[1] == 80.6585 ? (X[2] +
X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])))))− ((X[0] < −30.7696 ? (X[1] == −39.3474 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (15.3868/X[0]) :
(X[2] == X[1] ? − 17.4626 : −87.3346)) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (−92.3228 − X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? 36.0962 :
X[2]))) : (X[1] < 36.3388 ? ((0.909683/X[0]) ∗ (−17.8595 + 97.9467)) : ((89.233/X[2])/(X[0]! = 34.4597 ? − 40.8487 :
−17.5195))))/(X[0] < −58.5896 ? (((53.4967 − X[0])/(64.3833 + X[0])) + (X[2] < 43.5769 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[1] :
18.1898) : (X[1]! = −62.6973 ? − 57.9947 : −32.7447))) : (((X[0] < 3.98281 ? 39.4365 : −32.8537) + (X[1]! =
70.6067 ? X[2] : 48.2723)) ∗ ((X[2] − X[2]) − (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : 41.93)))))) + (X[0] == X[1] ? (((X[1] ==
X[2] ? ((X[2] ∗ 19.8383) − (22.1151 + X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2]/ − 23.3559) : (X[1] ∗ X[0]))) − (((−55.1787 −
56.5347) − (X[2] > 84.8326 ? X[1] : X[1]))/(X[0] > 16.2627 ? (−69.4257 − −48.1494) : (X[2]/X[1])))) − (X[1] ==
−43.3984 ? (X[1] < −36.1581 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < 79.3045 ? 19.4704 : X[2]) : (X[2] − X[0])) : ((−89.7945 −
58.4519) + (X[1]/X[0]))) : (((X[0] == −69.3249 ? 13.5558 : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] ∗ 74.2324))− ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 33.2813 :
X[1])+(X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 2.34776))))) : (X[1] == −72.3641 ? ((X[0] < 53.3947 ? (X[2] > −38.0866 ? (−97.3074−
X[0]) : (X[0] == −30.337 ? 88.2503 : X[0])) : (X[1]! = 86.6567 ? (X[1] + −95.8176) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] :
−64.8608)))/(((−57.9143 ∗ X[1]) + (−25.6667/X[0])) ∗ (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[2] == 51.2817 ? − 77.0626 : X[2]) :
(X[2] − X[0])))) : (X[2] < 78.3965 ? (X[1]! = 3.918 ? (X[0] == 94.7065 ? (X[2]/12.0768) : (16.8901 ∗ −4.5495)) :
((X[2] > 52.3449 ? 87.3486 : 17.1448)/(X[0] − X[0]))) : (((X[0] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] > −70.8143 ? X[0] :
X[0]))− ((X[2]−X[1])− (X[0] < 58.371 ? X[0] : −94.6599)))))))− 87.8775)
Context 4 (20.767274)
(X[1] < 10.4096 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2] > 38.6909 ? (X[1] > −99.3514 ? X[2] : (−72.9168/(X[0]! = 38.2438 ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : 78.181) : (X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < −29.7609 ? 45.5277 : 63.3839) :
−28.1919))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : −20.5082)))) : X[2]) : (X[2] + 17.5273)) : ((X[2] < (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? ((X[0] == −38.0875 ? X[1] : −59.186)/(X[0] > X[2] ? 76.294 : X[2])) : ((X[1] == 16.9047 ? X[0] : 78.3132) +
(X[2]−X[2]))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1]∗−69.7766) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : −61.517)) ? (X[1]! =
(X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[0] == −38.0875 ? X[1] : −59.186)/(X[0] > X[2] ? 76.294 : X[2])) : ((X[1] ==
16.9047 ? X[0] : 78.3132) + (X[2]−X[2]))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ −69.7766) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0])) : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2]/X[0]) : (X[0] +X[1])) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] <
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? 72.9428 : X[1]) + (−14.6021 − 34.0288)) :
(X[2]! = −17.5804 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 6.96948 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = 14.7931 ? − 89.7533 : 58.0258))) : ((X[2]! =
97.5912 ? (X[1]/X[1]) : (X[0]! = −52.6611 ? − 13.4847 : 77.3901)) − X[0])) : (X[2] < (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] ==
X[0] ? (X[2]/−91.5742) : (−13.3549+X[0])) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? −23.94 : 79.4327) : −61.517)) ? (X[2] >
(X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? 31.6585 : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : −61.517)) ? ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? 99.0019 :
−15.4329) − X[0]) : (X[2] == 1.6569 ? (−23.4994 + X[0]) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[2] > (X[2] >
59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? − 84.9879 : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? 57.5852 : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? (95.984 +X[2]) :
(X[2]! = −17.5804 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (−52.5475/X[2])))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 62.5496)) > (X[2] < 46.0728 ? X[0] :
95.9008) ? (X[2] < (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[0] == −38.0875 ? X[1] : −59.186)/(X[0] > X[2] ? 76.294 :
X[2])) : ((X[1] == 16.9047 ? X[0] : 78.3132) + (X[2] − X[2]))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ −69.7766) :
(X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : −61.517)) ? (X[1]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[0] == −38.0875 ? X[1] :
−59.186)/(X[0] > X[2] ? 76.294 : X[2])) : ((X[1] == 16.9047 ? X[0] : 78.3132) + (X[2] − X[2]))) : (X[1] >
X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ −69.7766) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > (X[2] >
59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[0] == −38.0875 ? X[1] : −59.186)/(X[0] > X[2] ? 76.294 : X[2])) : ((X[1] ==
16.9047 ? X[0] : 78.3132) + (X[2]−X[2]))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ −69.7766) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] :
X[0])) : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? (−45.8108/96.9234) : (X[0]! = −52.6611 ? 42.3587 :
−50.9402)) + (−14.6021 − 34.0288)) : (X[2]! = −17.5804 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > −12.8274 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(0.318803 + 45.5676)) : (X[2]! = 14.7931 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[2] > 94.217 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : ((X[2]! =
97.5912 ? ((X[0] < −64.7203 ? X[2] : X[1])/(X[1] == X[2] ? 36.9168 : −26.8955)) : (X[0]! = −52.6611 ? (X[0] <
X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (−96.7908/64.2932))) − X[0])) : (X[2]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[0] ==
−38.0875 ? X[1] : −59.186)/(X[0] > X[2] ? 76.294 : X[2])) : ((X[1] == 16.9047 ? X[0] : 78.3132) + (X[2] −X[2]))) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ −69.7766) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : −61.517)) ? (X[1]! = (X[2] >
59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0]/ − 72.3618) : (−16.7738 + 68.2733)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? 5.94672 :
X[0]) : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : 92.3575) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 79.1687 :
−61.517)) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? (X[2] + X[0]) : (X[2]! = −17.5804 ? 43.4185 : 55.523)) : ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? 28.2801 :
−52.9095) − X[0])) : (X[2] < (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? − 87.0436 : 96.5711) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 74.8341 :
−61.517)) ? (X[2] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? X[1] : 59.9469) ? (X[0] − X[0]) : (X[2] == 1.6569 ? 83.3753 : 60.4541)) :
(X[2] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? X[2] : −31.591) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (−52.5475/X[2])))) : (X[2] >
1.6569 ? ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? (X[1]/15.7304) : (X[0]! = −52.6611 ? X[2] : 14.5036)) + (−14.6021 − 34.0288)) :
(X[2] > 1.6569 ? ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? X[0] : −42.3231) + (−14.6021 − 34.0288)) : (X[2]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? X[1] :
−4.36287) ? (X[2] > X[0] ? 27.9345 : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])))))) : (X[2]! = ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? ((X[0] <
−64.7203 ? X[2] : X[1])/(X[1] == X[2] ? 36.9168 : −26.8955)) : (X[0]! = −52.6611 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) :
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(−96.7908/64.2932))) − X[0]) ? (X[1] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2]/95.9253) : (47.0473 + X[1])) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? 20.5199 : X[1]) : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] :
56.5396) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? (X[1] + −65.8366) : (X[2]! = −17.5804 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? X[0] : 89.2585) − X[0])) : (X[2]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? 13.3017 : X[2]) :
(X[1] > X[1] ? − 78.5125 : −61.517)) ? (X[1]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? − 56.6647 : X[0]) ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] :
−29.0167) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : 0.274078)) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? (−95.961 + −5.12743) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? 46.3526 :
X[0])))) : (X[2] < ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? (X[1]/ − 92.9609) : (X[0]! = −52.6611 ? 6.19183 : X[1])) − X[0]) ? (X[1] >
(X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? 64.047 : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > (X[2] >
59.389 ? X[0] : 85.1398) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] − X[0])) : (X[2]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? − 84.3527 :
−24.3678) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? − 2.38896 : 56.2601) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? ((X[2]! =
97.5912 ? X[1] : X[1]) + (−14.6021 − 34.0288)) : (X[2]! = 32.8469 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 96.3525) : (X[2]! =
14.7931 ? − 96.9881 : X[2])))))) : (X[2] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[0] == −38.0875 ? X[1] :
−59.186)/(X[0] > X[2] ? 76.294 : X[2])) : ((X[1] == 16.9047 ? X[0] : 78.3132) + (X[2] − X[2]))) : (X[1] >
X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ −69.7766) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : −61.517)) ? (X[2]! = 1.6569 ? ((X[2]! =
97.5912 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[0]! = −52.6611 ? X[1] : 74.7368)) + (−14.6021− 34.0288)) : (X[2]! = −17.5804 ? (X[2]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > −12.8274 ? 50.1614 : −64.1733) : (X[0] + X[1])) : (X[2]! = 14.7931 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] :
41.9041) : (X[2] > 12.6523 ? X[0] : 72.0807)))) : (X[1]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1]/X[2]) :
(54.0472 +−36.5986)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 58.6969 : X[2]) : −61.517)) ? (X[2]! = −11.3336 ? ((X[2] <
(X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1]/98.2152) : (X[1] + −2.17379)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 56.7356 :
X[2]) : −61.517)) ? (X[1]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 8.47708 :
−61.517)) ? (X[2] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? − 2.737 : 31.9646) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] − X[0])) :
(X[2] < (X[2] > 59.389 ? 14.4211 : −5.24036) ? (X[2] > −35.7204 ? 57.9264 : 43.5752) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] :
19.6605))) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 62.5496)) > (X[2]! = 14.7931 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (95.4455/X[0]) :
(X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : −86.1872)) : (X[2] < 99.5689 ? (X[0] < 62.8677 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (19.4787 − −53.6258))) :
(X[1]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : −61.517)) ? (X[2] >
(X[2] > 59.389 ? − 28.8868 : 21.9291) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? 64.5234 : X[1]) : (−98.2951 − X[0])) : (X[2]! =
(X[0] − X[0]) ? (X[1] > −78.8401 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 42.1385 : −88.0827)))) ? (X[2] < (X[2] >
59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[0]/29.6465) : (−20.8647 + −60.0573)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] :
−46.1993) : −61.517)) ? (X[1]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? 82.8862 : 90.1464) : (X[1] > X[1] ? 26.738 :
−61.517)) ? (X[2] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? 20.0346 : X[1]) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? X[2] : 5.7756) : (−99.4332 − X[0])) :
(X[2]! = (X[2] > 59.389 ? X[0] : −63.5732) ? (X[1]! = −74.1294 ? X[0] : 29.8285) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? − 44.7455 :
67.721))) : (X[2]! = ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? X[1] : 1.60187) − X[0]) ? (X[1] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? X[0] : X[2]) ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? −4.59778 : 31.7311)) : (X[2] < (X[1]−X[0]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? −37.3924 : X[1]) :
(X[2] > 1.6569 ? X[0] : −73.0826)))) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[0]! = −52.6611 ? X[1] :
74.7368)) + (−14.6021 − 34.0288)) : (X[2]! = −17.5804 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > −12.8274 ? 50.1614 : −64.1733) :
(X[0] + X[1])) : (X[2]! = 14.7931 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 41.9041) : (X[2] > 12.6523 ? X[0] : 72.0807))))) : X[2]) :
(X[2] > (X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? ((X[0] == −38.0875 ? X[1] : −59.186)/(X[0] > X[2] ? 76.294 : X[2])) :
((X[1] == 16.9047 ? X[0] : 78.3132) + (X[2] − X[2]))) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[1] ∗ −69.7766) : (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : −61.517)) ? (X[2] > 1.6569 ? ((X[2]! = 97.5912 ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[0]! = −52.6611 ? X[1] :
74.7368)) + (−14.6021 − 34.0288)) : (X[2]! = −17.5804 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[2] > −12.8274 ? 50.1614 : −64.1733) :
(X[0] +X[1])) : (X[2]! = 14.7931 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 41.9041) : (X[2] > 12.6523 ? X[0] : 72.0807)))) : (X[1]! =
(X[2] > 59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (54.0472 + −36.5986)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 58.6969 :
X[2]) : −61.517)) ? (X[2]! = −11.3336 ? ((X[2] < (X[2] > 59.389 ? X[2] : X[2]) ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −24.1837) :
(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 62.5496)) > (X[2]! = 14.7931 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 76.8812) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? 52.9869 :
1.999)) ? (X[2] < (X[2] > 59.389 ? 25.0405 : 33.2086) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? 91.955 : X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? − 1.4587 :
−68.412)) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? (X[2] + X[1]) : (X[2]! = −17.5804 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : X[2]) : (X[1] > (X[2] >
59.389 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (54.0472 + −36.5986)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] < X[0] ? − 58.6969 : X[2]) :
−61.517)) ? (X[2]! = −11.3336 ? ((X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) > (X[2]! = 14.7931 ? X[2] : 91.99) ? (X[2] <
−69.5171 ? X[1] : 23.7279) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? X[0] : X[0])) : X[2]) : (X[2] > −11.3336 ? ((X[2] < 96.6995 ? X[1] :
−72.7926) > (X[2]! = 14.7931 ? −52.9225 : 77.7175) ? (X[2] < X[2] ? −67.1089 : −91.3552) : (X[2] > 1.6569 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : (X[2] > −11.3336 ? (−94.2732 > X[1] ? X[2] : 1.72644) : (X[2]! = −11.3336 ? − 53.3133 : 32.6708))))))))))
Context 5 (20.767274)
(((X[0] == X[1] ? (((((X[1] < 99.3228 ? (X[0] > −7.46088 ? (−43.1227 + 7.46194) : (X[1] + −86.617)) : (X[2] >
X[2] ? (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : 90.5726) : (X[2] == 67.3762 ? X[0] : 32.9411))) ∗ (X[0]! = X[2] ? ((17.5639 +
−96.3779) ∗ (X[2] > −48.2674 ? 58.1471 : X[0])) : (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[1] − X[2]) : (X[0] + 60.7154)))) ∗ ((X[2]! =
X[0] ? (X[1] < 12.8176 ? (X[1] == 91.7046 ? − 42.0715 : X[1]) : (X[2] ∗−37.8076)) : ((82.9922+−66.3638)− (X[1] <
53.8024 ? − 51.6038 : 10.566))) + (X[0] < 17.9874 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1] < 50.2751 ? X[2] : −69.6327) :
(X[1] == −35.7503 ? X[2] : −49.832)) : ((−30.8492/− 19.4051) ∗ (−21.6221/X[2])))))− (X[2] > X[0] ? ((((X[1] ==
X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) − (X[0] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ ((80.0014 +X[1]) − (X[1]/39.5473))) + ((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : 15.9404) : (X[2] ∗ X[1])) + ((X[1] == −58.8501 ? X[0] : X[1])/(X[0] == 15.348 ? 97.6865 : X[2])))) :
(X[0]! = X[2] ? ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[1] − −60.2799) : (X[2] == 90.4737 ? − 58.8246 : −25.7478)) + (X[0] <
−21.1926 ? (X[0] > −14.5925 ? 3.89395 : −19.504) : (64.2282 + 48.9406))) : (X[1] < −34.4552 ? (X[0] ==
766
X[2] ? (X[1] == X[2] ? − 20.6587 : 40.329) : (X[2] + −79.4601)) : ((X[0]! = 9.97541 ? X[0] : 35.5954)/(X[1] <
X[0] ? − 16.6878 : 8.80519))))))/((X[1] > X[1] ? ((X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : −51.2234)− (X[0] ∗X[2])) :
((−43.6785∗−98.5612)/(X[0]∗−69.7205)))−((X[2] == 40.5569 ? (−13.9687/70.0512) : (−49.8183∗16.5404))/((X[1]−
X[2])∗ (−21.6596+X[2])))) : ((X[1]! = 0.242433 ? ((X[0]! = −17.6588 ? 96.6632 : −35.9562)/(X[0] > 62.9485 ? X[0] :
−55.0044)) : ((X[2] < X[0] ? − 27.0579 : X[2])/(X[0] + −74.6917))) + (((61.7886/X[1]) + (20.1372 ∗X[0]))/(X[1] >
84.479 ? (X[2] + −39.4849) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[2]))))) + ((X[1] == −64.209 ? (((X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2])/(X[2] − 38.426)) + ((−19.2974 + X[0])/(X[0]! = X[0] ? − 74.3811 : X[0]))) : ((X[2] < 84.0972 ? (87.6635 −
X[0]) : (−80.5899/82.9596)) ∗ (X[1] > X[2] ? (X[0] ∗ −58.4867) : (X[1] + X[0])))) + (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? ((X[0] − 10.4679) + (86.8364 − X[2])) : (X[1]! = 79.803 ? (−91.1515/X[0]) : (37.6306/ − 93.4962))) :
(((X[0] < −18.3885 ? − 36.5929 : 71.2869) + (X[0] < X[0] ? X[1] : −56.7587)) + (X[1]! = −25.9024 ? (X[0] <
84.309 ? 49.0094 : −43.6389) : (64.6091 − X[1]))))))) : (((X[2] == −60.2956 ? (X[2] > 63.3988 ? (X[2] <
25.3611 ? ((21.7809∗14.4435)∗ (X[2] < 29.2209 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((−40.3339−34.2036)∗ (X[2]! = −92.6805 ? 33.6365 :
−93.363))) : (X[0] > −25.5835 ? (X[0] > X[1] ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[0] + 9.72459)) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2] >
22.8792 ? 38.242 : X[0]) : (−0.913952∗X[0])))) : (X[2] == 91.8478 ? (((X[0]∗63.083)/(57.6836−−94.2319))∗(X[2] <
−41.7078 ? (11.0628/X[0]) : (0.0271681 ∗X[2]))) : (X[0] == 44.294 ? ((X[2] == −66.6972 ? X[1] : 70.421) + (X[0] <
8.14551 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1] == 44.2773 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (−37.7925 − −30.2664)))))/((X[0] <
X[1] ? ((X[0] > 2.48325 ? (X[2]/ − 15.5629) : (14.8469/X[1]))/(X[1] == −73.4567 ? (X[0]! = −1.09988 ? X[1] :
65.7112) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −48.2125))) : (X[0] > −0.132959 ? ((X[2] − 8.21184) − (X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] :
−56.5138)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (42.2395 ∗ X[1]) : (−50.0336 + X[2])))) ∗ ((X[2]! = X[2] ? ((X[1] − X[2]) ∗ (X[1] ==
X[2] ? 84.9637 : X[2])) : ((X[0] ∗ −48.0362) + (62.7212/− 25.4845))) + (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2] == −19.3435 ? (X[2] <
X[2] ? X[2] : −14.6225) : (X[1] == 96.2786 ? − 55.2156 : 83.2499)) : (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[2] ∗ X[1])))))) + (X[1]! = −73.0894 ? ((X[2] < −97.6871 ? (((84.7028 + X[0])/(X[1]! = X[2] ? −
17.8417 : X[0]))/((34.0175 − X[2])/(X[0]! = −39.6271 ? 56.077 : X[1]))) : ((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0] + −39.5644) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[0])) ∗ (X[1] == X[0] ? (23.0391 − X[2]) : (X[1] < −69.7061 ? X[2] : X[2])))) +
((X[0] == X[2] ? (X[1]! = −8.37649 ? (66.6225 + 8.06953) : (−10.1366/ − 58.7888)) : ((X[0]/ − 45.6779) − (X[0]/ −
35.8435))) − (((X[0] == −30.9166 ? X[1] : X[1]) ∗ (X[0] < 95.9287 ? X[0] : 44.9775)) ∗ (X[1] == 10.8541 ? (X[2] <
−45.7264 ? 58.3706 : X[2]) : (X[0] > 58.5829 ? X[0] : X[0]))))) : (X[1]! = 86.3367 ? (X[2] == −40.2051 ? ((X[1] <
X[1] ? (X[2]/ − 29.536) : (X[0]! = 50.8812 ? X[2] : X[1]))/(X[1] == X[1] ? (−17.6983 + −5.47312) : (X[2] ==
X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1] == 69.8891 ? 16.563 : 44.8812) : (34.299/X[2])) + (X[1] >
24.8186 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[0] + −6.3838)))) : ((((X[1] < −88.5249 ? − 4.55042 : X[2]) − (X[0] >
13.3876 ? X[1] : 55.7422)) + (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 19.5443 : X[2]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? 92.3113 :
56.0639))) ∗ ((X[0] == −94.9189 ? (X[2] ∗ 68.2897) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) ∗ (X[0] == 36.6594 ? (X[1]/X[2]) :
(X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0])))))))) +X[0]) == ((X[0] > 97.7679 ? X[2] : X[2]) == X[1] ? ((X[0] > 97.7679 ? X[2] :
X[2]) < X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[0] > 97.7679 ? X[2] : X[2])! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[2])) ? ((X[0] > 97.7679 ? X[2] :
X[2])! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) : (((((((X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] ∗X[0]) : (−48.0925 +X[0])) + ((X[0] < 66.6573 ? 31.9711 :
X[0])−(X[0] < 83.6856 ? X[0] : −95.2875)))/(((X[1] < −13.0067 ? 60.2202 : 66.1021)∗(−53.3178+85.0766))/((X[1] <
X[2] ? − 0.417467 : X[1]) − (X[2] < 58.8446 ? 31.8232 : X[2]))))/(X[2]! = −48.9325 ? (((31.9747 + 68.0584) ∗
(X[1]/X[1])) ∗ ((X[2] < X[1] ? − 60.7149 : −75.5445)/(14.5364 ∗X[2]))) : (X[0] < −98.6 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? (65.4734 ∗
X[2]) : (X[1] + X[0])) : ((6.17362 − 97.4154) + (X[2] > X[2] ? 29.9801 : X[0]))))) − ((((X[0] > 39.6094 ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (−15.5112 + 42.0414))/(X[1] == X[1] ? (X[2] == 9.44908 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] ==
−39.8685 ? 6.24229 : −79.8582)))/(X[0] > X[1] ? ((58.7789 + X[1])/(X[0] − X[1])) : ((X[0] == X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1]) − (X[0]! = X[0] ? 72.8458 : X[1]))))/((X[0] < 1.96499 ? (X[2] < 75.1059 ? (X[2]/38.914) : (93.5869 −X[2])) :
(X[1] < 25.7257 ? (38.3949 + −45.7796) : (X[0] == X[1] ? 32.3061 : 21.5895))) − (((X[1] > 91.8275 ? 54.7938 :
46.0941)/(22.9155∗X[0]))−(X[2] < 53.0707 ? (X[0] > −20.7687 ? −32.9474 : 79.2822) : (X[2]−−72.602))))))∗(X[1] <
X[2] ? ((X[1] == −2.02071 ? (((X[2] < X[1] ? − 38.0612 : X[0])/(−75.9966 + X[2])) − ((X[2]/X[2]) ∗ (X[0]! =
−94.5578 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (((X[1] − 28.8323) + (X[1] − −10.0598))/((X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : −94.6746) ∗ (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]))))/(X[1] == −33.3099 ? ((X[0] == X[2] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −41.8914) : (X[2] ∗ X[1])) −
(X[1]! = 63.1623 ? (X[1] == −10.2703 ? X[1] : 33.3811) : (X[1] ∗ −9.56518))) : (((X[0]! = −97.4254 ? X[0] :
X[0])/(X[0]/ − 28.6697))/((X[0] − −12.9988) + (X[2] + X[2]))))) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] == 80.3925 ? (((X[2]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : 85.6693) ∗ (X[1] − X[2])) − ((X[1]/22.8235) − (X[2] > 59.0063 ? 64.6467 : −75.6217))) : ((X[2] ==
X[2] ? (−84.8774/ − 38.4982) : (X[1]! = −25.661 ? 2.87113 : 31.1042)) − (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[2]! = 17.8936 ? X[0] :
19.5375) : (X[0] < 6.50794 ? 37.8295 : X[2])))) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[0] < −13.8657 ? (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] +
X[0]) : (6.29751/X[1])) : ((X[0] < −34.007 ? 37.0163 : 82.6585)/(X[2]/X[0]))) : (X[1] == −35.9459 ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[0] < −79.0282 ? X[2] : 13.3744) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] : −21.0285)) : ((X[1]! = X[1] ? X[1] :
X[2]) ∗ (17.3955 ∗ X[0]))))))) ∗ ((X[0] > 97.7679 ? X[2] : X[2]) > ((X[0] > 97.7679 ? X[2] : X[2])! = (X[2] >
97.7679 ? X[2] : X[2]) ? X[2] : X[2]) ? X[2] : X[2])))
Context 6 (20.767274)
(X[1]! = 1.86477 ? ((X[0] > X[2] ? ((X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[0] == −64.0753 ? (((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0] − X[0]) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])) ∗ (X[0] == 53.7068 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (−24.051/66.7294))) + (X[2] <
X[0] ? ((X[0] == 99.6367 ? X[2] : 22.4851) ∗ (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 69.3785 : −3.96426)) : (X[1] > −13.289 ? (X[0] ∗
80.6544) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? 8.83213 : 79.165)))) : ((X[1] > X[0] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? − 58.0578 :
−98.6567) : (X[2] < X[2] ? −87.2375 : X[1])) : ((X[1]+X[1])+(27.9041/−25.4839)))+(((X[0] == 13.4054 ? 55.6958 :
767
X[1]) ∗ (X[1] < 96.0775 ? X[1] : X[0])) + (X[0] > −69.6248 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) : (67.5632/− 87.8684))))) :
(X[2] < X[1] ? ((((X[0]/ − 4.51358)/(87.3271 − X[2])) − (X[1] < −30.8919 ? (X[1] == X[0] ? 74.4907 : 20.0181) :
(X[0] == X[1] ? 2.38489 : 63.6227))) − (X[2]! = −34.5224 ? ((X[0] + X[1]) ∗ (X[0] > 18.4365 ? X[1] : 94.2415)) :
((X[0]/4.54745) ∗ (X[0]/ − 9.43934)))) : ((X[1] == 89.3563 ? (X[0] == 45.9472 ? (4.76089 ∗ 55.6708) : (X[0] >
−99.4974 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[2] ∗ −19.4537) + (X[0] > −87.3978 ? − 27.6969 : X[2]))) + (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] >
37.0188 ? (X[1] == −85.7387 ? − 16.7417 : −27.8784) : (X[0]/X[2])) : ((X[0]−X[2]) + (−61.0493/− 22.8672)))))) +
(X[2] < 63.4759 ? (X[0] < 95.8345 ? (X[2]! = −20.5316 ? (X[2] > 17.0798 ? (X[1] == 19.9607 ? (X[1]! =
X[1] ? X[0] : −58.8432) : (X[0] ∗ −71.8193)) : (X[0]! = −28.07 ? (X[0] − −80.4647) : (−65.3457 − X[0]))) :
(X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! = −49.5878 ? (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : 60.4558) : (X[2] == 92.1424 ? X[2] : −97.0691)) :
((X[2]/X[1]) − (96.0025 − X[1])))) : (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[0] < −65.0052 ? (X[0] − −33.6602) : (−36.3378 − X[1])) ∗
(X[1] > −64.8132 ? (18.9901 + X[1]) : (X[2] + X[1]))) : ((X[0] > −61.1037 ? (X[0] > 59.791 ? 67.7753 :
41.9624) : (−8.33025 − −60.6679)) + (X[2] == −62.1825 ? (X[1] < X[1] ? 31.2467 : −82.7384) : (X[2]! =
X[2] ? 48.8761 : X[1]))))) : ((X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1] == −91.2142 ? ((91.2915 ∗ 89.0291) − (X[2] == 86.9135 ? X[2] :
X[2])) : ((X[0]! = 20.7684 ? X[2] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] ∗ −13.2522))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] == −10.3457 ? (X[2]! =
−6.58111 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? − 27.3633 : X[0])) : (X[0] == −67.3419 ? (X[2] − −65.2857) : (X[0] ==
72.4689 ? 85.4509 : 63.3348))))/(((X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = −74.192 ? X[2] : −45.8742) : (X[1]! = 74.6212 ? X[1] :
25.9275))− ((X[2]/24.1013)∗ (X[2]−X[1])))/(((−8.052∗−53.0494)− (68.2774+77.1458))+(X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1] <
69.6956 ? X[2] : 93.826) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : X[1]))))))) : ((X[1] == −39.5042 ? ((X[2] > 29.6703 ? (X[1] ==
−76.0604 ? ((X[2] + 18.528) ∗ (X[1] ∗ X[2])) : (X[0] > −91.683 ? (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[2] >
X[1] ? 66.6404 : X[1]))) : ((X[1] == X[2] ? (−21.8638 ∗ −10.8188) : (X[2] > −86.8537 ? X[0] : 17.6202))− (X[2] ==
8.66279 ? (X[1]−X[1]) : (−82.5869 ∗ 61.839)))) ∗ (X[0]! = 93.5017 ? (X[1] == −90.8646 ? ((X[0]! = −33.3635 ? X[1] :
2.42639)/(91.4251 ∗ 22.3288)) : ((X[1] < −73.7749 ? X[2] : 85.0408) − (X[0]! = −7.34176 ? X[2] : −12.1807))) :
(((X[0] ∗ −61.063)/(X[0] < −47.8849 ? X[0] : −95.1489)) + ((X[0] == X[1] ? − 43.794 : 66.728) + (X[1] +X[0]))))) :
((X[0] == X[0] ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? ((4.31833/ − 25.1496) − (X[1] == −98.9763 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[1] >
10.2615 ? (X[0] == X[2] ? − 15.597 : 48.7758) : (18.5012 + −64.2285))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? ((X[2] ∗ X[2]) − (X[2]! =
18.9956 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) + (X[2] < −52.9847 ? X[1] : 54.4855))))/(X[1] ==
−13.5664 ? ((X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? 84.1124 : X[0]) : (X[0]/X[2])) + ((X[1] < −85.156 ? 79.6928 :
X[2]) − (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : −8.42761))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? (14.5601/X[0]) : (X[2] == 79.3575 ? 52.6914 :
15.8327))− (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[2] == −23.503 ? X[2] : 35.8029) : (X[2] == −76.7985 ? X[0] : 35.5552)))))) ∗ (X[2] <
55.0913 ? (X[1] == −31.1248 ? ((X[0] < −72.0703 ? (X[1] == 86.8066 ? (X[0] − 93.1129) : (X[1] −X[0])) : (X[1] >
−33.3259 ? (3.31169 + X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[1] : −50.1268))) + (X[0] > 88.1423 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[0] ==
X[1] ? 42.793 : −46.3642) : (X[2] == X[0] ? − 45.2783 : 86.4169)) : ((−34.2983 ∗ X[0]) ∗ (X[0]! = X[2] ? 58.7485 :
23.1314)))) : (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] < 6.28329 ? (X[2] > 74.5844 ? (X[0] − X[0]) : (X[0] == −34.6411 ? X[0] :
−54.0077)) : ((X[2] ∗ X[2]) ∗ (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[2] < 94.6643 ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 1.40076)) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : −66.9018) :
(X[2] < −16.3124 ? 63.0752 : 37.6331))))) : (X[0] > −48.5449 ? ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2]! = 50.9884 ? (X[2] ∗ X[2]) :
(−45.0875−X[0])) : ((−8.90419 ∗X[2])/(X[1] < 2.02116 ? 12.3788 : X[2])))/(X[0]! = X[1] ? ((−2.38517 ∗ 31.7768) ∗
(16.4862 + X[1])) : ((X[0]! = 0.423076 ? X[1] : X[1]) − (−10.6872 − 29.2246)))) : ((((94.5201 − X[0]) ∗ (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])) ∗ ((X[1] − 44.862) ∗ (−57.7701 + X[1]))) + ((X[2] < 72.3535 ? (X[0] < X[2] ? 91.6648 : X[1]) :
(X[1]/X[0])) + ((X[1] < −73.9013 ? X[0] : X[2]) − (−6.85941/65.3055)))))))) + ((X[1] < −19.4673 ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? ((X[0] > X[2] ? (X[0] == −19.3235 ? ((X[1] ∗ 36.288)/(X[1] + −86.2218)) : ((23.8679/ − 82.3299) − (X[1] <
91.642 ? 39.8124 : −71.9613))) : ((X[0] > X[1] ? (53.0947 − X[2]) : (X[1] − X[2])) − ((X[0] ∗ X[0])/(51.2873 ∗
X[2]))))+(X[2] > −17.4426 ? (X[1] < −43.0853 ? ((−1.38202+23.5959)+(X[2]−X[0])) : (X[2] > 46.3532 ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[2] > 61.3198 ? 90.6649 : X[0]))) : (((2.89704/23.1021) ∗ (66.1082/X[0])) ∗ (X[2] ==
44.0209 ? (−64.0612/67.3634) : (X[2] ∗ X[1]))))) : ((X[0] > X[2] ? ((X[1] > −42.3053 ? (X[0] > 69.1331 ? 68.7083 :
X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 35.6068 : 78.8122)) ∗ ((X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) ∗ (10.6172/X[0]))) : ((X[1]! =
X[2] ? (99.4207/ − 83.2678) : (X[0] == X[1] ? − 7.91853 : X[1]))/(X[2] < 72.896 ? (52.0492/ − 13.6843) :
(X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])))) − (X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[1] > −71.3814 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1] + X[2]) :
(−90.8094 + 25.8971)) : (X[2] < 26.1642 ? (X[2]! = −78.9227 ? X[2] : −14.1218) : (−58.9696/8.79798))) :
((X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! = 73.8694 ? − 83.1566 : X[0]) : (24.692/ − 59.425)) + (X[0] > 34.0893 ? (X[1] <
−63.6533 ? 90.5897 : X[2]) : (X[2]/34.4317)))))) : (X[0]! = 30.5788 ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] == X[2] ? (X[0] <
38.4223 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (−18.1236 ∗X[0]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? 31.5753 : X[0])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (87.8718/58.7387) :
(X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −14.7361))) : (((X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[0])/(X[2] > 85.7235 ? X[2] : X[2])) + (X[2]! =
−43.9759 ? (X[1]! = 87.7519 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−59.7614−−27.8587)))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[1] == 99.3684 ? (X[2]! =
−61.5189 ? − 6.09476 : X[0]) : (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : 21.9928)) ∗ (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] > −96.3987 ? 68.9921 : X[2]) :
(X[1] + 20.1756))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? ((X[2]! = X[2] ? 6.64436 : X[0]) + (X[2] == 81.8169 ? 18.4589 : −45.1895)) :
((X[0]! = −76.9836 ? 76.4654 : X[2]) + (X[0]/X[0]))))) : (((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[1]! = 84.4348 ? (X[0] ∗ X[2]) :
(72.8894 − −23.5712)) : (X[2] < −93.6099 ? (0.956084 + −28.6206) : (X[1] −X[2]))) − (X[0]! = −35.5047 ? (X[1] <
X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 78.1578 ? − 69.3599 : 37.8621)) : (X[2]! = −3.75169 ? (X[1] −
X[2]) : (X[0]! = −44.1208 ? X[0] : −59.9322))))/(X[1] > 78.0897 ? (((X[2] + X[1]) ∗ (−57.397 ∗ X[0])) + (X[0] <
−59.7031 ? (X[2]! = −26.2087 ? X[2] : 84.4311) : (X[1] ∗X[0]))) : (((92.4509−−87.5079)/(41.0284−X[2]))− (X[0] >
X[1] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? − 92.9555 : −82.5803) : (X[2] ∗X[0])))))))− (X[0] > −81.9351 ? (X[2]! = 80.9138 ? (X[0] ==
34.4869 ? (X[0]! = 75.2493 ? ((X[1] < X[0] ? (X[0] > 77.8788 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ 9.60084)) − (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[1] == 58.8514 ? − 21.2695 : X[1]))) : ((X[1]! = 79.9359 ? (X[0]! =
X[0] ? − 28.6441 : X[0]) : (−5.78105 +X[1])) + ((95.0304 + −50.0279) ∗ (X[0] < X[1] ? X[2] : 96.9839)))) : (X[2] <
64.9828 ? (X[0] < 54.4808 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (−96.1913 − 61.8335) : (X[0] > 14.0164 ? − 82.3428 : 90.3471)) :
(X[0] > −69.2995 ? (X[0] ∗ −5.66201) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 91.9495))) : (((X[2] == X[2] ? − 33.7906 :
X[0]) ∗ (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : 27.3579)) − ((−49.9837 − X[2]) ∗ (8.73747/90.473))))) : (X[0]! = 90.1959 ? ((X[0] >
768
X[1] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[0] ∗ 13.8009) : (X[2] − X[2])) : ((33.1654 − X[2]) + (X[2] > 6.98721 ? − 63.7482 :
57.8412)))/(((X[2]! = 4.41521 ? 81.3543 : 35.2382)+(X[1]+X[2]))+((X[1] < X[2] ? −93.3975 : −4.05437)∗(X[0] ==
77.2597 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? ((X[2] +−24.6448)− (X[2]/43.8684)) : ((X[1]−−97.4489)− (−36.4613 ∗
X[1])))/(X[2] > X[1] ? ((56.7482/29.9438)/(X[1] > 54.2565 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[1]! = −28.0452 ? X[2] :
X[1]) + (X[1] − 61.5969)))))) : ((((X[2] < −85.3872 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1] == −12.8079 ? − 10.0778 :
X[0]) : (X[1] ∗ X[0])) : ((X[0] + X[1]) + (X[1]! = −94.0358 ? X[2] : −82.2241)))/(X[2] > X[2] ? ((X[1] >
X[0] ? 84.159 : 45.667) − (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((−68.3653 + −87.3518) ∗ (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0])))) ∗ (X[2] < −91.5565 ? (X[1] == −65.657 ? (X[0] < 96.4703 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : −15.8909) : (X[1] ==
X[1] ? X[1] : 47.3876)) : ((81.1887 − 48.6918) − (−73.0345 + X[0]))) : ((X[0] == −18.5765 ? (59.3539/ − 81.3818) :
(X[2] − 29.611)) − ((X[1] > X[2] ? − 95.9397 : X[0]) ∗ (43.2133 − X[1]))))) − ((X[1]! = 69.5978 ? ((X[0]! =
51.99 ? (−69.6234/75.2679) : (X[0] == 27.2709 ? X[0] : X[2])) ∗ ((X[2] − −4.46754) − (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
−45.7671))) : (X[0] == 54.754 ? ((X[2] < 94.4232 ? X[1] : 49.9126)/(X[2] ∗−0.620194)) : ((11.0506 ∗X[1])+ (X[2]! =
81.1421 ? − 23.5084 : −28.6611)))) − (X[0]! = X[1] ? (((X[2] > −79.5323 ? − 48.0611 : −51.9945) − (X[0] <
31.8226 ? X[0] : −64.6828)) − (X[0]! = X[1] ? (70.283 + −5.89125) : (15.8137 + X[2]))) : (((X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] :
X[2])/(X[1] > X[2] ? − 92.7656 : X[2])) + (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[1]−−39.3108) : (X[2] == X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]))))))))) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 57.7428 : X[1]))
Context 7 (20.767274)
((X[1] > −88.7833 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (X[0] < 55.3691 ? (X[2] > 22.4523 ? (X[1] == 46.7017 ? (X[0] >
X[2] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[1] − X[1]) : (−15.1568/X[2])) : (X[2] > 29.8907 ? (X[2] > −35.1503 ? X[0] : 88.8352) :
(44.9621 − −78.284))) : ((X[2]! = −67.9895 ? (50.3079 + 91.6455) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 17.4558 : 42.7047))/(X[1]! =
43.9163 ? (−97.6181∗91.5305) : (X[2] > −1.45818 ? X[0] : 13.1873)))) : ((X[2] < −36.7158 ? (X[2] < 49.0388 ? (X[2]! =
24.8523 ? 99.3309 : −15.5605) : (X[2] > 39.1643 ? X[1] : 58.4255)) : (X[1] > X[1] ? (X[2] == −60.201 ? X[2] :
−24.8944) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? 87.7086 : X[1]))) − ((X[2]! = X[2] ? (X[0] + X[0]) : (−99.901/41.4813)) ∗ ((5.46674 +
87.318)/(X[1]! = X[2] ? 55.8194 : X[1]))))) : ((X[2] < X[1] ? (((X[2]! = X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])∗(−98.8959/X[1]))/(X[2] ==
X[2] ? (X[2] − −74.7601) : (X[0] < −34.6196 ? X[0] : 43.5943))) : ((X[2] > X[0] ? (−40.8062 − 71.2454) :
(−46.5361 + X[2]))/((X[0] == X[1] ? 89.617 : X[1]) − (X[0]/ − 12.6809))))/(X[2]! = −26.7424 ? (((X[1]! =
−36.9352 ? − 96.2975 : X[0]) + (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 4.92191)) ∗ (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 53.7455 :
X[2]) : (X[1] < X[1] ? X[2] : 95.0771))) : (((−17.987 ∗ 55.8492) ∗ (−37.518 ∗ −5.72922)) + ((13.8822 + −78.9361) −
(X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 93.0045)))))) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[0] < −20.2019 ? (((X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[1] − X[2]) :
(X[2]/X[2])) + ((X[2] ∗−15.4229) + (−4.17598 ∗X[2])))− ((X[2] < 91.2047 ? (X[2] +X[2]) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 19.3373 :
X[1])) + ((X[2]! = −80.9393 ? 13.4857 : X[2])/(X[2] < −52.4784 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : ((((X[0] − 62.6137) + (X[2] <
X[1] ? 25.7604 : 25.3342)) + ((X[0] < 73.9081 ? − 90.4446 : X[2])/(X[0] < 35.4492 ? 76.0587 : −0.682146)))/(X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[0] == −83.2079 ? (X[1]/88.1979) : (−90.0067 + X[1])) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? 38.1141 :
−54.1169) : (X[0] ∗ −87.0307))))) : (((X[0]! = 79.2322 ? ((X[0] ∗ X[2]) ∗ (X[1]! = −26.1538 ? X[1] : 27.29)) :
((−72.4484 + 78.9479) ∗ (60.0863/40.3796))) − (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[2] == 52.6393 ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 78.9608 :
61.5297) : (X[1] > −3.85415 ? 81.4859 : 99.7726)) : ((92.7595 +−64.4794) ∗ (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[1])))) ∗ (X[1]! =
X[1] ? (X[0] == X[0] ? (X[0] > 36.4081 ? (X[2]! = 40.6866 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] ∗ −20.9969)) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? 63.0233 : −35.1389) : (X[2] ∗ 49.4989))) : (X[2] == 29.4503 ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? −
34.5313 : −58.665) : (X[0] −X[1])) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : −91.5924) : (−18.5484 + 98.1961))))))) :
(X[1] > −94.6354 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? (X[2] == −5.58664 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])) ∗ (X[2]! = −28.7776 ? (88.8038 + 75.3331) : (X[1] < −50.2659 ? X[2] :
−28.6945))) : ((X[0]! = −75.0759 ? (X[2] > 18.5227 ? 42.7381 : −50.2936) : (X[2] > 48.0099 ? 90.5667 :
85.8064))∗((X[0]−−82.6278)∗(X[0] < −20.3683 ? −23.7822 : X[2])))) : (((X[0] == X[2] ? (X[2]∗−53.689) : (X[2] <
−7.75017 ? 57.1618 : 26.0487))− (X[0] == −80.052 ? (X[2]! = 40.2228 ? X[2] : −34.0499) : (X[1]! = 79.0685 ? X[2] :
X[0]))) − (X[1]! = 44.3927 ? ((X[0] < −17.2085 ? X[1] : 16.2903) + (−56.7129 ∗ X[2])) : (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] −
87.2507) : (−88.4656 + 47.4856))))) : (X[2] > −59.3589 ? (((X[1] == −50.5143 ? (X[2] == X[0] ? − 84.9373 : X[2]) :
(X[0] > X[1] ? −64.9541 : X[1]))− ((X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : 97.7957)− (X[0]/−34.7363)))∗ (X[2]! = 94.0657 ? (X[2] >
−91.0962 ? (38.4668/X[0]) : (−44.3813 ∗ X[1])) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (11.7472/ − 95.7527) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[1] :
−9.44289)))) : (((X[1]! = −61.9323 ? (−50.8035 + −4.2297) : (X[1]! = X[2] ? X[1] : 84.2816)) − ((X[0] + 34.1796) ∗
(X[1]+X[2])))− (X[0] > 1.53913 ? (X[1] > 25.5802 ? (6.7864 ∗X[0]) : (46.2489+X[2])) : ((X[2]! = −30.2643 ? X[0] :
−20.7907) − (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[1])))))) : ((((X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[0] ? 71.4012 :
19.0611) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1]/46.8507) : (X[0] == 58.6123 ? 39.8134 :
X[0])))− (((9.09884+X[2])+ (X[1]/95.0499))− (X[1] < 19.6401 ? (65.9808+−70.5983) : (X[2]+X[1]))))− (X[2]! =
−1.50009 ? (((−33.6205+ 33.1816) + (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : −37.822)) + (X[2]! = −99.449 ? (X[0] < 33.9816 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (((X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] : 68.3163)/(X[2]! = X[1] ? X[0] : 6.97459)) + (X[0]! =
−46.3419 ? (X[0] < 59.3908 ? X[0] : −17.8172) : (59.4256/31.2519)))))/(X[1]! = X[2] ? (X[0] == 15.9777 ? (X[2] <
−52.2137 ? ((X[0] − X[2])/(X[0] < 75.0628 ? X[1] : −51.4658)) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] < −28.5071 ? − 27.9753 :
−74.2572) : (X[1]! = 67.4836 ? 1.34447 : X[1]))) : (X[1] > −33.5845 ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0])/(X[2] > −58.7429 ? 71.6584 :
X[0])) : (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[2]/ − 6.39457)))) : (X[0] == X[1] ? (((X[1]/X[2]) ∗ (X[1] < X[0] ? X[0] :
X[1]))/(X[2] == X[0] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? 29.0376 : X[0]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 17.0465 : X[0]))) : (((54.5814 ∗X[2]) −
(−42.1092 + X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] ∗ −72.2577) − (X[0] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1])))))))) : ((X[2] == −28.5529 ? ((X[0] >
−35.0163 ? ((((40.7635 ∗X[2])/(X[0] ∗ 14.1702))/((X[2] < −18.2959 ? − 17.3565 : 74.624)− (X[1] < 7.57044 ? X[2] :
769
X[1]))) − (X[2] < X[1] ? (X[2] > 51.6641 ? (35.4283/ − 73.5581) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[0] : 41.0679)) : ((X[0] >
−6.6139 ? 36.7543 : 16.7233) + (X[2]! = X[0] ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((((X[1] > 97.0957 ? − 3.36125 : 28.9012) +
(63.3935 +X[0])) + (X[0] > 91.6481 ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? − 17.0297 : X[2]) : (X[2] ∗X[0])))/((X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] ==
−54.908 ? − 47.3815 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? − 90.7159 : 38.3965))/((−38.0362 +X[1]) + (X[1] > X[2] ? 91.8502 :
49.8331))))) + ((X[0] < X[2] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? ((X[1] == X[0] ? X[2] : −78.4121) ∗ (59.9777 + 90.5672)) : ((X[2] <
X[0] ? − 60.9782 : X[2])/(X[0] < −18.3021 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[1]! = 16.6607 ? ((X[2] == X[0] ? − 70.2083 :
X[0]) − (X[2] < 8.1536 ? − 64.0792 : 62.6288)) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (9.38471/ −
96.0642))))/((((X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) ∗ (X[2] == X[1] ? X[2] : X[1])) ∗ ((−66.5646/X[0]) + (X[2]/X[2]))) −
(((X[1]/36.9605)/(48.8326 ∗ 85.9838)) + (X[1]! = 93.727 ? (98.8392 − −48.6999) : (X[2] > 12.4794 ? − 15.6867 :
X[0])))))) : (((X[0] < X[1] ? (((X[1]! = −58.8164 ? − 77.622 : 44.1111) − (−0.435856 ∗ X[0])) ∗ ((X[1] <
−8.18013 ? X[2] : X[2])/(X[1] == X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[0] > X[2] ? ((X[0] −X[1]) − (X[2] == 85.0279 ? X[0] :
52.8631)) : (X[0] < −93.4882 ? (43.1834∗X[2]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? 15.0218 : X[1]))))/((((X[1] < −6.86315 ? −43.2695 :
−39.8393)/(−24.3079−X[0]))− ((X[0] < X[2] ? − 87.1455 : X[1])− (−85.4143 +X[0]))) ∗ (X[0] > 34.186 ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? (X[0] ∗ −58.1589) : (31.1967 + 70.153)) : ((X[0] + 59.0728) + (X[0] ∗ X[1])))))/((X[1] < X[1] ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[1]! = 39.9852 ? (X[0] ∗ −41.657) : (X[2] > 47.9919 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[2] == 0.0150884 ? (X[1]! =
36.2921 ? X[1] : −80.6851) : (40.1953 ∗ X[1]))) : (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 19.8685 :
X[2]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 59.3352 : 56.7523)) : (X[0] < 50.5204 ? (X[0] == −42.034 ? 88.6812 : −81.2312) :
(−5.76954/X[1])))) − (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] == X[1] ? (−48.0778 + −43.5043) : (34.2323 + X[2])) :
((X[2] == X[1] ? 57.999 : −54.9483)/(X[1] < −87.3785 ? X[2] : 27.6637))) : (((X[1]/− 65.0389)− (X[0]− 13.7618)) ∗
((X[0] == X[0] ? − 65.1599 : −81.8389)/(34.7001/ − 6.01102))))))) + (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1]! = 50.4749 ? (X[2]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] == X[0] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? ((X[2] > 42.0792 ? 14.9403 : 22.6172)− (X[1] > −17.5588 ? X[1] : 28.2103)) :
(X[2]! = −1.64178 ? (19.5559/X[2]) : (X[1] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[2] < X[2] ? ((X[0] + 32.4879) + (X[1] ==
X[0] ? − 84.1593 : X[2])) : (X[1] < 18.6844 ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[0] : −88.4805) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
36.6244)))) : (((X[0] < X[1] ? (X[2] > 34.1968 ? X[0] : 3.15451) : (−58.1929 + 82.8933))/(X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[1] <
X[2] ? X[0] : −69.5095) : (X[2] == 91.5758 ? 91.4403 : X[1]))) + (((X[0]/X[1]) ∗ (X[1] < 14.181 ? − 21.8872 :
X[1]))− (X[2] > −50.6108 ? (X[2]/X[1]) : (X[1] +X[1]))))) : (((((−49.3093 ∗X[0]) ∗ (X[2] < −55.2345 ? − 95.8052 :
X[2]))/((X[0]−43.4057)−(−3.8008−−60.2576)))+(X[1]! = 15.2219 ? ((X[2] == X[1] ? −40.921 : −25.2248)/(X[0]∗
X[0])) : ((X[1]! = X[2] ? − 84.2412 : X[2]) + (X[1]! = 2.09564 ? X[0] : −95.4186)))) ∗ ((X[2] > X[2] ? (X[0] >
−70.6739 ? (X[1]! = 45.2155 ? X[0] : 75.1287) : (X[2] == X[1] ? −75.8864 : 98.5647)) : ((X[0]! = −70.52 ? −55.2356 :
X[1]) + (X[2] < X[1] ? − 11.809 : X[0]))) ∗ (((−23.3848 ∗ X[1]) ∗ (X[0]/38.3388))/(X[1] == −64.7457 ? (X[2]! =
−86.3178 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[1] ? − 54.7401 : −45.3715)))))) : ((X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[1] == X[0] ? (X[0] ==
−12.5314 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) + (−79.5802 ∗ X[0])) : (X[2] == 74.716 ? (−72.6758/ − 26.4288) :
(X[0] + −4.46018))) : (X[1] < 34.8484 ? ((−13.9242 + −76.7186) + (X[0] + X[0])) : ((X[1] == 80.0816 ? 64.2309 :
X[2]) + (X[1] + X[2])))) : ((((X[2]! = 59.2704 ? X[0] : X[1]) − (X[0] == 0.90246 ? X[0] : 5.19611)) ∗ (X[0] <
X[0] ? (X[2] == X[2] ? − 37.8142 : 79.6795) : (X[2]! = X[1] ? X[1] : −11.8146))) ∗ (X[1] < −52.3483 ? (X[0] >
75.9758 ? (X[2] == X[2] ? X[1] : −2.58659) : (X[1] − X[0])) : (X[0] == 81.7938 ? (0.147692/X[2]) : (X[2] −
X[2]))))) + ((X[2]! = X[2] ? (((X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) + (X[0]! = X[2] ? − 23.8469 : X[0])) + (X[2] >
X[2] ? (53.2804/− 14.9005) : (X[0] ∗ −92.6631))) : (X[2] < −42.2215 ? (X[0] < X[0] ? (X[0] ∗X[2]) : (X[0] ∗X[2])) :
(X[0]! = X[2] ? (X[1]! = −2.78838 ? − 92.5768 : X[1]) : (X[2] ∗ X[2])))) ∗ ((X[1] < X[1] ? ((X[1]! = X[2] ? X[0] :
X[1])/(X[0] ∗ −15.1447)) : ((7.48673 +−4.12505)− (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2])))− (((−25.0326 +X[0])− (X[2] ==
−46.7897 ? − 25.8461 : 92.8924)) ∗ ((−70.1288/X[1]) + (27.3314/X[2]))))))))) + (X[2]! = (((X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? 95.1821 : 33.1016) : (35.9063−58.7853))∗ ((50.9747∗X[1])− (X[2] < 23.0169 ? −71.5011 : 7.88278)))∗ (X[0] <
X[1] ? ((X[1] ∗ 58.6705) − (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[2] − −29.704) + (X[0]! = −98.4343 ? X[1] :
X[1])))) ? (X[1] < −20.8362 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 29.8815 : ((X[2]! = 54.3948 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[0] +−49.4986)) > (X[1] < 6.28267 ? (X[1] == 6.58161 ? (X[0] > 31.2293 ? − 86.5738 : X[1]) : (19.6867−X[2])) :
(X[0]! = X[1] ? − 53.4762 : X[2])) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 29.8815 : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[2]! = −16.7956 ? X[2] :
30.1582) : (X[1] < −20.8362 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : X[2])) : (X[2] > (((X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? − 35.4558 : 79.1746) :
(X[1]− 69.4249)) ∗ ((X[1] ∗X[1])− (X[2] < 23.0169 ? 60.6101 : 29.6387))) ∗ (X[0] < X[1] ? ((−51.8304 ∗ −74.6277)−
(X[1]! = X[1] ? 8.56123 : −47.0047)) : ((X[2] − 98.0563) + (X[0]! = −98.4343 ? X[2] : 25.6752)))) ? (X[1] ==
−20.8362 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? − 29.8815 : ((X[2]! = 54.3948 ? − 82.1617 : 23.5525) > (X[1] < 6.28267 ? − 7.85589 :
X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 29.8815 : X[1]) : X[2])) : X[0]) : −57.5401)) : (X[2] > (((X[2]! = X[0] ? − 44.8317 :
−84.1698) ∗ (X[2] − X[1])) ∗ (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[1] − X[2]) : (X[0] + X[2]))) ? (X[1]! = −20.8362 ? (X[2]! =
X[0] ? − 29.8815 : (−12.759 > 65.4137 ? X[1] : X[2])) : X[0]) : (X[2]! = ((82.3907 ∗ X[2]) ∗ (X[0] < X[1] ? X[0] :
X[0])) ? X[0] : ((X[0] > 58.6144 ? − 38.993 : X[2]) < −20.8362 ? (X[1]! = −20.8362 ? 59.7295 : X[0]) : X[0])))))
Context 8 (20.767274)
((X[0] < X[2] ? ((X[1] > X[1] ? (X[1] == 57.0314 ? (−51.8914+X[0]) : (87.9481/1.2934)) : (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[1]/X[0]) :
(X[2]∗X[2])))/((X[2] == X[2] ? (97.008−X[2]) : (56.5417+X[2]))∗(X[0]! = 42.9874 ? (X[1] < 77.2363 ? −84.7755 :
−85.3553) : (X[2] > X[0] ? 90.8561 : −99.5125)))) : X[0])! = (X[0]/ − 51.9243) ? (X[1] > 64.1566 ? ((X[1] ==
X[0] ? (X[0] > −97.252 ? (((X[0] == X[2] ? ((21.0528/X[0])+(−27.4518∗X[0])) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (−78.2007/X[0]) :
(X[1] > −18.8674 ? 32.9392 : 90.941))) ∗ (((X[0]! = X[1] ? 32.3566 : −63.5787) − (−65.4018/X[2])) + (X[1] ==
X[0] ? (20.6251/− 47.3714) : (96.9186−X[2]))))+ (X[2] > 59.537 ? (((X[1] > 12.4859 ? − 24.0605 : X[1]) ∗ (X[0] ==
−8.77157 ? 13.5701 : X[2])) + (X[1] > −79.7922 ? (X[2] > X[0] ? − 93.288 : X[1]) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? 91.2947 :
770
X[1]))) : (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[0] > 77.7309 ? (−0.206259/X[0]) : (X[2]! = X[2] ? X[2] : 0.201093)) : (X[2] >
56.0694 ? (X[2] − 35.1075) : (X[2]/ − 69.9838))))) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[0] < X[1] ? ((X[0] ==
33.0444 ? X[0] : X[2])/(72.243 + X[1])) : (X[1] < −49.2086 ? (X[1] − −97.6573) : (X[2] + X[2]))) : (((X[0]! =
X[2] ? X[0] : X[0])/(13.3471/X[2])) − ((X[2]! = 8.33988 ? 42.9225 : X[1]) + (94.2615 + −55.7745)))) : ((((X[0]! =
0.160438 ? X[1] : X[0])− (−18.4247/X[2]))∗ ((X[1]−X[0])/(X[0]−X[0])))/(X[0] > 97.6655 ? ((X[2]/X[2])+(X[2] >
−97.2615 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[1] == X[2] ? − 0.11559 : X[2]) ∗ (47.4587 + −79.3091)))))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[1] >
−90.9314 ? (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : 83.0402) : (X[0] ==
95.8907 ? X[1] : −70.9983)) : ((X[1]/X[1]) ∗ (X[2] > 32.3197 ? X[0] : 67.2117))) : (X[2] < X[1] ? ((−33.2649 −
36.1652) ∗ (X[1] > X[2] ? 56.4388 : −89.6122)) : ((X[2]/10.116)/(26.5643 + X[2])))) : (X[1]! = 75.6367 ? ((X[1] >
X[2] ? (X[0] < X[0] ? X[2] : −20.4758) : (−63.9583 + −22.0038)) + ((19.052/X[0]) − (X[1] + −37.7744))) :
((X[0]! = X[1] ? (X[2] + −70.2323) : (X[1] ∗ X[0])) + (X[2] > −71.5283 ? (X[0] > 1.67922 ? − 42.1471 : X[0]) :
(X[1]/X[2]))))) : (((((X[0] < X[1] ? 99.9415 : −20.3622) ∗ (X[0] < X[1] ? − 8.67742 : 12.2248)) + (X[2] <
−69.2739 ? (X[0] < 92.1383 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (−98.518/ − 48.1376))) − (((X[0] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1]) + (X[0] <
X[2] ? X[1] : 78.2951))+((X[1]−−68.3165)/(X[1]! = X[1] ? −74.2914 : X[2]))))+(((X[2]! = 38.5913 ? (X[1]/X[0]) :
(58.1535 +X[0]))/((X[2]! = X[1] ? − 88.1007 : −44.3604) ∗ (X[2]−−67.6151))) ∗ (((12.2566 ∗ −88.0677) ∗ (X[2] ==
X[2] ? 27.8266 : 31.0431))∗ (X[1] == −89.8635 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? −86.6917 : 12.1386) : (X[2]+34.5695)))))))/(X[1] >
X[1] ? ((X[2]! = −79.5167 ? (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2] > −61.8869 ? ((91.6031/ − 87.5627) ∗ (−12.0743 + X[0])) :
((X[1] + 96.8281) ∗ (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : −48.1869))) : (((X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : X[0]) − (X[2] − X[1])) − (X[1] >
83.4466 ? (X[2] − X[0]) : (X[1] − X[2])))) : (X[1] == X[2] ? (X[0] > 59.3028 ? ((74.4942/95.199)/(59.6448 +
−96.9883)) : (X[0]! = X[0] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? 83.3167 : X[0]) : (X[0] < −40.0948 ? − 10.4039 : −43.9017))) :
(((X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] : 0.590103) + (80.6645 + −13.6728)) − (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[1]! = 94.5998 ? 33.0135 : X[1]) :
(X[1] == X[1] ? − 59.3351 : 81.1187))))) + ((X[1] == X[0] ? (X[1] > −71.5602 ? ((X[1] ∗ X[0]) + (X[1] >
X[2] ? 58.4411 : −53.2798)) : ((−80.5123 ∗ X[0]) ∗ (X[2]! = −3.40074 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (((X[1]/X[0])/(X[2] >
−45.445 ? X[2] : 60.3657))− (X[2]! = −50.9693 ? (X[2]−21.0161) : (−42.188/41.3521))))− ((X[1]! = X[0] ? ((X[0]! =
92.6876 ? X[1] : X[2])∗(X[1]+X[0])) : (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[0] > 94.5236 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (66.3216+87.793)))∗(((X[2] <
−1.25896 ? 37.1775 : X[0]) + (−63.1075/ − 47.7162)) + (X[1] < X[2] ? (−79.1532 − X[2]) : (X[2] ∗ 44.3105)))))) :
(X[0] > 10.1644 ? (((((−52.1381∗13.5566)− (X[0]∗X[1]))/(X[0] < X[0] ? (29.5338−48.7503) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? X[2] :
78.0283))) + (X[0] > −40.1784 ? (X[1] > −94.1779 ? (X[0] ∗ 44.8033) : (X[2]/X[0])) : (X[2]! = −54.1714 ? (X[0] >
80.1503 ? X[0] : −24.8746) : (X[1] < −98.6015 ? X[1] : X[1]))))/((X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[2] >
X[2] ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[0] < 87.6985 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[0] == 46.8289 ? X[1] : 61.4957) − (50.7038 −
X[1])))/(((X[2]+−55.9225)− (X[2]! = 51.8179 ? 93.627 : X[0]))∗ ((−35.6473+88.8018)− (75.7016+−0.377967))))) :
(X[0] == 89.1371 ? (((X[1]! = −65.9546 ? (X[1] < 27.1611 ? − 24.1955 : 8.1352) : (−80.2328/49.7868))/(X[0] >
47.3082 ? (X[1] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] < 71.1836 ? X[2] : X[2])))/((X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0] + −96.7377) :
(X[2] > −68.2726 ? X[1] : 2.01605)) ∗ ((−70.2491 − X[0]) ∗ (X[2]/ − 58.6499)))) : (X[1]! = 31.8839 ? (((X[0] <
X[2] ? − 2.76921 : −0.208469) + (−37.6625 + 25.1034)) ∗ (X[1] > 78.8401 ? (X[0] + X[2]) : (−95.9051/X[0]))) :
(((X[0] == 78.3448 ? X[0] : −29.7221)/(X[0]! = X[0] ? − 53.6987 : −55.8057)) ∗ ((X[0]! = 68.1832 ? 72.1719 :
−36.8094) + (X[2] < 40.2146 ? X[2] : X[0])))))))) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[1]! = −72.9755 ? ((X[0] == X[1] ? (X[0] ==
X[2] ? ((X[2] < −63.9265 ? (X[2] == 61.3025 ? 29.4788 : X[0]) : (X[1]/X[1])) − ((X[1]! = X[2] ? X[2] :
X[2])/(X[0] − X[1]))) : ((X[2]! = −32.35 ? (X[2] ∗ 13.0744) : (X[2]/ − 74.9027)) ∗ ((X[2] > −35.4003 ? 68.0142 :
X[0]) + (X[1] < −16.0334 ? − 33.8135 : 59.4846)))) : ((X[1] > X[2] ? (X[1]! = −31.0253 ? (X[0] ∗ −77.16) :
(X[2] + X[0])) : ((X[1] − X[1])/(X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))) ∗ (X[2] == 86.3807 ? (X[2]! = X[0] ? (X[2]! =
−28.6846 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[0] − X[0])) : (X[0] > X[0] ? (X[1] < X[2] ? − 85.8295 : −68.4187) : (X[1]! =
X[2] ? X[2] : −6.89131))))) ∗ ((((X[2] > −73.1466 ? (X[1] + X[0]) : (55.0081/X[1])) − (X[0] < X[1] ? (X[0] <
−79.0466 ? 59.4901 : 40.4306) : (X[1] − 45.771))) + ((X[1]! = X[0] ? (66.7887 ∗ X[2]) : (X[2] + X[1])) + ((X[1] <
X[1] ? X[2] : X[2]) − (X[2] < −99.7892 ? − 45.6591 : X[2])))) + (X[2] < X[2] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[1] ==
X[2] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : −19.2233) : (X[0] ∗ X[0])) : ((−36.8226 − 36.0189) + (13.3575 + −47.1763))) :
(((X[2] == X[2] ? X[0] : −80.3329) + (−51.2599/X[0])) + ((X[0]− 38.4021) + (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[1] : −94.8345)))))) :
(X[2] > 47.3014 ? (X[0] == 13.726 ? (X[1] < −87.3186 ? ((X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] == 99.4816 ? 42.9068 :
X[0]) : (X[0] ∗ X[2])) ∗ ((X[0] > 83.6515 ? X[2] : X[2])/(X[2]! = X[0] ? − 10.2291 : 77.5446))) : (X[1] >
60.2269 ? ((X[2] < −29.2456 ? − 76.3665 : X[1]) + (−37.5964 ∗ X[1])) : (X[2] == X[1] ? (21.1831 ∗ X[0]) :
(X[2]! = X[0] ? − 23.7448 : X[1])))) : (((X[0] > −53.5639 ? (X[0] − 78.3334) : (X[2] < X[2] ? 75.4364 :
−29.5884))/((−63.5057−X[2]) + (−39.0019/11.1363))) ∗ ((X[0]! = −17.899 ? (X[1] < −73.4082 ? X[2] : −18.0887) :
(X[1] == X[2] ? 5.29079 : −40.3967)) + ((X[2] == −49.3974 ? 22.6192 : −37.242)/(X[2] > −57.4248 ? X[0] :
X[0]))))) : (X[0] < 0.0838554 ? ((((X[2]∗X[2])∗(X[2]! = −57.2932 ? 6.35566 : 89.0322))+((82.026∗45.7001)∗(X[1] <
X[2] ? 29.1907 : X[0])))− ((X[2] == 58.3954 ? (−77.3901 ∗X[2]) : (X[2]− 36.0334))− (X[0]! = −97.9951 ? (X[2] ==
X[2] ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : ((X[0]! = X[1] ? ((X[0]! = X[1] ? X[0] : X[0])/(X[0]−−20.114)) :
((X[2] < −55.8003 ? X[2] : X[1])/(X[0] −X[1]))) − (X[2] > X[2] ? (X[0] < X[2] ? (97.2118 + −32.4703) : (X[2]! =
X[0] ? X[1] : 18.3361)) : ((47.0168 +X[1]) + (X[1] ∗ −52.7163))))))) : ((X[2] < X[2] ? (((X[2] > X[2] ? ((−2.5709 +
−46.7122) + (20.7377 − X[2])) : ((X[2] − X[0])/(X[1]/ − 55.62))) + (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[1] < X[1] ? (X[2]! =
X[1] ? X[1] : −91.2218) : (X[2] > −84.7851 ? X[2] : 94.3021)) : (X[2] == X[2] ? (X[0]/X[2]) : (X[0] >
−24.8106 ? 52.2615 : 11.5007))))/(X[0] == X[2] ? ((X[0] == −38.3932 ? (X[1]∗72.0292) : (X[1]−9.68727))/(X[0]! =
34.5488 ? (−77.9157 + 57.8364) : (X[0] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[0] < 21.3892 ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (−36.2419/X[2]) :
(65.7268/− 22.2631)) : ((88.0826−X[1]) + (X[0] + 90.0348))))) : (X[2]! = −66.9987 ? ((X[1] == 13.4266 ? (X[0]! =
X[2] ? (X[2] < X[1] ? 31.8264 : −79.5278) : (X[0] ∗ X[1])) : ((X[0] − X[0]) + (X[1]! = X[2] ? 46.4904 : X[0]))) −
((X[0] == 77.5265 ? (X[0] ∗ X[2]) : (−99.1821 − −97.9836)) − ((X[1] < 27.8626 ? X[0] : 29.2447) − (X[1] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[0] == −73.8957 ? (X[1] > 36.4685 ? (X[1]! = X[2] ? − 18.6566 : −52.2658) :
(X[2] ∗ 59.2748)) : ((78.4458 ∗ −6.1654)/(62.1204 ∗ 35.1846)))/(((X[2] < X[1] ? 0.10302 : −64.26) − (X[2] >
X[0] ? − 83.6076 : X[0]))/((X[0] ∗ 85.6658)/(38.3456 ∗ X[1]))))))/(((X[2] < X[1] ? ((X[0] > −46.583 ? (X[2] >
771
X[2] ? − 76.7203 : X[2]) : (X[1] == X[2] ? 58.2257 : X[2]))/((1.01324/X[2])/(X[0] < X[2] ? X[0] : −20.7995))) :
(((X[0]! = −13.3819 ? X[2] : X[2])/(52.6969 − X[0])) ∗ ((96.5227 + X[0]) ∗ (X[2] == X[1] ? 94.0028 : X[2])))) −
(((X[1] < 5.03386 ? (X[1] == −63.9534 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (71.744 ∗ X[0])) ∗ ((X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : X[1]) +
(21.5794/X[0]))) ∗ (X[0] < −22.6957 ? (X[0] > X[2] ? (X[1] < X[0] ? 30.0319 : X[2]) : (X[1] + 30.7358)) :
((X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : −9.38972) ∗ (X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))))) + (X[2]! = X[1] ? (X[2] == X[1] ? (X[0] <
X[1] ? ((X[2]/X[2]) + (93.6793 ∗ 73.182)) : ((X[0] ∗ 21.8955) ∗ (X[0] + X[0]))) : (X[1]! = −39.3372 ? ((X[1] ==
X[2] ? 97.786 : X[1])∗ (−72.6063−X[0])) : (X[1] == −31.5984 ? (X[2]+−40.0779) : (−51.4748−X[0])))) : (X[0] ==
X[0] ? (((X[0] == −37.1088 ? X[0] : −22.3693)∗ (58.8386∗28.9445))/((59.8855−X[1])+(X[0] == X[0] ? −33.1369 :
38.2457))) : (X[2] == −4.80857 ? ((X[1]! = X[0] ? 42.0748 : −78.3454) ∗ (X[1]! = 25.8366 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[2]! =




((X[2]! = X[2] ? − 88.6853 : 12.3469) + (6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(((6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] > (93.7931 >
X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[1] > 44.5092 ? 24.7455 : X[1]) : (37.6269 ∗ −51.0037))))! = (6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/
43.9542)/((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > 50.6215 ? (X[2] < 17.4308 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (74.2283! = 14.0203 ? X[1] :
−83.7766)))) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : X[0]) :
((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 :
11.1844) : ((24.2747 ∗ 21.9896) ∗ (−44.34/ − 17.752))) ? ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > (93.7931 >
X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : (X[0] ∗ X[1])) ? (X[2] < 62.3254 ? (X[0]/ −
11.971) : X[0]) : ((6.63451∗X[2])! = (6.63451∗93.7712) ? −70.6396 : (X[1] > −70.1844 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : −48.2166)) >
(((6.63451 ∗ (−0.194083/X[0]))! = (6.63451 ∗ (−69.4999/ − 25.3814)) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 :
−0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] >
X[1] ? − 72.2165 : X[2]) ? (−28.3641 > X[2] ? − 52.8123 : −18.2748) : −48.2166)) > (X[0] > ((X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) > 50.6215 ? (X[1]− 39.3811) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? 14.4127 : X[1])) ? (X[2]/60.5901) : ((6.63451 ∗X[1]) < (X[1] ==
41.7946 ? 48.7467 : X[0]) ? (X[0]! = X[0] ? 77.5814 : X[2]) : (X[2] ∗ X[0]))) ? (X[0] > ((X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) > 50.6215 ? (X[1]− 39.3811) : (−59.9122! = X[0] ? − 21.4371 : 27.9639)) ? (X[2]/60.5901) : ((6.63451 ∗X[0]) <
(X[1] == 41.7946 ? 48.7467 : X[0]) ? (X[2]! = −89.4208 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2]/60.5901))) : ((X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] :
X[2]) > 50.6215 ? (X[1] − 39.3811) : ((6.63451 ∗ −44.7073)! = (6.63451 − 78.3716) ? (−1.59823! = 12.7976 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 19.2297 : X[0])))) ? (((6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 :
−0.488255) ? (X[1] > 44.5092 ? 24.7455 : X[1]) : (37.6269 ∗ −51.0037))))! = (6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/((X[1] >
50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > 50.6215 ? (X[2] < 17.4308 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (74.2283! = 14.0203 ? X[1] : −83.7766)))) ? (X[1] >
(93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] :
X[1]) > (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : ((24.2747 ∗
21.9896) ∗ (−44.34/ − 17.752))) ? ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 :
−0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : (X[0] ∗ X[1])) ? (X[2] < 62.3254 ? (X[0]/ − 11.971) : X[0]) :
((6.63451 ∗ X[2])! = (6.63451 ∗ 93.7712) ? − 70.6396 : (X[1] > −70.1844 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : −48.2166))! = (X[0] >
((X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) > 50.6215 ? (X[1]−39.3811) : ((6.63451∗−44.7073)! = (6.63451−78.3716) ? (−1.59823! =
12.7976 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 19.2297 : X[0]))) ? (X[2]/60.5901) : ((6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] >
X[2] ? X[2] : −34.2998))) < (X[1] == 41.7946 ? 48.7467 : X[0]) ? ((6.63451 ∗ (−55.9377/41.4897))! = (6.63451 ∗
(−61.6451/27.9168)) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) :
X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > −15.1369 ? X[2] : −80.2136) ? (40.3778 > −59.3365 ? 95.014 :
−65.8906) : −48.2166)) : (X[2] ∗ X[0]))) ? (((6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] > −21.2901 ? X[0] : X[0])))! =
(6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(−77.0153 > 50.6215 ? 23.4522 : 48.3181))) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 :
−0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > (93.7931 >
X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : (X[2] ∗ X[2])) ? ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] :
X[1]) > (X[1] > X[2] ? 73.6636 : −35.4137) ? (X[2] < 62.3254 ? − 30.2659 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 70.6396 :
32.9822)) : −48.2166)) > (X[0] > ((X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) > 50.6215 ? (X[1]−39.3811) : ((6.63451∗−44.7073)! =
(6.63451 − 78.3716) ? (−1.59823! = 12.7976 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 19.2297 : X[0]))) ? (X[2]/60.5901) :
((6.63451 ∗ (X[0]/91.7501)) < (76.0842 > 50.6215 ? 75.5359 : 9.75754) ? ((6.63451 ∗ −2.90712)! = (6.63451 ∗
48.7009) ? (X[1] > −21.5369 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (80.6342 > −90.0961 ? X[0] : −48.2166)) : ((6.63451 ∗ X[1]) <
(X[2] +X[0]) ? (−49.8911! = X[2] ? − 3.46491 : 85.4899) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 30.1642 : −65.4389)))) ? (X[2]/60.5901) :
((6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] > 62.2092 ? X[0] : −44.5851))) < (X[2]/X[0]) ? ((6.63451 ∗ (X[1]/11.034))! =
(6.63451 ∗ (−74.5644/ − 37.8235)) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 :
11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > X[0] ? 39.8063 : −67.8715) ? (X[0] > −55.4203 ? X[1] :
56.1466) : −48.2166)) : X[2])) : (((6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] > −21.2901 ? X[0] : X[0])))! = (6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]
/43.9542)/(−77.0153 > 50.6215 ? 23.4522 : 48.3181))) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] >
772
− 66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 :
−0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : (X[2] ∗ X[2])) ? ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] >
X[2] ? 73.6636 : −35.4137) ? (X[2] < 62.3254 ? − 30.2659 : X[0]) : (X[0]! = X[1] ? − 70.6396 : 32.9822)) :
−48.2166)) > (X[0] > ((X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) > 50.6215 ? (X[1]−39.3811) : ((6.63451∗−44.7073)! = (6.63451−
78.3716) ? (−1.59823! = 12.7976 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 19.2297 : X[0]))) ? (X[2]/60.5901) : ((6.63451 ∗
(X[0]/91.7501)) < (76.0842 > 50.6215 ? 75.5359 : 9.75754) ? ((6.63451 ∗ −2.90712)! = (6.63451 ∗ 48.7009) ? (X[1] >
−21.5369 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (80.6342 > −90.0961 ? X[0] : −48.2166)) : ((6.63451 ∗X[1]) < (X[2] +X[0]) ? (−49.8911! =
X[2] ? − 3.46491 : 85.4899) : (X[1] < X[1] ? 30.1642 : −65.4389)))) ? ((6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] > X[0] ? −
27.7907 : −96.9708))) < (X[2]∗X[0]) ? ((6.63451∗ (X[1]/−11.0603))! = (6.63451∗ (X[0]/X[0])) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 >
X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) >
(X[1] > X[0] ? − 45.6449 : X[1]) ? (2.4573 > X[1] ? 21.675 : 57.0629) : −48.2166)) : −48.2166) : X[1])) : ((6.63451 ∗
((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[1] > 44.5092 ? 24.7455 : X[1]) : (37.6269 ∗
−51.0037)))) > (6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > 50.6215 ? (X[2] < 17.4308 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (74.2283! = 14.0203 ? X[1] : −83.7766)))) ? (((6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] > 92.9746 ? X[1] : X[2])))! =
(6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[2] > 50.6215 ? X[1] : −69.5062))) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ?
(X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 :
−0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : (−93.2384 ∗ X[0])) ? ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) >
(X[1] > X[2] ? − 90.5923 : X[2]) ? (X[2] < 62.3254 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[1]! = −43.3193 ? − 70.6396 : X[2])) :
−48.2166)) > (X[0] > ((X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) > 50.6215 ? (X[1] − 39.3811) : ((6.63451 ∗ −44.7073)! =
(6.63451 − 78.3716) ? (−1.59823! = 12.7976 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[0] == X[2] ? − 19.2297 : X[0]))) ? (X[2]/60.5901) :
((6.63451 ∗ (−55.639/X[0])) < (X[1] == 41.7946 ? 48.7467 : X[0]) ? ((6.63451 ∗X[0])! = (6.63451 ∗ 98.4282) ? (X[1] >
66.7417 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −48.2166)) : (X[2] ∗ X[0]))) ? (((6.63451 ∗ (X[2]/X[1]))! =
(6.63451 ∗ (X[2]/X[2])) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 :
11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > X[1] ? 94.3591 : 90.7807) ? (67.09 > X[2] ? X[2] :
X[1]) : −48.2166)) > (X[0] > ((X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) > 50.6215 ? (X[1] − 39.3811) : (−40.3052! =
−85.7018 ? 48.222 : X[0])) ? (X[2]/60.5901) : ((6.63451 ∗X[2]) < (76.0842 > 50.6215 ? 75.5359 : 9.75754) ? (X[1]! =
−20.9617 ? 93.1466 : X[2]) : (−72.4713 < X[2] ? X[0] : −89.1075))) ? (X[2]/60.5901) : ((6.63451 ∗ (X[2]/94.0283)) <
(X[2]/X[0]) ? ((6.63451 ∗ X[0])! = (6.63451 ∗ X[0]) ? (X[1] > X[0] ? − 19.277 : X[0]) : (X[2] > 79.2679 ? X[2] :
−48.2166)) : X[2])) : (((6.63451 ∗ (X[1]/X[0]))! = (6.63451 ∗ (89.7145/X[2])) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 :
−0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[0] : −43.7546) ? (X[2] > 76.6047 ? X[0] : 72.0443) : −48.2166)) > (X[0] > ((X[0] < X[2] ? X[1] : X[2]) >
50.6215 ? (X[1]− 39.3811) : (X[0]! = −17.748 ? X[0] : 89.9921)) ? (X[2]/60.5901) : ((6.63451 ∗ 19.8261) < (76.0842 >
50.6215 ? 75.5359 : 9.75754) ? (X[2]! = X[2] ? 13.8534 : X[0]) : (−78.2746 < X[2] ? X[0] : 28.2444))) ? ((6.63451 ∗
(−36.4161/X[2])) < (X[2] ∗X[0]) ? ((6.63451 ∗ 49.3829)! = (6.63451 ∗X[1]) ? (X[1] > −23.1977 ? − 6.8452 : X[0]) :
(X[1] > 50.283 ? X[2] : −48.2166)) : −48.2166) : ((6.63451 ∗ (−44.4756/ − 83.9249)) < (X[2]/X[0]) ? ((6.63451 ∗
X[2])! = (6.63451 ∗ 36.2056) ? (X[1] > X[1] ? 39.8854 : X[0]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : −48.2166)) : X[2]))) : ((6.63451 ∗
((X[2]/43.9542)/(X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[1] > 44.5092 ? 24.7455 : X[1]) : (37.6269 ∗
−51.0037))))! = (6.63451 ∗ ((X[2]/43.9542)/((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > 50.6215 ? (X[2] < 17.4308 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (74.2283! = 14.0203 ? X[1] : −83.7766)))) ? (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] >
−66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : X[0]) : ((X[1] > 50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 :
−0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) : ((24.2747 ∗ 21.9896) ∗ (−44.34/ − 17.752))) ? ((X[1] >
50.7332 ? X[1] : X[1]) > (X[1] > (93.7931 > X[1] ? 24.7455 : −0.488255) ? (X[0] > −66.7005 ? 28.5994 : 11.1844) :
(X[0] ∗ X[1])) ? (X[2] < 62.3254 ? (X[0]/ − 11.971) : X[0]) : ((6.63451 ∗ X[2])! = (6.63451 ∗ 93.7712) ? − 70.6396 :
(X[1] > −70.1844 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[0]/X[0])! = (6.63451 ∗ (66.7668/48.2855)) ? ((X[2]/43.9542) < (X[2] <
X[1] ? −1.59635 : X[1]) ? (−84.5215 > 92.1645 ? X[2] : −48.2166) : (X[1]! = X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((6.63451∗X[2])! =
(6.63451 ∗X[1]) ? (76.6619 < 20.2031 ? 54.3933 : X[0]) : (X[2]! = 38.9984 ? − 65.1609 : −89.2987))))))))))
Context 10 (0.06311)
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[1] > X[0] ? X[2] : 5.34028) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < (X[0] == 47.978 ? 13.9497 :
17.8148) ? − 24.7126 : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956)! = X[0] ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < (((X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < (X[0] < −58.0167 ? 97.0842 : −62.4884) ? (X[2] < 10.034 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
2.43956) < (26.4468 < −42.9167 ? X[2] : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : −11.0787) : (X[1] ==
−35.8304 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : −20.0171)) : 44.4458) < ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 86.4984 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2]! =
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −7.84892) : −7.48085)) ? (X[0] < −58.0167 ? 97.0842 :
−62.4884) : ((X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : 16.748)! = (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : 33.94) ? − 7.84892 : (X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] :
X[0]))) ? (X[2] < 10.034 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 86.4984 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] < 10.034 ? − 9.09742 : X[2])) ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : −11.0787) : 41.5174) : ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) == ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? X[2] : (X[2] < 10.034 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < (X[2] < 48.9586 ? X[1] : 20.0652) ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : −11.0787) : (X[2] < −0.202191 ? (16.7163 < 34.9701 ? X[0] : −11.0787) : 41.5174)))) ? X[2] :
(X[2] < 10.034 ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −86.4984 :
X[0]) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] < 10.034 ? − 9.09742 : X[2])) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
773
−11.0787) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) < (X[2] == X[1] ? X[0] : 16.748) ? X[2] : (X[2] < 10.034 ? ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 86.4984 : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[2] < 10.034 ? − 9.09742 : X[2])) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : −11.0787) : ((X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < X[0] ? ((X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 2.43956) < ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? X[2] : (X[2] <
10.034 ? X[2] : 44.7203)) : X[0]))))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? − 1.01187 : X[1]))))
Context 11 (3.135525)
(50.404 < (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) ? ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] ==
(X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? X[0] : (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (X[0] < (X[2] <
−41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : (16.5865 <
X[1] ? X[2] : 6.04219)) : 29.2969) : 14.6285) : (X[0] < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] <
−41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : (16.5865 < X[2] ? − 2.38287 : 6.04219)) : 29.2969) :
X[0]))) ? X[1] : 16.5865) : (X[0] < (X[2] > 3.01946 ? X[2] : −49.4641) ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] >
97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 <
73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 :
(16.5865 < (X[4] == 3.0 ? 62.4639 : X[2]) ? ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? X[1] : 16.4552) > (X[0] > 19.4363 ? X[0] :
16.4552) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (16.5865 > 86.1416 ? X[1] : X[0])) : 6.04219)) : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? 15.1444 : (X[0] < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : (16.5865 < (X[4] == 3.0 ? 62.4639 : X[2]) ? ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < X[1] ? X[2] : X[0]) :
16.4552) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (16.5865 > 86.1416 ? X[1] : X[0])) : 6.04219)) : 29.2969) : ((X[0] <
X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] > ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < 73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : −53.381) : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? ((X[0] <
X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] > ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < 73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : 76.9189) : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? X[1] : (X[0] <
(X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 :
−67.7598) : 29.2969) : 14.6285)) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 :
X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < 73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
16.4552) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : X[0]) : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 :
X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < 73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
16.4552) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : X[2]) : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? 15.1444 : (X[0] < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : 60.0383) : 29.2969) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > (57.3366 > X[2] ? −
29.8661 : 75.1515) ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 42.9959 : X[1]) : (X[0] > X[1] ? 40.5669 : 92.5678)))) : ((X[2] > (16.6411! =
X[1] ? 15.0082 : (X[2] < −28.2794 ? X[1] : 60.4433)) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : (16.5865 < X[1] ? X[2] :
6.04219)) : ((X[2] < −65.9078 ? X[1] : −89.4831) < (X[2] > 29.2969 ? 14.6285 : −33.5548) ? (X[2] == X[0] ? X[2] :
58.7918) : (X[2] < −65.9078 ? X[1] : 2.68589))) > ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? X[2] :
16.4552) > (X[0] > 89.4312 ? − 97.8486 : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 < X[0] ? X[2] : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
3.38391)) ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > (X[1] > X[2] ? X[1] : −45.5261) ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 17.2972 :
X[0]) : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[2] : −64.5728)) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > (X[0] > 18.6528 ? 68.0905 :
X[0]) ? X[1] : (X[0] < 94.3146 ? 46.3385 : 14.6285))) ? X[1] : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 93.8687 : 97.2274)))))) : ((X[0] <
X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] > ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < 73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] :
X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : (16.5865 < (X[4] == 3.0 ? 62.4639 : X[2]) ? (X[1] > X[2] ? 79.076 :
X[1]) : 6.04219)) : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0])! = ((X[2] >
97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 <
73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : X[0]) :
29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? − 21.8693 : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0])! = 49.821 ? (X[0] <
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 95.081) ? (−81.3135 > X[2] ? 15.1444 : X[1]) : (X[1] == X[0] ? − 21.8693 : X[2])) :
49.821)) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0])! = ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) >
(X[0] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < 73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 <
(X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : (16.5865 < (X[4] == 3.0 ? 62.4639 : X[2]) ? (X[1] >
X[2] ? 79.076 : X[1]) : 6.04219)) : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? (X[0] < (X[2] > 3.01946 ? X[2] :
−49.4641) ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) >
(X[0] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < 73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 <
(X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : (16.5865 < −43.6296 ? X[1] : 6.04219)) : 29.2969) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? 15.1444 : (X[0] < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] <
−41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : (16.5865 < X[1] ? X[2] : 6.04219)) : 29.2969) : ((X[0] <
X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? X[1] : 16.4552) > (X[0] > −88.6357 ? X[0] : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 <
82.7241 ? X[0] : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > (92.7978 >
774
−63.6514 ? − 33.5574 : 3.04221) ? X[1] : (X[0] < 11.8227 ? X[1] : 14.6285)) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) >
(X[1] > −96.628 ? − 43.5061 : X[0]) ? (X[2] > X[2] ? 15.1444 : X[0]) : (−19.5714 > X[1] ? X[1] : 94.5648))))) :
(X[0] < (X[2] > 3.01946 ? X[2] : −49.4641) ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) > (X[0] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < 73.4315 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : X[1]) : 29.2969) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? 15.1444 : (X[0] < (X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.9637 < (X[2] <
−41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : 80.6145) : 29.2969) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) >
(X[0] > −14.4244 ? 79.9286 : 81.5189) ? (−87.7114 > −44.0364 ? X[1] : −56.2069) : (5.42878 > X[2] ? 69.2293 :
−63.2849)))) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0]) > ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.8765 : X[2]) : 16.4552) >
(X[0] > ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.7375 : −1.05869) ? (16.4552 < 73.4315 ? X[0] : X[0]) : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 <
(X[2] < −41.3886 ? X[1] : X[1]) ? (16.6411 > X[1] ? 15.0082 : −73.357) : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
3.38391)) ? ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0])! = ((X[2] > 97.2039 ? X[1] : 16.4552) > (X[0] > −91.7199 ? − 47.8788 :
16.4552) ? (16.9637 < X[0] ? X[2] : 29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? − 21.8693 : ((X[0] <
X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0])! = 49.821 ? (X[0] < 75.0649 ? X[2] : −44.5194) : 49.821)) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0])! =
((X[2] > 97.2039 ? X[1] : 16.4552) > (X[0] > −98.7388 ? − 58.4138 : 16.4552) ? (16.9637 < X[2] ? 76.6389 :
29.2969) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.38391)) ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 20.2604) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 56.5334 : X[0])! =
49.821 ? (X[0] < 68.7846 ? X[1] : 39.4526) : (X[0] < −83.3645 ? 10.9748 : X[2])))))) : 15.6995))))
Context 12 (1.999158)
((X[0]! = 91.8484 ? X[1] : X[1]) < (X[2]−X[1]) ? (20.4409 + 59.9399) : −46.8042)
Context 13 (0.495918)
tan(tan(cos(((sin(((((60.5638−−86.7058)/(−33.9257−−15.1863))/(sin(X[2]) ∗ (33.2028/X[0]))) ∗ (((83.4725/
31.9745)∗tan(X[0]))−tan((X[0]∗X[0])))))−cos(−20.7843))−(((log((−72.8366+X[0]))/((−92.418+89.5062)/tan(X[0]
)))∗((log(X[2])/(44.505/−85.4488))∗((53.5684/X[0])∗log(44.5415))))/(((log((−72.8366+X[0]))/((−92.418+89.5062)/
tan(X[0]))) ∗ ((log(X[2])/(44.505/− 85.4488)) ∗ ((53.5684/X[0]) ∗ log(44.5415))))− (((log(85.0976)/(91.2286/X[0])) ∗
((−27.4497/X[1]) ∗ (X[2] ∗ −14.1334)))/(X[0] ∗ 58.5972))))))))
Context 14 (1.791729)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 0.118795 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 55.269 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 21.6043 : −77.3184)) : 17.6326) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 16.9826 : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.41953 : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 11.323 : −36.6171)))) : 16.8074))
Context 15 (2.567935)
(95.5194 == (((X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 40.4127) > 37.6439 ? (X[1] > 37.6439 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −43.19 ? (X[2] ==
9.64136 ? − 91.5398 : 50.953) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 15.0097)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 14.6897 :
X[2]) : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 14.945))) : (X[1] > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? − 36.1337 : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 12.9391) : (X[1] > 37.6439 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : 98.2423) > 37.6439 ? (X[1] >
37.6439 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −43.19 ? (X[2] == 9.64136 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 68.4175 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 89.6021 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[2] == −31.154 ? 71.8205 : 10.0262) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 11.0394))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 14.6897 : X[2]) : ((X[4] == 0.0 ? − 97.1384 : X[0]) > ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 92.0133 : 97.4514) ? X[0] : 14.945))) : (X[1] > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? − 36.1337 :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 12.9391) : (X[1] > 37.6439 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 37.2432 : 91.7236) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 98.2423 : X[2]))))) : (((X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 40.4127) > 37.6439 ? (X[1] > 37.6439 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[2] < −43.19 ? − 17.5064 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 58.3845 : −6.78012)) : (X[1] > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 :
36.8554) ? − 36.1337 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : 98.2423) > (((X[0] > X[0] ? X[1] : 40.4127) >
37.6439 ? (X[1] > 37.6439 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[1] > −34.4003 ? − 36.1337 : X[2])) : 98.2423) >
37.6439 ? (X[1] > 37.6439 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −43.19 ? − 14.1426 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 79.7707 :
−44.4159)) : (X[1] > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? − 36.1337 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) :
X[1]) ? (X[1] > 37.6439 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −43.19 ? (X[2] == 9.64136 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
775
3.0 ? 89.9182 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 14.6897 : X[2]) : (1.54182 > X[0] ? X[0] : 14.945))) :
(X[1] > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? − 36.1337 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 12.9391) :
(X[1] > 37.6439 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : X[1])) ? (((X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 :
36.8554) ? (X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[1] > 37.6439 ? X[2] : −91.504))) >
X[2] ? ((X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? (X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[1] > 37.6439 ? 89.2635 : 89.2009))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 99.7809)) :
((X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.4534 : 28.4169) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 42.4593 : X[1]) > 37.6439 ? (X[0] < 16.7511 ? − 12.8963 : 7.38291) :
(((X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? (X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[1] > 37.6439 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −43.19 ? − 89.9646 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 54.9331 : X[1])) : ((X[0] > 37.6439 ? − 82.0504 : 98.2423) > (X[1] > 37.6439 ? 50.0874 : −61.0428) ? (X[1] >
37.6439 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554))))) > ((X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.4534 : 28.4169) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 42.4593 :
X[1]) > 37.6439 ? (X[0] < 16.7511 ? − 12.8963 : 7.38291) : ((−67.3656 > X[1] ? 97.9612 : 33.8186) > (X[2] >
−87.1971 ? − 5.93978 : X[2]) ? (X[0] > −9.29811 ? − 51.9542 : 98.3687) : (−29.9601 > X[2] ? − 78.0411 :
X[1]))))) ? ((X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? (X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[1] > 37.6439 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[2] < −43.19 ? − 89.9646 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 54.9331 : X[1])) : ((X[0] > 37.6439 ? − 82.0504 : 98.2423) > (X[1] > 37.6439 ? 50.0874 : −61.0428) ? (X[1] >
37.6439 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554))))) : (((X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? (X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[1] > 37.6439 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 13.3433) : (X[1] > 69.0269 ? X[2] : X[2])))) > (X[2] > X[0] ? X[2] : 4.04724) ? ((X[0] ==
−16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.4534 : 28.4169) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : ((X[4] == 2.0 ? 42.4593 : X[1]) > 37.6439 ? (X[0] < 16.7511 ? − 12.8963 : 7.38291) : (X[2] >
−27.1215 ? 2.4926 : X[1])))) : (((X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? (X[0] ==
−16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[1] > 37.6439 ? X[2] : −91.504))) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
99.7809) ? ((X[0] == −16.9981 ? X[0] : X[0]) > (X[4] == 0.0 ? 96.603 : 36.8554) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 37.4534 :






)) − cos(((((50.1698 ∗ −66.1213) − (33.0176 ∗ −94.4304)) + cos((X[0] − X[0])))/(cos(sin(X[0])) − (log(−96.4144) +
cos(X[1]))))))−tan(log(cos(log((sin(−64.8699)+(X[1]/−4.09889))))))))/(((log(tan(log(((X[2]∗X[2])/log(−16.2542)))))/
tan((cos(((X[2]/12.6065)−tan(−56.0079)))∗cos(tan(sin(X[1]))))))/log(log(log((sin((X[0]+14.5385))−sin((−83.9221∗





((85.6189−X[0])/(((X[2]− ((X[2]− (X[1]/X[1]))/(X[2]−X[0])))− ((X[1]/− 45.3567)/pow((pow(((X[2]− (X[1]/−
69.4153))−((X[1]/−45.3567)/pow(X[2], 4))), 3)+((X[1]/−45.3567)/pow((pow(X[0], 3)+(−65.1929/−0.585049)), 4))),
4)))−((X[2]−(X[1]/X[1]))/pow(((X[2]−((X[2]−(X[1]/X[1]))/(X[2]−X[0])))−pow(((X[2]−((X[2]−63.6161)/(X[2]∗






X[1], 3)/(X[0] − −66.4171))/(pow(X[2], 3)/(72.3462 − X[1])))) + ((X[0] + ((−81.823/X[1])/(94.0122/69.4447))) +
((X[0]− 54.5499) + ((X[2]/X[2]) +X[2])))))))))
776
Context 19 (0.517527)
((X[2] − X[1])/(((X[2] − ((pow(X[1], 2) + (pow(X[1], 2)/pow(−41.7212, 3))) + (pow(X[1], 2)/pow(−49.0103, 3)))) −
(X[0]/X[2]))−(X[1]−((−60.1437−(X[0]/((X[0]/(−60.1437∗(−60.1437−−83.0154)))∗(−60.1437∗((X[1]∗X[1])/X[2])))
)) + ((pow(pow(((86.1873 + 21.9221)− pow(X[1], 2)), 3), 2) ∗ pow((pow(pow(X[0], 4), 4)/pow(pow(86.3248, 2), 3)), 3))/
(−0.517763 − (((−60.1437 − (X[0]/ − 61.2323)) − ((X[2] − X[0])/(−55.2714/X[1]))) − (((−60.1437 − −42.2163) −
(X[0]/X[0]))− ((85.4423−X[0])− pow(−41.197, 3))))))))))
Context 2 (0.354462)
(−29.1074/(log((cos((−24.8982 ∗ cos(X[0])))/X[0])) ∗ (tan(X[1]) + ((((X[2] ∗X[1]) + sin(X[2]))− (tan(−41.6863) +





X[1])/(X[2] + X[2])))) + pow(X[2], 4)))) − (X[1] − (((−13.2856/ − 92.0523)/(−8.72927 + 91.0863)) + (((X[1]/ −
21.0847)/(−13.2856 ∗ 23.3148)) ∗ (((−13.2856/− 92.0523)/(−8.72927+ 91.0863)) ∗ (X[2] + ((74.3451+X[2])− (X[2] ∗
X[1]))))))))))
Context 4 (1.834022)
((X[0] > X[2] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : ((X[2] > 20.4644 ? (X[0]! =
−33.6652 ? ((X[0] > −95.96 ? − 93.0572 : 93.6667) −X[1]) : 75.659) : (−99.7644/(X[1] == 97.3374 ? (X[2]/X[2]) :
(X[2] < 22.031 ? X[0] : 38.2051))))−X[0]))) : (X[2] == X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])))/(X[2] > (((X[0] == −66.6621 ? ((X[1]! =
28.6636 ? (X[1] ∗−46.2376) : (X[2] < −12.0663 ? − 51.3039 : −72.8508))/((X[1]−−33.6165)+ (X[2]−−84.1814))) :
(X[0] < −73.1047 ? ((X[0] > 99.7093 ? X[0] : −0.169441) ∗ (X[1] < X[0] ? X[2] : 85.503)) : ((X[0]! = −14.8435 ?
X[2] : X[2])+ (20.4213+X[2]))))− (X[2] < 96.957 ? X[0] : 67.5193))− (X[2] > X[1] ? ((((X[0]+−66.6457)+(X[0] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))/(X[2] > X[2] ? (X[0]+X[1]) : (X[0] < 56.2662 ? 93.7279 : −82.0696)))∗(X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (−64.6113/X[1]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? X[0] : −46.7914)) : ((−63.7421 − 60.0178)/(X[2] + −87.9498)))) : (X[0] >
X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : X[0])) : ((X[0] == −66.6621 ? X[2] :
X[1]) − (98.2361 + X[0])))))) ? ((−97.0322 ∗ X[2])! = (X[2] − −27.5398) ? ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] >
X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : (−37.1392 − X[0]))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] >
X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : −35.4403) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : −16.513))))) > (X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : ((X[0] >
X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : −62.7367)) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 :
(X[2] > X[0] ? X[1] : X[0])))) > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 :
(45.0559 − X[0]))) : (((X[0] == −66.6621 ? − 86.3904 : −23.0895) − (X[2] < 96.957 ? X[0] : 67.5193)) − (X[2] >
X[1] ? (X[1] ∗ 15.8829) : (X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : X[0])))))) ? X[1] : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : (−37.1392 − X[0]))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[0] : −35.4403) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : −16.513))))) > (X[2] < X[1] ? − 21.1488 : X[1]) ? ((X[0] >
X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : X[2])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 :
(X[2] > X[0] ? − 4.62159 : X[2])))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? 62.379 : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? 79.3188 :
22.7655)) > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : 52.5579) : (X[1] − −20.3729)))) ? 1.68456 : (X[2] >
X[1] ? (((−62.8553 +X[0])/(X[2] > X[2] ? X[0] : 66.8565)) ∗ (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1]! = X[0] ? 60.9708 : −2.77207) :
(X[1]/ − 74.4124))) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : X[1])) : 43.2812))) : (X[2] >
(X[1] < 11.9061 ? 64.1717 : X[1]) ? (X[0]− 21.0182) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 :
(81.4314 −X[0]))) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? 38.2863 : −52.7354))! = X[1] ? ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 :
X[2]) > (X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : 11.7628) ? (89.6438 > X[0] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[0] > 31.836 ? − 41.6365 : X[1])) :
96.7781))))) : (X[0] < X[2] ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] ==
X[2] ? 4.64607 : (−37.1392 − X[0]))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : −35.4403) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : −16.513))))) > (X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : (−37.1392 − X[0]))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[0] : −35.4403) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : −16.513))))) > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] :
(X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : ((X[2] > 20.4644 ? X[2] : 42.9934) − X[0]))) : (((X[0] == −66.6621 ? (X[2]/39.1827) :
(X[0] < −73.1047 ? X[1] : X[0])) − (X[2] < 96.957 ? X[0] : 67.5193)) − (X[2] > X[1] ? ((X[1]/X[0]) ∗ (X[0] ==
777
X[1] ? − 76.8059 : X[2])) : (X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? 83.4556 : X[2]))))))) ? ((−38.1618 − X[2]) <
64.4933 ? ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : (−37.1392 −
X[0]))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : −35.4403) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 :
−16.513))))) > (X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? 62.379 : −90.8893))) > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : X[1])) :
((−22.7149 − X[2]) − (X[2] > X[1] ? X[0] : −5.438))))) ? X[1] : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : X[1])) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 1.21296)))) >
(X[2] < X[1] ? − 21.1488 : X[1]) ? ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : −55.7184))) > (X[0]! = X[0] ? 62.379 : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : X[1]) > X[0] ? 62.379 :
(X[2] > X[0] ? X[0] : 88.1843))) ? 1.68456 : (X[2] > X[1] ? ((−16.7556/ − 32.8315) ∗ (X[0] == X[1] ? − 65.5943 :
66.0509)) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : 43.2812))) : (X[2] > (X[1] < 11.9061 ? 64.1717 :
X[1]) ? (X[0] − 21.0182) : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : −54.2152)) : ((X[0] >
X[0] ? 62.379 : 92.9728)! = X[1] ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[2] : X[0]) : 96.7781))))) : −5.31991) : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 :
(X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : (−37.1392 − X[0]))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 :
(X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : −35.4403) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : −16.513))))) > (X[2] < X[1] ? − 21.1488 :
X[1]) ? ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : (−37.1392−X[0]))) :
(X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : −35.4403) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 62.379 : −16.513))))) >
(X[0]! = X[0] ? 62.379 : ((X[0] > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[1] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : 18.8321) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? 62.379 : 82.2426))) > X[0] ? 62.379 : (X[2] > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 :
X[2])) : ((X[1]−X[0])− (X[2] > X[1] ? − 39.8042 : X[2]))))) ? 1.68456 : (X[2] > X[1] ? ((((X[0] +X[0]) + (X[0] >
X[0] ? X[1] : X[2]))/(X[2] > X[2] ? (X[2] +X[1]) : (X[0] < 56.2662 ? − 85.5992 : X[2]))) ∗ (X[0] == X[1] ? (X[1]! =
X[0] ? (X[1]/X[2]) : (X[2] < X[1] ? − 40.4378 : X[1])) : ((X[0] − −87.7841)/(4.59327 + −32.8792)))) : (X[2] >
X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] == X[2] ? 4.64607 : (92.892 − X[0]))) : 43.2812))) : (X[2] > (X[1] <
11.9061 ? 64.1717 : X[1]) ? (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[2] : −12.667) : (13.6888 > X[0] ? (X[0] > X[0] ? X[0] : (X[1] ==
X[2] ? 4.64607 : ((X[2] > 20.4644 ? X[2] : 1.26475)−X[0]))) : (X[1]! = X[1] ? X[2] : −12.667)))))))
Context 5 (0.219207)







((X[2]! = −32.8422 ? 43.7621 : X[1])/((X[2] > 52.7963 ? (X[0] > 4.40481 ? X[0] : (X[2] + −83.3961)) : (X[0] >
X[0] ? (55.1475/ − 69.4693) : (X[1] + 38.0062))) − (60.6218 < (X[0] − −77.5554) ? ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] <
99.2058 ? − 53.6464 : ((X[0] < 32.6264 ? (X[1] == −3.69258 ? − 14.1234 : (−8.49004 ∗ −41.9777)) : X[2]) +
−32.4182)) : (((X[1] > −0.445423 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (−17.72 + −82.9415) : (X[1] − X[1])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1] >
1.07712 ? − 79.9881 : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? X[0] : 81.3032))) − (X[2] < −40.0525 ? (X[1]! = 69.1812 ? (X[2] ==
−24.9603 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] + X[0])) : ((X[1]! = X[1] ? 10.0627 : X[1]) − (X[0] > X[1] ? X[2] : 84.7364)))) +
(X[0] == 73.4257 ? X[1] : 42.3271))) < ((X[2] > 52.7963 ? (X[0] > 4.40481 ? X[0] : (X[2] + −83.3961)) : (X[0] >
X[0] ? (55.1475/ − 69.4693) : (X[1] + 38.0062))) − ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? − 53.6464 : ((X[0] <
32.6264 ? − 42.3113 : X[2]) + −32.4182)) : (((X[1] > −0.445423 ? X[0] : X[0]) − (X[2] < −40.0525 ? X[2] :
X[2])) + (X[0] == 73.4257 ? X[1] : 42.3271)))! = (X[2]/X[1]) ? ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? −
53.6464 : (X[2] + −32.4182)) : ((X[2] − X[0]) + (X[0] == 73.4257 ? X[1] : 42.3271))) < (X[2] ∗ X[0]) ? ((X[0] >
−54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? −53.6464 : X[0]) : (X[1]+X[1])) < (X[1] < 48.7092 ? −39.6478 : −95.5058) ? ((X[0] >
−54.8434 ? X[2] : X[2]) < (X[1] < 48.7092 ? − 39.6478 : −95.5058) ? (73.1432! = 62.1373 ? 22.0907 : −93.5453) :
(19.8571 − −12.7465)) : (X[1] > −11.1051 ? − 9.49905 : 91.8236)) : (X[1] > −17.3022 ? − 31.9083 : X[0])) :
88.4538)) ? ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? − 53.6464 : ((X[0] < 32.6264 ? (X[1] == −3.69258 ? − 14.1234 :
X[0]) : X[2]) +−32.4182)) : (((X[1] > −0.445423 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? X[2] : 11.7372) : (X[1] < X[2] ? 95.7174 : X[2]))−
(X[2] < −40.0525 ? (X[1]! = 69.1812 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[2]−X[2])))+(X[0] == 73.4257 ? X[1] : 42.3271))) < (X[1] <
48.7092 ? − 39.6478 : −95.5058) ? ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? − 53.6464 : ((X[0] < 32.6264 ? − 11.5112 :
X[2]) + −32.4182)) : (((X[1] > −0.445423 ? X[2] : −47.3344) − (X[2] < −40.0525 ? X[0] : X[1])) + (X[0] ==
73.4257 ? X[1] : 42.3271))) < (X[1] < 48.7092 ? − 39.6478 : −95.5058) ? ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? −
53.6464 : (X[2] + −32.4182)) : ((−46.789 − X[2]) + (X[0] == 73.4257 ? X[1] : 42.3271)))! = 62.1373 ? ((X[0] >
−54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? − 53.6464 : 98.163) : (X[1] + −24.703)) < (X[1] < 48.7092 ? − 39.6478 :
−95.5058) ? (X[1] < 48.7092 ? − 39.6478 : −95.5058) : 35.6397) : −93.5453) : (19.8571 − −12.7465)) : (X[1] >
−11.1051 ? − 9.49905 : 91.8236)) : (X[1] > −17.3022 ? − 31.9083 : X[0])) : ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] <
778
99.2058 ? − 53.6464 : ((X[0] < 32.6264 ? (X[1] == −3.69258 ? − 14.1234 : (X[2] ∗ −52.7105)) : X[2]) +
−32.4182)) : (((X[1] > −0.445423 ? (X[2] > X[1] ? (−13.5588 + X[0]) : (X[0] − X[0])) : (X[1] < X[2] ? (X[1] >
1.07712 ? 3.25777 : X[1]) : (X[0] == X[0] ? 80.8229 : X[2]))) − (X[2] < −40.0525 ? (X[1]! = 69.1812 ? (X[2] ==
−24.9603 ? 80.2971 : X[0]) : (X[2] + 43.1394)) : ((X[1]! = X[1] ? − 70.8761 : −70.9154) − (X[0] > X[1] ? X[0] :
−48.5305)))) + (X[0] == 73.4257 ? X[1] : 42.3271)))! = ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? − 53.6464 : ((X[0] <
32.6264 ? (X[1] == −3.69258 ? − 14.1234 : −8.04778) : X[2]) + −32.4182)) : (((X[1] > −0.445423 ? (X[2] >
X[1] ? X[0] : 24.1089) : (X[1] < X[2] ? X[0] : −71.2381)) − (X[2] < −40.0525 ? (X[1]! = 69.1812 ? X[1] :
28.6939) : (89.7547 −X[0]))) + (X[0] == 73.4257 ? X[1] : 42.3271))) < (X[2] ∗X[0]) ? ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] <
99.2058 ? − 53.6464 : ((X[0] < 32.6264 ? X[1] : X[2]) + −32.4182)) : (((X[1] > −0.445423 ? X[2] : X[0]) − (X[2] <
−40.0525 ? X[2] : X[1]))+(X[0] == 73.4257 ? X[1] : 42.3271))) < (X[1] < 48.7092 ? −39.6478 : −95.5058) ? ((X[0] >
−54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? − 53.6464 : (X[1] + −32.4182)) : ((−51.0599 − X[2]) + (X[0] == 73.4257 ? X[1] :
42.3271))) < (X[1] < 48.7092 ? − 39.6478 : −95.5058) ? ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? (X[1] < 99.2058 ? − 53.6464 :
−94.1826) : (X[1] + X[2]))! = 62.1373 ? ((X[0] > −54.8434 ? X[1] : X[0]) < (X[1] < 48.7092 ? − 39.6478 :
−95.5058) ? (X[1] < 48.7092 ? − 39.6478 : −95.5058) : 35.6397) : −93.5453) : (19.8571 − −12.7465)) : (X[1] >
−11.1051 ? − 9.49905 : 91.8236)) : (X[1] > −17.3022 ? − 31.9083 : X[0])) ? − 32.1268 : (−10.5589 +−21.6522)))))
Context 7 (1.006266)
(13.203+((((X[1]−25.8291)−(log((X[0]−X[0]))/X[1]))∗13.6422)/((X[0]+log((((22.8465−X[0])∗(X[0]+−76.5422))+
(X[0] + log(X[1]))))) + log(((((X[1] − 25.8291) − (X[2]/X[1])) ∗ ((X[0] + log((X[1] −X[0]))) + (((X[1] − 25.8291) −
(−55.9483/X[1])) ∗ 82.375)))+ (((−47.8733− (98.4842+ 65.5192))− ((X[0] + log(X[2]))+ log((−73.8614+X[2]))))−
((((X[0] +X[2]) + (X[0] +X[0])) + log((14.6455+X[0])))+ (((X[1]− 25.8291)− (−55.9483/X[1])) ∗ (13.203 ∗ (X[0] +
X[1]))))))))))
Context 8 (2.473679)
(−61.8407 > X[2] ? − 20.8657 : ((X[1] < 16.2077 ? (X[0] > X[0] ? ((X[0] < −33.7693 ? (X[2] < −63.2206 ? −
46.9577 : (−7.08102+(X[0] == X[0] ? X[1] : 78.8654))) : 17.3382)∗−53.6052) : (X[1] > X[0] ? X[0] : (85.0273/(((X[1]
< X[1] ? 0.763137 : (X[1] > X[1] ? X[1] : X[1])) ∗ −40.1546)/X[0])))) : (X[0]/X[0])) − (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] ==
64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : ((X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[1] > (X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[1]! = 4.50934 ? − 29.8225 : −35.072)) ? − 29.8225 : 35.0524)) <
((X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[1] > (X[2] < X[0] ? 70.3404 : −28.4345) ? − 29.8225 :
35.0524))! = ((X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[1] > −25.7884 ? − 29.8225 : 35.0524))! =
(X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[1]! = 4.50934 ? 94.8849 : 30.3403)) ? (X[1]! =
−28.9308 ? − 29.8225 : 35.0524) : ((X[0] < X[0] ? 27.2559 : −29.6077) < X[0] ? (−46.8268/ − 81.7204) :
(97.8514 < X[1] ? 95.191 : X[2]))) ? − 24.5123 : ((26.0828 − 42.1708) < X[0] ? ((X[1] < −45.2011 ? − 18.5555 :
−95.5168)/(X[2] == 64.8419 ? 72.9131 : X[1])) : (X[2] < (X[0]! = X[0] ? X[2] : 17.252) ? (−21.9287 − X[0]) :
(X[1]! = −41.9281 ? − 28.7748 : 86.1189)))) ? ((26.0828 − 42.1708) < X[0] ? ((X[1] < −45.2011 ? (((X[2] >
0.980367 ? 12.0147 : X[2]) + (52.2687 ∗ 81.8467)) − (X[2] > X[1] ? (X[0] == −44.485 ? 85.1912 : X[0]) :
(−69.4421−−1.02134))) : (X[0] < X[0] ? ((X[0]/22.2594)∗(X[0]/X[1])) : ((X[1] < X[2] ? 82.4388 : 78.3719)∗(X[1] >
69.1358 ? − 27.7756 : X[2]))))/(X[2] == 64.8419 ? ((X[1]! = −6.39798 ? (X[2] > X[2] ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[1] >
X[2] ? X[1] : −14.2219))/((−75.4075 + −39.0444)/(X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[2] < 61.2229 ? ((X[0] <
X[0] ? 32.6504 : X[1])/(X[0] ∗ −64.5547)) : (X[0] < X[0] ? (−57.2388 ∗X[1]) : (X[0] > X[0] ? X[2] : −0.775194))))) :
((X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[1] > (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 :
37.8286) : (X[1]! = 4.50934 ? − 29.8225 : −35.072)) ? − 29.8225 : 35.0524)) < ((X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] ==
64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[1] > (X[2] < X[0] ? 12.3485 : X[2]) ? − 29.8225 : 35.0524))! = (X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[1]! = 4.50934 ? (X[1]! = −28.9308 ? − 29.8225 : 35.0524) : (X[2] <
X[0] ? X[0] : 36.0899))) ? (X[1]! = −28.9308 ? −29.8225 : 35.0524) : (((26.0828−42.1708) < X[0] ? (−89.5818/X[1]) :
−29.6077) < X[0] ? ((X[1] < −45.2011 ? 5.82782 : X[2])/(X[2] == 64.8419 ? 67.5023 : −71.0396)) : ((X[2] <
X[0] ? 76.4247 : −50.6926) < (X[2] < X[0] ? 76.9248 : X[2]) ? (13.6282 − X[1]) : (12.5543 − X[2])))) ? −
21.5465 : ((26.0828 − 42.1708) < X[0] ? ((X[1] < −45.2011 ? (95.13 − −53.1025) : (X[0] < X[0] ? 93.6077 :
X[0]))/(X[2] == 64.8419 ? (X[2]/− 43.094) : (X[2] < 61.2229 ? 33.3598 : 22.9614))) : (X[2] < ((X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] :
−47.2779)! = (X[2] < X[0] ? 86.5788 : −69.6876) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[2] < X[0] ? 3.25715 :
92.9407)) ? (X[2] < X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[0]! = X[2] ? X[2] : −66.3739)) : ((X[2] <
X[0] ? 54.5028 : −81.8798)! = (X[2] < X[0] ? − 12.6227 : X[2]) ? (X[0] < X[0] ? − 63.1141 : −44.4284) :
(X[2] +X[0])))))) : (X[0] < X[1] ? ((26.0828 − 42.1708) < X[0] ? ((X[1] < −45.2011 ? (−2.30553 −X[0]) : (X[0] <
X[0] ? X[0] : −57.0048))/(X[2] == 64.8419 ? (21.186/ − 91.5709) : (X[2] < 61.2229 ? X[1] : −22.5569))) : ((X[2] <
X[0] ? (X[2] == 64.8123 ? 27.2129 : 37.8286) : (X[1] > X[2] ? − 29.8225 : 35.0524)) < ((X[2] < X[0] ? 10.8767 :
X[2])! = (X[2] < X[0] ? X[2] : X[0]) ? (X[1]! = −28.9308 ? − 29.8225 : 35.0524) : (X[1] < X[0] ? X[1] :
X[2])) ? − 21.5465 : ((26.0828 − 42.1708) < X[0] ? (92.789/ − 52.168) : (X[2] < X[0] ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[0]! =
70.1422 ? − 19.1608 : 24.6998))))))
779
Context 9 (1.526242)
((X[4] == 0.0 ? 6.41085 : X[2]) > (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 6.41085 : X[2]) : (((X[0] >
X[0] ? 74.2017 : 20.9927) < 22.2357 ? 74.2017 : 20.9927) > (((X[0] > X[0] ? 74.2017 : 20.9927) < 22.2357 ? 74.2017 :
20.9927) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 96.6805 : −21.0374) ? (X[1] < 57.3335 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] < 57.3335 ? X[1] :
X[2])) ? (((X[0] > X[0] ? 74.2017 : 20.9927) < 22.2357 ? 74.2017 : 20.9927) > (((X[0] > X[0] ? 74.2017 : 20.9927) <
22.2357 ? 74.2017 : 20.9927) > (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 96.6805 : −21.0374) ? (X[1] < 57.3335 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[1] <
57.3335 ? X[1] : X[2])) ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 74.4212 : 17.8047) : −22.1162) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 11.9122 : −28.6711)))
D.3.0.75 Transition Functions:
Context 1 (24.717928)
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 20.2791 : X[2]) :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 34.5099) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 11.4615 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 40.9999 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 0.984136 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 98.3347)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −71.947) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 61.0205 : −70.6878)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
37.8801) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 92.5861)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 21.4585 : −11.0033))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 79.7952 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 0.349831 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 37.0906))))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 22.6289 : 55.0327) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 87.7066)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 72.429) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 1.78941 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 28.4444) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 18.959 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 80.9763 : 21.2612))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 59.041 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 16.4061 : −57.3811)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 4.94915 : X[0])))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 96.0228 : X[2])))))
Context 2 (24.717928)
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −82.1495) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 21.1601)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 19.6252 : 81.4007) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −18.5768)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 83.8093 : −30.3432) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 45.4589 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 75.8905) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 48.8056)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 54.7664 : −46.1146) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 25.2441 : −51.1997))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −61.6019) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 63.352 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−87.4097) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 49.9373 : −59.3599))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 98.8595 : −36.9378)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 89.1123 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
86.5306)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 29.9876 : 84.3285) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 68.848 : X[0]))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 4.00674 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 94.85)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 67.5279 : −27.932)))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 6.57149 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 67.3201 : −23.4786)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −7.30859) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 92.3868 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 42.3957 : 6.54978)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 91.1489 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −15.5053))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 19.7273 : −53.0575) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 35.2724 : −48.3764)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 15.2984 : 23.117) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 5.5898 : −48.3414))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 98.5566 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −50.5738)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 94.8131 : 74.6602) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −31.0286))) : (X[4] ==
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2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −85.8835) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 67.6944 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 2.7458)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 52.5937 : 1.83368) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 8.28575 : 3.72388)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : −86.889) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 97.9962 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 77.9058)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 55.5755 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 85.1579 : X[0]))))))) : X[0]))
Context 3 (24.717928)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 57.9811 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 30.0364 : 18.3622))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 91.7642) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −87.7671) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −72.281)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 91.2385 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 23.6345 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 51.7142) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 64.5637))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 32.6122 : −23.2677) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 37.7833 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 53.0744 : 18.3506) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 7.2967)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 39.9769 : 61.1833) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 88.4534 :
X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 37.3504 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 20.29 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 52.0214 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 66.0646 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 21.2391 : −34.076) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 14.7499 : X[2])))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 37.1411 : −45.6368) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 49.8981 : 97.4854)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 22.5395 : −88.61))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 24.0045 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −87.091)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 64.455 : 97.0727) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −71.9089)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 77.9018 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 9.19572) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 25.9095 : 39.2276))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 8.66965 : 78.784)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 10.1867 :
0.221392) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 12.4619 :
3.71343) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 45.4671 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −93.5321)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 7.12813 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
75.987)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 67.4137 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −63.3772) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 21.4089 : −56.0642) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 79.4477)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −26.805) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −63.039))))))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 38.3517 : −91.0293) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −31.4418)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 12.3866)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −73.9486) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 91.5806 :
−77.658)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 86.448 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 7.67822 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 94.7156 : −83.9838) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 58.1479 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 50.677 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 35.3551 : −24.7655)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 56.5661 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 7.66827 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 8.12254 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 89.4622 : −0.110504) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −93.7762) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 13.1477 : −68.4782)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 64.3912 : 31.0006) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 81.2892 :
X[0])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −6.53044) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 65.997 : −85.8771)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 68.1801 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 14.5411 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 92.0192 : X[0])))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 73.875 : 40.3563)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 94.6428 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −68.5746))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 57.9476 : 24.1803) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −8.56039) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 6.00916 : 18.1911)))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 75.8288 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 23.6686 : −67.9507)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 68.7332 : 44.2349) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 7.27582 : −82.366))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 81.7156 : −70.0659) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 74.4058 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −7.03676))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
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0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 84.3758) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 18.5024)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 39.7529))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 71.4847)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −63.7697)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 78.6648 : 9.93146) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 14.6736 : −0.161024)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 6.22697 : 45.9708) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 2.64853 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 68.6045 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −61.4316)))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 17.0067) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 5.72407 : −0.153974)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 99.7138) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 46.231))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 2.05293 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −41.1055)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
16.1113) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 35.7245)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 70.8356) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −60.7187))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 70.3935) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
46.0379)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 1.05237 : 60.9959) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −16.1401))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 50.7812 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −76.7255)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 17.6992 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −18.4516) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 1.60479 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −77.6098))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −1.62543) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −74.3214)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 46.6639 : 59.9867) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −67.6374)))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −71.6385) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 51.0724 : −22.4225)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.9969 : 67.639) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −95.0385) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 79.123 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −95.4925)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 73.6678 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −9.45915) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
9.51821) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 15.1759 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 65.6872 : −25.0222) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 28.0906 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 98.9413)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 59.6463 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −90.2204) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.6387) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
20.4337)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 22.7437 : −53.8805))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 72.1296 : −28.6115) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 60.7061 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 60.9463 : −30.0987) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 0.0545093 : −14.3359))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 39.9391 :
−78.3149) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −46.8176)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 90.549 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 28.67 : −85.4438))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : −57.8613)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −18.6337) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 58.6773)))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 45.8992 : 26.4197) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −12.536) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 20.0252))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 36.8211 : 21.8916) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 59.0392 : −14.6522)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −51.2196) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 47.9764 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
20.4277)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 70.0302) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 61.719))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 67.0649 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 66.5707) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 19.0365 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −90.3763) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 81.3692 : −57.1356))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −6.6417)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 0.678597 :
−41.8007) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 57.6112 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? −77.818 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 14.2494 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −68.9215))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 36.3271 : −66.0275) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −64.7507)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −35.7563) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 5.00255 : −10.9256) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −85.2399)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−41.5615) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 23.5398 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 78.1931 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 57.7455 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 71.3396) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
69.0497))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 51.9706 : −86.364)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 97.2773 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 7.85108 : −3.58603) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 68.2255 : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −8.49002) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 10.0562 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 85.5878) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 8.94008) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 95.6264))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : −20.1569) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 27.9562 : −72.8121)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 18.1867 : X[1]) :
782
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 45.275))))))))) : X[2])
Context 4 (24.717928)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? −
34.5687 : 98.6979)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.96041) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −24.1845))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 23.2857) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −9.43336)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −57.1075) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 55.2367 : −68.8444)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : 96.2231) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −9.45467))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 48.0017 : 20.4281) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 86.9507 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 55.8256 : 58.6902) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 29.8413 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −5.87563 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −75.2865 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −42.6511 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 12.7183 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 86.8716 :
87.6639) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 20.683 : −68.3736)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 6.86053 : 10.5314) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 6.88579)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−90.1281) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 55.6291 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 82.6953 : −55.9701) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 43.673))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −1.58102) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : 26.4982)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 50.0023) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 59.6921 : −29.081)))))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 55.5707 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 24.7301 : 76.2457)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 90.1779 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 47.3308 :
87.1617) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 83.4754 : −67.0527)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 98.3828) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 73.0579 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−65.441))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 79.8348 :
77.312)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 32.9524 : −87.8298) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 15.0032 : X[1]))))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 85.8132 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 13.2606 : −37.8623) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −17.472))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −52.5279)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 95.4847 : −47.6042) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 10.7504 : −54.1289)) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 38.9986 : 37.1552) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 65.3256 : 56.4965))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 60.6965 : 47.5419) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 10.3623 : 73.5994) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 31.0089 : −2.42594))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 61.3928 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 35.0203 : X[2]))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 26.2282 : 83.7723)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −21.7551) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 25.2236 : 89.1085)))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 39.0572 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 90.5846)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 26.2945 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 9.84231 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 9.60606 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
78.8041) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 74.9115 : 68.1261))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 90.4286 : −98.6348) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
−49.1986) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 69.1898 : 28.7869))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 25.0869 : −98.9354) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 28.4779)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 45.7717) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 8.44651)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
26.7517) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 18.135 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 56.5364 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 77.1202) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −5.67532)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 77.505) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 54.7731 : 69.074)))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −94.7388) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 89.8401 :
21.7986) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 50.2209 : −59.8432))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −56.1421)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 36.9589 : −84.0491) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 94.1258 : −9.49803)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
−23.7001) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 46.8466 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 72.4006) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 89.5006 : 36.0277))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 39.481 : −84.576) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 94.2496)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 66.8475) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 34.0024 :
89.1368))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−85.2512) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −23.0244)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 22.2806 : 67.3791) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 6.21913 : 20.9568))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 31.5652 : 16.6139) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 11.6118 : 51.4103)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 80.7372 :
9.81858)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 81.1355 : 59.456) : ((X[3]%4) ==
783
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 51.973 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 80.6018 : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 83.6126) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 71.1364)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 51.9288)))))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
58.3573) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 92.5553 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
−83.3415))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 8.37721 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 88.1026 :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 43.153 : 35.4426) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 57.3649 : −71.458)))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −62.2033) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 0.734889 :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −8.87968) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 48.4302 : 8.20978))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 91.6287 : 50.58) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −40.2045) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −24.2045 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 25.8284 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 37.2616)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 42.4629 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 98.444 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 23.0569 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 11.2599)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −73.7242) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 69.2183 : 71.0331)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 66.9615 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 52.7841) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 68.3839 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 17.8163 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 2.46658) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
24.2817)))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −42.1047) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 10.1443 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? −
66.906 : 11.2843) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 15.3941))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 55.0561 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 1.81155 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 74.0924) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −44.9142)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 30.5458 : 50.1362)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 53.0586 :
93.0106) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 84.8872)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −30.7414) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
−22.3706))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 60.074 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 72.935)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 45.155) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
72.7987))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 21.0645 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 0.739675 :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 18.2751 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 22.8198)))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −65.3545) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
50.6463)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 98.9941) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −74.8476))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 41.6502 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 3.77853 : −62.298) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 65.4108))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 47.0602 : 61.1048) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −77.6979) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 50.4809 : −9.06057))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 67.789)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 26.6773 : −78.2683) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 11.2057 : −59.572)))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −80.3467) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.9855)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −1.79569) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 29.7758))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 35.5782 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : −70.9833) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 79.3831 : 32.5058))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 3.52705 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 39.6071 : 80.4904)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 60.3723 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 73.0882 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 21.8092 : −2.31832) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 63.5492 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : 38.7704) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 44.6468 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 81.602 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 41.7589 :
6.2286) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 93.8257 : −2.39237) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? −65.3198 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 80.9674 : 62.6807) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? −44.8048 :
X[2])))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−12.5789) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 78.4465 : 43.3001)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 31.6043 : −9.87764) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −39.817))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −96.6859) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 48.3936 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 96.2042 :
X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 74.6074 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 78.0086)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 81.2496 : 3.6762))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −76.5532) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 80.6481 :
−11.1504)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 31.7675 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 58.4135 : X[2]))))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 5.4001) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : 87.0725)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 92.4814 : −67.2993) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 94.1803 :
83.7305))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −91.5447) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 61.9698 :
23.057)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 32.188 : −71.0652) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −77.2626)))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 44.4397) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 56.6127 : −25.2068))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 81.1817 : −90.7184) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 51.8497 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −9.58957) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))))))))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 91.818 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 91.818 : X[1])))
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Context 5 (24.717928)
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −39.1018) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 35.0874 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 49.3133))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 20.6889)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 30.7206 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −88.5382)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 80.5485 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −3.24641)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 72.1299 :
−25.367) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 20.1561 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
99.6619) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 24.3659)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 56.7782 : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 14.7789) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 11.6493 : −90.9032) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −69.1411) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −52.502)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 68.4244 : −36.5206) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 45.4847 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 49.8738 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 21.9954) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −97.5879))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 78.859 : −80.2513)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 61.0622 : X[2])))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 65.773 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 58.0847 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 31.2275 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 53.6877 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −67.4569) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 46.3691)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 65.9322 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −39.3029))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −45.3877 : 95.9351) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −52.9282 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 94.4481 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 90.9613))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 24.9908 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 16.0954)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 39.5033))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 90.9931 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 73.5125 : 52.6289) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 87.4836 : 62.2246) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 8.69533 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 11.7102) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 95.8584 : 95.6354))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 8.77753 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 24.0731) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 39.3069))))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 51.074 : −39.3456) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−35.2697) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 43.5191))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 47.6898 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 38.5343 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 11.2424 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 5.52636 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 72.2378 : 89.3966)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −12.4371) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 82.4156 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 3.87094 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 73.9924 : −79.8806)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 90.6846) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 23.0138)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 66.4387 : 75.5402) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 72.0458 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.6099 : −22.0638) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 32.4159 : 67.9494)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −48.3489) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−63.3932)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 97.992) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 23.5753 : 40.553)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 19.6278 : −73.453) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 29.1118 :
−8.73622))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 62.5685 :
X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 91.3826) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 7.07152 : −64.9921)))))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 23.9249 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 24.7985 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 85.9024 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 21.8368 : −92.9365) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 78.7206 : −80.5844)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 63.0209 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 88.5809) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
17.4923))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 78.5255 : −28.2566) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 31.4106 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −32.5225) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 82.3352 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 33.4025) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−71.6788)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 19.0216))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.6786 :
25.7763) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 96.6247 : −89.1578))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
−29.4543) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −28.5522) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 57.399 : X[1])))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 93.634 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 9.18679 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 32.7439 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 86.2024 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
785
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 65.5027 : 61.169) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 94.1432 : −31.2507) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −32.1068) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 41.3522)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 72.5804 : −13.8909))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 9.21786 : −75.0365) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 47.7351)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 77.1668 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −5.61108) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 15.4974 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 58.0499) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 70.3832 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 85.1391) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 65.9278 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 71.5699)))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −50.1281) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 17.1664 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 70.092 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 20.819))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −81.2784)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? −46.5816 : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 35.593 : −12.8305)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 41.8352 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 63.6631 :
45.5191) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −45.7382)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 5.37646 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 52.6712 : −43.4546)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−55.883) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 78.54 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 47.4091 : −3.65974) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 29.1538 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 89.6251) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 73.9525 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 58.3804) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 22.9348 : X[2]))))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 53.3869)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 99.5134 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
57.5129))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 27.0072 : 68.9091) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 32.5163 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 65.0455 : 82.215) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 16.7417 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 92.9909 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 75.9054 : 20.0047) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 33.3103 : −7.12101))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −37.1849) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 16.2184 :
18.8888))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 22.6114 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 52.2266 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 19.7724) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 56.3283 : X[2])))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 80.8048 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 83.7286 : −93.3018) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 84.8134 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 72.8106 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −35.1347))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 53.9016 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 89.8276 : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 5.56865 : −27.9449))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 95.3207 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 50.4399 : 42.4276)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 31.0492 : 36.4051) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 46.9232 : 33.8448) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −88.5272)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 81.4625 : 24.919))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 32.8702)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 14.1312) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−62.0426)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 13.2248 : 61.471) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 69.2056 : 90.1077)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −64.3559))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −1.09706) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 32.8481 : 53.6286)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 73.507 : −59.4896) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 3.92434 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 44.1426 : −4.47641)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 81.2287 : 99.9207))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 86.4298 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 25.0457 : 42.2053)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 9.60462 : 40.9497) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 60.2785 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 40.1982)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−40.4459))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −21.0901) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 62.192 : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −68.8232) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 18.3212 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 4.97566)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 11.9263) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 89.4339 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 98.8664 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 60.4558)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 38.6531 :
2.5033) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −3.06531))))))))) : X[0])
Context 6 (24.717928)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 77.5742 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 52.3696 :
786
73.091)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 68.5048 : −18.492))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 90.8793 : 31.2975)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 46.9581 : −90.6865) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 7.46306 : 76.859) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 12.7042)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
83.0708) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 55.6593 : −8.78807)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 75.0628 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 97.8302 : 43.2042)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 79.7523 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 29.3211 : −81.0524) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 67.6695 : −48.0606)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 39.631) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? −
26.5684 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 65.4289) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 74.1937 : X[1]))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 67.4816 : 39.3303) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 48.2458 : −97.3716)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 98.7606 : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 84.568) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 81.8058 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 55.5213) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
87.1919)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 97.8842 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 9.97832 : X[2])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 24.9206) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 93.0688 :
18.3656)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −51.6211) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 55.8656 : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 53.2221 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 95.3105 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 69.7253 : 97.9258))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 72.247 : −35.3421)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 88.7532 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 99.4719 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 36.856 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 4.70841 :
−45.1366) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 32.1889 : −22.6778) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 5.07834 : 33.6459))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −93.4094) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 84.89 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 49.7768 :
−48.7557) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 28.2057)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 16.4204 : 5.61491) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −28.0889))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −80.5513) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 70.2466 : 73.0162)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 98.0534 : X[2])))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 29.9992 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 45.1889)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −46.606) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 56.4118 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 14.0651 :
75.9115)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.6504 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
27.2779)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 14.7367 : −90.0911) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 17.535 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −40.9937 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −68.5387 : 48.4357)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 22.6366 : 37.8381) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 86.8599 : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 66.4711 : 47.8178)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 68.9489) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 23.0283 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 48.3017 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 73.7711 : 35.4563) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 39.1802 : −9.79906)))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −95.8911) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 60.7489 :
−60.9275)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 83.8474 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 74.1262 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 12.5331 : 47.8018)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 36.8923) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 46.2821 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 58.0037 : −56.3157) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 76.9818 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 31.1651 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 96.1161 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−56.5861) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 61.954 : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 24.1694 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 71.9392))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 17.0049) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 75.8856 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 38.4492 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−95.5417)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 24.3847 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 66.4175 : 77.1605))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 26.2515 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 33.1051) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 70.0142 : 85.8352)))))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : 79.9183) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 61.6577)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 93.4824 : −12.8817))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 11.5913) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 41.4442 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 30.4008) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 6.49822 : 33.0712))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 41.0982 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 57.0713 : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 41.5706 : 43.0135) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
787
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 91.097 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −83.2049) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 95.1557 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 42.2208 : 50.004) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 22.3784 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −61.0399) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 82.5841 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −86.8367)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −38.8588) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 90.3107 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.8047 : 10.606) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 94.9959 : X[0])))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −80.8262 : −47.8453) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 75.6638)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 91.1692 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 45.5863)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −58.8837) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 91.325 :
64.8393)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 7.95522 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 72.7509)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 93.2984) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 40.6511 : 26.9184))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 12.0178 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 12.5798 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 27.1048)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 25.4127 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 32.7583 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 60.2737 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 79.4888)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 62.6878 : 50.2304) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 86.078 : 92.7728) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 94.6633 : −72.7597)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −13.5806) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 65.4031)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −55.8247 : 18.3138) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0]))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 39.7366 :
4.64208) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 95.7913 :
−48.3828) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 57.5173 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −96.7936) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −47.2042 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 11.755 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 53.8053 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 20.1049 : 57.3032))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −56.7413) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 95.7105 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 19.204 : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 32.3963 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −23.3289)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 25.7338 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 48.0813 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 82.4651 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : 44.6267) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 11.0697 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 16.0252 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 96.4209 :
69.4493) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 12.5899))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 45.687 :
−39.7608) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −76.5584)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 70.6182 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 17.2067) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 84.0769 : 86.8352)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −79.2581) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −29.2657) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −48.6809)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 33.6953 :
−32.1372) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 92.0583 : 88.3833)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 46.6588 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −82.9133))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 99.2145 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 99.42 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 50.0151 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −75.5109))))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 19.796 : 22.8908) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 89.2364 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −35.7479) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−89.0726))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 27.3121 : 12.8857)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 9.38242 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 76.0464 : 65.3812)))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −5.93136) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −7.86958)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 49.6245 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 65.5111))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 33.2569) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 36.4231 : −6.25834)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))))))))) : X[2])
Context 7 (24.717928)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 60.6654 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 91.3786))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 96.3632 : 52.1763) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −26.8145)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? −64.3172 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−56.8999) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −50.8163))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 86.379 :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 62.0591)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
788
3.0 ? 74.2708 : X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 32.0004 :
70.3367) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 10.207)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 98.4774 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 13.4957 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 19.7022)) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 87.188 : 80.3284) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −0.19689)))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 1.75399 : −86.4118) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 18.5388 : −35.9126) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 55.8188 : −59.166))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 22.5002 : 25.7803) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 90.8574 : −45.4633)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −68.741 : X[2])))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 29.0633 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 46.9058 : −16.7719))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 40.6007 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 19.7791 :
−70.1888)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 65.4178 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 61.5879)))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 1.14393 : −28.6536) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 84.3732 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 14.6274) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 79.6342 :
X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 16.6372 : −84.1135)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 61.771 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −55.6551))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 5.57057 : −84.5202) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−95.8311)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 42.2064 : −97.2291))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 40.3437 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 50.8745 :
69.5526) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 76.7953 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 47.64 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 31.7325 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]))))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 52.8236 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 62.3656 : −31.5674) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 33.758 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 53.0924 : −84.9444) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −56.2617)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 2.17023 :
−38.4591) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 48.095 : 0.681094)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −86.8298) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 61.1719 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 43.5451 : −48.3955))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 89.7636 : 85.3249) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 21.096 : −62.3531)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 70.83 : −6.6329) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 99.0218 : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
50.7459) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −28.4799 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? −
14.3681 : 1.21522))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 44.9126 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 31.8766 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 23.0296 : −28.0964) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 76.9972 : 98.9637)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 15.7969 : −49.8539) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 17.6242 : −23.497))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −69.5222) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 3.09713)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 11.6783 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 14.6753 : X[0])))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −19.9526) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 57.3036 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 33.3813) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 85.4657 : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −10.267) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 61.4979 :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −63.2672) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 76.1889)))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 30.4514 : 89.9551) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 18.4713 : −18.138)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
3.88844) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 79.8452 : 65.4928))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 2.11375 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 51.4965 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −
11.1616 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −53.0109))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −
0.64344 : 41.8109) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 80.0815 : 80.6863)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 81.9935 : −18.0731) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 30.7174)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 51.6558 : −96.9495) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 45.3195))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 77.4053 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? −
15.8009 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 84.4961 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 98.3218 : −99.9085)))))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 68.5425 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 86.8881 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 50.7603 : −39.903) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 38.6738 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −73.3262)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 66.2051 : −81.9042)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 58.2269 : −46.0337))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
−34.3494) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
78.9934))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 19.9701 : 86.6936)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 48.7091 : −27.1204) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : 16.5205))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 45.2518) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 77.5151 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −62.4038)))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −49.1093) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 30.9637)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
789
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −77.0121)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 14.5223 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 56.1487 : −21.9832)))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.224 : −9.76309)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 23.4858 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 26.2891 : 50.8643)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 77.1461 : −26.1275)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 82.0735 : −31.8503) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 66.8171 : −47.8891)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 21.0666) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 76.3891 : 17.0712))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 11.5231) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 72.1555 : 33.9321)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 97.3353 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 90.2213 :
X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 36.9752 : −36.6187)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 75.5875 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 44.8728 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 63.4865)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 65.3414 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 37.9015) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.633 :
26.4588)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −50.5899) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 21.7011 : X[0]))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 40.1508 : 28.9017) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 46.2931 : −13.528) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −99.1935)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −22.8169 : 26.6702) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 24.5314 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −22.6181) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −43.59)))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −15.7288) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
−48.7068)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 6.30631 : 31.024) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 44.6583 : −49.3684))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −7.25726)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 28.7761 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 83.9041 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? −92.6638 : −65.5961) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 50.3334 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 8.69192)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 8.29288 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 49.9734))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 88.1351) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 28.876 : −37.6729)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 89.6577 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 11.3053 : −26.0031)))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 16.4658)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 4.99951 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 90.2602 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 3.17691 : −14.226)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 61.1437) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
40.7543))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 47.1663 : −96.8595) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 53.3069 :
85.7343)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 56.3365 : −68.7162) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 14.1927 : 18.8836))))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 2.4918 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 70.5563 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 40.5876 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 37.0154 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 23.0658 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 77.5012 : 36.112)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 93.23))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−91.2233) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 94.5344 : −73.3728)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −23.3198) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 2.85642 : X[0]))))))))) : −71.8963)
Context 8 (24.717928)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 29.1764 : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −87.1349) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 72.7954 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 8.93168 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −71.9347))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −82.6188) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 19.246 : −27.4693)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 72.9002 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 71.015 : −81.7729)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
37.5232) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 51.5671) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 3.04283 : 68.7175) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −37.9094))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 21.5688 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 9.56394))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 54.9057 : −80.1216) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 90.1194 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 31.4249 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
790
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 78.7472 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 94.6962 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 78.1558 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 13.0387 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 94.6619)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 15.0095 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
85.3628)))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 71.3153)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 8.49962) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −63.0471)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 97.1732 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 61.0285)))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 61.8862 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
23.1007)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 64.1182 : 99.8467) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 49.9595 : −77.107) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −12.2042)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 25.0586 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 73.8306 : −58.1342)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 12.0369 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 39.57 : 29.3689))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −31.7408) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−87.3893) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 80.2419 : −55.9588)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 1.59157)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 21.3886 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 68.4583 : −45.3284)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))))) : 11.7493)))
Context 9 (24.717928)
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 94.327 : −76.0776))
Context 10 (24.717928)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 43.9566)
Context 11 (24.717928)
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −44.8113) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 86.8996 : −50.9686)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 75.461 : −20.2875) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 34.9181))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 70.4225 : 75.3534) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 96.8176)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 14.1539 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 47.3581 : 17.5778)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 54.5107) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 32.1103)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 79.2708))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
91.4686) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −68.0481) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 8.19331 : −0.73834))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −32.8353) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 42.6856 : −23.6104)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 88.9023 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 53.8765 : −40.2176))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
57.7016) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −79.6597)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 43.3789 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 98.1781 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 27.9022 :
35.7305) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 87.2606 : −77.5183))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 39.8372 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 32.6609 : 42.2454) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 42.7106 :
93.279)))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −61.16)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 96.8812 : 99.8227))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 56.7439) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 90.4238 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 13.5495 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−56.0305)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 31.6353 : −53.7965) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 95.1703 : −89.5823)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 12.4509 : −66.1974) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 98.9424)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −67.0135))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 62.2327) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 64.2335 :
38.9534)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 97.6622 : 7.14043) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 39.0965))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 54.9751 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 53.4126 : 54.2924) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 90.5249)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
791
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −33.5311 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −59.3953 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 90.8324 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −22.6394)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 56.7951 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : 61.5078))))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))
Context 12 (24.717928)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −35.0933))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 39.7442 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 68.7424 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] :
23.8632) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 40.0572)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 86.0552 : −74.9585)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 53.8979 : 8.25648) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 86.7499 : 41.7828))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 88.4118 :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 78.8848 : −71.7234)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 29.4314 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 93.0695 : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −7.39373) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 85.0341)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 42.6355 : 75.2501) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 74.0897 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 70.2978 : 36.5678) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 82.2253 : −22.4362) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −76.0045)))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 70.7176 : −42.9055) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 75.7782 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 97.9315 : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 37.1735 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 73.6479 :
63.3799)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 99.6021) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? −57.2946 : 68.9761) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 15.0541 : −14.4314)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −80.1535) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 18.7737 : −88.2554)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 26.6656 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 81.7207 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
77.9492) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −15.3853)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
−98.5752) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 1.86514 : 98.5411)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 7.31285 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 68.9716 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 42.1882 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 27.0716 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 44.7146 :
X[1])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 14.4549 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 10.1909 : X[2]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 74.9019) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 81.6474 : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −58.751) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 50.4757))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 14.5864 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 16.8751)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 69.0647 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 16.3846 :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 69.9986 : −22.7353)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 85.3413 : −30.0152) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 25.0565 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 9.42988 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −47.7319) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 4.60476 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −49.3516)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
−97.4302) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 22.8047 : 50.0961))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 64.6318 : −30.0849) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 24.8756 : 9.83483)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 96.5956 : 44.6656) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −86.2315) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 90.8768)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
55.7124) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 60.5047 : −5.60097)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 59.7676) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 20.9301 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 20.367 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 69.1445 : −3.22077)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 30.9507 : −90.5827) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −43.2225)))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −62.3805) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 71.7559 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −20.1855))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −28.7477) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −34.4269)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
25.5929) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 25.0942 : 34.2422) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 8.47895 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 22.9919 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 60.5308 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 99.7687 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 59.0747 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 0.666963) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 20.3517 :
92.3564))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 49.0513 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −25.8026)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 97.5882 :
40.9478) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 41.085 : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 37.5209 :
792
11.9341) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 30.1751 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 82.6429 : 56.4222) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 64.6792 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 37.2391 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 99.463 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
96.488))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 67.8324 :
76.7531)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 40.4333) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 97.7771)))))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 89.3188) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 75.3571 : −69.4293)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 32.0967 : −7.12421) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 70.8412 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 29.4964 : −98.6927) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 7.27758 : −61.4172)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 14.7346 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 50.1143 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 69.289 : 1.69571) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 16.398)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 24.314 :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 88.881 : 34.4806))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 0.0331038 : 24.8137)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 31.8525 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? −65.3311 : 2.62057))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 24.6581 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 70.0438) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 0.960335 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 63.6903 : 96.2244) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 26.8686)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 48.9663) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 96.3799 :
X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −24.5052)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 9.95254 : −27.7458) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −81.9826) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 96.4204 :
−20.2401)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 80.5591 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −77.6974)))))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 13.0989 : −60.7986)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 81.6576 : −12.3742) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : 77.9018))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−17.9987)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 91.1615 : 48.2384) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 60.847 : −98.901)))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 30.6831) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 88.2114 :
−3.56788)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 78.704 : −2.89058) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 0.00175391 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 82.1798) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 44.7763 : 32.6219))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 51.7032)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 65.5115 : −30.4635) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −98.27)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −0.00540004) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 96.8945 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 63.2078 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 14.154 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 78.5155))))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 27.3989 : 62.2338)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −78.7704) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 78.2712) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 87.9265)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 33.553 : 56.3014) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 1.38847 : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
12.1125) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 0.83093 : −63.2802) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : 69.5377))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −75.5566) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 85.0054 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 51.7396 : X[1]))))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 0.685174 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : −83.435)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 5.16127 : X[1]))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 72.2097) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 40.5994 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 42.5442 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 61.4089 : −99.1443) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.6145 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 20.4975 : −38.0256) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 8.27028 : 42.3115)) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 36.1066 : 11.8903) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 78.1683 : 98.523)))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 88.8098 : −40.9301) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −81.3172)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 74.2834 :
−73.6945))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 33.03 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 44.2744 : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 87.284) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −66.6244) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 74.3626 : 96.2393))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 7.53022) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 66.0577 : −76.3998)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −14.6214) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 80.5997 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 99.3222)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 11.5414 : 58.7289) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 64.9955 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −87.7896) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 70.2365 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −45.3846)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 4.1585 : −85.6286) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 61.6727 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 79.0355 : 57.1145) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 3.20392 : −25.2379))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 17.3179 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))))))))) : −43.6835)
793
Context 13 (24.717928)
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 23.5156) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 50.9135)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 43.6141 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 72.1804 : X[0]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 42.2975 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 56.5125)) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 99.2807 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 30.9656 : 64.5316)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −15.6583)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 17.4629))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 56.3503 : 98.6284) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 43.6384 : 91.5647)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 69.0014 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 51.2316 : −36.4409))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −16.8364 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 51.2947 : −96.8307)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 30.353 : 89.2462) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 67.9278 : 98.4033))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? 18.6819 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −91.9084) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? 25.0106 : X[0])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 36.6365 : 66.3692) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 18.534)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 45.9211 :
38.3787) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 51.9547 : −79.7333))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 99.1716 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −31.8371)))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 51.4008 : 49.188) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 28.6897)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 66.972 : 56.0937))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 76.2493 : X[1]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −23.6542)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −98.1408) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −46.0356)))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 15.8744 :
−48.793) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 31.6258 : 1.58005)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 23.3142 : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 14.4426 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 56.067 : 55.722)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −44.6969) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 16.4732 :
48.6743))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 80.5864)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 68.4993 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 77.7896))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 48.3682 :
98.3252)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 56.3271 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −71.8472)))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −0.532626) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 19.3634 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 68.0376 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 83.1847)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 32.3856 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −39.9013) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −62.9529) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 44.1964))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 78.0827 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −59.2288)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 73.2352) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 96.9541 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −40.2369))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 97.6028 : −51.3701) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 39.7502)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
−72.5057) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 57.2368 : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 44.125 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 85.5473 : 34.288)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 18.6535 :
X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 61.1775 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 71.6816 : 74.2682) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −96.6414)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 87.5629) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? 73.6416 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 70.0592 : −99.0427) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 3.39984 : −36.7496) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
33.5452)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 29.9 : −66.4563)))))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 69.8532)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 20.856) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 46.2064 :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 8.66605 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 42.1684 : −18.7658)) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 73.5744 : −40.4141) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 60.2059)))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 45.216) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 79.8346) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 76 : 28.8018))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 13.0488 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 34.2857 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 11.1983 : −7.70657))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 97.5363 : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? 9.86589 : 50.5346)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 99.0171 : 34.8611) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 44.109 :
98.3955)))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −61.2243) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 8.64872 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 3.08996) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 48.2388 : −85.9366) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 22.0452 :
X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 22.2718 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 42.2909 : X[0])))))))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −25.4521) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −3.36477)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 78.4284 : −21.8762) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 43.3868 : −86.8881))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
794
2.0 ? X[1] : 94.5639) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 73.9771 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 61.9315 : 36.6869)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 54.3796 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −54.9468)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 21.134 :
X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 56.6467 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 29.7538 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−40.7886))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 28.6137 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 22.8125 :
−89.4113))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 65.3843 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 87.445 :
X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 40.137 : −80.3269) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 32.5918 : −2.79588)))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −43.9019) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 21.2657 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 87.6702 : −22.0362))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 43.5422) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −73.4584)) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 89.4162 : 91.4566) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 7.89139 : X[0])))))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −92.7125))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 0.281251) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 59.1619 : 17.3969)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 30.0613 : −96.3667) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 26.221)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 21.0714) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 72.1068)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : 8.98109) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 34.0231 : 52.4738))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 59.9097 : −72.297) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 18.1708 : 53.0135))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 23.5151 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 57.1009 :
56.7384) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 14.6005 : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 56.7715 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −1.54325) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[1])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 58.8426 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 74.3979 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 43.7126) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 4.00278 : −1.22121))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 65.177 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 0.382196 : 0.248253)) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 57.696 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : −81.7725))))))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 82.8238 : −96.8698) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 73.2185)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 95.1629 :
−59.0426) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 25.2347 : 24))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 63.4889 :
3.08724) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 44.7372 : −67.9285) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? − 89.2149 : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 16.8384 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −36.0362) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? − 21.918 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 87.8179 : −51.5459))))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 66.0991 : 3.12739) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −1.17845 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? −4.40452 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? −98.8498 :
−76.9382))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 68.0737 :
−72.1539)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 58.1027 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 9.54457 : X[2])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 32.829 :
−7.66742)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 62.7149 : 96.2702) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 2.48119 : X[0]))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 31.9743) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 70.6975 : −58.871)))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] :
40.4971)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 10.543) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 73.8311 : 68.6385))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 22.6941 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 56.4727)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[0] : 13.0731) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 7.27804 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 27.4386 : −27.4072))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 19.9916 : −65.1155) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 37.8774 : −22.587)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 47.5551 : 53.1434) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 61.4634 : 91.8485))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 40.1018 : −63.6884)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 75.8558 :
64.5905) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.1241 : X[1])))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 61.2392 : −37.7617) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? 46.467 : −32.0301))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 29.6591 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 5.26283 : 35.1148)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 93.0024 : −21.0151) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 45.3649 :
75.6864))))))))) : −54.2044)
Context 14 (24.717928)
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
795
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 67.265 : 54.9485) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 84.133 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 76.6421 : −64.4834))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 76.2598 : 81.4983) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 24.8576 : 48.0061)) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 14.4258 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 77.1067 : 7.86619)))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 81.5965 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 25.7179 : −23.0461))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 87.1055 : −29.4064) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 61.7376 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 45.0237 : −44.8378)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −8.49593 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? −54.2889 : 74.271))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −50.1445) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −59.2446) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 32.5863 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 36.3135 : 37.4421)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 88.9888 :
22.8483) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −55.74))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 34.2854 : X[0]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 58.0632 : 39.1457)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 36.1237 : −96.7925) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −36.7651) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 70.0213))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 0.404951 : 30.879) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : −4.99437)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 47.4975 : 8.46976) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
−87.9698)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −54.3055) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 12.4468 : −48.046)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 99.1747 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 74.5027 : −21.473))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 15.8452 : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 50.4777) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 41.691))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : −55.2475)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 10.3083) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 65.8573 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 24.7838)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −64.1999)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 28.7158 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 38.8627 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −22.0011) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −70.9486)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 39.7747 : −22.7818) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 97.3291 : −33.792) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −67.9752)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 17.2946 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −22.0487))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? 56.6345 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 39.1503 : 46.063)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 60.5456 :
88.0294) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 14.7364 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
62.1937) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 37.1211 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 28.6093 : 40.5876) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 10.9832 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : −24.4122)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 92.8444 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 96.6746 :
86.2371))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] :
−86.4508) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 34.2944 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 16.585 : 96.609) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 48.4245) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? − 38.63 : X[1])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 90.4265) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 94.7101)))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −14.2256) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 4.48917 :
−74.1006)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 82.4775 : 15.8634) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 4.00693 : −72.9989) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : 28.0311)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 69.9579 : −97.5754) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 28.094 : −75.7635)))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 88.2993 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 74.4703)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 6.5693 : −6.52089) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 78.3792 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −84.8707) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 60.5111)) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 9.68815) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 64.6946 : X[0])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 88.5283 : 59.3365) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 81.9489) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 61.7665))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 31.2028 : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −53.4965))))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 35.2507) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 75.5592 : 53.7816)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 47.6907 : 35.9673) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −89.7068)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[0]) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 65.0916 :
76.8662) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] :
X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 42.0835 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 31.0151 : −81.8419) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 99.4228 : X[2])))))))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −37.8851) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 31.3005 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 2.00097 : 5.2348)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 50.9391 : −56.9216) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 3.2191 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −80.5862))) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 36.1898 : 4.0896) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −52.5559)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
796
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −93.3401) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 13.2213 : X[2]))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 68.7547 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 63.2417) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 55.5915 : X[1]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −4.23355) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 92.6758 : −53.1323)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 79.5531 : 53.1747) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 80.4901 : −2.06364)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −3.49609) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 23.6954 : X[0])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 12.2201 : −97.7447) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 45.3844 : −43.0355))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : −37.3773) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 52.4288 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 87.1527 : X[1])))))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 86.2704 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 60.6033 : 52.008) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −80.9762))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : −42.9418) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 76.8874 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? 84.9638 : 57.5908)))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 91.3331 :
29.2125) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? −16.9393 : −86.8965)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 45.2347) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 44.6421 : −90.5504) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? − 23.2467 : X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 58.0726 : 4.61845) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 81.201 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 10.5994 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[0]))) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 71.3052 : 82.0613) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 69.283 : X[0])) :
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 28.711 : −68.3623)))) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −77.2397) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 19.4447 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : −72.5076) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] :
−90.8634) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]))))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 83.5561 : X[2])) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 4.25385 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : 42.3838)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? − 93.4847 : 91.3923) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 61.5564) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 24.1354 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 59.2827 : 74.869) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 45.6674 : 89.562)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 68.0377 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 7.9396 :
X[2]))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]) :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[0])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 40.5914 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 82.2771 :
92.6207))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : 72.2318) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 72.4203 :
58.0646)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 0.895578 : −14.18) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 65.9466 : X[1])))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? −98.7754 : 92.993) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 93.4334 :
39.3363)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[2] : −27.7853) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 51.7944 : X[1]))) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 65.6323 : 35.1754)) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 27.437 : −32.2293) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 0.722227 : 28.1865) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 54.1811 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 83.5491 :
−0.334771))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 83.9667 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −75.9391)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 18.2069 : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 17.3315 :
−60.5127)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : 96.9032) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 18.3411 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 51.0387 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −81.0111) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 93.1187 :
−74.4508)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 93.7917 : 11.4957) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 32.3976 : X[0]))))) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 77.9101 : −70.8998) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? − 13.4167 : 14.1313)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] :
X[0]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 43.6265 : 26.7278) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : −86.5389) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 11.4553 : X[2])))) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 64.0291) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 62.3864 :
−42.8206)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? −23.3363 : 35.2389) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? −64.1951 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 99.3473 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 54.5734 : X[0]))))))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : 9.35134))
Context 15 (24.717928)
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 85.0732 : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 93.3072 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] :
69.8374) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 64.2186 : 40.5296)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 51.5867) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : 18.1214))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 91.7345) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? 84.9427 : X[2])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 17.6892 : 51.3744) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
X[2])))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 8.15285 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 64.4083 :
797
35.9257)) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 70.2831 : −96.1262) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 55.3443 : −8.66734) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 34.937 : −17.4762)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 37.5831 : 88.7121) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 89.3985 : 96.3945))))) : (X[4] ==
1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? − 46.4848 : 30.5817) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 37.0127 : X[1]))) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 99.0256 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 53.1591)) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 57.9056) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 38.0577 : 66.7133)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 54.5891 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 62.7935 : 27.841)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? 27.5731 : −0.166604) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 28.3335 : X[0]))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] :
−34.7807) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 44.7903 : 23.1568)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[0])))))) : −95.3373)))
Context 16 (24.717928)
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 36.5701 : X[0]) : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 18.5916 : 32.0647))
Context 17 (24.717928)
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 28.0829 : X[2]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] :
87.0639) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 45.5259 : X[2]))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 79.2489 : X[1]) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? − 23.6398 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 49.4209 : 52.3916) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 9.11986 :
90.1383)))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? 23.6514 : −94.2829)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 94.9399 : 54.6786) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 58.9184 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 28.4335 : X[2])) : (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : −69.3344) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[0] : 34.3571))))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[2])))
Context 18 (24.717928)
(X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 70.9315 : 79.7708) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 76.1935 : −0.347816) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 62.1909)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] :
−12.5281) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 61.5339 : −51.2821))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 99.3199 :
0.910939) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 97.6976)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 74.3021 : X[2]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : −92.3578)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] ==
0.0 ? − 82.4679 : −67.9049)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 2.51688 : 73.046) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] :
X[2]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 55.5386 : X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 29.4044 : X[2])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : 18.6396) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? 82.2501 : X[1]))))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : −62.1659) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 85.0489 : 83.0043)) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : 7.49695) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 75.0805 : −16.6018))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 30.0592) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 99.1297 : X[1])) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 80.365 : −1.29021) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 94.7129)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 17.9977 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 78.4576 : −5.26678)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : −12.1358) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? 67.4433 : −77.4128))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 24.3414 : 29.3159) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? X[0] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −58.6022)))))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 62.1616 : −48.254) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? − 66.9269 :
X[2])) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 31.2776 : 88.3668) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −51.867))) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? 90.6714 : −88.7006) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : 63.2853)) : ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 32.0855 : −50.9943)))) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −3.94072) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 17.6311 : −43.1147)) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[1]) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 79.76 : −73.856))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? − 11.3428 : 56.2412) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 64.7863)) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
0.0 ? X[1] : 55.1036) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : X[0]))))) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? 3.37319 : 58.2333) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 4.43408 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? − 18.5387 : X[1]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[1] : X[2]))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? X[2] : X[0]) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? 99.3586 : 54.6567)) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[0] : −3.18094) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −17.098)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 67.1579 :
798
−28.4628) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 81.6919 : −80.549) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[1] : −82.6825))) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? −68.8745 :
X[0])) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 25.5922 : −20.4802) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 78.7018 : −6.95461))))))) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? 82.4678 :
X[0]) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[1] : 43.742)) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 75.2261 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? − 94.6034 : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 24.9639 : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? 43.0939 : 93.888)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[1])))) :
(X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : 17.7841) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[0] : X[1])) :
(X[4] == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : 54.2835) : (X[4] == 0.0 ? X[2] : X[1]))) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? − 29.9918 : 69.8247) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : 59.248)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[0] : X[1]))))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%5) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : −51.4018) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[1] : X[2])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[1] : −6.20889) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 85.5529 : −29.2756))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] ==
3.0 ? X[1] : X[0]) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 95.7382 : X[2])) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 74.4518 :
−9.36017) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[0] : 63.2528)))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) ==
0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? X[2] : −12.4497) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 12.0272 : 98.1425)) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] ==
1.0 ? X[2] : X[2]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? 2.42596 : 76.8657))) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) ==
0.0 ? − 24.2028 : 99.8491) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? 31.2284 : −75.9909)) : X[0]))))) : X[2]))
Context 19 (24.717928)
((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 73.3383 : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? − 18.4495 : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? 74.7376 :
((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? (X[4] == 2.0 ? − 30.888 :
−84.7146) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 52.2982 : X[1])) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? 37.3563 : X[2]) :
((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? X[2] : 50.8349))) : (X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −67.4163) :
(X[4] == 3.0 ? X[1] : −76.7973)) : ((X[3]%4) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 3.0 ? X[2] : −84.4199) : (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[1] :
−34.847)))) : ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? ((X[3]%5) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 1.0 ? X[2] : X[1]) : (X[4] ==
2.0 ? X[2] : −23.4081)) : (X[4] == 3.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 55.3888 : X[0]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? − 85.6271 : X[1]))) :
(X[4] == 2.0 ? ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? (X[4] == 0.0 ? 78.0223 : X[1]) : ((X[3]%3) == 0.0 ? X[1] : −19.6414)) :
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